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‘Runaway Audiences, Not Fins, Real |FUROPEANS FEAR (Broadway Legit Managerial Move 
‘Problem Facing Hollywoo Wald 

* London, July: 7% 
“At. a. press: conference - arranged 
ere by 20th-Fox, -Jerry . “Waid 
lasted. Hollywood for ‘locking: ite. 

. gelf behind .a “celluloid curtain.” 
‘He said America’s stay-at-home | 
producers “should - be. more.’ con-]. 
-gerned with runaw ‘audiences |. 

cerned ay on ‘the second: of a new series than’. with: runaway: productions. 
U. S. film-makérg. must wake up to 

‘+++ the fact that there Js talent. outside. 
America, - talent . ‘that Hollywoou. 
- gould use. 
“Describing ‘producers. who would 

use. only. .domesti}: “items. and_|.; 
thesps as “midget-minded,’ ” Waid 
teckoned they'd. be better off if 
they: developed some: get-up-and-go: 
fnstead of crying about crisis inj 
the industry. ‘There is always a 
erisis in the film biz, Wald said; the 
frick -was-to do. ‘something . about |: : 

Bingo $112000000 
of: 300,000,000 of whom only: 45,-| 

. ft, For-a ‘start -he advised pro- 
-@ucers to. get wise.to the fact that 
-@ film may haye a global audience 

_ 600, 000 would be American, — 
Another item which bugged him]. 

about Hollywood was the lack: of. 
econdstringers right: through the. 

industry. *: In -the past, he 
_ gaid, guys ‘would: get to the top]. 
of the heap: and ‘let. no one near 
them. This’ was “wrong because 
nobody. could take. over if. the big 

: guy was hit by a truck.’ And what's 
.. the use, asked Wald, of building up: 

collection: of stars. if there’s no- 
_ ‘Body sdeveloping ‘ who knows how, 
._ to handle them? : 

: Pub Revises Bust Seller’ 
Version of ‘Kings’ After 

~ Film’s Producer Beefs! 
-” Because ‘it. didn’t ‘treat “King of 
Kings” :reverently ‘enough in: the 
initial. transfer to ‘prose; Pocket-. 
books ‘Inc. .(via its: Permabook im- 
print) has had to. revise extensively. 
“dts noyelization. of .the.. biblical 
“-gtory. :-Miim’s the word at the 
publishing louse, . but’ it ‘comes.‘on 
good. authority that: the : original} 

--effort was nixed by Samuel. Bron- 
“gton, whose. .indiée- production ‘of: 
“Kings” will. be released by Metro 
‘around. ‘Christmas... |-- 

Sources claim. Bronston recotled | 
after reading the first galleys be-|- 
cause: the book treatment was too} 

sexy... He. is said to have com-| ‘ 
Z plained that. the writer . assigned 

{0 the novelization: ‘took’ too” many: i(Miss.)° Delta-Democrat - Times, is! 
| working on 
aimed for -Broadway.. Floyd. Hud-‘ 
dleston,. ‘vice-president. of: Pepper; 

_ liberties attempting: to. make the 
‘yarn a “bust-seller’? for- the drug- 

Te store. racks. . 

“Understood that. Bronston’ wasn’t | 
‘ -directly: involved -in assigning: tne 
‘paperback ‘version, : Teaving: that ; to! 

- Metro. - 
‘Revise set ‘the first printing back: 

"-@. month, but book will. still hit! 
..méwsstands in. October, as ‘skedded. i award: for’ reporting on the racial! 

Novelization . of major: original I'situation. in the heart of the south- : Restaurant’ Associates | ‘Four’ Sea- Jack Warner, 
film’ scripts: has become’ virtually ; pern. delta area, is. also - “Pulitzer | ‘SORS,, Forum, -ete.) .OF 21" handle, National. 
automatic in. recent. years, : 

‘bétween. the eyes. 
pdstime .is sweéeéping. the “country | 

le as ‘a 

| Hadi Carter Writing 
Book for B'way Musical: 

ANGLIA AIRS VERBOTEN | 
_ JACKIE KENNEDY SKIT 

> London,. July 4. 
Anglia TV. yesterday. (Mon. ) put 

introduced | by 
called: “Ie The Law. An 

WW oodrow ~ Wyatt 

. This. program: dealt with stage 
and ‘screen censorship and inchided’ 
‘was Jill. Ireland’s skit. on Mrs. 
‘Jackie Kennédy which the Lord |. 
‘Chamberlain: refused: ‘to allow in 
a new revue “The Lord - Chamber- 
lain: Regrets eed a 

Pastime i in Britain 
London, J uly 4. 

Bigtime bingo has socked’ Britain 

like some .crazy.-epidemic to the 
tune of an estimated $112;000,000 
‘per year.. “What.used to’ be a ‘Inild. 
social ‘flutter in. the local village]. 
hall, mainly for: charity, has: be- 
come. big biz since the new Betting 

-) and’ Gaming Act’ of 1960 made 
large’ cash-prize’ bingo ‘legal. 
‘It ts now being solemnly referred. 

“social revolution.” It’s’ 
| causing conflicting -opinions. in the | 
churchés. Certain local aiithorities} 
‘darkly hint’ that’ bingo ts. getting | 
out -of hand. and already it looks |: 
like replacing television as:a scape- 
goat for the faults-in Britain’s so- 

| etal. fabric and as competition for 
other ‘forms of show. biz. And, on. 
the. lighter. side, to prove that ‘the 
‘eraze has. arrived for keeps, a man 
named: Dave Caréey."has rushed in: 
‘with. & pop: disk. talled, 
Tm. In Love.”. 

- The bingo. game is being played 

(Continued on: page 62). 

A ‘Memphis. - June 27. 
“Hodaing ‘Carter, Pulitzer Prize-! 

winning editor- of the. Greenville: 

the book ‘for: a ‘musical: 

Records here, : 1s. doing the score. 
;Thée musical,- “tagged | 
" House, ” 

quarter: of New Orleans. . 

can 

Asa?” 

‘Series. aimis to. show up-some-of. 
‘the -outmoded - laws’ ‘which | still 

| affect. .people’s lives. 

‘Friday night—the gala, . 
tenue: de. soiree (evening. dress) 

| obligatoire night of. the week— 
-tleoked a&° lttle light. ' 

Ww onder. . 

Already: the | 

‘dustrial, governmental, 

“Bingo— ’ 

“Haunted: about. 
is based - ‘on an old talé:of.-hence there will he no midway, per: Nixon-Lodge:. 

“la haunted House ‘in - the French: se. He. recognizes the need for: an wyn, $1,000. Merle Oberon, $) 000, 
i“amusement area” but he is intent Mary Pickford, $2000, d:tt9. Ran-, 

1.8 TAX REFORM 
: By ABEL GREEN 
-Every Tue, . - via, ‘strasse and 

street: throughout: Europa’ is plas- 
tered with: Diner’s Club, Ameri- 

Carte |: 
Blanche. ‘and - Holiday’ magazine- 

: Express, Hilton’s 

approved credit cards and legends, 
not. to mention “approval” - shields |: 
from British, Scandinavian. and 
German trayel agenctes.and organ- 
izations, so it:is. little wonder that. 
‘European Tourism Circa -1961, 1s} 
very much concerned with Prest- 
dent Kennedy’s proposed.  cur-. 
tailed. “entertainment” legislation. 
-.It- hasn't. made itself markedly 
felt—yet—but ‘even.. Maxim’s one 

weekly 

Boniface 
Louis: Vaudable himself started. ‘to 

However,,. “the | ‘top hiotels are 
|SRO. | Some ‘are being accused of 

but .20% 
and ‘unless you're an: old. client | 
VIP ‘it can be hazardous on getting | 
tinto this or that. choice’ hotel. |} 
Bodies haye”.been seen strewn] 

“everbooking” not 107 

from’ the. Via Veneto. to’ the 
(Continued on: ontinued on page 2 20). 

6 Fair's Cafes 

Must Supply Ow 
-Bankrolls: Moses| 
The trade’ exhibitors, it fs figured, 

will write off. $700, 000, 000 in in-; 
state and, 

other .exhibits at the. shrine of in- 
‘ternational. “good. will” or commer-|. 
‘elal - exploltation. . 
‘World’s Fair 1964. president Robert |: 

“However, 

Moses is counting on two perma-| 
nent things. One of them he {fs ‘sure ‘ 
of — the. $87,000,000 landscaping: 
and the $93,000,000 of arterial high- 
ways, which the state and: Federal! 
‘government {s underwriting:. ‘These; 
will.:‘be. ‘permanent. eritages which | 

{the City. of New York will:-{nherit: 
| to: enhance Flushing. Meadows and- 
fee Long Island communi- 

es 
‘The other Int an- 2g ib I e. “sure” 

| thing he would like to. achleve is’ 
i paying off the $70.000,000 in bonds * 
needed to. underwrite the 1964-1965 ° 
World's 
‘ture-was settled for about 30c. on; 
the. dollar - 

Meantime;.as plans are ‘progress-' 

“top standard”. ; operation. 

Carter, ..whd°> won the’ ‘Puliyer that this not be cheap or: tawdry. 

board: meniber.- a 

He is-also intent.:on either- the 

(Continued, on Page. 50) 

.OF EDDIE CANTOR: 
What ‘Georga Jessel calls “a 

long overdue” salute to Eddie Can- 
tor. will. be celebrated end-October 
on. behalf of the March of Dimes, a 
phrase which the veteran comedian ! 
(Cantor). 
Roosevelt.. 
The ailing Cantor may be “pres- 

ent” via taped Interview with Jes- 

such as Frank Sinatra, Jack Benny, : 

{the League of N. Y. Theatres. 
coined for President i 

‘sel who- plans to align top stars. mously, 

To Cut Production Costs, or Else 

| THE-NOT-FORGETTING 
By HOBE MORRISON 

Broadway producers have agierd 
to take a tough, solid stand iA 
holding down terms for talent. 
|They have pledged to do so even 
tat the risk of charges of collusion 
and price-contreol. 
The agreement was reached at 

a recent, confidential meeting of 
The 

{plan to maintain a united front 
j Against any individual management 

bidding” for script, director or 
stars by offering competitive terms 
was teportedly accepted unani- 

without anyone volcing 
‘objection or even more than rou- 
itine cominent. 

That was the most important, 
nat the anly agreement 

reached at the producer and thea- 
tre owner organization meeting, 

§. | Several changes of policy regard- 
iing theatrical advertising were 

Bob Hope, George Burns, Jimm 
Durante, Sammy - -Davis Jr., et. al. 
‘for “this year’s annual event for | but 
benefit of the Warm Springs: (Ga. 
-Foundation, the late FDR’s 
charity. He also hopes to have 
Roosevelt: as a principal speaker. 

N.Y. 

Fair: The -1939-1940 ven-! 

Actors’ Day’ As 
Greek Holiday, 

Athens, July 4. 
Greek actress Irene Papas, pres- 

ently at the Berlin Film Festival ; 
| with “Antigone” (she portrays title | 
Tole} has: been picked by the! 
Greek Actors’ Gulld to promote an 
international “Actors' Day''—Wke 
|, Mothers’ Day” or “Fathers’ Day” 

he. comparison {sn’t toc far-° 
fetched. 
In Greece, the cradle of dra- 

matics,.:they’ve ‘already celebrated 
‘Actors’ Day” for four years now. 

‘List Show Biz Contribs 
To Presidential Funds: 

‘Washington, July 4. 

‘erats, and Eric Johnston, for. the 
; Republicans, ‘were among sliow 
j business names included in a Jist- 
‘ing of big : political contributors’ 
during the 1960 electioneering Re- 
.port, .compiled by Congressional 
Quarterly, gave a rundown of con- 
“tributions of $500 or more fo the. 
various. campaign cormnaittees 

4 Sinatra donated $2,500 to the Cit- 
jzens For Kennedy-Johnson. John- 
Ston was listed as making a joint 
$5.000 contribution with his wife 
to the Republiran Natiorial Cam- 
mittee. 

Others: included: Walt Disney. 
i $1, 000,. Republican Natlona) Com- 
mittee: Victor Borge. 33.000, Cit- 

; {ng. on all. fronts, Moses is adamant. izens For Kennedv-John«on: Sam- 
‘uel Goldwyn, $2.500, Volutiteers For: 

Mrs. Samuel Gold- 

. dolph. Scott, $2.509, National Re-' 
publican Senatorial Comiitter, , 

$2,500, Demorc ratie® 
Committee. ard Mrs. 

Anne Warner, $2,500, dita. 

- Binns. 
-Edith Evans will be heard first 4 

also approved, all intended to de- 
crease costs. One would simplify 
the copy in the daily alphabetical 
stings of Broadway shous The 
other would Hmit so-cailed “mail 
order ads” in the Sunday drama 
sections to a quarter-page per 
show. 

The modifications of copy in the 
|ABe ads would Involve elimination 
‘of such standard slogans ag “air. 
:conditioned” and “tax Included,” 

n the ground that these state- 
{ments are now taken for granted 
dy the public. Another change 

(Continued on page 59) 

‘Shakespeare on Disks 
Experiment by N.Y.C. 

As Parks’ Diversion 
New York's Dept. of Parks is 

experimenting starting July 8 with 
the afternoon presentations. over 
loudspeakers of spoken Walog, 

| Alternating between. S#turd ay 
Frank. Sinatra, for the Demo- :Matinees at Forest Park, Queens, 

and Sundas matinees at Prospect 
Park, Brookiyn, there will-he fulf- 
length, uncut Shakespearean plays, 
It’s a fieup with the Shakespeare 
Recording Socety Ine which ig 
providing the smachine, an en- 
ginerr and the new London-made 
recordings of the Caedmon Jabel, 

Conscious of the need for siust- 
able setting and a quiet audience 
willing to Uiten, the undertaking 
will be watched carefulle av a 
possible indication of outdoor en- 
tertaiumen’ possabilities via wax, 
NY. Paik Dept had earlier: ine 
augurated music concerts an dikes, 
“Romeo and Juiet” with Clrire 

Albert Finney and Dama 

week Jater Anthony. Quaste’s 
“Macheth"’ Then Trevor Howard 
and “arzavet Leighton in “Tarang 
of the Shrew.” Shen Sir Joho Ciel- 
gud and Datne Peuzs Ashcroft an 
“The Wuiter’s Tale“ 

Shakespraresn Recording ‘artes 
ts has bee selling the deked. 

‘plays on a aubscription bass. 



MISCELLANY 

Metro Might Buy B’ ways Mrs. Brown’ 
But $1,000,000 Asking Price a Chiller 

Heilvuced. July 4. 1 
“letra: bas ats sights on the |. . 

Breadeay oreseaeal, ‘“Unsinkable! C.B.’s Widow Left 750G 

Mol, Brosn put not for the Hollywood, July 4. 

msuar reasous necessarily, As it Mrs. Constance De Mille, 
tock. net oa buy would avoid po- 
tential Jegal «aclion against the 
eludio. Heres ‘shiv: 

SIGr s.id recentiv it planned .a 
pocture based on a chapter from 
ft.e late Gene Fowler's book, “Tim- 
herline ’—the chapter titled “Un- 
cunkahle Mrs. Brown.” ‘The 
blowgit a pretest from the Wil- 
lente Morrts office. repping the 
Unsinkable” creators. on grounds 

the piay’s success has established 
atom: the pebhie’s mind, and any 
ithe sinidlarity would be cause for 
a suit 

And te this the plaudits of Joe . 
Vovel Metro prexy, «ho saw the 
play recently and tnade his en- 
thusiasm known to studio boss Sol 
Siegel And, though Vogel re- 
porter diy was high on star Tammy 
Grimes, feeling here among pro- 
duction execs splits between Doris 
lay or Judy Garland for the 
fiinie Mrs. Browns. 

Understood company “would 
fnap up the property pronto ex- 
cept for one barri¢r—a $1, 600,000 | 
tag for the screet rights. 

Eren  sheald Metro and 
Rereddeth Willson come to 
teres re “The Unsinkable 
‘Vrs Molly Brown,” there. 
india SQU be aquoether property 
hasste. Lewis "Amateur 
Hour’i > Graham and Edwin. 
Qoustead have a 193% esupy- 
reght on weir sterg “The Pow 
stniable Mrs. Jay," which 
tears a strong resemblance to. 
the “Molly Brown’ character. 

news |] - 

This property is being han- 

widow of pioneer producer C. 
B. De Mille, left an estate 
valued at $750,850, it was dis- 
closed at. a first accounting | 
report made by her daugher, 
Mrs. Cecilia De Mille Harper, 
nan:ed as executrix. 

Estute of: Mrs. De. Mille, 
who died July 17,— 1960), in- 
cludes_a 10°? interest in C. 
B. De Mille Productions. 

! American Legion — 
Blows at Employment 

Of Identified Reds. 
Hollywood, July 4 

Calitornia segment of the Amer- j 

ican Legion passed resolution Sat- 

: urday at annual state convention in , 

‘Long Beach, charging six major ‘ 

| ciim companies and unspecified. in- | 

1dependents with “surreptitiously 

lemploying identified Communists.” 
Hit by charge in resolution are - 

| Columbia, 20th-Fox, Metro, Para- 

fmount, Allied Artists and Cniver- 

| sal. Na indie companies were nameé 

however, a number of: individuals 
were, although the legion did not 

ess 

i 

————: 

Word From Berlin 
Associated Press. later Te- 

ported from Berlin that Eric 
Jolinston stated that the pol- 
icy Of not hiring kaown Com- 
munists remained in force by 
the U.S. film industry, though 

i TIMES, said: 

Pag onr.time. 
| polished. per for trier. 

bmi manship,” 

| Curbs 

jat San ‘Sebastian as ‘an invited en- |. 

‘|matians" will compete as the’ of: | 

Wednesday, July. 5, 1961 

: ~ Samal § Surprise Fadage 
. Washington, July. A 

Gen. David. Sarnoff, Radio ‘Corp. of ‘Anierica: ‘board. chairman, 
"held high ¢-small gadget about the size of a:couple of packages of 

‘| cigarettes placed side by side and. announced: “It will receive : ‘AM. 
-|- pnd. FM radio, black and. white television. and color-television.’. ~-. 

"His audience. ‘a: National Press Club luncheon). looked on in’ 
“|. Buch. silent’ surprise that” you could have: heard Zenith. and Philco 

' “gtock drop. 
‘But the general. was speaking of the future, as he. did through-... 

| - out the ‘speech. ‘The small gadget was.a phony, a mockup of what: 
RCA. engineers hope to be: able. to: ‘produce “in the:*70s.”\ Then, ~. 
Sarnoff told his Press. Club listeners,- it will be “the reporter’ 8. best 

’ friend.” 
Otherwise, Sainoff. said “we are on: the threshold" of. instaritane- ; 

‘ous global tv, bouncing signals off: ‘Satellites. It’s “elose to. achieye- 
ment, * he said. . 

|. °° He‘said there is no néed for a reallocation ‘of presént. ‘commercial: , 

-’ ty channels because ofall the néw ‘space adventures. Satellites :- 
use shigher-range. frequencies, . and there’s no other development 
requiring reallocation, he. said. a 

. He forecast that science will dev élop an. ‘automatic’ translation? “of. — 
languages ultimately to allow all men to understarid one’ aviother. a 
It dovetails with global. ty, and, Sarnoff’ added, “is “the: Saal of a 
humanity itself,” : : 
‘Sarnoff drew a ‘capacity National Press Club audience. 

"MILTON ESTEROW 
loaf the. esteemed NEW. YORK - 

San Sebastian 
Press List 
“Madrid, “July. a. 

Marlon “Brando’s “‘One -’ Eyed 
_ Jacks” will. open. the: film festival 

One-Liners 
Vet comedian-atithor -George 

. Jessel’s: concept of the saddest 
‘dine, “Once. upon .a- time’ (be-" - 
“cause - It. can never happen 
again)... 

-His Interpretation of the 
happiest’ line, “I woke. ‘up: ‘this 
morning.”: - ok 

‘Arnold 2 Tein, Pitt 

“At the: Copacdbana,- “PAUL 
ANKA -Is drawing plenty - of chs- 

vt dtc Longhair or Bobhed, US. Cultu ural .there fs. ‘charm ng air r tt 

limental and: lawing songs. oMrd 0 

ANKA could” give | lessons on. shuw- Ans h All st te Sum er Boo 

‘The ‘United. States map” -this © 
summer ‘ig literally . ‘dotted with 

dance, lecture and other ‘highbrow : 
come-ons. The range is from: an 

| Arizona, to a National Harp. Master 
Class and opera workshop at 8. 

tomers: A: personable, ‘phenomenon |: : 

‘and a Voice that easily handles: sen- 

“By ROBERT: J. LANDRY. 

community ‘outbursts . of: "- song, 

ANll- Indian Pow-Wow. at--Flagstaft, 

| University of. Wisconsin. . 

try while -Walt. Disney's. “101 Dal- 

symphonic. “pops. aon “Rather | ‘more 
|ficial American. selection. arresting are vespers: in .Wheeling,: 

The. July 8-17 event ‘will, bank |: 

dled by their Pyre Produce 
tiers, 

ee ee rs ee eee 

SATURDAY ADVENTISTS | 

OPPOSE BLUE LAWS| Local spokesman for Motion Pic- i 
Albuquerque, July 4." {ture Assn. said “no cominent was. 

A suggested revival cf Sunday  avitilable just now, adding.“ that- 
Live laws should get the blue} prexy Erie Jolinston is in Berlin at: 
pencil, in the opinion of a preacher i film festival there> 

‘peaking in) Albuquerque Jast |. Legion resolution, which is like- 
vcek Kev. William A. Fagel Of | jy to echo at this summer's -na- 
A me York, wha is featur ed on the ° tional convention of the ‘vets, 

Faith For Teday™ network ‘tv: charges film industry has abolished j. 

conceding its administration 
rested with each indir euet 
company, 

up any with working for any : 
recite company. 

rh speaking before a state tits own 1947 Waldorf declaration— 
écuctave of Seventh Day Adven-? 4 an agreement not. to employ Com- 
ots) wlio celebrate Sabbath ren munists. 
S~tuiday . said he opposes a re > 
vaab ot the puritanical Jaws which | . 
prokibit bi, including movies, on Like Pop & Mum . 

Gregory Deutsch, nine-.ear old. Py Sanday. 

Such a revival would develop: son of: violinist Emery Deutsch, of 
Bi} frend toward the anion of church | CBS radio fame, has composed 25. 
Qo state, meaning the eventual | songs to date and is, says. his dad. : 
i eakdown of religious liberty in; literally qualified to become the 
the se Speaker explained. youngest member of ASCAP of! 

“Rome laws are 

Abutrches  tmterested in 
Sunday as a holiday, but they favor | name of Marjorie Goetschius, are sen—to -plav in. his forthcoming : the defunct. ‘Sun-Telegrapt. 
the Chrisiien religion over other.: members. 
rehpions and the Sunday -keeping; Meantime the boy, a student at: 
Ciaistians over these wha observe , the Professional Children's School : 
ite Sabbath on the seventh day.;and classmate of Jose Greco Jr.; 
Consequently the Jaws prohibit | 
the free exercise of religion.” » show, “The Red Eye Of Love.” 
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heavily on foreign attendance. at | 
[the popular Pamplona fete of San 
| Fermin. 
:from the scene of the ‘film: gather-: 
ing, opens..two days - before : San: 
: Sebastian. and has annually drawn |. 
itens of thousands from: every point 
fon the Continent ‘to witness the 6 
am. run of wild’ bulls throughout. 
Pamplona's: streets, the star-studd- 
ed ‘bull fight . program - ‘and: the | 
{ round-the-clock: fretizy. which haye 
placed: Pamplona. high. on ‘tourists’ | 
:itineraries. ~ 
j Press invitations. to the. San Se: 

: bastian film . festival this year. have 

‘Continued, on page 18): 

‘ODD GERMAN (CASTING 
CALL CIRL PLAYING SELF; 

- Frankfurt, July 4. 
In‘one of. the most ‘unusual cast- 

ing announcements. ‘ever. made in 
this: often-jaded: industry, German }. 
producer Alfred H. Jacabs has 're-: 

; film: “Die: Maedchen Wollen. Nicht : 
: Warten”: ; ‘The . . Girls © Will. 
: Wait). 

-Pamplonia, only 50: miles]. : 

lbere were always brilliant -aad in- 
i cisive. 
of being a:-tough critic: 

+. 1 with ridicule and sly phrasés. His 

“Not | 
'-£, He had -applied for: the Peace | music” followers,” 

Film Critic, Resigns. | Society;: ‘a Mormon: ‘history.’ page-. 
ant at. Ogden, . Utah; a. ‘chamber’ 
musi¢: and ballet festival’ .Sequenc- 

To Join Peace Corps. ring into ‘a jazz festival} at Taminent, -- 
‘Pittsburgh, July 4... pay and a seminar on.-Eskimo. 

- Arnold. - Zeitlin,” tv writer and: musie ‘in. Anchorage; Alaska, Ane 

film critic on the ‘Pittsburgh Post- j. new 49th ‘state... 
Gazette, hag - resigned from. the}: Long-established | «events ‘Me 

; Paper, to. join: the Peace Corps.: ‘He | (Continued : ‘on. page 50) 

sats that te Pesce Cor "ee. | BBC CENSORS ON SPREE, 
BAN-4 SONGS FROM AIR and. that he. wanted “to be. a littl le 

London, July’ 4.:. 

-help in a very worthy cause.’ 
Zeitlin’s column and . reviews | oe 

the repttation BRC banned. ‘four titles: here, : 

Since he. three on an LP by ‘Max. Bygraves . 

and Win: Fanmning,. of the three- and a. rock: version’ of Grieg’s “In: 
man :staff: headed by Harcld -V. re Hall of the. Mountain’ King” 

-He had 

:Cohen, ‘were usually handed the|by Nero &. the: Gladiators. . The’: 
lesser. pictures: to review h-«- used Bygrayes, numbers, written. ‘by: Les: 
his ‘keen .wit to. bury many: pix| lie’ Bricusse; are’ from’; Decca’s. , 

“Nursery Rhymes: for Grown Ups” ~.: 

ty column and ‘feature ‘storirs. also album. They are: “Georgie -Pore ~ 
bore this mark.. | gie,” which hints at. ‘homosexuality,. 2 

‘Zeitlin, 29, started with: the: AP) “Marilyn, Muffet” :and “Jack and. «. 
in New. York in1955, moyed to the | Jill,” . both: Tisque- twists - on tie, 

primarily for | which organization’ both Deutsch ‘vealed that: he's hiring a, genuine. Philadelphia bureaw in: 1958. and. old themes. 

keeping ‘and his wife, under her writing former call. girl—Hanna > ‘Rasmus- ! then. came’ here: as tv editce. with |. 
He. Décea, was described. by BBE as; -: 

' the ‘Gladiators’: disk, again on: 7 

‘was. brought into: the Post--aizette |""A. drastic variation of -a. classical - : 
when ‘the S-T was sold. — itheme. which may ‘offend. classical. 

And; ‘earlier, 
| “At first, it seemed as it a. hitch! Corps work’.a month ago-éad-re-|BBC.nixed a Kokomo recording of | 

is appearing in-the off Br oad way might develop. Jacobs’ ex-wife, ac- ceived. word ‘last Wednesd:¢ (28) |‘‘Asia Minor,” a rockin’ version of... 
(Continued (on. page 249 | tress. Adelin Wagner, called in: her |. 

‘lawyer to demand that the film not} . 
;, be made. Since. she is: half-owner 
| of his FCC firm and has about |'{ 
$31, 000 init, she asked that: the LH} 
baa -be dropped. - 

- Jacobs. apparently had the. last H 
' answer, though. He countered that 

ml | the film will not be financed by. his |} 
“FCC, ‘but as an. Italian- [jf 

Il rrench -and German: ‘production, | 7 
1‘ Besides, he pointed-out, his former | || 
: wife Adelin played a role in a pre- 

“dEvious -call ‘girl film, “Rosemarie |/|_ 
GmbH” . ‘Rosemarie Incorporated) |} -- 

: which. -Prisma Film: is now . bring- 
‘lh ing: out. .Miss Rasmussen also was 
i that film. 

Trick © of the Year 
: Chicago, ‘July 4.. 

. Michael Daves, writing on. 
Bible Belt: broadcasting in the. .- 
current Christian - Century 
‘June 28),.. from his own.” 
firsthand experience in: mont-; :} 
toring the programs,. tells of: 
‘the rampant pitchmanship by 
‘Yeligioso .charlatangs, ~ 

One radio . evangelist,: tor: 
instance, offers to mail a book — | 
‘revealing God's 
segregation), - 
of the weapon that will destroy: ° 
America) “free of charge” to 
‘everyone. who sends " “some: 

plan for. 

kind of contribution to keep. i 
us‘on. the air.” 

Another. tried to: peddle “4g 

of J esus Christ.” 

plus the’ name. .~ 

Renitine, autographed: picture sf 

‘Grieg's -Piano. Concerto... 
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oor r in Efe ct, i, Talent I Is. ‘Business 
sinister tcvaptisiwonuzonninn reteuervnisbartonsan sear tinsre sending inverse staan 

Leal soganracharsnaregennie tpn 0.98 st evunnTua eur tionatnmuteamean Tete ne eneab lan tra ater 

- Holly wood." 

I’ read with: great’ “Interest your 
ve “article. relative:.to: the ‘highly. con- 
. troversial: . 
“Federal Tax, changes - ‘affecting ex:., 

-matter .of : 

-... pense-account.. spending, .and: ‘tne. 
” wesulting curbing. or possible elimi-: “": “mation of-entertainment,. cand other 

: -. taitnment business: are ‘not. entitled 
“<) to, reasonable: ‘entertainmént, deduc- 
tions, for, the foHowi ing : reasons: 

_ agency, . 
2 - prospective . employers .is, ‘in -my |. 

1), Opinion, an “ordinary “and “neces-. 
+ gary. expense”. 

_.-° securing ‘and’-maintafning’ employ- 
“. ment field. Artists. tactors, ‘writers, 

‘producers, 
. argely -.. 

. dinners, » lunches, theatres, ‘sports 

“little, if any, job - security, . 
“must. ‘therefore - arry .on a con-. 

 Heugus campaign to keep -thent- 
or selv 

~ spend. approximately ‘5%. .0f ‘their. 

"<.“gomparable™ to’ a man. in, the shoet 

| ate listed on the big: board and. 
7 : San Antonio; July 4. 

* quoted weekly by’ Vartery fared At ‘the Majestic’ Theatre, 
‘for the past three anda half: yéars?. ‘downtown: --Interstate .The-.. 

‘lished: ‘by. Data Digests, ‘Inc. 

- Dee. :31, ¥957. (Information about |. 

-. able-in the- Digest:). ).. 

to oAmerican: Broadcasting-Para- 
gent ‘Fheatre; ‘up. 338%,° paying’ -LRe? 

*-méver, paid anv dividend. © 

:*" funds and ‘tops the list.of show: biz'| 
’ -stoeks ‘sought.’ by ‘institutional in- 
--yestots: Among ‘the most. ‘active’ of. 
“such: stocks,.it has divvied up ‘some |: 
“earnings each ‘year: since . 1902. Its | 

“;. growth rate. of 132% 
‘Stanley “Warner” for A5th. and. 16th 
place in. this-‘list.- 

- @utdoor -theatres. 
the new -$600.000° Twit: Drive-In; 
“opened June’.30 in: .Millard,- just} 

oo 150 in a car “balcony.” wo 

“*. Omaha, Lincotn. businessman: Rus- 

now. recognized. ‘deductible expen- 
Bes, in ‘Federal. returns. . ; 

am © heartily. ‘disagree: with: the con- 
tention that .people. in’ the. enter- 

wringing ni raceme Seb one ama ab syn 

proposed ' 

‘deductions 
write-offs, « such. as: maintenance of: 

ceuvcetenct 
i eeevbey anecdote RSA vOCRPUNd ore SnrrenTO eanomaage ny efrtectterts 

| Pe j 
Antlers HUEiEE 

{. business: spending 5% of the gross | 
J income. from_ his: business for. ad- } 
|-vertising.: I am sure the Internal 
‘Revenue ‘people ‘would ‘not object | 
seriously. to the shoe man spending | 
'§ 
shouldn't: talent ‘he-entitled to the | 
same consideration since. they both: 
are presenting - ‘their. Wares. te pros-; 

for.. advertising, so... why 

pective: purehasers? | 
’ There’ have - een | -‘abuses,. 
questionably,.”: by. some - in their 

‘for. entertainment 

me: ny 

‘un- | 

tually . be. considered - ag -being in: 

. growth ‘of 614%. 
“institutional: ‘investors, ylelds 1.7% | °- 

2S rand ‘has’ paid. some dividend - -each |- 
“year ‘since: 1939. : Te 

‘since *57: and. yields 0.1%. :IC is 

US. SENATOR TAR | 

Lelubs, :ete. But -for'a taxpayer..to 
“| be deprived: of the “ordinary ..and 

lL: Entertainment: of . ‘advertising. “‘mecessary. expense”’ ‘of ‘earning. his 

network ..executiyes "and | jivelinood “is certainly: not fair... 
“Since. & great many. of ‘the. tax- 

‘in connection .withthey lend. themselves. to various 
interpretations. No. twa. taxpayers’ 
situations. are “identical. “It: would 
‘be near to impossible ‘to: “write. tax: 
laws that would exactly cover. every 
situation.. If they did there. would 
‘Deno “need. for a ‘Tax: ‘Review 
Court: " 
"In ‘summary. 1 think’ the. Tegisla- 

ete. J. :: must. depend. 
upon - personal. contacts, 

with’ those. in a- position ‘to hire. 
them. °“ This - obviously © involves 

events, ete. : : . 

2. ‘Talent,. in ‘most. eases, | can ‘ace'| 

business for. themselves with very 
and | 

now-existing tax laws. . “Such revi- 
‘sion is “certainty: .in- ‘order ‘and 
bound to come.: But let's not- go 

the. entertainment. field - Of : ‘thelr 
‘rightful: deductions. 

“Leo B..Tyson | 

s -employed: ‘Thus,. if - they 

‘income. for, entertainment, it. .{s 

. By. ROBERT REINHART. . +— 

How . ‘have. the: 27 “Amusement “One: Fo or’ "the ath’. 

.{- :.trea. 16. year. old. youth: ad-~ 
Analysis of the June figures aoe . mitted ‘throwing .a- firecracker 

veals. that 22 of’ these ‘companies |. " int the’ theatre: 
have. had. suhstantial. growth ‘sinceé.| « ‘get- some. kicks,” 

fold newsmen. 
wh. get any: - 

the other five companies isn t avall- caught: ” 

“But. I ‘didn’t 

‘Star performer’ is Zenith with 
‘ale = a 

Tt Is held: by ‘31, C2mage-“Just a Jot of “excite.
 

ment. 
Sent ‘the youth: to. the coun 7" 

.. Wy juvenile. office. : , 

‘Polaroid. follows with 383% ‘tise 

Card Tollvison held-.by 60. funds: Third place goes 

held by 51 funds: It. has paid |” 
since.1939: Ampex: rose. 307%: since | 
°57,- is- held” ‘by 33. funds: but has{ 

gag = Mexico City, July 4 Eastman Kodak: is held by--396} : “tollvision...is . definitely .:coming 
for ‘the -border city. of Tijuana. 

vary,”” ~ * governmental .- publication 
which’. -prints rulings | and: ‘Tegula- 

ties it-up. with tions. : 

cludé film . premieres, scientific 
0). has_ the. highest yield. as . ‘it and cultural: documentaries: ‘and di- 

“(Continued on. page 18). .) Vversified” programming. : “It coutd | 9 

; vial.” 

IN NEBRASKA ‘OZON ¥ | second. new. channel still unallocat- 

.\> Liricoln; July: 4. vee. operation.” 
One more ‘of the. few twin-screen | 

-in’.the nation, ; 
Closing of Dining Room . | 
At Herman Robbins’ Motel: 

-May-Halt Annual Trek: 
* Schroon Lake, N:Y., July 4... 

outside ‘Omaha, on. the. Interstate | 
road.° 

Capacity: ‘is 1 -600. tars, including | 

“Owners -and.- ‘operators ‘are- U. Ss. 1 

yachts, mountain’ lodges, hunting: 

‘Taw: provisions are. loosely ‘woven. 

tors should strive to strike a-happy 
medium: in future revision of. the. 

(L. A: business. management ¢ exec. ) 

- Growth Rate High Since ws aD of 1 US. Amusement Stare , 
‘| delays’ ‘along with the apparent |-an Academy Award, wilt be shown encourage production py 
_| Procrastination, of: George. Stevens | gut” ‘of- ~competition at the Moscow ; filmmakers before the neophytes 
janent “Greatest Story Ever Told.” meet. . To 
“| Elizabeth Taylor's illness -and’ bad 

TI. ran, and ‘F- ‘got. - 

Firecracker didn’t cause. any: _ 

to’ -Mexico, with. unfurling ‘slated’ 

Source. Of this-is the “Official Di-. 

XERTY, operating over: “Chan-. 
‘|nel: 21, With a 100-kilowatt potency, 

‘2 Only. Six, of the. ‘stocks listed and..owned -by . Federico Ferreira; | 
: yield. more than 3°. However, one | js. ‘first of its type to be authorized: 
of :these; Storer. Broadcasting twith | in’ Mexico. - 

- one _of..the lowest, growth: ‘rates,. 
+. 16% 

There -is’ also” ry report: that -the 

° Sen. ‘Ronian-' Hruska .; : (Rep.) of! 

. Sel Brehm, and-H. S..Gould,-Oma- 
‘han... 

This: oné’s ‘corisidered. a. natural, | 
“Nocated in the direction ‘of growing | 

residential ‘Omaha. atid” the. speed ine ‘this’ annual. event for the in-; Distiey got’ the breaks in these. two don and Charles Schneer’s Morn- , CnaeKements sinte it opened last 
Bighway- : 

The trio ‘own’ and operate 
ipter: ‘Lincoln . and. Omaha drive- 
: Ss 

- Herman Robbins, . president | of. 
National Screen Service. who to- 
gether: with ‘his -thige sons, Nor-. 

re : 

oe . — i Saal - - ” 
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HANCY 
| CERN, FR. ANN, ‘A Frenchman as Authority: France 

~ WRECK BUDGETS, Too ‘Arty; Italy More Pragmatic By VINCENT CANBY 

‘ EEL . »! ~~ ° -By GENE. ARN "Somebody Comments if The French film industry is 
the element ‘of | “chance—good | New: York j “stek.” and the sooner the govern, 

— ment starts encouraging -films ¢ 

re dene i nd? ad ones seer eaever| Editor, VARIETY: | greater commercial value, instead 
inthe business of producing: mo-|.”: “T-pray somebody would com- for dubiously “arty product. the 
tion pictures. Individual producers |. questing fhe premfere i Ha | better for all concerned 

wed Grimes ta | eget yet 
current -with, the virtual’ industry- | 1 90 egrees. hea of Paris He’s also a producer, 

Peter P. Horner, 
wide. switch to participations’ and: 
indie .filmmaking: . 
‘The integrated industry of thet’ 

pre-divorcement, ‘pre-telev iston era : 
assighed . contract’ -_performers - to‘ 

film. May not have been. the best |. 
picture ever, but it.usually. :was- 
made ‘on-time and in ‘aceord with | 
pre-calculated budget.: 

' But, ‘now,. 

latterday problems. Ser ipt approval . 
consideratiotis,. © “per contract ; 
with star:Tony Curtis were among. | 
the reasons for -the picture's long | 
-holdup although M-G: already has 
‘spent more than $2. 000; 000 on: its) * 
development. 

overboard. ‘and deprive those . in| 

| (Sald the president of a aival: fitm 
| .company- 

‘| ble: for: the. “Cleopatra’” reverses, 
|. “Greatest Story™ ‘seems to. be t 
‘victim of.too much leisurély- rpacea | 

-| production - ‘and ‘a full seminarian.| 
_ “} briefing’ on the. Bible... 

“E wanted: ‘to: 
‘the youth... | 

Programming will in- |- 

that’ the board’ would never have} 
approved the. $14,000,000: .budget: 

‘not be. learned: if the border ‘Sta- ° 
I tion ° “will, draw. on: American’. mate-: 

_ predictabie to producer: John ‘Hu-} 
‘|.ston, was: ‘held: ‘responsible for the” 

Artists: projected filmization of tite. 

fon: ‘the Bounty,” 
“|effort: but. there's no disputing. the 
.fact that costs are‘going above the 

ture ever made. 

. “Skouras’ ‘Troubles. 
Recent - breaks: have. been éspe-. 

- [elaliy. wrongo at. 20th-Fox where. 
the: production end wound up: last 
year ‘with :a. loss of. $15, 000,000. 

. this’. week: \ “Spyros. 
Skouras : for yeara “has: done. well; 

‘| his present reverses are.a. tempo- 
| rary thing. All ‘of. us run. Into such 
-| setbacks"). 

“At 20th; a. major cause of setback [ 
as ‘of now has ‘been: “Cleopatra” 

weather in London .were responsi-. 

Paramount has hopes of perhaps | 
coming out even with “One-Eyed |. 

‘| Jacks.” This might have been a big 
-winner except for the fact that 
the: Marlon Brando production, 
brought ‘in ‘at close.‘to $6,000,000, 

‘| went much above a realistic nega- 
tive. cost. This. was a case of too}: 

| tauch: . shooting | cand re-shooting.. 
| with the privileged. ‘star as his own 

Producer-direc' tor. 

“Joseph: and: His 

Thclement: weather in’ Tahiti- 
which: ‘for some’ reason: was not 

scrapping “of “Typee.”” an Allied 

Hérman Melville story. AA had" ld. 
pencil in.a-loss: of $1 ,500,000: 
‘M-G has high: hopes. ‘for “Mutiny 

‘another . Brando 

original ‘biveprint.:At over.$16,000,- 
000. it's’ the costliest’ motion pice 

“An exec. at: Paramount. concedes 

.“Fen -Commandments”: if this 
figuire- Were Known in advance: The |: 
Cecil B.:DeMille epic ‘had Started. 

we 

| ed in this capital: will also, be a fee- 
“that-the final charge was up to the |  “Boat’ ’ anthologist, fs faking over @nxious 
$14,000,000 level. Turned. out that: 

|‘Par and partner DeMille “had a!tor. for Otto. Preminger’s Carlste a better press in Germany than in 
| good ‘deal, film being. ‘the biggest. 

man, ‘Alan and. Burton tiave hosted. 
the. Wiil Rogers Hospitals board of 

} directors:-at the annual inspection 
tour .and. board. meeting in recent. 
years, may, have. ‘ta abandon’ host- 

7 ‘Continued on page. -22) 

elaborated on his: production plans |- 

‘oft'as a $6,000. 000. entry and was” Seymour’ 
okayed .as_ such, :-bat. DeMille | 

from. month to ‘month to the extent |: 

money-maker. in- Par-DeMille his- | 
tory. 

Walt:. ‘Disney, with ‘a negative 
: ante ..of: $6,000,000. in: “Sleeping . 
{ Beauty," ed learned the income on: 

‘av cartoon feature. hardly justines | 

ifilm buff and former uewspaper- 

spécified scripts ‘and the on-the-lot, t 
‘producer. got a given: property on 

B: property puch ..as | 
Metro's “Lady ‘L” is subject to the 

iFranklin D. Roosevelt’s 

{Information -Agency, 
| designated chairman. Motion Pic- 

Eric Johnston j 
-wag named: a. special representa- : 

\See Link to Youngstein 

Lcouple™ of ‘properties set to go and. ‘ 

(Union Film Distributorsi | ; 

Send WB ‘Sunrise’ | 
| onts 

~ To Moscow Fest 
Washington, July 4 

‘pobello.” Dory Schary’s film about ; 
travall 

with polio, hag been selected by ; 
the State Dept. as the US entry: 
‘in. competition at the Moscow Film j 
Festival, July 9-23. 

William: Perlberg and = Milton: 
‘Sperling, Hollywood film execu 
tives, were named U.S. delegates 
together with. -Turner B. Shelton, 
motion pi¢ture director of Us 

who 

ture Assn. prexy. 

tive at the festival. Hans N Tuch, 
-cultural -attache at the US Em- 
bassy. in Moscow, was designated ; 

jaltertiate delegate. | 
A -USIA documentary, “Bevond ; 

‘Silence. * which was nominated for | 

~ Status Change at UA 

Warnér Bros.’ “Sunrise at Cam; 

{should be 

w as | from going 

“man Last week in the course of 
a quick visit ta New York, to dis- 
cuss a possible coproduction with 
Janus Films toppers Bryant Hali- 
day and Cs Harvey, Thevenet not 

talked about what's wrong 
“with the French industry, but also 
offered a five-point plan designed 
to prleviate the current. situation, 

Producer was particularly devas- 
tating in his comments on the 
nourelly vagne. He-doesiu’'t dispute 

‘the fact that soung filmmakers 
encouraged. but he 

believes that the policy of encour- 
agement has now gotten out of 

and 
‘The French film industry is now 

“oriented” towards this kind of 
product, he says. and while there 
have been achandful of good films 
made, most of them are so bad that 

ithey actually discowage patrons 
to other films To 

support this thesis, he points to 
the declining admissjons in Fiance, 
noting -but onlv at ao reporter's 
prompting—that maybe tv has 

, had some effect on entertainment 
! habits tuo. 

Too ‘Childish* 

Thevenet especially resents the 
use of government subsidies to 

young 

are ready to launch into produe- 
tion on their own In this respect, 
he thinks the present government 

| policy—-unstated though it may be 
|{—Is doing a disservice not only 
tothe taxpayers and the film ine 
dustry, but also to the youngsters 

In Heineman Decision. themselves, who are allowed to 

~ Undersiood that United Artists.’ 

partner Max. E.’ Youngstein' 3 Open. ; 

dy. stated intention to go into In- 

dependent ‘production hastened 

| former UA sales topper Bill Heine: | 

“dug” each | “man's retirement. Both ‘ 
‘Gther,. worked closel, on a Sales . 
merchandising level, and = with 
Youngstein | intent -to try his hand 

1 ~ Columbia wrote off: a loss of over |.a5 an impr eSario. Heinem: an figured 

$1,500,000 ‘on’ 
-|“Brethren”: for the-reason that the ‘desire to “lake it easier.’ 
“.;-right:.kind of ‘script. esuldn't. ‘be | 

; fashioned. 

‘Fork juana, Mex’ 

‘he-may ‘as well acceler ate his own 
Heine- : 

man is believed to be very wealthy 

-Youngstein reportedly. has a: 

_per his repeated intentien.. he: 
“will distribute through. mv favor-! 
jte company—United Artists " This 
has .been in answer {o° sundry | 
rumors about: joining - 20th-Fot or 
some. other” oulfit. With Young-: 

.{stein's. story properties approved § 
‘by. Bob Benjamin, | Arthur’ Krim & | 
Co... it. is very likely he may step 
Out: - this’ fall. ‘Instead of wanting 
until the. first of the year. 

‘It is: presumed that new veepec | 
Eugene Picker, ex-prez of Loew: 
Theatres, will acquire some of: 
the stock: options: that Heineman ‘ 
and. Youngstein Will cash in 

oom oe. 

-CARLYLE’S NEW STORY ED 

"Krim Replacing Tom i 
- Ryan in 'N. Y.. 

“Sesmour ‘Krim, author’ and: 

the: Tom Ryan berth as story -edi- 

banner at N.Y. hq. i 
Ryan ‘is pulling out for ‘some 

indie - filmic ventures of his own, 
though. details not specified for the 
-ponce. 

friends” Later, 

iin Germany 

( ‘ontinued On page 18° 

‘PREM DOUBTS ISRAELIS 
WILL GO FOR ‘EXODUS’ 

By JOSEPH LAPID 
Tel Aviv, July 4 

“Though not aiways accwate and 
a bit too long. it is 4a very im- 
pressive. picture’. this is what 
David Ben-Gurion, Prime Minister 

‘of Israel, stated after “Exodus” 
| was shown to him {na special pers 
‘formance. According to peapse wha 
Sat next to him when the Mogen 
:David flag was hoisted aver the 
‘immigrant ship on the screen, there 
:were tears in BG‘s CyeE4 

’ After the showing, the Prime 
Minister congratulated = disector- 
‘producer Otto Preminger who 1e- 
iturned to Israel to be present on 
this “command performance” ta 
which, besides Ben-Gurion, 300 of - 
ficlals were invited. Official hast 
was Meyer Weiszal. chairman of 
the Weizmann Institute Executive 
Cauncil 

Preminger drew a laugh at out- 
;set when he opened-the press con- 
:ference saying “Ladies amj gene 
tlemen, as I understand, you didn't 
¥el see the picture, so we are still 

he explarned = that 
- he does not expect good reviesng 
7mm Istael, because the histor, of 
"Exodus" is tan close to. Israels 

Soon the picture will be shown 
“J am particularly 

to see how the Germans 

react to the film, thotigh I expect 

the United Kingdon. 
“critics practically mardezed “Exo- 
dus.’ Stil, it's a demand twket in 
London as in Paris. where the re- 
views were marvelous Thin in to 
meaia proof that ressevers do not 
decide the fate of a picture ” 

where. the 

_made “Shagey Dog” and: “Absent pub crew, tapped to replace Har- 

“Exodus” will start runuimg in ‘Burt Solomon to Embassy ltsrael at end of duis. 
Burt. Solomon. of the UA ad-; 

‘this. amount of investment Film] 
proved: a. disappointment. Producer |- 
Disney ‘then ‘turned around’ and }- —_— 

200 U.S. Dates Pend 
Minded: Professor,”. éach in-a refa-| vey Matofsky on Embassy Pictures’ “Exodus” is down for about 260 
tively ‘smalltime budget. category. publicity staff.under Ed Feldman {35m dates when C4 puts atoarte 
and'-the’ boxoffice . cgnsequences | Moveover is due in a couple weeks. ! general release later this summer, 
-have - been: extraordinarily. upbeat-! Matofsky 1s departing for Lon-' Pir has had over 50 roads how 

I fall, \cases. - lingside Productiona. 



4 PICTURES 

Parents Swap Plugs. 
Chicago, July 4... 

Two of the local celeb: 
columnists here are playing 

a game of “you scratch: my. 
_ kid's: back, and Ill. seratch: 

yours.” :Each has a. daughter 
who ‘has launched a film 

se “ ofeewe MOM P OED IES ETN Creo o “are: fowes: . 

“€ ar é er. 

TWAT | : a i j 

i 

f. “Maggie . Daly, -gossiper - on 
| the: -American,' manages to 

Tues.) en route to- Vancouver: ‘B.C.)..to serve on’ the. jury of the.film 
fest there July 10-22 

‘Name-drop with: some fre- 
quency Karyn. Kupcinet (“La-: 

-dies. Man,” ‘Queen ‘of. Kern 
“County,” ete... Miss Kup- 
-cinet’s. ‘father, ‘Irv, writing in 
the Sun-Times. does likewise 

. for Miss Daly’s. daughter, 
Brigid © ‘Bazlen | «Honeymoon 
Machine, ” “King: of Kings,” 
ete.).. . 

- But: of course, ‘from. time. 
ta: ‘time, each. gets. in:a dis- 

_creet plug for- his ther) own. 

just co- authored two scripts: for indie feature. production, 

SAT Vet AN AIERRPED POV vere © 

ee ba 

. 

| with @ trip to South. beta homestate of the senator he'll play,: Film. 
will lense three or four Neeks.in Washington, then’ shift to,the’ Coast. 

| veep for European opera‘ions With: Fairbanks . Morse and ‘stationed. in. 

‘and: Pythias.” . 

Local filmmaker Hilary ‘Harris will ‘be in New York. contingent going 

3 Silents, Slides As 

* Atlantic City, July 4, | the openin
g of the fest : 

* Quarterdeck. Theatre, located || week ‘in Surinam... . Caroll L, Puciato, Colorama Features: veep, ‘off 
near Stéel Pier just ‘off fhe board- |.on. a one-month. biz trip to Europe .. .. George. Roth, prexy of Atlantic’ 

| ‘ying “Nickelodeon - “Nights,” silent Three y Wald, Pi hi is about franz Schubert. te a: it fin 4 ch . 
be , 7 err ald, while in ‘Londen recently hinted:a a new film-te niqii 
} comedies. : Barney Sackett, Quar- ne ts: keeping under: wraps..for, James Joyce's “Ulysses” ” whiéh ‘will be 

|, terdeck’s operator for. the summer { madé ‘in Ireland next June. This, he said, was fo be a completely: Orig. 
season, is showing. two hours * of | inal conception in film-making. It wasn't just. a: gimmick but a way of 
| vintage stuff with gag: and ‘song Presentation that he. felt: confident others would. foHow. 

. hom e of legitimate. 1 82. 600 monthly retirément., benefits at 65.. 
' Two shows per .evening ‘for two Skitch Henderson +has- completed ‘the: score for. “Come Thursday,” 

‘is. $1.25 with- 50e ° for. ‘children, a lof A Painter” short. 

.{ being heard on, seven .CBS, stations .. 
‘London,. July 4.. 1 Bureau on Fifth’ Ave. featuring : a ‘display, of. “Fanny”: photos: and 

Dirk Bogarde’ is the latest Brit-.; posters. 
ish: star to. turn. ‘independent pro-" 

| eised.- the option on his contract. 

-His first: -independent: project. | berg, manager of the east central division’. 
“Covenant - ‘of Death,” is to. BO; antiual report for’ 3960 has been, selected for: a "1961 Financial: World: 

Bogarde -had been with the. “Rank | | industry” awards: ‘which are given out in October. - 

Organization for 14 years. Joseph Maternati, head of the French Film ‘Office in- Now “York, 

‘at home . 
spread: in the July issue of Horizon .-..'A paperback: novelized. version. 

-Tof “Ecstasy,” Hedy ‘Lamarr’s classic nudie pic which Sam Cummins has 

Europe to. U: Ss. : 
Ben Bloom - a 

- Gabriel Desdoils. 
‘Maidie. Dickson: ' 
Lynn Farnol 
Gertrude - A, Fellner 
Jimmy Gardiner’ ~ 
Margalo Gillmore 
Milton Goldman 

- . Signe’ Hasso © 
Jerome Hill 
Richard Johnson 
Jack Mills - 
Harold’ Mirisch 
Chie Murray 
‘Harold S.. Prince 
George Rosen. 
Herberf: T. Silverburg 
-L, Arnald Weissherger. 

| Popular Library. ao 

James. Stewart claims the: longest - one-night jump. from Paducah, 

to Nairobi, “Africa,. for big game. hunting. 

|. Stylists, jewelers.: automobile . manufacturers - and”. ‘interior. decoras. 
tors dote upon. ‘inclusions. of. their wares in. feature ‘films. ‘but’ there’ 

jare others, too. who ‘count: this: of -consequence,. one “héing- ‘the vil. 
| painter Mary Ascher, lately given a. Huntington: Hartford frant to paint 
a series of women of the: Old. Testament. Miss. Ascher’s. paintings are. 

service to Europe! / 
TWA Royal Ambassador flights to Europe 

offer you a new standard in personal at- 

tention. From the time you make your res- 

{will also be’seen in Monroe Sachson’ $s forthcoming. “Captain Must” Die.” 

| Per Reuters, Elvis Presley topped. Scottish teenagers’ unpopularity 
list—tied with Diana Dors—according. to a-:poll of 5,000 boys’ and girls 

{ tish” Film Council. 

| Wednesday, July 5, 1961 San 

“New York Sound Track | 
"Harold and Lottie Mirisch. due: in today iWeitt)'« on. ‘the Queen Eliza 
beth . . Subtitlist. Herman G.: Weinberg left for: ‘Hollywood: yesterday. 

Dick - Richman, . .20th-Fox’s: regional ad-pub .. 
‘in N: Y. area;.is crashing to. song. writing: game’ with the ‘national -re-" 

‘lease of his “Too Late,” -ecorded for ‘Camay Records by. Ronnie Hay-. 
‘den .. ~ Robert McCarty, whose 10-minute. short, “Rooftops | of ‘New - 
_York,”. ” is being shown with “Guns of Navarone” ‘at the’ Criterion, has. 

Charles Laughton who. will ‘portray. ‘Seab. Cooley, ‘the Dixiecrat- setae 
| ter who opposes the Secretary of’ State nominee :in “Advise: and Con-. 
‘sent” filming by Otto Preminger. goes to Washington, With preducer to. 
obsérve the’solons in. action: He'll soak up more atmosphere afterward © 

Frank Gervasi, ex-MPEA | topper. ‘tn the. Meditterenean area, naw: 

‘Rome, is in. Gotham ‘on personal. business. arid. to huddle. with the: - 
° “i Morse. execs. He's most proud’ of ‘son Tommy Gervasi's -click. in: John’. ~ 

Byrne’s Teatro dei: Servi. Rome little theatre ‘in English: which: got °°: 
the young thespian two film. assignments; in: “Barrabas”. and. “Damon 

“to -Montreal for the film Jest there’ Aug: 11- 17. Alsq attending the fest: 
each Come- he will be Francois Truffaug, Jacques. Demy. and. Joseph . Losey, al?. of 

| whom will participate ‘ina; three-day. “filmmakers” seminar”. preceding. 
.. Mrs, John ‘Cassavetes (Gena Rowlands) into: ; : 

U's. “Fhe Spiral: Road”: “opposite Reck ‘Hudson. Production: started: last’ : 

wali, opened Saturday 1D. offer- Pictures, thas. acquired U. Ss. Fights. to. the . ‘Austrian “House. of. The. 

j { slides. . ‘Spot ‘has been. used.in' past Massachusetts Mutual’ Life has issued’ a statement. that. actor ‘Tony... 
: | few seasons ag a ‘summer motion : Randall. now carries. ‘over, $500,000: worth :-of insurance,..an’ vnustial” 3/7" 

; picture house and once “was. the sum for.an. actor and: an ‘unusual ° publicity angle. Randall . aims; for”: 

j hours a show has been scheduled | first. feature to. be done by Little -Mévies-Inc.—the guys. (Bab: Davis,..- . 
(seven nights a. week. Admiesian’ ; Para: Baker and: Duard Slattery) “who made the: Oscar-\vinning’ “Day ~ 

; This Is what -you. ¢all advance. Planning: Co- ~~ 
4. lumbia Pictures and ‘Simon & Schuster: this. week are cooperating in -_ 

a radio spot campaign to. promote. ‘Evan: ‘Hunter's: new hooak:. “Mothers 
"Bogarde Into Indie Prod. rand. Daughters.” Which Col will eventually film. One-minute spats i 

French Government Tourist - 

‘Continental Distributing is : adding to’ its ‘sales forge: ‘Richard Fein=. : 
ducer, At his own request, the | stein, formerly with Metro, named assistant to Stanton Davis; manager: 
Rank Organization’ has. not: exer | of the. New England ‘and Upper, New. York State division, and: Harold. 

| Levy,. formerly with. Allied Artists, nameéd’ assistant-to ‘Sheldon: Jrom- |.” 
.. Paramount* Pictures’ ° 

into production early. next year. , merit. ‘award. This qualifies it to. compete | forthe magazine's ‘best of 7 . 

{leaves this week for his -anmual one-month business-vacition- ‘trip: to - 
| Franee.. Returning. this week is Gabriel Desdoits,.numbér two’ man: 
at FFO. who, with Mrs.-Desdoits.. has. Just completed ‘his: yeariy- leave : 

. Jerome. Hill's. ‘The Sand. Castle” featured. in a. faur- ~page- 

| been handling here. for about” 35. years, has. just: ‘been. published. by: 

. Ky., where he completed Metro's.“ How The West Was Won” ‘Cinerama) . 

\ background in Robert Rossen's recent 20th. film “The Hustler’: . and*. 

‘T fiom 14-18, conducted by. ‘Scottish Educational Film Assn. and. Scot- - 

ervation, the service is truly regal. Soon 

it will include TWA’s latest innovation. -_ 

first-run movies in flight! Twenty: guests 
in First Class are. served by three host- 

esses and a purser. Gourmet dinners 

offer you a choice of seven entrees, still 

wines and champagne. On your next trip 

overseas, experience the incomparable 

service that is yours only when you travel 
as a TWA Royal Ambassador. 

Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States 

es and to leading cities in Europe and Asia, 

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office. 
x 

UOG.A-EUGROPE > AFRICA: ASIA 

TWA 
THE SUPERJET AIRLINE 

Cywa THE SUPERJET AIRLINE ss & Service Mark owned exclusively By Trans World A.rlines, Ine. 

U.S. to Europe 
Julian T. Abeles 
Lyn Austin 

Stanley Adams 
Leslie Barrie 
Julius . Bing . 
Donald Flamm 
Leo Genn 
Jean .Kerr 
Walter Kerr. . 
Robert H. Kuhiman’ 
Samuel Lurie’ | 
Joseph Maternati 
Charles B. Moss. 
‘Gerald Pratley | 
Cornelius ‘Vanderbilt Ir 

Phillip. Bloom 
. ‘Arthur Cantor 
‘Alexander -H. Cohen’ 
Charles Einfeld 
Hillard Elkins 
Pat Levinson. 
Athena Lorde 
Spyros Skouras -: 
Roz Starr * 
Hernan Weinberg. 
Robert. Weiner. 

L. A. to N. Y 
Warren Beatts 
Joe Cavailaro. 
Gower Champion. 
Joan Fontaine - 

'* George Morris 
- Martin H. Poll 
Milton R. Rackmil 
Niealas Reisini. 
Lester Sansom — 
Andy Williams 

‘} ‘Blue Hawaii’. . 

‘I “Pioneer, Go ‘Home”. .. 

‘and. Burl Ives. Robert Arthur ‘produces °: 

. Samuel Bischoff-Davi 

tering in Woodside, L.-I. 

islands since. they were. admitted to“the ‘Union as the 50th state: 
Long .an ‘absentee : Jimmy. Durasite signed for Metro's “Jumbo; ioe in 

1935. Doris Day stars and Joe. Pasternak produces. . 

Jin Chi. with her columnist- -mama.: Maggie Daly.; ... Arthur Lubin meet- 

‘to. the House for passage.” according -to’: word from the, ‘Independent 
‘| Theatre Owners of Ohio. 

| Mfirisch Co. registered “It's a Beautiful Life” ‘and * Wiha a! “Wore 
derful Life” with MPAA. as possible new titles for Elvis. Presley starrer.: 

Mark VII registered “Too Big for Texas" for 
writer Bill Bowers, : who. has 3 treatment in works ..... Phil Karlson 

Warner Bros. set Anthony: Spinner: on. multiple ‘pix writing deal. 

ly Week for the Coast. He’ Ik | supervise. final preparations. for the July. 12. 

}later in the month: Won't be back, at: the’ h. Oo. » tir about the: 30th. 

Heard. of Big Spenders “Anonymous? “According: to: ‘Stan: Helleur in - 
_| Toronto Star, if a-man feels the urge to grab a check -he- phones an-":. 

| other member who rushes over: and. breaks -his: signing arm. . 
-Gena Rowlands into Universal's “sPiral Road”: with Rock. “Hudson: 

Comic - Frank - ‘Gorshin |" 
flagged for. AA's “‘George ,Raft Story,”: which: "rolls. ‘tomorrow. 'Thurs;).:: 

| d Diamond partnership skedding. “Charge -of « 
. the. Light Brigade” as their next AA’ release ... U's “Tammy. Tell: Me. : 

| True” gets the Marcus. ‘Plan treatment.in the. Pittsburgh. area. when it | 
kicks off July 19.in. more than. 70. situations .. .-..Nathan. Halpern’s:.. 
Theatre Network Televi ision' has created an engineering division, quar- oo 

‘There’ ll-always-be-a- -pressazent- lat’. Paramount): -dept.: “ ‘Hal. Vallis? _ 
. offers moviegoers ‘their most complete. glimpse. of ‘the 

‘the role of ‘Pop. that he limred on -tanbark ‘of old'N,. JY. Hippodrome | in. 
. Brigid. Brazen,. 

|-her “How the West Was Won”. lensing in. Kentucky: aver, back home ™ 

}ing the Gotham press in behalf of “Thief of Baghdad” for. Joe Levine © 
‘. ., Bill.in the Ohio house: to repeal ‘pic censorship now on the books - .., -. 
was “favorably received bythe Judiciary Committee. and recommended’. *:*’ 

‘| will direct “The Bridge at Remagen.to be’ filmed in Europe next Spring~ 
‘by Schulberg ‘Productions : and: “The Mirisch Co.: for UA“ release -. we 

-Griffith Johnson, Motion Picture Export: Assn. -veep. to Berlin last 
| week to. rep. prexy. Eric Johnston at the Selznick awards-dinner Thurs- <.. 
day {29} night. Prexy himself took ‘eff. .from: Washington Thursday for 

ndon, going on to ‘Berlin | Saturday ‘1) for windup. of the film fest | 
Charles Einfeld, 20th-Fox yeep, leaves town. at. the end ‘ofthis 

| preem of- “Francis of: Assisi” in San Francisco, ‘and: also. ‘get ready for’ . 
the. company’s international “sales- -promotion ‘Meetings. at the studio’ - 

, 

A mene 



on .* peataccatacart. sri nina aan sarifunriadinngeriin 

". “cost ‘only $100,000 . 
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Berlin's West Side Story La alatntdadeely 

. Berlin; ‘J uly a 

“tis a ‘polities: ‘atid: ‘champagne festival. “Four ‘of’ the “films shown. on 
. “ats first three days. had. apolitical flavor,.teeing off.on opening night. 

'” (221 with Peter. Ustinov’s 

‘a ‘Swiss-German - -coproduction . which Was .-enteréd:. by. Switzerland; 
.Britain's:"No Love ‘for Johnnie,” 

for Lutherans on location in ‘Western Germany" ‘and. attdeking : religious 
persecution in Eastern. Germany. 

:Rank Organization laid on hefty Support ‘for: eJohnnie, e: ‘bringing. in 
two -of: the ‘stars,: ‘Peter Finch ‘and - Billie Whitelaw, as well: as execs 
from ‘London ‘and: Hamburg. Miss Whitelaw .came straight from. Poland. 
where. she had ‘been attending - ‘the- ‘British: film. week. in: Warsaw. A full 

day's’ activity : culminated in a ‘midnight - supper. party. at: the: Hilton 
“hotel with ‘oven 500 festival ‘guests. ‘Peter Finch,. incidentally,. will be. 
- going on to. Moscow. “The Story of Osear Wilde,” in which he ‘starred, 
is the official: British entry . 
for. the annual wine-tasting. at: 'the Hotel * Gerlnis,. ‘and Jayne. Mansfield 
livened up ‘the proceedings by providing. a camera‘angle for the. benefit 
of photographers. ‘She. was: held aloft in a. ‘horizontal position by husband 
‘Mickey Hargitay while she picked. a:bunch’ of grapes. from.a-chandeélier.. 
~Laya -Raki, actress wife’ of Ron. Randell, involved: in-a.minor incident: 

ces When: she. was, also’ ‘being cooperative ‘to the photogs: Her dress. split. 
‘revealing more:than was intended, Randell has turned indie. producer 

and. recently. completed his. first venture.in-Pera, with’ his wife, starred 
_/y ci Mayor Willi Brandt staged reception atthe City: Hall for the. press 
io ‘corps’ covering the festival . 

"  -bequed™ supper; and the room was decorated 4n Hawaiian: motif. Steve. 
. Beers, who was recently: transferred from: New. York. to. head the: MPEA- 
“office in: Frankfurt, -admits. that this: ‘is. his ‘first. festival, . and. ‘as he’s 
‘recovering from a‘recent ‘bout of: hepatitis,-he's restricted to soft drinks, 

- Which tiakes it a tough. initiation. 
James Quinn of Britain. and. France Roche. of Franee,, natch, ‘chair- 

“Man .and vice-chairman respectively of the jury’... .-E. J. (Teddy) 
‘: Hinge, a. former . ‘president: of .the Cinematograph’ ‘Exhibitors “Assn, 
(London) attended and spoke at 4 meeting of German exhibs : .. ‘Irv- 
ing Levin, -director. of the. San Francisco. festival, eyeing, the ‘entries: 
with ‘a view-to slotting some of them for his own event . In. ‘October. 

He’ Il bé visiting Warsaw and Moscow next, 
-An exhibitor from Cannecticut, Sperie- Perakos; 1s the: producer: of 

‘the official Greek entry. “Antigone.” He recently formed: a production: 
.eompany in ‘Athens, and his ‘first-.pic- was -sélected. in ‘compétition with 

’ 60: other Greek’ films. : Minister of..the.-Interior. Schroeder blasted. 
‘the local producers. at the annual Oscar ‘ceremony for. the. poor ‘quality 
Of production, and. shocked them with the news that there would be -no 

_.prize for a: German ‘feature film. because there. Wasn't. one ° good. 
senough to” merit an award, Prize for: the best feature-length docu- 
mentary - went to. “Faust”. 

‘ Desire,"” which: Col is’ distributing: “ Erich Steinberg, ‘Metro's | local 
chief, poured for Nicholas ‘Ray: and: ‘Ron: Randell... Ray; “who As ‘the: 
official. “Yank member on: the ‘jury. directed : “King :of. Kings,” which 

.: Métro. is-releasing, and Randell -had a major.role in the pic ... ..Inci- 
~ "+, ‘dentally, Samuet Bronston: lias a substantial: ‘contingent in. from: “Madrid 

“to. spread: .the word about’. ‘Kirgs” 
star of “El. Cid,” who.is the ‘official. U. S. delegate and. Ray- were guests: 

-and “El Cid.” ‘Charlton Heston, 

of: houor at: a. Hilton: supper: party. 
Venice . Festival ‘administrator. ‘Domenico ‘Meccoli Back ° ‘in Italy ‘after. 

three.. Czech: ones in: -gereening . nine-. ‘Russian --features.. in: Moscow... 
‘Prague .. .» now heads. to Berlin F éstival ‘ofi ’ similar. scouting mission. 
: According: to the festival’s press office: number of journalists here 

is’ near.500 this year. At least. 50 more would have come but had to 
he turned down for. accredition—they ‘applied too late. Theére’s also one |. 

fellow who ‘is no ‘Yonger invited.: He kept writing. “unobjective * anti-4. 
films ‘is always a bone of. conten: 

"tion among festival regulars an 
. Berlin festival’ articles ‘all: year long. Why invite: ‘Such: a" ‘character, 
“the press office asked?” © 7 

| | Lite: Finland ‘is’-one : Of Berlin's most: ‘faithful. ‘adherents, 
“‘nainen Ky ykhynen”’. 

’. be unreeled . 

“Tulipus 

“Victor. Nicas,-a Russian-born. American living in Paris 

Gero. Gandert,. -W-Berlin ‘film. journalist, ‘was: res 

Same night he. Was ‘among the guests-at a. festival reception. . 
:. Will: Tremper,- who. directed. “Escape .to. “Berlin.” recently’. explained 
that: he postponed ‘his: second -feature, “The. Russians.:Are. ‘Coming!,”” 

-gatire: became’ “the topic ‘isn’t . hot enough.” That was before the Ken. 
nedy-Khrushchev chat ‘in. Vienna. Now he says -that* he's going.to make. 
the film. Budget. of pic’ is supposedly less than’ that. of.‘ ‘Escape”™ which 

Peter Finch. ‘was. trying hard to. memorize -a 
German text: for. his” thank-you speech, ‘after “No” Love ‘For Johnnie: " 
But it didn't: come. off as -planned:, produ¢ers aren't: usually in the 

“ Jimelite .as.. far as. the. ‘autograph-seeking. crowd: fs. concerned,: Fo the 

- always hailed with enthusiasm. -Brauner’s. niekname is. *“Atze”-here . 
Universal. ‘and Warner Bros.. both : “seek Senta, Berger:. 20th- Fox. ‘after ; 

“Leute Sabine: Sinjen: and ‘delectable Loni von ‘Friedel; ‘Columbia’ inter- 
- ested in Elke Sommer, |... 
aa Festival director Dr. ‘Alfred: Bauer admits. ‘that he tried. to. perstiade |- 
a Britain: ‘to withdraw. ‘its official entry, “Maébeth.’” because ‘of its tv:|: 

origins, ‘but the British: {hsisted'‘on standing by their: original: ‘choice: | 
“Film ‘wa’ originated for American: tv~ -by-. Hallmark Productions, and 

PerBelfish Lion. participated: financially. for’ theatrical: rights ‘outside .the 
2a. Now. the East Germans: have become. festival conscious. At. a; 

press. conference: held:in the Soviet: sector ‘of this- divided city it was 
‘declared. that a documentary ' roundup: is to be held-in- Leipzig ‘come 
November. with .a “cordial” invite extendéd.to: the Western press corps.| 

.. At thessame coriferenée the East: Germans: canfirmed they were. 
anxious ‘to: buy. “The: ‘Apartment,”.‘but .couldn’t: comeé. to terms. ‘with . 

. Kenneth: Rive, head of Gala. Films. who represents |- * United ‘Artists. : 
UFA in Britain; ‘came: ‘in for a quickie ‘to. ‘attend: the UFA ‘convention. 

-. Delegates and ‘selected. pressmen_ were. invited: to a luncheon at .the’ 
, ‘Gerhus hotel, at: which: -Rivé ‘stated’. that-any: ‘gloom ‘and despondency 
within the industry could ‘easily ‘be dissipated. by making good pictures. 7 

’ ‘Sidney Safir, Lion. Inter national exee, ‘here. ‘for. the. screening: -of 
‘Macbeth’ " 

After. ‘collecting’ ‘two. aw ards. earlier in ‘the. evening. ‘Sweden's famed 
director. Ingmar Bergman did: a. Garbo. and - declined to show. up’ at’ 
the. supper parti hosted. by. David. Oo, ‘Selznick | to honor :his Golden: 
and Silver ‘Laurel. awards. winners,’ ‘Tt-was the: most intimate. midnight. 
affair at the fest. limited :to about 80: guests, with a-Gestapo-like. check 

sat the. door to’ keep ‘out: wouldbe | gatecrashers'’ Fractured Gérman: 
Tom Wood; unit. publicist. on Mirisck’s: “One, Two, Three,” ordered.:a 
dry martini .at the ‘Hilton ‘bar,. and was. rather. startled. when the waiter 
returned. with three glasses: ‘told joke!). : . . 

‘Romanoff and ‘Juliet, * and following . Fried-} 
Fich_ Durenmatt's : political: satire, “The. Marriage -of-.Mr..-Mississippi.”. 

.. More than 500° ‘festivaliers showed up 

. Eric Johnston arrived Saturday. and: 
_ one ‘of. his. first dates was with: Brandt.’ Headed: the ‘reeeiving ‘line at. 

‘the. Americar. reception: ‘at the. Hilton. the -next. night: Tt.‘was. a’. bar= 

“Dreamland: of:| *- 

(The- Red ‘Pigeon! is the ninth -Finnishfeature to- 

imei. 7 

. —_—————¢ 

| Uo 
whieh ‘Has - che. House .of- Commoris |: 

“.. ag its .background ‘and a ‘Labor: MP: as its main. charaeter; ‘and Louis 
- “'@eRochemont’s “Question, 7."-an ‘invited. Yank: entry, which was filmed 

: Erich, Muller, ‘Columbia's - chief. in Ger-| 
_. «t Imany, ‘hosted .an “ tatimate. “midnight ‘eandle-light supper party at the 
‘oo: Kempinski ‘in. support: of. the German ‘documentary. 

<<“ gurprise of. many: foreign guests ‘here,-Artur Brauner .of. cce proved {. 
, an exception. His’ ‘face is. ‘Well-known ” to fans.:. His ~ ‘appearances - “are. 

| 

ot . : we * 7 - . - — . mars. 

Britain, France, : Italy” 
countries of the West means: maxi: | 
/mum support, for the Soviet Union : 
‘it invelves total boycott, thus .add- 
ing to the war ‘of nerves. that this / 
‘divided city has: been subjected to 

sel’ 

‘and ‘tha 
‘nationa ity 

.Feasons—Berlin 

IF ILM FEST F FACES | 

HAROLD MYERS 

The political overtones of “the! 
-Bérlin ‘film -festiyal have | always} 
‘been -widely’ recognized. by 
“State © ‘Dent. 

‘the} 

Foreign : Office “in ‘Whitehall, 
well a$- the Kremlin., But whereas } 
recognition .by. the- United States, : 

and: other : 

for. the:past 15 years. 
‘But welcome as the democracies” 

‘political . support . is to ‘the . West. 
.Berliners, it is;. ironically; a weak- |: 
‘ening influence on. the festival it. | __S¢em like 

Dr. -Alfred- Bauer, : ‘the fest } 
director, has. always: -been- rightly 
proud: - of. Berlin’ s° unique status 
among the major Européan ev ents, 

b it usually. commands more 
participation than. 

either Cannes or Venice. This year; 
for. example, there are 45.cam- 
peting nations, and while. many of | 
them. fave .been- content: to settle | 
just for the entry. of a short. or: 
two, . ‘inexpert film-making ‘ -many: 

have’ submitted full countries’ 
|Jength features and documentaries, 
‘the majority. ‘of which. are of in-' 
‘different quality, doing. nothing for 
festival. ‘prestige. - 
Within. ‘a far ‘shorter span than 

“Cannes; Berlin. crowds in’ as many j 
features; -frequéntly offering three 
screenings a day,. with an occa-i 
‘sional morning. session of. shorts ; 
‘thrown ‘in. for: good ‘measure. Such : 
-a‘. celluloid. surfeit,. 
‘intentioned,. can. have. ‘an overall | 

though’ ‘well : 

detrimental, effect,. and takes the 
gloss off some of. the more. worthy 
contenders: . 

“By the “time. this ‘Wth. annual | 
fest- erids. tonight.Tues } a-total of 
30. features, including four feature! 

. documentaries, and. 53 shorts will 
have: ‘been. unspooled, 
‘generous. estimate it might he’ton-: 

‘and” at'.a! 

céded that about eight, or possibly: 
10, are. of -festival quality. The 

“Berlin, July. 4. ye 

in Washington, .. . the | - . 
-ast .. 

PICTURES 

\_ QUALITY 

aa | Metered Enthusiasm 
Metro, which naturally 

“keeps tabs on. these thinzs, 
has: found at least three film- 

_ Boers. who'd. rather do “Ben- 
‘Hur’ than almost’ anything . 

‘There's a Brooklyn man, for 
instance; who's seen the M-G 
remake 27--times. But a Brit- 

| ish woman claims 28 sittings | 
i —-whieh | -at the three-hour- 

.plus. length is real devotion, 
This. makes the German stu- 
-.-dent who viewed film 18 times 
“seem: ‘like a bookworm. 
ee ee 

‘Sunday Films In 
Toronto: Bonanza 

Tororto, July 4 
Despite rainstorms and inter 

mittent heat wave, plus.the Jong. 
i holiday . weekend’ exodus and 
‘Dominion Day celeb*ation, {nitro 
“duction of Sunday films in Toronto 
“éxceeded expectations with 
yups at 1:30 pam. Chains reported 
“family trade. brisk. Delegates to 
conyentions: turned to films with 
| nothing else to'do in Toronto on 
Sunday. (Liquor and beet 
‘end at 11:30 Saturday night. are 
nat Tesumed | until Monday naon - 

N Y. STATE WON'T OKAY 
| 24 SECONDS OF VIRGIN’ 
i: ‘Albany, July 

“The Board of Regents hos re 
j fused to license an undeleted ver- 
| ion of Ingmar Bergman’ s Swedish- 
+ made feature. “The Virgin Spring " 
“The Regents isstied a seal for the 
i film ast: November; after the ds. 

others are accepted ior ‘political ; tributor, . Janys. Films, had cut 7 
‘wants 

and’ ‘cannot: _afford ..to reject the] 
| official - entries of - other-. nations; : 
however- immature they may be.. 

Still. Important , 

‘Though © standard of “competing - 

in essence, a fest is only. as good 
|as the films entered, Berlin main- | 

a :}-tains its high rating: as a‘ meeting. 
“. 4s directing, “Two Among. Millions” here for UFA Filmhansa, his fifth 

~ German feature .°, 
‘eased from: ‘East German : ‘Comniie “prison . ‘after. serving three Sears. + 

Place. and” market place. even if 
‘it fails to attract the top New York 
importers - who: flock to Cannes and : 
Venice. It's. essentially. a. -business. 

‘On top-of the crowded ‘film cal- 
eéndar, there has also been a -non- 
‘stop run af receptions, luncheon 

ences, ‘etc... making this easily the 
busiest fest: of the year. Whereas 

they . 

Fences. here, and - there have even: 
been clashes: on ‘some oceasions.: 

‘year ‘drew ‘worthy star support,-’ 
even though’ backing from Holly 

(Continued on page 18) 

support, | 24- second sequence. 
- Janus then appealed to have 

! the picture licensed Without the: 
: i eliminations. 

‘Oldknow Party Charts 

Albuquerque. July 4 

“Execs of Sero. Amusement Co 

Of Hollywood ‘were in Albuquerque three years ago and the 

jlast weekend to check sites for two 

Mian’s “affair, ‘notwithstanding. Dr. [new -ozoners the firm plans to build 

Bauer's. bid ta go busty. by inviting | 

Jayne Mansfield ‘to: make the trip -prexy of the firm which owns 37: 
from Hollywood: — ; 

here. Headed ‘by William Oldknow. 

‘ outdoor houses In Nevada. Arisona 

; and California, and two hard top-: 

pers. in Salt Lake. City. 

of. city’s existing ozoners. 

| Firm may spend about $} million 
midnight events were more. the j (a!-on new construction and *h au- 

-+ exception than. the rule at- Cannes, 
have’. been nightly occur-! existing | drive-in, not known 

other $100,000 

“theatre they might. purchase 

“With Oldknow were 

Petrones, 
Post. 

eral manager; Howard 
atforney, and William 

struction engineer. 

Fy ederico Het Heuer. 
‘[GIVES. HIS AWARD 

_———————— ee 

True Caballero 
TO PINA PELLICER] 

Mexico City, June 27 
‘ Mexicans know how to. be caballeros ‘gentlemen! when gallantry 
demands Film industry here is talking about the unexpected 205 

: “ture of Federico. Heuer. Film: Bank head, who turned oser silvet 
 -cup he received from the Santa Margarita Ligure festival in Itals, 

$0 he ceded his. 

““Macario” ‘were: distributed last 

Catholic theme. : 

| for” Mexico's prizewinning “Nacario,” 
.While . many: national. and international awards have heen ten- 

dered. this particular’ picture,:actress Pellicer was always bypassed 
In Heuer’s opinion,, she metited. ani award | as feniinine star, and 

to actress Pina Pellicer 

This occurred during ceremonies when all awards copped by 
week, Including a. silver carabel- 

‘fram: San Sebastian where pic: woo prize as the best film with a 

A 

Manager-Poli 

line - 

sales. 

f ‘distiunetion 

Albuquerque Ozoners: 

parts also’ 

and: supper. parties, press ‘confer- | iS mulling possible purchase of one. 

in remodeling an- 
which 

: inners 

Charles‘ 
: After a slow ‘start, Berlin this Skouras, ‘v-p: Robert Benton. gen-, 

ron- 

_dpler 

"2040 

banged in time, 
1 pasns, 
{ Last -veek’s event was the fire 
Sever 
‘Hhreoush at 

VALDLENIMA iodery None or Judge. Viewed Film: 

ician Seeks Cover lician 
Jackson, O. July 4 

te ‘Evere(t Gettles, manager of the 

:Louvee Theatre in Wellston, 0, 

i near this town, resigned his job 

foHowing picketing of the theaire 

for showing the Kroger Baby 

Hitdist feature film. “Kipling‘s 

Women” Gettles is HKepublican 

candidate for mayor of Wellston 

and his opponent, the fnacumbent 

mayor, James Rupert, had Joined 
with the Jackson County Ministe- 
rial Assn. in petition for an tnjyune- 
tion to prevent the fllm’s exhibition 

for advertising. 
Film was denounced by preach- 

pers. a> “lewd, lascivious and a 
threat to community morals" both 

| in Wellston and at the Markay 
i Vheatre here in Jackson  Buok- 
mes in both instances were for 
forepart of week, days when both 
houses customarily do- not operate. 

: Both houses belong to the Chaa- 
| keres. chan, 

Jackson County Common Pleas 
Court Judge Thomas Wo VMitehel 
way somewhat reluctant to grant 

‘the ministers injunction when it 
deseloped that none of the five 
Witnesses in court had seen tha 
fin The judge thought Uhat they 
might well lave informed them-~ 

‘selves of what it was they wera 
objecting to before they objected. 
However on the plea of. communi- 
t. morals jeopardy the judye who 

A apparently had not seen ‘Kipling’s 
", Women” either, issued an injune- 

> tien 

: Producer Babb testified thal the 
‘film had been snown fit 22 states, 
Though it contained nudity iC wag, 
he stated, “in very Bond taste” 

Le meee hee 

More Honors For 

Ingmar Bergman 
| Berlin, July 4 

Ingmar Bergman had the unique 
of being a double. 

jtward winner When the presenta- 
jlion Of the David OF | Selznick 
(Golden and Silver Laure!s ami 
Golden. Trophies was made al a 
ceremons fast Thursday ¢29% dure 
ing othe Berlin fiim festival ‘Lae 
Swedish director collected a Silver. 
ib aurel for “Wild Strawhertns’” 
which won (he Golden Bear bers 

Goalden 

Tiopks for his distinguished work 
during the years 
The Golden 

Japan's “Ikara,” 
wa- received by Nippon star Tae, 

‘kashi Shimura, Franee won tha 
P remanung three Silver Jaurel»y for 
"Huoshima Mon Amour,” “Black 
Orpheus” and “400 Blows: and 
sere collected = respectively by 
Philipe Lipschitz, Sascha Gordine 
and Francois Truffaut) A special 

, documentary prize went to Bel- 
grim for “Lords of the Forest” 

The original ist of Silver Laurel 
tfrom which the finalist 

' selected® included = Russia's 
"Cranes are Flying,” but at a press 

i Conterence earlier in the day Setz- 
nick explained thal tf was oo une 
innal for Americas to make at 
asatd to Hiuesia. that mf wa. een nea 
to be handed ino a special wav. 
There would either be ac cremonyv 

State Deparliment auspices 
seek’s Moscow filma fests 
HWothat could net) be are 

at the Soviet Ban 
Washington 

Laurel went to 
and the trophy 

(at next 

or 

te 

to be attended by Sedznuiek, 
way a2 second fime foe 

if S Ambassador Walter (1). 
ing as well as for Berton. 

iWhen the awards were pore 
vio dy stayed here In 1954, the 
Ainbassador was in attendance itn 
his then capacity of Assistant High 
Cammissioner. The Ambassador 
distributed the Golden and Silver 
Laurel awards, while Satyajit Ray, . 
a former golden trophy winner, 

Jhanded out the Individual prize 
to Bergman. 



6 FLLM REVIEWS 

Goodbye Again 

Anatole Litvak’s stylish pro- 
duction of Francoise Sagan’s 
Parisian soap opera. Fine per- 
formance by Ingrid Bergman. 
Strong distaff appeal indicates 
slick b.o. 

Tnited Artists reuse Of Anatole Lit- 
ezk production, directed by Litvak. Stars 
Jagnid Bergman, Yves Montand, Anthony 
Perkins Screenplay, Samuel Taslor, 
based on novel “A:mez-Vous Brahms” bv 
Francoi-e Sa¢an. camera, Armand Thir- 
ard. editor, Albert Bates. music. Geors'es 
Aurk, 
tor. Pai Feyder. Reviewed June 26, 
in N.-Y Running tame. 120 MINS. 

Paalgd Fessier - Ingridh Bergman 
Roger Demarest os Yves Montand 
Phihp Van Der Besh Anthony Perkins 
Mrs. Van Der Besh . . Jesse Royce Landis 

61, 

Maisie 1 Jackie Tome ; 
Miutre Fleury ...0. .. 2. Pierre Dux 
Maisie NE = cece noe eees Jean Clarke 
Gaby seeeeesece Uta Taeger 
Monsieur Stemer Andre Randall 

Ivrics, Dory Langdon; Asst. direc-. 

icebox. He notes that he feels: like | 
he hasn't eaten in a month, 

The other performances. seem | 
either pale or overwrought along-:* 
‘side Miss Bergman's. Perkins, who 
won the top male acting prize at 
Cannes this year for 

point of self parody, and. Montand, 
with a not. very attractive role, | 
looks like a guy who has wandered | | 
into the powderroom by mistake. 

Jessie Royce Landis is amusing 
as Perkins’ addlebrained . mother, 
and Jackie Lane piquant as one of 

| Montand’s series of dox:es. -Dia- 
jhann Carroll sings one ‘song in a 
charming manner, 

More than any other single factor, 
except Armand Thirard’s. photog- 
raphy, to add a feeling of plush 
Jushness to the physical produc- 
tion. 
sharp and inventive. ' Anby. 

20.000 E yes 

British lawyer .........-. Datid Horne 
Madame Fleury sees Lee Patrick 
Madeline Fleury ...... A.. Duperous 
Jiminy - Ravmend Gerome 
Monsieur Chere) aes dJéan Hebey 
Young Man an Ciub_ wees, Machel Garland |. 
Waiter ses - Paul Uny 
Asst Jlawver 9 ......-..- Colin Mann 

. Piahann Carroll Singer 

In addition te guaranteeing a 
mint to United Artists, producer- 
director Anatole Litvak’s ‘“Good- 
bye Again” serves anotner func- 
tion: to prove that soap opera life 
can be literate, if not beautiful. 
The secret storm raging within 
heroine Ingrid Bergman is: vintage 
formula stuff (which man will she 
choose?), but here it’s told in com- 
parative adult, often witty terms. 
And, in the resolution of the tri- 
angle, there is a note of dispas- 
sionate irony that would do eredi: 
to sterner, more ambitious drarna. 

Taking as their text Francoise 
Sagan’s short novel, “Aimez-Veus 
Brahms,” Litvak and scripter Sam- 
nel Taylor have made a romantic, 
sentimental film about superficial 
people, told entirely fram- the 
heroine’s extremely limited point 
of view. The ladies will love. its 
surface chie and sophistication. Vi- 
cariously they will share heds— 
first with Yves Montand and tien 
with Anthony Perkins.. Ta give it 
all the look of modernity, especia!- 
Jy in the eyes of that section of 
the distaff audience which has. 
passed middleage, the film makes 
one tentative observation about 
Jove: there may he something 
more important than sexual fideli- 
ty. This nugget of wisdom, how- 
ever, comes only after a good deal 
of high-style sinning. 

High-style, in fact, is- the key- 
note to Litvak’s meticulous, sand- 
somely photographed tblack/ white) 
production made entirely in Paris. 
Its heroine, a successful ‘interior 
decorator, is dressed by.Dior, and 
her two lovers drive high-powered 
sports cars. When they dine, it’s 
usually at Maxim's, and: when 
young Perkins goes out to get 
drunk, he winds. up at a bistro be- 
ing consoled by no less a chan- 
tootsie than Diahann Carroll. If 
you're going to have the old love- 
miseries, this is the way to have 
them. 

Miss Bergman is cast as a beauti- 
ful ‘what else?), 40-ish woman-of- 
the world, who, after five years of 
an affair with industrialist Mon- 
tand, is beginning to feel ‘alone 
and not quite so young.” Montand 
makes no secret of his extra-cur- 
ricular liaisons with other, young- 
er dames, but Miss Bergman and 
he tell each other they have too 
good a relationship to allow it to 
be destroyed by jealousy. They 
also figure that marriage. would 
destroy the freedom of their love. 

However, when Montand leaves 
her alone for increasingly long in- 
tervals, the lady proves easy prey 
for a wealthy. gangling: post- 
adolescent American, Tony Per- 
Kins, at least 15 years her junior 
and who suffers from a ‘mighty 
lack of interest in anything except 
love. Because of their age differ- 
ences, and because Miss Bergman 
still hankers for Montand, theirs is: 

g « 

a 

“(CIN EMASCOPE) 

Robbery-in-a-museum .. .crime- - 
suspense meller. A compatible _ 
lower-berth entry. 

Hollywood, June 29. 

production. Stars Gene Nelson, 
Anders. James Brown. Directed by Lee- 
wood. Screenplay, Jack Thomas: camera; 

director, John Mansbridge: music, Albert 
Glasser; sound, 
directors, Frank Parmenter. 

Running time, ¢1 MINS. 

Dan .,..... wee ar eres enesese: Gene Nelson 
Karen ... Merry Anders 
VOTTY cece cc cscaccecceecs James. Brown 
Kurt 2... -..eccee wees ‘John’ Banner | 
Girl oe. cece ee eee eee eee Sudith Rawlins 
police Lt. .........:5.. . Robert Shayne 

wav eeee Paul Maxey. 
High Schoot “Boy - 
High School Girl 

weereae 

Barbora Parkins eatone 

Museum Guard — 
Vince Monroe Townsend Jr. 

Six days, $70,000 and 20,000 
Eyes” later. producer - director 
Jack Leewood has managed to sur- 
mount the challenging _ specifica- 
tions of filmmaking ‘within’ API's 
wholesale discount shop to bring 
in a competent ‘supporting . product 

Fox. Not everything focuses out 
20-20 in “Eyes” but, stacked up 
against “B” calibre in recent 

will ‘hold -.an audience between 
main courses. tThis. film. though. 
marked for July 3 rericuy release 
has been playing off for same 
weeks in Manhattan.—Ed.). 

The picture, kind of a minor 
league “Asphalt Jungle” (there's 
even a minor league -imitation of 
MM by a siinky blonde créature 
named Judith Rawlins) stems.from 
an . original screenplay by Jack 
Thomas that is a trifle foggy in 
the motivation area and not al- 
ways Fational in development, but 
does sustain suspense and concern 
for its characters. To these values 

torial aplomb ‘by Leewood in his 
first such helming stinf). and. ca- 
pable performances by all involved 
to fashion passable -nightcap en- 
tertainment. 

The story opens fast with a 
young man of unexplained. back- 
ground ‘Gene Nelson) in jeopardy: 
after swindling a retired mobster | 
out of some stock, which he has 
used as collateral for a personal 
loan. Mortally threatened, he de- 
vises, an elaborate scheme to pay 
back the money, but ends up by. 
paying with his ‘life. The best 
scenes are. the. how-to-commit-a- 
robbery. footage in which Nelson 
executes his plan—a tricky caper. 
in which he pilfers some rough, 
but valuable diamonds from: an art.’ 

replaces them: museum display, 
with low-grade stones, uses the 
booty to obtain a tidy insurance 
sum, and then gets the genuine 

one of those “impossible” though | ems back into the case before the 
passionate affairs. When Montand ! i theft. is discovered. Good suspense. 
returns after six months and pro-:S u 

‘Though weakly motivated ’ Nel- 
she breaks the kid’s heart, and ac- son does a better than businesslike 

Montand. The aforemen- :job. Costars Merry Anders .and 
tioned irony is that, shortly .after- ' James Brown, who have teamed up |. 

poses marriage to Miss Bergman, 

cepts 

wards, Montand is up to his old in many a lower. berth rumble 
tricks, and Miss Bergman again , lately, do so again here, and dem-. 
s' ending most of her evenings. ' onstrate the ‘savvy: picked up by 
alone. .frequent -exposure in filmdom’‘s 

The heauty of Miss Bergman's Six-day. wonders. They are’ reluct- 
performance illuminates, and adds‘ 4nt aides in the robbery. Support 
validity to, the the shallow fiction, / iS. okay, John Banner standing out 
Also Litvak’s direction is carefully |in this department. 
actailed. though seldom overstat- 
ed. There is one beautiful scene ‘dramatic drive. 
in which the camera focuses on the | Brydon Baker, editing by Peter 
face of the troubled heroine as she 
lies alone in bed, listening to some | 

| 

| 

Albert Glasser’s music adds 
‘Camera work by 

Johnson -and art direction by John 
; Mansbridge are journeyman cone 

dissonant jazz while young Per- | tributions, though all. reflect the. 
kins, just arisen from her side. 

comments on the contents of her,on limited means. 
{ 

realities of a production. mounted ; 
Tube.. 

“Goodbye,” | 
4is overdoing his ‘coltishness” to the: 

release - -of ‘Titanus 
‘Stars Steve Reeves. Produced 

also handling. 
a brief scene with equal com- 
petence. Georges Auric’s score does |. yarim 

‘Amina . 

Magician 

Editing by Albert. Bates is} 

Twentieth-Fox release of Jack Eeewood: 
Merry; 

Brydon Baker; editor. Peter Johnson; art 

Lioyd Wyler; assistant. 
Doc Joos. : 

Reviewed at API studios, June, 28, ’61.. 

Rex Holman. 

Moore .. ....  ..cecucees: Onie O'Toole. 
Museum Guard ..:..-. Bruno Ve Sota 
Appraiser §........--5 William O’Connell 
Policeman ...-.. Taw eeeoe. Rusty Wescoatt. 

derring-do. 

for retail parent company 20th-. 

times, it is a superior quickie that 

Thief of Baghdad - 
” (Italian-Made) ~ - 

(EASTMAN COLOR—C'SCOPE) 

Joe. Levine-Steve Reeves-Ara- ~ 

.production ‘values : offset the. 
inane dialog: ‘Good drivé-in 
bet and should enchant mop- 
pets. . 

Joseph E. -Levine "presentation, Metro: 
Utalv)-: 

Vailata. Directed ‘by Arthur Lubin. Story 
and screenplay’ ‘by Augusto Frassinetti, |. 
FiJippo Sanjust, Vailati; camera ‘Eastman- | 

- color), .Fonino Delli. Collis editor, -Gene 
‘hemas How- | Ruegiero; special effects, 

afd. Reviewed June “26, .1961, .at- “MGM: 
screening ‘room. “N.Y. Running ‘time; 905 .- 
MINS. 

Brraraa te Georgia Moil 
abven Arturo Baminici 

-Edyv. Vessel 
Osman... eee 
‘Kadeejah. ....2...2.... 

"English Dubbed) a 
The mixture as before.. ‘In’ “Mor: 

gan the Pirate” only. afew weeks 
‘ago and now in “Thief-of Baghdad” 
the American beefcake hero, Steve | 

| Reeves, appears. in‘an Italian-made’ 
/fantasy, or call it. breach ‘of. rea- 
‘son, wherein a. professional crimi- 

‘I nal is. pictured. as noble, . brave, 
loyal -and- superbly, not to say in- 

. credibly, chaste. There is again, as 
before, the advantages of consid- |:Currito 
erable action, Eastman-Pathe | COlOF |- 
and ‘CinémaScope production val- | 
ues, arresting ‘special effects, pic-} 
turesque settings and-. ‘costumes. 
| Fine for: drive-ins, Joe Levine has | M ateo- 
another -boy’s-dream-of-superman-. 
come-true that will probably. please. 

}its natural - -audience, 

It is ‘well, perhaps, to: dispose 
immediately of the oldtimers’ ques- |. 
tions, This isnot, ‘by any stretch | 
‘of charity, either’ e¢ho ‘or kin. of 
the.silent classic of the same title 
in which the. late. great Douglas. 
Fairbanks ‘appeared. ‘True,.. Reeves’ 

1 Scales a few walls, | -Yope-swings 
over his pursuers’ heads and:.so on. 
Absent. is: the jauntiness, the sense 
of ' qui .vive of. the. old master: of 

There is a. slight ‘variation ‘from 
‘the Reeves format in that this :time]. 
he does. not conquer by sheer 
muscle and fearlessness -glone: 
When. cornered he. resorts: to a 
vanishing: cloak. or. he rubs a: magic 
ring and, . ‘presto, has .a- ‘fulendly 
army to commange.. 

“Whatever. his. ‘seen. ‘Or unseen. 
enemies ‘concoct. he has the necés- 
sary -physical and/or metaphysical 
counterblows. Whether it is. quite.|. 
sporting for -him to be the: cham- 
pion wrestler of : Mesopotamia and. 
also Houdini need not delay our 
little essay. . 

‘The “story, 

There is a2. princess. ‘Fhe. : thief 
loves her-‘on: sight ‘and she loves. 
him. All he needs to square: his. 
criminal past,. win. the. ‘girl and 
become sultan-designate ‘is a blue 
rose ‘which lies at the. end. of a 
series of tests. | 

have been added sufficient direc- | Special effectsman. Thomas How- 
ard. puts Reeves through a ‘night 
in an orchard © “where: the . trees 
crawl, into- burning’ swamps, sud- 
den -floods, a love nest: operated 
by a- vindictive. nymphomaniac. 
Reeves comes .through withour 
losing ‘his. Sense. of direction, vir-. 
tue. or. breath.- 
As with “Morgan... ‘the: Pirate” 

the Italian cast credits for “Bagh- 
ad”. 

tion of the: nympho. for instance, 
nor various of the nefarious pal-. 
‘ace courtiers. 

Georgia: Moll (the princess). is” 
mere child . photographically . and 
histrionically. .There’ ‘are ‘a few. 
‘deft light touches in characterjza- | 
tion’ by. the. Sultan’ (Edy : Vessel) 
‘and the Genii (George: Chamarat). 
“Which “about. takes’. ‘care: of: the 
acting. 

Arthur Lubin directed the ‘fan- 
‘tasy against the colorfal- backdrop 
of oriental - structures in Tunisia: 
There are. arresting quick-ciits .to. 
‘street scenes. and mobs. . A‘: : 800d 
deal of plausible. atmosphere ‘is 
achieved: 

somewhat; ‘but. is — ‘redeemed: with 
the “finale, an amusing battle be-. 
tween’ baffled broadsword. cavalry | 
and _ staff-wielding © ‘acrobats... con-. 
jured . up by: the magi¢é ring. It is: 
easy to imagine kids. hooting and 

| hollering’ in delight at ‘this’ free- 
for-all. .... 

A ‘strange. ‘mélange - of. realistic 
effects and: relationships. .and- un- | 
abashed. abracadabra, ° this -pie- 
ture ‘will. ‘probably make out. be-. 
eause: what - it’ ‘has. will: ‘outshine 
what. it hasn't, bearing. in ‘mind: 
the probable Juvenile and family. 

bian ‘Nights parlay. Action and: -- 

-had enough!” 

Producti ton. 
by Bruno 

Steve’ Reeves 

~ George Chamarat . 

iE. leaving 
‘cerebral. types dumbstruek. 

frankly... “Arabian. 
Nights, ° ‘moves : with: directness... 

‘are strangely curtailed. in‘ 
New. York.:There..is no identifica-.| 

During ° ‘the hero's series . of | 
“tests” the story-telling: ‘pace stows: 

response | it. will draw in the. iret, ; 
instance. 
“A “professional” reviewer is en- | 

| titlea ‘to complaint here, ag with 
- | “Morgan the Pirate,” that the Eng- |- 

lish dubbing is. lumpy with starchy : 
| Sialog—sueh Baghdadian 

3° «.“Just don’t: Stand | © 
“United “Artists: ‘Telease: ot Pennebaker." 

quialisms, 
there — do. “somethizig?” vor ‘the. 
‘heavy. ‘who keeps’ repeating, ““T’ve 

unhorse the mal make-believe. Land. 

The Boy” Who. Stole A! 
7 Million. = © 

(BRITISH) 

Amusing, Gceasionally. “touch: 

and a chase. - Excellent family: 

-entertainment 
. marquee. value. 

‘British “Lion, release of a: - Bryanston 
. . presentation of ‘a George H. Brown prv- 

Virgilio Texera. Mari- ‘duction. Stars 
‘ Director, anne Benet, -Maurice Reyna. 

Charles -Crichton. .-Scenario - by . John 
‘Eldridge & Charles: ‘Crichton from. Niels 

. West : 
play; camera, . Douglas’ 
‘tor, Peter Bezencenet; music, Tristram 
Cary. Previewed at Columbia Theatre, 
-London, June. ‘27. . Running: time, 81 

Mel eso Ve ‘Texera | | 
Seo ccescavceeceess Maurice “Reyna Paco . 

Marla |... .cccceccesus ..Marfanne ._ Benet 
LMip cece cic eeeaes Harold . Kasket 
Currito :...5...... : wove Cure Christian 
Police Chief .,.........205.4+- Bul Nagy 
Bank Manager ..,.:... George ‘Cotlouris 
Bank Clerk eee Eaay . oe Richfield 

nk Clerk .......+- eee 
Pedro “02.0 c.cccceee. “Warren. Mitchel 
Gang y. wea asvete . IT. 

eater aaa -Lemkow 
Chico .....-..-0.- we cecee- Victor Maljica 
Organ Grinder. wesei..» Herbert. Curiel ; 
Shoemaker .......... ndrea Malandridros 
‘Blind Man, :......... : Francisco Bernal 
Knife Grider webbetes Xan. Das. Bolas 
Reporter. .. ..... _ Gaylor. Cavallaro 
Deck Ser ant: Paul Whitsun. Jones: 
‘Detective Seant: wb eeensees aes “Robert | Rietty 

t's. difficult ‘to. go wrong: with 
the combo of an appealing kid, the 
inevitable. pooch..and: a chase in| 5 
which. the youngster’s up. against ; 
the world: This one is marred. by 
‘some slightly. uneasy dubbing and 
an. occasional lapse into slapstick 
when only. light comedy was need- 
ed, but overall it’s. a warm little 

: ‘| piece. “which .will ‘give Bood: value. 
in. most family houses. . 

Though: a- British - film, | it “was 
mainly shot. in: ‘authentic locations 

jin ‘Valencia, Spain, - ‘and’ director 
Charles. ‘Crichton | and. cameraman ' 
Douglas Slocombe have :used the: 
proffered canvas wisely. They have 
taken the chase over a wide area 
of Valencia andthe . camera’ has 
helped to brisk up the urgency. of 
‘the.chase very smartly. 

The - ‘yarn, briefly,: 

get his cab out of hock and: decides. 
to borrow some from the bank. Af- 
ter all, he argues, that’s what. banks 
are. for, surely? His -haul, however, 
turns. out to be a “million: ‘pesetas. 
(roughly. $28,000) and that sets the. 
city on its ears... At the. drop. of | 
a peseta he is being chased by half 
the thugs:.in’ Valencia, the police 
‘anid his. father. 

Bewildered, . harassed, frigh t- 
‘ened, the :kid keeps on the run.. He 
and his faithful shaggy-haired. ‘dog 
miraculously. escape capture in a. 
-series- of. adventures. that some- 
times smack too much of the Key- 
‘stone. Cops ‘technique but are al- 
, Ways ‘holding. He gets involved. in: 
+a fiesta and a couple’ of frighten- 
ing and tensely directed. sequences. 
with a blind beggar and a sinister:| . 
knife grinder... A’ gang. of thugs, 
a strange organ grinder and. a deaf 
shoemaker all play their parts’ in 
this fascinating “little motion pic-: 

a. ture which required just a little 
|more imagination by ‘script: writer 
and ‘director to lift it in to the 
same class as “The Red: “Balloon” 
- Young Maurice Reyna;-: making 

his. ‘seréen debut, has. been’ :de- 
: ‘scribed’ asa midget. Cantinflas, and 
‘goes through the mations of thesp-. 
ing admirably. Harold Kasket .is’ 
breezily effective as. the ‘friend. of | 
the kid’s. father,: who is: rather 

jglumly played ‘by Virgilio: Texera. 
Marianne Benet provides.a touch: 
of: unnecessary. pulechritude,: Billy 
Nagy is unusually: uneasy as the cop 

|.in- charge. of the chase and. there is. 
a first . class” conglomeration - of: 
Spanish ‘actors who seore mightily 
‘as. thugs and sinister characters. 
Of them, mention must: justly. be 
Inade of Francisco Bernal,. as ‘the: 
evil blind man, Xan Das Bolas as 
the equally sinister knife. grinder. 
and Herbert Curiel ‘who, ‘though 
he‘ doesn’t say a word as the organ | 
grinder, | Projects: a load. of poten: . 
tial. 

imagined .some ‘good: ‘artwork: and 
locations,. editing is: smooth and | ives a less successful performance. - 
Tristam’s ._-Cary’s: evocative. music | He seems. too solid:a :character ta’ 

be the kind of scheming . ‘killer. he. blends well with ‘the. ‘screenplay: 
Rich, - 

collo-. 

Such inane. lines-! 

' gold, 

. Ehriich novel,“ 

-'| music, 
_ | Coggs: - 

_. Reviewed: June, aoe 
ing yarn. involving. a boy, a'dog - 

despite ~ frail a 

sen’s story and original screen-. 
Slocombe; . edi- | 

concerns 2: 
likeable: youngster who lives’ w ith. 
his widowed father and works asa 
bank-messenger. He finds.that his. 

_|taxi-driver’ father needs money ‘to. 

_ Wednesday, fay 8 1961. 

The Naked ‘Edge: 

Coop’s ast stand: 2 neatly di-. 
rected suspense meller. of con- 

: ventional design about a woman 
who. thinks. her husband is a 

; amurderer, | Nice ‘bo. ouflook.. 

‘Baroda. production Gfarlon - Brando. Sr. 
executive producér) produced by Walter 
Seltzer end. George Glass.. Stars 
Cooper, Deborah. Kerr; ':- features Eria 

| Portman, Diane Cilento, .Hermione .Gine. *. 
Michael. Wilding... _ Peter . Cushing; © 

Directed - ‘by ‘Michael. Anderson;’. 
- Joséph . Stefano (based on Max 

“Train: to Babylon’); 
editor,.. Gordon camera, , Edwin ‘Hillier; 

. -Pilkington; art: director, Carmen Dillan: - 
‘Norman: 

‘assistant - .director's:. ‘Peter. Bolton. °. 
0, 61, at Victoria. The-: 

William. Alwyn; ‘sound, - 

‘atre; N. Y.° nning “me: ‘99 MINS... 
‘George . ‘Radclitte Lege Gary Gooper: 
Martha’ Radcliffe ” . Deborah. Kerr -:- 
Jeremy . Chay. 5 <.Eric Portman 

) Mrs. Heath - .-, Diane’ Cilento 
Lilly, iattis. Hermione Gingold. 
Mr.. Wrack — csaegeeeders- “Peter Cushing 
_Marris’ Brooke ...:..,-...Michael Wilding 
‘Mr. Claridge . bese eee +e Ronald Howard 
Donald Heath ... srt: aces +Ray- MeAnaily 
Manfridi :Sandor. Eles 
Mr.. Pom ..... 

we sceveecs ee ewer 

“wiltrid. Lawson 
Miss - Osborne | ener Helen ‘Cherry 
Victoria -. Hicks’. ne iseeeae: Joyce Carey: 
Betty... ..6c-s.00. are Diane Clare. . 
Judge « Leg see "Frederick - Leister’. © 
Jason ‘Reote TS Maren Boddey. ¢ 
‘Chauffeur segpeebeeseneedes Peter” Wasa” 

‘The picture: that winds up: Gary. 

Cooper's: long: ‘list. of credits -.is” 
neatly constructed, thoroughly. pro-. 

| fessional little suspense meller that -- 
May. séem:-anti-climactic: only: be- 
‘cause: it. climaxes a great career. le 

‘Leaving sentimentality aside,. “The 

Naked. Edge”: is. sheer -escapism—— 

summer trade... _: . 

‘For most. of ‘its. running. time, 
“Edge” asks thé: audience to. sus- 
pect that-Cooper is 4 killer, not 
above -dispatebing : ‘his. own: belaved’ 
wife (Miss. Kerr) should the ‘need - 

““How’ long,”: .he: ‘asks: ‘the. 
nearly. hysterical: Miss Kerr at one: - 
point, “‘can a man live with a-wom-. 
an who might turn him in at: ‘any: 
‘moment?”: But, knowing.-that his: :‘ 
wife suspects him, would. 
her out to the white cliffs of. Dover : 

arise.. 

and ask her to stand ‘with: him: on 
the - -brink, : if -he :had “no . motive 
other than giving hera view of the 
‘sea? ‘The aroma. of” red: herrings. . 
such: as: these jinger on’. when: the 
lights come. up at ‘the end.” 

Based. on. Max: Ehrlich’s ‘novel, 
“First. ‘Train.‘to’ Babylon,” ‘Joseph. © 
Stefano’s screenplay casts. Cooper. =: 
‘ag an American businessman. living. 
in London who, coincidently to the. 
murder of his ‘business partner (and . 
the. disappearance of.-a couple of 
-hundred. thousand. dollars), hap- 
pens .to make a killing . on ‘the 
‘stockmarket, which funds he ‘uses Powe 
to make. an even. bigger fortune. 

When, five years later, a- “plack= "> 
‘mailer in the. -form “of. Eric Port-- 
man turns up ‘to accuse her hus- 
‘band of the: murder,. Miss Kerr re- 
‘mehibers. that: Cooper, after all, had. 
-been the key prosecution. witness 
at the murder ‘trial. and had come 
into a lot of money quite suddenly... 
The ‘lady's : further investigations ~. 
confirm ‘her ” ‘suspicions. .- ae 
quently,.. as’ is. the: convention in. -. 
such ‘plots, the. accused (Cooper): 
‘doésn’t go: out of his way ‘to look 2 f 
anything: but. guilty. 

. Although: the script. thus. is ‘gome= 7 
‘what arbitrary: in. development, 
‘Anderson has. directed’ it with im-~-.. 
agination and a good deal of ex: - 

“Flashbacks. :to...éarlier citement. - 

évents, sometimes, as’ recounted. by. 
untrustworthy: ‘witnesses,. are artfule 
ly integrated. with | present. action; -." - 
helping. to build to one of. those. 
corny, but still -effective: climaxes: 
‘where. in the’ heroine, alote- late . 
at hight in: the great’ house, . As. 
stalked by: the unknown: -villain. .. 

..Anderson, his cameraman (Eawin ; 
Hillier) and editor ‘Gordon Pilking-' 
ton). have put: together - a number~ 
of . ‘hair-raising ‘sequences out of 
the comparatively. modest material. ; 
‘There is a legitimate and stunning” 
feeling: of « hysteria, ‘for instance, 
when Miss Kerr becomes suddenly - 
‘Jost_ in’ a maze. of lookalike tene-. - 
ment’ ‘blocks.: Even: Hermione ‘Gin- ... 
gold, as a somewliat looney. patron: 
‘of the arts,. and Sandor Eles, as lier 
limp-wristed young protége,. ‘though 
they. have nothing to do ‘with. the’ 
plot contribuite to: a: mood that bor- 
i ders.on. madness. | 

in a highly emotional role. ‘Cooper, 
Maurice Carter has. grabbed’ and. perhaps ‘because he must appear to. 

be enigmatic: ‘most ‘of the ‘time, 

fo _ (Continued, on page’ 22) 

Gary 

screen-. 

he. drive. 

Subse-. | 

‘Miss Kerr. suffers’ ‘very _ prettily: 

o* | director - Michael’ Anderson's: able.“ 
‘exercise .in. how to- get the. most 
tension” out’ of material that -is | 
somewhat ‘short on invention: and © 
light on ‘surprises. Names of Cooper -. -- 
and :of: his co-star, Deborah Kerr,. 
‘indicate a nice b.o. outlook for the 

potas] . 

> ie 

wowmee re : . . 

Woes, 



.. Gerda. Gottfried .. 

oA 

a 7 Bishop 

Question a 

: “Berlin, | July 4. 
“Louls de- Rochemont : Associates release : 

‘of .Lotharc.: Wolff-Latheran ' ‘Film, Asso- 
+ “efates- Luther Film’ production. Features ;' 

Mictiael ‘Gyynin-:: ‘and ‘Margaret Jahnen. 
Directed ‘dy Stuart Rosenberg. :Screen- 

. play. Allan * ‘Sloane;. .cameéra.  Gunter.~ 
Senftleben: ° ‘music, . -Hans- Martin -Majew- 

‘At Berlin . Film: Fest, June | 25. 761.7% 
unning time, 107 MINS BS Ter. . 

‘Friedrich Gottfried. . “Mlchgel. Gwynn’. 
. . Margarete Jahnen : 

. Christian .de Bresson . 
John: Ruddock ' 

Leo Bieber i. 
2 rile Schumann j. 

Fritz. Wepper '- 
"Bdward. Linkers : 

""Marianne’ “Schubarth . 

i. 

- Peter Gottfried. . 
* Martin Kraus occa. cutee 
Herr Rettmann 
‘Rolf Starke. - rene 
Heinz Dehmert. 

- “Olto : Zingler: are 
. Marta Zingler. 
* Anneliese. zingler 
‘Barber | cage cnee- ‘Philo Hauser |’ 
‘Karl Marschall | -Rolf_v. Nauckhoff.; 
“BLuedt Helms” ‘Kindermann: 
Prof. Seti . _ Manfred | .Furst 
Herr Durcfel TO veeeeete * Lutz Altschul’: 

~“Herr  Kesselmaier.........:. Sigurd . Lohide ¢.. 
, : Erik Jelde | A. ‘Tritschler, pee epee it 

-_ “Ernst Constantin 

-eQuipstion i was’ invited ‘to: the. 
“Bertin film: festival -for”:- obvious | 
‘ political ‘yeasons.. Jt ‘is a story of | 

‘. -Feligious: persecution . ‘in ‘Eastern: 

Germany and is. ‘said _to.: be .based.” 
on actual’ incidents and documents. 

-..But: like. ‘most.. blatant ' pieces. of * 
ne propaganda, it is ‘treated without: 
-": any subtlety. - 

‘Jocation * 
Piec.* was - filmed. On, 

in (Westerr) —.Germany , 
with ‘a European: ‘cast, the majority: 
of. which. is’ little- known™.interna- | 

. tionally. “Film, calls. for special. 
ae, exploitation. and needs: support: of 

“ churches and’ other. organizations‘ 
-to get maximum’ results... -): ‘ 
Allan Sloane's screénplay: empha- - : 

“gizes. the ‘honesty, . sincerity: and: 
‘conviction © of the ‘pastor. who. is * 
troubled,: about his. -son’s: future, : 
‘whereas: Herr. Rettmann, the corn- 

“'missar,: is more treacherous than : 
Tost: screen; heavies:.The: pastor's. 
" gor isa budding. pianist. whose fu-j 
.. ture! studies: are dependent. on con-: 

formity ‘to. party: -doctrine,The test; 
- of Same are .answers ° to..a. party. ; 

‘in which ‘the - sev-: 

“ Wednesay, July 5, 1961 oa 

“Reviews Fr rom “Berlin Festival | 
"actress drops ‘him ° ‘tt ‘is. ‘too. ate’ f 
Finally, he. goes’ off, to sea’ and she *. 4. 

“1 finally: digs." *. 
Though. ‘this. ‘seems ‘tke’ familiar | 

:-melodrama it is given depth -by. 
Michel: Drach's:: sincere treatment. 

. of: this’ muted - -love. plus ‘the’ fresh-- 
ness -of.. the players.- Miss. Nat ‘Has - 

- the: corréct- fragile. looks ‘and: lant 

i 

} while most of. ‘the. others: are more: “0 
than adequate: Technical qualities... 
‘costuming . and. on-the-spot jensing: 
also. help. - 
‘For this, second pie: ‘rach ‘shows: 

a surety. in: using atmosphere’ and : 
‘a Sincerity in. ‘feeling that. should ; { 

‘Almut Eggert’: Make. him. a -probable’ regular. on. “ea 
the film -scene in France. This film 
has .a. ‘muted. ‘appeal that ‘siants' 
i more’ “for. specialized chances 
than for. depth possibilities. oe 

me a “Mosk. 

‘The. . Marriage of Mr. a 
Migetssippt ° 

: ’ Berlin,: July : 4. 
Ufa. pelease ot ‘a. CCC. (Berlin. and: 

Braces Film . (Zurich) - coproduction. 
tars O: | E. Hasse. ‘arid. Johanna von Koc- 

‘zian. ‘ Directed’. -by Kurt. Hoffmann... 
‘Screenplay, Friedrich - Durenmatt’s from: 
‘his own ‘play;. camera .Sven: Nykvist: edi- : 
‘‘tor.. Hermann Haller;, music,: Hans-Martin.‘ 
‘Majewski: ‘At. Berlin Film vest June. 24). 
“61 Running. time, 95. MINS. 

j 
4 

“Predrich | ‘Durenmatt's. political 
satire . is a: difficult subject. to 

. translate. tothe screen, .and. this | 
“ Swiss-German coproduction ‘must 
ibe rated :a‘ valiant, try, though’ al: 
near . miss... ‘The. opening. ‘title, 

* Which. suggests’. that - ‘any similarity: 
, with events. and’ living. persons is. 
‘ intentional: and. not: ‘coincidental; | 
‘sets’ the mood | ,for the comedy | 
‘treatment, but i a difficult: mood:! 
to sustain. and: there: ‘are. occasional | 
Japses. “into. near-slapstick. Film” 

‘ hag already been acquired. for U.S: 
“distribution: by. Times : Films, and : 

nie ‘Husyein. Riad: 

: “questionnaire, 

“ @Nn any. social, development?" The ; 

“- @ pawn in party. propoganda. 

" enth’ question... asks:,“What.. have: theatres. 
ait: may have’ fair chances dn arty’ 

inant™ influences | Opening* scene, with. one. sign- | 
; been the predomiria » Bost ‘pointing, to: Oxford ‘and an- 
*.. youngster: _apparently Hives - the ; other to. Mos¢ow, establislies the 

right answers:‘so as not to:miss the : - two. principal _male’:..characters.: 
‘oppor tunity. of - going ‘to ‘the cori- | Mississippi: campaigns for the re-. 

servatoire, “but . escapes’ fo. the ;.turn of. the ‘laws of .Mosés, and | 
West when he ‘realizes he’s become !  Saint-Claude advocates. world’ -rev- 

{ olution. The ‘central ‘femme ‘char-1 

Leo ‘Bieber is too clean-cut as the 

2. Hon is, “slow ’.and - painstaking, and 
ati credits: are uP to’ standard. 4. 

There is: ‘ample dramatic ‘content i 
me -to the. story, but the: failure.to add. 

a toueh of: shading’ to: the. charac: 
__» terizations robs ‘the. plot of ‘much. 
of its conviction. Integrity-on one- 

- .. side. and - sheer - villainy’ on. the. 
+. other may, indeed, be a true -pic-’: 

‘ ‘ture of the religious scene in East- ;: 
“erh Germany,’ but.on the screen ‘it: 
“emerges” as. heavy-handed propa: | 
ganda, with entertainment values | 
of ‘secondary consideration... 

... Apart from that. obvious. ‘galling, 
‘the vehicle .is «well ‘enough: made, | 
= though. most. of : the: performances iF 

; undistinguished. ‘Michael 
7 Gwyitn,. vas. the” “pastor, Margarete. 
Jalinen, as his. wife, and Christian | 
dé Bresson,.-who. plays ‘their «son 

- give earnest, unsmiling: portrayals. - I 

heavy: Stuart Rosenberg's direc- 

“Myr Q. 

‘Amelie ou ‘Le. Temps 
- * Aimer: | |: 

‘(amelie or: the Time : to Love). 
_ (FR <ENCH) . 

. - Berlin: July 4 
Port ‘Royal Fili-Prima:Tadusfim « 

duction and . release. ° “Stars. Marie- ose” 
-Nat;. Jean” Sorel; features ‘Sophie Dau- , 

'". -mier,- Jean Babilee, Clotilde. Joano. Writ- | 
"ten and ‘directed -by Michel-‘Drach. from |° 
. -@ novel by Michele Angot.: Camera, Jean | 

’ Tournier; . editor. Genevieve . Winding. 
‘Official - French .entry . at’ 

’ Fest. Runniog time,. 103 MINS: : 
Amelie | ee rere "Matie-Jose_ Nat. 

-. “Alain |: | cea ceeianesee Jean’ Sorel - 
‘Emimanquelle: ‘o » Seti Daumier ! 
Fany.: ‘saseoeessss ss Clotilde Joane | 
Pierre. op sceivadcevers:: Jean Babilee | 

wee eeneeceases Louse’ De Vilmarin | _ Loyse 

This ‘official: ‘French: entry: at the! 
"Berlin ‘Film -Fest :{s: a moody’ ‘tale! 
.of love, in ‘turn - ‘of - the - century + 
‘France.* it «displays. a- flair for! 
decorative’ period as well as: ‘insight | 
into’ its languid characters. AS. 
‘Buctl, it appears a. good arty, entry 

“, for-export. -. : 
“AL young orphan Amelie. (Marie- | 

. Jose Nat) is in love with her cousin. 
. Jean Sorel). They live in. his: 
house ‘and she works in- the’ “ary. 
goods ‘store owned. by, his. father. 
‘He ,has’a@ “penchant . for her ‘but! 
dreams more. of going: off to sea: 
They: live. on a small island ‘off ‘the 

‘comes a piquant actress ‘who. sym- 
‘bolizes adventure fot the -boy. He ;. 
goes for her’and drops Amelie. He': 
ies | to. Feturn to her. ‘when: “the. surpasses expectations. 

\| Sippi? 

Berlin . -Film” 

‘actually. never dull... 
‘|fancy to.the. people on_ the: screen: 
Especially likeable Is Kim. Seung- 

acter’ has. killed -her. ‘husband. ‘w ith | 
‘poison: supplied. by: her doctor 
lover, but: Mississippi, ‘now - attor-" 
ney-general, ‘uses ‘the | remains. of: 
the poison to’ murder: his own.-wife, 
‘banishes the - doctor, and’ forces 
the’ woman to marry him: . 

- From then on, the plot #oe3 ‘olf. 
‘at various tangents, . with: revolu- 
tion.. and” ‘caunter-revolution being 
plotted - in. the . woman's :bedroom: 

| Mississippi ‘is. finally: put, away: in 
‘a-Mental home, the ‘banished ' lover 
‘returns and.-is spurned, the coun- 
ter-revolution succeeds,’ atid: Ana-: 
stasia,” the... woman ‘in ‘the. Piece, 

' winds up as the-first lady. 
Kurt -Hoffman’s confident direc- 

tion ‘keeps the. action _ rolling, 
thotigh not ‘on an evén keel. ‘Occa- 
sionally; there are: bursts of: fine. 
| comedy’ Passages, but’. the: dialog: 
is’ variable. 

‘and | Martin ; Held- .,Saint- 
Claude),. and both are old cloned | 
performers. Johanna von Koczian, 
as Anastasia, is quite-a looker and 
a-very capable actress, though her 

"| role..called. for more fire than she 
{puts into. it. * Supporting: cast .-is 
‘Okay... and - ditto. | the”. technical 
credits; ot :Myro. 

Mabe. 
” (Phe Stableman)” 
—s (KOREA) - oa 

aa . |. Berlin, June. 27. 
wa - Ryong Lee (Seoult. produrtion. 

win ‘Kim Seung-ho. Cho: ‘Mi-eyung. Shin. 
Yong-kyam.:Um: Aeng-ran..Kim Chin. DI-.: 
rected by Dac. Jin Kang: ‘screenplay, -Hee 
Jae Im: ‘camera, Mun, Beik Lee, At-Ber-:: 
lin Film Fest. -Runhing time, . 120. MINS. 

This Korean | ‘entry: ‘mariages 40. 
; keep. some. interest:: thanks ‘to. the. 
natural - ‘acting performances. Tes. 
the story: of. a: 50-year-old : ‘stable- 
man and:-his children. who. has. a 
tough’ time - to" maintafn- ‘his :ex- 
istence for ‘he earns so. little:. -Plot 
is. rather © haive—on one: side, the | 

| thoroughly mean : weathy, “on: ‘the! 
-other one, the always, good-hearted [-- 
Needy. - 
- This : contains: a : 
amount | of ‘sentiment, yet it's: 

One. takes a: 

ho as the stableman. - Technically, 
film: is primitive... ~ i 
-But in summing ‘it. up,. ““Mabu" | 

Hans. 

a one-man. operation, and -outside 

The two. ‘male lead roles: ‘are. it]. 
+ the. shands: of O.:E. ‘Hasse (Missis- 

Akira -Kurosawa. ‘production. ‘Directed by 

‘Yuzuru, Aizawa; music, - 

:} of, his’.period -pictures -have. been 

a i ry 

- by a Fenewed-and: more determined - 

we Cee 

‘hardty- 

FILM REVIEWS 

+ + ‘same. governmental. -department a 
ifew . years 

: suicides, bribery and murder It's 
previously, involvin g; 

a pow erful. subject, and the diuec- 
“tor has obtained good aliround 

, n perfor inances. 

An 

: 

, “Teenagers _ Z 
(CNITED: “ARAB: REPUBLIC) 

. Berlin, July 4, : 
‘Magda Firs | (Cairo production: and 

’ release.“ Directed. by Ahmed Dhiag el Din. 
“Screenplay, Abel Zorkani; camera. Wa- 
‘did ‘Serri: edstor, Saied El ‘Sheikh. At‘ 
Berlin Film -Fest, June. 36, ‘al. ‘Running 
tame)” ‘136 MINS. ‘ 

The’. “United "Arab Republic: Is: 
ne of the backward areas. filmic- 

a 
i-sumably ‘a: local. market’. for’ the? 
Tiaive-type pictur ¢s produced there. ' 
“Teenagers” isan attempt to. do. a- 

? modern-type- story, ‘but. it's ‘told- ins: 
‘old-fashioned, - simple -terms..- and { 

innot hope to. have much appeal * 
m. to’ the more sophisticated filmgoers’. 

of the ‘West. . 
“It's ‘a story” ‘of - three ‘teenage | 

| girls, of: different walks of life who : 
encounter the, same sort ‘of emo- ; 
‘tional. probleins. like ‘Strict parénts. [ 
{ growing-up and. naturally, falling . 
in love; It's.a very predictable sub-, 

| ject. ‘and: the screenplay makes no 
; pret ense towards subtlety. 

‘Performances, match the subject. |. 
direction is ‘slow and detaited, and } 
the. editing ‘is ‘exceptionally slack: : 
For the record,. principal roles are-' 

: played by Magda. Rouschidi: Abaza, . 
:Dawlat Abvad, Omar Zulfukar. and « 

- Myro,. 
. —— _—_o 

Dreamland of Desire 
‘: Documentary) i 

(GERMAN—COLOR) -: 

‘Berlin, July 4. 
: Columbia: release. of a ‘Wolfgang uel. 

lér-Sehu: production.; Direction, serecén ': 
play, catnera by MueHer- Sehn: commen: 
‘tary. Johannes Gaitanides: music. Manas : 
Hadzidakis. At Beilin: Film Fest, dune = 
| 27, .61.. - Running time, ves, MINS. 

Scenicaliy ° and: “lstorically, it 
| would ‘be hard to -find a mote at-! 
tractive: locale for a documentary | 
travelog ‘than: Greece and its sur=", 

;rounding - ‘islands. . And this Wolf- 
: gang :. Mueller-Sehn - production, I: 
which Columbia: has. acquired for 
world release, covers .the territory 
thoroughly. Too thoroughly, in fact, 
because some. of the camera-work | 
‘is repetitive. . The resultant length 
‘will. surely. .militate “against ils ; 
Widespread acceptance. If reduced j 
to second feature film. ‘proportions, 
it ‘could. make a useful supporting 

i attraction. | Do 
‘Mueller-Sehn.. spent. ‘more . than? 

two. years’ making -the film, cover- | 
ing thousands.of. miles..of territory 
‘b¥ car, :boat and ‘Plane, and visiting. 
all. the” classical ‘centres: as well as, 
dwelling:. -at! ‘some length on’ aj - 

- While] 
much’ of. the footage: is of. consider-.[- 
able-interest, there is. also’ ‘an. un- 

guided. tour. of. Athens. 

due emphasis. on the conventional, 
much ‘of whieh. could be. eliminated | ) 
with ‘ease: 

Making the film -was ‘obviously a 
labor of love for the: producer, and 
this..is obvious. in the treatment. 
But ‘the project was.too much of 

editing would have helped. East- 
mancolor. Jensing in Ultrascope is 
first-rate. ~ Myra. 

The. Bad. Sleep Well 
ate (JAPANESE) ; 

Berlin, July 4. 
a Tomoyukt Tanaka- “Toho. rélease of. 

Kurosuawa:..- Screenplay; Hi 
Ejjiro ‘Kusaka, - Kurosawa, 
shima. ‘Shinobu 

deq . Oguni, 
Ryuto ‘Kiku- 

‘Hashimoto: camera. 
aeatu. Sato. At 

Berlin, Film Fest, June , » 81. Running 
time,, 44M MIN $s. 

‘Akira’ Kurosawa. ‘is Japan's most 
distiriguished: director, ‘and several 

established as screen classics. But. 
“The. Bad ‘Sleep ‘Well;"-a modern 
story :. of Braft. ‘and corruption;: 

| despite: occasional flashes of direc-: 
torial brilliance, is ‘a disappoint- 
ment. However, the ‘finished. prod- 
uct ‘could : ‘be. immensely : improved 

: attempt at. ‘editing. . 
With. five” writers: credited. for ; 

the ‘screenplay, it: is inevitable |. 
‘that there:: should ‘be an’.uneven ! ... 
quality. about .the-story.” But that’s : 
a minor | fault that. could he‘ cor-" 
rected ‘by | _keen editing. There. is ‘ 

a” ‘sequence. that:. is” not: 
overlong.:‘and -the few’ that: have | 
-béen well cut’ stand oiit with sur-.. 
prising sharpness. | - 

Opening scene of the film’ is the !- 

but -the. jollifications if ‘one “may ; 
use ‘that term for the solemn nup- 

{ tialsi- ‘are disrupted by the arrival ° 

guests... i 
From. ‘then’. ‘pn, the» ‘produstion | 

goes into’a prolonged flashback. re- * 

Hy: ‘Speaking, though: there is pre-*. 

. era, 

.psabject for a theatre owner 

. Masayuki | “Mort, -ag the govern- . 
ment. official, and Toshiro Mitune, ! 
as. the- groom, head the first-rate ‘ 

j east. Yuzuru Aizawa makes excel- | 
ent use of the CinemaScope 
_sereen with his clearcut lensing = 

. Muro, 

Antigone 
(GREEK). 

Berlin, July 4 
‘Norma Film Productions presentation 

‘Stars Irene Papas. Directed by. George 
Tzavellas from his own screenplay: cam 

Dinos “Katsourdis, music... Atghyrs 
; Kounadis: At Berlin. Film Fest. June 27, 

Running” time. 93 MINS. 

“Sophocles? great’ ‘tragedy has 
-been. brought to the screen for the 
ifirst. time via this. Greek produc- ; 
‘tion, and a very worthy etfort 1 is, 

‘tov. Film fs lavishly mounted, faith. : 
!fully- scripted. and acted with in- 
telligence. But this. must be con-’ 
sidered a dubious b.v. proposition 
;except for the most artte of art. 
theatres. It- should have wide ‘ap- 

+ peal,. however, for high school and | 
voHege students who are Interested | 
in high ‘drama. 
The production fs: the first ven- 

rture’ of a new company in which: 
‘an -Ameriecan: -exhibition sSperic. 
*Perakos! is a.-guiding. influence - 
, Though it: may’, seem ‘a strange 

to 

choose; it has been’ filured with 
} 200d taste and integrity, with none 
tof the more familiar concessions to 

‘| evéntual- boxoffice appeal. 
Story is set in. the pre-classical - 

‘era of: Greece In the seven-gated 
city of. Thebes, and, to recap the 
; familiar plot, concerns. the dctiance ; 
by. 
two brothers are killed in a quarrel 
about’ -their:: succession to the. 

j throne. For. her defiance,. ‘Antigone - 
Lis condemned to death by the king, : 
even though -she. is” ‘betrothed to: 
his son. 
‘George. Tzavellas’ direction. from 

Antigone. of the king after her ; 

7 
Brainwashed 

Slow-moving but interesting 
psychological suspense meller 
based on 2 Stefan Zweig novel 
about an intellectual’s method 
‘of survival under Nari brain- 
wash treatment. Somewhat 
etim and ponderous. 

= er aero 

Hollywood, June 26. 
-Alted Artista release af Tuggi Wald- 

jlesnet production Stars Curt Jucgena, 
Clare Bi oom, Jog Felnnw drected by 
Gerd Oswald Scteenplay. Oswald. Har- 

jpold Medford. by 
j; Herbert Reinecke: of Stefan ZJwerx's 
novel. “The Roval same", camera. 

‘Gunther Senftleben, art duedtars, Wolfe 
Englert. Ernst Richter. must. ttana. 
Matlin Majewski. seund, K MO Fc ksteine 
assistant duzvectas, Jovuhens Weidertoana. 
Reviewed at the studio, June 26. ‘til, 
Running time. 162 MINS. 

- Werner yon Basil 
, lene Andteny ~ 

[ 

q 

4 

i 

front an adaptation 

Catt Jurgene 
(lane Bloons 

Hans Berges Joig . Felmy 
Mike Centanig i. Marto Adork 
Hartmann kiwis, Atbeit Tirven 
Mace ler ae Man Gifford 
-Rabbi - “Metmas achanhert 

: Baranow Karel Stepanek 
Moontace . Weltgang Wahl 
Hotel Manager . Radolt Farsier 

1 Scsentust Alhert Beaslee 
First Offacer . Janu HUendiuike 
Ballet Master . Hatatd Mareach 
Countess ° Dotrothes Wieck 
Berger's Sectetary 

"Young Lads 
Bishop Ambrosse 

ee 

Rvk Be Goosver 
Susanne Ralberc 
Uans Sohnker 

Buffs of the psychological diana 
oWill discover much to enthuse avec 
In. this screen adaptation of "The 
Royal Game.” a fascinating novel 
by Stefan Zweig Detth and cre- 
‘atively directed by Gerd Oswald, 
‘who collaborated with Harold Med- 
ford in penning the scenario the 
Lugat Waldleitner production is a 
deliberate, often plodding, yet sus- 
;Pense-hoiding piece that requires 
a theatre audience to be as men- 
tally alert and physically camposed 
as mute spectators at a chess tour 
nhament. 

But) whether American audt- 
ences, accustomed as thes are to 
‘the rat-a-tal fempo of modern so- 
ciety and the generally stam-baag 
_tenor of its entertamment, will be 
entirely appreciative of such ine 

j trospective matters and painstak- 
‘ing technique, especially ino view 

his - ow n screenplay | ‘ts a model of . of the drama’s expository haziness, 

‘strength: and. integrity. The scene !s extremely doubtiu). Chances are 
tin which’ Antigone meets her death , the Allied. Artists release won't be 

by being buried alive in‘a cave. Packing up any maste: points in 
captures the essence of this great ; -the domestic boxoffice tournament. 

itragice play. Adding to the .power- it appears from the revised. title 
“house dramatics is the outstanding j:originally the author's title was 
performance by Irene Papas in the: used) as if Allied has an exploita~ 
title: part. It is an impeccable in-' tan campaign in’ mind for this 

owe a ns 
Jin Film : 
-Mmeant effort: that: docsn't quite: 

Segarra saa as ~ a — = oa : . . pers . . . . 

‘terpretation of a classic role. Other film If so, trouble may = Joom. 
noteworthy portrayals come ‘from ‘Those prone to respond to the 
Manos Katrakis as ‘the king, Maro ‘traditionally sensual, sensational 
Kontou, as Antigone’s sister; Nikos: 
Kazis, ‘cast as the ‘king's son, and 
lia. Liyikou, _as§ the queen. 

.f Myro. 

. Aacraake 
(Love ‘of Anuradha) 

(INDIA) 
Berlin.. June 27 

Hicishikesh. “Mukerjee Productson Di- 
‘vrected. by” Hrishikesh Mikerjer Scteen- 
Play. ‘Sachin. -Bhownik, DN. Bedi. cam 
era, Jay.want Pathare; music,.Pandit Ravi 
Shanker.::: -At Berlin ‘Film Fest Running 
time, 120 ‘MINS., . 

“India's ‘contribution. to- the Ber- 
Fest’ is another well- 

come off. “Anuradha” is just an- 
‘other story of someone learning the, 
‘real meaning: of love. 
‘ple: Successful, talented girl. vocai- 
ist marries a dedicated, simple: 
country doctor but soon finds it dif- 
ficult to. adjut herself. to. the quiet ! 
village life... She feels she isn’t j 
appreciated and threatens to leave : 
him. “Marriage Is saved at the last 
minute when Anuradha realizes he 
does ‘need: her, and that her Jove! 
has spurred hubby to new medical - 
discoveries. 

Acting throughout fis mediocre, 
and’ Jacks - vitality’. . Only bright 
spot-is the little daughter whose 
impishness and. sparkle provige 
someé good laughs. In all, hardly a: 
film for. a ‘festival. Technically, 
the pic doesn't command much at- 
tention either. ‘Hans. 

' Ray Trampe’ $ New ‘Status 
Milwaukee, July 4. 

‘Ray mond W. Trarpe. "president 
Of Film Service Inc.. ‘3 branch i 
‘of Air Dispatch Inc. of Meéniphiss, : 
-has been named prexy ‘for one 

_ year of the latter organization - 
-Air Dispatch Inc operates 170 
. br anches through agents in various 
‘cities. : 
_Alr’ Dispatch, organized in 1957, 

-. - wedding of.a government ‘offictal’s | resulted from demand of ar 06 tate * 
“ mamimoth | ‘daughter: ‘to! his private secretary’! -‘meinbers . ‘to fill. the: gap left. 

‘through continued shuttering of 
motion. picture theatres. Today. 
‘Air Dispatch facilitates delivers 

‘of: the ‘police to ) arrest one of the ' ‘ of. motion, picture films, plus other 
rush shipments of anything requir: - 
‘ing air shipping. . 

‘In Milwaukee: Film-Service Inc - 
_ Fealling another, St randal: within, the-y: was. organized in 1927. 

Plot is. situ- i 

lure of exploitation figure to be_ 
the very ones unlikely to sit still 
imbile matters hinted at vaguely in 
come-ons fail to matenialize as 

jelectrically as promised On the 
other hand, {bose most likely to 
enjoy the noble. erudite touch of 
Zweig that has fillered through are 

‘liabJe to be repelled by a sledue- 
hammer crash campaign Tastetul 
handling might avert to same de- 
gree the eventuality of quick com- 
mercial checkmate for which such 
ja film appeats, on the surface, 
- headed. 

The picture was shot in Austria 
‘and Yugoslavia. It stars Curt Jut- 
gens and Claire Bloom, two gificd 
players whose names have slight, 
‘though respected, marquee mean- 
‘ings In this country. Zweig's tale 
‘concerns. the plight of a learned 
iAustrian aristocrat ‘Jurgens eon- 
idemned: to solitary confinement 
-upon Nazi occupation of his na- 
‘tion. In the process of refusing ‘to 
‘reveal. vital secrets; he employs a 
makeshift ,attern for mental sur- 

vival by smuggling a hook on 
:chess Into his cell and clinging 
‘tenaciously to the realm of the 
\chessboard to maintain his sanity. 
| When ultimately he cracks, it is 
jall the way. rendering him a use- 
less pawn to his captors. The body 
iof the drama is told in flashback, 
following a passage in which ve 
see the free man hold his oun 
-against the world’s chess champion 
tin an impromptu match, 

There are holes and lapses in 
the drama; but it has its rewards, 
; Loo, for those who appreciate the 
“jronies of twisted destiny In trou. 
:bled times. Manv of the rewards 
‘lie in the chazactérizations. 1rang- 
ing from fine pivotal ones by Jur 
‘gens and the Jovely, Juminous Miss 
‘Bloom to meticulous supporting 
enactments bs Jorg Fein, Mat: 
‘Adort, Albert Lieven, Alan Gifford 
“and Wolfgang Wahl. 

Oswald's inveniie direction ~ 
meanmnegtul angling. iting and py- 
-sittoning.of the samera for dra- 
matic effect. is a driving faclor 
in. an otherwise static, confined 
piece [In this he. receives the 

-aStute aid of Jensman Gunther 
Senftlehben Balance of the behind- 

, the-se enes efforts are ci eae 109, 
Ue: 

H 
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PICTURE GROSSES 

CA Lusty: ‘Guns’ Sockeroo $35, 000, 
Fanny’ Smash 266, ‘Jacks’ Tall 226, | 

Parrish Okay 136, Trap 1G, 2d) 
Los Angeles, July 4. 

L.A. first-runs, backed by flock 
of .biockbusters and long July 4]. 
holiday weekend, are heading for | 
handsome returns this stanza. 
Standout by a wide -margin is 
“Guns of Navarone.”: which shapes 
mighty $35.900 at Warner Beverly. 
However, “Fanny” also is smash 
$26 600 or near in first round at 

“Key City Grosses. 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week $2, 671, 500. 
(Based on 21. cities and. 249 

theatres, chiefly first: runs, tne 
cluding N.Y.) 

Hellywood -Paramaunt. | Last Year ........... $2, 906, 000 

“One-Eyed Jacks” is heading for (Based on 2i- “elties and 235 
a socko $22,000 ‘playing in two theatres.) 
theatres. Also “Honiicidal’ is shap- , 
ing good §21.506 in four houses. } 
Both are “newcomers. Aiso new, 
“rast Time £ Saw Archie” looms 
fair $16.00 or neur in three spots. 

“Parrish” shapes ckay $13, ots 
or close in two. sites. “Parent | 
Trap’ is loiding well ‘with ‘lusty : 
$17.00 in second frame at Vogue. 

Estimates for This Week 
Hollywood Paramount - 7 (State) Louisville, July. 4. 

(1.488: -90-$1.50;—-"Fanny” (WB). Weekend trade, carrying over 

Smash $26.000. Last week, with! through July 4 holiday, will up 
Loyala, “Pleasure of Company” ‘downtown grosses. “Exodus” at the 

(Par: ‘5th wk, Hollyp 
Loyola}, “Two Loves” 
(Loyola) +2d wk), $9,400. 

Warner Reverly (SW) 1,316; 
$1.25-S2.40)-—“Guns of ‘Navarone” 
(Colt. Mighty $35. 000. Last week. 
with Orpheum, “Raisin in Sun” 
(Col) lth wk. War Bev: 2d wk, 
Orph), “Mad Dog Colk’..{Col) (Qr- Brown 
sheum) +2d wk, $8,500. | ; 0 

* Ios Angeles, nah (FWC) (2,019;: $1.25-$2)—“Exodus” (UA) (2d) wk). 
825:  99-$1.50) — “Parrish” (we) | Big aa 000 after first week's: 

and “Steel Claw” (WB). Okay $13.- 
000 or near. Last week, Los: 
Angeles with Hollywood. “Wild in 
Country” ‘20th), “Right Approach” 
(20th), $10,800. Iris with State, 

“Morgan the Pirate’ (M-G), “At- 
lantis,” «41-G) Iris, “Girl in Room 
13” ‘Indie) (States, $10,700. 

Hillstreet, Hawaii, Baldwin, Wil- 
tern \Metropolitan-G&S- State-Sw) | 
(2,752: 1,106; 1,800: 2.344; 90-$1.50). 
—“Homicidal” ‘Colt) and “Most 
Dangerous Man Alive” (Col). Good 
$22,000 or close. Last week, Hill- 
street with Pix, “Last Sunset” ‘U) 

‘Exodus’ Big 156, 

1M-G)!the Rialto, -hoth hard-ticket pix 
which. will benefit from extra mati- 
nee. United Artists’ “Parent Trap” 
ishapes bie ia pace.city. “Pleasure 
lof His Company’ at the Ohio 
‘looms. lively. “Parrish” 
‘Mary Anderson looks. bangup. | 

Estimates: ‘for This Week 

20th), Fair $4,000 or near, 
j week, “Wild in Country”. 
(2d wk), $3.600. — 

Last 

(20th) 

75-$1) — “Parrish” 
$7,000. Last week, 

(WB). 

Train” (WB) (reissues),. $3, 000. 

Ohio (Settos) (900; 
“Pleasure of His Company” {Par}. 
Lively $8,000. last -week,. “One- 
Eyed Jacks” ‘Par! (3d wk),. ‘$4,500. 

Qd wk “Tomboy and Champ”| Rialte (Fourth Ave. — (1:100; 
Cnidie? (Hillstreet) :2d wk), “Secret |$1.25-$2) — “This Is Cinerama”- 
Ways” «lm (Pixs, $8,100. Hawaii, | (Cinerama) (13th wh). Swell $7, 000. 

Last week, $5,500. 

United Artists (Fourth Avenue). 
{3 000: 75-$1.25\—“Parent Trap” 
(BV). Sharing in general upturn 
in first run trade. 
; near. Last week, “Gidget. ‘Goes 
wate ACol), $9. 000. 

\Trap’ Great $22, 000 ln 
Denver; Fanny’ Big 126 

‘Denver, July 4. 
Cinema trade is JTooking up 

(Continued on on page 1 10) 

‘Company’ Crisp $11,000, 
K.C.; ‘2 Rode’ Nifty 96, 
‘Ladies’ 106, ‘Love’ 66, 2! 

Kansas City, July 4. 
Holiday week finds’ ‘wealth of 

good pictures and town’s biz is on 
bright side. “Pleasure of His Com- 
pany” shapes sock at the Empire. 
“Ladies Man” at Paramount is nice. 
“wo Rode Tosether” ‘at Brook- 
side is rated nifty. “Snow White 
and Three Stooges” in’.two spots 
looms fairly good. “Last: Sunset” is 
holding welt at the Roxy in fourth 
week.. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brookside ‘Fox Midwest-Nat. 

Theatres) #800; $1-$1 50) — “Two 
Rode Together” (Col). Nifty $9.000, 
holds. Last week, “Gone With 
Wind” (M-G) (reissue) ‘12th wk), 
$3,500. 

Capri (Durwood) (1,260; $1-$1.80) 
—"Spartacus” (U) (19th wk). Trim 
$5.000, holding. Last week same, as 
new summer price policy installed, 
changing top fram $3 to $1.80. 

Empire (Durwood) (1.280; $1- 
$1.50)—"Pleasure of His‘Company” 
(Par). Sock $11,000. stays on. Last 
week, “One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (5th 
wk}, $4,000. 
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) 
“Never on Sunday” (Lope) 2d: 

wk). Hefty $2.500.. Last: week, re- 
turned with $3.000, back after it 
had previously played this theatre: 
Paramount (Blank-UP) (1.900; 75- 

$ti — “Ladies Man” (tPar). Nice 
$10,009. Last week “Pepe” (Col) 
(Sth wk), $5.000. 

Plaza (FMW-NT) (1.630: $1.25)— 
“By Tove Possessed” (UA) (2d wk). 
Medium $6,000. Last week, $8,000. 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; $1-$1.2)3—“Love and French- 
woman” (Kings) (2d wk). Okay 
$1.500. Last week, $2.000. 

Roxy tDurwood) (250; $1-$1.50)— 

the Centre. | 
newcomer, looms nice at Para- 

“Last Sunset” (U) ‘4th wk). Good 
$5.500. Last week, $6,500. 

mount while “Raisin. . in Sun” 

Uptown, Granaca FMW-NT) (2, a and “Caine Mutiny” - 

shapes. sluggish at ‘Orpheum.. 
“Snow White and 3 Stooges’ 
sagged almost to vanishing - point. 
in second round at Aladdin: — 

(Col): 
043: 1,217; $1-$1.25)—"Snow White} (reissues), $11,000. 
and Three Stooges” (20th). Happy| Towne (Indie) 1600; $1-$1 45)— 
$11.000. Last week, “Wild in Coun-| “One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (7th wk). 
iry” «20th: 12d wk), $4,000. Oke $3,000. Last week, $3,800. 

three or four strong pix being 
launched for the holiday weekend. 

heading for a great total ‘at. the 
Denver. 

“Parrish,” 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin (Fox). (900; 35-$1)— 

“Snow White and 3 Stooges” {20th). 
(2d wk), Sad --$3; 000. Last. week, 
$9,000 

Centre (Fox) (1.270; $1-$1 45)— 
“Fanny” (WB). 
week, “Pleasure . of 
(Par) (4th wk), $7, 800. 

Denham _ (Indie) (800; - 
$2.50) —“Exodus” (UA). (6th, wk). 
Tall $8,000. Last week, $8,500. 

Denver (Fox) (2.432: $1.25) — 
“Parent Trap” (BV). Great -$22;- 
000. Last week, “Gidget Goes, Ha- 
waiian” (Col) and 
wood Forest” (Col), $8.800. 

Esquire (Fox) (600: $1)—"Ballad 
of Soldier” (Indie) (2d wk). “Mild 
$2,000. T.ast week, $3.500. 

Company” 

“Raisin in. Sun’ ‘Col). “Slow 
$7,000. Last. week, “Mein Kampf” 
‘Col) (2d wk), $5, 500 

Paramount | (Indie) - 
$1.25) 

L’ville: ‘Trap 126 

ar: 2d wk, Brown and “This Is Cinerama” ‘at: 

at the 

‘Fourth Avenue) ‘1 100:.}: 

60-$1)— 

Big $12,000 or: 

Tops is “Parent Trap,” which is. 

Also sock is “Fanny,” .at: 
another | - 

‘Sock $12.000. Last’ 

> $1.25- | 

“Sword Sher=. 

Orpheum (RKO? '2,690; $1-$2. 25) 

(2,100; 90- 
—“Parrish” (WB). Nice $12,-. 

000 or better. Last week, “Picnic” }-$2, 

State’s. “By Love Possessed’. {s |. 
‘mild. . Elmwood is good with: third |. ‘Broadway Grosses 

| of “Exodus. ” Majestl¢ As okay With . 
“Payrish.” th | Estima Gross 
“Snow. White‘ and. Three Stooges” Estimated To Total 

‘looms modest. : (Based on 86. ‘esis 
Estimates for This Week | a 

“Albee (RKO). (2,200; . 65-90)—| Last Year oon wand a 

-|(U) and. “Tomboy and Champ” (U) 7. 

| (0)3$6,000. 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 75-$1) | 
—"Snow White and 3 Stooges’. 

ing” is socko at St: Louis ‘Park 

‘| toll..at ‘film houses, returned for a |. 
-|holiday. doubleheader today (Tues.). 1 

here currently as a result: of some |- 

| holiday trek to the cooling: beaches | - 

|.“Snow White and Three. stooges” | 

Man Alive” (Coh, $4, 500. ; 

‘Minneapolis Tribune ‘at‘an estimat-. 
____ |ed cost of $5,000. Exhibs are ‘also. 

‘Mary Anderson (People’s) (900;. 
Brisk’ 

“Dial M for | 
{Murder” (WB): and “Strangers. on 

‘tial month at -Century..’ 

‘Uptown. Film trade ‘drew a breath- 

With two. extra. showings. 
_week, . $8,500. - : 

Country” (20th) (2d wk), $4,800... 

“Pleasure of: His. Company” (Par). 
48 1 (2d. awk). 

‘1 $9,000. 

' $14,000. or thereabouts. Last week, 

‘Morning” (Cont). Nifty-$6.000. ‘Last 

$1. 25)——“Fwo-Way Stretch” ‘Undie) 
42d wk). Good ° ‘$3,000. Last. week, |. 

‘week, 

TV PARRISH ‘OKAY iG : 
| PROV; LOVE’ MILD 836), . 

. Providence,” July: 4. 7: 
“With the temperature higher, the | 

7Rodé 

| is in full swing this round. Result} 
is just fair biz. at for: most spots, | 

Fea Fancy 166 
hh Sluggish Pitt 

Pittsburgh, J uly. 4. 

(20th) and “‘Raymie” (AA). Mild |=. 
$6,000. Last week, “Last Sunset” | ¢ 

‘3rd wk), $3,000.._ - 
Elmwood. (Snvder) (724: °$2-$2. 50) |. 

—“Exodus” (UA) (3d wk). Active} : 
$8. 500. “Last week, same. | | . 
Majestic. (SW) 2, 200;: 65-80) 

“Parrish” (WB!. -Okay $7,000. Last | 
week, ."“Wild ‘{n Country”. ioothy | 

[and | Right | Approach" (20th),"), The season's ‘firsi. heat. wave|: 

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-90-""By | Jone with the long holiday week-| 
Love Possessed” (UA) and. “A Mat-. 
ter of ‘Morals”:- {UA}. Mild $8,500. 
Last week “Last Time Saw Archie” 
(UA). and “When Clock Strikes” 

Pirates at home in Forbes Field |. 

this stanza. “Fanny,” new: at. the 
Warner, is making. the: only-: re- 

‘| spectable ‘showing. It shapes torrid | 
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; ‘opening round. “Snow. White “and 

65-90\—"“Blue’ ‘Skiés” « (Par) ©. and: 
“Holiday. Inn”-(Par) (reissues). Dull 
$2,000.:. Last week, “Warrior ‘Em: 
press” (Col) and “Most ‘Dangerous 

Fulton. “By Love : Possessed” 

Penn. “Ladies. Man”. 
.| second round held. to’ “Six days -at! 
|| Stanley. . 

‘Estimate for This ‘Week 

i 1 “Snow White And: Three. Stooges” 
Fanny’ Boff 6, | _figoth), Mild: '$4,500. Last. week, 

“Last Sunset” (U) (3d wh), $4,100. 
Mpls. Ladies’ (Ht $1.50)—"Homicidal” (Col) (2d wh). 

|Slow $3,000. in four’. . days after 
$10, 000. in. first. Min lis J 1 4. inneapolis, July Penn (UTAC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)~ -Going. an gut: to" hypo business, |: 

exhibitors ‘ran two and a‘ "hal 
pages’ ‘of cinema -ads. in. .Friday’s Acceptable $7,500, First week, $11,- 

500, best here in months. “Morgan, | § 
The Pirate” (MGM) due Friday (7). 

continuing to fast shuffle “their |. Shadyside (MOT). (750; .$1.25)— 
product: Ten of 13: first-run films 
this session aré. newcomers. ‘Only 
holdovers are “Pleasure: of. His | ia. 
Company.” big in. second chapter | 
at Lyric, “Two-Way Stretch,”. . good: 
ep Second. at eeu World, and | $2,200, Last week, $3,000: 
the. ardticket ‘Win ammer”. . Stanley (SW) 13,7 i- 1.502] 
which ‘continues brisk ending* ini- i Staatley (SY (Par) 00 ans Slow j 

1 $5, 500 in 6 days. Last week, $10,000. 
Best coinmakers: among ' ' the | ( 1, « 

Loop. fresh “entries “appear -té.: be iggarnct (SW. ) {u5i6: $1-81.500— 
“Parent Trap,” “Ladies: Man”. and'| ; . 
“Fanny: *“On the Double” is mild. [eae ree En oa, 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 16th wk), 87, 500, °° | 

Parrish’ Brisk $13, 000, 
_ -Baffs ‘Love’ Good 116': 

. Buffalo, July «4. 

‘The: ‘July ’ holiday: weekend, : 
‘with the ‘Canadians. across the. bor- 

der. from: this: city. observing ‘Do- 

minion -Day,. will boost trade here: 

“Breathless” (FAW) (3d wk). Dull 

while. “Parrish” looms potent : atl. 

er over weekend. with: Minnesota. 
Twins: ‘away from home, but the 
ball. club, which: has taken a heavy |. 

Estimates for: This'Week  ~- 
‘Academy (Manh)-. (947; -$1.25- 

$1.50).—"On: Double” (Par). Slow 
$4, 500 or near. Last. week, “Raisin 
in’ Sun” (Col) (2d .wk), ‘$4,800. 

Century (Cinerama; Inc:) (1 156; 
$1.75-$2: 65)—“Windjammer” . (NT). 
(reissue) (4th ‘wk... ‘Hefty | ‘$11,000 

Last. 

Gopher (Berger) (1; 000;  $1-$1. 25). 
—“Ladies ‘ Man” --(Par).- Madest |§ 
$7,000. -week,. “Wild in’. 

Tlew ‘screen. fare also is. helping. 

Sion. at Paramount while “By Love 
Possessed" shapes-good at the Buf- 

oO 
second Center round. 

Estimates for This: Week: 
_ Buffalo (Loew) (3;500; 15:$1). —_ 
“By Love. Possessed” 

| “Cat ‘Burglar’ - (Indie), 
000;: Last week, 

| Archie”. 
Strikes” - (UWA), -$8,000.: 

Last - 

Lyric . (Par) * (1,000; ° -$1-$1. 25)— 

Big: $4; 008. . ‘Last week, 

Mann (Mann). (1, 100: $1. 25-$1 50) 
—“Fanny” (WB). .Looks ‘socKeroo.} .- 

“On: Double” (Par) (2d. wk). Good 
$7,000. Last week, ditto. “Return. to. Peyton” “Place”, 20th) . 

Century. (UATC) (2 700: 20-$1)— (3d_ wk), $6;500.. 

Orplieum: (Mann) . (2,800; -$1-| «snow White and Three - Stooges” 
$1.25)—“Fabulous: World of Jules (20th: ad “Silent.Call”. ¢ 5: 
Verne” . (WB) and...“Bimbo :the rer nt Call”. “Poor. § 000. Last week, “Gidget Goes. Ha- 

walian” (Col) - “Most Dangerous 
Man. Alive” (Col), $8,000. : 

Great” (WB). Drab $5: 500. Last: 
week, “Snow. White, 3 Stooges” 
(20th), $4,700. 
-St. ‘Louis © Park: (Field) (I 000: |: 

$1.25) —"Saturday : Night;: Sunday “Parent: “Trap’ (BV).. Opens today j. 

\Tues:).. “Last: week, “Curse . of 
Werewolf” (U) and 

week, Master of: World”: (AD: (2d Cat”: (U), | slow $8, 000 fn: 9 days. 
wk), $2,700.. = 

State’ (Par) (2.200; $1-$1.25)—|_ Paramount, (AB-PT)- (3,000;: 70- 
=e Par) {BYV):. Fen $15.-191) — “Parrish” (WB) and ‘Steel: 
000. -Last week, “David and ‘Goli- 
ath” (AA), $7,000. 

(B00: 

_ week, “Fabulous. World. ‘Jules. 

“Suburban. World | (Mann): Verne” ~(WB) and. “Bimbo. The 
‘Great” (Indie), $7,500... 

$3,800. ~. ‘|“Last Time. I. Saw Archie” (UA) 
Uptown (Field). a, 000. $1. 25}-— 

“Parrish”. (WB). ‘Hefty: $9,000. Last 
“5: Golden - “Hours”: (Col), 

500. . 
World (Mann) (400; 85-$1. 50)— | 900. 

“By Love. Possessed” (UA). ‘Fair ‘Cinema (Martina) (450; 10-$1 25) 
$5,000. .Last' week, ‘‘‘Last, Time - I 
Saw Archie”: (UA) (3d wk), $2,900 
in 5 days. 

‘(m.o.s),. Slim $1,600: Last . - week, 

wk). Nifty $5,000. Last 

end and- competition from. the} 

all are clobbering first-run. biz here 

“Fulton: (Shea) (1,625; $1-$1- 50)— 

(UA). and’ 
‘Good. ‘$1l,-. 

“Shadow. of- 

Claw” : (WB).: Bright $13,000. Last | 

“Teck (Loew): (1 ,200; . .20-$1) —.- 

‘and “When Clock Strikes” (UA). 

“Carmen Jones” (20th) and “Carou-. 
sel” (20th): (reissues) (6. days); Bao a 

__ Potent 136, Spartacns 

"| the Ontario... . 
Estimates for. This: Week - 

3 Stooges” is getting no ‘place: at| + 
"IS" (2d... wk). 

just okay in.second session. at the! ‘days. Last week, $9; 000. : 
is way. off: in|”. 

I. 

i S00, D. a Fate socko 106 

‘Washiniton, July’ 4.0 
--Mainstem ‘trade is. perking. this 

session with impetus. of: holiday 

among ‘fuitialers: 4s “Parrish, oe: days... ". 
-| dating two houses. 

50,600| after 24 -weeks at the Warner, 

Shaping:: ‘sock 

"Spartacus," 

looks for ‘a. socko. initial . ‘subsé+ 
680 80,600] quent-run session. at the. Uptown, 

whence’ “Exodus”™:.exited.: 

“Two... Rode: Together,” Janes: 
Stewart -. ‘new ..starrer “is rated. 
smart “at. ‘the. “Warner. “Morgan, 
‘the: Pirate”: 
opener. at. the -Palace.. Also- New, 

. “Romanoff and Juliet” looks reat. _ 
‘at. .the. Apex. ‘Pleasure . of. His 
Company” -looks* good in. third’ a 

Ambassador - ‘Metropolitan. 
“( 1 1480-" 

(WB). : Big’ $19,000." Last: week, . 
“East. Sunset”. AOY (3d WwW k), $11,000, 

- Apex: K-B). (940: $1-$1. 49)—~ 

“Romanoff - and. Juliet”: (UO)... Gréat.. 
$7,000. Last: week, {Big Deal” ne" 
die) (3d: wk); $3,700... o 

‘Capitol (Loew). (3 420: $1-$1 49) — 
“Snow White and. 3 Stooges”. 420th)’ 

"Oke .. $4,000. for final so 

-Keith’s (RKQ) (1,850: $1-$1 49): 
| “Last Time Saw Archie (UA): 13d. 

Gateway (Assoclated) (1,900; $1-|$4 

£ | “By: Love. Possessed” (UA) (2d wk). | 

“Days of Thrills, Laughter" (20th). a (2d ait Okay $2, (000. after. $3,000) (609 and Frenchwoman (Kings) 

t 

‘| $14,000... .or.: ear. 

currently. The launching ‘of some |, 

“Parrish” Jooms. bright in first ses- | 

“On. the Double” is’ ‘trim: inf. 

—‘Never On Sunday” (Lope) (4th) 
Laat week, saa | 

orial. . 
‘Verne’. “looks fancy -at Pilgrim... © 

-| “By - Love : Possessed”. look: 

at the. Metropolitan. . 
Center. (AB-PT) (2, 000; 70-$1) —| 

‘and’ Juliet’”” 

wi 
$12, 

ion $8, 000. ‘Last weeh, 

Macarthic? (KB) (900: $1. 25) 2 
"French ‘.: Mistress” ~ (FAW) |. (4tn. 
$2 00: Nice’ $3, 800." Bast : week, : 

* Ontario: (KB) (1240; ‘$1-$1: 49) 

: “Pleasure . of “Company” (Par) (3d: 
Wk). - Gaod: $6; 500, Same- as last 
week.. . ; 
Palace: (Lew). (2 390; “$i-sf. 49)! a 
“Morgan, the. Pirate”. .(M-G),; Hefty 
$13,000. ‘or: Close: *:. Last... week, 
“Ladies. Man’ (Par): 2d wk, “$10 aa 

Plata” ( T-L . (2785. “$1-$1: 80).— 

6th wk). ‘Mila” $2,400... ‘Last week, 

“Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25)-—-| > 30°: ‘Playhouse (7-1) (459: $i-$1. 80)—~ 
“Five. Golden Hours” {Col} (2d wk), 
Fair $3,400 after $4,200. opener. 
‘Town (King) (800: $1.25-$1.49)_— 

“Love: ‘in. ‘Goldfish Bowl” (Par) (2d_- 
wk), ‘Slow: $4,000. . Last... week, 
$5, 500: 

‘Trang-Lux. heb: (é00: “$1 49-$2)' 
—“Raisin in-Siin” ° (Cal), (3d wk) 
Neat: '$7,500.. - Last - week, -$8,400.. 

—‘Spartacus” (U). :. 
‘Stor first subsequenit-run: here; with’ 

| three. shows. daily. | “Last, week,” 
“Exodus” (UA)- (18th: wki,. 500.°° 2°. 
..Warner. (SW) (1 440; $0- 1.49)— 

“Two- ‘Rode Together” (Col), Smart: 
Last week,’ 

“Spartacys” Uy (2ath wk), $uL, 009. . 

Parrish’ Loud $19, 000, 
Hub; ‘Love’. Stout 166, 
Trap’ 186, ‘Verne’ 106 . 

Bos on, July 4. 
Fourth. holiday Spurted ‘biz: axtih 

raft :of new big. product: at. down-. 
town ..deluxers. - Influx . of tourists 
helped. ““Parrish’" -is ' dig: at Mem-. 

Fabulous’ World’ of ‘Jules. .- 

‘lofty: 
at. Orpheum: “*Parent. Trap”: fine: 

.“Spartacus” is. stout at” ‘Astor. in. 
return ‘visit on grind. ‘Romanoff | 

is sturdy..at- Exeter. 
“Pleasure of His Company” shapes 
okay: in’ third ‘round at ‘the Para-: 
mount.. “Never On Sunday” in13th 

{week at Beacon Hill was helped’ by 
the overall :increasé in biz as -was 
“Saturday. Night, Sunday. Morning” 

- Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1)—— (27 Seventh Found. at. Kenmore. : 
‘Estimates for This Week | 

- Astor’ (B&Q). (1, 170;. 90-$1. 50) —: 
“Spartacus” (0). Fancy. $10,000 :for 
its ‘return on grind: policy . after. 
{playing house earlier -hard-ticket.. 
Last week, “Young Savages” (UA), 
(5thwk), $4, 000..: 
7 Beacon. Hill (Sack) (678: '$1-$1. 80): - 
—Never On Sunday” (Lope) (13th 
wk). Fine $8,500. ‘Last week, ’ $8,- 
000. . . 
"Boston - ‘(Cinerama, “Ine.). a, 354°. - 

$1.75-$2. 65)—““Windjammer” (NT) 
(reissue) (8th wk). Holiday: pickup 

|to $8,000 with extra shows: - Last . 
week, . ‘$7,000. 

- Capri - (Sack): (900: ‘$1-$1. 50) a 
“wild: in Country”. (20th). (3d. wk), 
Neat $7,500, Last week, $7,000.. _ 
-, Exeter. (Indie) (1, 376; -90-$1 50)—* . 
“Romanoff - and Juliet”. (U0). Stout. 

< (Continued on page 10) 

counts.: ori’ ‘a robust... 

sw) ao 
“¥,000; - $1-$1.49—“Parish” © 

“Uptowir (SW) (1,300: $1:25-$1.75)°.-- 
Sock. '$10.000' “: 



mee “pish,” 
at the Chicago: - 

ot, 
.” “Posse. . 
“Pharaoh's “Woman” (U); $6, 000: : 

PICTURE GROSSES 9 

tallies.." Big. one this’ ‘session: is. 
“Guins.:. of | Navarone,” “which. is | 
‘preeming with .a ‘mighty. $50,000 at 
 State-Lake- Opening ‘of Te-run: of |: 
“This Is Cinerama” js ‘heading for 

a fairish $12;500- at. the Palace.. 
“On the Double’: looks lusty $24.-. 
000° at -the..-Esquire. - “Saturday 

_ .- Night, ‘Sunday » Morning” shapes. a |" 
‘record $9,500. or. near on ‘initialer : 

a at, the: Cinema. ° 
Heading second: weekers is “Par- 

‘ with:.a lush canto: building? 
‘Subrun of “Spar-| 

“2 tacus”-on grind; shapes. ‘lusty: at.)- 
«Both. the Loop’ and. -Carnegie « an:| 
second ‘round. - “Ladies” “Man” “is | 

_- brisk in’ second” Oriental - ‘stanza, 
‘while ““Parent. Trap”, looks dandy |. 
for.same round at the Woods. 

-.. “By-'Lave \Possessed” is holding | 
- good. in-third United Artists week. 
“Raisin, in Sun” rates strong 1n'| 

_. dast. six. days: of third Roosevelt 
“aveek.” 
a “La. Dolce‘ Vita” ‘Is° posting a 
~ gréat third frame on -hardticket. at: 

.. the.-Todd. - “Exodus” “is ‘carving a’ 
o healthy 28th, round: at. the ° “‘Cine-. 
*- ptage. ot. 

Estimates for This. Week Me 

Carnegie. (Télem’t) (495; $1:75". 
'$2)—“Spartacus”. (U) ‘(subrun). (2d |- 
wk). . ‘Torrid, $8,500." Last: week," 

- $9,000. 
“Chicago (B&K) (3,900: “90. $1 80) . 

(Continued | ‘on ‘page: 10): 

~ Cney Brisk; ‘Tri rap’ "Big 
‘$11,000, Fanny’ Fat 136,| 

‘000°: or hear. 
‘White and :3 Stooges’ (20thi -and | ‘downtown: trade. is ‘healthier this; with ‘$29,000 in 40th session at the ; Parrish’ 126, ‘Wild’ 86 

‘Cincinnati, ‘July 4. 
Pam. biz here is heading for. a 

bangup - holiday. ‘sessjon,: sparked | 
.b¥ a@ parade. of potent’ newcomers. 
Bunched: in bid: for front coin: are: 
“Fanny,” . shaping smash” at. the| 

Maley; “Parrish,” good: at the -Al-. 
“bee, “Parent” Trap; ” ‘pig. at. Keith's: 
“and: ‘Twin . Drive-In’s : back-to-back 
““Master. of. World”. and “‘Opera- 
tion © Bottleneck” -and: “Two-. Rode 
Together” ; Plus “Five: Golden 
Hours.” Aare 
“Snow? “White - and - Three} 

- “Stooges” _at Grand. looms okay as: 
is: “Wild In. Country”? at -Palace. | 
. ~ Estimates for This Week >” 
_ Albee: (RKO) (3.100: .$1-$1.50)—. 
+“Parrish” (WB), Good: $12,000 ‘or | 

hear. “Last. week, ‘‘Ladies -Man" )'$ 
(Par), $7, 500 at $1-$1.25. scale. 

-$1$L 25)— 
: ehie” (UA). ” 
-week,- 

‘wéreissue)- (10th - ‘Wk, 
$1. 50. scale: .” 

“Last | Time I Saw: ‘Ar- 
Fairish ‘$6,000. Last. 

. Esquire’ ‘Art (Shor) (500; $i 25) Ja {' 
“Dentist. In Chair’. Undie)- (Bd-:; 

. final Wk). Fair $1, 000. ‘Last: week, 
$1,800. 

. . Grand: iRKOV a: 300: “§-$1.25-]} 
- “Snow W.Hite. and 3 - Stooges” 

“Okay.” $7,000. : Last -week, 
‘From Hen” (UW). and’ 

‘Guild. “{Vaitice) - (300; - $1: D5) 
‘Two-Way ‘Stretch’” - ‘(Undies 43d} 
wki. 

Double’ be Sat ei it Record 
; ‘Chicaizo. nly 4 —o 

School. “wacation; and: “holiday 
a weekend are ‘cheering deluxers:this |; - 
‘round, although “the -cliffdwelier}. ’ 
exodus is cutting into arty house | 

-dnelude: U. S_ amusement tax. : | 

2 Rex" (U1. Sock $18,000. Last week, 
| “Love ‘Goldfish’ Bowl’. (Par). and 

| “Joker: Is Wild’ ‘(Par),. “$8,500. . 

“Parent Trap” (BV). Splendid Ave = 1: 

“$1. 50)-—"Morgan the Pirate”: (M-G) 

-“Stop'Me Before I Kill’ (Col) (2d 

“week; "$25,000 

$1, 50)-—“Gins cof ‘Navarone”. ‘Col, . . 

“Gone - With’ Wind” . “(M-G) 1 
($9,500. at $1-: 

"| wE GREAT $10, 000, 

Omaha, ‘July’ 4. 
‘Bis: ts. improving over: the .Iong. 

: Holiday: weekend . at first-runs here 
this stanza, with rain rated a plus |. 
1 factor... . “By: Love © Possessed”. Is 
-vgreat-in-two houses while “Ladies 

in
t : 

_.[ “Spartacus” is: ‘Dig - ‘in: sixth week | 
fat the Dundee. 

Estimates for This} Week. 
“Estimates Are Net 
Film ‘gross estimates .as’. Tes . 

* ported herewith from the Varle J. 
ous key cities, are “net; ie, . —"Exodus” (UA) (2d wk). Lush } 

i. $6,500 of close after $10,000 baw. 
|: ‘Chief, “Skyview” (Blank) (1,000: 

” ithout.. ‘usual: tax...  Distrib- 
‘utors share on het take; when 
playing . percentage;, -hence ‘the 
estimated ° figures are net: ‘ine: 
‘come, : 

The "parenthette - “admission “wy c 
"prices, hiowever,:.as indicated, «| “Gun: Fight” (UA), $5,500. 

Cooper. (Cooper) (687;: 
$2. 20i-—“This' Is Cinerama” (Cine- 
“trama) (20th. wk). Okay. $6, 000, Last 
|. week, $5,500. 

Dundee: «Cooper) ~ $1.55- 

4J(UA)Y and. “Operation Boftleneck” 
‘.{ {WAX ‘Great $10,000. Last. week, 

(500; Guns’ Giant 326, 

. - | 500 Last week;. “Love In: Goldfish 
San Francisco, July: 4.'| Bowl”. (Par), $3,500: in 4 days. _ 

“Firstriin biz ‘is’ booming : ‘here |}. Orpheum (Tristates). (2,877; 75- 
this. stanza mainly. via new, strong | $1)—Parrish” (WB)..-Okay $8,000. 
product. Standout -is “Guns of| Last. week; ‘sQne-Eved Jacks” (Par). 
Navarone,” which is. racking | ‘up an }12d wk), -$6,500 

| amazing © figure . at. the St. Francis, State. (Cooper) - (7435. $1)—“Ring- 
and may hit: a house record for 

| $1.50 top: “Parent. Trap”. ts: rated: 
Penal in opener. at ‘the. huge 

OX 
-" “Last ° Sunset” shapes socko at 

met”... (M-Gi.. - Fairly. : Bood $4,000. 
‘Last week, “Secret Partner" (M-G). 
and: “Two Loves” . (M-G), » $3,500: 

; Golden: Gate, .also’ ‘in | first -week. i 
“Morgan the Pirate” looms ‘good | Balto Biz Bi 
at Warfield. “Romanoff arid ‘Juliet,’ . 
.also new; shapes fine at Stagedoor. | 

, Estimates, for. “This Week : 

- Golden: ‘Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25- |: 
$I. 501 -‘Last Sunset’?(U) and “Ole ‘Trap’ Fast 86 

' Fox (EWC): (4, 651; -$1.25-$1.50)— ; 

-. Baltimore, July 4: 
“Snow |: Despite: ‘the holiday exodus, the ‘Last: week; 

| soa0o. Wore “Gan! , 20th,’ week largely ‘because of’ the. new | DeMille. 

: Warfield. (Loew: “(2,656:. $1. 25: ‘tish’?.-is' rated slight.in first: week 
at the Stanton while “Parent Trap”. 
shapes solid-in. opener at the New. 
“organ the Pirate” is: fair in first [ 
at the Hippo. “By. Love~Possessed” 

_and .“Unstoppable. Man’ (M-Gi. 
‘Good’ $12,000: Last. week, “Deadly 
Companions” - {AA) and Caltiki” 

jG. $7,500... | Mayfair. 
‘Paramount, (Par) e 646: ‘$1. 25- _ ” 

$1. 50) -— “Homicidal” ” (Coli. and. “Pleasure of His Company looms 
warm. in.second. ‘at the- Town. 

;'Sanetuary” - 1g disappointing in. 
i first .at..the .Charles. “Raisin in. 
Sun”. is: Pleasing ~ ‘in thitd at the. 

St... Francis: (Pan) rr “400: $1. 00. Little. * 
"Estimates for This. Week 

wk, Nice,’ $8, 000 in + days. Last! 

Eyed Jacks” (Par), (6th wk), “$9, 500.! sone Expreste “Bongo” (Cont) and 
in'9 days... - - -| “School. for Scoundrels”. Cont) (re- 
“United Artists: (No. Coast) (1, 151; issues),, Oke’. $1,600: Last. week,. 

$1.25- $1. 50)——““By - Love’ Possessed” “Lady | Killers”. (Cont) arid “To 
* | (UA) and “You. Have To Ruin’ Fast”. Paris ‘With: Love’: Cont) ireissues), *Goodbye - Again” (UA) 

Capitol tS W-Cinazama)-: (1,400; 4'UA): (2d wk), “Fine. $8,500. ne 
week,. $11,000. So Charles (Fruchtman) (500; 90: 

. 25-$ $1.50) — “Sanctuary” (20th). Fair | 
Stakedor (4-Ri (430: § rie $1.50] ‘$2.000. Last -week.. ~Milionairess’’ | 

(20th) (3d wk), “$2,500. '$7.000.'°. Last . -week, .. “Saturday. 
Night, Sunday : -Morning” . (Cont)! ‘Cinema (Schwaber! (460: 90-$1 
(Sth: wk), $4,200. - 50) — “Love and’ Frenchwoman” 
Vogue: (SF. Theatres) ; (364; (Kings): (4th wki; Oke $1,600, Last) 

weeks $1,700. - 
|. $1, 50)—“L’ Avventura” (Janus) (adi e. West. (Schwaber) (435: 90: 
whe ‘Hep $3,000. Last week, $4,000-! , 

1.501" —~ “Leal ue. of Gentlemen” Alexandria (United © California) | (Kings) (2a va Niee $2,900. Last 
11,610;~ : $1.49°$3.50) “Exodus Week, '$3,200.. 
AWA) (2ist wk).: Solid ‘$7, 500. Last| ‘Hippodrome (Rappaport). 12 300: 

“‘wéek, $8,000... 90-$1.50)--—- “Morgan the. ‘Pirate’: 
7 Presidio (Hardy? (074: $1. 50 AM-G):. Fair -$8,000 ‘or. close. Last 
Modigliani” (Indie) Good: $2,000. week,-"“Homicidal” (Col), $13,000. 

; Last: week, second-run. - Littlé i Rappaport)-(300; 90-$1.50) : 
—‘Raisin’ in: Sun”: (Col): (3d wk). 
+Nice $2, 000. : Last week, $3. 000. 

Man” is torrid, at the Omaha, “Par-|' 
__|rish”’at’ Orpheum is. barely. okay.} | 

| 1.220; .-$1)—“By Love Possessed” 

“1“King of Roaring 20's” (AA) -and'| Edge,” 

482. 20)--Spartacus”’. (U). (6th wk).-|- 
oaks. like ‘big, $4,700. ‘Last. week, 

-| socko 
‘Frisco; Trap “1G"" i (Tristates). (2,066; 75-$1) 

, Praccoes ‘Man” (Par).“ Torrid $9,- 

of: ‘Fire’ (M-G) ‘and. “Green ‘Hel- | 

‘| with ..stageshow, 

? artish’ 66 
'| “Two Loves” sagged to a sad $13,- Lopene, 

films which have just: opened. * ‘Par-. climbing ‘to-a.big $24,500 in 10th - 

is nite. ‘in first ‘two | days at: the Henry, ‘Miller, where it now is ini 

oe mark’ of $20,000 at the World | 

4: ‘DeMille (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2 75. -. 

: Holiday Boosts B way: : Edge’ Smash OMAHA; ‘LADIES’ 916 $54,000, ‘Goodbye’ Lusty 536, ruth’ 
Sock 39146, ‘Rocco’ Rousing $15,000 
‘The Iong July 4 holiday week-!fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75'—"Pleas- 

end and. some. new, strong product: ure of His Company” (Par) and 
will ‘brighten the” Broadway -first- : :Stageshow (Sth-final whi. This 

|run lineup this -session.. Some of..final week ending today «Wed ) 
*. Admiral (Blank) (1,239; $1-$1.50) | ‘year’s hottest weather hurt some-; looks like smash $155,000, with a 

what: because it took a number of . solid hoost naturally from the holi- 
potential. patrons to the beaches. , day weekend and out-of-town visit- 
but the usual upped holiday scales ors Fourth. was $167,000. over 
‘and sturdy screen fare. balanced: hopes. “Fanny” ‘WB’ and new 
this handicap... iStazeshow opens tomorraw «Thurs). 

Brightest newcomer is “Naked Rivolf (UAT) (1,845; $1 56-$2 50) 
with a great $54,000 loom- -—‘Two Loves” (M-G) '3d wk). Sec- 

| ing on initial stanza, day-dating at-ond round finished  vesterday 
$i. 55-|} the Victoria and arty Trans-l.ux j (Tues) was very slim $13.000 after 

-85th Street. “Goodbye Again” also:a rather disappointing opener at 
is big -with $53,000 for first week ; 1$20,000. Sect to stay on despite 
at the: Astor and. the arty Fine ; sharp drop in biz. 
Arts... { State tLoew) (1,900; $1.50-$2 50) 
‘Another biggie. is “The Truth.” i= ‘Gone With Wind” (M-G) creis- 

which finished its first week with;sue! (11th wk). The t0th round 
$39,500, ‘day-dating the iconcluded yesterday ‘Tues) was 

Forum. and arty Paris. “Snow ! big $24,500 after $23,000 for ninth 
White and 3 Stooges” is disap- | week. 
pointing with only ‘about $32,000; Victoria (City Inv.) (4,003, 50-$2) 
looming for opening session at the i “Naked Edge” (l1A). First ses- 
“Paramount and: arfy Normandie. ; Sion finishing tomorrow ‘Thurs.) 
““Roeco .and Brothers”. hit sock ; looks like wham $38.000 or there- 
$15, 000 in. first: week at arty Beck-'abouts. Holding, natch! 
man. It's camparatively as nice at’ Warner (SW) (1,523: $1.50-$3.50) 
the arty ‘Pix. i—“Exodus” (UA) (29th wk. This 

-“Guns'-of Navarone:’ still is round winding up today (Wed.) 
mighty in second round, with ; looks to push to mighty $38,000 or 
$101,000 ‘or near, day-dating the , over. The 28th weck, $36,000. Con- 
Criterion and the arty Murray Hill. ;t!nues on, of course. 
Pic held up in amazing fashion First-Run Arties: 
over the holiday. weekend, aided | Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2) 
by out-of-towners. —‘Saturday Night, Sunday Morn- 

Still getting the greatest coin; ing” (Cont: 4th wk). The 13th 
total is "Pleasure of His Company” | Week ended Sunday ‘21 was great 

with a smash :$11.200 after $13.500 for 12th 
$150,000 likely in’ fifth-final week Stanza. 
at the Music: Hall. “Fanny” and | Carnegle Hall Cinema (F&A)} 
new. stageshow opens. tomorrow j 1300; $! 25-$1.80i—" Ballad of Na- 
(Thurs... “Parént Trap” continues rayama”™ «Indiet (3d wk. First 
nice in second stanza, at the Capi- { holdover round finished Sunday 

tol with: $32,000.\ Also in. second, ;‘2' “48 fair $2,800 after $3,760 on 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
(Continued on page 10) 

‘Alamo’ Mighty $49,000, 
Toronto; ‘Sunset’ Wow 
286, ‘Love’ Hep $22,000 

Toronto, July 4 
Newcomers are “Last Sunset.” 

Y2th' week .on  hard-ticket.’ wow at two 1,°w theatres. “By 
“Exodus. " also on hard-ticket, is iy ove Possesscc.” good at Rani 

perking to.a wham $38,000 in 29th ; three- house combo, and “Parrish,” 
-session’ at‘the Warner. 

. At'the smaller spots, “Lust For | torrid is “Romanoff and Juliet” at 
Sun”.:is heading for.a new house /the Towne. ae 

; First time at pop prices here Is 
Rebellion in'«The Alamo.” wham at nine-house 

‘Cuba,” in -same: category, shapes ‘combo of Famous Players and 
very big $17,000 or. close for i Taylor theatres, “Pleasure of His 
opener at the Embassy. | ‘Company,” in second stanza at 

‘Estimates for This Week ; University, looks big. 
Astor (City Inv.) (1.094; 75-$2i— ; Estimates for This Week 

(2d wk?! 7; 
Initia) stanza. ended. yesterda Carlton, Danforth, Humber 
ipl taking - in. July re holiday Roe Lowey 1,330; 1.203; $1- “$1 50) 
‘weekend, looks like big $33,000. OF t $99 000, ve Possessed” UA‘. Good 
close.. M ast week, “Watch Your 

Capitol | ALaew? (4, 820: $1-$2.50:. Sirin” (20th and * ‘Light Lp Sky 

\ <"‘Parent Trap” (By) (3d wr a centiny Downtown Giendale s : > a z oe ‘Second week concludéd yesterday Midtown, Oakwood, on. Prinea 
Tues.) held with sturdy $32,000. 

el ab h lidays and more of Wales, Searboroe, State (FP and 

eine ete out Of schoe Taylor) (1,338: 1,059: 995; 1,089; ngste out of schoo]. Opener 
as $45 500. pene 4.138: 752: 1.200: 684; 684: 90-$1) 
Son (Moss). a 520: $1.25-. ~~" Alamo” 'UA!, Sock at this nine- 

{go .50)-—"Guns of Navarone” Cols: house combo with $49,000 Last 

(2d wki, ‘Jnitial holdover round. fin- week. “Homicidal” (Cob), $43.000. 

ishing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like; Eglinton (FP: ‘918. $1-50-$2 501— 
mighty. $80,000 after alltime high “Windjammer” (NT. ‘28th wk), 

' of $83,200. over ‘hopes, for opener Steady $7,000 Last week. same 
| Stays, natch! Hollywood ‘FP: (1.080; $1-$1 50) 

-“Parrish” (WB: ine $15,000. 
="Spartacus” .«U) (40th wk Thiv, Last week. “Return Peyton Place” 

000 at the Rivoli. 
“Spartacus” continues sockervo ; 

“Gone With Wind’ is 

round, at the State. " “Last Sunset” 
held-- With | nice $19,000 in third» 
frame at the Palace. 

“Ea Dolce. Vita” 
‘wow $28,000 in 1ith stanza at the | 

j 
held with a; 

}opening - . week. 

fine at the Hollywood ‘Also shaping . 

1 Fe. main $ B00. “Last week, ' “Trap? Bangup $10, 000; 

Keith's. Shor) - (1,500; “0-$1.25) 

“+ matinees:. 
vane Sunday. « a 

-—"‘Parent. ‘Trap” BV". : 
000 or: over. Last week,: “Last Sun-. 

5 wet’ (Ur 2d wk), $4,500:. 
* Palace RKO). (2,600; $1-$1. 251) 
“Wild In Country” (20th’.; Okay $8;- 
000 or close. Last: week,’ “Raintree-| 
“County” -(M-Gs_ and-.“Don’t Go! 

:,, Near Water” M-Gr ireissues),; -$6.- 
” 800.-: 

Twin. Drive-In: ¥Shor). (600° cars i 
-“Master -of | each ° side;' ‘90¢\—West: 

“World” : Indie} ‘and: ““Qperation'! 
“Bottleneck” AIndie. Great” $11,000:. 
Last week,” “Gidget: Goes Hawai- : 
fan’” (Col and ‘Passport. to China’: | 

“Two ‘Rode | (Col), ‘same: , - -East:. 
“Fogether" (Cob: and: “Five Golden 
‘Hours”.. (Col): 
week, - “Atlantis”. (M-G) . and: “Mag 
Dog Coll” (Col): (24 wk), $4,500. 
_ Valley: “(Wiethe) (1,200; $1-$1.50' |- 
——‘‘Fanny” (WB). . Smash $13,000. 

House - ‘Was’ . shuttered ‘Jast week 
after 13-week. “Exodus” (UA) run. 
Suburban .- policy.: here . -provides 

‘Wednesday. . . Saturday |: 

: Big -$11.-"}. 

‘Boff -$11,000. . Last. 
(Par) (2d wk. 
- Last week, ‘$8,200. - 

“ Fanny” - . 

c ‘Mayfair \(Fruchtman} (750; 90- week ending today (Wed.i is head-|+20th) (5th wk«  $4.500 
-Port., Fanny’ Loud 8G. , $1.50'—"By Love Possessed” ‘UA. | ing for sockeroo $29.000 after $29 Hyland ‘Rank: (1 357: $1-$1 50-— 

‘Portland, “July 4, i Nice. ‘$3,000 for first two days. _ Last ; 300 for 39th stanza. Stays, with the “French Mistress” (20th: -2d wk). 
Biz’ 13" ¥ery: sluggish | here cur-1 week, “Last Sunset” (U) (4th wk, | ,Management obviously pleased with Hefty $8.000 Last week. $9.000 
rently,’ with ‘the “strong” spots: thy. ; $3.00. ., sharp. upbeat under present three- Imperlal ‘FP? (3.343: $1-$150 ~ 

exception rather than: the - rule. New {Fruchtmian). (1, 600: 90-$1.- "3. ‘day and lowered scale policy ° On the Double’ «Par 2d wk). 
One “of these’ is: “Parent. Trap,” .50/° — “Parent ‘Trap’ (BY. Solid | patage (RKO: (1,642; $1 25-$2:-- Swell $10,000 Last week, $12. oon 
which , Jooms ° big’. at. -Orpheum- ‘$8. 000 or fear. . Last'week, “World. “Last Sunset” «Ui (4th wk Thad International ‘Tavior: ‘557, S1- 
“Fanny” shapes: nice on opener at | i of Jules . Verne” WB). ‘and: “Bimbo — stanza -finished ‘yesterday -Tues + -$125:-.Never Ov Sunday” q ope) 
‘the Fox while - “Pleasure; of . His..; the Great” :(WB, $5,000., j was fancy ‘$19, 000. after $24.09 for -°34 uk. Firm $4,960 Last week, 
“Company” is rated solid in. second .: * Playhouse -(Schwaber¢ : (395; 90-:! second week: 500 ; 
at Broadway. “Last Sunset” is fair , $1.50-—"‘Never. on Sunday” !Lope',-. Forum (Moss) (813: 90-Si B0-- Uptewn ‘Loew: Loew's, ‘1641; 
jat_ Music Box.. but. “Morgan-. the ;'33d wk,) Steady $2,500. Last week. “The Truth’ «Kings. +2d wk 1304, $1-$125 “Last Sunset” «7s, 
| Pirate’ ‘at Oriental. and: ‘“By.Love same. .- - . Initial’ frame finished Sunda. 2 Wor £93. 0000) Last week, Lot's 
| Possessed” at Paramount are doing : Rex Freedman. (500; "$1 50'— ‘was lusty $19,500. In ahead. “Raisin on'y “Tea Loves” Mp. 2d cakes, 
“badly. on. ‘initial’ rounds... .°: “Touch of Evil’ (U):ireissue: and jn: Sun" {Coli dipped to $4509 for $6500: -Untoun onl, “Gone With 

‘Estimates for ‘This. Week “Days of Thrills, Laughter” (20th). 5-day 13th week but for a very Wmd" (M-€ reissues -7!h wks 
; . Fair $1,400. . ‘Last week, “M" (In-. | strong longrun. ° 9 560 

Broadway (Parker) | (1.890: ‘Se dies’ and “Night” with’ Chaplin”’ Paramount ‘AB-PT) 3.665 $J-' Tivoli ‘FP. -935 $150$250 -~ 
$1. 50\—“Pleasure of His.Company”’ 4 ridie) treissuest 2d’ wk:, $1,400. $2:—“Snow White ‘and 3. Stooges” “Exodus” U4 ‘i5th ak” Good 

Solid $7,000 or near.1': -Stanten 'Fruchtman» «!2: '800-:- 90-, ,'20th'. Initial, round: winding. to-.$7500 La-t week $6506 
“a $1 -50}—"Parrish* WB: Slight at: morrow (Thurs.) is -heading for Fowne Tavlor :693. 90-3125. — 

«Fox. (Evergreen. (1, 600: $1-31. -49)-; $6,000: or “thereabouts ‘Last ‘week. mild $25.006 or near Holding “Romanoff and Juliet” Hap 
(WB). Loud .$8.000.! “wild in Country” (20th): (2d wks," Henry. ‘Miller (Gilbert, Miller: $8,000. Lost week, ‘General Della 

Last week, “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” : $3,000. : £800: '31.50-$3.50-—“La Dolee Vita"! Rover” (FD: d wk $3000 
‘1, 125; 90. !cAstor! (12th wh). The 11th stanza; (Coly and “Warrior: Empress (Cot! Town (Rappaport) University (FP «1260 $1-$1 50) 

13d wk1,-$3, 300. a £$1. 50i— Pleasure ° 6 --6f “Company” ‘concluded Saturday ‘1: wae .wow-.-“Pleasure Of Hie Company® 
‘Hollywood: (Evergreen? £11,900; (Par) (24 wk). . Good $6,000. -Last | $28.00 affer $28,500 for 19:t. week ‘Par? ‘24 wk!. Big $9,500. Last 

Continued: on i page 10): _dweeks $8,000 i Radio. City Music Hall tRocke- | week. ditto. 



10 PICTURE GROSSES “Wednesday, Jaly s, i961 

Trap’ Sockeroo $20,000; Det. ‘Ladies’ 
Great 176, ‘Parrish’ 216, ‘Love’ MG / 

Detroit. July 4. 
Leng holiday 

ses “Parrisi’” looks big at the 
Michigan. °* Parent Trap” 
gemasheroo at Grand Circus “Ladies. 
Man” is great. at the Pa a] ns. 

Meanwhite, ‘Spartacus’ contin-,; 
ces to roll up wow biz at the 
Mercury in tiurd week, “By Love 
Possessed” shapes sock in’ second 
#0 Madison, “Gone With. Wind" 
stays sand im ninth session at the 
Agi HGS, 

“Alamo” 

reund at United Artists, “ Wild) in 
Counters” noewever, fooms drab in 
second at the Fox. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fex Woodmont Corp t -5 041: 

wre SE 4M “Wild in) Country” 
C208 cud CGirlin Room: 137 - 20th) 
id «ak. Dran $8,000, Last week, 
$32 Got. 

Michigan Luited Detroit: ‘4.036, 
#leo-SP 4G CP ors COW Bt and 
eStee' Chis” WB Kee $ $2] 000. 

Tent week. “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” 
“Cel and 35 Golden Hoes” Col 
Sd wk Sis oOo 

Palms (1D 2295. SI 25-S1 49--- 
“Padus Van’ Par ane “Stord of 
Giersood Uerent’ Cobo. Great ¢ 
S17 000. Toot ceek. “Homicidal” | 
feah atd Most Dangerous Man | 

Are” Coto Od yhoo SIS G80. 
Madison Pf) 1408) £1.25-81.49> 

2d 

weck, 
- Rv Love Passed UN 
uh Serke SIF.000,  Liest 

S26 ob0 
Grardl Cireus (UD 1400; $1.25- 

$1490: *Pacent Th ep” (-BVs Smash 
P0006 Last eck. ‘Giant? -WBI: 

and "Fhe “Searchers” -WH! re-— 
feeues SE HE, 

Adams Balab:n: 1} 700; $1 50- 
#106: * Gone With Wind" VAG 
trerssne Oth wk. Big $8.500) Last 
meek, $9508 

United Artists UA > 1 6672 $1.25- . 

$i £0 “Aiamo” VA: Tth wks. 
Good $5,500, Last week. $5.400. 

Music Half -Cinerama. Ine. ¢1- 

208 ST 20-82 65: “This is Cin- 
clama’ Cineramai reissue) Sth | 
wk: Steady $10,000, Last week, | 
$10 200. oo 

Yrans-Lux Krim = 'Trans- Lux: 
(7 O00; $1 29-S1.655 — “Love and 

Frenchwoman” indiey ‘3d wk). 
Fine $5.000. Last week. $6.000. 

Mereury (UM? (1.465, $1-S1.80) © 
—Sfartacus’ -Us 38d wks Spec-: 
tacular St5. 200, Last week, $15.000. 

CHICAGO 
‘Continued from page 9) 

— “Parrish” WB 2d wk: 
#18 000. Last- week, $40,000, 

Cinema (Stern) (500; $1.50— 
“Saturday Night, Sunday ‘Morn- 
fie’ «Cont. Boff $9.500 for new: 
house pecord Last week, “Tiger 
Bay” Cont! 5th wk, $3,8066 

Cinestage (Todd. «1.038; ° $1.75- 
$3. 505-"Exodus” -UA: 29th wk). 
Solid $10,000) Last week. $10.400. | 

Esquire ‘H&E Balaban) 11,350; 
$1.25-$1.80) "On Double” (Par). ; 
Hot $24.000. Last week. “It Hap- { 
pened In Broad Daylight” Cont) 
2d wk, $5,700, 

Loop -Telem't! '606:. $1.75-$2!— ; 
“Spartacus” -U? tsubrunt 12d wk). | 
Wham $t8 500. Last week. $19.500. | 

Monroe Jovan! 1,000: 65-901— 
“Naked Nreht’ sindie and “Come 
Dance With Me” ‘Indie. Fair . 

$4,700. Last week, “Summer With ~ 
Monika” ‘Indie: and “Young One” 
tIndie, S4 400. 

Oriental «Inde? 3.400: 99-$1.80) : 
—“Ladies Man" Par 12d wk). 

Kolid $23.000. Last week, $31,000. ; 
Palace Indie’ -1.570; -90-$1.80) 

--"This Is Cinerama” ‘Cinerama). - 
Fair $12.506. Lest week. dark. 

Roosevelt ‘B&K: +1.400:  90- 
$1 86. Raisin in) Sun” -Calt :3d 
wk Busy $13,000. 

$19,000 
State-Lake “B&K! °2.400: 

$180). “Guns af Navarone” 
Miehty $50,000.° Last week, 
Sunset" Uo ad wk, S84.000. 

Surf H&E Balaban: 685:.$1.50- 

$1800 * Never On Sunday” «Lope! 
22d wk. Hetty, $6.000. Last week, 
$6 500 

Fodd ‘Todd = -1.089; $2.20-$3 500 
“La Dolee Vita’ Astor: 3d wiki. 

Great $19500 Last week. $23,000. 
United Artists B&K- -1.700: 90- 

Sirsa “By Leve Possessed” (UAt 
3d wk. 
Last week, 818.000. 

Good. 

Cok. 

-1.200: Woods — Exxaness: 
€180: -- “Parent Trap’ BV) 2d 
wk. Great $30,000. Last week 
$32.000. 

World :Teitel: 
“Virgin Spring” 

+406: 90-$1 25).— 
Janus! 8th wk. 

Frisky $3,700. Last week, $4400. [Inc.y (1,389; -$1.20-$2.60)—“Seven’ 

“cekend is giving : 
fust-runs generally heacoup gros- | 

120th), 

Savage Innocents" 

1oO0ks food in seventh . “Morgan - the Pirate” ‘\f- G) and 

Laughter” ‘20th’ 

$8,000. 

“Wk. 

| 1.298; 90-$1.40' 

Last week, . 

90- . 

“Last . 

Tapering to sood $14,000. ; 

90-' 

PORTLAND, ‘ORE. 
‘Continued from page 9»: 

- shapes | $1-$1.49)—"“Snow White and Three. wk. 
; Stooges” ‘20th: and “Silent Cali”. 

Sad $3.000. 
Music Box ‘Hamrick! 1640: $1. 

: $1.50: —“The Last Sunset” «(UI and” 
“Tomboy and the Champ” ‘Ul. 
Fair $4.000.' Last week, “Love itr 
a Goldfish Bowl” -Par! and “The 

Par!. $3.100: 
Oriental -McFadden? 2.100; $1! 

“Soldier of Fortune” ~M-G), :re- 
issuer, Dull $3500, Teast week, 
“Black Sunday” ‘AL and “Little ' 

Shop Horrors” :Al‘. $2.500.. 
Orpheum ‘Ever ir een! "1.536: $i- 

$1.49: —"Parent Trap” -BV". Big |. 
$10.000 or oer. . Last week.’ 
“Homicidal”? «Col and. “Under- 
world U.S A.” Cok. $6 700. 

Paramount —Port-Par:  +3.400. 
$1-$159i—“By Lore Possessed” 
MA’ and “The Cat Burgkar” (WA). 
NSH $4,000. much below hopes. 
Last week, “One-Exed Jacks” ‘Par. 
and “Foxhole in Cairo” (Par) (2a. 
wks, $4.400, 

BOSTON 
‘Contiintea trou paste 8) 

$8.000. Last week. “Make 
Mink” «Cont! Tth ke, $3.500. 
Fenway ‘Indie. «1350: $1.50. — 

“It Happened in irae Das light” 
*Cont) #2d wk. Mild $2.500. Last” 
week, $3.000. 

Gary, Saeko. CP 277:. 
—‘La Dolce Vita” 

a 

Mine’. 

Astor) «bith £ 

“wk. Fast $9.000. Last week, $8. 000. j i 
$1.50) — ‘ 

Stooges?” 120th). : First week finish-:-_ 
Sock $7, 000. Last.! : 

Kenmore -[ndie' © 700; 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning”. 

Cont) ‘7th wki. 

week, $7.200. 
Metropolitan ‘“NET) ‘4. 357: “90: i i 

-$1.25'— "Parent Trap” RV), Fine | 
$18. 000. Last w ee k, op rapp Fam- 

“Days of Thrills, ! 
2d wks. $7.000. 

3.000; 90-1 

dy" (620th? and 

Memorial ‘RKO: 
.$1.49)—Parrish” 
“Claw”? (W B).- ‘Big, $19.060 or near. 
Last’ week, “Operation Petticoat” 
‘U) and “Sapphire” -U) -treruns}, 

Orpheum (Loew! : 
—“By Love Possessed”: (UA) and 
“Alatter of Morals” «(UA} Solid | 

$16,000 or over. Last week, “Two 
: Loves” 'M-G) and “Ring of Fire” 
SIM-G) (2d wk), $11.000.° 

_ Paramount (NET) :2.357;  70- 
$1.251—"Pleasure of His Company” 
(Par) 13d wk? Holding oke at. 

_ $8. 000. Last week. $12.000. . — 
Pilgrim: tATC: +1909: 75-$1 25)— 

“Fabulous World of Jules, Verne” 
i, WB) and “Bimbo Great” (WB. 
, Stout $10. 000. Last week, “Warrior 
, Empr ess’ (Col) and “Most Danger- 
‘ous Man Alive” ‘Col!, $8,000: 

Saxon tSack? 11,100; $1.50-$3) —-. 
Exodus” (‘UA) 28th wk! Spurting ; 
to nice $12:000 in 10 days of final | 
week, Last week, $8.000. 

State :Trans-Lux! '730; 75-$1. 25): 
—"Love. Is My Professio-1” (Indie) ; 
and “Twilight Girls” 'Indie) t2d} 

Fast $4. 000F Last week, same. : 

LOS ANGELES 
‘Continued from page. 8). 

Baldwin, Wiltern with Warren’s, - 
ICo)), . “Gidget Goes. Hawaiian" 

"Jazz Boat” (Col), $20.500. 
Orpheum, Hollywood, Loyola 

: (Metropolitan-FW C) 12.213; 756; 
—_ “Last. Time I Saw 

"TAD 
(Indie). 

Archie" 
: Spree” 
. near. | 

Warren's, Pix ‘B&B-Prin) (ET5T: 
" 756: 90-$1.50)-—“One-Eved Jacks” 
‘Par) and “Young Jesse James” 
‘Indie. Socko $22.000. 
Crest . ‘State! 

“Shadows” ‘Bev). Fairish $3.000. 
Last week, “Breathless” ‘Cont? 
‘6th wk), $1,500. 

State (CTATC?) +2.404; 90-$1. 50)— 
“Wild in Country” 420th) 
“Right Approach" -20th), +m.o.'. 
Dull $3.000. 

Vogue FWO 
“Parent Trap” : BV! '2d wk). 
$17.000. Last week. $15.600. _ 

Beverly ‘State) 61.150: 90-$1.50) 
—"Romanoff and Juliet” +l) 3d 

.wki, Neat $6.000. . Last. 
* $8,000. 

Chinese :FWC) (1.408: $2- $2. 40) 

Fair $16,000 or 

Lush 

—"By Love Possessed” UA) 3d 
wk. Soft $8.000. - Last A eek, : 
- $10.500. 
} El Rey ‘FWC) (861: 90-$1.50.—. 
j‘Carry On, Constable” ‘Gov. 5th | 
wk). Dim $2.500. Last week, $3.700. 

Warner Hollywood = ‘Cincerama_ ! 

+ Cuba” ‘Indies. First w eck. finishing | 

‘$1 25-$1 B80). 

WB and “Steel | 

2.900: 90-$1.49). 4 

| wham $ 

| '2) Was great: '$26.000, .In: ahead, 

and “Three on a- 

“1750: 90-$1.50.—" 

and 

1810: 90-$1.50—": 

week, : 2 

Wonders of. World" ‘Gineraiha): ‘re- 
issue!. Started seventh. week Sun- | 

| day 12) after big. $11,400 last week: 
i- -Music .Hall (Ros). 1720; - $1. 85. | 

p $2. 25i—‘‘Saturday-: Night,: ‘Sunday ! 
“Morning” ‘Cont) 47th ow k). ‘Busy: 
" $4:700... Last week:'$5.000. ; 

' . Four Star: (UATC): (868; 90-$1. 50) {| 

~ National Boxoffice ‘Survey - 

‘Biz Booms ‘July 4 Week;
 ‘Trap’ ‘Cham: p: ‘Compa

ny’ o 

= “2d, ‘P: arrish’ 3d; ‘By Love,’ ‘Exodus’ Next.
 

:=-"Pepe” (Col) ::10th wk)... Light | . 
$4. 100. Last “week, $4:000.. “There 3: the ‘usual, stronger tone {though gléaning considerable rental.” 

41.990; in evidence _. iri” most ‘key. cities ; coin ‘Via playing in some 12 keys, - “Fox _ Wilshire.‘ FWC) - 
' $1.80-$3.501—“Exodus" . (UA). 128th. ‘covered -by ‘Vartety. this. session, | “Saturday Night and. Sunday Morn-: 

87, 200..: 
. Fine ‘Arts :FWC. 41631: $2-$2. 40) 
—“Never. on Sunday” UA) 132d... 

new screen fare all contributing to 
the’ ‘upbeat.-A handitap.in some |. - “On the’ Double”~(Par);. 

in Sun’. (€ol) ‘and. “Last. ‘Time: I wk. - Hots 7, oCo, Last week, ‘localities is the arrival of extreme- | Te. 
“$6,800. sy" § -ly. hot weather.. +S Saw Archie” 1UA).are the. runner=. 

Paniages. (RKO) (1.513; “g1.80-| New. champ at. the wickets 1s [UP films in that order.” 
Standout among.’ new | entrants: 7 

I sust ‘getting under way-is “Guns. of 
Navarone”.. (Cah, 

$3.50)—"Spartacus” ‘U1 ‘37th. wk). | ‘Parent’ Trap” ‘BV, which gave: 
Smart $10,500. . Last..week, $9:900.| every evidence. “of going ’ places j 

Egyptian. +U ATC) 41,392; $1.25-j} last round. It:is being closely fol- : 
$3. 50)—* Ben- Hur” «M- G)- 
wk: Rugged $15, 500. Last - week, 4 pany” Par), - finally. “:dislodged.. “b-o..champion. It is:mighty in-L.A. ao 

$14, 000. . '.;from..top spot ‘after four suéces-.| and Chi, huge: in Frisco. and ‘still .~ 
- | sive - weeks | of leading ‘the: bio. | ‘amazing. jin XY. Playing, second 

parade. _ “session. jh two houses. ‘Fanny’ 
I. “BROADWAY “Parrish” WB), originally “tWBie is another which obviously: 

-is out ‘in jhas: ‘preat potential. This pic, which ‘Continued. ‘from: page 9) ' launched ‘weeks ago, 
, 9 (EF ‘full circulation -this session. for. : —_— ( ’ 1 a 

eagioodbng, Anaint val initial the first time and- taking «third neck Is. tty ipneanolis. sock, 
to hit great $20,000: or close. ,;money. “By. Love | Possessed” '/? iney. Olly. teas 30% newe - 
Beekman R&B). ‘590: $1.20- ‘UA. also: new, is winding, up fnety t “Portl nd nd envers 

$1.75'—"Rocco and. Brothers" 1 As- ; fourth. ie AL n- ortiand::.an smash’ fn 
tor) (2d wk). Initial stanza’ fin! ‘Exodus,” another. from United , nies wats — 
ished Monday 3) was sock $15,- : Artists, and Jong ontop. of the. ‘Naked Bdge AWA), also’ new. is _ 
000. winning this rating in view weekly Variety. list, is winding up: ow -opening. ‘stanza™ playing - two" - 

fifth.’ Dip. partly is . blamed’ .on’: :N.Y.'snots. “Morgan the’ Pirate”. 
: the fact ‘that -it -has ‘concluded. or : ‘M- G\ is a bit uneven so far. being 
‘is about to. finish- some, big: key | hep in. Washington: 00d in Frisco’. 
: city playdates.- but fair to:dull-in three other keys. | 

“Spartacus” TOs ‘also long néar i ENO. Rode Together” “Cally hints: 

of long-running time of -pie.. ‘which 
-allows only four: shows daily. — 

. Embassy. Guild” Enterprises) ; 
1-500: -96-$1.75: — “Rebellion inj 

! tomorrow ‘Thurs. looks ‘like very 
big $17,000;-. this, ‘indie. ‘having - 

. caught On: ‘surprisingly well.” Hold- 
ing. T Tet 

Fifth Ave: Cinema R&B 
$1 25-31: .80.'— “Ashes and Dia- 

“Ladies Man” ‘Par), just’ getting jin Cincy, tall in. “KC. solid. in: 
-Started;. is taking seventh. "2". Philly and. sharp-in: “Washington: 

“Kast. Sunset” «Ur is ® finishing | “Goodbte * Again” ‘UA: 
(250; " eighuh. “It thas been ‘higher.’ “Ro- !newie, is big iti N.Y. “The: ‘Truth? 

manoff and Juliet,” also from Uni- i Kinest -also’is big in N.Y. ““Rocco.- 
n ds". ; , tversal, is. landing in-sninth:: Place : :and Brothers”. (Astor). is * “socke ‘in: 

monds” anus) 6th wk, Fifth Sithough in circulation to. any. ex-jtwo N-¥. arty, theatres on inital 
‘fair $2.400 after $3.000 for fourth. | emt far the. first time -this round. { week. 

Normandie ‘T-L) +592; -$1.25-! , ‘Snow.- White “and *.3° Stooges”): Complete: Boxoffice. Reports. on” 
$1.80) —. “Snow: - White -and- 3. (20th. is: winding up “only “JOth al- 10th -al-| : Pages t 8-9- 10). moe 

ing tomorrow ‘Fhurs.) ‘is heading 
for fair $7.000 or close. Holds. 

Little. ‘Carnegie. «L..- Carnegie) 
520; $1. 25- $2i—" Frantic” -Times) ; 

4th’ wk. This frame’ winding up Major . houses * are bigger: than 
Friday 'T1- looks” like” excellent | usual - this : ‘stanza with’ four new: 

: $9.000 after | $11, 000. for: this week. entries. — “Snow White and- Three 

Continues. : -| Stooges”. at’ Fox's. good. “Parent: 
Guild (Guild): +450:. $1-$I. 73\— Trap” at’ Loew's “Mid-City: -looks _ 

| “Romanoff & Juliet” (Uy 14th wk), wow: “Ladies? Man” at :the St. 
i This round ending. today (Wed) is. 

“Trap’- Grand $18, 000, 
St. L., ‘Ladies’ ‘Hep 16G 

‘St. Louis. July 4 

wc‘) Rode’ Oke 156, 
Philly; Love’ 106 . 

Philadelphia, ‘July “4. 

Louis ‘is. rated ‘nice. “Morgan the’ generally - Soft over: the-. “holiday 
+ heading .for ‘great $10,500 or ‘over | Pirate’. at the State. shapes. only. | ‘weekend. -.The whole _ session 
after. $12,000 for third’ week. Stays. fair: “‘Exodus” ‘is brisk in-its 12th ; |-Yooks: ‘disappointing, “Two. Rode: 

‘Murray.’ Hill (R&B) | (565;,95-! and’ final :week at Esquire. : Together’. shapes solid in: first 
i $1.80°—"Guns of -Navarone”. (Col). ‘tweek at. the. Fox. °“Giant. *» out un”. 

Estimates for’ This Week ‘ reissile, ‘looms: ‘mild. “By Love ™: 
-ing’ tomorrow *Thurs:). looks like Ambassador ‘arthur): (2.970: 75-| Possessed” is pated -big in second: 

21.000 after : ‘$22,000 for: $1.50) — Pleasure’: of: His. Com- ! ‘round. at--Stanton: “‘‘Parent Trap” | 
‘opener, which. was “a mon-holiday , pany” (Par) ‘4th: Wh: Big . $9,000. Hooks: snappy in Sécond ‘at’ Midtown. - 
opening week high here. . .. Last week, $8,000; : ~. .” twhile “Pleasure: of: His Company” 
| Paris 1Pathe Cinéma) 1568; 90-|. Apollo. Art. Grace) 700; : 90- |.is big‘in, fourth. at’ Arcadia. *.. 

7 wk): 

[i i2d. wki..First holdov er frame eénd- |- 

/ $1.80-—"The. Truth” (Kings) (2d; $1.25)--“Never On Sunday” «Lope) Estimat , 
Initial session ended Sunday | (22d who, Fast $3,500, Last week I. ares a ee eee werk 

$2,700. ane 
‘Tye! 

nner “PY, 7 . 

IC heaters” “Esquire (Schuchart:Levin’ (1, “18051 é vath ack Big. 8 000, bast week 
;* B00 LopertY’ (5255 $1.50: sai $1. 25-$2.50)—“Exodus”: tUA) . 112th: $9, 500:. 

aza_‘Loper 5 ~$21— | wk), - Loft 8;000: "Last week, 
. “Never. On ‘Sunday ‘Lope? (38th | $6. 500. . # reek, Bota ISH 11.836: eB 

er sate week crete Fox tarthub 5, 000; ‘90°$1 25)— | ‘to ‘nice. $8.000. end. of run ‘nears. ead Se ir ‘Sie. jihopping $1 K. “Snow ‘White: and’ Three’ Stooges” “Last. Week. -$6.800. 2 ° 
ahead of the $ or week. | \20th1. Gootl $19,000 or ¢lose., Last: Fox. (Milgram) (2.200: 99- “Sa B01. 

(Cont): 13d Wk-8 days), 

1 8th St. Playhouse: tLeo. Brecher); “Wri ” } 
' 1370: $1.50-$2—"The Bridge” 1AA) week, “Devils "partner" ane, ree ‘Rode Together” ‘Coli, Solid - 
‘(10th-final’ wk. The ninth. frame}. ¢19.000... ae 7 $15,000. ‘Last. week, “Young: Sav- 
ended Sunday i2) was okay. $4. -200 | ‘Loew's Mid-City. Loew), “« 160: j ages” AU As V5th Wk,’ $6.000- 
‘after $4.500. for eighth week. “Fate ;. 
of. Man” (Lope) aeons: on July 10. + , 60-90)—"Parent Trap”,iBV).. Wow't 
- Sutton (R&B). (561; 95-$1 .80:— |. $18, 000.. Last week; “Last. Time} 
“Two Women” t\Embassy)' (9th wk). | Saw. Archie": (UA) '2d° wk), $9,000. | 
i pighth statiza finished Sunday (211. State (Loew) (3,600: 60-90)— m ie 
was big '$12.000 after | ‘$13, 500.-for |:“Morgan the Pirate”. 'M-G) : ‘and }$! 80)—“Parent. Trap” ~ «EV; 
seventh week.» "| “Sword af. Sherwood Forest” «Cob. | WE". “Snappy. $1. 000 or. over.: 

Trans-Lux: 52d St. (T-L) 1540; $1- Fair-.$9,000.. Last . week... “Deadly | Week, $16.000. * ra 
a 

‘Goldman: 1Goldmani At 200: 99-_ 
:$1.80)- ——Last:. -‘Sunset”: «U1 (3d. wh. 
Oke $7,500: . Last week, $9.000.. 

Midtown , (Goldmant' 4. 200; 9y- ~: 

| Last. 

$1.50:—"Man in’ Moon” \T-L). (4th{ Companions” ‘Indie: and “Unstop- | Randolph ‘Gold 
we Third: ‘big $0.500 after $1 3300 able’ Man’’ .\Indie),~ $8, 000. ' . ibe .80);— “Giant” “.M-G) *-treissue?. 
ay (2) was big after Pageant. (Arthur). (1,000: Mild $9,000: . Last. week. “Angel” 

-for second week. $1 pageant id in Sun”. (Con, 0 ] Baby" TARY: $5 000. - 

Trans-Lux . 85th St: IT-L 15505. wki, 
$1.25-$2) .-— ‘“Naked Edge” (UA. 
Initial round ‘winding ~ Nomorrov |” Si. Louis ‘Arthurt ‘3.800; 75-90) 
‘Thurs... is heading for. :great $16,-) — —'Ladies Man” (Par) and “Hippo- ! 
000. or over: In. ahead. “Last -Sun- © drome” (Cont). Nice. $16.000., Last ; 
set” it) (2d wk-9 days), $6.800.. [| eek, “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” 1 

. : Stanley 1Swr 12 500: “99: $1. 80— 
“Snow -. White and Three. Stooges” 
(20th? 12d. wk.” : Bad’: $3, 500 ini. 4 

‘days. . Last’ week. $12. 000. | ° 

"Stanton (SW) 11,483:. 99:81 80) 

Oke $3,000.: Last’ Ww eek. $3,100. 

¥. 
— 

| World 1Perfecto). 1390: west. 50); (Col vand.* ‘Enemy: Below’ Indie! |" “By” “Love':: -Possessed”™ AWA) 124. 
—"“Lust. For Sun”. (FA First , (2d wk},-$9,000. : ~Wk).. ” Big. $10. 000.” ‘OF : near. _ East. 

week finishing » tomorrow wheat Shady - ‘Oak (Arthur) 1760; -90-. ‘week, $15, 500. mee 

lonks: like ‘new. louse ‘record of, $1.25) — “Carry. . . Constable”. ': " Studio (Goldberg +483: ‘99-81. 90): 
$20.000. Holds. of caurse..In ahead, | Gov) i9th wk). ony ‘$2,000. Last : ''Career Girl’ (Indie! and.“Hide- ~ 
“Male -and. Female’... Mishkin), ?.wéek, ditto. eo out in Sun” \Indie):. Neat $4,000 In’. * 
pound. 195h Nee with okay, 81 000.; ~- =. 4 six days. “Last w eek. “Hot. in Para-’ 
for bigges -week. gross ‘here .in ‘ b ad 
last eight vears.:Could have held -al- “BAN ‘SATURDAY NIGHT’ a oy hae Eire ‘ ae , 
bit longer. but house had ominit- | ; -‘Trans-Lux:.'T-L). «500:: 99-$1 80). ” 
ment: on. “ust. a ‘Continental: ‘We'll Battle ‘Kansas | ‘Never On :Sunday"’ *Lope¥ (330 

| Censorship’ Wk) ' So-so' $4. 000.. Last. week, 
4 

:000:.- o 
i "Viking: ‘Sley) «1,000: 99-51. 30. - 
wild ‘in ‘Country” 420th) :3d -Wh).. 

> Continental Distributing ‘plans: 
to fight ban’ placed on British | im) 
port, “Saturday. Night and Sunday | 

“Tokyo, June :27.: “Morning,” last week. by Kansas Pevoria 800. i ast: week: “ae 500. 
“Magnificent” Seven”. :UA:, has? Board: of Review, a spokesman for. $180.— rNe -Wonien™ 

. grossed almiost: $240,000: in five | the distrib reported in New: York. | wki, Nice ; ‘$5, 700. 
‘weeks of day dating’ ‘here at. Tog-|.Board turned. down pic ‘on. the! $6. 000. -: 
eki, Milano-za. and Pantheon. Fig- ‘grounds that “in theme and dialog |.” aan 
ure is about. 20° short of the | itis obscene under the regulations | ° 
mark ‘set by. “Alamo” ‘UA) at the | ef the board.” ‘Jeary Bresler registered ‘wGinl of ; 
same houses’ in. biggest | opening |’ Just how the distrib’ will fight ; the. Week” with MPAA for his. Co- 

| five ; Weeks. ‘of any. picture’ here. | the ruling hasn’t.yet been, decided. Humble Pictures, x élate. ~ 

‘Seven’ Sock Grosser: 
“dn 3 Tokyo Houses 

i; 
Last week, 

Steady. $7, 000. Last. week, j With the long holiday weekend and | ing’. (Cont): is moving up to:11th:- - 
a- better than. average lineup . 6f-| position. while “Never ‘on. Sunday”®:-- - 

(Lape) rounds out.the top 12 pix... - *- 
“Raisin: | 

“with every. indi- _- 
184th |lowed by’ “Pleasure of ‘His Com- ‘cation that’it will..shortly. ‘become _ 

“opens at the ‘N.Y: Music. Hall. this ee 

or. on top, ‘is copping sixth. Spot. : becoming a-real winner. Deing: hoff: “ 

another, | . 

_ Weather ‘was murky. and’ biz is a 

2d. 

n) ; 19.500: 99: os 

99>. 
‘Indie’ ‘83d: 



_Wednesday, July'8,- 1961. . 

U. Ss. 
France - 

er ee ee ee ee 

Denmark ... 
Argentina. 0... c.biececeeevee 
India eeeen 

Poland 

“TOTAL 

. | -* The Polish. film, “Ashes and Diamouds,” still ts tn, tts. firstrun at. 
"the Fifth Aventie Cinema. * 

1959-60. 3960-64 
ovaen -154° 

170 333 
“424° B85. 
- 15. 45 

* 20° 445, 
* 23. none . 

“2. none.» 
none = a 
none 16 |. 
pone _— 1 7 

: Pe uosieaea oudemoaeaksbionmiioraipnationmes $F 

- Manhattan Playoff By Flag } 
s ORB OE EERE EREEE EE ED ECE U EDO ORE OEE 

“The followi ing is a. breakdown ‘by -country. of origin on the film play: |: 
ont ing time. in weeks), at New: York's f first Tun art. houses. in. 1959-60 ‘and | 
Sd 1960-61. 

soe COUNTRY - 
Britain evae dns 

“591- ‘weeks roe “740 “weeks + 

.**Theoretically, Neto York's. 14 “firstrun. arties would have. had a total 

. ‘product or. reissues. 

“THEATRES SURV EYED & POLICIES. 

ae ‘of 928. weeks of playing time in 1959:60 and the 15. houses would have 
had 780° weeks ‘in 1960-61. However, some of the arties surveyed were 

not. on -a. continuous: e frstrin basts, occasionally playing second run 

*” Not included. in the’ ‘Vaktery check (see accompanying text) are such 
‘New York artie. outlets as: the Bleecker Street Cinema and: the. New. 
-Yorker, which ‘occasionally :p ‘firstrun but concentrate. primarily on 

_ subsequent. runs or reissues Oh film. classics. The new. basement. Car- 
~Megie Hall Cinema, of :course, just opened, Included in. the: VARIETY, 
check. of Manhattan are the following: 

. Broadway,: 
.“Paycho,”” day-dating with 

_ Beekman ‘(éastside): Recently’ has ‘day-dated with. Broadway, but also 
“handles British, Italian and Swedish (Bergman) product.. 

-Fine : Arts - (eastside): Handles French, British, Italo’ product. “Hiro- 
shima- Mon: Amour” its’ longest recent, run. 

- Fifth. Avenue. Cinema: (Upper. ‘Greenwich Village. area): Sometimes 
‘plays firstrun. moveover product. Got longrun from Indian. “World. of 
Apu”: and now: playing Polish “Ashes. and Diamonds” firstrun. . 
" Normandie (W. 57th: Street);. A favorite day-dater of the: US. imajor | 
“companies, * . 
‘Little Carnegie. ‘(W. STth’ Street): 

of Glory. 

_ ‘Handles British and. French. prod- 
tet - mostly, . and. recently" had: an extremely Profitable run on. “Tunes ; 

‘extremely successful British comedies, Ancluding “Mouse ‘That Roared, ”. 
“I'm. All Right Jack.” 

“Ballad of A Soldier.” 
Paris (east midtown area): Mostly French. product, but also: has han- 

dled Italo films: and. (in 1959-60 season) the U.S. indie “Private. Prop: 
‘ erty. ” 

Plaza (eastside); ‘In ‘last season: almost entirely occupied by “Never. 
OD_ ‘Sunday.”. Before that, had- longrunning “Black, Orpheus,” 

' Sutton (eastside): In recent years, when it hasn't been handling Brit: 
ish praduct, has been. day-dating with Broadway.: - 

_ 68th St. Playhouse. (upper eastside): -Went firstrun. in. ‘April, - +960, 
“with - 20th-Fox “art” “product.: Now... ‘playing: Allied Artists’ . 
‘import, “‘The Bridge.” © ° 

Trans-Lux 52d. Street. (eastside): 
Major’ product. with Broadway, -. .. 
-Trans-Lux 85th: Street. (upper eastside): “Went - firstrum "August; 1960, 

‘and has -been. almost: :éxclusively' a U.S; major company - day-dater. 
oe Sample product: ‘Portrait in‘Black,” “The: ‘Impostor’. (both Universal). . 

os Plays 5 Ststrag’ Product intermit- 55th ‘Street Playhouse. (midtown): : tantly. . 

‘More’ ‘and. nore: day-dating U. S. 

Steve Suekely Ready 
To Roll ‘The Triffads’: 

Madrid, “Suly, Ao: 

“tor . Steve Szekely - rolls .cameras 
-“! mext. month on the screen version . 
‘of the: popular British: novel, “Ene | ‘Triffais.” { 
HS -Gimmick “in ‘this science: ‘adven-: . 
woe. ‘ture. tale is an invading army «of |: 
+“ elght-foot biological ‘growths that | 

.. land in’ Spain from. outer: space. |. 
: .. Producer: Low Brandt. has, beén ex- |" 

_ perimenting with thousands of un-. 
_ earthly specimens for over. a year]* 
with the help of. effects: engineer | = 

7 ‘James ‘Léicester.” 
- Director. ‘Szekely: and producer: 

‘Lou Brandt: have. already ‘signed 
“many. English-speaking . Spaniards | 
“to-the cast but the principals, still |- 
‘tobe: set, will’come from. Holly- |: 
‘wood and London. “Triffads”. will 
be in production for iz weeks... 

Amarillo Race Protest” 
Amarillo, Tex., July. 4. * 

“Police. ‘dispersed. a group: of 35! 
segregated: 

seating policies of two. downtown |. 
.._,_ theatres. Four of the: Negroes |. 

'- ‘were taken to police headquarters. 

“Negroes ’ protesting - 

‘Interstate ‘circuit theatres. con- 
‘tinued. “normal” pperations after 
Abe tL incident. 

L new: ‘Management ‘of: Franklin — 

~ Spain’s First Sci-Fi Pic} 
“Spain: wii get its first taste-of : fs doing its part to-break the. 

oe ‘eck “moving-making. when direc- | 

‘Jer. ‘Theatre. 

‘PIONEER OF YEAR’ TAG : 
“GOES T0 ABE MONTAGUE 

One-Way’ A ‘Around. 
Astor. Pictures; . ‘4 vet indie’ | 

“distrib ‘firm Which-. under the 

'F. Bruder, Everett Crosby and 

' field_.of.. top-quality imports, 

at house bottleneck in ‘New 

Company: has. the: Italo “er gi 

“et date’at the legit ‘Henyy Mil- |. 
: Astor. Just 

-preemed . another Italo dimport, 
“Rocco .and :-His Brothets,” at 
the, newly. refurbished Pix 
‘Theatre. on 42d. St., launching” 
.that -house on ‘a firstrun art 
“eareer.. “Rocco” is day-dating- 
‘also at the Beekman. 

: Abe. ‘Montague, ‘exec vicepresi- 
: dent: of Columbia, is the “Pioneer 
of ‘the Year" selectee. of the Mo-. 

| tion Picture Pioneers.’ Choice was 
‘| made. by. the: MPP beard last week. 

1 Montague,’ who ‘doubles : as prez 
| of ‘the: Will Rogers -Hospital,. will |. . 
{be .saluted-:‘at the organization's |. 
‘annual dinner. next: Nov. 20 in. the i 
Waldorf: N, Ye, OY 

Charles Sehneer. prepping. “The! 
First. Men -in. the Moon, ” based on 
H..G: Wells’ yarn now. in public do- 
‘main, and. registered with . MPAA 
\for Col -Felease. °- 

Low ° 

together are 

‘last. two. years. 

German ; 

_.George Foley has. entered the . - 

Dolee Vita” playing achardtiek- —. 

~ NATIONS SCANTY} 
By VIN CENT. ‘CANBY 

No ‘wonder ‘that: U.S. indie dis-|. 
tribs:. and their.» -producer-clients 

.. | from | 
. {about the tight art house’ situation 1. 
‘Jin. New York City. According to a 
| VaRteTy check, British product |: - 
(largely. because of the great: num- |. 

abroad. are . apprehensive 

ber of British films being released 
by American . majors), 

homegrown . (Hollywood) 

one. -of -New York’s 15 firstrun 
arties is still-the main if not the 
only gateway {o:the U. S. market 
for non-American: film. producers. 

_j Just. one film in récent: memory— 
_.-|the. British “Carry On Nurse”*— 
..Jmade the hit grade without a New. 

‘York : sendoff, ° 
classed the exception which. proves’ 
the rule.. 

and 

In the 52-week period from June 
1, 1960, through May 31, 1961, Brit- 
ish. films accounted . for 252, weeks 

"Baronet (eastside): Handles mostly British. and French. product, but |°f,Plaving time at 15 N: ¥ 
te ast season got long: run on Paramount's 

Y.. firstrun 
‘arties, ° compared with 154. weeks |. 
in the previous 52-week- period (at 
14 -firstron arties). -In. the. same 

and. 
. product, |: 

dominating . ‘playing. 
-|time at New. ‘York's posh : firsirun 

artles.. - ; 
The: ‘situation is of. aerious con-| 

cern to indie distribs and foreign. 
producers: a ‘puccessful booking . at 

it-might be. 

“Sunset, ‘Jacks, 
Variety's regular weekly 

. boxoffice reports are summa- 
rized each month, retrospec- 
tively. Based on an average of 
24 key situations, the source 
‘data corstitute an adequate 
sampling of current releascs 
-but are. not, of course, fully 

' “definitive.” An index of rela- 
|” tue: grossing strength in the 

U.. S.- Canada market, this 
. ‘monthly reprise does not pre- 
tend to express total rentals. 

“Always: regarded as an in-be- 
Itween month, June this year did 
not repudiate its reputation. Usu- 
ally first month with really warm 
weekends, just prior to school va- 
‘tions: and: the July 4 holiday, box- 
office results reflect the obvious. 
While “part of June this year was 
favored ‘by mild weather, the span 
was not helped by any dazzling ar- 
ray of new, strong fare. Some of 
the new ‘product proved disap- 

pointing. 
A-new entrant, “Pleasure of His 

Company” (Par) won the June b.o. 
sweepstakes hands down. It fin- 

two-year - pan,.. the - playing’ ‘time j :- 
océupied by American major come - 

; their 
British acquisitions) climbed. from |- 
{170 -weeks. to 233 weeks. ° 

pany ..product (excluding 

It’s Hard Going © 

Obviously. ‘(see 

other such film, you might aswell | 
give up entirely, if you base your. 
‘hopes on the: experience of the. 

No pictures . of. 
these nationalities ‘have played a 
New ‘York frstrun artie in the pe-' 
riod covered by this survey. 

_ A-study of. the artie chart ‘also | 
‘shows that playing tinie for French 

{pix ‘has declined in. the last two 
seasons, from 124 weeks in 1959-60- 
to. 85 weeks:.in’ 1960-61. - ‘Playing. 
time for Italian product;.: mean- 
while, has climbed, from. a meagre. 
‘15. weeks. two. seasons ago to 45 
weeks in 1960-61. It’s interesting 
to note: too, that most of. this’ 
Italian. ‘increase has been scored 
since last December with the. re- 

jlease. of “Big Deal on Madonna 
_|Street, ” “General Della Rovere,”. 
7 “L’Avventura,” “Two Wonien”’. and 
“Violent Summer,” ‘the latter two. 

_ being: current ° at the firstruns. 

Most of the Swedish. playing 
time. in both .seasons was: accom-. 

| plished by. Ingmar Bergman pix— 
4 Wild | ‘Strawberries, 7” The - Magi-: 

-..jeian”. and’ “The Virgin | Spring,” 
{though .Arne Sucksdorff’s . 

‘| Flute atid: The Arrow”: got a mod- 
est playoff." The: increase in Rus- 

“The 

sian playing. time, from. 20° to. 45 
‘weeks, was.the result of the com-. 
|Bination of the ‘major company- 
handled cultural exchange product, 
‘plus the success of Kingsley Inter- 
national’s release of “Ballad of A.|: 

'+Soldier” at the Jocal Murray Hill. 
. Most. of the German arties play- 

ing. time total ‘ini-New York. during. 
=. the 1959-60 season, and. part of last 
"| season, - 

| “Rosemary,” which had-a long run 
‘at the Beekman. The Japanese;. 
who.scored 23 weeks. in the 1959- 

was -acéomplished - by 

60 ‘season (via Brandon Films’. fest 
of Japanese product’ at. the Little’ 
Carnegie), didn’t have..one pic: at 
an artie firstrun last season; -which 
seems to be a sad fate for one of 
‘the. ‘world’s. busiest film- industries. 

Mlinois TOA’s Slate In 
Roclielle, Iil.,, July... 4. 

bent leadership for another year, 
meaning ‘Mike. Pullin and George 
‘Kerasotes remain as'-prexy and! - 
-board- topper -Fespectively: _ 

“Action ° -was.. taken at. recent. ‘opening 
meeting. of the. unit. “i 

accompanying | 
chart), if you’re an indie trying. to | 
find an outlet for an Indian, Japa- | 
nese, Argentine or Polish. feature |. 

| film, youre ‘going to’ have a hard |"- 
Guild. (Rockefeller Center): Put: ‘on: the. ‘booking map bys a& ‘series: “of | time | lining. up. the all-important.|. 

‘Naw ‘York. booking.. ‘And if: you 
have 4 Spanish, Norwegian, Brazil-| | 

‘Murray. Hill: (E. 34th St): Opened in December, 1960. Day-dates with?! ian, Hungarian, Yugoslav, or some 
‘Broadway, also: handles British product: and recently scored. with Russ’ 

captured third 

United Theatre. Owners of Ilif-. 
| nois; TOA. affil, re-elected incum- 

June Top 12 
-“Exodus” (UA). 
-“Last Sunset” (U). 
“Spartacus” (U). 
“Gone With Wind” (M-G).. 
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par). 
‘Young Sayages” (UA). 
“Last. Time Archie” (UA). 
“Raisin in Sun” (Col). 

10. “Never on Sunday” (Lope). 
11. “Sat. Night, Sum.” (Cont). 
12. “Return Peyton” (20th). 

z 

Seesegaser 

ished: first each’ one of the four 
weeks out in. release, A real win- [ 
‘ner.at the N. Y: Music Hall, it was 
winding its fifth-final stanza as 

*Exo- 
:which was third in 

April, “copped second place. 

- “Last Sunset”. (U), a newcomer, 
gosition although 

out in distribition only three 
weeks in the month. “Spartacus,” 
also from Universal, wound ~ up 
fourth’ It wes helped by the fact’ 
‘that. the pic went on three-a-day 
‘grind. and lowered admission in 
several. key “cities covered by 
VARIETY late in the month. 

“Gone with Wind” (M-G) (reis- 
sue), sixth {n April, maved up to 
fifth - place. “One-Eyed Jacks” 
(Par), which finished sixth in April, 
again took sixth money last month. 

“Young. Savages”: (UA), a newle, 
copped’ seventh’ spot “Last 
Time I Saw Archie.” another. 
from United Artists, “wound up 
eighth. 

“Raisin In Sun” (Col, which was 
12th in April, benefitted from ad- 
ditional - playdates, to take over 
ninth position. “Never on Sun- 
day” (Lope), ninth in the previous 
‘month, grabbed 10th money. in 
June.. ; 

“Saturday Night, ‘Sunday Morn- 
ing”.(Cont) wound up 11th while ; 
“Return to. Peyton Place” (20th! } 
rounds out the Top 12 grossers. It 
was fourth in April. 
; “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” (Co]); 
“Absent-Minded Professor” (BV), 
first in, April; “On the Double” 
(Par) and. “Wild in Country” (20th) | 

LO-YANK 
TIME FOR OTHER |Sandard June Bowie: Mid 

Pleasure’ Easy Fronter in Top 12; 

1 Stern” 
jon initial week in Toronto. 

“Pleasure. Company” (Par), - | 

PICTURES It 

‘Savages Show Zip 
Variety weekly boxoffice score. 
1“Homicidal” (Col) is {n like cate- 
gory doing even better the Initial 
week out in release to land third 
spot in weekly totals. 

“By Love Possessed” :UA}, ane 
other big newcomer, wound up 
fifth the same week. “Watch Your 

(20th), also new, was big 
“Love 

in. Goldfish Bowl” (Par), another 
new entrant, was big in Washing- 
ton, but slim in Portland and 
Omaha. 

"Snow White and Three 
Stooges” (20th), nice in Denver 
and okay {n Seattle, was slow {nh 
Washington and Minneapolis. 
“King of Roaring 20's” (20th), also 
new, was good in first Omaha 
week. “Jules Verne” (WB?;. soft in 
slow Buffalo, was good in Baltt- 
more. 

“Ladies Man” (Par), big fn Chi 
and good in Pittsburgh, was rated 
frail in Washington and okay in 
Cincy. “Man in Moon” (T-L? still 
was rated smash on extended-rua 

iat N. Y. Trans-Lux 52d Street. 

“Two Loves” (M-G), fairly new, 
continued a’ bit uneven being big 
in some keys and fair to mild in 
others. “Romanoff and Julict™ ‘11), 
fine in L. A., was sock in N. Y. on 
extended-run. 

“La Dolce Vita’ (Astor, still 
‘near-capacity in N. Y¥. on harde 
ticket, shapes wow in Chi and con- 
tinues sturdy in Boston, 

Foreman’s Commitments: 
Doing “40 Days’ for MGM, 

Strength’ for Columbia 
Hoilywoed, July 4. 

Carl Foreman has added “Trial 

of Slrength” to his slate for 

Columbia Pictures. The option 

price is $2,500 and, in picking up 
the tale for definite filming, the 
producer gives author John P. 
Sisk another $21,000 by the end 
of the vear, 

While here exploiting Col’s “The 
Guns of Navarone,” Foreman also 
huddled with Metro production 
chief Sol C. Siegel. In addition 
to scripting Franz Werfel’s “The. 
40 Days of Musa Dagh” for Metro, 
Foreman also will produce and 
direct the film abroad. Metro has 
owned property a long time but 
“failed to lick the script" in earlier 
attempts at the novel. 

For doing “Musa,” Foreman will 
get $27.000, plus 214% of global 
gross after MGM. grosses twice 
the negative cost. Foreman’s deal 
on his miulti-pix Col pact fs. that 
Col finances and the tuo split 

Foreman {gs now back in N Y. 

BROCCOLI PARTNERS — 
WITH HARRY SALTZMAN 
Cubby Broccoli and Harry Saltz- 

sman have closed multiple features 
idea] with United Artists whereby 
distrib will finance and release a 
program based on British author 
Ian Fleming's novels. Program will 
be turned out under hanner of 

i pair's Loundes Productions, Inc. - 

{nitialer, either “Dr. No” 
: “Diamonds Are Forever,” 

or 

wil #0 

are the runner-up pix, the last- j before cameras in November 1n. 

gory. “Gidget” looks to be heard 
from in the future. 

‘Several new pix launched late : 
in the month hint promise. Stand- | 

hamed. barely making this cate-!England and British West Indies. 
; Other Fleming ‘properties include 
:“From Russia, With Love.” “Live 
and Let Die, " "Goldfinger," 
“Moonraker” and “For Your Eves 

out, perhaps, is “Guns of Nava- j Only.” All will be produced with 
_{rone” (Col), which hit a new rec-: 
{ord at N.Y. ‘Criterion opening week 
and was mighty at arfearty theatre 
‘where day-dating. Pie drew rave re- 
views. but was doing smash trade 
even before these came out. 

“Parent Trap” (BV) also shapes 
las’ a winner.: 

stanza that this film 
copped seventh place that week in 

*Irayen. 

ducer of current release, 
It was so strong” 

cooperation, of British Secret 
: Service. 

Broccoli formerly was partnered 
for about 10 years with Irving 
Allen on features for Columbia re- 

Saltzman {8 British pro 
“Salure 

dav Night and Sunday Morring ” 
Headquarters will be maintained 
in London, 
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TO MOTION PICTURE 
“MERCHANDISING! 

“mia BUDGET. r ADVERTISING 
Os “made to measure for the 

| “Individual engagement. 

CUSTOM DESIGNED: 
Pumuiciry 

.. ~ depth: perielyation in 
s evely market. 

“Loca. EXPLOITATION. 
“KNOW-HOW | 

. _ fop.er erjenced: field men. 
vie ‘for eac y market situation. 

NATIONAL MAGAZING. AND 
NETWORK TV SREAKS 
Including Lifé Magazine : Me 
“and “CBS Reports. a 

, surER RECORD: AlLaum. PROMOTION 

-* from RCA:—Sound Track Album’ plus. 
““La Dolce Vita'-and Other Great Movie Themes”: 

~..- from -20th-Fox: —“The Magic of Their. Singing, 
featuring, ‘La Dolce Vita’. 

. ‘@ 

oe HOY, SINOLE RECORD. PROMOTION 
"gly different platters by RCA, 20th-Fox, Columbia, 

~ London, Producers Record Corp., and. Sonic, 
‘blanketing the juke. boxes. and the air waves. 

. MATION WIDE. PAPERBACK BOOK PROMOTION 

_ all-out effort‘by Ballantine Books that reaches 
tate every. ‘store, bookshop and terminal. 
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INTERNATIONAL 1S 

~Tarich Festal Tol his Year, 
Quality Draws Despite Sti ry 

+ By GEORGE. MEZOEFI- 

eo ” Zurich,’ “June 27. 
AL halfway mark: of this: year’s | 
traditional four-week. (3-30) Zurich 
June Festival: . at 

- (opera) and Schauspiethaus (legit, 
it has. become. evident. -that - ‘the | 
:1961 event ‘emerges -a winner, both 
“artistically - and. b.o.-wise, notably: | 

_ inthe opera ‘seetor:: This: is’ in- 
= gharp’ contrast’ to’. last. year's’ fest‘! 

. which. ‘ended in’ the red and gener-. 
ally prov ed: “a: ‘major. disappoint: 
‘ment... 

Of'the 22 shows: $0. Pai (there will | 
be 38/in all), 17 were 80-100°% ‘ca- 

“pacity, “probably one of. the’ highest.|- 
ratings in ‘years’ here. “Stiff tabs 

. for Some shows’ (upto $4. 60 top for: 
_ Tegit. ‘and $8:9 for opera) proved no 
..andicap since’ ‘overall quality of | 
’- presentations was remarkably high,’ 

‘with several. name singers, an addi: 
tional’“come-on factor at the Opera 

_ House. Generous. free publicity in 
f local papers also’ helped. . 

4stic. event. was the world -preem;’ 
June. 9,” of .the Posthumous | ‘Bohu- 

.glav Martinu ‘opera;. “‘Griechische 
“Passion-(Greek Passion); based on-| 
the /1951. novel: by. Greek writer |- 
‘Nikos. -Kazantzakis . 

_ sin. - Superbly. staged. by ‘Zurich 
“Opera: topper,.. Herbert. Graf, with |, 
“gets and costumes by Teo Otto and |- 
batoned ‘by Swiss conductor’ Paul. | 
“Sacher opera proved a‘real. find... 

“other: ‘modern opera by young Ger- 
:™man composer, - Hans — 

..-Henze, : “Elegie. -fuer” junge. :Lie- 
“bende”. ‘(Elegy | for Young Lovers). 

: Jt was. ‘presented’ here: (11). by the: 
- Bayerische Staatsoper of’ Munich, 
““smmrediately. following the.May 20° 
world preem at Schwetzingen, Ger- 

“Many, ‘and.-prior. to Glyndebourne 
‘-and “Munich. presentations. _ Con- 

~ Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. _ Gene. 
_ eral opinion. uniformly" -agreed. that 
-an- artistically brilliant perfor: 
_-Mance was-wasted on‘a highly con-~}. 
; troversial’ opus of ‘shrill ‘atonality, 
‘whose. ‘preposterous -libretta” and. 
* cartificial score make it a doubtful 
_bet*for future ‘production, - one 

”. Standing ‘out :-among . the :-re-|- 
_Mainder . of opera. ‘presentations . So. 
‘far was: ‘the ‘guest spot.: of © ‘Tito 
Gobbi ‘in:.Graf’s’ Zurich production: 

Sof Verdi's..“Othello,” condticted ‘by: 
young Italian -maestro. Nello Santi. 
- Sellout ‘audience ™ ‘saw ..Gobbi's’ as. 

 Jago- and’ U.S. tenor. ‘James | ‘Me-: 
_Cracken's. as Othello:. -* 00 70 
A, name-studded ‘(Astrid “Varnay? 

“‘Frant Crass, Eugene Tobin) ‘“Fly-.}* 
ing: Dutchman” emerged. artistical- |. 

_ly Tess rewarding due to-lack of co-: 
 ordinated Stage .. movement, ‘and| 
_somé vocal flaws, but‘ was: a near-: 
sellout... : Yank | ‘conductor. Samuel | 

‘Kr achmalnick batoned.. 

‘Beside™ McCracken,:. Tobin. ‘and. 
° Krachmalnick,. here's a list ‘of Yank 
= talent: ciirrently on ‘the ‘June. Fest; bidden‘ till : now: 
 Soster here: ‘ Jean’. ‘Gook, . Regiria | § 
” Sarfaty,. Jamies: . Pease, . Maribeth 
~ Ostertag.’: ‘Reri: Grist,.Claire Wat-. 

- son: .Robett Kerns,. Robert. Thomas, | 
|'self ‘on.local tarts. ' '- Mary ‘Davenport, ‘Sandra. Warfield, 

Glade. ‘Peterson, - Virginia:Gordoni., : 
“Lotfi. “Mansouri, Dorothy" Krebyll. 

~ British Pix Prods. 
Seek Eady Coin 

“Lond6n..: June. OT 
“British film : ‘producers. believe 

that | . the! -British, Film... Fund 
"Agency, the- authority. that ‘admin 
Asters: the statutory Eady: levy, .is 

‘the kitty, and’ ‘that. the-.coin, 

"use. 

In: “the Tast’ aécounting ? period. | : 
"for example, covering a. five-week.” 
.Bpan. up to Mareh. 25, the Fund 

-$1,400,000 «.. to: 
| producers,. but: kept.. back * “around. 
" $500.000.. in reserve. That, say the. 
__produters. : is taking a- -too-cautioits. 

- distributed about: 

“attitude: They. can't: believe -it- is 

* tried: In vain’ to: get: a. ‘satisfactory 
explanation from the Apenry. and. 
“at their executive .council: ‘meet- 
ing recently decided to make new t: 
‘representations. to. the chairman ! and, Andrew Marleazie, ‘Producer. time Two En nenmie. 

a Lain. -MacFadyen. ar and directors of the BFFA, 

‘Stadttheatre |. 

talks and: ‘AGIS asked: for govern- |’ 

‘¥esumed.: -Folchi,. in his answer to. 

Situation “not. critical. enough” ‘to 
justify ‘a government. intervention 

‘At ‘the: Stadttheatre,. major art. a. this dispute.’ 

Writers Hope For 
which” was]: 

‘turned into ‘the: 1957 Frencii. film; - 
“He Who. Must Die,” by Jules Das]: 

] the: ” 
: The “same eannot: ‘be said of. ‘an-} 

“This is just. round. the. corner, 
Werner! too,” says-Peter Yeldham, an -exec- 

‘America is a. good. -yardstick ‘in. 

.. ducted and staged ‘by. Henze him-: ‘Baining Power, . 
«self, ‘cast ;included,’ among: others,.! shop,” 

| SWG: negotiating. committee meet 
. the ‘opposition _ across the: table 

‘America, ‘when: an’ ‘author’ -has.- ‘More 
‘than. oneveredit. he's. called On. to} 

| join. the WGA. 

Switzerland, * - Holland, Italy | and; 

48.) $l id h ig. 

holding ‘to2--much ‘money back. in| 4 Seles. and 't ere. is. reportedly. big 

aft: 
eee Meds gould be: Put. to good | 

“The Andy. 
-alreadg - been séeéen: by over: 110,000 

‘edition, and may 
the. summer.. 

“Necessary to: have. such a ‘substan-. : 
tial amount. ‘to:meet contingencies . 

‘The producers, . however,: have: 

s Year, 

{Italo Exhib-Distrib, ed 
-_ ‘Relations. on: Mend 

- Rome; J une 27. 

"Italian - exhib-distrity . ‘relations| Hoare, managing. director of Lion |- 
are ‘on the. mend. Reps of both ; International, will attend the fest studios. here, Feturned to Berlin 
sides in: the recent. - hassle. over j 
‘Trenewal-terms of the AGIS-ANICA } 

i agreement .éxpiring .June 30 are! 
again. meeting, and the: situation |. 
appears .more. hopeful’ to some: ob- - 
servers. Crux of : disagreement is | 
regulation, of ‘“‘exceptional”:. pic-| 
tures and the allgcation of ‘special |. 
rental. ‘terms: for the ee 

Now; after ‘both sides had: ankled |. 

ment intervention .in a letter to 
Minister for | ‘Entertainment Al-. 
berto. Folchi,- _palavers have been. 

AGIS, is said to ‘have. considered 

‘Brit. ‘Guild Shop 
: London. June 27, 

~"One- thing that makes ‘a: glitter- 
ing picture tothe. 820’ members of 

United: .Kingdom’s. Screen 
Writers. Guild. isa. “Guild “shop.” 

utive counsellor. of. the. ‘Guild -who. 
believes that the- Writers: Guild: of |: 

this case. ' Yeldham : ‘sees. the. Guild 
shop.as ‘a means: of’ .survival, ‘of 

‘and. making: for. really: solid: -bar- 

“T- am not ‘talking. about a ‘closed 
he gays, “buf .how. can the. 

when_ everyone . knows: the: SWG |- 
doesn't represent all writecs?- “In. 

This «is ‘the- ‘position. “Yeldham, 
and. all other SWG execs want. to]: 
seein. ‘the. U.K.- After all, they 
point out, they. -are working -in .an_ 

DANGEREUSES’ GIVEN © 
~ EXPORT VISA a 

| be devoting all his time to produc-: 

“The French film hit of the 1939. |!8.""The Bible” doesn’t mean. that 
" Paris, June. 27. 

60. ‘season, Roger - Vadim's. “Les 
| Liaisons Dangereuses 1960,” finally: 
has. been given -an. export: visa nea 
for. most:countries after being ‘for- 

It. hiow':can’ be. 
sold: to.:the U. S., . Great: Britain, 

others. The | production - did: the 
unheard of thing of. amortizing | dt 

-An updatea 
version. ‘of ‘an.18th ‘Century classiv, 
{his-.pie eoncerns: an. immoral .mar- 

| ried’ cotiple who-use each. othier’ for: 
‘their extracurricular affairs... 
" Although “both. get: their : come-. 
‘uppance,, film. was banned for: ex- 
[port because. of plaints. by. ambassa-" 
|.dors: abroad ‘who felt: the new pix 
lwere “showing ‘France ° in: a -bad 
, light: . 

“The hero: ‘being a United: Nae 
i tions ‘diplomat also aid: not: sit: well. 
‘Purportedly, his’. ‘profession has: 
‘been changed. by altering .one| — 
‘phrase. -sApy way..this -hot:box- 
office. ‘vehicle ; ds: now... “ready for 

-S.. interest: 

Scot Show Clicks 
- Glasgow, July - 4: 

‘With. “heavy 
Stewart ‘Show” - has: 

«customers: at the. Empire ‘Theatre. 
‘here, Show. is © now. into: its third. 

run, well: ‘into: 

Helimuth. Gunther, Continental | 
‘jugs ler, .is guest act in the third 
‘edition.. Show features ‘Scot: comie- 
dian-singer-. -Andy: Stewart, with 
Dan" ‘Powerie's’ band. singer’ Mar-| 
garet Mitchell, Alex MecAvov, ‘The 
‘Four Jays.. Max. Kay, ‘Dixie “Ina:am 

- “Saturday 

-prewar ‘Soviet classic, 

DeLaurentiis’ Plans For. 
‘industry of Guild shops (Actors| — 
Equity,. for instance): and -are’ only |, 
‘weakened. by. Temaining. outside: * 

‘Dino * 

‘subject, 
“tl product will: ‘be assured by release 

deals negotiated: by his-oawn distrib 

“| Fair Film, 

_|-Documento ° Film. 

‘bookings . ahead,:! 

i “The Vérona Trial” 

Star of ‘Sat. N ight” 
. To Moscow Film Fest \Greater Liberty on Admissions, Less 

ndon:; Juné 27. i Lo 
“Britain: is to provide a touch of |. 
glamor at the coming Moscow Film f- 
‘fest... 

Night — 
“Morning” to be screened out. of . 

.| competition. - “Also. Shirley Anne 
Field; one of. the film's stars, will | 
be flying out to Moscow July 10. 
‘Maxwell Setton, managing direv- | 

tor of. Bryanston: ‘Films, and Victor! 

as delegates. 

E Germany Sets. . 
Moscow Fest Pic’ 

Berlin,. July 4. 
“Bast Germany's ‘remake. of 

Mamlock,”. has beén ‘selected | for | 
the . “Moscow. Film. .Fest, which 
op@ms in the Russian. capital. July” 
9. This ° was announced by the. 

| East | 
-| DEFA, for: the. Western press reps | 
1 attending the Berlin Film Fest. 

Ger man: ~ film. monopoly, : 

It .was also..reported that | 
“Mother . Courage, "4 based pa bene | 

‘| Bertholt.- ‘Brecht play, h 
‘|entered . for Locarno:. 
.| Germans are’ still excluded from 
‘Cannes, . Berlin and Venice festi- ; 
vals: because there are 1.0 diplo-; tina 

| matic. relations. with ‘those coun- 
| tries.’ It is because of the refusal 

‘} of the’ Berlin fest -authorities ‘to | 
invite East Germany to participate. 
‘that Russia: and the entire Soviet 
‘bloc: remains aloof,. mtich to the 
relief of the _West: Berliners who 

| wouldn’t - relish: the ‘prospect: of 
‘Seeing the Red~ Flag along the 
: Kurfurstend amn;: 

The director of the ‘DEFA stu- 
dios. in Bgbelsberg (they were the 
original 

th 
bringing . in. much-needed money ture -pix.were planned for: the|. 

JFA studios) said 28. fea- 

‘current year. Television was slow- 
ly” losing | its grip on the. viewing 

. public; he said, though attendances, 
were still. well down. in rural areas. 
There : ‘were a total of 1,360, 000} 
‘receivers in Eastern Germany, of 
-which’ 150,000 were in East. Berlin.. 

‘Motion picture ‘attendance .is 
how running at the: rate. of 220,~ 
000,000 . annually, . and there.. are 
1;500: theatres. in. the zone, as: well. 
as hundreds of mobile ‘units. serv- 
ing small communities. 7 

a Expansive Despite’ 
Work on ‘Bible’ Opus} »- 

- Rome, June 27. 

The ‘fact ‘that beginning early 
next year Dino DeLaurentits. will 

exhibs in. Italy ‘and elsewhere | 

won't be playdating -DeLaurentiis: 

 produet . fn the coming seasons.: 
‘This was revealed this | week | by 7 
-DeLaurentiis after his “Bible” an: |. 
nouncement. had ‘evoked. ‘consider- 
‘able ‘concern in ‘exhibitor circles.:zot back from his U. S. and Tahiti |! 
‘They .are. reported to have feared ; 
“that the produ¢er would. no. longer; 
be. “servicing” them with popular | 
fare (DéLaurentiis cutrently heads | 
“the local Seasonal average- -per-pic ; 

' statistics -and is ‘second . in. bo. ; 
- fotals ‘to Metro). . ce j 

: Del: said, - -after his current: pro} 
gram. ends and “The Bible” begins, | 

Delaurentiis. ~ Productions - 
will concentrate ‘solely; on that: 

but. continuity ‘of other ' 

firm,-D. DeLaurentiis: Distribuzone, 
with ° other ‘Italian: filmmakers. “fe 

These’. _include a two:pic™ pact | 
with ‘Dultio Collett{’s: Dutlio Pro: | 
ductions for “Black City’: ~ (fin- 
ished), and “Zakari,” to -be. shot, 

|.in' Japan; one pic.‘to. be done by tthe. Cinders,” 
“The: Italian Bandits. ” : 

to star..Ernest Borgnine: and. Vit-{ 
three. ‘pix with] torio | Gassmann;. 
“Black Soul, . 

“Metello.": and. “Life of ‘Chet 
Baket’’:: one pic from Rotor Pro- 

' ductions, “Congo Vivo"; ‘two items 
directed: by Carlo Lizzani. ‘for Max- 
“ima: Film and DeLausentiis re-| 
Jease, “Revolt. at San. ‘Vittore” and. 

: and “Paulus,” 
Bam te produced by San: Paolo: 
ilm ety 

To these should. be added’. ‘the 
‘production. currently mn Work un- 
dér . ‘the. . “direct” — DeLaurentiis 
aegis, “Bardbhas” “Lia ot Jud. 
ment.” “Bet of Enemie." (One. | 

™). a‘l well or 
Atherr. Via}. ae 9 

The Russians -have.. invited |. 
and’ Sunday | .- 

“Professor declined, however, to name the 

he a 

“sociated with indle exhibitor and 
| producer ‘Carlos’ Plaza Izquierdo 

‘| independents ‘to produce film for 

‘jstay of four weeks to discuss 

cil of Moscow will join hurgomas- 

_Taxation Big Need of French Exhibs 
Paris, July 4 

| Jean-Charles Edeline. prexv of 
‘Brauner Sets: Films ‘the National Federation of French 

tim Exhibitors, claims the main 
For British Release problem facing the pix industry, 

‘and exhibs in particular, 1s a na- 
tional one. That is a need for great- 
er liberty in admission prices less 
taxation and a freer hand tn pro- 
gtaming, all of which are still - 

Artur Brauner, head of the CCC 

st week from London where he. 
had negotiated a number of Anglo- : 
German’ coproductions. act Said 
he had made deals with Assoclated buliish in feeling that the film British and Anglo-Amalgamated. industry wilt right itself here 
but the pictures would be tensed : despite continuing drops in cinema 
in Britain and not at his Spandau lattendance. He: points to the up- studios ; surge In filmgoing in the US after 
nag aitionally, Brauner sald heisome lean: ‘years and he thinks the 

made a deal with an Ameri-‘ game will happen here 
tan major for another project in| He is against national program 

| which Leslie Caron ts to star.- Ife regulations which can force an 
iexhib to run a film for a week 
when It merits only one day and 

{then make a theatre run a fie 
one week when it calis for two 
or more stanzas This is the reg- 
ular setup outside of first-runs 

Edeline also raps the govern- 
Imes sponsored newsreels which 
‘sometimes take a stand on certain 
;news eyents, and also hold up 
some, to reflect on the film 'n- 
dustry by being late and behind 
the times. He also is against the 
necessary short subjects which 
sometimes are not for regular 
audiences Plus the holding up ‘of 
specialized pix. 

He is convinced that films will 
always have their place in the cul- 
tural and amusement life of the 
nation when household needs and 
cars have run their course aud @ 
better standard of Hyving arrives, 
Then, he feels that right shows, 
better release patterns and less 
taxation in keeping with current 
problems, will allow the exhih 
pattern to take a better place in 
the film setup here instead of 
losing out in Aid to producers and 
distribs, and nct alwavs having the 
right product’ available. 

Edeline also sounded a threaten 
ing note in stipulating that If de- 
taxation is not forthcoming soon, 
exhibs epuld. shutter houses or 
have a campaign to acquaint filme 

| Soers with their Plight via speech. 
5S or specia TMs troublae depicting their 

He again reiterates that films 
are overtaxed compared to books 
and legit, and that the French 
want at least a parity with Common 
Mart countries. The French pay 
33% 0 in {xaes compared to the 
20% in West Germany, the 19% 
in Italy and only 7 in the US. 
SR me 

‘Acapulco Mayor 
Adds 10% Tax 

. Acapulco, June 27 
Mayor Canuto Noguedn jas 

sparked trouble for exlublitors 
here by imposing a 16°* added 
levy to existing 5°7, tax Six houses 
are now threatening ta shutter 
f the mayor's edict {5 enforced, 
alleging unprofitable operations 

In a compromise move, the 
mayor cut back to a 107%. tax, Say. ;Yal Brynner and Simone Signoret. {ing this was within law, but. this 

With’ Miss Monroe, he would like {still ig not to exhibitor taste Mayor :to do a film here, tentatlv ely called :Noguedo eharged four of thealtes 
“The Uprooted American.’ dealing [here are unhygienic and fire traps, 
‘with .an American woman living |show “B”. pictures for. prices tanyt- 
' abroad. and cut off from her coun- ing from 40¢c up, with “South Lery. Pacific” allowed a $160 boxoffice 

He thinks this one fs the most{!tab. This was labeled as “besond 
likely’ one, and he discussed it with jthe economic means” of Acawuleo 
‘Miss Monroe while in Hollywood | cittzens 
recently. But her recent operation; Mayor Noguedo said '‘ tux 
in N, Y. may stymie any pix plans }would force exhihs to {inprove 

With Guinness, he has a comedy {their:houses and give patruns bet- 
tidea tobe made in Paris In Eng- :ter film fare. in order ta boast re- 
lish.:: For Miss Signoret and Bryn- ;ceipts. 
ner: he would do a film version of Exhibitors are holding talks with 
a French novel, “The Return of j authorities, aHeging the tax is un- 

of M. Montellier ‘reahstic and unfait Vex.ean ex- 
| bibs fear a prevedent. in set ag 
such a tax hike, something natiia:-- 

Soviets To To Scot Fest? pal authorities have sourht off and 
Edinburgh, July 4° [on for past two yeare Tf ane city Soviet Russia is: likely to he jeouid impose and hold fast to in- repped at the International Fests. eased taxes, the pattern would val here next month: -Fest officials ; become general. they claim 

hope the chairman of the city coun 

company, or to reveal the title of ; 
the film. 

Venezuela, Ars. To, 
Boost Film Prod. 

Mexico City, June 27. 
Latin American film production 

activity is on the upbeat. as Argen- ! 
and Venezuela step up their 

pix projects. Both countries plan 
to draw on Mexican technical and 
talent aid. 
Eloy Poire, who has been in 

the Mexican industry for over 
three. decades, has worked out a 
‘plan for Venezuela via film ex- 
ecutives of the republic Venezuela 
has. been making -pictures since 
-1951 but only 12 films have-been 
‘completed to date. Now Venezuela 
is thinking in terms of production 
on initial basis: of elght to 10 
pictures: a year. 

Financing of production to -be 
achieved via a 20% tax impost on 
foreign films exhibited in Vene- 
zuela. Mexican technicians and 
actors will. collaborate with. the 
Veneuzelan industry and Danks 
‘tn setting up. the plan. 

The new bid. by, Venezuela to 
establish an active ‘fin industry 
stems -from Gabriel Alarcon’s 
purchase of 133 house, in Caracas ; 
and other cities. Alarcon is as 

in the venture, and both have in- 
dicated they are ready to finance 

their circuits. 
reentina also Is reported yearn- 

r.more international busi- 
ness, and to this end Ulises Petit 

Murat has arrived here for a 

‘ing. 

picture deals and to contract such | 
top players as Pedro Armendariz, 
Maria Felix, and even Japanese 
star . Toshiro - Mifune. 

‘CLOUZOT PLANS THREE 
_STARRERS IN FRANCE 

Paris, July 4. 
French film director H G. Clou- 

‘trips, has revealed three ple proj- 
ects, all concerning stars. to wit 
Matilyn Monroe, Alec Crnnee | 

ou 

ok ete 

Magna Films - Organized ters. and other civis beads of Erro 
“pean - cities at the opening cere- Lendon, June 27° 
‘monies’ Altreads, about half of the + Norman Williams, whose Volt cy 

124 burgomasters patted have seat Filmes way parl Of the Seefr es Box 
accentanges -. prelap, has fo med a nes company 
Acceplances. already have come cated Macna Film. 

fron: Budape ast and) Prausse If! Astor Stsnlev Bakee. comedion 
siretlar replies cone frou Slo-coe iNarry Serombe ard coznpower 
Warsaw and Boelfrade. the repes 'Phedip Green ate arin tie elfen > 

Dtantation fro bom Coan coun tor weft: Jestotd Brasil? Jr as 
Gieswil be tie bo tee 0S date tor, 

‘government controlled Edeline is * 
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As Sex Cycle Ebbs, There’s Rediscovery 
On All Sides 

By JACK PITMAN 

A munber of recent stories in 
this journal have suggested that | 
extreme cex theme films were on 
the wane. a headline putting it this 
swab Saddenty This Sarmer, No 
Sea Veansbile there is a notice. 
able sammy. ‘back to. comedies which & 
have been reitively scarce for! 
SECERE SCaSOMs, 

Mar. 

the chance. 
doubt a the 
Bhewmen at the evidence of public 
“gutraee’” te the overly eratic stuff. 
Another ese-opener has been the 
steads ehcks of . various 
rcloases, without important — in 
U S bexolffice players, but scor- 
Inge solidiv on their humor values. 
Finail, there is the undoubted in-} 
uence of “The Apartment.” the’ 
United Artists comedy which - 
copped itself an Oscar in ‘April. : 
“Operation Petticoat.” an $11,000 - 
G08) potentiaf following “Pillow 
Falk’ at Universal also lifted the 
vision of PBicture-makers. 

Slapstick 
Occasionally during comedy’s | 

comparatively fallow  pertad, a’ 
Jatk Rose-Mel Shavelson teamup — 
er Jerey Lewis caper would hit 
Tew consistent boa prowess as 
last of the slapsticksers bas: been | 
an oft-commented phenomenon of - 

One uiffuence no} 
alarm of many film: 

a 
r 

the pictine biz in the fifties. The 
Nermman Panama-Melhin Frank and: 
atl Perlberg-Gearge Seaton tan- 
Gems vere also heard frem during 
the duil but theis- to underline , 
the peinl—-were sporadic bieak- j 
tUhouehs: 

“Sot to diminish such standhyves, 

the Hollywood funny bone hasn't 
becom tickled Hike now since the - 
heyday for comedy on tre Coast a 
generatron back. 

its cenerally conecded . that the 
Biliv Wilder-I A. L Diamond duo 
hacked off the “new era” with their 
name- laden “Some Like Jt Hot"! 
in 1959. From that point on. Uni-! 
versabs Milt Rackmil-Ed “Muhtl: 
Fast West leadership picked yp the - 
é*capism scent, and if they haven't» 
monopolized it, have nenctheless , 
been the prime dispenser . ever 
since 

Always Gag-Prone 
VU, as the trade knows... has. 

plowed up a bonanza It tripped ; 
only once since “Pillow Talk” in : 
59—with “Grass Is Greener”. Me hes | 
the rest of the way to the bank. has 
heen a laugh “Pillow” has ‘gath-, 
cied in some $10,000,000 to-date. | 
and the expectation on “Petticoat” ! 
is a “indup $12,000,000- $13. 000 O10 . 
globally. “Great Impostor,” a’ com- i 
edv_ despite its serious theme. has 
pulled about $2,300,000 so far. and 
is proyected as a $4.000.009-$5.000.- 
QGO prosser, 

Comedies campleted and o in: 
the works by U_ include “Come i 
Septeznber.” “Tammy Tell) Me 
Trae.’ “Lover Come Back,” “Pouch j 
of Mink” and “Thrill of it -Alk” 
Jatter frem Ross Hunter with Carl - 
Reiner scripting. 

Ws yaneuard pasition m_ the 
svcenstakes inevitably spothights ! 
fhe enhanced status of Stanley: 
Shap.re, who has evolved as key | 
acnohe ain the companv'’s Baugh! 
sphirge His “Touch of Mink”. stint 
marks his sisth for the studia, the . 
only filmic association he’s known | 
folloning service as a radio-tv , 
jokesmith. Writer, who's on a pic- 
ture ta-picture arrangement... has | 
made the next logical step by; 
hanging out the indie shingfe as; 
Nob Will Productions «‘]: happen’ 
to ke San Francisco”) for a cut : 
Gf the profits. initially with ° ‘Lover ! 
Come Back” | 

Shapiro's first for UL “Perfect | 
Furlough.” was a solo effort, but | 
he’s had collaborators since. chiefly. | 
Mautice Richlin « Petticoat.” es ba 0 oe 
Jou.” “September”. Paul Henning! 

"was his co-wrifer on “Lover™ and! 
Nate Vonaster paired for the j 
“Mink” assignment. F ; 

Seme telephonic chit-chat chdn‘t , 
eheit, any startling insights to! 
cmematic comedy—ta click, Sha- ! 
pira sais simply, you need a good; 
script and exciting stars. “names 
that people want te associate ‘with. | 
Anvone ho knocks the star svs-j 
fem ts just out of his head.” And 
studio tepper Muhk he stresses, 

‘great respect for the star svs- 
-which is not news at this . 

his ° 

tesa” 
pomt 

Echoing the yvou-gotta- entertain 
mavnn. uriter contends that the: 
wess popularity of the funny, film 
mn fadayv’s market affirms that the 
thdustry was huilt “not as much! 
ov truth as on eseape.” 

opinions are offered as tol 

Britash ;- 

.mend .another for showing a film 

: theatre—the Cass—in fire June 23. 

: was adjacent to the 80-year-old | yet. 

of That Standby: Comedy 

Code Administration Fee Scale 
Hollywood, July 4. 

hike in Motion. Picture Code ‘Administration fees” New: 20°7 
(effective July’ 10> will work out under” six categories | ‘broken. 
down according to negative: costs, to wit: _ 

“A'\_Pix with negatives costing $1. 500. 000 or. more, present fee 
of $2,500 jumps to $3.000. . 
“B°—Negs between $500, 000 to. $1, 000, 000,. fees of hz. doo hiked 

to $2. 460. 
“C’"—Negs of $250.000 to $500. 000, $1.500 tab increased to $] 800. 
“D"—Negs with $150,000 to $250, 000 : ‘budget, ‘fee. boosted | from 

” $1,000 to $1,200. 
“E”’—Negs costing under $150,000, $500. tariff’ becomes. $600} 
Sohrts of less than 3.000 feet, fee of $70: will be $84.: 
New 20°% 

based on gross intake. 

Greek Priest Criticizes 
Roman Catholic Prelate 

Over ‘Never-on Sunday’ | 
Albuquerque, July: 4. 

A Greek Catholie priest -here, 
Rev, George Arseniu of St. George. 
par ish, has taken sublic issue. with 
the Roman Catholic -Afchbishop, 
Edwin V. Bryne, over the latter’s 
punitive action against Don Pan- . 
cho’s art theatre for exhibiting the : 
made-in-Greece feature film, “Nev- | ldast - 
er On Sunday.” Theatre is. ‘care |- 
rently out of bound tor Roman | house. has ‘shown features nixed 
Catholies raed 

Said the Greek ° ‘orthodox pastor: : : by the Legion of. Decency, 
“T don’t see how the. Archbishop ' iV 

‘can condemn one theatre for show- ; 
ing “Never on Sunday" ‘and’ com- 

‘Archbishop Again 
Off-Limits House. 
For Showing Cs. 

Albuquerque, July" 4. 
-Albuquerque’s newest: hardtop- 

week was labeled out-of- 

like “Butterfield 8 which 
is 10 | 35 Friday . (16): 

times as bad.” Father Arseniu said man ‘said. the ban. was: _ placed’ in 

he saw both films, and that he con- | effect. becatise’ of the ‘booking. of |-¢; 
sidered the American feature with ' “Never on Sunday”and: also for 
Elizabeth Taylor immoral and the . Screening. .. “Expresso Bongo” in 
eed ‘Sunday as a comedy. [ late. May. Both pix have’ “C” 

He conceded that “Sunday” was | Condemned - ‘ratings - » from’ the 
risque, but that, predommantly jt} Legion. 

:was harmless fun. He . added. he Frank W. Scheer, ‘house: owner 
took Bryne’s ban as “a 
against the Greek peop ile. 

:it personally.” - 
At the time the archbishop put : 

‘the hex on Don Pancho’s theatre, the has another C-rated pic, 
;he also praised other houses in... 
Albuquerque for not. showing. re- , ‘set to-run‘on, Aug.: 4... 

-leases lacking the okay’ of the ! 
‘Legion of Decency. 
criteria for nixing- 

I took , however declared. he'd. buck the 

, anticipated.bookings. He also noted |" 
C2) at- 

‘Sunday.” 

‘to the Greek Friest. 

‘CHAS. SCHNEER’S. BUSY 
FUTURE FOR COLUMBIA 

Hollywood. July 4. 
Producer Charles Schneer will 

make five pix for Columbia Pic- | Don Pancho, hoping to see such 
tures in the next three’ and a_ half | , products. will -be ‘sorely disap- 
years when his current fiv e-year } : pointed. wi 
pact runs out. Three will be -in: 

‘own Dynamation process, he said, 

adult. audience.” 
Showman,. who is not a: Catholic, 

fact that the ban might give: ‘the 
public. the impression -his house 

; Albuquerque house’ about two. years 
‘before leaving for England andjwhen he forbid. his flock the Es-: 
"Yugostavia to scout locatiens ‘on ‘ quire, which was at, the time show- , 

“Jason and the Golden Fleece.” [ ing sex-type: law-budgeters. ' Rudy 
“Jason.” to ‘be directed by Don | Napoleon, theatre manager at that 

will star Todd Armstrong and | -ban ‘because of the: large. number 
Naney Koyack, and filmed: in Jugo- ; j of Catholics in. his. neighborhood, 

slavakia, Greece, Spain and Lon-- finally cried uncle and .knuckled 
don, in special process. | under the ban... 

Also in Dynamation will be H. | -sihce: been. shuttered. 
G. Wells "First Men.to the Moon,” : Don Pancho’s is 1 ocated directly 

| being scripted by Nigel Kneale in | across the ‘street from the U: of 
England, and “The Golden’ Ass,” iNew Mexico:.campus, ‘with most of 
by Apelius of Antiquity with Sam | clientele made- up-_of 

!Tavlor scripting from Robert: | students: me 
Graves translation. Robert Mce-' 
Gowan directs comedy. 

Duo in prepartion to round ‘out | 
‘quintet are “Gordon of Khartoun,” 
written by John Kawkesworth as 
Alec Guinness possibility, and 

: “William the Conqueror,” being. 
, Scripted by: John Whiting. Latter 
is three years off. will be Anglo- 
Franco c9-production deal. 
Schneer says. he has three nix on 

} drawing boards. It takes year and 
a half to. plan each. and year to 
shoot and execute all details ‘be- 
fore finalizing for release. 

~ 

(Sri Looks Mop- “Up: 
Overseas; Reports Aboaf |’ 

‘overseas, Universal's. -“Spartacus” 
loonis . as’ the - company's, ‘all-time 

market, Americo ‘Aboaf, ‘veep and 
foreign: sales.’ chief,. reports. 

roadshow basis. ~ 

-will remain to be a. major- source 

‘Town Loses Only House 
Plat(smouth, Neb.. July 4 

This town of 5.000 - lost ‘its one 

the future: . 

cember. Exec’s prediction on over- 
G. G. Griffin, theatre owncr,. 

, doesn't know if he’s going to re- 
: build now. The 72-year-old theatre | tant foreign dates haven't started 

“Spartacus. ” for: example, 
Plattsmouth Hotel. 

Cathedral Films making -half- ; 
hour pie for United Lutheran maximum’ penetration: at each 
Church, “Is This for Me?” _/ stand. . 

‘fia to “investigate” 

‘per, Don Pancho’s’ Art: Theatre, 

‘bounds for Catholics because the 

!. Edict. frem -. Arehbishop- Edwin | 
‘Bryne of Santa Fe. archdiocese. 

‘came ‘just. béfore:the hause opened | 
1 Jules Dassin's “Never ‘on Sunday” 

Church ‘spokes-. 

slap ‘Who. opened ‘the. artie’ in April,. 

J edict and. go right. on with: -his. 

. urday : Night and. Sunday Morning” 

Scheer ‘said “the policy. of. this’ 
his supposed _ theatre has been in: the past:.and 

’ will be in the future to show. films : 
The Archbishop has not replied .that we feel are ‘worthwhile ‘arid 

i entertaining. for: an intelligent. and 

| said his gravest concern. is. the 

“deals in “burlesque” : or “exploit- | 
able” films. “We. show.. nothing: of. 
the sort and ‘anyone who attends 

Archibshop. ‘thumbs-downed: an 

college’ 

On_ basis. of its first’. 127 dates 

big . moneymaker .'in“ the ‘foreign’ 

_ Al 
foreign dates are continuing on a}: 

According: to Aboaf, the’ picture: 

jo the foreign bookings. last De-. 

all ‘foreign performance. is made. 
‘even, though a number. of impor- 

doesn't. open ‘in Paris: until Sep- | 
tember. Company is taking it:easy, | 

; “nursing . it’ along. carefully” -for |. 

Th the wake of. recent ‘death at 42 of actor. Jeit Chandler there. has 
been a wave of angry rumors. ‘among his colleagues: in. -Hollywood and. 
efforts by the Screen Actors Guild there to’ force: an investigation: of ... 
‘the medical: and: hospital facts. Such “hints” have aroused ° the curiosity ~~! 

| of film tradesters in: ‘Manhattan: But. specifics. as ‘of: now are almost’: -.. 
totally missing. The. visible. circumstances are .that the : ‘actor returned. ...- 
from the: Phillipines where he. was’ injured and exhausted in a rigged... : 

“J location trip. The original. surgery. was not considered: serious but: the -- 
actor was fated to.endure a‘ despairing number. of ‘complications and 

.| setbacks. -Word: spread: through film: colony of. his ‘being-in almost. un-" 
bearable pain during the final: week of ‘his life. Pressure. upon C€alifor- 

is reputedly: being. countered. by -medica] -intérests. 
Political repercussions -may.: ‘possibly swell -well- beyond Chandler’s: 

-| tragedy itself. California hospitals are. often owned as, businesses by. 
.. | doctor-entrepreneurs. : 

‘| Sereen Actors Guild. was. _asked ‘to: “set ip. ‘a. tact- finding: -committeé bee 
Jina petition signed. ‘by. more ‘than. 150 :members,.'présented by Clint’: 
|Walker, Trevor Bardette and Chuck. Hicks. SAG is asked. to determine: 
whether. Chandler's death’ was due to’ “negligence, incompetence, error 

‘| or mitigating circumstancé.” Petition now ‘goes to beard of. directors 
| to decide if its subject-matter is. within the. Guild’ s Province, according... 
j to prexy George Chandler. a . poe 

tilt doesn’t affect memberships annual contributions.” 
Walter’ Seltzer and George ‘Glass, ‘xho ) split z as 5 production partners: 

_} three months. -ago, now’ have divvied what. had been Joint holdings and " 
| Seltzer bas rejoined Pennebaker | Ine: Wwith-a term’ pact—first - ‘stretth 
for two years—with options. Glass and Seltzer made “Shake ‘Hands.’ 

‘| With The Devil’ and twe unreleased United Artists pix, “Naked: Edge”. 
and “Paris Blues” in a complex deal with Pennebaker, fourided by: ‘Mar- 
Jon. Brando and headed by Brand6é- Sr. Seltzer and Glass. have a‘ piece’. * ~: 
of. that ‘action. .Further, Glass. will. retain a. piece of. two ‘projects: Penne-... a 

‘| baker ‘has simmering ‘though no “studio deals. set): for. ‘filmization, of ..... 
“Goodnight, Patricia,” adaptation of: an ‘Italian ‘play, and “Daffy,” °- 
scripted for. screen by Yes. Pine and Ike: Jones: Herb Margolies jis now 
adapting “Patricia. ” These properties. were ‘bought prior, to Glass-Seltzer 
‘Split. = 

In the split. Seltzer and: Glass ‘split the spolts. of: Joint venture. 50:50, f 
{and Glass plans indie operations on! own. As Pennebaker also. was the’ 

-| production canopy over. Paramount's ‘Brando’ starrer, “One-Eyed ‘Jacks, -_ - 
‘Seltzer and: Glass jointly get 10°? of net ‘of that pic. ; 

‘In resuming production activities, Pennebaker. exec combo of: Brando:- 
Sr..and Seltzer. have’ given up: their old quarters .¢ on: “Rar ot and. wave, - 
leased space. at Producers Studio. 

L A: Times" film: ad censorship. piogtam axpandéd’ into’ male physi= 
ognomy last Friday, when. black t-shirt: was ‘painted over. Albert Finney - 
in a Music Hall Theatre “Saturday. Night .and Sunday. Morning”. ad. 
Rachel ‘Roberts was. almost entirely screeried out in neutral‘grey;.ad. 
showed. two together in intimate scene ‘fr om: pic. Times’. display. adver- -. . 

éarlier in week. Times daily. subscription list. covers. 600, d00. ' 
‘Directly. below. “Saturday “Night”. ad.- it appeared’ an old- fashioned 

strap bathing.suit had been painted onte: nude back: of. girl in. Vagae - 
bond Theatre “Latin Quarter” ad.:.However,.across page, theré were. 

tising . adminstrative assistant -Marvin- Reimers, who: Heads - three-man... 
censorship | board that meets: daily. to check, ads, ‘said: extra care ‘is il ad 

low-busted girls and intimate ‘scenés allowed in- much larger ‘Morgan ~ 
the Pirate”: display. Reimers revealed. earlier in week, advertisers: for 
United ‘Artists’ “ By Love Possessed”. acted. under: his. board’ s suggestion 
in. ‘deleting phrase,. “Should ‘be. BY Sex Possessed, * ; Substituting: 1 Jess" 
sensuous review quote. . . 

“Saturday. “Night” ad. ran intact, in. ‘Examiner, 

“George - Stevens, whose” “Greatest Story, Ever Tela”: for: “20tn-Fox- 
doesn’t even roll until next November. is..already. ‘wooing ‘the ‘opinion- “=. 
makers, Producer-director last week did the host bitfor.36 Protestant ~. 
‘churchmen and women, commentating ‘on such’ pre-production. m?terials." 
as translations of the Four Gospels. Session. ‘proved a field day. for the 
‘shutterbugs in ‘the contingent, and some of the. visitors. ‘put. in bids-for 
Possession of some of the preparatory material, once film is conipleted. ; 
Stevens made: a-particular point of. the. ‘volamirious . research. ‘nitending 
his: production—etchings,, for instance, :were. done on-the-spot in the 
Holy: Land. “This was a crash job,” Stevens: told-:the . delegation,’ X=) 
plaining that the “Greatest” ‘unit - was two: years: ‘gathering - material... 
where it should. have taken 60. 
At one point; .a. .churchman remarked; “we can ‘open a ‘seminary, with: ~ 

some ‘of this ‘material.’ ” 
ae + 

Film. deal: is. cooking on ‘a * fetthicoming ‘novel: ‘by. Walter. Rosé: ee 
“Ask. Me... 

won't be published ‘till “next ‘Spring. (via: Simon &° 
Schuster), but is already -per king interest. because of timely nature’ OF... 

tradester' and now senior editor at Coronet : magazine.: Book; 
No. Questions,” 

its theme: conflict between television: ‘industry and: the U.S. Senate, 
Chief: intérest; it’s -understood,: is from’ Metro, which.a couple’ ‘of: 

years back bought Ross’ first nov el. and. indie producer David ‘Susskind: , 

who has three ‘more pix to deliver for. Columbia; Herb Jaffe, agenting 

Chaffey from script by Jan Read, ! house, which was affected. by the | the scribe, was due on the Coast today (Wed.). to try and. set-.a deal. 
Metro paid $50,000 for Ross’ initialer, The Imrhortal, ee ‘but: yarn. stil 

‘hasn’t gone into production. 
Before ‘moving to Coronet, Ross: served. in publicity capacity for War-:. 

The - ‘house’ has. ner . Bros.. and Broadcast “Music Inc. 

D. ‘W. Griffith ‘Inc. has_ been formed: in: New. York by. Sterling. ‘Tele. 
vision, which bought rights to the Griffith pictures from’ the. estate. 
several. years. ago. Kupferman’ & Price’ were filing attorneys-for the. 
charter. Sterling has shown -sonie of the. old’ director's product on. the: 
“Silents: Please” ABC-TV network series.: -Newly-incorporated. company: 

‘} will. be concerned: with other,marketing, including theatrical and. 16m: ...~ 
At the’ same time the Kupferman law firm arranged for 2° “declaration 7 
“to. the éffect. that:a- Maryland. company: beating. the. Griffith name is — 

| now non-existent... ‘This © one was formed, cand empowered | to: conduct : 
‘business. in New York State, in 1920.. 

' VARIETY June 21 interview with, producer-director: Herbert day Leder . 

editing - ‘of ‘the’ picture, expects: co-producer. credit. 

Leder said last week that: “Noon” was entirely’ his own. “ereative” ef-. 

-All décisions - relating to. film. “advertising are made individually. hy 
tember newspapers of the ‘American - Newspaper. Publishers. Assn.; a 

re his:made-in-Greece indie, “Nine. Miles to: Noon,” did not credit any. 
-ecopraducer on the project, because. Leder ‘did. not mention: any. ‘It sub- 
sequently developed. that: Norman. ‘Kantor, ‘who served: as.-the’ principal . 
promoter.of. the financing on “Noon” and who is now. supervising. the . 

Queried as‘to why he. had failed to note. Kantor's part in: the deal, as 

fort, though acknowledging Kantor‘s role in“ihe.-fiscal end. As ‘to- ‘the -. 
‘credit for. Kantor,. Leder said Kantor. would: probably Bet ite, 7 

‘of income for U for. a jong time. in‘} 
The film: is still ran- | 

j ning. ‘in. London; ‘which date kicked: 
committee repping the :ANPA board told. reps: of the. Motion. Picture. a 
‘Assn. of America ata meeting ‘in New: York. recently. The. meeting was. 
arranged for:a discussion of common ‘problems of the film industry and ~ 
newspapers on preparation: and: publishing of-film ‘advertisings. and -art. 
work. Two groups will nieet. again in the future as‘ circumstances may - 
warrant. Repping MPAA at the eonfab were Martin S. Davis, chairman ‘ 
of the ad-pub committee, Dan ‘Terrell, ‘Gordon. ‘White and Taylor: “Mills.. 

‘Producer-director-wi ¥ iter ir win “Hen: ‘has “ wrappei: up. a. “Hew five. 
pix deal With Fox. First two films under. new. pact, .each te cost $2,-. 
000, 000, are “Five Weeks In a Balloon, ” and “Passage: to’ End: of Space." a 
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Go-Go-Go Cam
paign on 

ROUSING TITLE TUNE | - ROARING RADIO _ THUNDERING TV SPOTS 
by Creators of “North To Alaska” and - | Stress The Loving, the Brawling, the 
“Sink: The Bismarck!", ...Huge. Pros” | SP OTS Emphasize Song to | motion by. Mercury Records. For. Rex. : . ‘Greatest Potential Audience! mute _ EVE-POPPING POSTERS 

Guaranteed to Create Talk! 

Fighting Marines! 

REX ALLEN 
Appearances On: 
National TV Shows! 

MARINE 
TIE-INS 
Brass: Band Pree | 
mieres; Honor. Ma-. 
tine Hero; ‘Invite 
‘Local- Personalities, 

~ Dignitaries, Opinion+ 
Makers! — 

TINGLING 
THEATRE 
TRAILERS 
Includes Every Angle 
to. Attract. Every: 
‘Audience! 

STARRING 

Let's Go with . Tah Dan TOM REESE HE BT aries 
’ PRODUCED AND DIRECTED'eY SCREENPLAY BY C O L re) R * by C DE L UXE f 4j in A U 1g u st! 
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1,600-Car Ozoner Illustrates Newest 
Traffic-Lure and Technical Points| 

By T. BIDWELL McCORMICK ¢ 

Denver, July 4. 
Largest drive-in theatre in the 

west, the nes 1,.600-car North Star, | 
opened in Denver Saturday ‘30: 
Uinder construction for almost a. 
year the new operation is the sev- 
eich in the Campass’ Drive-In Fke- 
Hise 

theatre dessen Loeated on 27 
ares of graand adjacent to U.S 
Route BT at E 84th street and the 
Vailey Hiehwas 
Freewas oon) Denver's suburban 
Rorthuide, the North Star com- 
mands traffic from all parts-of this 
Rile High City as well as from: 
Boulder Colo. the rapidly growing ! 
city of Thornton and other satel-; 
hte towns and residential develop- 
ments. 

Following the natural contour ‘of | 
the houl-like acreage the theatre | 
was built stadium style with ter- 
yaced ramps to permit eve-level 
viewing of the huge screen from 
gil parked cars. Ample space has. 
Leen provided in the. car slots. to. 
acconimodate today’s extra-wide | 
and extra-long autos. The new, 
theatre was designed by Leonard 
J Albertini, District Manager. of 
the Compass chain which is an ‘af- 
filbated con:pany of Wolfberg. The. 
atres which operates the down-: 
tean first run Paramount Theatre. 
Thomas Smiley is General Man- 
ager of the Woifberg operations. 
Lauren Vernon is manager of the 
North Star, he has been associated 
With Compass for the past seven. 
years and has had Jong experience . 
in drive-in theatre management, 

All But Cinerama. 

North Star is believed to have. 
Jarvest osereen ever installed, 
meavring 72 feet high by 134 feet 
vwicth ‘lo support the giant screen 
2h Casson were sank to a depth 

OF 15 feet The theatre is equipped 
ta preject all presently used film 
processes and width except the 
Cinerania method, and 
the ‘cde TO mim process, 
yrojectars vall he used. two -are 
Philips: Noreleo universal 75-357) 
ment on.achines which will provide ; 
rapid switchaver from convention- : 
al films to the 70-mm width. The 
th.:d projector is a conventional 
nodel The Norelco équipment is 
the original Todd -AO 70 mm proc- . 

chain anc represents an @n-! 
trely different concept mn outdoor | 

a major traffic . 

including : 
“Three ; 

Minnie. Golf Back 
. _Albany,. July 4.°: 

Don Hallenbeck has. added & e 
miniature golf course to his« 
‘Indian ™ : Ladder - Drive-in ‘on: 
Route’ 85, pear: Thacher. State 
Park ‘in. the. Helderbergs.. Con-. 
‘structed: ‘by two--brothers of. 
Castleton, {it covers 18 - holes, ._ 

. has special : lighting. system.. 
Will’ dry in five minutes after 
‘a: Tain,.. according . ‘to. Hallen-. 
‘beck.. 

“Hallenbeck. built: ‘the drive- 

: 1959 ‘Tarzan’ Remake Not. 
Breach of Metro’s Contract 
Of 1931, Judge Declares 

_ Los Angeles. July 4.7. | 
Superior Judge Frank S. Balthis | 

on Friday, ‘30: sustained a de- 
murrer made by Metro in suit; 

“equipment business in Albany. - 

- brought against the studio by Ed-j; 
Kar Rice Burroughs Inc. over the 
remake of its original “Tarzan of j Foresee ‘Alakazam’ 
j the Apes," and found in favor. | As Lea ding to AIP 

Series From Japan 
1931 contract. 

Burroughs had claimed that in: 

If the upcoming release’ of the 
Cartoon” feature,- 

Motion picture...sound. and 

its deal with Metro for pr oduction™ 
of the original 1932 version it had : 
| stipulated that. studid. might re- 
make film later if there were no 

i substantia] changes. - However, ac 
cording to its complaint, ' “when 
Metro re-filmed pic in 1959 it, 
breached. the early pact.-by mak- 
ing many changes. In ‘his tuling 
sustaining demurrer without leave 
to amend. Judge Balthis stated 

‘that the re-make was substantially - 
ithe same as the original and con- 
| tract had not been breached. 

: MARK ROBSON'S FOUR 
(RED LION) FOR 20TH 

Hollyxood, July 4. 
Mark Robson's next four. pix for} 

20th-Fox under Red. ion banner ! 
will cost estimated $13,000,000. pro-°! 

_ducer-director figures. He expects. 
!to take three years, and slip over , 
lto four if necessary, on quartet. 

“1 International’ Pictures ‘prexy. Jim. 
-Nicholson hopes, AIP. will exercise. 
options on two. more- ‘such ani- 
mated -ventures. from the Toei Com- 
pany of Tokya;. plus. a third which 
would ' be: an . AIP-Foei- .coproduc- 

dubbing’ and scoring. of | “Alaka- 

| quarters... -today, ¢(Wed.). 

rights except for. 
‘Okinawa r- ; “Alakazam”. 
Toei: ‘earlier. ‘this. ‘year; The .color 
cartoon has been: entirely reedited, 

, dubbed: (by Frankie Avalon, Dodie 
‘ Stevens,” ‘Johnathan: ‘Winters: and |! 
‘Arnold Stang) and scored: {by Les 
Baxter) for. its AIP release. 
‘Nicholson ‘obviously hopes that | 

| watk, 
“| legs are. strong enough. - 

| films - 

{make films which: are “inverted” |* 
and -self-searching to the point of | 

jn himself.. He ‘also. ‘conducts a= — 

“Alakazam The. 
Great,,. goes: as‘ well :as American |" 

tion. -Nicholson, in New York for 
the last “week to- ‘Supervise | final. 

zam,”"* -returns. to. his: coast | head- . 

Dis. trib: “purchased _ worldwide 
‘Japan and 

‘from: 

~ French Too: ‘Arty’ 
Continued from page. 3 a = 

so to -speak, before. their 

That is, the. “youngsters. make’: 
before . they learn - their 

| technique or: develop a point: of | 
view...AS a result, they inevitably | 

being totally - inarticulate. When 
these. pix flop, the effect. may well ' 
be. to nip-iri-the- bud careers ‘which | 

tmight | otherwise blossom nto | 
= | Productive maturity. rae 7 

The producer ‘is ‘quite - ‘env jOUS 
of the current health of. the Italian. 
| of the eu ‘He doesn’t deride the |: 
j blatant ‘commerciality ‘of the- Italo: ; 
‘producers who have hit the big |- 
money with their. flock of...““spec- 
tacles.” It's the success -of. these’ 
‘films, he: says, which: has activated 
‘and enlarged the Italian compa- 
nies,. and, eventually, made pos- 
sible the bankrolling of such highly 
praised “serious” pix as ‘‘La Dolce 
Vita, ” “TAvventura” and: “Rocco 
and -His Brothers.” 

Thevenet ‘says ‘he speaks. from 
-experience.. Not’ only -has' he. -him- 
‘self coproduced ‘an Italo. spec. 
(Jayne .-Mansfield's . “Loves .of | 
Hercules”) ; but also he’s attempted: 
the art. pic. Example of the latter 
-was his “La Peau et Les‘Os” (Skin: 
and Bones), which won the Jean. 
Vigo: prize last- year, and. which 
subsequently — laid- a bomb: at: the | 
boxoffice. 

Bring In. Outsiders? 
The praducer would like. to. see. 

the French government encourage. 
"foreign companies, ‘including U.S., 
to produce in. France, as well - as: 

| to encourage French: producers to 
make films which will have: the 
kind of. international ‘appeal of, 

jsay,. -‘‘La .Verite,” “the: 
| Brigitte Bardot. socko. 

‘ Thevenet blames:the government, . 
| Whichever matures first with | ) “Alakazam” will. be the: beginning ; 48 “ell as the-small but - powerful | 
writers and cast will jead off, 

mn! all probability it will be “Day of. tion between AIP and Toei. There 
‘ Darkness,” topical story to be made ’ also. aré .plans: -afoot ‘for AIP ‘to 
“at studio for $3, 000. 000. He will ‘make. ‘its | next.. scheduled - Jules: 

direct original idea. i Verne feature, “In The. Year 
“Tower of Fire,” also pegged at 2889.”. in. conjuction’ :-with Toei. 

$3.000,000. will be made in Middle ; Those . plans. ° 
; Kast and here. ; [result of ‘preliminary neg~:,: tions 
i} “Greatest Raid of -All.” which to.be started-by AIP foreig:: chief 
'deals with combined operations of: Bill Reisch: when. ‘He ‘goes to, Tokyo | 
j British and American armed forees. ‘next. month. ° 
in World War II, is to be flmed in} AS Nicholson: figures it, Ris-com- 

; pany could profitably. ‘market: two 
England and France. ; cartoon features: a year, depending 

“Wingate,” budgeted at: $4,000,-? , 
: 000. will be lensed .in Ethiopia, | of course. on ‘the quality and ap-_ 
: Burma, India, England and Pales- peal of the pix, as ‘well as on the’ 

-hewever; - awit. the: 

In ! of a’-long -and’ profitable associa- | Clique of. French film critics for | 
‘the present : direction - of filmniak-.. 
‘ing in. his” ‘country. The. young ¢ 
| directors, he says ‘are now. mak- ! j 
ing pix for the. enjoyment and 
‘titillation of: their friends. and the: 
more ‘esoteric of the  aisle-sitters, | 
though ‘neither ‘group’ has “any |. 
influence ‘at ‘the boxoffice. . . “f 

For this reason, one of the Hoints | i 
in his five-point: plan to. Save ‘the : 
industry would be: to. stop listen-:| 
ing to the opinions of. the Cahiers 
du Cinema and. other such critical 
schools. : 
done—or what it actually means— 
Thevenet ‘doesn’t say specifically. 

Just how this would be} — 

“Metro to Pays Howe 
Maintenance Man - 

To Save ‘Ben-Hur’ 
' San Francisco, J uly. 4. 

International ‘Alliance ‘of Thea- 
trical. Stage ‘Employes Local’ 36 
slapped pickets. on Sherrill «Core. 

- Win’s -880-seat:.downtown Esquire 
‘last “Friday: (30) in -a. continuing...” 2 
rbeef. over’ jobs, but “Metro ‘solved ©... 
the ‘problem late ‘in. the day: by. 

‘ coming. forward ahd. offering to pay: 
the $154 “weekly Salary of. an 
IATSE maintenance than.* * . 

: Theatre had: ‘heen: picketed. Te- 
cently on day.- it: was ‘supposed -to-. 
‘open ‘the -first- Frisco grind. run ofy 
a Ben-Hur. ? oft _ 

Local . 16 maintained : the. North 
Coast.:house- should employ two- 
maintenancé men weekly, the. way® . 
other firstrun theatrés.on Frisco’s ‘_ 
‘main drag, Market Street,.do. The. 
‘union said’ it had made an excep-: 
tion: in previous years for the Es- ~~ 
quire because it. was playing mostly~.’:. 
‘exploitation * ‘ pictures.. ‘That beef ~ 
was.: finally. settled “with- 

the duration -of the “Ben-Hur” run 
-| and ‘thus, when. the two: ‘weeks Were . 
--over cand. the’ man: was -dropped, . 

halting .* 
showing. of the film. for’ six. ‘or. seven. ~ 
hours. 

began. picketing . again, 

‘Local 16 birsiness agent’ Frank’ 
O'Leary, said the theatre “locked 
‘our Man- “out”—and * more..than a’ 
dozen ‘projectionists from. Local 

‘current ia ‘refused.to cross the ‘picket: line. 

“by” Citron, came up with the offer-: .. 
ito pay.-the IATSE salary, locking.-> / 2." 
“Ben-Hur” into. the. theatre: ‘for .at- ° 

Metro, - apprised; of -the. situation. - 

‘least.eight . weeks. Metro, obvi-:: 
-ously,. didn’t want. its film’s. reputa-" 
tion’ tarnished: among «. -exhibitors 
who might: otherwise ‘say, “it. only 
lasted. two: "weeks | df ‘downtown, 
Frisco.” 

‘Actually, . film: has “been. deing. 
| quite: good. ‘business, with. $9. 600. 
grossed at Esquire its: first week— 

| this-followed: 80 weeks. of roadshow: - 
‘exhibition at- United California’ s. 
Coronet” several milés from: ‘dewn- 
town Frisco.. . - 

Behind this’: tiny: ‘struggle. lurks 
@ bigger fight, namely, ‘the desire’ 
of the first-run: downtown. exhibi-. 

ess Sound installation by simplex ! ‘price for - which. they — were _ab- {| tors -to.:get rid. of. what: they’ COn= 
Includes new-type speaker box. j tine. It will take year to Produce. tained. . He. declines. to. say’ how | ieee points in bis program are. Sider ‘costly “feather-bedding” “vs: :_. «. 

Lamp house to provide light i). ———_—__——— awe much his company paid for ‘Ala: have admission, taxes reduced, (2) the . determination .of:-IATSE...to- *.” 
projection 1s Strong-Are equipment | | Kezar" _Saving ‘anly that it- was! snow the: ‘exhibition. of. double | Maintain what.it. considers its‘his- 
and is thought three to four tines Berlin Balance “reasonable,” but. he ‘figures’ the’ features: of: new: pix, . instead of ; torical .and- contractual position—°- 
Inighter than the average drive-in | ‘film Will, have to bring -in a’ rental ‘allowing the second pic. only if ' ‘and jobs-among the : _ first-run 
theatre Projection equipment is 
instaileet in a split level building, j 
the FOOT section heusing the ex- 
temsise  cancession center which 
Catites a fill line of food and: bev- 
@:acves served from the latest types 
of “dispensing equipment. A huge: 
North Star electric sign dominates | 
the entire country side. . 

Fstimated cost of censtruction 
and equipment of the new theatre 
fs clese ta $500.000. Construction 
Was superised | by Albertini; engi- 
necning was by Prouty Brothers 
Eneineerine Co: projection booth 
and refreshment center complex 
was designed by Joseph Lort, Den- 
ver oarehitect: the screen tower 
was designed by the Denver Steel, 
and Tron W orks. 

Opening feature was) Warner ; 
Hros* “Parrish” which is playing 
eoncorient with Wolfberg’s dovwn-. 
town) Paramount. An excellent! 
weather break permitted manage-: 
ment te tollow through with 
planned opemng eeremonies which 
neluded free refreshments for fhe 
capacity audience. 
to operate the North Star through- 
out the year except on the few 
midwinter nights “when 
would prevent proper projection: 
the theatre is equipped with com- 
plete wiring to service in-car heat- 
ers, 

" Schines’ Ski Adjunct . 
i; Albany, July 4 

Schine Ski Inc. has been author- 
fzed to conduct an amusement busi- 
ness, With offices in Gloversville at 
homeoffice of Schine hotels and 
theatres. Capital stock of the new 
eompany is 200 shares. par value. 

Howard M Antevil, home cffice 
atterney, filed the papers. He also 
Tec orded with the Secretary 
State a certificale that Berinschine 
Theatres Inc has changed its name 
to Intel national Ski Inc. 

It is planned | 

snaws. 

of 

—a Continued from. page. 5 . of about $600.000 to.make a profit. 
The. ‘point is that although’. ‘the 

wood, for: obvious. reasons. was “original | -price “.was- “reasonable,” 
sadly Jacking. But having Charle- , the’ ‘company - has. ‘poured. a lot of 
ton Heston as the official State | added ‘dough: into, the pic: ta ready 

; Dept. delegate served a valuable it for the occidental market. 
i dual purpose anid.helped the image One of’ the more attractive as: 
,; OF Hollywood. Apart from her bow i pects of cartoon features, ‘Says the 
at the opening- night ceremonies 

: Jeanne Crain was out of the lime- Ee all . they © becom e pereriniaf | 
light, but Miss Manstield proved! Sources: of. income. -being “reissu- 
to be the photogs delight. Star con- able”.for every-holiday season and. 
tingents were in evidence: ‘from: constantly finding” new-. audiences 
most of the European. countries,. jas riew_kids cone Into: the’ world. 
[its as France, Britain - sand | And, . unlike live-action-films. . the; 
Italy, as well as from Japan, the’ characters in a cartoon: never be 
_Argentine and the Middle East. ! come ; ‘dated. ‘Witness the Disney 

Shows. year-round: .savs there. are 

be AIP has. a. ‘cartoon, feature.: of 
more than just kiddie appeal. 

Lone Star. Chain: (44 
* Dallas. July 4, 

Lone’ ‘Star’ ‘Theatres: Inc., in: 
an ‘expansion. of -operations, 
has bought: the Towne. Twin - 
Drive-in Theatre in San .An-.. | 

" tonio.. Two weeks ago, com- 
pany ‘purchased the Valley’ 
Theatre, - EI Paso. ' - . 

Circuit now operates - seven. 
theatres in. San. Antonio. ‘and 
44 thr oughout Texas. “ 

Erie Johnston again led the: "repertory: company. which. Includes 
Motion Picture Assn., delegatian, snow: White, _ Pinocehio, 

‘supported by Vice-prez Griffith | 
Johnson and local rep Steve Beers.. 
| Top echelon of Unifrance,. Uni- ithe business:as a. projectionist and 

talia, Uniaustria, 
producers’. organizations in Brit-|the ‘manager of ‘a Los: Angeles; 

jain, Denmark, . Sweden, Belgium, 
{| Hollatid and the faraway places of 
| Latin Amerfea and. the Far East: 

Were also ‘in evidence.. ,| kids at the théatre. and. asks the 
Among the special events staged .tickét-seller. when. the: show ‘will 

during the fete were the presenta- be’ out,. and the ‘Kind where the 
tion of the Selznick Galden Laurel } ‘mother ¢or. maybe. even: father, or 
awards 'see separate story’, retro- both). -accampany..the: kids :to..the’ 
spective -sessions for the films of ishaw. With such an’ ‘offbeat” .as 

Baty ao aire. Kurosawa, and j-well .as “in” “character as: Johna-. 
ichar swald, a “Film Ball” at- y tended by more’than 2.000 people. ‘than Winters -adéing...his:. bit to- 

and the special screenings at the; 
Corso Theatre at which East Ber- 
liners are given the opportunity of | 
seeing some of the latest. output;= 
of the Western world at cut-rate | 
admission prices. Latter, indeed, 
is another of the political features | 
of this event, and the importance 
placed: upon it ‘can he guaged by} 
the fact that Mayor Willy’ Brandt | 
launched the season with a. speech ! 
of some political significance. 

Henry Blanke succeeds Robert}. 
Pirosh as producer of Paramount's 
“Hell Is for Heroes.” following lat: 
ter’s bowout of assignment, : a 

| where the 

prexy; is: that tf they’re any: good’ 

Dumbo,’ 

The: AIP_ prexy. who: began in. 

as well as of later. became - an’ exhib: . Including | 

house .that specialized ‘in” cartoon 

two kinds of cartoon features: the | 
"kind: where the ‘mother drops the |: 

“Alakazam.” Nicholson thinks may- | 

rer also said, is: offering full . co- 
operation not’ only in its efforts: to 

me tivities . in Biscay. Bay. 

it's -a “classic” or. reissue;. (3). 
‘extend coproduction agreements. to! 
Britain and . the. ‘Scandinavi ian 
countries,-. and. anywhere ©. else | 

double . nationality” 
+} would result in b.o. subsidy éarn-.. 
‘ings; and (4) create.a nourelle « 
vague for distribution....Idea’ of : 
this latter point would ‘be. to en- 
courage the amalgamation of indie~ 

-| distribs -who, singly, cannot’ afford” 
‘the risk of financing: very big: films. 
| Ironic: angle: here ‘is - that while in- | 
| die. ‘producers in the States: have 
been fighting to get away from: 
Major distrib: direction, Thevenet | 
would recommend: going. in just the | 
opposite direction .in Franee, so as |. 
to stabilize risks and ‘xeturn ‘the |- 
industry to the “reality”. of- com: | 
mercial. film production. 

Producer ‘returned to Paris Sat-] 
urday qd. 

theatres. balun 
went " : a 7 Oty . an 

eteot Pa we ft 
_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_— m4 

” Stocks: Growth 
— Continued. from’ Page ‘3% 

t Days ‘about. 6% “On. its current. price. oe 
It has. paid. some: dividend each’ 
‘year since 1933 ‘and: is held. ‘by. 16 
\financial. institutions. Tos : 

Big. Board. film: “eomnpatiies: show, 
the following: percentage : increases’. 
‘since ‘Dec. 31, 1957:° * - : 
° Warner Bros: : ‘up: O71: on 

_ Republic’ Corp. up 270% - 
Walt Disney. up: 2120%:. 

:. €olumbia Pictures | up: 161c%. 

“Paramount Pictures; up: 145%. : 

" -20th- -Century* ‘Fox. ‘up (116%. 

“No, figures are- available for‘ 
’ ee ™ , | Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

— Continued, from ‘page: 2a 
7 

‘been. pruned :: to” the hone, . =| 
plained by ‘festival director. Ferrer 
‘Monreal as a move -to eliminate. 
1 deadweed and: freeloaders’ Among. 
| foreign as well as Spanish “press.” 
In ‘order to insure: adequate hotel. 
accommodations: for all guests:and 

®t coming for major. festival . short- 
coming for. many | ‘years—press in- 

| Vitations were extended directly to |: 
leading - newspapers ‘and. magazine 
{editors asking them to assign film |. 
critics. or editors to :the” Basque: 
film competitions. Ferrer expects 
the guest list. to be considerably 

jshort this year, but felt ‘it would. 
Pe, directly ‘representative of the 
mass communications media. The. 

| Motion Picture Export -Assn., Fer- 

bring in topflight celebs: but. in 
early planning. for gala. MPEA fes-. 

Among - the other broadcasting | 
| Stocks, ‘RCA -i8 -up -126¢¢. since ‘57 

| and’ is -held-by 178 funds. CBS: is - 
uP -78°¢''and is held by “71 funds.: | 
It has: paid ‘since: 1931" ‘depression “. 
‘days. “, 

? From ‘the a7 companiés: listed by-. 
Variety, 12 not. specifically named - 
herein show growth tates since ‘57 
‘ranging from .22%% ‘to. 286%: ‘ One 
of these ‘Electric ‘& Musical. Andus-. 
tries is’ Up: 267°C ‘and -at the. -pres- 
-ent, time. is. ‘among. the” most ‘active 
stocks on: the list..- 

' The time is, of. course; jong past : 
when investing -in. show business - 
‘was. limited | to | “the - backing | of : 
Broadway. ~ shows, « ‘Int estors ":can. 
now look forward. tothe day ‘when -..:- 
some of the A.T.&T. dollars Will * 
‘be -used- to bounce shows <all over: 
this ™ planet . trom. points: in outer. 
space. 8 pe . 

Herbert | “Case” ‘now | “managing 
‘Auto-Vision : THeatre. in East -: 
‘Greenbush.. N. Y. for Alan, Vv. Ise- 

a lin ‘of - ‘Albanys, 

‘North: - 
Coast’s Harold .Citron agreeing to ~.._ 
employ one man, for two.weeks. ©...” 

. The. union, however, claimed the’ 
‘one - man‘ was-to be employed -for’ 
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“ 

(ES MONTAND — - ONY PERKINS 
“Best Actor Award”—Cannes Film Festival 

| INTHE © OLE LITV
E. | 

PRODUCTION 

AGAIN” 

AN EXTRAQRDINARY CAST... A MOST EXTRAORDINARY LOVE STORY! 
JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS with 

‘Screenplay by. SAMUEL TAYLOR 

Based upon. the. novel “Aimez. -Vous Brahms” by FRANCOISE SAGAN 

| Produced and Directed by ANATOLE LITVAK. 
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Continued from ‘page 1 

Champs Eissces as this or - 
‘Confirmed bot hang sata, for one 
Sniventeri-b: Lland-recepuionist' rea- 
kon or another, i 

Ht is mofathe, tea. 
Tresperste is Cte tang 
World stazdagds 
xcerne Hos. as stedb as in Paris, 
sears bac Oisinpic 
{I< Jlistian Figtchiess, 

end woiters a taste of easy money: 
vihe: the temists cont seem to 
know the difference” , is the -gen- 
étei atibh fer letdean , 

Along caith the cursine deterio- 
Tation, the Biurcpean eater.es are 
capertencing the caine Tabor proh- 
leases waineh the U.S) red a decade 
ave and has siice dicested | 

Cencoustant vil this is) the 

that too riteh 
to spoil Ola 

Flepped-nup dal Age travel vaiume 
woth has caang the pendulum : 
fiom Jhe former cla-s standards - 
te fess cnatling mess Catering only, 
ard the ses oued thavcier Tatices 
this, 

Cine 

where it 

Mative 

if --"sou cent get bad foqgd’-— 
row he most stop and think. : 
Frices are conamensurately up, in: 
Jieme more so since Paris is pretty | 
well stabalived af an already isn 
Jes el Bros pers appears . to be 
the general kevpote ond it’s sill the: 
same Gid thene song for Yauks 
btn oad Jing VMoenev. 

Aby KO) or cup bing 
deductible Diners Ciub 
jt 
ing: Standards and slew down their 
prosperity Thus ocsderhit 

tourism. 

June Was surprisinsly 
Bete fourm sectors, 
asenibcd te the Berun and other 
politieal tenmsicns  aitheuch. Eu- 
rope hes hed these almost. con- 
Alantiv’ end toe the baste US, eco- 
Rome cautions. However from 
July, on at looms es stub anether 
peak markef. The Italians nave 
been particularly bullish, setting 
ye W 

y2¢ unffax but 
world secsohiglhy 

Revue and cuvirens, the Italo tour- 
ist biz 1s multe beffo. 

Meantime. should there be new 
regulations which 
the American expatriates 

ing abroad, the result 
the biggest exo‘lus back ta the: 
States since Hitler. Paramaunt's! 
seteran Continental boss, .dohn B. 

Nathan. cifes one af, his aides who: 
saris, “It already eosts me plenty 
te commute back and forth to the: 
kids at school in American colleges, 

“salt” in 

now that they've had their Swiss! 
and other European’ elementary 
t:hooling, and if they're gonna! 
krock cut whatever tax benefits: 
formerly existed I may just as 
wcll move back hame!" 

This typifies not only the mo-;: 
tion picture executives but others, 
iss all) forins of import-cexport 
business. show biz and other’ busi- 
Hess, 

None Expects Europeans 
To ‘Invade’ the U.S. | 

Reverse-tourism, Europeans into! 
the States, which is still) wishful- 
thinking by the U.S. State Dept., 
fs greeted with jaundiced eye by: 
the hipsters who know «1: U.S 
Impatience with foreigners -on a 
budget and -2> that economies of! 
Firopean kinds militate against | 
anys mass exodus. a la the Atmeri- 
can schoolteacher making a Euro- 
Tein safari on conducted tour. 

The French are limited on ex-: 
farnal currency and whether they i 
can {Prepay in France for a pack- 
aeed CU Sothipoin frances amd use 
tecer nated lizatrich tunds for in- 

aidenteds oreanxn hiave to be serious- : 
Jy werie dd eat 

Paris Shaws and Nite Life 

Paiis cf cogsse remams a show 
hae 
Beecr qGuenthy of legit and couema 

Jieases oo orte. es, restaurants,  bis- 
tres and PRL Vinesrean-stys lized 
Jece Wets cn chaste reams For 
the eitlace feycst hewever per- 
hips fhe four aiehhebts to the 
Purs vite: are the Louvre, 
Filed Teser oa a. the lado 
tre Fobes Rergere 

\t the Fehes Paakb Bervat and 
Bes staser Machel Gasp mathy have 
Be the mew fatle, “iohes Cheri.” 
te mverschicdinngh opulent 
eBetor, sid te cast s500.000 and - 
Isching at. Us capaile of "EVaSS- 

and 

Phis is true in, 
last i 

invasion gave! 

restourateurs ' 

Reman admits. that: 
vis no problem “here to: 

Of the tax-, 
“charge ; 

may normalize Eurepean cater-! 

actually : 
help the Consumer im the Future or. 

‘edition at Las Vegas’ 

Variously | 

tnghs even before-the Olym-' 
when in 1960 the. 

“redikcovered” : 

mikht penalize : 
nork-. 

could be | 

‘+ Art Buchwald's 

apbPak at the world as rewards : 

the’ 

pro- , 

front, deep-cushioned chairs) and : to. have.new and serious competi-j| tender lover and. a great gambler” : 
$5 - orchestra top. 
cost at the end of a first-year run..- i Vita. . 
Since -the Folies shows don’ | aura, ‘with ._ VIP: “membership” 
change for three or four years the cards.. It’s.. ¢ozily: ensconsced on 
rest is abvious, ’ ; the site of the old College Inn on - 

Opulent New Folies the rue.Vavin ‘6th arrondissement), ° 
thi -. ‘familiar .to’ pre-World War - IE; Derval puts everything into the . 

accoutrement and’ n:inimal into. ‘rounders, with. - good: pentlaton 
talent. While a good chow, vet. “not “aireanditioned; ‘that stil 

‘more or less a mythical. ‘thing. in dari w that. the. Parisian showgoers know France}, daring and inventive production ; 
‘ideas ‘which a Ziegfeld, White, ° 
Carroll or the Shuberts would look ; 
forward to, and either cepy un-! . 
ashamedly or make royalty ar-. tation bit ‘although okay. for that, ’ 

rangements) are now lacking. So is“ 00, as’ with .the .German. joints, - 
the comedy. Missing are Monsieur : Which also have pneumatique™ 
Dandy, the dapper -little French, ‘tubes for table-to-table. messages) . 

with a- ‘phione. ‘gimmick | 

reality. 

dandy, and Andre - Randall, the ‘but more realistically: can expe- | 
Franco-British comic, now de-..dite phoned orders from. tables. to.’ 

‘ceased. Gone are the blackout, the © bars. Whisky :!as Scotch is. 
‘ead the saucy leers of gals en dis-;Called -here) is $3-a-copy which ‘is. 
‘habille in boudoir scenes; nat:tantamount to a minimum charge. 
merely the opulent nudes as of ‘The “domestic”. «French) 
i now, _pagne at 60. NF 1$12) is also of. 

' Best performer is Lynda’ Gloria. 
a holdover, but where’ Derval -is- 

ilong on couture ‘'you..can't w histle : 
the costumes”) he. is shart. on spe-: 

i¢lalty acts. 

In this respe: t Pierre. Louiée. | 
; Guerin and Rene Fraday at..the} 
Lido are wise in. getting poffo spe-: 

“qialists and, as a result, the incum- 
;bent “Avec Plaisir!” show, which. good. If the “set” should take a 

opened Dec. 9, 1959. is now in its ‘shine to La Dolce. Vita ‘it Was. in- 
second. semester bolstered by such ‘ evitable that some boite would. 
varied turns as.The Nitwils,. Erich | adopt: ‘that-.tag, and it took ai 
Brenn (returner), 
‘on ice), juvenile Arthur Maxwell, , jan billing), Farry has: a’ good! 
Gino’ Denati’s tiptop comedy act | chance ‘to. make it, He’s:no stranger : 
‘a ctick in the Lido de. Paris’ fitst | tq’ the -Parisian- scene, operating ; 

Stardust), t th Boul’ Blanch Vill 
not to mention the Bluebell «Brit-: th in narnia and ithe Ox 
ishi Girls and Donn Arden ‘Amer- ° 

:ican? boy dancers and the tableati. : 

And of course the nudes. af Of the latter,. La -Calavados re-! 
Stripperies _ ‘mains “the top onion soup-and- 

paces the Parts stripperies and the | ideal © Mention pata JP oicl 

_ land- ‘where. they grow. the stuff. 
many. . joints serve ‘the. erudest.. 

'seur and demand “marque” and 
vintage’ ‘years: 

' night: joints. 

wwowe 

their I:ttle “deux. chevaux” 
geots. doubling. and tripling from j ¢ 
the Champs to Montmartre. Strip-- tt among: ners une Negro 
tease remains big in the boites.- '; Vaughn-is the star, with. his musi- 

There may be no commercial ty comedy’ ‘and’ standard. Yank med- 
-in France but commercial plugs ; leys, 
are rampant. tairlines chiefly)’ in: Los’. Latinos, one of those one-to-:: 
Virtually every show. SAS gets.’ ‘fill trios ‘of . stroling » ‘troubadors 
the mild buildup in Tania Florey’s who: ‘somehow.’ ‘nevér. 
La Nouvelle Eve show. She is the j the . attention Vaughn. does. or 
wife of owner Rene Bardy and,‘in- Charlie’ Beal did. Lattér, another ! 
terlards her nudes and fashion ! : American Negro pianologist, ‘long. 
‘parades with a succession of spe- j here, is. closing -in-‘Cannes (where | 
cialties which are the answer to! he was ‘also: encountered in a spot: 
where vaudevillé ‘used _ to. be—j behind the Film Festival Hall) and 
seemingly there is enough of a mu- “opening here in September, while 
‘sichall act reservoir all over. -Eu- | Vaughn. shifts south, to Italy and ; 
i rope to punch up these epidermis‘ Greece, then Gerriany, Sweden ° 
displays. Particular hit of. La Nou-’ cand, Spain. : 
| velle Eve is Constanze. a person-} "Fourism Galore 
able German femme magico—in. it- “.. 
self a novelty—who can play any-! Not only the Yanks but busloads ' 

lof. Scandinavians, - where, and.a pixie acrobatic’ do-it-* B h 
‘yourself stripteuse ‘beach: scene’, i ritish—not ‘to mention the camp- 
: identified as Celeste. .ers, and ‘they are legion: and, per- 

In the Folies show, Van Cleef & - haps’ not. unrealistically, . likened to 
Arpels probably paid for the set. erases — have ‘added to the gerieral 

;and costumes of the jewelry num- peaery an ‘nifery Prosperity. | They’ re great for’ those “second : 
‘ber. Sherry Young, American ‘Ne- ! sh " ticularl f the “P 
l aro stripper once in the Crazy !° ows, Parewary of the “Paris | 
: Horse Show, now does a mean | By Night” genre as:they flit from 

, bumps-and-grind in her specialty. l other Montmartre spots under an 
And what.a Folies show would be | ‘all-inclusive’ | tariff. - ‘“half-bottle: 

;Witheut a-staircase is difficult: to ! wine” ), other “consommations”. are 
| imagine-—design of the stafe‘com-. extra at $3 and $4 a copy, if. Scotch. ! 

>pels those endless steps for’ the Norman Winston, Pete Kameron ! 
sartorial displays. (‘West Side ‘Story”);” Nick Darvas 

“Paris After) (8 Julia) who. :has : a. permanent 
: Dark” (70¢) remains the best eatery | , apartment : -at. the. George V), Ar- 
‘and nitery guide, constantly up-!nold'’ Schulman, Milton’ 
aes but, like every big city bae- | George Jessel, Sal: Chianti ‘Leeds 
deker 
| joint starts to ease off in standard, 

open on the Cote d'Azur. to show ‘it in the U. S. and’ Eng- 
General DeGaule's France. kas | land"), 

| created. “with its greater. stability ‘eras” playwright still burning. at 
the 20¢ NF—new franc—<will seon. j Leo Kerz letter “in VARIETY, 

ibe remittable the world over). a‘so | ; Delius" Ryan: (scripting his: ‘ 

’ Galle things usually axsociated. tavec new bride); 
-with la“ vie. Parisienne. For ex-- North ‘who: lves in Rome perma- 
amyle the daytime visitors to Mont-:° nently}, - William - Saroyan (here 
martre will be struck by the fact three Years and: no-pariez Franciis:| 
that the nude disp'ays in front of. yet), William : Morris’ -Bernie 
the tourist traps are sedately cover- - Wiléns Afinaliz: ng the Jolin ‘Mather 
ed, and even the class femmes: du merger): - Restaurant Associates* 
pave are shooed out-of the better veep Joe tand Ruth) Baum among. 
hastels. Comes nighttime, of course... the: faces. in. the ‘usual: foreign 
the hoopla is SOP. ‘places. 

Every so often there is 
citlement abaut a supposedly: “let's 
icep this seeret to ourselves” his- 
tro of “new” and | “formidabie” 
cuisine, tut even that’s beon lac k- 
ing this semester. 

an -@x-., 

Mar cel 

rounds’ white - ‘the French Acade- 

ythe: ‘Riviera... Frederick ©.:Fritz! 
Paris’ Latest Class Joint , Loewe. was” shuttling ' his: yacht to 

Elepiant RBlane.. the Stork‘ ‘the. che. n-ce-"r tables and: act: 
,Club- “EL Morocco winduppery . {v1 ; ‘ing, dike: he had no. . ticker: trouble: 

It aiiortizes its tion from Andre. Farry’s La Dolce | 
It has a semi-private’ club 

which ig more. ofa stunt. than a. 

Idea is not so much’ for the flir- 

cham- 

“grape” ‘untess you're 4 -eonnois- ' 

Arnold Shoda | parisian ‘nitery to -accent the Itak- | 

the Hotel 
gals ate literally double- parked "in George V, so that it ‘eatches ‘both <j, 

Peu- , ‘that and the Plaza-Atheneé ‘smart 

Warren - 

spelled by the nondescript” 

command \ nander. for 

the ‘Lido to La. Nouvelle. Eve: and! 

‘Berle, 

there's no telling. when the | Music), Irvin’ Shapiro ‘wha bought! 
| ‘The .Connection” film in Cannes 

policy, or decides to close down and | but’ isn’t sure he'll “ever. be‘ able 

Eugene Jonesco !“Rhinoc-- 

Cor: 
*‘Long-* 

-a more discreet. attitude’ on the.:, vest Day™ ‘for Zanuck?, Lex Barker .¢ 
Henry. Ringling ; 

* Mrs.. Alan Jay ‘Lerner and “Mrs, 
Achard. were: meking the + 

m: Gan- -playwright is in Vichy and. 

Lerner in ‘Gotham. on business. ‘On. 

Jack and Jackie. ? 

Jack . and ' Jackie not: only eon. 
‘quered. ‘the ‘Elysee. Palace. but she ; 
endeared herself -with: the cou- 

- turiers’ who. look forward ‘to. Jackie j 
running: hot French patterns -into : 
‘the White House, Oleg.Cassini. not- ' 
withstanding. Both had it. made. 
also,-in the Galeries Lafay ette and 
-kindred bourgeois spots. ‘Not only-: 
‘were - their. “official” - photos all.’ 
over the: grand boulevards but; in 
.the: department stores, ..etc., ‘the! 
: Kenuedys iplus a ‘generous. Sprink- 
ling of Caroline) - had - their - like-- 
‘nesses sold. in: picture-frameés right 
‘up. there with Alain Delon, Bardot, ; 
:Signoret; Jacques Charrier; “Mie | 
+ chele Morgan, Danielle. Darrieux;: 
‘Jean: Gabin,. 
- Jean-Claude ' Brialy, . Jeanne’ ‘Mo-! 
reau, Annie Girardot. 

Jo Gleason's Jam Session | 
| “Daring the Quai d'Orsay capers ; 

for Jack and Jackie, a-host of U.S. 
byliners. made ‘the. Crillon -press- 
room tal fresco) look like the Pen 
& ‘Pencil Club. “Jackie Gleason 

the. accompanying - -press. plane:'! 
Gags ‘about ‘Jacquelin - Bouvier: 
Kennedy and. Alexandre (her. coif-"| 

i feur). were rampant. ae 

French: press. ‘openly: states: “noe 
:hbody ”. héré.. knows what 
- Gleason Stands © for”; most. Euru- 
peans think he’s.a recording. artist 
; Gleason's” avocational mood-music | 

Charles’ Zanavour, |. 

l artists,” 
{ |-petuity. 

Jackie . Mambo’s whipped up a Dixieland jam. “ses-.- commissioned... Maurice Chevalier “$27 
Septet, including a. gyrating: femme sion for. Bill Hearst, Frank Conniff. 1 artist protegee Michcle.to .do. scv= 
jfor- the vocals,. splits up into-two and. Bob: Considine. at the Ritz ! eral Canvasses- ‘for. thé: ‘Cummiiiy's: 
marathon units so that-the music; which has that. citadel | quivering | collection 

-is @ndless; in all tempos, and all still. PanAm’s- Bill: Barkle. piloted | Beach... 

Jackie F fore . never ‘superior to its visitors, 
lbut the busloads of Scandinavian, - 

that Ing $50.900 weekly at. an $8 idown- jihe international ‘dancing set, Jeoks ; Maurice Chevalier . calls him “a | Mediterranean-perched.: villa this, 
is: how: ‘the other: ‘half- lives.:.: 

jHis Own - ‘Home Deserves It”...for 
Dutton. /:She’s in. Paris with: ‘hubby :: 
Cornelius Ryan: who's. screenplaying:” 
this “The: Longesiaiday” for. Darryl: : 
\F- ‘Zanuck:. Lo 
1 ‘Continental: “Viterary~ » pent om 
| George: ‘Marton. is dittoing ‘as. story: 
-editor. fer: 20th- ‘Fox, ‘and. colleague’: 

[alain. Bernheim, literary’ agent for. 
Art Buchwald ‘and others, now: has - 

Lhis brother. ° -Michel : : Bernheim ins 
t Edouard: ‘De. ‘Segonzac’s. Spot’ at: 
i Paramount. . Latter is. now. Pari 2 
| Production aide. ‘for MGM. : ae 0 

:12 US.: .donors, - among. ‘the 300... 
. patrons: all told; who’ are uriderwrit- 
ling. a. permanent. ‘studio. for would - . 
ibe. “artists... This. is’a : national. a 

"good cuveé; Ripley or not,. in, the ’ ‘and Place de.la Concorde: quadrille French undertaking: and:some $6();- 
j 000, pet unit,. takes: care-of finance. 
ing.a studio for: ambitious: painters,:-- 

‘ sculptors’ et-: ‘al: 
‘ncidentally, . he’: 

in” Chicago and. ‘Pam 

SFT a. ‘Local: ‘Ad Lib As. . 
Roman Nite Life. Perks 

SFT” (strictly for.. tourists! i 
now. ‘an. ‘ad: ib in -Rome,. hereto- 

‘German..and. British tourists, ‘plus 
i both -in. ‘Montparnasse, and the aie albuins. for: Capitol). but the Seven | the abnormal Prosperity: recalled 

4 neth ‘Hyman)’ may. eventually, ‘es- | ready spoiled things. 
‘tablish him, |. 

‘The: Freneh | like. ‘the film title, * 
: “Gigot” 
in..French), and since. ‘Gene Kelly'| 

directing Gleason's “original 
“sereenplay ‘chiefly: in pantomime 
ithis. 20th-Fox - release’ may : well 
‘achieve impact’ for’ the. “rotund | 
‘ comedian. ‘Comie has. Hotel George 
‘VY cowner- Franedis: Dupre’s -9th 

Bob Hope. occupied. .when.-he made 
{ his. French-based film ‘with .Fer-'1: 

UA a couple of years 
| ago). Gleason. also-sports an. elab-. 
| orate . Rolls ‘with :built-in’ tape- re- 
| corder,, ete: 

Most.” photogenic press- agent - ‘in|: 
the film biz, of Paris.or. Hollywood, |” 
is:.Gabrielle \(Baroness) Van Zuy- 
len; “of..Ernie. Anderson's - staff. on |: 

i Jackie: Gleason’ s “Gigot. " 
;son -has had: - “newspaper, .Beople 
Yfrom “all over: doing the : ‘sets; 
'TJuncheons with: .Gleason, 
Madeléine - - Godart | and — ‘Janette 

aides ‘plus Jean Schmidt’ andRay- 

plus specialist .Gjon Mili; for: the 
Yeal fancy assignments. | a 

It .is:.a ‘running gag, every year 
“that Maurice. Chevalier*recalls 
Jack -Forester, now prime aide to: 

‘billionaire J. Paul Getty, as. “the 
young hoofer who was in..my, show: 
(3, the Casino de Paris.” -Forrester. 
had to do the American’ Hospital. 

irest-cure: bit because of.4 strenu- 
; OUS two-month globetrot on ‘behalf |” 
tof Getty’s Hotel Pierre iN Y.) and- 
; Tidewater. ‘Oil-Getty. Oil interests 
iwhich took him’ to Tokyo, Los: An- 
i geles, Tulsa and back to New. York. 

_Gronich's. Good Idea 

Fred. Gronich,. Paris ‘Doss ‘for the. 
Johnston office, had .a.good idea: 
-at the Cannes: Film Festival—ts get | 
the Iron: Curtain: film critics: to- 
‘gether. with ‘the U.S.. reps" ‘for : a 
frank discussion, and to” repeat. 
later with the Yanks ‘also hosting ! 
the Latin. -American | .correspand: : 
ents. - But. ‘there were so. many : 

all showings, ; ‘soirees, 
luncheons. ‘parties, . etc.; not 

-mention: the marathon. filmgoing,: 
that there. was no available ‘time... 

| Qne. thing does - emerge from = 
‘these. film festivals—there. is- still. 
j the magic of a marquee-name. in a 
:¢an-of film, or a film with.some.off- ’ 
beat value. that can go. around the” 
world -and: bring. renown to. As. 
maker and. personalities, Loe 

This - ‘till isn't true of televi ision.” 
In fact.. the Yank. topreted - video 
names who are. Joe _Anonvmous is. 
shattering to the morale—and pro-. 
‘fessional -pride—of many: a video- °- 
name. : 7 

Mrs. Frank Jay Gould: hosted. a 
few of the Cannes Fest VIPs: at her 

iwhich means. lambchop | i 

. Ander- 

| -ete.- 

‘mond . Voinquel on ‘photography;. 

ib 

‘The ‘Romans almost shamefaced." 
dy concede. 
‘life. is nothing like-in ‘Paris or. New: * 
York,”:-but’ there is-a- smattering. 
of same, all i in.the same global pat-.- 
tern, ‘either: ‘for ‘the ‘sovhisticates 
or for. the: tatmosphere’ ‘seekers. 

‘the: ‘class restaurant of ihe ‘same. 
‘name. and under: the ‘Caprice lFo- - 

flo h ith tel,.ig the newest. smart. spat for. > 
or. penthouse ‘the same one that the ‘show. biz and socialite set, Said.” — 

to be backed. -by-Princé’ Raimondg . : 
Orsini’ whose family villa: is onty 
a. block: away::, No shew; just gocd 
‘dansapation: . ‘and turning. them 

- away. Drinks $1.50: “copy. 

‘High. Spots — 

“The: Pipistrello (The Bat), ‘and. 
Kit-Kat, nearby, all within a: putt.. 
-of the. Via Veneto and’the Excel-.. 
‘sior, likewise - put accent. on ‘the - 
“Stark Club-El Morocco “brand. of .- 
‘meeting-greeting-terping.. . 
‘further ‘out,.in the. Partoli (resi-.: - 
dential) belt,. is the ‘Shaker (pre- 

‘Germans ..atrd | Schumacher are his--other: press ; nounced. “Shocker"™ by the Ital-. 
ians). This was last ‘year’s: “new” 
spot..and still holding on,.Ruth and- 
Jerry . Chierchio’s. Luau. -continues.: 

‘| with | okay . ‘South Seas: groceries, . 
|}good cuisine. ‘charige-o f-pace, and 
the film and:‘show biz :bunch ‘wind. 
up: there: near-midnight for. Joe .De:. 
Siati's « . marathon: pianologistics. 
Bricktop’s,. sans Bricktop,;' who is 
eyeing the West Indies as ‘a new 
base. of’ operation, ‘is: ‘malingering; 7 
it was long a surefire Spot... pO 

Best Buy. 
Rest buy. in: town;. for tourists. 
and: locals,” : is Piero.” Gabrielli’s:: 
G2otto dei Piccione- (Pigeon Grot- 
tol, with its. floorshow - and ‘ good 
dansapation © ‘(about $3. 50: -dverage | 
‘cheéck); alsa his: new - Brigadoon, 
troadhouse. 10 miles ‘out: of - town, 
is. a summer retréat. ‘Gabrielli also_ 
operates Le Nave, a nitery. at. Fre-! ~ 
gene, . - Rome's favorite . smart, set: 
‘beachfront ° ‘spot, -about - 20 miles ~ 
from .town, where Orson. Welles 

i and: ‘Guy: Madison make ‘their. per-. 
imanent homes ‘to ‘get away: from 
“it‘:all.. 
outdoor spots like Belvedere Delle 
‘Rose, Casina Delle Rose ‘this is-in-- 
_the: Villa. -Borghese. ‘in the centre. - 
‘of. town, and: a good’ show), --Villa: 
Dei. -Cesari- ‘eff the old Appian’ 
Wayl, and- El -Rancho: Grande on 
tthe ‘Viale: Cristoforo. Colombo. ‘Lat- 
. ter is’ situated near-. the. Metro 
Drive: Tn, incidentally’ Italy's “lone 

: ozoner.. a 

“f The Ulpia is. a: “Tasting. tourist. 
“haunt, the. basement ‘of a ‘real Ro-:-.. 
man ruin: froni Fhe Forum ‘dating 
ack to the’ first, Century. A: (D.,. 
built by ' the“ .Emperor : Trajan: ; 
‘Nectare,”: a local road: ‘company 

'* fof B&B. is the atniospheric drink; 
at $1-a-cony, which is ano. cher way ..-.:- 

(Continued on -Page- 22)" 

Kathryn, Ryan, ‘a writer in. heres» 
Lown, right, working: with: comedian °° 
* Alan King on “Anybody: Who Owns: - 

. Industrialist-showrman ‘Nate Cum _ i 
things. {MGM board: member);: and .* - 
Vart collector, is.one: of the’10 ur ~ 

Me pere 
- also... 

“Of ‘course. our. nizht .. 

A bit |. 

‘Summer: heat boonis other : 
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iy Leas —
 iF | Council Cites Question’ |r 0 Ingredients Badly Wanted if National Council. af Churches -. 

_ of ‘Christ; which’ some. time‘ago’ - 
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a stated ‘that. it'’ planned té-* 1 
give special: commendations: eed d M. sf ti 

Not Denting B 0. fins ft found of outstanding = Fi ms . To. I ‘ee 1 oppets” magin ation 
_Mmerit,. “has. ‘given its first. to. 
Louis « "Rochemont. : “ASS9- he Hollywood. Juss 4 

“ Ciatés": “Question aa < : ‘TD we eontinue to eae Audis tee 
Int pol is) Film, produced -by de Rothe- t 7 Hyman as to Hypo See juRK and pap ie goo. at we 

Int ea -mont a per Lutheran Cina ‘Bank Sues Hike du Pont | “Edwaid LL Hy ssuar. the  dam't stamulite ici cleave tate 

lb ‘Minineapolis: ‘July 4 . {epi pebeP ae -stehay ot eeeh ist American Broadcasting Para- anata at Ube apa eostonahie 

‘Fim: exhibitors -and : legit ‘prést tians” in “East Germany, On His Film, The Answer’, mount Theatres veep. starts a ate then well Boat dissatt es IV 

“moters wha: feared that. the - start: y “Redwood City, Cal, July 4. round. of* talks next Mioandias lose Pasa aN tute asdteticc’s 

Tt: Was - apparent ‘during, ‘the- fra: As” predicted; ‘eaitier! - 20th Fox: 
week in, May, ‘at. least, “that. there's: ‘board meeting. ist New York. last 

neither a. shortage’ of. entertain- -Wednes days 128" officiatty confirme d iF 
¢ gurt ate ‘Redwood City. 

others ise. 
The: suit’ “seeks.” ‘to: prevent au) 

1 

product over the final quarter 
‘Hyman avers) a hoxotfice 

“buildup. can best. be preamoted: 

“of major. leozue’ baseball. and foot=: gv +: - f°: "Miche! du... Pont chiiy | Deen Ta with tep-distribut@ian ey. Kooet: Radmitz contents Prada. or 
~vball-here, coming on, the heels - ot Con ‘Levathes, ‘named: in a: awsuit: by a- San’ ‘ecs tO acquaint theny with ex- et Deas in Fhenders  aicd Vast.’ 

two years of profit- ebbing. ‘daylight: ” 5 é. sf Aiateo: ‘bank which wv ents to m. ke , hibdition’s | ‘b.7-butidine past fal Deon Hen gas pve gee: ma 

“saving -time;: would: be. second. and. ~ i sure-it won't 15s¢ in foans tot aling*-. for the pdst-Labor Day perce { Vewaceoar the Reeve oat Mott open third. strikes.- against . theni- are: oi nearly: $125,000, Including $24. Oo. Creat: exee Will ee otnassce om: seven-year tuhet Yarn tls 
breathing “alittle easier now. thaf... Define Terms For i toe help - ‘produce, - film, “Pies the “grass root’ preae plans aiventue. of Chartes Dataar ta 

"baseball has’ made its. bow-. It's still | AMSWeE.” Lo 4 benz. developed ota obupe oS) Vaaerica and will itr abet stiesk 
“too: ‘early. to @valitate thé. effects, of |...” - The suit. ‘against he son. of © A ‘trade, ang will sohet dist-ib for aduits as wellas sacadiea paod- 
-eourse; ‘but. from. early coe 1 Pelix-. ‘du. ‘Pont,’ ‘of - the Delaware ©. “suggestions to subdplement the ‘adh anticipales . 

“dt appears. that ‘baseball “may. help tic cetson at 20 J clan, ;was-filed by the San Mateo; campaian Theatres | drive, “Vivo feeling on cinitiens gies 
the.” theatre” boxoffice Instead © of | branch ofthe .Central Valley Nar he'll stress, in preduated of tes he comtinued a sete ous 
harm: “it. tional Bank in San’ Mateo Superior orderly " release oof strong fy un, cm Pm bored ty Geatte wit 

stot Sims per se DP thuaak tdiences 
abe tao” 

Pont. . fron: selling . “or He primary makes pix fer hia 
ai rye! wh ‘ ae “Sie dollars in ‘this “area non. 3 Pete: Levathes, veep. in charge of-| disposing of “The -Answer.” which oe afte, ioeat ie iat gynibs sell, contending “You cannot pias 

--share of.‘those dollars. Top’ ‘drawer 20th" s i activities,"as new. studio:he produced in Hollywood yo More eifective, he <ay~ ‘han ject Vourself beyond that Anv ait- 
product. éontinues: to lure. movie. | Head succeeding: Bob-: “Goldstein, {- ‘The petition claims. du’: Pont is! any campaign directed from ‘ast worth bis salt. be he writes 
‘goers,.and theatres ‘should. benefit | Who’ has returned to London to, liahte for. two’ Toans. | N.Y or, Hollywood jor painter, does what he wants 
from patronage of _ Visiting . ‘balll take charge of the: company’s pro-: 
“fans: - o ; duction activities: in. Britain. 

‘With all this traffic. at the various: i: ‘Thr ee-arid-one-half-houc™: "board i 
“ip: o.s, Minnesota Twins ‘were draw- f inéeting:. also.~ ‘considered. - “prexy 
ing. more’ than. ‘100,000: fansin their : ‘ Spyros P,: ‘Skoutas” proposal to ap-"]. 
Ee ‘full, week. -at home.. George} point, Frank H.. “Rick? Rickewson { 

rim, ‘Minneapolis ‘Tribune “colum-!'ag- ‘his executive assistant - ‘to Des 
unist; figured. that sports and. enter- ; statioried - in N rs 
ftainment: fans ‘spent $850,000 here- ison ‘the toast. : The: board: reports. ; 
-iguting: the first. week. Tt: May: edly: ‘rejected a. proposal that .Rick-.|: 

-etson’ be named-a ‘company: direc= |: 
tor, but outhned: dorms and areas’ 
of. authority’. to ‘be given. Ricketsun; 

| should the latter actept: Skouras:, 
“Naren Title Under 

One is. for the ® $20, 000 ‘he. Dor; 
rowed’ to: help’ make his film: the , 
other: ‘is: ‘for . $104, 575 made to a, 
‘San - Carlos *.. ‘Aying: school — du : 
Pont's’ a guarantor on: the latter, ; 

The, ‘petition’: claims “The An-. 
swer" “is: worth: $300. 000, or more 

the. Toans.. ; 

Du Pont: has: lived in’ ‘the ‘subur- 
ban: area south: of Frisco for ‘sev- 
eral years: ‘and has -been-involved. 
in. a number of .-ventures. He 
opened. a ° Palo Alto nightclub, 

s vere ee 

Mat S Appeal | 
On Censor Crimp 

Set for Sept. 11 

Y ee 

names 

‘to salistv: himself” 

What he tries to do he clhatas, 

“as to find simple subject sratter 
and take off trom thee *i vou 
| exanune the Alms made bso wouag 
speople in the industiy vou wit 
find thes fs true W's the suugle 
subject: matter that one can ey- 
plore m= depth” 

bor provt he compares contia- 
ued toppers on seller Viste af wet 
eral hooks against ficlion “Pyopie 
are interested in the worried araund 
them and education” Fo haow., eda- 

Aflamnta, duly 4 : | invite, to join 20th... whi A l > peat.on is a duty word toda but 
emery Injunction’. “In. ids. respect.’ the board ap “| Prise: ha Neve which | Rains of Atlanta’s appeal ot court taday we're in die need of te- 

~ Kramer Seeks Precedent ‘parently: © ‘put. - some: ‘limits: ‘on: ‘recently was, closed. And he was : en wai declared a * Cen examining completety what we 
| Skouras’ original. ‘intention ‘of. ap- also inv olved in a. professional the- 480 ship taws unconsiitutonal wilt (mean bs entertainment) which 

‘Los Angcles. July. 4...) pointing. the. ‘former “exhibition | 
- Preliminary: injunction was.: :chief.4a “oversee both: advertising 

wgranted” Stanley Kramer. ‘Thursday | and . distribution” at the’ home- 
' (29: by Superior Judge’ Jerold B.] office. © That “phrase. iricidentatry, | 
_: Weil, protecting -his “Judgment . cat ‘had .raised-some eyebrows -at: tne. 
” Nirenberg” - from. title -eompeti- thio." anent . “too ‘many’ Supervisors. te 
tion with Cy Tus. Harold's av erdict:i: Quip. was in’ reference too to the. 
at Nuremberg.” wf 

tre. group: which, recently folded. ; i. 

Howard Strickling’s Ss 
- Cinerama- Ballyhoolics: 

-be argued before Georgia Supretie 
| Court - Sept. 11.- 

“Attorney Maurice M, aloof, meme: 
ber of" Atlanta legal fim of Ney-, 
mah, Abram & Young, fepresent- ; 
ing. tug motion pictwe dstribut- 
ing. companies, Lopert. Pretures 
Never on Sunday and Contn- 

‘Tike ostviches 

» lies to with consumer tastes” 

wadaitz declared “the fue and 
ers of censorshop all over the eoun- 
try" 18 grass roots thing and “wa 
curt sGck our heads in the sand 

The publte is inter- 
ested in what is going on in the 

Lappointment .-of . S Rogell- as Hollywood, ‘July 4. . filay industry more now than ever 
a “Anjunction™ Specifically “pars: den Speete ment oe sid study. - @f- MGM: _ad-pub © veepee: Seta emt Distributing. « ‘Room at the before" He advocates move atten- 

' fendants, Cy: Roth -and’-Harold’s.; ficiency in-all: ‘branclies of the com-= Strickling’ | will personally take f?P i was notified last week of tion ta pry designed Jor meppets. 
_C: .R: Enterprises from’ releasing } pany. Rogell’s- background essen-. charge of ‘world-wide publicity: on { @ppeals ate. © Discussung awards and notices 
any’: film:. ‘with «title: - containing: tially . has been. ‘on ‘the ‘production: MGM.-Cinerama’s’ ‘two ‘ “pix. “How: J In ruling Atlanta’s censorship given. both his pis producer said 
words. “Verdict; ” “Judgment,” side of: the business. on which he. is \ the West -Was Won” and: “Brothers {laws unconstitutional Fulton Sue he. tesing to make fibu. ‘with 

“Decision”: or similar word in con | art expert: ot 4Grimm.” -Cinerama Nicolas’ Reisini ; perior Court. Judge Luther Atver- more sophistication’ than Walt 
‘nection with word: “Nuremberg.” _[ stated. prior to departure: for N. ¥./s0n also enjoined city interfering Disnes 

Action - halts ‘release. of ‘Harold's: 1 ‘Strickling ard his staff met. with: ith | showings of “Top™ and * SURe Minty. made entirely in Chin- 
” gi urider-‘any of-these -tifles. de- | das. 

, “ Inade-’ in several, European. ‘areas:. 

Fits, Other Media Bye 
|-Nebraska’ 5 Revisionism 

| OF ‘Obscenity’ ‘Structure 

“spite deals he, asserts “have been | 

- Spokesman. ‘for Kramer. -said hes 
“will: go to trial. to: obtain a ‘perma- 
“ment: injunction: in. the interests “of -[- 
quashing ‘this’ situation. -and to‘ aid. “a” Livieoin, July”.4. 
in. eliminaling ‘similar oceurrences | - It Jooked for a.. time like. 4 el 

. With regard to: other’. “pictures - din: Nebraska: Legislature's’ attempts :to- 
dhe - future.” | bring. its * 1873- 1887, : obscenity. Jaw j 

- field,’ had “earlier. rebutted vans. whole. ‘town... 
“nouncements ‘of a temporary .in- Q 

uick | action ‘by. representatives. 
'. junction, but new action-now. halds.. “of. the film’ industry, 
tie’. issue Pending. :ecourt trial. . | and: ‘telgvision, . ‘libraries, newspa- | plus - radio ‘spectively. 

| pers. and even churches’ Straight- j. 

‘| George: Cravenne, - Cinerama’ $j 
European publicity’ head;. on-.cam-| 
paign ‘for first-two. pix before :Cra-: 

| venne.-rettirned to Paris following; 
| full ‘day's. session: at. Culver City | 
:-studios.. ‘Ideas ‘ were exchanged . for | 
‘Cravenne. to, follow . ‘through - in: 
Europe.. a4 

‘Reisint. took oft for | New. York 
Friday’ (30) after six-day visit, hay-i 

Vitig conferred: with MGM studio, not’ cut-vers much of a financial 
‘production head Sol Cc. Siegel, pro-; 
ducers Bernie Smith and George, 
‘Pal - for’. sent -and Grimm” res), 

Newsboys Day, Variety 

| itest ‘about everybody who way in- 
| terested in seeing it Cobb Theatre 
-Lin nearby, 

Judge Alverson said his ruling 
applied to: only the two movies 
in question... 

‘Meanwhile.. Lopert’s 9 Melina 
Mercouri ‘starrer is mopping up ai 
| Peachtree’ Art Theatre's: box offwe 
and. entering its 10th consecutive . - 
‘week. “Top.” -booked. in ‘at neigh-° 
borhood. houses. and dtivems, did 

figure, due, no doubt, mainly he- 
: cause it has been shown just out 
side the. city limits of Atlanta ta, 

Marietta showed -it for 

.cotea sue, 
“hecause I don’t spend $1,000,009 

mays 

YPiaces pubhe 

a children’s pre for 
“side US 

Vawicost S7T00.000. “dust 

aoromare doesn’t mean an. pictures 
aren't good” He sand “Flinders” 

$300 000 and 20th. Few prof- 
ited very meely bs returns 

His pattern ts to find fresh areas 
ske Flanders and smyalioay ter 

fown in Virginia for locales 
ha-n't seen before 

but would interest’ them That's 
Why he’s going to South Amerier 
to film “Voyage of (he Beagie ” 
After that he ha. another idea foe 

Jen ang out. 

He also harped on mets haidia- 

MARC FREDERIC CREDO: Fee a ty the hase wom | Y15 weeks to good business jsome ing and exploitation ax vital to it was: passed by the banking, com: |- Pee Ss fsome Hoitation ax vita 
yy) merce po ines comunittee ~ Event, Harvests $70, 000: ‘Ktlante ticket .buyers! mostty from suceess of any tof pic He'd hike 

TAILORED. EXPLOITERS’ . .Now the* bill, IBG76,-has been|. Philadelphia, July 4, | Atlanta: sto we 20th-Fox spend on “Mists 
oe 1 advanced 35-0 by the. -entire- ‘Legis. “The 1961 Old Newsbess- Dass | Despite, court railing green light. _ “hat Disney does on px Same 

Hollywood: ‘July 4. ‘ature. - | abservance raised’ a-record $70: ooo : ing “Top and “Sunday.” Mix - tie will apply to MGM when 
‘Producer Marc ‘Fredetic, “whose 

recent: release. “The Girl-In“Room: 
13," with Brian-Donlevy, was filmed: 
in Brazil for. United. ‘American’ will ! 
-produce two pix--or . more’.a year 
both -here..and abroad ‘under. ‘his ‘ 
‘Mare ‘Frederic -Preduction banner. 
He: is currently . sizing” UP. script. 
and story material. . 
“Frederic Said . ‘squarely’. that he? 

fs -out’- to make exploitable-:but. ‘man, believes the. -bill. 
‘tasteful product... -“I'm. gorag: to .be! 

“glosely studying -the exhibitors ; Scenity” law: for’ other states, 
-needs..and--tailor my _filnis “a¢cord-} Nebraska's..- antique: 
-ingiy- The ‘budget’ ‘set for each: will} law has been: rendered: ate 

have’ permitted a city’ official : (ort 
ij most’ arivone) to obtain. an Anjune-| 
i tion. 16° stop a film -or .¢ven: use 
of the. Bible, then havea hearing. 

> | The: amended. bill. provides a hear- 
ing: ‘first before any’ injunction 

, action: : : 

- Walt Jancke, Lincoln film show- 

: ‘be. around. $250,000... Besides. g006; tional. in- many: of. its :provisions 

. gimmicky. material I'lF be searching: : 
- for: experienced: bit. not necessarily 
“star, talent.” -he emphasized... 

‘Producer, . who.’ returned - ‘fro 

‘passed may well ‘be a model ob-.| Personalities: 

of. the: Philadetphia Variety. Club, 
Tent 13. Ralph W. Pries was the ! 
coordinator _of-. the. .event. which | 
niakes: an - annual tie-in : with: 

rintsa- special: Happiness Edition i 
for the street. sale. : 

All: industry | ‘unions, - “music ians. 

ye ‘Philadelphia’ ‘Inquirer,’ which ! 

if finally entertainers, television and radio j 
in the | took: part 

street-‘sale. Another highlight - of 
-onseenity | the’. proceedings Was. a “Celebrity 

Night’: party. at the’ Regency, 
which area ‘cafe .men ‘held on. the | 
eve of the:old Newsboys Day solici-: 

| tation.- The collection: repr ‘esented 
1a, 40°: increase, over ‘Jast year, 
Fries said. 

Jn its’ original form, IB676 would j F for the crippled: childreii charities tChristine Smith Gilliam, Atlanta’s 
film blue penciller, stilt 1s view ing - 
new product and tur ning. ‘em down 
when she sees- fit. 

oto are >, 

‘Anna Kassner Vs. Warner 
Temporarily Settled But 

‘Another Hearing in Fall 
“A ‘Stockholder’s derivative ac- 

tion, - -brought by Anna Kassner, 
Warner Bros. stockholder, against : 
‘Jack LL. Warner, Warner Bros Pie- 
tures. ‘and officers af the corpora- 
4 tion “tor accounting of expenses 

“Beagle” Is wrapped up 
Radutlz compiained is distrtbs 

fault certain kiddie px dant do 
well at bho. Companies don't vx. 
ipend time and effort on promos 
the wav Disney follows Uironigh, 

iis hw beef 
“We've gal. to meet Disney on 

i has own grounds ta compete with 
> him” 

Radnit7 added he his spoken to 
various chibs and groups, al of 
hom want ta help. bins adud has 
pis TOs kasd of publicits you cant 
“fous. de sreaamat gamed | 

In conclusion. Radmits felt) gra 
Sducezs and studjo. houid concen- 
trate on developins mere omunial 
Sones tor sereen ite ad of gamg 

> Univeral’ s July va 
” T-which they. were not required to hoz wild far bet sellers ate hat 

account for.” was. settled Aempo- plays 
., Yarily: by all, subject to court’ ap- “H's about tame 
: proval, ‘Tast- week in New York instead of folio aang other 

| Under the settlement plan, Jack a> an appendaze * 
L. Warner. will have to. pas the | 

| corporation. $50 000 Complaint ; 
j stated that In addition to these: 

 Jugoslavia after. winding “Kis... Me. 

-: Like There’s No. ‘Tomorr ow,” - took.” ~- Braintrusting Sesh —— 
.a pop shot ‘at: the lack:-of: taste’ of .. Universal . ‘has slated. a week's i 
the fast: buck-shoe’ strinz: ‘species: Nev. “York: colloquium starting’ | 
‘that have been making steady in-! Juls17. to. map sales and: -promo-: 

_Teads: within the ‘industry, much ts. tion plans on: -major : product. due 
: its. detriment.- “Pictures: like: this for release- ‘Between now and. eatly |: 
Chave: no ‘gelling - value in - ‘Europe... 62: * 

So! we tack: the leat 
‘Levin ‘Cicumnavigates.’ forms - 

' San Francisca, July 4. 
Irving - M. Levin, San: Fran-. 

-¢isco. -Film’ Fest director, has ©. 
.. departed. - - for - Copenhagen, 

~~ 

ALLIED’S DETROIT RALLY 
- ‘Stockholm: and. Berlin, “where unaccountable expenses, directory) Patiey for Alited States Von 

ene ees. show is nD. Petes _Homeoffice. execs participating ", he'll meet : Harold -Zellerbach,. | and -Warner received. teiniburse- board af directors Aws 1718 
“This sort. of thing is. an obvious: it inelude. prexy -Milton Rack-| chairman ‘of film fest's - ‘spon- ment, of actual expenses incursed will afford mast metsber. 10151 ap. 
fact.” ” he: said. jmil,. Henry -Martin, ‘Charles~ Si-: - i Soring’ Art Conimission- Pair |in ‘performance of their duties ; portunity to inspect nes hy oa 

“Shooting abroad can ‘be: more “ei. ‘| monelli. Phil. Gerard. arid Jeff. Liv: :. will continue’. from Berlin | Suit ‘had charged that: the monies Detroit’ » Fox Theatre building, 
densive than’ filming. in, States, ‘ingston. “Coast delegate will- be} -Fest'to.Warsaw and then the ..| paid by the corporation was a there exec secretary Mall: London 

- Frederic: stated: ‘It's. a “matter. of David- Lipton. <Also ‘attending will | -Moseow Fest, after which Zel- ° | waste of corporate assets N.Y {operates 
“Ienowing:-the’ territory, its: .condi-|P® Canadian distribution . execs |... lerbach.- will head back, to Supreme Court Judge Edzar J i Aliied of Michizan vill be host 
* tions arid: the habits arid foibles. of: 
-* fits people. 
now on three continents: and. bring. 
“them: in at a preset. time,”. Frederic 
concluded. . 

“T can. make pictures]. ° 

Hatton’ Taylor and Mark Plottel. - 
Among the pix prominent iri the. 

planning. are “Back Street;” “Lov: |: 
er Come. Back,” “Flower Drum: 

/NSong": and “The. Outsider.": 

"> Friseo.-.. 
7 Levin will continue to- In. 
-dia,’. Thailand, . Viet Nam, _ 

7 “Hongkong, Formosa and Japan, : 
returning to Frisco Aug. 8. ~ 

Nathan Jr. appointed Robert. J ; 
| Feldman-to hear the merits. of the. 
‘fairness of the proposed sritie- 

“iment 
-,wilk:be held in the fall. 

‘Hearings before Feldman 

group, “ith agenda in preparalion, 
One tujte for certain will be the 

jNational powwow skedd d fe: next 
i Per 4:7 at the Eden Roe, Miami 
Beach, 
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Film Reviews 
————aeees CONtinued from page 6 = 

‘ McQueen, who reveals ‘a’ promis- ! Fhe Naked Edge 
would have to appear to be to make 
the plot plausible. 

The picture, filmed. entirely in 
London, utilizes some fine British 
supporting people, including Diane 
Cilento, as the wife of ‘the man 
Cooper arongly sent to jail; Eric 
Portman, as a seedy disbared at- 
terney ‘and number one ‘suspects, 

and “Miehzel Wilding. as Cooper's - 
fast-talking. opportunistic: Dusaness , 
a sociate 
‘Georre Glass and Walter Seltzer 

produced for 
Productions and United Artists re- 
lease. _Auby. 

The Honeymoon 
Machine 

(C-SCOPE-COLOR) : 

How an electronic brain can 
heat the roulette wheel. Merry 
romantic farce that misfires 
when it slips away from the 
central premise. But has: the 
cast and imagination-appeal 
for respectable b.o. 

Hollywood, June 28. 
Metro. release of Lawrence: Weingar- 

ten production. Stars Steve. McQueen, 
Brigid Bazlen. Jim Hutton, Paula Pren- 
tiss. Dean Jaxer; features Jack Weston. 
Jack Mullaney. Directed by Richard 
Thorpe. Screenplay, George Wells, 
based on play, “The Golden Fleecing,’”’ 
bv Lorenzo Semple ‘Jr: camera (Metro- 
color), Joseph LaShelle; editor, Ben 
Lewis; art direetors, George’ W. Davis, 
Preston Ames; music, Leigh Harline; as- 
sistant director. Ronald Florance. He- 
viewed at Picwood ane’? June 28, ” 
Running time. 88 MIN 
it Fergie. Howard. ” Steve McQueen | 
Julie Fiteh st aaaceeess Brigid Bazlen | 
Jason Eldridge .......... Jim Hutton 
Pam Dunstan .........- Panla Prentiss 
Adm. Fitch  .......... ..- Dean Jagger 
Signalmeon Burford Taylor Jack Weston 
Ensign Beau Gilliam Jack Mullaney 
Inspector. Casino Games Marcel Hilaire 
Russian Consul ...... ‘Ben Astar 
Tommy Dene _..... William Lanteau 
Capt. James Angle ........ ‘Ken Lynch 
Cept. Harvey Adam ...... Simon Scott 

Once again Metro Is wagerins 
its chips on fresh rookie talent 
and light romantic farce material. - 
The combination paid off in 
“Where the Boys Are,” and this 
one looks like a modest, but tidy, | 
followup payoff. Althoitgh ‘“Ioncy- 
moon Maehine” is in need of a 
little Jubrication on some of its 
running parts, and could have 
done with a few hasty repairs jin 
the performance department, ‘the 
Lawrence Weingarten production 
is dealing with a surefire premise 
that long has gripped the imaci- 
nation of mankind--the ‘infallible 
system for a “killing” at the rou- 
lette wheel—and is doing ‘so via 
that most ultra-modern of devices, 
the mechanical brain. That should 
spur the necessary curiosity and 
together with the participation of 
several rising young players, stim- 
ulate the necessary comment. 

George Wells’ in-and-out screen- |. 
play has two young naval officers 
(Steve MeQueen and Jack 3ful- 
laney) and one civilian computer | 
expert iJim Hutton) coneocting an 
elaborate scheme for fun and! 
profit whereby they will utilize ' 
the services of an electronie brain : 
(dubbed Max) onboard ship to di- 
gest and analyze roulette wheet 
data at a casino in Venice and 
then predict the winning num- 
bers. 

All goes well until ship-to-shore 
blinking messages are intercepted 
hy an admiral (Dean Jagger) who. 
Instead of pursuing @ = rational 
course of action tinvestigating the 
computer room on the ship), de- | 
cides that the fleet is about to bei 
attacked. This leads info a series 
of slapstick sequences and sev- 
eral romantic complications en- 
route to a happy fadeout in which 
Cupid triumphs over cupidity. 

Since the real wallop: looms in 
the basic premise. Wells’ scenario 
is disappointing in that. it has a 
tendency to get overly involved 
in side-show ramifications, not all. 
of which sustain the merriment. 
Almost every scene, however, has ! 
a few good comic jolts. and there | 
ere other compensatiogs. Among i 
these are the performances of } 

er ee 

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL 
Rockefetter Center © Cr 6-4€00 

“FANN YW’ 
LESLIE CARON » MAURICE CHEVALIER 
CHARLES BOYER » HORST BUCHHOLZ 

Froduced and ciected by JOSHUA LOGAN 
A Warner Bros Picture m Technicolor | 

end Gaa New Stage Spectacts “FESTIVAL TIME” 

Pennebaker-Baroda ‘ 

| New York ork Theatre | 

ing flair for romantic comedy, . 
Jack Weston, who chips in a gre-. 
‘parious characterziation of 4 
drunk to overcome some pretty 
brittle material, and Mullaney, 
who scores points as a hapless ac- 
ecmplice in the .greedy scheme. 
Dean. Jagger comes through. nice-. 
ly as the perturbed = admiral. 
Brigid Bazlen, Chicagoan Wwho-.did 
Solome in -Bronston's ‘King - of 
Kings,” 
in her work here. 

The _ picture 
Are” couple 

re-leams 
Jiin Hutton and 

.. Paula Prentiss, who are in -the | 
‘process of further teamwork in | 
Metro’s “Bachelor In Paradise.” It 
is time they were un-teamed. Hlut- | 

, ton, who does a.very capable job 
here.in a role less.corny and ‘unin-'! 

_hibited than. in “Boys,” bares evi- 
. dence he can go places in filmdom, 
‘and not necessarily in comedy. 
He’s got the logks and style for 
straighter roles. Miss. Prentiss, 
an effective clown-comedienne, is 
stuck with a part that is. little 

by Frank. Gorshin in “Boys.” The 
‘gag is. due for: a: moratorium out 

delivered by Marcel Hillaire, Ben 
Astar, William Lanteau.. Ken 
Lynch and Simon Scott. Director 
Richard Thorpe has milked the 
script for all its worth, sometimes 
more, 

The George “W. Davis-Preston 
"| Ames sets—from a lavish, ornate | 
| hotel suite to the complex gadget- 
ry of the computer cabin—are a 
standout. Joseph LaShelle’s 
CinemaScope-Metrocolor photogra- 

ne EE Se 

phy .is handsome and flattering. 
Ben Lewis’ ‘editing and Leigh 
Harline’s score are serviceable. A. 
song, “Love Is Crazy, ”-by Harline. 
and, Jack Brooks, is warbled over |. 
the titles. It's a routine di tty... 

Tube. 

The Touchables 
(COLOR) 

Sexy capers and bare - body. 
gymnastics at a girl's ranch. - 

tee-hees, 

Hollywood, June 29.. 
Jay Sheridan | production. 

credits. 
roe Manning. Screenplay, Monte Mann; 

No ‘star 

camera, Bill Hines; sound, Leroy Robbins; | 
Asst. director, Jay O. Lawrence. Re- 
viewed at Nosseck Studios, June 29, 1961. 
funning time, 58 MINS. 

Fred * Bart Sec eecneeeccee eee B 

MIIITIDDEEEEDENIES Brad Logan } 
. Maureen Bryce 

ee ee iy ' Margo Woods 
Rhea Walker 

| 
Story a slim excuse for. strip- _ 

Guard 

i i 

Doris Gohlke Ce ie or ae a 

That flesh-flaunting has become 
a lucrative business in modern. 
‘cinema circles cannot: be denied. 
as witness the profitable tenures of. 
sociologically. dubious attractions ; 
:such as “Not Tonite, Henry,” “Im- 
moral Mr. Teas” and “‘Eve And 
| The Handyman” in Coast theatres 
loosely classified as. “art” houses. 
To many it may not be cricket, but 

in this venal vein, a creepy peepa- 
i thon Suggestively titled 

than a strap tug away from lapsing 
flra. a caurteous,. gentleman's stag 
film 

Pulling the purse, or “G" strings | 
under the banner of Paheton Inter- 
national Pictures. are exec pro- 
ducer John Shay and producer- 
director Jay Sheridan. Their pic~ 
ture has no release arrangement, 
jbut opened at Hollywood's. ‘Acad- 
jemy Theatre July.4, just in time 
‘for layman sexologists and roving- 
| eyed, -well-preserved sexagenarians | 
to celebrate their “independence”. 
| with a revealing. revelry of strip- | 
tee-hees. . 

Film, written by Monte’ Mann: 
and, directed by Sheridan and Mon- 
roe Manning, plants a -meek Mr. 
,Peepers -type accountant: in a. 
' femme rejuvenation - camp (Fat: 
Chance Farm) to escape. froni.a 
pair of inept mobsters wht he ‘has’ 
reported to federal authorities for 

.tax evasion. There.is ample lati- 
jtude for Senneit-like chases and 
various ‘misadventures in ‘steam . 
rooms, ‘exercise. emporiums | and 
swimming pools, where bevies of. 
uninhibited maidens are soaking 
up Vitamin D through just about 
every available. pore. fore and aft. ; 
|The time is 1932—the uniform of }. 
the day half .a bikini. 

. |hero; an accurate personification. of 

ibe compatible but, ‘scanto-logically —————————— 

_Overseas Tourist Traps. 
‘Continued from page 20 —— es. : 

speaking... that’s “‘show’’ biz. 
: Billy Holms plays.the four-eyed | 

Barney: Google ‘with © the: go0-goo- 
| googly eyes. The thugs are play ed; 
with ‘spirit by John’ Dennis and‘ ‘of paying a minimum for the 
Brad: Logan... Children would en- : singer and an excellent. trio. Inci-. 
joy their‘anties, but this is no place - dentally, ali Italiari. musicians’.are. 

seems green and uneasy 

“Boys. 

more than a distaff imitation of. 
the blind-as-a-bat character ‘played . 

Metra way. Able-bodied ‘support is“ 

‘|-a German ‘visiting | student, 

Directed by Sheridan and Mon. ; 

“Claire. Brennen 
iliv Holms' 

' John ‘Dennis: 

Elaine Jones’ 

Nancy Lewis. 

it does move many a wicked wicket. 
And so naw we Have another item 

“The | 
Touchables’’ that is often no more |. 

‘for children. Holms’ body-guardian \.tiptop; they ‘seem: to. have it’ more 
angel - is’ Jimned. decoratively by. 
Claire Brennen. The other sports- 
,Manlike| girls, all) in. reasonably’: 
‘good shape,.are ‘listed. in the above’ 
credits. .Arts, crafts, musie and | 

we 

choreography ‘are - dispatched ade- | 
‘quately. ‘Tube. 

{ Un Soir Sur La Plage 
" (One ‘Night on. the Beach) 

“(FRENCH) - 
Paris;. June .27. 

Cocinor "release: of Francis. -Cosne, 
Manic -Films, Marceau: production. Stars 

; Muar oné Carol; features Jean, Desailly, 
Dahlia . Lavi,‘ Michel'' Galabru, _ellys. 
‘Genevieve. Grad: Directed. by’ Michel 
Boisrond-.. Screenplay, ‘Annette Wade- 
ment, | Boisrond; - camera, L: H.. Burel: 
editor, .Claudine Bouche. At Marignan, . 
Paris. Running. time, Lad MINS... 

-_ 

; Georgina. .2:..6. f.ece.. Martine Carol: 
Francis en eT jean Desailly 
Marie 2... acreage wien ’ Dablia Lavi 

. Sylvie cep eeleeeeeeees - Genevieve Grad 
Gardener. . 2.502. ccs enes Rellys. 
inspector” weep eens citeeees Michel Galabru 

‘Who. killed: the langourous, beau- 
 teous nymphoémaniac amidst ‘an idle. 
family and their. visitors ‘on’ the 

of this pic. Though. smartly. made, |. 
this lacks the neéded characteriza-.} 
tion, ‘suspense .and- adroitness to 
make. this mainly a dualer item. tor 
the foreign market... 
A pretty, -fortyish widow with. two.| 

teenage children and_a senile fa- 
ther-in-law, plus: her “secret beau; 

and 
‘the gardenér,. the father of the 

the’ slaying. Besides slow ; :progres- | 
sion, it is not. difficult to spot. the. 

‘kind. of film ‘while -technieal - as- 
pects are good. But plodding . sur- 
face story and conventional direct- 
ing do not get. it ouf of the runsal 
the-mill- ‘whodunit elzss. Mosk: 

-Qnat Notre-Dame 
(FRENCH) : 

. *-Paris, June. 27:, 
Gaumont: ‘release of: Eloi-SnEG produe- 

tion: Stars: Anouk .Aimes; features Jac- 
ques Darqmine, Christian. Pezey,. Chris- 

| tian: Alers,. Genévieve Fontanel. Directed 
and written by. Jacques ‘Berthier. _ Based 

ee re) 

A young junk dealer's love. for a 
chic shop ivner's wife is the theme 

picted. as platonic. and impossible. 
Hence, this appears. too: suidsy ‘and 
‘sentimental: for. _ arty theatre 
chances-abroad, 

The boy. has’a fiancee, daughter 
of the junk shop owner, and a pert 
little sister. He talks energetically, 

i however, against love until he sees: 
a svelte, elegant woman in a fancy 
| shop. - He then gets a job. there’ 
‘but. his love is-calmly denied: by 
the woman who sends him back 

| chastened .to his fiancee. 
For. his. first production, ‘actor- 

turned-director Jacques Berthier,. 
Still lacks the observation. and pac- |. 
‘ing. to make this revéaling and 
‘peignant rather. than. sentimental. 
Acting is also: unresolved: Techni- 
cal credits. are ‘okay. ‘Mosk. 

Herman Robbins 
—« Continued. ‘from page. 3 — 

| dustry at: his | ‘Edgewater Motel 
‘ here. 
| Following ‘a grateful round -of 
applause by ‘the board: for -his hos- 
pitality last' week, Robbins regret- 
fully: informed the -meeting: that} 
this. might’.be the last year that’ 

‘this. type. of. get-together: could 
‘take place because of the fact that | 
he - is shuttering. the diningroom, 

years on a. seasonal basis. 
| Robbins also — disclosed: 
“fact that even after-the decision 
ito close ‘the: eating operation, he: 
‘was more’ determined to. host the 
!meet lest the ‘inability. todo so be 
construed ° to. be a. ‘result. -of: Co- 
. Tumbia’ s rift with National Screen. 
Abe’ Montague, Columbia’s veepec ; 
in. charge of sales, is. also: president. 
‘of the Will Rogers. Robbins found. 
[it difficult to gather .a staff: for the 
"three-day session. . .Fortunately., he: 
Said - that his. former “chef, Michel, 

j.who- Was “stolen’” from. him by. the } 
‘Sands ‘Hotel, Las “Vegas,” was -in 
New. York, and: ‘consented. to come | 
| UP. ‘This, he. said, made! the Pres: 
ent outing possible. . 

|songs .which. we others. develop: 

French Riviera? That’s. the theme. 

-|to ‘see -a road company “Nero” 

murdered girl, are ‘the suspects in. 

killer, Acting..is acceptable in- tnis | 

| press - photographers, ‘usually _be- 

‘!and the notoriety. imparted it by 
‘l“La Dolce Vita,’ ” has: resulted . in: 

‘on ‘book by Dominique: -Rolin;'. camera, 
Roland Pontojseau: ‘editor; Jacques Mavel.- 
“At Mercury, Paris. Runping time, 80: 
MINS. 
‘Elle’ -.... ane en “Anouk Aimee 
Leemoy ie Jacques: Daeqmine: 
Eloi sreetaeeeerss oe: Christian Pezey 
Nenette -.. 5... 24.04% “Genevieve ‘Fontanel. 
Fouille oe ' Christian _Alers 

| records as its former. “extra” clas- 

of. this slice of. life film. It is de-|} 

'| guidebook Fieldings’ collaborator, 
due ‘back in Gotham: in November, 

which - he operated in~ previous| 

| 
the 

than the French or any of. the. ‘Eu- 
| ropeans, ‘with an innate’ sense. ‘of 
‘rhythm and a sophisticated Styling 
“that’ would make the AFMers in 
i the. U. S. regard them with respect. 

Top Fan ‘Spot 

Top. fun spot is. Da Meo Patacca, | 
dp business since 1959, operated’ by 
Remington’ Olmstead .Jr., ‘of Pasa- 
‘dena, Cal., who was’ “Judd” -in. the 
‘London “Oklahoma!” * company. be- 
fore marrying an Italian girl” in |: 
Rome. It’s an old wine cellar and.| 
spills out .onto a piazza “which. 
seems .to’ draw the entire Roman 
population for some fresh :air. .It’s 
in the. Sicilian idiom; noisy, funny, 
‘and: ridiculously inexpensive,. par-: 
ticularly in. the, subterranean grot- 
to‘ where. one wall: legend . ‘reads. 
tin Italian, of course): “Down with 
San Remo which bastardizes - the 

-Onwerd—Trastevere!” Trastevere 
is the old (poor): sector and the lo- 
cals:.call themselves “we “others,” 
to distinguish. themselves’ ‘from the. 
Roman snobs. . - Se 
‘Da Meo ‘Patacea. strives to. per- 

petuate the Sicilian and other folk. 
songs, although it is. incongruous. 

(avec wreath on his somewhat un-. 
kempt noggin) | making with “au- 
‘thentic . folk songs” into a 1961.) 

system... Anyway, | .. 
they. want. no part-of the San Remo. 
electronic 'p.a: 

song . festivals—there' 8- nO ‘subtlety 
about. that! 

- Roman: Rainblings De 

‘The 
hordes: ‘the’ wouldbe starlets’ ime. 
promptu striptease on its once: sac-. 
rosanct “‘Doney beach"; the squab- 
bles. between Italian noblemen: and 

cause -of the same:.said_ starlets; 

the Via: Veneto being downgraded. 
This is for tax. purposes. No. Jong-" 
er rated “extra,” the. VV: is -now 
recorded: on ‘the Roman. Official- 
dom’s taxpayers’ Tolls” as. a mere 
“firstclass” street. 

While this means-a saving: ‘for: 
the -bars, bistros: and.:shops, ‘even: 
they are. not happy by this. eco-. 
nomic . break—they'd ~: -rather --the. 
old VV ‘remained on. the - Roman:| ‘ 

sification. “ 

- More. ‘Lammisters.. sos 
Still more:. Elly: and Howard 

-Reinheimer (Rodgers..& Hammer-: 
stein attorney, among: others) in 
Rome following the. London chipel 

dedication’ in honor of Oscar’ Ham: mando Armanni, . ‘innured - to.: show. 
peoplé.and the Yank: way of doing’. 
things, was panicked when-a two-. ~ 
story-high - electrical ‘display ‘of... 
“Sodom - and Gomorrah” Wag une 2--. 
crated. It took half a plane for: 
Levine. and Ed..Feldman.to bring. °° 
over the “S&G” electronics from. «|. 
the States,.a stunt. primed. chiefly | =... 
for the. Rank distribution . people 

"| who: had: come: to. Rome “to: see. 
some of ‘the advance footage. ‘They . 

merstein 2d. ‘‘Sound. ‘of . Music” 
preemed in London to mixed ‘press’ 
and big: business. Dorothy (Mrs. 
Oscar) Hammerstein stayed on- in 
‘England. The Jan . Mitchells. (he: 
owns ‘Luchow’s and the: -Long- 
‘champs chain) at the Excelsior mo- 
toring in. from Florence. .Joe Bi-' 
ondo, ex-RCA Victor headman ‘in: 
‘Rome, :now has own indie: record-. 
ing. business (films, disks, ete!): |. 
‘Mike Stern working hard .on 

“An American In Parts’" for: Bern- 
‘ard Geis who gave. him a $15, 000 
advance. - . 
Sam’) Steinman, . who. is. ‘the. 

‘first time ‘in nine: years, and col- 
umnists Louis Sobol, Earl Wilson 
and: Leonard’ Lyons have bashes 
lined up for him. 
Maurice . Chevalier, | ‘who. just 

completed a: film. for Jean. Negu-. 
virtually ° put: Mme. 

Cesarinia’s new ‘management of the. 
old Via Cecilia eatery :on- the map | 

Jeseo (UA), 

—and: deservedly: The. Bolognaise 
groceries are the: best in town... 
This is ariother footnote to what | 

the. Olympi¢ crush did to spoil the 
locals. who: found. they. could’ get 
away “with -almost” anything. |The 
Romans admit that ‘it “it used. tq 
be easy to find a good: ‘place. ‘to 
-eat, because’ they: were’ all -good, 
but now it’s ‘a. problem.”: ‘Gigi 
Fazzi’s -has.. slipped. Géorge’s is) ——— 
‘good but;: like the posh’ -Borgia-| -. 
Room ‘at the Hosterria dell’Orso, | 
it’s more. like’ a> typical’ interna-| 
tional gourmet spot than authentic 
Roman eatery. . Fhat means :- that. 
the viands and vintages are im- 

‘and’ just’ as good.” Capriccio’s ' is. 
What: will happen next year, ‘the film haunt, also of. the “2i" 

It may not i Robbins’ didn’t know. ‘Vgenr Ce 

effect -of the Olympic 

brate. 

| Africa. 
ported; average tap comes to thel'same. day. 
$15-$20 bracket: of the. great. New |” 
York -restaurants instead .of the 
‘traditionally. ‘cheaper Roman: 

. standards—good ‘but priding itself. 
always. of being: “less . than* Paris 

. Paramount's Pilade Levi, a fave 
‘Roman: ‘rambler. before: marrying 
-quondam, agent -Carol .and settling . 
down, ‘still: knows. how’ to’ ferret 
them. out’ such as Rapelio’ 's where, . : 
too, the Roman: show :biz and _lite- 
rati and bohemian ‘crowd ‘gravi-. 
tates, especially: for’ the game. 

- Incidentally, : Levi's 
law ‘bought a.-former. house. of. as- 
signation (outlawed two years ago) 
for $20,000; in the’ heart of ‘Rome, 
and. concededly “a great realestate, 
inv estment.”. wo 

‘Agents’ ‘taba. 

a fabulous triplex penthouse next= 
‘door: ‘to ‘the Grand Hotel in the 
‘heart of Rome in a. ‘building which 
also houses: big international busi- 

_Agent-publicist John. Mather “has: 

father-ine 

nesses’ on the. lower: floors (Bache. 
& ‘Co., ete.) chnically, ‘agents 
are tabu - in Italy, . 
‘Spain, hence ‘ their - camouflage as 

France and _ 

“publicists.” | Bernard. Wilens, from. 
-the New. York home. office, set up 
{the William. - Morris Associates as 
a:.Swiss corpération. as an umbrel- 
la! for Mather’s agency. acquisition -- 
in Rome, Paris and Madrid. Mor- 
ris’ former. ties. with. Lerner & 

‘former legit - ‘producer Diana 

tion. ” 

- Vagabonds on Ww" 

chiefly with the Mike (Estelle): 

‘ (Lucille) 

Kaufman | have been severed; ‘lat-‘ 
-ter ‘may ‘ally ‘with “GAC.. Latter's..- . 
veepee Milt Krasny. and his bride; ©... 

Green; were in. Rome -to: scout a. . 
-more.. Permanent European. affilia- . . 

‘Carpet tycoon Saut (and ‘Sharlye). ; 
‘Herzfeld—formerly . ‘owned Yonk-' 
ers Raceway’ and’ _Miamii’s: Tropical 

4 Park—ad . libbirig for more than 
six: months all ‘over the continent,. 

| Sterns. Ditto Franeis ‘S.° iJanice) -: 
Levien.: The Harry -E. 
‘Goulds. came over to ‘help cele- 

an... anniversary with. New ..- 
York. pals—as ’ ‘if they need an ex- ... 
cuse to: do’ the :Cannes-Paris’: bit. Sl 

ed by Ted. “Michel), en route to 
Lausanne and Milan ‘tor new Pep-. 

'|'si-Cola plarit -preems, Star, widow 
of: former. Pepsi. ‘Prez. AL. Steele, 1 is... 
on the board. 

--Mrs: Kermit. “Bivomigarden was 
being ‘entertained --by'. the Frank 
(“Gerry”) :Gervasi, "ex-MPEA. top-, 
‘per in Rome, now an’ exec: with _ 
‘Fairbanks-Morse. there, and itch-.- 

- J ing ‘to get .back’to writing. Marta. 
(Mrs. 
‘ing In Rome ‘sitice ‘her writer-hus- 
-band -crashed:- with. Mike. Todd in. 
‘that: ‘fatal’ plane ride.. , : 

Art) Cohn ‘living and. write. 

’. Even: the. Excelsior bossman, Are 

bought it “almost. sight. ‘unseén, ’ 
‘strictly on strength of the tungsten. | 
display. . ‘Levine practically had to ~ 
{rewire the -hotel to get his. king- 
size électronic spectacular wor, king, . 

In‘-Rome ‘oné is struck by the” 
good: humor ‘of’. the drivers - who 
‘recognize: they’ re all in ‘the ‘same 
boat. lo . 

‘. More one-way. streets. ‘every day, 
but very ‘few stoplights; the theory 
is:to keep the cars Tolling regard- 
Jess; ‘and. tio. back-up’ Of ‘vehicles: 

which - look 
‘like - ‘hiniature | ‘omnibuses; . would : 

“| be great in the U.S. _ 

by. any. ‘signal Jights.’. . 
. Those. Fiat ™ taxis, 

Don't . take: your, ‘big Cadillac 
anywhere at any ‘time on the Con-...__ 
tinent: it’s a headache and.in many.‘ ‘~". 
‘Pause you. can't: Bet through. 

Film Critic 
— ‘Continued, from. Page: ‘2 —. 

that - he. ‘had “been - accépted ‘for ° 
training: at: the’ University of Cali-. 
fornia: for. eight: weeks: with. possi~ 
ble -later- assignment. ‘to “West 

Since 

Ment will be. made with. a 
‘side reporter taking over until a. 

o “Suitable replacement. ¢ can be found. 

-He gave his* notice : the. 

Industrialist: - showman. also. to. 
} Stockholm and Hamburg on: his. 
Paper. business. Joan ‘Crawford led... 
‘a’ Pepsi task force to Paris: ‘igreet- 

it -.was. “such. a sudden _ 
‘move ‘and with. drama head. Cohen .-° 
still. on the sick. .tist,- no. thought * 
-Of ‘his: suceessor has péen | consid-. 
-ered..A possible interim arral jge-" 

ity .- 



...80me-20-odd years ‘before: quitting: as a radio-tv veep to’ take ‘the 
a NBC program. post. - 

' And then, among others; there was: the late Nat Wolf: who’ ‘left: : 
- the. agency. to join NBC as a Program veep for: a. couple’ ‘of years” “ 

oi. festival, 

." Hotel. Dorset, ‘wilk stay oni ta Plan 
a ‘future festival. : 

4+ process.’ of : 
.’ deed; panel. 37. “producers”. were 

eT appointed; ‘just last. week—and sev- 
_:- eral” thousands . of. dollars were: 

being: ‘solicited. ‘Academy. 

hy " that probably next: time the. As-. 

fulltime «staffers; ‘volunteers -sim- 
_. “ply ‘weren’t: adequate, _ 

_ + Pex -McCrary,: Harry - Ackerman : 
"2 .. grid Bob: Lewine, of the Academy |  .- 

'.. “brass, who - were leaders in‘ the | — 
_ | dtive'to start the: first major inter-| 
--: Ratlonal: gettogether of tv. execu- |... 

tives and creative personnel, .fig- o Lyall 

Se John Chancellor 

~ Hosts Today’ | 

. - -@viginal. host.: Dave ‘Garroway, 
“. . with’ ‘that’ change ‘thera will also! 

:: be several others in: the dally” 7-9. 
aim. tv strip. A 

i 

* ‘news: segs.on “Today.” That means 
“Blair and. Chancellor will .handle-. 
the’ feature .and ‘hosting chores;''. 

“the fest, 

months ‘to’ work out. details ‘and!’ 
* to administrate ‘the, Assembly. 
“ portedly only one, . John . Walsh, |- 

“from abroad... They - feared - ‘that,’ 

‘TV's. 

current 
’ John’: Chancellor. On July 17, the 

. ‘ eran. ‘sidekick, is out. of ‘Today,’ 
.': and. replacing him. willbe Frank 

~ Blair, 

| Wednesday, July 8, 196i 

That NBC. Y&R Complex 
“Whether: by: ‘fate or circumstance, the NBC. program: ‘department. | 

as ‘and the. Young & Rubicam .ad “agency have’ been. seemingly. inex." 
“"“tricably intertwined all. these. years, dating from the.time Sylvester 
* L.Pat).Weaver moved:over from Y&R to become. NBC-TV ‘pro- .. 
gram_ boss: and. subsequently prexy.and chairman of the network. ~ - 
-Now, of course, Mort: Werner shifts from Y&R ‘to: replace David: - 

Levy: as: v.p. in charge of prograins. Back around 1956, Werner. 
was. one of.the “four horsemen”? of. thé Weaver. camp with program « 
-y.p. stripes. (Others were:Tom. McAvity, now. with J. Walter Thomp-. 
son, Dick Pinkham,. now with Ted. Bates and ‘Mike. Dann,. now at - 

CBS). ‘He switched. to ‘Kaiser Industries: ta Y&R client): then to 
“Y&R itself, And there’s. Fred Wile, riow with the ‘Ad Council, who 
‘moved. from Y&R-to NBC with Weaver. 

‘Then there’s Charles. (Bud) Barry; who's succeeding ‘Werner’ ‘as 
“Padio- tv boss at Y&R. He was.an. 
. before: Werner, reaching Y&R .a. 

NBC-TV programming. veep. too,” 
couple of..years ago by ‘way of: -} 

’-William -Morris. and MGM-TV.. ‘Levy’ himself. was ‘with’ Y&R -for’ - 

before his death. 

ms Postpones Inf TV Fest: 
Not Enough Time to Prepare} 

“the ‘International TV. Assembly +— 
“" geheduled to take. place in New] | °° 
“York Nov. 4-11 was cancelled sud-|: >: ” 
~~ denly- . 
“trustees of the ‘Academy of Tele-|" 

 WBSG, Blackshear, didn't get: — 
decided in. Hollywood. 

.. Friday (30) that a yearlong -post- | © 
". ponement, was in order: because:| 
they feared time- was: too short to’ 

last .week. . The - ‘national 

‘vision Arts & Sciences sponsors of. 

staging a press. conference at’ the 

But. this: was the least of it: At. 
‘Jéast: three fulltime-employees had 
been -hired in.the :last :couple -of: 

Re-|- 

‘who was hired. away. from CBS to-|. 
head the Assembly. office at ‘N.Y.'s 

‘Invitations . ara’ going out, 42} 
°. separate: tv..panels were -in’ the | 

being. arranged—in- 
Meense «. renewal. ‘of. . WINS, Elfoy |. 

brass. 
‘admitted, as they cancelled. out, |: 

‘sembly would. require “30 to 40” 

‘ured ‘the biggest: problem ‘posed—— 
‘with less than 100 more. working |” 
days.to prepare—was to. make sde-|- 
quate “use of tv people. visiting 

(Continued: on ‘page aay 

. as camp: 
-." “" earefully plan. the “delicate. inter: |: 

_ “national aspects” of the fete. 

OA, great deal of work. had vale} 
ready been. completed. Don Coyle, |: 
ABC «international : chieftain,. had}. 
-Feportedly already: gotten an- okay 

_: .. ftom Russian..boss Nikita Khrush-. 
“Mo ghev to appear in ‘a tape’ made ‘for 

’- the. Assembly. He'd ‘also: gotten]. 
- ian okay -from ‘President’ Kennedy | 

:. for a similar :tape.: Fest had: also. 
. - scheduled, -but. not firmed; a’ live! 

“appearance by President. Kennedy, . 

““De-It Yourself 
' Blackshear,. Ga., July. 4 

One news: story ‘station 

“scooped: ‘on. was .an. account of: 
capture of ‘an escaped: prisoner 

“Joe Lee, . “WBSG manager, 
and Joe. Foster, station's -chief . 
engineer flushed the: escapee 

- into’. the-:’ newsroom, - 
“Thursday (2910.07 

- Harold. a escaped: prisoner, 
“ “Hobbs, while Foster dummoned 7 

-officers. . a 
. Then. Lee’ ‘ broadcast: ait ; iy 
was there” account of. the’ ex: 

7 ‘eiting episode. 

FCC Hearing On. 
WINS Renewal To 

_, Washington, “July. rs 
‘Thete' ‘be <a. “hearing on the 

McCaw's::’ NY, Tadlo:. -indle,. cby 

a. year, -it appeared here, 
FCC: ‘Baye -no reason: for setting 

[Continued on : Daze aay 

FCC's 
version, had. a‘liveller script. than 
it: did: in’ its 1959 preem. 

but. the: theme: was limited. 

‘New: permanent host: on NBC-! | cominission's production team, Hiz-. 
“Today” - 

‘Moscow ‘correspondent, 

reporter, who. had a 
couple. of-. weeks | ago,. 

tryout’ .a 
:replaces 

and | 

‘Jack Lescsulie, ‘ Gartoway’ Ss: “vets” 

will ‘be -the.“web’s ‘200er: James.P: Cunningham: and 
counselors . ‘Ashbrook ° P. Bryant, 
James’ Tierny: and. staff, had.the | 
benefit. ‘of.a Coast. trial. run (the. 

-WEWS has ‘dropped 
‘touchables, ” strictly on the. basis |” 

|.of objections to its violence. What! 
=; makes the situation significant is., = 

"I notso much that. a single station ]- 
| chas. dropped. ‘a-Top 10 show as the * 

| fact: that. ABC can't place it’ with j 

from ,: Ware “County. ‘ prison. . 
'2 down: some - objections. ‘before: the 
“1 flow 

early. dL: 
an developments shaped. upE 

“Lee held a. ’ pistol. on: the} 

}eareér. | But.- James © Hanrahan. 

1 lence. inherent. in the chapters. So 

Delay Sale a Year 
: what. to’sked in: the vacant spot. 

reaction. to: news. of {ts eancella- 

order of the Federal Communica- Ness. - 
tions. ‘Commission; - And: the: ‘order. |" 
will, ‘probably: delay, the proposed |- 

$10, 000,000: sale of. the. station to 
‘Storer. Broadcasting: .for . at Teast 

} appeared:‘on tv's horizon, arid it: 
isn't, about. to ‘invest in. any. ‘more: 

. _ + splendored ‘gala of: pra Is e and 
.. ‘Two years ‘ago.the’ Conimission’ 8 

| taquiry into network program prac- 
“| tices at’ the.U.S. Courthouse arena: 
fin N.Y. featured a solid cast of ad 
fagency: ‘tv chieftains, “Costuming 
was lavish. ($250 guits and $15 cra- 

‘| vats); 
‘Parade’ linge of -witnesses. agreed?. 
“Ultimate. program. control. should . 
reside with the. networks.” 

In the intervening-two years, the: 
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*UNTOUCHA HABLES," ‘Mort Werner Returning to NBC 
RERUNS CLIPPED, To Replace Levy as Programming 
“the ‘Yeaction to. official and ‘pub: 

_ le ‘outeries ‘against television vio- 7 

lence has: .begun—and ‘a lot sooner | — 
‘than, .the industry . ‘suspected. it 
would. Two: developments, one- on] 
:@ local level, the other at the net-}- 

4 work echelons, point up the situ-} 
‘| ation -and reemphasize the fact. 
“| that although the -networks:.plan- | 
‘ned‘on a ‘genera! program cleanup 
in: the °62-'63- season, the. -impetus b 
“has: already. made itself -felt. 

ABC-TV. ‘outlet ! in . ‘Cleveland, 
“The. ‘Un- | 

any of the other stations - there. z 
‘} Normally, a show as hot--as’“Un-! 
_j touchables”: would -be grabbed. off 
‘before you. could say Eliot Ness. 
‘And, to add to the surprising na- 
ture of the ‘situation, Cleveland 

.| was."Ness’ “home town.”. in. the}. 
: |.Sense he. spent ‘most. of. his career | 
[:there- :. 

“Other ‘development. finds. net- | 
work censors in Hollyw ood ‘clainp- 

.. ing down on summer. repeats, fig- 
‘(uring that at least.a tight screen- 

ing job’ on the reruns wilt: tone! 

of -new' series’ theméd to} 
private- eye fare ‘begins stirring 

‘| up again ‘in. the. fall. 
In detail, here's. how’ the two | 

ae Cleveland ‘Axing 
a ‘Cleveland, ‘July 4. - 

“One of ‘Pat’s Boys’ | 
Mort: Werner, who will 

shortly come ty NBC-TV as 
vicepresident in charge of 
programming, becomes the 

'- first of “Pat Weaver's boys’ 
‘to return to the fold.. 

’ “Werner left NBC soon after 
Weaver, who was web prexy 
five yéars ago. There was a 
whole parade of Weaver execs 
who. left in-the wake of their 
_boss ‘until ‘none was left tn a 
‘major NBC: Job. 

NBC's Rain "Coes : 
Pitter-Patter Via 

-| Vague MM Statu 
After. a six-month deluge of pub. 

'[ lieity based alternately on hope- 
1 fulness and: despair, NBC-TV hag ! emphatic denials of any dicketa- 

given up the desire to do “Rain 

With Marilyn Monroe as star. Last ; 

week, as some loose ends stilt re- 
mained. as. obstructions to doing i 
the. 90-minute Rod Serling adap- 
tation. of the Somerset Maugham ! 

' original, NBC-TV top brass began | 
to figure that the program might! 

it to potential sponsors, so the: 

tthe tv 

; last Friday (30- 

Topper; Y&R Moves Up Bud Barry 
* Mort Werner will return to NBC 
to hecome vp in charge of pro- 
gramining, replacing David Levy 
iwho has he!d -the key job for the 
past two-and-a-half years 

Werner, whose appointment is 
expected to become offitsi on Fit- 
day (5!) at a meeting of the NBC 
board of directors, cones over to 

network from Young & 
Rubicam, where he was VP oan 
charge of radio and tv Werner will 

‘tbe administrate boss tn hate 
of the enlire program department 
at NBC. 

Levy, who also came from Y&R, 
was offered a chance te move’ more 
:directiy inte program production 
at NBC He hasn't indicated set 
whether hbe'ul accept the creati-e 
iprogramming post. etfered (hun. 

Meanwhile, Y&R inmedately 
upped Charles «Bud , Batty lo te- 
place Werner as lead ai its 3: adie 

tv department. Barry, just to mike 
‘the situation a litle more irone, 
is another former NBC 
ming veep. 

Negotiations between tbe Y&R 
veep and NBC brass reportesily 
began over a month azo. al{houch 

PVOME ways > 

were made by all parties StH, the 
word on the pending Weiner ap- 

ipointment and the simultanensus 
departure of Levy fiom the top 
program slot comes at an unusual 
time 

Decision to teplace Leys with 
Werner was formulated and | a-sed 

falong just about thice months be- 
‘Bliot. “Ness on television ‘isn’t, never get taped in time to. show j fore the stant of the nes ty Sedo 

| making: éut very well here, in the | iin other words, belore the new 

city. where he spent the major part ! project.was “irrevocably” dropped. ! (schedule was publicly tested, but. 
lof his law. enforcement and politi- | 

‘eal - career. ‘WEWS-TV, the. ABC! 
:| effi. is: ‘dropping “The Untouch- 

ables,’ patterned .on Ness'- 
_. pafter the installment this week. 

- The. program ‘has topped | all 
Yocal ‘offerings din its three-season | 

;: WEWS - g.m., ‘doesn’t | dig the vio- 

‘out. goes. ‘the: Robert: Stack head- 
lined.’ ‘version of the. Negs story. : 

‘The: station” has not yet decided 

Show, judging. from’ initial. public. 

tion; wil: be deeply missed by: 
friends And neighbors of the Jate 

-ABC_ has. ‘tried to: ‘spot: ft: ‘on. 
-WIW-TY, the CBS. stringer,. with 
no '.luck.. That. station has been. 
cleaning up its: sked ever since the 
Minow .& - Collins: hard shoe .act 

( Continued. on page 34) 

q Follies-in- The-Square’ 
“Ges Foley’ Square Frolies, 1961 : producing. directing, writing and 

performing talents. It was a many- 

scorn for tv. 
‘Curtain-raiser | was.a ‘rousing: con-: 

demnation of. webs, ad. agencies | 
‘and. Hollywood by a lusty-ptped 
quartet. ‘of. -writers.. Lead singer. 
‘David. Davidson.” called ‘the turn 
‘with his, “Never before in history 
have. writers” been paid 0 ‘much 
for. writing so badly.” There was: 
‘some -dewy - eyed nostalgia. in ‘a! 
“Golden- Age of Tele Drama” rou- 
tine. a 
Paramount = Talent | Associates’ . 

| David’ Susskind was. next up with. 
an ‘impressive,-if erratic, four-hour | 
monologue:- .A. good. deal of the 

- A: probe. of video. film ‘VIPs)| turn ‘was from Susskind’s: stand- 
a ‘new. administration. tn: Washing- 

4 ton; 
: Minow,. 

‘and a new ‘boss,’ Newton 
‘an -exec.. producer. with: a 

‘new set of: -produetion ‘values: © 
Frolice ‘61. was ‘shrewdly . cast 

and themed to diversity,.with- ‘no 
i'smalt part of the production. Aeyed:, 
to Minow’s “Wasteland” solo which’ - 

who presently. delivers..the : was -belted to resounding effect at 
ithe National Assn. of Broadcasters. 
- Washington. session this spring.’ 

- The ‘new Frolics, which closed 
and 3 ‘Blair's ‘old news: job.will- a ‘out a two-week run ‘last’ Thursday 

“(Continued on. page 34) 1 429:, featured some. of tv's finest | 

‘ard: LP on the ‘horrors of ‘video. } 
"But ‘the. ‘popular-demand witness ! 

Network still has an option for | 
the next couple of months: to pra-: 
duce “Rain” for tv, but since the; 

_ idea. of doing: it with MM is now; 
| dead at NBC, it’s figured the proj- ' 

ect won't be done at all. However, . 
there is a chance (slight at the; 
moment) that the package could 
end up, once the NBC option runs} 
out, an either ABC-TV or CBS-TV | 
since -most of the production | 
‘pieces seemed. to come together ; 
within a few days after ihe NBC | 
decision not to go ahea 

Several weeks ago, NBC set 
itself an arbitrary deadline of the 
Jast week in June, and if. by that 
time, thére wasn't a definite deal 

| all.around, tifa web would back off. 
Back off. the web did, sometime 
around Tuesday (27) or Wednes- 
day (28), which was before Miss 
Monroe was again hospitalized in 

“Miss Monroe, after six months, 

(Continued on page 42) 
eres wee Coe 

BBDO; Du Pont, Ford and other 
‘client: types (boss had called her 
ithe night before and told her to 
be “lucid,” and she came through). 
Trio of video's best variety show 

hosts. appeared for a change of 
theme-—Ed Sullivan, Gary Moore 
and. Perry Como. Relations, they 
chorused, were fine all around with 
networks. sponsors and talent book- 
ers. Sullivan got a bit waspish with 

i previous acts, mainly Susskind, 
‘and Como took a swipe at the intel-} 
lectuals who are always knocking ; 
his favorite medium, but the har- ! 
mony was marked. 
Another trio, network pubaffairs 

execs Fred Friendly, Irving Gitlin : 
and John Secondari, sang a sweet — 
song of independence and hope for , 
the future. 

Revue's big disapyointment was . 
1 (subpeonai: ‘warmed under: the spot- «Fred Coe, billed as. the crusading i Lazare, is moving 

after if was selected with Lows as 
one of its architects Secondly, 
change came less than 24 hours 

jafter the FCC program hearings 
jin N.Y. were suspended for the 
Summer : 

Among Levy's major projects for 
ithe coming season has been the 

1( ‘ontinued on paie 42:-. 

WON Dickers Buy 
Of Time's WICN 

Chicago. July 4 
WGN Inc, Is reported 10 have 

opened negotiations with Time- 
Life Inc. for its Minneapolis sta- 
tions. WTCN and WTCN TY Radio 
outlet is an ABC affil, while the 
tv station became an indie last 

still hadn't signed a contract with ; April when the ABC TV affiliation 
there switched to KMSP, The 
Time video property has sin<e 
been bucking the handicap of 
being the only unaffillated station 

jin a four-statlon market wilh a 
metro population of just) under 
-1,500,000. 

The Chi company has made 
known {ts eagerness to acquire tua’ 
new ty properties to fil) out the 
quota for group ownerstup. Parent 
Chicago Tribune ¢(shich also owns 
the New York Daily News: now 
has three braadcasting units: 
WGN Inc. In Chi. WPIX Ine in 
New York, and KDAI. Ine in the 
Duluth Superior market Latter 
{an AM and tv station? was yout 

{chased from the estate of Dalton 
J.eMasurier’ last fou 
reported $3.300, 00 

or ey 

Lazare to WINS 
Concurrent with the arrival of 

Big Wilson, Cleveland deejay to 
Join the staff of WNEW Radio in 
iN Y , station's vet personatity, Jick 

over to rival ie 

Augis! a 

we ae 

light :to:give..the Don Rickles’ bit . producer of the golden age’s qual- die WINS Lazare has been .do ng 
to: just’ about everybody—the ‘webs, } 
the: ad. agencies. and, the giant tal- { 
ent: agencies. - 

. Members of Susskind’s companys, | 
P-TA: producer Audrey Gellen; pro- ; 
vided..backing for. the boss in ore 
of the brighter and briefer sete | 
@. recitation: of the.ad agency direc-. 
tives and .malignments she had; 
suffered . through the years with | 

‘ity drama. Turn unveiled as a mild 
salute’ to sponsors’ right to control 
programming, with a special bow ! 
to one of Coe's clients for the com- j 
jing season, American Gas Assn, 
whose wisdom he noted in the | 
famed deletion of the words “gas 
“chamber” from a “Playhouse 99" 
dramatization of the Nurenberg , 

(Continued on page 42) 

{the “Milkman's Matinee’ 

! Lavare on “Afilkman”’ 

‘for moe 
than fise sears on WNEW 

Lazare becomes the second wajor 
i WNEW jock to hop over toa WIS, 
other being Lonny Star:, who 
skipped some time ago Replaced. 

will be Due ke. 
Partridge. who's held down a migit- 
time spol with Wilson moving into 
lan 8-11 pm. sisip, 
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‘No Quality Writers’ 
Can't Just Wish, Have to Work for It 

a-~ 
Dow ningtown, Pa. 

Editor. VaRiEry: 

I think your article. (6/21/61 . 

“The Rub in TV's ‘Rebirth’,” per 

petuates a. major myth -about qual 

ity writing for television. Your 
article savs that “The human: 
‘dnhterest type (of program), actually 
anthologies with a couple of run- 
ning characters, require mature 
hiich-level writing if they are te 
succeed.” You further quote 
Michael Dann of CBS-TV as sayine 
“ie doesnt know the dnswer” tc 
finding writers, 

If I may, Jet me tell you: how to 
find writers and, at the same tinic 
try to re-burst the recurring bub- 
bie of “no new writers.” I think 
yowre probably right that “fren 
a poot of 30 to 50 top creative 
eraftsmen that was available in the 
davs of ‘Philco Theatre,’ the num- 
ber has dwindled to eight or 10." 
J am egquilly sure that everyone 
would agree with you that there 
were and are a number of excellent 
and outstanding writers on that: 
list who set fine standards for 
television drama. Paddy Chayef- 
sky, Rod Serling, Reginald Rose, |- 
Tid Mosel, others. 

But I think, further, that those 
few outstanding creators might add 
two eomments to your article: 
One comment would be that 
neither they alone nor they to- 
gether created or sustained the. 
many fine television dramatic | 
shows which once graced the 
air waves. True, the. “handful” 
provided the most brilliant mo- 
ments. But they did not provide 
ell of the brilliant moments; cer- 
tainly they did not provide all of 
the moments. And, to be even 
more accurate, ’m sure. they would 
all admit to having supplied some 
of 
moments of television drama. 

these outstanding major writers 
might make would be that. had the 
television industry relled—as your | 
article and Mr. Dann's and others’ i 
comments imply television today 
must rely—on a previously tried- 
and-tested handful, these fine erea- 
tive talents nurtured by television 
might never hive come into being. chairman of the.Tclevision ‘Board 
If an earlier era of television had |f the- National Assn. of -Broad- 
insisted that only Hemingway and |¢asters, and remains as a ‘member }' 
a handful of competent novelists of the board. He ‘was a co-founder 
could write for television, Paddy |4 
Chayefsky might be unknown to- 
day. , 

To these two comments. which, 
without permission but. with logic, 
I put inte the mouths of the -top 
tv writers. let me add my own bub- 
bie-bursting answer to you, to Mr, 
Dann, to all executives. connected 
with dramatic programs ‘and, if 
theyre listening, to the FCC and 
Mr. Minow, as well), | 

There are writers in America— 
many of them, and many of them 
good. I know because I’m one of 
them and I know others: beyond 
myself. No one of this non-top- 
tv-writers group, perhaps, could 
match Chayefsky. at his best. Each 

(Continued on page 42) 

WLS Sitting Pretty| 
In Chi AM Battle 

Chicago, July 4. 
WLS, which was rated seventh 

in this’ market by Pulse a little 
over a year ago, with only a 3% 
share of the local radio audience, 
has bounced up to first place with 
around a 19°¢-share in most peri- 
ods. It's all to be credited to Ralph 
Beaudin, who was installed here 
es prexy in Jan. 1960 by ABC 
after the web bought out Prairie 
Farmer’s half ownership. 

Pulse gives WLS first place in 
40 out of 72 quarter hours of the 
weekdays. Station has taken the 

~ lead Mondays through Fridays 
from 6 a.m. to midnight; Saturdays 
from 6 a.m. to mindight; and Sun-, 
days from noon to midnight. 
WIND, which-was unséated accord- 
ing to the Pulse statistics, is main- 
taining a tight second place. Pulse 
survey covers the month of April. 

Beaudin brought the onetime 
’ farm-oriented station to life chiefly 
through an indulgence in current 
pop recordings and rock ’n’ roll at 
a time when most other stations 
were soft-pedaling the raucous 
dixka, 

a Myth, Sez Bode; | 

For the Tourists 
The CBS Radio owned: and: - Commission struck out to show it 

_| means. ‘business, . 
- “Victim of FCC's big stick. “was. 

| ah applicant fora new FM station |: 
in Elizabeth,. N.J- Subunban’ Broad-|. 

_ operated stations are cross- 
‘plugging each other to reach 
travelers to and from N.Y., °[: 
Chicago, Boston, San Fran- 
cisco, Los. Angeles’ and Phila-. 
delphia, the o&o0 markets.. 

Idea belongs to Sam Slate, 
v.p.-general manager of ‘WCBS 
Radio, in N.Y. He’s got 15 and 
30-second spots going on the 
air on WBBM, Chicago; WEEI; 
Boston; KCBS, San Francisco, 
KNX, L.A. and WCAU, :‘Phila- 
delphia. They, in turn, are sup- 
plying. WCBS ‘with self. promos. 

Example of a WCBS promo. 
on WCAU: “WCBS, N.Y., 
urges Philadelphia peo p:le—_ 
when in N.Y. do as New York- 

-ers do: listen to WCBS. 880 on. 
your dial. WCBS . likes to 
think itself ‘as NY’ s ‘Philadel- : 
phia station in N.Y.” 

Dub Rogers Sells 
Tex Stations To. 

KSYD for $4-Mil 
Washington, ‘July 4 

Texan W. D. (Dub) Rogers, long. 
prominent nationally in broadeast-. 
ing associations, is getting out-of 
the business—but: only ‘temporari~| 
ly,. he says. 

Rogers is selling his West’ Texas | 
broadcasting interests for “in ex- 
‘cess of $4,000.090” 

of his flagship station, KDUB-TYV, 
Lubbock, - and announce | future | 
plans later. He will remain in 
broadcasting, he said. 

Rogers is. ‘the- ‘immediate . past 

was once chairman of the 
board of the Television Bureau: of 
Advertising (TvB), was co-founder 
and chairman of the board of Ty 
Stations, Inc., N. Y. He was, 
addition, a founder of the Televi- 
sion. Assn. of Broadcasters which. 
merged with NAB in 1951... 

TV, Sweetwater-Abilene, which is 
being operated under. a lease ar- 
rangement’ by. Texas: Key Broad- 
casters. The sale is subject: to Fed- 
eral Communications ‘Commission 
approval. 

~ Washington, July 4. 

New dimensions may be added to 
| the forthcoming Federal Communi- 
cations ‘Commission marathon. on| 

the. NBC-RKO .General cross- 
country station deal. NBC-RCA’s 
antitrust history—both old and new 
—alleged “preferential publicity” 
accorded RCA by NBC, and :other 
alleged monopolistic ‘trade prac- 
tices claimed unworthy of a broad- 
cast licensee—could be injected 
into the FCC hearings. 

This could result from Philco 
Corporation’s persistent efforts to 
bag RCA-NBC, U.S. Court of: Ap- 
-peals here gave. Phileo. what 
amounted to a fairly broad hunting 
license to run down its old quarry. 
The appeals bench ordered FCC to 
give Philco a full-fiedged eviden- 
tiary hearing on its protest against 
the 1957 license renewal of NBC’s 
Philadelphia o&0, WRCV-TV. 
‘The court told FCC if it wanted 

to, it could combine the. protest 
hearing with the overall package 
deal proceeding to which -Philco 
is already a party. Philco-is an. ap- 
plicant for Philadelphia Channel. 3, 
now occupied by WRCV-TV.. The 
1960 license renewal of WRCV-TV. 
is also set for determination dur- 
ing the NBC-RKO General hearing. 

Since the whole. package off 
swaps and buys wotild crumble ‘if. 
it were shown FCC shouldn’ t. have/ ton, 

to t | the notably-less-than-brilliant | owning KSYD-TV, Wichite Bene | 
‘which is headed. by Sidney A. | 

The second comment | think | Grayson. 

Rogers said he will continue for 
a short period as general manager: 

FOC Gets Toazh Denies 
FM Application on Grounds |: 

Community Not: Served| 
“Washington, ‘July 4. - 

” Almost a year: after it contro- 

| versial programming - policy state-|. 
ment,-F ed. eral. Communications 

casters, sole contestant, “Was turned | 

down because it failed: to ‘make 

jany. kind ° of showing - -that. its” pro-. 

gramming proposals . ‘would meet 

. the. interests .of the community, 
" Action was. by a 4-2. vote with] 

. Commissioner Frederick. Ford ab-| 
Sent. Voting to deny. ‘were Chair-| 

| man :Newton -N. Minow, and ‘Com-| 
Missioners Robert Bartley, Robert} 
E. Lee, and T. A, M. Craven. Dis- 
‘senters - were Conimissioners: John ‘from Bristol-Myers ™ an d:. an oth ef, : 
Cross and Rosel Hyde. . 

.The majority opinion held that 
| Suburban’s projected programming 
was not shaped. to serve the.needs. 
of Elizabeth. Moreover, the appli-|: 

{cant made no “effort to. show. what 
Flizabeth. warited: inthe way of 

[FM fare. The. ‘decision” concluded:. 

“In ‘essence, we are’-asked’..to 
-[grant. an .application prepared. by} 
individuals totally ‘without: knowl- 

| edge of the area they seek to serve. 
We feel that the public deserves | 

, something more in the way of a 
-paration’ for’ the responsibilities! 
sought . by applicant than. was 
demonstrated. -on this féecord. In 
view of foregoing, it cannot.be con- 
cluded that: a grant of Suburban’s 
-application. would serve the publi¢|: 
ae convenience “and. neces- 
sity ane 

Commission's action overturned |: 

grant issued last fall. 

Texas ETV Network 
-: San “Marcos, -Tex:, ‘July -4. 

The first external aspect. of the 
closed circuit educational tv system 
which will connect 11. central Texas 

colleges . this .. fall « ‘appeared at 

here. 

Construction has started on. the. 
first of five ‘buildings. which will 
house equipment for receiving and. 
relaying microwave -transmissions. 
Electrical power of the Southwest 
Texas structure will be tied in next. 
.week, and at the samie. time: con- 

n | struction: will begin: on -a 300: foot 
tower.to. receive and relay tv sig- 

tem Is scheduled. for: completion by 
Sept. 10. : 

Classes. to be taught by means of 
television ‘at. -the- 11. colleges are 
being fitmed now“in Austin and 
San Antonio. Four.-other buildings 
to house ‘relay equipment will be 
built in Austin, Georgetown, New 
Braunfels and in San Antonio. : 

‘renewed the 1957: Icense, Aogic 
-would appear to: dictate. making: the 

All this, of course, providing there. 
is no appeal and. reversal. by the: 
Supreme Court. 

. The appeals. court: decision: taken. 

contentions that the Phileo charges 
against RCA-NBC were old hat and 
not . deserving ofan evidentiary. 
hearing. 

Phileco, In challenging; the. “char- 
acter - qualifications”: of NBC as a 
licensee, protested what it termed 
the. “consistent course towards 
monopoly” of parent RCA. NBC, 
-Philco charged, gives RCA “a vast 
amount of preferential: publicity” 
not available to = Philco ‘or other 

is “diréctly instrumental in ex- 
Rca's § the. adverse effects’ of 
CA's monopoly practices.” — 
‘FCC. initially dismissed. Philco’ 3 

protest.‘on grounds that asa -non- 
broadcaster; it was not a bona fide] as 

renewal. ‘However, 

allow .Philco to explain its objec- 
tions. After hearing Philco out, the 
Commission : said. Philco ‘raised. no 
charges that. rated calling. a hear- 
ng 
The appeals: ‘court. opinion, writ- 

ten by Circuit Judge Henry Edger- 

an « initial .- decision-. savorine the} 

,inta -tv -production, but: “gradual 

-| and. fringe-like.”: Which ts to. “say; 
quoting George B. Storer, Jr:, new- 

“We'll. finance “but. not: ‘produce. “_ 

Southwest © Texas State College: 

‘der is: now board. chairman). has } 
‘been inaking™ arrangements for the. 
first:serfies soon-to get under way: 

fication and” not - dissatisfaction | 

nals. The tower will be loeated ‘on |: 
-{the campus: Work on the relay sys- 

Rogers is selling KDUB-AM-TV, 
Lubbock; KEDY-TV, Big Spring; tof the operation,. che: said, are: be-. 
and the "physical assets of: KPAR-| 

ful, others will follow and perhaps. 
eventually they'll ‘make their own. 
‘Storer. is ‘a staunch advocate. “of 
‘tlm for. quality programming, 

|Philco Wins ¢ a Round vs. RCA 
‘divorce the ‘alleged background 

‘Philco challenge part ofthe parcel,| rent: ‘monopolistic. ‘and. other. im- 

‘hearing, the. charges . of :- new. ‘mis- 

‘by a. vote of 3-0, rejected: FCC’s| it said: 

ent misconduct with the - particu- 

‘edly remind. the pwblioc that it ‘is 

RCA .competitors..By so doing, NBC|-c 

do not find justified: by. their news| 

‘party entitled to challenge the. 1957: 
the appeals] Halls.’.” 

court reversed . FCC: and ‘told it to] 
‘court conceded, were phrased. more 

said- FCC. was . in error “to sing. 

WMCA, Wy, radio indie, has decided to. eariy: the sound portion .. 
of 26 one-hour “televised “history -lessons” -by former. ‘President. 
Harry Truman, providing they're actually. produced - ‘by. David a 
Susskind’s Talent Associafes-Paramount Ltd.° 

... Chances are: that’ the: series il be. pe roduced. on: ‘ty tape. Noting, oe, 
“" however, ‘that NBC, ‘ABC and CBS have rejected the proposed vn 

series, ‘WMCA pre prexy R. Peter Straus added, “Any radio program . 
dn- prhich: a-former President discusses UD. Ss. ‘history will always be: 

. welcome.” 
Rare aspect of. the WMCA-Susskind ‘arrangement is: that. an. ins 

‘dependent. radio station and an. independent’ packager, . ‘who. 3s _ 
‘making the stanza. essentially for tv use, have gotten. together, ° 

Negro-Appeal Stations, Programs Up. 
Mi in 10 Years on Keystone Web . 

‘Chicago, : July. 4. 

"BM, 7- Up to BS 
“Keystone - Broadcasting System, 

CBS Radio got a 24-week: order 

in’ ‘surveying its own’: affils (now 

10 weeks long, from Seyen-Up:.° 
Bristol-Myers,’ for Mum. began 

this week to the tune. ‘of. five pro- 
gram capsules: weekly in Art Link-' 
letter‘s. “House Party,” aa and: ‘Seven-: 

in its Negro Network have. grown — 
from a count.of 278 to 361; or 30° 
in the past 10. years; and. there has- 
been.a coincident ‘15% rise: in the .. 
‘umber: of Negro-slanted: program 

Up’s sked goes into news, features | hours logged. at those stations in 
and dramatic. stariza: participations. |that: period. :-What makes’ .the 

| growth: seem sinustial. is the. heavy 
_ Negro . migration from. ‘south ‘to 

north and from east ‘to west, which 
Storer ito | i Ibix ‘i might’ figure to reduce the need 

\for ‘Negro-appeal programming ‘in: 

‘ently ‘the - ‘population . explosion is .. 
as versi ication; | more~ than . offsetting the: emigra- - 

9 | tions. - 

. laverage ‘affil in its Negro Nei- © 
Finance work. broadcasts ‘43 ‘quarter-hours ~ 

9 Or almost 11°. full. hours) of* 
‘Negro-appe. programming per 

Hollywood, July 4. week on. a ‘regularly ‘scheduled 
Storer Broadéasting’ is. getting. basis. “Breakdown shows that 318 

‘such programming per. week; 36° . 
broadeast' between 21 ‘and 40; six -- 
between ‘41.-nd- 100; and: one plac - 
tion more. ‘than . 100. hours’ “per” 
week. _ 
--Keystone’s. ‘Negro. Network’ .COV=. 

ers 23: states, with’ the:-bulk of. 

| the grassroots..areas. But. appar- 

‘affils. carry :20 hours: or’ ‘less’ of 

ly: installed .. prexy of company, | 

Setup will be similar tothe United’ 

Artists project: of: providing the. 

wherewithal for indie producers. ° in the: south. ' 
An: Hollywood for the ‘first. ani- | 

.| versary. observance ‘of the. Newest. 

Storer «radio property, | KGS, | Brit Equity in 
Pact Showdown. 

‘London; July:-4. 
British ‘Actots* Equity has called : 
a ‘showdown: with commercial tv 
webs over thesps’ fées. Instructions _ 
have gone out to ‘all ‘Equity mem-:. 
bers not to work:for the indie stue °° 
‘tions after. Nov. 1, date ‘the: present. 

Reason for the branching out into | 
‘production, Storer said, .is.diversi- |. 

with Hollywood: product. . 

Programs naturally will. be for 
the five Storer’ tv stations ‘and. 
sold. off to: other markets; Details 

ing. withheld until all production. 
deals are firmed. He indicated that 

if the first series proves ‘success- | + light the fact that Equity has 
been: trying to. negotiate a new fee 7 

‘| prove it is not kidding...” 
| Equity wants fees. worked out ou at 

[wants the. -boycott to’ ‘take . place ™ 
| but he’ feels ‘drastic measures are -- 
Necessary to’ end. tv“ execs’ ‘cons: 
‘tiuned refusal to even: discuss. a 
new. ‘pay scale: © 
-Currently : ‘huddled’ to work: out 

their. next. move, the -commercial - 
conduct gave it new significance, »| stations would -be: hard-hit by. the 

| boycott, Good . programming, would 
be: hard. to come. by. Taped. repeats - . 

from Philco’s. allegations of. ‘cur- 

proper conduct. .Whether,or not 
the background | alone: required’ .a 

‘As for current. practices | ‘ques- 
toned. by Phileo, the court. said: } cc 
“We think the protest alleges pres- 

prohibiting their use during a. dise: 
larity the statute (Communications! pute. of.this kind. And: the Variety. . 
Act). requires. It says NBC. gives 
RCA ‘preferential. publicity’ in that Support the thesps’ ‘move “by. doing . 
NBC broadcast stations (1) répeat- nothing | to’. “undermine. ‘Equity’s 

efforts. 
Equity ‘is - to meet. ‘the programe. 

mers again on July. 12 when it ‘will . 
‘be: decided.. whether.” “ Regotlations | 
can Open. 

Wolper Seis Pair For 
NBC’s DuPont. Series. | 

recelving .a ‘service of. RCA’ andj 
that RCA is ‘the pioneer and de-| 
veloper | of . compatible. color,’ (2): 

‘néws’ stories publicizing 
RCA ‘which other ' news: agencies| 

‘and (3) incorporate ‘RCA. 
and RCA. in theix call. letters, as 
‘well as emphasis by such programs 

signe ioe "ROA. Eenioion| 
fae ° ony first “outsider” to ‘provide pro-.” 

Philco’s ‘antitrust, “charges, ‘the 

generally” but were specific enough 
for hearing purposes. in that they 
included: such allegations ss that}, 
RCA: and/or NBC conspired ~ to]. oC us 
monopolize radio. nd patent te re- “jot a Tecnaee Jeol einer Cove bas an 
‘search, ” tents: an n en- of a rle n 

pe ps fa subject. been selected yet.” a 

hour programs for next season. 

numbering around:.1,100.in the .- .. 
grassroots. markets), has- noted: uns.» * 
usual frowth. .°in“.:Negro-appeal.. °.": 

| broadcasting over the ‘past decade.: =. * 
‘According to. KBS, the stations ©.” 

~ Keystone’s ‘study. shows that: the” so | 

them—some 338. stations—located — - 

pay pact..ends.. This. four-month-. _ 
early warning is. intended to-britig ©. 

system for tv since March and to we 

'.- 1a “points system” whereby. thesps.. - . 
| would. be paid according ‘to size of:..-°-. - 

_j audience. Union's general ' ‘gecree = 
- | tary, Gerald Croasdell; says-no aie. -* 

‘in pacts under which they are made a | 

Artistes’ Federation.has decided to = *.:. :: 

“Dave. “Wolper- has become the we : 

‘grams for the forthcoming DuPont |.’ ~~. 
‘Sunday series.on. NBC-TV: Web" °°. 
closed.a deal with: the indie pack-:-.. 
‘ager to provide two of the 30 full- 

Wolper will produce.“‘The.Story, >.’ 



- 

(topical... 

-,. by” Canada, ° 

~ Hallmark’ $ Shopping Tip 
For. a the ‘hunky-dory: appearatices,. everything apparently 1 isn't 

“ aweetness and light between NBC and Hallmark, its longtime stand-': | 
" ard-bearer: of quality in the field of dramatic ‘specials.’ Not, by a 
-Jong ‘shot, that NBC has been ruled. out ‘as the web which | ‘will. | 
garry next fall’s. quota: of five. “Hallmark Hall-of Fame” specials. . 

. But for the first:time, ‘Hallmark :and Foote, Cone. é&. Belding: have, . 
‘gone to another web to talk a possible deal. : i 

Other network: is CBS, which was ‘approached by FC&B.sorie ‘Fred Freed, Bob Rubin, 
Kellerman, Jack ‘Kuney,. Don ; 

|. Silverman, | 
.| Barron. and Irving: Gitlin. all have 
‘Lone. thing in conimon: They Were | 
-ywith. CBS News .and now. they’re 

weeks ago and asked what kind 
the five Hallmark specials,. all-out of the George Schaefer Compass - 
Productions shop. CBS immediately got to work on the preemption-- 
clearance problems, and countered-it-could handle four but couldn't. . 
find a ‘spot for the opening. ‘show (Julie. Harris in. “Victoria Regina”). - 

of timeslots it could provide for 

..-Though nothing's been ‘settled yet,’ probability is that because. - 
CBS ¢ouldn’t. clear the opening: stanza, Hallmark wil! return again | 
to NBC, where: it’s. sponsored: the series’ exclusively for the ‘past. - 
‘several -years. ‘But :from.all reports,.:NBC hasn't. -been handed a - 
firm. order yet, despite the fact that it: made the: announcement : 
that. “Regina” would be Hallmark’s first show of the season. : 
. Even if NBC gets.the business.back,. though, it’s ‘still ‘of: dome: . 
significance. that. Hallmark went ‘shopping for the first: time in. ts 

: = Yelationship. with NBC: 

Toroiito, 5 uly: 4. 
"Showthg’: no ‘indication -of ‘de- 
‘parting from ° ‘fortheoming. pro-| 

grams or - ‘personalities, . a preview |. 

‘of: highlights: of | the. “Canadian 

Broadcasting . Corp "5 tw. plans for 
the fall. and winter schedule for 

‘. "1961-62 was’ given to-CBC-TV. af- 
= 3. fillates “at the end. of a two-day } 
.. 4: Meeting held in Toronto; 

New. features of: the English- 
a language - hetwork. will include the 
- National: Film Board: series of. 

: “Canada at: War,”-'made up of 
"official film: footage.: and. a ‘sharp. 
.4nerease. in’ “school . -broadcasts:. on 

(In the new season, 58 half- 
“hours -of.. in-school: ‘telecasts: will 
: be carried. on the national web, as 
‘compared ‘with’ 13 hours last year.).} 

- A numberof CBC's public ‘at-.' ¢ 
“fairs. programs'.will be: moved into | 
the: ‘prime evening:.slots;’ this ‘in- 
cluding. - 

-reporting).- ~ arid - 

also be ‘introduced. : 

The. ‘Festival’. 
- Of the: schedule .but ‘will. occupy 90 |. 
“minutes regularly: Already booked |}- 

_-arfe the Stratford (Ontario) Festival. 
“performance: of “The. Pirates... 6 
Penzatce,”’ 

‘ef Canada ‘in’: “Swan “Lake,” Six 
‘original: Canadian plays. aré also 
- skedded for. “Festival”, programs, | 

“Intended ‘to’. foster’ .a ‘wider |- 
knowledge: of. world affairs is the: 

“Intertel”: series, contributed - ‘to! 

‘Britain | and - Australia. Again. in- 
__ cluded © in. the CBC-TV. schedule 
are hour and. half-hour live ‘drama. 

re ' Tobe. returned: are. “Front Page. 
t Challenge,’ wo “Parade” 

~ “Tommy. Ambrose Show,” the. Jat- 
‘| ter'being a’special CBC search for 
~~ young talent. with. fresh faces. In |: 

f Sport’’’ series, Na- 
Modal, Football League - ‘games: will: 

-.| survival. from .people. who. dived 
Maat: the. two-year" Slege ‘of. 

the “World ‘o 

(Continued ‘on page. 30). 

‘otrola “Bays | 
“Motorola. in-its . first’ network ty: 

‘buy in-several years. has’ ‘purchased - 
_- half sponsorship of CBS-TY’s.“Jack. 

- Benny |: at Carnegie. “Hall” . Special 
_ -for. Septemiber: ‘Kitchens of ‘Sara | 

'. Lee has.‘the ‘other -half of the Bob |- 
Banner’ special, comprising’ taping }.. 

- Of. a, salute to: Benny. concert. given’ 
a couple ‘of months back. 

“Special: is set. for - -the: ‘evening: 
et Sept.: 27, ‘back-to-back with. the 

-. + *Ponttlac. Victor. Borge. special. -Lat-. 
‘+ ter was.set via MacManus; : 
*.-"& Adams. agency,. which. firralized. ‘a 

| ‘CC. TV Plans More EVN News, % 
Pubaffairs i pet New Fall ies | 

“CBC. Newsmagazine:’ 
'Back-| , 

. ground’: (opinions), which. will -be |: - 
“expanded: to an hour and. wil} QB 
: -handle’ international. stories, “The{ ~~. © 

-*, Nature of Things’” (science): wilt: ae 

‘series remains pele 

“directed -by - Tyrone: 
. Guthrie - and: the’ National ‘Ballet. 

‘thie: United States, 

_and --the |- 

“J oh fr. 

~~ WCAU Hoop Pact 
a Philadelphia, July 4, 

AWCAU Radio, local CBS: 0. & 0 
outlet, :has signed. -a‘five-year con- 

riors’ for exclusive. rights. to the 
-club’s professional basketball ame 
broadcasts. ° 

‘Pact’. rounds out station's ‘fall- 
winter: ‘sports schedule.. WCAU Ra- 
dio’ will also carry its. ‘fitst- season 

fessional. football 

Penn ‘State. and: 1 Eagles. 

and . historical subjects from “Al 
| Smith’. to. "Staline The. Reign. of 
Terror.” pe 

1a.film ‘erew.to Okinawa and: Viet- 
nam early.in-July ‘for an: ‘upcoming 

mid-July the: sime.crew. with Bing- 
ham are. due. to fly to Péar! -Har-. 

‘on the’ Japanese. bombing: 

the ‘second ang third’ week in July 
shooting eyewitness. accounts of | 
the. sinking .of the German battle- 
ship “Graf Spee, and: accounts. ‘of. 

‘Malta: ot 

“Other . “show” ‘topics: include: 
“How's the "Weather?,” “The Satel- |. 

Te ‘lite ‘That. Talks, 2 “Room in Puerto’) 

~! | Rico?" : “Traffic ‘Jam. Downstairs,” 
| “Wendell - Wilkie,” “Frank Lloyd 
wright; tithe: ‘Creative Thirties,” 

A “Clark Gable”. . vane “The. Women 
+ Get the Vote.” ad 

FRAN OCCASIONALLY 

” -.Chicago,. July. ‘4. 
» Fran’ Allison will be back at her 
old-stand this fall with the’ Kukla- 
politan - ‘Players, -but. only on -an 
“occasional. basis. .She’ll also do: a 
‘number « ‘of the. ‘Miles’. Labs -com- 
-mercials on. the new “Kukla &. 
Olle” five-minute strip. On. NBC-' 

date. for its Judy Garland spécial’ TV. 
‘-as7'") for: Dow Chemical, also. on CBS- 

“STV Miss” Garland’s” ‘hour - ‘ts. Bet 
’ ‘for Mareh‘ 11,. : 

. _ Agenty:: for. Motorois, whose. Jast 
major. het. work. buy. was on ABC 
several years. 880, is. Leo’ Burnett, 

“It's. not a. total ‘reunion’ ‘because 
the shows: are’ being. produced in 

1 N-Y:,- -and Miss Allison prefers to 
remain’ in Chi. First 13 weeks of | 
the. series: are already : on ‘tape, | and} ¢ 
‘show debuts’ Sept. - 25. . 

| indeed, it’S not ‘an. official ‘fact, ‘but 
| NBC News, formerly a department | . 

‘tract ‘with the Philadelphia ‘War-: 

of: Penn’ State ‘football broadcasts. 
and will air the Philly- Eagles pro-. 

‘games ‘for 11th. 
Straight year. Bill Campbell will. 
‘do: the. play-by-play for ‘Warriors, 

| not ‘all“ that: uncommercial: 

fe ie Stamas -them are actually | breaking even 

“For: ‘the “upcoming ‘season on: 
| CBS-TV; range of’ “Twentieth Cen-. 
tury.” - will. ‘include such’: contem- 
porary: subjects. as “Hungary . To- 4: 
day” to “The Sports Car. Craze” |‘ 

“Bud Benjamin's. unit. is. sending’ 
CBS newsnien Wade: Bingham ‘and. 

program on. ‘guerilla warfare. In 

bor to film a‘special ‘annt program | 

A. film’ crew “will be in. ‘England 

~ WITH-KUKLAPOLITANS 

~ Sunes BREEDS 
ING IT UP 

imc ABC Daytime Execs Yell Foul 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

‘MORE EXPANS! ON _ At Those New CBS Pricing Policies 
By ART. WOODSTONE 

George - Micas, 
Dick 

Al | “Wasserman, 

with NBC News, and Vicas, Asman, 
‘Kuney : -and Freed ‘are: relatively’ 
hew. additions. to the ‘expanding 

+ NBC* News staff. ° 

at : Along. with: the transfer of these. 
| production execs from one net- 
|:-work to another in. the past several 

. | months,:there: seems to have been | 
amas {the partial transfer. of something 

_ co. | Jess -tangible. The: atmosphere of. 
ae ‘excitement, as it has been. called, |. 
\».. that once permeated the CBS News |. 

«| Dept., im the days when it reigned |. 
supreme, 1s definitely. a part of the 
NBC scene today. | 

A ‘lot: of things have happened to 
make. ‘this ‘so: 

It’s not common | knowledge and, 

reporting to’ NBC. Radio - and ° to. 
| NBC-TV, As. now, for all practical | 
purposes, an indie division, much | 
as. CBS News: has long been. inde- |. 
pendent of either.AM or TV.. ‘NBC I 
News topper. William. McAndrew | 
reports | directly to corporate . boss. 

| Bob: Kintner, not to tv chief. Walter 
‘Scott. or. Tadio: veep Bill McDaniel.. 
His © operatiotis ‘are his’ awn, and 
this state" is an outgrowth; : 
brass say, of the ‘year-old eminence 
NBC News has reached, beginning. 
primarily, with: the “win scored 
‘by McAndrew’s boys .at last sum-. 
-mer’s political: conventions. If:noth- 
ing: else, this’: status gives NBC 

f News. the. chaiice. to dictate’ when: 
. |.a mews’ or’ special. informational: 
| program. “shall be’ carried. ‘Once..it}.‘ 

{| was the ‘other: way around; with the 
- | commercial dictating to the publie : 

service. oe 
‘And as for: "commercial pro-. 

: a | 
| gramming, it-has been increasing! Yl exer producer and musiéal director. iand talent! last March to compen- apparent - lately that NBC News is. 

‘most- 

or making a little coin, which, for 
“broadcast. news .and ublic: affairs; 
is’ slightly. shenomenal. ‘This,. too, pilot’ that. almost. made a berth for 
has helped create’ the virtually 

Most. tangible sign of the high 
esteem jn which NBC News is 
intramurally is that it is the ‘only: 
unit’ in.:the NBC. empire’ that is! 
1 being allowed to ‘expand: Three 
‘months ago,. ‘NBC underwent major 
‘personnel ‘surgery, - yet, not only 
have ‘many. of’ the aforementioned |. 
CBS people: beén hired since then,. 
but more -people will be ‘hired 
‘within the next couple of days, Ath. 
‘is reported. 

: Hope. at NBC is to. supplement 
what it feels’ is: ‘already a ‘strong. 

- (Continued on page 34). 

Lower: to N. Y. Ih 

NBC News Shift; 
With. expanding: ‘activity leading. Bea 
to: "expanding: manpower, NBC 
‘News — executive veepee William 
‘McAndrew has decided to bolster | 
his. administrative ranks still fur- - 
ther -by.. importing Elmer . Lower , 

‘-and’ Russ Tornebene -to his N.Y. | 
‘| headquarters. 

Lower, who Is. now ‘Manager of 
NBC News in: ‘Washington, will be- 
come the No. 3 administrative man. 

jin the NBC. News hierarchy, re-: 

“Bob Asman,| 

Art] .- 

NBC | 

| He’ i probably provide some orig- 

of Its shows are. sold: and many of inal music for some of his NB 

independent status of NBC News. 

held Girls,” might. be too sophisticated | 

;said he made the sale “with pro- 

: in-depth. and editorials required 

CBS-TV is hurting In the day- 
! time and, in turn, is hurting NBC- 

and ABC-TV, to the degree 
that in something of ai switch 
charges of “hysteria” against CBS 
‘emanated last week from both 
|rivals. 

Pricecutting has been getting 
worse these past few weeks, it ap- 
tpears, and the bargain-basement 
‘ atmosphere, while never entirely 
i absent from daytime network tv 
iSellipg, seems to stem mainly from 
March, when CBS-TY Instituted a 
new morning sales plan. Looming 
now is the threat of a further price 
cut by CBS, extending, for the 
first time, into afternoon programs. 

Selling one-minute participations 
since March, in its revised morning 
program lineup, CBS-TV report- 
edly will be ready late this week to 
ask its affiliates advisory board for 
permission to sell minutes im some 
key tand relatively highly-rated) 
afternoon programs like “Million- 

Jaire” and “Verdict Is Yours.” -Ac- 
cording to Madison Ave., which 
has gotten feelers on the matter 
from CBS, the network wants to 
tie the new minute sales plan ‘only 
quarter-hours are presently sold in 
the afternoon Mneup) to the sale 

{of five-minute news capsules 
‘throughout -the daylight tv hours. 

“NBC on specials (CBS apparently won't sell the 
| choice afternoon minutes, in-othee 

Alan. - Jay. Lerner, coauthor of | words, unless an advertiser is wiil- 
“My Fair Lady, ” “Camelot” and!ing to package them with news}. 

“Gigi,” is nearing a deal with NBC-{ There just isn’t enough business 
TV. to provide his general creative! at the moment for three full net- 
services to -+hetwork television next! work tv.daytime program sched- 

Season: . - ules, and ABC and NBC admit that 
. Dickers have been going on for.the CBS pricecutting these past 
weeks, and. Lerner, apart from the! few weeks has cost them no mean 
pending deal, lately. shipped him-| amount of business. In the last 
‘self to Paris with NBC-TV special | week, CBS-TV has reportedly 
program topper Lester Gottlieb to; picked up about five small accounts 
work on an impending NBC musical, that come from~NBC and, more, 
special..: ‘from ABC. 

‘What -precisely will be expected, Lowering its prices (maximum of 
‘of Lerner was not divulged. since. $3.100 per minute in the winter 
the actual deal {s not signed. But; and $2,500 in the summer, with 
‘expectation. Is that’ he'll do one, prices then going as low as $2,000 
and. possibly two: specials as an:for a minute's worth oi web: time 

oP. A’s ABCs Tv 
For. years’ CBS Radio's pro- 

‘motion department has used 
WAAA as call letters to facili- 
tate. making up mats, press re- 
leases and on-the-air promos 
for local station use. However, 
Art Hecht, web promo direc- 
tor, belatedly discovered 

- WAAA is-not a myth to listen- 
‘ers, in -Winston-Salem, N.C. 

‘So. CBS then toyed with the 
idea of subbing WBBB, but the 
“WBBB in Burlington, N.C. is 
also far from mythical. Having 

- since worked over WOOO (De- 
land, Fla.), WXXX ‘Hatties- 

:, Durg, Miss.) and WWWW (Rio 
‘Piedras, P.R.), CBS. Radio is 
stiil trying to find four letters 
that remain a promotion man’s 
dream-—and nothing more. 

‘Alan Jay Lemer 

‘sate for its’ weakened morning 
‘business and rating position, CBS- 
;TV has managed, naturally, to get 

owns: ‘more business. It's 46% sold in the 
morning now, whereas, before 
March, it was about 25° sold. yet, 

‘next: season on ‘network ty, until . CBS ie Se admit, the network 1s 

at least. one of the webs dec ‘ided “stil not doing anywhere near as 
that the series, based “Les Well as it should 

First of all, it's getting ¢lob- 
for mass audience, He served as’ bered in most 10- tu-noon daily time 
exec producer on the pilot. iperiods by well-established rival 

Ane till neste it. sin most 
-ATLASSES BUY KOBY, cases, sti eating -— on the 

FRISCO, FOR $600,000. 

Nielsens, the ABC prices to spon- 

San "Francisco. July 4. 

‘sors were so low Jn the first place 
that the latter web offers a rela- 
i tively good cost 

-_ oan fr a is averaging no better than 28° 
erwo ardon sold radio sta- 1c 

tion KQBY to Atlass. Broadcasting Continued on page 30) 
Co. last: weekend for a price es- } 
timated at around $600,000. 
-Gordon, who also owns AM out- ecaet ao aro ners ait ut Walter Craig as 

Indie Consultant 
Walter Craig haa severed all 

projects.. 

‘Lerner, -with .MGM-TYV, 
Harry’s Girls,” a half-hour tv film | 

on 

‘found reluctance” but found his 
Frisco format of fine music, news- | 

“greater. financial reserves than 
are presently available " 

Gordon: bought the station a@ Ht-. connection with the NY. advertis-: 
He less than a year ago from Dave ‘ing agency Norman, Craig & Kum- 
egal, who-had operated it under mel. successor to the former Weine- 

call letter KOBY as a rock-'n- traub Agency. He has been semf- 
‘active for two years, commuting 
between his hone in Sarasota, 
Florida and his N Y¥. apartment un- 
der the terms of his consultaney 

‘contract. 

i. crag will tontinue both homes 
ut wi e operating alo here- FCC Procedural Revamp rie tne cee fle 

_ Washington, July 4. ima on a final special task for his 
‘Federal Communications Com- ‘agency, preparation of ty commer- 

‘mission has amended its proce- cials for Willys Jeeps based on fiim 

roller 
Atlas is headed by Frank Atlass 

of. Chicago, son of the late H. Les-. 
"Ile Atlas, and his wife, Patricia. ; 

me on: 

‘alifore 

porting to ‘veep Julian Goodman, dural rules to give the chief of its footage extracted from the Jolin 

-and, - occasionally, an _on-the-air. 
personality - 

who in turn is directly responsible’, Broadcast Bureau more power. | 
to. McAndrew. Tornebene, a. news j Hereafter, the Bureau's chief can 
desk supervisor in . Washington jact individually ‘where the Com- ! 

missioners’ themselves had to act. 
(“Monitor”),. will’ be-| previously}.on uncontested applica- 

‘Wavne African-made feature, “VWa- 
‘tarj.”” 

Craig who was a musleal come- 
‘dy song and dance mau in his 
" young years was one of the. first 

come chief aide to ‘Len Allen, who 
| recently became : manager ‘of news 
‘fn. N.Y. and .as such gained: ad- 
ministrative control - of . domestic 
and ‘foreign news ‘coverage, 
- Bill Monroe, -a WDSU. New | 

eans, -newsman, Lo rome ct will . replace last year by Leonard Marks, Wash- 
Lower: ashington. 

tlons for renewals. transfers and . packagers of radio programs after 
modifications. He can designate jleaving the old Worid Broadcast- 
mutually exclusive applications for {ing. He was television program 
hearing. And he can. extend time ichief at Benton & Bowles for over 
for replies to correspondence. }10 years, served for a time as ad 

' The change was first suggested j| manager of Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
before becoming a partner In the 
new regime at Weint:aub. tington broadcasting attorney. 

per-thousand CBS | 

\ 



£6 TV-FILMS 

NTA Sells Of WNTA-TV to ETV | 
Citizens Group for 36,200,000| 

First US. commercial tv_station ,cational and Radio Center. Richard | * 
'D. Heffner has. been. working as 

intérests is WNTA-TV, Newark- ; program consultant to the eltizens | | 
ever to be sold to educational tv 

N. ¥. indie, which brought.a price? 
of $6.200.000. It was sold after: 
faur months of negotiations to Ed- ‘ 
ucational Television for the Met- 
ropolitan Area, the recently; 
formed corporation to represent , 
the ETV group. 

Sale immediately brought a pro- 
fest from the State of New Jersey. ° 
Juavid 1). Furman, state attorney ; 
general, said the state's opposition | 

woud be spelled out in a brief 10g 
he filed tomorrow  Thurs.: with | 
the FCC in Washington. Furman’s | 
argument is that Channel 13 is the 
state's only ty outlet and. should 
rot be available for transfer’ in 
wuhiuole or in part, 

FCC'S disposition of the protest 
may take time. FCC has clearly 
stated that it would like to see an 
(3 outlet in N.Y. and the ETMA 

said it will serve 
area, Gneompassing 

and) Connecticut, as | 
KITMA also said that 

have studios sin. the 
as well 

in charve of o&0 
NTAL has estened the 
Henrs White. station 

waull continue as, aperat: 
tag head of the station ‘nut it 
shutters White said Ubat fhe cur- 
sent schedule wall be miuaintained 
fer not tess than 60 dass or as tong 
thereafter as is requized for FCC 
rpproval of the sale and the actual 
phvsical tukeover of the stattoan bv 
ETMA. White has been offered to 

hine to the FCC, 

the tri-state 
New Jerse. 
wclibas NY: 

it plas to 
three stales 

Ted Cott, 
Statigus tor 

CC pa pana’ 
Wsetinoer, 

Lp 

jon NTACS distribution orcaniza- 
tion alter NTA bows out of the 
stetion 

“New NTA prexy Leonard Davis 
eredited the asfubcuess of Hoe ard 
Stark, negotiator for the ETV 
rhoup, and the pro-BFV nev spaper 
sentiment as the reasons for the 

station being sold aways fram come. . ° 
nerclal fv interests Te said) it 
wasn't ao matter of FCC pressure 
Among the connnercial contend- 
ers was David Susskind, backed by 
Paramount Pictures Stark, at the 
tlese of the negotiations, mpped his 
cash offer trom $5 750.000 to 56,- 
200.000, a bid in the area of Suss- 
king's ofler. 

WANTA-TY was the sole remain- 
me iW property of NTA, Radio 
stations WNTA AVE & FM still are 
owned by NTA. Davis emphatically 
denied ans plans fo liquidale NT *. 
He said) plans ate underway 
make NTA the most important face 
tor in the distribulion biz. No 
decision has been reached, be want | 
on new product for “The Play of 
the Week which Davis charac- } 
terized as one of NTA‘’s “vital 
assets ”" Exec producer of “P of, 
Wo” Worthington «Tons: Viner has 
w» contract which expires: ino Sep-- 
tember, he added. 

Questioned about New Jersey» 
Governor Mevner’s opposition to. 
the sale, Davis said the stilion had | 
been offered to any group formed 
by Governor Mesner. There was 
no “aftirmative’ action by New 
Jersey interests to buy the siation, 
he added. 

Helping the ETY citizens’ group | 

works and the two indie N. Y. in- 
die stations. ABC. CBS and NBC 
each are giving $500,000. WOR-TV 
and WNEW-TV ave adding. $250.- 
000 each. Commercial broadcast- 
ers pledged the monies after an 
okay from the U.S, anti-trust divi- 
sion, for the sale takes a ‘competi- 
tre commercial outlet out of the 
market and might have. other im- 
plications. 

Commercial broadcasting assist 
to the citizens group is in line with- 
assists made in other markets tor 
ETV stations. Only station not: to; 
contribute financialfy at this june- 
ture is Dally News indie WPIX.! 
Station, though, at a declared — 
financial sacrifice for the past four‘ 
years has been the outlet for the: 
New York State Board of. Regents ! 
davtine ETV output. Regents next‘ 
season will have a daytinte sched- 
ule running from 9:30 to 3. 30 p.m. 
daily. 

Regents schedule ultimately will 
land on WMET, the proposed call | 
Jetters for the new ETV station. - 
New station currently is out shop-- 

ef university president  cafibre. +. 
Sparking the deal and getting the: 
operation underway is John F.° 
White, prexy of the Nalianal. Edu- 

group, in its planned iP ase| 

‘include WTV\M. 

wrk 

tate. run somewhere in ‘the vicinity; 
“of 20 to 25 minutes each. 

. had made use of his tv 

raise the cash were the three i 

; ices, for the: entire Ziv-UA organ- from CBS Films . 

Ping tor an operating station prexy j 

“ Davis’ Switch - 
Leonard: Davis. N ati 0 n al 

Telefilm: Associates. new prexy 
asked why he changed” his Po- 
sition on the sale’ of: WNTA-TY,- 
Newark-N.Y., replied. that. as.. 
an .executive. officer of the 
company:he. had a directive 

~ from ,the board of directors to. 

group. ‘Tf. 
Plans call for a January, 162: 

start. 7 
NTA sale came in the midst. of _ 

deep financial problems for the | 
‘company. The $6.200.000, to be}. 
‘derived from various philanthropic 
‘organizations, can only help te put | _ 
.NTA on a more ‘stable financial | 
- course. 

his’ derivative > stockholders: 
Ripcord Chutes aa suit filed’ in ‘Wilmington. Del: 

Into 94. Markets ‘of ‘directors of | NT&T | and 

Standard . Oil of ‘Texas. “has. 

deals with the acquisition of 
NTA by NT&T. Parties in the. 

cleared six markets and Savannah | 
Sugar Refining Co. two in their 

suit include’. Ely Landau | and. 

combined’ six-state .roster of ‘“Rip- {- 

woven, according NO ZICCA, pute ‘BOB CH ANDLER. EXITING . 

‘VARIETY’ FOR MGM-TV 
the series in a‘total markets of 94, . 

Bob Chandler is: exiting ‘VARIETY 

company that ‘the sale did nat 
require two-thirds approval of 
the. stockholders. - ao 

Davis;during his proxy fight 
at National Theatres &- Tele 

thirds stockholder: - approval 

needed... NT&T ‘owns a 38% 
stock interest in’ NTA, °° 

‘Davis, in response to a ques- 
tion, said that he’s continuing. 

board. members of NT&T. . 

Latest Savannah Sugar outlets 
Columbus, .Ga.. 

and WSOC, Charlotte. SC. Rural 
Flectrie Assn... joins Savannah! 
Sugar in the Charlotte sponsor ‘ship after AL 
of “Ripcord’ over 

Standard O# of ‘Texas outlets. set-: : Appointment ‘is effective. July. 10. : 

are: KGGM. Albuquerque: KGNC?| “The: ty publicity -slot fs ‘a new 
Amarillo. Midland: KRBC, Xbi- | * 

lene: KSWS, Roswell, and KS¥D,0n€ at Metro, with :the’ company, 
Wichita Falls. Super-Valu Stores. préevion sly having assigned staffers | 
pought the skein for ‘KROC, from: the ‘mation- -p.cture publicity - 
rochester, Minn. : department. to ‘tv: chores’ on: a spot; 

basis. ‘Chandler will report. to John . 
Burns. v.p..in charge ,of sales for | 
MGM-TV; and Dan Terrell, .:public- ' 

sity’ director .of Metro. and : will! 
“The adquartér at the’ company: s (X ¥, 3 

» homeoffice. - 

Chandler - foined “Vantery’ “aS. a. 
meéimber -of .its Chicago bureau’ in: 
1950;. moving to N.Y: later that.’ 
-year'to cover the music beat. After 
ito. years in the service. lie re-! 

Among the latest ‘tations sign.. 
ing are’ KTVB. Bore, WTVW. 
Evansville: WTOP, Washington, 
and. WLOF, ~ Orlando , 

BANNER P°QUIRES 5 
JUNGLE GIRL’ SHORTS. 
‘Banner Films ‘has picked up tv: 

distiibution rights’ to the .15 “turned ° to- cover ‘radio and tv. ‘In 
“Jungle Girk? shorts mide by .the 1958. he- moved’ to. the. Coast to 
ld Republic Pictures. Never be- work as:a reportér and columnist : 
fore in syndication, the properties, for: DAILY. VARIETY,. _Teturning ; a. 
from the Edgar Rice Burroughs es- - dear: EO. pote, . 

-~ 

Banner also does distribution of - 
20 “Tarzan” features making tv 
station rounds. Banner has ~“Jun- }- 
gle Girl’ sales Fights here and 
abroad. 

Writer in 13756 Ward’ | 
Suit vs. Sandy Howard 

Flamingo Sets 5.Show 
‘Holiday’ in.14 Marts. 

“Holiday . Playhouse,” .the five 

i half- hour: ‘shows sold. off by. Shel- 

| ton. toiletry ‘oulfit,: has. been. bought 

‘in 14 markets: Flamingo © ‘Films, : 

which’ is . now distribating. fhe: five | 

‘programs, “is. first offering: the. spe-! 

Dr. Bernat Angeles. July 4. | cial package- ta stations playing 
and tv writer, asked $375.000:dam- |" ‘Sereen’ Directors. Playhouse,” 

‘ages on charge of unauthorized use : : other Flamingo. ser ies: : 
of dramatic material in Superior |. - New" ‘stations. ‘on’ “Holiday: Play« 

, Court ‘action ‘against Sandy How- house”. include: WNBC-TY, N.Y, 
ard, Sandy Howard Productions, | KFBB,°.Great Falls;: KRCA, .. Sant} 
Inc., Harry P. Warner and Para-|:Angelo: : ‘KSE,- Salt. “Lake. Cily; 
mount Television Productions, Inc.. 

Bellew claimed that defendants 
series, 

“Red Blanket.” ” submitted to -de- 
fendants Aug. 19, 1958 in form of ( 
two telescripts, for; ‘their tele-. ‘Counterspy,” _“Priest:-. and | 

‘ series, “Eimergency. Ward.” intro‘d| Parolee,” 
over KTELA and other. stanons 
Nov. 16. 1959. 

In two separate’ causes. of ac: 
tion, Bellew demanded. $175,000°H) . 
and $100,000 from Howard and if 
Howard Productions, and ina 
third cause $100,000 from Howard. Mike Nidorf,, chairman. of the 
Howard Productions, Warner and. board: of. Independent. Television 
Paramount. . | Corp.. in London .’. . Anthony Riz. 

|zo. joins -western sales division of 

7; “Dp ITC. 

Liv Ups Eve Baer formerly with Cross-Krashe and. 
Ziv- LCA promoted Eve Baer, ! other syndie_ outfits, 

Since 1956 assistant to the admin- | 
istrative v.p., to. the newly created | 
post of 

leans; . WEBM,. Indianapolis; . and 
KATV,- Alaska. Five: programs ‘are 
“Wonderful World of Little Julius,” 
“Ring . of | Steel.’ ” “Underw ater. 

and “Invasion by Three. ” 

| - ~Telefim Chatter 

Greenwich Productions. Films Divi- 
sion as. a.-sales exec); ..; WPIX. 

program: serv-)N_Y.; has bought. “World of: Giants” 
. Harvey Cher- 

manager, 

‘ ization. 

Publicity’ and merchandising ! publicity.for Seven Arts. Associated, 
will -be under. Miss Baer’s domain: bretur ned from. Denver , . . Elihu 

i She. joined the company in 1944! Harris, prexy of Donall-& Harmon, 
:and was named office. manager: in| house agency for. ITC,:te..London 
1948, before succeeding to.. her. .. Murray Kaplan, Medallion Pic- 
position as administrative © assist- tures. sales manager, to. “Washing- 
ant in 1956. , ton ‘tomorrow. iThurs.). 

‘CIVIL WAR’ SALES 
Trans-Lux Television has placed the law firm of. Hall,. Casey. Dick- 

the “American. Civil’ War’: -series | ler, Howley & Brady. ‘Fenster, an 
in another five markets. They are j attorney, was’an exec with MCA- 
WABI, Bangor, Me.; WLUK, Green [| TV since 1959 .”. .. 260 episodes of | * 
Bay, Wise.;:and a regional sale to |*‘Clutch Cargo” have .been.sold by |’ 

:the State Capitol Insurance’ Co International. Television. Film Dis- |. 
‘for Charlotte, Greenshoro-Witston- tributing, in Japan, ‘Show. wilh ‘be 
Salem, and. Raleigh-Durham, N. c. Helecast: over FUJI-TV © 

“gell the -statior.. He also was. :- 
' advised’ by the counsel ° ofthe ~.- 

vision, maintained. that “two- .. 

for the station. ‘sale was.” 
this “Miss * 
finals. Sunday. (9). 

‘| will carry a.-perforated $4,250,000 . 
Chicago to direct information. services at: KNX ‘and CBS Pacific radio --*. 
network . 

2 -years’ to join. Metro as | Habeeb gi 

WSOC-TV {head ef. “publicity. ‘for: ‘ MGM- TV. * 

| Series: for. WLS titled “Chicago Portrait” . 

WHIO, . Dayton;. WWL; New Or- 

the: 
lead for BBC-TV drama “That Lady”. next Sunday ‘9) . 

Jand Sir. -Anthony Glyn .. 

nS ‘the Golden Rose of Montreux °.-. 
. » Hampton W.- Howard, |tv panel. games, has ‘agreed to. ‘emcee: Associated. Television’s mid-day -- 

|'Noele Gordon; is on vacation‘: 
has. joined’ and -extensive BBC-TV coverage. “the guest for an: aill-Welsh web: goes. ° 

| tok, director | of. advertising and: 

. .. Milford 
. | Fenster - has. ‘resigned ‘from “MCA-. 
|TV; Ltd.,.to accept a position with. 

. | Wednesday, J
oly 5,°1 S61”

 ch 

Vian | 
IN. NEW YORK CITY. 

Blair Clark, v.p.-general Inanager of CRs «News back 4 in- N.Y. ater”. 
a short swing through web’s bureaus in the Far East.. ... Arthur Lubin,» 
producer-director of “Mr. Ed, iy bowing on. CBS-TV in- October,; in from - 
London : for: press interviews on ihe “show «.’... Mel. Howard exiting . 
NBC-TV, where he handled on-the-air’ promotional trailers, to. join. 

-|Gerald Productions ag an. account: ‘supervisor. Gerald makes: commer. = ° ~ 
‘|cials and trailers . .- 
board of managers: ‘of. the N. Y. section of: the Society. of’ ‘Motion Picture «. 

. Boyce Nemec of Reéevesound Co.; named to. the;: 

&* Television Engineers. .. Dan Ingram, formerly.of. WIL, St. Louis, : 
joins the WABC deejay- staff. Steve Allen set as.a guest: panelist 
on Sunday’s (9)“““What's My Line?”, . Johnny. Carson off to Miami for. 

niverse” ‘contest co-hosting’ ‘chores, ‘CES-TV televises the 

Jill Goodson; “daughter” éf: ‘Mark’ Goodson 8. ‘Todmian) and of. Mrs, 
Bluma ‘Berson, married Jeremy. Shamos, ‘attorney with” ‘Hughes, Hub- 
bard, Blair & Reed,-in New-York ‘last Friday: (29)-. Nancy . ‘Walker: 
does a second appearance on: the Jack Paar’ ‘show’ ‘July: 13. Paul. 
Brenner, out of N.Y. ‘fadio for awhile,. returns:.te: the’ deejay: ‘staff. ‘of 
WNTA, Newark’. CBS-TV. program: ‘veep Oscar. Katz. on the. Coast.” 
for fall product meetings. : 

| 1 [N- HOLLYWOOD. 
former - |. 

prexies of NTA and . former: - Mortimer. Hall, owner. of” KLAG.: ‘and’ Den. MeGarinon, 4 prexy of: te! 
| Westinghouse’ skein, . happily hopeful ‘that: the FCC will approve. ‘sale . 
of. the station. before: the Oct. "1 cut-off date. Check made ‘out. to: Hall -., 

Art. Wittum. comes out, from =: 

. To avoid léegal’ entanglements, Four Star changed the title 
of “Corrupters" to: “Target—Corrupters”. +... Roger’ Barkley, out: of 
‘Denver and ‘Dallas, -be¢ame © program. head . ‘at KLAC. to sticceed AL. 
Raceo, who maved up to ‘station ane. sales | manager . . Tony. Habeeb - 
followed . “Skip” Webster: out’.:of Ernie. Stern's’ flackery’ at..CBS-TV. | 

oes to Screen: Gems. and. Webster to: Rogers & Cowan . ..-. 
Norman Morell, who. exited- NBC-TV's - -program., dep't,: touring Eur ope: 

‘with the missus (Barbara Je Allen) and hoping :to -pick up ‘some stray. 
talent in the: back country ... ABC-TV picked Dr. .Frank Baxter to ©. 
host. the new -“Intertel”. documentary ° series: ‘Carl-Jampel ddding |. 

;Buestars to his “Seven Keys” game. show on ABC-TV, With Mary: Marke ": wo 
ham ‘supplying the talent ....: Louis: Heywerd,; who took -the. line that. 
talent goes’ where the: action | ‘is, s»utied stakes. in N.Y, and ‘parks “here: 
‘permanently. He caught: on fast. as: head ‘riter. of 20th- Fox-TV-'s 
‘low the Sun.” “hour series for Hienry Kaiser Arthur. Cantor, ¢o- 
: producer: of Broadw ay’s current “AIT. the: ay ‘Honie” -and “Phe ‘Tenth ® 
Man.” in: town to*pressagent his tv clients... -;:. Long-a” serious writer, -. 
Gene Coon -called Hal. Kanter. to ask. how. to. become” a comédy. writer. . 

i Said Kantef, “that's easy. write something ‘funny.” So he did.-a. book, ~ 
i“Meanwhile Back at the Front.” to prove that-he took his advice.:It's: 
:in.its second printing three weeks after ‘publication .'.» David: Noyes, 
- literary consultant to. Harry Truman, and ‘Charles Glett, a friénd .of the _ 
‘ ex-President, - -are eollabing ‘with David Susskind : and AL Levy. on: the ~ 
1 Truman. seriés dramatizing the‘ highlights: of ‘his -eight- Years-in the. 
, White House. . Entire slate of officers: of. the. Hollywood: ‘Chapter. of 
‘Academy of Television. Arts -and . Sciences reelected for:another one- .- 
year, term. Gail Patrick’ continues: as ‘prexy: Sandy Cummings, first: 
veepee; Bud Yorkin, second veepee;: John Scott Trotter, ‘secretary, and: 
‘Samuel -Beetiey, treasurer. Named. to the, national board of. trustées’ for 
- two-year terms.vere Mrs. Jackson, Wendell. Corey, Richard, Berg, Philip 

rs Lathrop: and Seymour Berns. ° os 

IN € HICAGO 
WNBQ ended its ong search for a fourth. new ‘seaster’ ‘ast: week when , 

it signed Charles MeCuen of: WTCN. Minneapolis.’ He joins “Aug. re 
; Milo Hamilton called it quits at WIND after. nearly’ six years... . With: 
Ithe new: WGN facility. ‘officially. launched,.‘exec ‘veenee. ‘Ward L: -Quaal. - 
‘went off to ‘New. ‘England, for a four’ week. respite.. ..-.. Barrie O’Daniels_ 
left Wilding Ine., ‘where he. was exec producer -of* ‘industrial shows, 
to join Fred. Niles. Pr oductions as a veepe Barbara Fox Jeft- WBKB 
ad-pub staff to Join the. -p.r.. dept. of the Pair’ ‘Store, . She's replacéd by 
‘Lesley Simmonds ... : WBBM. doing a_pubaffairs: series.: with. the’ U. of 
| Chicago, on. paperback books . ... Norm Ross doing a radio ‘deeumentary 

. Lee Vogel. got.a mornin 
slot_on WEAW for his interview: ‘show,. and ‘it's being-rebroadeast & 
10:15 p.m. on. WEAW- -FM’ and WTAQ. . ... \WNBQ repeating “Secret - 
Life of Adolph: Hitler” on July 15. --, William -Friedkin and “Fran 
Coughlin, both with WGN: authored. the: series. of dramatic readings. on. 
the -Civil War, “Ordeal” By. Fire,” which: WTTW is. launching | July. 10 

. WAAF. deejay Jerry Leighton was: ‘a \ judge in the Milinoig. finals: of 
the Miss Universe contest. - 

IN: -LONDON . 
BBG-TV bagged. ‘Mort ‘Sahl for’ a * speciai which he: tapes ‘here uly 

16 for transmission July: 19°. . Anglia-TV stretched-its ‘summer viewe . 
ing hours to 11:45 p.m. 4°. - Test Signals wil!’ go out from Radio Eire- 
ann’'s’ first transmitter mid- August . . Margaret . Lockwood takes ‘the. 

. Ruth. Park © 
and. D'Arcy | Niland, . husband. and wife writing. team, took. first: ‘prize. 

‘| $2,800 in: _ATV’s . Second . playwriting. competition. with “No Decision.” 
Other prizewinners were. David Ballentyne, .Peter. Everett, Mrs. Gwen- 
dolen Redshaw, Richard Beynan, Maurice Gaynor and Timothy .West 

. Sir Harry Pilkington, chairman ‘of the Pil- 
kington Committee on the: future. of British broadcasting; éntered St,. 
Helens Hospital for surgery:. VITA constructing two mew transmitters. 
‘at Dutris, near ‘Aberdeen, and- Mounteagle, Near Inverness, Scotland” 

. Sereenwriters’ Guild here’ awarded. a “special prize’: ‘to BBC-TV. 
exec. Tom Sloan on:2 furid-raising boat partv—-some fertilizer foi. the 

. Duke of Bedford, favorite guest : of .- 

show “Lunch Box”: for four. days" in August: while the resident hostess, 
. Despite two. comniefcial. tv. stations ~ 

on.. For the.-second time prominent .Welshmen. are. to” meet. ‘at. the... 
National ‘Conference. on TV for Wales ‘on Friday '7).. Chairman: ‘is Col.. 
Cenydd . Traherne, Lord Lieutenant of. Glamorgan, who is :also Vices 
chairman of Wales Television, Jast: of. the commercial | tv ‘contractor’, - 

IN CINCINNATI ; 
Scripps-Howard. WCPO received FCC: nod. ‘to: pogst. daytime. ‘power. 

to. 1.000 watts, holding 250 watts at night .’...WLW radio-and. tv: sta- 
tions saluting International Farm Youth. Exchange Program of. National -: 
4-H Foundation ‘with special shows on. their. farm and: “Midwestern * 
‘Hayride” programs. with IFYE alumni from’ Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana... 
as guests... . Lawrence.H. Rogers 2a has been voted tenth director of. 
‘Taft Broadcasting Co. He's veep iri charge. of radia ‘and ty ‘stations, op- 
erations . : .:Crosley's: Voice. of America shortwave. ‘facilities. inspected - 
by Shan-wei ‘Wang, engineering - -director-of the Voice of Free China 

. WSAI initiated annual sciencée: awards for outstanding ninth’ gale 
| students of 18 Cincy publie high schools..” 

WCPO. ‘received: FCC nod to ‘boost: daytinie power. to 1,000 watts, 
holding 250 watts daytime . ... Lawrenee H. Rogers 24, veep | jn charge 

‘Continued. ‘on Page. 40). 

. “Fole _ 
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In a ‘survey: of the: Latino ‘narket: the overall health ot the. mar-- 

. ket despite “threats to free competition” was noted iby William:H. 
‘Fineshriber,:v.p. of the. Motien.Picture Export Assn.’s tv film com- . 
mittee. ‘Cited was the beginning of commertial tv in Chile and... 

~~ Colombia’ and the “impressive”. growth of ‘the. medium: in Argen- 
‘tina, Brazil, Uruguay, Peru and Mexico... 

These are some of the highlights of. the survey: ‘One ot the. last - 
countries ‘south of the border to recognize the economic importance". 

- of tv hasbeen Chile. The present: administration still maintains a. © 
policy against its development on. the grounds ‘that the economy . - 

_. cannot afford the foreign exchange necessary to build the industry. 
' Triple. duties -on-. imported. receiving sets (and none are ‘yet manhu- 
factured there) brings the set costs:to about $950. Today 

’ ate only two.stations in the capital.city of Santiago and’ one in- 
". Valparaiso—all: experimental and non-commercial. But the pressure |. 

‘for commercial tv has reached ‘the breaking point. Assurances:have . 
‘three new commercial stations in 

. Santiago within the next 12:to.18 months, Probable licenses are — 
“the newspaper - ‘Mercurio, ‘Radio- Minerix and. the. Assn. of. Radio . | 

“been given that there would: he 

-» ‘Broadcasters. 
The governmental. monopoly; the. survey ‘continues, has ‘kept. Co- - 

-lombia from developing rapidly a3.a tv’ market, but there are-al- . 
‘ready 13. relay stations: connected - with: Televisora: -Nacional in. 
‘Bogota, and 11 more are planned for additional smaller cities. Far 

-‘ "more important, two private. commercial channels are authorized 
’.. jn Bogota for. 1962. They are scheduled ta go to the two largest. 
“radio stations: Emisora Nuevo Mundo and Nueva Granada. Private-- 

-. ly operated stations are also scheduled for Crtagena and Baran- | 
* quilla. Artists’ unions are already 
demanding 3 a quote of 80%, “Tive’ and 20% f ‘filmy. for the new eta- 

~ Show's Site 

tions. : 

fighting imported telefilms. and’ 

Off-Network Sales. ‘Still: Hinge © on How. ‘Good: Series 
“Was. in Original ‘Web. Stand SS 

Tough sell: status of” ‘syndication'| 
“fn the. first-run field prevails also |: 
4in_off-network properties.. Those |: 
off-network entries which. had a 

. successful web run, of. ‘course, find 
* @ much readier. market.. 
“Jf a property. has - been:.on ‘the 
web for two.or three years, a tima: 

“span spelling a. successful’ web 
‘vide, that. property won't. have 
much trouble ‘even in” today’s 
tough market. Some of those- prop- 
erties, in fact, are currently’ en- 
oying a healthy syndication ride. 

... The one-séason network shows, 
-now. winding their ‘way into: syndi- 
‘gation, find . the ‘going. rough, in-. 
‘deed, notwithstanding. a few. ‘ex+ 
. Geptions. - 

‘Helping. the tight. time: situation 7 

Web Pilot Deals 
“a bit in daytime is ABC-TV’s move. 
to open up an additional. half hour 
from 1 to:1:30-p.m. (EDT)... This. 
.frees a half-hour slot for stripped. 
‘eeries sold to ABC-TV affils.. 
-One of: the success- storles is 

.“December Bride.” CBS. Films has}. 
racked up more than: $700,000 ..in | 

' gales, tallying 21 stations for this’: 
: ‘157-episode entry. :“‘Wanted—Dead 

or Alive” has been sold in about. 17] 
or 18 markets... 
scarce at this time. . 
ABC Films, just: entering. ‘the. 

_off-network ‘market, with “Wyatt. 
Earp,” over 200. episodes, “Casper, 

“the .Friendly. Ghost,’. and “One 
Step Beyond” is confident of these 
entries.. ABC Films also’ will have 

.two' years’ production. ' on “The. 
Rebel”.-as: a: first for syndication 

“entry out in the . market.1n the. 
:..géar. future. NBC Films: has- just 

put out “Best. of Groucho,” : 
. All subsids of: the thrée networks | 
stayed. away from traditional: half-. 

.°: hour firstrun-syndication fare this 
-: gelling: season. -Only .a large re- 

'  glonal might unhook a. ‘first-runner. 
from. CBS Films, ‘which has a. num- 

_ Ber: of finished pilots on hand. - 

No 3d Year For 
Tiv-UA Lock- Uy 

Hollywood, July" 4, 
‘Timesiot difficulties have forked 
Ziv-UA to drop the. “‘Lockup” se-: 

-ries for next season, despite tw« 

allowing star Macdonald Carey. to 
- weigh a‘ slate of.film and ‘tv. offers | 
- “abroad; . -actor told. said last -week. 

on his return from’ filming “Chil-. 
dren of. Light” for Hammer Films 
and, Columbia release in. England:. 

‘Lucky Strike, chief. sponsor of. 
the syndicated series has refused 
to renew. for. next. year ‘unless: bet-" 

-:-.¢erslot can be’ found. Show. airs: 
o at various: times in, 180-200 “Maré 

kets. : . - : 

“Angel” sales are. . 

‘pens: Pilot -financed 
| work. doesn’t. make it on. the 

‘for a@ year; During th 
| projected’ series is withheld from 
syndication. When the: year {s up,. 

BS Films Ups Victory 
James: T.-Victory has been’ pro- 

moted to. the post of general. sales. 
manager for .CBS. Films. Victory,.| 
who. has held the. position of di- | 
rector of syndication: sales since. 
April, . 1960, joined CBS Films as 
‘an account ‘exec in 1953.. 
On : the. Coast, George Faber, 

‘Hollywood. manager. of _ publicity 
for.CBS Fiims, has been ‘promoted | 
to the newly created position -of 
‘director of.-client relations.. Faber’s 
‘new -duties. will be: to aid: various 
departments ‘such “as sales; promo~ 
tion; research and publicity—in ad-_ 
dition “to. acting. as liaison for 

[ domestic. and: international visitors. 

Block Potential 
~ Syndie Product 
“Pilots are’: often . made : for: a 

‘crack ‘At -the network market,, and. 
failing a web: sale, are sprung into 

it‘on the network. : 
_In many cases this is what hap- 

“by the net- 

‘schedule... The network, though, 
retains rights on the pilot project 

| the: producer begins peddling the 3 pilot among ‘potential syndication 
clients. . 

:. Trouble, though, fs that. the east 
| in the pflot-no longer is tled-to the 
series. ‘Producer then. has to. sell: 
-the’. pilot’ sans the. original ‘cast, | 
‘citing. what he thinks ‘would: be 

‘| good substitute. players for: the 
lead roles. On that: basis, - it’s -vir- 
tually impossible ‘to. spring - the | 
pilot. into the. syndication. hopper. 

‘years: of top - syndicated. ratings, |. 

~ iy Sets ‘Laura’ 
Ziv-United ‘Artists has. acquired: 

the.tv rights to the Vera Caspary 
novel, -“Laura,” which served. as 
‘the basis ‘for ‘the. 20th-Fox. -pie by 
‘the same title. in’ :1944.. 
acquisition: marks the second in a 
-two-week.. ‘span, 

Ziv-UA’ also- has ‘acquired’. tv 
Fights to humorist S..J. ‘Perelman’ s. 

| “Acres: and Pains.” ee 

{Latin America..and the Far East. 
{Of course, the Commonwealth na-{ 

- “Laura” ; 

NATIONALIS 
Weta CURBS : Stations Will Pay More for Off-Web 

TV-FILMS 

~ KEY PROBLEMS) Shows Than Ist-Runs, Says OF’s Reed 
_ By ‘MURRAY HOROWITZ 

Expanding. foreign market: -{s 
astir with problems. From Rio to 
Sydney rising tides of nationalism. 

-|aré seeking to stem the influx of 
American’ shows, mainly. vidftira 

| serles; ; 

At. stake. isa foreign. biz esti- | 
mated. ‘at’ $35,000,000 for ’61, With. 
that climbing gross from. abroad; 
some’ king - sized. headaches have. 

‘|:developed. 
Additionally, British tv. interests, 

ranging from BBC to.the larger 
commercial contractors, . have be- 
‘come a. far- greater competitive 

-.{factor.. British tv interests. are re- 
‘ported ‘to ‘be: aggressively selling 

‘| the European market, and are con- 
sidéred much greater factors. in 

tions of Canada and Australia. are 
. prime. targets for British programs.. 

. As: to the: problems, here are 
some of the more recent items: 

‘| “In! Brazil, there's: a Presidential | 
‘| decree. ‘pending which would virtu- |. 
ally kill off the ‘market for Ameri- | 

dean tv shows. Hope is-that native |’. 
- broadcasting, dubbing and adver- 

tising interests will persuade the 
government to: at least. modify the 

{decree before its effective date of | 
: Jan; ‘1, 1962. Decree puts a limita- 
‘tion’ of. 30 minutes. on the use of 
films on ty during the prime eve- 
{ning hours. of from.-7.to 10. p.m. 
and permits only. 20% of the. re- 
maining time to be. devoted to the. 
transmission of : films... 

“In- Argentina, there's. the Guz- 
man -Bill pe ‘which would re- 
‘quire all riubbing of | shows : tele- 

{¢ast:in that country to be done in 
Argentina. William H. Fine- 
shriber, Jr., Motion Picture Ex-: 
port Assn: v.p. for tv,. has received 
some assurances that ‘the bill might 
be killed, ‘at least in its present 
‘form. But: the reports other meas- 
ures limiting foreign programs are 
‘being widely’ discussed. 

In... Australia, Aussie Actors’ 
Equity: is seeking a cutback in im-. 

|-ported ‘tv fare, especially the U.S. 
{brand, claiming that film and vid- 
| tape shows are throwing more and | 
|'more local performers out of work. 
J AAE.-has:set ‘a general strike date 
}of. July 18, covering key commer- 

‘| cial and ‘governmentoperated ‘sta: 
"| Hons, on 

There’ are. ‘tumbles : ‘in ‘Mexico 
and ‘elsewhere. 
Situation. is not all bleak—not by 

a long shot.. Canada is growing as. 
a ‘market, with the new CTV. com- 
merical web due to. bow in. the 
fall.. Japan ‘has lifted the ceilings |. 
on prices for shows,. offering a 

jtmuch freer. market. The effect, to 
a fullblown: series for syndication. 

But. the-new trend toward. copro- 
duction. deals: between indie. pack-' 
agers and ‘networks has virtually 
ruled. out. ‘syndication as-an alter- 
native when the: pilot fails to make’. 

date, according to one. foreign dis- 
tributor, is to double the - price’ 
that can be secured for a series in 
Japan. Set count in country: after 
country’ is increasing, allowing. for 
more: leverage in pricing. . 
.The rumbles from. Rio to Sydney 

also can be viewed: as the tradi-. 
tional native reaction, when “made | 
in. America” product secures wide 
acceptance. and popularity. It’s. a 
reaction which. Hollywood features 
have met. and-lived with for years. 

Yet,: there are some misgivings 
that: American tv product need 
not follow the Hollywood. pix pat-. 
tern...-For. one; tv is a home me- 
-dium; ‘rather than a theatrical box-: 
‘office medium... Television's effect, 
‘in country after country, is con- 
sidered far. more critical than mo- 
‘tion pictures ‘and the air. waves 
‘are under " governmental. supervi- 
sion. - 

Most | telling . charges against 
American vidfilms: abroad ‘have 
been those of violence and cadism. 
One reason British tv interests are. 

| making ‘a better showing :in the 
: European ‘market ‘than in pervious 
years isthe growing -distaste in|. 
Europe . ‘against ‘violence depicted 
in some American vidseries. When 
other foreign: tv. markets mature;. 
the same tough screening process 
adopted in Europe is expected to 
-be. embraced .elsewhere.: The. bet-. 
‘ter. quality, less Violent. shows. ‘in’ 
the long-run are. expected’ to win 
out. in the: ‘competitive | race. jn the. 

J world market. 

eee 

“Washant” Into Reruns 
‘Having wound up two years of 

production on its syndicated “Man- 
hunt” series, Screen Gems has put 
the Victor Jory starrer into the 
rerun sales hopper. 

' Eleven stations to date have 
‘signed up for reruns. All of them 

Stations include: KABC, Los An- 
geles; KFMB, San Diego; KPHO, 
Phoenix; -KSTP, Minneapolis; 
KPLR, St. Louis; WWJ, Detroit; 
and KM), Fresno, Calif. 
-°“Manhunt” production team 
(Bob Sparks, exec producer; Jerry 
Briskin, producer, and Fred Jack- 
son,- director) is now working on 
SG's new syndie series “Shannon.” 

British Writers 
Yen Residuals 
On 0'Seas Vidpix 

London, July -4. 

tt may soon be war between tv 

film producers and authors, says 

the British Screen Writers’ Guild. 
Next on. the discussion agenda. is 

| scripters’ royalties for overseas 
‘aidings. Guild execs, now pfac- 
tieed ‘in the art of dickering, fear 
rocky. resistance from producers 
‘on. this “principle” but scripters 
are prepared to be equally strong 
and will withdraw their labor if 
it comes to a showdown. 

Currently, the Guild is. pushing 
much harder for this scale of over- 
seas royalties: Initialer—50% (of 
the minimum fee); second atring 
—3314%: third airing — 25%: 
Paha and subsequent airings— 

On . 

Big point in the author's favor 
is that BBC’s film-producing unit 
‘has already accepted the “prin- 
c p e”" 

Breakthrough came on the “Zero 
skein, which BBC-TV is 

making: here in conjunction with 
Metro. Producers agreed to pay 
-royalties of 20% (of ne ee) 
for the second airing and 15% for 

| subsequent showings in either the 
U.S. .or: Canada. Scripters feel 
thet with this precedent set pro- 
ducers will eventually have to 
recognize royalty payments. 

Writers’ Guild is also negotiat- 
ing minimum terms agreemen 
with commercial tv webs and, with 
a 60-minute draam pact in the bag, 

serfalizations are “in a late stage 
of ‘NHegotiations.” 

| WON SETS MCA HOURS; 

WGN-TV, Chicago, 
other. tv stations have purchased 
MCA TV’s four one-hour off-net- 
work series, — 
“Suspicion,” “Riverboat,” 
“Cimarron City.” These sales bring 
the. total to 60. 
-Other than WGN-TV, new sta- 

tion deals include WHP, Harris- 
burg: WLBZ, Bangor; KXGO, Far- 
go;. WEHT, Evansville; and KSYD, 
‘Wichita Falls. 

In another development, MCA 
TV has made the “Mickey 5Spil- 
larje’s Mike Hammer” available for 
stripping.. Additional runs of the 
‘78 episode series have been bought 
by WPIX, N. Y. and ‘WGN, Chi-: 
cago. 

LaLanne Goes Syndie 
Hollywood, July 4. 

Jack LaLanne, physical cultur- 
ist, has moved his tv. show to 
KTLA, where it will be vidtaped, 
by. the Paramount Facilities Divi- : 
sion, for syndication throughaut : 
ae country. 

Locally,. ‘half-hour) series will : 
be aired weekdays at $ a.m. 

carried the skein as a first-runner.. 

of royalties for writers. 

‘two more for dramatizations and 

and = five | 

_ Station management prefers off- 

network rerun series: to firstrun 

syndication product, and will pay 

more money for the them, in the 

opinion of Official Films prexy 
Seymour Reed. 

‘Reasoning is that the successful 
network show {is a built-in safe 
bet against the firstrun series 
more-than-outside chance of fail- 
ure. 

That's one reason Official has 
bought up five tv film production 
firms and their product owned or 
controlled by mn Sharpe and 
Warten Lewis. 

An important initial sale has al- 
ready been made on three of the 
off-web series. KTLA, Los Angeles, 
has purchased “Peter Gunn" (114 
stanzas): “Yancy Derringer,” (344 
and “Mr. Lucky,” (34). 

The other properties, 30 hours 
of “Wire Service,” and 42 anthology 
half-hours, bave not yet been put 
on the market, 

Reed expects stations will run , 
the serles in primetime for a period 
of one or two years, ther follow ° 
up with daytime stripping. He be- 
Heves the acquisitions give Of%- 
ficial the largest stockpile of 
syndie product (not including fea- 
ture ‘pix) in the business. 

The three shows on the market 
now, he predicts, will gross at 
least $3,000,000 in the next 12 
months. 

To intensify the selling effort, 
Reed has put Bob Hehrens in 
charge of the package. Behrens has 
been named general manager of 
world-wide sales on the new 
product, and, says Reed, figures 
to make twice the prexy’s salary 
‘in commissions before the sear is 
out. Behrens headed up midwest ~ 
sales for Official out of Chicago 
before being brought east recently. 

Reed, one of the syndile field's 
rzre optimists these days, declares 
there's no oversupply of “needed” 
product. Prices ere down to some 
degree, but the foldup of a few 
fringe operators In recent months 
{who were peddling at drastic re- 
ductions}) has eased sales to a 
degree. And with webs now at 
their optimum in option time, the 

favor of the 

says the company has op- 
eran in th the black both quaricrs 
this year, and he expects the profit 
trend to continue throughout the 
year, 

EU&E Expansion 
On Both Coasts 

Elliot, Unger & Elliot, the com- 

mercial prduction division of 
| Screen Gems, hes been executing 
an expension plan, involving both 

facilities. and personnel, en both 
évasts. 

Expansion is the result: of the 
{firm's entry into production of {n- 
dustrial and business films the 
past year, as well as continuing In- 
‘crease in tv commercials. Now un- 
der construction is a new sound 
jee in mfid-Manhattan which {s 
expected to be ready within the 
next two months. New stage is 
the fifth thst EUE will have in 

[NY On the Coast, EU&E uses the 
Columbia Pictures studios. 

Sales and service staff of EU&E 
under general sales manager Al- 
| {red Mendelsohn recently moved 
into new and larger offices st 
:Columbia Pictures Bldg. In line 
with the expansion, EU&E has 
made seven key additions to its 
Staff and made one promotion. 

Philip Frank has rejoined EUE&E 
as exec producer and sales rep- 
resentative. Sol Ehrlich has been 
| appointed creative director and 
j also will serve as a staff rom- 
:Mercial director. Edward Rinker 
joined as west coast arcount exec, 
Constance Mowbray as producere 

sales representative, Dorio Beiden, 
? production assistant, among other 
j appointments, 
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It’s 's_ been,. first, a trend to" first place.* To the largest. 
share of:the viewing atidience where it counts most. 

From October to -June,.in the markets where they can | 
wealel all 3 networks, they watched ABC-TV most:* 

s been a-trend:to new successes in new program=- 
mine My Three Sons and The-Flintstones, for example,' 
have continually hit ‘the. top ten. And such established’ 
trends as T. he. Untouchables, 77 Sunset Strip, ‘The ‘Real. 

Wednesday, July 5, 1961 

McCoys, have kept trending right along. oO . 
It’s been a trend ‘to.a. new trend in. public service 

series. Witness the acclaim for Sir Winston Churchill: 
The Valiant Years; Close- Up!, Expedition. And: a new 
trend in news reporting: ABC-TV News Final.. a 
It’s been a trend to sports leadership . , . with Fight. of 

the: Week,:NCAA and American League Football, College _ 
Basketball, All Star Golf, ABC-TV Wide World. of Sports.. 



It’s been a trend to the:most tangi ible kind of i sponsor 7 
‘enthusiasm—a 20% jump in billings tor the first Quarter: 

“of 61, a figur¢ far in excess ofthe industry. pattern. 
: It's been’a trend to new affiliate:succeases.t In Port- 

: and, Ore., Seattle-Tacoma, Salt Lake -City, 
” Milwaukee, following affiliate switches: to 
ay Tage evening audience shares soared as much as 52%. 
It's been, in summary, that happiest of. trends—an 

Boston, 
“continuing. 

“uptrend. A direction in which, it.should: be noted, we 
have every. programming intention (Top Cat, The New 
Breed, Tarp: Phe Corruptors, Calvin and the Colonel) of 

) Televisi n 
erage Audience, week ending Oct. is, 

oo Ser T80 toll PM. Sua. 630-11 P 
7 omiler is American Ressareh Bureou- 
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Case of the Two-Car Blurb Pic 
Or Van Praag and His 10th Anni 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts! 

By BILL GREELEY 

Ciexseiet ad agency Campbell-. 

Feaid nps on permanent loan from 

ti. Fentl Motor dibrary a half-hour 
firs theedd “How to Make a Tele- 

Scer felr. Commerciab” 

‘ene fbn was made three years 
epe ter Ford by Van Praag Pro-. 

Ghietitas ané the aival car Cosi-' 

pars sevency borrowed one oF the 

that ere sfi I} out 

as an: enter- 

film con the 

Jets ero ova paints 

Brenee Cre COUnErs 

ter cnc oh fseetional 
Obie belay bs. vert : 

‘Sin Pree presvo William Van 
Jieevovet + bard Lad a motive other 

dicate venerossy in handing «the 
Jit te arial Besides Mistruc- 
frer, film contained wiwo actual 
Ferd consasercialy, and the cotn- 
yreete\ figured Campbell-Exu ald. per-- 
sonred veremt necessary: corm- 
mitted to Chevys in their choice of 
& CRT. 

Armhow. the how-to industrial 4s 
cne of the highlights that) Van 
Frcax remembers fondly -as the 
haerbers: observes its 10th anny. 
Jy. that lime the commercial house 

bas expanded studio and office 
facihties at in N. Y four times, 
has c¢pened branches in Chicago, : 
Detroit, Hollywood and == Miami, ! 
and serviced such accounts as Rev- 
Jon. Bulova. Oasis cigs, Pabst beer, 
Fost’ cereals. Firestone, Westing: | 
hense. the Voice of America, A)- 
cea, Ford, Capital Airlines, Esso 
ard means others. 

In the next 10 \ears, 
would ‘ike to do more industrials. 
which he tabs “special” or “spec- 
feculan” commercials, and he'd. 
dike to see the 
ficld advance in style at Teast to 
the neo-realism of Italian films that 
Hated m the 10-year period be- 
fore Van Praag Productions 
oponed 

“In making a good industrial for 
a nationa! or interjational firm,” 
Le saves. Ca production staff has a. 
thance 
peant of the so-called Hollywoed | 
film techmane and makeup for 
the lack of big preture company 
facilities bs subliminally project- 
ing oa message and @ concepe; 
through a believable starvboard 
that egnf{ains entertaininent, mar-;: 

keting values” and psychological ° 
§deas that) pcint up. wnuch of the 
company's image without hammer- ; 
figs aan at the subject through too ; 
We arV technical terms and scenes ' 
of machinery, 

With the oil industry a8 an ex-. 

&ieple, Van Praag points out that | 
fie obvieus thing might be to. show 
gushing wells and = punrps and 
crackers, ete. in action. | But the 
action couldn't sustained for more : 
thea six or seven minutes of a 25. : 
minute film, if that long. But witn 
real folk plaving themselves, the- 
human mterest and anecdotes can ! 
be developed “through romanticiz- . 
ine what on the surface seems like . 

4 
te industry, Before. long we 
would be able to indelibly make 
au generally the 
leading .nen, while in the back- 
Ercund the company itself would 
come off as a striking character | 
eolor that is not chew ing ‘scenery | 

@ horeinge the spotlight.” 

Yer Praay thinks his company 
bes bad a lot of success in finding ; 
the actips ability among -non-pro- 
dessvanads working in the business 
covered He thitthks a veepee plays 
E Yeepee more convincingly und 
Varney than an aetor, and that a 
ecctor plays a doctor better than 
wi owcter- “and, tor sure, doesn't 
Veer w harber’s coat.” 

il Slick at C&W 

Texace has announced a switch! 
trom} 

Cunninghan: & Walsh to Benton & | 
‘Loss tol-: 

#. its $82,000,000 billings 

Rewies, eflective Oct. 1. 

tows departure of $1.500.000 ac- 
count of Smith-Cerona out of C&W. | 
fee Weeks azo, 

r: FS ade 

bie twas shaky 
a Walter 

Yarlment 

after reports that { 
Thompson new biz de-! 
had been bird-dogging ° 

tec xecount were confirmed by the : 
cost Shell Oil to Ogil- : 

and Mobile : 
“ath Compton in favor i 

chent, JWT 
VW Be son & Veiather, 
fe apeitttimg 
of Ted Bales in ed shifts Usat in- 

Van Praay ; 

whole consmmercial . 

to take an opposite view. | 

rather cold and highly -competi- | 

good-looking | 

BBC: ‘Help Wanted 
. London; July 4, (+ - 

“Latest move in.BBC's “local. | 

a hunt ‘for-‘some 100 station 
managers: Plans.aré now un-— 
der way to select, likely men 
from | regional: stations. who- 
can. ‘make: ‘quiek. and. firm de- ~ 
‘cisions and’ have ‘the ability - 

‘resist - ‘pressures by . in- to.. 
?dicate the oil industry is all i dividuals or. groups, 

I 

up in the marketing arena.. 
There was another recent “indi- 

cation of Texaco's Yestiveness at |. 
C&W. Agency's heralded. “girl on 
a bike” sott-sell blurb, along. with }-. 
three or so new soft sellers tisat J. 
didn't make the air,. was shelved 
by client for a hard-seli pitch 

Soaper’ s No Soap 

‘Local ‘radio . is, of course,’ 
still .to-. be ‘decided upon: in: 
the Hight .of ‘the Pilkington: 
Committee’s recommendations: 

‘perimental “station” to ‘be set 
up” by. the Corp. will “be 

“Bristol”. and 
exper iments, 

- Ragio 

Sed 

<a 

Mutual Broadcasting’s strip -dra- |. “Radio... 
ma hour, “My True Story,” is play: | Norwi i¢ “h” 
ing 213 stations but has no. soap. = 
sponsors, Closest: thing is a house-.' 
hold cleanser, whith in-one market 
is sharing the show ‘wilh three Norr Still Wars: 
other sponsors, i 

Mutual survey reveals an: ina: | 
sual diversity of elie nts, incltuling 
new and used cars. ‘1é#l estate | On ‘Cancer’ Weed! 
develapments, paints... a nightclub. 
electric heat, hame’ appliances, sue | “Roy. Norr, 
permarkets, insurance. — savings” ness’ in days. past. for his-roles ‘as 
banks, soft drinks; an irening fluid: aides to: Will Hays at the. Motion 
and a ¢ar polish. Picture Assn. and, -later,- General |-. 

Fed to affils daily via closed-cir- «David: Sarnoff - at NBC, ‘has. been: 
cuit, the show is providing jabs:, Publishing. 
for more than 20 thesps a week. About Smoking.and Health. He. re- 
National sponsor is a hearing aid:'cently exchanged notes with panel, 

Great Outdoors moderator. Larry Spivak, to. wit:. 

Some Madison Ave. types ‘have.’ ‘Dear Larry: p eves” ‘should have Seen: the - day 
fled the cement | cans ons for sunny’! | when. a major panel. program. on. 

<Hth Outhogrd Maeguines ines bake aly Ould allow an, eminent 
ilishers of Outboard mat for: con-. . medical authortiy to” say, “Yes, 

;Sumers' and Boating Progress. for ] refer to your colloquy: with Prof. 
:the trade. Ravdin. in ‘Meet. the: Press.” It 

Paul Jones, for meny. years. ad | : proves your reaf’- 
director of Coronet .mag and re-, : hope it. will stop- my: 

‘cently Corporate ad director-of the | I hear some industr 
Herald Tribune, has joined the firnt~ ahout- ‘freedom * 
as prexy and ad. director. .time ‘he aceépits another iiedal for 

Jack Seville, formerly managing . his ‘public service.” 

Vv great. drool 

ijoined as editor. and. publisher of ' except: Mother of. the .Year.” 
both magazines. i Snivak réplied.as follows: 

Irving Silverman, formerly with I. ep 

from Gotham and Jacksonville. - 

Henry Legler of the Warwick & ‘to join: up with you . . 
‘Legler agency,. who onow 

“J think 
makes ! -smoking is a harmful habit’ and one 

his home in Florida, will work on! of the’ nastiest cand stupidest. of. 
special projects for the company. 

_ Hog Hunter © 

Foote. Cone & Belding véepee.that neither of my children ‘smokes 
Frank B. Delano has. an 
the July issue of Sports ‘Afield on vert—and. that ain t Easy.” a 
his trackdown of the giant. forest j ‘ _ 

i Seaner than’ a clicat the. rare NBC SETS ITs TWO. 

PUBAFFAIRS KIDSHOWS 
‘and ferocious hog was shot down 
jin a charge on the last day of a 

The two : -NBC = TV" ‘weeken 
pubaffairs 

: Cividized’ man,.:T - have ‘rafsed . so 

: three-week safari. Piece is illus-: 
. trated by FC&B senior veepee Fred 
j Ludekens. 

Brit, P.O. Sirike Threat 
| Could Black Out Some TV. 

London, July 4 
FV and radio execs here are’ 

‘watching moves made: by the pie ay slot as an NBC ‘Washington 
Office ‘Engineering Union: which staffer, ‘as host and on-the-air- ‘edi-. 
is fighting for a wage increase and ; tor :of the: new- half-hour.:: George 

dre many. of.-the: ‘principals who'll 
ibe involved. in. making the half- 
‘hour stanzas:. 

“Update: va news. program. for 
thigh schoot and junior. high stu=: 
;dents, starts in. a" noontime. Satur- 

‘have threatened to strike if’ the; 4. Heinemann. will be’ exec pro-. 
Postmaster-General refuses to talk “ducer. 
turkey. A so-far. undated token? 

- Strike is planned which w ould. black’ ‘the: 
; out any tv or radio program ‘which 
| used a Post Office. cable. Trans-- stanza. 
‘atlantic. cables and some tele-'N NBC-TV creative: projects, as 
phone services would ~also “be {hired Leonard Safir,.:onetime edi- 

! affected. 
! The Post Office engineers Want™ as associate .producer,: and: Jack 

‘a. 15¢¢ invrease .in pay 
‘ have been offered anly “State. 
“A union spokesman: told Varrery: 
_"Unless' negotiations:. open soon  Tueson—Howard’ ‘D. Duncan: Jr.,: 
we will start planning . the former. general manager of WEHT-_ 
'strike>* It will take place some-,TV, Evansville, Ind., now ‘general. 

Sunday night. 6:30-7 ‘time; is 

j for “young: adventurers.” 

“radio”. schedule. is:the- start of -— 

on. the. future of broadcasting. ; 
but BBC believes the franchise: .} 

May .come its way. Next ex- § $1,316.000. FV sets ‘excluding $2. 80 duty): 

a “Radio- Haul. ” This follows. the: -|° 

-| facility in -Chicago..last week, 

known. to show. busi- 

That’ my - ‘theumy. 

smoking is a cause of lung cancer!”. 

courage | and I} 
retching ‘when 

of. the ‘air* “every! 

One of. them]. 
;editor of Sports ‘Afield. snag. has” has. received nearly every: award]. 

“Dear Roy: ‘Many thanks for your | . - 
Esquire as biz manager and more ‘nice letter. Iwas. delighted to hear} = 
recently consultant with’ Madison { from: you and. I. am particularly 

‘Ave. offices, will direct circulation ‘-happy that. vou ‘are. still in there |. 
. fighting. Whén I retire -T. am ‘going: 

*much hell. about | it: over the years. 

article in'!—but I stilF- -Have my wife ‘to .con-| 
Jess it can “break the 32 or. 330 
{share mark. Worse, the: 28% CBS: 

female viewers. Not much ‘more 

programs . -fer young. 
viewers ate set. for fall ‘starts. So 

' day’ slot as of Sept..16; with. Robert 4. 

Other stanza.’ to pe#in Oct. 8- in: 

“1, 2, “3—Go™. an. Irving. Gitlin | 
Gitlin, . exec -produceér of |: 

';for-in- -chief on “We..the People,” 

but / Kuney- ‘as. director of the. program | 

‘NBC: (dittoing with General ‘Mo-|./° 

~~ Taside S Stuf—Radio-TV 
and ty licensing system, This emerged..from.an answer given inthe * 

.| House of, Lords by. a Governmént- Whip, Lord. St- Oswald, .who ‘said | 
‘| there was some eyasion of. license fee: but,. -mainly, it ‘was. kept. in chéck : 
by publicity, local enquiries and tv detector vans. . 7 

- Earlier the: government had: refused a move to prohibit. ‘the. ‘sales’ ‘of 
‘lradio and. tvisets if a license is not preduced. This would mean. Jegisla- _ 

tion obliging ‘dealers to.act as Post Office: agents. ‘It would ‘also. mean ~° 
changing the present. basis on which. a license is needed ‘to’ “install: and -: 

Lord St, Oswald also gave: ‘the. following ‘figures: ‘of Jicense revenue: 
_ Domestic radios: . 58-59). $14,224,000: 
:$9.408,000. Car radios: -('58-'59} $1.036. odd: (59-60! -$1,176.000 (60-'61), 

£ 58" 59) 578. 064. 000; A ‘58. 
“601 $88; B16, 000 60- 61). $95 256, 800. 

“LeRoy Collins, attending’ the. dedication: of WGN. Ine. s spanking’n new’ 
‘used the occasion: to. explain some of 

“the critical’ things” +he-‘had said .about. American’ breadcasting: since ™ 
becoming prexy. of the National. ‘Assn. of Broadcasters last January: 
‘In his address: at the dedication. dinner;. Collins stated ‘that. he had- 

been pointing yp the industry's ‘shortcomings | las well as. “praising. its _ + 
virtues”) because. he wants broadcasting to surpass itself. ‘He said there. 
has. been the danger that the industry would use ‘the-democratic sy stem, — 
by which: it-is kept: free. from. any ‘governmental “thought;control, ” as. . 
& prop for. the.status quo: ~ 
“We must never allow any. ‘influence to fx a common. level of. ac sieve 

| ment,: above which no one feels impelled to rise,” he said..“No broad-:, -... 
‘easter in America can -afford to be. satisfied. to: measure his product. 
solely against that. ‘of a-competitor. He ‘must > measure it: against the = 
limits of iis. awn: potential, and always..seek..to expand. those. limits.”” ~~ 
‘Apropos the occasion,. Collins had a ‘few. encomiums for Ward: L. 

‘Quaal, exec. veepee: of the WGN stations, whom he described as ‘‘one 
the’ Norr Newsletter| of broadcdsting’s brightest examples of what. can be-achieved : . .. 

through competent, dedicated and. tireless effort.” -He ‘cited Quaal ag 
a foremost champion of the NAB codes, ‘one who. both: contributed ‘to- 
‘their development and attained to them in earning. his’ success. 

Johiiny. Rose, a. country-western. singer ‘and protege. of station. KEIM, 
-Roswell, N.M., won: this. year’s “talent: hunt” ‘sponsored by: Pet Milk at 
via Keystone ‘Broadcasting System's affiliate. lineup.. ‘Annual ‘‘contest—- 
this was thé fourth—js a merchandising device for Pet’s half-hour ver=’ 
sion of “Grand Ole Opry,” .which ‘is’ syndicated :on- 200 KBC. stations. 
Program, purchased: on: a 52 week basis, is: Pet's: sole Anvestment in 
radio. Boots -_ ae 

German Commercial TV Booning; 7 
See $50,000,000 Bill 

Frankfurt. “Hay. ‘4. 
TT A. whopping~” new high. . -of . $50, 
000,000 is expected to slide: into 
‘the telévision channels: for . com: *": 
mercial. time during .1961.- oO 

With the country’s: second chaine i 

Daytime 
— Continued from page 3 — —< 

of the ava ailable - ‘audience | for. its 
morning programs; yet, by consen- 
sus, it appears. that ‘the CBS sales- 
men’ won't be able ‘to. make any 
real dent'on the selling market un- 

ence, and. ‘with «the. ‘first thannel , 
‘having | “expanded . 

- tions inthe: country. never. had. ‘it 
so good, .coin-wise. ° 
'.The ‘ first’ -four ‘months : of: ‘the 

‘share, in most: instances, does not ‘year - brought abut 62% 
contain a ‘high quotient of adult 

than 5090.0f CBS-TV's morning au- 
dience, in fact, is women—this in 
‘contrast:.to. much higher female 
quotients at NBC -and. ABC. (Safe 
'to. assurne is that‘® the _Temaining 
half of the: CBS-TV morning audi-. 
ence: is. made ‘up ‘of pre-school. 

| moppets, which is not necessarily 
the audience ‘that advertisers: be-| 
tween 10 a.m.-and ‘noon have. been. | 
seeking in tv.) 

.390.000) and. already . in-, January 
this year tle ‘income: ‘had leaped 
up :‘to: 17, 159, 000 marks ‘about $4,- 
289, 750), with: 6.038 conmeréials 
of. the. very. brief. German Variety" 
offered, ‘during that -month. And: 
this. ‘April. ‘reachéd a new high 
f ..19,7 “f 

General deterioration - ‘the: ‘Jast! 3h saeoubr 000. marks” fabout . 

few months has led NBC ‘to. en; |. Even: the: Saarland, once. consid- *. 
force. new. “bonus discounts.” jered ‘a -rather. poor territory. had. 
which, ‘obviously, ‘lower.the’ web’s.'4 tuimover of about $250,000" per 
profit: margin from daytime -séll- { month: ‘for commercials ‘so far this 
ing. Actually, NBC-TV. is © still-+year, with® a high-of 51,279 spots in: 
“making. out”. in the daytime. | March; - 
though ' the sales“ pace - ‘is“behind; It's expected ‘that’ the: total ” in- 
1960's. — ‘come. from . commercials vill. be’ 

sist that CBS, at best, has poste. | many. this -year, and that once:the.-_ 
poned the. opportunities for “créa-.;. 

tive salesmanship”. in daytime tv. ; the” lucrative :spots, the stations’. 
Last January,, ABC. having; just: income: from. commercial time can 

BO up to’ $125. 000, 000: ‘year ly. ‘garnered . Spring. cigs far - what ! 
amounted to-the. first: major.-entry:' 
‘of tobacco into: pre-dark video) ‘and , 

tors) had begun what they: consid- CBE. wv. 
ered “merchandising to.expand the! ~~ 
daytime market. " Just then, ‘CBS —a ; Continued. trom page - 25, —. 

Next. thing to be examined after the: Pilkington Committee. submit. : . 
‘|their report on the future of: broadcasting - in ‘Britain. will:be. tte. Tadio- 

use a set. “Currently, one Jicense cov. ers: sev eral. ‘sets in the. ‘same houses ot 
fhold. — 7 

V'59-'60) $11:368.000 '60- Be 

nel ‘just having ‘comé’ into’ exist- ©’. , 

its commercial =... 
felevision ' time; the seven tv sta- ota 

more. .- 
-commercial coin’ into the. "stations Sp 
than did the same period in 1960... .- .-- 
‘Last vear's’ highest: : ‘month, ‘Octoe 8 
ber, showed ‘a total gross’ ‘of: sk ee 
‘400,000 Gernian: ‘marks. (about $3,. ° =)” 

“ Observers at NBC ‘sind ABC. in-, about ‘$50,000.000.° in. West - Ger-: -. 

second channel. gets. swinging: with. ~ 

had tigured = the Texaco ! . 

time this year.” 

‘ 

” Freedom’ S. 

Dodd: wrote U.S. 

| sales manager: for’ KGUN-TV here. 

‘| the: morning. That, suggested ‘one - 

‘Hard Sell’ 
Washington, July. 4. 

| Taking an old leaf from Madison Avenue's book, Voice of: Amer!- 
ca is practicing the repetitian school of advertising psychology.- 

At the suggestion of Sen.. Thonias Dodd. iD- Conn..), : 
air a recording of the opening words from: the Declaration of: Inde- 
pendence “to the widest degree possible.” , - - 

Information 
Murrow that “repeated day after day, 

“VOA. w ill 

Agency Directér- Eaward R.. 
year .after-year;. these few | 

historic sentences which so stirred the hearts: of men.in. their own 
time. will stir. the hearts” of: men. 

i fully. 
in’ other countri ies just as power- 

In reply. Henry ‘Loomis, diree tor-of USIA’ s Broadeasting Service, 
told Dodd that YOA Was aware. of. the efefetiveness of repetition. 
He added: 

well-kneun voice, one which is 

] programs, where apprapr late, ” 
‘vel-known internationally and to-use it with certain ‘of our major 

“We plan to have‘ the gnotation . ‘Nou suggest recorded: ‘by -2 
not assoviated with VOA but is 

came. ‘through with its rakeoffs. in- 

salesman. was- when. the bargain: : 
hunters got their chance and cut- 
throat . ‘competition. reached - new. : 
lows... ‘ 
The CBS ‘rejoinder; of ‘ourse. is. 

{that with NBC and-:-ABC “giving. 
J their networks away,”. CBS: had: no; i under : the: French 
‘choice but to cut morning’ prices. 
in order to stay in business. . At} 
the ‘time, there: was no little bitter- | Hall,” ™ an 
|ness at CBS toward NBC and AB! Vampe 
‘for having. “downgraded”. the én- 
tire daytime ‘price. structure, NBC 

|by- its “deals” and. ABC .by.. its 
“bonus” ratecard provisions... 

‘Regina, Sask —Forineriy w ith | 
‘the federal government's. depart- 
{ment ‘of. agriculture, ‘Ray Young- | 
| man has joined. the staff. of CKCK- SS 

; Regina, as agricultural ‘con- ; Perry- ‘Como. Show. ‘Danyiv Thomas, ...~ 
-. }Sultant, | 7 

TY. 

be ‘another. feature - of: the. ‘Fall, 7 
plus centinuing coverage. of a wide 
4 Variety. of sports. ; 

French-language | network “plais™ : 
call. for an’ increase..of six. hours ~. 

Ther: week, ‘with’ new. “shows. on the’: » 
French eb’ to include -a- drama-* 
serial déaling with French Canada 

régime. The 
French .yariety program. “Musi¢™ 

will ‘be . completely’ LTes 
‘Other: items: ‘on. the:.- 

French ty network * include “Con- 
cert Hour”.and “Television: Thea- | 

ytre.” “public. affairs: broadgasts’ on 
, international -highlights: : a 

Best . national tv-- 
|_more ‘than ‘90% of the ‘Canadian... 
population is the- ‘aim: of CBC. 
‘American originations to:-be con-. :- 

lare ‘the “Ed “Sullivan Show.. the. 

TRed Skelton and ‘Perry. Mason. 

‘service. ‘for , 

tinued in 1961-62: CBC. schedules: . - 
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NDICATION CHART 
VantEry’s’ weekly tabulation - based on. fatings “furnished. by. American. Research’ .buyers-to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicaters wil] find Gre charts vaya Ve 

“Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a:local lerel:and offers a rating study OS 

; . Hh depih.. o}. ne baten ten syndicated shows in the same. particular market, This week . results ‘of that tabulation will be sound weekly in Variety Conpled with che ratte 
fea ifferen markets: are cotere apg Performance of the top ten network shows on the luceal tere! Cre Varieiy ARB ¢? arts 

f+ dn the syndicated prograi: listings of the top ten shows, ‘ratirig data such as the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every te market ti fe 0S 
“average share ‘of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting com- . 

| petitive programming. in the particular: slot, etc.,.is furnished..Reason for detailing an’ (*) ARB's Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows | 
of exact picture ofthe rating performance of syirdicated shatos.is to* reflect the true rating sharing. one of the weeks with an alternating or special program are listed, with the 
4 “strength of Particular. Series. Various. branches of ‘the: industry, ranging from. media : multi-week rating. of. all programs in the time period given. 

“SP RINGE ELD - a Se _ STATIONS: KYTV, KTTS. SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 

Over: the ‘course of a year, ARB eeil! tabulate a mine am of BT mates The 

TOP TEN NETWORK oe AV: TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS ae AV.! STOP COMPETITION av. 
_RK:. " PROGRAM—DAY—TIME — -STA.. - RTG. RK:, "PROGRAM—DAY—TIME. STA. . DISTRIB. RTG. SH. ; PROGE AM STA. RTG, 

: + de ‘Wagon ‘Train’ (Wed. 63073015 KkyTW = all 1, Shot Slade: Gunslinger (Thurs. “8-007. KITS. Leeee MC. A 34 OBB Bachelor Father ORYIV a3 
eB Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 00". ier cet , ar 2,. Brothers: Brannigan ‘Thurs. 6:30" .....KTTV:... CBS 33 65 | Ann Sethern  ~ . Kits 18 
ve Cheyenne. (Mon. 6:30-7:30)... -.......KYTV’ eer t fr 3.- US. ‘Murahal;. Show Mo. (Sat. 9%: 30).. KITS. _- NTA SI S8iFight | ........... Ki Irv 2g 
“& parte. ace ae 00). bees “RYT ; PH Te Fight: Spare ......... KYTV 27 

‘a Ra e (Fr - eeretecees s KTPS. 441 go Blue. Angels (Sun.- 9:30" Leveeeeeeees KTTS 2... CNP 30 64; Grand Jury .. KATV 13 

7 Say a a seine RETS aS lg. Deputy’ Dawe ‘Tues.. 6:30 ws .....-KTTS .... CBS 25 41 | Law man KYTY 36 Real McCoys ‘Thurs. -7:30-8: 00 RY 2 more ae . ae , 
6. Red Skelton: (Tues. -8:30-9:00). 0... -KTTS (*. 5 41 5. Sea ‘Hunt; Life. (Thurs. 9: 303 Lleee “ae -- KTV vee BIV-UA 23 40: ‘ Surfside 6, Untore shles KTS 34 

3: Paee Right {Mon 8:00-8:30)......KTTS =~. 38:}) 6: Mounted ‘Police {Mon. 9;00)7....... -KTTV:... CNP 23 40 Henneses, Med Gi! KITS 36 
: rice Is Right -( 7:30-8:00) wep KYTV 38)! 7. Pony Express (Sat. 5:30) | leessess. KTTV ... CNP 22 71 High St¢Churet CVS 
“¢ ‘Dee Got A Seeret (Wed, 8:30-8:00). TKITS . 3811.5) Coronado 9 (Wed. 9:30).!.-.0cevces-.KTTY -.1 MCA 18 “BA'Stee! M1 Cele Theatre Rite Rt 

-. Have: Gun, Will. Travel Set. 830- aN KITTS: 38 18. Grand Jury «sun. 9:301.-. aaeene ves -KTIV _ «18 38 Blue Angels Kris 30 

SPOK Wa NE_ = _ - fe pe fs 2 7: an . - STATIONS: “KREM, KXLY, KHQ. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARCH 15, 196], 

On ee L Highway. Patrol (Thurs. 77-00" =e. ++ Ziv UA 36 60 Pony Expres SO KR 18 
- Pa Wagon ‘qeain (Wea. 1: 30-8: 301: . sis oe KHQ | 49) 2. Navy Log (Sun,.6:00)). 22 et.. AKXLY 12. CBS 30 57; Meet The Press. Khia 13 
2. Real McCoys. (Thurs... 8:30-9: 00° ia KREM: o. gy |[2. Bold Journey’ (Tues. 7:00)... KH Q ...: Banner 30 52° Expedition KRM if 

vt : O° 4 “3. Huckleberry. Hound tThurs.: 6:00! ++. KREM-. . Screen Gems 25 45.5 Ow lock Movie KHQ 12 3. ‘Bonanza. 4Sat, 7:30- B20). Naw caee 1: KHQ 39.|{. a a {Front Page KiQ ri 

._ .3, Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9:00-10: 00). 2. KREM on, BOL 4 Assignment Underwater (Mon, 700°. CRXLY: «. NTA . 23 40 ‘Two Faces West KHQ 21 
a oe Donna Reed (Thurs. 8:00- 8:30). VE RRERE .. 37 |) 4 Manhunt ‘Fri: 7:00). 0000 0... oe KHQ..2. Screen.Gems 23. 42. Mi Ed KXLY on 
_. 4 Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)... 2... -KHQ-:- _37|| 5. Award Theatre (Wéd: 7: 00). veeceees KHQ .... Screen Gems 22 40; ; Tombstone Territory ..  KREM 19 
* S.; 47 Sunset Strip. “Eri. 9: 00- 10: 00)... . VKREM B54. 5.: Blue. Angels (Sat. 1: 60) Le eee ee - RHQ oe . CNP 22 36° Fight RPA og 

wee! ee ere _ . 2°46. ‘Rwo. Faces West (Mon,7.00 . ......-KHQ |... Screen Gems 21 37 Assiznment Underwater KXLY 23 6. Flintstones: (Fri. 8: 30-9: 00)... cases. /.KREM | . 344 6. Woody’ ‘Woodpecker ‘Mon. 6: 001. cies KREM, .. Kellogg. 21 40 5. O'Clovk Movie Kila 149 
6. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)-.-..,/.,.KXLY 34 . ‘ Front Pave KHQ 40 
<r My ‘Three. Sons «Thurs, 9:00- 9: 8:30) 2 _KREM Bay 6 You, Asked: For. It (Wed. Fri. 8-00" 1: KREM... - Crosby Brown 22 5, ont Pane wet RS 5 me, Se _ ——- . ‘Front: Page 23: 

‘CHARLES TON, Ss. C. oy ae "STATIONS: WUSN, wesc. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 

"E Sckmae ee gana, mess BLE Bs Adit ean ce WS. Se OB Hee, ae 
z. Stnsino es aL 10 7 30 $30). ™ ae 5 = shotgun Slade.iTues. ‘8: 00: ae “TE wuse an MC < 34 #0: Manta . Wose 23 
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| [ ooking in on a Burr Tillstrom rehearsal ina 

Chicago TV studio many seasons ago, 

friend Dave Garroway camé-up ‘with: what. he 

thought to be a perfectly sensible suggestion. : 

“| think it. might bea nice idea,” 

forgetting that Burr’s is the-one voice used for 

“if: Kukla and all the Kuklapolitan puppets, 

Ollie sang this part of the song in-unison,’ 

Villstrom couldn't have been more pleased at 

the absurdity of the proposal. “Dave,” he said, 

grinning proudly, “Now T-know you’re-.a. be: 

hiever.” 

As a believer in the Tillstrom-magic,, Dave had 

—and has—an awful lot of company,. including 

the National Broadcasting Company: ‘And the” 

legions of disciples will be further augmented: 
this fall when “Burr ‘LVillstrom’s Kukla: and 

Ollie™ gets an across- the- board: slot on this net: 

work (Monday —Friday, 5 to 5:05 pn m. . NY T). 

Although the new show represents Burr’ S, re- 

turn to FV ona regular basis, he hasn’ t ‘feally’ 

been away. His busv,. coast-to- coast schedule 

has been punctuated by many TV guest shots, 

including stints with Jack Paar, Perty Conio 

and the aforementioned Mr. Garroway. 

- he-offered, - 

And who can. forget. the: impartial, impr obable 

and impish commentary . of. “anchor -mén” 

~Kukla and. Ollie i in “Today's” s’” coverage ‘of last 

summer’ § political conv entions? Why; it made: 

the election. itself almost anti- climactic. 

_: The whole, variegated array of. tiny: ‘characters 

will be in action for the new: series—Fletcher 
~~ Rabbit, Beulah Witch, Madame: Ooglepuss , 

~< Colonel Crackie; et: al. —but’ they’ i now have 

more: elbow’ room than‘ ever; for’ the familiar, 

ihree- foot-wide: stage | ‘has been: abandoned: i in 

the interests. of: more elaborate visual effects. 

“With that restriction. outof theway, the’ ‘actors’ 

(as: well as’ props) can be: moved: freely from 

"one set to another, permitting: the “staging. of. 

scenes that once would have. had’ to be cov ered. 

through word- descriptions i in the dialogue: | 

IN ONE: EPISODE, for example, Fletcher. - 

Rabbit will attempt z a flight: to the moen-in a- 

rocket-ship. purchased from Army surplus. Un: 

fortunately, his magnetized : shoes— designed to 

counter ranti-gray ity—are | too. dared sd agit: . 
see, 

rocket leaves the e grounds Fletcher i is ‘ignomini- 

ously left behind, his tootsies firmly rooted i mn 

the tail section. “~~ 



With the, show's: ‘expanded 's staging. facilities, 

Se _Abat attempted. moon: Hight will take place be- 

fore the Viewers’ VEryeyes: ‘And that s the w ay 

it ought: to. bei in: a democracy, right? 

THE NEW: SERIES, will be televised on ‘tape, . 

but: that. won’ ‘t: ‘dilute T istrom’: S spontaneity 

“onei iota, for the shows $ are pre aduced exactly.as if 

i they Ww ere being done: liv e. “Devi ations’ ” from. 

the script can nev er call for the’ Te- doing’ of any 

of the tapes, ‘éither, for there i isn t any script in 

al thie. fir st place. 

Preparation. for: ‘each, show consists ‘mainly of 

a brainstorming session. involv ‘ing. T illstrom; : 

producer: director By nw rood King; associate 

: “pr oducer William’ Ritman;. “ musical director 

“Billy Goldenberg. and Burr’ s aide’ Bon Sahlin, 

“The ideas fly back and for th: like neéry ous. elec: | 
~ trons, and: at. conference's 'S end. Burr has. 1) A 

. fairly good: notion, of w hat, he’ 11 be doing, plus 

2). A specific. get-away dine or r piece of business. 

for the finish. 

‘It’s: this free: wheeling. ty ype: of operation that 

giv es Tillstrom’ s artistry the br eathing. room it: 

S ‘requin és. And. it’ s this same informality, that’s 

~ given. each of the: ‘Kuklapolitan players a. ‘char- 

acter 80 distinctly its (we: almost ‘said “his or 

| her’ ) own. 

Exen | $0 show-wise. a gal as “Frat Allison has 

nev er ‘stopped: thinking of the lovable minia- 

_tures. as real,” living creatures. Fo: this" day, 

whenever she goes: “backstage,” 

the area where. the. puppets are kept in readi-. 

“ness, ‘for she: knows she’ d see. them hanging: 

limply (and. upside dow n; ‘yet) on ‘pegs; and. 

that’s sa mielancholy v ista she’ a rather ay. oid, 

(Mi 18S ‘Allison, by. the. way; ; has managed to. ‘ake: 

time. in: her schedule for Just one € appearance 
coed tae 

she by: passes : 

“per-week on the new series, although she'll be 

‘seen.daily m the Commercials as spokesman for 

the show's sponsor.): 

How. much of-Pillstrom's own personality 1s 

rev ealed + in the. behavior and. atutudes of his 

puppets? Burr guesses there’ sa bit of himself 

“in_each, with the i Ingenuous, rather shy Kukla 

| probably coming closest to matching the over- 

| all. T illstrom personality. 

Vet; we re told that when Burr is sCOOUNg 

‘ground the counnyside in: his sports car, he 

“takes on, much of the uninhibited kookiness of 

Ollie. “When’ he’ s behind that wheel,” reports 

| a fr iend: who's Deena passenger, “he talks to 

himself, sings up.a. storm and, in general, be- 

haves like a dragon who's just been promised 

a second tooth, for his birthday.” 

One thing is 1s: certain: When Burr feels lrke act- 

ing upon, ‘camera or off—he's much more 

“dikelyt to speak. thr ough one of his puppets than 

as himself. Crew men who've worked with him 

ov er the years : are not at all surprised when they 

direct a question. at Tillstrom and get the an- 

“swer from Cecil Bill or Madame Ooglepuss. 

Just a few weeks. ago, right smack in the middle 

Of a taping session, the studio equipment was 

vsuddenly paraly zed ‘by the power failure that 

“hit much of mid-town Manhattan. The TV 

crew learned the cause.of the mishap at once,- 

for: across the: floor came the imperious voice 

of Beulah Witch boasting, “I’ve just cast a spell 

‘over New York " 

Which i isn’t so far- fetched at that. As any tele- 

vision ‘audience knows, al} the 

little Kuklapolitans are old 

hi ands.at spell-weaving, It’s 

their occupational specialty. 
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_ > -00-8:30' .....WREX 46! it: Silvers ‘Sa wee 8 WTVO....CBS ... I : awrence: Welk. . osi.... WREX., (95° 
5. Danny Thomas enette 30 Oo WREX 46 17. Whirlybirds (Sat: 12:30) . eb deee ses .WTVO-..-CBS >. iW 52 Pip The Piper; 4-H'::... -WREX, 7. 9 
5. Vlintstones «Fri 7:30-8:30: rece: Wee Boe A Three Stooges’ Sat: 8:00? - heres dee WEVO. Screen Gems 1) 55° Kiddie Cartoons DUE WREX.~ “tO 
5. Mv Three Sons (Thurs. 8.00-8:30) .... WREX 46 yor To Adv. eee TIEIWREX 0 Bo 

6 IT Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:-90-9:00'  ...-. WREX 45 |}. ; ofbne ‘-; Puppet loc .k ee ete SWREX 8 Bo 
8. Citizen Soldier: (Mon. il 301 Lieies -WREX.:. ‘Flamingo == 4" 27: Jack Paar i... see. WEVO! © 10 

‘front. instead of ‘five to seven | : 
| |minutes on the--Hour,- the news} 

will more generally. begin to run A ti Vic y Bi Be NBC News Staffs t Up vill mage ‘generally, begin, to run nt- io ence. inge egins 
- | | be more’ live: cuts to Washington.| | . Poe 

—————es | It's: - expected, because. Gar-|—— Continued. trom page. 23. — eee ae 
-roway's earnings from the shew blood: and. thunder, especially” that} 
were relatively high,.that the “To- from another: network. . 21 vaged.” vol 
day” budget: will- be smaller in the}. KYW, which: has: NBC affilia-. The: webs’ ‘cerisors. ‘have’ Served | 
imew setup. 9. tion. hasn't been. approached. on‘, ‘notice’ on studios. ‘producing. west- _— 

As a ‘sidebar; Garroway's, dée- “The. Untouchables,” but: it. could | efns and othérs‘of-a violent-nature 
‘parture.: some. observers. feel, may not go at-its normal 9:30 Thursday ; that they.’ won't, be tolerated even 

- EY 

Continued frony page 25°: 
rr ee 

Sicke oo umtamentators, producers; aged by NBC prexy. Kintner ap- ; 
wats i ree SEER US with the “str mt oe pears to be that NBC News is the. 

mi ble tine rvan who had been so ‘only network ¢ epartment,-diision 

Leper Cit in keeping CBS News: is invelved in fulltime: production-: 
ire tec arnt‘ Catlin nov heads NBC) Gitlin creates his own stuff, Good- 
Cle at pitas a and Burron, Was-,man's people create’ their .own| bring: “Today"" closer to the orig-'| night time because the station has}in. the summer.:.This ‘was. inter- 
soto oaehiers at, Rubin, Kunes. 'news programs, and “Today” re- | inal ‘Pat’. Weaver. concept as a already. confirmed NBC's. ‘fall, en: preted. asa warning ‘that the-new. 
he. \ iat oak Sas and Silver-| cently became the responsibilty | Cross- -the-board “service stanza. ‘tries in that . hour: ¢ ... product will be. closely ‘scrutinized 
oa at sow worked for him| of NBC News—three intertwined After ‘a.short’ time, Garroway be- Lécal ‘sh bi i ii 7 before. it - is. accepted by the net-" 
Whe. «ww bos. of CBS pub-] reasons for expansion in’ contrast | came. ‘sucha stroag element on the wee st owe iz: hurt es aa work. 
atlit aioe, for him aain, | to line-holding elsewhere, not only : program that it became the “Dave d g “Unto hi bles. aes ¥ f. Pistol-whipping. and other sadis-. 
bem + oc tocethorthe tive series ! at NBC but throughout the" in- |Garroway Show.” just as : ities nates the. local ‘ratings on’ network | tic cruelties wont get. past a first 

tan CAA hee on the ale dostry FEN” peat (Shanes SECA TIME | ferings, with all the:top 10." | igwIRE. Producers Have been told. 
mite i sho is ko = “Chancellor develops into a. com- I But. what pubtic fesse rite to e nave our out, o. bv intend mene 
Wa to a evid-ntiy ins ‘| mercial personality too, will :re- Fis to'be. seen. avorite Wil) 0) said, one ofthe’ web's” inspectors. a 

— dohn Chancellor - | sere to the format. torent ty tve retulor news W esterns and the ilk-of “The Un-. ao 
stot t « Citlin nor Goad- n - Daly and - reportediy. Ar-} | ae | touchables™ are. said to be the. most: | 
“bee ges mito AN jabs they Saas Continued from, page’ 23 — = iene Krancis, writhe chet ha . ith “Rerun Censors. 5 -. ;Vulnerable.. Acts of piiysical torture 
ber k .. hoe: ther 4 ve ews forthe chief hosting |: . :Hollywood. July 4: -:| wilt -be. ermitted’ only.;by sugges-:: 
wont te another NBC correspondent, ijoh on.“Today,” but in each eases ‘The war. on violence by ‘the: net> } tion, ee P never by. the: erent ook . 

hoe ho Srdal “xge. Hd Newmar, who’ last. week | also -NBC ‘sources reveal. the’ patential !Wworks has already. bégun,. Pro- it- has been- made plain to, the’ Pro: 
Nevers ee Pars 38a. tulllirae Mew a ‘tryout as. Today”? -host.. “enicees .wanted “more. control of i ducers’ of action ‘films found this). ducing: studios, - - 
eV: petty ute ote whe as) The program, once. the province’ “the format. than . the news depart- ‘out last week when, their choice of: Said a-network exec,’ “We re. be-.” 
Choa . rs and tempo. af ths NBC-TV. ‘program depart- me: nt- ‘Mas: Milling to. allow. {summer reruns jas given .the:,-ingz. closely:. -watched: in. Washinston’ 
beet be hat oa “stepeers “atrenr, was turned over to NBC! - 7 : -, | heave for midre Placid .. ‘segments. ; and | we're ‘Starting’ right ‘now. to 
Vis pee Uh osrow NSC re News a tew weeks ago, and. Ane: - "Milwaukee-- -James. J. ‘Dunham: Said .one agency éxec, “After a; clean house. We-have been’ told to. 
pate sted hie roth. delaive te bitter intends from here ‘on in to: has ankled -WICN-TV in. Minneap-‘ block. of what we. considered: our! brake ~ violence |in- ‘no uncertain. 
Oboe BO umes. will be substan- unbeat | the regular news Ses, of sc° for aa. account. ‘exeeeutive. | best, was. given sponsor approval, l terms: ‘and. there's nothing. we can: 
tu he tr ns this is being ‘eneout-; Which, as mentioned, Newman. will spot: W ith” Mil aukee’s: Ww ITI-TV, the network monitors ran them off j do but: conform.” 

‘ performance of the top ten network shows on the. local’ level; the. ‘VaRieTy:-ARB charts. oo 

and only three of the 13: Were | sal- bo 



. BE KILDEER-: . . ax ? 
; Wit Don Bryn; Kate: Reid, , Sores 

« “.: Producer:. 
“irs: Writer: ‘James. Reaney. 

 ".* Musie: John Beckwith 
"280. Mins., 9 

aoe ‘haunting ‘offbeat. play, was" adapt:: 

oi") play ‘which won the Dominion! 
“2 Drama: Festival last: year With: a: 

Y “a. tiny ‘bird which ‘was sher. “‘secret | 

h yer. Don: Bryn. was imaginative yet 

+. ; “tions. Photography was’ superla- 
© tive and. John Becktith’s. music: 

“(The Initial. Shocky 

vos Music: - Jim: Guillott ~~ 

2) ‘should. get: a:big play-in- the initial. 

:../, Out to be not so: good as it sought 
:. ‘to, tell’ ‘the: story -of Atlanta from 

“, program, |. 

«+ Mexican jumping bean in. action on 

__ Wednesday, July. 3, 1961. 

erta -Maxwell, .. ‘ Amelia *. 
Robin. ‘Gammell, ‘others... 

Franz ‘Kraemer. 

Mon., 9:30 “p.m. 
“ ‘CBC-TV, from ‘Toronto : 

-“The Kildeer,” a strange . and 

ed ‘by. Canadian : poet. James 
_Reaney from: his: same-name; stage 

“ -mixed’. _pro-giniateur. cast... Don: 
Bryn - repeated : ‘his stage: role, as‘. 

. sheltered ison ‘who busts out and. 

= ‘Eecomes.. an. “able lawyer, defend- 7. 

_Ang, -on."a! “murder, rap, «the. man | 
“ who mhartied the ‘girl he. “himself i most of the. half. hour With. inter: | bee's: short -one-acter, | 

ied aS 4 ‘esting, if not: ayholly® ‘pertinent Sta-1 box,” 
‘lov ed 5 

The. “ eoniplex “plot ‘centered! 
', il. Found:: a. - motheér-loved, then «re-! 
= jected: son.and his hate-drenchéd |. 

-mother.: their. relationships - with; 
each ‘other , and ‘with’ outsiders— |. 

-. §neluding a’ believed. -homosexual. [ 
. go. described. by two- court: char: ; 
‘women. ‘iwho: -acted” as -a- Greek | 
chorus, The murder-story was ai 
ekillful whedunit:: with ‘some com- i 
‘edy, a sharp:-surprise denouement f[ 

we and a rathér upbeat finale. ‘Despite:| 
2 its. poetic, fantasy-shot. telling. “it: 
7 “held. solid appeal ‘for. viewers andj" 
: although. puzzled at-first by ‘‘Kill- 
"deer, " many must have. found it™ 

absorbing. © 

“Producer ‘Franz. Kraemer. ‘in a: 
‘splendid over-all job, ‘drew amaz-. 
ing: ‘performances: ‘not’ only” from 
Kate. Reid—one ‘of: Canada’s finest, 

- actresses, -who has. also starred in 
.. ‘the. West ..End—but from young 

. Robin | ‘Gammel, -whe Was an ap- 
-prentice in. the’ Stratford, _ Ont: 
‘Shakespeare -Festival -lest -sum- |: 
mer... . They. ‘played: the. “pivotal 
mother ‘and, son,.and their ‘spine-: 

+. chilling “scenes—-both. 
~ eaiie_ta}. while testifying,” -he -was 
suddenly -freed. of ‘her. foul: influ-' 
| ence ‘b}.she .was shown a killdeer, 

. “heéart:”.Both ‘scenes could have been | 
burlesqued' by the. faintest ‘touch 
of overplaying;: but ‘neither® was. 

-.... There Wwasn’t:"a : mediocre: per-. 
‘formance — in’ the lot; As ‘the law- 

“ solid’. as- the. girl he loved Rob-. 
_certa. Maxwell” fa Stratford: ‘appren-. 
tice of ’59) was- easy, ° ‘natural and. 
charming; asa gossipv. neighbor 
“Amelia Hall gave oné of her. de- 
lightful semi-fantasy. -characteriza- ; 

unobtrusively -- apt: All “‘technical 
. effects—under Vie Ferry—we re. 
~ “first-rate. This ‘is .a- play that will. 
bear repeating; and ‘it's not: jikely, 
to a. much’ finer _ Production’ ‘My- 

__ where. . -. . Gard...’ 

ot SPE FIRST 100 YEARS. 

“With | “Terreil ° na nel 

Prod. -Dir.: Jim _Guillote 
“Writer: Lynda Liovd. - 

' 30+ Mins., Sun, ©. 
“ JRVINGDALE DAIRIES ° 
_WLW-A, Atlanta (tape) -.: 

sous" Billed as the first of 13. sibeie | 
wees dealing with-the history: of. Atlanta,. 

-- this seriés lacked the impact need-. 
ed to. create interest, in. ~such’ ‘an 
"ambitious project. - 

~ With.. - everybody" "Civil: War: 
minded (this-is the centennial. year, 
remember?), : it. was. only -ntaural. 
that, the: War Between. the ‘States. 

. Chapter. What --unfolded’ turned: 

“the fouiitling of city’ until’ all. hell 
...- broke loose ‘with. the firing. at Fart: 
Sumter. .‘Toq- loud™-musje: had. a 

‘. Cameras~ scanned iiaps..-:and ; old. 

_) Barb’ ok the fimes, were: inot.. too 
‘convineing. . despite” B, . Script that 
Rounded, ‘Okay... 

be. next. Séptember—and_ “will ‘deal: 
with the 25-year regime of: Mayor 
William ‘B: Hartsfield, who has. an- 

_! jaountced. that” he. wall not. run for: 
“re-election. ... 

— WLW-A’ is aw ‘are that “The First 
“Shock” was’ a” shocker -to” viewers; 
too. After the Sept. 17: (Hartsfield): 

' €pisode - ‘the station, “expects” to: do 
‘one. per. month; | 

Van. Ells: (WLW-A, program di-: 
tector) claims one: distinction | (in: 
fact itis a- record locally} for ‘the 

. jt was made up of. 63. 
 ‘Beparate clips of. tape... Small won- 
der that it reminded ldokers ‘of. a. 

wad a hot tin TOOL. - 

in. - court— } 

‘instantaneously _ but. 
sionally. . attempt a form: of in- 

in: digging . up 
‘the. same. story. ‘And as-.for the 
-proportion of news to advertising, | 

- | Collingwood” ‘Was throwing . stones 
‘from .a: glass. house. ‘At least. in. 
a ‘ new'spaper, : 
skimmed or: "even. ” skipped, but a 

another” © 

“Martha -} 
W 7 . mle apensky,, L.-T. ite :. [established on. Garry Moore’s..sea- 

‘in 
* | ment, “a ereation. of: Arnold ‘Pey- 

“ser, that - ‘has been .an’ important 

Views rhe! Piess 
of © ‘television | 

wees. 
.The- “wasteland” : 

, |-doesn't provide. the firmest ground, 
for an, attack.-on ‘the - press. and | 
perliaps’ ‘it was the insecurity’. of 
his-’own. footing.- that - inhibited: 
Charles ‘Collingwood ‘from | throw- 

“The - Press” . -stanza ‘last. Thursday 
“night.- (29. ‘Moved. into: acnight- 
‘timeslot with: double. the timé-of: 
his:,. regular. - AS-minute ‘ Sunday | 

afternoon’ _ stanza, - 
| made, ‘some:..peripheral criticisms-} 
ofthe -N.Y. dailies..and . padded! 

|. tistics. about: the ratio of news. to’ 
advertising .in- 

‘Was’ underlinéd ‘by: Collingwood 
himself: when: he ‘pointed. out ‘that. 
the N.Y, Times, . with. the most ‘and 
the ‘best: hard -rews coverage, . also 
‘has a high.. proportion of advertis-: 
ing,. ‘second only ‘to the. N.Y: Post, 
‘whereas the: Mirror has the lowest 
ratio. of - advertising to News. | - 

' -The major. ‘specific’ shortcomings, 
of ‘the N.Y: _pfess, . ‘according 10) 
Collingwood, is in’ its local news 
performance. * : This: criticism | was 
illustrated. by ‘a- series of headlines , 
from’ the. various. dailies concern-. 
.ing the latest ‘school ‘construction 
scandals, - 
-which.. ‘appeared - to be “perfectly 

Some: | of / the... “heads. 

current, ‘actually * ‘dated back | “10 
| years; “Collirigwood ° ‘drew- the. con- 
‘clusion: : ‘from, ‘this. juxtaposition: 

| that: the dailies : ‘had’ buried a hot 
‘story - in- their _morgires. 

Everything ..- "Collingwood, “sald 
‘about the: press ‘in this. area’ Was 
obviously | also true. of: television. 
Vvhere .werethe local’ vidéo. sta- | 

tions, : ‘which not only-transmit news 
‘also... occa-. 

depth. jour nalism:: 

‘ad ‘can ‘be ; 

60: second. commercial - -on ‘tv. is: in= 
escapably |. a. “minute * and - ‘often: 
‘seems. like. ‘much more. ; 

N.Y. ‘newspapers, which. are. “thes 
‘best in the country: and: ‘probably 
in thé world.,commit errors of. 
-amission and commission that -war-- 
rant.comment. A. J. Liebling per- 

is -hot. ‘vulnerable _to_a “you're 
- Tetort.. Collingwood. 

Would. be. audacious indeed: to:for- 
_| get -the. shortcomings. of tv while 

Pola rapping. ‘the. Press. “Herm. 

_ Garry’ Moore Show: - 
Ro. points = “wWere:- "firmly: ° *Te- 

+. [| sonal: éloser last Tuesday (27) on | 
“ 4-CBS-TV..1) The brightness of .the 
oe ‘show itself and: 2) the charm and | 

| lilt of the. 1954 Jegituner: elie, 
| ¢The. Pajama. Game.” 
"The Pajama. Game" was. slotted | 

“That. Wonderful. Year” -seg- 

asset fo the overall impact of the 

Collings’ ood ; oe 

t 

_| tion ‘Was | ably directed. -by . 
| Kiley. ‘The program is-being pre-. 

| sented with: the. 

os 

rele Follow-Up Comment ~~ 
ty Corimittee, was a Tépeat and 
Durw ard. ‘Kirby _and Miss. Burnett 
{ ran through it in-a way that con- 
tinues*.to. put . the sequence in 4. 
laughgetter “quality that a lot. ot 
‘ty writers. should: aim: for. 

-At- ithe’ show's close, Moore rat- 
+ ing. any solid punches -at. the NX. I tled” off the credits of those: who 
{ dailies” in his “W CBS-TV Views { had- contributed, ‘ta ie .past. seu- 

i sén’s.- shows, ~ The ‘appreciation 
from.:the. star was. well, eserved. 

Gre. 

"Look. Up: and‘ Live 
Four months. ’ aEO, 

“Ominhis”. presented ‘Edward. ‘Al- 
“The Sand- 

‘inn hour-long progrim of 
live avant, garde: works. The play. 

each: of ‘the: ‘papers: fwhich : ‘had. been done previously 
‘The: irrelevancy . of: this .approaelr off-Broadway. was repeated - 

‘Sunday morning 42). as the initial 
offering in. an. “As. Seen .Fronv. the 
Stage” ‘summer - 
TV's * ‘Look Up and Live:” 
As iilustrated: Sunday, the ac tors 

“NBC TV's. 

Jast: 

series.” on. “C¢ BS.” 

“10° attract attention “where even 
Masel meant no attention be riv- 

performing - in the. quickie | offer-. 
ings oh the -half-hour weck!y pro- 

Ver ‘am also. participate i a follow up 
discussion of. the prorerty' in which 
they. appeared... During J uly. ‘the 
play ‘analysis segment 

‘(houghtful playwright: is stifl more : 

is “being | 
‘puided. by. Rev. Sidney Lanier ‘of bY sheer cinematic slickness. 

St. Thomas Episcopal Church, N.Y. ¢ - 
‘That assignment will bé handled 
in ‘August by, Dr. William Hamil- 
ton, -Professor. of Theology at Col-. 
gate-Rochester. : ‘Divinity. Se hool, 
-Rochester. - 
| Plays by new-.authors: are: pro- 
"| gramined..- for. 
to -vet -writers slated. forthe fol- 

ing talent today,. Albee is regurded. 
tas” ‘one’ of the more prominent. -Hé 
tseored’ initially off-Broadway with. 
his. one-act - “Zoo Story” and. 
‘now . 
i Lane ‘Theatre, N.Y.,:-by the: double- 
| bill,.. “American Dream” 
"Death of Bessie Smith.” 

- His. “Sandbox,” 
to a Variety of ‘interpretations, is 

‘feclive enough: to - elicit. thought. 
The somew hat -obseure work touch- 
es upon. mistreatment of the aged 
‘by their: :offspring.. death, selfish- 

husband: and:~ wife. The. 
‘formanees were good with . Sudie 
Bond: again playing. the old Jady. 
Michaele Myers was ‘the. ‘distaste- 

July with a- switch. 

although open 

’ Prod.-Dir.; Harvey Hart 
- Weiter: M. Charles Cohen 

lowing month: Among’ fresh script-" 

iB h 6 ae 3 ‘J 

irepresented at the Cher ry: reean) Moore, whose ‘56 “Lonely 

wanted t to give: up,’ was the place 

eted. 

‘series was an adaptation of the: 
‘latest, same name novel, by Irish- 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 
| ay 

! wi 

:AT THE SOURCE 
3 | With Dean Rusk. Howard Ko Scmith, 

Paul Niven, BIN Dewns 
Producer: Michael J. Marian 

+ Director: Bill Linden 
'36 Mins., Thurs, 10 p.m, 
“CBS-TY, from W ashin: ton 

“At the  Seutce cs oe€ 
where | the winter before he had thice hell-heur Spee. iS s . 
an affair with a lovely young thmg pun last week oS anche. al 
‘who, ‘in her - ‘frustrated leve for counter part to presbpanes tas $s 

him. -went out and killed herself the Nattun" wa “Meet tue Frees 

While retaining «gum and ail* and. an the process betes 
the commonness..her husband das- gimmick frem “Persen fe fe.- 
liked with the silent fervor ot a som.” Seauetary sf Stite dt on 
‘martyr, Miss Booth won back her Rusk, in Wir fest or tens 
man—with the kind of undeistand- “aptat dine his dervun ce . ate 
ing snd love. that normally. should wental buetmes fer meg aay 

-make- a fenuinely sensitive man Was (ake stiered, ge fiat iv 

‘feel he had drowned m a damp Mudie, bat trem fs ea achae 
- blanket. — at ihe tite: Depas tine nt 7 

While. “The“Haven" proved an ante eal yeh ees 
cptimisti¢, still minor effort by a. G/NiRsts Ba oe ree ees 
thajor playwright, Mosel demon. - . cmed | te oy e Rusk . eta ‘ le 
strated his great ability to write to. and his famie than ee 
dialog: he made very litte sound. Pe oN oe He 7 nee ¢ of his fellow Washune ter sso. 

_at certain moments, like avery lot. had in the ‘Press’ one doa! 
This \was-no crime, but It was petty appesrances, towed fuse feen 
larceny for Joseph Sweeney, as a either of the latter sheas Poter 

“hermit, to make his small part as of them, thet Aue fora subtte 
: odd-sounding as he. could in order drawback: The Cs. cote att 

pesture of the dif eur os. cde 
both the reporters and ther scuice 
seem more. cordial (han pecessary, 
‘The semi-formal phalans of “Press” 
and “Face™ inte rogatas has. mast 
of the ume, been the ceuse of 
considerable stimulation, «1.0 

‘thing almost totally lacking i the 

: it's worth. repeating that being 
annoyed by the weaknesses of a 

satisfying than being overwhelmed : 

Art, l absence of a Tittle hostility While 
— > -.-emithe “battle Jines” on plrevieus 

Washington interviews seamed | 
THE LUCK OF GINGER COFFEY more neatly drawn, “Source * due‘ 
With Douglas Rain, Diana Maddox, - 
Stephanie Wilson, others _mortly to the werk of adinector 

: Bill Linden and his camera cese- 
; URS. certain)y got a relative’y in- 
itimate glimpse of Uhe new Secre- 

CBC-TY, from Toronto 
This: stanza in CBC's “Festival” 

‘DEAD END 1975? 
| With John Facenda 

ucer: George Dessart 
Brian i Director: Jim Hirschfeld born’ Montrealer, ‘pron, 

Passion. of Judith Hearne” is to be : 80 Mins., Tues., 9:38 p.m. 

“anid.” 

-omission, though was. a scene of ; i 

‘néss,. the ‘domineering female . andthe sarcastic, magistrate was m- 
the lack of communication between * 

per- 

ful: daughter, Lester Rawlins, her. 
‘|weak husband, and Alan Helms, 

formed: this ‘service .in excellent:| he aspiring actor-turned_ angel of 

style from :the-well-fortified posi-| 
tion of the New Yorker mag: which. 

death, - 
The. discussion part of the rro- 

gram: didn't measure. up ta. the 
presentation. The: views offered 
Weren’t too clear and ‘the overall. 

tresult- not: very: illuminating. The 
Richard F..Siemanowski produc- 

.Tim 

in ' cooperation 
4 National. Council’. of Churches: of 
| Christ in ) Amer ica. Jess. .: 

vs ul s. Steel Hour 
A ‘good ‘deal, of. ‘fine talent was 
expended on .a--minor. dramatic 
piece, “The. Haven,”. last Wednes- 
day! (28)..on “U.S. Steel Hour” 

jreminiscent OE. the . little people- 
and - frustration.” ‘themes . that: 

lacking. much, of the nove 
.and fire, . 

interestingly constructed’ and. ef- Charles: Cohen's seript was moving : 

: FIRST PENNSYLVANIA BANK- 

Canadian. expatriate who did KING CO CO., TASTY 
a 1) Pr} « 2 ‘Raisin In the Sun. ave fest «¥ CAU-TY. Philadelphia 

“Dead End 1975°° a hatd dive 
‘ing documentary six months in 
i preparation, was worth both the 
‘viewer's and the statilon’s timc 

‘This bumper-te-bumper saa of 
-the sperdways and the nidfaun 
_inixup Was no round table discue 
<on but a series of om locaton 

: shots of Philly streets, furnpikes, 
‘super highways and other viarcoce 

in a sudden. burst of energy and arteries imking the metroyphtan 
ambition, wound up earning $110. ;area to the outlying communities 
aweek at.two jobs-- prevfreader On ; Newscaster John Facenda handled 
a Montreal daily by night. dirty- the interviews. in trains, buses, 
didie toting by day. When the edi- ‘ralway and subway stations He 
(or. breaks his protracted promise talked to officials of the Philadcl- 
to: up Coffey to reporter—after :phia Transporation Co and the 

theatre-filmed by Daniel Petrie, a 

perhaps inevitable, : 

and did reasonable justice. Notable : 

Montreal, police brutality-- though : 

cluded. briefly. 

Story involved around Ginger : 
Coffey, a persistent failure. who. : 

‘Coffey had turned down another ‘ :Penrsyivania and Reading Rail- 
job on the strength of the pr omise, j roads. garage owners and comn:u- 
che. tells the. editor to go to hell ‘tore. Sach with a separate solution 
‘and goes on a bender. Meanthite ; » separa me i Thé one-passeneer car came m 
his wife has left him for the friend ‘gr more than ite shure of blame, 
who'd got him the proofreading i put several commuters in spite of 

_cess;” his. wife and daughter re-:owner to tamper 

joh and taken their daughter with - ‘arguments against a sole accupated 
her. . :driving into town, insted thry 

‘Coffey finally resigned himself «were all for the “tune-saviog” aute 
to. never becoming “a great sue- drive. According t&. one pasape 

with the “ime- 
Mes to tamper 
* From the fiz+t 

turned after the lover refused fo -fernal machine” 
bail out Ginger. after his binge; :v. ith our economy. 
‘and it all ended at Jeast on a real- : shot of. Jast winter's heyy snaw 
istic if not hopeful: level. 
‘ 

aver CBS-TV. “Veteran: Tad: Mosel 
composed ‘this 60-minute drama, . 0. speare Festival) did an’ ?xcellent ,3n 

‘theticaJiy-for suctess. 

.Sstorms to the snatled home haund 
Donglas Rain (one of the stars of * ‘traffic on the expressway. anvene 

current. Stratford, Ont., Shake- ° ‘ who had passed a driver's test had 
immediate and condortalJe 

etching. -of. Coffey, scrabtling pa- , sense of identification stale sit- 
Diana Mad-; { ting before the seree n Giagh 

4 

4 Moore ‘series through - the years. ‘abounded in the age of live ty, and : 

+] in. devoting the: whole ‘portion : of sym. -is ‘that. it. was: much ado about. 
\ that: ‘Segment ‘to one. score: : for] next. to: nothing. Still,” much ado = 
-Richard -Adler’ and “the ‘late Jerry. about. next: to- nothing. ina play: 

“made ae “pleasant” Tark - “ot photog.aphs. Narrators, dressed ' in | Talk,” the kids in ‘the chorus made! 

‘the. ‘title -song - jump “and. Miss’ 
Burnett: ‘and Fran ‘Jeffries ,(Mrs, 

Secoiid chapter’ itt “the ‘Series wii | Haymes). 

| patter sketches, which were ‘free-'' husband,. - 

‘all. joyous ‘quality’ of the score... 

‘dissections - of suburbia; Haymes : daughter's. name. was .Germaine, | 

-disclick: “Little . White: Lies” 

“well-sta aged: - 
| Happy.” 

Euce. of 

dox was equally good in the Jess‘ 
colorful role of the wife who stuck 
thy him until his braggadocig be-. 
came threadbare. The daughter : 
was nicely played by Stephanie ‘ 

:Wilson.. Harvey Hart's direction ” 
Was strong and sensitive and tech-, 

The producers ‘were right: on -key | while it-was deftly written, the 

Ross’ really’ wrote a humdinger. of | by Mosel. is preferable to. celluloid 
a’ show with a. variety: of tune. |slickness.’ which provides a more 
-styles. that hold:-up- even in’. 2: : shallow kind of emptiness to. ‘tv’ nical credits were okay to ex-! 
variety ‘tv.-format.. Also; the show’, 
‘had’ ‘some.-.good: people - ‘to:--relay. 
‘the © 

. tendén¢y to drown out ‘narration. as. Haymes aid a ‘sweet Job on. ‘Hey {the one: she: made famous—the 

‘viewers, —- , celJent. Gard. 
\. ‘Shirléy ‘Booth ‘played: in “My: 
sel’s. ‘words, “the same old’ slug.”: 

chewing, strident, - " Warm- }; 
“Small hearted: -bahe who _ wins “ém' over | Henderson, N.C., July 4. 

poy. kindness. ‘The Haven” refers; . FCC ‘has granted Nathan Frank j; 
-to a subimer. Jake ‘cottage that she: of ‘Henderson a construction per- : 
land: ‘her husband had for 10 of-the . mit to build and operate a new tele- 3 

with - the. aid . Of - “some | 14 years of. their marriage, and : vision station at New Bern.. 
nifty choreographic ‘Work gave .an. which he wants to give up in order” The. order was released at the 
unusual zip. to “‘Herpando’s’ Hide-. to‘‘'get. a: fresh’ start.” ‘conclusion of some six and half! 
away.” Some: of. the - ‘iritroductory |. ‘Gene.-Raymond. as Howie, the. -Years of ‘hearings involving the } 

‘was ; possibly. thraugh iFCC, the Federal Aviation Commis-.: 

Ross-Adler , work. - Dick 

New NC. Tver : 

‘tly.-adapted from the Richard’ ‘Bis+ , ‘miseasting, far- more troubled than. i'sion, Armed: Services and Air Line | 
-| sell-George ‘Abbott. book, -were-a. “Was: called. for by the script. Tired. - * Pilots. Assaciation:. i 

-bit ‘heavy-handed, ‘but :they didn't | of Marriage, émptily seeking. more } Frank said Nov..15 nas been set ; 
take _way-too much ‘from the over= ; ‘dignity in’ his -home~ hy ‘reading : as the target date to take the air | 

: | Emerson, ‘rendering | ‘mawkish con-.j The station, whose call tetters will; 
.In' the warmup °: before . “The . -cert- music on a cheap record. ma- ; be’ WNBE-TY, will operate on: 

‘| Pajama Game” bit were Alan King * ‘ chine and: by ‘insisting.. in. his. only ; Channel 12... 
with: another of his sharp comic } burst .of anger, that his. ‘pubescent ‘.. Prank is owner of the Hender-” 

‘san Broadcasting Corp of Hender- | 
son which operates radio stafion - 
WHNC AM and-.FM_ here and of} i 
the . Twin-City.. Broadcasting Corp 
which. operates: WCNF.at Weldon- i 
‘Roanoke Rapids. This is: his: first 
‘venture into television. ' 

son 

as her « ‘mother’ called - her, 
and j “Geriny;” Raymond: paced: nerv-. 

Haymes. -& frau ‘with - ‘a happy. “and“ ously | across ‘most. of*the tv. -hour, | 
“version” a oe “Get ‘ until. finally. ‘the -apparent © basic. 

” "(Cause Of - his - “brooding: was re- 
The Safe- | vealed.” The cottage, which- he 

with a°. workover. of his yesteryear j nof, 

a. The: comedy sketch, 

ee eee oe * 

PITTSBURGH TONIGHT - 
With Tom Finn, Arlene Fontana, -- 

Jack Seo, Mike Levine 
Prod.-Dir.: Joe Samul 

“12:45 a.m., Mon.-Fri. 
-KDKA-TV, Pittsburch 

In contrast to the more fermal 
-“PM Kast" and “PM West‘ this 
> program sérved perfects ar the 
‘water on the hack of the frasen se 
tray Completely relaxed Lut tithe 
out altempting to be fisny or ta 

‘tolve world problems, Vor bann 
‘fhe only revular on the s,s, 
fave .a crisp account of the mows 
and presented an anteresting Gin 
‘on city problems with na ratyen 
by former Sun ieclegraph bs liner, 
Mike Lesine. Finn provided an 
authoritative account of «parts and 
‘then introduced bis guests. Arlene 
Fontana and Jack Soa of the cast 
of “Flower Drum Song” Linn fod 
ithem a few opening. lines ind ieft 
the bulk of ‘he conversation to 
the night club-tramed and ‘civ 
isharp ad-iibbing pueds He cad 
tome Jaughs. some ousteresting 
comment and three comsecciats. 

Finn closed shais) asth ss redex 
:ing good nivht. This shew is in 
‘ambitious jocal followup cc the 
cambitrouxs Weotighouse  pirgect 
and could stand a good cod leuk 
by all the sfahians tansng tke nev 
show. Lat 
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Last seen on the CBS Television Network 
| capturing big audiences (3-year average 
| Nielsen rating: 24.7)...and big long-term 
network sponsors (Brown & Williamson 

| Tobacco, Kimberly Clark, Bristol-Myers), 



? 

HARPERS WEST ONE __. 
With Pauline Stroud, Fred Grif- 

fiths, Vivian Pickles, Tristram ; 
Jellinek, Jean Gregory, Jean; 
Harvey, Susan Lyall Grant, Syl-! 

via Melville, Blanche. Moore, 
Frederick Peisley, Graham, 
Crowden, Katherine Parr, Jan: 
Hoiden, Maureen Davis, Hazel | 
Bainbridge, Pamela Greer, June; 
Murphy, Arthur Hewlett, Brian; 
Hankins, David Broomfield, Mi-; 
chael Da Costa, John Dunbar 

Producer: Hugh Rennie 
Writers: -John Whitney, Geoffrey ; 

Bellman 
85 mins.; Mon.; 9:35 p.m.. 
Associated TeleVision, 

Midlands 
Initialer in this skein estab-, 

from the: 

TELEVISION REVIEWS 

set in a fictionally disguised 

gesting this. 

Louis Golding’s “Magnolia Street, ” ine appeal without dissipating any. 
Man- 

chester of the 1920s Theme of} 
the novel was the clash of custom 
and religion between Jew and Gen- 
tile, inhabiting a _ single 
This iInitfalier’ capably set the 
scene for these instinctive. erup- 
tions, and proved that adapter 
Allan Prior*had the knack: of ‘di- 

mammoth ‘tale, 
: crammed with characters, without 
;pruning away. its essence. ‘Mag- 
nolia Street” is certainly no liter- 
ary masterpiece, and its attitudes}. 
o longer apply, but they were} 

made vivid by setting it firmly inj 
‘its period, helped by convineing | 
gets ‘from Richard Henry. . 

Chief strand of the opener’ was. 

lished that it will be yet another jthe love of Jewish Rose Berman 

variation on the now well-worn, 

hut stil popular, 
docuinentary” theme. If viewers 
can take more of the: same—; 
they’ve already seen “Emergency j 
—Ward 10,” “Probation “Officer 
and “Deadline Midnight’—then ; 
ATV has another click here. 

- Program opened with :a_ swi 
look at some youngish execs re- 
sponsible for running Harper 
large West-End department store 
tthe “West One” of the title is a 
postal address). Object here was toj 
introduce the three leads—femme 
Personnel Officer (Jan Holden), 
Pub relations man (Tristram Jel- 
linek) and Controller (Graham 
Crowden). Characters were like- 
able and clear cut. What’s more 
they really looked as if they could 
work together without too much; 
disharmony. Sufficient difference 
in their respective jobs didn't | 
emerge, however, which - lead to: 
slight confusion, but as the skein 
expands and characters are filled 
out the writers will no doubt ad- 

just this. 
First threads of a story filtered 

in around the halfway sfage and 
it proved a simple, rather hack- 
neyed tale of a young salesgirl 
(Susan Lyali Grant) who had over- 
possessive mother trouble and was 
suspected of .doubledealing. She 
proved her honesty in the end— 
which established the good judge- 
ment and justified the faith of the 
personnel officer—and decided to 
spurn mother and stay on at 
Harpers... 

Script was lively and strictly au- 
thentic and one or two’ amusing 
moments weren't forgotten al- 
though they were too obviously 
slipped in. Thesping showed great 
enthusiasm. Tristram’ Jellinek’s 
eager-beaver pro with a surc-fire 
pitch with the women was a skilful 
portrayal, he should be a wow with 
the femmes, But Jan Holden’s per- 
sonnel officer would have. come 
over better if she’d looked less like 
one of Harper’s models and more 
like a career girl. Graham Crow- 
den sparked as he ticked off a 
seruffy teenage counterhand but 
wasn't given much to do otherwise. 
Susan Lyall Grant convinced as 
the daughter in distress; Rest of 
the cast had only fleeting moments 
before the cameras. 

Sets, by Henry Graveney, looked 
almost better than the real thing 
and anchored the authenticity: of 
this professional production. Hugh 
Rennie, practiced hand from 
Emergency—Ward 10,” showed he 

’ will hold femme’s interest with 
this one, too, by injecting some. 
real zest {nto the production. With 
the tremendous scope opened by 
the idea, “Harpers West One” 
should have no. trouble following 
the action-packed “Probation Of- 
ficer.” ' Watt. 

MAGNOLIA STREET 

> i 

s, a1 excess. 

(Susan Maryott) for Gentile John |’ 
“dramatized ; Cooper (Edward Woodward). :-Neat- | 

ily, the ‘preliminary atmosphere: ‘was. 
tauched in—the division of the 

istreet between. the - encroaching 
Jews and the previous inhabitants, 
‘who felt beleaguered. The under- 
lying bitterness, and, to’ some. ex- 

ft; tent, the obvious- evil of such ten- 
were indicated—but -not to 

In fact, ‘producer. Vivian 
Daniels gave the piece an affec- 
tionate. and. unforced handling, 
iwhich was throughout éffective. 

A gallery of personages was in-. 
troduced, to be deployed in later 
episodes. On: the Jewish side. Lilly 
Kann, as Rose’s mother, and Carl 
Jaffe, as Mr. Emmanuel, hinted: at 
future development, and the Gen- 

sions, 

| tiles, though given to the more ‘un-. 
‘reasonable prejudice, 
| strongly. Susan -Maryott and. Ed-. 
ward ‘Woodward ‘were touching as. 
| the young lovers, and the episode: 
found time for a cogent scene in’ 
which a rabbi was insulted, to es-. 
tablish the underlying ee St. 

tta.. 

SIGNATURE. . 
With Shaun Herron, guest 
Producer: Edmund Reid 
30 Mins.; 10:30 p.m., Fri. 
CBOT, Ottawa 
“Signature” is another interview 

stint, but with a combination. of: 
local and national flavors via use 
of well-known people who live in 
Ottawa. Show. caught had: F: F.) 
Worthington, -retired General, 
father of Canada’s tank brigades 
and first: civil defense co-ordinator. |: fare which’ could be improved by 

the addition of an ‘emcee or. other 
| linking. device.: Material as. cur- 

Upcomers will include Budge. 
Crawley of Crawley: Films, Ltd.; 
Dr. Marius Barbeau, expert : on 
‘Canadian Irfidian folk. lore. and.}: 
music, and Russ Jackson, mathe- 
matics professor and pro football 
big-timer-. 

“Signature” exhibited the major 
fault of many video interview 
stanzas—too much gab, too little 
to look at. It had too: many close- 
ups, most..of. them ‘so close_it was 
almost embarrassing to watch. 
There was a complete lack of 
movement .by the subject; he just 
‘sat and talked. Show -depended. 
wholly on what he said for. its’ 
meat. There were no shots to show 
-how the man lived and -the ‘stint 
could have used’ some of his me-| 
mentos (he’d been around the 
world). and paiatings (an amateur 
dabber) if only to get some action |. 
into the stanza. Opener had some 
old newsreel -clips. spliced with 
stills of Worthington. Show could. 
have gained strength by using film 
of the former General's still-active |. 
interest in civil defense, evacua- 
tion of cities under attack and care | | 
of pesple in time of bombing. - . 
. Skein of 13. interviews will tose 
custom mers unless something is done 
to reli 
ups and droning gab... Gorm. 

With Golda Casimir, Carl Jafie,; AS OTHERS SEE US 
Marianne Walls, 
Marie Burke, Susan Maryott, 
Edward Woodward, Leonard | 
Williams, Totti Truman Taylor, 
Joyce Marlow,” 
Lilly Kann, Heather Russell, 
Howard Goorney, Paul Haradt-/| 
muth, Michael Poole, 

-Susan Bown, SPERRY &. HUTCHINSON 

Mona Liliaa,| With Art Amadon, narrator. 
Producer-Director: Ron Little 
Writer: Ira Lurvey 
30 Mins., Mon. (19) 9. p.m. 

WBZ-TV, Boston 
Departing from the probing: doc- 

Meier | umentary format .of the first five 
Fzelniker, Harry Walker,, Keith | programs in its outstanding “Com- 
Anderson, Vanda Godsell, Ho-|plex Community” pubaffairs se- 
nora Burke, Maureen Dormer,|ries, WBZ-TV's No. 6 was .a light, 
Patricia Haynes, lan ‘Whittaker, |refreshing “breather,” covering the 
Madge Brindley 

Producer: Vivian A. Daniels 
Writer: Louis Golding’ 
30 Mins., Fri., 8:55 p.m. 
BBC-TYV, from Manchester. 

For this skein of ‘half-hours. 
BBC-TV gave up its normal addic-:: 
tlon to the classics for. such pur- ‘educational: 
poses and chose to whittle down: ‘itempters into a half hour of genu- |: 

tourist attractions of Greater Bos- 
ton and New England. 
The program’s production unit, 

headed by the Westinghonse ‘Hub. 
‘outlet’s pubaffairs director Ron 
Little, did an excellent job of ¢on- 
densing the multifarious historical, 

and playtime tour 

street. 

ve the monotony of close- | 

‘ment far some of the: better light- 

audience, three contestants: vie for. 

‘| cards. To. make a. number -valid,: 
they must ‘:alsq~ answer. a query 

/music-dance “number. ‘which are’ 

'a crack at.a substantial sum via | adapted by..Ken ‘Levison: for this 

Writers:. Terzoli, Zapponl 

-key weekend spot in recent months: 

the lure. - 
Tra Lurvey’ Ss: script, nicely” hhan- 

died by Art Amadon, .toured. New 
England's ‘billion ‘dollar industry 
from theski slopes of. New Hamp- 
shire to the sand-.dunes of Cape 
Cod, “all -the time maintaining ar 
pereeptive balance. ‘of reverence 
‘and levity... a “Guy. 

of 

L’AMICO. DEL GIAGUARO 
(The Friend ..of the Jaguar) 
With Corrado, Roberto Villa; Gino 

Bramieri, Marisa del Frate, Raf- 
- faele Pisu, Gisa Geert. Dancers, 
‘Mario. Consiglio. Orch, others 

Director: ‘Vito Molinari . 

85 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.. - 
RAI-TV, from. Rome = oe 

This new weekly variéty-quizzer 
is. hardly a_ satisfactory. replace- 

wetght stanzas that have filled this 

Though: some of it is. amusing, the 
‘total ‘effect of the quiz mechanism ° 
is:too cumbersome, drowning out: 
the rest of show... ~ 
' While. guest star reps: ‘the (home) 

gold beans by filling ‘their bingo. 

contained: in comedy sketch. or 

program. staple. If the audience 
card: fills first, home Viewers ‘get. 

‘write-in ‘replies - to. further ques- 

- TUTTO. E MUSICA: 
‘| (Everything is Musie). 

| With Miranda . Martino, Buck & 

“Marina del Frate, Raffaele’ Pisu,. 

‘ferent material, rushed: through in 
‘order. ‘to get ‘to. the next. query. 

|Gisa. Geert’s dances were okay. 
Technical credits: -were’ good. — 

‘35 Mins.; Wed., 10 p.m...” - 
RALTY, 

and .go into a. song-and-dance in 
‘an appropriate. setting. Best bit on. 
‘this stanza was..a western takeoff, . 

‘be. condensed. or é¢ven done away. 

tions. . 
Corrado made. an’: “easygoing 

‘émeee,™ while" -Gino- Bramieri, 

and. others’ ‘struggled with. indif- 

Hawk. 

Chick, 5 Brutos, ‘Corrado Lo- 
jacono,. Nicola - Arigliano,. .Giu- 

_ stino - Durano, Gloria Christian,: 
others a 

Director: Fernanda: Turvani- 

from Rome. (tape) 
-This show shapes as ok” summer 

rently arranged. is: too haphazard. . 
Idea is: to spoof: and | musicalize. 

old films, and after an excerpt 
from, ‘say, “Captain From Castille” 
the performers don ‘Spanish: robes 

complete. with. bar-room brawl, 
song (“Lola”) well executed. by 
Miranda‘ ~- Martino, and ‘laughs 
capably .. handled © by the five 
Brutos.: Other. items included .a 
Bogart - spoof. and “Rhapsody: in. 
Blue,” :with - Italo ‘singer . ‘Nicola 
Arigliano. - 
‘Elaborate: frame ‘for show: could. 

with-to better effect. It's. the per-. 
formers ‘who Count. Hawk. 

BIG NIGHT. ouT . . 
With’ Tessie “O'Shea, Jim. Dale, ' 
Sheila | Buxton, 
Lionel Blair, Knife - Throwing. 

. Denvers, Stubby. Kaye, the West- 
erners, Barney Gilbraith: Singers, 
Tony Osborne Orch - 

: Director: Ben Churchill 
50 Mins.,. Sat., 7:40 pm. . 
ABE-TV;: from: Manchester . 
Originated for . the Northern: 

England area ‘covered by. ABC-TV, 
| “Big Night Out”. was allowed into. 
the London . network: with a 
‘song-and-dance vaude affair called. 
“Buckaroo!” This meant. that all 

| the performers paraded in Western 
outfits, and a cowboy locale of 

‘| saloon, fair, and-hitching-post pro- 
vided the setting for a- non-stop 
burst of ditties. Upshot was a kind: 
of ad.hoc..and provincial. “Okla- 
homa!”” without:.the story-line.. 
-.Main’ impact was made by Tessie’ 
O'Shea, a big-built.personality per- 
former. who's got an explosive way 
with a.:tune and clicked..with -a | 
typically. infectious display. Amer-. 
‘ica’s: Stubby Kaye, who: guested, 
pleased, too, ‘with his sturdy lung-- 
power, introducing himself with 
“Howdy” -and. following: later with 
“Back in Your:Own Backyard.” 
Others contributing were a: stal-- 

wart baritone, G Gordon Boyd, whose. 

Gordon. Boyd, 

pipes: were more ‘capable dnan his 

Buxton, who mildly harmed with 

thing was staged by .terper Lionel aS 
’ nippily. 

-The singing. was ragged, but the 

interruption ‘to the.- musical flow 
came’-from the. Knife - Throwing 
Denvers. He, blindfolded, threw 

and covered by a sheet -of paper. 
-| And, after this gasper, he exited 

by’ hurling flaming torches’ at: ‘the : 
girl. The. act was a ler... 

But, ‘on: the -whole, “Big. Night 
Out,”. despite. ‘its. pace, seemed .a 
pretty .aimless: entertainment, -with- 
out a-theme to hold the attention. 

always linked with cowboy. coun< 
try,::and. although everyone tried: 
hard, . including .. director - 
Churchill, the show lacked: atmos- 
phere and bit te, "Otta. 

_Toreig 1V Flow 

“Play of the. Week 
’ Robert 

(novel, ‘The Paper. Palace,” was 

“Play of the Week” from Associ- 
ated TeleVision,. but. it ‘lost.a lot 
of its metallic shine in the’ process. 
The crisp and cynical fiavor .of the 
original. became diluted, and :chief 
interest was focussed on the tather 
predictable plot. 
When’ George ‘Waterman: died, 

journalist. Guy Pascoe. (Denholm 
1 Elliott) - was: assigned to write a- 
: feature about him. - Waterman ‘had 
been .a. friend: of revolutionary 
causes, -such: 48. those in Ireland 

land: Spain, but. Pascoe was.-.sur- 
prised to find himself being taken 
to the races by his newssheet's pro-'- 
-prietor, the Baron: (Charles Hes-| 

-and_ congratulated on’ his lop), 
The Editor (Willoughby. | article: 

_.|Goddard) asked Pastoe for another: 
‘|—4lespite an instruction: from the 
Baron that the subject should : be 
dropped. . 
So it appeared that. the Baron 

had” something to hide—and,. un-| 
wittingly, Pascoe was going to find, 
it. . Waterman's widow ~ 
Lehmann), - his secretary. (Wendy 
Craig), they, each : indicated’ tifat 
there was. ‘something. ta’ be -con- 
cealed, anda certain tension was’ 
deviously.- ‘built. up. Climax -was 
that the. Baron: had’ blackmailed : 
Waterman. into. selling’ him ‘his. 
small ‘business—and that. founded 
his newspaper empire. Now he 
found: himself. blackmailed by. his 
own editor. _ 
Although conviction” was sadiy. 

lacking, ‘the mechanics. of the tale 
maintained a mild interest, with |.U 
Denholm Elliott’ okay: as ‘the. re-| 
porter and a couple. of effective’ 
contributions’ from Beatrix ‘-Leh- 

{ing . minutes, which ‘went. entirely 
hayw ire. Of ta. 

Sunday Night Play. 

political thriller was presented, the 
second following :a- week. later. 

{Chosen ‘for .this extended ‘treat- 
ment was ‘Maurice: -Edelman’s “A’ 

,”. dramatized’ by |. Call on’ Kupri 
Anthony Steven. The ‘hook, in a 
different’ adaptation, ‘has’ already 
had.a- Broadway. hearing; but ‘it’s 

entertainment. | Edelman’s - novel 

‘lost in this version. : 

‘to Moscow . to’ persuade. Kuprin. 
(Eric Portman),. a top Space-scien- 
tist, to return. ‘to: 
a- friend . of theirs’ at college, and 
they had reason to believe that 
family ties—married to.an English- 

ain—might. influence his return. . 
-Kuprin was not easily accessible, 

andthe pair were given the name 

presentation, and. crooner ‘ Sheila: 

“Not at All in- Love.” The whole: 

Blair, who didn’t stretch his imagi- 
ination with barn-dance -. routines. | 
! Blair himself. led the. stepping’ 

orchestral - backing provided by 
-+Tony Osborne was: fine. - A welcome 

knives-at her, her back to the wall | Kuprin, who. scuttled away. prom- coe 

Even the musical. selection wasn’t |’ 

-Ben: 

‘and - these’ 
| fiilled’ by any cunning exploration ... 
of character. 3 
“of: the pomposities of: - Layne-Park-. leo. 
-er-was well handled, 4s. was his.- —.- 

|| business romance with Vera, -but- ~~ 
much of ‘the dialog . ‘was glib. and- 

| cliche-ridden, not up-to the level 
Harling’s " Fleet - street . 4 rene 

level Mt was ‘to stimulate, 

(Beatrix |. 

mann: and .Wendy Craig. Charles; 
Heslop was -miscast as the. Baron, |: 

-Fand. fumbled at it. -Peter Wood's 
. | direction ‘was safe, until: the clos- | 

still to be proved that it has the 
substance for a.close-on three-hour 

certainly ‘has a fullness of charac-{ 
ter and motive,. unusual in a sus<«| 
‘pense’ tale, but. much © of it - was} 

“Tory politician . ‘Layne:Parker| | 
-1 (Marius Goring) - and: Liberal jour- 
‘alist (John. Gregson) decide ‘to’ go |- 

Britain. .He was |. 

woman, he had. relations in. Brit- |: 
“ for: 21. years. ‘Norman R:. ‘Cissna’ - 
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contact tor: them: On the - journey 
to. Moscow, Layne-Parker | got into 
conversation’ with, a Russian | _pro-. 
fessor (John. Phillips); and ‘at ‘his 
hotel &:British businessman (Mer-. 
‘vyn Johns) also crossed his: tracks. |: 
Meanwhile, Smith’ ‘the. journalist ee 
ealled_ on Kuprin’s. mother (Martita — 
Hunt), but.she couldn't or wouldn't. ”:*: 
‘say .where’ the was:. So. ‘Smith *” 
started courting . Kuprin’s ‘niéce, 
Vera (Natasha: Parry); -in the hope 
that she ' might lead’ him $0. ‘his 
man, -: 

Briefly, ‘Layne-Parker - spotted. v 

ising f6 make contact ‘later, but ‘at 
a party to which the professor has: . 
invited: him, ‘ 
drunk with an-.East’.German. ac- 
tress and:a student, and wakes to. 
find the: Russian. SecretPolice at .- 
his: bedside, waiting. to- take him: i 
away. for questioning, a ” 

This: -was the gist of the” frst. 
‘part, and it certainly -left. the ‘plot 
in a highly. intricate: state; ‘full. of 
promise for the next part. It lan- 
guished -in. several. slow patches, 

weren’t: adequately 

Smith’s- resentment: 

‘of expression. that. ‘Seemed to, ‘be 
.Tequired. — 

-The acting ‘was “first- rate. 
throughout, with’. John ©-Gregson 
-fluent” and sympathetic ‘as - Smith,. 
-Marius.Goring~ subtly’ hinting - ‘atl. 
Layne-Parker’ ‘Ss: €£0, and. excellent: 
support -- _ 

{'Parry, John Phillps,. Martita Hunt; -* 
‘coming. “ from — Natasha 

and - ‘Mervyit: ‘Johns. Eric Portman 
had only: a minute’s screen time .. 
as. Kuprin, ‘coming into- ‘his. own - 
in the. second. part. — 

The. ‘production’ by. John Alacubs 
‘was . somewhat. :too leisurely and. 
‘drew attention to the lack of depth 
in: the. scripting, but this -was ime -. 
posed..on him by the time: aval- 
able.: In: fact;.“A Call..on Kuprin” 
could. not. feally ‘deride. ota. 

tta.. 

IRCA 10 MANUFACTURE. 
(COLOR SETS IN CANADA. 

; Ottawa, July 4. 

Color television ‘receivers. ‘will 

be produced in. ‘Canada: this. year. 

for the first time. ‘Reports are that 

-RCA’ Victor: Co. ‘in Montreal: will | 
assemble tint sets‘-at: its Prescott, -° 
Ont., plant.. Sales: will be in. bore. 
der areas able to pick.up increas- 
ing: number: of: color areas: from: .. 
the: United. States stations, princip-. 
ally ‘Vancouver, Toronto. and. souths.. 
ern: ‘Ontario. ._- oo. 
“Till now, color: ty: sets ‘old’ by. ; 
RCA Victor, in Canada: came. froin 

a . 

$10 000, 000 More for CBS. 
In Morning Minutes 

~ CBS-TV. ‘has: ‘picked up an, addi- 
tional $1,000,000: in minute busi- . 

|ness. for its -morning~ program...” 
; block, via two gales: One;account+ 

For this “Sunday «Night. Play” 
-from BBC-TV, the first part of # 

ing for. some. $850,000, is a big ° 
summer - ride. for Mentholatum, set: 
through .. J: .. Walter’ . 

Standard: ‘Brands, - “Nia - awr. and: 
Ted Bates. ‘- 

Network “also ‘picked | up. ‘some. 
new afternoon ‘business: via ‘sale. 
‘of two alternate-week quarter- 
hours to Hartz Mountain Products, 
pet | ‘food: ‘manufacturers: in: their 
first big network: tv. “splurge. = 

Diefenderfer Retires 
_‘Chivago,. ‘July 4 . 

‘George | -Dlefenderfer, former 

‘manager’ of ‘central. division” sales : 
for the NBC: radio network: ‘and | 
latterly sales manager of WNBQ, 
the. Chi tv o&0,.is retiring: at the. 
month’s end on. the company’s 60- 
year retirement: plan. ‘He’ s. mov=. 
ing to Scottsdale, Ariz “iz. 

“-Diefenderfer has been with NBC ; 

is moving. up from asst. sales‘man- : 
‘ager to. Dictenderfer's Bost” vate. 

of a Russian’ who: might make the WNBQ.. : Of. 

the ‘politico...gets 

. Thompson, . ~- 
Other, ‘for. neatly $200, 000, ‘was ta..-"* 
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“FILMS OF THE 3 508" 
OW FOR TV 

# FORTY-ONE OF THE FINEST 
py FEATURE MOTION PICTURES 
_ PRODUCED BY 
FROM SEVEN ARTS 110 UaT aS 

IM THORPE ALL AMERICAN 
BURT LANCASTER 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

“NEVE YORK. 270 Park Avenue Yukon 62732 
“CHICAGO: 8922 DN ia Crosse, Skokie, til, ORchard 4 5105 

. DALLAS: 564) Ciiartestoun Orive ADamns $2855 

BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So. Reeves Ore © GRarnte 61564 

For ist of TV stations programmng svatrer Bros = Feline of 

the 50's" see Tard Cover SkGS (Spot T¥ Rates and Data; 
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where. he. was national sales manager’. _ Alan Hanson 1s new KYW-| 0" nd 
TV director-producer. He had been with. "CRS in Hollywood as director | WA, 

From The Production. Centres of “Full Circle”. . - Brian. Hodgkinson, WDOK news director, got lots | 

5) Say Over Own Vv 
Russia . .. Paul. Sciria, KYW newsman, was: eyewitness. to accident. 
He glanced out window of station, saw his own roadster ‘get. smashed '‘|- 

. Specs: ‘Howard, KYW d.j., raised: $12,800 in Ohio sales tax stamp|. 
réfunds to build a swimming pool: for the Society for r the Blind camp: - 

Continued from page 26 

of Taft Broadcasting Co. stations operations, voted. to board of. di- |: 
rectors. Roger B. Read, TBC administration chief, elected to board of 
Red Cross Cincy chapter . . WSAI initiated annual awards to. top - Edinburgh, July: 4. 7 
science fiinth grade students in 18 public high schools .. . Crosley IN. PITTSBURGH . 3 Growing: évidence of a desire tor 
Voice of America facilities studied by Shan-wei Wang, ‘engineering: “ . | Sreater control -of.radio and tele-... 
director of the Voice of Free China... WLW and WLW-T saluted Way. Out’ ‘was'-cancelled on. , Friday (23) at KDKALTV. by station vision by Scots‘in Scotland is shown | 

manager: ‘Tad Reeves. He will take close hard look cat remaining .segs 
in..series'.'... WIIC. pulled: “Pléase,. Mr. Balzac:” a Brigitte Bardot 
starrer, out” of its 9:30 slot fo" be aired following the Jack Paar show on, 

i inbach back to former WBC beat in Washington to fill in|“ T os 
for vacationing BC news editor Jerry Landay.. . ..Jim. Williams, KDKA | grout Ste soocie te: &- Datrotle 
deejay to marry Pat.Shemo of station’s promotion. departinent ‘on July | , 
1. Fellow deejays’ Art -Pallan and Clark Race will. be among. ‘the ushers. 

. John -Stewart, host on KDKA’s “Program PM,” filling’ in-for .vaca- 
‘tioning Rege Cordic ... . John Gibbs named vice ‘president of. Allegheny 
Broadcasting, subsidiary of ABC Paramount. Gibbs is. general manager 
or -the net 8. statin here, er . Jim MeLaughlin back at KQV after 
rmy stin uquesne. student David Kosick named to work in’ Se. 

KDKAs' “interre’’. program where . outstanding ‘college: students are. cued, and thet tbe requised te to - 
‘trained for careers in broadcasting .-... Zane Knauss, jazz buff and Pp: a.| more active in controlling commer-" 
here, resigning .from ‘WAZZ:. Station - looking for a -replacément . = {cial ‘television companiés: 
Hal othe one of the town's better. ees shows, He is b has left WRYT Society ‘complains that current 
since the station’s curtailment: of ‘sports s ows. He Is. brother of Ray ; 

| Scott, announcer, for the. Minnesota Twins: . television and radio programs from 

Fra nkford (Pa. U Sy mphony . 7 8 Larry Ferrari, tv organist, has taken a ON. xe? @: 

vs ‘countries, ‘including ‘England; ..-to - 
hers of the “clottish Scottish: oe a 

- .“We do not ask for a Jarget wo wr th 1 C Hall, Cape M . . -WEIL-TV -cited by |: Louise Morgan.’ WNAC:TV personality, ‘celebrating’ 12th anni on tv, 

the "american Legion (od Dist.) for its COne Nation Under God” series and leaving Friday: (7): for press week of. N.Y. coutoure’ group, inter: Soot ne arishe pat Hoe ee 
The Philadelphia Local of the AFTRA has named Bill Bransome | Views ..... WBZ softball team, coached by tv press chief Joe Ryan, “While there. ‘are, ‘under pre a “a 

(WRCYV), president; Lou. Eliot ‘WCAM), vice pres.; John Paul Weber.| copped Hub Advertising League championship: Wednesday (28)... . Rex. arrangements, ood & ottish: 
(WIP), secretary, and Jack Rattigan (WRCV), treasurer. Trailer, cowboy personality: of WBZ-TV's “‘Boomtown,” and | chief war- gements, some g cottis 

, a rant officer in Civil Air ‘Patrol, emceed CAP drill offs ‘at’ Hanscom 
IX r O R Oo NT oO. Field : . . Two new eds for radid-tv and national and. special projects 

Susan Fletcher, Corinne ‘Conley, Paul Kligman and Royce Frith will 

programs, too. many: project an: 

‘In Boston U.. news bureau, Karen C.:Gaines, radio-tv ed: Paul A. ‘Lin- 

be regular panelists on new quiz show, “The Superior Sex,” to tee off {Wrinkle in N-E. radio started Fr iday (30). when WHDH began: direct |. 

jin latest: memoranda submitted to: .. 
the Pilkington Committee ‘on fas" 
ture of British: broadcasting.’ 

aiunu of International Farm Youth Exchange Program ‘of ‘National 
4-H. Foundation as guests on Farm Front and Midwestern Hayride 
programs ... Chuck Connors first of string of tv western stars, to make. 
personal appearances. at Coney Island. 

IN PHILADELPHIA . 
Metropolitan Broadc asting veepee > Benedict Gimbel Jr., named. chair- 

man, is setting up a theatre committee for the 3d° Philadelphia; Arts 
Festival, to he held next: June .. . Sid. Mark, WHAT-FM disk jockey. 
and authority, is the first local radio personality to emcee at ‘the 
Newport Music Festival ; .. Charles Edwards, formerly with WMAK,,. 
Nashville, at WIP since Oct., named assistant news director . . Milton 
Groth, supervisor of the general ledger section of the CBS finance 
dept. ‘named WCAU controller. He replaces Howard P. Robinson, who. 
joins Allegheny Pepsi-Cola, in Baltimore ... Dick Clark’s 2d annual 
“American Bandstand” Splash Party to be “televised from Olympia. 
Lakes #14) . The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin launching an.FM 
Station and will set up its transmitter on WCAU’s property in Rox- 
borough . .. Page Bailey, of WHYY-FM, named conductor of the 

that ‘the. Scottish ‘Broadcasting. 
Council be given control: of revenue’ 
from license fees paid in Scotland. 
They also suggest that the Indepen- . 

image of the Scot: as.a being with’. 
none ‘but the most parochial and 

gard, national and special. Projects ed, took over Saturday (1) . . New. 

(5) over CBC’s trans-Canada web. Drew Crossan is producer and Elwy live .broadeasts of Hub traffic conditions ‘from: its own WHDH: Skyway 

Yost moderator . . . Tony Thomas back from Hollywood with supply Patrol, ‘starting at 3 p.m. and. continuing every: 20 minutes until 7 Pa m. 

‘shallow interes 

of taped 60-mins musicales, plus interviews with film personalities, 

IN DETROIT 

. Seot. - broadcasting, ” they “add, 
should be free to. produce ‘its.own. .. 

which he'll unwind on Harry Boyle’s “Assignment” series, which slam . . - 

oe ec etntertanl' on CBLT. which makes its bow here (6). -| Herbert F. Tank, oné ‘of the nation’s oltiest radio engineers in: point tors and program producers. vs 
Alex Barris, radio and tv columnist for The Toronto Telegram, moves. of continuous sérvice, retires this week. as chief transmitter engineer |.‘ “The Scottish listener is taught 

his “Barris Beat” to a onice-a-week slot (10:30 p.m.) over CFTO-TV .. ; for WWJ. He joined ‘the. station in 1923. WJR was: awarded. the. to. think’ of himself as: -having ‘no © 
Norman Welsh, currently appearing in the “Spring Thaw Revue” at the national “School Bell’ award for exceptional - ‘coverage .of education. specific. concern with-.a- wider ne 
Crest 14 ineatre. will tape the lead role of “Mr. Nobody” this. month through its news. department, editorials and public service programs | world. The scandalously misrepre-_ ° 
for showing over CBC-TV's series of Saturday night dramas next séa- . WJBK-TV’'s “Project 2” takes a look at current auto. union ‘nego- sents a people who. throughout their.:’ 
son Stu Phillips is new host of “Jamboree,” taking over (7) and tiations. with a special: “Across. the Bargaining. Table—1961.”. ‘Guests. history—and still ‘today—have been 
re lacing Stu Davis Bob Jarvis, CBC producer, is looking for ‘a on the. shew. will include Labor Secretary: Authur Goldberg; Senators. notably. active in: mariy. countries: .. 
1 cad soprano to replace Janie Apy in. the “Four Mice” quartet. on the Hart of Michigan and Goldwater of Arizona; Leonard Woodcock, UAW } and jal. continents" besides their a 

“Juliette Show” skedded for next season. Miss Apy is leaving to appear vice president; Thomas | Roumele, *ecional jfirector of the National. ar oe - ; , aa 
as one of the vocalists on “While We're Young,” latter series to get abor Relations Board; Arthur Motley, publisher’ .of Parade: and: ehair-. cco ng. to:the Sa tire Soc ety, 
full weekly buildiup on. CBC-TV network man of the board. of the. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, reps ‘of. the auto:| hopes that. the commercial - outlet, - 

weexly Du P on. . companies and several .‘‘man-on-the-street” interviews. Dr. : John Demp- {Scottish Television Ltd. would. fill 
sey, station’ s. news. director, will. host.. the necessary gap have; ‘been: ‘disap- 7 

IN’ OMAHA . IN MINNEAPOLIS. . Peete: WwOW-TV presenting public service: serles, “Inte oductory Mathema- s ane Scot context, of its ‘pro. ; 
tics,” developed by Iowa State U. this summer .. . Sportscaster Jack ‘Rev. David J.: Coffey, radio-tv. ‘director. for ‘Roman Catholic dioeése BE 3 n al e. 

of. Providence, R.I., elected president of Catholic Broadcasters Associa- Payne doing a 10-minute show at 1:15 Saturday afternoons on WOW- 

TV named “Dodger Dugout” about Omaha baseball team . . . James ‘tion at:13th’ annual congress -here. Rey. William P. Anderson, radio-ty 
Stuart of Lincoln, president of the Cornbelt, Grand Island, Siouxland. director for Washington archdiocese, named v.p., John Donnelly secre- 
Saline and North Platte Broadcasting Cos., recognized by the U, of tary and Rev. -Francis J. Matthews. ‘treasurer. Rev.. Anderson. cautioned. 

Nebraska for service to.the school and public life at an alumni lunch- | that Catholics “must not. be quick to indict a’ station because of ‘the 

eon . Richard Peters, husband.of KMTV's Marianne, - elected. prexy | absence of religious .programs.. The absence of these programs is not. 
of Nebraska Association of Life Underwriters. necessarily: the fault of. the. station, but may be attributed to the apathy 

on the -part of religious groups to: ‘produce programs of quality.” -:.:. 
IN SAN FRANCE SCO. | Hans Jorgen Jensen, tv. producer-director of Denmark's Radio & Tv,. 

7 Copenhagen, joining KSTP for. two months. under jointly sponsored 
Milton Robertson took over as producer of Westinghouse’s “PM television project ‘arranged by U; S, State department .:. . Sportscaster 

West™ from George Moynihan ... ABC execs were introduced: to Bob Wolff had comic Bil Dana, appearing at Freddie’ 'ssupper club; ‘as. 
ABC's new spot sales boss, Ted Shaker, ex-CBS-TV sales, at ABC’ "Ss: guest on Minnesota: Twiis baseball broadcast... Ed Morgan named | fault will not be. re at 4: sal 4 

ae eer at eek ae end Ken Hageeas ex Ken | ele general manager of WDGY, succeeding ©. B. Clarke, Jr. who [the ansutute, we 
was named promotion and public relations director. San Jose ABC resigned: to join Minnesota Electronics Co. as sales marketing director of: the.Stampmaster division . . . WCCO-TV (CBS) again carrying final} _ - 
outlet also hired a woman newsman, Darla Grainger .. . KCBS. news-| two rounds of. St. Paul Open golf tournament July 8 and 9: Sports - ie Dear Abby’ Ter 

men aon Webster Just back fait ‘ month Dae Congo, pihere a casters Don Dahl and’ Dick..Enroth will handle announcing chores... ':: ene July 40. 
aped a number of on-the-spot reports . - s Jim Moore arn Veekl 2 ; . cago,. July. 
Rolfe Peterson vacationing . .. Members of KPIX, KQED and KNBC KSTP naugurated : ‘Community Sing show from Como ae Ww y , "Chicago. tv packagers: Jory . Nod« 

‘dand and Sherril Taylor are map-. 
staffs co-operating with Stanford U.’s speech and-drama department. program is. hosted: by. deejays Don Doty and Dex Hawkins. 

in putting on summer :Radio-TV Film Institute .... KGO-TV put out | ping: a ty series with lovelorn col. 

‘umnist. Abf; . WwWsw Gets Pitt Gridcasts ATV Moscow Documenary t Abigail Van Buren to. be 
* London, July: 4: - 

a new rate card with rates based. according to KGO-TV, ‘on supply. 
and demand .. . Herb.Caen wound up his 39 weeks on. KGO-TV and. | ftea, per her: -McNaught-syndi-. ‘ 

: - ca pillar, “Dear Abby.” It'tl. 

As Sports Network Key _ ATV has. scheduled sonie- of. ‘the 
- Pittsburgh, July 4. | footage. shot in Moscow during the 

went off the alr. - 
have chtefly a teenage. slant. Film- 

IN CLEVEL AND eee ing is to be. done: in: ‘Hollywood 
British Trade Fair. there in May. 
Titled “Moscow,” it’s due July 13. 

i Tom Sherwood, weekend disk jockey at KYW, going: to WIND, chi: |: this summer. 
cago, also to spin records. He had been: program director of WCMW, Film shows inside of the Kremlin, 

Moscow’ U., Lenin Stadium and: the} 
‘Canton, O., commuted here weekends to sub... . Mike Hrehocik, for- 

giant: Gum’ department. ‘store. 
as the léading stafion in a sports 

mer suburban editor editor of the old News, “now writer-reporter for 

network set up by Sports Network, |; Significant. fact. about. the pro- 
KYW Radio. He had been beating drums for a manufacturer .. . Nor- 
man Palmar is new WJW-TV salesman, coming from WGBS, Miami, : Bil 

EE  . gram,” ‘says exec. pro ucer : 
= : "| Ine..WCAE had, the games the last: “ fe. 

two yeats when Pitt games. were | Wore JS that it will be an uncen- 
’ ‘sored view of the Russiahs.” Ward: 

-tinterfering with Pirate broadcasts: », on KDKA. The -big. factor 1 Says he was. given.‘a. completely. 

awarding. ‘the ‘contract: to the sta- free hand in Moscow to tape: what . h ed and 1 ‘Ww 
tion was their coming up with. Ray he liked He to ties hou 
Scott ‘as announcer. Scott is now | 199: people and ‘shot three ‘hours | 

Tin. .Minneéapolis broadcasting | the. of vidfi 
-{ Minnesota Twin games and WCAE] _ 
| has gone over to a lush format of | 
programming under - alts new call 

ff | letters. of. WRYT.. : 
WWSW ‘was ‘given: the. nod be- 

. | sires, Such a change would. work 
“Tl wonders for the morale “of: Scot. 

ture than that of BBC television.”..” 
‘ The ;: Educational ; : Institute - of: 
Scotland complained: that no‘-body. 
tat presént exists to. which. interest: 
ed. parties can make representations 
on_ programs which séem ‘to them 
objectionable ° ‘On - ‘such. grounds: as: 
public morality.. - 
“At present all that can be done . 

is to complain to the sponsors’ of’: 
the program, ‘and hope. that. the ~ 

* 

Pitt: football games, which. -were 
televised many years by: KDKA 
and moved: for™ years. to ‘WCAE, 
will be. aired this year by WWwsw 

ries, being: revived ‘this fall on 

“\ YpROoKs | 
OG CO STUMES|.-- 

Wed stem, NE. Ta. Pt. 7-800 . 

What does BONDED’s show. BONDED . 
rint service include? re | FIV Fo | 

a, ' EVERYTHING — integrating | newyork © 
and scheduling commercials, %: exHtcaao 

me examining and repairing after § LOS ANGELES 
use and reporting each step § TORONTO 
along the way. A Division of = 

NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP. 

Salt - ake City—Ted. Carlsen 
has been named general sales man- 
‘ager for KCPX ‘Radio. Carlsen, a 

‘catise of its excellent work in han- | vet in radio, had ‘been station. man- || 
dling. ‘the Pittsburgh Steeler foot-; ager of KRAK, Sacraniento, .gen-'| 
‘ball’ games; Jack Henry, as the| eral sales manager at KIRO, Seat-| ar a es 

‘| color announcer, is the only talent | tle.and an account: exec at two'!: “6 t. a Sts NY... 
" stened. | San Francisco. radio outlets. I mice 

“APT, FOR RENT. 
(adjacent to Town Hall). . 

- WALK TO WORK! 
“2% Room Unfurnished 

: Air-Conditiohed Apt. 
Elevator, Building 

mu r43%0, 

xes-T¥ sensecesesAlbpquerque’: Wo F4 . Vea | s Ci y mer seeoee sestdnendseotin ore: 
_ : 4 i e-TV eccccccceess. Atlanta. : . ¥., vee ese “ttt i aseneerens vetoes -Providerice A 

T°. totam a E - RERO-TE veseressasbakerstiald “KCOP ... rey igeles Tu Raleigh: Durham -" Television Division UF 3) S N MULT ad Patino -WPST- cred Miaml’ | WROGAV cicscosseseeersRochester [. 
... «Sacramento Edward! Petry &|Co.,Inc.Bs)°10) ME fe = — a <a MOALTY senecas Suiisinanr NEW: neo bae, ; . 

WNEM-TV. ..00...Flint-Bay City — WIAR-T) aoe REMY svssbecvusere oa, SRORING 
The Original Station RPRCTY soscyeeveeeesHOuSto@! RWTV essere Oklahoma City ” RYOOTV sevssseeosessesene TUBS 

Representative . KMTY rece reves eeveves ,Omaha , ees 

new YORK Chicago. . + ATLANTA « BOSTON * CALLA « DETROIT « 108 ances + 5aN FRANCISCO ¢ bd st. tous a = 

Syne cultural interests, have asked." 

dent Television Authority's organ- 

}extra-Sceottish ‘programs’. it’::de- ~ 

broadcasting, and. of.tv: administra- a 

‘Fhe image of'the Scot which. they =. E 
Present is even more of 4 tarica= * 

Taylor and- Nodland “are. pros 
ducers of the “Kukla & Ollie”. se-".: ; 
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Make sure your new fall season gets off 

with a BANG! 

Advertise in VARIETY’s 16th Annual 
Radio-TV. Review-Preview issue to be 

published late this month, 

Last summer, one TV station previewed 

‘every one of its fall programs in VARIETY 
“resulting in unprecedented sales BEFORE 

_.the season started. 

‘Back. up your investment: Back up your 

_, sales agent—whether for a network, radio 

or TV station, Film Syndicator or Talent. 

Make your space reservation at any 

VARIETY ottice. 

NEW YORK 36 
154 W. 46th St. 

CHICAGO 11 
400 N. Michigan Ave. 

HOLLYWOOD 28 
6404 Sunset Blvd. 
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of us cas. However, on a good day: 
bet’? Chasefsks on a bad daz. 

Wrat am I trving to.sas? Sim- 
pl, tat good oriz inal, non-formuta, 
non-hack, thoughtful comic, in-: 
Spiational; wunaginative, healthy 

2 dita cannot come from a single 
formula or a single mind, It takes 
ners minds af pias, conjuring the 

“PX DEE ene eof many tives. distifiing + 
tno try truths that exist mm dif: 

ferent nations. from different fears | 
at hopes and balances 

‘ly get the best product of these } agents and producers as “the. best j 

Tian “minds, to get the best and + 
weed ‘out of the worst-—this takes | 
true And here, I think. is where 
three 

by the FCC. There is vo easy an- 
ser te quality Quality requires ; 
wok. Fora writer it requires get-} 
ting a good idea, writing a good } 
seript, and then editing it until it’s. 
gist?) Quality takes time and ef-: 
for? Similarly, to cull true rep-, 
resentative quality dratna from the | 
weiter, of America requires time , 
ae to ettort) To request and read : 
hapdreds of seripts ‘or seript-out- 
lines ts not se easy as establishing , 

request | a vtble of writers. To 
fancdieds of new ideas and stories‘ 
ix ato’ so easy, as establishing a 
Holl: wood formula and duplicating 
plot, and tielence  — 

kiervone—you, Mi, Dann, Mr. 
-Cversone says we must 

| story-departments. . ‘Those depart- 
| ments ‘could be | 
| Time and effort would be required, 
but as I say time and effort are.al- | 

!ways required for quality. 

‘No Qualit
y Writers’ a

 Myth —7 

‘reconstituted: -. Webs which pulled-.out were 

I am not, to add a credit or two, 
t a visionary, 

i ridge’s- producershig. I have in 

I had one script pro- |’ 
} duced on ‘STUDIO ONE SUMMER |. 
THEATRE under Robert -Her-.|. 

imy dusty, dusty ffles a script de-| 
scribed by CBS-TV’s story depart- 

iment and by .several competent ! 

_.thing you've written.” At the time t 

‘for. several régional companies 

"Bitter. Pill 
. “ Landon, July 4. 

Granada . 9 TV’s 45 - minute ~ 
- documentary. an birth ‘control, © 
. “The Pill,” proved a bitter pill. - 

FCC's “Follies? 
= 

| trials. “Spiral Staircase” will be 
-.which refused to screen -same, 

| season, -and ‘starring may be’ Doro- 
Anglia, Southern, Ulster and | thy. McGuire and. Nick Keesely; on 
“Westward. 
“AS ‘spokesman - for. Ulster’ 

‘stated: “We:thought the pro- | ter Weaver, who was remembered | 
. gram _might* offend. Roman |as a gifted programmer when | 
Catholics, -who: make up the prexy of NBC-TV. Now chairman 

0 

of McCann-Erickson’. International, 
Weaver declared it .was. wrong. to: 

{call the advertiser ‘the . heavy, | 
which is what: he used. to call the 
advertiser . when he _wag ‘on - the 
other side. 

Weaver was cued by r 10-page 

majority. -of . our: ‘audience. 
‘Granada screened the program 
in its. “Life’In’ Action” skein 
which has. -already: dealt with 
such. subjects as ‘homosexuality 
“and. venereal. disease. 

“4. one-of a series of Coe Femakes this | 

|.. Another: disappointment. to: ‘many ov 
“was the final-statement ‘of Sylves-. 

only. two. clients, 

bubble has been ‘built bys tv, ; 

‘I wrote it, nobody had a show to , ——— 
‘put it on. {most . of. the ‘Gotham. indies. ‘and 

I have, further, functioned in the! CBS “was in the middle.’ *’ On Sat-. 
capacity of producer and director-: urday, ‘NBC issued | a: ‘statement 

:as well as writer. I was one of: the j 
i two direetors‘on CBS-TV's: “Action: 
‘in the Afternoon.” We produced pared, a criticism, that temporarily 

-one two-and-a-half hour drama .a. i got the other Assembly. fathers: jnta}, 
week, a half-hour episode daily, ! , 
live, indoors and out. We did that, |? dispute with the web. 
without interruption, for a- solid* - When. the. ‘first rumblings. of a 

_ ear, from February 1953 to Febru-.- cancellation. were’ heard last week. 
ary 1954. If anyone knows. how | 
difficult it is to get quality ‘scripts: 
—or scripts at. all—the staff of ; 
“Action”. knaws. If Mr. Dann 

‘thinks it’s. rough to find six -hour 
dramas of quality, send him instead! 
to find fifty-two two-and-a-hatf- : 

: hour dramas. Then let him tell me 
the problems. inherent in finding . 
;- quality, 

To the best of our ability we 

had: run out ‘of money. - That; how- 

j-ever, “was. not the: : ease,. -according 

to rnembers of ATAS’ board; be- 

sides the. $75, 000 supplied. by NBC, 

CBS: and. ‘ABC, the Assembly was; 

virtually © guaranteed $35,000 in‘ 

‘ admissions - and. ‘several - thousand 

“dollars more from other sources, 

| that: the Assembly was ill-pre-- 

general feaction was: ‘the Assembly | 

lead sheet that had none- oF the. 
spark. of :the old memos... ~~ 

Otherwise, ~new-school ‘cerebral. 
comic Gore Vidal. almost. unseated 

banana. - ‘Goodson-Todman ‘did a 
slick: soft: shoe, and_ producer. Irv 
‘Mansfield bombed. with his’ eail for 

‘a return of the big quiz show, 
Other stellar talents included Al- 

bert -McCleery; Robert Saudek, H, 
William. Fitelson, Tad Mosel, Pad-. 
dy ‘Chayefsky, Dave | Garroway, 
Robert Montgomery, Mildred Al- 
berg; Bob Banner, Erik. Barnouw,. 
j Robert Gessner; and Robert Allen 
Aurthur, Te 

-Frolic¢ “fs «slated for a return. in. 
‘the fall. with an <all-network east. 

pear sooner, but turned it down, no 

vet-showman Georgie Jessel as top |: 

Webs. were offered a charice to .ap-- 

Ihave quality And evervone seems 
ty seek a formula to make’ quality solved the problem | on “Action in: 
as~ass as pulp) [tis not. It shall ‘the Afternoon.” We did it by seek- 
net be. jing writers, training writers, help- : 

[f vou want quality drama on ty, !ing writers, writing ourselves, and, 
{€ Mr Dann wants quality drama: Most of the. time, by: staying. up. 
ne ty af Mr. Minow wants quatiry Most nights re-writing—our. own 
dria on ty, [ shall’ be glad to Work and that of others. We got: 
Biusde you, if. you truly need guid-! ; quality by working to: attain’ qual-: 
aie, to the labors required .to! lity, the best we could in the ‘time - 
eteate that quality. That quality ;we had available with -the talents ° 

wll, as T sas, take time and effort. at hand. We had writers writing 
There are, however, tools at : 
hand = The Writers Guild of Amer- | 
ica does exist. There are a number j 
‘oF excellent agents’ with 
writers in their stables. The net-; 2d God -knows those of ‘us. who. 
works once had latge and diligent | Watch it_do—may I suggest ‘the - 
re ees | Painful process of working for it. 

The FCC ‘can meet and fume; Con-} 
E gress ean investigate till hot- air i 
i freezes; ‘Mr. Dann can beat his 
; breast publicly:. and you can print- 
| pemoaning articles. None-of these . 
will produce an easy solution to: 
quality and. ‘unfortunately, none 
of these will necessarily advance | 

‘us to quality—in tv drama as in} 
| all else: the combinatlon of the de- * 

everywhere, anywhere. 

If you and Mr. Dann. and Mr. 

for us in New York, in California—* 

good ! | Minow want quality drama on ty-— 

i 

doubt because, they’ wanted next- 
to-closing. 

-Choicer parts of: the ‘61 éeript: 
‘will be excerpted for congress. in: 
FCC's annual report—and the: ‘big | 

* including. advertising’ already sold 

in the Assembly's. journal.. More=- 
iover, each: agenda event w as to be j 
sponsored by a. company, 

Lastly. there was. “every ‘chance’ 
‘of - selling. ‘a/ special. built around the whole production’ Was, “Think |. 

the jSssembly. Bo one of ihe net- | | it will cause any action?” The an- 
“works, wt ready to. pay a "swer: “Is a Frolies; ‘suppose ‘to?”’ 
’ Feported $500,000 for the program’| Ppot Bill. 
once some star-names were. lined |. 
up, with $100,000 of the. produc- ; 

“tion:, cost for rights .alone, this; 
coin: going directly to. support. the 
Assembly. , ! | 

WAST: $ Citizens, 
‘Advisory’ Council 

“Albany, July 4.. 
WAST: TV “has ‘formed: . perma- 

‘nent ‘citizens | advisory committee, ! 

~ Mort Werner. 
: —— Continued. from page 23. — 

{| Sunday: night ‘DuPont series. - -Es- 

| pecially in the past. several months, 

‘| Levy. “has: worked closely on ‘in-. 
' dividual program development, re- 

“cently: ‘making a trip. to Hollywood | 

| to" confer with the producers. of 

‘all. upcoming NBC. ‘snuws about 

dow nbeating violence. 

AS for “choice of. programs, “that 

| sire . to have it and the will to. do:; made up ‘of - leaders in the four- | function at NBC has chiefly rested. 

|.question repeatedly -asked of an { 
aisle-seater who-had-a closeup of. Ss 

EMMETT KELLY 
‘Mgt. LEONARD GREEN 
300 @. Sist St., New York 

PL 2-1764 

‘the work" necessary to effect. it, | county. area surrounding this city. 

1 J wrote a letter to Mr. Dann. 
| work’for his corporation, a fine-one | eneral manager’ William A. Riple, 
;-——-CBS-TV, in: Philadelphia, -and I j : fhe unustal-advisory committee. is ; 
thought I-.owed him the best] expected .to meet periodically to thought I had available viewing’|tell the outlet what the pressing|the program board, Besides him | ~. 

{his problem: ‘from the writer's | civié problems .are, ostensibly ‘so | are - NBC-TV exec’ veep Walter ||: 
that WAST can Program. aecord-.| Scott,. . rather than the v.p.’s: side. My |. 

closing comment to ‘Mr. “Dann I ‘ingly: 
leave with you: -Whether thé -committée’s. ad- 

It seems to me that those. who | vice must be: followed as. part of: 
are seeking to encourage. original : ‘the agreement.“wasn’t stated. It’s 
drama of quality are doing it in} probably the first time—since such. 
the same way as an old aunt I} an idea was proposed last year for: 

| heard of once who Claimed she was’) network use by Young & Rubi- 
rying to find a man very night. | _ 
she looked under her. hed to make : ; cam. topper. George: Gribbin—that 
.Sure there wasn’t one there.” 

William T. ‘Bode 

Int'l TV Fest 
Sams Continued from page 23 ' z 

‘advice of civic. readers on how-to. 
_program. First’ “full-fledged” 
| meeting. -of the. eight-man commit- 

j tee’ will take. Place: ‘after : Labor 
| Day. ; 

: Committee,. which. includes Rev. 
dward. F.. English, “director .-of. 

tj; Brought about by. the station’s terestingly, Levy for the past sev- 

“a station has requested the formal. 

with the full” program board. ‘Jo-. 

eral’ months: has been the only pro- 

gram. departnient,. exec. repped on 

‘talent-contract, . veep : Jim. 

Stabile, sales veep Don: Durgin, i 
| and tv network Vv... ‘general. man-|f > 
ager” ‘Robert. Stone. . Other: three’ 
Members of the board: are NBG 
chairman Bob’ Sarnoff, prexy™ Bob 
Kintner:: and corporate. exec veep 
David: -Adams. 

‘switching ‘ultimately. to. nighttime 
‘programming. and_-participating 
shows. He reported to Weaver's old 

| program chief,’-.Tom-. “McAvity. 
‘After leaving NBC, he became a 
tv. consultant to Kaiser Industries. 

|. Werner had been with. NBC ‘un-| . 
til 1956, as daytime program veep, |} ~ 

unless .the: panels were properly { 
.| Planned,. forefgners might be left: 

| with the impression that the U.S. 
was out to dominate the activities, WRITING, COMPOSING, 

radio and tele¢ision for the.-Al- 
bany .Catholic Diocese, Very. Rev.) 
‘David S: Ball; dean. of the.. Epis- | 
copal Cathedral of All Saints in 

COMMUTING, LOAFING? | 
ideal emall cottages Sedford Vil. Com- 
plete seclusion, 18 acres, 33 mie view, 

-Y. 7 rmg., 1% baths, alr cool- | 
jag, garage. TV. plano, freerer, gar- 
den. Available now to ‘mid-Sept. Off 
to Hurope. so real pearesin. Calt 
SU 7-4086 or MU 9-7476 

—_— —— 

CAPTURES MAN-SIZE ‘AUDIENCES! 

“MANHUNT” 
BATON ROUGE 58% 

(Audience Share} 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA 

714 
NEW YORK DETROIT 

just as they’ve virtually dominated | Albany; and Rabbi. Joshua Epstein, 
president. of - the Capital District | the sale of tv programs around the 

world. 
But earlier than last Friday: 

‘Board of Rabbis and-spiritua! head 
-of Beth Israel.in*Schenectady, will 

NBC-TV."° She, ‘aided by “eoach”’ 
Lee. ‘Strasberg, was. to. get $100,-| a 

i — Continued trom ‘page. 23. — 

CHICAGO 

when a decision was reached, NBC’ 
| had oppesed continuation this year: 
‘ABC wanted to go ahead, 80 did. 

CHAMPAIGN 50% 
(Audience Share) 

Fifth Avense, New York 22 
DALLAS 

GEM S, inc. 
PICTURES. CORF 

PL 1-4432- 
HOLLYWOOD 

meet periodically. with executives 
of: the Stanley’ Warnér-owned: sta- 
tion, - 

000 for appearing as Sadie Thomp- 
‘son in “Rain,” and the money. was: 

| Brought in were. George: ‘Roy Hil! 
[l-to direct and Serling to do the 

J} script (he ‘had finished a first 
{| draft for NBC), and, according. to 

NBC, this all took'a great deal of. 
time and money—"too much, ia 

WINS 
ROCHESTER I %. 

(Avdiéace Share] 

the WINS renewal application for 
hearing. : The reason. is understood 
to be payola allegations, Le 

Sourcer. ARS, Mareh, 196! 

cates ‘the sale:won't be considered 

and that, : under. normal 
means - vat.” Jeast 12 

_ WJ pleted, 
‘f! procedure, ‘TORONTO. -€! months... | 

ATLANTA: . 

to. go, it was reported;.to charity. 1 

Continued. from page. 23. — 

Significantly, FCC .set: only. the |||. 
‘license: renewal, for hearing, ignor- {| 
ing the proposed sale. - This: indi- |] - 

[i until the renewal matter if com-|}~ 

; Mex — Unit: 
Continued from: page 23 ——a | ; 

Ih Big Expansion 
er a year. ago, Informex, . Mexi-. 

Gan news agency servicing’ radlo 
and. television, -is now. a. well-ene 
trenched operation, Initiated with 

‘rently services 103. radio ‘and tv.” 
station subseribers,:: including one ™ 

. southern Texas. station:- 

The néw’s agency is readying. an . 
4.expansion in the Latin American « 
-area; accerding to. ‘Alvaro- ‘Galvez: 
-y Fuentes; who ‘heads up a. staff 
of three assistant editors: and 12. 
reporters; ‘plus “stringers in. Mex-. 
‘ico. and: key Latin-American points. 

Several mobile units, late model 
cars equipped with portable - Tas 
‘dios, cover ‘Metropolitan scene, ree 
eording.. most: important metropol-. 
itan: news developments. 
also receives UP ‘and . France’ 
Presse. -reperts, - monitors.’ world 
“radio: news, with. all ‘material sper 
cially. slanted and edited for radio. 
‘and | tv needs din: concise. fashion." 

Galvez y Fuentes. said. he aban-" 
doned filming of: news for tv, as 
fis done in the .U.S., . with items 
illustrated via. photis | and. dia-- 
grams to: avoid delays. ‘in getting 
news _ before ‘public. - ‘Now, apart. 
from. Mexico: ; “and Latin America, 
Informex, hopes’ to -pick’-up. a-ma-. 

‘| jority of: the .140 American. .Sta- 
tions running Spanish. broadcasts 
“as. clients. 

ABC’ s “ALL Siar Grid 
For the: ‘seventh: ‘sttaight « year, 

me ‘ABC-TV: ‘will telecast the College 
‘| All-Star: Football Game. Tilt this 

’ :|- year is slated: for: telecasting Aug. 
| 4 at 10°p.m.,:with Carling: Brewing’ 
‘and. RS. Reynolds Tobacco Picking . 
up. the tab. 

Ganie-: at. “Chicago's Soldier’ . 
Field will pit the. National League 
Philadelphia. . Eagles .. champs 
against an all-star squad of. college. an 
players .who. graduated: this. year. 
‘ Lang, Fisher & Strashower is the 
agency for ‘Carling’s ‘and- William 
Esty represents. Reynolds:.. Game: 

-is- a promotion of the. Chicago 
Tribune Charities Ine:.. 
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"tested - for . the ~ 

RCA Victor Wraps Up Let It Ride’ 
iginal Cast Set With 1G Sake} : 

RCA’ Victor has wrapped up ‘its: 
- gecond, original | ‘Broadway cast -al- 

“. Dum. for next’ season, It's “Let It 
Ride,” musicalization of, the ‘vin-' :, 
tage Broadway comedy “Three _ 
Men On A Horse.” It's: understood 
that Victor -has.a $150, 000. invest- o 
ment.-in the. production. 

‘The other original cast: set’ on 
Victor's: ‘schedule is “How To Suc-} 
ceed In’ Business* Without. Really. 
Trying.” .Diskery has no” backing 

Stake in’ this: tuner.-which has-.a |: | 
' score by Frank. Loesser and a book 1 
“by. Abe..Burrows.. 
The 

_ written by Jay Livingston and Ray 
-Evans,-and. Abram: S. Ginnes ‘on 
the hook. The .show is ‘scheduled |* 
‘to open on. Broadway Oct, 6. 
Capitol Records is: still leading 

‘the field. in: next: season's original | 
cast :album .sweepstakes. Cap -al- | 
ready -has. three tuners under 
“wraps.. They are ‘Sail . Away,” | 
“The. Gay Life” and “Kwamina. ad 

- Golumbia ‘Records js: also inthe. 
:“Crime | 

of Giovannt:'Venturi" and ° Venturi” and “Kean. aa 
_Yunning with two shows, 

ML Ennst Firm 
As AGAC: C unsel | 
"The ‘American Gulla ot “Authors 
& Composers has. retained the firm 
-of .Greenbaum, Wolff &. Ernst as 
{ts new aftorneys. The’ firm, ‘in 
--which the name of. Morris L:.Ernst: 
is best known in show bizand Ht- 
erati circles, takes: over. the job | 
which ‘was: handled “for. 30° years | 
‘by John Schulman; first ‘in associ- 
ation with the. Jate: ‘Arthur = Gar- 
field Hays and, in recent-years, by 
himself until a couple of. months. 
ago when. he decided. to':taper off.|. 
his activities to devote more time | 
to writing ‘on copyright. problems. 
The | Greenbaum, ‘Wolff & Ernst | 

7 in existence for 45 years, has 
been: active in the fields. of. literary. 

'.. ‘properties, censorship, | 
- * and civil: berties. - 

ofthe firm, Harriet Pilpel and Leo 
. ‘Rosen, have been slated. to concen- 
“trate on AGAC. affairs. Mrs. Pil- 
pel isan expert on copyright. 
. In addition to. formulating writ- 
er-pubHisher. 

its members: ‘through an agency 
which audits publishers’ firms, col- 

-‘Jects the royalties and: then. dis- 
: tributes it.. 

: McM Tries ns Teaser Pep 
To Plug Comedy Albums 
The: ‘Wnushrooming- ‘comedy-on- { 

disk: trend ‘is’ sparking some ‘neéw |. 
‘record: ‘company thinking, for’ disk | 
ockey promotion. 
erve, ‘especially, the oxec’ fecling 

fa. ‘that .a- complete’ airing. of..the | 
comedy LP has a detrimental ‘ef- 
“fect on. retail-sales. 

= /The new: ‘deejay. plotting © at 
a ‘MGM/Verve ™ ‘4s. to: supply ‘the: 

-..: broadcasters with. 
‘-- which give a sampling of. thé.com- 
- plete: album ‘and interest listen- |- 
ers. in going ‘out: and buying. the’ 

“teaser” - disks 

bet. 

This. new’ “campaign - “fg: being} 
: “Phyllis Diller | 

“LP,” a Verve release. | 
': Diskery 1s sending a: special 45.|, 
rpm. platter ‘of - material. culled. } 
from ‘the’ package to ‘3,000: disk. 

The ‘special. promotion. 

-- Laughs” “ 

jockeys. 
-disk includes six "teaser. -snatehes" ‘ 
from’ the LP, 3" . 

_ Aiberty’ $. 100 Direy 
Hollywood, July: 4. 

. “Liberty Records declared a. regu- 
’ Jar quarterly. dividend of: 10c.. per 

share. on ':197,356 shares’.of: con | oo, 
mon. stock' payable immediately to 

- Shareholders ‘of record June.1:."'* 

It's label’s fourth: melon it be-. 
came publicly’ owned: Jast. year, 

“Let. J€ Ride”. score was’ : 

copyright: 
Two. members 

cértracts, - AGAC’s 
main.. function currently: is ‘cen-. 
‘tered. on its. royalty: collections: for 

. |1,000- “Songs,” is -unla 
lished in ‘the east, but distributed: 
on a national ‘basis in U..S. Hess: 

.MGM/° 

“Kaye Doing. a ‘Benny 
:-. ‘Benox,:Mass.,.July 4. 

the’ Boston. Symphony Orches- 
tra ina Pension. Fund Concert _ 
at ‘Tanglewood, the night. of 

July: 13.- A. newspaper. ad read: 
“Danny: ‘Kaye has generously . 
-contributed his -services* for-.” 

‘. this extraordinary musicat ‘ad- 
. venture. The. Orchestra simply 
 eannot.: accept’ any. responsi- 
bility." Jack. Benny has been 
“an. active maestro for symph - 
benefits in recent years... 

:. Prices .for . the- Kaye - Pere. 
a formance are $3+to $10. 

Maitland Exits 
Cap Distrib C0. 

Hollywood, J uly 4 

departure, according. to: Glenn. E. 
‘Wallichs, CRDC. board : chairman. 

1 and: Capitol - ‘Records prexy, ° was 
..| prompted ‘by differences. of opinion 

on company ‘policy. Wallichs now. 
becomes CRDC's chief exec officer. 

main with company; Wallichs.said, 
until Stanley M. Gortikov,. CRDC | 
general manager, and other ‘senior | 
CRDC. exece can assumehis form- 
er. duties, and Tesponsibilities.. 

6 Major Publishers Sue 
Milw. Sheet Music Store. 
Over Book of 1,000 Songs’ 

“-Milwaukee,. July 4. 
Six New York -music: publishers 

filed: a°-copyright -suit. in Federal. 
‘Court ‘here against Pat Aebli-and 
Irvin Grant,.. of. Aebli &. Grant 
‘Sheet Music Co; ~ 
‘A. ‘Hess: represents. ‘the: plaintiffs, 
Robbins Music, Mille Music, Leo. 
Feist,’ Shapiro, _Bernstein,. Ameri-- 

‘fean Academy" of. “Musle,: and Toy |: 
‘Music, 
“Tn the. sult; Aebii -&. Grant 1s |. 

charged. with “piratical. and in- 
fringing copies. of the lyrics and} 
musics of approximately 1,000 - dif- 
‘ferent ‘copyrighted: ‘compositions,’ 
Suit also alleges books are “sold 
‘and vended. without knowledge or 

“consent”. of concerns having . the 
‘| individuat music copyrights. 

According to Hess, the “Book: of 

reportedly. purchased one: of: these. 
publications at $25_here.:: 

‘Plaintiffs: ask damages: of: $1 for’ 
“every. infringing: copy « sold:-or 
vended or. found: inthe. possession 
of said defendants, or no less than: 
.$200 for every. infringement.” Mu- 
sie company. plaintiffs claim .copy- | 

jright on -seven ‘songs: 
Fiddle,” “Beautiful Ohlo,” “I'm in 
the’ Mood. for ‘Love,’ “Caravan,” ” 
“Honeysuckle . Rose,’’- ‘TBweet Lor- 
Taine” and. “Candy.” 

Sound. Education Label 

A tiew disk operation, Library of 
‘Sound. Education, is bowing in ‘the 
‘spoken ‘word field -with a: series of | 
dramatizations’ of: Biblical - stories.’ 
‘Company, is kicking. off. its sales | 

‘| campaign next month in behalf of: : 
‘its initial set of eight LPs, all box- 
packaged and illustrated. a 

' Each of:the 16. stories: ‘in. the. LP: 

tor,: supported’ by a cast of. actors. ! 
The. disks cover. such stories’ as: 

_-}- generated: ‘by the conflict between.|'~ 
Danny: Kaye will conduct .. 

operators took.the’ central spot- |: 
_|light (at.-the convention. of the 

| & Distributors:-Assn. which wound 

retailers “are in a desperate fight: 

-lof the chain stores, supermarkets, 

fof the disk. clubs. 

| ARMADA last year, was. reelected 
- AS prexy.. 

‘Lhighlighted in a symposium 6n the. “ 
{so - called. 

‘| where-a: group of distribs. cut their 
LP prices to retailers by 10% as. 
‘|a@ permanent measure to help con-. 

‘present market. While most. manu- | 
| facturers” 
_/ether areas viewed it ‘as a. profit- 

‘cutting move, the Detroit distribs John: K. ‘Maitland Tesigned over eae. it- clear that it was a life- } weekend as prexy of Capito! Rec- 
./ords- Distributing ‘Corp. ‘Maitland’s | 

‘Jay..Kay Distributing, pointed ‘out 

Tack ‘area. in the country. The 
‘racks, he said, have been respon-. 

c|sible for cutting the number of | 
‘prexyship in January 1960, ‘will ‘Te- 

j DEBATES CRISIS 
Hollywood, Fla.,. July 4. 

The crisis in.disk’ merchandising 

conventional retailers and rack 

Col’s F ast Service 
Hollywood. Fla, July 4. 

Columbia. Record Produe- 
tions, Col’s custom service de 

“partment, pulled a promo- 
. tional coup. -here last week at 
-"ARMADA's: convention with 
- Jdts.overnight production of a 
‘special: seven-inch souvenir 

Meantime, Art. ‘disk for delegates. 

Talmadge, who took the helm of |. _ Disk. containing the opening 
-day’s benediction and the key- 
note address of ARMADA 

|.” prexy Art . Talmadge, was ts- 
sued less than 24 hours after 
the kickoff ceremonies. Studio 
facilities of CBS's Miami radio 
affiliate, WKAT, were used 
for. recording; the master was 
‘made in New York from data 
‘transmitted through telephone 
_Mnes; Col’s Bridgeport plant 
~pressed . 1 000 disks which 
‘were ‘then flown to Florida. 

and-death measure for themselves 
and their retail customers. 

viewpoints: Sohn Beanie, ence P blips Renews 

Col Distrib Deal 
. Paris, July 4. 

retail. outlets from 450. three years . ago. to about’ 200 currently. He ‘Although Philips,. Holland disk 

predicted that there would be only'| ery, purchased the Mercury label 
50‘outlets a year from now. In his | several weeks ago, it will continue 

American’ Récord Manufacturers | | 

up :heré ‘ast week,:. Indications | . 
were. that distributors” as well as | 

to stay alive: against the. inroads: 

discount stores, et al. not to speak 

~Predicament of the distribs: was: 

' “Detroit . situation,” 

‘ventional retailers compete in the]. 

and. many distribs in |. 

that ‘Michigan’ is. the. strongest. 

‘own ‘company, a former staff. of | its affiliation with Columbia Rec- 
eight salesmen has now been cutj{ords. The Philips company has 

[to five “struggling salsmen” whose | renewed its contract with Col but 
jearnings have. had to be supple-|the Col platters will be released 

‘.|mentéd by turning. over to them |in Europe under the CBS label. 
-one-stops, some rackjobhers and | Heretofore, the Col product went: 
‘key house accounts. out under the Philips banner. 

Kaplan dramatized the plight of. 
the: ‘conventional -retailers by|was in ‘Amsterdam a couple of 
pointing out that one of the weeks ago huddling with Philips: 
-major music. store chains with ‘30:} execs on the deal. Col plans to 
stores, has’ becomé: ready to move |jaunch its CBS label fn Europe 
from: buying from distributors to a early next year. Lieberson also 
rack-type operation. The rack-o 

Goddard: Lieberson, Col prexy.]' . 

: Carl Haverlin to Head : 
‘Fundraising Campaign For 

wiully. pub-: 

“Fit. As a 

(Continued | on paige 46). 

US. Masie Center in D.C. 
- Washington, J uly | 4... 

‘ Firat’ step toward a U.'S. Music 
‘Center has been made with dona- |. 
tion of a 40-acre proposed site: in 
the Virginia suburbs Of ‘Washing: ; 
ton, . 
. The tract; “consisting mostly of 
rolling. meadow lands, was handed 
over. to. the. Aimerican. Symphony 
‘Orchestra’ ‘League by. Mrs. Jouett. 
Shouse, ' leading: patron of.‘music 
here. Dubbed “Symphony © Hill,” 
under present plans, the land ‘will-' 
become the headquarters. of.. the 
League with a $500,000: administra- 
‘tion. building slated. tor initial con- |. 
‘struction, ~” - 

Carl Haverlin; Broadcast Music | 
‘Inc. prexy,. will direct a.-national |. 
fund-raising effort for ‘the. project,’ 
which won't be confined -exclusive-|. 
jy to music. An experimental thea- 
tre is among buildings. being blue- { 

‘printed. Others inchide a Sym- 
‘phony. Inn, a sort. of “hall of .fame” 

4 for symphonic music: greats, anda: 
-“Leonference center with. w orkshop : 

Bows With Bible Stories facilities ‘for’. ‘musicians and com-. { 
posers. 
“There's | Ho apparent intent to 

{rival the- proposed. National “Cul- 
“tural Center, which is*still having 
a tough time getting off the ground. 
‘Not: only {s Mrs. Shouse a trustee } 
“of the National Center, but Ed- 
‘{ward Durrell, architect.:of the Na- |- 
‘ tional Center, ds performing same- taken over a Jarge number of US. : 

;music catalogs with the intent of : ifunction for- the. “Symphony Hill”. 

| set. feature ‘Lief Erickson. as narra- 1 project. - 
: _Mrs. Shouse: is. also ‘chairman’ of | deals.: 

“the Music :-Committee_ of. the Presi-. 

{ Fumio Suzuki, 

P= ted. that the CBS label jerators. have a sub-distribution has: stated - 
would be projected to South 
America and Australia so that the 

{Columbia artists would be on the 
."J‘same label’ all over the world. 

" In-the Mercury purchase, Phil-. 
ips..gets the. rights to distribute 
Merce’ ‘a U. S.-made ‘platters all 
over. the: world and Merc will 
distribute the Philips platters in 

‘ithe U..S, The Merc purchase was 
made. through Philips’ U. S. subsid 
Consolidated Electronica ._Indus- 
tries Corp. 

‘Up until the Philips deal Merc's 
records had: been distributed ‘in 
‘Europe. by the Barclay Jabel. Phil- 
ips is the second most important 
disk company.in Europe coming ° 
right after Pathe-Marcont. 

Eddie White to Tokyo 
“On Publishing Tieups, 

TV Show Production 
‘Writer-producer Eddie White left 

for Tokyo last week to -produce 
-a color tv show, “Tokyo Jamboree” 
and negotiate’ music contracts 
aligning Tin Pan Alley with the 
Oriental tune market. 

White, who will spend at least : 
six weeks in Tokyo. is partnered in : 
the video venture and other facets 
-of the global .song setup with ;: 

Japanese tv pro- 

ducer and recording director: Their 
firm, Broadway-Far East Ltd., 

| producing the tv feature film, uti- ic 
i lizing Japan's top stars. for the U 5S. bh 
viewing market. 

On the music end, White has 

arranging Japanese publication | 
.The junket also involves 

American tv product with Japanese 
“Noah. and..The. Ark," “David and: {dent's People-to-People Program, | Viewing potential 
Goliath, ” “Birth of: Christ.” “Sam-';and v.p. of the’ National Symphony | 

’ ete, under George | Wallach’ $s 
. direction: 

a 
Marvin ‘Schneider 4s: prexy:. of. 

the N.Y. ..company. and -Harvey | 
Chanler ds. director of marketing. 

Orchestra’ ‘Assn. 
: The. American. - Symphony Or- iN 

chestra League’. has some 1.200° clearing house for Japanese jazz* Arlen Another Cap artist. 

Offices' of Broadway-Far East 
twit be established in’ Tokyo and!py With The Bites,” 
N.Y. to act as an international - 
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; ARMADA MM MEET : Al er Newport Jazz Front 

As Regiment of Cops Squelch Punks; 
Varied Program Draws Solid Gate 

+ By DAVID B. BITTAN 
. “Newport, RI, July 4 

Music At Newport, the 196) ver- 
‘sion of the Newpait Jazz. Festival, 
accomplished what its ill-fated pre- 
decessor failed to do It presented 
concert jazz in a festive st Ung: 
without bowing to the bebevior af 
young hoodluims who niaied the 
world-famed jazztravayanza. for 
several years before apparentiy 
killing it last year. 

It took rather extreme police 
stete measures this vear to tare 

.jte punks—but they Mere inuzzled 
to the relief of jazz fans the wor id 
‘over. There were few incidents to 
tarnish this year's festival, tuanks 
to the well-planned ecfferts to con- 
trol hooliganism during the foww- 
day run (June 30-Juiy 3). If the 
musical programming had been 
done as effectively, the jazz bash 
could have been the best that New-_ 
port has presented during the” 
years that it has been the summer 
jazz capital of the world 

But, with the on-again, off-again 
preparations, producers Sid Bern- 
stein and John Drew were unable 
to do as effective a job of setting 
p the musie as they. might have. 

despite the $185,000 budget for 
_jtalent, the festival couldn't be con- 
sidered a complete artistic success 
because of the burry-on, burrs -off 
method of presentation. 

Attendance was impressive, ¢s- 
pecially in light of the bad public- 
ity caused by the riots last year in 
which thousands,. most of them 
drunken college students, battled 
police, state troopers and National 
Guardsmen outside Freebody Park, 
Friday’s (30) opening night crowd 
of 11,000 was the biggest in the 
history of Newport jazz festivals. 

(Continued on page 47) 
SE Cte EE ats a. 

Joe Zerga as Aide 
To Bonnie Bourne 
Joseph E. Zerga, former Capitol 

+ Records exec, has joined Bourne 
Music as exec assistant to Mrs. Bon- 
nie Bourne, head of the publishing 
company. Mrs. Bourne, widow of 
the company’s founder, Saul H. 
Bourne, has been sole owner of 
the firm since last year when she 
bought out the half share owned 
by her daughter. Beebie Bourne 

Zerga had been with Capitol 
Records as an artista & repertoue 
staffer and Jater as head of C‘api- 
tol‘s music publishing operation. 
In 1956, he set up a publishing firm 
in London for EMI ‘Electric & Mu- 
sical Industries!. Cepitol’s parent 
company, and last year, Zerga he- 
came general manager of EMI's 

{network of International publich- 
ing firms, 

ne 

Peggy Lee Embarks 
On Ist O’seas Junket 

Peggy Lee leaves this week on 
ther first European enyapements. 
I'll be a two-month. stay 

Miss Lee will start her overseas 
: personals at the Pigalle Club, t.a::- 
don, July 17 until Aug. 8 Atecom- 
j panying the singer when she leavvs 

Y. Friday 7: will be four site 
lekane, Stan Levy, Victor Feldman, 
Dennis Boudimer and Max Bennett, 

iwho'll back her shows 
Miss Lee, who reraids here for 
apitol, will be greeted in Landon 
y execs of Electrie & Musical In- 

idustries, which owns the Can label, 
Among them will be Laven: Wood, 

>managing director of EMI Retords, 
iWhich distiibutes Miss J.ce's rec- 
ords throughout the “or'd and Are 
thur. Muxlow, EMI promotion 11 tie 
ager. 

i When she returns in September, 

$ 

M Lee will tape SBC-LV's “Hape 
special, @ 

tribute to a songwriter Harold 
Nel«con 

‘archestras in this country and Can-. talent. video films. music and sun- Riddle, has heen gt to arrange 
pada: on its rolls... Vdry: other. entertainment exchanges. jand conduct masir fer the show. 

ar 

_ 

a 
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By MIKE 

Brian Hyiand ‘ABC-Paramount:: + 
“REL ME BELONG ‘TOR YOU" 
fRast-West" puts the “Bikii’ kid 
in arore mature ard setious vein 
amd oo omnaxe.s an deceptable baliad 
side CRET FT DiI 'Paso*. ty ca 
Drees, orbathmie item, that could 
SP oup some spinning expmement 

The Regents Gee oo LAL RA MY 
DARLING - Shoestring J& Cous- 
ins js a strong rocking ballid e¢t- 
fort Uta’ Sie spinners will spotlight 
protuiner t's for their tee: arti- 
et RE \ “ROU ND” EBro wl: Aa 
Fs: egt rocking pace that te 
ee 

3° 

Jocks, Jukes 

REAPER” 

and Disks 
GROSS 

will do well around. the seashore | . 
jukeboxes, 

Casey Anderson ° Sutton): “PREE- | 
-- Brookhaven-Goth-7 i DOM RIDER": 

any is a vigorous. folk. tune pegged 
on current headlines and the vocal 
3ives it an authentic power that. 
will gain: spins “THE GRIM}. 

~ sBrookhaven - Gotham? ye 
plows along a shouting folk groove 
tor fair spinning: turns, 

‘The ‘Chantels iC arlton?: “GLAD! 
TO BE BACK” «Atlantict: has’ a 
swinging beat that rocks with teen} 
appeal. for a good spinning poten- 

BIRD". 

jeasers oli fiw mzhtup then terp tat “LOOK IN MY EYES” ‘(Bea- 
alies So Jurior-: rocks. out .a ballad form 

Lomie Donegan “Doth DOES with some okay” ‘vocal Broup | 

THE CHESING GUM LOSE ITS, trickery. 
FLAVOR On thie (Bes Ipayst Over. _ Buddy. _Grece (Epies: “HEY, |. 

FIVE YOR oo oe. wee eee ees pipe ees wee ee a HY ‘RT 

(Liberty) 2.2... 00.0... e ee eee eee weecee dT Apologize. 
Tame Yuroy “Hart oMitiort: 

thx s sure toaourbrp un pte 
momrgeah platter OE Ararrcogre' 1¢ 
esoegq roca treks ty gine this nle 

» = 

TERES& BREWER 
(Coral) 
Teresa Breaers | 

Cy 

“Liptle Miss Be 

belongs riuht an top ot the sorering Usts becnuse-of the strong 
Beatie frp and three pet ee? payee ali 

stetoeD wheng Haavawen balad yre 
Dropramzmerdig sule, 

GENE PITNEY 2... 
(Husicor) .. 
Centers Porte. ays “Every Breath J 

por’ styling to gure tos reacts Ing 

thee gw ard gnive errenies Mr 

terre the 

fer Rts sprees Morley: 
* = 

THE CONCORDS 2.2... vee ace 

CREA Vielor).....-..... . 
Tite Coneords’ “Aye! 3s Rabbis 

Poe ron Peanehers thet 
Bog Afosr Lithely (R&P W enerri 
Shorr het cd cp fig halt aye Pyleere ding, 

BILL GIANT ............~=~. 

(MGM) ......0..2... 

RY Caanat’s "5B 
pepe} omianes hoecange 

th ie fesse 

To ET): -regpes’ 

part cetay’ 

fareepery perl yyy fay dre at 

JiNiE BEACK 
(Capitol) 
Jarte Biack's 

oe eF Pp eo eB BO eo ew we Bw ew Ow 

“Por Gong Mak 

isa natural fo score ou all derels. 

or the rhathoae angle 

tRohnors*s rocks the oldie 

has the ‘biq- ballast vocal. soun 
uty at spipning action and develop into 

‘raortord*+ works.uy some inter. 
iv a spluning charee auyain. =. 

LITTLE MISS BELONG TO NO- ONE -Whitney, bandleader, ‘has signed a! 
Lee eee eee a... Sea Shell. 
long Ty No Oni » " (Cedarwoodt) 

imag “Sea Shell (Willow*i is 
mores. that develop inte an okay 

* 

EVERY BREATH 1 TAKE. 
veveeeee es Me, Moon, Mr:-Cupid And 1 

Take" ¢Atdonts bas a dyvamic | 
ballad a strong spinning Tur on | 
Moon, Mr. Cupid Awd I" (Jane | 

has an ofay Wr aato a shar vocal. that adds bnportantly 

bone AGAIN 
The Boy Most Likely’ — 

rghs is. full of so omey rocking 

“The 
is. jest. an. average display of. a. 

m 

BETTER LET HER GO. 
When I Grow Too Old To Dream. 

oor Pee ihe Her (3° * Vberbacht). will bead for. the. 
avd the slick vocal 

“When fF Grae To Old 
for oly a fur spinning , ; ; 

Hip way. 

PM GONNA MAKE IT HAPPEN | | 
T Stole You Away 

“1 Bourne*) rolls ‘vy It Happen" 
wih arocheuy lilt andan eaauderant rocal style that neal, es if sure- 
dirw apie Piri} fodder The thyush, 

da eboed Jeannie Blacks "ET Stole 
"Un gp catd- bats brivony vl shes! ev bent arsed 

for fhe poueg mark. 

MARCY JOE ..... 
(Robbee) .... 
Slarcy Jaet's “Narew. Gary Went 

Qosvold bavad lansent that the te 
we jolow the clicko pier of her 
This Siaimer” ‘ Howe Lye, 
Seeayevsrce? 

k  * 

Spas 
* 

Mary Jo*+ is just ane ‘av *rayey mtch or... 
uy s jus ergs a ns we enacted last year. 

by the way, is the sister. of 
Yon Aneny” tout: has a pleas- 
the vocal geves it current appeal 

* 

__SINCE GARY WENT INTO THE NAVY ; tributing Corp, New Yor. 
. What! Did This Summer 

Into The Naty” tStar Fireti is 
en crowd will eat uz and that 
previons * “Ronnie.” “What E Did. 

¥*. 

THE GIRLFRIENDS. 2.002.000. 02ee -FOU R SHY GIRES | 
(Pioneer) .......... 000002. ee whence ee . Jackie. 

Tire Garlirie wits! Fou Sin. Girls” :Pinens & Sons s*). is the 
rarer” to last summer's “Yellow Polka Dot Bilcini”’ click and it’ 
coal b tppen again because af the bright way the girl 3 handle a... 
Fak se 

faa teenage fro and the pres 
jeer ‘ 

BILLY WALKER... 

(Columbia) 
Bree Wather’s ” 

Y 
. 

we bots Bact Th 

ts tairomed aba conwtry Eres bur the ballad appeal: makes’ tt. . 
a Nira dt Fy ee Inv do pap t:rly veot" er, too. “Fuany How. Time Slips’ .- 
“Meet Bare eres ig in a. show “but appealing ballad rein that: a 
vyilos ots Samer yormeers aerated te tt. 7 d 

Neche Abe? is the vantae nove THERE” iFi rank*= is the 1954 click. 
eits SOULS wath * ‘Che wing Gum” re-t revived in a. spirited vocal style. 
plaing “Spearmint” in the tithe that wilh give the tune another 
and up. Hed in a rocking temp) 
that will tiab goed spinnire re-. 
sults AUNT RHODY¥™ -Essex?: 
has an ittrisguins folk beat) and 
vocal luce that will get SpE 
afiention too 

Billy Bryan Everest: ” ‘BONNIE” 
(St Nicholas*: has a pleasing lilt 
and a teen-vngled brie built trom 
the familiar “Bring Back My Bon- 
nee To Me" line and the kids 
shou'd pick it up for an okav run. 
“ALL SUMMER LONG” ‘Greta: 
Works out a cute approach to-a 
teener’s summer probleats aud it! 

'Pokrvant: as another of those racking itenss 

. Funny How Time Slips Away 

.addressed 
uuidience may gel ‘Some message - 

* 

JOEY'S BACK IN TOWN \ 

Tora? «Golden Weat Melodiest i 

spinning © ride ~AROUND = THE: 
WORLD” (Liea*- is developed with: 
a vocal zest that makes it an aftrac-. 
tive programming | itent. , 

The Vonnair Siste rs. (Vistar: 
“BEACH LOVE” (Walt Disney*)! 
“has a warm seasorial favor but its; 
ballad Hne has — a simple teenage 
approach. “DUM PAPA TOO 
TAH TAH" ¢Bel-Air*#)-- has. -a 
novelty style set 

 kic ks. 

*ASC AP. iBMI. 

‘Junion- to declare this “null and. 

1 breaks the tradition of: ‘Supper danc- 

7 Ben Bernie. ° 

‘the .Whitney orch. with’ recorded and ‘Lullaby: of © Broadway.” 

, complaints: : still. pending on the- ‘one: rib-tickling package. The rou- ; flow - 
_lory that the public interest is safe-| tines, such as.-Hackett’s .. 

also be. four. special: ‘Chancellor ‘albums which ABC-Par will: ‘distribute ; 

| Geasia Janos Fernesik, thé Orchestra National de 1a ‘RTF, under: the , 

‘| gang Schneiderhan, and the’ Choir of the Regensburger. Cathedral : . < 

-| LP's in connection with her: July 9-14 appearance. at the. Carter Barron 
“Amphitheatre. there. : 
Price of One” LP: deal until Aug. 31. It. was’ originally. scheduled for 

in .a swinging 
, sraove that will Rive the kids: some. 

mo Wednesday, July 2 5, ‘1961. 

~~ Album Reviews | 
| 

‘Dodgers In- Brooklyn” “and Adams’ | 
“Baseball Expert, “a are Solid daugh. 7 

Severn Darden: “The Sound or 
‘|My Own ‘Voice and Other. Noises” 
(Mercury). This is ‘the sound: of getters. : -.: 
j“new wave” comedy, brought to} ..“The: Best of Argo Jam” (Argo), “ 
prominence “by the: Compass in | This is 'a.jazz compilation.that will, 
St: Louis, the Premise’ in.N.Y: and |please. many ‘hipsters... The. Argo... 

{| | the Second City :in Chi from which | label nas, developed. a. strorig jazz - 
| this: LP originates. It's. strictly’ roster. and ‘for’ this: roundup. 11.se- 

from “headsville’”. ‘but. the humor- lectiéns have -been:’ taken ‘from ‘its. 
jean reach those who’ ve spent $25: 
‘for. a couch. as well as those who've 
spent. $25 an hour on one. Severn 

{Darden talks about. ‘the. universe, 
“what else:-is there..to talk. 

| about”), - Freud. and- ‘Oedipus - and 
his dissertations ‘Show ‘that he'd do; 

} better. with -an agent than” an- 
[analyst.” Maybe. he’-has. one,” -be- 
|ecause ‘this -“Seeond.. City”. of his. 
is being -prepared for. Broadway’ 

‘The: 
“Second City” is~ going. to be: big: 
‘and the album is-one to: ‘Bet in: on. 

= | the ground floor. — 

' The Pete King: Orch: | - “Donny-- 
brook” (Kapp). The. Johnny Burke. 9 
|score ‘for -the legituner,.. “Donny- set epgeuising D orn ‘The: River” ‘s 

[Toronto $ “Royal York 
| brook,” has. enough bright mo-|°°. og: 

oth. ‘Music: Blackout As. | ments to give Pete King ample isan lata Jumps The Chafanga” F 
Union Yanks Bandleader. opportunity, to “whip” up. some'| rom south-of-the-border since the” 

: charming... {nstrumental | ‘touches.. 

“ Toronto,. ‘July 4. {The ballads and the jigs are inter- 

In the: 12th. season at stfikebound | mingled with a’ zesty pattern that 

:Royal | York . Hotel. here, - Moxie: wanes excellent programming ma-- 
e. “« 

new contract with the hotel. ‘man: | Glenn Miller Oreh: The. Great 
‘agement for next season’ but: has | Dance, Bands of the 30s and ’40s b dered: by ‘tl | (RCA Vietor). Here is another fine 
een ordered: by . the. musicians | collector’s:itern for the Glenn. Mil-: 

iler buffs. ‘Inctuded here are some 
nifty sides, never. before. released 
on LP, that shows Miller :in. his 
top big band ‘st¥le..There are also |; 
-some fine’ -vocals: by Tex:.Beneke, 
“Ray ‘Eberle, “Marion: Hutton and 
| the Modernaires: 3 

-Felix. Slatkin Orehs- © 
While - -Whitney’ 5 14- piece band. Scene” (Liberty). 

with: vocalists Roy’ Roberts and! ‘the introductory packages’ . ‘in'items as . “Baura.””” “Autumn - 
| Marilee ‘Ross,.was to have played Liberty’s' Premier. series. » with: Leaves” and “Sunday - Kind: of 

| the. Banff Springs. ‘Hotel for. the|strong appeal. for the audio fans. Lore.” —_ _GT98. - 
|summer. months (where Whitney's | The « lush - strings,. which- Slatkin | 
‘orch’ has playéd for the past 15°. employs. to build ‘up his instru-- 
summer seasons, leader and six of } mental color, “are highlighted. for *. 
his.men, plus’ Roy Roberts, planed | top effect. The. repertoire. © to0, ° 

+from here. (30) to the Reyal. Hawai-! lends itself to: the. full-blown. ‘Slat- 
Jian ‘Hotel, Honolulu, where. Whit- | kin-sound.-In addition to the mel=+t. 
ney will cut ‘his. third. album for ; odic title song there are tunes like 
‘Colunibia ‘Records. . “Boulevard . of -Broken - Dreams,”. Village. Vanguard, N:Y. - 

‘A Royal.-York spokesman said no ; “On The Street. Where You Live |. : Forsaking: the rigors:.of “heading. 
attenipt would be: madé to replace | “On The Sunny Side of the Street” ; his own group; “J.J. Johnson has © 

to! ' jomed: the’ Miles Davis. Quintet. 

‘Sureshot- - ‘collection. _Ineluded: are’ 
Ahmad’ Jamal; Ramsey Lewis, Art. 
Fariner, Benny :Golson, Biddy Rich’ 
and several other” solid. ‘citizenss.- 
“Vaughn Monroe’ Presents ‘Niue 

sie” For .¥Yachtsman’”’. (Hiltons, - The 
‘seafaring ‘dangle -which- ‘is. used: ag * 

i 

| 
duéed: album has, a-. breezy. quality: 
that - fits neatly" cinto.-the ‘warm- - 
weather “sailing © .séason, 

“LAWRENCE WELK | 
“Proudly Presents ‘His Fourth-in- ! 1 or tv. 

tow “Dot Hit. Record, “YELLOW. and being: mulled. fort 
BW. “Cruising Down. The , 

tive ” 

appropriate : ‘items “Harbor 
‘Lights,’ 

{stacking.. up. an’ impressive. ‘pile: of - 
‘platters “in: recent months.. In this: 
offering,-.a ‘slick’: Latin’ eombo. 
dishes up.-a colorful set’ of num- 
bers. in swinging. instrumental and 
vocal arrangemients.. ot addition. to. 

teight -Charangas - Pachangas, ™ 
there: are a ‘couple: of cha-ehas and. 
‘merengues for a. slight. change: of: 
heofing pace.) ~ 

The’ Regents: “Barbara-Ann; ” an 
early-season diselick; is the leadoff. 
‘item to win teéener interest: in’ this. 

‘| package.-The Regents. a young vo-. 
cal group, have. an okay harmony. 
sound but..it’s still’ ‘fashioned . for . 

‘ teen” tastes even’ with ‘such: adult: - 

i 

[ void”: “until: a ‘two-month- old strike | 
dis settléd: It. means .the Imperial 
Room . of - the. Royal. ‘York - Hotel. 

: ing inaugurated | since ‘the hotel's. 
‘1929 opening. and Set. by the tate | 

“Street | 
This is’ one of : 

Combo Reviews. 

mes ‘DAViS. _QUINTET. 

“misie because « “it” wouldn't: e' heighten «programming. interests. Having ‘opened. in: Philly, the’ ex- 
fitting.” a ‘2B Charles K. L. Davis: .. “Love ' panded. outfit. played: their second **:. 

Songs. of? The. Mediterranean” : appearance. ‘together last week. cat’ 
| (Everest). There's. a “quality -in ; the Village’ Manguard, Nu Ye ¢ 
| Charles K. L. ‘Davis..pipes that is 
[aptly ‘suited to. balladeering, es-|.each man stepping ‘up to blow ‘in © 
pecially along the romantic “Medi- | his. particular style and then retiré - 
terranean lines. ‘“Non- Dimenti- ing fromthe stand, rately: ‘playing’ 
car,” “Song From Moulin Rouge. "i together:. The Group: however 
“Sous Le Ciel:’ De -Paris” and: ‘dishes up a: solid.set of pulsating - 
“Ciao, Ciao Bambino” are samples sounds,--tied together by . strong. 
of - the | mood be 8 picked for ‘this. hacking. a playing ate «by «the, 
paekage s lusly and lilting: and {contrastij avin styles. of the 

-ommiendation ‘of a Federal Trade | payid: Terry helps ‘him’ along’ With | | individuals. ae in 
[Fonmission cates examiner. a fine orch backing. Davis trumpets a “variety ‘Of, exe, 
a a . ome te examiner bner.}: _~“Do You Wanna Have A. Laugh?” | citing. sounds, ranging from:-haunt- 
it ee calls.’ ot ‘Deees vf | iCoral). Some ‘of. the. best comédy :ing muted figures to. wailing high 

le charges “against: ‘Decca Dis-| routines put: into the groove by: notes.. with control: and. invention... 
. | Buddy Hackett,. 

Action: is. in, ‘line: with ‘current : Phil Foster, Joey. ‘Adams and Betty’ 
policy -not- to press ‘those payo.a |Walker have been’. compiled -into: 

IF TC Due to Dismiss 
Payola Rap Vs. Decca! 

. Washington, July. 4. 
Pay ola’ complaint : against  dis- 

tributing:“ ‘arin ~ of: Decta Rec-| 
| ords - would. be dropped: under rec-,j 

trast’ to 

trombone 
|. Johnson's’ “-full-bedied : 

interpretations which’ 

“Chinese ;- quality: through ''a ‘dramatic: range 
-Suatded by. anti-payola sanctions Laundry, ” Lawrence's “Old Philos-.: ‘of idiomatic expression. | 

‘opher,” Foster's “Let's Keep. The | Hank Mobley's..sax:: work. drives 
i smoothly ‘through’ same ‘solid solos’ 
and. Wynton Kelly ‘works: the ivorys: 

ing -strong. backing - with /Jimmy- - 
“Cobb's. effective. - ‘drumming and 
«Paul “Chamber's | fine -‘bass “work 
; With both- bow: and: fingers. 

ABC: Pataimount wound: up its: two- day ‘sales. meet. in Miami Beach:!. a Kali, 
last week the. showing. of its. fall line which includes . 12° packages on: 

_ | the ABC-Par: banner..and:.four on Impulse. its jazz label...There will: ; 

~ Longplay Shorts 

SHIRLEY. HORN. TRIO: 
/ Village: Vanguard, ‘N.Y.’ 
‘ ‘In. its. New. . York: debut at the 
EVillage Vanguard . last. week. the 
_ Shirley. Horn_ Trio delivered | some 
easy-to-take’ “instrumental -rendi- 
tions of some. jazz Standards | but. 
"Was. less .. successfil. . with 

* Horn's “ voealizing... 
The — ‘pianist-singer 

Decca has: scheduled _ five. new ¢lassical albums on ‘the Deutsche 
$rammaphon Jabel.' Artists included are pianist Rudolf. Firunsky,. con- * 

| direction of Lorin Maazel, pianist: Carl Seeman, -with violinist Wolf: : 

MGM is «working tieins' in Washington,. D.C.,.on Ella Fitzgerald's new 

- King. Records has extended: its “Two For The-. leads. _the.. 

. The Dukes. of | Dixieland will. begin -the ‘ditions of “Goné ‘With -the Wind": - 
series of: Sunday’ -afternoon jazz ‘concerts at Cleveland's Musicarnival : Vand‘ “Someone in Love.” Her key-| 
} duly.” 23.. .. Enzo Stuarti, curréntly. at ‘the Persian Room: at. “¥-"s board work . -is .pleasaritly - 
Hotel Plaza, will: record an album for Roulette. entitled - “Enzo at the . and. light; ‘if’ not particularly ex-. 
Plaza” . Jay. Ward Productions sending. out.a special. “square” record , citing. .and her backing ‘by Vince... 
‘to music ‘editors and deejays:to promote NBC-TV’s. “Bullwinkle”: show: ’ :Ednionson | on. drums. and. Lewis 

Roger Williams ‘is. cutting two new albums for Kapp Records. One, | Towers: on ‘bass -is:: _solid, Partieu- 
untitled. will, be previously unreleased Williams material. ‘Other will. iarly during: “Day. by Day” 

i be “Roger Williams® Biggest Hits." Kapp releases. 88'er's “Yellow Bird”. -.Miss. Horn’s* singing. ‘delivered. 
‘EP this’ week. Capitol Records: will: re ease a. 1934. ditty cleffed - by while accompanying: herself -at- the 
film producer: Charles Wick, “I: Want A.Grown Up Man.” Stan. Ken- | piano: is ‘-dkay.. on - lush: numbers - 
‘ton’s orch ‘with ‘Anita O'Day warbling cut disk ‘next week -. 

the month of: June ‘only... 

N 

‘of other. tinies,”” she says . 
Records. Frank ‘Sinatra's company. He'll both. tinkle ivories and warble j. ings need some: strengthening. 

jin. ‘Ttatian . ~ Peter ‘Lance, former, vocal director. for Law rence. “Welk. 

Kali: : bands. ‘guard opening, ea 

previous. LP-releases to make up-a~ 

the pég for this. independently pro-... 

Vaughn: 
"Monroe, Betty. Johnson “and ‘a: Vor 
cal group ealled: The.. Boatswain's. - ~.. 
Mates: sail - ‘happily: along’ with such". °.” 

""“Red Sails ‘Tn. The. ‘Sun-'.: 

¢ha-cha_ the. Charanga | ‘has’ -been..- 

It- is” mainly -a group. of. ‘sofdists; 

Eddie. Lawrenee,: | His - playing is an ‘interesting - ‘cone 

‘with a throbbing: melodic : |: 

for a good’ turn as: well’as provid-- - 

Miss at 

group through: ‘some. swinging Ten- 

‘smooth ..:-- 

« Roberta j like “He: Needs Me.” although she -: 
Linn: will -wax another album: for Star-Crest “composed of show ‘tunes ! tries. some fancy ‘stuff that doesn't. 

, Dino Donati reportedly inked with Reprise [ always. ‘work. Her- up-tempo: styl-.- woe 

.- The: group had worked in Wash-: " 
.| org: has: cut ‘out and is. } NOW on his own ‘to form. new ocak groups with :ington, D: C.,;. Prior. to. the Vane. 
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an _ Andy Williams - See eebesen 

32 

33 

“tos ‘No: ‘Whe. 

* Wh. ‘On hart 

:°” STAND: BY ME | ae 139: 
Ben E. lng sooscaceenste Ns Se 

984 

: cy PALL} TO Pieces | 57-69 
Cline ...005 6... un vee Decca. wes 

we these rd wane -Bxcelle: coe, 

1g: ° | 

MME, ARTIST. 

QUARTER’ 10 THREE” 
US. ‘Bonds. Z oe 

RAINDROPS. ee 
Dee Clark’ : 

" MOODY. RIVER 

BOLL WEEVIL. SONG. 

Brook Benton «++... ++. e Méteury: a 

+ Imperial PS 

7 30-1. 

“TRAVELIN': MAN" cares 
» Rickie’ Nelson... cere 

“RUNNING: SCARED 
Rey Orbison .. 

“HATS: OFF TO. LARRY 

Del Shannon. ......4.s-.+> Big Top’ | 

~ Rickie’ Nelson. ee ees eis . “Imperial if | 

cee, | 4B 2212. 
‘Bobby Lewis... epetenress ' Beltone doo nas 

- HELLO MARY. tou 

“TOSSING ‘AND TURNING: 

DUM DUM © 
Brenda Lee... a ' se sais : & 

' TEMPTATION: - 
Everly. Bros, « oe yok: ven eeels vets WB: = ; ae 

Elvis Presley . sees rer tere Victor | 
1 FEEL SO BAD’ 

"BARBARA, ANN. aa 
‘Regents, . Sade, a aa 

CUPID. oe | 
Sam. Cooke . Beebe ies 

‘ALWAYS HURT ONE. YOU LOVE: 

HELLO: WALLS - 
Faron Young 

. YELLOW BIRD. 
Arthur’ ‘Lymon . aa we Sees _ SEE: 7 _ 2 WRITING ON. THE WALL 22. 

Adem Wede. 
 Conkd ao 

OLDIES. BUT GOODIES 
Li ttle. Caesar. 5.0... Del:Fi’ ae 

r M: A FOOL 10 CARE. . 
~ Jor Barry... «. e . oy nee . bea vee ; > 

“SAN ANTONIO ROSE _ 
Floyd Cram

er - ® fee ve ° 
oe « 2 °. “.. Vietor

 | po : - 

EVERY BEAT OF MY. HEART. 
‘Pj ipps es ve « : a ’ ear nae 

Patsy, 

RAINING: iN. MY HEART 
Stim: Harpo’. 

~ DANCE. ‘ON: LITTLE: GIRL 
~ Paul Anka’. :.. Rreesbens -. ge he yo 
YELLOW BIRD | 

.., Lawrence Welk 

4 Like. IT LIKE. THAT 
ris. Penner. “oS 

LITTLE. DEVIL . 
Nell Sedaka eel. 

“BILBAO SONG. | 

“LITTLE EGYPT... ts 
‘Coasters: ; Sheet ees re 

HEART. AND. somh. 
dan. &. Dean... oa 

“RIGHT ‘OR. WRONG 

Pat. Boone ene . 2 we, - mS wees Dot | ne 

+ Monument 

one ce Cee: - 

Mee Jay. : , ee 

"“Viefor. | 

. Atco ‘| 

. Petes. 

2 , 56 

Cadence |” 

. Challenge : eee 

*. Legra ndé. fhe 

}-48 226 ~ 
.Vietor aa 

49 52 
Clarence: Henry . Ceerteneeres “Ange, Soe 

dnstant | 

Th 3: ner Ne: Whee: 

Wk. ‘On thei’ : 

. “TOGETHER. Oo 
whe Connie. Francis. . vi cece et 

“EVENTUALLY: nn © 
"Brenda | Lee ov... oe ease. Decca: - 

—ITKEEPS: RAINING . 
Fats. Doming: ote ee eee eee: “Imperial, . 

" TONIGHT © ; 
- Velvets «. vicweae ieee. be 

” TOUISIANA 1 MAN : | 
: ‘Rusty ‘& Doug .-..-:. leceee ‘Hickory - 

2 

‘Etta 

» LAST NIGHT: 
Markeys 

“LeT's Twist AGAIN 
‘Chubby ‘Checker echees 

RONNIE 
Mercy Joe = 

YOU CAN'T SIT DOWN. 4 
7 Phil Upchurch. ‘Combo. feneee Boyd” 

“| JUST: DON'T UNDERSTAND 
Ann Margoref. . 

2 NEVER ON SUNDAY: 
‘ Don: ‘Costa « 

. “WOODEN. HEART: 
_ Soe Dorel’; 

LONELY. LIFE. 
” deckie Wilson 

sti, ARTIST " LABEL. 

GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND 
.. oo Rral Bonner snus G ne 

PEANUT. BUTTER 
Morathens © 

-§TICK WITH. ME 
vo Everly. Bros. 

TRAGEDY 
oon teetwoods ae os seeeeseecee Dolton 

"BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 

eeereneewwrewseeveen 

Connle ‘Francis . eaee weevoeceeee 

- “| COMING, BACK:TO: You ) 
‘Jackie Wilson’ pee duatess Brunswick |. 

TAKE. A FOOL'S ‘ADVICE 
=. Met ‘King Cole .. ’ oo eases +; Mercury” 

: SACRED. ce, 
Castells: 06.0... ese ne 

| “ONE HUNDRED: POUNDS OF CLAY: | 
ot Gene McDoniels .. wee aeecee ‘Liberty |. 

DADDY'S. HOME 7 —— 
‘: Shep & Limelighters. . eae aveee Hall | 

HALF WAY TO. PARADISE 
: Tony Orlando pets ee nes ewes " 

“a HOW. MANY TEARS. 
: Bobby Vee . wee 

° “SEA_OF HEARTBREAK | . Lo / Dew Gibson. cen ebececions ‘2 Victor - 

KNOCK ON YOUR. DOOR 
Eddie Hodges . 

NATURE BOY. 
Bobby Darin 

"20" PLEASE STAY 
Drifters” 

a4 . EXODUS. 
Ba Eddie. “Harris 

Chordertes - ee ea eee nes +. Cadence : a. 

PLL NEVER BE FREE 7 
Kay: ‘Storr o 

FOOL THAT I AM | ae . 
Pee aces aes enans Arge | James 

eov wee 6 © oe we ewes 

oeoe neon ve 

‘Monument’ 

‘Eta 

» Atlantic To 

Vee Jay: ; 

Capitol | a 

Satellite | 

+ Parkway 1 

Robbie | 9 

Vietor: , 

“Smash | a 

“Brunswick 

i 68 2 

80 8 

53 8 

86 3 

97. 2 

8i 14 

“55 b 

7 2 

94° 3 

Edsels . 

‘ Terantu’as - 

.B. Bumble & Stingers. 

‘MOM AND DAD'S WALTZ 

Bobby Ryde# ........... 

ie Lest. No. Whe. 

. Wk. On Chart. TITLE, ARTIST 1ARH 

TE TA TE TA TA 
Ernie K-Doe ............... Minit 

TOO MANY RULES 
Connie Francis ....... .... 3 

PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE 
Steve Lawrence .... ..... ...t 

OLE BUTTERMILK SKY 
Bill Black Combo.......... .. Hl 

RUNAWAY 
Del Shannon ........... .» Big Top 

MISSING YOU 
Ray Peterson ....... . .... Dunes 

_HAVE A DRINK ON ME 
Buddy Thomas @eetetehnvnacevenrnee 

DREAM 
Etta James sete e eee e en eene Argo 

FALLEN IDOL 
Ken Lyon ...... eee ce eee eee. 

RAMA LAMA DING DONG 
oeeeaeteR eo eoeeeaeeoeeovneeas 

BIG BIG WORLD 
Johnny Burnett .........-. 

TELL ME WHY - 
Belmonts ............ ...+ Sabsina 

JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE 
McGuire Sisters ......... .. Cera! 

DOWN ON MY KNEES 
Walter Vaughn ........... 

TARANTULA 

Liberty 

Liberty 

see ee cc aneas Atlantic 

BOOGIE Woosit 
-Rendezvous 

Patti Page ............. Mercury 

ULD SMOKY 
Johnny & Hurricanes ...... Big Top 

BABY FACE 
Bobby Vee .............. 
OLD BLACK MAGIC 

Liberty 

‘ Cameo 

WHEN TWO WORLDS COLLIDE - 
Reger Miller .............. Victor 

LITTLE REUBEN . 
-Al Gordner .......  ... ~--- SRG 

BONANZA 
Al Caiola' ..............000e VA 

JIMMY MARTINEZ 
Morty Robbins .............. 
RING OF FIRE 
Duane Eddy ....... .... . 

THREE STEPS TO THE PHONE 
George Hamilton (¥........ 

Jamie 

Vic tor 

HILLBILLY HEAVEN 
‘Ted Richter ceeee bee eeeee Capitel 

WOODEN HEART 
Gus Backus 

HIDEAWAY 
Freddie King .... ...... 

TRIANGLE 

Jani Grant .... .2..000% Caprice 

MY KIND OF GIRL 
Matt Monroe 

Fons Sorat 

Feceoral 

Wareich 

YOGI 
Bill Back Combo ..... .. sees Fj 

SHOULD | 
Stringatongs - 

SUMMERTIME 
Marcels 2.2... pe ce se eeee “Manda Jackson’ 3.2.40 ++ Copital on 



ry3 MUSIC 7 VARIETY 
[the Hero Scholarship. Fund show, 

; the. ABC-TV. series. about auto. rac- 

; ire ~ the Ploneer. | Ben Ventura's, Three ‘Guys ‘& a|status which permits: them to: buy 
direct ‘the Pioneer. Countr, p y 

New York Club, Souk Falisburg. Wy ‘Dolk winding up ‘their. fourth con- directly from the manufacturers: 

, secutive ‘year. at Mariton Manor.| "The: only way to head : off. the. 
|The group; which will play the! racks, which handle. the’ topselling 

Wil | package items and- thereby.’skim. 
ritain for “summer in dwood, again. has off the cream'of the market from 

Lee Magid hays added Decca 
dieke: Earl Grant and comedian 
Leary Kent tay his management j London 

roster Magid ts now ‘preparing to; Paul Anka planes to B 
yr ots t h for his; : Bert Weedon re- ‘Just been ‘inked by RCA Victor. | 

0; a Hollswood bran fat io ues aeons to play, “Eddie Heller, who headed the | Couventional retailers, has been, to 
pe oa four-weeker at Jim Paul: suilar in BBC sound's “Easy Beat” : | LP. dept. at. MGM Records, leaving [give the Kaplan the extra 10% ls. 

Etf'er's Showplace inp Greenwich, ... ¢ An ail-jazz nizht makes its bow to. go into-film and tv production. ‘the wave-may be too. difficult or’ 
Vi lase Monday 35... Paul Evans ;, at the annual Coventry fest- of mu-°: - The. ‘Kiwanis Club of. Toms | | late to ston.” :but the. ‘only wa 

wot be featured at the Grossing ' sie in October . ABC-TV signed: River, N.J., staging a Jazz festival, te onniee nee . trend ° was, to give 
Fok Vinie Festival tobe produced : Peggy Lee for a spectacular along : : July::18. Participating’ are Cozy} ' the. 10% discount, 
b. Oscar Brand for'a Sept. 5-7. the lines of the Sammy Davis. Jr. ; > Cole, Cab Calloway, “Panama” | 

rie.) Piekwick Sales took a fling ; starrer... Len Black now general , , Francis and Lee Parker.. _ The’ rest of ‘the’ industry has: 

int) the singles field with the | manager of Sherwin Music ce | fon cavetully, because tt. eouid 

Uechase Of a taster of Tom Fia-, Philip’s ‘International label: took. a 

cone & The Century's etching of , half-hour: show on Radio Luxem-! _ Duke Ellington set for the Musle ‘force .a general reduction in ‘the 
‘sur. To Shore” and “Like Wiz-!bourg . . . Initial LP: for. tv singer, Hall, Dallas, for a one-night stand : ‘list:.price structure. Many execs 

avd’ for its Design Jabel . . -1cy Grant comes out on Parlophone ' ©" Sept.-6)-The show is vehol a that the- LP. prices. are arti- 

Vauzhn. Monroe is preparing atsoon . . ..Herbert. Kretzmer -and ’ | promoted by: Mrs. Iva D. Nichols. ficially: high in view of the recur: | 

nes night club act for an upcom-,; , Dave Lee, responsible for the Peter! » 
ine, counters -wide tour Sellers-Sophia Loren disk..click.-: 

Skitch Henderson will open the! “Goodness. Gracious Me,” have | 
BE. ning, - bs-the-River concert ‘penned “No My. Darling Daughter” } LLERS 

beries at the East: Rivet Park | for Michael . Redgrave- and: Juliet. 
Amphitheatre July TL... “Fat” | Mills. Parlophone releases it later | A Natio 
Pat Patterson, deejas at WAMS, | this month. . . Oliver’ Reed, | th A nal Survey of. Key Outtets) 
Wilmington, has moved into the; nephew of . Sir Carol Reed, re- :} ‘This Last. No. wks, 
re: ording field with an etching of ! corded “Lonely For A. Girl” and 
“That'll Be The Day” and “It’s:“The Wild One” for Decea .... .. 
S) Easy” for the Dandy label. | Alma Cogan’s first albunisirice her. 

wk, . wk. on. chart 

Vucray Kaufman, WINS deejay,; switch from HMV-. to Columbia due '— 1 1 26... - CAMELOT (Columbia) . 

wiil stage and emcee Jackie Wil-! out soon. “Title: “With You In -}- - Original ‘Cast: (KOL 5620) ; 

gon's in-person run at the Brook- : Mind” ... ATV signed. Tommy [. OT TATE REAT MOTION FIG THEMES 

lyu Paramount Aug. 25-Sept. 5.: Steele exclusively for five: hour-"f 2 3 24 GREAT MOTION. PICTURE THEMES, AWA) - 
Lianel Hampton into Las: long spectactilars which will 2 run - oo... 7 Warious “Artists -(UAL-3122) 

Vegas’ Flamingo for six weeks be- i through the whole of next year . 2 64.) lUAKUNEVER 

vinta, AU. i. Danny Dar-: : David Toff planes to. Milan to tatk - 3 4. 4S Senate ON oat aor 

row, Strand disker, signed as social | music with Itallan publishers. fo a ONES ) 
— _ —_——_— {fp °4 2 °30... EXODUS. (Vietor) 

Hellywood | oe Soundtrack (LOC 1058) 

. | OF THE; Capitol rush releasing “2001 fF 5° 6 8 . CARNIVAL (MGM). 
Fhe WEEK Years with Carl Reiner and Mel J. u _-Original Ca: Cast. (E 3946). - 

Brooks” because. buddies at. re-"— 6 ‘3 -16.. FRANK SINATRA: (Capito) - 
cording session have. been passing } . __¢ All the Way (W 1538) ‘ 
out the gags‘and stories and Wwax- , a a ean 
ery feels material will.be “old hat’ fo ..7 8 61 ‘SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia) . 

CONNIE if they don't. get. the album OUP Pere ene o_o Original. I Cast (KOL ¢ 5450) - __ 

. - soon. .. . Freddy Martin's deal‘}.°g 127° 9 MITCH: MILLER (Columbia) 
j with Kapp Records is about to.#0.f  - ne Tv Sing Along 'CL 1628) -.-. 
‘down the drain. Bandleader hasn't |. -———_-—*__ > _ 

: cut wax for Kapp yet... . Manny:‘f a Te 25". LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) - 
Harmon, leading Coast casttal $f 7: 0 - Caleutta | (DLP 2: 2539) - 

Sings bandleader, will cut an album-for f° 10: -11- ‘8 EDDIE. HARRIS (Vee Jay), 

his jRomanio label ein week Te Exodus to Jaz 
“Dance to the Tunes the | ,;=~.— Z — 

TOGETH ER. Stars Dance to.” ... Helen O’Con- fF .212 ~ 16.-- 7, -ELVIS ‘PRESLEY. (Victor) + + 
nell, who femcees “Peer Oppen- - ncaa, - G, I. Blues (LPM 2256) __. . 
heimer’s Here's Hollywéod.” SdyS:f 120° go 12 “ FRANK SINATRA (Reprise). 

she iS back in at ae he “int 8 ns ‘Ringading Ding (R. 1001) | 
iz ag a result of her nter- | 0 on, 

TO 0 “MANY views. Her WB release, “Bob ].-13 10 28 MANTOVANT. (London)... 
| Eberle. and . Helen O’Connell Jel _ Music from Exodus’ (LL 3231) | 

R LE |hasn't hit the racks yet... . Lary. |) 14 —19° 16° RAY. CHARLES (impulse, 
Stith has resigned as. yeepee oly “. Genius Plus Soul. Equals. Jazz (a2 

1 Infinity Records to form his own |. 15>; 14” 2b WI) WILDCAT (Victor) 
K 13019 label. Gothic. He'll. put out a paici] - . -?Original Cast (LOC: 1060)" 

esitin ohtes Home as fmt] 8 20 7. MANTOVANT eLondony — 
waxings. ... . Dot Records: has re- 2 Italia Mia ia (LL 3239) 
released “ Mustapha” as “Apple J 17 20 4 “KINGSTON TRIO ‘Capitoi) 
Core Song.” |P 2. Going Plates 'T 1564. cee, 

——— {P18 ” 24-- 4 “RICKEY NELSON (Imperial) a 
San Francisco . f ao 2 ae - Rick. i Is- 21 (LP. 9152) “: : 

aw! Mugesy- Spanier’s band took over WN 23° is LIMELITERS (Wietor PM. 2072)" . 

(75) DIAMOND JUBILEE (75) |;Kid’ Ory’s’-On the Levee--Ory J - ——__-___": onight: In Pefson ee 
- ;moved to -Los Angeles [or his-| 20 30° 3. STARS FOR A SUMMER ‘NIGHT Cotumabiay 

L.WOLFE GILBERT | wife's health--and: reopened the Jo 7 Various Artists (PM 1) 
| spot Friday: (30). Joe ‘Sullivan's | 21 15° 21 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) — 

Starts This Momentous Year ‘playing intermission piano there]. | 2). Make. Way (T 1474): 

With These Standards: . 
“Wating for the Robert E. Lee” 

“Ramona” 

|. .. Big Milter and the. Curtis. Amy. | -5577q57 74a 0: 
! Sextet followed- Dizzy Gillespie. ||” 22. ty. 15° JOHNNY MATHIS. (Columbiay 

2 _ Pl Buy You a Star (CL 1623) .. 
who broke alk records, into the J: |=). é 

ii Jazz Workshop . . . ‘Mavis Rivers *~ °-23 26 =: 9: BOBBY. DARIN (Atco). 

“Jeannine, of Lilac Time” linto:New Fack’s’.... Terry Gibbs‘ =: ._ ... Bobby Darin Story (LP 33130). 
ma, Down Yonder” land Mary Ann McCall moved up.:|' 24.13. 11 ‘BILLY VAUGHN (Dotr | 

wPecnut Vendor" | their Blackhawk | opening act | ge Orange Blossom Special (DLP 3366) . 
vs ve Jeri Southern left the club early—-*;] 557 55 4_ STAN FREEBERG ( tol a 

waame sale {her health gave out:; _. Tony Mar- | _ ° 2 Ne 4: | STAN # EE US! A Wien a 

teen Eyes ye en wes 
tin follows Gisele Mackenzie. into*| . + 
| the ‘Falrmont’ s Venetian: Room : 126 _ PT. . 29. >. RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) 

ee o7 39 93 HARRY BELAFONTE (Victory. 
‘Philadelphia vo Ce Returns. to’ Carnegie Hall (LOC 8607). 

: ‘|: 28 32°12 “BRENDA LEE (Decca). ‘Dorothy: Collins pacted to head ». PO ae 
[the singalorng which will ‘cliniax? __ Emotions ( (DL 4104: | 

re - _ 297 c= ‘LAWRENCE V WELK (Dot) 

RRR A III II IAA ISI IIA II IAI IIIA IIIA III IIIA I ISIS IA IES ae Yellow Bird 

JOHNNY p ACH 
, Cc 0, eee “30, 34,35, BOB NEWHART (WB). 

: "___ Button. Down Mind Strikes Back. wi 393) 

AND HIS ORCHESTRA 

7 31 28: 11° (AL HIRT (Victor). » 

— of-the 

Greatest Horn in the World ( LPM 2366). 

PAGHANGA and CHARANGA. 

39-16-21 MIPCH MILLER «Columbia: 
_ a Happy Times. | (CL 1568) 

‘July and August—MONACO BEACH CLUB, Lido Beach; Long Isiand 
September—PALLADIUM BALL ROOM, New York City 

ALEGRE RECORDS 

| 
| : 
|] 33 —. 81 RAY CONNIFE ‘Columbia? 

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY. BY 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION. 

3 3 Ss ARTHUR LYMAN ‘(Life 

| JOE GLASER, President ips. ! Sings His Big 15 (ABC: 323) 
745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA %-4600 Bil 40 22 2: “ELVIS PRESLEY. ‘Victor’ | 

CHICAGO « MIAMI e HOLLYWOOD « LAS VEGAS'e DALLAS « LONDON #ifo Something for. Everyone (LPM 2370) 

“By Heck,” *Marta”’ 

“| Miss My Swiss’’ 
“Camp Meeting Band” 

And Many: Others 
WOLFIE’S 

SEVENTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY 

oo, _.. Pereussion. Spectacular_ 

35°35. 2. PAT BOONE (Dot)... 
. loi... Moody.River (DLP 3364 
36 .-= . 1 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM). ~ 
pe ho ._Conniie’s ‘Greatest ‘Hits (MGM. 3942) 

2 8T on Le MOM MAI MABLEY- Y (Chess) _ 
~ ‘Mom. at the UN (1452) 

3g. — 10 HENRY MANCINI (Victor) — 
‘ss. |. Mr.. Lucky Goes Latin (LPM 2 2360). 

‘| 39°" 14” PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
eivntvneansrsvsneensseeeennt 

‘ing, “On the. ‘Straightaway. "ae —SEe Continued from. pase a 

| All the Flavor 

__Wednesda, br & | 8 a 
; Sept. 8 - Le Maynard Ferguson. a ) a j 

, cutting: ‘the’ ‘backgrotind muste for. Racks Rock LP Prices 

rent” special: deals. ‘offered. ‘by. the. 
manufacturers to distributors... 
Many: retailers, Ineeting. the com- -- 
petition of the discounters and the: - 
clubs, ‘already have -cut.. their.” 
prices, usually: by. 20%, and an ex« 
tra. 10%. discount.:in the distrib- 
prices will help: ‘them. salvage some: 
profits. re 

‘Another problem * “confronting 
the - ARMADA: * convention: was. 
trans-shipping,. the - practice. ‘of a 

| distrib in.oné area selling ‘at. lower. 
prices in another area.’ Since Fed- 
eral antitrust laws are favorable te 
the trans-shippérs,.some ARMADA 
members . stiggested - pressing - ‘for 
‘Special legislation: to block it, in the 
disk field... - oa 

Rep.. ‘Emanuel: Céller ‘.,. N. Y) 
guest. speaker ‘at the’ convention, : 

“'[isaid he would’ study the, questioa. 
of trans-shipping to: see- if, remedi-: ... 
‘al. legislation. was possible. Celler’s -- 
main target .was.'the: disk cotinter- | 
‘feiters who are now facing new... 

~ [| Federal laws, sponsored. by~Celler, -- 
||} making forging of disks: a ‘felony. 
.| subject: .to stiff eriminal and. civil 
penalties. . 

HEAR 

TOMMY SANDS 
ST Te] 

LOVE IN A 
GOLDFISH 

BOWL 
on CAPITOL RECORTS 

und 

FABIAN 
Sing 

YOU'RE ONLY 
YOUNG ONCE 

on CHANCELLOR RECORE + 

both from 

PARAMOUNT PICTURE 

LOVE IN A 

GOLDFISH BOWL 
a a. 

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION 

1619 G.oadway. New York 19 N= 

“NEWEST HITS! | 

‘OTHE BILBAO SONG |. 
PERCY: FAITH -saiscsscsesseseeese COLUMBIA 4-41978.. 
LeROY HOLMES cs cacu M-G.M, 12992 
ANDY WILLIAMS. eepesseens ror GADENCE. 1398 

@ TIL DIETERLE. wissyctuccncssne ‘UNITED. ARTISTS 
ASHORE ERS Fora 1 ebesearsenty e 

From the Warner Bros: Picture “PARISH” 
LUCY’S. THEM E. 

| CLEBANOFF STRINGS. ....:... “MERCURY ‘71818 - 
GEORGE GREELEY ....... WARNER BROS, 5218" @ 
THE HOLLYRIDGE. Staines, cee CAPITOL, 4ss7. ° 
EGROY HOLMES. ssnins in 

|| FREDDY. MARTIN wrceesesoecsveesKAPP. Kasi a” 
_ALLISON’S TH EM. E. 
. PETE FOUNTAIN auvdsasasavssorei peaed , CORAL: 62266. 9 
. GEORGE. “GREELEY: dsasion’ ‘WARNER BROS. 5218: 2 @ 
RUTH WELCOME. enue eevcessnes Oucecouctees .CAPITO 

| PAIGE'S: THEME. 
‘FREDDY: MARTIN sssicasssonsssnreoKAPP Ka9ix aX Qo” 

REESE AIGNER RALLIES 

” |} @ "MAKE BELIEVE LOVER. 
. ‘® CONNIE STEVENS ., eraces sie WARNER: “BROS, 5217 . 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

HOLDING CORPORATION 

of a Hit ITT 
- Does. Your. Chewing . 
| Gum Lose Its Flavor 

ow the. Bedpowt ‘Overnight):- 

‘LONNIE DONEGAN 
and his Skiffie Group © 
om Dor Records | ~ 

| MILLS, MUSIC, WNC., er 

WORLD'S LEADER IN ‘AUTHENTIC. 
FOLK MUSIC ; 

. FO KWAYS RE coRo$ | 
aa NEw HIGH FIDELITY RELEASES 
. CVERY MONTH.. 

: write for: a -complete . catalog oe 4 400° g. 
tay: Becord |‘ Albums \.in | ETHIC; = 

AM a . 1CAN, ° INTERNATIONAL. - a vo 
JA - SCIENC: °F; : INSTRI ‘CTIONAL, ‘y. 
CRIDER LITERAT . 
FOLKWAYS RECORDS. ry Seavice, cont 
ae "West 46tn St. Ww 



tion-exploitation . ‘cmef: 

n members. who may want to distribute’ the brochure’ tremselves. 

_ for. congratulation," 
JUraguyian journalists who - interviewed him. during, ‘his six-concert, Visit: 

-.. «With the local. radio network symphony: ‘there. “Most niodern composers. 
“Mitchell averred, exhibited - “adequate - technique but. a nronotony. ‘of... 

Wedacedey. 3 july 5, 4061. MYVSIC 47 

an Saka | 
“MGM. Records is. coming up. sith some. unusual ‘promotion tibists : 

* to exploit. its album product on the -radio- tv level: Current maui 
which ¢ 

is: tied. in with WRCV,. Philadelphia, to’ proniote the. :station’s -musi¢ 
project of “The ’ ‘Sophisticated: Sound. of. the: Big“Bands.” Promotion . 

_ealls. for: W RCV: to distribute: 1.500: Elgart. packages, ‘each’ ‘with. spéciat. 
“! WRCV. wrap-arounds ‘tothe. station's ‘advertisers, ‘clients : ‘and - ‘agency 
ov! Tepresentatives: touting’ the. station's ‘experimental --music.. ‘project. -of- 

building: up. advertising. appeal for. its. big ‘band programs. Arrange-. 

centers: ‘around ‘the ‘Larry: Elgart LP, “Sophisticated . Sixties.’ 

aments for’ the. promotion were worked out with-John P. Wiley, WRCV's 
-ad-promotion- ‘manager, ands Sol: Handwerger,, MGM's publicity ‘Promo: , 

; ak 16: -page. ‘prochure, éutitted” The Woigepttar Ww orld. of Records,” 
has: been: published - ‘by. the.:Record ‘Industry: Assn. ‘of America.- “Book: 
Jet: contains a ‘picture ‘ story. ‘of : the. manufacturing process: invelved jin: 
disk production; “plus: sections on:the“care and handling: -of.:records: 
as an explanation of‘stereo. ‘The brochure. ‘will be inade. available. upon.: 
request at no charge and. quantity.orders will be accepted: -from. RIAA | 

#One Jastingly impressive composer ‘per. génération. would be a. cause” 
said American conductor: Howard Mitchell to the. 

a “expression.” " ‘Mitchell thought. Ginastéra ‘and: Villa-Lobos ‘were: the: two 

! the “following ‘night. 11), 
a day '2) érowd was 12,000. ‘and: at= : when; -sonie- 12. 600° youths, unable: 
- ”. tendance.” dipped. ‘Slightly. ‘Monday : ito. -buy tickets, | 
Q night 43). 

. a ‘Jazz intelligentsia. turning out.. 

. composers of. Latin America. likely to. endure. 

~All Quiet. On Newport Front. 
— Sees Continued from. page 43. 

A nedr-capacity 13.000 showed: up ‘rounding the: park. The 

started: ‘throw ing 
‘ beer’. cans “at. ‘policé: 

‘ Sunday's” attendance. was. around: 

-One big. mistake’. the producers 

“As in: former years,:much. of ‘the! Jocal “Kiwanis club. Although thie 
-musiéal : “excitement was. ‘provided | vouths. were ‘unable. to. bring” in“ 
“In: the: afternoon ‘concerts, usually: 

: -sparsely.- attended. with. only the ‘jt made for: more-unruliness . than j 
i. would havye.oceurred had they. been : 

beer, the fact. that they ‘could. ‘buy 

‘A: highigiht.. of. this year's: . pros | ‘sober... Still, the crowd was com- | 
 lgramining was..a matinee, a- one-;| paratively’. ‘well-behaved . consider- | 
‘woman “show. by: Judy. Garland -on ting .the size. and. the festive nature’, 

Mk “& Things.” 

Boulevard - 

park. ° _ This: kept | Arouble-makers.:< 

made this year was permitting: ‘the. 
“sale ‘of beer’ inside the park: by the : 

Monday: Not .a jazz performer: but: 
ge ‘singer With ° a:great deal. of ex-1 

‘. eitement in’ her voice; Miss. . ‘Gar- iT 
. Jand thrilled. the afternoon crowd: 

** :tolerated. 

> Billy Mitchel. combo, created: such 
-a stir ‘in the afternoon that. they. 
were ‘brought back. Saturday . eye- 
ning, where ‘they got one of: the'|: 

- former 
- Count. Basie ‘sidemen, . Grey's ex-! 
-eiting. 

. Mitchel's'tenor sax... | 

- dn. the. open-air ~ park - with -her 
_ artistry... She . ‘drew, 4.000' for the; 
matinee. 7 

* Carel - Sloane’s: Impact. 
The superb. ‘singing - of: 24-sear-| 

se @ld’ Carol.” Sloane,”..a-' Providence. 
-” girl; was the feature of Saturday’s 

. ‘matinee spotlighting the talents of ! 
" young ‘singers. and. other | newer | 
attractions. . Foon 

‘One-of: the: ‘groups, the ‘AL ‘Grey: | 

biggest’ - _ ovations.’ Both - 

featuring. . a 
with - 

‘But: the real-‘story. of the Misic | 

trombone, 
plunger: mute, ‘blends | well. 

At Newport “festival “lies in- the | 
' Way in. which: ‘beer-guzzlng, funny-. 
-hatted,”- -. dirty-sneakered 

-Bernsteir, and . Drew. and “the .- 
‘Newport businessmen co-spansor- | . 
ing the festival warned in advance 
that. no: ‘monkey-shines would ‘be ° 

: Newport's tity. fathers ; 
backed them up ‘by: passing a -spe- 

*". “@iak series of ordinances ‘banning 

copies te 

lett 

ae ‘crowds outside -the ‘park.. 
--pbout 50 Pinkerton. men: handled: 

_ the.drinking of. alcoholic beverages 
_- on the streets, in’ ‘parks and on the. 
+ beaches, -and giving police. emerg-. 
“ency powers. fo. ‘seize. liquor from | 
minors. 

.The T7-man ; Newport police. de- 
‘partment. Was augménted by -some 
300 volunteers, at: $3. an.-hour, from 
neighborhoring . Con munities 
Wearing white w ar-surplus ‘combat 
helmet. liners.” ‘and. .carrying. riot. 

: Sticks, the cops were. stationed .at ! 
ie intersections throughout the ‘com-: 
- ‘munity. The; $20,000 -cost for the. 
“extra police ‘was horne jointly. ‘by: 
”* the producers. ard ‘the city... 

‘Inside, 

the: entrances “and ‘the occasional 
_ outbursts” from -drunken ‘youths. ; 

- The. biggest. single - move ‘that ‘along’ ‘with Miss: Sloane: Trumpeter | 

of the event. 

George: Wein, Louis and ‘Haine: 
Lorillard. ‘and the other: founders of | 

they Newport : -Jazz ‘Festival’ estab-; 
‘lished. ‘an “event ' which: has .caught-| James.: 
‘ the: imagination‘ of -the’ jazz-loving 
‘crowd: ‘Newport seems ‘to lend. it- 

‘self. ‘to. sich an’ affair and: it woula 
be. dard’ ta find another. which. could” 
supply. the. ‘Same. setling.- 

~ The” press. delegation: “seemed 
smaller. this year-and many well-: 
known: jazz -critics ‘failed:. to : show.. 

"| But much of the spirit of. the old 
‘festival : was ‘captured, ‘with ‘the 

‘| same .- ‘ bandstand being. ‘used,. al- 
though’ it was Placed in: a: different t 
part, of the: park... a 

“Fewer. Beatniks:: w 

~ Fewer. of the so- called’ “heatnik?: >: 
; fraternity. seemed to. be present | 
‘this year. . There appeared to be |. 
; More . serious jazz, fans,.. although |}: 
- the college sweatshirt ‘and’ sneak-. 
-ers-crowd was présent by the thov- 
H ‘sands. :Cars “carrying ‘groups , of * 

‘Searched.. - If -aléoholic ‘beverages : 
were. found, they. were. confiscated. | 

The’ ‘beaches .~ “were. filled with 
sleeping’ ‘youths,. as- usual,” - but no" 
beet. parties were tolerated,” 

The.. circus” atmosphere... which? 
| prevailed in former years seemed 
‘+to..be missing: -Coincidentally,, the 
{givae Beatty circus: was in. town 
Sunday. ‘afternoon. 

There seemed to be: ev ery chance! with. 16.000 for threé- sessions Tast ! Beverly. Barksdale, 
ithat there: will be, a. ‘jazz - festival | 
at: Newport - next: year. “and.” for. 
lnany. ‘years to come. -There “is a‘ 
{possibility ‘that ‘Wein; Lorillard} 
‘and the . non-profit. ‘Newport Saiz 
Festival. group : would:: run: next ! 
year’s session. -Bernstein told .a re> 
| porter he. ‘probably would: not. rez 
iturn: next. year. 

day matinee, thrown: together : when! 

, | dvicks-Ross seatsinging. trio. . 
-} showed : her unusually provorative 
Voice. in: an. ‘original, “C'mon, 
+ Home. ” The. always: effective Can-} 
nonball. Adderley. drew . the. hard 
‘chore ‘of: opening: Ramsey: ‘Lewis 
display ed his different type. of 
-piano’ styling. - Carmen: McRae; a 

not: up” to -par, and Maynard Fer- 
guson was. not given “a chance to 
warm up. his rousing band. ‘Louis 
Armstrong,, although ‘given. a. big}. 

hand, ° played. his ‘usual’ group of 
tunes. - 

A dance by Carmen de Lav ailade - 
‘and John Butler, called’ “A Tribute 7 

‘seemed out -of. 
place, aithough the choreography. 

: to Billie ~ ‘Holiday,’ 

was ‘interesting. 

‘on: SOPFano | sax an. “My Favorite 

- especially. : with . 
_Which--also. ‘showed: off the talents 
of: ‘trumpeter ‘Blue Mitchell: The |. 
‘unusual. singing: style: of. Bill Hen-. 
‘derson’ was -at its best on: “Bye. 

_ Bye, Blackbird: "The Art Farmer-.|. 
i Benny: Golson Jazztet, ‘one of the | - 
“more ‘popular new | groups,. ‘didn't: 

> i get’ ‘a chance to warm. up-and the : 
!Chico ‘Hamilton unit’ was. disap-: 
jl Singer Gloria Lynne, :be- . 

coming. somewhat of a name, ‘dis- 
“ played:a: lack:of good taste on most 

seme her numbers but did. well on 

the Sun- ‘started: in. these streets ‘last: year" Basie. ‘band © was the -biggest. Jet- 

‘down, of ‘the evening: Norma Mil- 
Jer, . an extremely funny .-woman: 

: ‘“ and a. good” dancer, was out of her 
; Snow . fences: were * “erected ‘this’ 
12, 000, ‘hit .of that. ‘evening | being | + year along... Memorial. . 

.. Sarah Vaughan. and, separately. the: and ‘at. the, streets. Jeading. to’ the.” 
Jerry’ Mulligan. big: band, which J. 

. ‘presented four, new ‘works, ‘Tamult | out of: the: park ‘area, 
"for “Miss ‘Sloane’ on Saturday. re- | 

: sulted in her being. called. back for-. 
an encore’ ‘Monday: night: (3);. 

“He Needs Me.":A- Tagged: Count } 

element’ at: a. jazz-concert With -her |. 
four, fast-st-pping ‘“Jazzmen." ”. But | 
she. "was comical. and. pleased . the, 
erowd. 
.-The blues’ singing of: ‘Big. Miller, 
Hannah Dean, Osear Brown Jr. and 

the Blues”. 

i guson ‘band, given. more: of.a-chance 
| to. display . its ‘dynamic. Style, got. 
a: good: -Feception. ts 
The Sunday night ‘pill, émceeded 

iby: Symphony. Sid. of WADO, New 
| York, : 
: Stan’ Getz, ‘recently. returned. -from 
: Europe; Sarah Vaughan, Art Blakey 
“the Jazz Messengers, ° ‘George 
; Shearing, - Oscar® Petersan. “Julie 
1 Wilson,- "Eddie Harris, and: the ‘jazz 
: dancing ‘of. A} ‘Minns- and” ‘Leon. 

The . “Monday. night hil, 
| ighted : the big’ band of ‘Duke El- 
lington, Mel Torme.: Quincy. Joris. 
Slide - Hampton, Miriam. Makeba. | 
Cal. Tjader, James: Moody. with ‘Ed- 
“die ‘Jefferson.. Joe Rinaldi, and: the) 
‘dante team. of Cléo. & Bernard.. 
Emcee: chores were handled -by Carl 
Henry: of. WPFM.,. Providence, and! 
Jack Lazare. of WNEW, New York. 

vs Indiana: Jan. Festival 
Future i in Doubt as B. 0. 
~ Drops, Talent Costs Rise: 

“oe . Chié¢ago,- July 45 
Sponsors : of the’ Indiana’ Jazz | 

Feéstiyak at Evansville, ‘which: took. 
riff-raff young: persons ° were. stopped. and I'place’ on ‘June: :23-25,;° are combing 

“were either - cept: out: or controlled . 
if they. did-.pome; - 

their. books ‘to determine w hether | 

pane final. figure “will be in. red ! 
or. black ink... Promoter Hal Lobree }. 

, Said - that. the - disappointing take |. 
“resulted: from: higher promotional - 
fexpeénses ‘than’ last. year and. a. 
larger lab: for* talent. Attendance ¢ 

~ was. ‘estimated: vat (15. 500-. for: “the 

‘five . sessions | this. year, compared 

‘year.. “Co-Sponsors, with: Lobrée: OF: 

fhe féstival - were “the ‘Evansville 
“Fraternal. Order of Police and the. - 

Junior. Chamber. of Commerce. 
im YEvansville. “took :: over. the. ‘jazz 

festival. two: Jears- ago’ ‘when the - 
i Sheraton- French Lick * dropped: it: 
; following. ‘the riots‘at the: Newport : 

. “Jazz Festival. ‘Lob that th 
a “Phe :-hurriedly- arranged. Satur-! az. Festival. ' Lobree said that the Sheraton Seould - apparently.’ ‘buy * 

their ‘talent © ‘cheaper: because: they :. 
‘| Bob Hope. canceléd. Gut because. of were: running four | other .s-milar j bravura. 

good ‘singer effective in: clubs. was 

irene ” Se aepmpemeree | 

“Saturday's: “evening concert: high-. 
"lighted Coltrane's immense- talent. 

also ‘featuring his pianist. 17 
“McCoy Tyner. Horace Silv er scored 

“Sister ¢ Sadie,” : 

‘Hendricks. made ‘the ‘ ‘Evolution ‘of | 
* program - a-; good: are. 

j Sunday . afternoon. And ‘the: Fer-. 

featured Gerry © Mulligan. ! 

“igh: | 

Dukes of Dixieland 

French Disk Bestsellers 
Paris, J uly 4 

Daniela . Chaussettes Noires: 
‘Barclay? 7 

24. 000 Baisers ..... Hallyday 
‘VYogue) 7 

: ‘Jolie. Mome ......... Greco 
-+Philips) 7: 

Surrender eee eeaee .. ‘Presley 
(RCA) . 

Le Grillon .......... Amont 
_ ‘1Polydor)} 

_ Exodus ee ee eo cr Piaf 

_ tColumbia) | ; 
Bleu De L’Ete ... €. Chanson 
~“1Columbia) : 

-Paname ccc ea costes FONG 
\Barclay): a 

Pariez-Moi D’Amovwr. . ‘Dalida 
_ *Barclay)  ’ 
Marieke. |<... 5.002 .ecsee Brel 
Philips) oe 

Only: F = : 
Be Cleveland's 

- Podium Grants 
‘Cleveland, July 

"Alarums here underline at 

‘the: longhair music: ‘Citadels have ; 

|-seen ‘asa “crisis”: in homegrown 
talent—the declining nuntber of | 

US aspirants 

podiums, , 

‘Situation currently ‘. peflects in) 

‘applications for Cleveland Sym- 
‘phony’ baton fellowships—ratio of 
applicants. this year running four- 

'to-one, European: over American. 

For graphic -contrast, last vear it. 

1 was, about -even, while previous ; 

‘seasons had - US. hopefuls, pre-: 

ponderant. 

Two-a- season conductor fellow- 

ships, © _ created . by ‘and. bearing 

| name’ ‘oft the. late Elroy J) Kelas, ; 

' Cleveland Andustrialist and music ! 

patron, carry a $1,000 cost-of-liv- 
ing. stipend, with European win- 
ners receiving. additional money to 
‘defray | travel expense.. 
| Foundation, which 

| Cleveland. orch “apprentice” con- 
j.ductor a season—but this prize is °° 

~imitea, te US. and ‘Canadian: ap- 
+ plicants. J os 

“Foundation - fellows: have sesame 
to all rehearsals, concerts and tc- 
cording sessions of ‘the arch, 
; chance ‘to. observe - administrative , 
| facets; and opportunity to consult 
with maestro -Georgée™ S7ell on 
problems: . of interpretation ‘and 
‘technique. Two recipents also ge°. 

{to divvy vodium assignment. for 
lone. of the orch’s regular Sunday 
{afternoon programs. 

: Foundation, in ventilating its 
‘eohcern of the current - European 
predominancy, ‘avers .no intention 
i of -discouraging: foreign applicants, : 
; but. merely hopes.-to rate more 
‘ attention from embryonic U. . 
: ‘conductors. “Man to: contact Is. 

mabager. 
‘the symph, at Severance’ Hall an? 
Cleveland, 
The crisis, not: ‘to -belabor the 

+ issue. spotlights -the pere nnial 
-short supply of hamegrown Classi- 
cal talent. least as it's calculated : 

‘Lin terms of front-rank artists ‘e 2. 
‘the’ classic danseur - danseuse 

: ranks), 
: course,. and: often’ with briliance. 
in “the vocal 

: ‘sweepstakes: . but the 

a conflict. in. booking... probably: festivals . at: the: same time. and? country’s cultural. axis traditional- 
The. big job was to coritrol’ the was ‘the. musical highlight of. ‘the’; ‘céuld save'on travel costs and were [}¥ has been overwhelmingly pop-,and there were no nitery groups, 

a l festival.- 
|: ‘Young. singers’ ‘Mark. Murphy, 
Jackie Paris, “Bob -Dorough -and 
Ferrie ; Morel - were. impressive, | 

generally in-a better. bargaining ; inclined. Campus analogy would! effectively operating woth 

i position. Tradesters. -estimate -the_ 
{ talent ‘cost tor the show at between : 
$15,000:!and $20,000. © : 

Lobree. said ‘that ‘attendance by . 
: ‘blocked’ rioting this. ‘year was.the'Don Ellis showed off his big talent ‘locals dropped off this..year; ep- 

~ everyone 
‘the Vicinity. of the park:, 

Freebody’ Park ‘and the: ‘barring ‘of 5 
‘Without - a. ticket” .from: 

§n - Boston’ alone. “Ticket. offices - 
were set. up. at two New: port loca: 
tions. - Met at 

This. ‘permitted’ ‘the.: ‘police.’ 
control the’ ‘four narrow streets sure 

Greene. trios were: well- received. 

-WHAT, ‘emceed ‘the Friday: night 
, opener. and was the victiin of ‘some: 
heckling, which. he. overcame to do 

oy an. effective job. 

+ He” ‘estimated - that- 50%: 

show. next. ‘year. 
i As: part of his promotion ‘Lobree j 
i spoke at 20 midwestern -universi i: 

i be the popularity quotient of book- 
? worm . to Varsity fullback ‘before 
r sputmk):” 

; Getting back: to. canductors, ac- 
: tually’ we. aren't doing hadlv on* 
-¢losing: of the ticket. windows - at j and ‘the’ lke’ ‘Isaacs . and Robert. parently as the: novelty wore. «ff. 1 representation. . : Leonard = Bern- 

“Of the ‘stein, Milton, Katims. Alfred Wa j-: Néwark and, Detroit 
') ‘Announcer Mort Fega,. from. New ;-crowd Mas Trom the area around . : Jenstein, ; 

“+ York's . WEVD, : did .a™ good: job. as: -Evansville. jn-19€1, compared with: ‘Jesser” stature. are reminders of ji 
-:More. emphasis .was ‘placed. ‘this - “emcee: at ‘the Saturday. -afternoon | 90%" in. -1960, Ale. Said -that he} 

Year. on advance ticket sales. -More , ;dnd evening. Concert.” . Sid. ‘Mark | hadn’t" ‘made! up his .mind ‘as_ to: 
-than..$40,000 in advances were: soid| of © Philadelphia's. ‘all-jazz station} whether he would © ‘promote the: 

‘and hinterla nders of 

‘allows national preening over & 
, Breat natural resource. 

oa 

Cannonball Adderley eombo to 

tKulas | 
‘administers ° 

‘ program. ° also helps. support one ' 

af . 

‘Americans are :repped. of 

and. instrumental: 

that—albeit ‘ the number hardly | 

Top Hank RKetords 

Swinging to Col: 
Brian Hyland to Am-Par; Other Deals 

—@ The Dukes of Dixietand, ‘tep 
‘album sellers for the past scverak 
‘years on the Audio Fidelity label, 
thave. switched ‘toe the Columbia 
: banner John Hammoand Ceol ait- 
ists & repertoire producer, set the 
deal, 

- Also coming to Col under Ham- 
| mond's aegis is singer John 
j MeArthur. He'll he promoted un- 
| der the tag of “Mr Soul” Jack 
| Pleis, another (‘ol a&r producer, 
| also added to the Col stab'e last 
week with the Signing of singer 
Robert M fano, 

Am-Par: Brian Hyland 
Brian Hyland, the teenage singer 

who ‘scored last sunimer with the 
disking of “Itsy Bifsy Teeme 
| Weenie Yellow Polka Dot Bikini" 
for Kapp Records, has heen signed 
| by An-Par for its ABC Paramount 
“label. The first release by Hy tund 
:couples “Let Me Belong To You" 
jand “Let It Die!” 

Roulette: Little Anthony & 
Imperials 

Little Anthony & The Imperials, 
a rock ‘n’. roll vocal group. has 
been added to the Roulette roster, 

:The group has disclicked in the 
past couple of years with “Tecis 
On My Pillow.” “Shimmy, Shim- 
;my” and “Ko-Ko Bop.” Their first 
release under the Roulette banner 
‘will be “That Little Ol! Lovemaker 
, Me,” a takeoff on a current tv 
commercial, “That Little OP Wine- 

; maker, Me." 

for. symphony | AFM’s New Pension | Plan 
Challenged on Coast By 
Assn. of Nitery Owners 

Los Angeles, July 4 
Newly ‘formed nitery operaters 

Eraup won a minor decision in 
LA. Superior Court last) week 

; when court ordered Lucal 47, 
; AFM, to file legal anawer .ta 8 

alia complaint” filed hy Harsy 
Ripes;, Peacock Alles mitery ow Ner- 
op, in opposition te paysient of 
toaters’ pension fraid 
‘Last September. AFM: boosted 

: Wages and pension. Payments paid 
| by ‘niteries by 163. ‘with 10°) 
hike in wages dnd Ge pension 
money and pension fund dough 
raised by hike of $1 per man per 
day and $150 for leader Notery 
ops. throurh Ripes, formed an 

_association, described by Ripes as 
‘opposed to pasment of the raises 
in wages and pension funds asd 
which are bemy paid uncer duress 
and threat.” 

Max Herman, AFM SCOpee, 
slated vesterday “there never as 
heen an orpanjazien with “hich 

iwe could deal which represented 
-the 1.200 inghtdlub owners | fhe 
US. Treasury Dept sanchoned 
our pension fund. payment plan 
and. there are reps of a Larape- 
ment on our hoard, they are exte- 

utives of the film, telessien and 
recording indasties and cenllamly 
represent the emplayver in our re- 
lations. When the sightdlubs defi- 
nitely have a group “hich con 

. speak for them, acl whe happy to 
,neyotiate with them’ 

According fo Ripes, “smote than 
$100,000 has been collected by La- 
cal 47. withopt) our having § the 
right to speak our piere At the 
present time the LA Nightclub 
Ouners Asin hasym.re than 200 
members and §s growing We. «ish 

ito arbitiate ‘ith AFW tut their 
’ president: John Sranchitela op 
* parently does not want to nepotl- 
ate” 

Herman said that in May. THEO, 
“prexy Tranechiteila had met sith 
the Tavern Owners Asien bat the 
Jatter org had told him thes, had 
no jurisdiction over these n utters 

Shuch 

to arbitrate. He added (se pre-e 
sented. our program, a pPensi4n 

. fund pian, to the Government. and 
‘after careful study he the ‘Jrease. 
ury Dept, they approved the plan. 
{ ‘urrently LA, New Orleans, 

lo aln bre 
7 operating the plan" 

Meinberg’s Distrib Co. : 
. Ray Mewmberg. foimer nationnl 
Sales and promotion manager ior 

and = other 
opened Inn national mdie«, has 

- lies: .and: Majled:-- ‘a weekly. press j headline at.the Antites ‘France:+ dick distribulion firns, Helms Asbum 
Annie Ross, of ‘the’ ‘Lambert: Heb-i release. to: over 2,000 ‘publications. i ddgz: Festival: July 16 25. 1 Sales. 
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No Danger of Surplus Hotel Rooms | 
In N.Y. Even With New Inns: Tisch la 

Theme i. ne need to fear that 
New York will have an averex-; 
Petoion Of hotels despite all the: 
enrrem) inn-building going on ac- 
cording to Preston, Robert Tisch, i i 
president of Tisch Hotels and vee-: 
pee of Loew's Theatres. Tisch} Atlantle City, July 4. :- 
hotels iy presently building - the! Entertalners will appear for 9) 

8)-rbom Summit Hotel, slated for” one-night. stands in the. Celebrity | 
its formal opening s? hortly, as well i. Room. on the boardwalk. in. down- 

a> the 2.500 room ‘Americana Hotel. itown Atlantle City leading off with 
The Tisch firm is also erecting: Alan .Gale. who comes-in. July 7. 

a 3) room Loew's Motor Inn and; ‘Marvin Mann: orch’.will: back: all: 
tie 390-room Midtawn Motor Inn,! shows. Spot will have a: fluctuat- | 
both New York, as. well as a 600-. ; ing policy, determined. “by. eriter- 

roour luxuty Park Ave apartment ; tainér appearing ~~ . 
butldmz Other interests are build- 
ing the Hilton New York in-the | p,wineup Js) Alan Gale, sly AG 
Rac kefeller Centre. area. Cab Calloway, at, U4: Morty: 

Tisch said that the present con- (Gunty, July “Gene ‘Baylos, 

struction wave will add only a: July 21: Henny ‘Youngman, Tuly | 
sinall percentage of rooms to the i 95 Harv 
entire situation. «However, the | Tai farvey Stone, July. 28; Ricky, 
new and modern ‘buildings will} 
make some of the older structures 
outmoded. He pointed out that be- 
fore. the present .hotel buitding: 

started, there were no new inns } |. Mason, ‘A 22: L . 

ent averaze age of the hotels {s} : Schaefer, “ailg 29: Jackie. ‘Kannon, 
around 45 years, he said. There i se t. 1 
are now around 100,000 réoms in : : Sept. 2. and aeerge Raymond, 
New York with am average oeeur 
pancy rate of 69°". 

' The new hotels, says Tisch, wit 
provide more incentive to visit 
New York and more likelihood ot 
conventions coming there. 
rate of population increase is an 
other factor behind the new build--: 
‘Laz. 

Also aiding the new hotels is the ' 
condition of some. o£ the present; Ameriean. show biz has-a- ‘golden. 
fans, many of which are running ; opportunity in many areas of .the 
below a protitable . figure on ajworld to become a staple item on’ 
year-round basis. Tisch expects} the entertainment scene according 
some of the oldline hotels. to ga} to Clarence Bodine, company man- 
by virtue of the fact that the land | ager of a “Holiday on Ice” company 
on vhich they're located has be- | which will tour.the Far East in the” 
evme so valuable that they can be t fall. But, he warned, prices have to 
converted to more. profitable uses.| be in line with. what people of over- 
Ife antieipates the owners won't [seas countries. can afford.. Admis- 
be able to resist flattering offers; sions have to be pegged low eriough. 

for the holdings. ito attract the workers.: 
Tisch also hopes new standards; Bodine,. who has. headed: ‘previ 

of service and innovations not (9) Qu. “Holiday” companies in the: 
be found in the older hotels will Orient, it taking.a new “Holiday” 

attract more clients to the new | unit which will trek through-Japan, 
inns Having advertised a $14 start- ‘Hong Kong, Mamila.and other Far 
ins rate for singles at the Summit. ‘east cities. X major problem, he 
Hotet, he teels that the new rooms ; points ‘out, is to get. showmen to 

will not be oxerpriced in relation: ‘realize that’ a fair’ ‘economie base. 
ts existing taritfs. He believes that .for American troupes in the Orient: 
the sewie will have an occupancy [must be established. 

rate of 85-90" : 
1 Ins i nee 

The Tiseh chain is alse building’ ing: Some instances, Mantle travel-| 
the Americana Hotel in the Isla; ularly ‘hay. ¢ charged. as high as: $10 i 

verde sector near San Juan. Set when playing theatres. 
eewheve. eee IOS On the other hand, a-show such a8. 
ene . “Holiday” works the larger stadia |: 

in the big cities. at a $3 top-whicn | 
permits a wider range. of popula- | Village Jazz Spot Fires [permits a wie 

| Bodine declared that many of the 
Thelonious Monk, Jones; | American and Eiropean acts. now | 

touring the Far East: particularly 

Lateness Cues Refunds. Japan, make contracts at prices 

Joe Termini, operator of the’ that make is mandatory for the! 
Jue Gallery, NOY. apparently felt ayents to- play then in several thes} 

that he had had -it and fired his tres or cafes during the samel 
show comprising Fhelonious Monk evening. Admission prices, of ‘ne-' 
and Phill, Jo Jones. two jazz out- : cessity, 
fit. on Saturday night +1. Monk: 
who has a reputation for showing | Capacity: To char ge high admis- 
up late at his engagements turned | SIONS, says’ Bodine, 
up for an 12 pam stint af 1.05 am. 'Felations for 
and Jones came in 44 minutes late. | 
Termini averred that even at that 
both plhued a brief set 

According to a spokesman fur, 
Termini... the operator will file ay 
claim again both outfits with, the 
Anerican Federation, of | Mu- | 
sicians It was alleged that Ter-} 
mini had to refund a lot of coin! ¢hid Lounge, scheduled for early: 
because of the lateness of both; ; this ‘nionth, may be delayed: ‘be- 

he closed 

AC. Celebrity Room Books 

| Larry. Best, Aug. .8: ‘Blackburn 
: Fwins and’ Jerry Collins, Aug. 11; 
| Larry Wilde, Aug. 12; Vat. Harris, 
: Aug. 15; Al Bernie, Aug. 18; Jackie 

‘Tce’ Mer. Fave avors | 

} 

is bad’ public 
Ametican show biz. 

AC's New Black: Orchid 

Atlantic City, July 4... 

his bands As a crestdt. 

firings and will reopen tomorrow | 

(Thars 
yet set his bill. 

in Summoning its management for 

to answer charges. of filing: false 
answers on ‘a liquor ‘application 

| filed with the City Commission. 
Fire razed the. old site of the Black 

+ Orchid Lounge last: winter and its 
owners started to -build-‘a new. 

Chicazo, July 4. inight spot’ some ‘weeks ago. 

Birdhouse. Chi’s prime jazz: They ‘sought: to transfer the He) 
Bhowtase since the demise of the + cense from tlie ‘boardwalk site to. 
Blue Note nearl) two years aga,’ the Pacific Ave. lotation and. so. 
svitches. to a liquor policy .this says the state: ABC, gave false 
week after avear on a coffee-and- answers to. certain-questions: When 
sandwieh basis. -Clab, which has, 
bees a hub of the younger set as - 
a result at its no-bouze operation, | ing the cabaret, 
has jus! 

fron the city. 
of the house as a non-spirits oasty. ‘negative. It is charged that An- 

Club has been operating with, thony Tumelo. and. Joseph Tumelo.. 
fuod trom coin-operated machines : ‘club operators, have each. been 
Since Hs inception. 

tar: a $230 admission charge on! viction concerning ‘alcoholic: 
weekends and $1.50 on weekutghts. } bev erages. 

Chi Jive-in, “Birdhouse 
Falling Off the Wagon: 

had been ‘con- 

Names on 20 One-Nighters| 

ane, Aug. 1; Rip Taylor, Aug. 5; ]- 

| Toronto; ‘Batt is the déveloper: and | 

. ting together 12 to 16. attractions, 
fmany of .them . being especially 

Low 0 Seas Prices’ 

and operate’:the ‘entire -Gayway, 
George Whitne;-;;. 
ments. and: consessions, .said, with | 

rides-and basic theme-of the amuse- 

| New Dethi,.- - Singapore, Djakarta,” 

must be low in those eoun- | 
itries because of the lower carne | 

cause-of action of the state ‘Divi-|}- 
his cafe on Saturday following the | caus of Alcoholic Beverage Control | 

At presstime, he hadn't) a hearing in Newark. on July: 20 | nased scribes. by helicopter down 
‘to Ft. Wayne, Ind., for the open-: 
‘ing of a Vegas-produced revue at: 

it was asked if anv of the officials:|. 
Of. the. Beef and .Bird Inc., operat. | 

vbtained a Hquor license | victed of a crime, the question, it } 
but will retain half tts alleged, was: answered in ine 

It will main-! convicted and Joseph has. a’ con-| 

Bismarck, ‘N. D.,. J uly 4.. 
Owners of ‘the Riverside club, 

located - on.” “the. strip” 
| Bismarck and Mandan, N.D., have | 

‘the proprietors... 

‘been cautioned previously to curb 
‘its performers’ routines, Owners 
‘Were charged with allowing “lewd, 
immoral and’ improper" entertain- 
ment when. two: ‘stripteasers. be- 
‘came. -intoxieated’ and, fxceeded 
Ut mitations, - Soe 

Seattle Expo i in Deal | 
‘For Conklin & Batt To 

7 Seattle, July 4. . 

Century 21 Exposition has signed 

charge of. ‘amusements for. the | 
Canadian: ‘National Exhibition at 

opetator of Ponchartrain Beach. at | 
New: Orleans.. 

Conklin’ said the. ‘pair were put-.| 

‘designed for the Seattle fair. The 
two showmen:are ‘now in. Europe 
completing: final arrangements for 

amusement: rides to Seattle, They: 
are being manufactured in France, ; 
Italy. and . Germany. aa 

Conklin’.and Batt. will put ‘in. 

head .of amuse- 

Century 21 acting: as “landlord.” 
He said. .oné:. ‘Stipulation : was: that 

‘ment section: must: tie in. with. the 
overall theme of the. fair.. 7 
"Whitney. also said that, about 

| 6877 o of the ‘space in the National 

rented. ‘or “reserved. The -Circus: 
will feature food.:. manufacturers 
and: -processers, ‘along. with food™ 
Service :and continuous entertain- 
ment. The entertainment. Will be. of - 
casual ty: pe,. ‘he said; fashion Shows, 
‘musical “combos, . ‘strolling -enter- 
tainers, etc. 

‘On the - ‘promotion’ front ‘the 
Seattle Expo: got.a boost. when the 
National Governors. Conference in 
Honolulu’. unanimously . endorsed: 
‘the fair with each of- the 50 states 
ta participate in‘a “Plaza of States”. 
‘program at the fair. © | - 
‘Performing arts director Harold: 

Shaw is off. on a. three-week jaunt. 
.to the: Orient after conferring with 
television producers and directors |° 
in Los’ Angeles and San Francisco. ; 

, He will visit Fokyo; Manila, Taipei;: 
Hong. Kong, Vientiane, Bangkok, 

Noumiea; Papeete and Honolulu to. 
confer and: negotiate with leading | 
-artists | of ‘the _Far East, 

When. he. returns he “will have’ 

Acme: -.Press 

 pro- 

For New Ft. Wayne Revue 
Chicago, . July 4. 

‘Traditional: press junket gets a 

ment. Agency: ferries ‘a dozen’ Chi-. 

‘the Northerest Hotel July 13. 
‘Show’ was. put together. by Sonia 
Shaw and -Bob - Hitchcock; using 
Vegas talent and costumes. 
‘Mutual prexy' Bob Vincent 

of larger: hinterland: ‘hotel clubs 

| Northcrest. 

Austin: Club. ‘Bowing: 
Austin, ‘Tex., July 4.. 

. Dobb's: Caravan: Club. is slated 
‘to open. here on Aug. 13 with Eva 
‘Gabor as: femcee, Songstress Peggy | P 

the bill. 

Zsa. Gabor. or. Jayne. Mansfield” as 
the’ ‘headliner. feo : 

| been .forced: to. ‘discontinue - strip. |" 
‘téase entertainment at the: nitery. 
alter ‘state’ officials .found.. ‘some: 
of the. performances: to..be “offen- |. 
sive” and: pressed charges, against ° 

Club -had been ‘featuring strip. 
pers for. past three months.anc had: 

completion: and shipment of ‘the. 

foltowing. its. summer stint at. the 

“Second week will see either. Zsa. 

Bismarck Cafemen Face 7 
Hearing on ‘Lewd’ Show | 

‘between fo 

‘| default.”’ Miss Washington had fea- 
-|tured ‘herself for the. first .month? 

| wha were used to Roberts’ higher- ‘|: 
. priced. entertainers. © 

Run Its $2-Mil. Midway |. 

a contract, with. J.. W. (Patty) Conk-.} 
lin and. Harry: J; Batt to put in a | 

*-1'$2,000,000° Gayway.. Conklin ‘is in. 

| showing. ‘Next season he is angling | 

{lombier -boite “in which ‘he: put’ a+ 

of. Seattle was’ |- 
awarded a contract to publish and | 

| distribute . official souvenir: 
grams-and suide books for the fair. 

In Licensing Delay} |= 
\Helicopter Press Junket | 

Opening of the new Black . Or- [ 

| tivities, to. begin ‘this September, 

{30 officials. Sum. of: $25, 000 in. defi- 

tJames of | Friars .: ‘Club presenting 

do program, - 
-| Bassett,. Tranchitetla,. Weber, Son-| 

- kin; James, . 

King and comic ‘Simmy. Bow. on |- 

| after 10 weeks of running the club: 

| Subsequent. 

. With the. 

‘bullish about prospects. 
|.that 
‘straight two-a-day as:-well as more 7 

Guard armory. for-a‘Food Circus is. Teyue-like | entries In this: genre... 

‘comic - Raymond : ‘Devos giving a 

‘be. expanded: for the -ABC next: 
‘season.’ Juliette Greco ‘and Sacha:!ing ‘more .than’ traps: for the un 

-Distel, a hit ‘disk- name, will.make jANg of .underworld elements. 

appearance. at the: ABC.- 

centre with. one. star, and. Several | 

‘feels. will capture - public iateieet- 

and in the Rastille ‘district... 

Hollywood: Aids. ACTA 
completed: ‘major. hegotiations for | 
internationat talent:. for thé -fair'|.: 
and will then. concentrate. on book- 
ing US. talent. — 

+ $10,000, 
‘Adams, to. add to: AGVA’s $5.000 

new fillip. wher Mutual Entertain-. 

Jerry 

Assn., Tespectiv ely. 

missioner. Everett “Porter. repped 
Mayor -Yort 

plans fo put.the. revue on.a circuit | ayar -Yorty, 

.ordinators of. locat youth pr ogra 
‘for AGYA- _— 

Talent . Jobs Drop Sharply i in i 
As Admish Freeze, Curfew Hit Ops 

Mexico City, July 4 

Dinah Washington Quits _Batertaners counting. on. the 

As Chi Club Operator 
{Mexican night’ club ‘and - variety |. 

Chicago, . duly. 4 4. 

‘theatre. séireuit -for -. ernployment. ; ; 
have had” a: thin, ‘time of it Te. 

‘Dinah Washington ‘has: ‘relin-, Federation. revealed that the 960 - 
quished ownership: of Roberts ‘ top: for vaudé-houses aind the éarly-. | 
Show Club, southside « spa,! bird curfew for’ second .and third © 

category clubs have caused. a sharp- : 
‘drop {n hiring of talent. © ma 

‘Vaude houses;. which chronically = 
complain | about: losses, have: now. 

Herman Roberts, who owned: the | 
spot before and js taking it ‘over | 
‘again, said that she. dropped.it “‘by:. 

ivues starring such names. as. Jane. 
+ Russell, Mamie Van Doren; et al.:in 
an: effort to.. boost’ boxoffice. Tes 
ceipts. « Local - talent: ‘is. ‘bypassed, 
or when hired, ‘it's: at absolute 

: j minimum. salaries, ; “ 
“Roberts ‘reopens. today : Tues. "But it ds : ‘touch ‘and ga whether 

‘Count. Basie -orch for 
| four” days, followed. by. Brook Ben- 
ton. July 12° and . Nina Simone: 
duly a). oe : 

and was..reportedly doing: well. : 
ess - than- name - acts 

‘failed to bring in the customers, 

-imports:. policy, . ‘according. ‘to the 
-Federation,.. for. the. boxoffice: 

-[- freeze makes. it. increasingly dif- 
Lficult to.-pay top scales ‘to .talent, 
‘musicians =.and. ‘stagehands. - This . 

+means, in effect, that general. tone: 
Paris | Jaw ler, jor: presentations -has ‘been -sliding 

9 off as better’. class “entertainers, 
| seek other. ‘areas (usually: foreign 
tours) to boost their: income. ° a 

| Reopening in 1 Waude“Work Off .50%: 
boone t the: ‘Federation: contends - that.” 

. Paris, july ‘4. - ‘employment -in' the vaude’ circuit”. 
“A new. musi hall promoter: may. has fallen off around 50%.- ‘Gen- 

make: himself. felt -here. next ‘sea-. ‘erally , bills. feature’ one -ar-two . 
son. ‘He is Jean Mejean who has “stars” and. the. rest are: fill-ins - 
applied the -vaude- formula ‘to <a | | with new talent... In. night. clubs, « 

group of. niterles he. has taken. jobs. have dropped by. average. of. 
over around town for a fairly good | 499 entertainers worked the night © 

:club belt :nighfly. ‘before: the cure - 
‘few. .. Now, this. ° “has fallen: ‘to: 

into house entries. ysearcely: 150... : 

to take over. oldtime ‘vauder, the : 
ABC, to extend these boite shows « 

* .Both the Federation’ and: ‘the Nas 

aintoneh waude: ater, Wave; tones Asstt ‘of. Actors w'abel ine. 
after a renaissance at the Olympia, | 7@nt situation as “grave,” and place 

blame on: the .one, o'clock curfew: - 
Bobino and Alhambra, Mee | imposed. on: second. and lower cates.” 

“for:! | gory ‘clubs.. These: :are ° booking :: 
i fewer. entertainers’ and” offer no. . 
formal : shows,. Toe 

Both: the Assn.. of. Actors and the: _ 
it into La Tete De L’Art with. wry | Federation’ ‘are attempting to pres- 

sure city. authorities to. rescind the © 

vestpocket show that clicked. ‘This ; earlybird curfew. But “Mayor. 
series. of sketches, with Devos also | Ernesto P.. Uruchurtu is inflexible, 
introing and: getting into acts, will | arguing that the ‘secorid’ and lower 

grade night. spots: have been. noth-: 

‘there .:are’ audiences. 

He. took Chez. Cillés and. turned |: 

Distel are. .also.. ' pencilled . in. | wary, as well-as-centers for meet= 
He 

his ‘first. official Paris {n-person plans 1 no repeal of the cur few law, 

‘Att Linkletter Takes Half. 
‘His 40G Guarantee When 

Mpls, Food Show Flops 
Minneapolis, July: 4. 

Art Linkletter - settled for 50%: 
of his guararitee. when’ local: spon-- 
sors of the ‘Twin Cities’ first Food: 

|.&- Appliance - Show . at. fhe :Audk: - 
torium here took it on the financial 
chin.- Brought ‘in ‘for’. $40, 000. ‘te 
headline the stage. portion. of the. -- 
show and: to. provide three other: © 
acts which included the Four Step. 
Bros., the Half Bros...and .a° girl”: 
singer, ‘Linkletter. agreed . to. take - 
$20,000 .and .the.. estimated tiny - 
$3,000 ‘boxoffice: Bross, : 
Show” was scheduled ‘and. ad-. - 

¥ertised for: four. days and nights, © 
but because of the: scanty turnouts: 
closed after the third ‘hight... The | 
sponsors,- the - Lorando Co... of : St... 
Paul, dug déep into its b.r, to pay. 
off ‘the’ musicians ‘and. stagehands. 7 
as well as Linkletter... Take from’ 
the’ sale ‘of booth space for cori: 
cessionaires ‘ had heen far’. under. 

and "$5,000 ‘worth ‘of: ‘musicians’. pars - 
services ; promised. by. - AFM’'s} - Similar. tiade: ‘shows’ have - ‘Tun @: . 
Johnny: Tranchitella. ‘Additionally, | full week successfully here. ‘Critics: “ 

Weber. and .. Jerry ‘Sonkin | attribute .the poor. ‘showing ‘to the 
promised’ some-means of fund: sup- ; $200, ‘charge for concession space, - 
port:from Saints:& Sinners, and 352 claiming. the’ tariff should: have’ 

‘been.-only $100. for.-a: first ; tinie - 
show. running just: four. days, and 
the. “‘steep”: $1.25 - admission -plus 
$2:50.- for. ‘the: stage portion's re- 
served. seats. ‘Other -factors: awhich. 
hurt. attendance. were: tough. com: © 
petition from major league ‘base- 
ball .anid ‘ineffective: promotion, 
with Publicity almost ‘nil, . we 

_ dosh White’ 's ‘Cardiac. 
. Chicago, July 4)" 

Josh White- 1s. ‘in ‘Michael Reese: 
Hospital ‘with. what is des¢ribed ‘as- 
‘a heart’ -eondition: His. condition 5 
is ‘reported: as - good. ™ .. 

-Folksinger. ‘was in Chi for a few ‘ 
days: on a. college’ concert tour. 

“Mejean. also. has the Vieux: Co-'* 

topical ‘poetic revue. It did not’. 
tlick and he will:maké-it.a singing |. 

lesser. chanters. In each, Show... o 

This .is like the old ‘style veate: | 
cone” ‘{Cafe-Concert) - ‘whieh. 

again. He. may open.-two. more | 
cafe-concs on the. Champs: Elysees : 

Youth Program With 256 
Holly WwW ood, July “4: 

Civic: stipport of. American: Guild 

of Variety Artists’ Coast: youth. ‘ac- 

Was forthcoming © as ‘a ‘result ‘of 
‘meeting here last. week: with some 

nite pledges :-was:'set, “with Jules 

$5:000, ‘and Bill | Bassett, AFL, 
to _AGVA. “prexy. ‘Joey’ 

ws = a phere - ——————- - 
: 1 ON : oe . . 

“George Putnam’ and “Police. Com- 

with - members “of: 
parole’. board, ’ “probation ° offices, 
parks, welfare planring: and other. 
‘groups attending: 

- Board. of. trustees: was set tor 
with Donald .O°Connor: 

- i a « ———"- mmo 

Sid: Marion, ‘Bobby! 
Faye of AGVA, Ray Tucker, ‘Oper: 
ating ‘Engineers. and Examiner}. 
publisher. Franklin: ‘Payne: named 
members. . 

Irwin Mazzel. and James: Kelly 
were™. ‘named administrative _co- 

teently,.” “The: ‘Mexican . ‘Theatrical: 

| turned ‘to-importing. American--re~! 

impresarios. can eontinue with the « 

The’~. 
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7 Weather Key Far T Alantic Citys | 
es ‘07h S eason; Eye S2N,00 Visitors: 

By JOE: Wh. “WALKER. 

: ‘ “atlantic City, July 4 
Following one ‘of the~ coolest, 

dampest. Junes’ in’ history, which: 
cut heavily into. business, the heach |. 
resort’s -107th summer : ‘Season’ got | 

underway over the weekend: | Mean- 
. time, amusement, hotel and: festau: |} 
ant : people: are: ‘wondering: if a 
‘cool, ‘Tainy. season Js in. store.: 

. . Should. the weather be unfavor? 
: able. the next :-10: weeks, ° ‘chances 
iare-good that: less than -:5,200,000- 

-- summer visitors ‘expected will “pick: 
Atlantic .City - for’ their vacations. 
_Average ‘crowds of |'300,000 -have4. 
attended «the - résoit. weekends” in|. 

. past. seasons and this - ‘figure, calong 
with~ the total expected ° for.- the’ 

>" full “summer, is - expected -to be: 
higher -this: year... - 

Basically,. there are few changes | 
in-the summer entertainment pic- | 
‘ture this year: The. big: story of. the} 
‘past : winter ‘again was ‘the. con 
tinued building. of motels along the | 
resort’s ..second most ‘important |. 
street,. Pacific | Ave. Beachfront | 
-Marlborough-Blenheim -has:. just’]. 
opened its. newest: addition, B motel | 
‘facing the sea. . 

Another change. is ‘the increasing |- 
number’ of “swimming . pools,. both: ‘entry’ onthe night club. front here, : 
of the‘winter and summer variety, ; | 
“at hotels.. Where two decades ago 
“ohly ‘the President - ‘and: the: Am- 

 passador ‘had ‘pools, today. nearly 
every beachfront’ hotel :and most 
motels: boast. them. Dennis - is -the- 

+. latest beachfront inn -to.add a pool, ‘t: 
a building one-on its. front -lawn::. 

Burley & :Cuffo' ‘Concerts - 
"+ Resort-owned Garden -pier ‘again 
". .offers .cuffo concerts, while direct- 

“Jy. across the boards :the. Globe’:is- 
luring ’em ‘with burlesque, ‘playing | 

Jongest - continuous. summer | : the : 
_ (Continued. on page’ 50) 

Z 2 Lng Minus Nitery. Acts, 
| Fairfield Co, Conn., Hits. 
Tacha in Motel: Shows; | 

Norwalk, . July. 4.°: 

”Vairfield - County, | Connecticut's. 
. “yichest landscape which has .long.| 
‘been without cafe. acts. save. for.|: 

- ‘Bridgeport’s" ‘West End, .has: come.. 
up: with. a new entertainment | area 
‘motel bookings: David and Ralph | 
’ Sopkin,. new” ‘operators: of. top'| 
motor. hotels’ in Stamford - ‘and 

-+ Norwalk,. have hit. .a-ja¢kpot- after | 

‘To Prep. ‘New Nitery Act! 
” Hollywood, : “July. 4,- 

“Dorothy Dandridge: ‘nixed . five 
Manila. ‘area appearances ‘to return. 
here. ‘from: Sydney,’ Australia,’ 
prep a.new nitery: ‘act.. Thrush w i 
usé-six male: ‘singer-dancers mn ‘act 
-choregorphed.‘by Stephen: Papich,- 
with: musical *. arrangements. - 

“She'll also 
by f: 

Herbie’ Dell. Wear: 
eight new: gowns: wby: Jean: ‘Poche: 

“Miss - Dandridge ‘continues: re- 
hearsals through . ‘two-week stand | 
‘as Julie ‘in “Showboat” -at Wharf’ 
Theatre- ‘in’ “Monterey, Cal _open- 
Ang. July TE AT. we 

KC: 5 Jungle Chub 
“Just That: K. 0. d 

oe "Kansas: City; ‘July 4 
She’ Jungle - Club, a: more. spicy. 

‘ closed. ‘down: last” week when. the | 

Missouri. ‘Liquor Commission. .per- 
| manently. revoked: its license. Club 
was’ charged With. storing liquor off 
license premises, loitering .of ¢rim- | 
‘inal eharacters.. letdness’ and .sol! 
‘citation .of drinks by’ females:. The’ 

--Felub“epened in: 1940 and- Was in. its 
original: location: ‘abdut -20. years. -It 
recently. took ‘over. the’ building - 

| formerly occupied" by the: Southern. 
. Mansion; ’ ‘one:-of. the’ town’s’ tonier- 
clubs'in a former. ‘day: The’ ‘owner | 
is” ‘Phil Simone. .”_ .. 

‘|: Dorsey Howard, chief agent ‘t0#| 
jthe Missouri . Liquor ‘Control ° De-. 
:| partment;. ‘said .after two -raids’.in 
1959 the club. was “the -warst type: 
of liquor. joint .I have: béen in .dur-:t 
ing my'-13. years, of: ‘experience. :}. 

| Spot. was an. exponent of the strip.} 
;and the . “Oriental and | : native’. 
datices,. ‘put. never -liad the success 
Min ‘its new spot that is’ achieved. in; 
‘its’ former loeation.. 

Peoria Series Looks Cold: 
~ Promoter Pledges Payoff| 

‘..’ Peoria,. July 4. 

An ambitious: “Music Under - the: 

‘experimenting with names in their: : Stars” summer concert. series: here: 
_ lounges. 

‘Mae. Barnes, booked: for™ a alone’ 
* Seweekerid: at the Sopkins’” ‘Stamford -'- 

‘Motor: ‘Hotel, . returried for «three 

‘has: -apparently’ ‘been’ torpedoed by: 

1a Series ‘of. bouncing. check charges. 

Three. ‘Warrants - on... ‘bad’ .cheécks- 

more to turnaway. business. Donna ; totalling. $1,300 have been | signed ! 
Lee; recently at Stamford -motel,. 
is ‘due to.move to Norwatk. when’ 

: the: new Three Coins:-Lounge. in- 

against. Thomas G.. Manwell. 23, - 
‘head -of - . Entertainment. Enter-.; 
prises -of ‘Cleveland. who at -first.} 

.- former Treadway Inn Motel. opens {failed ‘to’ return’ from his heme in- 
. there today ./Tues.). 

Jon The: Sopkins. levied. a si. ‘music’ 
_ ‘harge: the first. few: ‘weeks, then. 

: ‘abandoned the:tab when patronage. |’ 
' convinced them that entertainment : 

cae could: pay, off, . There's: no - cover, i prograins - 
“froim:; Said, . 

: Jocalites, . not. transients : and. ‘acts. lable ‘at the: ‘moment I'll ‘be: finan-| 
nor. “thinimum: Biz ‘comes: 

_IMake © three or. ‘four’ appearances - 
- nightly; i 

-Poli¢y. may soon. be: extended. to jestimated that the riumber’.of tick- | - 
though.. | éts- -sold' for. the -sumimer concert | “Thursdays.” and ..Sundays, 

Cleveland: to’ make. restitution .as 
the had: promised. ‘but later - did. 
arrive: and. . pledge ‘restitution. oo 

“While I'd like-to- éontinue: the | 
“Music Urider the.” Stars'.- concert |. 

in Peoria, ” - Manwell 
‘it doesn’t. seem: very. ‘prob- 

-cially able -to.” He admitted. owing 
- Various: creditors - about,-$6.000. He 

‘the ‘state's - Sunday - night®: nine _ Series.’ was’. “Tess than 200: 
- o'clock curfew is a big -handicap. | 
“The early closing. sénds. custimers. iManwell. - 

{° 
.- Yushing - over the. stateline to New 

Jegislature.. was: 

'~ John: Dempsey - bowed to ‘the up--| 
7 state’ ary. Jovby... = : 

| Mg Admish to: to Oldsters ‘| : 
“AR Waikiki Shell Benefit : 

Honolulu, J. uly 4° 

"Benefit. ‘show: featuring ‘25: en- | Oak: ‘Park ‘Bandshell. 
; tertainers from Japan: is expected | 
tobe one. of .the.. Waikiki. Shell's 

, top. attractions this: summer... De- | 

 $3:75' top, 

Some: doubt: about prosecuting | 
-rémains ‘atecording: to 

State's Attorney Cunningham.” 

oy . Entertainment. Enterprises start: |) 
“expected .to “modify. the. Sunday’ j-eq operations here. late ‘Jast: Winter, 
losing .time “this. year: but: Gov.-| bringing ‘Bob | ‘Newhart and Chad | 

‘Mitchell. ‘Trio in intial concert: and 
| Louis: ‘Armstrong - in. .secand: 

‘| Slated: by -Manvell. Was | cancelled: 

. Trouble, began. to: brew: with ‘the | 
first ‘summer ‘outdoor -coneert. ‘on 
‘June”3.°. Count. Basie : ‘and . his .or- 
chestra. were . slated -: for - an 8: 30: : 

+ p.m: ‘show. in -the. 3.000-séat: Glen ; 

on: -at’.10."p:m..» The: problem, ‘it ; 
[ turned. out, was. fiscal... 

“Other ‘concerts slated - ‘for. the 

benefit: ‘concert ‘by ‘the “Limeliters | . 

oP  Borge’s Bf 1086, LA. 
“Holiywood, - July 4. 

* Victor ‘Borge, opening the season: 
at: the: Greek Theatre’ here, ran up 
‘a bdoffo. $108, 000: ‘for ‘eight. per:. 
formances last week. ..He upped} 
his: ¥959 - “appearance “-when - hej. 
scored $98, 800 . for ev en. ‘per- 

(Dot: Dandridge Cats Dates. formarites. | 
“Borge. is slated’ ‘to do: his. one- . 

: man: show at. several summer the- 
a throughout the country. 

Summer Units lh 
‘Miami Beach Cue. 

A Winter Trend 
The ‘unit shows: ‘now. playing the |" 

| posh Miami. Beach hotels: may pro- 

vide a: new pattern for wintertime 

operation: Inasmuch AS iv 8 an open’ 

secret that. many names. ‘that be-| 

‘ come available’ for -the..top winter |- 
?+months are no: longer drawing. and | 
l since ‘the: units ‘are holding up 
| fairly ‘well, the talent: agencies. in- | 
{fainty: that. several bonifacés are 
seriously considering ‘a change of 
format. : 

~ The’ rooms presently on, the sum- 
mer unit policy’ incdude the Deau-: 
-ville-and Carillon; with the Amer- 
ickna, Fontainebleau and Balmoral 
on:ice: shaw format..:French .revue 
motifs ‘prevail at. the Deauville. and 
‘Carilton:- 

. Business: in: these spots, during 
this’ off season, has been..described 
as from “not: bad .to good.” 

{ Louw. ‘Walters. revue at the ‘Carillon 

} down’ ‘for. the summer trade when 
{the Jow-priéed: . customers invade | 
Miami - Beach. ‘It has been fairly ° 
‘successful.’ ‘Moderate.. names’. are 
added.-on top of: the enlarged’ win- 
ter. show: from ‘time to time. But 
‘generally, the show makes it on its | 
own. 

‘The. Deauville is also: ‘quite satis- 
fied with its “Playmates. of Paris’ 

+ for. the’ summer. “customers. Morris 
; Lansburgh is one of. the ‘top name 
| busvérs -in,, the. resort because’ his 
program ‘at the six hoteis which 
he: heads -:gives .free name enters | 
‘tainment. to guests - in the: winter. 

--¥n ‘most> instances, ‘the: hotel. op- | 
erators have “booked. ‘minimal: en- 
tertainment just -to give a ‘show . 
biz aura to“their premises when 
the’ low-priced: trade comes down. 
However, -with the city not yet 
filled with summer. vacationers, the:; 
inwis‘are: doing fairly well. A: major- 
ity of ‘shows are drawing in. their} 
own budgets. whichis something 
that .the bonifaces. will not .admit 
‘when’ some expensive “acts - Play |. 
there curing. ‘season. : 

UY GROSSES. 546 
IN FOREST HILLS, LL! “Soom 

"Judy: Garland ‘drew a 13, 702: -at- 
|iendance™ for a $54,621. gross. at 
the. opening. of . the Forest’ Hills. 
Musie’ Festival. Saturday night. (1).° 
Concert’ was © held at: the’ Forest 
‘Hills. Statium, L.1.. . 
“Miss Garland ‘is set. for a ‘return | 
date there. July: 29... 

“Mexican Theatre 

By’ EMIL ZUBRYN- 

Mexico ‘City, July. 4. 

Jane Russell. ds tiffing with. im- 
; presario : Vicente Ventura’ of the 

imate $1.000-short-change for her. 
“recent ‘engagement: This sum rep- 

‘[restints Mexican. income: taxes. and. 
.. ‘signed’ to raise’ funds to: build_a. ; Summer: Included Roger: {Wi Njams.-imion dies. which. Ventura alleged- 
‘ Fest home for aged: Japanese .nién+ on. Aug. 4; the’ George * Shearing {ly : agreed. to: liquidate: when 

‘and’ women of Hawaii, three-night ; Quintet on ‘Sept. 2 and the: Kings: « hired ‘actress. ..Sum: will be. Ponied | . 
_ program will open July .14. with a} ton:Trio and-Ray Charles: and_ his“ up ‘grudgingly 

single : performance. each night ‘at | orchestra ‘at dates: not vet an-/doesn‘t..want to scuttle his. Ameri-: 
‘nouneed. No-.:arrangements. have | 

he: 

since impresarig ! 

can Stars’: promotion. Mamie Van. 
- “ Talent: includes’. Hitoshi- “Moriva, "vet ‘been: made, but possibility. is . Doren -has ‘arrived: at the theatre’ 
a the Three Cats. (subbilled as: “the: lo¢al ‘firm. Thay underwrite: the. Te": : and: ‘is rehearsing for her: -special | 
“Andrews - Sisters of: Japan”) and ‘maining “ Concerts : An: the ‘summer’ :show,: with Mexican - starlet - Kitty’ 
& _rock and roller: Katsuhiko ' ‘Taka-.! sked:. 

‘Unique ‘aspect: is that Japa-|: ‘Manweil., “also “bea reportedly’. 
de Hos'os also to be featured. 

_ Buildup. of: Hollywood. entertain- 
‘nese over 85. years of :age: will” be; booked ‘Liberace. ‘Jose: Greco’ and er: Wave ‘south. -of the. border has 

admitted”. to:. the: Show: “free. of | Bobby Dari. for fall. end winter mixed. reactions here, with local ithe Iric Joct mores ou Miss Kus- 
es | spats here. a . cat charge. vl Performers. envious. of - pay: induce- 

{town.”. aan 

The: 

is a year-round: affair, but is .cut 

‘| :| large . crowds. Admissions ‘to “the 
“TP Coliseum: will drop fram $175 to 

i Matson, the Mascots, Dodie Stev- . 

ZS 

| sums.are kept: top secret, 

[Gac s Broadening Horizons Include 
Takeover of Desilu, Literary Agency 

* General Artists Cerp will again 

seek fo expand its agency through 

facquisition of exIiNR AXgENCIEs. 

London Strip. Operators . Herbert J. Siegel, chairman of the 

London, July 4. j board of Baldwin Montiese Chem 

Two * ‘appeals by operators of ‘cat Co, parent of GAC. has ade 
West End stripperies against’ con- § ‘ mitted that the firm: os negotiate, g 
viction and ‘sentence for keeping | for a literary. agency. a felevision 

‘| disorderly houses ‘have been de- { production coinpany. anda motien 
nied. in the Court of: Criminal: Ap- ‘|picture production outfit among 
peal. Mr. Justice. Ashworth said} others. Siegel conceded that taiks 
that the reasons for dismissal of are going on with § the Desi 

the appéals would be given later. istudios, but nothing has been 
Quien y hor ae Ps es aff rey i finalized as yet. 

uinn, who, as Pau aymonc Meanwhile. a meeting of GAC 
Reyuebar, and “Samuel Bloom, | execs is slated in New York next 
owner of the Keyhole Club. At the ! week when mergers witt be dis- 
‘Lendon Sessions Quinn was fined cussed more fully. and posubly be 

$14,000 and Bloom $7.(100.: |ready for closings. At-this point, 
GAC president Larry Kanaysa and 
‘¥eepee Buddy Howe are in Hveily- 
‘wood presumably to clear the way 
for final acquisitions 

Siegel has embarked oti a vast 
expansion program. He has pie 

3 Vieusly expressed hs desire to get 
:fop manpower into the organiza- 
ition, and presumably, 1s takimg 
| the absorption reule to ritain thre 
fend The Desilu acquisstion fer 
‘example would provide GAC with 
ipreduction facilities as well as 
; talent and selling manpewer Don 
. W. Sharpe. who has been the mans 

Uphold Convictions Of 

| 

‘Davis Ir’ $ 3% lh 
LV Negro Casin 

Las Vegas, July. 4 

- “Sammy Davis. Jr. has purchased 
a.3°o interest in the new Carver: 
‘House: 87-room hostelry which has 

| reentiy gnened in the Negro’ dis! 

trict as. Vegas. because: “my ; ager of Desi Arnaz fer many vea rf anny as, 

longtime - friend, ‘Billy Eckstine, : iis reportedly figuring in the cur- 
‘who has’ 12¢%, urged me to. This! jrent: deal inasmueh as he = has 
will) ‘be «the swingingest place in » assumed many of the chores which 

i were. in the province of Vartin 
Davis. and Eckstine will apply | Leeds, the Destiu exee vecpee who 

for gaming control approval as soon : resigned some months ape 

as’ the present licensees: are ap-i Ih the past GAC took the sbsorp- 
‘proved by ‘the city. George Smith tion route to tapand its holdings, 
‘Jr:, Abe Cohen and Paul Woodward Among sts ama‘gamations were the 
are. the current Pprine ipals in the ¢ Baum Newborn Agency, Gearge A, 
hotel. i Hamid Agency. the  Amerean 

Gambling. is expected to-start at; branch ef Lew & Leste Grade 
the Carver House. shortly, and the } Agency of London, tie Gale Agen- 
first show, produced bx Eckstine,!|¢S. and ‘others. 
is skedded for July. 20, Featured in In the BaldwitiMontrose cer. 
the show will be singer Nancy Wil-j porate complex are the Baldwin 
son, emcee-comic -Nipsey Russell, j Hubber Ca, the Montrose Chenn- 
erp team of Cleo: & Bernard, and; cal Co., the Mono. Sol Corp of 
110° sepia. chorines, four of whom: Gary. Ind., a plastics imanufactur- 
will, be nude. (ing concern. Other BYE cor porate 

erin are James loc nis to is 
resigning his posilion with Bliar 

Dick Clark, Ricky Nelson 
To Play Michigan Fair | 

& Co. an investment ‘house, to 

Detroit, July 4. 

| bec ome president of the new hold- 
‘ing companys. Treasurer 4s Jobn 
Reuss, of the fieuts Family of Ft. 
Wayne. at one time one of the 

The Dick ‘Clark show and the 
Ricky. Nelson show will headline 
the-Coliseum at the Michigan State 
Fair, Sept. 1-10. Supporting casts 

owners of the Centlyie Brewing 
Co., uhich became the GAC ym- 

“will include. Bobby Rydell and 
Fabian. . 

mediate parent prior to the new 

Clark’ will headline the first: four | 

merger, and John Po Alton see 
| retary. Hay M. Pravie ana Dr 

‘days, with-Nelson in the spothight. 
the. final. three ‘dais, 

: Pincus Rothberg are parent com: 

Clark: appeared in 
‘Nelson in 1958, each- 

{ pany v ecpees, 

One of the major BM hoidings, 
the Centhyvre Brewing Co ois in 

i process of being sould to ats em- 
1959 and{ployees 

“ste US, Would Spend 3006 
~— On'64 NY. World’s Fair 

Under Sen. Javits’ Bill 
Washington, July 4 

A bill authorizing the Federal 
:Government to spend $300.600 to- 
‘ward participation In the “ew 

$1.50: this year and for children 
from 75¢ to 50c. 
Others in the Clark show hesides [ 

be’ Chubby Checker, 
US... ~Bonds,. Freddy Cannon, 
Shirells.” Johnny and The Hurri- 
canes, Chuck Jackson, Mike Chéf- 
ford .and Jo-An Campbell | With 
| Nelson and Fabian wil} he Johnny | 

ens, Larry. Collins. - the Steiner York World's Fair to be held in 
Brothers, and | Fhe Browns __ 1964 at Flushing Meadows dias 

‘(been Introduced in Congress by 

Sen Jacob K Javits RNY: Co- Likes US. Names { sponscring the Jepgislation acre 
joen. Kenneth B Keating RNY» 
j and Reps Emanuel Celler  Jotin 
i Taber and others in ibe NY dcte- 

But Can’ t Afford. Coin — Coin — Jane Russell’s Costs = {gation to the lower house 
Bill furthers s prior action by -, Reportedly Resulted, in \ Deficit for Iris ‘NVormer Preadent Frcnhen aie, 

‘Tecommended Partieapation m= the 
event. It provides for «+tabiste 
ment of an office of the 1S Cam- 
missioner for the Woild’« Puar 

Secretary of Commerce Hodges 
4m to 

ments. * These generally. much fat-- 
ter than corresponding {ces paid 
Mexican talent, although. sc tual | 

. Miss Russell ix veing | ‘on te a cHid that ita the prese nf 

Basie went:; Iris Theatre ‘here overan approxi- |-Latin American tour embracing Make the Dept of Commerce the. 
responuble agency in thee matter 
- Commissioner 1s ta be appomled. 
by the Preadent. to conduct a 
study as .G the natuse and cstent 

1U -republics.. -Other Hollywood , 
names ate expected 10 make regu- ; 
Jar jaunts below thé Rio Grande ; 
to.take.up slack of no employment 
in motion pictures of the US) participation atid re- 

Reportedly ~Javne Man:field. port recom —o sdations ta the Pres- 
also expected to do a limited en- dent and ta Congiees no later 
.Pagement in Mexico, will Mote on than Jan 35. 1962 Nearinge wall 

to. other Latin American countries | he held an holt) flaouce aud “he 

for an. alleged $400 Uo S-'a day. Senate on thas taltes 

But actual take-home ‘pav may be: Meanwhile. the Faw announced 
Jess than this. since the Latin Amer- entry of four more nations a* par- 
jcan -area’ cannot. shell out big Uepants for a total of 46 counties 
coin for names: which have pledged ta exhibit un 
1 “Rumor: : unconfirn ed, has jt that the International Zar “escome 

ers are Senegal Mauritanta, Sierra 
i Leone and Guinea. Iselt ‘because ‘Of Ove rhe add. 
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Vaude Cafe Dates 
Don ‘Cherry booked: New York 

Carol Chaaning has been signed | 
fo othe) Waldart- Astonia Dec. ° 

fir four week. ... . Mark Monte’s : 
( -ntinente-ls to remain at the Ho-4 

i 

tel Plava’s Rendezvous Room dur- i 
ing ¢bhe summer . Feank Gari; 
ie ed for the Town Casino, . Buf-: 
fan "Sent 2, . Myron €ohen , 
stetts flere Ort. 2... Jean Galvis , 
opens af the Henry "Hudson Mon- ! 
ds 1) . Ella Fitzgerald and 
A! Hirt set for the Carter Barron 
Amp theatre, Washington, July 9 9. | 
Ifet returns, to the Dunes, Las | 
Vetas Oct. 5 for four weeks 

Vonique Van Vooren tapped for } 
the Shamreck Hotel, - Houston, 
Anz. 31, and the Roosevelt Hotel, 
New Orleans, Sept. 28 ... Heward 
Reder set for the season at the: 
Cofonial, Wildwood, goes to the; 
Crown Room, Chicago, Oct. 26 . 
Ronua di Notte, after 
vacation, reopens Monday 110) with 
th. Frio Trasteverino Bob 
Brooks opens at the Living Room 
Monday ‘10: . Gene Kaye, 

j 

his show for a week from Monday 
No _at Grossinger’s, Grossinger, 
N. 

Ritz Bros. pacted for the Inter- 
national, N.Y., starting Oct. 
Adam Wade has been signed ‘for! seshes” _. 
the Copacabana on the Joe E.! 
Lewis engagement, Sept. 7... 
Felicia Sanders set for the Caribe 
Hilton, San Juan, Nov. 3. Char- 
livels start an engagement : there 
Aug. 26 .. 
down for the Crystal Palace, St. 
Louls, July17.. 

Agency. 

Chicago 
“Stewed 

Gate of Horn here July 11 for a 
ee 

FUNNY eo DIFFERENT © SMART 

° INIMITABLE © 

_ We Continental Eccentcies yr , 

Held Over 

AMERICANA HOTEL | 
MEAM!I BEACH, FLA. 

Temporary Address 

JERRY GRANT AGENCY 
220-71st STREET 

MIAMI BEACH. FLA. 

cots FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 

for all Theatricals 
“We Service the Stars” 

Buy Professional — Be Professional 

35 Gag Files for $15, Plus $1.00 Postage 

Foreign: 33 for $25 
@ 23 Parody Books. Per Bk. site tf. 
@ 4 Blackout Books, Per’ 6k. .. $25 © | 

. @ Minstrel Budget $25 6 
How to Master the Ceremonies. 

$3 ¢ Co 
No C.0.D's pe 

» 

py we “Always Open” 7. 
thy -GLASON - 

200 W. St. N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316 ir 
WE Woken EMCEEING and COMEDY: Fi 
iLet a Real Professional Train You: 

| 

COSTUMES 
Gowns and Costumes 
INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

MADE TO ORDER 
118 W. 44th St., N. ¥. Ct §-4660 

a week’ S| Tole 

i Witnesses at Harrah's, Reno, for 

four weeks . 
does his ‘one-man show at Prince 
of Wales Theatre, 
eight weeks starting. Aug. 21. 

. Pat Harrington Jr. | Michele Lee follows Ann ‘Howard 
at Dino’s Lodge July 17, trailed by 

. Frankie Vaughan | Louise Vienna July 31... . Vie Da-: 
has signed with the William Morris mone opens. South. ‘American. tour 

July 20 at Copa, Rio de Janeiro. 
Pat Boone off on around-the-. 

{ world p.a. tour, starting with 10-. 
Prunes” set for the | day South African stay July 12 in 

| Johannesburg. 

| Don Rickles 

i weeks at Bellevue Casino, Mon- 
‘treal, starting Nov. 9 . 
Anthony plays ‘one-niter at Hilton |. 

|| Hotel, Denver, Aug. 7 for Denver |’ 

‘a double frame . 
linked for July 20-Aug. ‘2. stint at, 
; Fahoe Harrah's 

j ' Tuly 

| the Holiday. 

{fortnight . 
jfor the Tr ade Winds Aug. 3 for two 
weeks . 
Nicki & Noel down for. the Palmer 
:House Aug. 3 for. two . 

‘for a week . _ Stardust Green “Trio 
‘and Lift Hines: at Dann’s Hide- en 
away, Chi, until! Aug. lt... . Dick 
Smith held over for a third week 
at Chez Louie Lounge, Tampa . 
Adam Wade into the 20 Grand, De-.|” 
troit, July. 7 for 10 days .. . Bev- 
erly Wright plays the 400_ Club,” 
Denver, July 10 for two weeks . 
Jo Ann Val set for Carl Hoppl’s, 
Baldwin, L. I., July 25 for a week 

. Dukes of Dixieland open a five- 
day stand at the Cabana Club, Pa-: 

.- Joe Conti. 
istarts. three-week engagement at 
the Playboy Club, Miami, July 22- 

ducah, Ky., July 10. 

. Jitimy Nelson into Aku: -Aku, 
do, July 31 for a week. 

Hollywood 
Frankie Laine two-nites. at Ava-. 

WAAT, Treaton, deejay, originates , lon’s ‘Catalina: ‘Casino Ballroom: 

July 14-15 . . . Julie London ‘boites 
for first time in: year, .apening 
July 28 at Malibu. Beach Club. 
ong Island, thence to Mister 

; Kelly's, Chicago. Aug. 7 for three 
Sam Butera and The 

. Sammy Davis Jr: 

London,. for 

The Limeliters” headline new 
show July 6 at Crescendo. . .. 

inta .- New Facks, 
| Frisco, July 5... Jaye P. Morgan 
:- booked into Frisco’s Fairmont Oct. 
i 26. Gene Barry set for two 

Medical Center benefit. 

‘Reno-Tahoe 
Petér Lind Hayes set for a July 

14 bow at the Cal-Neva, Tahoe, for 
‘Jack Benny 

. Loufs Prima in 
Reno Harrah's as “surprise 

[guest with Sam Butera & Wit-' 
inesses . 
| picked up option on Le Crazy |." 

. Riverside. op Bill Miller 

i Horse Revue, rvnning it ‘through 

din revue after Crazy Horse < . 
i Vagabonds in. debut at Mapes ‘new’ 
show room. . 

Sylte Sisters booked for. State 
Dept. tour in fall. 

‘reprise at Harolds Ciub.. « Comic 
Harry .Mimmo to the Carillon in 
‘Miami for’ indefinite engagement 

-Ginny Greer and Gallions to |. 
North Shore Club, Tahoe, Aug: 4 

Crystal Bay Club,-Tahoe.. ... Gay- 
lords in playback at Riverside Ho- 
tel lounge... . Charles Gould and 

‘his Satin Strings continuing long- 
term date ‘more than 50 weeks) at 

London 

i cans a. aust “ ate ray anuseaeteit LT etdentie Retiioniteraneenrert 

ona wuteul Oe etareA pe D OTHE 

Now Available. 
FOR LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS 

x 

E. 
3 
F and 

a 

fT, 2. for DATES and Further 

z SHEP FIELDS 
H SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL 
¢- Houston. Texas 
3. MOhawk 4-9307 
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Information CONTACT sxavz wa we 
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JERRY LEVY | 
DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES. = 

$7. St.. New York 3 
Woirel e 6-84531 J 

[17 days. 

. Andy Williams and 

. Dizzy. |. 
1Gillespie and Big Maybelle skedd-. 
‘ed for the’ Reval Theatre Aug. 11.]. 

| Minor. Aspen in Colorado (June 

| oratory and poetry: readings and 
| —with 1961. as the first Centennial 

. Ray}. 

An run of any theatre, 28. years. Steel 

| Pier.is repeating. Tast season's $1.50. 

. Harold Minsky .to bring. | youngsters. - 

Del ‘Ray in | 

; King’s IV open July 14 at 

; ‘talent: for the. “season. . 

which ‘hopes ‘to book’ such names: 
Bobbi Baker. set to open at the 

Astor Club in London..Aug. 18 for 
2{Steele’ is at. Club Harlem with a 

timonya.| new show; Jack Bernato’s Gondola 

| 
1 house either’ a motel or’ a parking. 

‘ fot. 

ee 

‘She’ s: also set toi ‘play the 
lead in “Annie Get Your.Gun” at 

Point, N. J.,. July 11-16... . ¥ran- 

Las Vegas, for four weeks begin- 
ing Aug. 7 .., 

Marien: Lyst, Theatre, Elsinore; 
Denmark, Lo ot 

Culture Boom 
— Continued trom: ‘page: _—« —| 

Tanglewood. vin. . Massachusetts, 

Cincinnati’ s Zoo Opera, the’ various 

- | Lewisohn Stadium ‘concerts in 

of culture at ‘Chautauaua, N.Y. 

of Summertime, U.S.A. 

As :to the multiplication - of 

‘end there is an almost ‘dizzying 
“array. . Perhaps” 3,000 Summer 
‘events now flourish: “Resorts arid 

‘Tt hotels have’ also become. promoters . 
‘of ‘culture, per ‘the’ Family. Jacobs 
at Lake. Tarleton in New Tarleton. 
in -New Hampihire and umpteen 

times. contiguous _to,-: summer 
dramatic stocks, musical tents: for 
operetta. and so on. ., 

-Nor is.a warm weather concert 
-nécessarily “light: ™* Carmel, Cali- 
fornia, devotes ‘itself ‘this. month 
(July. 14.23) to the: works - of J."S. 
Back. ‘including | his Mass. in .B 

-28-Sept. 3) runs a. gamut of con- 
‘Certs. recitals, operas and lectures. 
Ted Shawn’s Jacob's. Pillow Festi- 

dance: techniques: eos 

Some © of - the ~ ‘cultural... events. 
‘around . the. country are: linked to 
workshops.in conducting, compos- 
ing, counterpoint ‘music’. apprecia- 
tion: and. what-have-you. There 
‘are contests in woodwinds, ‘strings,. 

year—a- profusion of reenactments 
-with. bands - and’ cannons of Civil 
War’ ‘Battles... 

"late ity | 
; Continued frota page: tb ed =. 

deal with. three ° “theatres, vaude-. 

ville, motion picture and kiddies; 
plus ‘the quarter mile at sea. Ma- 
rine’ ballroom, which features. top. 
dance bands. A. thrill circus stadi- 
um is located at the end of :the 
‘pier .and plays four daily shows.. 

‘Steeplechase pier is a block ‘off 
‘with.-rides and - attractions for 

‘A ‘short ‘distance’ on 
.1is Central .pier, which offers an. 

aquarium, two. “restaurants, and 
| various concessions... -Last pier on 
the ‘boardwalk’ {s- the old Millfon 
i Dollar, once the pride: of the re- 
sort, now a.spot for the children, 
following the inroads. .of fire and. 
hurricane.: 

‘Most ‘of: the | beachfront hotels 
‘have rooms for. dining. and dancing. 
Chalfonte- Haddon Halk - Seaside, 
Traymore,. Marlborough lenheim, 
Ritz Carlton, Ambassador, Chelsea 
and the President all-‘have such 
facilities’. with. ‘added © music | and 

500 Club’s. Names... 

Night spots: ‘Include the 500 Club’ 

as Frank. Sinatra, ‘Dean ‘Martin: and 
‘Sammy. Davis Jv. again. _Larry 

room’ ‘ig a new nitery and pulling 
well; Le Bistro: is planning birght- 
er summer-fare, while: Jockey Club 
and ‘International ‘Paddock ‘and Hi- 
aleah are other: magnets: for. visi- 
tors.’ 

‘ Boardwalk motion: picture houses 
again are showing: first-run filins 
-after being. ‘dark ali.-winter. Miss- 
ing’ is the huge Warren, once 
-known as thé Warner. Long 2 loser 
in the resart .cash-.sweepstakes, it: 
Was. razed by the Hamid interests 
the. past winter. It's - site is due to 

NO” ‘legitimate. theatre: {fs planned ! 
there’ this: year, excepting possibly | 

Nearest legit : live shows in hotels. 
fis the Gateway - ‘Theatre in nearby ! 
+Somers Point: which got ‘underway ! 
‘ast “Tuesday (27). night. 
‘sort’s. tmaore .than- 300 licensed! 

book Singers or ‘musical groups. 

the Gateway Playhouse,. Somers. 

Society | singer 
Rosetta, Averill currently at the 

folk pageants’ of - :Cafolinas, the 

‘all ‘continue as. an integral ‘part. 

new entertainments - at - highway's: 

establishments in the Catskills.- All: 
this Is’separate from, though. -some- |: 

-val..(Mass.) is a smorgasboard._ of: 

|| cis Brann will be. with the George | 
|| Burns wnitery’ ‘show at the Sahara,j 

Robin Hood Delt in? ‘Philadelphia, 1 

Manhattan, the vast conglomerate 

The . re-|- 

‘places. will, in. most instances, also | . 

v 

It was old. home: week for George Jessel: when. he ‘addressed the 

recent . dedication. -exercises. ard 

N.Y. Not only did the. comedian’. 

in the first. telephone. conversation 

. Lila Lee, a patient at the. hospital. . 

Jessel and. the. former ‘screen. a 

Lake Tarleton Clab’s 
~ 12th Annual Cultural. |-- 

Fest, Beaucoup Names 
, Pike, N. Hy July 4 

Culture with a capital’ Cc makes. 

J its seasonal debut: in ‘the White}. 
| Mountains” this week.. Specificaily, 

it’s the Festival - of. the 7: Arts, a 

‘polymorphism - of’: Speakers and. 

for the cultural, who. will: be mak- 
ing appearances: at the Lake Tarle- a 

ton: Club's: 12th annual series s July 

5-18. 

‘When ‘Walter Jacobs, with. his 

brother Al, ‘initiated. this series al- 

| most ‘two. ‘decades. ago, it sBerved. to 

give: ‘the. eastern. “resort circuit .o 

‘hypo: ‘that has -been. much copied: 

by many ‘other resorts” to..escape. 

the “borscht” “appellation | ft. ‘had 

acquired” several decadés. ago. 

They range all. 

the way : from. novelist. Fanny Hurst. 

to former heavyweight. ‘champion 
Rocky Marciano. Where Marciano 
fits in exactly. ‘within: the. purlieus. 
‘of ‘Culture (with a ‘eapital. C) fs. 
perhaps. somewhat ‘elusive, unless 
the Jacobses are advertising ‘Mar- 
ciano’s educated right hand. 

NBC radio. 
Pearson; - 

ers’); ‘Toronto ‘Telegram’ s- critic, 

‘India; 
‘Toronto — Star 

ner from: "Mysore. : “Univ., 
‘Norman Phillips, 
foreign news. editor.. 

- Under. the heading. of “More of |{ 
the Arts,” the Tarleton bills .such'|}- 
varied . eritertainers as : “The: Fan- 
tastic. 
itone Lee Cass; soprano. Brenda 
Miller: of the N. ¥. -City' Center. 
Opera .Co.,.plus a group of Hindu.| 
dancers ‘called the Bhaskar. com-.|} 
pany. : : Finalists of the: Metropolitan. of 
Opera: Auditions of the Air: al} 
water color exhibit; ‘reproductions {_ 
of ‘historical | front. pages of the 
N. ¥. Times -are. typ 

varied ‘entertainers with an affinity 

fai 

The bookings this, year run the a 
gamut, as. -usual.: 

‘There are. also.. author Grace 
Metalious. (“Return . To -Peyton |. 
Place”); Max Frankel, N. Y. Times. 
correspondent at the . United Na- | 

.jtiens; Ted Cott, “exec. -veepee’ of 
(TV's WNTA: -radio commentator 

~ | Gabriel: Heatter; TV-radio’ person- 
ality Virginia: Graham; Montreal |. 

}Star news: editor - Gerald: Clark; 
commentator “Leon. 

author Gerald Green | 
(“Last Angry Man,”. “Lotus: Eat-} 

Clyde: ‘Gilmour: Dorothy: Gordon, 
NBC “Youth. Forum”. moderator; 
‘Hira Nirodi, Fulbright Award win- 

,"* off-Broadway revue; bar- | 

\ ieal of. - the | 
Festival's Cultural contributions. 

Jack Golbert. returns for another.|} 

. we 
luncheon. of. the’. William. Morris - : 

Memortal Niche vat the. Will. Rogers. Memorial . Hospital, Saranac. -Lake; 

‘Theet a former performer ’ who- told .- 

him he. was on: the bill. with him at! Mt. ‘Vernon; N-Y.,. when ‘he ‘broke © 

.with his. mother, but -he. also sited, 2 

ctress. both, worked ‘ia the: late: Gus. - 
_ | Edwards’ “Scliool Days" units which also had. Eddie Cantor’ and Walter : 
= Winchell, among others, ‘as: child. stars. : 

; Jean: O’Brien, Ex:Hogan,. 
To- Chi Assoc, Booking. 

Chicago. July 4. 

“Sean. O'Brien ‘has : joined - ‘Asso- 
‘Giated Booking. Corp, here. in. the: 

| club’ date ‘department. -She’ll han= 
die both: local and: out-of-town ace. 
counts. ” 

Miss O° Brien’ was. formerly. with 
the ‘Frank’ J. “Hogan agency. . asa 

| booker’ ‘for 54° years. - Hogan's. is: . 
‘ the office that. handles ‘Bob. New: 

hart. 

"64 Fair 
— Continued, from page. 1 — 
the ‘private :club) which wilt be.” 
perched atop ‘the. -Unisphere-type.. 
Structure (but. not ‘on the. Fair's -- 

| Unisphere symbol ‘fitselfr. On this . 
elevation will be.the heliport. As- 
the helicopters. land aloft: this :ele- -. 
-vated structure, they will-face a 
Class restaurant: which ‘will. ‘have a- 
‘commanding view . of | ‘the entire 7 

‘Oniy. hitch, ° as. with: ‘ali: Moses’ 
operations, is that: ‘he. insists that 
the operators. of any. exhibit .also : 
‘invest in underwriting it ‘fully; he © 
does. not- want. to use Fair. bonds 
for anything but: basic operatiqnal _ 
‘expenses and -hopes to repay. these.: 
-bonds—and_ make. a. profit. - _ from. . 
the. gate. receipts.” coe oS 

‘Now Appearing 
Casino Travemunde 

_ Travemurde, Germany 

“THE COMEDIAN” . : 
‘The Only Real. Monthly 2 

- PROFESSIONAL GAG.. SERVICE: : 
THE LATEST — THE GREA EST -_ | 
. THE. MOST-UP-TO-DATES . 
‘Mow. in. tts 129th Issue, ‘contain ., 
stories, one-liners, poemettes, sons 
titles, ‘hecklers, audience: stuff, ‘mone |- 
Fea. parodies, double : gags,- bite]; 

-personations, political, -. tnterruptiens.. |. , 
Thoughts of the Day, Huniorous Views. 
of the News, Vignett es, ‘ete. : 

‘$25 ‘YR—SINGLE IssuES 2. 

~ $38 Yr SINGLE ASSUES ‘$4. 
ut Na. €.0.D.'s . 

"SILLY: GLASON, 200. w. 54th ‘St. ; 
—_ New York City. 19 €O,. ideal 

season as the festival director and |/W— 
eméee, - -with -Hal. Graham as musi- 
cal. director. 

Weather permitting, ‘the ‘Festival |]. 
is held outdoors ‘on .the green:. 
velvet “quadrangle”; ‘otherwise; in 1 
the No-Name Theatre. 

A~less-formal “Cracker. Barrel” 
seriés of talks, also with name per- |]- 
sonalities,. is held. in. late August. 

= 

BS 

5 ‘Lauchter: Is wher. ea Attar . 

AWHIT EY’ ROBERTS. 
Always Working 

dune: 20, 23, Hilton ‘Hotel, Denver. 
Chicago June. 24, Eimhurst C. Ms 

“gune'as io ‘anes Moone Wee Memphis” se Con 
aring July te ato: 

Statler bed Wie New York City . 
*. Wet te BE Seen en Television” 

TONY LAWRENCE 
“The Continental Dreamboat" 

_ Just Closed Smash-Hit. at. 

“THE FABULOUS DUNES" 

*. Opening 

THE TOWN. HOUSE - 
; Pittsburgh, July 16 

“MOST Seren ascot YOUNG SINGER’. 

“litres, . Impressions and im] :* 
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More 

i te}, 

HEMINGWAY LSE. _ 
Pee eo fbeettssc ta, 62L Nebel | 

| CTR Boveties’ Wipe spare 

+g eater amd fete. Of Vieenee 
Bett @eedtarites Accson Fite jaar. 
£.  : mo shot bbe ceif vues glean. 
i fee shiaftaz oan. his hottie mi 
Ro fee baa oo fede 2 feat 
Bio Ce edt age wecoradd bee doer dee 
a ot reqh. of teed tee peshe 

§ eattactt® a, 1 CH es 
¥ “ovo suitide or accident | 

2ooNs tTralor novels and ! 
Re ; t 
‘Poar oa et odnte teagan, firm pro-! 
G Not tegid oak teat Bart 

Joop. Wk ve ete dat SGr eet ae an 
aot ¢ fitsver woth the Tata” 
a: rT Piihcco emreriwend at die - 
19°90, a the leading voice of the | 
ost ogeresation One of thei 
Tattef eo. Ueeie ate ex-patriates : 
lithe re Patt oatter The war, he 
Croats? ones the Titerare 
Beart oof that era armel virote his: 
fal short stories under fhe ine 
fleck - ot Gertrude Stem a #rev, 
@re ce Of tite Fronch saion set. 

Mae firs? noeef, “The Sun Also! 
Bisse, as nat nim 1926 and | 
e:! burshed hett: sHamedrateky an a; 
t Mae novel? In “Farewell ‘To! 
Attias pub'rshe din 1929, he « wrote! 
(One of the most sitccessful novels ; 

ta come out 
" ives tao film treatments, 
feat iv in the 19% 30s av 3 Giarv Pupon. 

ot the war. “Arms” 

Cooner-Helen Haves starrer and 
recentiv with Rock Hudson. 

A big tame hunter and -an_ afi- 

handled these themes in a 

IN LOVING MEMORY 
Of My Dear Husband 

HANS BARTSCH 
who passed away 

oe i 
sa O84 and miamntamed a heboratyry: 

‘Jue inventor. was bot in Coun- 
tal Bialts. foway on Aus 26, 1873, 
toe sun of a minister and tater a 

-tafiese qeeajdent, ..De Forest, 
195, worked out Sead’ thovetes 
a: as the lement tha? hel directly 
ts radia, trvanscontit: erital tele- 
plane and, ullimated., talking nv 
Noa pittures and teie.s-10n, 

In 1957, the year he had a se-} 
, vere heart attack, then he was 84, ! 

sive for telephones. De Forest} 
‘received ammumerable honors in his’ 

the Edison? dsfetime, among them 
Medal of the American Institute of 
Electrical-Engineers. In ‘51. hé be- 
came a vicepresident of NAFBRAT, 
the National Assn. for Better Ra- 
iio & Television. And ia ‘58, the}: 
National Assn. of. "Broadcasters | 
feted hint as the originator of moa; 
ern electronics, ; 

His wife, former actress: Marie | 
:Mosqitine, and three: 
, urs ive. 

FRED KEATING 
Fred: Kéating,. 64, -one of the top. 

mazicians ‘in, the cafe Held, died! 
of a heart attack June 29 in Newj 

; York. He. depended as much on, 
smart, . comedy patter as he did: 

his, illusions, although. the 
latter were considered among the; 
best in his field. For years. his top 
trick Was. making a live bird in a 

chanvlo of the bull-ring, Heming- [cage disappear in a crushing action. 
Way Among other things, Keating was 

Jaly 10th, 1952 

Always In my thoughts. 

‘Wife, IRENE PALASTY BARTSCH 

seties Of stecesstul books includ- 
fs "Deatk ib The Atternoon” y 
429327) "Wanner Tahe Nothmg” | 
Gass oand -The Green: Hills of! 
Atrica” -1983 During the mid- 
La3,. ne was teuched by. the pre- 
Vag iit trends towand “novels of} 
Bee gil Comctotsness. reflected in: 

sree Tovel. as 
Not™ aml “For Whom The | 

Beti Totis.” a story about the Span: + 
J4dst civ Wat 

Ween Word War U- broke out. 
Heri cvasy wos divine fin’ Cuba, 
bat qomed the Gos mualtlary forces 
is. ties invasion. of Eurdpe in a: 
Quacdinilitary capacity Gi. poat- 
wr books aneladed, “Across The: 
Rrer and Into The Trees” whieh’ 
dit.appyinted the ertties, and “Phe 
Oid Man anf the Sea” which re- 
Stored bis standine with them. He: 
recemed the Nabel Prize for! 
Literature in 2954 for the latter. 
wark 
Amonz other 

—-- 

published works. 
Hemingway were “Three Sto- 
and 10 poems” 619235, “In Our! 

M925), -The Tarrents of 
Spring” «91926, “Men. Without i; 
Women” 1927: and “The Fifth’ 
Colimn and 49 Stories" 1938 j 

Besides °Farewelt To Arms, a 
other Hemingway works adapted i 
for the sereen include “The Sun 
Also Rises,” “The Killers,” “The | 
Snows of Kilimanjaro.” “The: 

hs 
Ties 

Tene” 

Sihort Happy Lite ot Francis Ma-:~ 
eomber.”” “For Whom’ The Bell. 
Toils’” and * “The Oid Man. and the 

Ftqun 

an actor, a former newspaperman. 
a Writer and a onetinie president 
of the -American Federation of} 
-Actors, the predecessor organiza- 

ot the American, Guild ofj 
Variety Artists. 
Keating was taught the elements! 

of inmusic by bridge expert. Sidney! 
“To Have and To! Lenz and later joined the Thurston: 

traupe. For a while. he was with: 
the Miller Bros. 101 Ranch show: 
as a barker, but found that’ this ® 

‘wasn't his field. He later joined the, 
>now’ defunct NY. World vas a re- 
: porter and contributed | articles’ to: 
ithe Smart Set maz. 

However, he 
stave. and performed. at various: 
functiors He was emcee on an edi- 
tion of the John. Murray Anders son 

, Almanac’ and the year after was! 
with Ruth’ Selwyn's. 
1933 he ‘was with ‘Tallulah Bank-’ 
head on Broadway. in 

- AN Others,” ‘and was seen: in: a 
Variety 

:some of the top names of the the- 
atre. He also appeared at. the Palace 
Theatre. 

Keating, who occasionally worked. 
in films, again. was cast .with Miss 
Bankhead in “Dear Charles” in 
1954. He also teamed with Cornelia 

| Otis Skinner in 1956 in “Characters | 
'& Chicanerv” atthe Phoenix The- 
atre, N.Y. The next year.that show, 
changed to “Fun’ & Magic,” was, 
‘moved to the Shubert. Theatre. - 

. Patsy Kelly in niteries, where he 
_appeared frequently ‘until a few) 

Sea” ; Years ago. 
He is survived by his fourth. 

wife, a son from his tirst marriage ¢ 
aad twe other sens from his second ; 
rare ae ate 

DR. LEL DE FOR ‘ST 
Ik Lee De Forest,. 87, whose 

invention of the audion tube in 1906 
bo to the development of radio: 
vfitv, died June 30 in Hollywood. ; 

JACK .JUNGMEYER 
Jack Jungmeyer,. -18,- DAILY VA: 

RIETY Staifer in {fis early days ‘of 
| publication; and feature writer. for 
! Variety, died of cancer June 27. in 
Encino, Cal., where he had been: 
in virtual retirement for the past. 
‘two years: 

Native of Iowa, he followed his 
x over realky enriched financially ’ schooling witha course at C hicaga 

te his continual efforts ‘he was re-; 
fo over 

and alivays sorking to 
uke broadcasting the instrument 

ot culture and education. he once 
wee Ter. ery - out (in earnest 
asain? the crass commercialism, 
tue ether vandahsm of the vulgar 
hucksterts, asencies, advertisers, 
stat euners ” Death came - 
tit: 

K- mestbie 

pieitts 

10. 

shop as a commercial artist. .He 
illustrated many of the Jack: Lon- | 
don adventure stories. . 

He was for a time drama editor 
of the Call in Frisco and then 
noved to. Hollywood to lead the 
Bureau for Newspaper’ Enterprise 
Assn. (After 

: story 

ev 
4 
tr 
:~ 

ene 

datighters £ 

i" 

| Magic,” 

has a deep and.-sexy speaking. voice 
in her’ .personal table-hopping;: in 
i which the looker instantly scored.- 
Brownhaired. singer ‘of American | K 

‘Ore. » Frank Marti Orc. 

returned to. ‘thet 

9:15 Revue. In! 

. ‘Forsakingy 

of shows afterward. twithi:ley is 

For a while, he did an act with 

Art Institute and later moved to t 
300) electromic -San Francisco where he set ‘up! ‘peated: earlier at’ Gate. of Horn -in- 

several. years as Story: 
ther of ‘radio in, Holly wood, jeditor at the old William Fox. stu es 

{dios and - -fréeélance scripting, . she: 
|. joined Daty VARIETY as first-string |. 
‘picture reviewer and news. staffer. 

‘He left-DY in 1945 after 10 years }: 
‘with’ the sheet to -head the PRC! 

and following’ year ‘. 
_ 7 _ joined. Joe. Reddy’ 3 publicity ‘staff if 

iwhere for the last several vears he | 
“ter 12 .¢ars he retired to his ‘hobby 
Lof, ‘painting 

de pt: 

at Wa:t Disney studios,” where. af- 

Survis Me are. his son, “Jack ‘Ir, 
film and ty producer, three ‘brothe ; 
Cro. and 1¥0° sisters. 

¥ E LIX. BRENTANO 

{his first play when he was 19 years 

+t ia short. stories" were "he was still working, taking out.a]0ld: The following year he did. . 
patent on an automatic dialing de- | jazz musical version of “Charley” 

Aunt”. . which -. was. 

‘Copenhagen. He«-. later - 
Europe with. 

‘He canie to the U.S. in 1934 for: the {2 
‘Holly wood production of that: play. . 

‘La. 
- directed | 

“The . ‘Princess and 

- In 1937, Brentano. staged 
ara - Padrona.” ‘He 

Ernest Toch's 

ee ontinued -on page 63). 

JACcQu ‘ELINE. ‘LEIGIE 

30 Mins, A : 
: Franz Josef. Room, Toronto. 

: Eormer fronter for the: Vincent’ 
Lopez Orchi,. . Jacqueline. ‘Leigh's. 
alto warbling’ sees a switch from 
the - “Continental, ” clothes- -con- 
scious” charteuses of the. past 18 
months at the posh Franz Josef 
:Roomm. . 

language~ lyrics, Jacqueline: Leigh 
Sings—in English—such “pops | ‘of 

1 American. origin: as a bouncy 
“opener. * ‘Song Coming On,” segues 
, into. the: blues. “Cry Me.a River,” 
+a, rollicking. “Let's Fall. -in Love.” |f- 
land: “Kick: Out. of. You” for: first 
. set. 

“ONTigty and . “Old. ‘Black 

‘ners” ‘spirituals have: the well- 

{ heeled spenders applauding . for | Leas, Barbra’ “Streisand, ‘3 Flames, “Jim: 
‘more requesté:. 

, With a rich alto, Miss. Leigh also: 

‘pop ‘stuff also has a dramatic de- 
livery, clear diction and a husky 
voice that is a relief’ from chan-} . 

(She ‘was. élad in |° 
‘Lillian Knight, Denny. Regor, Tony: Drake, 

toosie sopranos. 
i black evening. gown, .with : elbow- 
length black: glo es—when ‘caught’. : 

“A campelling ‘personality on her 
first visit to-Toronto’s Franz Josef 
Room, ‘she then: ‘embarks: on. asix- |. 
weeks’ tour. of. South: “America. 

| WALT: CONLEY | , 
Folk - Songs, Comedy: 
30. Mins. ~.. . : 
: Padded Cell, “Minneapolis 

Current. ‘rash. of. folksingers. 
: overcrowding the” field,. is a’ tall 
‘ barrier.’ for many. - ‘young, rising 
troubadours. One:.- neiy . folksinger. 
with a fairly -good chance of suc- 
cess -is Walt Conley. 
tone w ith a nice. guitar touch, 

‘a. young (32), handsome 
Negro lad: who has. been:.perform- 
ing ‘since  ‘he- 
Colorado State.College in. 1957:. 

| Mest: of ‘Conley’s work has been. 
in. his hometown Denver where he 
operated the Satire ‘Club -for one: 
year and spent. 27. -weéks .at) the 
exodus 

hopes ‘that the’ expanded. exposure 
plus” introduction — of a. new, LP 
album, ‘Passin’ Through with Walt 
Conley” (Premiere . label, will 

| boost him further: 
. Conley does a nifty job on. more: . 
popular’ folk ballads such as “John: 
Henry,” ‘Jim Hill’ ‘and. “Go Down, 

1 You ‘Murderers.”.-He also. handles 
. occasional blues‘: creditably. His 
irepertoire includes ‘too many off-| 
beat numbers, however; and’ ‘his 
material needs: culling. Performer 
must also polish his. between-songs |” 

‘Adams, Marx & Frigo,. Marty: Rubenstein . patter. “Several’ -punchlines are 
‘mumbled. and lost to tablesitters 
in‘rear. | 

Padded cell has ‘been: -doing| © 
‘biz with Conley who. ap-’ heav y 

rc hicavo. Club was jammed at show 
caught. ‘With: 

| folksingers,. Conley: may. have 
trouble’ attracting. attention. but his. 
impressive: vocal talent” and ap-|-: 
pearance - could help him make ‘the 
-grade'in other entertainment fields 
including. ty and musical comedy’. 

Rees. 

Felix: . Brentano: . 52). producer-. 
director, - died - June 23. in New 
“York 

A native’ ‘of Vienna, he directed 

Heiner, Ivan King.. 

successtul 
enough to- repeat in’ Berlin and. 

‘toured. 
“La. Belle: ‘Helene’, 

and Max’ -Reinhardt's’ production’ | 75 
of “A Midsummer Night's: ‘Dream:” 

| May, . 

‘CaiPoli: - 

~-Lonnie “Don¢gan, 

‘Fte, 
‘ lowghby. “Dancers,. Richard Hardie, David’ 

; Scottish, Junior-| 
Singers, Pipes & Drums of Glasgow; Two 

‘Roy ‘Castle, 

Jeremy 
| Frame, 

‘Where the. “Continentals”. 
‘| have’ got ‘by - on ’- their. foreign- 

plus the “Sweet Chariot,” | 
IYes. Indeed™: and “Sing You Sin- 

| Jo Lombardi Orc.,.B. Harlowe Orc.. 

. Have. 

A fine ban- 
‘Con-: 

_ Braduated* . from } 

+ bot,.Gordon Connell,. Gerry Matthews, Bill 
Hennant, Mary L. Wilson, Pat Ruhl, Carl | 

‘Club... He. started ~cross- 
country | dates. six. moitiths: ago and |. 

' Lee, Eddy ‘Subway 0 

“Holiday” (13), 

overabundance of |: 

NEW YORK ay: 
‘MUSIC HALL. .--. Centerinial College : 

, Choir, - Corps de Boilet, Rockettes, Rayns 
! mond - Paige Orches: ra: 

“AUSTRALIA _ 
MELBOURNE - (Tayo! -- ‘Don Tdnnen, 

Lee’ Sharon, Lucio & Ros.ta.- Four Kovaes, ; 
McKay Bros. & Romdyne, Daniele Dorice,, 
Hal Roach, Anne Crag, Yolande . Rodi1- 
gues, Leo. Arnol:” 
SIDNEY — (Tivoli--John™ Larsen, 

‘Croft, Ormonde Douglas, Nunce Rasmus: : 
sen. Doreen:. Morrow. . Lorraine: Quinn, | 
Bram. Seltreser, Judy Houke,- Eric Gorm: | 
ley, Eileen’ Hattam, Frederck. Dure,.-Kevin- 
‘Mills, . Peter. Norch.. Vincent - : Foster, 
Arthur’ Gorman. Pauline” Gartick: ° Carl 

BRITAIN. a 
(Grand Arthur: Askey, | 
‘Betty . Driver, Bunny ; 

Ray mond: Dver,.! 
. Billy | 

ae Frankie 

‘BLACKPOOL 
Beatrice.. Varley, © 

Linda . James. 
Geoffrey - Ryan. . Jil. ‘Thompson, 

sker 
“BLAC KPOOL : (Palace) 

‘Vaughan. Arthur Worsley, Billy. Ternent.: 
.Orch:, Maxiné Caates,: ‘Bell-Tuones, Nel 
Pat ‘Delrina,’:Kims, Ted. Lune, ’. Hetty. 

BLACKPOOL. (Tower™ Cireusi—Charlie: 
fos Schickler. Sisters, Knie’s 

Palacios. ° Circus - 

Ki 

A as 

Little Jimmy. &. Circusettes... 
BLACKPOOL a Winter .Gardens. Pavilion): 

Dallas. Buys... Suzie 
| Miller, Gil & = -Freddie Lavedo, - MiKi.: I 
Griff, Norman Vaughan =~. ; 

- BRIGHTON (Hippodrome). — Max> By: 
| graves, Benson Dulay & Co, Ewe. Tones, | 

+Peter. Dulay. Wallis. & Beryl, Johnny. & : + masa ta die dntes: ‘Gerlane Paphael 
Suma -Lamonte, Ballet Montmartre. 
‘GLASGOW. (Empire). --- Andy. 

fan, Powrie & ‘Band. 
‘garet Mitchell. Max Kav, Andrew -McKen-- 

Dixie Ingram, 4 Javs.- Cherry. Wu- 

Stewart, 

Logan, Aeolian Choir, - 

‘Heinkes. © - 
-LONDON: (Palladivm—Harry Sécombe, 

Marion ‘Ryan,’ King .Bros., 
Eddie Calvert, Wise. Guys. Audrey. Jéans, 

Hawk, ‘Michel. Carol, 
Helene. Howard Barantons; 

Wendy. ‘Wayne, -" hone Corbett, Jack: 
Francois; gorge Carden Dancers, Bill . 
Shepherd $Siiiger: 
"MORECAMBE. (Winter Gardens) -—. B 
‘Charlie Chester, - edley Ward ‘Trio, 
Eric “Jéeves” Grier, ‘Wallabies, J &’ P 
Barbour, Franklin & Doves, ‘S & Vi}. 
Annand, John Tiller Girls. ae ; 

Gabe Bills 
“NEW: YORK city 

AFRICAN - ROOM _ “Fabulous - MecCley- 

‘Austin. - ‘Phil: 
. erlys... 

BON gor 2. ‘Jerome & 

mie Daniels... 
‘CAMELOT.— Matt Dennis, Gladys - 

J ohnsan. 
‘CHATEAU MADRID Extravaganza ‘La: |. 

tino,” .Tete .. Machada. - Los 
‘Lolita, “Papi Campo Ore: 

COPACABANA—Gus: “Mitchell,” Georgie 
aye, Donglas. Clarke, Paul 7 

EMBERS—Cecil Lloyd. | - - ; 
. HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane. Ore: ° 

. HOTEL ELY SEE —Kane, & OQ’ Brien. Mel 
Martin, Jack Arn 
HOTEL LEXINGTON-Virginia Wing. 

Tony. Cabot Orc. 
“HOTEL. NEW YORKER. — Ted Huston,| 

Lenore Marten, Verna. Lee. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Monte'’s Continentals. 
‘HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 

- HOTEL. ROOSEVELT: —. “Milt . Saunders |. 
Ore . 

; INTERNATIONALJo. ‘Ann * Campbell,. 
Gooters. McKenna’ Line,. Mike Durso, Orc..,- 
Aviles Ore. | 

LATIN QUARTER — Eleanor Powell, 
c haz. Chase, Wazzan Troupe, Harrison &. 
Kossi, Dorothea: McFarland. Ronald Field, 

LEFT. BANK: — Cal Bostic, 
Friend. . 

‘LITTLE... CLUB—Jane Harvey. - 
LIVING ROOM" — Bob Ferro - % Rita. 

4 FIFTH ‘AVE. Fla. Karin, Brook- | ° 
field. & ‘Harty, Fred Silver, Ann Lnden, | 
NO. 

Dick Hankinson. - 
ONE SHERIDAN ‘$@. _—Orson Bean. 
ROUNOTABLE _— ‘Red Nichols, “Tyree: 

Glenn, Ore. 
MBRA'— Yaffa- “Yarkoni, Rabel 

zijle Martin Rowen Sara. -Ayani, Kovesh 
&. Mizrachie,.Leo Fuld, 

UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Cell. ‘Ca 

‘Norma 
VILLAGE ‘BARN. —. “Dory : ‘Sinclair. | 

Ralph Pote, ‘Tommy Zan, Lou : Harold 

VILLAGE ‘GATE—Cal "Tiaeder. 
VILLAGE: VANGUARD— Miles” Davis. . 

‘CHICAGO _ 
BLUE ANGEL —“Pablo Candela Revue?” 
Pablo Candela, Rafael Hernan, Glamazons 
44., Lord ¢ 
and Al Stuckey Orcs 
‘CLOISTER—Phil Tucker, Eddy & Mary 

re.” 
CONRAD HILTON — Fantasticks,” 

John .Mcl.eod, Mimi Turque. Tom: Ayre, | 
‘Skedge Miller, Michael. Enserro; . Dale 

AGE ROOM ‘Happy : Medium) 
‘Ma rie. Benne 4 
'EDGEWATER BEACH | 

- Phillips, Hal Holden, Gjon Melle.: ° 
DOWNST 

“Hawaitaa | 
Les. Waverly Ore. - 

GATE: OF. HORN—Odetta, Ben & Adam. 
Fred . Kaz~ Trio. 
LONDON HOUS#—Marian McPartland 

Trio, Eddie Higgins Trio.. 
MISTER KELLY’S:— June: Vall, “Don 

‘PALMER HOUSE—Kitty Kallen; Johnny | 
Puleo - & Harmonica Gang, 

PLAYBOY CLUB—Javkie Vernon, ‘Stan 
“Wilson: ‘& 

.Fletcher, Gina: Martin, ; 
Bob’ Dayi is Trio, Kirk Stuart Trio, Harold 
Harris.. Trio, Claude Jones. . 
“TRADE WINDS—Lenny 

Greer, _$0e : Paynello Trio: 

LOS ANGELES 
“BAND. BOX — Arthur Blake “Revue.” 
BEN BLUE‘S—Ben Blue, “Les Carps de 

Pareé.”. Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Fhurs: 
‘day. Dianne Gay, Ivan Lane -Ore. (5). 

. COCOANUT GROVE-—Sheila &. Gordon’ 
“MacRae, Dick Stabile Orc 
CRESCENDO Hoberia ‘Sherwood, The 

‘Bruce:: 

"jLimeliters @ 
o's: 

Colin: s a 

‘Roland's’ 
“Tieers, 35 Blwerdene Berosinis. Rudy Horn, 

.}| Moni the Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea |- 
‘Lions, -3 Larandos. Lilian, Kenny,. Sydney 
---The Kangaroo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy;: ; 

] 
Alex MeAvoy,- Mar- Kay Stevens. 

Grazina | ¥. 

|: ette Riedinger, Pompoff,’.Thedy. & 
jj ily, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis,-Danny_. 

Romeros, 7 
‘| Collins, . 

Shelley | 
OO” ; in Paris,” 

; Leighton: Noble ‘Orc. - 

ae Nemeth, ‘Nita’ & Pepi, Carla Lucern 

‘| Martel; Marcel. 

isto, ‘Ting. Perez, Lord Mike. | 

‘| Tomaty, Dick 

Ben Arden : 

Lenin, Coronadoes;’ Katie Lee, 
Jerry Shane, Sam 

Paula : 

- _Wodncaday, July 8, rt 

| CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK ‘OF: JULY 5 

ira harlie ‘Manna. 
Ant: Howard, . 

‘Steve’ La. Fever. 
SLATE - BROS. Jim Ba ckus 

‘ STATLER HOTEL-—~Playinates in Las. 
‘Wedges, Skinnay Ennis ‘Ore, . 

- FHE' SUMMIT--Kine’ s IV. 

| Mac wen, Eduardy. _SaSson. 

LAS VEGAS: 
. “DESERT - INK—McGurre ‘Sis. Jack Du-. 

‘YE LITTLE CLUB.-- Cleo ‘Jong, Deva . 

rant,-bDunn’Aiden Dancers. Carlton Jlayes’ . ° 
; Orc.-” Lounge: Michael Kent, Dave Apol. | 
' ton, Milt -Herth, ‘Henri Rose, - Bobby 
Stevenson, - 

UNES—"Tenderloin,” - Ron. ‘Husmana, . 
" John -Alexanude, . , Cota 
' Phillips, Ralph ‘Dunn, Irene. Kane, Nanc¥ -"-. 

‘Hex ‘Everhart, - 

-Emes, Marjorie Pragon, Christine Norden, 
Bill: Reddie Orc.. 
'Trian Boyer, ‘Travelers 3... 

ORTE €L CORTEZ. — ‘Sunny Bpencer. ‘THe 
Co nleys. 
'‘FLAMINGO—The Miltan’ ‘Berle Show, 

‘Flamingoettes, Don Kirk, Nat. Brand- 
wynne Ore. “hounge: -Harry James, -- 
Joe_ Williams. 

‘ack Bion, | . 

Eadie * . 

Lounge: Billy: -Eckstine, eo, 

‘FREMONT - Joe King Zanuaes, Newton: 
1 Bros >’ Make’ Beleves.” . 
ar GOLDEN -NUGGET. Judy Lynn, Jimmy a 
‘Wakely, Novelords. Gadabouts,, Joe Wolk’: 

|-verton, Annie Maloney.. “ 
HACIENDA = Four ': Tunes, 

Olenn,: Key notes; - Cathy _ Ryan, Grov er. 
Shore 3. 

Musso, Johnny Paul, * Sparklers... 
, NEW. FRONTIER — 
Lounge: Ink. Spots; Harry Ranch. .’ . 

“Mitzi. Green, Jules 

Anne ‘Russel. : Lounge: Sammy. Kase. 

SAHARA—Connie- Francis,: Dave: Barry 
‘Joyce: Robert Dancers. - ‘Lounge: | 
Kaye Trio, ‘Characters, Deedy & Bill. 

— Red Sk 
-Gary~ Nelson: Antonio ., Morelli 

‘Donald, ‘Deuces 

aye, Réd: Marshall, Danny Jacobs, 
Taffy: O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, wt 
George ‘Redman Ore¢.; Lounge: Lori Phil- 
lips, Charlie Teagarden. Gree Twin T 
-‘STARDUST—"“Lido: de ‘Paris”:. 
ernard -Bros., Kim Sisters; Hap; 

‘$te. “Micki | _Lynn, : Ralph. ‘Young,’ 

Lounge. 

‘Sammy’ Shore, Harry Nofal, Garwood: 
Van’ Ore: ; -Lounge: Hank: -Penriy, Sue 

+ Thompson, Ed. Domingo & Norma, : Frauke - uo 

TROPICANA—“Folies Bergere;”* . Cok. 
-Fame 

‘Wil 
SILVER SLIPPER —Hank Henry, Sparky 

Johnny: 

LAST ERONTIER Lou Mosconi “Jr. * 
“Fritz Becker, - 

-MINT—Pat Moreno’ (] “Artiste & Modela 

1 NEVADA—“Les’ Girls. De Paris," Jose .. 
Duarte, Moon: Puppets, Kay. ‘Brown, ‘Vido- 

“Holiday ‘in Riv.” 7 

Mary 

elton, ‘Copa Girls, - 
Ors .. 

Lounge: 1 Red Norvo, Dave. Burton, Morty. 

SHOWBOAT—Boraie Sloan, Skeets Mo- a 

Tunes." >: |, 

y Jest-~ 
oberta : 

- THUNDERBIRD — Kirby. Stone, Fours <0" 

“Costello, Trio Martelli, Mme..‘Baron ‘Hal-— 
Florence & Frederft & Daricers, Ray *::: 

“Colonna,” < 
Henny. Youngman, . Mafalda Trio, AL Des 
-Sinaree Ore, ‘Lounge: Jerry 

Paulis’ 4, Dubonnet 3. 

‘RENO-TAHOE : 
‘CAL-NEVA® LODGE - (Tahoe—Andrews * 

Sisters, 
Lounge: 
tet, Harry Hellings. ‘Quartet. - 
CRYSTAL - BAY clus. (Tahoe) —Pa ag 

“King * , Sisters, “Jack. _“Sive™ 

‘Bobby Van, Matty’ Malneck Ora, 

Schafer. 

 HAROLDS- cLuB. — Can‘Can”™” 
Guardsmen... Don ‘Conn Ore’ cate 
HARRAH 'S (Reno)i—Louls Prima. ‘Sara 

‘Butera 

(cay Windsor 
HAR 

& Reese, - Dorben | .Sing ers:.& Dancers,- 
: ounge:. Ray ‘Ans 

pony & Bookends, Wade Ray, Joy &- 
_ Skiles._ ; &. Henderson, 

HOLIDAY ‘“— Joe Maize; “Nick Lucas, 
Poni Tails, .Charles:'Gould:- 

‘Big - -Ting. : 

Russ. Arno, George Ceruiti Quare ~ oat 

‘GOLDEN — Barry. Ashton’ $. “Play mates. i 
Ereddie. Bell, Norman -Rounee a 

Rey: a 

-Witnesses,. Jack Ross Sextet, . 
. Denis. & “Rouers, Joe ‘Maphis,. Monte. Blea 

Tri . 

RAH‘S (Tahoes—Dinah. Shore. Davis. .. . 

MAPES~-Vagabonds. Don, Lane, Betty. 
Axresy, Marksmen. 
NEVADA.:LODGE (Tahoe—Riuth.. Wal” 

lis, Del Courtriey. 

NORTH SHORE CLUB Ctahoer=turray 
ose. 

Orc.. Lounge: Pars and: Patti, Gaylorda. 
WAGON WHEEL. (Tahoe)—-Kay: ‘Martin. 

&. Bodyguatds. Galliens -& Ginny Greer, :- 
Maaka Nua Hawaiian Revue,. Manny Le: 
Pez, | Bobby. Paye,: Arthur - Walsh... 

-MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH’: 
‘ AMERICANA—George ‘Arnold ‘Yee - Re 

vue, Phil Richards, Marjil Lee. Shirley. 
‘Linde, Taylor -& & Mitchell, 
Co., Lolo ‘é& - Lita, Mal 
Klemm Twins, Ice Models. 
CARILLON—Lou Walters Rev... Har. 

‘Mimmo, ‘Pepe. Miller, Tanya -& Bia 
Janine. Claire, Mons. | 
Christine, Can-Can Girls, : 

t:-Ore. 
CB EAUVILLE — “Playmates, “of. Paris,” 

guilar,--Cardle Dretfuss, Sha 

Smith Trio. ' 2 
EDEN ROC—Duke Jenkins’ Orc., Jack: - 

Kasse. 5. Mal Malt xine Ore... Lais Varona- , 
Orc., Steve De 
FaNTAINESLEAU—Lén. Dawson Ore.s. 

.Voradero Sextet 

i lis, Del. we Orc., Rosst, & Boyers" 
atts 0 pers, 

Shirley, & 4° P ers 
. ‘Arnoid,. Johnuy Hamlin, .: Tony. 

RIVERSIDE=I.e Crazy Horse ~REvuey. . 
Channing Pollack. Mac Ronay, Lou LeVitt' -- 

Jerry: Berges. ., 
MM Ore: v 

Choppy, Kayal & © 
acques.. Dow 

Le: Bon, the. Callahans..~ 
DIPLOMAT——Mandy ‘Campo. Ore. Vea... 

FRANKLIN'S Renee: Taylor. 
with, weak ppaxters Kaye Carole. &. 

yawton,. Eddie. ‘Bernard, - “Murray Franks 

SEVILLE Caught - ‘in Act,” Jack De: 

Havilland, Roy Sediey. Sue . 

‘Leon, Terry omens Lind! Ross, Jerry New 
‘bys. Anne Jones. da Lavin, Held : ‘& 

aul: . 
“BALMORAL—"Ice Frollcs of 61, ” Esce . 

LaRue, Curtin & : Hit tle, “Nariga, 
Vic Charies, June Rae... 

. .SAN FRANCISCO -. 
’ BLACKHAWK—Freddie GambrelL 
‘BLACKSHEEP—Earl Htnes Orc. - 
EARTHQUAKE. ‘MtGOON ‘S—Turk: Mue-. 

phy 
FAIRMONT HOTEL—Giseie. MacKenzie, . 

Ernie Heckscher Orc. . 
“GAY 90'S—-Ray ‘K: ‘Goman, Bee &: ‘Ray 

‘Goman, Joan Brant,..Marah: Gates ‘Dners.,. - 
HUNGRY. I — Dick Gregory, Frank 

‘D’Rone. Clancy: Bras.; Olga’. Sbragia.” — 

NEVE—Axidentals;. Johnny: Adimiono.- 
“NEW. FACK’S— Don Rickles, | 

“Alley 3... Georeé Hopkins. . 
-ON: TH 

-Sullivan,”: Marvis' River: : - 
' PURPLE. ONION on 

i Freddie Paris: Jaa Jansen. 
‘Smothers’ Bree. ; 

Jame, ele 

ange. WORKSHOP—Big. Miller, Carta. 
| Am 

Vernon: . 

€ Cece Musgsy “Spanier, toa oa 

wa Nitet sermon o 

orn an 

. ple. 

eon aS 

cn. Loree 

feb le 

ee 

Hoste entender wee oe 

« 
ee ena! 

seed eet et | 

meee perpen, 



Le - Malibu Beach Clab, LI. 

. changed ‘considerably. 
. Past- few years, 
resort scérie: Once'the resorts: had | 

"only": captive “atidienees. 
date -comics, toomlers, ‘Axre -chan-: 
" - toosies”” and. 

AOC: companies. thyt .ereated : Bt 

Wednesday, aly’ Sy. 1961 . 

‘Lido- Beach, ‘LL, ; July 1 
‘Pearl. Bailey,. - ‘Louis: Bellson, 

“= QPapateers : 31, Nat-Harrey: Orch, . 
Eduardo Roy. -Orch;.. Jimmy Butts: 
Trio with Juanita” Smithy 36 30. aaa 
minimums. oe 

‘Phe. compleaiau of sh show: biz hias 

espet? jay: ‘on ‘tie. 

thé. club.’ 

‘<ingers | fornied “into: 

picturesque’. type. ‘of . show “biz. 

- Today. the’ restrt structares have-. 
Beconie hig. entertainment. dispen- - 

- Saries.. 
. only 10 guests- and menybers. but-to } 
“outsiders as well: 
‘afford embry onics—only tap prod- 

_ -uet,. 

| have: huge: installations.. ‘to. cover 
1 the heavy : basic: Casts, ct 

They are now. cateting. not: 

’ They’: ‘cannot: 

They: ‘spend. heavily. and must | 

“The trend: towird names ‘has now 
hit ‘the ‘beach ‘club of. I. ong. Island: ; 
The: ‘Malibu ‘Beach €lub:: operated | 
‘by ‘Sol Leistner, has: enlarged. its: 

main nitery rocm facilities “té 850: 
“"geals, ds ‘a. huge teenster- gather. 

.. ‘ing. place Which Showeases top: disk : 
i. - mames 

' to- members,’ 

vas well 

on“ Monday - ‘rights | free 

bers). and ‘has a” coektail Tounge.!.” 

The: main roi ‘has: alréady heen 3 j 
“booked. for the season with Peéarl. 

_ . Batley 
nore which. debuted: Frida: «301. 

heading .the. preem. show 
“Bulk : 

: . ‘of the: patrons are“members ofthe © 

_ opened to. outsiders’ ‘as . well. 
“Many were Lp 

‘Sl ral. 
Club’: 
“There aré locker ‘and cabana mem- | 

berships and surf bathing ‘during ! 
. the: lay anid: letsa, activity in: ‘the « 

., evening for both adults ‘and juves. 

.-  Ut-takes-a lot! of talent’ to keep: the: 
“spot -$OiINng (as. ‘Hlueprinted. - 

ned on the job. . 

~ new, 

. to: periarm.; . tor “the “precm.. 
“lwith a: ‘plivsician® in. Constant’ ‘at- 

; ‘tendance: 

elub.. But -the room) -has ° ‘ta . be. 
‘and. 

esent. at the. inaugu-.:: 
of: Town ‘&.Country - 
bat hing... privileges, + 

Iv sa: cont 
“with: 

Indications’ are that. this type. 
of. operation : As” rather Javish, tor 
“any: one Spot 

“bership: -Yuoter.- 
_ public and.even for the regulars. 
‘the reo is Hhel¥-to bea weekend .. 
 propesitian.But: vith“ ifs: capacity . 
it: ‘can. come « out. ahead. 

‘Wath out a. huge mene . 
Fer. ‘the: cene ral, 

But: 

Once. she -got on. the - floor... 

She - worked * Teng . and ‘ardiousty, 
‘even: though. her. -style..at: times | - 

“makes . Her. look: like she's loafing “Tf I Had You,” “Walking My. Baby 
“+ Back ‘Hunie.””: 

Her: "asides: ahd - “ree citatives, 
S punituate a Mell grooved <ong. cy- |The ‘Rain. 

ele; .Her. old. familars a 
mainly 

_:.dn a¢companying yerbiages; There: 
y.. Was amplé‘reasan for. a pr otracted | 

“> Harvey - 

“opening: act“ is. Tapatecis ; 
energetic. trio. of ’ Negro: ‘tapsters | 

oe.“ Who" work in. precision: ‘and. ‘Solo 
= _terps: 

Se deejay. a 
=e. summer. sabbatical’ ‘from the‘ Inter: 

“ } national, ‘N.Y.-'"She’H -emcée: the: 
“ AGVA “Auditions which | 
' -at the-spot. on. Monday. nighté - as: 
: wel. Thé. Eduardo ‘Roy: Orch does | 7 

":. ‘the rhythm. dancés. and ‘the: Jimmy 
= "Butts: ‘Trio: . with 

pound, ‘out : the: lounge: entertain: | 
“mente i a : 

a “Burriel’s. ‘Gondorables i 4). 

~<ote hit’ 

“hand at her elose. Her spinal ail ‘half-closed ex¢s.: the flexible body. 
. Ment. didnt prevent hér froin doing 
‘the: norinal ‘amount’ 6f.. dahcing in 

her. act, ‘and. she. ‘didn't. spare. -her- 
. gelf in ‘any: ‘department: during: her’ 
rar gtint. . 

Miss’ Bailey’ Ss: husband, “deunimer. 
Louis Bellson,: 

3) an”. 

They chit” it ‘off. vee TD. 
<The initial <how. was, encend: by 

-Béa: . ‘Kalinus,. how “on: 

will. be- 

Juanita” Smith 

dose. - 

Luigi's. ‘Atlantic € ity 
a ‘Atlantic,-City. July . "h.., 

Earl, -Grant, Billy Kelly, ‘Buster . 
Tonowny . 

‘Boyd's Orch . ainda. Gy $4 - 

.. Sunday Hizongh, Thursdays $6. Priv * 
ooo day Saturday.” . 

Earl ‘Grant. ‘is: “the hottest. ‘thing’ 
‘Jack Bernato’s . Gondola 

room this : season. ép ‘far. and with | 
‘Fourth. of July crowds” swamping.; 

~~ the resort should. do ‘SRO business * 
‘in: “the 400-séater. for: next sevén- 

me days:.--Versatile,” he not. only -is? a’ 
. fine vocalist. but ‘delights .svith. his. 

iano: and. Hammand : organ. nun: + 
ers: Hes a ‘hard-working per- 

-former throughout’ the 50. minutes. 
:‘From “the moment. te comes-on 
stage to Voealize in’ ‘fast - teripo ; 
“Lover Come Back to.Me.” -he: cap- ; 
tivates: his audience. and. -keeps 3 

-. them, with him: through his: routine. 
oe Nostalgic are many.. of .his “selec: 3 

tions like “Look Down. That: Lone: ; 
some” “Road,” " “Autumn Ledves,” 

| His ‘finale, “or. ‘Man ‘River.’ 

during. “the | » Karl ‘throyghout the. latter's 

*Syduew: “Simone - “Orch. 

51. 50“ 410° -non-mem- ;"":. 

she“ started. the § p.m: ‘Emost of his following. 
-, Show .a' little more ‘than-two hours | 
‘Jater. 

- there ‘wwas.. NO -C¥ ‘idence of ‘illness.. 

“capped “tie - Nat ma 

and. bits: :on. “ piario and. ‘organ’ tréin | 
| his newest. Decca. “Ebb Tide. "LP. 

‘is. ‘beat | 
out, at 8. fast, clip. He. has. 10 bee.” 
“6. 83 
Ww ith” chim: is brother. Bill Grant 

“whe: hhas-.a druny solo spot: ‘of tus. 
‘with the 

brotlier.: 

ee bistro for Some time. and afy.‘one | 

7 OWN . which . -poes: “weil .. 
 payees. « Bilt - ‘also - backs: 

tine. 

‘pullmg: one..of thé front: tablers 

‘Gonderables. , do” .neat.“bit: af? 
maneuvering on: stage. jammed 
with, Grant's 

‘While - Tommy Boyd's" arch” bac ks 
‘acts capably.2" 

‘Tony Pastor & Séns. and. Slarie 
Cameron come. ‘in July, 7. Walk. ” 

a London. “June: 29.. 
onuié “Ray, ‘Herman 

’ Siee e: Arlen, ‘Pat’ Fertis, Fosephine 
Blake ;* Bul - Finck;. “Gicts” Alont 
“TO es oo Bows About. Town 5... 

“C22, 

‘Martino’ ‘Oreh ‘61; | $5: 3.85 . 
_ nat ne ° 

2 50: Often: -in-the. past few: years that 
‘he's almest: qualified to. vote. But. ; 
iis stint-at/ the. Talk Of The Town. 
represents’ quite’ a: challenge: © For. 
he’s ‘wooing. a different. audience. 
‘one: Where: his faithful: adolescent. 
-squealing support’ ‘is? ‘conspicuously: 
absent. On the. show caught—his - 
‘third —. ~ Ray: “responded * 

relaxed: types of numbers ‘are xi ly 
distributed. - 

“of his. ‘more frenzied histrionies, 
-mavbe © ac ‘a ‘concéssion to a more” 

“mature’.-audience.: -He:” still: 
“proaches. évety cong. like -a-Titual 
‘and ‘Some “as. a wrestler might “ap- 
Ty a half: Nelson. -But His act: adds 
Up toa very holding. piece of shows. 
Jnanship which delights : the’ butt 
ence 2k 

“Rav! : able: is to: now ‘which - 
In 

"s are-. ont ‘seme. fay: ‘OT. ites 
“dropped, -but his repertoire in the. 
-cirfrent instance should 

With a new ‘one-to London. “There's 
“a. Meeting. Here Tonight: ” and im-: 
‘ mediately goes nto” ‘a: spasm” swith 
_ “Shake . a’ Hand: a 

"There: follows! stich’ ‘familiars: ‘as’ 

“Glad - 
“Broken’ : Hearted. a 

‘Rag .Déill.” 

oe 

rmarks,-. the . ‘Bangling. ‘knees, ‘the 

the: pet. résistérs.. ‘salidly without: 

inditcing: mass hysteria: His ‘Jong- 4 
‘time; ‘drummer. Herman Kapp. -sit-4 
ting - in, with. Srdney. ‘Simanie’s | 
corchestra ; ‘showcases. the cact:/im- - 

culately. - “Simaene’s oultit, . ta-. 
harid during. her | stand. 7 a . ‘gether “with. ‘Ido’ Martirio's Hating’ 4 

: He contribuied a flashy, skin: aria ‘Ametican, rhythm, take. liek: eae 
-that:: “generated - - excitement. The | of tke, dancing: wet 

‘continiies . ‘to’: £C are, 
Funchangéd. except’ ‘for-one-act: “This 
“is Bill Finch: a’ lively jugster-. of 
! batons.- flags and: lights,- R 4S act 

7 B68: throveh Six: weeks. » Ric Tee, 

4 ‘élony Cup. Omahx 
. “Omaha, “July 1. 

“Anntal ‘ippearancé “of: Husty 
“ Draper: at: the:. plush- €olony tubs 

“tener ulfy-is: like money in-the bank: 
‘| for:-co-props. Skee - Fisher and Pat:: 
1Foley.. This: time. Jooms as no €x-* 
‘ception; “with - a capacity house -on. 
tap, for: ‘Friday’ night's 430" open 
ing. 

‘Jovial. tedhead’ hasn't. altered. his 
act: ‘and. request ‘niimbers: indicate | 
the. ‘audifors: are well. briefed on 
His: catalog. ‘It’s -one ‘song: ‘after. 
‘another, with excelient- ‘backing -hy’. 
i Warren Johnson's ° ‘Trio, -arid: Rusty: - 
; On. ‘guitar, then. ‘the: strong finish. 
With - Draper on banjo, for "Bil: 

' Bailey” and: others. "Encere,” has 
ihim on guitar ‘again. far * “Satisfied” 
and - -a-couple: of requests. Show; 
caught ran 43- minutes. 

Draper isin for nine: dave: Clos: 
jing. .Satutday “By: Then: Messrs. : 
| Fisher .and. Foley Jehiit. for. a week 
.to' complete |: “ transformat jon ’ of» 
:Tooin ‘into “Le: Chambre: dé-Ja. Red-: 
head,” With”. capacity : being *: en-. 

‘larged. ‘from 85. to 185, 'B new. Cire. 
cular . “bar. ‘redheaded. waitresses. 
and: a ae aybey Club” "air... 

7 Tramp: 

: Billy: Kelly’ is a. neat: comic Axle. : 

starts ‘SOwly : -but: gradually” Warns 7 
‘up’: hig -dudience:. Best. bit. as) Ris? 

orite the:stage to be his-shadoy.. | ‘yleses the show. 
phe does his Ted- Lewis nuniber. 

‘pianos and.. or: an- 

Cappy 

Ide 
nin: . 

ip . 

SW 'alking . In. 
(first to. rate ‘spontane: ; 

ippeur to he lous -pre-sold applause and “Leader Yr’ 
-heesuse.. of. changes | lof The: Band... eonallys. 

- Ray: retains . mest of his ; -trade-- 

‘Robert Neshiti’s “Ten, ‘OrCIne he 
'gtamor - Show. 

“4 ‘NTurrau. Franklin, 

Rusty” ‘Draper: Warrer ri atin, 
j Tria: § $l cover. : re 

. San Francisco, june 27. 
Dick. ‘Gregory, Claiicy Bros. 131 

‘and Toniniy Makem: ‘Frank D'Rone, : 
Herb: ‘Barman: ‘Quartet,- $3. advies- 
sens. . 

“THis 
Bande? has: ‘Had in: his basement 

‘Gf. the three acts on it? could be the 
Ne adliner, . 
“Dick” Gregory,. 

and:: “being *: ‘the 

» 

being: the comit 
best - publicized. 

but ‘not. nearly . 
20 ‘shocking’? asthe reports ‘cut 
wf the midwest- and: east. make’ him* 
ceceme That is. he isa Negro: and * 
hrs: pasic act is: AO: ‘put twists, from. 

. his View point, 
“lily hite gags, . “ot 

‘For: instance: “They wanted. me 

“on: ‘bew hiskered 

je. niake, a movie in Holiswood . 
WW Mauld* ve been the first. western, 

aie Of: “Town, London . ‘Or: “When Im - 
I'd get’ Satchms and 

the Indians: won, 
“President. 
make. jim ‘secretary | -of state and:: 
pive Banducci a. job so: they 
wouldn't say Im. prejudiced.” -Or: 
‘Alabama, ‘that's Bobby Kennedy" 8: 
Cuba.".Or: “Enjay Me, you might .; 
ind ont:. one. day . that. Ged is: 
.colored:”-Or: 

France'd be-in a helluva. shape \ ith : 
“both Algeria -and New. Orleans.” 

“Tn Between, he. . takes a 
‘Natiety of potshots at.other current 
headline . :matérial—the © “Kennedys: 
space: ‘shots. ‘ty, both political ‘:par- 
ties, newspapers, etc. Most. of his - 
gags ‘aré-one-liners. and. he makes.: 
Ahem: flow quite swiltly.. which’ is . 

“with, 245. : 
“minutes of: ener getic showmanship 
‘in whiclithe frénefie and the mlere:. 4 

Load. His. : delivery 
rotished. 
vhd he keeps the crowd. laughing | 

asn ‘ft terribly: 

“Meadily: for. the . 36 minutes he's $ 
“von. 

Ray seems to: “have out: itt sume’ : 

‘tertainment.. They. sing a elutch 
“fF Tish > folk nuinbers--seven | in 
Pol ees and ‘conjure up. such empathy 
that the audience. is whistling. 

~several songs, ; 
Frank. D’ Rene, “by contiast, is. 

one at the: hert- young pop singers. 

reminiscent’ _ Of ‘Frank ‘Sinatra. .: In 

satiste: MHS 16: minutes: he does {re 
stand- 

ie ° starts) 
ards. iJuast. ‘One of T hove -Things.” 
“So Nice’ ‘To - Come. Home... . Ta.” 
“*Ctosr Out-of This World.?: cin 
‘the Wee Smal¥ Hours." “Get Your ,? 

Bie: ks-6n_ 66") and also shows. he's; 
aw hale..of -a: ‘guitar plaver.. pluck. 
ing: gut -a. wonderful. flamenco - ine‘ 

: strimenfak. 
Opening night. 

radio-ty © personality «bo: flew 
Friséo.. to “introduce” Gregory per- 

vedly- was) welF-intention€d, 
referred :t0- Gregory x. as Athos. 

“Come out here, 
 talawag Mee Someone should tel] 
Dreier. ‘that. 
I sonal. discov ery. hardly 
license: to play. Big Daddy... 
Herb -Bariman‘s . Quartet: inter- 

pen sed ‘pleasant music. in the show. 
which ‘will, Tun: ‘through July. 16. 

Stef. 

Murray Franklin® Ne MBL! 
> Miami Beat h: June 24, 

Re vee ‘Taylor with Frauk. Baxter, 
Kau Carole & Tommy: Dick Harilé 
Jand, Roy. Sedley. Suni Lairton,: 

Eadie Bernard:. 
“Sdrink mininium,, ; 

This '250-seater with: iis. roc kings | 
“chair. avout js: now: an ‘institution | 

ata 

-.on the -nitery:.run. here. Through ! 
“Whe. ears, ‘its aw ner-hust-eméee-'i 
entertainer has shown:-a canny in: : 
isitht into: the: type of ‘policy’ that. 
can. keep. his: spot. going,. ainter’ 
;and summer: amid the tough com- . 
-petish froni the -big-name and- or 
big ‘revue. cafes that: comprise. the: 
‘hotel circuit”: ‘Basic: ‘theme is com- 
eds be. it. broad: “bay dy or sophis- ° 
ticated: and «topical! ' End result: . 
one of ,tfhe:- rare Clubs that draws 
the locals: a8. well. as ‘tourists and. 
any” of the. celebs or show bizites. Tis. 
‘tow n. 

Cc asting: about for “ne A t6, this. 
‘town-- faces to buttress. his ynter-.. 
changing “stock” cohpany: clicks, - 
‘Murray . Franklin’s come: up with . 
kook: blonde. ‘Reneé Tas tor: whe’ s 
“had “mucho recent exyinsure on the. 
“Jack Paar midniters,. and. shots: ‘on 
‘thé -Conio. hour. 
she's. stall feeling. her way. to'a 
sound nitéry. act;. 

“Miss” Taylor; = with. her: husband 
‘Frank Baxter playing it. straight— 
“and good—makes. with ‘the’ be- 
mused: Nneacomer ‘to showbiz. rau- 

‘ qines it. ‘on her - vagrant showbiz : 
‘starts - and then _with “spatse, “pur- 

tg the’ ‘Strongest: bill -Enrieo - 

He: proves himself-- 
OB WES ohn. man. 

. ““If we. hadn't made’ 
a , = a ; Pettie - Louisiana “Pu-r.ehase deal 

“Yonnnie’ ‘Ray: ‘fas’ appeared ‘here. 

wide: 

‘but. he. has‘a. ‘quick. wit; 

“Bitters, biz iss hoppy said 
Kelly's 
“perity: avith: this generally pleasing 

Capping and Stamping. with them 
in 

¥ jth styles Voice: and-even Tacks | 

~ uate fo suit’ the sene 

a. jarring: note - 
“canefram Alex Dreier, the Chicaga 

to: 

Dreier; while he -undoubit--. 
‘twice. 

and: 
>» wound , up his’ meaningless intro. 

yand the.otfbeat arrangements, and..h¢ saving, OU! 

introduc ing his per-. 
‘pives. him” 

“Ssawey. 

It's. -pby ious, that’ :- 

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

veys. an updated and more topical 
| twist on the old. burly house pitch- 
“men with their: pic and crackerjack | 
Wares: There's a spoof on Xelson 

“Eddy, and a seemingly aimless’ ya- 
_ta-ta, series that. .is utilized effec- 
“tv ely ‘bud her bewildered- 
“blonde: approach. 

_ Kay Carole.-in her: third year ‘at 
this’. Jaugh-hatchery,... is. in | the 
closer-slot®. and rates it. The-at 
trachve, quiet litle Piunet os an 

~ ace: ‘ventro-artist who apphes ‘4% 
slight- Yiddish. dialect. to. her woad- 
en | Vis-a-vis “Tomns” to. pornt 
where .the and torgets her pres-- 

“ence. - and becomes IDvelved in 
sparked: exchanges With’ the saucy 
little: fellow..°.. 

sence, Dick Havilland i a 
ent laugh raiser azam Has ma- 
terial is. Strictly oltbeal, hut. defi- 
nitely, not of the sick type. It's 

> weird and wild both in ‘content- and 
deliv ery. A pachage of subtly. told 

v ansint- 

“Yarns. and crazy- -peaked sonus, the. 
Havilland. approach contains, some 
biting ‘Obsersauicns. ob mores ‘and 
manners. ; 

“Roy Sedley, ‘ex of the old Chub 
18 in: Gotham, -is another Frankhn’ 
vet returned after a year’s absence. 
"On -a-tiny stage, he sets up a series 
“of broad and 
‘blackouts. utihzing the dr) -mug- 
: ging’ Havilland to make tor achig 
‘itemy.in the show's rundown, 

-Sue_ Lawton 16 another to: come- 
Noack. : ‘A fine’ thrush with a smut 
“bent for torchants and: blues, the 
pretty-faced Miss Lawton. delivers 
Vanartful book. cf song to set a 
solid. pace for. ‘the... proceedings 

Eddie “Bernard ACCOINES can Ee 
88 in, ‘top. style. barg. 

Mister Kelly" se Chi 
Che age. Jane 19 

Ireland's latest Contribution to° Junie Valli Den Ades, Viera 
-the nightclubs, the three Claney :" Frige Trio; #2 “HN Ete r, 
“Bros, dnd: .Tommy | Makem. com: 
prise-a Smashing 20-minutes: of en- °.’. With | 40, 000 “unaitare omen in 

town. tor their armual convention, 
alasier 

should. share an the) pres 

‘bHL. Stine Valli is meine voice, 
“comic: ‘Don Adams delivets 
‘merdant humor wath +hill, 

ard 

7 ‘Miss Valli has tag tenes that 
command alfentien and give a 
‘feeling ‘of immediacy to Use far 
thest. ‘carner.. She veries Jhe vel: 

ef course, 

and: can, £et a nice. NLT 
out of such numbers as Love Is 4 
Many Splendored. Fhive ° 
Miss. Valli isvan athactive and 

uC “apable . thrush, abo combines a 
‘oud sct. of pipes vith a definite 

iramatie fair White shes been 
heard mastly on tebestaen anchor 
10: Setes aS acpee card has placed 
comparatively: few | nip tit Cink. 
she fits the. setlir g. ‘qine vey and 
‘should do well Ca the circeast 
Don Adam nigneiers as a ysat- 

gent mixture of (sed and-true tao 
liners and: party sters. fo; ciean- 
ups... His material 3*) aneves. bat 
he “mandges to. miaavann “a lush 
tevel of hilarity eer ge Sharp 
‘delivery. wid. cneral comedic 

aS oo 

I Marx: Frizgo Trio docs ‘its wal 
capable job in backrw Macs. Vail 

‘and maintains § “AWietei Kes s 
| cooler-than-thou abnosnhére tate. 

| (ween Shows.. 
Next up-is Shecky Greene and 

Pepe: Runnels.. for feur weeks 
j beginning July 10 “hier 

re eee 

4 tubs 76, Toronto 
mis Loronto, | June: 27. 

-Chartie: Young, Mle cee er 

“Apart. from us atime plaving 
‘at an old: upriyht, Charhe young 

sete 2 Seer ames 

jhas 4 device whieh other revurning + 
ehonkytonk’ ‘manipulators at the 
Club.76 haven't Fol, this is is use 
of such. -oldlime -silent one ree lers 

“The: Great’ Jram = Robbery." 
W. C. Fields: in “The G- eat Chae.” 
‘Bobby Vernon's “Week-End Diver.” 
-plus. shorts of the haleyon dass of 
Charlie Chaplin. Ben Lurpin, Billy 
Bevan and the Ke3stone Kops 

“These cinematic  scnindery are. 
“jamming in. tie customers, on 
word-of-moulh OS 

. Young . néver learned to 1ead. 
‘music, . but from the: dass of Lino 
:.Rapee’s..““Motien | Pets. Moods”. 

he has brought the aood mini of 
Yyesteryear's platit: i ‘fst yit 7) the 

- nightclubs, of todas He SON Fpial 
‘times .4 ‘night’ for 20030 mareste 
stints-. with 15 dnote treaks and 
Is packing ‘en im. “ath long ime: 
‘ups’ behind the rope. 

. Despite - his baritone Laliuds~ of 
the ‘past. it js fas frenssed piano 
cavcompammecn! sand ad-libs-te the 
silerits that. as¢ inning ‘inthe .pa- 
‘trons, “Yount pias at the. Ciub 76. 
Toronto, til} Juls 15. then goes 
‘into the: La Sule Hotei VMentreas 
‘for. ‘seven | ROCKS, | COCR TONG. 
duly 17. oe wie Stag 

--Returning after an 18- month ab-- 

howl filled = panto- « 

Hs 

_ pearance 

33 

El Rey, Searchlight. Nev 
Searchhght. Nes Jaume 25 

Helen Forrest, Deiale a IW at 
milters chs) peeve ted be Ware 
Martella; ng oaeser oer oi sok 

Helen Forrest i tho lacst bug 
Dade mmparted by Wibue Marte do 
fer das casino and showtes . hace 
SO mules saath of Gas Vesas fn 
beth appeasomee wid sestd ta 
StuP iN LOPatahed  prekine ste 

would be a seid uil)ets ath ctisn 
UM anv aituaticn 

With her aaoratie saa sed a 
abajita. Viass burtest ade Thats Saal 
cvergveens as (Uutisy duet Waa’ 
“Taking A Caanee tm Tans 
“Shinuny Like Site: tate oa 
“Sou Made Me duve Yaa 0 te 
INE a Warm we uigie fOeliacd faa 
‘her audience She credus tesecer 
boss Harv Jasaes wath aad af 
her suecess. anid deer a meeey 
af the hits she d-do way hae erm 

Much praise showa go fate 
unrelated  Dasiedatad Dsaccuers 

ro”. group which bachs Vise ber 
rest idealiv after only taa fou. 
rehearsal Roger Balptt. (eater ond 
saxnclarmetist, Dasid Ralph tracn- 
pet, Andy Aldereit,  trenshese; 

‘Jack Sodikofl. 88. and Mike Saihin, 
‘drums, ure fresty suum orastrite 
mMentalists Wh powerbeuase pose n- 
tial. 

Martello, who is tow yachts bis 
‘club with ‘fanuitts | 
fram the Les Vurcles ase thanks 
To A OW pened canstiap, nas 
Miss Forrest beoked fer tae 
weeks Pode, 

Reoor At Top. London 
Leiden Tart: c 2a 
Bates Vat aE Gb arte 

A: az ref, Ii- ai 

ee: 

Teena Dery, 
(cl, Kena Powel 
Bedlew, $350 

This sew, Tashi: ter. en cur oat. 
“hits of Lesidem ae nes ti acre 
of Diana Dor Bote cadet 
debut With the excepe ate of rege 
pala a couple Lambete daa. a 
IS HOt use fhe fee sa bows ot be he 
fmt Mies Dens daa. foe wt *#on fs 
Cacked an Las Vows tel sd thie lide 
relly af Poos prefs wel tee aa 
this maeNperted: safe 

These expert aces atin 84 

x 
» 

t 

he daeapported Phere os cee 
poanted sey am tte. Pare eh dat 
YES SH OS Wh. ee ch ath ea 
tamenf and a rensee of fan ead (.@ 
thrush makes 

Nudie sa o's 

with oa bea f 

pea doa e of chides 
fumes vis tithied 

rr re ee PT 
hy hushand Dickie Dieye an fahiogs 
the Star stuammered on fo Ue nes 
the Heor gaa ebrh eticcong redd 
lage fawn Dew tho Aan t 
Necessordy See Ube. Bere gues 
ata Start Of Sot cag Mae 

which was lather eigen go Bem 
Suv Powel and tus 4a. Dege cst 
fostuate dap tt ee BOS ta tae 
feed bis the deraoet ie oa te OR & 
Po nT Eh rr Ly Pe 2 
hesedl, ‘bees feck over chen fe 
beehed conse vad tet posted ade 
quecce, ageareing fee tt. + De 

48 noted. Powst ons? Jus & 
sise Mass Dore wet. fb dae bong od 
We Miles Vitetet} (tactat tries 
tantee Sof Thee Chaetee tte dee Rae cece ay 
Brie, Baaddey poateccaue omg 49 
the bur _ 
Witt the nightoaet oc oem vt 

Tie Top” Cotkd wettie cana &. 

“eeC Oks, ONO the appa lie fatne 
COTS E BS pproved Bae Fe 

Le 6 ‘abaret. Toronto 
‘Perorto. dapse 7 

osae. Geowe Corr ca, ded Ladee 
>JTru., S] 74 cevar 

Billed as “te ral 2 the 
gowns” Geene Caurtnes a dine k. 

at Le Cabaret fer oa foraivits 

engagement after her Mitton 

Hotals chars stint She ieusvee inie 
medistely after ier Teranta nye 

endjug Babs &% fer a tine 
swecks tour of Baitain and the 
Continent 

Dressed in a g rth stat toersealle d 

chiffon sheath. radu meal! the 
$3). bla ertper face acer) 6 fF 
‘comeds nyibere tat cre dppensiret 

nptodate ty outa Pe da hie, 
Kenreds Look ae: ye ve Gacet 
a Joi tn the We te Hes 7? Mer 
BTianpemeale vat sees Pee, 

are all dane fA Be Mecat no 
Stites fos the Cporre “deere Ole + 

Preserranre toe te rieach oa a 
‘watual comedienne sho Ceothay 
B46 TUOPN a tel aluy Cf newest? 

tongs and puts t9ee .enare 19 

etpudon and hire soe 
32 sumtes Of fast oct 

vf. oo ¢ s a} 

‘eP cf pee 

mighliv coer. wean eee aad 
ned ta beg off 

With engaging be. tet on berg 
‘patter and ath thee Ren Wweooh 
Mpanpome sts aed ste oP tae, 
“hee Coming iad ca enfhe ity 

Pan getting Oxer at cet piaed reo 
She wae atis Beene tr tse deck 
Lander Tea Abe tg 

wf catubloss. 
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Legit Followups 
jon for. new material, 60. the show. 

(O°KEEFE CENTER, TORONTO). is constantly undergoing revision. 
Toronto, June 16. iThe emphasis is on comedy 

Although it is nearly three years - - Sketches, all satirical and. mostly 
old and has been on the road: for; topical. Except for about a half- 
more than a year, “Flower Drum: : dozen numbers, the pieces tend to 
Song" remains a click. audience ;be short, and in most cases the. 
slow. As caught at one of its final {Shorter the better.. 
performances at the huge O'Keefe; Practically nothing is sacred to 
Center far the Performing Arts | Producer Moore and. his cohorts, 
here, the Richard Rodgers-Oscar 4nd among the ‘objects. of ribbing 
Hammerstein 2d-Joseph Fields |@re patriotism, sectarian religion, 
rusical had the standing-raom- | POlitics, illiterate experts on edu- 
only audience wrapped up, Eaves-| cation, songs and pop singers, ad- 
dropped lobby confab: during. the|Vertising methods, government. 

Flower Brum Song 

intermission was unanimously en- | Policies, ete. There are occasional |_ 
thusiastie. The show should” be- {references to the U. S.,’ especially 
come a standard for stock, with|President Kennédy, and the more 

the Oriental casting the main prob-} barbed they are’ the more ap- 
lein. plause they get, So “Spring Thaw” 

As the only lead from the origi-| also. qualifies _ as education - _ for 
nal Broadway cast,’ Keye Luke | Sightseeing Yanks. 
Rives a precise performance, and| Among the cast. of nine, Barbara | 
is a solid rock for the rest of the |Hamilton is the chief clown, a 
company. <A welcome change is larger, blonde version of Alice 
the shift of Jack Soo, who origi-| Pearce, and very good in a broad 
nally portrayed the nightclub .m.c.,|Way- Betty Robertson is a ‘com- 
to the role of the smooth-operating |Petent singer and an: ' amusing 
nitery owner. Aside fram his obvi-|comedienne, notably with-a song 
ously more suitable physical ap-; about a virgin three-time wife. 
pearance, he plays it more believ- | Jean Tempiletan is also a-sly com- 
ably and gets just as much comedy | ie: getting especially good results 
with less apparent effort. - 

Joy Kim, playing the Toronto 
engagement on a‘ guest basis as 
substitute for Celey Carillo, who 
couldn't leave the U. S. because of |_, 4™ong the men, Dave Broadfoot 

: : tetati mane ings with mock earnestness and immigration restrictions, gives an {5 
evcelfent “performance ae the portrays pomposity with a laugh- 

straight-from-China ‘picture bride. 
Her singing, is a highlight. Arlene | 
Fontana, as the chippy Linda Low, 
belts out Rodgers’ two fine rhythm 
numbers, “I Enjoy Being a Girl” 
and “Grant. Avenue,” and Seems 
an improvement as an actress. 

Jon Lee is just right as the re- 
bellious son and groom-to-be, j 
Gene Castle dances the role of the 
younger son expertly, Nancy An- 
drews is jolly though not at all 
Oriental as Mme. Wang, the en- 
thusiastically new WU. S. citizen, 
Suzanne Lake is believable and 
sings attractively as the Jonely 

what appears to be acute local 
contest). Gale Gerber is a .trim 
number who dances and cuts up. 

knack of combining seriousness 
with a twinkle, Lee Leydén is a 
diverting pixie, and Jack? Duffy 
and Bill Cole extract their quota | 
of merriment.. 
ment is by-a small pit combo. 

Hobe. 

| Show Out of Town 

Hoilywood, May 24. 
Norman Mennes presentation of. three- 

seamstress and Franceska Kae reg-{ Boulton. Staged by Oliver Cliff: set- 
ting, Hart e eyer, John Bella isters attractively in the small role Pati ‘Trinka:’ Jack’ Elie Stare Suncn 

oft the nitery singer. 

The physical production remains 
in surprisingly good condition, 

Scott, Kathie Browne. Opened May 23, 
“61, at the Hollywood ‘Highland Theatre, 
Hollywood; $3.60 top 
John Severn Hutchison. . 

the costumes being notably clean | $20 wiscissa 7: serene Yule ‘Shimoda 
fand trim, . And on the basis . of | Dr. Hazen. ........ .. William = Munchow’ 
careful observation from various Mark | Hutchison - es Forrest, fompton 
parts of the theatre, beth on the Marian Hutchison. veceeesee Regina Terry 
floor and upstairs, the accoustics | David Hutchison ....... Robert Kilgalien: 

of the O'Keefe are fine, at least Luke Hutchison wapeeetens: ne Bae 
for a big song and dance show. Sally H. Winthrop .. Faith v Christopher 
According to “Flower Drum” stage | Wiliam Hendricks ..-....... 
nan ty manager Teddy Hammerstein, the Muriel Roy - Boulton - displays 
theatre is also superb for the op- 
eration of a musical production, 

Hobe. 

Spring Thaw . 
(CREST THEATRE, TORONTO) . 

Toronto, June 17. 
This annual Canadian revue pro- 

duced by reformed and rehabilitat- 
ed drama critic Maver Moore is in 
its 14th season. It’s currently play- 

style: in the first two acts of this 
off-Holivywood Blvd. production : of 
her new drama, but her melo- 
dramatic third act is off-kilter, 
With a revised third act, with ac-| 
cent more on legitimate drama, 
the play might do. As it’ stands, 
with a generally competent cast 
and ‘slick direction by Oliver Cliff,. 
the piece has interest. - 

The yarn is localed in the Wash- 
ing the 854-seat Crest, a former ;: ington Square residence of an art-. 
nabe picture house in Davisville, | ist celebrated for charm but actii- 
about five miles ($1.60 on the taxl-| ally a sadist in his relationship. 
meter? from midtewn Toronto. At] with his family, particularly his: 
the Saturday night performance | wife, When he learns that he has 
caught the capacity audience obvi- | less than six months to live, he 
ously included a number. of re-; symmons. his relatives and an- 

re ee 

q 

peaters, some apparently having nounces various bequests as: ‘tests’ 

attended most of the previous edi- ‘of their weaknesses. .- 

tions and also this one at least 
once before. 

“Spring Thaw” 
pieces musical, 
in quality but maintaing a good 
entertainment everage. Even a!save the pieces for her young son. 
footloose fugitive from Times!Forrest Compton gives a re- 
Square can spot numerous laughs , strained performance as. the art- 
in the shenanigans, and the hip |ist’s brother who loves her: 
loval. citizenry were repeatedly| Robert Wark and Ted Blair are 
convulsed at steady fire of topical | convincing as the other two broth- 
‘reterences, many of which werelers, as are Regina Terry and 
manifestly accurate and sharp. Donna Nelson as their respective 

While “Spring Thaw,” in {Its ,spouses. Robert Kilgallen is pro- 
present shape, would be too special | ficient as a nephew: who jis killed. 
for general Yank audiences, cer-! by the father of a girl he betrayed, 
tainly not surtable for Broadway and Yuki Shimoda has a nice 
and probably not even for off-!scene as the artist's scheming ser- 
Broadway, certain of the numbers ' vant: 
seem sufficiently general and per- Norman Mennes has’ provided | an. 
tinent to satisfy U. S. audiences. 
The fact that mueh of the material! with a tasteful single set. credited 
is peculiarly 
sumption isn’t a local weakness, of Bella, Paul Trinka and Juck Ellis. 
course. Rather, for a topical re-| Whit. . 
vue of this kind, it’s evidence of ——______—__—__- 
relevancy and bite. At any rate, TOURING SHOWS 
“Spring Thaw” not only, qualifies. 
as Canadian entertainment for (Figures. cover July 216) - 
Canadian audiences, but illdstrates - ; SY¢ BYS, Sivsle @d_Cod—P armonie, 
how the trade is missing a similar | Fiorello cd Co.)—Geary, SF... (3-15). 

Flower . Drum Song — Forrest, Philly 

‘Gyasy—Shubert, Chi (3-15). 

suasive as the artist and Kathie 
is a bits and : Browne matches him -as. the wife 

down the drain and now wants to: 

bet for off-Broadway. Something 
alone this general line, with hard- | 
hitting, penetrating comment on 
contemporary politics and mores, 
mixht be a sensation in New York. 

“Spring Thaw” is new each: 
year, and a search is always SE (3-15). 

{ Curran, S.F. (3-15). 
Music Man—National, Wash: (3. 15). 

with a spoof of ‘Shari Lewis. {in}. 

able touch, Peter Mews has the: 

Musical accompan- 

Angels *Round: My Bed |- 

‘Simon Scott . 

Simon Scott is expert and. per- 

inevitably: ‘uneven { who has seen her marriage go. 

excellent arena-style. production 

for Canadian con-jto Al Hart, Mike Meyer,- John. 

Merry Widow (Civic Light Op... Assn) 

My Fair Lady (2d Co. }~—Biltmore,; Lal 

Sound ef Music Gd Co.)—Opera House, ‘ings ig. han dling the’ new v project. 

[North Jersey Playhouse | 
| Reopening at Paramus, N: J; 

Playhouse 
will operate again this summer in !° 

-The North Jersey 

the. West Exhibition’ Hall of the | 
Bergen Mali Shopping = Centre, 
Paramus; N::- J. An offering ‘circu- 
lar issued last January in ‘connec- 
tion with the ‘sale of stock for the 
erection of @ permanent. 700-seater 
im the. Paramus shopping centre |: 
‘Stipulated that: production would 
not be resumed there until a per- 
manent. theatre is completed. How: |. 
ever, ‘the: stipulated capital ‘was: 
not. raised, 80 the. stock issue: was 
withdrawn.” 

raanent: airconditioning. unit. is ‘to 
be installed.-in the 475-seat hall. 
A’ 14-week season. of. star presen- 
tations is scheduled . to: begin July: 
17.. The. opening eritry will, be 
“Send Me No-Flowers,” with David. 
‘Wayne and several others -repeat- |- 
ing their original: Broadway. roles. |} 

Moiseyev at 8, 000 Feet; 
volorado Summer Shows: 

Draw Capacity Crowds : 
. Denver, July: 4. 

Denver's : ‘midsummer entertain-|" 
‘which ‘each year| ” ment season, 

draws . ‘hundreds. of thousands .- of 
visitors from all over the: country; |. 
got off to a fast start Friday: (30)] — 
with the Sol Hurok import; Moise-| . 
yev Dance Co. of Moscow at the]. . 
Red Rocks theatre. The spectacular | ° 
setting of the mountainside, ‘open 
air theatre ‘with its natural ‘thous-| ; 
and foot high red stone walls, pro- 
vided the’ most unusual staging the]: 
leaping and frenzied Russians: have |... 
enjoyed in their: worldwide tour. 
The ‘raw and. -rugged mountain| 
scenery. added to and embellished] 

‘the colorful :costumes- and exotic 
setting for the: various. dance: ‘num- 
bers. . 
Altitude at Red “Rocks is 

about 8,000 feet, but. apparentiy 
had No . ‘pad - effects on the young]. 

oy | dancers from Sovietland-who per-| . 
‘|! formed. with apparent. ease -in ‘the. 

, } rarefied: mountain. air. to the’ de- 
light of 8,000 balletomanes. 

As. is the. custom at. this high 
altitude. ‘arena, 15 miles from Den-; 
ver,: the audience started’ assem- 
bling in the afternoon to get. choice 
front -seats, and ‘bringing picnic] < 
baskets -for fhe. evening meal..A 
second. performance was ‘held the 
following night:.Provision had.been 
made by. management. to transfer! 

| the show to the: 10,000 seat: Audi-| 
‘|torium Arena‘in downtown. Denver 
‘In ease of ‘a. .rainout. ‘Moiseyev | 
troupe was. the: initial ‘attraction: of 
the . Denver «. Symphony ‘Soclety’s]. 
summer season’ of. concerts - and} 
‘famous artists. : 

‘Weekend also Drought the open- 
ing: of “L’Elixir d’Amour,” second! 
of the: two operas to be presented | 
at the Central Cit¥ Opera ‘House, 
the historic old theatre in the re- 
vitalized ghost town, 35 iniles from |. 
downtown Denver. Cast was headed 
by-Mildred Allen; Marguerite Gig- 
nac, John Alexander; David: Lloyd, 
Frank Guarrera, Chester Ludgin, 
Calvin. Marsh, Ralph Henbert, Spiro 
Malas,” and Fraricesca Howe: -Doni- 
zetti ‘opera .comique -will be. pre- 
‘sented nightly and for four. mat-|-- 
fnees during this. week (July 1)]:. 
‘then will alternate with “Ia Travi- 
ata,” which played the first. week 
of the season, forthe following]. 
two weeks. Alternate . casts - will}: 
‘sing the “Traviata” roles. Princi-}: | 
pals in the two. casts are Dorothy |: 
Warenskjold, Charles K. L..Davis,| 
Clifford Harvuot, Dorothy. Coulter, 
Jon Crain,. Chester “‘Ludgin | and 
Calvin “Marsh. ao 

Elitch's ‘Garderis. Theatre: goes 
into its. third. week’ Monday | (3): 
offering: “Design ‘for. Murder,” with 
Fayne -Blackburn and Stephen]: 
Eliot. ‘heading..the ‘summer _ stock 
company. Previous attractions were | '. 
“The Pleasure of His. Company’! -:’ 
and “Send’Me No Flowers.” This}.™. 
is the 70th season of the playhouse.] 
-(Moiséyey Dance. Co. ‘grossed 

$64, 000. "on two- performances at: 
“Showers ‘interrupted |. 

performance Saturday. evening. for ! 
Red ‘Rocks. 

20 minutes. yo 

~ Form: Coast Rep Group: 
Los Angeles, July 4 

--o ‘repertory theatre . _ will be 

' pened in -August by’ Rudy Solart. 

and William’ Hastings in ‘a 240- | ° 
Seat house beiig. remodeled - in: a 
building: ‘at Santa Monica - Blvd: 
and Oxford .St., on ‘the. Los An- 
geles-Hollywood. fringe: « 
Solari, .an actor, is currently ap- 

pearing. ‘in| strawhat; while Hast-: 

As it now stands, a-50-ton per-| 

} “1941 West _ “i 
‘(June 1, 1960 to May 31; 1961). 

Key to parenthetical designation: (C) Comedy: (D) Drama; (CD) Come. 
dy-Drama; A(R) Revue; (MC) Musical . Comedy, Asterick ‘denotes. s-show 

“Wednesday,” July 5, 1961. 

As’ at running. ~« 
‘ : ‘Fits * c a 

me (20). 
“Candida (C). Ae 

- Dear Liar (CD). 
*Oliver (My. ‘ 
Man For All Seasons. wy. 

’- Tiger and the Horse (D) | 
’ Waiting in the Wings (CB) 
*Billy Liar (CD 
And Another Thing’ (R) 
Playboy of the Western World: (CD) : 
Settled Out of Court (C).. 

Chin Chin (D) . 
--*Watch it Sailor (C) 
‘*Bride Comes Back (C) .. 
*Yo in Heart (R) 
*Miracle Worker.(D) .. 
Lady From The Sea‘(D)- 
Passage.to India (D} 

. Three (CD) - 
“*King Kong (MC) 

*Musie Man (MC). 
*One Over the Eight | (R) 
‘*The Rehearsal (CD). 

..*On the Brighter Side (RB) 
‘*Tenth Man (D) 

' *Progress to. the Park. (D) 
*Belle (MC) 

-*Beyond the Fringe {R). 

*Sound of Music (MC) - : 
_*Bird of Time (CD) 

‘A Lovely Light (CD): ; 

‘Call It Love (MC 
The Visit (D) 

Laughing Academy (CD) 

Importance of Being Oscar: (cD) 

“Status Not ms Deiermised 

“*The Irregular Verb. to Love (C)” 

- ¥Time and Yellow Roses ®) 

Fallares 
(28). 

Don't: Shoot—We' Te: English. (R)- a 
Will You Walk. a Little. Faster’ @).- 

Tomorrow with. Pictures. (coy: 
‘Brides of March (C) 
Joie de Vivre 

- Princess (M). 
Once Upor a Mattress (My 

. Horses in Midstream (Ch... 
Last Joke (CD) .. 
This Year Next Year ©. 
Toys In-The Attic (D)  *. 
Little Darlings’ (C) 
Out of This World 
The Tinker (D 
‘ Geese Are ‘Getting. Fat. Coy 

. The Bargain (C) - 
Fairy Tales of New. York (cD) 
“Masterpiece (D) - 
Magic tern. (R) . 
Pools Paradise: (C) - 
Connection (D) 
JB (D) 

 Holdover. Shows trom: Previous ‘Seasons; since: Closed 

. Hits 

Grown: Jewels (RY 
a pe. Hostage (CD) 
‘Complaisant Lover (CD) 
Aspern Papers (D) 

eces of Eight (R) 
Make Me An Offer (MC) 
Look Who's Here (R) 

Wron Pendulum (C a One endulum (C)- 
-Fl pile Rte ‘Song’ (MC) 
The a Gazebo (C) —~ 
‘Passage to India (D)- 

. ‘More the. Merrier_ (C) 

- Follow ‘That’ Girl (Mc) : 
‘Most ‘Happy Fella (MC) - 
Shred of Evidence. (D) — 
‘Roger the: Sixth ' (C): 
It's in the Bag : 
When In. Rome (MC). 
Majority of One (CD) ~- 
Holdover Shows From Previous’ Betsoas, , Stilt Ronatas: 

Mousetrap (D) (1952-53) . 

Side of the Park (Di 

Bo to 

“a | 

.. Simple Spyman (C). (1957-58). 
My. Fair Lady (MC) (1957-58). 

World of 

..Irma La Douce (MC) (1958-59) . 
* West Side Story: (MC) (1958-59) 

Suzie’ Wong (MC) (1959-60) . 
Amorous Prawn (C) (1959-60) 
Fings Aint. Wot they Used T’Be te) ) 0950580). 
Watch It Sailor (C) (1959-60) 
Ross (D) (1959-60) 

London, July 4... 
“Becket” opens July 11 as a 

repertory item of the Royal Shake-: 
‘speare -Co., at the Aldwych The- 
,atre. = 
Ron Moody. will give up the role | 

‘of. Fagin in: “Oliver” at. the end of 
the month. He wants to try.sonie- 
thing new. No replacement - ‘ds set. 

Jerome Whyte’s ‘production of |: 
“Oklahoma” for Williamson : Music. 
Ltd.-will open in the fall at Streat- 

‘Bits o
f [ono

n dala 

prior to: ry “38-week: tour. ~ 
Collins Has: been: named 

new: leader: of ‘the -Sadler’s Wells 
succeeding : Theatre « Orchestra, . . 

John: ‘Ludlow. i, 

_ Georg: Solti. has been signed as” 
the new musical director of the’ - 

Covent: _ Royal ‘Opera “House, 
Garden. 
Oscar: “Lewenstein fs: “seeking oo 

Frankie _Howerd ‘for’ a: new. West : 
End- revue’ when. the comic's sum- 

ham Hill, a. London. nabe house, ee : mer. show: folds. 

tae ee elt De 

we lethuton Selene SADA, Bees be woe 

ee rin mee le 
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Wednesday, July 8. 1961 ot 2 

“Tra TO, 
‘Stagehands; Boxoffice, Wardrobe. Groups: Reject 

League. t Plea to Extend. ‘Agreements Another Yr.” 
2 + 

The. attempt by. the: League ‘of, 
N.-Y.. Theatres:to ‘stall contract ne- 

. .Sotiations -- “with four : ‘theatrical. 
,eraft unions. for. one year has: ‘come. 

Broadway - producers” and . theatre! 
_, owners appealed - ‘to the: unions! 
“with whom: agreerients expire this | 
‘summer. to extend: the pacts..so 

_ that costs . might. be. Stabilized “in } 
the: current _ period - “of: ‘depression | 
and. -pessimismr in: the tSedtre.” 

“The League's. request’ Was’ flatly 
‘rejected by. Theatrical. Protective:: 
‘Union No. 1, ‘representing :. the 
‘stagehands;. the Theatrical. ‘Ward-! 
robe Attendants ‘Union. Local:-764, ' 

-Assn. of -Theatricat. Pressagerits. & 
-Managers accepted .- the:. proposal 
‘for’ employer’ participation in its: 

_ pension and -w “elfare. program::. 
. The turndown ‘by. the stazehands ' 

et -a: cofitract -exterision -precedéd | 
the’. ‘start:. -of. Serious. . ‘Regotiations | 
between “that - union» and” “the | 
-League: -since. the . agreement ” ben | 
“tween them expires. July 31...: The. 
_ initial: demand of the: ‘union. cealls" 
““for..a-20¢: _paekage increase, jn- 
“¢luding- liberalized, vacation - provi- . 
sions .and:-:a pension. plan... The ; 

. _ League as yet. has. not: met w ith: the - 
‘treasurers and -‘ticket. sellers. nor’* 
the wardrobe attendants. : ‘Contracts. . 

. With -those- unions expire. at ‘the: 
tO vend of August. © 

As for. -the -ATPAM ‘Situation: 
- Jawyers: for the association and ‘the : 
“League. hav¥e-béen meeting to iron. 
out. certain. conditions -of: the prés-! 
ént contract: - which .. the. League ! 
alleges are illegal ‘under’ the Na-* 

tional _Labor’, Relations’ ‘Act. : The , 

’ the recognition- ‘several: months | ‘ago | 
“of Broadway.- and road Jegit. by .the - 
. National‘: Labor --Relations. Board. : 
The. ‘League-ATPAM -: “pact. expires |: 

_ Aug. 31, and any action: ‘regarding | 
“an: agreement between. ‘the two.-or- { 

: ‘ganizations . will: “probably . depend [ 
.on the. ‘outsome Of the Prevent. le- Y 
~ Bal tussle. : | 

* Musicians OF: ‘Camelot 
__Playing. Around a Bit; 

"Several. members of the. “Came-j~ 
Jot" -orchestra. ‘are. not confining }- 
their : “musi¢al- talents. to the ‘show. 
‘ alone.‘ ‘Among the ‘pit personnel! » 
for ‘the. Alan Jay: ‘Lerner-Frederick ! 
‘Loewe - musical; at “the - “Majestic 
_Theatre,'N. Y:. are. Various players. 
with biisy. outside: ‘schedules, ~ ; 

-Concertmaster - ‘Nathan :. Goia- |: 
stein.’ and : first cellist Shirley Tre- | 
‘pel have: recently. ‘given. recitals in. 

Oboist “Leonard 
-- Arner has taken: a leave of absence:; 
. from’ the “show -to, perform: at the , 
E stival - of. Twa. Worlds,- Spoleto; 1 

_ Ttaly. «His chair. has. ‘been taken. by’: 
“Albert. Goltzler. of the N.Y.” Phil- 
-harmonic, who aiso, played. ‘under | 

’ the baton of “Camelot”.’musical .di-.. 
rector. ‘and’ conductor - Franz Allers : 
at. ‘Lew isohn: ‘Stadium, - N: JX, “in ; 
June: Soho 

‘Flutist Lois Schaeter’. will: ‘play’: 
. with: ‘the - Boston. .Syniphony. ‘Or-.: 
-‘chestra: at ‘Tanglewood, Mass.. this-; 
“sumnier.. “Her ‘replacement, will be ( 
Murray - - Panitz,- recently. - named 

- first flutist of the- Philadelphia ‘ 
Orch, Allers will conduct the Phil- -- 
“ adelphia Broup ‘at Robin. ‘Hood. Dell 
in Sula: oe ; 

f 

o ‘way. ‘Actor Opeates : | 
Barn at Vineland, Ont. 

ce Vineland, -Ont.;. July. 4. 
"Robert. Herman; ‘who played. in. 

Say: Darling" on . Broadway; .is - 

'.. Centre. Theatre. here, which opened: ! 
_ recently with. Faye’ ‘Emerson. and. : 
:.. Reginald Gardiner’ in: “The Pleas-. 
ure ‘of. His. Company.” rt 
He ‘expects ‘to do W plays. ‘the : 

“Hast. two new ones by. Canadians, ; - 
-- one. by” Patritia Joudry,. the -other : 
“A ‘Button Missing, by George.G.- 
Blackburn, an | Ottawa civ. 4D servant. | 

‘| “Caucasian Chalk Circle.” 
lard ‘last . season; 

Brecht’ x. Man’s sa Man” 

TB FLOPS SO FAR! 
By HAROLD MYERS_ 

London, July. 4 
With. “26 ‘shous already estab- 

“Set. ‘for Harvard's Loeb: jished as ‘commercial. hits for the! 
‘A ew. translation: by Eric Bent-{ 

Phe. oFganization - “of | tev of. Bertolt: Brecht’s. “A Man's.a:End season shows. a marked’ up-- 
‘swing: over, the’ previous: year: In. 

were: 
conly 18 successes, out of ‘a. total of 

i Man” Will’. have’ its American’. 
‘premiere. Aug. 10- ‘as the. final offer- 
ing of the season. by: the. Harvard.: 
Cummer Players _at’. the’ -oeb 
Drama - Center, ‘Cambridge, ' Mass. 
John. Hancock, who. staged. Brecht's. 

at Harv :. 
will direct. ‘the: 

: production. a 
The’ ‘season’ at’ the’ Genter opened. 

Tast “week with 16. performanc es of, 
Shakespeare’s:” “As. You - ‘Like’ Ite" 

Who'll Save. he. 
Met Opera Hause? 

By’ ROBERT: J. LANDRY 

- Question: of. ‘whether the: Motho- 
' politan ‘Opera. House, as <a Strue-- 
ture. can be saved after the instis.; 

‘Mears, ‘tution itself. ‘moves some. 
-hence to. Lineoin - Center: ‘has heen - 
‘yaised by a: “variety: of: -individual 
-New. Yorkers:.and) @ .numbet of-; 
publications, . Ancluding ‘VaRiety: in! 
the: Jast year ‘or so;. ‘The’ fate. “of. 
the’ building; . so..far as known, is.’ 
“sealed”? iby. ‘the attitude of its 34.3 
controlling: directors that. the ‘prop- + 
_erty.-must _be-sold’ to obtain fungs * 
without. - Ww hich- ‘the... Mét “cannot : 
‘operate -at ‘its eventual. new. home. 

‘The Met ‘mariagement itself, has 
-no ‘enthusiasm ‘apparently. “for ‘the’ 

. idéa..of preserving its. old. shell.” 
Necessarily = it would .be: a&@ new 
name, .. if’ continued. ‘Its -future 
“utilization ‘is - typically - related. 10.. 
concerts, : ‘pallet - ‘and ..other enter... 

j tainménts- rather than opera. The j 
house. is ‘eften pronounced obso- 
lete for. opera, .due. to- bad ‘sight. 

‘lines.’ afflicting 600-odd'- Seats,’ and} 
ithe ‘cramped: scenic « accommoda-. 
tions and dressing room space back) . 

“stage.” The trucking charges neces- | 
Qo Sitated ‘by. repertory: ‘constitute ‘a 

financial - - burden <of -. immense. ° 
dimensions annually, . which’ sup- 

| Bosedly will ‘be largely ‘eliminated.1 in’ Philadelphia’. 
- Professionally, That Ie: at: the new -opera “house at. 65th: week, has thus: far paid: 200°7. prof-— 

- Street; when finally: biilt.. 
_ Latest. ‘voice raised to “Save the. 

"(Continued . on’ Page 61): 

RODGERS-SAM TAYLOR | 
TEAMING ON: MUSICAL. 

“Richard Rodgers’ ‘first. edllabora: ! 
tive’ effort. since: thé: death last. fall. 
-of < his. ‘longtime . partner, ‘Oscar! 

Hammerstein. 2d, will be with. Sam- theatre is unusual in-that the town - 
“hot-weather ‘booking 

“of-a Fegular touring | show: ‘in. some. 

uel Taylor. The two° will write and : 
produce.” ‘an Original. - “musicak ‘for 
Broadway. presentation jater:. this’. 

write .. tlie | 
‘Tyries’ 7 

ries as: well: as the. miusie, while. 5, in: Philly. it. mdy continue « -on. the 

season. Redgers “will: 

‘Taylor. will write -the ‘book.: 
‘Rodgers’ is alsa scheduled to- ‘ol- 

Taborate. “With ©, lyritists.- librettist 
Alan ‘Jay." “Lerner on an .undesig- . 

“nated. ‘musical. which. they 
producing on. Broadway in the fall” 
“of 1962. .They’ve abandoned “plans 
te. ‘doa musical based on:.the- Jife 

French. - cotiturier ‘Gabrielle 

ances”? were 160. tough: 

I Schedule 3 Tryouts Sat 
East. Hampton: (LE): Barn: 

: The. John ‘Drew. Theatre, East. 

Hampton, - N.Y., opened its: ‘straw 

-hat!seasan: last: Saturday wh with’ 
the: American: preem °. -of Patricia : exis 
: Joudry's “Walk: Alone. Together.” 
AS ‘new ‘musical’ “All Kinds:. of 
Giants,” -with: book: ‘and -musie by ._ 

Tow: manager-director ' ‘of .Garden |Sam. Pottle, will be-the next prés- 
entation. -opening:. next ~ Monday’! 
:110),, ‘Neil- “McKenzie. will staze. the. 
shows, which: will be ‘sponsored: ‘by } 

: Guild Hall, operator. of the’ John: : 
‘Drew, a 

‘The. Temainder: ‘of the season. wir? 
:be presented by the. Phoenix Thea- | 
‘tre of- New York and ‘the’ Assn. of 
Producing Artists, - ; : 

Intend’:: 

season.-ended May. 31, the West : 

, the’ -1959-60- - season « there 

, 65 new - productions... . 
to ‘For. the ‘current: year.’ ‘the total 

; cluding :the Old Vie. the. Arts The- 
atre,:, the -Royal - ‘Shakespeare The-. 

 atre, ete. —avas 61, of. which 28 
clesed En: ‘the: red.. There ‘are , 12 
Mirose. status is not yet technically? 
confirmed. though the fate of some 

', and” ‘the. Treasurers’ and: Ticket ' followed, by Anguilh's * Antigone.’ "has 
‘Sellers Union, Local 751, Orly the |. - 

already. been’ ‘decided... _.. 
“Progress: to. the’ Park”. Has al- 

: ready. folded at the. Saville. aud. 
“Belle” has been withdrawn from. 

oF the Strand, both: at. a loss. “Time 
: and Yellow Roses” is also due. to! 
- ‘close Shortly.-at ‘the St..Marfin‘s:. 
-and “its short. run’.there will also 
mean a fajlure. —. 

By ‘tie same token, ‘several pro- 
{auctions ‘in, this. category. will: ‘un- 

doubtedly. pay’ off: in, time..“Sound 
of “Music” for, éxample, -has, been | 
. playing, to. ‘capacity business since 
it - “opened at! the--Palace a few 
weeks back. Also.-Musie: Man," at 
pthe: Adelphi: a liftle longer. .-is” ‘an: 
established: Capacity ‘draw. though” 

jit, still has, some -way.to ge. before 
' Feeouping its: investment. ” Beyond 
: the: Fringe.” the: revue ‘at the For-” 
‘tune, is. ‘also a cinch for.-an “eurly. 
! payoff.” 

; Many ‘of the: 28 failures: were | 
major b.o. ‘disasters: : Terence Rat-. 
:tigan’s first: ‘attentpt. at-a musical. ° 
“Joie: de Vivre.” lasted: “only: ‘three. 

{0 _ (Continued ‘on page 61), - 

Drum Song’ Pays.’ 
| Another $100, 000; : 
200% Net So Far 
-. “Blower. oom “Song.” . which’ 
will - attempt.a summer- -long. stand: 

beginning § this | 

it on its $309,000. investment. The.: 
-total dividend . 
, this week With: the | payment of 
another $100,000. dividend. 

| .-The- latest distribution brings to 
$500: 000 the : ‘profit paid out by 
the. musical since it began touring 
in’ May” 1960. A -prior. distribu- 
1 dion of. $100. 000 was made- during * 

%5-week _Broad-: 
Phiny. 

j the. ‘production’ s° 
tway (run: - The - ._ present 
“stand at ‘the aire onditioned: ‘Forrest 

“hasn't hid-a 

y ears. 
‘If the show lasis: out the summer 

Toad. next fall. If the Philly book- 
ing: dovsn’t last’ until September. 
the show will be closed completely. 
‘The ‘adaptation of C.-Y. Lee's 
novel. written and ‘presented by 
Richard... Rodgers. the’ late Oscar 
‘Hammerstein 2d :‘!and- Joseph 
‘Fields: is currently in the second 

"'s0 ItJT. be: ‘available’ for future ‘re- 
Mivals- at: ‘spots | like the N.Y City, 

* The. film version of the ~ ‘Cénter:. 
musical is’ s¢ -heduled as the Christ- 

Hall, N: Ye 

eens 

oN o: Quantity Discount: 
‘the - enormous’ lineup. of. 

. backers. in- ‘the: ‘upcoming pro- 
| ~ duction: of “Kicks and. Co.” vis 

proving. expensive. , 

“publish a. list of its’ investors 
i “‘approximately 235) at: least 

six tires. These are being: run 
| _in the. NLY.. Law. Journal and 
1 other specified publications -at. 
Jd 2 total cost of: around | $2: 000. 

‘2: Similar: 
, Barron amphitheatre. 

number -of. new. productiOfs. tex- ~ 

reaches. $600,000: 

‘t ° The ‘fund drive 

1Coco) Chanel. Reportedly, Selear. week of. a: forthight’s‘ stand. at the™ 
. Nixon Theatre; Pittsburgh. 

as - The: producers intend saving: the: 
- eeenery after the show’ s “closing. 

mas. show’ at- the’ Radio, city Music. 

—— See: 

i Karl | 

The..venture: is required. to a 

20 HITS, PLUS N. Y. Repertory Theatre Will Tour: 
moms memos 
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South Americ on $40,000 Budget 
Suburban Balto Plans 

| _,, -2,000-Seat Alfrescoer 
7 . . Baltimofe,. July 4 
The ‘Baltimore area way scon 

have an amphitheatre of impres-. 
sive’. scale’ in’ - suburban Catons- 
ville. . The. community 1s raring 
finds to build: a 2,000-seat- ozoner 

ta: Washington's 

The legiter, to be called. the Lur- 
‘nian. Woodland Theaire, will be on 
the 66-acre grounds of the Catons- 
Ville Senior High School | Plans 
a call for. its, ‘use’ for niusic al shows, 
concerts, pageants -and = school, 
church and civ ic: “Dresentations. 

sy Paid A8G 
~ Profit on B’way. 
oe “Gy psy" ‘ended its 89-week 
Broadway. run last March 25 with 
:a profit of. $480: 49g The income 
learned. by) the’. Ethe!) Merman-. 
starrer, which, has been Since mup- 
l ping up on the. road, Anchided: film 
ivevenue df. $168 319° Distributed 
‘profit as -of Broadway closing . to- 
taled) $408.000, (Tiit = amount, 
split equally between the man- 
.agement and the backers, 1ep- 
Tesents a- ‘return. to the ‘latter of 
nearly 49° on’ their $420. G00 

: investment. 
The March -25 profit figure is 

-the-amount retained hv the produc-. 
‘tion after the deduction af-20%° of 
the’ net profits .as.a. ‘running ex- 
j pense. Sharing in’ that percentage 
are Miss Merman: ‘and staper- 
{choreographer Jerome . Robhins, 

The film - ‘rights - to fhe: Gypsy 
* Rose Lee-Jule Styne-A\thur Lan- 
-rents-Stephen Sondheu\ musical 
were sold to Warner Sros. 

650.000 against 10° of)the pic- 
tore’ Bross. ~ Tirwrréduction's 
4067 share, ‘Jess ‘10%. commissions, 
ef the guaranteed $650,000 yic 
revenue,: will - come to. a total of 
'$234.000.. - 

The David ‘Merrick and Leland’ 
Hayward production is currently 
at the. Shubert Theatre. Chicago, 
where it's.-scheduled’ to remain 
until-Aug: 5. It then moves to the 
‘Curran: ‘Theatre, San Francisco. 

STILL NEED 3756 FOR 
; REP THEATRE IN MPLS. 

Minnéapolis. July 4 
The: Tyrone Guthrie Repertory 

theatre foundation has started a 
final two-month drive to raise 
$375.009 still needed to reach the ~ 
organization’s. $] 900 000 goal - 
Through. last. week $1.525.000 had 
‘been ..collceted) in. donations an 

: pledges, including a $400, 000 con- 
“tribution: from. the local) Walker 
foundation.. The top individual 
contribution’ -was $100,000. 
t must be com- 
‘pleted’ by. the. final week in Aue 
gust, when building contracts are 
expected to be signed Construc- 
tion-is to start this fall, and take 
from. 16 ta 18 -montks. 
tre’ opening is -planned for May 
14. 1963. 

Albuquerque Strawhat 
Has. ‘F estival of France’ 

~ Albuquerque. July 4 
. “Pestival of Fiance ~ 
-four contemporary. Paris plays atd 
an. American production. plus an 
art exhibit, folk dancere and a! 

, fashion show, opened at 
- querque's Summerhouse. 
tinue until Sept. 2 The idea. 

‘dreaméd .up by house producer 
Westerman, will feature 

“Gigi.” “Time = Remembered.” 
“Madwoman oof -Chaillot.” “Hotel. 
peayon and “Can €an.” 

7 | .. The productions are to open 
aa every: other. Wednesday and run 

‘five: days each. he arena theatre - 

jas New ‘Mexico's oldest strawhat. 

Carter 

for * 

The thea. 

featuring : 

Albu-? 
ail con." 

iF ‘Celebrating its 14th anniversary i “greats” 

By JESSE GROSS 

The overall budget for the N ¥. 
Repertory Theatre's upcoming 
tour of South America ts $40 600 

“That's revealed by Laurence Feld- 
man, coproducer of the proiect 
with Henry T Weinstem the cost 

tof the privately financed venture 
“is being undervwiitten bathe pro- 
ducers. Ana profits sie te be 
shared bs them en a cucpercive 

_ basis with mest of the acting en. 
Ungent. plus artsstie. divectar fed 
Danielewsk1. 

* Salaries. travel expenses snd 
vostume cost aie covered by le 

$40,000. Scenery ys bere bialt ey 
the Argentine covernwant oan 
Buenos Aires, where the teas 

Which as ta ran @ caer: ef credit 
weeks beeins Joly 14 43 
costs are to be footed by the thea. 

tres booked, with) the cea pony 
JSharing ir imeore ever tie break- 
Seven for the hauses, : 

Damelewsk: and the cast of 
cight get a weekly salary ef $175 

each Stage manager Karl Naghen 
Js on the payroll for s270 weckly 
and assistant stave manaver ond 
under stud Steve Hale dias §155 

“weekly. Cast members imooon ibe 
co-op) deal are Vineca baadters, 
Betty Fieid, Rita Gam. Verpan 
Sterne, Ben Paazza amt Watiant 
Damels: The x0 other porformess 
sre Nvdia Westman and Tucis Race, 
the latter a daughter of Vins Bicld 
and ‘former hasband. Piav wright 
Elmer Rice , 

Besides their weekly suites, 
those moon the ¢o ep setup have 
received S500 aplece ‘The matispe- 
ment is nt drawing anv fee, bat 

(Continued on page 48: 

Chi’s ‘Medium Rare’ Had 
3306 Gross, 706 Profit 
In Ist Year’s Operation 

Chiesgo, July 4 
“Medium Rare” has grosed over 

$330,000 in ats first vear et Happy 
Medium Theatre here and hax thus 
far netted $70000 alter paving 
back the production costs of over 
$2§.000. The owners of the Innise, 
Oscar and George MaricAthal. . 
the sole backers of the show ‘ihe 
Bob Weinet-; roduced revue. hased 
on material from several revuce« 
that played in New York. is still 

, running indefinitel? and will prab- 
‘ably carry into the fal] 

The gross and net figures se 
‘deceiving because they pertain or ly 
to boxoffice receipts As a cabaret- 
theatre, Happy Medium has addi. 
‘tional profits deriving from the 
sale of hard liquor in the house at 
$125 for must drinks? and in the 
Dounstage Room below ‘The ietter, 
‘with one nitery act and a dance- 
band, is playing a considerable 
part in amortizing the Manienthal® 
$500,000 investment a the new 
house. 

In the bookkeeping setup the 
booze sale cavers sent, maintone 
ance. boxoffire and the keuse ps v- 
roll in the Happy Medium operas 
tion From ticket receipts. the shaw 
has only to cover the cast «alaaaes, 
rovalties and 757% of the adh erties 
ing and publicity casts 

“Medium Rare” has heen averag- 
ing around $7000 a wucek againet 
an operating nut of $5500 The 
house seat~« 344 and has a press 
capacity of $10 500 per week sith 
tuo shows per night st a $465 
“weekend top There are $2 duczte 
for the nermatl Jeaner sccend 
shavus Vuendarys Weringsdcss oid 

rete ae Ps 

ma 

_Thorsdays. 

Noted Lancashire House 
Sold for Shops, Offices 

Landon Tul 4 
The TS-v,ear-cid ‘Theatre Hesal 

& Opera House at Stockport. Lan- 
cashire, has been sold by aucten 
‘for $75600 A firm of Londen 
shop consultants, acting fer ouane- 
Nnained clients, agented the deal. 

The site, where such names ag 
Charlie Chaplin, Gracie Fields, 
Henry Irving and many «ther 

played, Is to Le. «sed for 
shops and offices. 

ee 

other: 
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Ontario Stratford Festival 
RAR AAA Aaah dbah tab aa aaa hahaahahnhadiaihiae 

Hearv VILE | Love’s Labour’s Lost 
Stratford, Ont., June 21. Stratford, Ont., June 22. 

Stratford Shakespearean Festival re- { Stratford -Shakespearean Festival re- 
vital of: drama in two acts by William‘ rival of comedy in three acts by William 
Shukespeare Staged by George “McCowan; | Shakespeare. Staged by Michael Lang- 
costumes, Brian Jackson; incidental music.’ ham; costumes, Tanya Moiseiwitsch:: ine- 
Ie:ais Applebsum; dance stafing. Alan and dental music, John Cook: Muscovite dance 
Blanche Lund Opened June 20, ’61, at: staging, Alan and Blanche Lund. Opened | 
the Festival. Theatre, Stratford, Ont.;; June 21, "61, at the Festival Theatre, 
$5 top. ° ‘Stratford, Ont.; $5 top. 
Lord Chamberlain 
Duke of No-folk . Leo Ciceri ~ 
Dake of Suptolk aces. John Vernon Lords. 
Earl of Surrey .. . Peter Donat. 

Anthony Robinow ; 
. Gary Krawford, Peter Donat. 

. John Gottcos | 
Duke of Buckinghim Jack Freley ; King of Navarre.. cneveoses -, Leo Cieeri; 
Lord Abergavenny . Edward Holmesj-Constable . .....-+-ese« Mervyn Blake 
Caidinal Wolsey Douglas Rain | Costard "| hee persone - Eric Christmas! 

James Peddie * Armado’s Page . Murray ‘Scott | hi Servant wee 
Peter Needham! Don: “Adrianoe de “Arinado.. -Paul- Scofield ; Sur Thomas Lovell 

Sergeant-at-Arms . Fred Euringer | Jaquenetta ..........0-+e0>- Kate Reid ; 
King Henry VII ' Nouglas Campbell ; Boyet . . “Douglas Rain 
Queen Katharine -Kate Reid} Princess of. France... oily. Joy Parker ! 
Surveyor tu Buc kingham Robin Gammell} Rosalirie ... ...--. ‘geeeee Zoe Caldwell 
Lord San“s Rubert Goadier : Maria oe eceucsesvavcese- Mary Anderson |. 
Str Henr- "Guildford . . Bernard Behrens: Katherine .....:...... Michael Learned 
Anne Boleyn  __......... Pat GaHuway Officers eeaee ‘susseeae Edward . Holmes, 
Waolsey’s Attendants ..... Louis Negin, ; m : Nelson Phillips. 

Garrick Hagon Groom .... 7... (ses eee 3. Joseph Rutten 
Cardinal Campelus William Needles | Princess’ Attendant veeees Lewis Gordon 
Old Lady ........... Maureen Fitzgerald i Gardener = ....sese-s Claude Bede. 
Gariffith .- - Mervyn’ Blake j j Gardener’s Boy ....... Michael Davidson 
Patience -.........6. Christine Bennett! Forester ~..... escoesee- Fred Eurfnger. 
Singer Barbara. Collier | Holofernes .......-.002+:: Sack Creley 
Archbishop of Canterbury Bruno Gerussi]| Sir Nathanfel ....-... Willlam Needles 
Messenger Garrick Hagon{ Peasants Barbara Collier, Dinah Christie, 
Capucius sea eteeeees Louls Negin Miranda Davies, Ingl Bergman 
King’s Physician eeee aes Robin Gammell 
Lord Chancellor . Louis Turenne 

. Douglas Chamberlain |. 
Robin Gammell ! 

Porter 
Porter’s Man 
Marchioness of Norfolk 

A sparking ‘presentation ‘is the 
. Chief: distinction of -- “this pr" ire 

Christine Bennett ' of “Love’s Labour’s Lost,” e 

ae ie tin Warne. Simic wee {final item of the regular repertory 
Mary Anderson. Claude Bede, 7 Guy | of three for the ninth season of the 
elanger, I ergman, nt v e, -/ 

Marcie Glare’ Micheel Davidson. Miranda | Stratford (Ont.). Shakesp eare Fes . 
Davies, Lewis Gordon, Adrienne Harris,;tival. A special addition to :the 
Al Kozlik. Gary Krawford. Barry Lord.: schedule, however, - will be. the 
John MacKay. Hedley Mattingly, Nelson | “a 
Phillips, Anthony ~ Robinew, Joseph ; Production of a new. play, “The. 
Rutten. j Canvas Barricade,” by Donald La- | 

As the second of the three pro mont, Jack, for six ‘performances, . 
e ro-. openin ug. 

ductions in the ninth annuaf Strat- PAlthough “Love’s Labour's Lost”. 

val repertory SHemey WHIT" fe | S,a,moderately amusing play, it's : , * tay 3z. [among the author’s minor works,- 
minor ver. In fact, i he’ been in jas are the two other. items in. this 

ford-ow Avon sire might have [Seasons Tepular epertory, Cort - S . olanus” and “Henry ” 
punnitied Hovey on Ado : theory be interesting to see, therefore, 

2 . ® ° 0 Ss: 

that almost any show fs sufficient how attendance | respons. known 
for such an attractive spot as this Shakespeare plays. In previous- 

Camegian town, enerail . snout oe: | Seasons ae least on hae the preat 
The drama, generally agreed to‘: offered: at least one 0 e grea 

have been written in collaboration | works. 
with John Fletcher, is a sort of |. A considerable portion of. the 
Fat te deste sone yarn about: Festival's patronage reportedly 

Hal shed hig wite of 20 years (rakes, the trip to Stratford asa 
Katharine of Aragon, in. favor of several days and seeing all the 

the young and appetizing Anne! nlays. In previous years there has 
Boleyn, and how the clerical and' ‘always -been::an- outstanding per- 
lax politicians . around him were|formance in one: of the. “major! 
fected in the process. It's neither | plays to spark interest. On-the 

very theatrical nor especially: other hand, numerous patrons. ga. 
poetic. to Stratford to see specific show, 

The ‘production accents what! in ‘many. cases stopping off..en. 
animation and compulsion there is j route to or from summer resorts in 
in the script. The show is. exquisi-; northern Ontario. 

tay arcade Gear nae: | attinimiting factor. in this sears cled rge -j| attendance may e economic 
Cowan, with appropriate incidental | recession in Canada, reflecting the. 
music by Louis Applebaum. in-| similar trend in the U.S. An addi-|. 
cluding 2 eourt dance skilliuly | tional downbeat element may be: 
staged by Alan and Blanche Lund. |the relatively hign unemployment. |: 
Although an audience may not -be; level in the Dominion, reportedly | 
especially concerned over the} 10¢¢ according to recent ‘figures. 

story, it may be interested in the! From casual.conversations with | 
presentation. ; attendees at the opening three 

Douglas Campbell swaggers be-' days of the Festival, as well as as- 
lhevably as the self-assured mon-'sorted people encountered on the 
arch who knows how to: play off way back to New York, the pri-: 
his subordinates against each other ; mary interest seems to be in Paul islature. 
to get his own way. Although the , Scofield’s portrayal of the title role 
character is the focus of the ac-' ‘in “Coriolanus.” That’s unques- 
tion, the part is rather straight: tionably the most spectacular dis-. 
and offers. little opportunity for, play item of the present Festivai. 
‘personal expression. Campbell S| Many | theatre buffs may prefer this | 
readings are considerably clearer | “Love’s Labour's Lost,” however, 
than in his portrayal of ;Menenius jeven though it’s in the milder com- |: 
in “Coriolanus.” jedy category. 

Kate Reid gives a. generally | As pundits frequently note, 
glowing performance ag the dis-;“Love’s Labour’s Lost’. is’ the. 
carded Queen Katharine, although ; nearest Shakespeare ever came to 
she is understandably unable to} writing a play of ideas. 
sustain a death scene ‘about as}was the. most gifted “hack” of . lit- 
long as the one in “Cyrano de } erary-dramatic | 
Bergerac.” Douglas Rain. is merely } unparalleled . genius 

whose villainy is presumably Sup-} audience. reaction and popularity, 
nosed to be redeemed by his hu-} the ideas in this instance are hard- |: 

‘ly profound or .unduly accentuat-. 
ed. For the-most. part, they are | 
;confined to kidding literary andy 

mility in defeat. 

Bruno Cerussi is convincingly 
intense as the king's clerical cats- i 
paw, Jack Creley is acceptable ag '™ora pretension. 
tiie luckless Buckingham, Pat!- 

s.oken contidante. this is an amusing show. For. the | 
As fluidly played on the Festi-.'iost part. it's’ done with. a light-. 

vals three-quarter platform: stage, touch suitable to the spoofing | - 
“Henry | 
companion-piece to the flamboyant intrigue. 
“Coriolanus.” 

‘But the abrupt shift 

| third act, with the sobering : ews 
A seminar-w orkshop : ‘in directing of the French king's death, is su- 

will begin July 10, at the off-;perb handling of fine writing. 
Broadway Sheridan Square Play- |. 

Fielder Cook. George Roy Hill,}de Armado. It's a shrewdly devel- 
Franklin P. Schaffner and Josej oped portrayal, . -improving ‘as - the |: 
Quintero will be guest speakers. | play. proceeds, and ‘achieving... ant. 

+> admirable blend. of silliness’ and| 
; appeal, 

¢+| Leo Cuceri is © effective ‘as the 
-Y | Spanish: king, with Gary Krawford, 

-| Mrs. Scofield offstage) is a spirit- | 
ed; beguiling. French. princess, and 
Zoe Caldwell, Mary Anderson. and 
Michael Learned : ‘are- engaging as 

.... Erie Christmas; Footmen........ tAl Kozlik, Barry Lord.. Mervyn - Blake, 

nervousness that miarkéd. the “Co- 

; clarity, | 

‘three- -quarter | platform. Stage are 
‘not-.entirely overcome,.. however. 

that the actors ‘can never face the 

‘their backs: turned: to-at. least: part. 

dialog, althaugh— audible, ‘is’ unin- 

‘pression is strengthened that the. 

|.tival.. godfather, and British. Coss |. 

revised stage setup for next year. 

kind of annual observance, staying |: ination of the raised platform and | 

‘exits. The new setup may involve a: was guest-critic for the. New. ‘Yorker mag, on leave from The Observer. | 

Rock. Henderson ‘County, will ‘be- “Marcellus 

- Since he |- 

history, | with al. 
us for ~words | 

competent as Cardinal Wolsey, {coupled with a sharp instinct for |. 

Despite the addition of bits: of 
Galloway justifies the’ royal yen !hokum in the staging and playing, | 
and Maureen Fitzgerald provides ' plus a few of the involved-plot se-| .: 
a salty representation of her out- quences inevitable in Shakespeare, |- 

VIL" is ‘am adequate treatment-of multiple remance and. 

Hobe. ;{rém clowing to seriousness in the | 

-Scofield, who ‘supplies’ the Pyro-:| 
house and will run for five con- | technies of the melodramatic “Co- 
secutive Mondays, under guidance | riolanus,” here offers. an expertly 
of Isabel Halliburton. Arthur Penn {subtle comic performance as the |. 
Vincent J. Donehue, Joseph Papp,| crotchety romantic, Don Adriano 7 

Inside StufLegit = 
“The ‘Milton (Mass.) Academy has won first prize tn: ‘the National’ 

Highschool Play Productior Contest,. sponsored 
‘play .agency for its presentation of. “Charlie's “Aunt.” The: competition 
-was judged. by Willard ‘Swire, execitive director of the American. Na- 
tional: Theatre & Academy, onthe. hasis: of photographs. of ‘secondary. , 
school. productions, from Jan. T to. Jutie 16.-The award. consists of a 

Peter ‘Donat and -especially. John 
Colicos are diverting. as. his foolish- 
ly romantic ‘satellites. : Joy . ‘Parker. 

|attendant ladies. . { editions published by. French. 

Douglas’ Rain is. siltre. arch “as 
their” agent-in ‘- coquettery,. ‘and |- 

Kate Reid, Jack Creley ‘and- Wil- number of scripts: of their r choosing. 

liam Needles are .passable as’ more 
or léss typical Shakespeare ‘clowns. | ‘Raymond. Carver, of Yale Uhivs, won. first. prize of $350: iri the coms. 

‘ | Murray™ Scott gets: the laughs’ in ‘petition oF the Ninth Annual Collegiate Playwrighting Contest, spon- 
the part of the. boy page. Michael | sored by. the Samuel French -play: publisher and: agency for: his “Take .-* 
Langham -has': staged. “the - piece |Care Y'Self.””. W. A. Clark of Princéton, and Robert J, Myers of the — 
skillfully’:and Tanya Moiseiwitsch | State Univ: of Iowa, tied for first.in the short play ‘competition. They: : 
has: designed. becoming costumes. share the first and: second prize money, totalling $300,:.and their’ 

’ As the final af the three -succes- respective. plays,. “Lullaby” and “Long Island: Abroad,” * wi be pub-" 
‘sive openings; :.“Love’s Labour's | lished and leased for production in the. fall by-French. 

Second prize.of $100 in-the full-length- competition - ‘went to: Oliver Ba 
tative reactions. for.a_ first-time Hale, of Yale, for. his “Hey You, Light Man” and Robert Merrift, of ~~ 
Lost” serves to clarify: several! ten- | 

visitor to” ‘Stratford. Pérhaps. to. Tulane, took third prize of $50, for: his “Deus.Cum. Machina.” Ben ‘L. 
some. exteng. -be¢ause the company 
has ‘recovered from. the’ first-night ‘Play competition.” 

Judges for this. year’s ‘eontest ‘were ‘William. Glove, ‘drama ‘editor of 
the: Associated Press,: and’: professors. Herschel L 
Maine,'s and. Barnard Hewitt, of . Titinois. : me 

riolanus” preem; the playing seems. 
more relaxed; There.is less ten- 
sion. and, ‘in: consequence, greater |. 

~The drawbacks of the Festival's rights ‘to Ann Pinchot's. unpublished . novel, “52..West,”. stirred memo- 

There ts still the inescapable: fact. 

entire audience, and. must - have’ of:the title and plot of Mrs. Pinchot’s ‘property-to.the 1919 Broadway 

of the house. much: of the time.: 
_ In addition, ‘while the ‘accoustics 
have apparently: improved as. the | 
company. settled. down (and. a first- 
time visitor has had’ a-chance_ to 
become accustomed to the theatre). 
there are still: moments ‘when the. 

at that time general press representative for the. Shuberts. 

in. the New York. ‘theatrical area: The address of Mrs. Pinchot's novel 

flock of niteries, and ‘her book is based ‘on. hér experiences on. “Swing 
Street” when she was: with the Pinchot. Studio, theatrical photogra- 
phers. (There have ‘been: a number of ‘other plays with street addresses 
for -titles):.“"39 East,” Flamm: recalls, spotlighted two newcomers. -as. 
replacements. for: the. show’s original star, Henry Hull,. -and ‘Constance: 
Binney, a: then ‘unknown . elevated ‘to costar status. in. récognition: of . 

telligtble. “What’s more, the im- 

trouble is most apparent when the | 
actors ‘face the: column-supported. 
platform at stage rear. - i +; ate 
According to local scuttle utt, “1 

rector: Tyrone. Guthhrie, the Fes- |. month trip. to. Europe. 

Blackmer. and -Tallulah Bankhead: 

tumer. Tanya.: Moisiewitsch, « who 
collaborated on the design of. the | 
theatre,. are. working on plans for.a. 

papers; applauded the. ‘recently-opened - West ‘End production ‘of . “By. 

‘Fhe main: idea. would be the elim-|. 

‘supporting . columns ‘at “stage -rear, 
doing away. with the cluttered’ ef-. 
fect and simplifying entrances and | 

the show. “The most sharply. witty.. intricately. . staged, quickest moving. 

reviewed : the: original: Broadway production of the musical..when’ he 

turntable ‘unit at stage rear. 
-In any event, the’ immed I-|- 

‘ate’ attractiveness of the Festival 
Theatre as..a. whole. is. agreeably | _ 
‘maintained by. continued attend-'| ° 
‘ance. "It’s. an exceptionally: attrac- | 
tive and comfortable } house: 

‘Show Abroad 
Hamlet. 

house. Stars Jeremy Brett, Helen Cherry, 

“Greensboro, N..C., July 4. "| Strand “Thestre, ‘London: $2.80 top, sinda Gardner ts less distinctive 
The: Flat Rock Theatre at: Flat | Francisco ............-45. Gi 

‘recognized.-as the State Theatre .of | Horatio © 
Ghost t Hamiet’s Father = North Carolina: “A resolution to- st of Hamlets Fa ‘Robert Crewdson j 

‘that.effect has just: passed the Leg- | poionius ceevegecses Robert Eddison: 
Introduced by: Sen. | Laertes— SSE --»: Ronald Hines. 

.mpresses as Claudius. . Myre. 

* London Shows Boyce” Whiteinire,. -of “Henderson, | Ctauaius!’2207052000221" Josep O*Gonor | 
the - resolution cleared . the “House Gertrude wees srceeeesesere, Helen Gherry “4 (Figures denote. opening: dates): 
over the strong objections. of some Voltimand (2000002005702 Ried. Howson | © Atierous: Prawn, Piccadilly ‘€12-9-59). . 
Representatives. _ Ophelia sseccceascecess) Linda Gardner | Andersonvitie. . Mermaid - i080, 

tZ> cee cece y.ee John. Church |. ‘ ee 
It. had» P reviously - passed ‘the Bulldenstern leew ve ecebe “penn nee ’ Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60). . 

‘Senate. | Firat’ Player ....,..,+, Robert Crewdsgn | \- Bird ef Time, Savoy (S316). -. 7°: 
Player King wy. sees “Gelbert' Vernon. Bride Cames. Back. ‘Vaudeville 11 +25-80): 

‘Plaver Queen ree tnneee ee Jeanne le Bars| . Byé Sye: Birdie, Her Majesty’: s (6-15-6)).. 
.. -Lucianas steeserdeseecee Richard Easton | Cetebration, Dachess (6-7-6)... 
Schedaled Bw way Preems -] Captain ....e..ccceelue: Norman. Henry |. Flings. Aln‘t, Garrick (2-11-60). 

Fortinbras. ::.....2...-. . Richard Easton |. Hamiet. Strand (6-206), 
High Fidelity; Ambdss.. (wk. 9-25-61), | Gentleman |"..:...:; wee; David White| ‘rma Le Deuce, Lorie wir rate 4p., 
From Secend City, -Rovate. (9-266)... | First’ Gravedigger .:;.-.Victor “Maddern |~- reaver nn riterson gh ll eD. 

. Sail Away, Broadhurst _ 0-s8D. Second - "Gravedigger---. Bernard’ Kilby-} - Kitch onge. 1] ret Sebi on - Caretaker, Lyceum: (10-4 | Priest .....-..-.. Seeees Lionel Wheeler | ~ [SS ey LR tae See, Queen's: (-15-81). 
Stanley Poole. Morosco ao5-61): saric steeecceeeecee ties Gilbert: Howton - Let Yourself Go, Palladium (519-6). |< 

““Mieht Be Giants, Th’tre Royal (6-23-62). ° 
Lett Ride, ONeill (O66). jlord ........:--- Sitvie. Rikki Howsost |. 

"clec evue, Golden , | oo : 
"Milk & Honey, Martin: Beck (10-10-61) : Miracle Worker wv ean see 
How’ to Succeed, 46th st. (10- 1460). en. | “Widely acclaimed on its recent! ‘Music Mens Adelphi (3-16-61, 
When fooming.. Relaseo (10-26-61 b. ‘presentation at the Oxford Play-. My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30:58).. 
‘Cemplaisant Lover, Barrymore (11. i6v.' house, Frank Hauser’s: production | Overs New 

"Gay" Lite, “Shubert vANTA( (11-2260. ts “Hamlet” has. eee manent nel -Man ef All, Seasens,’ wn by.a courageous ‘management |. Ryerss te the Park Sant 
Night of Iguana, Royale (12-28-61), for-a four-week run. It provides |. Repertory,: Aldywich. (12- 18:60), 

‘an added: note of -distinction : to: . : Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). 

Off. Broadway Shows | London’s theatrical scene... If. the |.. 
Simple Spymen, “Whitehall a 19. 58).. 

had ineid a: “with Sound ef Music, Palace (5-18-61) 

‘engagement - ha coincide 
(Figures. denote ‘opening dates). | ere echo! - “vacations period it 

6-30-60). 
‘On..Brighter Side,’ Phoenix: (4-12. -61).- 
One Over Eight, Duke York’s (4-5-6)). 

'+' Suzie Wong, Prince: Wales (11-7: -59).: 
. Tenth Man, Comedy. (4-13-61): ° 

Amerizan Savoyards, Mews (4-27-61). | 
‘Balceny (Rep.), Circle In Square O360-, “would: probably have ‘been a finan-: 

‘Tresper Revolution, Arts (6-13- 6). 
Victer’ Borge, Saville (7:4-61). ~ 

Blacks, St. Marks (5-4-61) 
Bugile,. Meon, Playwrights. (6-23- 61).- clal stimulant... + 

‘The production is” ‘noteworthy. | 

Watch it Sailer, Apollo (2-24-60).. 
You Preve. it, St.. Martin's eu8-62). 

_Oream -& Bessie, Cherry Lane (3-1-61):. Young tn Heart,. Vic. Pal. a421-60),. 

Rane gicks Sullivan St. daa, ct _because Hauser has dispensed ‘with |. - SCHEDULED “OPENINGS . 
Leave It to Jane; Sheridan Sa 3-25-59), | all the- conventional gimmicks and_ 7 Kreutzer Sonata, Ata, (70S). 
Mary. Sunshine, Players grit 59). ‘| stagedsa no-nonsense no-frills ver- |" stop the World, ‘Queens (7-20-61): 
‘Premise, Premise (11-22-60)... . sion of. Shakespeare’ s classic, /with _ Bishop’s Benfire, ‘Mermaid: 2-26-61)... 

"Red. £ye, Living Th’tre (6-12-61. ‘|none of ihe powerhouse dramaties.| . ,uiher Joya! Court or zag 
- Stewed Prunes, ‘Showplace - (12-14-60). Jost j th Ind d: th . ets * Saville 

Threepenny Opera, de Lys. (9-20-55). __- ost in the process.. Indee ej One, For the Pot, Whitehall (8 200... 
ynder Le Wood (Rep) Cirghe Garey: audience’ is encouraged ‘to cancen- | 00 Re. Mi, Prince Wales. AO-12-61).- 
otce of the Ture, wis , trate on the dialog, a-treat in it-}- ' CLOSED. SCHEDULED OPENINGS . 

Much Ader, Wollman (F380. 1150. “self, instead of being: diverted by + Altona, Saville (65605 
‘ usen e ere, st . . od 

-Lile de Paris, Maidman (9-35-61). j fanciful directorial ideas: 
. ath Ave: Merth, | Madison A Ave. (9 27-61), _ .Another: ‘apreeable™ ‘feature of 

uskers, ricke 

‘Ge Fight City Hall. Mayfair (10-30-61), |-the : production is that a young, 
OSED ‘though: highly: experienced actor 

ances. 

Hig. teat ck ‘A ts (61461 ve :glosed ‘Saturday: @) after 14. perform- 

s teat, ramerey rts 46105, -has' been’ encouraged to give .an- losed : - afté perf 1. 
ancen: Sunday @'s r 23 Perforny. | individual,: Father than a stylized} 

by: the Samuel. French. - 

‘plaqueand 100 plays of the school’s. choice from the. standard: acting 

Second’ prize has gone: to. the Powell ‘Wyo.y Highschool; for: its pro- a 
‘duction of “Playboy of the Western’ World.’-The ‘school will receive: < . 

Eric. Christnias,. 50 plays. of its choice. Other’ winners will be. awarded a. proportionate: oe 

Satterfield, ‘of: San Diego. State College, placed. ‘fourth. ‘in. ‘the. short _ 

ricker,: Univ. of. aS 

A recent .report : about ‘George “Schaefer's ‘acquisition. of. the: legit 

ries for’ Donald: Flamm, formerly owner . of New York's . indie radia’: 
station, WMCA, and now partnered in the: London producing firm, ©. 
Osear. ‘Lewenstein: Plays, Ltd. Flamm was: struck: by -the resemblance : 

production by Lee and J: J. Shubert of Rachel: Crothers’ ‘39: East,” 
.Which he pressagented- under the’ direction of: the late -A. Toxen. Worm, ays 

‘Miss .Crothers’. play hinged on life .in a. brownstone’ boardinghouse me 

designates the West 52d: St.. block: in. Manhattan that once houseéd..a” 

her performance. Hull and. Miss ‘Binney. were succeeded. by: Sidney’ 

Flamm and his. wife,. stelle, heft N. ¥. yestetday (Tiles) on a “thre: aa 

“Two of London’s influential. legit “erities, ‘both. writing for: Suriday 7 

Bape ete ne Reena a Oe Abie Bye. Birdie,” . in ‘contrast to the - generally -mild: reaction. of the “daily ~.: 
reviewers. Kenneth Tynan, ini. The Observer,. referred to the -presen-— 
tation as “an ‘occasion’ for’ churrahs”’ and ‘concluded ‘his ‘appraisal,.. 
“Despite its flaws, it lights-up the West End sky as nothing: has since: De 
‘West ‘Side. Story.’’”’ ‘Sunday Times critic Harold: Hobson ‘described. -’ 

and best-acted-and-danced. musical in London.” Tynan, :-incidentally, ..- 

[interpretation of ‘title. role. Jeremy 
“Hobe, - “PA. Productions: ee rurinsaier| Brett's Hamlet \is..a direct,. beliév-: 

: r a . 

: _pilsea Presentation | “arama in three. acts: fines tee aa he delivers: his oe 
State Recog nition For ‘F by ~.-William Shakespeare. Staged by: es..¢ y.a gly 

pg _Frank, Hauser; decor, Pauline’ White-. :. Helen: Cherry shires,” as ‘always, 

Flat Rock. (N CG. ) Theatre | Joseph o'conor, ‘Victor: Maddern, Robert as the Queen of Denmark, though” 

Ibert. 'Bernon | ‘as: Ophelia. :There’s a-standout bit: 
Barnardo .-.-....-ss---++ Bernard ‘Kilby , by Victor Maddern: as .a:. Cockney as! 

veer dsredenes Willlam Kony ‘gravedigger and. Joseph: O’Conor... — 

Progress te. the Park: Saville G36). 

Oh Dad, Poor Dad,. Lyric Ham. evésb, 2 

Altona, Saville 6-56); closed Sune m. oS 

' Bad. Soldier, Westminster (614-6); ay 
tlosed’ Saturday ‘(1)° after 2 yerform- 0S 

-- Gn the ‘ Avenue,’ Lyric, Ham. 6 21-81). i 

Waiting: -Gedet.. Thitre. ‘Royal - (3-15-61). . 
closed June 13 after: 35° _berformances.. 
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“-. peviewer, ‘He plang to maké one of his periodic ‘trips. to ‘England next: 

a all, interdependent. If .we know how to adjust.to. ‘temperament.. the col- 

"mate revue ‘which “Edith ‘Maide' 

") glasg in‘directing ‘at the Circle in 

... ‘Theatre Co., .which | will present a 

“Wednesday, July By 1961 

Asides and Ad-Libs 
cae Katharine ‘Corniall, “yacationing at . her’ ‘summer; home on * Marthia’ s 
“Vineyard, has nothing. set for the “fall ‘season: and, according: to-her |’ 

resent mood, doesn’t care if she never acts. again... .Laurie Freeman, 
n charge of: “wigs atthe Festival Theatre,. Stratford, Ont., took over |} 
the ‘assignment: this season,’ succeeding ‘Annette: ‘Geber Garceau, who 
left to head the wig department atthe. Met Opera, N, Y. Freeman As]: 
21, ‘the: son ‘of. a ‘Stratford milkman.’ 

Nathan Cohen, drama’ critic ‘and. ‘entertainment. ‘editor of the Foronto 
- Star; will be among: the speakers. Aug. 28-30 at the American -Educa-. 
tional Theatre Conference’ at the. -Waldorf-Astoztia. Hotel; N. ¥. Pend-: 
Ing the appointment: of a new: television. critic, Nathan. is. doing a. 
daily tv columa, with.the idea of ‘setting ‘the form. for. the permanent 

“STRATFORD, ONT.) 
“By HOBE MORRISON 

Shakespeare, the’ patron saint of. 
‘Stratford,. -Qnt:, has. also turned out- 
to be the savior ‘of the town.. He 
has” put it on the map as one of 
the - theatrical centers of North 
‘America "an n the: - process, -has 
given it a vital boost’ economically: frouse, a eset Mass, The | 

Once a humdrum. little eommu- | Actors Studio, is making the South 
nity dozing .on the .southwestern | American trek at the invitation of 
Ontario .plain,- with the Canadian} the- National Commission’ of Cul- ' 
National Railway repair shops pro- | ture. of. Argentina. After per-. 
viding: the principal employment iformances in Buenos ‘Aires start- 
and: income, ‘Stratford is‘ now the ling July 12, th 12, the: company will play 
prosperous. summertime. mecca for; 

Coonamessett, Mass., July 4. 
‘The: N.Y: Repertory Co. a pri-: 

vately financed group formed to; 
tour South America this summer, 
played a split-week break-in. last : 
‘week as the 13th season opener of 
‘Sidhey Gordon’s handsome Cape | 
‘Cod. strawhat, the Falmouth Play- 

‘October. - 
"Fay (Mrs:. Jesse), Moss, wife of thie attorney. for: the Broadway. ticket 

brokers’. assotiation, is “out. of the -hospital and ‘dround again-after a 
_liver ailment’. « ; Producer Alexander H. ‘Cohen. planed to. the..Coast 
“Jast: night. Tues.). He'll return next- week. and leave’ a few ‘days later 
for London ..: ;..\ Pending the start next .Monday..(10) ‘of its. series of. 
“summer. musical: shows, the’ O'Keefe. Center,. Toronto, ‘is ‘taking advan- 
tage’ of: several. dark weeks. to. tinker with the. theatre’s sound. ‘systeni,| names from:.the artistic, political-|. Caste s 

“Specifically the placernent of the. loud speakers and’ .the’ hanging of. and professional fields of all Can-] sts and Credits 
‘the wooden. orchestra’ shell imported last. winter. from’. London. . “. |ada, to’ a lesser extent the .U.:.S.]. N.Y. rtory Co. presentation or 

rennesseeV Yiams dual bill. inclyding 
Besides. the: Shakespeare revivals, Mike Linz, of the Lobster. Restaurant, N, Y¥., ‘reveals that business for 
the’ Festival includes film ‘and.mu-+ “the: first two weeks of June was about ™ 25% .better than the: same two 

-weeks of last year, when. the Actors. _Equity-League: of N.. ¥. Theatres'|.sie offerings, -a. Gilbert & Sullivan, 
dispute ‘shuttered: Broadway’ legit . . .-Due to a typographical: error, production and an exhibition. 

-. the hames of Dick’ Maney .and: the late. -Bill asa and. Joe Flynn were |- 
omitted from 4 quoted: ‘excerpt in‘Jast week’s issue of ‘a. recent ‘column, 28, "61, at the F hl : 
_by Kaspar Monahan, .drama ‘criti¢-editor of the. Pittsburgh Press, in | where . and. the “number: of: local messett, Mase. £3.95 top avhouse, Coons 
tribute to several memorable, vet ‘pressagents..  - ‘Templtoyees has dropped from ‘about | oy, ; SWEET BIRD OF YouTH 

“All of life is ‘a collaboration. From: marriage to. songwriting. we're 1,000 to somewhere: around -75-80, | Fiy ance 
Stratford: has. the appearance and j 

Youth” and one act “Suddenly — Last! 
.Summer.”- Staged by Tad Doniclewski; 

-{ settings, | iim Ryan: lighting. Cosi Modo. 
‘| Features Viveea Lindfors, Ben Piazza, 

: Although the: ‘patlroad - repair “Gam, Betty Field, Nydia Westman, wa 
‘Mam ‘Daniels; Mi d 

‘Work has: mostly ‘been moved else-.| 2 ee sy Moreen Sterne Opened June 

res 

Scott Hale ee ee 

George Scudder. . William Daniels 
via ~.: Jaboration is the most beautiful thing in ‘the world. If we can’t,.we can.| fee] of.a growing town. Since. the AV aaa LAST oy viveca Lindfors 

‘be -erushed. ”—composer. Harold. Arlen as’ quoted: by- Joseph | ‘Wershba start ofthe Festival. nine years: Mrs. Venable ::..- neeeee Betty Field | 
in the N.Y. Post. itt ago, ‘new. industries: have © ‘been ; i. Dr. r. Curkrowics rivoreses Willam ‘Daniels 

_-o / “Off-Broadway | hasn’t: produced. ‘much—a, few ‘actors, I call it Vanity - started and..the :population © ‘has’! George “Holly” NAIL, Morgan. ‘Sterne 
: “Thieatre—because™ most ‘of. the shows are produced by relatives. or a erown 25%: to nearly 25,000. |” {:Catherine “Holl beevees "Rita Gam 

“boy friend “of” an: actress.”—Broadway . producer “David Merrick, “There are’still only two antique ! ae Posh 0: i “Nive ae 
re- -painted :hotels (one-of which has { ~ 

fair dining room.‘and recently | cities -in Brazil, Chile and Uru-, 
‘installed - the’ first . Jocal cocktail | guay, ending Aug. 29.. 
raom),.there area number. of ¢om-|° At-Falmouth, the group 1s offer- ; 
fortable moteéls,. at least one- fair. ing only two ‘samples of its reper- ! 

“yy ’ da country club... .jtory, a condensed version of the _? “wouldn't be: fearful: to do: ‘a slay: Without music.’ 1 wasn’t ‘fearful restaurant an Ty; , 
'to:do ‘Gypsy, which. was ‘more. a play than-I'd-ever done before. But |. An. obvious. sprucing-up — -cain- n | Broadway. drama, Sweet Oe ane 
producers have :got'to’ be shown.”—Ethel Merman; star. of. the touring ‘paign’ is. under’ way, .with streets’) Yout and .one-ac ted rd 
“Gypsy,” as quoted ‘by Rollie. Hochstein in‘ the. ‘Toronto: Star. . -". being’: widened’. and repaved “and | Broa ummer, 4 presen od < 

“Twas flatteringly interviewed on-two.local.radio programs, ‘and the numerous. incidental improvements aieetr as par of t a in the | 
first thing I ‘was asked.was whether. the. New. York drama seasan had:!in progress. : ‘While the sun-drenched ! Distric er Works In tie 
-been as. dismal: as reports reaching here had made it. My evasive’ reply 
was that it-was disappointing but had its merits, and. its failures .were 

‘nore economic than artistic.” —Richard ‘Watts Jt., Arama. eritic of the}. 

‘Neither of the Tennessee Wil- 

| _N. ¥. Post, writing from Hong ‘Kong: 

Plan Chi Beggar’ $ Opera’s. {Hams plays is likely to spread 

_ News from. Finland, a-monthly- bulletin: of: ‘legit. ‘activities, including: 
capsule comments: about recent productions, conferences, tess “in -Hel- 

, tmuch . sweetness ‘and: Hght among 
Enphaners’ fo Ott. B’ way | ‘our . Latin ‘ American _ nelghbors. 

‘Chicago, ‘July 4: “Sweet Bird-of Youth,” offered in | 

‘sinki, Tampere, Turku. and other. Finnish: cities, is being: ‘issued: ‘by the 
Finnish center of the ‘International . Theatre. Institute, and serit to edi- 
tors ‘designated by the :. world organization’s - headquarters. in- Paris, | 
‘through the American National ‘Theatre & Academy. .A:- somewhat sim- 
ilar bulletin about the: Polish theatre is: sent. out from. Warsaw. a - Playwrights at Second City, “,githe ‘form of excerpts from the 

‘new. off-Loop company ‘here. will original, omits. two of the more 
next présent. a: modernized version horrendous characters, the dema- 

\ of. John’ Gay’s “Beggar's Opera.” gogic Southern politician and his 
. | 1t3.due in September, when. the ‘sadistle son.. As a result, the 

Of Br oadway Notes: current’.““The Explainers” closes. Grand ‘Guignol qualities are soft- 

Jack Blackman, currently. design-| AS adapted by Playwrights | di- pedaled. M a Modific ons : 
ing the sets for “Kicks & Co. ” will} rector. Paul ‘Sills, “Opera” will] ore. a 
do the theatre’s. decor. . have.a coatemporary. Chicago set-} As: a. result, too, the play he- 

The ‘text. of Arnold ‘Weinstein’s | ting in lieu of turn-of-century | Comes. a somewhat. confusing and 
“Red Eye- of -Love” ‘willbe printed | Lendon. “The -Explainers,” based ill-defined - verbal duet between 

in Italian by Bompiani.in’ an edi-| on: the cartoons of-Jules Feiffer, is:| Viveca .Lindfors ag the Hollywood 
tion..of American plays to include: expected to transfer. off-Broadway. actress who resorts to drugs and 
Edward Albee’s. “Zoo Story’” and |. sex in -her efforts. to defeat time 
Jack Gelber’s penned and anxiety, and Ben Piazza as her 

_- quoted by- John: Crosby. inthe N. Y.-Herald Tribune.. - - 
'; “I don't care if I open:.another . play..on Broadway. The bexoftie | 

statement controls the theatre,:and theatre. has. become .a mohey-trap 
“There is no’ allowancé. for’ ‘morality | or. spiritual growth.”—Playwright- 

. Beenarist Clifford Odets,, as quoted. Dy. Nathan Cohen in ‘the ‘Toronto. | 
Star. - Ste : 

look, the residential area is attrac- | clude. Strindberg’s “Miss Tulle,” j 
“(Continued ‘on page 58): {John van Druten’s “I Am a Cam- | 

era,”. and” ‘Edward <Albee’s “The 
‘| Zoo Story.” 

‘Joseph Caruso. Irs “NO Corner. 
in Heaven” will be presented - ‘for 
“16 performances, opening. July: 4, 
at the Eleanor Gould Theatre, 
‘under the auspices. of the. Ameri- 
-can. Creative ‘Theatre. -_ 
‘Helena’ Carroll. and. ‘Derniot 

McNamara, founders and produc- 
ers of the Irish Players, left :New.| 
“York for. Dublin pocentiy. | to. cont i Christopher - Hewitt, quraatly Mae West Test-Touring © oy app ortunistie sige. beau the 

: fer with John ean; Wwhose'| appearing :on. Broadway in “The 
--“Sharon’s' Grave’. ‘they. plan “ta|Unsinkable Molly . Brown,” will. “Her Own Sextet: ‘Comedy., Deterrent heiar ne is merely (2 

‘Chicago, July- 4. 
“Mae. ‘West. has: launched a five-- touched upon. 

week silo tour ‘to try out a: new | Miss Lindfors and Plazza offer 
script. of her own authorship,. “Sex-. well-controlled: performances ex-. 
tet,” which she- hopes to. take fo {cept in two episodes, when they 
‘Broadway this ‘fall, She was ‘last | playin so muted a key that they 
there in =a revival of “Diamond. are virtually inaudible. Miss Lind- 
Lil" in 1961.. fors makes the actress grotesque 
The new play, which Henry but at the same time pitiable. 

Guettel' “is “producing, opens to- | Piazza alternates appropriately be- 
‘night (Tues.) -at Edgewater Beach |tween brashness and the torment 
Playhouse here. for two . weeks. jof terror. 
Then it. goes to: Northland Play-|- oOg¢: ‘the two “plays, 
house, Detroit, and to. the: Kenley | Last:Summer” ts the more success- 

on, Players for. week each in both ,fyl.. °-The horrifying tale of the 

‘star in “Lilo. de Paris,” a new: inti- {dal,” is. planned for. presentation | “2™7e? and. Columbus, O: homosexual poet who is reported 
later this season. by. the. authors, |. . The. “package. : -features. Alan; 10-have suffered a ghastly death at 
with: ‘Dorothy Raedler as detector. ‘Marshal, “Kit. “Marshal | and . Jack |the. hands of cannfbalistic and de- 

‘David Brooks; legit. singer ‘and.| LaRue . (who: was ‘in the. original |bauched: gang of boys has mo- 
director, will stage. “The” Banker's. “Diamond. :Lil”}. Aaron . Frankel ments of perversely overwhelming 

has staged ‘It for, the. tour,. .". (power. . Representing Williams’ Daughter,” | a new musical with]! 

open the 47th season of the Folks-| book and lyrics. by’ Edward Eliscu | most pessimistic view of life, the | 
‘| Play underlines two of his favorite j 

4 More at le oh 
‘La Jolla; Cal., July. 4... 

-biene stage group, Nov. 11, at: the and music by Sol Kaplan, which]: 7 
Folksbiene ‘Theatre.-. :| Clafre . Nichtern plans presenting themes, that contemporary society 

. , is the enemy of the artist and that, 

The La: Jolla Playliouse, which | 
‘opened . ‘its “summer season last’ 

“Jose uintero. .. is -eoriduicting: later 
bf this “season cannibal-like, “We. all use each: 

week with ‘“Marrlage-Go-Rotind,” . 

stage “O,; Marry. Me," the musical |. 
version of Oliver Goldsmith's “She | 

open. = | {Stoops to Conquer,”’ scheduled ‘to 
Kathleen: ‘Roland’ has succeeded. ‘open’ next fall at the Gate. Theatre.. 

Elizabeth . ‘Colquhoun in “Hedda }. Sidney ‘Bernstein, co-producer. of 
“Gabler.” .. |: | “The~ Blacks,” at. the St.’.Marks 

Carolyn Costes and ‘Low: Friz- Playhouse, planed. June 22 to Lon- 
gell have succeeded’ Grayson Hall |don to. see. the production of the 
and F. -M.. Kimball in “The Bal-{| Jean Genet drama; at. the. Royal: 
cony” and Ralph Waite is genera! |Court. Playhouse ‘there: 
‘understdy for the’ show. and. “Un-|.” “Shame. the. Devil,” .a new musi-. 
der Milk :Wood,”. which is in ‘rép-j-cal ‘with book and lyrics. by Ed. 
ertory with it. at the Circle-in-the- ‘Menerth ‘Jr. and music by: Arthur 

_, Square. - Brandon, . based on. Richard’ Brins- 
“Lilo, Parisienne chanteuse, -will ley .Sheridan’s: “School. -for:: Scan- 

“* present. later. this. season at a new 
off-Broadway house’ ‘they. intend: to 

man and. Monte : Proser . plot: for. 
Maidman, opening -Sept..'5.. -_ 

- Elihu. Gilner’s “Back Lane Cen- 
ter,” a new. ‘Yiddish - drama, will 

Robert Kessler: will com ose. the} 
score for “O, Marry ‘Me. » other, and that’s what we call 

Richard: Roffman is. planning toi love,” ; 
present: a musical version of Con- Williams’ 

.- the. ‘Square. Theatre - School - -and 
Workshop, N.Y.:. 

‘ Kenneth Nelson. has ‘rétimned to intensity of feeling 

‘ condenasd version of “Sweet Bird of 

Plazza | 

{opens next Friday 

business center still has a dreary | ‘South American repertory will ini | 

“Suddenly 

87 

OWN - BIZ 
BARD BOOSTER tf| N Y. Repertory Troupe Tunes Up 

For So. American Summer Tour 
Ham Daniels {s quietly competent 

-as the physician. 
i Minor roles, with the exception 
of over-acting by Judy Rice as a 
nurse, are well-handled by Nvdia 
i Westman. Morgan Sterne and Miss 
Lindfors. 

i Tad Daniclewski's direction is 
Spasmodically sensitive, aithourh 
‘he cannot da much to surmount tie 
obstacles presented by the overlong 

, Speeches that pervade the play. 
‘Jim Ryan's exotic garden settu:g 
is simple and serviceable 

It seems questionable, however, 
if this is the sert of dramatic tue 

‘“w feed our South Amernan 
i friends. In doth plays, Willsasns 
‘seems to be sensatienalizing life 
.Tather than reflecting it Dias 

Seep ome «em ab. Beene eh nn pee 

- Guthrie’s ‘Pirates’ Will 
i Tour U.S. After N.Y. Run; 

London With Pinafore’? 
The Tyrone Guthrie productien 

of “Pirates of Penzance,” which 
(7: at Strate 

ford, Ont., Is scheduled for a lim- 
ited U. S. tour in the fall. The road 
hike will follow a sia week buovk- 

aj ing. of the Gilbert & Sullivan aper-_ 
etta at the Phoenix Theatre, N Y. 

| he Phoenix stand is sisted to he- 
gin Sept 6, after the conclusion of 
the show's run at the Avon Tha- 
tre, Stratford. 
| The U.S. tour, being arranged by 
‘the Pearson & Eaton Bureau, will 
. take the company to 43 cities in 17 
| states. The Guthrie version of 
“Pirates” has been acquired by 
ic ontemporary Productions, liv, 
which also owns Guthrie's prior. 
G&§& endeavor, “H.MS. Pinafore,” 
which was presented at the Strat- 
i ford festival last year and then at 
lthe Phoenix. 
| Contemporary Productions is 
currently negotiating with British 

{producer Hugh Beaumont for the 
| presentation early next year of a 
‘repertory of the two operettas on 
the West End. Guthrie would su- 
pervise both productions, . 

TP aren 2. poe 

FELDMAN CARRYING ON 

Weinstein Absent From Country 
Playhouse—Other Staffers 

Westport, Conn., July 4 
With Henry Weinstein produc 

ing “Tender as the Night” for 20th 
Century-Fox on the Coast, Lau- 
rence Feldman is going it alone 
this summer at Country Playhou<e, 
third season under. their lcaxe 
from Lawrence Langner and Ar 
mina Marshall. Feldman 1s over- 

iseeing productions here and at 
Fapermill Playhouse at Millburn, 

J. and is also fronting local en- 
rprise. 

te elle Hill returns from Miami 
for second season as press repre- 
sentative with Jim Shearwood as 
assistant. Evelyn Estabrook, for- 
merly at the Fontainbleau, Miami 
Beach, in on speciai promotion 

James McKenzie has checked in 
for third season ‘as: general man-. 
ager with Harvey Stuart a¢ heaice 
manager and Ray Sipherd as trv-as- 

Lorraine Hansberry again 
subscription department 

sooo oeeneteen nanan nee 

t 

Jim Gildersieeve, 
stage manager. 

Steve Dohanoz, nationally-known 
cover artist, has designed new 
motifs for programs and menus 

‘in adjacent Players’ Tavern, al«o 
operated by Feldman and Wein- 
stein, with Harry Kiesler as 

; maitre a’. 
Special children's matinees are 

j Scheduled this year opening Juzsie 
, 40th with Suzar! Martionettes. 

James Olsen staged last night's . 
| opening of “Pleasure of His Cem- 
pany" with Cornelia Otis Skinner 

ew 

the. cast. of. “Fantasticks” following stancé» D'Arcy “Mackay's «1920 with. Jeanne, Cagney, will play| and his. wealth of imagery are weil and Hans Conreid. 
. Lhiess | Broadway -drama, ‘The: Silver: four. additional two-weekers. - feonveyed by-the cast. Rita Gamm — 
A : James. Frawley “has succeeded Thread,” later. this season. . ‘The |- -The ‘followups. will be "Five is particularly effective as the: Abe Vigoda will appear jn 
George Segal in “The Premise.” {show has book and- lyrics’ by ‘Mar- Finger Exercise,”. with John Kerr, | poet’s neurotic cousin wha reportsi“Wish You Were Here” and 
~ Jamies Truax, Geoff Lo Baito, . Al :tin 3. ‘Hansen and: music by David.|. Martin’ Braddock, Sally Pearce, : 
‘Kavasiagh and. Pierre LaMarre are { Lefitt: and is to be staged by John | Patrick’ White .and: Erin: O'Brien- 
planning the ‘formation: of World} A. Bowman. - ; Moore, opening next Monday. (10); 

Dennis ‘King ir. gucceeded Alan. “Sound of. Murder,” July 24; “In- 
~-geries of: ‘plays: at-a new off-Broad- | Napier - in “Under: Milkwood” :at ‘y{tation ‘to. a March, in Aug. 7, and: 
way, theatre” ‘to. be. called: Stage 73. ‘the: ‘Beverly Hills: (Cal) Playhouse. “A Majority of. -, One,” Aug. 21. 

Fielé: contributes a powerful per-, 
formance as the dead poet's ruth- 
less, domineering mother, and Wil- 

| Shakespeare 

the death while she is under the |“Naughty Marietta” at the Melody: 
effects. of a truth serum adminis- | Fair, North Tonawanda, N. Y., July. 
tered by. a young physician. Betty | 4-30, following which he begins 

rehearsala for the New York 
Festival production 

of “Richard I,” 
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The Voice of the Turtle’ 
Hat oaca Gtiner & Eleanor Horn revival 

yf these att somed, bv John van Druten. 
Stase1 bs Matt Cimber, 
Thay fe 
Ceagon, Jean Shepherd. teatures Joyce 
Randyion Opeaed June 27. ‘Sl. at the 
Shab scgeet Theatre, SS ¥ , $490 top week- 
ends, $2303 weeklass. 
Salty Mid tlefour 
Ohva Lashhbrogke 
Bi) Page 

seeee Jovce Randolph 
. Jean. 

Tie silo circuit has invaded off-° 7 
With the opening lapt 
of Jotin yan Druten's 

Bi oa-laay 
Veresday 027 
1943 comedy smash, “Voice ot 
the Turtle.” Barbara Grjner and 
Eleagion Horn have launched a 
‘suruner Comedy Festival” at 
the 415: Street Theatré, which 
they also operate. The stock-like 
Operaton features a nev show 
every tao weeks, 

fe ° Pardle’ as any indication, 
thers will be other elements of 
stvacnatters during the Festival 
beseles ats foruiat 
anes. bs Mends Carson, Jean. 
Stepkerd and Jovce Rangdolph, al- 

venerally competent, tail 
ter tactiires many of the nuances 
or van Druten’s characters, so the 

sshtisite and simplicity. that dis-; 
tin. Naoh the pilav from the typical! 
romantic comeds are often -lack-* 
ime Vir characterizations are too 
broad te do proper justice to the 

‘ . 
a fate et 

Off-Broadway Reviews 

é lessly repetitious ‘theories on sex, 
_Selfings and? 

Peter M. Foward. Stare Mindy: 

Mindy Carson | 

Shepherd" 

The (perform- . 

“|| Tuner’ at Williamstown 
-_ As Tryout for Off- Bway 
- “Sap. of Life,” an: off-Broadway- 

; bound musical. comedy with book 
ing a. rainstorm. They strike up and- Ivrics ‘by. Richard. Maltby Jr. 
a conversation and. pour out. end: ‘and: musi¢ :by David’ Shire, will be. 

[presented Aug:: 22-26,. at the ‘Wil-. 

are “beat” and before long 50: -is| tre: It will . be Jthe only tryout 
the audience. :  ‘lofrered at the strawhatter, which. 

Paul Giovanni, as a. guy who has’ .opens its season J. uly. 7 with ‘Shake- 
-been: numerous versions of gocial : :speare’s “Othello.” 
deviate, {is from the rumble ‘and! - Quartet Productions, consisting 

life, conformity and. society. They: 

scratch school of acting. Joe Pona- - ‘of Lewis Lloyd, Mary. Jean Parson | 
Ss .plan-|}- zecki is his inarticulate. dissatis- ; and William. Francisco 

fied doorway companion who's, ‘ning. :to -present the’ “musical. ‘off- 
gziven.to mental lapses. His | per- Broadway « ‘in’ October. 
formance is okay, if strained. “Lwil direct: ; : 

“Blood Bugle” deals with a. re-' 7 
tired blood and guts -Army -gen- : 
eral who deplores modern, youth. 
as soft, spoiled and disgustingly 
unmilitant. He and-:a fellow ex- if 
officer are plotting to overthrow 
the ‘peace-loving president ‘of: ae Staats ‘Cotsworth will play Want! 
country in: particular), ‘on. the! Chi Yang in "Flower Drum Song, 
‘theory that war is inevitable. The the week of July 10, at the South 
premise is briefly interesting until ! Shore Music. . Circus, _ Cohasset, 
redundancy. takes. over. =. > | Mass. 
James Cahill plays the verbose! . The Arena Players ‘of Deer Park. 

Seneral to ihe demonic hilt, be- th. .1., will open’ ‘their Season of 
coming -annoying as . he grows! weekend ‘performances — ‘the’ 
progressively less believable. Wil- | Theatre- Under-the-Stars, "Friday. 
liam’ Severs. is stiff as his army |'7) with “A Stranger, a. Son. and a! 
buddy and Jerry Pagano struggles. Gambler." ... 
through the embarrassing role of Morris Carnovsky; Douglas Wat- 
an Army shavetail. ‘gon, Clayton. Corzatte ‘and. Christ- ‘| 

Lee Paton, the group‘s founder, !opher Knight are ‘appearing -this ; 

~ Stok lens tT. 

directed both plays with’ little ‘in-:Sammer in the. Shakespears reper~|" 

liamstown. | (Maéss.). Summer Thea- | 

- Francisco ' 

wenuity and Gyula’s settings. Hal] tors productions: at. the Globe 

: Georgze’s costumes. and . William] Theatre,: San Diego,- which opened. 
! Connaughton’s lighting are cel season June 27. 
but servic eable. Kali. “4 Richard. Kirschner has been: ;. 

‘named ‘administrator of ‘the Amer- 
"| ean. Shakespeare Festival & Acad-. 

shy: (5 finer pont. and allow much , 
of us charns to turn to’ cuteness. 

Miss Carson, the” former pop! 
sneer. is a pert and bouncy per- 
former. She brings an exuberance 
ty the role of tle young actress. 
thar aets her through most of the ; 
serint credibly Jean Shepherd, a 
tear subber, acquits bimsel{ okay . 
ay cre GE when he’s. not Inject - 
ins bt. broadca-ting personalits | y eokly. Feldman and Danielewski- 

far> his charactervation. He yin travel with’ the company. 

s-en-3 to warm up asx he ses! Which is being sent out-at the inyi- . 
atous = Mins Randslph , tenis toj tation of the. National Commission; | Rod Colbin will appear in “west. 
OLerpids as the brash frie nd who of Cc ulture in Argentina. | Side: Story” at the. O'Keefe: Thea-: 

brings the two together. i 6 The repertory program: will con-+ tre, Toronto, for two weeks begin ; 
Time has nat been kind to- sist. of three | separate -offerings.. ‘ning’ Monday‘ “4101. . 

“Tarte” Much of the “40s SOPh-s One will be a Tennessee Williams’ ~The~-Tappan. “Zee Playhouse, 
istieated innocence and honesty! bill comprising the first and third | Nyack, _N-Y., ‘opened. ast) Monday 
winer underhes the relationship acts of “Sweet Bird of Youth” and| ‘3+ with: the Molly Picon-Martyn ‘ 
bereeen the girl and the suldicr , the _one- -acter, “Suddenly Last | Green starring’ package of “Major: 
appeats today to be naive and’ cinmer.”’ Another. will: be a ity of One.” - 
arcit, More definitive acting would | double-bill, “Zoo Story” and “Miss! _ Ann Harding-: -will star in “Two 

hie helped. but van Druten’s’ jutie” and the third, the only full-! Queens of Love and Beauty,” at: 
characters are dilticult.to believe - length presentation, will be “E Am ; the Bucks County: Playhouse, New 
too-tas a Camera. - .j Hope,: Pa., -béginning. July’ 18. Jay. 

Matt Cimber, who will direct all ‘According to Feldman, the com: , Julien’ plans to bring the Elwood. 
the plays in the series, appears to pany will play major South ‘Ameri- €,. Hoffman play. to “Broadway -if 
have concentrated more on f0Ss¥" oan theatres, with potential weekly the’ tryout-clicks: © - 
staging than on clarifying tne per~! oross capacities ranging {tom | Sylvia’ Davis. has the: femme Iead | 
sonv’ elements in’ the play and  $36.000- $46,000. The troupe. opened | 1%: “Majority of. One.” which ends. 
wiuly there is a lot of movement | tlast week at the Falmouth 1Mass.) 
as-( prop) handling, there. isn't! ‘Playhonse and is. tuning up this! Theatre, . L. -E, 
enovigh rapport and character de-! x Week, 
ve'spment Peter M. Foward has | Contra. pine, Westport Conn.» palan St “Mark” will, aivect Jack 
Ovetlonded his apartment. s¢ ting, Feldman. and Weinstein. The -Fal- ong as and: Reiko in Teahouse: 
Wit props. and might possi Yt mouth stand was ‘limited to ‘the | Of the. August ‘Moon,’ at the Salt’ 
hace used a front curtain to con-| wijiams program. |, Creek - Playhouse, .: Hinsdale, Ill.,. 
coal the set changes and blackout! The company is presenting the {Tate in 35 - F 

aes ts to tg af Zoe “Julie” double-bill in West-] enc ad's -“F; _gpPedring tn) 
te at 1 4 tion whiel o ae a: port at ‘regular performances this.| thy “ough July 9, at ‘th ot d Mille 
othe i ert we ith whieh 4s 10 | week, * ‘Camera” will be performed | Theatre; Mivae, ‘ik erred. MNer | 
ttewlarly Kind to its 5 vehi te . ure] there at. two extra matinees to-|  pijin ‘actress Linda Darnell will | 
the Will be followed by ‘Alan Dal | morrow (Thurs. and Friday (7). star in “Monique,” for ,a week be- in “Susan Slept Here.’ and Den- The cast will share in any income | ginning’ July 18. at the Avondale | 
is _ Pe "e » | over the breakeven in: Westport. TP 
se Darcel in “The Little Hut. Feldman leaves tomorrow for, avhouse, . ‘Indianapolis... 

Kalt. Buenos, Aires, and the company | Hotel” Monica, "Santa Monica, 
will go. Sunday (9). Edward Albee, | 

N. Y, Repertory 
aes ~Continued from. page 53 = =! 

there is an office tab of. $30 

{gan its. AQ-Wweek - summer, Session, 
| June 12... 

‘ Queen: Aggravaine in the Corning: 
-N. Y.i Summer ‘Theatre. presenta- | 
tion of’ ‘Once Upon. a: Mattress,” 
Jast night (Tueés.). 

N orth port, next. 

West of the Moon and . »,season Jul “ 
author of “Zoo,” is also..going-: to o/| Hot . Trin secn - “Followups wre The Blood Bugle Buenos Aires:for a university: lec- “Dinner ‘at: Eight,’ ” “Rope”. and 

New ‘Playwrights Theatre presentation ! ture. Incidentally, Julio Kaufman, 
of a double bill: “West of the Moon.” 
Ronhsct Heide. and “The Blood Bugle.” 
Hatry Tiernev Jr. Staged by Lee Paton: 

t | “Dark of ‘the Moon.”.. — 
by I a N. Y. architect, is credited ‘with, ‘Stephen Douglass;.. playing the 

setting up the tour. N.Y. publicity. tead ‘in ‘Song. of | ‘Notway” at’ the 
sertiuugs, Gyula: costumes. Hal George: : 
Irahting. William Connaughton. - - Opened for the project is. being handled State. Fair Musicals in-Dallas, came. Juans 23, “61, at the New Playwrights| by’ Howard -Atlee, with: David. do’ ‘ith h -. 

Garth. in. ‘charge of international. one nts epatitis after the open 
+ ballyhoo.° 

Theatra, N.Y: $3.80 top. 

West of the Moon Lek oo. eee ce eae, Paut G 1! been. replaced by Glén Burris. who 
Bitte 12 TITTIES Joe ' Ponazeckt : Feldman claims he originally | went, ‘on. with one day’s rehearsal. 

. “The Biood Bugle ; Wanted to send a company: behind |‘ Barbara. ‘Williams, -who recently’ 
re gine Cather ...... * lames Cahill | behind the Iron Curtain, but - that concluded three and. a half’ years 

didn’t pan gut. ‘He also. points to. 
the vast difference-in expenditures ! 

Betz Gen. Westwood .. William Severs | with “Musié.Man,” will ‘repeat her 

;emy, Stratford,’ Conn., which jbe-| 

Tr 
. Carmen’ Mathews. is’ appearing as! 

its six-week: Stand at the: Red Barn. { 

.| the’ sale of bonds and contribution. 

opens new -siimmer stock: company, 

‘ing... night . ‘performance and has.| 

fof. ambassador-missionary. on’ per: 

“The theatre's perennial need of i between his venture and the Thea-: 
n-« playwrights is hardly an ex-} tte Guild-American Repertory Co.: 
euse for the dual bill of “West. uf! The. Guild unit. operating under’ 
the Woon” and “The Blood Bugte.” | the auspices of the State Dept., 
Matters like this offering of Fast | also scheduled . ‘tour. 
Wednesday (28: at the New Play- | America besinning “next August: } 
weights Theatre tend to bring the! That company, headed by ‘Helen* 
Mhole playwriting craft into. dis-; Haves, recently returned’ to: N.Y. 
repute. | following the completion of a 16- 

Perhaps these two scripts should } j Week tour of 25 cities in 15 coun-; 
have been expysed in a workshop.! tries [n Europe and the Middle ° 
hece they could have been seen j East.. 

and evaluated. more -safely for all} 
coveerned, including innocent spee-. 
taiors |Gaild. tour at around $550,000. 

Both Robert Heide and Harry. estimating another $450,000 for | 
Tierney Jr, whose “West of the} the upcoming three-manth tour Of |. 
Moon” and “Blood Bugle.” re-{ Latin. America. 
spectively, are being offered by 
New Playwrights, might have ben-| . Glen Byam Shaw ‘returned: to 
efted from such exposure. Both! London recently, - following _pro- : 
seem to suffer from the malady } duction conferences in New ‘York ;. 
ot having little to say and using / anent “Complaisant Lover;: which ! 
a tot of words ty say it. | be" ll direct. 

Noon” brings together two lost ’Motley,. 

sis a buikimg entryway dur-' settings. 

fizured .the cost of- the 16-week. 

will design the. sliow's 
Ze , 

A State. Dent. official reportedly: 

role ‘of Marion the Librarian in- 
productions at. Buffalog:. ‘Westbury, 
‘and Dallas this summer. : 

_ Howard Morris and Betty ‘Maai- 
is{gan will appear. in, Cole Porter’s: 

South! .“You Never Know,” 
ythe Red: Barti Theatre, Northport, 
L.-L. (N.. Y.- 

-role..in ‘the ‘Gettysburg, - Pa. com- 
‘pany. of “Young Abe. Lincoln,” 
“Which opens. tomorrow. (Thurs.). for 
* the’ summer at. Fantasyland there. 

ewe roles in- “Take Me Along” and: 
‘Damn Yankees,” -at. the Rochester 
(N; ¥.)' Town and Country: Theatre: 
Elizabeth Watts. ‘who: appeared. 

in * *Destry: ‘Rides: Again”. od. Broad-- 
way, will repeat her assignment in’ 

, the tuner at the ‘St: Louis ‘Munici-. 
5 

pal’ Opera’ this. summer. 
Chip Martin;,- 

“Moongtow. Plavhouse,. Lake Ozark. 
‘Margaret Harris, of. Mo.; now in its: ‘second season ‘of j tars as paying .guests. Not every: 

: opération,- “Was: fa. “New York. re- 
ecentlys, ~ 

July 5-3), at. 

John Galt will ‘have .the. “title | 

‘Dorothy Stinnette will have -the. 

producer. ‘at the} 

_ Wednesday, July. 5, 1961. - ike vay : ini and emg: 
The following are’ the’ current otf-Bréadway shows -(and: ‘respective . 

theatres) ‘and. pressagents, . with the.address and phone number of each. | — es 
This 1s published as a service. to.drama critics and’ editors. and other - 

¥ork.. ; — 

AMERICAN DREAM & DEATH OF BESSIE Siri (Cherry Lael ae 
‘Howard . Atlee, 200 W. 57th St. (GI -5-9125). i. 
_AMERICAN SAVOYARDS (Greenwich. Mews): David Lipsky,, 230. 

TW. 4ist St. (CH 4-5185)..° - 
BALCONY | ‘&. UNDER MILK “woop - ‘Irepertory)’. (Circle | in ‘the Lt 

Square}: Max Gendel, 10 °E. 39th St. (MU -3-9752). - 
BLACKS (St: Marks):. Max Eisen, 234 W. 44th. St. (OX 5- 1864): 

(JU. 2-4747). 

-KING .OF ‘THE’ ‘DARK: CHAMBER an Hus): Karl. Bernstein & Ben 
[| Kornzweig, 1697 B'way (JU 2-2490)..° | 

. LEAVE IT TO. JANE (Sheridan Squares: Max Eisen, 234 Ww. 44th St. 
(OX 5-1864)... 
|e HTTLe MARY SUNSHINE. “@layers): Bob, Ullman, 1545. Bway Cie 

« ) ae 

PREMISE ‘Premise’: ‘Tony Geiss: 234°W. adt St.. (LO "343700. . 
- RED EYE. OF LOVE. (Living. Theatre): James Spicer, 530 Sixth Ave. ., 
(CH 3-4417). . : , 
“THREEPENNY OPERA. (Theatre ‘de ‘Lys: Simuel u ‘Friedman, 1681. 

B’ way (CE 5-3540)-. 
“VOICE OF THE TURTLE (41st Street): Max Gendel, 10. E, seth ‘Sts. 
IMU.3-9752i, 9 >» - 
‘WEST OF THE MOON & BLOOD. BUGLE | (New Playwrights!: Max es 

| Eisen, ‘234 W. 44th St: (OX 5-1864). 
Note: On Broadway, Frank. Goodman: and. Ben Washer, ‘representing we 

i “Irma La Douce,” 
; Fontanne, have m 

‘at the Plymouth, and “Sound ‘of Music,”: at the Lunt, 7 
noved to », 65 W.. 46th Sti Cl 6-4180.: me, 

Play’ S$ the Thing for Stratford 
Continued from page’ ST 

tive, with huge. maple. ‘trees: shad-_ évéryone. goes: along, and: some’ of: ae 
ing the wide. streets and stibstan-. 
tial homes on broad. lawns > Sloping | 
:down to: the: “Avon River... 

The Festival: Theatre; now: -the 
hub and. showpiece of. the: ‘cormiu- 

‘the largest and ~most: impgsing 
‘houses: in’ town provide room .and 
breakfast: for. .theatregoing: tour-. 
ists. .Even: the diehards who eX~ 

| press -dsiapproval’ of: such ‘goitigs- . 
‘nity, ison the -edge~.of “Queen’g | 9m Seem.to enjoy the ‘lively, social: 
Park, ‘which | extends” ‘along’ oth: life: ‘during the Festival season::. 

banks of.the Avon in’the resideén- |. 
tial. neighborhood. Just across the’ 
street ‘is: the single building of 
teacher’s ‘college, and.” ‘about a 

j quarter-mile ‘away. is-. the Arena; 
where various exhibits ‘are held as 

tpart of the Stratford Shakespeare- 
lan’ Festival season. 
Te Shakespeare - ig the local : pas 
tron saint, Tom: ‘Patterson. is Strat-- 
ford's first citizen. A. native-born}. 
;reporter on the local newspaper, 
Patterson. first.-.conceived of ~ the | 
festival,-and talked the. town. offi- |: 
eials: ‘into giving. him :$125 to make 
a trip to-New York to try to organ- 
ize: it. : , 
Undaunted by the failure of that 

| initial’ attempt. ‘the -.still-hopefel 
authorities’ vote to: appropriate 
1 $30,000. to establish. the project, 
‘and :-Patterson traveled. to’ Londen, 
where ‘he enlisted. the. quixotic: Ty-|-. 
rone. Guthrie-.as- artistic director 
rand Alec Guinness | as stat for the 
I first: season. , 

- Under Guthrie's hypnotic: enthu=’ 
siasm, the Stratford _agreed to raise 
$150,000 to erect a. tent. theatre 
and start: ‘the festival. The festival: 
was an. immediate ‘success, but. 
after three years-.it was found. ad- 

visable. to build a. permanent. thea- 
tre,. and. $1, 500.000 was raised by- 

‘come adjusted to actors.. ‘Although: 

players. came ‘from’ England. cand ~ 
the U.S. the first.few -years ‘of: 
the’:Festival.: The’ majority tend ta: 
‘be’. Canadian now,*: and’. they’re 
quickly accepted by the permanent 
citizenry. - ee 

Bicycles Abound. 

Among ‘these : resident - players; 

‘prevailing mode of ‘transportation ~ 
is. by:. bitycle. . Since the actors’ 
live with. local: _families, they're 
greeted with Gasual- friendliness |. 
as they: pedal. back and. forth.to the 
theatre, the “center‘of ‘town. and ~ 

river.: 

Perhaps the ‘key to ‘the chariging. 
tone of: Stratford is the. revised: 
liquor code. In keeping: with : the 
strict’ alcohol -Iaws:: of | Ontario . 
province, Stratford used to be vir- - 
tually -bone | ary. . There® still ‘are ° 
tio saloons’ or “bars, as in ‘sinful - 
New York City,- but drinks: ean: be 

‘smorgasbord dinner, -but :isn’t “y. he , 
icensed ‘to. sell drinks, -but the 

‘from: foundations. © , .| Country: club ‘has liquor “and. the 
: Local P rophet Honored! -| Queens .Hotel ° has: just: opened | ‘a 

‘The present ‘Festival Theatre, -a | cocktail lounge.” is 
modern, ; handsome and superbly 
‘eomfortable - building, : is ‘now: in. 
‘its fifth season. The :2,258-seat. 
house. can: gross -$64,600 at a .$5: 
‘top, and. breaks even at. about $52,- = 
000. 

“Although - Patterson. no longer 
has -.a. policy-making position, he 
has a roving’ assignment. as a sort 

Stratford is well aware; of ‘course,. - 

tors (the theatre:holds 18,064 spec-:"" 
tators ‘ina. capacity. week). Unlike | 

| New. York-City,, which also. thrives ~. 

fice: tax.. Although ‘the population 
increase -and visitor influx have _ 
raised municipal.” expenses, . local - 
authorities have no’ intention ‘of. 
taxing: their: chief attraction. ' 

manent’ salary, As evidence’ of: his’| 
‘local ‘standing, Festival : publicity: 
‘invariably gives him. full -credit |. 
for the founding ‘of the. ‘project, 

Stella Holt to Europes. and-his portrait ‘and‘bust are prom- 
inently placed in the theatre lobby. 
The festival is run by \a°. board 
0& governors with Wilfred - P| 
Gregory, a local. insurance execu- 
‘tive, as president. : 

Of course, ‘to: paraphrase Abra- 
ham Lincoln.’ you . can't ~ please. 
everybody.‘all of the time, and. 
Stratford's. present" ‘prosperity and. 
prominence ‘leaves ‘a féw.-local res- 
idents. dissatisfied. There’ " are. 
occasional laments . for’ ‘the -good 
cold. days, and complaints. that the. 
‘town is becoming too commercial,’ 
with too: many visitors ° and too. ’ --Miss: .Holt’ will ‘visit Several: 
little peace and quiet.- - countries before. returning. Sept.’ 4, . 
‘Because: of the limited: hotel when. production activity will begin 

and. ‘motel . ‘accommodations, the | on “All in Love.” a musical version - 
Festival sponsors’ have - from. the |.of Sheridan's. “The Rivals, ” which 
first _persuaded’ Homeowners -with.| she’s-: co-sponsoring. “off-Broadway. - 
ayailable rooms. to .také in -visi-: 

her ‘trip she intends: meeting with 
Sean Q’Casey regarding a planned. 

‘able’ to’ see the playwright, who's 
been “ill. she hopes to confer with’ 

‘the’ proposed . project... 

‘Ferry Brown. The latter. pair will . 
also :be. partnered ‘in the ‘contem- 
plated . “Roses” revival... , ” 

4 one has’ welcomed: the.‘ practice, : 
but: social - pressure is such. that’ 

newspaper People’ who’ may ‘be Planning theatregoing: Misits.. ‘to, New - . ne 

FANTASTICKS (Sullivan Street); Harvey Sabinson,. 321 W. "4ath St. sr 

|: HEDDA GABLER ‘Fourth’ Street): Howard ‘Atlee;, 200 -W: ‘Sith. st. as 
(CI 5-9125). 

“It’s reportédly taken ‘time, but -". 
the - ‘tawnspeople: ‘have. even -* be-” =. 

the -accent’-has -always been-“on’ *-- 
‘Canadian talent, . the. bulk of the...” 

a few have their own. cars, but_the . -. 

-past:’ the: picnic’. tables. ‘along. the... a 

‘purchased ‘at. licensed restaurants. -,. 
The: Victorian, ‘across ‘the. river’ *.. ..: 
from the: theatre; offers: excellent”. 

‘that-the- Festival has ‘attracted visi-... 

on ..tourist theatregoers, . ‘however,. oe 
Stratord isn’t considering .a boxof- : 

‘To Huddle on‘Red Roses we 
Off-Broadway: prodacer Stella." - 

‘| Holt’ planes to’‘Europe today (Wed. | 
for. a.stay:of-two months. During - : --°-: 

off-Broadway ‘revival ‘of his‘ play, - a 
“Red Roses ‘for: Me.” If ‘she's -un-.~ 

Mrs, O’Casey in London regarding’... 

with - Jacques _Urbont and: John. 



— ~ em pee eee ae ne 

ce als Ag et an tne SCT - ra ; 

: toe a Af, . . . mo tro ry 

“which concluded a 10-week Chicago 
aa vatand: the same. evening.” Oe 

oTF with show classification: indicates }. 

_ week tinless otherwise: noted. 

 “($5.95-$6.60; © 2,100;- $72,000): (Ethel |’ 
ws ' Merman), Previous week, $72. 342. 

ws (oth wk). ($5.50-$6;-:1,380;..$45 
." Previous week,. $20,774: Laid. off 

- following the ‘evening. performanée |. 

“29. at ‘the Opera: House, Central 
City, Colo, : 

").":°670; $82,000). Previous week, $82,- 
“052 with: Civic - Light. Opera. Assn, 
“ subscription.‘ 

a subscri ption.: « 

; “@a: wk). ($6-$6.50; . 1,636; $63,000) | 
| .(Michael. Evans, . Caroline Dixon). |. 

~ +. Previous week,’ {$56.264- for. seven 
‘\" performances, ; 

S RS)2d wk) ($6.50;:1,760; $64,000). 
- , Previous week; $3 [198 with Thea- 
tre. Guild-American’ Theatre: Socie- 
_ oad subseription. 

aus. week, $49,659. -with’: Broadway: 
- Theatre League. subscription, Sev- 

.'¢{Speegle,.: News-Cal}- Bullet in;. 
Knickerbocker, - Chronicle; Eichel- _ 

.- baum; Examiner).. 

2. ATS; subseription for ‘five evening. 
are performances and three miatinees. 

. (ath wh) *$6.25-$6.90;: 1,758; 
. ) 

no tien” $62, 985 with CLOA Subserip- 
*” tion 

on (MD-RS) (2d_ Wk) ($6.25-$6,90; 3,300;- 
+ $115,000). 

Previous. week, $108; 296 with CLOA. 

‘CLOA subscription: » 

ee ee ee et a oe ec 

: 3. . a oS 

“$45,209, Geary, San Francisco. End- 
.ed tour here last Saturday. night (1). 

. (3d wk) ($6:95-$7.90; 1.685; $64,795). 
. Previous -week, $65, 296. with, ‘TG- 
‘ATS. subscription, 

ee natn pi colic San ero 0 mre ann ites 

. 

oy deer bine 8 twee gs ON aes cet eet CANS Besta ote GaSe OTL LE _ 

. fon 

4s: Mrs. Shirley. Kaye, wife: -of- an. 
we “Albariy. -_psychiatrist. - 

le 

Note diy $1 1961 

Herm 16, i: tk Hay a a 
‘Lady "$61,028, L. 

“the. layoff of. ‘Miracle’. Worker,”’ 

Estimates for Last Week 

"parenthettc designations. for out- 
‘of-town shows are the same as for 
‘Broadway, except that‘ hyphenated | 

tryout and RS indicates road show. 
Also, prices:on touring shows in 

clude 10%. Federal Tax and ‘local 
‘tax, if any, but -as on Broadway 

* grosses “are net: :4.¢.,,exrclustve of 
‘taxes, Engagements are .for- single: 

a CHICAGO... 
Gypsy; Shubert (MC-RS) Sth wk), 

~ Last’ week, $i, 973. 

"Miracle Worker; Brlaiger ( pas: 

‘Yast Saturday (1) and resumes July |: 

“Last. week, "$21, 427: 

: Los ANGELES . 
‘Bye ‘Bye Birdie, | ‘Philhiarmonti 

(MC-RS) (4th wk) ($5.90-$6:75; 2,- 

Last. week, - $81, 482 with. ctoa| 

My Fair: Lady, Biltmore: (Me-RS). 

Last week, $61: 028... 

° PEPTSBURGH i. 
~ Blower ‘Drum ‘Song,. Nixon (uc: | 

‘East t week, $40,040. 

SAN: FRANCISCO.” 
‘Fiorello, Geary: (MC-RS) (ist wh. 

($8.-$6.50; - 1,550;. $58,000).'. Previ- 

en-performance split. 
‘Opened June 27. to three. raves 

- Last : -week, “$37, 080. ‘with Bxcm 

Merry : Widow,” “Curran - 4OP-RS) 
.$63,-. 

Patrice ‘Munsel); : ‘Previous. 

East week, $62, 50: with, CLOA | 
subscription: .- 

.. Sound - of Niuste,’ Opera ‘House | 

(Florence. ‘Henderson). 

subscription... 
Last week, about. $107,000 with 

oe SEA TILE 
“Majority ‘of One,: Moore (CRS) 

(1,671; .$52,000) (Gertrude. Berg, 
Cedric Hardwicke), ‘Previous .week, 

_ Last. ‘week, " around. $30, 009. 

WASHINGTON - 
-Music . ‘Man, . National‘: eta 

Last week, $62,073. 

“Shelley Players Oh ( 
‘Albany, ‘July 4. 

The. Shelley: ‘Players’ will open 
their: -sixth.. season - next: Saturday 

_{8) in.. New .Scotlarid, at’ ihe foot-. 
“hills of: the Helderbergs,. about’ 10 
miles from: dowritown. Albany, with’; 
“The Tender Trap.” The-producer | « 

-Garrison P., ‘Shérwood, "ani ‘actor,: 
- “writer, producer ‘and lecturer, wi 
wha again. be resident directors. i Aw 

“Sound of. Music": hela ‘as. top-+— 
“+. “grosser.on the tad last week, with. 
, “pusiness, ranging. from 80-50 to. sock 

“for the 10 entries: . 
a Shrinking ‘ ‘the list. of. hinterland! . 
“giows to. eight this week: was the| 
“closing ‘last: Saturday: night’ '(1)- of | 

“Majority of One’ in - ‘Seattle and 

Tee $4,305. 
~ | (MD-TS) - (Dorothy: Collins, 

fermances.. 

$80;000).. 

don, going on to Moscow and Paris: 
pride’ fo. his’ anriual..vacation in’ 
j italy... Feinstein will: 
Gotham. and Fire Island in about | | 
two. weeks, 

+40 O40, Pitt 2 

Yrete Schumer Readies 
“Club at Westhampton; N.Y. 
ducer ‘and: backer, ‘will operate. an 
experimental : cltib.. theatre -. this; 
summer in Westhampton, ~N. Y.- 
She’s. converted a ‘store on: Mill 

‘Road ‘into a 100-seat -showease; ‘to 
“ ‘\be called the Off-Beéach Theatre. 

The club membership fee: for. the. 
‘season is $25 per person... - 

- About five. new ‘productions. of| 

‘each :to run. three performances.. 
Mrs. Schumer, the wife of theatri- |: 
“eal hauling executive: ‘Henry..Schu- 
mer, will launch the non-profit: 
‘project .. tomorrow. ‘night (Thurs.)- 
‘with a .double-bill. of. two "short: 
‘operas.. Carl Beler is. artistic ‘di- 
rector for the venture. 
A bottle club will be-run fn con- 

Sunetion with the. Jeet. operation. . 

\BO. Off: it Bard Fests: 
“Starlight, KC., $40, 60; 
- Northland, Det; $23,000 
Business was off last. week : for. 

‘| the Shakespeare : festivals in. Strat- 
we ford, Conn., and :Stratford,Ont, .. 

: Registering. increased takes. were 
the outdoor’ Starlight ‘.Theatre; 
Kansas" City, and~ ‘the Northland 
Playhouse; Detroit: 

_ Estimates: for. Last week: 

. parenthetical’ ‘designations for 
stock are the. same-as for the-road,: 
‘except that (TS) indicates Touring 
| Show. and GP). ‘Andicates” Docat: 
Production, o 

DETROIT 
" Northland: Playhouse. : 

" 1,126;.-'$27,000):" 
sea ele 

James 
Gannon). . 

- ‘Last: week, around. $23, (000° for 
‘seven ““performances.”. Previous 
week: 49th Cousin (Menasha Sulk-. 
nik); ‘about | $13,500 for. seven’ per-: 

KANSAS. € city” ws 
“Starlight Theatre. $4: 4, 600;. 

Vagabond. King ‘OP-LP). 
» ee (Jéan Fenn, Earl _Wright- 

son 
“Last - week,. about $40, 000. ‘Pre- 

vious’. -week,. Destry Rides. Again 
(MC-LP) “(Dick Shawn, Elizabeth: 
Allen), around $35, 090." Coats 

STRATFORD; CONN.: . 
“Shakespeare. . Festival’ ($6. 625; 
1,479; . $54,563) 
Like: it (Rep-LP): (4th. wk).- 

. Last~. week, $36.6 635. 
week, $41, 478. 

. STRATFORD, ONT. 
Shakespeare Festival. ($5; 2.258; 

$64,600. - Coriofanus-Henry © VIII-. 
rentals s: Labour's. Lost (ReprLP): (2d.- 

“Previous 

» Last.’ week, “$47, 003," “Previous 
week,- $46, 631 for ‘seven ..per-- 
formances. ona - Potential. capacity: 
Bross of ‘$56 533. te 

| Bil Satoyan, Howard Bay: 
+ To. Teach at Purdue Univ. | 

William. Saroyan’ and: Howard Bay | 
will -be. artists: in. residence, and 
visiting’ lecturers. during the 1961- 
62. academic year at:the Loeb Play- 
house, Purdue’ Univ... ‘The author 
and designer: will. conduct - special . 

. classes ‘supplementing : ‘the. regular | 5 
| theatre “courses. 

_ Saroyan will be.on. the ‘Lafayette, 
Ind.,.campus during the first sem-' 
ester and: will Jecture and . offer , 
courses in’stage design and light, the success. of: his seript, and. the 

at ping. the: second semester... a 

“Hurok & P: A 0° ee 
. Martin: Feinstein: Sol: ‘Hurok’s " 

Vp. left: for .London-:on. June 21 
for :0.0."of :Old: Vic, Leningrad Bal- 
let. and several other: Hurok. fall |: 
importations...Hurok.is to. join him. 
in ‘London: by. ‘Blane, having. ‘left. 
New York June 26. 
‘Hurok. will spend: aw veek in’ Lon-. 

‘return. to 

. Yvette ‘Schumer, Broadway” pro- be. highschool. graduates. living -in 

avant -garde. plays willbe:: done, | 

| dailies, have reportedly accepted: 

|them. The pact was adopted with 
. | the explicit. understanding :that in]. 

isuch an. agreement: might be con- 
Carousel 

. -|we have no choice if we. want. to 
{keep the theatre in business, " That 

Dramatists ‘Guild to cover. ‘the first 

torganizations make ‘similar con-|- 
‘Macbeth-As Yo ou: ,cessions, are to be: considered ‘ap- 

; stars or the craft. -unions. .. 

“ss the = 

| agements to that effect. They, in|: 

This: agreement -was solemnly 

hi's Drury Lane Gives 

59 

Goodman ne Cie Bi way Spotty, But 5 Shows Sellout 
'Chicaga, July 4. 

“Drury Lane. Theatre,. ‘local year-| | 

‘around | stock: operation, is under- |". 
writing ‘an ‘annual ‘scholarship to'|” 
‘thé’Goodman’ Memorial Theatre. |. 
|college: ‘evel drama: school-in Chi-: 
cago. ‘It ‘will be:in the form.of a} | 
year’s pald. _fuition and. will © be “ls ’ 

‘awarded on’ the basis of outstand-] proadway was uneven last week. 
[ing dramatic talent, a8 fudged by with: business. climbing ‘for some 

‘Drury -Lane producer. Carl Stohn- ‘shows and ‘dropping for others... Ex- 

jJr. and director Vernon Schwartz. [pected continuation’ of a b.o. de- 

‘Stipulations. are. that. applicants 
likely to force the closing of sev- 

either Tilinois,: Wisconsin or Indi-|eral during the next few weeks. 
ana. The initial. presentation will 
bé..madé July-30 by actor Charles 
Coburn, who will be appearing at 
Drury at the. time. in “You. Can't 
Take It With You. " ’ 

Cr f Ce t |. The Nichols and May entry went 
a os $s *telean. on. its final frame, pushing 

= ‘Continued from page 1 1 ees the number of sellouts to five. The 

others were. “Camelot, ” “Carnival,” 
‘would. be: a ‘reduction: in ty pe-size: “Mary, Mary” and “Sound of Mu- 
of certain lines of copy, thereby 

week with the closing last Satur- 
‘day (1) of “An Evening with Mike 
Nichols. and. Elaine May" and “Mir- 
acle Worker,” ‘plus the layoff of 
“Sound of. Music, ” which resumes 
July. 17... 

sic”: 
reducing the space required and|- Bstimates for Last Week 
‘the cost. The N.Y. T , and byf oe sumption ceive Yock | _.Keus:-C (Comedy), D (Drama), -assumption. t other Y¥ 
assumption the other (New York! op (comedyDrama), R (Revue). 

MC (Mustcal-Comedy), MD (Musi- 
cal-Drama), O (Qpera), OP -(Op- 
eretta), Rep. (Repertory), DR 
(Dramatic Reading). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through’ 
last. Saturday, top prices (srhere 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for. Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number of 

| seats, ‘capacity gross and stars. 
Price inctudes 10°9 Federal and 
5% City tax, .but grosses are net;. 
t.e., exclusive of taxes. 
Asterisk. ‘denotes show had cut: 

rate tickets in circulation. 

*All the Way Home, Belasco 'D) 
(31st “wk; 245 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 967; 
$38, 500). Previous week, $21,262. 
‘Lasf. week, $19, 533. 

 *Best- Map, Morosco (©) (65th 
| wks, 512 p).<$6.90-$7.50; 999; $41,- 
000) (Lee ‘Tracy, Frank Lovejoy!. 
Previous week, $17,732. Tam Gor- 
man succeeded Tracy last Saturday 
(1) and Arthur Storch succeeded 
Lovejoy last: Monday ¢3). 
Last. week, $17,256. 

"Bye. Bye Birdie, ‘Shubert tMC) 
iesd wk; 495. p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,453; 
sel. 000). Previous week, $52, 411. 
Last. week, $52, 959. 

Camelet,’ Majestic (MC) (30th 
wk; 241 p) ($9.40; 1,626; $84,000) 
(Richard Burton, Julie Andrewsi.. 
‘Previous week, $84,199. 

Last week, $84,164. 

Carnival, Imperial (MC) 2th 
wk; 92 p). ($8.60;. 1.428; . $68,299) 
(Anna Marla Alberghetti). Previ- 
ous. week, $67,195. 
Last: ‘week, $68,299. 

Come Blow Your Hern, Atkin- 
‘son cr Oa wk: 149 p) '$6.90- 

$43, 522). ‘Previous 

Last week, $23, 811. 

"the smaller-type . -Rroposal. . 

David: Merrick, who. has ‘been. 
one ‘of. the: outstanding, producers 

‘Jin - ‘taking large ‘ space,.in some 
cases ‘full - pages; for mail order. 

| fads: in the. Sunday . editions In -he-. 
{half of his. incoming :shows,- was. 
the proponent of a: general ‘agree- 
‘ment to limit such. displays to .a 
quarter-page. Despite considerable 
argument, the suggestion was ap- 
proved. 

In the matter of terms ‘for talent, 
the producers. agreed ona set. of 
tactical’ points, and pledged -unani- |. 
mously' not:.to. break ranks on |. 

some. cases adherence tothe terms 
might mean that. highly promising 
‘scripts ‘would be withheld by. .au- 
‘thors,. or ‘that “must” ‘directors or ; 
‘stars would not be_ available. 

‘So What? ‘Attitude 

When ‘it: was pointed out - that 

‘strued as collusive for the purpose 
‘of: price- -fixing,. “and that: the par- 
ticipating: ‘managements ahd per- 
haps the League. itself. might | be | - 
pen to. damage ‘suits, someone |. 
present ‘reportediy ‘remarked, “He 
would take 10-years for such a suit 
‘to come to trial and, in any case, 

appeared to satisfy: everyone, and 
‘the plan was. .unanimously en-. 
dorsed. . 

“ Specifically,:: ‘the | managerlal- 
group's: attitude is. that the con- 
cessions recently offered by the 

several months of. a ‘show’s. run, 
‘provided, other talent and eraft. 

‘plicable ‘in all cases, with or with-]: 
out’ modifications ‘from directors, 

If any. author refuses to. grant]. 
‘'Guild-approved.-. concessions, 

the. - ‘producer ‘who is: negotiating 
with: -him ‘is pledged to: drop. ‘the 
‘script .and. notify*.all other man- 

‘wk; 216 p) §$8.60-$9.50; 1.615; $69,-| 
500). on Silvers). ‘Previous week, ; 
$62,064 

Last “week, -$62,552. 

‘turn, are. pledged not to’ pick up “Donnybrook, 46th St. (MC) 7th : 
thé property by. ‘competitive offer.| wk; 52. p) {$8.60-$9.60; Ord $65,- 

331). Previous. week. $31,3 | 
adopted, and those. present are ap-|. Last ‘week, $27,335. 

. | parently convinced | that: it will be] [carried out." - -Far Country, Music Box OL. 
413th wk; 103 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,1 

“". : Alllernatives. . "| $40,107) (Kim Stanley, Steven Hill, 
Th: ‘case a “desired director. or: ‘star: Sam Wanamaker! Previous week. | 

iDi, 

cline for some Shows fs figured | 

The- ‘lineup was reduced to J6 this. 

~ ‘Molly’ $61,338, Donnybrook’ $27,335, 
‘All Way’ $19,533, ‘Best Man’ $17,256 

(Eli Wallach, Zero Mestel) ‘Previ- 
ous week, $23,366. 
‘Last week, about $20,098. Closes 

next Saturday (8), 

Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne 
(MD) «81st wk, 644 ps 7$9 60, 1.407; 
$75,000) (Mary Martin’. Previous 
week, $75,664. Laid off following 

{the evening performance last Sat- 
urday (1) and resumes July 17. 

Last week, $75.865. 

*Taste of Honey, Booth ‘D! 39th 
wk; 311 p) ($6.90: 807, $80,500) 
‘Hermionne’ Baddeley. Frances 
Cukal. Previous week, $15,752. 

Last week, $16,665. 

Unsinkable Molly Brown, Win- 
ter Garden (MC) (35th wk, 276 p) 
1$8.60-$9.40; 1.404: $68,000) Tam-: 
my Grimes). Previous week, 
$63,106. 

Last week, $61,338. 

Closed Last Week 

Evening With Mike Nichols and 
Elaine May, Golden (R! (38th wk; 
306 p) '$6 90-$7.50; 773; $80.439). 
Previous week, $29, 443, Closed 
last Saturday (t) at an estimated 
$90,000 profit thus far on a $60,000 
investment. 

Last week, $31,299. 

“Miracle Werker, Playhouse :D) 
(88th wk; 700 p) ($6 90-$7 50: 984; 
$38,500). Previous week. $18, 762. 
Closed. last Saturday ‘J) at an 
estimated $200,000 profit on a 
$125,000 investment. 

Last. week, $24,308. 

Bernard Delfont Buys 
Saville Theatre, London 

London, July4. 
. Bernard Delfont has purchased 
the Saville Theatre, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, and is to change the name 
Avenue, and changed to the Gaiety 
when he took possession of the 
property yesterday (Mon |. 

His first presentation, opening 
tonight 'Tues.), will be the Victor 
Borge shew, to be followed by the 
Jerome Robbins Ballets USA un- 
der Peter Daubeny‘s- management. 

Delfont, who Jast month leased 
the Royalty Theatre ‘opened Jast 
year on the. site of the old Stoll) 
to Metro for the continuance of 
the run of “Ben-Hur,” also con- 
trcls the Prince of Wales, and is 
a principal stockholder in the Talk 
of the Town theatre restaurant. 

The Saville built In 1931 at a 
cost of $360,000, changed hands in 
1946 for over $840,000. It ia under- 
stood the Delfont group paid more 
than $1,100,000 for the property. 

Benton & Bowles’ Panetta 

‘Do Re ML St. James mc) 270i| Makes With Legit Sideline 
Playwright George Panetta, an 

advertising copy writer for the 
! Be nton & Bowles Agency hy div, 
has been burning considerable 
midnight of] of late. He js cur- 
rently at work on three different 
stage scripts, a musical and tuo 
comedies. 

The tuner, called “The Comie 
Strip Musical,” is based on hiq off- 
Broadway comedy of three seasane 

Jago, “Comic Strip.” Panetta has 
written the book and Robert 1.a1i- 

‘| grant concessions,. the author may 
| be: asked. tn. pay. the difference out 
- Of “his: royalties. Under. such ex- 
‘.ceptional ‘Circumstances: the direc- 
tor or. star could . conceivably ob- 
‘tain: the terms he demarids: 

Session : ‘Indicated that. they expect. 
‘to be ‘able. to get.the desired ‘con- 
cessions ' éven- on contracts. already 
in. -existence. © 
agréed ‘that. the recent bid ‘by. the]. 
{Society of Stage Directors &.Chore- 
‘opraphers for:: recognition as_bar- 
Eolning unit can be: ignored. 

i refuses’.to -accept ‘modified .terms, $25, 463. mer the musie and lynes. Norman 
vate ‘least: for. the cearly part of ay. .- Last week, abvut $22. 600... | Forman. who presented the origi-e 

ie Vecouped: he ty to “be dropped. ‘Fiorello, Broadway ‘MC! ‘83d show ‘ater. vee season, prabably 
As with authors ‘under ‘such cir-| wk; 659 p) ($5-$7.50; 1,900; $59,- jat the off-Broadway Barbizon 
cumstances; other managements] 000). Previous week, $40,593. |Plaza Theatre, where | “Comie 
are to’be {Informed of the situation,| Last. week, $39,167. Strip” was shown. 
nd-all are : ‘pledged. hot to grant Irma La Douce, Plymouth ‘Sn ‘j Three seasons ago, Panetta 

better. térms. 40th wk; 316 pi ($8.60; 999; ‘wrote a comedy called “Poker 
1250) | (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quii-: 
ley). Previous Week, $36,181. 
|Last: week, $38,489. 

desired director or star refuses tol “Mary Mary, Hayes.'Ct 7th wk, 

‘132 pi 4$6.90- ‘$7. 50; 1,139; $43,520: 
‘(Barbara Bel Geddes. Barry Nel-- 
‘son,- Michael Rennie). Previous 
week $43,170 with parties. Michael 
Wilding . takes. over July 17 for 
Rennie, who's withdrawing to re- 

-. Concessioiis  . ‘1 turn te Hollywood. - ; 
“Several producers presént at: the |- Last ‘week, $43,356 with parties. _edy, tentalively being called “the 

': *My! Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC: So-Called Human Race” So far he 
: has only completed one act of the 
(276th. wk: 2.398 p) ($8.05: 1.551: j 
$69.500) ‘Michael Allison. Margo! UP and has not begun to shew st around to possible produce:s, 
Maser. eo Aas $54,521. ‘}His most recent outing was the 

comedy, “Viva Madison Avenue % 
‘Rhinoceros. Langac re CDi 23th which had a brief run op Bioadusy 

"Lak; 200 p) \$690;. 1,101; $37,000'ltxo seasons ago. 

- In éasé:an. author Insists that’ ‘a - Game,” which folded in sts pre- 
‘svecific author-or star is vital’ to 1 Broadway irsout He hae se. 

i vamped the show tndes the title,. 
“Kiss Mama” and. Forman, «t:0 
also produced “Poker Game 1s 
‘planning to offer the updated +er- 
sion’ sometime after he epens the 
inusical, Whether it wall be on or 
off-Broadway has not yet been 
determined 

Panetta’s third project is a corm- 

‘It. was generally. 



60 ERGITEMATE Wedwesday, Sal 5 1961. 
oe eees _ | Line” ro : Producers; . John. iP tor the second company. Mail pho- ‘Accepting photos ‘and: "resumes. of a 
z Weems &- Robert Biiccolo (1035:tos: and. resumes to. Miss Stein general male. and: female dramatie .. 
re | Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU 6- 6300). Avail- | above. address: . Script ‘available at talent; c/o above address. No. dupli- : 
¢ “$1 able . “parts: lead. -Wornan, -40-60; |! Drama Book Shop OL WwW. S2d St. | ates.’ Bee 

| mman, 40-60; ‘girl; 17; two-men, 25-'N, Yn. , 
PH44F F444 -.|30; man,.30-45;" séveral male. and | “ a oy Carrado Film. Enterprises: ; Pro: 

. femme: walk-ons. .All ‘parts: are Young: Abe Lincoln (Mc):| ducer, . Carrado: Enterprises: . (640, Ms, 

Feytiwcde yp are arailabte parts in upcoming ‘Broadway, ’ off-Broad- Negro: Mail photos and resumes: Producer, Arthur. -Shimkin. “te 7a | West! End Ave., N.Y.), Parts avail-’. 
Us. a bei fanring shows, as well as dallet, films, industrial and tele |c'o° Allen’. ‘Davis, 

AN information has been obtained. directly by the| Script available at the , Drama Book ‘ Ave., N.Y.: C15-6400..-. Vises alhetsn >. 

Vaniery Canned Department by 
Choe tt ate oof noon yesterday 

The acaithte rates will be 
tis ty Pie 

Te pram mepe heey, 
To ht ng FR rtp es ot 
? t “y eponse reartthor, 
charse “ 

Foe and det 
ad: ate 

t by pet, 
Bove. bre ad fat theese: tt Cre Comedy, 

e0's) Staccal Drama, tR> Rerue, 

Reiterg 

BRO ADW AY 

“Bye Bye Birdie” -MC.  Pro- 
Gree, babe Padula toy] 
Boretta. NY. LA 44-4560, in 

or lation wea 1. Slade Brown 
Acdilion: foo mem singer-fancers 

ated danrcer-sinoers, 5 feet 9 inches 
tall. tommorrow -Fhursi, at 130 
poe. ee Che Shubert Theatre 2205 
Moo44th St. N OY: 

“Complaisant Lover” “Dp. Pro- 
deeeer, Irene Maser Selznick i112 
€oont al Park South, N.Y. AV iaile 
ave pat  isish boy, 9- 11, earn . 

unattected plays Michael Red- .* est, 

Beast) a sean, 

trace and Googe Withers. . Mail , 
peotos and cesumes 6/4 above ad.” 
Cress 

David: Merrick. 245 W. 44th St. 
N YY. LL) 3-7520 Photos. and 
resumes of sopranos ane tenors ; 
bern accepted: for, tiles, eo above ; 

ailelrass 

“Gay Life’? >-MC-.. Producer. Ker- 
mti Bloomsuden (1545 Broadway, 
N ¥: JU 2-1690:. Andition for 
Ryuity dancers temorraw Thurs |, 
boys, al 1130 am. and girls, at 
12.38 pm, at Hudsan Theatre 
c16E W. 44th St, N. ¥.n 

“Get it Up’ ‘MC. 
Charles Curran te o Lambs Club, 
130 Wo 44th St.. N.Y.; JU 2-1515).- 
Available parts: six femme singers, 
2-23, anust double with specialty; 
baltieone dance team, — 20-23, 
youns Comedienne, baritone, 20's.! 
Accepting photos ant resumes, ¢ 0- 
abote address. Don’t phone, Ap- 
phieants must have intimate night 

club experience. 

“Jennie” MD. Producer, New- | 
bm te-Porter. Prods, +1619 Broad- 
wat, N. ¥.: JU 6-4886: Available’ 
patty; mate lead, 30°s, tall: femme, : 
20. etherisi, small, lovely, must 
sing well. character woman, 30; , 
barmaid, 40's, plunyi, character: 
Mian, 405; [rish man, 50°s. Mail pho- 
tos and resumes, through agents 
oni), above address. ~ 

“Kean” ¢+MC1. Producer, Robert 
Tountz +667 Madison Ave., N.Y.; TE 

— ee ee 

untdestudies tor’ Red- : 

Producer, . 

telephone calls, and has been Te-; 
(Tues.). 

repeated weekly until filed, and. addi:: 
ta? will he made ouly when information is secured from 

The intvntion is to service performers. with -leads| 
the shows inrolyed rather. than. to: 

3. a the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes vro- 
gered for Eiter this seasou, but, for whi, the manage- 

aren’? Folds y open custerg calls, Parenthetical -designa:. 
(D* Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, 
(Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic : 

8-5838 = Part. available for an 
acrobat-ballet  alancer. Apply . 
through agents or man ‘photos: and. 

resumes ¢'u Apple, above address: 

“Kicks & Co.” (MC. Producers, 
Kobert Barron Nemiroft &.: 
Bu.ton Charles. D’ Luzoff 1337: Blee. 
ket St. oN. ¥.: AL 5-3179). ‘Arail- 
ale parts: nan, 39's. slender sing-j ‘girl, 21, slender, attractive, dark. . Bufman (1605 N.. Ivar Ave., Holly- .. 

ENY 

above . address. 

Shop, (51 W. 52d St.; N.Y.4. 

: “hth Avenue North” (Ri, Produ- : 
cer,’ Shippen ‘Geer. in: “association } 
“with. -Michaél - . Batterberry (341 | 
| Madison Ave, N. Y.:.MU> 9-2910:.. 
-Parts available for a-comimedienne 

This information. is .published without ; with belting singing st¥le and lead 
: male: dancer-singer. . Mail- photos 
and resumes ¢:0 Geer, rm: 803, . 
| ahoy e. address. 

- “y, eave It To Jane” . 
"Joseph Berhu 

TAC), Pro- 
' duce rs, 
f 

CH .2-9609): 

:placements; every ‘Thursday at 6 
‘‘p.m., above. address." 

Le “Mirrors” (De: “Producer, Bar- 
‘bara Burns (507: Fifth Ave., N. ¥.: 
; OX: 75895. Available. ‘parts: DOY;. 
| 13-14, slender, dark, hair and eyes; 
| Italian . femme; German; femme; 

‘hair: man,..45; several men, 18-26. 

Peter: 
: Katz. ‘c/o. Sheridan Square’ Thea- : 
+ tre, : Seventh Ave. & Fourth St., 

Auditions for: 
‘iumale. and femme. Singers .as. re-: 

Little ‘Galden Theatre, 630. Fifth. able’ for. | “models... actresses, and- 

Mail . “photos ‘and.: Mail photos and: resumes, ¢’o above ‘ | dancer-actors. . 
address, :. ‘resumes -¢: 0. John Allen, above ad-. 

| dress. “Lamp: Unto: “My Feet”: “réligh- 
‘ous-dramatic..‘series}. Producer, 

OUT “OF: TOWN. T CBS: (524. W. 87th St. N.Y <-JU, 
- ve 6-6000); - casting. director, - Pauta-- 

_ CHICAGO: a Hindlin. “Accepting photos : and Te-°. 
“Fantasticks” 1MC).. " Producer,: ‘sumes of general malée-and female: «.: 

. Faith Smeeth ‘Hotel. ‘Del Prado, : 

‘53d 8 Hyde Pk., Chicago: HY¥. 3-" No duplicates. 
.9600).. Understudy «parts: available ‘ ane » " 
: for. all Six: roles. five male, one fe-!,, “Naked. City’? sdraniatic: series) 
mal re audition. appointment : Producer, Herbert - B...- Leonard: 
male. Or® alerts PP ‘Sereen’. ‘Gems. 711. Fifth. “Ave.,- 
contact. Jim Warner,. above. address. i 

2 “Medium ‘Rare’? (Ri. Producer, : 
‘Robert Weiner (234 W.. ‘44th St, i 
tN.Y.;..LO .3-4370:. Parts available’! Ponty, ¢. o above’ address. °: 
| for ‘male* and -femme -reyue types; j -T ”.. (30 ‘kefelH 1 - Apply through’ agent or mail photos” MBE Cr 7 a Rockefel ier aia 
and resumes, °¢° ‘0 ‘aboye address: . Rick’ Kelley. is accepting z 

LOS ANGELES ‘land’ resumes of: male and femme’. 

: “Vintage 

oN: ¥.PL 1-4432).. Accepting pho- 
tos . and: resumes.. of. ‘general ‘ale. 

“Mail . information. ‘to. ‘him, °. 
No. duplicates, 7 

shows. 
e! Q. above address. HO. 4-712". . Parts er: osoutharn belle Iype femme,: ‘wood 28, Calif. 

20, beltmg. voice, same “dancing; : - college types. Mail: photos and j available. for six. malé- and ~six’. _WBBM-TV, ‘Chicago. "630°N. Me= 
Negro dancer-singer-actress for resumes: c/o Michael. Crain, above ; femme. singer-dancer-actors under : ‘Clurs. Ct." -Chicaga: WHE. 4-6000).. 
mnapor role. Apply, through agerits-, address. ;30. Mail photos and. “resumes, Parts : available: for’. male and : 
onh, C0 Sidney Eden, ‘above. ad-! 2. “Sap -of Life” (Me). ‘Producer, ' ‘above address.” _| femme | ‘performers? all’. ages and. 
dress. ai ; Quartet Productions 30 E Soth Sti: — types, for 39-week Series of drama. oe 

“ ” ,, . NLY.; WA 4-8400".. Available. parts: ees -] Workshops. plus. four ‘to’ six -prime .. 
are Lt Carte” ac Pied {wo- tenors, 16-25, handsome; so-.|-~ : STOCK {time original. dramas: "> Must..be 

“Theatre Buldg.. 246 W.. 44th prano,, . 16-25, attractive; “fnivee | . BRADDOCK: HEIGHTS, MD. ~ | froni Ghi. Mail photos’ and. resunies 
St. N. Ya LO 5-6376:. Available: 'femme. and two male. character v  Mountain: - “Theatre... Pro ducer, ‘¢. o ‘Don: Dillion, above. address: 

parte: girl, 22; le ading -mar, 30:, actors, must sing. Mail photos and : William. O. Brining: 14545 Connecti- aie 
second leading man, 30: cHaracteér! 
comedienne, 30. ‘Accepting - photos | 

yond resumes, above address. , 

“Place Without Twilight” «D). £145 E. 15th St. 

‘prot as Robert Fryer. and 
Lawrence Carr, in association with } 
John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 

; LA 4-28441. Available ‘parts: 
ive 19-21, tall, handsome, . cat- 
like, fair;. boy, 16, intense, medium 
heizht, fair; girl, 18, spiritual- qual- 
ity, natural beauty, fair: girl, 21, 
fragile; girl, 18, all-American type;. 
hoy, 19, sineere. All roles are Ne- 
yo. Mail photos - and resumes to* 
above address... 

“Sound of Music” (31D). ‘Prodiic- 
ers, Richard Rodgers &-. Oscar. 
Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison : 
Ave., N. Y.!; casting director, Eddie | 
‘Blum. Auditions for possible future” 
,teplacements for girls, 7-16, and | 
‘boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. 
i characters. Mail photos and+ 
resumes to above address. 7 

“Subways Are For Sleeping” 
'MCi. Producer, David. Merrick 

(1246 W. 44th St. NUY.; LO 3-T520). | 
Available parts: young. man, second | 
‘lead, serious, breezy, must ‘Sing; 
young femme, lead. aftractive, 
efficient, must. sinz;. femme,. 30, 
;second femme Jead. beautiful 
hlonde, well-proportioned, must} 
sing and dance some; 

umes c‘q Michaet Shurtleff, above | 
address. 

“Sunday in New York” (C!, Pro- 
dueer, David Merrick (246 -W. 
44th St., N.¥.:. LO °3-7520). Avail-: 
.able parts; femme. 22. attractive, 

} resumes clo above. addr ess, 

t" “Shame ‘the. “Devil”: (MC). Pro-- 
| ducer, Shame Coinpany - (Box 5-E, ' 

N.Y.: LF 3-5257). | 
lead mezzo ‘so- 

attractive.,. quick- ' 
soprano," ingenue, 

i Available’, parts: . 
| prano,- ‘young, 
witted: . lyric 

‘determined; tavo:: charactet } 
- soubrette, - ‘must ,speak. 

French; ‘character. baritone, vola- 
tile; tenor; juvenile, fiandsome, 
‘humorous; baritone, juvenile heavy, 
T good- looking; character “bass, old : 
Indian; teener,. eager, energetic. ; 
‘Mail photos and resumes ¢ ‘o above. 

“sharp, 
‘women; 

i address. Rehearsals ° will begin in :-: 
, Sept. 

- “Silver Thread”: (MD).. Producer,: 
‘Richard H, Roffman.(675 West. End - 
Ave., N.Y.: ‘RI 9-3647). Available: 
parts: soprano, :23,. ‘sensitive,. heau-: 
} tiful;. baritone, .-26, tall;. handsome, ' 
rugsed; ‘man,’ 58-60. aristocratic,‘ 
austére; 

[eontralto; 50, native - ‘Welsh woman. 
two character, men, short, elfish, 
must sing: character: woman, .: 55, 

{ witch... type,: deep voice: “man, . 28, 
‘handsome;. femme, _24,. 
character naan, sinister, errie voice;.} 
cliaracter. man, -idiot . type: tenor, ' 

126, mean, jealous, villainous; sev- 
feral men; 21-50,. séme must sing. 

young. man, } Mail photos and resumes ¢/o John !.formers. and paid apprentices.. -Mail 
handsome, vital yet cony entional, A. Bow man. (Voyager. Productions, photos. and resumes, above addréss. :: 

must’ sing. Mail photos and res-' 750 Park Ave., NYae 

} TOURING 
}: “Advise and Consent” (D\.. Pro- | 
‘ ducer; Martin - Tahse Associates. 
141860. Broadway,.- ‘N.Y. JU 2-7650'.. 

“witty, independent: lead ‘contralto, |; 

soprano,’ 45: ‘soprano: or. 

brassy; f.-. 

:cut Ave: NW, Washington, -D.C:;: 1 
EM .3-5051). Parts available. for: 
five’ male: arid ‘six.-femme ‘Equity. ne "Tadustrial 
‘dramatic performers and. several : = 

Mail photos: - 
Sea- F 

_hon-paid ‘apprentcies..- 7 are 
‘and resume$, above address. Fusion k Industrial. a , Produces . 

“ House of Shows ‘(5 E: 73d St.. N-Y.3- 
_ PHILADELPHIA _.[ TR. 9-6555):. Available. parts: two 

: ‘Playhouse in ‘the ‘Park. “Producer, femimé singer-daricers,. , one: red. 
Ethelyn - R. Thrasher (58° W. 57th‘ head. ‘and’ one blonde; both:-about- 

«St, N.Y.,. Studio 25; LT 1-0610). 5 :feet.. 7 -inches: tall: :tenor,. ean 
| Parts available for male and femme . me ‘ahd - ‘move well: Auditions to- 
|; dramatic performers and. appren- ; morrow: (Thurs. 2-35 ‘p.m:, ‘at “Va- 

tices. Mail . photos arid resunties,‘ riety Arts: Studio 1225. Ww. agtir Stu 
through ° agents only, - to Paul. N, ¥2.. ; . Lot 
“Stoudt, above address. Ie 

~ PHOENICIA; .N. x. 
ie Phioenicia Theatre. Producers,:’ 

Ivor Balding, Peter. Bogdanovich & ° 
Michael’ Lindsay-Hogg fe7o Bald- © 
‘ing, 415. -E. 82d St.j.-a¥.¥.; .RE - 
--4-2947). Parts ‘available for - "male |. 
and femme performers for. resident : Producer, 

“Share. of the’ Pie”: (featurettar:” : 
Creative Mart’ Films (507. 

‘company. Photos arid-résumes be- Available: parte’ gil FF 7 BBS). 7 
ing accepted c:o above ‘address. ‘yginl.’ 25, . shapely: man, °40, tail, 
Both Equity and ‘non-Eqiity. “per-. 
formers wilt be. used. Tor ‘tie. 10-.! 
week ‘season. . a 

SULLIVAN, ILL, 

: resumes: above address: . 

Going: Up” ¢ pantomime ‘comedy 
--short)..:Producér, Bill. Cannor: (380 - 

Summer: of musicals. - Producer, 1 Riverside Dr.,..N.Y.:) MU: 3-5174).. 
Guy: S. Little Jr. (Box: 185, ‘Sulli- i Parts: available: “for. . ‘male . 

van, ‘HL).. Parts available. for male! 
land ‘femme -Equity _ musical. ‘per. | Mail photos and resumes Cc. ‘O. y above ‘ 

, address. .. : 

and resumes fo G,.F: Reidenbaugh” = 
(Box: 84,: Brodheadsyille. Pai).: 

WASHINGTON;’ D.C: I 

-Wa ashinigton Theatre. Club. Man: . 
-aging director, John B: ‘Wentworth .. 
(1632 O. St. N.W., Washington, D:C.;. 

Parts avail-! male and femme voices to.dub for -.. 
‘able. for male -and. ‘femme.singer-.a series -of. five-minute. ty: ‘Shiorts.: .”"* 

‘dramatic talent, c’o- above address. oe 

“atid female dramatic talent by; mail. Los 

photos. |. 

"GL" OR: Producer, Zev. “dramatic ° performers ™- -for. several .~ 

; Italian-looking. - Mail’ photos. and..”; 

cand: 
femme visual comedy. performers... 

” Grace ‘Notes. c- ‘0: ‘Ginny Ganon". 
All parts “available. Apply ‘through ° ‘DE 2-4583). Parts available - for. £405 Batlery ‘Ave,, Bklyn.. “Nv ¥.3. ‘good figure, naive, good sense of+ - 

Warehouse Sale! i Rumor: man, over .23, attractive, i agents or Tail, ‘photos and resumes: male and: femme. apprentices . for: SH 8-4002:-: “Audition : “Friday (D , 
7 # “humorous, likeable: ‘man, 25-28, 1¢/0 Gary” Leaverton, above. ad: the Equity. season. ‘Write or phone - ‘for -an- attractive: femme. singer .- 

handsome, extrovert, man, . 20's. | dress. Don't phone. - i:who ‘also"'moves ‘well, :5-6 p.m, ‘at" COMPLETE UNION-BUILT SETS FOR THE 

ROAD PLUS COSTUMES AND PROPS 

Drastically reduced because we need 
warehouse space! For sale at the. 

. Price of a. single rental. 

Everything complate for. 

REDHEAD 
BELLS ARE RINGING. 

DESTRY RIDES AGAIN 
GUYS AND DOLLS 

L'‘IL ABNER 
PAJAMA GAME 

BRIGADOON — 
SOUTH PACIFIC 

.. and loads more! 

You name it — we've gof it? 
And at prices 

you'll tong remember? 

Write. Wire or Phone: 

Charles Cannon 
FVEAUTIVE PRODUCER 

STARLIGHT OPERA 
P. O. Box 2407 BElmont 9-7175 

San Diego 12, Califorala 

evod time Charlie, juvenile: char-! 
acter man.and woman. Mail photos‘ 

‘leff. above address. 

_ *Top of ‘the List" i R:. 
Robert Weiner :234 W.. 44th. St., 
| ¥.: LO 3-4370). Parts: av ailable 
for male and femme revue’ types. 

Producer, ‘ 

«Mail photos and resumes. c’o: 
above address. 

. OFF-BROADWAY 
“§ Word With the. Governor” 

(M€). Producer, .Governor’s: Com- 
pany t¢’o Natt Greenblatt; 10' Fifth: 
Ave., N.Y. or CBS-TY, 524 W. 57th 
St. Nv; JU 6-6000'. Available 

_ parts: three boys, native. houseboys, 
“man, 45-50; lovabie, cemic; woman, 
40's, high-strung; fixe character’, 
men, eccentrics; woman, -young,. 
beautiful, 
| woman, flamboyant, man, 
,satanic writer; girl. -20-21, fresh,’ 
| cute, innocent; young man, attrae-| 
tive. appealing; man.50’s, dry, cyn- 
ical; character man, pompus, sniall;: 

:four assorted character. men; sev-| 
I eral attractive femme ‘singers whoa 
:also dance. All applicants. must 
sing and-danée some and British 
| aceents are preferred. Mail ‘photos 
‘and resumes c/o above- address; 
.don’t phone. Rehearsals will begin 
_late in August for September open-. 
ring. 

s 

eccentric: character|. 

30's, | 

“Clandestine. ‘on the. ‘Morning’ 

“Antigone” (D), 
ward B. .Shanley,’ 

NY. 
is being sought. for either. the role 
‘of':Creon. of Antigone. Contact! 
Shanley. above . address. -General : 
casting for’ the ‘fall. ‘national tour - 
of colleges and -universities will be., 
conducted later. this summer, : 

“Children’s Daice Theatre. Di- |. 
; rector, ‘Erika Thimey. (2934 M St., 

N.LW:;, ‘Washington, Di. C.;.-FE 3-.! 
TT). Auditions for male * and. 
femme dancers,’ modern or -baltet..” 
cover 5. feet -6. inches: tall,. Friday: 
(7). at 7 p.m., at -Michael Studios 

| T48- Righth Ave., N. -Y.3. National". 
tour. .of . ‘state . ‘fairs, ‘schools . etc. ! 

lw Tl open: Aug. 7, vat the American’ 
Festival. Boston. 

-“Farewell, : "Farewell Eugene” 
AC), : ‘Producers. Michael Byrne + 
Jameés ‘Burr: (405 E. ‘79th St. 
5-8066). All parts availabte except | 
‘Minnie. and Gert. Mail: photos. and j 
tresuines c/o Byrne,. above. address. | 
Script available: at:-Drama Book 
Shop (51. W.52d St.. N. Y¥.). pos 

“Music |. Man’~-(MC1.- “Producer | 
Kermit: Bloomgarden | (1545 Broad-: 

Part avail- {J 
able’ ‘for: a top: lyric soprano, . not:| 
way, N. Y¥.; JU 2+1690). 

less: than 3. feet, 6 inches. tall, to 
replace. lead in. the. national com- 
pany. 
number. Several, ‘parts. available 

Producer, “Ed: 
in’. association | 

and resumes c/o Michael Shurt-: with Jim Dolan (102 W. 79th St. | 
TR 4-4277'..A star performer |- 

Catt. Lillian -Stein, -above } 

‘;Dan- ‘Hemenway; above address: 
[NiX: case. Studio 1950: ‘Rightly AVE 

iprudy: Heller's: ‘Versailles. (9th. 
- BROADWAY . rSt.. &. 6th. Ave., N. Yv. Vocal, ins 

wo - strumenital ° ‘atid ‘comedy..acts being 
“Sail. “Away” MCh, ‘Producer: ‘Interviewed. Call Dori Davis, ‘TR: 

"Bonnard Productions. 1230 C.P.S., | 4-2234, . Monday-Friday: Wb -a.m.s 
IN. Y.; SU 2-2649.. me oe ‘p.m... .for appoititment. - a 

STOCK 

“Froilus and ‘Cressida” (D1. Prow 
i ducer, American: Shakespeare Fes: 

& - Domestic Pertumes © eo _ Distinctive - . i tival ‘Stratford, -Conn., : TE: 
! . ot 11’ Fountain Service.” . - 

; FREE, DELIVERY -. OPEN SUNDAYS 
a ene “The. Drug Store of the Stars” - | 

I Television 

SHOWS IN ‘REHEARSAL... 

PROFESSIONAL CARDS. HONORED. ; 
Theatrical..and TV" Make Up -e. All. 
Leading: Cosmetic Linés.’ e ‘Imported : 

vo 

‘|... HADLEY REXALL DRUGS — J- 
i. 118i 6th Ave., Cor. 46 St.; NEW. York. 

: 7, Telephone | Plaza 71-0022 © T: 

REVOLVING. STAGES: ae 

(210, Fifth: : 

Voiees.; i 
* cartoon 

Aniform ‘Company; 
-Ave, N. ¥40MU ‘5-T118);. 
i wanted | to: dub. -a- new 

a) 
series. . Contact, Frank. Abraham.-| ‘FOR RENT .. 

; above: number. wt fo, Up. 16:38 feet diameter. at 

«Camera Three” Yeducationak E Call, Wire cr Write 
dramatic ; series). Producer, CBS .}- meee oe co. ae. 
(524 W. ‘57th St., N.. "Y.: JU: 6-6000): HY 

casting . ‘director, “Paula - Hindlini: 
De Bruce Johnston, "283, | Davis corer 

a pe a WAITING FOR YOUR IG BREAK? ery 
~ Wishing won’t.do it. ..but the right contacts: and ‘professional. advice: ‘cin... bo 

‘CAREER CO-ORDINATORS ‘INC. . 
Ja professional counseling ond carser management | service for 

“Actors, Singers, Medels ‘ond: ‘Doncers). 
- NARISSA NICKEL. : LYNN ‘DOLLAR. : 

. ss West 46th &t., New York: 
PETER REILiY. 
ese 



fame Ne a bs 

oe ee te lcs «eto ted ype atel eweeb eet, 

Aon Regn erro: 

wb ited lee, 

we book: will take .him® to. “Tahiti. 
“did: Mexico..and. Hawaii “folowing: 
: dhis “Smith's London. Joutnal’ and. 
“kindred. ‘writings. rae 

. coming are.. 

., tage” 
a dating fr um. tie. early” U. Se. setters. 
“sto. the’ Present. Lo 

“‘announ ed. 

ne the FBD". 

‘Crime. of the. Century,” mo, 

(en kleded Latiees fee ee bee 
. . . i 

4g calling -: his- personal. saga. 
“Life: In. Court.” 

4 ‘Alen’ Smith's ‘Autobiog™ 
“HE. Allen- Smith, is: dividing his! 
pérsonal memoirs ‘ints “two ‘vol- | prime aides, Ann” Street joins Le-1": 
“umes, ‘the. first. tobe, titled “To {may at the Knopf plant as as<istant‘ 
‘Hell ‘In: A “Handbasket” ‘and. will | 
cover. his- ‘Career. up to 194} when ! 
he -gave up newspapering ‘for ‘the. 
NUY. World-Telegram. &° Sun-:tef 

_ become an-author:: Doubleday wil. 
‘publish: as. it. will “Smith's: Saga. 
from 1941: to date: : 

-Writer's: next huinotous trav el: gp 
“He | 

Meredith Press ‘Combine. _ 
Unser. the. “Meredith Press: divis | 

sion of: Des’ Moines’: Meredith. ‘Pob. 
Cos 

‘the third affiliate, ! 

Among new DS&P.. ‘books - “up! 
“Deter; ‘Loves. Mary”: 

by. Peter Lind Hayes, saga of His - 
“professional and domestic life with. 

- “Mary Healy;. ‘and Burl Ives’ Song’ 
“Our. Musical . ‘Heri=. 

Janthojogy.’ “of ‘musi¢ 
In America: 

‘an. 

‘Crowell = Collier ‘Publishing - has . 
“plans” to.- enter.-..the’ 

*. .higher-cost paperback -book , field: 
_. this ‘tall, either:in October. or No- 

yvemher, ‘Company: ‘plans to publish + 

- Montreat’s Next French. Daily. 

“| licity: ‘ director: for “RH. with: Joan| Havens ‘and Sophia’ “Duckworth 2s 

“and. Margaret’ Paley ‘becomes ‘s “asst. 
‘pub: mer. -_ 

“Ea Thompson “Upped. 

: {thé new. post. ‘of ‘editor of. Life. mag-: 

. osistant® nianaging: editor.” has . been. 
hamied sexecuti vg “editor... 4 

“the tradebook. department: of ty writer: -director-producer, has: a 
-DiieH, - Sloan. & “Pearce: and. Apple ~ new: book,, 
-ten-Century-Crofts will: “he., head-" 
quartered .in New.-York.” The edi-. tion by” Doubleday. 

_ , torial .office of. Better’ Homes. & | 
«Gardens -Books, . 
WHE be. loéated_ in -the..Tovia_ hq. . 

Z ; ; “fe 

7 * Crowell’. 95c- 51.50. Paperbacks: : Sistant theatre editor of: the-News ‘ 

azine. George. Hiint,; an’ assistant 
‘Managing editor, succeeds Thomp-"| : 

son as managing editor. | 

Philip Wootton. another 2 gee 

CHATTER - 
- Charlés ‘Niichael: Boland, pioneer: 

“They All - Discovered 
America.” . slated for fall. publica- 

Willian - ‘Murray, New .. "Yorker: 
staffer: and - ‘Son : of. the. late’ Bille 

- Murray, : who. headed : the. William }~ 
. Morris. “ageney’s radio-tv “depait- 
nient,- has ‘collaborated with Fran+ 
cis ‘Lagrange,’ ‘notorious forger’ of. 
the 1930s..-who. was” sentenced -to | 
life ‘jmprisonment. in the ‘French’ 

. Guiana -penal ‘colonies,..on & book |. 
called -Fiag On- Devil's... Island.” "8 
“Flag” was Lagrange’s. Ricknaine: 

“; Doubleday will Publish. i 

Douglas~ McClelland, . formes “aS-: 

Park Evening News, has a'new. book: 

“40 to 50 titles .a ‘month iunder ‘the! 
“trade name Collier. Books. 
_nals,: “reprints, 

tion-will be. included...) - 
or) Mast) of, the ‘titles: w ie range . in 
“the ‘95e to $1. 50 Price, range.. 

-Orjsi- : 
‘fiction’. ‘and: nion- -fic-. 

A. new: ‘Freneh- language. Mon: 
treal ' daily, Le. Nouvestl Jouriial, ! 
Wik start’ pub} ication Sept. 5. with - 
100, 000 . circulation. 

-: three. editions.. 
- Jean-Louis Gagnan,: former: edi- 

_ Hoover Vs. ‘Jerry D: Lewis: 
Hollywood © scripter” ‘Jerry ‘D. 
Lewis, . who: has. ‘edited. 

‘This - lof: -notor ious 
crime... . cases, 

‘anthology © 

‘for interpretation. 
Hoover's. ‘article - is titled: 

SEP, “eTimes’. Upping. ‘Piiée 

spread. “ov er. 

‘salé -con-. 

“Crusade. 
Against ‘Crime (Famous. ‘Gases. of ~ 

mer for.- Geis” publication i 
.. Next fall, is now ‘the target of FBI 

~ Chief .J. ‘Edgar Hooyer who élaims 
(aj: Lewis got the use of his. name . 

-“by. subterfuge” and’ (b). is: threat-.. 
ening. ‘action: against the publisher 

“ineluding one - aus’ 
-thored by: ‘Hoover: himself. is. from: 
‘sundry magazine sources.. Geis te- 5 
fuses’ to .scrap- ‘the. book: but has. 

. Yeferted : the. ‘matter to company ‘ 
-attorn evs. 

 “'The . 

“tor of ‘La. .Presse. will assume -sim-. © 
LJ ilar ‘duties. an -the :new: afternoon 

|” sheet ‘and ‘backing comes. from, Mrs, 
“Angelina: “DuTremblax’ ’ 
, tributor - to. La - Fondational Ber- 

vel ‘thiame-DuTremblay. . “i. field’ is. art. critic: for Frisco, News- 
; ‘Call ‘Bulletin... 

Tele Vision. Ltd.  gndon. Mill have’ 
“his - autobiog, - 
: Life.” ” published ‘by: Harpers .in- the 

. * FU Ss. 

‘Matter of Life: and. Death,”’. ean be’ 

editor : ‘and: onetime: ‘thestre. ‘press 

There's - -Snow On 
due: ‘via Vantage 

“Just. ‘Berause.. 
«the. Root’: 
, Press, ; 

now 

story “consultant . Associated 

OH eadlines . AN’ My 

“next. January. Heinemann 
4 first published it. in. ‘England Jast. 
April 24... _ 

Book panelist: and: literary: critic 
-Virgilia .Peterson’s -aulobiog. A. 

published ‘in September: by ‘Athe- 
neum. tisk: 
Appletén - Gentury - Crofts . will: 

1923-1961": 
Sept, 15 te .coincide ‘with opening - 
of new Frisco. Opera season. Bloow- * 

Louis -.J.. “Steliman,. “94. auithor, 

agent; died. at- Carmel, Cal.,.June: 
20. A. native. of: ‘Baltimore, Stell-: 
man - worked: aS.a ‘préessagent in .. 

~ Southern’ California: ‘at the furn’ of. 
the ‘century. became -a. San. Fran-- 
cisco. reporter and. editor and. for ; 
‘many. years: was an ‘editorial. writer. 

: under * editor: Fremont Older. .on- 
<.. ‘+ §£ the FBI tag-is-used. He doesn't “ 
; ‘i ebject to the book otherwise. 

“Gold,” ©. 

the ‘San Francisco ‘Bulletin. .Later: 
‘:. he wrote.a.series of historical nov- ; 

‘els. of early. Galifornia:: “Port 9” as being. unpersuaded by any true; 
‘and -Publie support {or ‘a campaign to} “Sam. Brannan” 

-.“Mother.“Lodé.”’ He and ‘his:-wife, : 

"o 

who - _ died four years ° 880, ‘retired 
. to: Car mel ‘in: 1947. 

, Associated . Press. bureau. chief. 

will be’ succeeded - by. AP. vet: Har-... 
old. Milks - who- has--seen. ‘action: in | 

> When the first issue of the Te-. China; Cuba’ and ‘many. other: perth 
7 designed: Saturday’ Evening . Post: ‘of the world. 

‘* goes: on: the. ‘newstand. in .Septem-*. 
. ber: it: will tilt. ‘from: 15¢.: to. 20¢. : Cabot | ‘& Associates, 

-The.-Curtis weekly -has ‘been. ex- | house. and an: editor and co-found- “ 
“perimenting with. the: nei y price. in.! ‘er of The:Paris ‘Review. Was - mars. 
-seven. states:. 

John P.C. ‘Train, now with Train. | 
. investment: | 

Tied Sune. 10. to: ‘Signorina. Maria. 

me its: ‘newsstand | price. from: '38¢- to 50c. 
- in: the . area‘ ‘ roughly‘ beyond’. the 

» .200-mile - ‘radius from |. New. 

-Boston’ and’ Washington. will. re: lawyer,’ ¢redter-of “Mr. Tutt” and 
York. 

a family. ‘chapel. at Villa ‘Gamba, Set. timello, Florence, Italy. Groom’ si 
father was the late. Arthur: Train. 

main in thé 35¢ zone. About.a year|-a’ founder of: ‘Authors. League. Of 

in 17. ‘Western’ ‘states and" 

“Louis Nizer’s “Autobiog: 

-,ago..the -Stnday ‘Times upped to: America. 
600. ° 
aa Canada. 

_ John. ‘Birke,. “son ‘ot. “Wittiain D... 
’ Birke of ‘Huntington; W.: -Va., presi-- 
dent and publisher of the: Hunting" 
“ton - Newspapers, fo. marry..:-Linda’ 

“Show biz attorney: ‘Louis. ‘Nizer: Rubin, Radcliffe ‘63, next, month- 
“My | “Russell: Wing : “Brace,- editor: ‘of: 

" the: National ‘Fisherman.:a Camden * 
Famed. ‘trial’ ‘attorney. ‘and ‘after-- (Meo), monthly,. ‘Married. Jean. New- 

we RATER to match: 

“Harding ‘Lemay’ 3 Post: 

Ministrator ‘for - 

i _forates.. 

, * dinner: ‘speaker. has_ been ‘working i combe ° Crawford , 
on his - -autohiography for 
"years .and Doubleday. now: has dty 
~'stheduled for O¢tober publication member’ of : Atlanta: Associated. 

-: with’ a major - exploitation. ¢am- , Press’ bureau “and : present: news * 
, | editor. of AP. Paris. bureau. has. 

| been ‘named AP -bureau, chief in’ 
t Cairo. . 

- Khont’ 's. pub.:relationer . Harding ‘pian. 
“Lemay: has. become: yiublicity ad-} office: and:in 1951 went to Korea to™: 

oo “both . Random: cover: 
_* <Houseé- and’ Alfred. A. Knope : ‘Ine: j truce talks and prisoner-exchanees. - 
.. ginee™ the former ‘took over. :the | In. 1954 he covered. Geneva Con-" 

'.Jatter firm.as a wholly: owned sub-.; ference and Jater that vear_ moved. 
sidiary with : interlocking - direc=; to ; Par’s. post. 

_ : |siicceed -Wilton : ‘Wynn, who. will | go 
Jean: ‘Ennis. ‘continues as “Pub- on leave of absence.” - 

in’ ‘Pennington, . 
twoon. J, July.1.: 

‘George McArthur: ‘former: staff. 

MéArthur, . a native Geor-.. 
“worked - in. “AP's. New ‘York | 

the war ‘and: ‘subsequent + 

In Cairo. ‘he’ will: 

[| - specific. ahd lacking union -co-- 
Edvard ‘K..- Thompson has. been.:.. 
elevated from managing €ditur ‘to; : 

\ on 

+ eae rn —— oe — 

Arthur Chiistiansen, former’ edi-. 
‘tar, of, the. London - Express, 

_allels: . 

Ye-painte d, 

_ “The 

“Met ‘Still | Bargains. 
“Metropolitan Opera manage-_ 

“coment, without: Rudo!ph Bing, 
who’ s in. Europe, ‘Is continuing - . 
hegotiations in’ N. Y.' with its 

union labor’ beyond..the -the- 
. oretical * “deadline” of June: 30. 
* Information. as to. pr ogress ré- 
mains’ hard to. come -by.- 

7 Unignists ‘are-reported . du-. 
“WB: ous about “the Met's own: of. 

af pensions as too . un~ 

‘administration of. te ‘funds. | 
Most: immediate gaps’ coneern 
“more -salary and less werk de- 
Mands. “Musicians: in. partic i 
lar want-a staggered sisténi on 
:performances ‘as typical, of 

_-European opera “houses ° : 
. ‘Locat 802 of AFM is. negotiat- , 
ing. with. the Met for the “first 
time’ with. its’ “own officers 
hacked. by: an abservers. rroup 
from the orchestra member- 
snip present. 

Meanwhile’ Met’ has closed | 
- contracts with. Assn...of: The-. 
.alrical: Press Agents . &: Man-. 
’ agers.. Amusenient, ‘Clerks & 
. Copncessionaires Emptos es. 

_ Enon: and” Building Service : 
JL ocal’ 54. 

SS ee ——= 

Who'll Save Mel? 
= Continued. from Page 55. 

. who is edi- 

Hé’s “crashed through: with ‘a nun- 
her of press interviews and: funds- 
raising: projécts: and -a “round. of, 

- Yadio-video ‘yab- shows, 

Anderson has: raised a point. ret | 
herctofor e suggested by other Met 

“rescue. squaders: that it- could he } 
home for another opera ‘coiipany..: 
Xew York City Opera is Hot. men-- 
tioned - as .the -secondat’y 
“The. point is’stressed by Anderson ; 

troupe. 

that Rudolf Bing, with a monopoly 
“Sof. Ane - inajér house, has been abte- 

’ to exclude Maria. €allas’ eenuse 
of-a “neysonal, conflict.”: But wirat 
impresario . -does .. not: ‘pick. and i 

: choose his own talent? Son! 

“Meanwhile; ‘apart. from: this 
“latest: ‘individual propaganita, ‘there | 

- publish” Arthur’ Bloomfield's: “¥ fe nas not yet been’much public: sup- 
.s 

an Francisco Opera: ‘there was for Saving Carnegié Hall.. 
, The situations. are. not, of: course, 

identical | though. there © ‘are pate. 
“Some persons ‘argue that: 

the: Met is in better’ ‘condition, “as 

*..to-halls, seats and lighting. than was} 2 
‘Latter ‘has - since - been [- 

_its facade 
blasted. “and its seats. partly" re-] 
‘stored. : Airconditioning is a neat. 
objective. . Similarly. - any saving | 
“of ‘the Met. woulu require: aircon- 
‘ditioning. to: ‘maké summer. tenancy: | 
“by, ‘Say, operetta, ‘possible. 

. The elite; which. operates the Met 
“Opera, ‘is probably fairly. reported : 

Carnegie, : 

‘Save the house. -- This” presumably } 
would rest upon ‘the Albaniy. legis- 

“lature. okay. for the’ ‘ultimate ‘sate of : 
a large. ‘pond: issue. 

its dane:- This was: ‘the.’ ‘magic; 
we hich: say ed. Carnegie. . 

_ a 

~ London Season 
—. ‘Continued ‘from page ‘5S 

nights, a. Lovely Light”: stayed. 
_ for ‘only’ five - lets, at’ the Globe. ; 
vand. “Call I Love’ " for. four vat 
| Wsndhams. - 

Among’. the Broadway import 
i failures. were “Tomorrow with. Pic- 
‘tures.' 
“Toys ‘in the “Attic.” “The Connec-- 
tion” and. “RB The. only Ameri-. 
an, ‘entry.among the current : hits 

“Miracle Worker,” though Dear. 
Li iar could ‘technically: be 
luded.- 

78 ‘Flower Druin Song.” oa which: was 
in the “‘undetermined status” cate- 
‘yory last. year, paid off wclk before. 
its run: terminated at the Palace} 
Jast «month “The. ‘Gazeho” 

“ developed into a hit. : fe 

M lousetrap.” 

‘bassadors.”. still” leads. ‘the , list 

prediction of -a 10-vear run. ‘made. 
mire than five years ago, %ilT ne: 
‘borne ‘Out. 
ruriners ‘Jike. “Simple ‘Spyman, 
“My: Fair . Lady” 
Douce" 
‘Comers. ° 

‘seem comparative: 
“W st. Side Story.” 

etenten's won ee 

sand-{. 

‘In. ‘short, tax-! 
. Lou’ Nevin. was ‘reassigned tothe Payers. would: do. the rescue act. if | 
London ‘office after holding. down : 

aio ‘desk in ‘Madrid for. 17 years, He’ 

alot , 

tings for “Gideon. ” 

‘Walter Neal will he. Prodyction 
stage Manager - for ° "Kean" 

‘Flaine Stritch, Jean Fenn and 
' Betty Jane Watson will appear in 
“Sail: “Away. _ 

Motley will. design the costumes 
i for. “Kwamina,” 

‘Barry Yellen’s four-week -Szn 
i Juan -Musical: ‘Comedy Festual 

David Hays will design the set- 

At 

iwhich begins July 17; will include .- 
: appearances by Nancy Dussault. 
op Carol Taylor, Scott Merrill, Helen 
’ Gallagher, Milton . Kainen, Betty 
‘Oakes, Carolyn Maye. Stanley 
-} Grover, Frank Green, Bill Walker. 
‘ Dale Malone, Richard Cross. Helen 

atrical Interests Plan, Ine - “4s pian- 
ning a Broadway production of 
“Out By the Country,” a drama by 
-Specd Lamkin and Eva Wolas, with 
Warren -Fniters as stage: 

Noel Wilhman has arrived frem 
London ta coensull with Robert 
Mhitehead on divecting the tatters 
Presentation of “A Man sor All 
“Seasons,” which he dl direct Uhey 
were in Stratford, Onl. recently 
to audition actors for the show 

Russ Brown is subbisg fur Howe 
- ard Da Silva while the Jater va¢ae 
fions from his rote ian “Froretle” 

Clayton Coots kas succecded 
Richard Seader as compsuny man- 
ager of “Donn brook ™ 

: Blount, Joe E.:- Marks and’ Lew Rosemerry Fuhrmann has siic- 

_| Merbert. Directors wil} he Jerome ceeded Claudia = Schroeder — in 
: Mayer, “Guys: and. Dolls,” and , Camelot.” 
; John O'Shaughessy, — “Carousel,” | Producer - director George 
~Ohlahoma” and” “West . ‘Sule Schaefer and author Frederick 
Story, * Lehman ‘Engel will be Knott pianed trom New York 
{musical director, 

ade Fdward. B. Shantey is planning : 
ta fall tour of colleges and univer- ; 
1 sities - ‘of “Antigone,” in. assovia- 

i tion with Jim Dolan. | 

Dorian. ‘and Miriam Weiler’s ‘ °A: 
1Tide in the Potomac” has received } 
+ second prizé in the annual plav-: 

A.vall Little ‘Theatre, where it 16 
p under production option. Courtney 
, Burr formerly held the’ script. 
| Howard Sackler, recording di- 
‘rector for Caedmon Records, will 
have a revised version of his trar: 
comedy, “The Yellow Loves,” pro. ! 

! duced at the Poet's Theatre, Cam- 
i-pridge, -Mass., this fall. 

Lyn Ely, managing director. of 
Theatre. in Education. which pire- 
i sents scenes fram Shakespeatean | 
{plays in high sehools each spring. 
j isin Europe. for a six-week visit. 
‘ “Rod Alexander, Broadway and 
i tvs director-choreographer, 
[ signed’ ‘a”’ personal management ° 
contract with Mel Shayne. 
‘Oliver Smith has been given the 

‘annual Sam S. Shubert Foundation ° 
award for: outstanding: individual : 
work in the theatre. for his designs ; 

| for “Camelot,” “Becket.” “lin- 

j 

-port for saving the opera house as ! “sinkable Molly Brown,” “Taste of ! 
: Honey.”.“Mary Mary.” “Under the . 
; Yum Yum Tree,” and he - Metro- } q 

has | 

‘tu London last Sunday <2: far a 
couple of days of casting an cun- 
nection with the latter's play 

h'When No One Is fd owking ! 
They're due back today «Wed » 

Jerry Gol® New York rope 
efentative for the Theatre Cutld- 
«American Theatre Soacty: fas 

“te 18 that’ of | “Rov ‘Anderson. ot writing contest. of Baton Rouge | been conducting a Milwaukee sub- 
“Mount: ‘Ver non, NL OY: 

. tor. of the Choral and: Organ Guide. 

‘scription campaign for the seties 
‘of plays to be offered at the Pal«t 
| Theatre there this season 

Max Hiebman and Bernard Sah- 
lins will present the Los Angeles 

_ production of “From the Second 
:Cirty.” opening Sept. 36 at the 
Rovale Theatre, N ¥, 

‘Robert Lantz will desipn = the 
lirhting for “Kean” 

Hugh Lambert will  che:co- 
graph How To Suceved. 1a Hust 
ness Without Heally Tiying © 

Broadway = pressagent —— Phillip 
; Bloom leaves today iWed) for 
“Vancouver, B.C. to start) ballve 
too for the No. Y City. Ballet, 
which preems a summer (tour at 
the Internatienal Festival these, 
July 24. , 

Howard Bay will design 
“eettings for “Isle of Children’ 

Will Steven Armstrong will de- 
. Sigin the settings for “Kwaming.” 

Evelyn Russell, wife of choise. 

the 

_bolitan 2 pe ra Compan)'s ‘ographer Jee Laxton, and Mz avalo 
“Martha.” : i Gilmore will appear an “Sail 

+.. Donald MeKayle and Walter | Away" 

“duties for “Kicks & Co.” 
Joseph | ‘Doaley .. will be stage 

manager. and. Warren Crane a5- 
Sistant . stage manager for “Sail | 
“Away.” ‘ 
{ Playw right- director Abe. Bur- ; 

Nicks will share the choreography Lee Verona, «a ead soprano in 
‘the N. Y¥. City Opera Company, 
will make her Bigadway debut in 
“Kean.” 

Dorrit Kelton has succeeded 
Aline MacMahon in “All the Way 

rows and M. William. Krasilovsky, s Home.” 
attorney for the Music Publishers ; 
Holding Corp., have been attor- 

“ney for the. Music Publishers 
Holding Corp., have: been appoint- . 
ed .to ‘the. National. Panel of Ar-: 
bitrators of the American Arbi- | 
tration Assh.- 
“Sid Caesar set for Feuer and: : 

+ Martin musical. presentation, “Lit- 
tle Me,” ‘planned for late this 
season. 

4. Phoenix, -NLY., will open tts! 
{1961- -62 subscription season Sept 
G:with a six-week run of Tyrone: 

t Guthrie's production of “Pirates of ; i 
1 Penzance.” 
| . Judith Lowry into “The Short. 
: Happy Life,” which A. E. Hotch- 
i tier will. present on Broadway in ' 
| assoc jation with Jerome Brody. 
after a tour beginning in Seattle - 
Sept. 12. 
"James Horst fixed for principal. 
‘role in “Sail Away.” 
\. ‘Raymond J. Marschalk copped | 

“Once. Upon a Mattress.’ ot AFH. annual H. K. Smth Sr Me-: 
morial - ‘Playwright Award. con- 
ducted by the Little Theatre of 
Jacksonville, Fla...for his comedy. 
“Too Soon for December” . 

: Ruby Dee and her husband, 
‘Ossie. Davis, will appear in hi« 
lcomedy, -“*Purile Victorious" 
which Philip Rose is readying tor 
Broadway. in ‘October with Howard 
Da Silva as: director 

:. Molly: Picon will. continue to tour 
fin- the Stephen Slane-LS Theatre 

PE Corp. presentation of “Majority of 

-pearing~ the ¢ One,” through Sept. 30. She was to 
vend af i ninth year at the Aim-! have begun. rehearsals. July 3. 

of | for Gerard - Oestreicher's Broad- 
long runnets. and it now appears wav-bound presentation. 
that impresario Peter. Saunders" | - 

“Shalom.” 
Pembroke Davenport. wil} be 

_mutical director and Philip J. Lang 
will do the orchestrations 

‘It makes other long- fe ‘Kean. 
“h Vinnétte 

and “Irma aj “Kicks & Co.” ; 
EW: { 
ines ulty | of the American Shake-peare 

‘Carroll will stage 

Mary Morris has joined ti.e far- 

dentally: has since ‘ended dts rin at: ' Festival, Stratford, Conn’ 
‘Her’: Majesty's.- and. was: “replaced | 
by "Bye Bye. Birdie.’ me: 

Dennis MeDonald, former .ice 
pr esidr nt and treasurer ‘of. the The- 

for - 

Jean Erdman, dancer-choreog- 
' apher, has been awarded a yrant- 
‘in-aid from the Ingram Merz} 
.Foundation, to complete a full- 
ilength theatre piece, sugvested hy 
‘James Joyce's "Finnegan's Wake ” 

Clayton Coots, company mian- 
ager of the Broadway production 
jof * ‘Donnybrook,"” is not function- 
_ing in that capacity for the Day- 
‘ton :O.1 Mueical Theatre ‘as cr- 
;Foncously reported in Varirty :e- 
‘cently. 

Andrew George Effrat. son of 
; Jo ha Effrat, former secording 
‘secretary of Actors Equity, has 
‘graduated from Princeton 

Oe 

‘New Hope for Britain’s 
National Theatre Plan 

| . London, July 4 
Renewed hope that Britam may 

eventually get sts National Thea- 
tre has arisen following a receit 
meeting hetwueen the ChanceHer 
of. the Exchequer, Selasn Tilovd, 
and ae deputation from the 
London County Counci) The group 
put forsard oe plan whereby the 
cost of the theatre should ote 
shared hetween the government 
and the LCC Three month. ago 
}loyd rejected the plan ta busied 
the National Theatre hut new be 
adducts that Ca new situation hea 
been created 

The LCC propocal is that the 
yovernment should contrubute the 
$2 800 O60 specified tn the National 
Sheatre Act of 1949. and that te. 

JCC should raise the rect of the 
capital cost. estimated at $6440 600, 
hv Jevsing a one-cent rate for tvo 
Ur Sree Senrs 

if the plan’ accepted its hoped 
that the Theatre on. the Sauth 
Bank would be finished bey 1964, 
im tine for Shakes pe are © 400th ane. 
pisercatty and the Compnons.erith 
Arta Festival. 
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Broadway 
Srorty aster Ted Husing in crit: 

473° ote Etro in a Pasadena sani- | 
tats oy 

See Thexer, having Closed in 
Tovte.. ais oem route ta Israel, 
Hi Barcelona and Majorca and 
des eetye Sotm New York Atig. 15. 

Prise Outen Mitsice Hall veep 
Js. i 0 OGoondeds) san) | Donald 
ie: fimid now a USN. aviator, 
poor) od Miarsiou TRarret in Great 

Neo .ogcer the weekend 
Thana. Pappas. headwatter- 

ata ot the Hotel Plaza’s Palm 
Cock ste 1920, bonvoxsazed with . 
advo sit oarts Friday 3000 upon 
boo ce rerment to tus Hampton 
Bev. §.-1, home 

Wood irom Salzburg, home of - 
Maca [tation “Trovatere” will be 
ethos $ these in the summer of 
esl) solvburg is ako setting up 
aor * evening to mark Igor Stra- 
vies. 5 80th birthday. 

Vie raster talent set to give at 
Berge State Music Fest this sum- — 
mer mebide Eleanor Steher, Bren-> 

Other : 
ees contracted: Giuseppe Cam-' 

leor Gorin, Rudolph Petrak.. = 

dao foe Licia Albanese 
Sass 

pores 

ads 

Cascitia Williams, Carlo Zampighi. ° 
Biel: Valentin, 

Dorgtns Lamour: Ine. beauty 

satom leensed by the former film! 
star, in voluntary arsangement un- ; 

der the bankruptey aet, listing 
$172 4) tentative liabilities for; 
the West 7th St. salon and assets ; 
of 359.500 Business was f: wrmerly : 

at 63 East 955th St. 
Hutte zarde will do the fashion, 

Corupentary at.a millinery show: 
for visttins editors in New York 
at tire ¢ ‘otillion Ryom of the Hotel ! 
Piette Sunday (9). It’s one of the ° 
esocnt. of Fashion Week during - 
Wit 
ant Seshion editors will convene: 
in Sou York. 

Sitsepost writer Stanley’ 
Frank’, daughter, Priscilla Jane. 
no oa teaeher at Martha Graham ; 
Seroat of Dance and the Newark: 
Baile! Academy, and an alumna of 
Sora Lawrence "60 and the Neigh- 
bothood Playhouse School of the: 
Theatre slated to marry Arnold; 
Wexior next winter. 

Walter Kerr, drama critic of; 
the NY. Herald Tribune, and his. 
arhoress-playwright-wife Jean! 
Kerr, sailed Saturday «1° on the, 
Cristofors Colombo for.a six-week - 
trie to Europe, during which Mrs. | 
Kare wiil discuss with Huvzo Beau- j 

the Jatter’s scheduled Lon- | ru ay? 

ds: production of her Broadway - 
fut ° Marv, Mary.” 
Tie half-mile enclosed walk 

fr». the main Grossingzger Hotel: 
biildens that leads. to. the play-- 
hhortaey ts being fashioned into what 
fs ty be called “The Georgie Jes- ; 
s* Wav Tt will be covered with— 
Pik: teres 

cae las well as stories of famous ; 
peoote Jessel has been associated : 
Wier through the: years. 

Pac slate managers, ‘Chester: 
OBrien, 54, "Pal Joey"! and Wil- 
Ihum Sperce, 27, unemployed, were? 
gina their bare-chests to’ the sun: 
at Riverside Dr. and 73d St. and: 
Zo’ summonses for indecent ex-, 
poure Fining them $2 each, Mas-’ 
is'rate Walter Bayer, in an aside: 
tu the courtroom, is quoted as say- 
int, “Same of you men are sod 
beutiful and handsome you have ‘ 
te stow your torsos to everyone on 
the street, but it's against the law. 

Rome 
Bv Robert F. Hawkins 

(Scunoa Estera; Tel. 675906) 

Rie udo Montalban in. for “Black ; 
Pirate” Poygi-Liber’ ~ 

Irein Shapiro here for brief 0.9. 
of available product: will be back ; 
thus fai, 

Mots Erzas to N. ¥ to pick | 
Shar ver Muro Bolognint’ S pic ver- 
ston of “Senility” 

Irving Rapper has started “Pan- : 
tres Priate” «Merolle? here, with 
Jour Marais in lead. | 

Marvin Mirisch, iva Lopert and: 
Fire 
fer! in for biz sessions 

Anatole Litvak skied in to pick; William Cartlidge, -assistant man- 
vaives tor Italo dubbed version of j aging director of ABC;: says: 
“Goadbye Avan’ «UA: 

Raymond Burr flew “in from 
Austialia for tele appearances this : 
Peres “Mason a popular Italo 
item: before heading to London. 

Mario Adorf here to prep stint 
ic Alfredo Bini's production of “AY 
Casallo dela Tigre” 

Cin 

Vineent Price ‘vacationing. in be- 
tu--n pix, both being done here. 
Aiss will star in “Famous Ghost 
Storie,” 26 half-hour 
Hes +s Lion Int'l 

detty Wald and Martin Ritt ex- j tone of their resorts. - 

_ ing * “Imperial Venus” (Royal). 

> time women’s page writers 

and incidents-in Jessel’s : 

*: Blackpool's 3,000-seater, -is amazed. litle. 

Pieskow part of UA contin-itreading more warily than. 

‘Riding a 
Teer, with director Luisi Comen- 

stanza, for extra amenity for holiday-makers: j i. 

pected at the Excelsior’ far 2.0. 
anent their “Adventures of a] 
‘Young Man" /20th,, Italo. location: | 
er. Will also seek local talént 4 

Mitchell Kowal to San Sebastian ‘ 

London 
mt HYDe: Park 4561/2; 3) 

for film fest. as guest, ther does canter; ¢: . 

“Passport” in’ Paris opposite Matt“ pari¢4 ta “Sanders: pened a 
tizta Arena. ay Franvo- -Spanish- | cCo- , month's stint at the’  eisty on. 

‘production before-returmung. to his. "Monday - 3-2, 

Rome office. "ob? Dame~Peggy “Ashcroft. made an 
Mark Forrest: .moves into. “the honorary Doétor of - Letters © by | 

Strongest Man in the: World” next. 
Sam Marx here to prep Aus. ‘21., - 
start of “Damon anid, Pythias,”. for -- 
Metro release. It rolls at Cinecit- : 
ia: Bridget Boland is scripting. - 

In - and - out - of - Rome: Jacques 
Bar, into Excelsior; .ditto for Rob-. 

Oxtord : Univ: ersity. 

“The CoM. ‘Woolf: Memoiial. Cot: ! 

. ~ par ty. 

ert Hakim; also Paul Henreid; | he “di 
Robert Aldrich back: from .Moroe- : veld ‘their 34th: reunion, mner 
can “Sedem and Gomorrah”. junket Kast, week. 

“¢hores: Ua Jacobson here for va-' The. bell of the navat:. frigate 
cation: Gina_: Lollobrigida back 
from Caast after final; “Lady L”! 
delay; will rest here before’ start-* 

in “the Mermaid Theatre foyer: as 
an interval bell.” 

The -May. Fair Hotel's Starlight 

‘ayer’ of the -Carlton. 

Bingo & Britain 
—_— Continued from ‘page 1 

| font outfit, ‘aired ‘to L.A. on Friday 
———$ 5 

_in local halls, at fairgrounds, — Vevas. Honolylu and NY. 
‘ing men’s clubs, in cinemas, ‘dance- | _The. Rank Organization . has re- 

“operators, as of ‘new, are Mecea i first ,to be openéd in London’ back 
{Ltd., which runs -a vast chain of | in 1927. It's had. a. $168; 200 fave: 
dancehalls, and Circuit -Manage-. lifting. : 

:ment Assn., which controls . <inema . Matirice Reyner,- - making - ‘hs 
!and | dancehalls -within . the Rank :-debut in “The Boy Who" Stole ie 

. is’ thé: | Organization. Mecca. already has: Miltion™ 
‘introduced’ bingo into 60 halls, : ‘ young 

‘ with. sessions varying one ‘to. eight: 
a week, and swon it’s : ‘expected London. 
there will be at least 100. 

Bingo has 

for Bryariston,. 
son’ of. the Venezuelan 

‘and Sir Henry Irving, one of the’ Milt, Evans. -Hal : Prince: and - Sol 
‘many great stars who played ‘thel Hurok, ‘Milton: Lyon, Elaine Per- 
Lyceum, -is no doubt -revolving int ry, 
his grave at the thought). Soon-it’s - and: Robert. Trout. and wife. 
planned that. there will be Lyceum: . 
: all-day, non-stop. sessions. “On 
Thursdays. Las Vegas. 

By Forrest. Duke 
(DUdley 44141) 

Mecca is spreading its net wide. |. 
It soon goes. into Wimbledon Thea- | 
tre for Sunday afternoon sessions: 

‘Kric Mortey,, Mecca exec,’ told |- 

.Subsidize the live theatre: - We'll 
ihelp them to pay the rent this wav. fe 
We're still primarily in. the danc- : 
.ing business, but -bingo sessions: 
ean help out our halls ‘on days: 
‘found not so popular for- dancing.” 

Helps Gut Dancehall Setup in’ Riviera lotinge to. pick : best 
In the case of Mecca Halls, the | maestro among: local” deejays and 

‘entrance fee to the hall {s 50c and-| columnists. _ 
‘for another 50c the person ‘is able, i. New Frontier now. covering the 
to play a certain number, of-games: | nudes: at dinner shows so that 
Slecca. Ltd. hopes people will! . kiddies can: ‘attend Barry. Ashton’s 
spend money on catering, and any-; “Holiday ‘In Rio. eo 

? did wan ‘impresh. ‘of. him—in Yid- 
r dish: 

way its dance halls are filled’ at Henny. Youngman’s. Option : was 

we, when dance. biz is ‘often | i picked ‘up in the ‘Tropicana lounge, 

CMAs bingo interests are shared | i extending, his two-w eek stay ‘for 
bs the cinemas and dancehalls. two “more: stanzas, 
“Two pix houses have. been . al Barry Ashton, wh saw Betty & 

But by ‘the end of “august time amis “them for his.. next. show at: 

“may be 14 cinemas operating full-; he L.A. “Statler-Hilton. . - Betty 
time and 25 ‘to 30 on part-time. and her nitre-year-vld Jan ‘are now 
:On the ballroom side, CMA. will: in. “Gypsy” here’ at ‘the. Riviera.. 
have 18 of their -halls. running: OC “Don Rickles handed .' “a omew 
.casional bingo sessions within tivo; ‘thr ee-year ‘ contract. by 

weeks. ‘hivh lama. Milton Prell calling for. 
Still in Film. Biz 

€MA, which soon ‘will .be. éuine 
ning a morning bingo sesh daily . 
‘at Britain’s biggest Odeon cinenmia, 

| elevator . 
bring The Insulter. nearly $500, 000. 

[cee a. year as Casbar head: 

at the response. A CMA spokes- j 
man stressed: “These .bingo ses-. 
sions take’ place at periods w hich }. 
do not interfere’ hm anyway with 

ithe normal times of film showing. 
Films are still our business.” 

The spokesman’s insistance on). 
| this. faet stems from the watchdog ! prexy-of the International, Federa- 
‘attitude. of the Kinematograph : tion of Actors. ©: 
j Renters’ ‘Society, one of whose top-) Mari ie- -Juse Nat: replaces ‘Anouk! 

;we are prepared to listen to appli térvi iew-pic, “Summer Chronicle," 
cations from exhibitors - who cant ig the second Montreal Film Fest 

October; “La Grotte’” (The Grotto?. 
“ hich. he also will: direct. 

Edmond-T.’ Greville’ ‘is directing. 
Marcel Dalio ' back to-: -French 

et . et " 

. "Paris 
.. By’ Gene’ Moskowitz ©. 

(66 Are. ‘Breteuil, SUF. 9920) 

i pers told VaRIETY: “We discourage | Aiinee . ‘in. -- Alexandre Astruc’s 

the playing. of bingo fn: cinemas “E"Ediieation: Sentimentale.” | 
, during customary film hours. mie France sending Jean’ Rouch’s in- 

plead hardship Af not allowed 10 hich begins, AUB. 11 
Associated - British: Cinemas. is! Jean: ‘Anouilh’ ‘will: ‘have @ new 

its | play’at Theatre: Montparnasse next: 

triy ‘als along the golden bingo ‘path. 

“We Alida ‘Valli. into: French pic; 
have three. ‘cinemas operating at} “l‘Accident:” -. opposite. ° Daniele: 
ithe moment, all ones that had been. Gaubert - and: Christian’ Marquand. 

shuttered. We are watching how | 
things are going but will: be inter-|. 

, Cinema Club has’.a-new manager,’ 
| David: TTroke, ‘formerly house -man-.} 

-Billy Marsh; of the Bernard Del- 

Attache for™ Cultural Affairs in’ 

Around © town’ are Ella Fitzger- 
successfully : pene- ; ald: Jerry Wald, ‘Dave. Brubeck;. 

trated Mecca’s: Lyceum: Ballroam.. critic Jolin. ‘McLean, Mort ‘Sahl. } 
-nominees for . best actress . ‘in Chi- 
‘eago’s last legit. season. 

Oscar Homolka, Joan Tetzel | 

Phyllis Applegate now ‘singing. 
: VarikTy:. “It’s a way of helping to: with The Novelords at: the Golden: 

‘uzget Ww herp the: group is a click. 

‘Edward. ‘G. ‘Robinson came td|°_ 
Joey Bishop’s Sandshow, and Joey | * 
ont Deoe’s of. ‘Minneapolis Symphony, as ‘first’ 

‘Sahara 

Pact calls for a. minimum . of 20: 

Fernand : Gtavey.. ‘again elected. 

- pie, “Foul ‘plows, " got critical nods — os 

The Lady. Ratlings gifted: Sophle 
. Tucker, with a silver: and Blass. de- 

| 
ages. at: Glebelands: will be-opened j jf 
-on Saturday: (Be with: a garden| iL 

“Edward. Hinge reelected: presi-! Pathe - 
dent or the’ Cinema: Veterans: who A : 

.| bring ‘West Germany. around: to 

as asked by Italy. and France to]: 
ease coproduction. 

430) for a tatent prowl around Las |. 

"| Weitzel on, world. tour. -: 

“Sammy ‘Kaye conductin contest | 
; y B stint: in “Remains. To Be Seen” at 

. Tenthouse Theatre. next ‘Fuesday. 

| 

= 
= increases’ which ‘should | | 

| 

ested in reopening elosed cinemas ! ‘studios with two" pix lined‘up.” "Car-. 
| for the purpose.” Smaller circuits 1 touche,” 
such as-Star and indie houses, par: 
j ticularly in the North of England: trol. 
jare alsa jumping on to ‘the. bingo ; 
bandwagon,. [ 

Local authorities ‘and. entertain “Unele Vanya” this ‘week: audi- 
ment managers were divided in! ence got. rain: checks ov: “money 
itheir thoughts. Several see it as an. 4 back. .. 
i Jean Badal, a Hungarian direc: 

of: Philippe. Le Broca, and 
“Live. Your. Life" of Claude: :Chab-- 

Rene’ Arriew's. iliness caused the 
closing of the’ Comedie: ‘Francaise’s’ 

Campany’: ‘at the Cape Playhouse, 

Others think it will let ‘down the: tot of film-photography, now: work- 
ping, steadily, after his. first French 

/ which’ -he. directs . and ‘stars. in, | 

‘joined Ed Seguin's ad-pub staff at 

pic, “Homicidal,” with. three days 

‘sity, (of. €hicazo' Theatre.. doubling |- 
43s member of Second City cast. 

opened’ in’ “Pleasure of His Com- 

‘Staton: - 

John Carbone: . 

‘restrictions to ‘permit: the East. End} 

Provincetown Yacht. & Tennis. Club. 

hey is scheduled for an. appeararice. 

‘phony... Society. ° 

which ‘gives. concerts July. 22. ‘and |" 

House at Hy. annis Port, ° 

Hollywood. ©. 
* Dave. Martin checked - ‘out ‘of 
Walt Disney’ ad. dept. 
Fred ‘Zinneniann. on ‘South: ‘Seas: 

[rocation-scouting . tour. for - “Has 
wa ve . 

for. its: fine: ‘lensing. 

In Robert : “Dhery’s. presently- | 
shooting « “La Bellg- Americaine,” 

noted ‘French drama™ critic Max 
Favalelli-plays a small.part as an. 
ambassador of a.mythicéal. country. 
Henri Diamant-Berger. produces. -|.a. tour for.:* “The Honeymoon: Ma- D h chine.””."” - isk bestsellers this’ month. are | Macdonald. Carey’ returned - from Cannonball Adderley’s . “Africa. a 
Valse” (Riverside); Johnny Holi- London . ‘stint - in. ‘Children: “of 
day's. French rock. ‘and ' roll platter Light. 
“Tutti-Frutti” ' » Vogue),.-Albononi's 
Adagia” (Vogue) and “Le: Bley De:| 
"Ete" (The Blue of Summer). by 

‘-|Les Compagnons. De. La ‘Chanson 

‘Rotman: ‘to’. new: flackery, * Taylor, 
Bergen; -Lynn & Lee.: .. ue 

of .architecture comiiittee. of . Hole. 
‘dywood’.Museum. Commission.. 

- Arthur Knight appointed curator 
of film: and. tape..for. Hollywood. 
Motion - Picture 8: ‘Television: Mu- 
seum..’ _ 
“George ’ Craven, Cineraina.. ‘pub oo 

relations ‘chief -in. .Europe, ‘in from 
Paris for: ‘confabs ‘with. Drexy, Nico- LL 

“1 Las. Reisini: - ; a 
1 Tom. Fadden: and. publicist Jane 

‘| Van -Dyne, who ‘wed Friday : (30), 
‘returning: today : Wed.) froma Lag 
Vegas honeymoon. 

Recent Common Mart film meet: | 
ings have ‘still not been: able. to 

some sort-of. governmental film: ‘aid 

‘French. arid | 
Italo ‘aid. is being. progressively 
done - away with, but :-not com: 
pletely’ until 1968. 7 

Chicago | 
{DElaware 7.4984) -. | 

Chi: Daily- News gossiper . Tony’ Amefica Distributing Coy head eet 

quartering: in. Cleveland: 
Kevin’ Kelly a{eeliced ‘John 

lease, accepted as’ American. entry. 
| for-:both: Spoleto Film -Festival in: 

Italy-: and, Locarno. fete’ in. Switzer- 
dand._ 
Jack ‘Diamond, Ul. ‘pub: éhiet, io 

Dutch ‘Guiana, South America, to_ 
launch ° . publicity *: ‘Campaign for - 

ticks” a 

Oba. Dolce: Vita’ added: daily 
matinees in its.-hard-ducat’ run. ‘at 
Todd . Theatre. 

Bob Carpenter and’ Dick. Schack 

‘Balaban & Katz. - there. Spiral “Road,” ” Aoeationing 

. Georgé’ Gobel and John. Caras ‘there. <. 
dine in town for. commercial. film | -Erriest: ‘SLehmait skied to ‘Europe a 
at. Wilding last. week. to fesearch--for ‘The Prize,” “Irv= - 

‘ing Wallace: - tome: .which. he'll 
Sarah“ Siddons Society’ has 8 script - for : ‘Pando Se, , Berman, -at 

} Metro. . 

‘Bill Castle in ‘to bally. his tatest. 

of. radio-tv ‘and. press rounds. tact and. industry: ‘Maison: ‘for’ film. Doha, 
‘Bill Alton, director of. Univer- |- _ : industry. ; 

-Col.. James D. Hunter ‘suicseeds 
Col. Dean E:.Hess as chief of the . 
Air . Force's Los Angeles. Informa: 
‘tion:. ‘Office: Hess, “who- -provided. 
liaison ‘for ‘the AF: and. entertain: 
‘ment: ‘media’ on: the. West.. Coast 

| since .1947, has been: reassigned to. 
the. Fifth ‘Air Forcé in Japan. -He - 
authored .the.-book ‘‘Battle Hymn” o 

Joan Bennett and ‘Donald Cook. 

pany” last’ night (Tues.) at Drury 
Lane. — . 

Chi- Sympliony ° plucked Frank 
Miller, of late associate conductor: 

cellist... |.ture with the same title: by: Uni-" ‘ 
‘Tommy: Sands. does his. frst legit ; v ersal.- 

ML. Genevieve. “opens”. the: same |'drew. a.15-yvear- prison” term: ‘and. 
date in “Can- Can. a Music $15, 000° fine. for Federal .income: 
Theatre. ab tax evasion. Jerry. Lewis,: Red" 

+ Skelton,” ‘former .. welterweight 
..| champion : Don. Jordan, - stripper: 
“:|-Candy Barr- sherself implicated in. 

‘a: -réefer rap). and ‘author. :Bea™. 
‘Hecht: were among: the. “witnesses. 

-Provincetowa, Mass. 
By Evelyn’ Lawson 

_ Another. project, Cafe 46, opetts 

its. season with: disk, singér D akota. ‘| of the: Hollywood-based racketeer, 

. Bucks County, Pa. 
‘By Penny Larsen 
“tPY 4-3251)'- 

- Producer. Mike? ‘Ellis. promoting. 
youthful. talent as well as hew " 

| plays: ©. 
. Metro's: tele- sitbsid. setting up 7 

‘The fifth season. of the Proviticé- headquarters’ in New: Hope™ where: 

town Daneé.. Workshop. opens ; to-| they'll ‘shoot, commercials. this fall. 
day (Wed." under ‘the’ direction Of Canal. House’... owner.-Johnny. | : 

Francis - water-skiing on-the Déla-,°" 
‘ware with. some. of visiting femme 
‘celebs. “F 

: Jose Greco: troupe boffo at: Lam- 
bertville on one-nighiter:.” (Current 

| show; is: strawhat preem ‘of “Ten-, - 
derloin, ” through : July 9. - 
“William. ‘Vorenberg, who directea 

“See. How. : They. -Run’” the’: play-, 
Rouse’ ‘eatlier’ this: season, -hus-- 
‘Pitalized: in: Gotham: for. ‘observa-~ 
tion. -_ on 

. In:-an put: of.. ‘New Hope: Joan’ we 
Fontaine, Henry - ‘Morgan, Lilly . 
‘Lodge,: Murray Matheson, Benay 

Louis. Armstrong. played George ; 
Wein's Storyville over the holiday os 
weekend. Duke Fllington. is set for, 
July: 17, Toe 

‘Another. permit: was: issued ‘for al 
small. circus to bé-'set - “Up. on: the. 
dunes .for the. summer, opening 
next week. 

The: local ‘Boaid: of Selecti’an re-. 
fused. ‘to. relax .residential zoning 

Players to present shows’ ‘in ‘the 

A new. outfit. ‘Musie. ‘&. Draina, 
Inc., ‘will :present: -a: program: of}. 
classics in. Falmouth, .opening ‘with’ 
“Twelfth.’ Night.” : Dorothy :Stick- 

The.- authorities okayed an ap- 
plication by ‘Karl Harshberger- ‘and | 
Richard Schoehner for performance 
of Eugene Ionesco’s “The Chairs” 
and: “The ’ Lesson" : in Town Hall 
this. week, ° 

‘Fhe: ‘Provincetown Playhouse on. 
the Gosnold St. wharf is: opening. 
its 16th ‘season’ with the: first Cape 
‘Cod : production’ of . “The* Great 
God Brown," one: of late localite 
Eugene O'Neill's early .successts.'|. 

J oseph - ‘Haw thorne,. founder-con- 
ductar of ‘the Provincetown. Sym- 

returns * from his 
seventh | ‘season « “as ‘conductor of: 
the. Toledo. Symph.. He'll. preside 
over the Cape:Cod Festival of Arts, | 

burn and Ira. ‘Wallach. . 

trialist and : board: ‘member of. the’ 
Philadelphia: : Lyric - Opera -Co.,. 
bought Echo Falls, 638-acre Sole- 
“bury ‘estate: formerly owned by 
financeer. Low ell ‘Birrell. 
Jules.‘ Murishin; «. 

‘with - the : “Gypsy”. ‘package: ‘that 
‘played .- Lambertville .Music’ Cire" 

‘tique . ‘shops. 
‘clocks. « 

Bucks - County’: “playhouse pro- . 
| ducer Mike “Eltis will. “present. five 
new. plays ‘at, the. Playhouse. this: 
season, after’ having scored .witt-- 
“Come Blow:-Your Horn” which 
tried. out * here - last: September. 
First: new “play. -is “The -Interpre- 
ter,” statring Richard Kiley,. Fred. 
Glark.’ and: ‘Ben Hammer,” “whieh ‘, 
‘Tuns through. duly: BL : . 7 

“He collects. antique’ oa 

Aug: 19 here. 
The delivery. of. Faye Einerson’s- 

17-trunk wardrobe for her co- 
starring | appearance: ‘with Reginaid 
Gardiner in “The Pleasure of: is 

Dennis, delayed delivery of bag- 
gage marked for the. “Cerone 

‘Steve - McQueen wili ‘do BO-city es 

. Archie Lee swung: ‘from Harshes ca 

Hal Hudson - appointed thember~ | 

Jerry’ Lipow named’ ‘central dis> 7 
trict division ‘manager for Pathe- . 

“Blast of Silence,” UI indie - te- a 

color pub’ ‘relations. ‘director, ap- ae 
pointed customer, relations<’ eons 

“| which was adopted to motion. pic-”:. ” 

“Mickey - Cohen, ‘despite show biz Tt 
personalities, ‘testifying | for. him, - 

Hecht has been: working ‘on a ‘biog" »: *: 

Venuta,.S. J. Perelman, ‘Gene: Ray-- wo 

- Lawrence. J. Kutz,. Philly ‘indus- . , 

. Vegas - “bound a 

cus for two weeks, spent -his spare - :. ; 
time .. -combing : the New .Hope: an- 



“. fuFurevivals. fur the “New 
"Company, Lehar's ‘Merry’ Widow. 
. and. Strauss”. 
“also. head of: the Columbia Uni- 

“2 Only”. in 1946: He began’ his: ca-> 

“Heart Beat, ‘Did FFall_ In‘ Love.” 

L . among “other's. 

ae _ -Yadio broadcasting « who: Was 
: founder “and. for 36 ‘years. ‘vice |: 

: waver. by 8, 1961 a 

~ Obituaries 
———en Contnuee. from pare "52: 

the. Pea” aiid: in 1940: his” own ver-, 
‘gion of .“The’-Bartered Bride” at’! 
the. Central “City ‘Colorado: Festi- 

“val. He ‘produced. ind. : ‘cirected £ 
Mr. Strauss’ Goes “to. Bost: me jn 
1945... ‘He ‘was -wssocizte. producer. 
of: the. Sam and: Bella’ Spewack 
‘play -“Festival’* ‘in. 1955, and .tivo. 
years later. qurector Ot, a: Tevival 
of “Rosalie.” = 

1n/1943..he dir ected two succeeds: 
Opera. 

“Roselinda,”” -He- was: 

‘versity. Opera Workshop for’’-14- 
“2. years and of the. opera. department: 

-- of the © Pesrhody - Conservatory. 
Baltimore. -before: he became ‘ill. - 
‘He’ served’ on: the “board <3f tlie | 
National: Council of: the: Metropuii- 
tan’. Opera: -and: in: tele he was! 

associated. w ith: “The Vv ‘oice of Fire- 
“plane. ” 
His’ wile, and son suir\ ive. 

; ‘BENEE RUSSELL: 
- Benee. Russell, 58, veteran’ New 
“York and Hollywood © “songsmith, 

- died of-.a ‘heart attack: June 29 in., 
N-Y¥.-A member. of- ‘the - 

i.’ Society. of Composers; Authors. & : 
Lh ‘Publishers: ‘since..1927, he had’ cole" 

*.. Jaborated on nimerous: “Sones with’; 
the late Al Jolson and: also wrote ai. 

“stage. “comedy, “By: Appointinent ' 

; “yeéer, as a newspaperman in Roches: ; 
"Yer and. cume. ta New .York in-1919 

where: his interv iewing: ‘ot perforni- 
tis - “sparked his" own. entry into - 

4 show -business. ° 
“> His songs ‘include “Lénekome In: 
The Moonlisht: “Don't Never: Do}: 
-That,” “Nice Baby,” “Go. Home’ and 
Tell - Your Mother." : “Coronation. 
Waltz.”| “You “Didn't” .Want.: Me: 
When You Had -Me.": “Katinka, aE 
“Love Is “Like That. ”. “Did My: 

“Bubbling: Over With Love” and 
“Nearest . Thing — -To- “Heaven,” 

.. . He received the $5 000: ‘Steinway 
i prize in 1931 for his “A-Song With- 
ut A Name.” He. also wrote’ musi- 

cal settings for. 'The.-10 Command- 
“. ments:” “To My Church”. and “An: ; 

, “them: ofthe: United: ‘ations.’” - 
‘His. wife survives. oat 

a “WILL AM J: GELL USR. | 
- WilliamJ :Gell Sr, _67, film éxec- 

‘ntive. ‘died ‘June’ 28- in London. He 
entered -the industry ‘in 1911. with 
zaumont and became. general man- 
ager. in- 1922, doit managing: diréc-. 

“hoards ‘of many: ther’ organizations! 
; . -inehuiding . British Acoustic | Films;. 
Gainsborough . Pictures -and “Den- 
ham ‘Picture Houses Ltd: ves 

‘Gell résigned from Gatimont’ ‘and! 
oes yee other. interests. in .1933. to. be- 
“2 come managing director of Pathe. 
Pictures: and. a director of: British 

International and. Pathe Equipment.| June 18. She” ‘had: lived: in Holly-' , film’: buyer for the: firm.. 
In "1947" he ‘formed: Monarch . Film |.wood- for ‘35 - years: and -tiad- been‘ of Pittsburgh, he joined - RKO: Ra- | 
Corp. with: his” son, . William . ‘Gell one of the ‘colony's earliest: woice ' ‘dio. Pictures in 1947 ‘and ‘shortly! 
Jr,,and -has ‘been. ant independent | 
ever. since, 

He was a tireless worker for the; her: -native Italy, ‘she. ‘also - gang: ment.: Since 1957 lie was minagér.. 
~ Cmematograph - ‘Trade. Benevolent 

-- Fund; serving . on. the council “for 
years: In. 1939 he was ‘made -a ‘Com: 
mander. ‘of the British ‘Empire. 
Survived by. two. Sons. 

"FRANK Vv. BREMER 
“Frank ‘VY. Bremer, 67, a: pioneer 

president ‘of radio: station WAAT, 
4n-New- Jersey, died ‘Sune: ‘24 in}. 

~ Morristown, N.J: 
Since WAAT. and: fts. television’ 

“subsidiary, WATV,: were sold: in 
1958 : and. becaine : WNTA. -and | 

in :. 

aN ond: June 27:. 
eon, the Broadway ‘stage: and . after: 
_ aippearing in, ‘such plays-as * ‘Cyiane | 

‘vent to Hollywood in’ 
“made. his. film, : debut 

Ameri ican. *’ 

‘film ‘last’ ‘September, 
‘Storm -Country,":. Associated: Pro-. 

” ducers: praduction for. 20th-E. OX- fe- 

queen, and. son: survive: . 

: Opera . ‘Co: 
| Carlos: Opera Co; - 

Sa oe co 

—————— — 

“years, playing at fairs, indoor ‘cir- 
CUSeS,. amusement parks, . CONVEN- 
ions and. sporting: &v ‘entS:.. oe 

: Born. in Newark, NJ., he Was la - 

corr. ét. “soluist: “with © ‘Joval - bands 
when. he ‘was 13. years: old. Tittee 
ears later. he :was known. as Jose: 
Basile. ‘the. Boy, Wonder and toured, 

“y aude ille ~ circuits. Ww hen. he“: s 
FO ygars. ofd, he: joined AL. Sweet's! 
~Ringone’ Brothers: Circus hand.” 
‘He. . created - his. own: band:: 
1914: Since. then: there alwaxe’ 1: win. 
‘heen, at: ledst one . Basile band: Ct 
the’ road and at: times. there” were 
és -manv as. 10. gall touring: Vat aus - 
“parts of? the: CS , 

survives 

PAUL et rILFOYL E- 
“Paul. Guilfayle, 58, vet actor 

‘and. for past, 10 yvears -a. ‘director, 
. died of a ‘heart ailment ‘in Holly= 

He- ‘made his toy - 

de Ber gerac"” 
(1935. and: 
?Winterset”. in 1936. : 

After. remaining “at: RKO- as: ae 
‘contract ‘player for: several’ Mears: 
Guilfoyle.freelanced, until 195). ap-, - 

Alisc: ‘pearing. in’ ‘several. ‘dozen «. 
when. he. turned t0- directing:; Mast 
‘of his. newer. activ ities were An. 
where he: Worked with “such: ‘com-- 
panies ‘as. Ziv. -Desitu. and: Warner: 

. Bras.. He made, his. first, feature 
“Tess of: the” 

lease 
His wife, actress sation Mule 

GEORGE. ‘E.. ‘JUDD, JR. 
‘George ‘E. Judd,’ Jr.,;. 36; died . 

July 1: at: Memorial ° Hospital - in: 
New ‘York...Sincé June, 1959 .he- 

served as’ managing director of. the: 
N.Y..- ‘Philharmonic Orchestra, | hav: | 

1 ing ‘previously been ‘assistant ‘man- . 
‘ager. . and. _associate .. ‘director for] 
‘some. years. Upon retirement .from. 
business, of ‘ Bruno. Zirato,: Judd: 
stepped up-and Carlos Mosley, the. 
Philharmonic’s, ‘publicist, : -beeame | 

a ‘associate’ ‘managing. ‘directer.; 
. Judd comes ofa concert manave- : 

= | ‘ment: clan, his father long. manag: : 
ing* the Boston: ‘Symphony. and. his, 
brother William: cbeing a-Vice-presi- ; 
‘dent. of Columbia. Concerts. Other: 
“survivors * include . his — ‘wife : and, 
three sons.’ 

- Widely... dequainted. “in: concert - 
{ circles. throughout the world : he-" 
cause. ‘of tours. of the Philhar monic, 
Judd .was:.a- graduate: of Milton ; 
Academy. and. of Harvard: | 

“MARIA: CASELOTTI. 
: "Maria “Caselotti; - 67, 
imember-: of . the: ‘Royal ‘Opera’ in 
Rome and for. many: Years a ¢on- 
cert singer, ‘died -in Hollywood : 

teachers. ; 
Before coming. ‘to ‘the: US. from 

for: the: Di. Feo Opera: .Co.,’ Hayarta : 
‘and. dater, : the.: San. 

Surviving ; are: ‘tio. daughters, 
o _| Mis. . ‘Adriana Caselotti Mitchel}; 
a of Hollywood, ‘who ‘was the speak- 

op ng” voice. of “Disney's .” 

New York operatic. teacher. 

“DOMINGO: § ‘SOLER: 

Soler . brothers, the: 

“in the: 1930s and: 40s. More’ Te-. 

ot. With the- advent: ‘of. talking pix, : 
‘he’ ‘turned | out approximately . 40{ tract to the. Australian Broadcast- 

: for a number. ‘of. years. 

: former 4 

yleart ‘attack ‘i June °28 -in) New 

“Snow | - 
-White,” . and ‘Louise. Caselotti,, 4 a 

7 ‘where-.he had been for the: ‘past | ~ 
* ‘| year. A character. actor who played } 
‘Domingo. Soler, 59, ‘oldést of the: 

unofficial 
“royal. family”. of. Mexican’ motion 
‘pictures; died’ of."a heart attack’ 

I bos of - Siats | ‘Randall ‘and. Jack { fm industry. ¢areer as-a publicist 
| for the late Stuart’ Doyle of Union eee in. the 3920s.” 

A: nature’ of . Jackson, Tenn.,. - Theatres. ‘Later he: “switched te 
wt "Mosely -attended - ‘Kentucky’ U.. but: Hoyts, where he: remained until 

‘Tett college to. accept an arranging |two years.ago when he left to enter 
job with the’ Randall ‘band, then ‘the. newspaper field. 
playing in Galveston,- He arranged ‘of his death he was a director of j 
“for the King and-Haenschen orchs’ the Sydney. Daily Mirror: 

His wife and daughter survive. 
‘cently he “had: been’ in the. motel |. . 
biiiness in’ Orlando. . ede, BRECHTEL: ALCOOK 
. Surviaing® are his s wife’ and two* Bechtel - Aleook, “79. onetime * 

“brothers: at tenor | ‘who. sang the. lead. In the. 
Pe Broadway. and road. pr oduction of 

“WILLIAM. TEEL ER- “IR. “ o"Girl an.the Spotlight.” a ight 
“William. “Teller Ir: 61;. former. ‘opera’ written for him by. Victor 

~ “\Vacu-president | of Robert Teller. Herbert,: died June 27 in Wooster, 
‘Sons: & Dorner, one of the Jeading ' 'O., where he had lived ‘in semi- 
_yuuapters. uf. music in. New York, ‘retirement ‘since 1954. He met his; 
wed June: 27. in, East Meadow, EL: :wife Merle a former. concert sane- i 
‘He had been ill-for almost It} years ‘er, when they were in the same. 

“and: was confined to. a hospital for. company in “Chicago.” 
‘Hrs wife ‘and: “four” diighters: : ‘tiie last five Vears.- Surviving, besides. his wife, are 

‘The printing firma. ‘was, founded. two. brothers and a sister. 
Pps ‘his. grandfather. “almost: .100j° | 
LYCAaTS ABO Keeping. pace ‘with thef JACK: L. ‘MARRIOTT - 
‘evolution of the music biz, the:firm | -- Jack L. Marriott, 70. retired .Al- 
‘once, did an extensive ‘business in _ buquerque. stage-manager and film 

printing. sheet. music. ' for: the pop. projectionist, died June 26 in that 
Publishers’ but “since sthe decline city. Prior. to his. recent * retire: 

Of (his phase of ‘the music - biz. ment, he. ‘served | for Wo Aears as 

dnd folios: William Teller Jr..was i Civic Auditorium. Previous to thet. 
the -cousin, of: Albert Teller, “curs the Was -projectionistfor 25 years 

; ‘rently’ head: of. the firm. lat'the Kimo, downtown flagship of 
He is Survived by two° sons, a” Albuquerque Theatres Inc. 

‘brother ‘and: ‘four: sisters. i His wife, two _ daughters, two 
‘ brothers. and: a ‘sister survive. 

“Charles Kenyon,  79,. for wt | DR. NICOLAT MALKO 
"Broadway: playwright and veteran |: Dr.- Nicolai Malko, 75,:-musi¢ di-. 
screen: writer,..died -in Hollywood! rector. of: the Sydney ‘Australia - 
‘June. 27.-. He suffered a. stroke. two ; ‘Symphony and. a. fprmer Jeading ° 
_nionths earlier. -Prior..to going: to ; figure in Chicago music circles, | 
Holty wood in 1925, when he. script-| died “June 22 - ‘in. Sydney. 

_ed. such’ silent: films as “The Iron. 
“Horse”. ‘and’ “‘Aljas - the _Dea~n,” 
‘Kenyon wrote a number, of.” plays 
inchuding “Kindling. * 

en CHARLES KENYON 

| Nicolai. Rimsky-K orsakov. He 
went to Australia from. the. US. 

‘in’ 1957 where he was under con- 

“films:’ “including . “The Petrified ing” ‘Commission. - 
Forest": ‘and. “100 Men and:a Girl. ” 

-Surviving: are - his wife, : and) ~ ‘ERIC. HOWARD 
Hiephew, Curtiz- Kenyon, - ‘film! ‘Erte Howard, © producer - actor, 
Writer. ’ He once “was wed! to ac: , died: Fecently in Leeds, Eng. He i. 
Aress’ Jane Ww inton. appeared with Catlins Pierrots, 

understudied Sir John Martin Mar- 
a “SPANL EY RAYBURN. ; ‘vey in ‘the latter's company. and 
Stanley ‘Ray burn, 74, artists. rep- later’ was. seen With. the: York stock 

resentative, ‘died: June 13. in ‘New company. 
: York, after‘:a. brief. illness. : an 

He. came (to: N.Y. ‘from ‘Ohio. in | son's Court: ‘Players at Leeds,” 
$907. as a.dancer in. the. John Mur: |. 
yan Anderson. ‘company. ‘In the}: ‘FREDERICK BULLOCK JR. 

: early’ 1920's.. he turned to: “stage | Frederick F.. Bullock Jr., 61. die ; 
direction -and..in-1927. became the }yector. of the motion. picture still 
director of the. Greenwich Village ! diyision of. the’ publicity - “depart- 

: Follie.. 7 " . ment of 20th-Fox Film Corp.. died ' 
. Rayburn - formerly. represented,! July .1 of a. heart attack at his New . 

with the lite Walter Bachelor suth : York home. He had been with: 
performers as Libby Holman,- Fred © Fox. for - more: ‘than -35 years 
Allen, Cary’ Grant; Josephine Bak-! His: wife.’ mother, ‘two brothers 
er, Joe. “Penner. and: “Fifi, D°’Orsay.- and two sisters survive.” 
He chad® heen cin’ semi- -retixement } 

HENRY. DOORLY - 

“ARTHUR ‘GOOD oe ; 
“Mathur” Good. 49. -film_. manager : 

for. RKO -Gerieral, Ine, died of a 

‘man’ and: ‘president of the Omaha 
World- Herald,, owner of tv station 
KETV, died of: a4 hemt™ attack 
“June. 26. ‘in- ‘Omaha. -Seruing the 

‘Brunswick, -N. J... He also was: tv 
A native cane its) ‘prexy in.’ 1934. 

‘the “World-Herald began’ opor- 
ating | KETV in 1957. 

thereafter became manager of its i’. 
: 16m. sales and: distribution: depart- [. 

me ee? 

“MARSHALL BETZ 
“Marshall Betz, 69. former Ii- 

Of the domestic and international “hrarian:: af. .the Philadelphia Or- § 
\service .depts..of RKO. .General's cheéstra,. died June 22 in Philadel- 
: RKO ‘Radio. Pictures. divicion. —- phia.. He was, ‘first associated with 
“Surviving are his. Wife, --two the | orchestra. asta. slagehand im 

Saughters: and a sister. 

. DAVID ‘HOFFMAN 
: David. Hoffman, 56, legit- Alm: ae: two. daughters.: 
tor: died June.19 in Seattle. Wasi)., {.. ~ 

* HARRY. WALKER 

“dead-pan . ‘roles, he appeared. in_resentative -in ‘Sydney of the J 
numerous . “Broadway. productions. ° ‘Arthur Rank Organization. died of 
including "Brother. . Rat™ | and ,a heart attack June 19 in that citv 
“What a. Life.” ” Hoffman's. films in-' i Before joining Rank; he was Aus-j 
clude. “A. . Night, .in Casablarica.” : tralia” general. sales’ manager of 

“At the me 

shifted ‘to the publication of books .stage mafiager - “of Albuquer que 

An American. citizen’ of Russian. 
birth, he was once a < pupil of ' 

He also “produced: Harry Wan-- 

~ He “nry, Doorly, .81, retired chair-. 

> paper, i) varied capacities, he he-. 

Yas. Veras. 
* poutbsdseaet 

j1912- ‘Jaier bec oming librarian and . 
istage manager. He retired in 1955 : 
‘ Surviving aré wife, two Sons and } 

‘Harry. Walker, 60, longtine- reps . 

| 

Hollywood June 21. Prior te te 
ring after 35 years In incastry, 
he was prop master at Culiumtta 
Pictures. 

His wife and daughter susvive 

HOWARD &. POTTER 
Howmud E Potter, 84. cuncvit 

promoter for numereus show biz 
personalities including Tihan Nore 

“jp dica, edhe Metis. Mary Gardéa, 

‘John McCormack  Aimebta Gotde 
Curer, Wall Reners, Grace VMecie, 
Eivie Jenm, Lilian Russell. Ric te 
ard Bennett, Anna Held and Arua 
Pavlova ched June 29 in Quecrs, 
New Yark 

j His wife and fwa sons survive. 

i ARNO FREY 
Arno Fries, 58, vet ehariater ae- 

tor, died of a bleed clot June 26 15 
dfollywood He appeared in many 
Enrich von Stroheam pix, but in ves 
Sent years bad been active. | 

Surviving are jus wife. Chiss 
“Mar.e Meeker, wha was Gicta Gide 
bo's stand-in 

Father, 74. of Dotoths Saineff 
Raymond, the anget. dca a New 
York, June 29. on a wit tiem 
Mian Beach where he lressdcd, 

:Dr. Jacob Sarnoff was a proneer 
_in the use of motion. pictures as 
iteaching and unl his death cone 
.ducted a iadio program in Miasni 
- Beach, “Ask the Doctor.” 

Frank H. Coffin, 50, local sales 
:manager far station KOIN- TV wn 
. Portland, O1egon, died June 27 in 
‘that city. afler a long iIness Hz 
was a \ileran broadcaster ‘Sur 
more than 23° years. 

ee a RPE ta RE 

MARRIAGES 
Jill Melford tu John Standing, 

London, June 25. Bride is the 
aciress daughter of Jack Mailferd; 
he's the actor son of Kay Hain- 
mond. 

Alice Backes to Milton Cifiun, 
Holwwood, June 24 Brides an 
actress; he’s a film editor 

Helen Jean Rogeis to John H, 
‘Secondari, July to New Yonk, 
‘Givom: 1s executwe produce: of 
special projects in the news and 
nabhe affanrs dept of ABC TV; 
biide is a documentary producer sn 
his department. 

Lyda Rubinstein to Wilfer L 
Albuquet que, New York, June 4, 
iRride’s with doe Glaser’s Assuotie 
ate ‘ad Booking Corp, N.Y. 

Suan S. Hammel ta Arnold M. 
Namnm, June 18 New York She's 
a member of the Plaga staff of 
ABC radia’s “Flair " 

Allene Gross to Matuin Pak, 
June 20, New York Hes with the 
publicity, department of United. 
Artists Pictores, ant the «on of 

Mike. Fink of the New York Post. 
{ Brenda Smielen to Lewis Legin, 
June 25, Pliladelplaua He's pro- 
motion. directo: for Camet “and 
Saeco 

Neama Boviin foe Pater Gaede 
Wight, Warogton Fag dune 25, 
Bride's a ousvsaber of Lattheoanads 
Gis Chey hes a i aud tage 
come dial 
Jane Van Dene to Tous Fadden, 

June 20 Bride ts a 
Res a ty and fils ee tor, 

" Sadittua WHosasest fa dois (Vege 

; Went, Hou-tou, dune 26 MWe is ccc 
"rn roll Sauget datas Spin 

J.ottie Moles to Qecar Yates Dol 
des recentdsy  Brsde se sath devas 

ecupat fis asst we Bed ts 

"OMe and Mae Reeteta Dy et as, 
‘son Clacago. June 260 batter us a 
WMAQ deejay there 
Mr and “Mais Sid Gias-fe'd, 
daughter, Clicago June 32 Jather 
is a duector al WBKB there 

Mr and Mis Edwaid Taek san, 
iJune 20. Sunsniit NU Father ia 
publisher of Cue niapasine 

Club. 

“ eensés in. 1914 and - operated: any 
i*-) ‘ainateur station, W214, -until : the | 

“WNTA-TY,: -he’ remained. as ‘con- 
“sultant to. the New. -owners,. Na-|. Soler began his career ai the age 

: / tional- ‘Telefilm:. - Associates. ‘He be- of 10,-acting with. his ‘father, Dom- 
»-.gan his career in 1910, as an ama- | ingo "Soler ‘St. In :company. with 

in. more than 100° films.° 

‘teur broadcaster from his Jersey} brothers.. Andres,. Julian::and Feér- | 
nando,: Domingo. played’ a: variety: 
of ‘roles, ranging from his’start ‘inf 
a children’s theatrical. company . to 

_ City. home. “That:.same’ year. he 
: ‘organized: the’ Jersey City ‘Wireless 

- ‘He received . both. amateir. and ‘motion. pictures. 
commereéial radio: operator’s i-. 

‘motion pictures the Soler brothers‘ 

. "ated | programs ‘of news ‘broadcasts. |. Married. twice; he is: ‘survived by: 
In 1922, the: station’ letters. were ! Margarita. Cortes Soler -and: three: during. the ‘Jast. war,. was.respor.-. for. died in Hollywood Jsane 21 

= changed to WAAT: foo 
_.&His wife, son,- daughter, mother 
“and brother. ‘survive. 

ASILE 

“ | brothers. , 

Fe! ‘CLYDE MOSELY. 
“CWde. “Mosely, . 54; : Gnetime_-ar-. 

‘ranger for the. radio shows .of- the. 

moe 

_ JOSEPH 
~ Joseph Basile,. 71; 

"<) Brass. ‘Band: King. died ‘Jurie 22 in: orchestras, died’ June 20 in Orlan-:'”’ 
Up Miami, ° Florida, ‘during ‘3: Shriner ‘do, Fla. Orie of the earliest: ‘of: the 
““parade..there: For Captain Joe, as: dance hand — arrarigers.’ he: first. 
“he. ‘was know. n professionally. gained | recognition + for his’ .ar- 

7 _ Wavelled:, over: the: “country: for 0, Tangements with the midwest com-: 

June 13. in Acapulco. He: ‘appeared 

- known vas: the. Wayne King: and Gus ‘Haenschen 

“Mission to Moscow,” “Three Men. 
on-a Horse” and “Titanic.’ ” Hé was: 
the. brother of the. late songwriter, 
Ar ‘Hoffman. ~ 

‘Another brother and: two ‘sisters 
‘survive. 

Anruun PEREIRA - 
“Arthur Pereira, 89; vete ra an 

In the. development ‘of: Mexican’? cameraman, died recently in Glebe- : car. 
_ lands, Eng. .He entered the film in-' 

have played. a major role, -includ-° dustry in 1908. and inventéd. many. in the. Hole,” 
..° start of the first World War, Fol-| ing. pro’: union . activities. ‘Andres |-machitiery. -processes for Kinora, Dixieland. revival of the 1940s. 

’. Jowing the ‘war, he. resumed the7still operates. 2. dramatic ‘school : a i Ltd. He helped film the 1924 Ever- ; 
'; operation of. the station and initi-’ apart: from’ his: ‘acting... Lest. ‘expedition, He _made experi-! 

mental films for Dufayeolor ‘and. 

‘sible for lensing research. work at 
; aircraft factories, : . 
“He resided: at Glebelands. ‘as 8 

“giiest ‘of the’ Cinematograph. Trade. 
‘Benevolent Fund, for seven years. 

- JOHN GLASS 4 
John. - Glass, 59, former v.p. 

‘the. Hoyts’ cinema. chain. died. June 
22°in .BeHevue. Hill, Svdnes. follow-. 
vine. a beart -pilack, ‘He. wtarted: his. 

Ae oe teen 

a 

20th-Fox. for years. Mrooand Miss Bob Baer sen, 
His. wife | and: several, children Houston recestis Mether as Base 

surtive.. . -bara Slav Baer. vocalist sath the 
Paul Newyhbors arb 

; "VANCE. L MARSHALL Mr and “Mis Jhomae I Tan- 
‘Vanre 1. Marschall. 53. pianist nenbauin, daughter Santa Merica, 

and. ‘songwriter, died . June 17 wear Cab. June 29° Mother os reteers 
: Walnut: ‘Creek, © Cah... after he Barbara Darras. fathers ots 
‘rammed his‘ ear into an unore upied , Famous Articts. 

o i Mr. and) Mrs 
. His: best known song “was “Ace daughter, June 

‘popular during the Conn Mother 
Janet Savers, 

enone ,Gtrectaa 
JAMES KORN i Mr ard “tie Jaan Zacher 

James” Korn, . pioneer art direc- { daugi:teis June 3 
(Fathers ano inde dick pros 
and gausbhiess! 

Jeaheas Fi ice sli, 

1B Garter aah, 
ts forteer enpcer 
father; is a iv 

Stn 

VHeot)> weed, . 
after 

Starting in pix in 1912, he. worked 
.Jor early sfudias. continuing in art Mrooand Mis Gal “Asiler sens 
depts, for RKO..20th-Fox, Marner Jone 4% Brookiin, NY Mothe: is 
Bros’. Samuel Goldasvirr and. - Sridte, Estian Aden. feservesds casth thee 

Alicn Ssateis, father is heif ct the 
ciascdy team of Miler & Arecter, 

| producers. 
‘Son and” two daughteis, cure se 

. Sir and Mrs Johan -Shelliev, 
of | - REA. ML H”E NT con New York, July 4 Moties is 

Rea. ‘M Hunt. . 68. one of the achess Molly WeCartes father jz 
Griginal Keystone Kops and ¢ an actor-director and dramotte 
‘Mack Sennett Gueclar, Ged in, teacher 



Wednesday, July 5, 1961 

IN ANY LANGUAGE 
IT'S THE SAME 1 

Just Concluded RETURN ENGAGEMENT 
COPACABANA 

J New York 

Currently (July 2-8) 
STEEL PIER 

Atlantic City 

July 9-15 
FROLICS 

Salisbury Beach, Mass, 

July 22. : 
CONCORD HOTEL 

(AGAIN!) 

July 24-30 
GLEN CASINO 
Williamsville, N. Y. 

Aug. 4-10: 

MANOR HOTEL 
Wildwood, New Jersey 

Aug. 14-20 
SPAIN 

Madrid — Barcelona 

Aug. 27-Sept.3. 
LONDON, ENGLAND 
Granada TV Spéctacular 

Sept. 6-27 
SANDS HOTEL 

Las Vegas 

+25 Personal Management issxaswee 

‘IRVIN FELD. 
119° W. 57th St., New: York 19, N. Y, 

(AUdson | : 
ed DARL EE 

“ABC: PARAMOUNT. RECORDS 
2:5463 | Ale CA ° 



outs selfsame. ‘Mirror, 
“guest: . : 

These. tio: men). "plus. a ‘third who ao 

of September. 
+ the~. station's 

“abated won at 136 West seth ‘street New York $4, N.Y. by Variety, Ine, Annual’ subscription, $18, Single copien, 96 cents 
. + Second: ‘Class ‘Postage at New York, N. Y¥.. 

_@corvatanT 1961 BY VARIETY, INC. ALL, RIGHTS RESERVED 

_NEW. YORK, WEDNESDAY, JULY. 12, 1961. 
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Pix Didn * Invent Evils: 
“pBur POPE: SAYS THEY: REFLECT THEM]: 
“Latest: papal pronouncement: on ‘films: (addressed by. His Holl: ae 

‘to: "ness, -John. XXITI,: 

. gidious to: good mote on the 
“producers: to more assiduously stress Positive values of ‘Kindness, | _ 

- brotherhood’ and -so:on. ..’: 
"One interesting aspect is that the comment from the Vatican dogs. ; 
“not state. that-the. film industry. 
but, rather ‘puts it that ‘the: Products have too. ‘much allowed them-. 

he ‘evils and errors of the present era. selves: to be influenced by: 

East-West Politics Gloomy But Commie 
Area's Films Doing Nicely i a U. 5. A. 

“Politically. the situation between —— 
Russia and.the United States ‘is| . 

‘"-tensé, peevish and pessimistic but]. 
dn -terms. of’ film. trading it. has] 

“never been so cordial, Evidence of 
fhis ts the action.of'the State Dept.|: | 

‘mustering a truly big U.S. name}: - 
delegation — ‘of. EHzabeth --Taylor,|* 

, ‘and Josh] ddie.- Fisher, Doris: Day. 
gan to: participate in. he. ‘Moscow 

Film Festival this year. ‘- 
:.Even- more: significant than this. 

festival gesture, however, are.the| 
{increasing ‘number of feature films|. 
from Communist’ countries ‘getting| 
comparatively. good playoff -. on. 
American screens. This. follows’ thel. 
grudging: start’ only last: year .. pF 
“cultural - exchange,” - with: the | 
American ‘privately-owned. distrib- 
tors: strong-armed by .the State 

ae Dept.. into handling seven Russian 
‘features. - 
A checklisting. of present: activity! 

. Jn the’ States-bears out the: point, 
“that. .the.--films’. from. behind ..the|. 
Tron. Curtain” are: moaking ‘progress, 
in the -U.S: .market.. 
":-Right now, United. Artists, which] 
handled’ 
Don” under the original US-USSR |. 

-* exchange, is sending out ‘another |- 
"Russ - ‘pic, “Fate: of, Man, "also. in’ 

(Continued: on. page 22 

: Heatst & Liebling To S, 
; “Spel Collingwood: On 

 WCBS-TV. ‘Views Press’ 
Witliam® Randolph. Hearst ‘Jr; 

_-.Whose N.Y. Dally Mirrot is at’ war | 
“1 with the program, :and ‘his. coterie |” 

ee 210% appear. on. WCBS-TV ; Views 
the. Press’’'on Aug: 5, A. week later, | 
A,. J: Liebling, who’ offended the 

will: be. ‘another. | 

‘Hias not: yet been named,’ will ap- 
‘pear. on the: controversial N. Y: ty ° ‘and ‘be’ stalfaned here “during: the | 
“program when’ regular . host} 

** “Charles Coltingix ood takes a three: 
a week. -vaeation. _ 

-Collingwood’s- “weekly” ‘program; 
: geen currently from’3:45 to-4 p,m. 

- on ‘Sundays, pully a time switch - On 
_:,, WCBS-TV “as of July 29, a Satur- [like the ship™ to. visit. the’ “various | tt nds 
“day, when it. moves into.-a -7:15 to” 
*:..7:30- p.m. -anchorage ‘until’ the end (freight ‘and. ‘carga. destined, tor | « 

i displayin’ Seattle, thus saving con- tae ruling . 9- At the: same time, 
'“6:45, Report” “be- 

, Continued’ on page Tm 

Y.8. Archbistiop. Martin: John O'Connor): 
- Petiews. the. familia point ‘of films ‘of: thematic’ decadence “In-.° - 

‘BREAKS 
ide,‘ and the failure of film | ong ‘side, and the failur ’ By. HOWARD. PEARL, 

7 Moscow,” July 11. 
When. a Russian goes to a movie. 

in Moscow, he ‘can't buy popcorn |. 
in the lobby, but. he can purchase | 
‘eaviar sandwiches for 30¢, smoked:| 
salmon at-20c, open ham sand-] 

‘| wiches for 20c..and chocolate bars |. 
‘for the fantastically high price of. 
$2.50! ‘In fact, he can: get a whole 
sitdown meal ‘while he’s attending |. 
a film, ..but mo popcorn, . because: 
Russia: “hasn’ t “invented” that, com- 
modity - yet. 

‘ ‘While -visiting Moscow recently, 
ate T r décided I'd like to find out not.) 

me gece pe pac.” J only what. went’ on-in back of the | 
Traveling Light’ - } Iron Curtain,- but what transpired |" 

“‘Linlian ‘Gish; -who withdrew |} dn front of their theatre curtain. |] 
. last week from a featured role |1n.-order:.to do. this, I’ hired an | Reno iu e ows in: the Broadway. play, “All the- | English-speaking female guide and.’ 

‘Final pose 
Way Home,” sailed last Satur- |-@ chauffeured.car and proceeded to 

Reno, July 11. 

° |NBC’s ‘Watch That Buck’! 
‘NBC ain’t kidding about ef- 

fécting econoniles, 
Memo went out this week to 

“vicepresidents-: and  depart- 
ment heads requesting that 
henceforth they travel tourist 
“Yate rather than first class. 

Since the unions have a 
clause in their contracts pers 

-Initting. them to travel first 
clasg, it portends an era where 
cameramen. and other technt- 
clans will be riding in 
style - and the administrative 
brass. in the Tear, 

is.the author of. evils;:and :errors 

‘day (8) with ‘her actress-sister |cover their entertainment beat. 

. Dorothy ‘on ‘a sixmonth world. .. Tanya, ‘my guide, took. me first to. 
-> @rulse. :}the .Coliseum. Theatre where an 
o Asked: it. ‘she : intended: to.” American-made. film was playing: | 

: take lots of pictures. during the |: What's. ine name. of the ae 

replied, “I - should say. not! .*: ‘Tanya. ‘replied. - ‘The title. didn’t} 
Afterall the ‘cameras. Fva : ‘ring a ‘bell, but we-went in anyway. 
faced. in-my time; I wouldn't ‘To: ‘my astonishment, .there was_| 

“TINGERTS FOR ; Us¢ Copyright fice Urges Congress 
~ THOSE WAITING) To Make Radical Revamp of 1909 Act 

Washington, July 11. 
Extension of copyright terms, 

removal of the jukehox exemption, 
elimination of the compulsory il- 
cense and a host of other aweeping 
changes in the creaking 1909 
Copyright Act were urged on Con- 
gress yesterday (Mon.). 

The recommendations wera con- 
| tained fn the long-awaited report 
by the U. 8. Copyright Office, 
which has been conducting a series 
of studies on tangled copyright is- 
sues for the past five years The 
revisions outlined In the 227-pase 
document amount to a complete 
overhaul of the 1909 law which has 
resisted modernization efforts sue- 
cessfully since enactment. 

The report, which will be taken 
up by the Senate Copyright Sub- 
committee, proposes these signifi- 
cant changes: 

—Extenston of maxlimum copy- 
ifight {erm from present 56 to 76 
years) Present renewal provision 
would be junked and replaced by a 

‘section providing that any assizn- 
.ment by the auther would not ine 
effective for more than 29 years 

|untess it provided for continuing 
1royalties based on use or revenue 

After almost two months of; from the work. 
sflenee—since ‘the -first of Reno's: 
wo. bare bosom shows was intro-: . duced to the local niterc set —the | “8 soon as they are either pub- 

collective clergy has labeled the| {Continued on page 531 
bra-tesg’ revues: as motally off ~ 
‘Hmit: 

“The first round of voral pratest ! WwW. German Censors Ban 

U.S. Film on Allegation 

‘think of taking one.” | Bing Crosby on the screen and 
=} when he opened his- mouth . to =| speak, out came Rusgian' 1 thought. —Statutory protection of works 

Mex Actors Union. | this unlikely.sight: Of course, the 
‘| picture was that oldie, “Litthe Boy 

Cracks Dow 1 On: |. Lost-”.-In. the dark: of ‘the theatre: 

ew, ee ee ee ae 

came from the Most Rev. Bishop} 
Dwyer ‘of Reno diocese, who last 

I Kl week tagged the shows in Reno aid 
quickly | tag: Vegas: that:-feature the un- 

“And Quiet Flows’ The 

‘T ‘heard everything, but ‘I’m sure 

T° -asked Tanya if she knew who. 

‘Theard of him. and wanted to know. 

}even Bing would haye ‘groaned. ‘at 

| Bing -was,;"Tanya sdid she never 

if he was new in. films: 

"Mexico » City, i rut 3 nm 
Gthe. National. ‘Assn. of Actors is}: 

2 bbs Win: Big 
~ Break for Cafes 

adopting: a: tough policy ‘aimed at:|: 
teareéer - minded’ fair. sex. members | 
who’ step.. beyond. the bounds of. 

‘Last. ‘week two over-:} 
| ambitious. senoritas,’ whose. names. 
‘were ‘undisclosed,. were - suspended | 

| decency. : 

Tbe NDA. because: of alleged. “im- 
; moral” presentations, " ; 

‘Morality. ‘drive ‘tied ‘up: with” a. 
‘cleanup’ campaign which | 

| ing is: slated tq have wide ‘applica: 

‘| tion on ‘nitery and ‘hotel: business. : 

wires throughout’ the country. In a case 

a regarded | as a landmark. decision 

federal. 

(Continued on page’ 63)" 

5S Liberte’ $ Tela 

Hoth “Seattle, July -11. 
The. ‘ss ‘Liberte: will, come out 

jrun of next, year’s: World's. Fair, if: 
current. negotiations © - with “the 
French Line. jell.. Oper ators of the. 
‘éxpo..Want. to ‘time it ‘so that. the! 

{ floating palace can. be.turned: ‘into | 
{a floating. ad.for them Tirey would? 

‘Eur opean : ports’ “first; 

| Bderabie shipping. and . hauling 

( Continued on Page 60). 

With Seattle al 

“pick. up; 

‘| straightened her. out..and it was’ 
only: then that I realized: the Rus: | 

(Continued. on on page 2 20): 

Kansas. City, July 11, 

A ‘Federal ‘Court. of. Appeals: rule 

the - “Eddy . Bros., operators ° of 
Eddys". here, has been awarded''a. Robert 

‘Catholic churches Sunday ‘9, Rev: 
David B. Meadows, president of; 

Minis- :er 

‘terial Assn., disclosed he was bit-j that's just too bis for the sf sdarde 
| the Washoe’ County ‘Reno 

terly opposed. to the shows “Ther 

‘of our community,’ 

~- (Continued on. ‘nage Ti) 
eee eee 

Seeking Jeanne Moreau 
-To Portray Eveta Peron 

French actress Jeanne Moreau. 
hig reportedly: sought for a starring 

role in “Diamond. Orchid,” which 
‘Whitehead, “Roser i, 

$22.176 tax refund: for: a period Stevens. and Gilbert Milles intend’ 
“during .which ‘they. pald diners’ 
taxes under protest... The bonifaces. 
had: contended. that..any “bills con- 

j tracted prior. {9 tlie. entertainment } 
i should. be exempt. frem_ the .20°% 74 
| Tater cut to'10°% Federal. cabaret 
tax: They stated that no.tax’ should < 

vin 
apply. unless.the diners’ orders” ex: } fave play was. ort sinally offered ta’ 

into ‘the entertainment | 
! period. . 

‘Niterv’ owners. have. long. Pout phits: 
shether a: patron” is 

Hable’ to the tax: on: fan. and -beve i 

“ (Continued on ‘page. 54) 
+jand New Zextand, opening 

) producing on Broadway. 
jis understood to he phased or, tie” 
‘character of. ‘the late Evra Peron. 
asife of former Arzentine di tat: ! 
Juan Peron. 

“It's. “uhderstond tha dasivninent 
the Jaw ey Lavren: 2-Roajezt ] 

ater ty tVisien “Leigh sone trae 
me she turned it. down so sh o2 cond 

aake.a-filhe in Envlaid aid then 
head: the Old Vie-tonr of As 

Ws vd iin Melbourne. 

|. draped torsos as “filth.” Following 
the disclosure. of the Catholie 

1] Bishop's Statement, which was {s- 
‘sued for reading at all Nevada 

certainly. do jot add to the motais:-- “‘Kuess) mich 
‘ he said Other Morgen" 

Tie part. 

ofp gine 
Lessa tist 

§ 

42-Inch Bosom Too Big 
Frankfurt, July ii 

- West Germans’s powerful bila 
[ Consor ship Bowtd has banned a 
'hew picture of Amenscan producer 
j John Harrts because one perfariun- 

fnot fhe star has a hes 

tsved German ser0oen) The Fue, 
aig gach os ken 

‘Kiss Me Aq If There's 
iNo ‘Lonorras Bas Suppased ty 
pantroduce sturvet Regina Seifert, 
“stho-e vital dimensiwn. are about 
l Foanches ui the place atere many 
Hollkwond starlets shaw  .therr 
stated valume 

For the censois  thousi: that's 
Inst toy stuah They complamed 

“that tee sonme lady is “delotmed 
wed Gat there's just too neach of 

the: fisate in be cul out of the 
pritine ard stil ieave ans plot 

Harsie fifed a protess 
that tastes other metuates ded aby 

i:Wisplased the  ferncse toads ose 

Conseil or pate ie 
¢ ; 
Sr a 

fe; se Lesion i: sadn ee ihiges 

Pvgget amt 6 tees wat tie 
TRE RVINIO. S08 4s “Absece 

‘pat “ 5 et re 

thas ZO VEL Lites = 
taut dauramtee of fee ateados 
au} pesmi ste gperds ciptes ‘Mie2 

Cape Cars. 23° 

we areete 

Le ae 

wee tle 



Quoting “Speaking of Pianists” 

by Abram Chasins, N.Y. pianist- 

cGmposer aid radio station music |. 

director-——“The yuain facts of con- 
cert manag¢ment. ere a scandal’— 
McKenzie Porter declares in Mac- 
Jean’s ‘July 1., "Canadian artists 
cannot build a reputation or earn 
ea fiving in their own country ur- 
Yess they belong to that hand‘ul 

! 

that is managed by Columbia or | 
National. They cannot get a hear- 
$13 on the orgardzed- audience cir- 
cuits and cannot afford the travel-! 
ing eapenses tc independent en- 
gagements in widely separated} 
towns and cities Columbia and 
National often encourage. the} 
playing schmaltzy programs, thus 
Jewering the general standard of 
musical taste :which) prompts 
concert artists to nickname the or- 
ganized audiences the ‘Ave Maria’ 
and ‘Danny Boy’ circuits.” 

Only four impresari of stature 
exist in Canada tpop. .18,000,000), 
says Porter: “Walter Homburger of 
Toronto, who has succeeded finan- 
cially partly because he manages 
Glenn Gould, who ‘spurned’ 
NY. management offers to stick 
with him’: ¢2) Albert Tremblay, Ot- 
tawa: «3) Nicholas Koudriatzeff, 
Montreal; (4+ A. K. Gee, Winnipeg. 
But they tend to engage only 
famous artists through the two 
Manhattan -sources and _ hence 
give rising Canadian artists very 
few opportunities, 

Columbia and NCAC retain their 
grip on Canadian concerts, says 

‘Continued on page 67) 
ace ee me 

NEW ENGLISH BIBLE LPS 
IN 1ST EDITION SELLOUT 

T.ondon, July 11. 

Leomark. 4 newly-formed nan- 
Acmoninational recording com- 
pany, under license from the Uni- 
versity Presses of Oxford and 
Cambridge, has just issued three | 
LP disks of the New English 
Bible version of St. John's Gospel. 
Running to two hours. the threé 
disks sell at $1670 and the first 
edition of 10,000 sets was an. jn- 
stant sellout. Leomark plans to 
record the whole of the “New Eng-. 
lish =Bible---New Testament” on 
30 LPs, 

Thesps were used on the record- 
ings purely as reader and there: 
is no dramatization, music or spe- ; 
cial effects tc whoop up _ the 
disks. 

eae a, 

Canada Rues New York ‘Stranglehol’|f 
On Concert Platform Bookings | 

Ottawa, July 4. 4 

‘Jessel Plays Tidelands: 
Gets $7,000 for Week| } 

Houston, July 11. 
The Tidelands Club has booked} & 

that - spot, George Jessel to play 
July 18-24; The club is~ paying 
Jessel $7.000. the highest-tab ever - 
“paid by the club to an entertainer. 

Other entertainers following Jes- 
‘sel include Dick Haymes, Fran 
Jefferies; the Smother Bros,, Earl: 
Grant, Jack Teagarden and Diana 
Trask. 

jicilian Bandit’ § Kin 
Fear for His ‘Reputation’; 

Suing to Halt Biopic 
Rome, July 11. 

Sicilian bandit, Giuliano, as 

asked that work on “Salvatore 

Giuliaino,” biopic of the late outlaw. 
directed for 
by Francesco Rosi be stopped: im- 
mediately. Heirs fear that the 
bandit’s “reputation” may “be 
harmed by pic, yet. at the same}. 
time, according to local reports: | - 
they have claimed rights for all} 
“commercial exploitation” of Gi-}° | 

Plea. was en-[ ©. 
tered at court. of a small Sicilian nO 
uliano’s exploits. 

village, Partinico. — 

-» Work on the .film continues, . 
however. Producer ‘Franco Cris- 
taldi said that the pic would not 
harm anyone's reputation, but 
would be based on facts known 
to ail and which had sincé become 
part of Italian history. Cristaldt 
suggests that the move may.be an 
attempt on the part of Giuliano’s: 
liano lived, production moves: on 
family to--sell the film company 
the rights to a Giuliano “story.” 

After exteriors in Montelepre,. 
‘village near Palermo whee Giu- 
to. other Sicilian sites. 

BELAFONTE’ ADVANCE 

Seattle, July 11. 
Harry Belafonte’s appearance tn 

:the Forum, Vancouver, has been | 
sold’ out -six' weeks 

‘ahead of the Aug. 19 date, accord- | 

ling to Zollie Volchok of the north- | 

west Releasing Corp., which is pro- 

‘completely 

Flora Robson, Margaret Rawl-! moting the concert. 
ines, Andrew Cruickshank, Lock- The Belafonte sales exceeds the 
wood West and John Neville are jrecord previously held by Frank 
the readers and the disks have |Sinatra in the early grabbing up of 

been produced by Frederick Brad- jthe 6,000 available tickets. Both at- 
shaw, Manager of the Roval Shake- | tractions_ were scaled at $21,000, 
speare company at the Aldwych, jeach having a. $4.75. top. Inasmuch 
and the Rev. F. N. Davey, director jas this is Belafonte's third-appear-. 

Promoting !ance in this spot, of the Society for 
Christian Knowledge. 
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| 

sellout was not expected. 
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Lux-Vides-Galatea } 

weeks’. season at Talk - 

such a. quick: 

| lenges.” 

GEORGE.A. HAMID, Jr. 
“Managing director: of the Atlantle 

. ‘City, ‘Steel Pier,. says: 

“Thanks to: PAUL. ANKA ‘for. a 
‘| glorious: July Fourth week -(July 2 

. It is. gratifying .to Jaunch | 
our 64th consecutive ‘season ‘witha. 
thru -&)..: 

‘star of the caliber; talent and; most 

Soph’ $ Pitch: 

By. DICK RICHARDS | -_ 

, - Yondon, July 11. 

London triumph. tucked. under her 
arm—she. ‘did: terrif biz in her six- 

Of The 
| Town—has ‘left for Istsel;. Italy 
and Spain.. When. she. returns :.to 
the. States the “red hot mamma”. 
will enter:the battlefield as‘a “red 

vert all. the topline’ Yank artists 

interest. in playing Britain. 
Miss’ Tucker says, “They. just 

don’t. know what’ they're missing 

all, I want to do everything I can 
‘to keep the Talk Of The Town on 
top. It’s a wonderful place... Inti- 

| mate, despite its size. ‘And -there’s 

SELLOUT IN VANCOUVER no ‘place’ in. America where . the. 

(Continued ‘on. page $7) - 

Paris Prizes Passed. Oat: 
But American Repertory 

Paris, July .11.. 

the recent visit. here of thé Ameri- 
can Repertory -Co. which presented 

Dept. . subsidy,'. This . significant 
neglect. follows end: of the -three- 

gives no prizes. : 

Crities,; with | members from 28. 
‘| countries, .calis its’ awards ‘“Chal- jj] -. 

Its Grand Prix. For Ex- ||]. 
| perimental-Theatre went. to Judith’ 

| Malina and .Julian Beck, .directors ||]. 
of the Living Theatre, for. produc- |: 

Il tions of Jack Gelber's “The. Con {Il 
nection,” William Carlos Williams’ 
“Many Loves,” and. Bertolt Brecht’s. 
“In the: jungle | of Cities.” 

‘French Syndicate of Drama: and:| 
Music .Critics medal for best dra- | 
‘matie entry of the season also went J |]. 

| ta ““Conneetion.”: -.- 
“Challenge” medal. also’ went to 

the Berlin Opera: for - Arnold 
‘Schoenberg's. “Méses. and. Aaron.” ||] 
(Last year. East German Berliner ||| 
Ensemble: Co. won with - Bertolt 
Brecht.) 

‘EXODUS’ IN TEXAS 
“Austin, Tex, ‘July: 41. 

“Exodus” WA" was picketed by. 
20: -Arab ‘students at the U. of 
Texas. .Thev claim the film dis- 

of the modern nation of Israel. 
| _ Students ‘handed. out. leaflets. in | 

‘Theatre. ac- |||: 
i cusing. thé -film: of: “depicting all |i}. = 

“ge |yPee 
“filthy and completely im- |) 

| front : af ‘the Varsity . 

, Arabs cruel], 
tnorant, 

: moral,” 
™, 

as treacherous, 

Bat, 

. important. DRAWING ‘POWER, of 
PAUL ANKA.” - 

The family of the ‘notorious | 

| commissions... 

More US. Acts 

For Britain 

- Sophie Tucker, with. yet another 

hot: missionary.’ * -She dima to .con-: 

who are proving lukewarm in: their | 

and.I.am going in pitching. Above Ee lan also claimed that: he was en- 

customers can’ get ‘such quality 

“Not Among the Honored 
‘started | negotiations. 
ruled that he did nothing to further 
the sale: of - the “Eloise” sequel | 

“Parts has passed over: in silence. 

‘three plays in. English under State | 

‘month. rotation. of drama, . music 
and dance groups at the Theatre. 

‘| of ‘Nations which. prompted’ many 
‘Parisian and international bodies | 
tto bestow palms: TON. itself; 

1° International Circle - ‘of. Young ie 

-torts the: facts about. the ‘creation 

Hollywood: - 
A week or two ago I was paid & a. 

F | visit at my home by Joey Adams. 
president of AGVA; and a kid with’ 
whom I appeared in Gus Edwards 
“Kid Kabaret’’—Georgie - Price. 

| They. eame<to. tell me..that the. 
State. . Department. ‘4a sending |- 

performers and will do a job which 
4 |1 first suggested in an open letter: 
1 | to President Eisenhower: Bix: years | 

Qgo. - 
A. while ‘ago I read a. statement 

‘to ‘the. effect | that ‘Lawrence. H.. 

[Kay Thompson: Wins Out | 
Tn Barron Polan’s Suit _| Mary, Pickford, and Douglas Fair- 

A ‘suit brought by ‘agent Barron 
Polan. against Kay .Thompson for. 

allegedly: -due on: 

publication of: sequels. to her bést- 

“Boise, "owas dismissed last: seller, 

week - ‘by. Justice Samuel .C. Cole- 

‘man in N-Y.-Supreme.Court. At 
‘the sanie time the Court . ruled |: 

‘Miss Thompson. was -entitled. to 

recover $819.14 overpayment” “by: 

the book's: publisher to ‘Polan’ on 

‘| behalf of. Mias Thompson. 
Polan negotiated for the original 

. | publication of ‘the. first “Eloise”. 
book. . He. alleged that in January, 

1955, © “Miss | Thompson. retained 

him ‘as cher: literary agent . ‘for a 

fixed 10% fee for the: ‘negotiation 

pursuant to the sale of her first. 
book, and he says Miss Thompson : 

was: : Considering the sequel and |} 

therefore is entitled. not only. to 

the commissions due on the. sequel, 
but also. the “peripheral: “rights” 
such, .as films, teevee, merchandis-. 

(dolls), etc. on the first book. 

titled. to all: ‘subsequent royalties 
‘and rights from serials and. sequen- 
ces. into the future: as.is the -cos- 
tom of the entertainment and. Pub- 
lishing . industries... 

‘The Court held: ‘that Polan failed 
| to. prove that such a custom existed: 
jand. that all. agreements: relating |' 
to representation | must be in writ- 

ing. Miss Thompson. terminated. 
her agreement with Polan in May 

ering him to continue as her rep- 
resentative inthe publishing. of 
“Eloise” ‘since he had already 

or- the television show. - 

- Horace Manges: ‘and: Edward. Cc. 

Successfully. ° ” represented Miss 
Thompson; Jack: Pearl acted for 
Barron Polan Ltd. 
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~ Showmanshi of Sale 
By. EDDIE E CANTOR = inne 

Smith. ‘congressman: of. Wisco isin, 

Adams ‘and a troupe of. players in| 
‘| many parts. ‘of. the world,- While. 

| the. acts. are ‘not of the jumbo type |. 
jin name value, they..afe .all. fine 

For Eloise’ Commish : 

1955; but sent him a letter‘ empow- | 

‘Wallace of Weil, Gotshal & Manges | 

ae 

‘East 

‘Government. Webster 
: erréneous with his’ sefnition, ‘eXe, 

“advantage.” - 
successfully. 

‘been. employed: on ‘many occasions. 
During: :World 

“hibiting - 

Young's . solos. 

disapproves of. Uncle Sam .“sénds: 
ing warblers. of arias to .western 
‘Europe, welght lifters to ‘the ‘Near - 
East, and a swing bands to the. Far =" 

& global vaudeville no 
show. ne 

I. must: disagree’ with: the- ale 
“nent - Congressman Smith. af Tm = 
wrong, sue me. 

To. some, 

—beneath the dignity 
roves this 

.things: 
Showmanship: tas” m 

here .at' home. 

showmanship “may: 
‘smack ‘of. cheap. publicity schemes 

ob our great. 

War I, the sale. of Liberty Bonds: *° 
‘skyFécketed when our ‘Treatury': 
Department sent personalities like. 

banks ofr. a- -nationwide. ‘tour. ; 

rationing, | 
wartime 

car paols, 
"measures, , Washington 

In World War. li, to impress the. 
‘people with. the importance of. 

and - other: 

called upon the Jack: Bennys, the ’-- 
‘Bob. Hopes, the.Fibber McGees: &. 
Mollys. 
were. 

‘Government messages 
‘effectively -deliveréed | 

simple code—commands. ‘eaimou : 
flaged: with. laughter, 
-In. 1952, I had a-call- from: the 

‘American Red Cross about a seri-: ::-- 
ous slump. in: blood donations. As. 

‘(Continued on page oy. 

RE-EDIT PARKER DISK = 
TO CUT OUT OBSCENITY | 

‘the creator “of =“The -March.: of: 
“Dimes,” ‘perhaps I had‘an idea to 
help get ‘blood: 1 did. In Buffalo; 
Boston, Baltimore; Cleveland, Cin- 
-cinnati, . -Pittsburgh and ‘Chicago, : 
my © “One ‘Man Show": ‘played: to... 
‘packed. “houses. The -price. ‘ot. ad-* 

oe muttered passage: of. “obscenity.” ~ 
‘in. the’ latest ‘Charlie Parker LP,- 
-which went undetected ‘until a” 
‘Catholic: priest. bought the’. album. 
in. Boston and then complained. tO... 
‘the distributor,. kas ‘cued asre-.- — 
‘mastering’ of. the set by. the. new 
|Charlie Parker.. Records company. 7 
Diskery ordered RCA: Victor's cus-. 
tom diyision.:to destroy. the-orig- :. ° 
inal: ‘master.: plate - and. is “now 
pressing . ‘from ‘an edited -master: 
Disk -is. titled: ‘Prez’” and. features 
the Jate Laster Young. - 

changes" ‘requested by. 

Carlton Records, ‘which is. “well: 
ing ‘agent. for the Parker ‘records; 
‘has ‘informed retailers that all ex-.~ 

customers: . 

3 

are: tobe honored. The profanity 

ulary. - 

--The- “Charlie: ‘ parker | 
is controlled. by the: estate..of. the 
late tenor sax, giant: with Aubrey: 

. Mayhew. directing the: firm, 
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pany VARIETY: ot 
Pubusnea in. Hollywood by Daily Variety, teas 

815 a year. $20 Foreign.. . 

‘on the ‘original disk was heard” 
immediately cafter © one _.of- Lester’. . 

The: disk : Wag eute 
‘at a ‘live date where a ‘customer~... —"*:- 
Jet loose with one of the roughest - 
expletives: in the’ hipster's “vocabr: 

Jaber 



ek v 

Riot Tbe ot cael 

TES Ras. 

Cd ~ 

Theaties. 

“-visaged, ‘about two -yéars: ago, “now: 
: looks: -immineait,.: “with: Seven: Arts. 

“as. Likéliest ‘bilyer for. around $2,- / 

also ‘been’ interested,. but’ now. is] 
o understood an also-ran In. “She 

me dickers. | 

"ayy indjammer,”: 

Wednesday, July 12,1961 

See * ‘Windjcnumer’ an: * an Overseas. Playoff Velue— : 
- Cinemiracle’s. NY: Office Closes «. Os 

+ By VINCENT CANBY 

; 89 shoot. or ‘Tot to ‘shoot, ” that’ s Cinemiracie. ‘selloff: by 3 Natfonat | 

&. Television, ‘first. -en-'|. 

“Joue. Ferrer’ 's Spread” 
> Hollywood, July 11. 

‘Jose: ‘Ferrer’ has’ ‘signied | an.- 
o “eiclusive, -three- talent. patt - 

With | -20th-Fox~ calling ‘for. his ‘| ttibs in recent: months.” 
services a, writer, director, and. -{ THe situation: arises when. the 

*> producer. | 
* He H- direct ‘Broadwai"’ -plays 
that. studio.-will be. involved :” 
“With and’ also will’ work ‘with’: 
production. chief: .Peter: Lev- oF 
athes” on: ty: programming..’.. “~ | can -be. done: ‘in’ the course of :pro-. 

000, 000. ‘Competing Cinerama ‘has [- 

| whether. or not.a script. really is 

‘Factor’ . in the’ “buy. ‘would. be 
‘Initial . theatrical ; 

AB CASE STUDY} 
‘| the: question’ which -Has -beéiv: -be-']. 
{deviling an unusually large. num: 
ber. of - astute. ‘producers : ‘and dis-" 

': / distrib, in ‘need. ‘of product to: féed |. 
|his distribution org, must’ decide 

ready. for. production,. and-or, if it |: 
needs. work, ‘whether’ this doctoring | . 

EG, eetiothen ar eerie: @5icI0 wa Ota re | ety eaters 

. - . . . * . 

: Stage: 31, Columbia, 
Fo Screen Gems’ i 

~ Tndustrial Pix: : 
‘tion possibly costing’ over $400,000 | Warners. 
'|in - transportation’. ard hotel’ tabs | Par since Zanuck, remains one. uf t it. ‘thi ti was. inappropriate 4 s ‘time: 20th’s- ‘biggest single ‘stockholders |: 
¢ f intensive tudy:: “of.-all.| and has. a long-term contract for: 
ess of an intensive s ‘120th. to. finance: and . distribute iis 

- Prediction Confirmed; 

“Yreleasé. by Cinemiracle: While ‘pie : 
- has’ played” extensiyély ‘in the do-— 

~ +. umesti¢. U.. S.. market, there’s still a: 
Jot of . world-wide mileage .left-'to 

go, with estimates’ figuring a .$2,- 
. 000. 900 - gross trom foreign - exe’ 7 

York" office. shutters this: or: next | 
. week, ‘with sales-ad-pub chief’ Van | 
~. Wolf) _switching - to ‘indie’: produc: . 

tion via -a new: animation Process 
(separate. Story. 

, “ Hollywood, : July: il. 

Columbia ‘has: turned. over” ‘stage 

_ RL ‘to -the “Comniercial and: Tadus- 
— trial: ‘division of: Screen’ Gems,. uc- 
"+ eording to Joe Swavely,’ director 

“of: the: "west. coast division. | Studio |.“ 
‘will be-used’ exclusively. ‘for. produc- 

"| tlon’ fo--afford’ increased effictency- 
- 2+. fin! line with. ‘expansion’ ‘under. 
--Sereen “Geis diversification: ‘pre- | 

"+ gram. Uiider new setup: “permanent | 
: " gets. will pare costs, Swavely: as- 

/ serted, | 
a “Division ‘now. in third year of op- |. 
': *1,eration, grosses in-excess of $2,000, a 
000° annually: with ‘sights at $5,00u,- |" - 
'* 000."in* near. future; Since setting |. 

__. up‘shop “at: Columbta -sttidios here |: 
-.. More. than: 400° individual.. -assign- | 
“ments Were. completed for - prac-. 
“tleally. | every. important industrial 

and. manufacturing: company, ‘stat-. 
:. ed Swavely. Virtually ‘every. Yhajor 
“2° and regional adv ertising agency. are 

7 on: company's | books. : 

‘Full time staff Tncludes directots: 
vas Jatk. Daniels . and Ed. Beatty... ‘Dick 
" ‘Kerns is; exec “producer, Roy Hoi-. 

oe ‘lingsworth . ‘proluction - manager... Ed 
: sy “Rinkler. recently joined: staff as: ac- 
"<1" -e@ount. exec to. develop industrial 

flim: biz: : 

noe Division specializes. in 35mm: for. P 
: 4. ‘tv. but ‘reduces to 16mm-for sales. 
and educational ‘outlets. - . Roswell 

‘Rogers ‘scripted :two' industrial pix: 
: “Star.in Crepe” in 35mm and .color, 
:for Celanése-. with: “original. Tausie:: 

oe (Continued, on page 22) 

Warners Will: Split | 
Maybe. 3-4 for: One. 

| vention of. “domestic. ‘and- inter- 

Economy Caution 

~ At Coast Studi 
-_Tiwentieth-Fox's. proposed cons 

national . sales: 

24- 28, has: -been ‘postponed. until | 

> duction. 

‘mitted. ‘to. other projects. in’ quick 
suecessian,, atid‘or throw. studia 
| space. availabilities - Anto. complete = 

| ‘Associated bh 
2 & confussion. 
* ‘posure. ae K 0. $s 20th Conv. | nonhts. is the ‘explanation. most of- j 

. Meanwhile,. Ginemiraclé’s-. New: put. forth. when pictures are : 

givele starting: dates which ‘sub-| 
-sequently .turn’ ‘out. to be ‘un-| 
Yealistic’. “and. extremely costly. | 
-Witness. the delays. ‘for rewrites on 
Metro’s “‘Mutiny on the- Bounty” 
cand - “Lady I” 
opatra,’” -which - 

“Zanuck’s Stand. 
Situation. was again‘ a srsaticod| 

1962.: ‘Prexy Spyros P. /Skouras re- | last week-when it. was-disclosed that 
vealed the switch: ‘in’. ‘New: York producer Darryl : F. Zanuck - was. 

." ae Shifting his ° ‘long-scheduled screen 

“It is known. that. ‘some ach board: version: of the’-book,. “The Chap- 
yesterday’ (Tues. ’: 

members. felt ‘that such a ‘conven-. 

while’ company’.exécs aré “in. -pro-" 

| operations with. economy: “aS ; the 

“Former | Vice. President: Richard: 
Nixon: ‘was. Scheduled to attend the. 
final © dinner... of the.: convention statements: on. the | reasons ‘behind 

duly 29. t, it was subsequently learned that. 

Kramer Firious Stil 
Wil Fight CR’s Use Of 

‘Justice at Nuremberg” 
Hollywood; July -11. 

for their: production: originally. tab- 

bed ‘Verdict. ‘at Nuremberg,” - - will. 

ada) -und 

existing injunction: issued. by L.A 

tute. title, ‘Justice at Nuremberg,” 
“would constitute: ‘contenipt of court 
in the same-manner. as use. of “Ver< 

-+ dict at- Nuremberg.’ Producer: de-. 
ME elared that he“and United Artists. 

[which will. Teléase -his:sown ‘Judg- 
‘ment -at: Nuremberg,’ ” -will take re- 

_|.quired : ‘steps to: make the. injunc-| 
| tion’ effective -:to - restrain’ unfair 

_lsgipetion ‘by: ‘Harold,’ Rott: and! 

Warnér: “Bros, ~ conceded. last! ! TITANUS CIV ES. HIGHER’. 
week ‘it Ss. “mulling® “advisability” -of- 

,a@-common. stock: split,’ ‘as: “VARIETY=. 

a -ptesaged: “Management " thinking’; 

on. the” move is to’ be: submitted at | 

a _thecompany's next board: meeting, ; 

“: Probably. in September.:: 
. Fhe Wall Street. elairvoyants ex- 

“ ‘pect a three-or-four for: one-: “split; * 
* the. comnion issue. now ‘comprising: 
about .1,200, 000. outstanding shares. . 

- Downtown . professionals’. have. 

- Conjecture: ‘goes further; -how- 
-ever—-namély, ‘that. chief stock-" bassy 

“RANK. TO DE SIMONE! 
; lute 

 Niquesa - ‘has: ‘been’ handed -exec’|: 
-pveepee stripes ‘by. the “Italo. com-. ; 

“Rome, ‘July: 11. 
Titanus g.m. ‘Franco: De- Simone’ 

- pany, “signifying . the: -outhit's ~ up- 
lifted Yank. horizens.: De’ Simone, o 
with a.‘background in. motion. pic- 
“ture law,. 

figure ‘on. “coptroduction * - ditkers. 
a with: American producers, ‘as ‘such ;- 
._ Noted -relatively high'.and*stable— : ‘putting. ‘in. about. three months each. 
‘. in the 70° s—and doing well in: re- ‘year. in: the U. S. ; 

- lation to most. other pic: securities: ; i He's due jn: New York ‘tomorrow 
iow ed.), in fact,‘ for‘huddles: at’ Em- |" 

‘ “Sodom. and:| board. remains ‘in command, Zanuck ! i the amount paid for customs duties. | 
_ hotder Jack L. Warner. has a’ yen ,,Gomorrah.” plus talks with majors i might ask out’.of his 20th. contract, 4 

“Pictures - on. 

‘has: been | Titanus’: key. 

man ° “Report.” ”- from" 20th-Fox ‘td 

{indie DFZ Productions: output, 

this: move. ‘was . giving out ‘officias 

| the: ‘20th board: nixed: “Chapman” 
on the- grounds” that. the: present 

| script, due to start shooting on the 
-| 20th: lot July’23, was not ready for 
'finmediate. production. 

with ‘Kinsey-type study of the. ‘sex 
; wt, habits of a group of women in Bev- | 
Any. attenipt. by’: ‘Cyrus, Haréld,.Cy: erly. Wa P. 

Roth ar their CR Enterprises. to use ‘quality. of the. script itself: 
the title “Justice at Nuremberg”: majority of the 20tn board -felt the. 

‘but: rather with: the 

script. needed a good deal ‘more 
work . before’ it went into. produc- 
tion,.and Zanuck ‘wanted to : start 

“|be met: with:. court - action :to, hold | the’ ‘project iramediately.: 

all: ‘parties concerned -in contempt, | ‘ A tin | 
‘| producer. Stanley Kramer stated ! to ‘Te ect..the. thin ing o ‘the. new. 
-here.-Harold reported from ‘Europe. 20th board: Menibers.- from. Wall. Custom Daties Slash 
‘last ‘week that:-his company would. Street who. thus. sought ‘to--delay |: 
release pic domestically. .(U.S.-Can- ‘the . start “of. filming . until (what. 

- the’ ‘‘Justice”: title, “and! they considered. to be) an “accept- | - 
| the “Vert ict” tag retained: ‘abroad.’ able” 

‘Kramer declared’ that in’ the| company a 
épinion of his attorneys, under. the} ‘volved: in the “Chapman” project, 

A, | and: the _board, under. the. circuni- 
Superior Court.’.usé ‘of the substi-. stances; ‘ 

‘The move seems. ‘quite’ obviously 

‘script ‘wasin hand. The 

‘Was. not about to okay. the 
‘total: budget ‘for the pie which the 
-producer. wanted. (repartedly : close ! 
to. $3,000,000)... 
When “Zanuck. ‘then asked if he! 

might ‘take’ the’ property elsewhere, ! 
the board. in effect said “go ahead.” 

20th..now: gets” back the $700,000 ‘Pakistan “about nine months ago ; dustrial affiliations 
;- when ‘the..government raised ' cus- | previolisly Anvested..’ The ‘Warner. 

deal was made by prexy: Jack War- : 
[mer and. Zanuck’ in’ Paris. . ° 

In. addition’ to the’ way it drama- 
| tizes the “‘to shoot or not to- shoot 
dilemma”. which: -constantly.. faces 

no". .decision’ at, the|”. 
last’ ‘minute . can foul - up contracts: 
‘with top. talent; who are often com-: 

cand 20th-Fox’s: “Cle- 
‘apparently --was. 

and: - promotion. cheaded: for rewriting delays even-| 
, Oxecs, which had: ‘been Set: to. be jif. star.: ‘Elizabeth | Taylor had. not} 

‘held at the Hollywood studio July. become: All. 

The: announcement: was. 
particularly : startling .to  trade-))} 

It- was not: 
“1so muth a. question as to the gen- 

. eral : ‘subject. matter’ “Chapman” 

The. 

already had $700,000 in-| 

PICTURES 8 

NO 

Skouras Stays Silent 
*  Holiywood,.July 11.. 

‘Concerning Darryl F. Za- 
Le ruck iD. PF. Z. Prods.) moving 
_“Chapman Report” to Warn-' 

- prs for production and distri-. 
- bution, .Spyros. Skouras de- 
-clines comment. Treatment of 

“ Irving.Wallace novel has been 
-. been source. of. dissatisfaction 

since director ‘Jose Ferrer and. 
writér: Ron. Alexander first 

- tackled jt! 
Producer... Richard ° Zanuck 

‘commented that site whee 
film is. made isn‘t as important 

as’. his © ‘desire.: “to. Produce a 
. good, picture. oo 

oy 

Britain Ups Its 
Profit by $o-Mil: 

“, London, July 11.. 

‘Trading| profits -of Associated 

| British: Picture Corp. for the year. 
ended - March: 31 Jast soared more 

‘than $5,000 ,000 ‘to hit a total. of 

$16, 008,389. For the previous two 
years the frading results were $10, 
529,484 and. $15, 217 221 respective-. 
ay. 

A. ‘preliminary statement. issued | 
last, week shows that. net profit for 
.the: group before taxation’ amount- 
ed. to $13,803,885 - compared with 

While nobody concerned .. “with: $8,262,315. in. 1960 and $13,286,081 
‘for 1959. After allowing $7,387,441 

other’ charges,. net profits totalled 
$6,416,443 against $4,122,818 Jast 
year and $6,464,623 in. 1959. 

holders meeting cn Aug. 1i, will 
recommenda final divvy of 40°¢, 
‘which, with the interim distribu- 
tion of 20%, will make 60% for the 
year. The’ corporation, is proposing 
to double its issued ordinary capi- 
tal from $5,600,000 to $11,200,000 
by the addition of. 8:000,060 ordin- 
ary shares of. 70 cents each and to 
issue; by way of bonus, one ordi- 

already held. The :new shares will 
‘be issued to: stockholders on Mon- 
i day, Oct. 16: 

. By Pakistan Reopens 
Market to Yankees, 

“The ‘Pakistan government's just } 
revealed. reduction in customs du- 
ties on. film imports will probably : 
result {nthe resumption of normal ! 

; port -Assn. companies, it was 
; learaed in New York this week. 
' MPEA members companies, as - 
“well as European film distribs, vir- ; 
tually halted ‘all’: shipments into 

;toms duties 100°, from 12 paise : 
| about 2!2¢) per foot to 25 paise, 
{5e) per foot. Three months ago. 
the: ‘government redured the duties : 
‘about 25°2. and said it. would re- : 

Gm Oo he OU OA OU ea 

for:taxation and providing for a)I 

nary share for each ordinary unit 

‘| office. 

operations by - Motion Picture. Ex. | 

“ Ginemirace Litl Se Seven Arts Bay | | : , i ‘wr Ae MPEAs: $ Search for African Marketeer: 
Not Likely Exec Will Be Yankee 

+ By HAROLD MYERS 

Berhin, Jujv 11 
An early appointment dis ex- 

pected to be made of the executive 
to head the new corporatten wleeh 

1s heing set up under the atmones 

of the Motion Picture-Export Assa. 

in West Africa. Interviews have 

been taking plave on both sides of 
the Atlant, but it is not con- 
sidered likely that an American 
Will finally be chosen for the post. 
. Fhe new corporattun will under- 
take distribution of all American: 
product in the territory, and it wall 
continue on that basis for a num- 
ber of years. Subsequently it niay 
be possible for the individual com- 
panies to operate their own dis- 
tribution companies It will also 
undertake theatre development in 
the area. 

Befere leaving here for Paris 
and Moscow, Eric Johnston said 
that hitherto US. films had been 
sold outright to distribs in the 

[ territory, and. theugh American 
‘companies had only received a 
total of $432,000 in the past year 
fer all their product, if was not 
{known that these pictures had 
grossed) upwards of  $6,000.000. 
Since word. had gotten around 
‘that the Yanks were setting up. 
their own distribution, the out- 
right price had increased five or 
six times. but was stlll only a 
fraction of.the potential. 

The recent survey of the area’ 
undertaken by Ralph Hetzel and 
‘Fred Gronich had revealed the 
‘urgent need for theatre develop. 
ment. In Nigeria, for example, 
where {it always rains, the MPA 
prexy said that most theatres vere 
unroofed, apart from the few rows 
of seats in the balconies. There 
were usually dirt floors and hard 
| benches in the orchestras, and ad- 
mission. prices were about five or 
six cents, though a dollar was 

The directors, at the annual: stock- {Charged for a seat in for a seat in the balcony. 

Ricketson Makes 
With The Musing 

As To 20th Job 
Hollywood, July 31 

President Spyros Skouias of 

20th-Fox planed to Gotham yestere 

day ‘Mon | for a week at the hoimne- 

Since his return Thursday 
night '6) from New York, he's con- 
ferred with Frank H ‘Rick: Rick- 
etson Jr. on joining company. 
Skouras proposed title of veepee 
| sks assistant to him Salary hasn't 
; been mentioned. according to 
 prexy. 

Following meeting between two 
here, Ricketson asked for time tn 
think over proposal {jn view of hus 
exec tags in 12. corporations, 
‘among them banks. utility and in- 

He will make 
decision before July 24, when com- 
pany’s international sates conven- 

‘tion begins at studio, Skourag said. 

Prexy pointed out Ricketson 
iwil] have to make several. sacs1- 
‘fices if ‘he agrees to move ta New 

‘every * producer: ‘and. distrib, the | view. the..entire situation at the {York,. where he will headquarter. 
Chapman” hassle” also__ contains: 

couple -of. other. interesting: an- 
Ss. 

‘The. major. one, ‘of course, 
7 is how this. development . will. 

: affect” Zanuck’s future rela- - 
' ‘tionship ‘with 20th, for whom 
‘the. producer. is now shooting 
the. big-budget “The ’ Longest: 
Day” ‘abroad.’ The producer 
reportedly was. plenty. miffed: 
at the’ 20th board members who 
made’ the decision, on “Chap. 

‘end of its: fiscal year ‘June 309; 
This. the government has just done - 

+15 paise:per foot ‘about. 3°. 
Problem facing MPFEA and other 

{foreign distribs in-Pakistan is that - 
the ‘market is. so smal! that the 

l high impart duties made profitable 
‘distribution, there almost impossi- 
ible. In addition to. the cusoms du- : 
| ties, the Pakistanis also levy a 20°; 
“sales tax" on’ every. -frint as it ! 
‘comes through customs. The: sales . 
jtax is based on. the value of the: 
jindividual prints, and usually 

| bringing down the duties again ‘to: 

“It is.now up to Ricketson.” Skou- 
“ras added. 

Back from week in Empire City, 
trouble shooter Sid Ragell vill 
*spend good deal of time at shado 
studying afl departments before 
checking mto home office and .in-. 
;ternational operations Chore may 
ttake a year, more or less, Skonras 
jindicated. 

Whether 20th vall rejoin Mation 
Picture Assn. of Ametica or re- 
‘main aloof since June 9 effect.ve 
i resignation wi] be discussed this. 

C onceivably, ‘if. the. present. 20th! comes to about. two or three. times iweek -by Skouras with board mem- 

“By ..way..of comparison. _ it's : 
Definite decision 

Over- 

bers in Gotham 
twill he reacued by Aug. 1. 

to. pad -his ‘portfolio—and: that -of:-anent.. some :25 ‘Titanus * ‘pix slated, i since ‘heretofore he has been: pret. pointed out that the ES. customs ‘tures by unnamed interest to re- 
his: family—iwith _ as _many more | 

‘shares as he.caa, |. 
for - the’ next; ‘production. ‘ov er 
- tw elvemanth. . 

i much his own boss.:: 20th, ac- | duty on. imported release prints is , join 
I , (Continued | on page: 13). J only le per foot, 

MPAA were confirmed by 
| Skouras. 
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San Francisco, July 11. 

Federal Judge Losd H. Burke 
settled the Embasss Theatre's dec- 
ade-old antitvust suit against eight 
nator distributors, Nat.onul Thea- 
tres and Fox West Coast last Fri- 
Guy oT by awarding: damaves 
which will 

1.260-seat hoses leave- 
ielders, . Leland C. Dibble 
Jamel O | MeLean. 

Ii their suit filed Dec. 
Tubble and = MeLean 

4 

amount to nearly $750,- | 
+ 

ry 

and : 

29, 1950, | 
Cluimed a: 

canspiracs of distributors and ex-. 
Iehitors had prevented them from ___ 
@hta:ining — first-run from 1937 
wthen they took over the theatre! 
until the date the suit was filed. 
They efso chained the same con- 
smaracs prevented them from. get- . 
ting downtown secord-run 
they actraliv got its, May 1. 1947. 
‘They ated nearly $8 000 000, 

The defendants---Laew’s, 

until : 

oo eee 

Para- ! 
maunt, RKO, Warner's. ‘Columbia, | 

Universal, UA and Na- 
tional Theatres and Fox West 
Coast. claimed Dibble ‘and Me- 
Lean never really wanted a better: 

20th-Fox 

run becnuse thev were operafing. 

a highly profitable wheel-of-chance 
gane, Ten-O-Win. whidh McLean 
had invented. in their theatre. 

Also named as defendants in the 
Griginal suit “ere Blumenfeld En- . 
terprises. a ftaree €alifornia = cir- 
cuit, and Sheriill Corwin’s North 
Coast Theatres Corp. but the late . 
Federal Judge Edward P. Murphy! 
split these two exhibitors off from . 

the suit. Their case will he tried 
later. 

The Embassy snit finally came: to : 
tnal before Judge Murphy in mid-: 
1958 and the trial lasted 65 davs: 
Judge Murphy, however. died be- 
fore coming up with a decision and 
the case was passed on tor Judge + 
Burke 

Second-Run Damages 

Tast winter, from the - hench, 
Judge Burke threw out. the Em- 
bassa’s first-run claim but allowed 
fecond-run damages from July 1, 
1942. through Aprif [OQ -> 'e!'7 Ar- 

Euments on how to assess the dam- 
aves proceeded and last | Friday 
‘| «the judge surprised both sides 
hy coming up with what he called 
“a reasonable deal ‘though: it may 
not be a salisfactory decision to 

both sides” The formela: 
Yt: Embassy will be alowed 

damages amounting to 206% of its 
fross between July 1, 1942, and 
Mav 1, 1947; 

‘2: Basis for this, said Judge 
Burke was bis ticsrit « that in the. 

first .ear after the Embarsy gof 
second-run it did 20°. more busi- 
ness than in the last vear before jt 
fot second-run: 

— 3) Additional film rental and 
theatre rentel must be deducted 
from-the total damages. 
huge Barke said he figured. 

rouehly, that total dsmges would 

fonoent fo $250,000 — frebled, 
thoueh lawvers working. on 
ease figured the total at -orewhat 
Jess, around $200.000 trebled 

Lawsers Robert Raven and How- 
eed Downs represented the plain- 
tits wale \rthur 
sented the Pox detendants, Guy 
Knupp represented Columbia and 
Cniver-ch and Gucene  Benett 
poesented the other miaiers 

Thoatddtian fo the Blamenfeld- 
Nort? Caast Piettre suit, another 

everett of thas sare Suit re. 
mors te be tried Phi- is the an- 
Peteteb st se fea dm POA] bv the 
lets FO OR Deals comer af the 
Pouboest auemsf ati the mafars. 
“oo ftened Theatees and Fox West 
Cent hares a cetsprac to 
Pele Govep hae hamee rental witch. 
afore. kas er a percemave 
OF Bee oroan. Beth the PBR esen- 

fete Nowte Coast and DeG Tia <:its 
wee be tried hetere quris Raven 
and Deans cb cepresectten plam- 
TBS pa @acih ease 

Aeooe Barehe eet dca 26 fey rude. 
Pht Ge) bttecusey case atderneds’ 
fees cero ter setfitne certacn 
Beeak timings of faet 

Jeknsten Ducks Moscow 
VEetuet Pretare Expme Voasn 

yeess Brite Jaanstom re termed te 
Pos Was ioneten hevaecn eters Pri- 
Car a: 

5) fe Yant 

cto the end 

sold Jebnsten Gecided not to ca 
on ta current: Vioscaw fest after 
Bertes. os peer 
Gratis Joiun-on iDEA 

recurred ta his NF he: 
hiuepesn flip Mon@ay «iui 

Veep, 

Dunne’ revre- ‘with wage boosts as prioniiv: isste.. 

ee rn 

Boys Will Be Wits 
There's beaucoup: joke mile- 

age, of course, in. the title of” 
Warners’ “Fanny” —no doubt . 
all welcome as ‘b.o.-wise WOFG- .. 
of-mouth: 

Live: radio :-blurb’ for pic via 
N. Y. indie WNEW. the. -other: 
morning was as broad as ‘any, 
one deejay echoing another: 
“Yeah, see Joshua Logan's” . 
‘Fanny’ on the widescreen. 
The he breakup fe followed, natch. _ natch, 

C. of E. Prod. Unit 
Still Pending & 

Exhib stockholders, ‘in: ‘the pro-: 

jected production arm of the 

American Congress ‘of: Exhibitors ! ‘gate negative investment. ‘of just 
-have agreed ‘to extend - escrow. ‘in’ over $- 000,000. ‘He aM hit 2. vein 

wi ast. season’s: is 
the enterprise to Aug. 16. Agree. | cated television..series. This 
nrent: was to have expired’ July 3. ‘ane. ‘about. ‘a. horse) is reversing |. 

Circuit exec: Si’ Fabian, .who the tv route, switching. next fail | 
: heads the C. of E.. production com- . from -syndie ‘to ‘network: CBS: TV) 
inittee, said some legal. and finan- : berthing.. ‘He’ starts shooting ‘the. 
vial hitches fhecessitated. the ex-., new.series on. the Coast in August. 

.tension. C. of E..is dickering vari- + “Lubin-was in his longtime Holly- |. 
ous banks ta underwrite the stock wood groove with “Baghdad, *: hav- 
issue. Over 35. shareholders have, ing ‘mastered fairytale escapism via. 

‘kicked in about ‘$3,500,000 to- the. “a -Whole string of. ‘Levantine-scened. | 

‘kitty, bulk. of tha* being $400,000 « ‘credits such as “Ali.Baba and the 
investments apiece by° Stanley{ Korty Thieves”. and assorted Maria. 
Warner, AB-PT, RKO. Loew's and! 4 Montez * adventures, including 

National circuits. Exhib -body will i"’White Savage.” -Latterly ,he’s. also. 
‘be able to entist broader. partici- ; been | very active: in’-the -vidfiim 
‘pation once the production arm | _ Sphere. per humerous segments of 
has beén. incorporated. : . “Bonanza,” aS ‘Maverick and. 

im All Candor; Director 
| Arthor ‘Lubin: Feels He’s: 

By JACK PITMAN: 

Arthur. Lubin, who directed six: 
| of. ‘the .seven- “Brancis” features 
at Universal, is pretty sure he’s 

| had: it with. talking animals: Direc- 
-|tor-.producer, a ~ Europe- to-U.S. | 
}listee last. week’ -after “Tunis-Italy |, 

——Saes helming on.““Ehief. of Baghdad” | 
for Joe ‘Levine. and: Titanus. re- 
ported he’s been offered: a talking |- 
pear pic, but is. cvol-to-Sour- on the 

the ‘value —.'monetary — of artic- 
ulate: quadrapeds: 

he has a nominal - piece, | . have 
; Brossed. ‘over $15.000, 000. in the- 

‘Reversing the Rap For’ 
‘Sun-Lovers Holiday’; 
Jury Exonerates Nudes: 

' ‘Charlotte, N. C., July 11. 
A Mecklenburg Superior. Court:. 

jury decided "that. 

Holiday,” nudist Telease, “is. not ' 

obscene. 

‘It did so by - acquitting’ Bill: 
Lenimond Jr.. operator: of..a. drive-, 
in. of a charge ‘of: exhibiting. an 
obscene and immozal film, 

The jury thus. rey ersed. a. ‘counts - 
recorder's court judgment urider. 
whieh Lemmond had been — -sen- 
tenced to -90 dais in jail, sus- 
pended.on payment of $350-. ‘fine. 

“Was | 
this lime de! iberated Six jours. 

“WHITE COLLAR UNION 
DICKERS RKO, STANLEY. 

wa 

the . 

Lemmond appealed to’ Superior 
Court, and at his first trial a jury 

unable ‘to azree. The ‘jury’. 

_ White collar workers. .are-start- 
tng negotiations this week. vitiv the 
RNO and Stanley Warner cirenits; 

In addition, TATSE loéal 863 will! 

_also seek’ to bring’ Stanley” Warner, 
‘under the international union's: 
_pension ‘plan jor film exe hange enr-. 

tech- : 

er tae Borla 
Siflering trot ia heasy - 

plovees. RKO staffers are cover ed 
by aw coir pany pian. 

Current. two-vear pacts with: 
both  cirevits expires July 31. . 
Union, per local prez Russ Mossy. 
bad songht te ‘dicher the AMO" 
chains in’ unisen, but co: noanies ; 
rived the idea, so Stanles War ner j 
talks will take place frst. Current! 
ware range at. the chains: is 50st 2 
$135 ‘a: week, but union will not 
reveal howmuch of a hike per. all: 
classifications it is see xing 

ee — es - 

Old Denver Post Stunt _/ 
Theme of Indie Film 

Denver, daly Wee 

Glenn Ho Praductions, new it- 

lie. starts. Coier ‘ado-Wyomitsg 

. "Deputy" 
Preferring comedies, he’s: been 

‘| broached to do. one for Tilanus— 
this. being. an outgrowth of “Bagh-. 

q originals - cooking, 

“Sun .Lovers 

homescreen - shows s. 

dad.” On his own,: he's. got. two 
‘both |. funnies, 

one called*“Ghost of. Drury. Lane". 
(the ‘London’ West End. ‘Theatre ), 

| Mittleman. yarn’ ‘about a..man in. 
love with: a Steam. shovel'-and its 
effect on several’ “hitman : relation- 
‘hips. ‘For the- latter -he. hopes to: 
‘snare. Alec . Guinness:.as .part of. 
‘the ‘actor's ° four: ' ‘pix: commitment: 
‘to .Columbia. ~So ~ far, _ however, 
“neither. Project’ has a deal. : 

| ‘NICK RAY PRODUCING 
-WILL McGIVERN NOVEL 

Madrid, July“. 
Nichalas Ray ‘will. ‘Teactivate his 

but in. his’- ‘Fole- of- producer-direc- 
tor next: year. 

early next. year. McGivern is: al- 
; ready. at Work on screenplay Wit 
“Rav ‘collaborating: ; 

Foflowing. their trip. to - -Berlin, 
where the director is ‘on the -film 
‘fest jury ‘panel, Rav:and MeGivern - 

‘sill return . to: Spain to. Spot Toca- | Geoffrey. Shurlock. to MPAA prexy tions -while the first, draft. script 
_takes shape... 

- Unbeknown, to: Ray w hen’ he: pur- 
chased. the tome, McGivern is. the 

i;uncle of young.’ Metro contract ! 
player. Brigid Bazlen from: Chicago 
;Who made her. film -debut:as Sa-. 
lome: tinder Rav's. direction. in, the. 
Samuel Bronston. “production! 
“King ‘of Kings.” . 

Vat Documentary Pix 
Fest: Draws 27 Nations| 

Vv enicé, ‘July. 4, 

‘He: has‘ the William. | 
MeGivern.- novel. “The. Road: to the |: 

fears” " and: will. start. production 

| 

p> Onigrayn Talking Fauna 

oer ihat | he ‘doesn't’ ‘appreciate. : 

His Six “Fran- |. 

{the mule) -entries, of which | 

‘-atric¢al release, against an. aggre- |. 

More’ i "Beller Due 

-brow. He.. alluded to: recent. deal 
with: the Hollywood ‘unions which 

and -while-he admitted that a cam- |. 

} should: “not. be. spoon-fed. 

production company and will de-|.  - 

| from: ‘Holiy Wood this Vvear is good‘ 

7 the. halfway mark. 

er revord number: Of eritries has |- 

- ‘Soviet. crew ‘is only clumsily dangerous.: Libs 
~  Ht’s-a McGraw-Hill job-at. $4.50 and clearly’ qualified as what’ g. -- 

‘ending the downward trend.on the”: 

: financing: remained an acute prob- , 
|lem for the. independents. - 

other ‘titled “The - Digger, "a Rick |" 

tion to cerisorship; observing that | y 
-in a ‘democracy people Should -be : ti 

totaled 146. 

VGuild. ‘of: America. strike” ‘against | 
| major | producers in’ 1960 lasted |: ° 
ifrom danuary to: June, : accounting f 

‘Wednesday, July: 12, 1961 

Dibble-McLean Stand To T Take 7506 | “Absurd Russians Bad Teccai | 

From Majors, National & Fox Chains| 
+ 

: Nathaniel Benchley, ‘gon - of. the’ fondly ‘remembered. Robert, | 
‘possesses: some of. ‘his. father's: sly. ‘humor ’.as is again’ ‘evident. 
in his latest. volume,..a -daffy ‘novel’ about, a: Russian’ -sub-" 

"marine grounded on a: ‘Cape Cod (unniamed) :4sland,:Intended. for 
ie humor alone, and. packing a fair quota of giggles, the only ‘objec a 
-tion’some may raise is that ‘The. Off-Islanders”. makes the Russians: 
-seem rather bumbling. It's ‘an-axiom: of. the. ‘Writers War. Board; 
1942-46, that you never make your enemy. Took silly. ‘Benchley" s 

called light sunimer ‘reading, It would ‘probably make a ‘Sood: slap-°. 
stick film, if unfortunately - ‘suggesting that #-handful of errand 

aN Americans: are a match for’. a Russian submarine anytime. 

Skouras Stalks Talent: Lancaster 
_ Sought for Post: Homeric ‘Odyssey’ 

-Hollywood,’ “July. TL 
‘Twentieth-Fox- “prexy.: ‘Spyros: Pp. 

“Up F rom ‘Basement 
"Honolulu, July’ Th. 

George Lake, newly-appoint- + 
_ ed .supervising manager. ‘of. 
Consolidated cireuit’s: down- 
town Hawaii.and Princess the- 
-atres, ‘has. happy memories . of 
‘the -venerable Hawaii. 

He ‘started his theatrical ca-.: 
reer there as a janitor 34. yeats : 
ago. | 

{for . ‘which, Kiman. Friar has’ just 

000-word- poem ‘by. Nikos. Kazantza- 
kis, ° 

| Up ‘Odyssey where: Homer. left off: 

wha. is” awaiting a: ‘deéision. 

treatment. .: 

part, of. Skouras’ efforts to bolster 

supposed to da: “Chapman Report” 
; for 20th, -but . -noWw ‘moves with the 

| property * over: to: ‘Warners,: 

A From! Hollywood 
Berlin, ‘July. Ts 

Hollywood - this year than last, thus’ stories. 

| graph that. has. directly’ affected. been decided: upon... Tt was to-have 
‘the film industries-.of. thé. world ‘been “‘Gaodbye Charlie’. with Cus" * 
by creating.a : product | shortage ' “kor: directing, but. this. is ‘out, now. 
that hurt. exhibition interests. -She ‘will ‘be, given. several.’ other 

ment due on old: pact; . “Pie. will, be 
‘Produced : in ‘fall.-’ 

ter pictures” were included though . 

_ At one ‘time, he added, it was 
quite: unique to ‘pay $1.000; 000° for 1. 
a property,. whereas -today* such a | 
figure didri't--raise ‘a single’ eye- 

i to. producer .Walter: Wanger .and 

added: to the: Tising costs. trend, | “Justine,” ” after “Cleo.” 

eraman didn't. command $1,000, 000": 
| per. picture, he still ‘drew a: hefty 
salary. 
Johnston reaffirmed ‘his- opposi- ; near future. 

“Additionally, - two: new. projects 

edueated ‘to. make ‘a ‘choice, and’ .f 

‘Shurlock’s ‘Count before titles,: ete, ‘are -revealed. 
s Hollywood, Maly, 1h. * Mervyn: LeRoy, 

’ Feature film vser ipts. submitted | “will ‘fulfill. directorial commitment 
to Production. Code. ‘Administra- ; due after - winding. “Gypsy” “with. 

“No. deci-« . 
for first six months-of. 1961: aggre: « sion : has - Deen’. ‘made © on ‘several, 

Bare. 141, an increase’ of- 48. from: | Scripts he’s. -been. reading: for 20th.” iti 

tion. of° the Motion’ Picture: Assn., Roz Russel. at. Warners:. - 

corresponding period.': In 
1959, first. six months: submissions 

Report . “by PCA Administrator. 
7 L A. tod Ne VY. 

- Jerry Bick De 
- Arnie Carr. — 
Tony. Charmoli ge - 
“Alexander ‘H;. Cotten « 

Eric. Johnston. pointed out: Writers; : 

‘Ernie. Glucksman’, 
. Dave: Goldin 

for‘ marked differential in submis- |.:- Willard: Kent 
Sins: during current. year Period, "+ Joe: Kipness’: 

: Shitley: Jones: 
205 Estimated | Herbert. B. Tesnard 

Theatre ‘Owners: of America still! * Jerry Lewis ‘* 
thinks ‘its forecast, of 275 features } © fixe. Merrick’. 

Byron ‘Roberts... 
.Diana Sands, ~ 

. Jack Sehlissel™ 
TY Spvros-P. Skouras 
“OS, pee Thompson oie 

oN: UY. to L. A ae 
” Dav id ©: ‘Alber... 

after scanning release . skates. ‘at. 

wu Phd. Pays $1 06 
Universal: ‘board declared: quar: 

been. announeed | hy - the ‘Venice j .terly:. divvey: ‘Of $1.0612 per:share on + ¢ ar, Fisher.” 

‘| Film Festival Doeunientary -and its 4%2°¢ ‘cumulative: preferred , Dick Henry 
istock: i Caildren’s. Film: events, which" ulle. 

spool here: yy 13-22. 

¢ ommittees - hay e 

mass. of. matérial which has ‘poured, 
in “so far. 

far are. in the. running. for: honors4 
About 13 ‘countries so | 

locations next menth on “BO: ” the moppet écent: US. ‘ Britai | 

Hoots to Denver” wester n, Tom. lia Yugo! Mia, CZ , jovakia 
: F VS 

Key nolds-Bill Lightfoot. venture is : ndla UEC ava. zee 10s Vvakla, 
now easting in Hollywood. -Vir-2 Japan, — . Norway, Mekico, “Poland. 
sinia M, Cooke is doing screenplay, 

‘and Wilham B..-Murphy will direct. 

ais) ermal shed.‘ 
Yarn. per. announcement lere, is ; 

taken fram 600-mile ‘endurance 
horse race. with Denver as terminus, 

fiom his, which Denver Post sponsored early 
in this century. 

Spain. Hung gary and Soviet: ‘Russia. | 

“Twenty-seven: countries ' are. 50 
far entered in the. documentary 
| race, with. Iran” and Borneo | as 

Zealand 

‘Selection | ers. of: ‘record: at close of business.» 
been hard- -put * Aug. 15. 

~ In _ shaping: programs out. of the; 

and. - Sweden: returning | 
first-timers and Luxemburg, New | 

eae An. absence of some. years. -]. 

‘Melon's payable. Sept. 1 to hold Jerry: Katz. 

7] 
! 

t 
t Fred Her bert” 

t. Carol Law rence 
Arthir, Lubin _.: en 

U.. S. to Europe. 
a ‘Staniey: ‘Adains . 
-}) Arthur Canton 

|... David. Car roll * 
‘|. Eddie Etkort’. 

Irving Green | 
— ‘Quincy. Jones . 
. David Lowe |. 

.t. ‘George Margotin: 
Buddy Robbins |. .. 
Frank. P. Rosenberg’ 

. Harold. Salemison’ “ 
-|. Shelby” Singleton, a 
‘Jack’ Tracy’). 200 7. 

.| Harriet-Van ‘Horne 
' Irving Wallace. 

"Europe | to U. Se 
‘Madeleine C arrolW 
“Alistair: Cooke 
Joseph E:- Levine | °- 
John H: ‘Harris aa 
Evie Jolinsan 

1 . Griffith Johnson. | 
“Erie Johnston ~ 
_ John McLean 

' John. O'Byrne 
“Joseph: ‘Siegel 
.John B. Spires 
‘Cara Verson: 
Irving . W ornser 

Leaman’ is trying to: woo Burt: Lan-. 
caster. onto ‘the. lot’.for: “Odyssey” : 

turned in ‘a| treatment. on ‘the. 33,- - 

Book: is 900: pages and. takes 

The treatment< has’ been “sub-" - 
-., mitted: to. Lancaster :by - Skouras ©: 

‘Friar. -/ 
‘also is a:Greek poet and ‘now ison” . 
the BevHills. lot: for :further. devel-: .- 
, opment of: his- ‘translation: and - 

‘The overtures’ to ‘Laricaster ‘are -.- 

upcoming 20th ‘product Hneup with . 
top. stars, directors and properties. :. 

‘Director George Cukor, who was” a ae tere Mime eee 9 ete y teen ate de SRL Eee op nS Se EN EAE SEO EE SOO: a 

has ‘, 

Brie Johnston, president of the” ‘agreed ‘to do another. film'for 20th... . 
Motion. Picture Assn, believes. that |Skouras and ‘the: director::Have ale.» 
more. films are being ‘made -in~ ready. conferred on ‘several possible. 

“Marilyn “Monroe's” ‘titm: hash’ t. 

He. added here’. that ‘more. het. properties : to. ‘consider. for: commits - 

: Elizabeth- Tavlor, who: ‘is set too... 
* start: “Cleopatra” in‘ Italy iti ‘Sepe.-"— 
tember, will, undergo. ‘plastie sure. 
gery. on. her necq: ' beforehand. 
1 Because of: -her’ new Warner four. 
‘ pix‘ticket, she will be: ‘unavailable * 

‘ director Joseph* Le: ‘Mankiewicz. for. « 

Ingrid: Bergman’ is. 'get™ ‘to. star . 
with, | William - ‘Holden: .- in. “The -° 

| Visit;” to -be lensed in Spain. in... 

ill . be. revealed. -soon “by “produc-: 
on head‘ Peter’ G. Levathes ‘for-:. 
ilming abroad. Details -are. ‘being: -*: 

- ; wrapped | ‘up. by Levathes for.-ap-.: | 
lBetore. by: board of. directors be- , 

as it appears now, 

a “ ‘ 

mae anes So inmates: Ee ee or rs eT a roaynanreneanCure ements 



° gause *-T: 

to Geoftrey. 

Wednesday, July 12; 1961.) 

‘Welare A Aids es Actors, 155 ol NGA i TESTA i’ 
“Total of 4, 125 mémbers of. Screen Actors. Guild and: 1,525 ‘Screen. | 

vt ‘ixtras’ Guilders are qualified to receive health and welfare benefits. , 
under. new- e€ontracts ofthe twwo- play. er: organizations. ‘with motion 

' picture ‘and’ tv. producers,: according. to’ Byron’ Ellerbrock, ‘admin: : 
“istrator of ptoducer-supported plan... 

7 ov Exee stated additional-actors and ‘extra players. will: bevome: elig: - 
“> tbie next’ Oct. 1: Eligibility is’ based: on _thesps earning “$1,000 in-a. 

four-quarter: period in employment ‘with; producers - ‘who. are: sig: - 
‘natories: to the: plan: : 
Excess. of -$200.000, ‘since. Jan. L; 1961; has been paid to. approxi: a 

‘mately. 500° members of two: > guilds’ f in hospital, medical and dife in- . 
surance benefits. 

June: estiniate at: 35,700. 
J (May completed: -results - pinpointed: average: employment of 40. 5 
‘hours .at ‘$3:75 :per hour for average. weekly pay.of $151: 88. :This. - 
compares. with April index of 40.2, hours, at $3. 68° for average. Wweek- .. 
dy earnings: of. $147.94.” 

‘Bash Vindcated—Af ler Four Years. | 

catitorala’s: Employment: Data: DS ee 
“Ayerage hourly and weekly: earnings. in te and film industries 

for May: improved over previous month, ‘according: to’ ‘Gay lord Pitts, 
- aFea‘ statistician. for. ‘California’: ‘Dept: .of* Employment: : However," .” 

“” preliminary figures for. June. employment. shows “drop of -200. from" 
-. May. ‘Total: final: figure: for. May: Was. 35.900: for both: media. with. - 

“Hollywood; ‘July. hl. 

Him. “Untaired’. bY: Writers Guild 

ae ‘Hollywood,’ - Tuly A 
Producer: John Bash and Mag-|- 

ie “num: Pictures” have- ‘been’ removed 
“ from’ Writers: Guild. ‘of: America 

“West's “unfair”. list.‘as result of .a 
i+, special hearing - called ‘to: consider: 
os new evidence, Bash told Vanrtery, 

OF: ‘the. “Guild ‘informed: members” 
action ‘tna special letter. - 

‘Bash ‘has been on ‘the. list tor the [ies ‘Is joining. Embassy Pictures in 
past: four years as a result of-claiins 

_ “from -Writers ‘Irmgaard : ‘yon Cube 
and: Harold Erickson. over, $1. 500 | 
they ‘chatge was due ‘them as -pay- 1 - 

Radnitz MGM Patt; 
_. ment’ ‘for ‘an untitled: -screenplay: | 
"Bash said ‘scripters: were® paid . off; 

i -- ¢0 allow. then to take another joo: 
“to. and said. he was offered: settlement, 

:. deals on. several occasions but. re-' 
‘fiised them.in favor of: clearing up 
thé situation: » * -. 
He ‘said. costs: ‘involved: were. ‘in 

the . neighborhood’ :of’ the -$1,50u 
writers claimed’ he owed: but’ his 

.. clearing canie without: any: firiaricial 
" gettlenients: ‘Intervening period -was 
due to his. ‘being in England; but jhe. 
asser ‘ted it. took ‘him. 10: months ty 

~ get a hearing.to settle the matter.. 
- Situation: originally’ involved. -him’ 

as. a stockholder in Magnum ‘and he: 
gaid . the. Guild ‘“admittedly didn't ; 

a ‘care what my: ‘connection witti: the 
. “company. is; but. grabbed - nre’ be-.; 

: was. the ‘only - 
ground. ” He. ‘stated, ‘he -had -hired.; 

i 
: ee “Hollywood, “July VW. 

[Harvey Matofsky’ ‘Ss Title; Be a 
‘Lightstone: To Levit re 

! Harvey “Matofsky,. cleaving. Joe 
Levi ine’s: Embassy Pictures in-N. ¥.. 
for:Charles Schneer's. Mornimgside | 
Productions” (Columbia): in“ Lon- 
don,: starts Aug:1._ His title wil be 
ad-pub director. ~ 

‘Leonard, -Lightstone;: “éxhtittion | 

new- 
manager. 

Over Darwin Saga 
Robeit: Radnitz, .:who- last week ‘ 

checked” out. of his producer: berth 
at. -MGM - after. sixmonth 
during - which “he: was prepping at 
treatment ‘of Charlés| Darwin's. 
“Voyage. -of- The -Beagle,”’: reports., 
himself, ‘negotiating. elsewhere:: ; 

i. Prior to -hooking ’ ‘up’ with MG I 
six’ miorths -ago, Radnitz.-was- with 

Lootn: : where. ‘he * reined “Doz -of) 
Flanders” .and ‘ ‘Misty.”? - Radnitz; in: 

 Mifting: he “did™ hot: see -éye-to- “pve: 

‘| der: 
‘+ editor. Sara Hamilton, an Evelyn 

‘| Pain ‘appointee. as. Westerti : editor 
‘lof Photoplay, . eft: that. hag. and aor 

.[ eirculation.- 

tenur e 

By DORA. ALBERT 

; Hollywood, July 11. 

-only. took. over‘her job, but got: the 
: nod ta keep editorial eye on other | 
.Macfadden ‘acquisitions, “too, .in-. 

‘cluding. Pageant. Magazine. _Mean- |. 
while. Larry Thomas; former: Mo- 
tion Picture. managing: editor un- 

“Jack ' Podell, ’ became.. head’ 

‘Lou Larkin, ‘formerty - “freelance 
Writer - for several fan ‘books. -be- 
canie. western. editor. of Photoplay: 

_ under the new setup. * 

‘The shifting - of .. editorial chairs 
was duly reported in trade’ press,. 

Now Appears He Didn’ t Owe the’ Money Which h Got 
‘but most industry -people..are. still 

in the fan. industry, Motion. pic: 
-|:ture,- Modern: Screen, and Phato-. 
‘play are-in a fight. to ‘the- finish on- 

-Few ' people under- 
1) Stand the desperate: battle for sur-! 
yival “being ‘ fought bythe fan : 
Magazines. vs 

Office of one general, Ahe’s are 
“of the.big ‘publishers of. fan mags' 
Lis: “devoted: ‘to. facts and: ‘figures’ 
about- defeats . - and © -‘viclories. 
Tacked ‘to. a’ huge bulletin board4 
are: the fields of - ‘campaisin—the | 

{ mag covers: that - have | brought: 
past: es international - -sales Targe or smalt new. Sstand, Sales -as. 

‘case might. be. Nofed is-newsstand 
cire ulation: ‘for every cover. Cavers, 
in room; are“not only of; that pub- 
lisher’s: mags; the two ‘top rival; 
inags are- also represented by their 
«overs and sales figures. Any time 
he. wants. to. the general can study 

, COVETS,. ‘coverlines and .figures, and | 
then try’ to determine whether it 
Was “cover. pic’ or. coyerline. ‘that i 
brought . the results. Well- known : 
fact Is- that: feininine .stars’’.cover! 
pix ‘draw -better than. males.., 

.., Never Easy.Task — 
When circulations : drop; crises 
eome. and. ‘sometimes: heads. roll. 
A fan. ‘nag editor's job -is never 
'an’-easy. one. He. has. to please’ his. 
publisher and readers, and_-stilt not 
offend: studios: ‘and ‘stars to. point: 

: Where ‘they pull out: ads: 

persin ’ discussing “Metra. | ‘exit, and-in ad- hignly: respected | ‘institutions . ‘and 
fan’ .mag wrilerg§ got. red. carpet 

‘several writers -in- “the « ‘Tast.- four’-with..Sol C. ‘Siegel or: the project,” treatment: In, the’ early 1930s came 
"years, however: 
: Bash is currently. préparirig indie’ 
” ‘remake’ of the ‘Hedy: Lamarr film; 
oS Regtasye which -he ‘plans to-film | 

in Italy. or. AuSttia starting in: Tate 
-Sept.: He- .¢o-scripted. “with: Gusta¥ ; 

“; added: that. the: MGM production 
ehief was: “wonderfully .. ‘under-t 

:t ‘standing..He was great’ help: during! 
my. stay on the'‘lot aid we. “parted |’ 
on: _most’ amicable- terms.” 

Tt is understood dhat ‘the: real-j ruh: 

the.’ first. big. ‘crisis: Circ ulation of. 
some mags: ‘Was’ going -. down, -and 
I desperate. editors ran stories: Tike: 
“Is Shirtey :-Temple.. Really a Mid- 

- get?’ * Story. would prove she wasn't, 
i but _uinpleasant _ ‘headline implica-: 

: Machaty, who. wil direct. The. are _in situation. ..was...that’ ‘treatment : “tions: lingered in - ‘readers’ minds.” 
a seeking a M- year-old girl to essay: Radnitz. 

. lead. ° _ Sot 

0 FIST HALF: 2 MORE. 
“GET CODE’S SANCTION: 
production ‘Code Administration: 

LS ‘| around ., "130. years. ago, js almost’ might. énd up in print as woman] - 
okayed..130° feature films: in’ first “< with acmother fixation; with some 

‘| fancy. abnormal trimmings. Jf: she. 
"; Jnalf-of 1961, ‘oy 12 more. tian got: 
--the-nod ‘at the Same point last year.., 

‘Shurlock;.: Code: topper.. 
.. figures: ‘approval: for the: year. 
230-260: features” if: pace... of fret 
six. months continues. on 

Of: the’ 139°-so far- Seated. at 
‘:were shot abroad, 27. of . these | by 4 
American” Producers, * 

Lees 

sg Tokyo Cracks Down On: 

- Juve: Cinema’ Patrons. 
. “Tokyo. - July 4. 

“TPokye’ Metropolitan government ° 
. made. unlawful for: persons - “under ¢ 
48° to. attend: films. specified:-for |. 

“The -new. regulation |: 
> cealts: for violating exhibitors. to: be. 

vadults’, only;. 

:) fined! *. 
-.. Regulation. “also ‘warns thatch 
* “adults only" film-must not .be: 
_. shown.” with.’ unclassified pictute: 

7 big-scale ‘production... 
‘main yarn would. have - ‘ealled for: 

‘on. around 

$5.000,000- budget:. Metro -felt: that: 
{ it’ already Jiad-a- bli scale ‘seafaring 
dyarn . upcoming: - -rémake 
“Ntutiny ‘On ‘The Bounty” and that! 
‘one: such’tale was enough. .Paren-j 
i thetically. “Beagle,” wordt ten, 

in same era. of ‘history: as: “Bounty. 

US. LEGIT TROUPERS.- 
| FILMING IN ARGENTINA’ 
7 Rita’ Gam: ‘Viveca Lindfors: and: 

| Morgan Sierne -aré.-set for filmiza- : 
ition. of: Sartre’s. “No Exit,’ - now 
| betore the... cameras” din Buetios:! 
4 Aires. 4.5 3 fay: 

- Heetor Olivera. is: producing. for: 
Aires . Cinematografica: Argeiitina.- 
All. three players. are with: the + 

‘New York: ‘Repertory: Theatre tour 
of latin republics, under State Dept: 
subsidy. Heed . 

- JERRY. LEWIS. ON: GAWLOP: 

“pearances, today . (Wed.)-and tomor- : 
Tow at 27 RKO‘houses in the N.Y. 

‘proposed © for piblic- do- 

. according, 

“Jerry Lewis ‘making quickie ‘ap-- 

Some’ of’ top: fan..mag write rs ‘of. 
peri: ad were. “evidently: on OF. ‘near’ 
i psychoanals sts’ couches. , They! 
i wrote — 

part of netrotie writers. During 
this period - ‘if: 3° star: told inter-. 
viewer. she loved her mother,.- she 

+ adored her father. it was abvious!y, 
to Freudian- priented 

writers,-a clear case of..a- rampant. 

- Outsiders Tight now are com: 
_ pletely. befuddled by. game. of -:mu-: 

‘| si¢al. chairs. eurrently, being ‘played |: 
‘by ‘fan -mags..-‘When. Evetyn. Pain, |. 
former: editor -of | Photoplay;. atep-. 

2 ped. ‘out, Jack Podell, former editor |‘ 
.. fot. “Motion: .Picture.. Magazine,. not|.~: 

‘confused .ag to’ what it all means. | 
Basie meaning is that three biggies. , 

interviews attributing alll 
; kinds- of Freudian complexes to: 

of| ‘stars. Maybe it. was projection on 

{NBC Proposal (to FCC) Ré ‘Payola’ 

It’s Gold Dust 
_ London, July 11 

20th: Fox's production of 
7 “Satan ‘Never Sleeps,” star- 

‘ring. Wiliam Holden, Clifton 
-Webb and France Nuyen, ran- 

.- into a small dust-up at Metro's 
British. studius at Elstree. 

Some. 23 ‘electricians re- 
-fused -to start work. stating 

_ that the set — representing a 
.Chinese. village: was. “abnor: 
~mally.. dusty.” They resumed 
“work: after a few hours and, 
their claim for “abnormal con- 
ditions’” pas. will be referred 

to arbitration. - 
The makers claim that the 

dust was needed to actteve 
‘realism.. 

Stanley Warner's 
Spiffy 3d Quarter 
Stanley- Warner's. third: “quarter 

jprofit. more’ than doubied the net. 

dr re en ers ee 

reported -for the. like 1960 period. ; 
‘Latest tally, for period ending last 

_ | May. 27, showed profil of $938 600. 
yor. 46c per common. share. versie 
1 $454,300 (22c the share? notched in 
the: satire. "60 ‘period 

At. same..time: circuit: said) ts 
consolidated profil for the nine 
months also ended. ‘May 27 reached 
$2,285,500," or 30% smore than the 
(62.530.300 earned ‘in: the core- 
sponding - span ‘Jast “year Com 
pany’s: fiscal year runs from Sep 
tember to August. Thus: far. cur- 
rent. year’s. profit: runs to $1 62 per: 
Hi common Share. compared with 
j $1. 25) for last year's first nine 
months. 

. Report: noted that. theatre admi.-.- 
‘sions and concessions for the third. 
: quarter ‘totalled “$34,929, O00, 
‘pared to. $31.799.400. for 

voni- 

curre- 

; Spending "60 quar ter: 

“Jefferson Also’ Sanguine 
a ‘Beaumont, -Tex.. duly 1 

“) “Julius - -Gordon,. prez .of Jefter 
1 son: Amusement. Co.. which oper 
ates more than 40 theatres it the | 
state, -reported that. while attend. 

ance shows:a drop of 22 grasses 
‘fare running. “slightly highes than 

-At -one “time. fan .mags were! r g B ° ‘last: year.” : 

i ~ The: higher ‘income was altiib 
‘uted’ to «an iicrease in admis ten 
prices. throughout. ihe theat.e. op- 

terated by, the. circuit 
te een ee ep ee 

|FRISEO. NOT BUYING, 
~~ BOX LOOKS DOOMED 

. San. Francisco, July J! 
Any chance’ ihat. the cits of San 

Francisco would buy the. 4.657 
‘seat, 32-year-cld Fox Theatre the. 
year “apparently | evaporated fasts 
weekend It brought the threat that 
“Fox West Coast would immedsite- | 
ly raze the. ornate house 

- A proposal that.a $1,150.000 bond 
‘issue for thie Fox's purchase and - 
rehabilitation be put on the No. 
‘vember ballot was killed, 11-1. bs. 
a. vote’ of Mayor George © ‘hriste 
pher’s Bond Servening Comuuttee. 

1 Medipus . complex the star should composed’ of downtown busines 
have. ‘oulgrown: in childhood. 
‘Studio’. publicists; knew their! 

Freud better than: public did; tried | ficial hut highiy influential screen + Lee 
“to keep the: Freudian’ fan ‘writers 
Pawar. The bomb: that: threw press | 

eas yakents. into. their worst, defeat” in: 
‘years Was an interview. with. Tal- 

+ lidah Bankhead by Giadys Hall, 
published. in a jan mag and’ M idely 

| reprinted | by. national’) mags: be-: 

| men. ‘To get on the ballot a bar: a 
issue must go through the unof- 

ing: committee, the Board of Su 
pervisors. and the mayor, who ha» 
repeatediy™ ‘said ‘he opposes the 
‘purchase. The’ supervisors could 
overrule the ‘bond . BeTEENCLS, but 
it’s. unlikely. 

- Attack on the Fox bond ie 
-L cause. of its’ spicy contents - Story. was’ Jed. by hotel man Ben S- 
j-Ppurported . to. be. interview: with | who claimed a broker had once a ; 
‘| Talluiah In. which she. spoke her ‘fered. the theatre to him for as lit 
‘mind on love ‘and sex. One studio] tle as $550,000—Fox West Coast vice Hargld Rand 

AMAIN GP, __ Devil Une to MPAA 
Waoshington, Julvw Ji, 

The eight major Hollywood 
‘|studios have attacked NBC's pro- 
tposal for getting theatrical film 
‘producers off the hook of Fed- 
‘eral Communications Commis- 
Sion’s ptoposed  anti-payola plug- 
ola rwemaking 

In Jatest brief filed with FCC oa 
the matter, the MPAA member 

2¢ComMpanies urged the Commission 
jto stick to then proposal for flat 
Pexemption ot theatrical film pro- 
i: aucers fram the proposed payola 
Ftestiichions The brief. prepared 
| by thé Washington law firm of 
jlales, Wollenberg & Bader, was 
ia form of reply comments te the 

hiniaal filmes made twa" weeks 
ago 

NBC suggested that Bee eliumt- 
nate proposal fo1 apptti inst pavola- 

* plugola- disclosure requirements on 
 Mheatricat films made afte: Sept. 
113, 1960) Bat as a second chuoiwe, 
lite web urged lansgage whicit 
would make the requirements ap- 

| Yohae able only te films shown oa 
t-owithin: tuo Vears afler iottial 
threat i ical extubition 
‘The MPAA href asserted NBU's 

Jpruposat “eannot be sustatie d con 
the basis of law onsteason ” The 
teo-vert standard. was) described 
as “arbitrary” and) the specsfie 
‘linguage proposed tr NBC wm oan 
exercise in absurdity ” 

The studios want it spelled ost 
nucgunorcally be FCC that there 

stheatuical filoa production. activa 
‘ties aire outside the seepe of the 
Commission's anti. p. nala rules 

PRESS AGENT PARTNERS 
DIE BY SUFFOCATION 

Detroit, Jabs FI 
Jo Corneil and Peter 

Pisses, partnered ino a tile public. 
its avenes bewsne thes mane, 

“sutfocated eaihy last) Frrday <4) 
when fie swept fhe Defra apart- 
ment the: shared Ther latest 

Jsunt. far Cart Foreman s “Gans of 
Navarone” «Colo wound up only 
the dav hefore Cause of the fire 
wase't) defernsined early 

. Copel was aze 400 Prass 38. 
Boil are survived by thet parents, 

AMERICA CORP. IN 
ALL-TIME HIGH NET 

Consohidaied net oof America 
Corp fot dust swwomomths of 1961 
reached ap eadimate d albirnue bach 
of Sidsir9 or Qe a ec eateaes om 
Share ost! SATS TIL, oF Tie a 
ehate for the same 1960) period, 

according fa a report issued thes 
week ps Cordat KR Geeenieidd, 
| preys 

Net saies for 

Wilham 

one @: 

the fiast hialf of 
the year reached “an estimated 
recnd of = $16.936 133 astatist 

© $15 640499 for the ‘corresponding 
1990 half 
Amen s Saibsid- inclade Pawnee 

i Labs. Vievisa Weta! Producés, 
T Part: woulh sOhies Gas Co and 
Mineral Becaiaces tne PE recent’ y 
arquiaed ad additiansl 64019 

{share » Of Upsersl  Saeriean, 
praising ws holdings to abewt 16° 
af the out-tanding share 

In June Steerica becsnie tie 
Jurgest) staugie sfackbaide: ra Be: 

pablic Pictures Catz thoangis fie 
par chia: e Of 265420 0 common 

ares Pea ween. aso, im t bf, 
Repti Cly ef duos the Ney. 

: York operation of if. seid, © as: 
cahidated Ploy Labs ba-ed in Pest 

} 

t 

ar | t's understood $3.48 

" Arsertoa oexee felt that Pate 

erated OLy Ices the Cast conet toz, 

ivcth Con-olidated and Pati apes 

ahions on the coael ceritieapag 

‘Mamula (Campbell-Ewald) 
New Par Publicity Mgr. 

Nichola: Mamuta moves a ty 
Paramount ay publica spanagec 

who's leasing 
a. uf. the period. is Supposed: to | had: proposed to sell for $1.050 009 ra, of Aur ft to set up bla oan pe. 
‘have -Said, “But. we aluays felt. so !last month. 
Sale.when Tallu gave an intervies as 
Almost everything she : said was Tor. new convention fac ities than ‘Campbell- E sald ad PORTS , 

-’ and. that’ minors’: may: not ‘attend ‘area “for: ‘saturation; of | his. “Ladies. ~uhprintable.” 
ne “pix: ‘which , have’ not~ been’ passed ! 

~. by the ‘Japan Motion, Picture Ethics | ° 
Commission... 

Man”. (Par) “preem, ° 
Comic! “skied: sin. “last. 

night. 

3 The unprintable pririted | inter.) the. Fox Theatre,”. said the sereer. ‘ates for PDasid €) See vital 

(Tues. | ; View set off.a whole set of Tepet-|ing committee's chairman, banker } 
(Continued on pase 22) 

“I would rather spend $5,000 non! 

» buy a. broken-down. old horse lke! 

derd F, Sullivan dr. 
jake put 

i Paka we Maat; batan 

Manutla vitelwag frou tie 
Prec. 

oush Was eastern pralsaesds omg ate 
and 

in a hitelh wea Usted 
Artists. 



6 FILM REVIEWS | Wedacsday, Jaly 12, ‘yoo. 

Franeis Of Assisi. 
(€"SCOPE-COLOR) 

Restraint and gecd taste. And 
ecmpelling pic for. students of 
religion. But plodding and 
talky. 

Holiywcod, July 6. 
Twuentreth Fex vele.-e of Biato. A. 

Bkesres production Sters Pradferd Dill 
yoo. Delores Hari. Stuart Whitman. Di 
yected be "Mehavek Curt 2 Sevag nplas . 
Envene Vale. tames  Fossvth Jack 
Tremas beset cn uesei by Lows de 
Wohi, camera (De hist, Prero Portasupa: 
editoz. Lows Ko Locffter, music, Maro 
Ne Comskere ones!) Gueetar Offasio G,po. 
hewened ot athe. day b ‘Ai Rumeeng 
tame. 105 MINS. ‘ 

Francis Bradfard Dillman: 
Clare Dolores ‘tfeit 
Paole Suart Whitman 
Sultan Pedro Armendanys, 
Carinali Hugelineg (ecl hetliway 
Fuetig Ftuard Franz 
Aunt Buena Athene, Sevier 
Fope Finlay Cprnrie 

Neasan Johns 
Russell Napier 

tohn Welch 
Harold Goldblatt 

Edith Sharpe 
tack Lambert 

Giver Johnston 
Malcoim Keen 
Fri Mapes nd 

E-c’rer Suriper 
Brother Efsas 
Canon Callanes 
Bernard 
Donna Pica 
&eeh 
Fither Liven 
Bishop (auido 
Saracen Gor] 
Toma . Manuela Ballard 
Elfrida Jole “Mauro 
Regina Cu. Hof 
Farars Piul Muller. John Karke en, 

Pavid Maunsell! fey Us Elias. Cart: 
Lowens, Renz Wahler Maslow 

Care, 

eapence 

"Taste, 

siderable re portedly 
$3.00. GOO! went into ‘the making ! 

a . at “rrercis 

tional film that is bound to he a 7 
favorite with stedents of religion, 
ecrccally Catholics. But, 
ce. me. Nay spout of view, 

mercial mstability. 
sustained diamatic friction and a 

reluctance to grapple with con-, 
flicts and climaxes in visual terms 
results anooan aura of absotut- 
serenity and ai characteristic of ' 
ponderous verbouty that may. be. 
thue in spirit, tone ard tempo to! 
the tale of supreme devotion bhe-— 
ing told, but is wnlkelv to prove ; 
tufficiently palatable to modern - 
audience tastes. . 

The Eugene Vale-Jdames Forsyth- 
Jack Themes sercenplayv, based ani 
ao novel by Louis de Woltl, is. re- 
markahly akin in event and cir- 
cumstance ta “Pen-Hur” There és 
a scene in a leper colony. There is - 
a rivalry between the hero and an: 
Jiehgious comrade, who turns 
enemys. Fhere is a desert rendez-} 
vous With a sultan. There are other } 
similarities, too, but no chariot! 
aace. There is precious little. ac- 
thon, 

desperateiy needs, 

Bradford Dillman essays the title 
role. There is an opening burst ot 
pageantry as the story follows -him * 

mnte routhful combat. But he is 
promptly lured away into ‘the 
service of God by a heavenly vaice. 
and the balance of the picture 
describes’ his hardships as the de- 
Yeut, bumble and inspirational 
Jeader of a small new 
eider, the Franciscans, that) ¢an- 
wot easily atch its taunder’s 
Vicid tenets as at begins to grow 
and) prosper. 

Within gs tramewerk: a Teve, 
stery unfelds imolving Diilimain: i 
Delores Hart, dcughter of an aris- 
tavratic tapulvy whose love Jeads 
her to fotlow: Diliman into. the | 
chock. and Stuart Whitman a. 
neblesuan - warr.er whose 
qiuited love for Miss Hart fosters 
a natred tor Diliman thet expires 
cply when the latter is dving.. 

Michael Curtiz direction and the j 
Tlaving of the principals Teave 
semething to be desired. 
cf several enlightering and touch- j 
fing scenes, Curtis direction has a 
tendency to repetition 
in the romantic byplaye and, at, 
least in ane respect -the heavenls | 

yoe? lacks subtlety or pmagina- 
tion, The matter-ef-tact method by | 
winch mystical heavenly calb is con- , 
xeyed dees not register with” the | 
:¢equired impact. It might better j 
have been illustrated by suggestion - 
‘or extveme visual Measures acconl- 
framed by a. protound silence. a 
technique more favorably suited to; 
the disposition of a more sophisti-} 
cated filmgcer. 

Dillman’s portrayal of Francis : 
Tacks the depth or variety to sus- 

tam mterest. The character ‘may 
be a disappointment to those who. 
have found fascination in the cele- 
brated, but shadowy, saint of As-4 
s15. Whitman cannot do @ great 
Geal with his rather nebulous char- : 
actelization, nor can the pretty: 
Miss Hart with hers. Fairly vivid 
surporting impressions are made 

tm Eduard Franz, 

weooand Mervyn Johns, Others 

amt are Athene Sevier. 

cP OE, 

wint and ¢on-: 

from a’ 
the’ 

Plato A. Skouras production. tor! 
20th-Fox appears dc-tined tor com- : 

The absence of : 

a change of pace the films 

Cathiolte - 

untes: 

Outside ; 

a: 

-especkills i 

Pedro Armen- 

| Goldblatt. Balance of the cast is- 
: satisfactory. 

’ Cameraman Piero Portalupi has 
failed, more than likely owing to - 
somewhat uncertain leadership, to 
take advantage of several drama- 
tic Gpportunities For 
there is a sequence in which 
pair 

and are.calined by him that doesn't 

a 

exuniple, newer 

of ocelots attack St.- Francis‘ 

came across’ with punch. largely 
hecause the camera rather studi- 
ousiy avoids the: incident. This is 
obviou-ly a difficult problem 
overcome,’ but nevertheless ‘cries 

‘ta. 

timed. on . a: ‘limited - production ].- _ Alakazam The Great. 
Il scate by the experienced .program-}.”., ‘ (Japanese) - . 
‘mers at Robert, L. Lippert’s APL] » {COLOR-SONGS).- 
shop.. The Richard. Maibaum -pro- mo 
duction is. an: ‘adequate: lower ‘berth |’: Pleasant. Japanese cartoon. teas. 
‘candidate. but,. except: widely | --ture about an ‘arrogant. little 
scattered situations’ patronized: by |. monkey who -learns ‘humility... 

‘action. buffs known - to ‘walk a mile! the. hard: way. : : Brightly re- | 

_TOLLYISION REVIEW | 
Second « ‘ity Revue 7 f 

Canad ean 
tees: OL 

*Telemeter  presenta- 
intimate show from Citi- 

cane. Ww ith - Howard Alk,’ Alan ‘for. -cine-maiters -martial, -the’ 20th | - edited, dubbed ‘and seored for: we 
Arizin, “‘Serern Dardin::. Andreu: Fox release hasn't the strength, ; the: US.- "market, Good Deep. 
Duncans - Barbara Harris, . Mina - importarice. ‘appeal - -or ‘elarit” to-). “Prospects, v3 me 

“Kolb, Paul, Saud, Engere: Travb- cally. ére aaa ties: staunchest Anierican ‘Int a a) Pictures . ree’ 
nich. Diréceted by | Ww itliam Graham.” rom ,a .boxoltice. standpoin teat ernation ictures 
Fee, $1.50. - ‘is the name of Audie ‘Murphy’ atop” \@'son" ig aa Shathats =: 

for the theatrical SEVAY that makes: 
a stirring film. Louis R. Loeffler’s 
editing. too, Jacks the requ.red ex- 
citement: at. critical points.. 
There 1s a tedious . repetition 

about Mario. Nascimbene’s score 
that contradicts its melodie beauty 
and distils its: dramatic -impact. 
Edward Carrere’s artwork 

_and ‘gdérnered ‘mediocre. results. | ‘program, _picture.. 
‘On. tzpe the. 90-mins..session ran that. 

‘in. 

locales. native to the story, inter-. 
iors in Rome? is excellent, especial- 
Ivy in its incorporation of Giotto 
frescos, beautifully Jensed by 
Portalupi behind the main titles. 
Nino Navarese’s costumes lend a> 
splash of color to the. pageantry. 

Tube. 

oe 

Mary Had: A Little 
(BRITISH) 

wot ee me, 

‘ Lower case farce eoncerning. 
a wager that. hypnotic - -sugges- 
tion during prenancy cannot 
produce a model infant. Preg- 
nant idea, miscarries. 

Hollywood, June-16. | - 
United = Artists ‘release. of: 

Fowler produciaun, No ‘star credits, Di- 
rected) by Eddie Buszell.. Screenplay. 
Robert E. Kent, Jameson Brewer, from - 
the play by Arthar Herzoz - Jr., 1. 

z:and Muttel. Herman: camera. Desmon#l 

| 

‘George . 

Rosen , the. Jatter | bearded), 

! . Dickinson; éditor.. Rernard Gribble; art: 
; director, John Blezard. : Réviewed = at 
Vogue Thestye, June 16, ‘6I.: Running 
‘me. 83 MINS; ae 

tMary Kirk’ °  ..... Agnes Laurent - 
- Dr... Malcolm Nettel .. ‘John Bentley 
Scott Ravmond —.-..... Jack Watling. 
Laurel. Clive 

! fully Shavely 
: Duchess of ‘Addlecombe 

. . Hezel Court { 
- John Maxinv.-: 

Rose Alba | 

“climbing. -A lampoon of. _ Shake-; Bing-like casual ness that has.! 

‘ pacity. of - 120. selling ‘sandwiches, ' troduces” Alejandro Rey,. a-capable. 

. Anite Patricia Marmont? 
i Pottle se abeees Huel Howlett . 
3 Dr Liversidge. ........66 ‘Trevor. Reid 
:Hunter ww eee nae . Michael” Ward... 
i Taxi- Driver ..:........ Charles BK vnor , 
» Grimmiech. 20.0... .20000, Sidney Vivian? 
Hawkes eee w eer cuaaene Mark -Hardy 
Tige | -teeeeseeecs. Michzel Madden 
Ist Woman see ence e Margaret Bw] 
2nd Weman .....2.. 2.0 e “¥vonne Ball 
Park Keeper ........ ‘Raymond - Ray | 
Watkins  —so nc neue Clifford |‘ Mollisen 

1 Esther seca eae Saees ‘Frances Bennett ‘ 
pS APMeN we ewe eee * Vineent. Hareing ! 
Fitchett + ta ee ‘ohn Cazabon ; 
Shakespeare ......... Tony Thawnton': 
Police Sergeant ........ ‘Terry Seott! 
ist Interne - 
2nd Inteane 

, ——-— 

The knack ‘for light, farce coin- 

edy. for -v hich. British filmmakers . 
‘ piano. No sets or props were used | Kenneth Peach, editor Jodie Cope-. hare: come to he renowned | in Tes 

“Mary Had A Little.” Some of-the 
-axs and situations: are so creaky 
that one. exper‘ences at intervals! 
the sensation thet, he ‘is observing ! 

late show. Director . is the. 
ican, Eddie Buzzell: 

Primary _assest’ -af. the ‘George 
Fowler production are its. exploit- 

Amer: 

ome 

-enve in its catt of a. young lady 
‘named Agnes Laurent. whose’ at- 
i titude and endowments are rough- 
“Ty similar to Unose: of. one Brigiite 
Bardot. Since sex figures to. be the ze 

cent times, is. searcely - é } evident” in and some. didn’t. The’ four-camera. 

John Romane . 
Stephen . ‘John | 

an old English film on. a ty late-|- 

‘at: $1. 25 inserted. in the. -coin-box.. 

nese. restaurant,’ 

travesty. and’ ‘other sketches’ are’ ' persuasive: as the cénter.of the | 

- soft drinks and coffee and - charg-' young ‘actor,.as-the gyerrilla lead- 
Ang $1:50. admission. 

Sand and -Eugene’ Troébnick. ‘The.| 274° Ivan’ Dixon. 

: the cast. . tures voices .’of: Frankie Avalon, 
i Stevens, Jonathan Winters, Arnold Stang, 

‘Toronto. July 11. i There are- indications. ‘that. pro: :* crling Hollaway, Screenplay, Lou Ruso 
‘Presented. ‘for: an. ‘audience. that. ducer Maibaum, who. penned: the’ 

largely. Wasn't there, Trans-Canada screenplay. with: Willard Willing-”. 
Telemcter ill-advisedly put on’ the: ham: 
sophisticated “Second City -Rev- something deeper,: something . more jin, 

enue” from a. tiny. Chicago. nitery , dimensional, than the average. “Bt se. te Dé . ; 

“But it. appears ‘Sir, Quigley Broken ‘Botton. 

— = 

-dinator, Al Simms, Previewed. July, VA 61... 
Nw ¥. Running -time, $4 MINS.” 
” “za 

‘in ‘trimming his film to. a. 
snug. "83. minutes, he. had to. make. * 

compromises - detrimentat to ‘ne 
s aim: -The . picture | ‘is: overcrowde 

LW at. ee ‘000 of is user with complicated characters. wad- |. 

holiday-séeking ‘abroad, this: 198 through complicated emotional act. ‘other. than Disney’s): suitable .-. 
barbed revue obviously: ran’ into | problems. Given wider’ dramatic’ "for the moppet trade; this-brightly’ 
tune-in trouble ‘but should have | Jatitude and longer.‘running, time. reedited, dubbed and scored. Japan- ari “audience. impact’ if ‘repeated  Maibaum. might. have: béen able to j | ese Cartoon feature should do quite |. 
in the {all.- . make Something. of: them. But | [nicely at the summer b.o. Story is 

“- under: the. circumstances,: it” would.:an -oriental- fair: tal f 
Put it. down to the dubious ‘show- have. been: wiser to ‘focus on. the | appeal—about ‘an eeaen law 

manship of .. Jean, Dalrymple, ! principals: “heighten the suspense, monkey who learns humility the.’ 
executive ‘producer, -and Leslie ° concentrate. on action, and elimi-} hard -way.. Since ‘almost all .-the 
.Winik, . program. director,: “Frans- “nate | ‘somé of the’ undernourished ' characters: ‘Possess at least a couple: 
‘Canada’. Telemeter: Also put the; secondary. melodrama, Simplicity. lof magicial ‘powers, it’s. fantasy of 
i blame.on-Toronto’s administrative: is ‘simply a must ina film of this: ‘the. kind (of extraordinaty propor< - 
staff’ which’ -holds:. the. Canadian ‘ nature. : “+tions best handled by: imaginative” 
franchise and ‘should: Have better | : Plot. has Murphy, a * oivilian: ad: animators." - 
| known the local suburban market. ! ‘ venturer, rescuing a.‘ group _ of | 
For ‘this subtle: revue, natural audi- i 

‘ Americans -and supplying arms ‘to.. 
ence is currently. out-of-town, | puer ‘rilla fighters in. the Philippine 
Sharply: ‘Satirizing Biblical, poli- | sector during Japanese’ World 

‘tical and entertainment events, ‘the ,War-II occupation of the: islands.'! 
two: women and six, men - {two of Within, this framework, several ro-.I. 

-‘mimed’ and! mantic stories unravel, central. oné:, 
dialogued *: ‘their way ‘through 16: implicating Murphy, his: wife and!) 
‘honed sketches aimed at: ‘sophisti- ‘a guerrilla leader. — 
cates. All .the players are ‘ gradu- 

ee a ey 

‘Arnold Stang. 
bee leis “Sterling Holloway - 

ABaglish: Dubbed). ae 

three nights ‘July 6-81: at 9 p.m. 

-. Considering: ‘the ‘dearth: of “prod. 

that is attractive even to the adult © 
eye. Producer | Lou :-Rusoff’s En- | 

t lish version also has-bounce of its. 
own, withthe voices of. ‘Frankie .. 
Avalon and. Dodie: Stevens singing 

;a- courle of jaunty—if not memor-- 
: ' able—Les. Baxter tunes, and. Jona-. 

--Murphy brings: his. ‘usual. a author! ‘than .Winters 
ates.of the U. of Chicago and are . ity to the pivotal. character. Gary. | providing the yard ya old (Sta ng. 
irreverent ‘in attitude, : Crosby’, is effectively. businesslike ' the supporting characters... 

Zariy - skits. ‘dealt: with foothall : ‘as his ‘“4Il- fated -secomplice, happily-| ters is. eee rtadly.: ‘good. when: sound- 
and. commercial ‘jingles, mountain: subduing. some. of.. the : practiced ling. off. as Sir Quigley Broken-Bot- 

tom, a. large, “fat gluttonous. pig 
‘seeped into most of his ‘film work iwho'll eat. almost anything, exe 
in the: Past. ‘Dolores. Michaels. -is - cepting; of. course, ham.”’.... .. 

Picaresque tale opens: ‘with. Ala=- 
the ménu of.a.Chicago .setup, ¢a- ‘battlefield. triangle. The. film- “in- | kazam ‘being: Named - ‘king of .the 

[ittie: more. than ‘somewhat * big-— 
- er. Prominent inthe. large support: | headed. . He tricks. -Merlin.. the.” 

‘Making their’ Telemeter. “debut “ing cast are. Marjorie Stapp, Barry |; magician: into Tevealing all- his .ma--: 

speure. : ‘social climbers: in . a. :Chi- ° 
a: Noah's. Ark ' 

were Howard: Alk,’ Alan. ‘Arkin, | Atwater. E. J. Andre; Dale Ishi-| gic, and. then sets: out to conquer... 
Severn Darden, -Andrew :Duncan, | moto. : ‘Lillian Bronson. Miriam €o- | the world. : For this: arrogance, the - 
Barbara’ Harris, Mina Kolb, Paul | lon. Pilar. Seurat,, ‘William Mims: local. hurnan. king sentences. the | 

-; | monkey. to. make.:a long pilgrimage 

director was William Graham: the} | Director Herbert. Coleman: has 
producer, was.’ Barnard Sahlins: whipped up ‘some brisk” ‘combat. 
musi¢ by .W illiam’. Mathieu ‘at the:.stuff, with the. aid of’ cameraman. 

“It's ~these. misadventures: 
:comprise the bulk of. the film and: . 
| Provide . it with’ the. kind’ of: suré. .. 
prises:-and ‘suspense ‘ which. don't. 
permit. the small fry time :to. be-. 
come restless... 

Jan. art. director: John ‘Mansbridge. | 
sound man Frank Mc Whorter. and" 

and: some of the sketches ‘came off | 
j work Was - okay, . with | long-shots composer. Sonny Burke. ° Tube. The .color (Pathe) print viewed: ee 

and. close-up .of the principals, plus : by this review ’ rece 
the intimacy of the coffee-drinking, Affaire Nina RB - . | quality, put, Weoduen Seoeree ‘that 
‘customers... 0 : . (Phe Affair Nina B)’. ‘| corrections.now. being. matte for.the™ 

This VARIETY © reviewer was al. » (GERMAN-FRENCH) - Telease Prints, Arby. 
"guest of. a couple and their’ teenage’ 
‘ dauchter. Family has. had its pay-1 

-Canada-Telemeter.ssme 18-months } 
; ably suggestive ttle and the ‘pres- 

‘ filu’s. principal boxoffice bait. Miss:, 
Laurent should prove a hanev ture 

:  Paris,- - July 4: 
. Cinedis release .. of FilmSonor-Cineal-: 
lance production... Stars “Nadja ‘Tiler, 

i ‘Pierre Grasseur: . features Walter Gitter. ]-. 
Jaccues. Dacqmine, Maria Meriko,” Jose- |. — 
‘Luis:. Villalonga. .Directed ‘by Robert |- 

Maj jeres. Enganadas. 
(Deceived Womten)..’ 

(MEXICAN). . 

tviset since the inception: of Trans-; 

aso, They skipped: Menotti's “The | s - 
“Consul” and Ibsen's ‘Hedda Gab- | cemak rem navel by Se Marie Sipmel |.” peincanse, weenie, Clt¥e. July 4. 
ter.” believing them too: highbrow; camera: » iene elber: editor. Henri | Pal gulas | Nac onales release of ee med 
"nor did - ‘they catch Carol, ‘Chan- | 100 MINS. arjs,. Paris. Running times |, Arenas, . Luz --Maria. Aguilar, Marina "— 

i ning’ s.“Show Girl.”". - {Nina B.., "Nadja ‘Tiler | Camacho: features Cesar gel Meeree a 
1° But however good the- individual Peirera ae rae iter caller Garces. Directed. by Fernando:. “Mendez. 
work: of participants in: “Second ! Zorn fteresy en recs. Taegu Dacamine Fernand Ae der eee ste eee ~ 

City. Revue,” Trans-Canada, Tele- Kurt * TIES: "deserts “Sins Romana;.camera,; Rosalic Solano: music, — 
to have around. But the Spai seness | 
of humor ‘in the United Artists -re- 
lease should relegate it to the hind. 
half of twin hills. 

The screenplay. penned by Rob- 
‘ert EL Kent and Jameson. Brewer... 
:stems irom the play by Arthur j 
Herzog Jr.. L: Rosen -and Muriel | 
Herman, 

‘absurd, but- sutfici ently pregnant’ 
‘premise for: witty exploration in: 
{ the idea of a wager between a pro- 
© ducer 

model baby. The’ subject chosen. 
lis Miss. Laurent, who actually is: 
) not pregnant at. all, but is labor-- 
ing in cahoots ‘with the producer. ' 
Thé -lady, however, procceds. to: 

| fall in love with the doctor, ruin-: 
1 ing the seheme but leading to sev- 
eral sequences in which the prin-; 

‘cipals take turns hiding under so- | at APL studios, July 5, ‘61.’Running time, . 
fas'and in bedrooms, ‘and falling! 83 M ‘Benson ° 
under’ hypnolti¢ ‘spells. 

> oA jovial performance by. Jack . Julio Fontana 
Watling as. the. producer is -re- 

. reason. a 

which is founded. on an} 
be. 

qo. 

and a psychiatrist that .the |- 
’ latter cannot, via hypnotic sugges- | 
tion, bring about the birth of aj 

t ert Coleman. Screenplay, Maibaum, \Wil-' 
' 

; 

s Rerale ca 3 
exico: “ity. unning time, 90 MINS... .°. 

Sleek and familiar nielodram is |. vt 

ytouched up: by: ‘skullduggery. asrects | J: 
7 of. ex-Nazis- ‘become -big ‘industrial: : 

Battie: At Bloody Bexeh | ists. ‘Otherwise, this looms mainty } the " Meéxican, capital; -where ~ un-- 
(C’SCOPE). | “ ta local item with some playoff pos- wary senoritas with artistic aspiras 

‘|sibilities on its deft action” and! tions for. theatre, television,’ pic-". : 
‘Action meller describing a res: - | movement. Art chances are out. 4 tures: ‘and. modeling ‘careers, ..as 
cue operation in:  Japanese-oc- q AC virysterjous opportunist gets :: 
cupied. Philippines’ during ithe upper hand in.a.big develop- 
World ‘War HI. Bites'off more {ment _ plan’ for underdeveloped ; 4F@ . victimized - by “unscrupulous: 
than it ean chew dramatically, countries by getting.the goods on characters. : These latter. are shown 

-but satisfactory: ‘for. ‘Jower-. | past Nazi activities of the directors | Préying: an. and perverting naive - 
berthing.” ; tof, a big engineering. firm in West. " young. ladies." 

: . \Germany.. But his wife hates him’. ‘While the’ daily’ press here. has. 
; Hollywood. July 5. --and takes up with his chauffeur. | fecounted ‘gimmicks. of . tricksters: 

Twentieth Fox release af ‘Richard "Mai: l. 
baum production. Stars. Audie ‘Muiphy.'|. ' Acting is broad in keeping ters. | 

meter missed the bus by present-| 
elf cht. of t ine it. in. the- h he holiday }. 

“Me Stay. ae 

' Picture’ is “billed ‘as a’ ‘reel: por- 

; living: in’ office or retail store posts, 

giving: ‘documentary treatmént. and - 
‘stresses . sensational * -aspects .as 
three. chief interpreters, including .. 

‘ Rosita . Arenas .- ‘(appearing 
thinly’. disguised version. of: what -. 

Gary. Crosby. -Dolores_ Michaels: intro-!the one-dimensional . characters. 
‘duces Alejandro Rey. Directed by Herb- , : Director Robert: Siodmak has given: | 
lard Willingham: camera. Kenneth Peach: ! this | a: glossy: finish. ‘Technical! 
editor, Jodie Copelan; art director, John ! ‘credits. are okay: but this. eoproduc-. 

: Mansbridge; music. Sonny. Burke; ‘sound, | 
: Frank |. MeWhorter; :- assistant. directors, | tion, Jocaled in. Germany, was 
Chico Day, George ‘Batcheller.. Reviewed | filmed . mainly ‘in. France. because ‘| occurred to her: in: real life): fall. 

.of the availability of actors; which j “into: shares, of the. calculating: Nile. ns 

Audie Murphy: also ives it a somewhat ambi ti. ‘Jains. o 
“ Deleres Michels ous cual . “Mosk. | “although: laid for, the’ miost part! 

Alejandra Rey: ey lin: ‘Acapulco, photography: does not: 
‘contribute much -to . this picture. 

. Marty Sackler... 
“Ruth Benson 

- Caroline Pelham’ ......-- Marjorie : Stapp 
s Atw ter] ‘sponsible for ‘most of- what. fun Dr Van-Bart ~. weceines: * gta andre | Lost. to Thundering Herd: _ | Which has. a tendency. to «lag. and... 

there .is. The other. principals— ' Plance. - sce ly Aghimoto |. ?. Melville,. Sask., July 11. "+ stumble along at ‘times.. “te ron he | 
Hazel Court. John Bentley. Jolin’ Nanni. I .. Miriam : Colon ‘ The first house in Melville. The “A ‘Sensational .one for -nabe 
Maxim, 

; under. Eddie Buzzell’s capable di- i Timmy. Thompson ~.. 
Gan. Cecil KeNaway, Finlay Cur- ; rection. The various. behind-the: | Japanese Ltentenant -. 

scenes arts: and crafis .are .dis-:! 
conpetent and ‘noteworthy in sup-1 patched with ample skill: “Mary |. 

Russell Had A Little,” but not enough. 
Jena Welsh and Haroid | . -Fube.' 

Rose Alba. and ‘Patricia: Camota 
Marmount—participate creditably |: Tiker. ‘Blair 

routine. entry: in the . war-action | when: the: Roxy, since: closed, was | “Advise and - “Consent,” me 

- Pilar Seurat- Pi ineess; is being. converted: to 2 houses, cand - ‘possibly’ for ‘Latin’ 
'Keevér Lak deeceee ~~: William Dixon j j Six-lane’ bowling Spot, with a ‘Sep-. American . exploitation.’ where the. 

-tepees | Kevin Brodie b ning. planned. —°_— Situation depicted is kriown. me 
rs. Thompson «eae: Sard Anderson tember. opening: planne : Ei i 

ve ‘Lioyd Kino. Built-in. 1912, the theatre has | a mi 
|. been: closed’ in recent years. it-was- 

“Battle. At ‘Bloody Beach”: is'a ithe. city’s. only. ‘theatre until. 1946 | 
_ Sarting , 

| melodrama gen Fe, “competently | built.” _ |September, 

Dodie — me, 

‘Osamu. Tezuka, ‘Lee: Kresel; . editor, Sale Tere ns 
. i Music; .Les: ‘Baxters. camera ow 

“Acrvesto” ‘Otsuka. Komet (°°. ° 
aspired to -come “up with’ Ishikawa, ‘Keni Sugiyama; music coors. : 

| Frorikie Avalon ey 
Dodie Stevens. 

‘Johnathan - Winters” 7 

“The Toei animators. are imaginas i ote 
tive,-and while the. pictorial style is 7 
j hardly. avant-garde, there ‘is :much °:.-- 

‘Win-. -. 

animals, and thereby ‘becoming a‘. °.: 

{to learn’ the moral facts -of life. ::- 
“which — 

At Orfeon Thestre, mts ” 

tr aya] of ‘real life’ occurrences - in. 

‘well as. those: ‘seeking - ‘to: earn. a” 

time and. time again, film fails in ~ - 

in! a: 

* Henry Fonda firmed. ‘for A's uo 



".. Christian Kruger. aus 

os , ‘editing ‘tad. been. ‘going. on: ip to. 

=, secreening ‘time. - Andon’ the--first . 

nyt” the maximum. impact. 

ae prey. 
-. .° gaered it” may ‘be; for the sake of | 

a making ‘a fast’ buck: - It. is,.in: same’ 

“oo  prayers are. immediately. answered, : 

ve from its-site.in the.centre of ‘the’ 

“ers, afd: planted: on ‘an ‘island a! 
vi: few miles away. 
“ ‘gensation. of” course, 

he, “pile into” a profitable. mecca: for! 

: "the ‘most powerful. ‘feature: of the 

well “have been. made: by ‘a more: 

up harmless young. couples and, re-- 
“tmarkably: enottgh, one’ of the’ in-- 

| _Wednesiay, Sty 12, 1961 
> yet 

- eviews Fre rom ‘Berlin Fest | 
aad aA RRS ae sae 

lack:‘conviction: sActing® “As: hot. bad | 
and: the. lensing ‘good. _ 

But: direction arid script are. toa. 

-AGERMAN) © 
‘Berlin, July: 4: “f 

‘Ula Film ‘Harisa’ ‘release of a Bernhard 
7 /-Wicki. production. -Stars: Horst ‘Bollmatin: | rimitiv: te make this .a “memor- 

'? @ reign distribution through Transocean P. @: {0° 
-able entry, . 
has been exaggerated’ to the extent - 
‘that’ At’ ‘ereates involuntary Taugh-- 

Films, Berlin).: Directed by Wicki. Screen- 
lay..Heinz Pauck:.and Wicki, from novel: 

. bY Bruce Marshall; : camera; Klaus~ won 
Radtenfeld and Gerd: von Bonin; editor. 

Cart: ‘Otto. Rartai music, Hans Martin: .. ter. Hans.. . 
°: Majewski Berlin’ Film Fest,: July: 3, oo . _ ely ute 
f Bunsing time 122 ‘MIN S-. 41 | ; _ . OT nome 

ater alachias.......<.. ors! olimann } | “ ete 
: De. Erwan. ‘Glass eae Richard lanch | | "14,000 W. dtriesnes:. 
'. Helga lass: scans ristiane 1elsen 
. Rudol _Reuschel_ a seat :Gunter. Pfitzmann J" (NATIONALIST: CHINA) © 
-.Gussy . oe Be gitte. Grothum | 

rin Moorbach be , Nelly * Moorbach ee ee 
’-Pinkas. Braun? 

“Berlin, ‘July 4. 
Overseas ‘Chinese. Film Co. production. , 

Bishop “Kart Ehrhardt. . Hao, .Chan. Fen nae .. < g-hsia, Hsieh. 'I- 
. Canon. ‘Kieinrath ” epee. Kurt ‘Lauermann ching, Weil. Ping-ao, Lei: Ming. Directed‘ 
nt iby: Wang’ Hog: Screenplay, © Pan. Rai. 

U - i -camera,-Hwa Hwei-yin; music. Chow Lan: 
en Bernhiard Wieki, is. widely. Tee. ing.’ Chu: Men-lian, At. Berlin. Film Fest. - 
- ognized ‘as-one. ot - Germany’ 'S . top HE gunning time, 126 MIN Ss... oo 
‘director's, ‘and ‘his newest. produc: /. - 

‘tion was, hotiy ‘touted: ‘aS -a’ ‘strong ! "ea mp: right after the. ‘Korean ‘war. 
i contender. ‘at.. the ‘Berlin festival. j Thousands of Red Chinese wait-for : 

‘The. prisoners .ate - 
Split: in: two- groups, ‘one being pro.. 

‘the | other © anti- Conimunist. - 

a It ‘had: ‘been kept: under” wraps,’ ‘as! their: release.“ 

and.’ 
‘Near the end, nearly -all ‘prisoners. 
‘dec ide notte return. to. Red ‘China... 

“Film, which .is: said to be. based. 
4,6n ‘real life incidents, catches the 

~ viewing,. it. became apparent there * 
is. adequate. scope for-more' use: of, 
the scissors ‘if this. film is: 19. ‘make “ 

* “The -Miracle’ of ' ‘Malichias” - 
*. essentially fa satirical thenie, but 
‘ suffers’ in- its present .form trom 
Tepetitive - treatment. ‘which could: 
-:well-be corrected - by-. thoughtful: 
editing Though the main charac: . 
.ter is ‘sympathetic by.:virtue ‘of his: 

.. very. naievete, ‘it is really. a. bitter: 
-film,, exposing. the ‘phoney’ * who: 

on. any - ‘incident, however |... . . 

| iv. \ Morte Co omanda’. 
» ace ‘angaée | 

(The . ‘End : of: the. Cangaceiros) ; 
ot _ SBRAZIL-COLOR) 

is:. ‘hind the.barbed :wire. -Pic has} 

.catiseaf several’ impressive faces. 
iFilm, Ancidentally, ran-at. the ‘Ber- 
‘lin | Fest | outside ‘competition. 
4 portedly. because it was submitted - 
‘foo: late; ’ mat 

ways, reminiscent: “of: ‘films, ‘Which. 
have: ‘been-madeé in ‘other countries, } 

‘but: has. .a -personality. of ‘its own? 
., to commend it, - However, it. wilt 4 

' “need highly personalized. handling © hone, Duarte Beatin: tute 4 | 
and’ exploitation to make the ‘Brade . + grafieas production, Soa . Paulo... Wh? 
: in: the -U.8. : 

Father. Malachias, 1s. a simple: :-berto- Marques: ‘Directed and written’. bv 
jiénest ‘and ‘sincere. priést, | . who? Walter. Guimares~ Motta: Camera (East-.. 

ve ‘1-mancolor),, Georg Pfist At Ber Fil 
™. prays: for.a miracle to-fiappen. : His | Fest. Running time, iP MINS. rig eum 

" A, notorious’ bar- is” lifted ‘bodily. This fini. ‘proved | a: -eonsiderabte 

‘eity, together with all’ its custom: - “still remembered Brazil's outstand- 

It’s a. Jatter-day’. 
‘and.: is. so” 

.-: ‘treated. by the press, by. Publicity ! cal, ‘often’ to an unbearable: degree."| 

"hounds: . and by... unscrupulous |” q¢'s@ brute’ force and revenge! 
"tradesmen -who ‘quickly turn the stor, ‘mingled: with ‘some. tasteléss- | 

ily erotie. Sequences.: 
the.: ‘hores. of -tourists: who -come. -many . ‘scenes. will hit” the ‘cutting | 
flocking. in from all over. “réom floor.” ‘The best .thing. about. 
“While “the ‘Bishops and. Canons this Brazilian ‘entry is the-beauti- = 

te Took. for: a more. logical: explana-" ‘ful color photography... 
‘tion, the. simple father alone :be- ee 
Jieves. that: God -has performed. the} . 
Miracle: at his behest... But the)” 
. problems. that ‘arise: from ‘the ‘mir- ao 
_‘acle gradually get. the ‘bétter of.) (TURKEY) : 
him, until finally he prays’ all over |: ca 8 Berlin, ‘July: e 
again for. the. miracle to ‘be undone, ! i ek, -Y: 4 Film A Agacami: Beyorlu stan. 

-‘and:for the. bar to be. Testored to; | i Stars” ‘Mualla Raynak. ‘Screenplay, ata! 
‘its. original site... : Oralogiu; ‘camera. Turgid Oren At-Ber- | 

When the. story spotlights: ‘the j j lin. Film Fest. Running. time, ‘te. MIN S.. 

. etncerity -of ‘Father. Malachias, ~ it | 
“4s° warm ‘and ‘gentle, but the bitter, 
and. more: satirical: mood sets. in 
when ‘the focus is on the. explorc-. 
-ers, ~The ‘satire. should: have .been 

Hans. 

Kicik ‘ ‘anaklar.. 
“Nothing But Broken Dishes). 

: This ‘Turkish: ‘entry. 

’* filni, but misses. somewhat: through |: . th t! 
" over-emphasis. ’The-. point "could; at's:. disarming. ‘and ‘amusing: 

i. subtle. and., relaxed treatment. 

: + Horst -Bollman’s - interpretation 
‘lof the -title roleig oné -of the, high 
“spots of the film. - At all. times he | 
._ looks: and. behaves like a. dedicated. 
“eleric,: and -is.: ‘completely .over- 
“whelmed. by the fame that has sur- 
rounded his exploit: : Other . top 
roles-are ably played.“by: a. -well- 

_ehosen cast, though these:perform-| =. _ 
: “ances. reflect -ttie director’s ‘treat-|° 20-0 2 00 Ue: _ 
ment. of the.‘subject. Technically, Markers, Staake vw 
‘the ple i is: ‘in the Grade A bracket. Wild Geraas™ 

| separate’ the couple -so- that -he 

Technically, the: film. can’t. stand 

-tions. : But “this. ‘vehicle. garners 
‘much* laughter. 
t for. export.” “Hans... 

. Myre. Lae it Doesn't Come, From. Your - 

Les: Jovenes: * | HOLLAND) A 
(Young People) 

“Beriin, July 4 
_ (MEXICO) . - Netherlands. Film “Producti¢ns” With 

: : ‘eran and . Ellen . Vogel, Guus Oster, t 
ote, Betlin: ‘July 4 wl Yoka:: :Bertetty; ‘Jan Teulinks. Ank ‘va 

‘Cinematografica’. Filmex, S-A. produc.’ *der ‘Moor, Hans’ van'-de -Water,. Directed 5 
by Fons:.Rademakers. Camera. : Eduard lon. ‘Direeted.. and: written by Louis -Al- 

| 
beeing: some humor” and fortunately | 

a we “nothing - special. 
erie “some limited expart, situations. 
Miracle: ot Malachias . “both story-telling and. the mssaie 

‘The: -brutality.. in this: 

. _, #to ‘follow: the western ‘pattern. 

, “who's heavily in debt. 

“This. ‘one: plays | in ‘a “Big. prison: 

bo 
“depressive. atmosphere. ‘of: life. bee aan 

“technical and directorial. deficien=. L 
: cies” “but ‘Temaing interesting. be-.j 

res > 

Hans. af. 

..-|who finds a letter that’s addressed 

.. i Alberta. Ruschel, ‘Aurora ‘Duarte, “Milton = 
1 Ribeiro.: Maria Augusta. Costa Leite. Gil-.- 

"- svehicle: Mhich- is. ‘okay .or. foreign * 

, disappointment” for all ‘those. who i 

ing: “O° '‘Cangaceiro,” ‘also shown. at']. 
a Berlin festival: séveral. years azo.. . 
-Film, is overly. brutal ‘and : sadisti=| 

‘If exported, 136 

. ‘| treatment of :a wellworn theme. 

1 + sibilities: 

+ tress. portrays” a young teacher of | 

Surpaséed|. 
4 expectations.” Everything tends’ to} * 
exaggeration ‘In. this- ‘film—espe- 
‘cially ‘the acting-—and, in ali it’s 
a’ rather. primitive. offering. “But. 
it ch 1; 4 

At has . the. kind. of fresh. naivety them, and. then gets fired because 
St ‘ory coiicerns. ‘martiage’ trouble: she’s ‘pregnant — and. uinmarried.. 

{and a néightbor. who. tries hard: to: 

[ultimately can: Marry: ‘the woman. |: 
.But everything.-ends up smoothly. 
after a. lot -of.. misunderstandings.. 

comparison with: ‘western produc- 

Hardly - “passable | to ‘add ‘socially ‘or morally’. ta; 

- on, a good. average . Jevel, direction 
Ads ‘smooth -. ‘and other’ credits are 

| more. than’ adequate. 

| Soeder:. Ros: Bjoernstad. Harald ‘Aimar: 

fA RIETY ; 
problems to. “make it a spectal. day 
for: their - elosest. friends... Pie con- 

FILM REVIEWS 

i 
ft New York Sound Track 
owows : $0944: 

Hans. ; 

Bae _ Tom Brandon, prexy of hts own company, wil Officially rep the In- 
. Wiack. Silk: -{dependent Film Importers &- Distributors of America at the Moscow 
TH AIL AND-COLOR) film fest starting this week... Astor Pictures’ Italo impot. “La Dulce 

; ‘Berlin: July. 4: _| Vita, continues to confound the skeptics. After seoring is mitial US, 
-Ratana Pestonji. .Bangkog,. produvtiin:- success in N.Y., ‘the experts said, “But wait and see what happens in 

-Writtén, and. directed by Ratana PBes-,.Boston.” After the big Boston figures came in, they said “Watt (ul it 
~ ewan Camera Ratanabhand. * The hits. the midwest.” It opened in Cleveland two weeks ago and is mop- 
_ tonji. Ratanabhand, Viswachart At Be.- ping..up there . . . Jerome Hill's off-beat feature, “The Sand Castle,”* 
, lin. Film: Fest. Running : ‘lime, 118 MINS. due. to-go into the’ G uild. here 

‘Thailand ¢ am e to- the’ Berlin fes- ! Tillie (Mrs. Barney) Balaban back from Europe 

tival with. a. ‘remarkably . bloady: | Seven Arts may make a pic version of Jean Genet’s ofibeat Freneh 
“lfitm. It. makes an: obvious attenipt / Play; “The Blacks" John Huston may shoot in Leland with jury people 

As i enacting ritual tale of race hatred If would come after Hustan’s 
“Freud” stint . Christian-Jaque has staried “Madanw Sans Gene * 

it’s ° - quite. interesting, ...But -it in Htaly with Sophia Loren and Robert Hossein, and next does Raoul 
‘doésn't ring. true when. it ‘tries’ to"; ‘Levy's -"Mafco Polo”. . . Locarno Film Fest. running in Switzerland 
imitate. westerit productions. from: July. 19-30, will have the first. Cuban feature pic shown at any 

* Story: centérs ‘on:‘a -bar owner ‘international fest. “Cuba Bahia“ This in spite of the fact that the Swiss 
Along with: j rarely: show Eastern Blog pix and-one Swiss city recently did not allow 

his cousin, ‘he secretly. buries his.’ Vivlinist - David Oistrakh to play there: Jury members at Locarno ase 
“dead. twin brother. and plays the’ + Italo. pic-and legit. star Gino Cervi, Swiss playwright Friedrich Durren- 
latter ‘to.get into the.possession of , matt and French film director Georges Franju. 
his.own life insurance. There's a: “Dolores. del Rio does not cotton to playing Mom to Elvis Presley 
‘lot of action and pathos’ in this -again in a new picture. She has told friends a new offer wil) be turned 

‘ production’ whieh, all inv all, is-only dow n because her role in the first Presley epic was not to her “hiking? 
“something for the: curio-seekers, National ‘Assn of Actors. through Eduardo Noriega, in charge of 
fe re . - Ha iS. cdordination of films made in Mexico in idtoms other than Spanish, «s 

et ee —" instituting negotiations to come to a contract understanding wath Holls- 

avoids. corny sentiment. | Although ! 
‘film qualities for ; 

Tong. as -this- pic has. its ‘own. face, oa 

Tulipunainea | wood. producers. Very big ‘conc essions and full cooperauuun is promised 
Kyvkkynece ‘Tnow to Hollywood by Mexican unions inteut.on wooing back at least 

TRE Red. ‘Do ve): ya certain fumber of films annually . Pina Pellicer yoes to the San 
(FINL AND). [Sebastian fest.on. invite of Paramount’ “Pletures and rumors in Mexican 

: “Berlia, Tule 4c filmi, cireles are that she is being groomed for Hollywood build up 
{ "y.  Sacla production. With, Tauno : “An AP dispatch disclosed that Doris and Jules (. Stein “MCAs, of 
ran and: Gunvar pdandks ist, Directed by sen York. and Beverly Hulls, will refurnish and redecorate ‘the loug 

atti “Kassilu ‘reenplas, . Juha Nava-} hallway, on the second. floor ‘of the While House it will be a xvift to 
Banat ae ae: Recht Fin” Ret the nation from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Stein's 8th century 
Running time, '85._ MIN 1s. | antiques’ as well as new acquisitions. Mrs, John F. Kennedy, im accepl- 

.. Ling the gift from their -lonztime personal friends, states that the Steins 
- Finland's contribution’ to the * will. consult with the White House Fine Arts Comiittee “in restoring 

| Berlin show coneerns a husband | ‘the gallery to the elegance and distinction of former years “ ‘The proj- 
eet is. expected to be completed by late fall 

_ Arizona Theatre Owners latest state exhibitor org to align with TOA 
+L. 2: Metro upped its print order on Joe Levine’s “Morgan the Pirate” 

tu 550. Says that’s-a recard,-and that pic has over 3.000 U, S Can adian 
‘hookings over the: next. five weeks... Nitta Foch looks. likely for ° (d~ . 
; vise and Consent.” 

‘Rick: Carrier, whose - indie feature, “Stranvers, 
‘Our ‘Fown, -will “sneak” the picture tonight «Wed + at the Fulton 

theatre. in Pittsburgh, his home burg | ,. George Foley, attorney and 
Astor Pictures’ general counsel, has formed a new Jaw firm in partner- 
ship with Donald M.. Walsh and Richard J. Rowe. Walsh. associated 
‘with Foley for several years, isa trial and litigation atforney Rowe, 

! (formerly associated with Donovan, Liesure, Newton & Irvine, speetal- 

‘to his wife in which she’s asked. 
ifor a date.” The husband follows | 
jher, only ‘to find. his wife mut- 
‘dered. - In. order to: ‘escape suspi-. 

cion,. he. sets out to find. ‘the mur- ; 
: dérer whom ° he- “kills.” y- 

Film: offers a certain; ‘amount af j jin: 
“suspense but ° “direction, and: acting. 
are. not. Very. convincing. But de- 
spite its flaws, this’ is: the: type oty 

“owas made entirely 

xport. . Hans: . 

] irs dzes_ in entertainnient contract and motion picture and ty law 
La Potota . ” Arthur -Canton,. head of Blowitz-Maskel’s Jocal office; eff for Lon 
“(Teddy Boss) don; Paris and Rome - “Macario,” the Mexican entty tn thts year's 

os ARGENTINE) -| foreign. language» Oscar derby. hay won the top prize ot the Pam 
Berlin, July 4 0 Academy. of Arts-& Sciences Pic: is being released in the Stales by 

Instituto. “Nacional ‘de ” “Cmematografia . (Argentine). release of a:-Daniel Tink Azteca :, - Documentary filmmaker Hilary Marris, whose award win- 
.Eduardo., ‘Bortas. production: Stars Mav ins “Seaward . The Great, Ships’ was commissioned by Fula of Scot- 
tha, «1. cevand Directed. by - Tina ie. i land. has been commissioned by the same now profit org (aluch reps 

odor ocbe ot ee. Cote mune. te «. seottish business interests: to do ca sinuiar film on a new Scottish 
cio. Malena. At. Berlin’ Film. Fest; ‘June ?Steel mill, ‘currently under construction . . . Publicist: Mike de Lisio 
30, ‘61. ; Bunning, ume, oe MINS.. has completed hes special assignment :on 

‘road Productions: and. Columbia. 

i... Harold’ Salemson, recently appointed campaign coordinator for Dine 
De Laurentiis’ currently filming. “Basabbas ” has taken off for Reme 
to conter with the producer about the pe which Col will release . 
Continental Distributing has acquired ‘Paul Graetz’s Franco-Raluin: eos 
production, “From: A Roman Balcony’ . Elmer Hollander has re- . 
signed his sales post with Lopert Pictures 

-Vietor Jory has finished his role in “Miracle Worker” and is nowy 
i driving Cross- country to Hollywood Where he'Jl soon start werk on a 
ew ty.-series . 20th-Fox's “Misty” follows “Snuw White and The 
‘Three Stooges” into the artie Normandie July 17 . Mser. Thomas F. 
Little exec secretary of the Legion of Decency. has sent oul a prepared 
statement’ citing as fine summer fare ‘Mists, “ “Queshon 7," “Guns of 
| Navarone,” “The Parent Trap” and “Francis of Assisi" He recommends 
Jas “tw orthwhile entertainment”. for parents with more mature children‘’': 
-the. following: “Fanny,” “The.Naked Edge" and “The Bridge ” 

Mickey: Callan. ‘set for “Bon Voy age” out of the Walt. Disney shop 
_Charles V.-McMains new graphic arts purchaser at Pat, vice 16- 

ently. retired. Mrs. Agnes Mengel Grew. 

Earl. Podolnick. hitched. 19 of his Trans-T. exas Theatres to TOA. ., 
same. thugs. who raped’ her foil her Arthur Lubin, back from his “Thief of Baghdad” assignment in Tunis. - 
attempted. Suicide. : pltaly, to. his Coast residence before starting “Mister Ed" vidfiloung 

- Though the r ape. seene is ‘pough | « ,, Mildred Dunnock into Metro's “Swect Bird of Youth... Warnet's 
and: ‘tough, the whole subject: lias is: ‘donating. production of ‘@ half-hour teledrama, “The Misery Mer- 
-been’ honestly ‘handled: ‘and has! chants,” for Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation . Joe Levine 
‘beer quite competently. made: Itg.|-back at his desk after Rome talks re “Sodom and Gomorrah . 
‘main. weakness is that it has noth- |} ‘Mirisch Co. set “What-a Wonderful Life” as‘final tag for Elvis Pres- 

ley’ starrer, ‘formerly “Pioneer, Go Home,” in which Anne Helm was 
‘cast as star's femme lead ... Marlon Brando's sister Jocelyn, joins him 
.in- Universal's. “The Ugly ‘American. ”" UA registered “The Great Train 
Robbery” with MPAA as possible. upcoming project for Peter Lawford’s 

Myro. . |inew. company. ..-. Richard Donner, who directed “X-15" for Frank 
| | Sinatra's. Essex, Prodactions, inked to helm a second. still untitled. 

+ Gregory Gay plays Field Marshal Rommel role in FE. Charles Straus® 
_ | Allied: Artists release, “Hitler” . Jessie Royce Landis set for Martin 

on Ransohoff-Joseph E. Levine's “Boys" Night Out" United Artists 
‘| registered. ‘The Living Room,” by. Graham Greene, for future produc- 
tion... producer Philip Barry Jr. prepping “The Widower,” fram 
[ novel, by: Van Siller, for Fall start at Columbia ; 

j release. . 
J. Lee ‘Thompson set to direct Harold Hecht's “Taras Bulba’ 

ia fortnight ‘in Europe . . 

“Guns of Navarone™” for Mheh- 

‘Now Argentina’. has come along. 
‘witha “Blackboard Jungle” ‘theme. 
“Teddy Boys’ is an absorbing ‘type 

T with some : sharp. exploitation pos-" 
It: looks “a lightweight 

‘| prospect. for the | aity ‘trade, hut, 
might haveé ‘chances: as a. dualer.. 

[+ Mirttia’ Legrand, a setisitive ac- 2079 oo mee 

| psychology, who had had an’ -ex- 
pensive but. ‘unloved. . upbringing. | 
She ‘takes ..a | ‘teaching : post in a. 
“Slur ‘neighborhood ; .against:|the : 
Wishes of her father. She . ‘has: a 
Yough time with her students. -is 
waylaid:: ahd raped by: some of | 

‘Twist_to the plot is that ‘the self- 

ba. very: familiar subject, Acting is. 

y Faresonen 
(Zone. of Danger) 

(NORWAY). 
: Berlin, July 4 

ABC. “Film. production, Oslo. With. Rolf 

4 sen, Erik Bye ‘and.. Fredrik: Waldhagen } 
Directed bv Bjoern. Brésutu “Written by | 

n |. ‘Ragnar Kvamnt, Arild ..Brinchmann” and 
Breigutu; camera, Tore. Breda: Thoresen:. 
[A Berlin - Film ‘Fest - Running. time, 

jor UA 
back at his ho desk aller 

Juxtaposed filmpage ads in aN ¥ daily 
. Maurice Silverstein, Metro v.p, 

AL 
der Enden; BI > we RE Borie Bla "Fost aust We, 8 “yan Berlin “Film Fee Reine time. 9%: ee MINS.” |had a kneeling and forlorn Sophia Loren (Two Women + adayicent 

Mt INS - ; MINS. tee, ne fe ay —_ }an upright and. sultry Sephia Loren “Aida” reissue: 
: “Zone.” a mixture ‘of. feature When asked by Lloyd Shearer of Parade vhether she contemplated 

‘Hollaid's Fons: Radethakers. is: “Mexico's. “contribution “to. “the 
‘Berlin film - ‘festival: concerns juve- 
“pile delinquency: “This. one. re- 

_ ‘volves around “youngsters. who ‘re-) 
. volt- against the society code .and 
7 ‘Bet: up their.own gang: Théy beat:: 

one. of Europe's. better known di-: 
rectors... However, he has done bet- 
ter. films” than..this one. ‘But: ‘this’ 
“pic is*slightly.. ‘above: average. / “It's | 
been made. ‘with pbyious care. and 
“devotion. . 

Plot concerns’. ‘the® “Fest! of: St 
E Nichols, December :5, Holland's: 

‘most. ‘important - ‘festival. of * the. 
‘Xmas season,:.and three’ ‘couples: 
who. ay. to ‘cast. off. their dally’ 

: nocent | /Bitts falls. for: the: velvet. 
eee 

"Fila, ‘lfers. ‘some. suspense but: 

‘Vand. docutientars film.” was: NOTH Hs 
| Way’ ‘S-entry “at the: Berlin’ festival j 
tlt ‘takes -a: Stand ‘against the wis. 
use cof alcohoi. especially: among 
Norwegian: ‘sailors. 

[> Whiie: certainly weil’ ameant,- hut. 
‘too: .conventional :to make an. tm-j . 

a fifth marriage, Bette Davis answered, “If 1 found a tnan she bad 
$15. 006-000. ‘would sign over half of it to me before the Mariage aud 
guarantee he'd be dead within a year 

' Forest Hills, rich Toronto area was desenibed by comic ‘sammy 
‘Sales at: Variety Club luncheon as ‘so exciusinve, even its fire depart- 
ment: has an unlisted number.” ; 
“A Cariadian- writer has sold her firs! book to Walt Disary, whe'li do 

‘pression: Subject could: have. been. it. next vear-as ‘a non-cartoon animal-life film “Incredible Journey” 
exploited : to. better advantage. ‘had: is: by Scots-born Sheila Buroford of Port Attlur, Ont Steve Allen 
the ‘material.’ been. nore. substan- Sappearing in “It's ‘Best. to’ Know” eight-minute shert- on. ale ohoty on 

-tial. -On - the plus side,” there ‘are’ j being fifnied at ‘Red. Skelton Studios in Hollswood Ortario. & Albecta 
‘Some: * good, tameta ‘shiots,. Hans.: _LAlgok ol. &. Narcotics Foundation via producer James Swackhammer, 
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LA Spotty Stooges’ Sad $1100 
‘Wind Okay 176; ‘Guns’ Mighty 

306, Fanny’ Fancy 206, Both 7 
Los Angeles, July 11. 

- First run biz is spotty here this | 
-stanza, with only one new Dill, 
“Snow White and Three Stooges” 
very disappointing, but. overall. 
total is helped by several hot hold- } 
overs. “Stooges” looks thin $11,000 
or under plaving in three theatres, | 

“Gone With Wind” shapes okay 
$17.000 in three houses. | And 
“Guns of Navarone” is aiming for | 
a mighty $30,000 in second stanza 
at Warner Beverly. Another va 
one is “Fanny,” which is rated tor- 
rid $20,000 in second at Hollywood }| 
Paramount. 

“Parent Trap” likewise is showy [ 
with $11.090 for third session, at |: 
Vogue. “One-Eved Jacks” should | 
be hght $10. 006 in second in two 
locations. “Parrish” shapes slow 
$10.000 for second at the ‘Los An- 
geles and inilialer at the .Wiltern. 

“Spartacus” drops reserved-seat | 
policy at Pantages to start 39th ‘ 
session at that house tomorrow! 
(Wed.). Pic goes on three- a-day,.! 
lower scale plan which proved so: 
Strong in Chi, N.Y., Detroit and | 
other keys. 

Estimates for This Week 

Iris, Loyola, Orpheum {(FWC- 
Metropolitan: (825: 1,298; 2.213: | 
§0-$1.50\—““Snow White and Three : 
Stooges” ‘20th) and ‘“‘Liftle Shep- | 
herd Kingdom Come” (20th). Sad ! 
$11,000 or less. East week, -Iris 
with Los Angeles, “Parrish” (WB), 
“Steel Claw” (WB), $13.300. Loy- 
ola, Orpheum with Hollywood, 
“Last Time I Saw Archie” (UA}, 
“Three on a Spree” . (Indie), 
$16,900. l. 

‘State, Hawaii. Baldwin . (UATC- 
G&S-State} (2,404: 1,106; 1,800; 90- ! 
$1.50\—“Gone With Wind” (M-G). 
(reissue). 

Last week, State. “Wild in Coun- , 
try” (20th), “Right .Approach” : 
(20th) %tm.o.), $2,600. Hawaii, | 
Baldwin with Hillstreet, Wiltern, | 
“Homicidal” (Col), “Most Danger: | 
gus Man Alive” (Col), '$21:100. 

Hollywood Paramount (State) | 
(1,468; $1-$2.40)— “Fanny” t‘WB} 

(2d wk). Torried $20,000. Last 
week, $26.300. 

Hollywood (FWC) (756: 90-$1 50)! 

—‘Last Time I Saw Archie” (UA) i 
(2d wk) and “Morgan the Pirate” : 
(M-G) ttn.o.). Fair $4,500. ; 

Los Angeles, Wiltern (Metropoli- - 
tan-SW) 12,019; 2,344: 90-$1.50)—.! 
“Parrish” (WB) and “Steel Claw” ; 
{WB) :2d wk, Los Angeles; 1st wk, 
Wiltern!. Slow $10,000. 

Hillstreet (Metropolitan) (2,752: 
90-$1.50)—"Homicidal” (Col); and : 
“Most Dangerous Man Alive” (Col ; 
{2d wk}. Soft $4,500. | 

Warner Beverly (SW). (1,316; 
$1,25-$2.40)—"‘Navarone” (Col} (2d. | 
wk). Mighty $30,000. Last week, : 
$38.000. 

Warren’s, Pix (B&B-Prin) (1,757; r 
756; 90-$1.50I—"One-Eyed Jacks” | 
(Par) and “Young Jesse . James” : 
(20th) (2d wk). Slim $10, 000 or. 
near. Last week, $22,300. 

Crest iState) 1750; 90-$1.50I— 
“Shadows” tBev) (2d wk). 
$2.800. Last week, $3.900.. 

Vogue (FWC) (810; 90-$1.50)— 
“Parent Trap” (BV) (ad wk). 
Hefty $11,000. Last week, $17,000. 

Chinése (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2:40) 
—‘By Love Possessed” (20th) (4th_ 
Who » Fale . $8,000. » Last week, 
$7,90 

Beverly (State) (1,150; 90-$1.50)'; 
—"“Romanoff and Juliet” (UI) ‘4th 
wk. Okay $5,000. Last week, | 
$6,000. 

Warner Hollywood (Cinerama 
Tne.t 11,389;  $1.20-$2.65)-—"Seven } 
Wonders of World” (Cinerama) ! 
(reissue. Started 8th week Sun- | 
day (9) after big $14.100 last week. | 

Music Hall ‘Ros) (720: $1.85- 
$2.251—“Saturday Night, . Sunday 

‘Cont? ‘(8th wk), Trim Morning” 
$4,000, Last week, $4.800. | 

Four Star ‘UATC) (868; ‘90-$1.50) 
—"‘Pepe” (Col? ‘lith wk). Oke 
$2,300. Last week. $3.600.- 

Fox Wilshire (F WC) (1.990: $1.80- 
$3.50)—“Exodus” (UA) (29th wk). | 
Fine $6.500. Last week. $8.400. 

Fine ArtS (FWC) (631: $2-$2.40) 
—“Never on Sunday” (UA) (33d 
wk, Lush $7,000. Last” week, 
$7.860. 

Pantages ‘RKO ‘1.513: $1.80- ; 
$3.501—“Spartacus” :U) (38th wk). | 
Modest $8,000. Last week: $10.600. 

Egyptian ‘UATC) (1.392; $1.25- 
$3.50\—"“Ben-Hur” ¢M-G) 
wh, Steady $13,500. Last week, 
$18,300. 

Okay $17,000 or near. i 

“me Fanny’ Record $28, 000, 

j wk). 
(85th | 

Key City Grosses” 

Estimated. Total Gross 

- This Week 
(Based on 22 cities and 268. 

theatres, chiefly first tuns, in- 
_ eluding N.Y.) 

Last Year 
_ {Based on 22 Cities and. 44. 

‘theatres.) - 

Parrish’ Hot 186, 

Frisco; ‘Guns’ 246) 
San Francisco, July 11: 

First-run biz is booming here 

were eeee 

1 Last. week, - 

, this round with both new fare and |. 
;holdovers doing well...“Parrish” 
‘looks dandy. on initial week at 
‘Paramount while “Carry on Con- 
Stable” is brightest’ newcomer at 

| arty houses: “Romanoff and Juliet” 
looms big in - ‘second frame. at 
: Stagedoor. 

“Guns of Navarone” shapes huge 
in ‘second. St,. Francis. session. 
“Parent Trap” is rated excellent 

!in second at Fox. ‘Last. Sunset” 
‘is nice in. secand at Golden: Gate. 

Estimates for This Week. . 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2, B59: 

1$1.25-$2.50)—“Last. Sunset” (uy | 
and “Ole Rex” (U) (2d wk) Nice | 
$10,000. Last week, $18.000. _ 

Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Parent Trap” (BV) (2d wkh Ex- 

leellent $19,000 or near. Last | 
"week, $24,500. 

Warfield. (Loew) (2,656: $1 25: 
'$1.50)—“Morgan the. Pirate” (M-G) 
‘and “Unstoppable Man” «M-G). (2d 
wk). = Fair $8, 000. Last. week, 
$12.000. 
Paramount (Par) 

: $1.50) — “Parrish” (WB). ‘Dandy 
$18,060. Last week. “Homicidal”: 

1 'Col) and “Stop. Me Before I Kill” 
iCol) (2d wk), $8,000 in 4 days. . 

St. Fraticis (Par) (1.400; $1-$1. 50) 

(2.646; $1.25- 

—Guns of Navarone” (Col) (2d. 
‘Last week, wk). -Giant $24,000. 

: $32,000. 
United Artists (No. Coast) a. - 

151; $1.25-$1.50) —“‘Magie Boy”. 
a G) and “Secret of Monte Cris-. 

* (M-G): Dull $4.800. Last week, . 
By Love ' Possessed” 
| “You Have to: Run Fast”’ (UA (2d |. 

AWA) and 

wk), $8,200. 
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; 

(2d wk). Big $6,000. 
$7,000. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364: 
; $1.50)—"“L’Avventura” (Janus) ‘(3d 
is3'000 Good $2,000. Last week, 

Preslato (Hardy) (774: $1. 50)— |: 
“Carry on Constable” (Gov). 
$6.500. Last. week, 

i (Cont), $2,000. 

Big |. 
“Modigliani” 

Hub: ‘Parrish’ Fine 166, 
Tove’ Hep 146 in 24) 

Boston, July 11.. 
With a little more boxoffice ac- 

jtion. exhibitors are happier ‘this: 
week. 

theatre-going public here is begin- 
ning to take a new. interest in- 
screen fare. ‘‘Fanny” is the’ big- 

! gest thing in city, with a lofty ree- |: 
ord-breaking initial week at ‘the 
Saxon on grind. 

Holdovers are getting a better 
play, with “Parent Trap” slick’ at 
the Met, “Parrish”: lively at Mem-. 
orial, and “By Love Possessed” fine . 
at Orpheum, all in second rounds. } { 

i “La Dolce Vita”. is. outstanding: 
again. in 12th session at the Gary. 
“Romanoff and Juliet” is smooth in. 
second at Exeter.. “Saturday Night, 
Sunday Morning” is still potent at 
Kenmore in eighth week. - 

Estimates for This Week. 
_ Astor (B&Q) (1,170; 90-$1. 50)-—— 
“Spartacus” (U) (2d. wk). 
$9,000. Last week, $11,000. 
:Beacon Hill ‘Sack) (678; $1-$1.50): 

—‘‘Never On Sunday” (Lope) (14th | 
Hotsy. $9,000 again. 

week, same. 
Boston ‘Cinerama, Inc.) (1 394; 

(Continued on page 10) 

Trap’ ‘Smooth $18, 000, 

—| second: at: the Denver. 

$2,645,400 

vee nace ..$2, 669, 500: “1 $2. 50)—“Ex
odus” 

.| Lafayette, . 
‘| “Master of World,” but it is just 
|okay-. at -the- Center. » 

‘In addition, with more. big} 
pictures on the scene ‘and. coming,-| 

| Claw”. (WB) (2d wk). Fair $8,000 

.Okay— 
-}and “When Clock. Strikes” (UA) 

‘Sad ‘$1, 200. Last week,. 

. Last . Cinema: (Martina). (450: "70-$1.25) 

‘Denver; Fanny’ 10G 
7 - , ‘Denver, July 11. 
“Biz. eontinues - ‘quite good here |: 

-} this ‘stanza largely. because some 
of the holdover product is’ stacking | 
up so. strongly..Lone big new- 
-comer, . “By | Love : Possessed,’’- ‘s|- 

“Fanny”. 

‘looms hotsy in® second at Centre: 
:| while:“Parent Trap” is rated big in} - 

“Parrish’”’ }. 

at. Para-| * 
| mount. It’s ©  day-dating » ‘with: the _ 
North: ‘Star. -ozoner. Poe 

‘only mild at Orpheum. - 

shapes... tall. in. second 

Estimates. for. This Week... 

(Indie) (900; 
(UWA). (ith wk). 

‘Oke $6,500.. Last week, $8,000. 
Denver '': (Fox) . 

Denham . 

$18; 060 

$22,000." 
Esquire: 

' or near.” 

( Fox! (6005: $t)—"Two 

(Kings) (2d -wk).. $2,000. 
Orpheum: (RKO) . (2, 690;. 

$1. 251—““By Love. Possessed” (UA). 
and ‘Matter of Morals”: (UA): Mild 
“$8; 000. or ‘close... Last week,, “Raisin 
n Sun” (Col), $7,500, | 
” paramount” ‘(Indie}y ° (2: 100: 90- 

1 $1:25)—''Parish” (WB).. i2d - wk). 
Tall $tT, 000, Last. week, .$12, 500. 

‘Towne’ (Indie). (600; $1-$1 45—| 
“Snow White and Three. Stooges”. 
(20th) and “Raymie” (AA) (2d wk).: 

| Mild: $4,000. First was. $6,500: 

“One-Eyed Jacks”. (Par): (8th - wk). 
Steady. $8, 000. Last | week, same. 

Vita’ Huge 266, 
D.C: Trath’ 116 

Washington, Silly. 11. 

haven't. had. so many ‘blockbusters 
in years’ as in the current session, | 

“Romanoff | 

‘Nika? Rousing $55, 000, 

Among the big: ones: is’: 
-and Juliet” at the :1; ,050-seat. Apex, 
which. is.’ still. .smash: " in’ second 
round after registering ‘a. new’ 
house record. O£. $12,000 opening 
-week,, Way: over expectancy. Fig- 

-by. an early B. Bardot :pic, “The 
Truth” jis heading for- a “Wow. ‘Mark 
-at; bandbox Plaza... 

“La. Dolce: Vita” shapes. mighty |, 
ton “opener. at 800-seat Town, with 
-a figure near the house record es- 

“Parent Trap” looks smash on ini- 
tial round at Palace. “Homicidal” 
jooks trim. at’ Capitol. in first. 

‘daes “Spartacus” in second at’ Up- 

‘Continued. on page 10) © 

‘Trap’ Bolf $12; 000 In 

“Buffalo, July 11. 

‘smash take-in second round at the 
“Best newcomer 

“Parrish”: 
‘looms fair in second at. Paramount. 

. Estimates | “for. This: Week. 

“By Love . Possessed” . (UA) .and 

$8,000 or near. ‘Last week, $11,000. 

| “Master .of World” (AI): Just: okay 

(Par) (2d wk), $6,500: 

“Homieidal” (Col) and-"“Stop Me. 
Before. I Kill” -(Col). ‘Fair $9,000 
for 9 days. Last week, “Snow 

“Silent Call” (20th), $6, 600. 
' Lafayette: (Basil) (3,000; 20-$1)— 

“Parent ‘Trap” . (BV) - (2d wk). 
‘Smash $12, 000 or near. “Last week, 
$16, 000; 

Paramount (AB-PT): 3 .000;. “q0- 
$1)—"Parrish” (WB) and “Steel 

.or close. Last week, $12;000: 
“Teck -*. (Loew) (1: 200: 

“Last. Time - I ‘Saw “Archie”. (UA) 

(2d wk).- 
$1,600.- 

Sha On Sunday”* (Lope? (5th 
wk) 

‘Batimatea ‘Total. al Gross : 

‘|. . Centre .1Fox) (1,270; $1-$1. 45)— 
“Fanny” (WB) (2d wk). Hep’ $10,- | 

-| 000. Last - week, $12,000." 
$1 25. 

“Way Stretch”. (Indie). Nice $3,200. 7 
“Ballad: of a Soldier“ | 

$1-} 

“By. Love Possessed” © 

‘Spartacus’ 8G): 
etundes on ‘the: mainstem. ‘here 

ured ‘to approach: house high set 

tablished a year.-ago. by. “Psycho.” 

“newcomer. is - 
| Three. Stooges,” 

" “Two Rode Together” continues. | 
x brisk in second at the Warner as 

"$Y. 1 7 
:$1.50)—“Romanoff and Juliet” (U) |. 

Last week, if 

Buff; ‘Parrish’. 86, 2d) 
Firsterun takings. are on Slug- 

. gish side currently. but there are. 
|.a‘few bright ‘spots. “Parent: Trap” 
jis on top of: first-run. heap with. a 

is. 

Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1)—. " 
“Windjammer” NT) 

“Cat. Burglar”: (Indie) (2d wk). Fair | Good $7,000. Last week, same. 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; °70-$1)— | - 

at-$7,000.: Last: week;;"‘On Double” 

Century" (UATC) (2, 700;- 70- $1)— 

White; Three Stooges”: (20th) and 

"70-$1)— | 

Sharp $3, 000, « “Last. week, 
| $9,500 

. Det Biz Booms: ‘Guns’ cre 
Fenny Big 1G, Spartacs Hep 136 
Broadway Grosses 

This Week . $094; 600. 
_ (Based on, "99 “theatres) 7 

Last Year. .....c..05 .. $640,700 
(Based on 26. theatres) 

; ‘Company’ Solid 
| (2,432; °$1.25)-—|" 
“Parent ‘Trap? (BY) 42d wk). Big | 

. Last” week, 

“Providence, J uly 11; 
‘With a. big assist: from. drop. in: 

temperatures Sunday which dis- 
couraged any trek to-the beaches, 
biz looms better currently... Top 
biz: is going to. ‘Pleasure of -his 
Company” at Strarid. _Elmwood’s 
fourth of “Exodus” and: Majestic’s 
second of “Parrish” ‘also are‘ hep:. 
State. looms only fair. in second. 
“of “By Love Possessed.”  ' 

. Estimates for This Week: 
Albee “ARKOQ) (2,200; 65-90) 

Elmwood ( Snyder) 
$2.50) —“‘Exodus” 

(124; 

--Majestic’ (SW) 
“Parrish” . (WB). (2d. wk). ‘Fast 
‘$7,000. First was $8,500... 

State (Loew): (3, 200; 65-901: 

“A Matter’ of Morals” (UA) (2d }: 
wk)... Fair $6,000 after $8,000 in. 
opener... 

Strand (National Realty) 2. 200: 
65-90)-—“‘Pleasure ‘of. 
pany”: (Par). 

His ° €om- 
‘Heading for solid 

$9,000. Last week, .“‘Blue . Skies”. 
(Par) and “Holiday 4nn? (Par) (re- 
issues), $2, 000. 

Toronto; ‘Sunset’ Sock. : 
_, 236, Parrish’ 136, dad 

Toronto,’ July 11. 
Eleven: Famous: Players and Tay: 

lor houses in. combo shape’ smash]: § 
‘with “Nikki.” But sad:returns loom 
on. triple-house ° Rank combo -.of 
“Last ‘Time I Saw ‘Archie.” ‘Other: 

“Snow “White and 
“only. anild. at In, 

Case.” wham at two Loew. houses 
‘in second. stanza. “Pleasure : of His: 

| Company” looms... fine in . 
“Parrish” shapes .smash:’ in stood 
at Hollywood. “Ramanoff and 

‘| Juliet” ‘looks fine: ‘Gn . second. at 
Towne.. 

‘Estimates. for This ‘Week 

College, - “Nor town... 

Parkdale, Runnymede, 
_Talaces| 

_ Clair, |. 
‘Westwood (FP-Taylor) (oa: 1,288; 
865; 1,026; 1,499; 959; 1,485; 1.405; 
1,385; 1,430; 984; 65-$1)——"“Nikki, 
Wild Dog of North”. (BY).. ‘Smash 
-$55,000. ho 

. Carlton, 

Possessed” (UA), $22,000. . 
Eglinton (PF) (918: "$1. 50-$2: 50)-~ 

(29th -wk). 

. Hollywood. (FP) (1,080; S183 50) 
—“Parrish” (WB) (2d wk), - 
$13. 000. Last. week, $15,000. 

Firm $6.500. Last week, $8.000 © 
Imperial (FP). (3,343;$1-$1.50)— 

“Snow White and. Three. Stooges” 
(20th). Fair $10,000. Last week, “On 
ae (Par) (2d WR), $12; 500- in 
9 days 

International « ‘(Taylor). (557: $1:]. 
$1.25)—"‘Neyer an Sunday” (Lope) 
(25th wk).:Good. $4,000. Last’ week, 

- ditto. 
Loew’s - 

.1,304; $1-$1.25)—"“Last Sunset” (U). 
(2d: wkY. Still sock’ at. #23, 000. Last 

Uv | week, $27.000. 
Tivoli. (FP) | (935: $15 

$7.500. Last week, $8,000. 
‘Towne (Taylor) (693; 90-$1:25)— 

“Romanoff and Juliet” (UW) (2d: wk). 
Fine $5,500:. Last. week, $6,000. 
University (FP) (1.360; -$1-$1.50) | 

—‘ Pleasure. of. His Company” (Par) 
(3d wk), Fine’ $8,500. ‘Last: week,. 

$9,000 in. Prov. rated nice at the Palms..in second... - 
“Snow ‘White -and:.3' Stooges” is an 
rather ‘sad on initial round at: the levels 

(WA): ‘and'|- 

10th: wk). { sa3000 

= “Spartacus” (WU) (4th wk). 

yAlbambrs, Beach, Bireheliff, caw. Pe 

‘Danforth, - ‘Humber 
(Rank). (2, 318; 1,330; 1,203; $1-41.50) 
——“Last Time T Saw: Archie” «UA). 

| Sad $10,000. Last week, “By: Love 

Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1. | 
“French ‘ Mistress” (FAW): (3d wk). “| 

Uptown: (Loew). aL 641: i ae 
“Master of World” (AI) and “The re 
Hand” (AI). So, so.$2,000 in.5 days. =). ~ 

'“Morgan The Pirate” wo 
50-$2. 50) 

“Exodus” (OA) (16th wk). Sturdy) 

Detroit, July: 11. 
Standout news here currently“ 1s 
‘the remarkable biz being racked. . 

up by’ “Guns of. Navarone” at ‘the. 
__ J United - Artists. .A’: mighty: take: *. 

‘’!Jooms on opening ‘round, ‘with a: 
new house -mark.or at least the. big- 

“1 gest™-in ‘five years. ‘at this cinema °:. 7 
fexpected. wily 

_ [2 “Fanny”. looks. ‘Impressive with. 
=a. torrid take in first at-the Madi-: -: 

13° 
smash in’ fourth “session “at the 
son while ‘Spartacus,’ ” still. 

Mercury. 
‘ “Parent “Trap” 1s ‘socko ih sec- 

ond: at.Grand Circus. : ba 
“On the. Double” looms good. at 

the Michigan, and “Ladies Man”. is 

huge.:.Fox, * “La Dolce | Vita’” 
due in this week at Trans-Lux. Kricn 

with. slightly upped scale and. dany J : 
matinees. 
 } Estimates. for This Week a 
‘Fox “(Woodment. Corp.) (5,041; _ 

15-$1.49)—""Snow White and Three: 
Stooges:’ (20th)... Sad. $15,000. Last 
week, “Wild in Country” (20th) ana. 

“Girl in Room-13” (20th),’$7,500. 
’, Michigan. (United Detroit) (4,036;.: 

(Par): , '$1.25-$1 .49)—“On ° Double” ® 

and “Love. in «a “Goldfish - ‘Bow “ 
(Par)). “Good $17,000. ‘Last’ week, 

$2.1 “Parrish”. (WB) ‘and - “Steel Claw” 

(TA) (4th wk). 
| Steady -$8,500. :. Third. was same: 

(WB), $19,000. .. 
Palms. (UP) (2, 995; $1. 25. $1 49) 

(2;2005. 65- 90).2{ adies “Man” : (Par): and “Sword: 
of Sherwood Forest’: (Coly: (2d wk). °° 
Nice $14, 600 or. near. Last ‘week, . 
$17,000. 

Last week, * “By. Love’ Pos- 
sessed: (UA) (2d wk); $12,500. - vo 
-Grand Circus (UD). (1,400; $1 25. : 

$1. 49)—“Parent : Trap” ’ (BV) (24 
vO og ‘Soeko: $18; 000: : Last. week, 
$ 1,0 : 
dais (Balaban): “a 700; $1. 50-: 

$1. 80)-—“Gone: With. Wind” | (MG), 
~~ $8, 900. ‘Last week, : 

United: Artists (UA) a 667; $1. 25« : 
‘$1: 80)—-“‘Guins of : Navarorie”: (Col. 

"| Wow:.$40,000 or near: Last. week,” . 
“Alamo”: (UA): (7th ‘wk);: $6,200. Cte, 

Ine.) *.. ‘Music . Hall .(Cinerama, ; 
(a, ,208; '$1,20-$2.65)-—"This- Is. Cine-: 
rama" -(Cinerama) : (reisstie) . (6th 
wk). « one ss 500. * Last. week, 

, _ ATrans-Lux)’ 
(1,000; ):——. $1.49-$2) — “La *. - Dolce. 
Vita” (Astor), « Opens. ‘Wednesday a 
(12), . Last.. week, » ““Love ‘and. 
Frenchwoman” - (Indie) ~ 
nice $4,000 ., 
-Mercury UM). 1, 465; $191. 801 i 

Smash — 
-$13,000 | ‘or over. Lasts. _ week, a 
$15, 200... 

Fanny’ Robust $8, 500, | 
Port; ‘Trap’ Sock 116 
“Portland, Ore... July 11: 

Town ‘is loaded. with © big hold: 
overs that: continue, to ‘draw. big’. . -: 
‘despite. thé. terrific. heat: and out-. 2": 
door... competition. “Parent Trap’: 
maves‘into a second rousing: round 
at “the: , Orpheum: “Fanny’? ‘stays. 
big’ in-| second inning. - ‘at’. Fox.: 
“Pleasure: of His’ Company” holds 
for third torrid. week at: the -Broad-. 
way. “Spartacus”. looms ‘big-as, néw Te 
‘entry: at . ‘Hollywood on. “popseale oe 
run. 

- ‘Estimates for. This Week . 
“Broadway (Patker) .. 

-| Last week, $6,700: : 
Fox (Evergreen). a 600: $1-$1. 49) 

—“Fanny” (WB) (24° wk). Loud $8,- 
500. ‘Last: week, $8,100. 

Hollywood (Evergreen): 
-$1-$1. 49). — “Spartacus” (UA). at 
pop ‘prices. -Bangup $8, 000.-. Last 
week, . “Snow ‘White; ‘3° Stooges’* 
(20th) © - “Silent. “Call” (20th), 
$3.000. 

" Musie ‘Box (Hamrick) (640;° $1. 
$1.50)’ .— “Last “Sunset” (U)."and’- 
“Tomboy and Champ” (U) (2d wk).- 
-Okay’ $3,500, “Last :-week, .$4;100. 

Oriental (McFadden) |:2,100:. $1). . 

Last . week, 
(M-G) ” -and:: “Soldier’ of. Fortune” 
(M-G) reissue), $3,300. 
"Orpheum (Evergreen) q 036; $i- 

$1 .49) — “Parent Trap”. (BY): (2¢° 
Wk). ‘Great © $11,000... Last. week, -_ 

1$10;760. 
Paraiount (Port-Par) (3.400: $1. 

$1. 50)}—"‘By. Love Possessed” (UA) 
and “The Cat: Burglar” (UA) (2d - 

SF Vwk). ‘Fair * $4,000. Last week, $4; 400. : 

"Madison (UD) (1,408; $1,25-$1:4u)-. 
—“Fanny” (WB), ‘Hotsy’ $11,000 or... 2." : 
‘close. 

(3d Wh), 

(1,899; - “gi 2 
"1 $1:50)—"The Pleastire.of His ‘Com-: aan 
pany’. (Par) (3d wk). Fat. $5,500:. _ 

"41,900;- 



. ., uurday. Night and- Sunday Morning”! e 
2. looks ‘socko - for. same session. at 

Cinema. 

__*tal’s 
:. Session. Return run of “Spartacus” 

; igh” ‘is: firm .in. its’ Chicago: third. | 
oy “By. ‘Love " Possessed” - 

Wednesday; Jay: 12, 1962.” 

: ti i eg Archie’ Fancy SIG; 
~ ‘Guns’ Great 406, Double’ Potent 
(i ind: Spartacus’ So ck UG, ; 

* Chicago, J uly: Ms 

Severai holdovers from the bateh 
Y “of ‘strong entries brought in for teh ‘Estimates Age e ‘Net _ | 
*-July 4th’ holiday weekend ‘and :a| . Film’ gross estimates-as re- oe 

- couple: of-family-fare pix. ‘are’ pull- ”~ ported- herewith. from the vari. - 
irig solid coin {n what shapés as]. ous key ‘cities, are net; jie. 

an. uneven. session. “Last Time. .I|.. without = usual ‘tax.. Distrib-.- : 
.. Saw. Archie” is. fine “$16,000: in| “ utors share on net take, when . 

opener at Roosevel€, “Savage: Eye’’ | - playing percentage, hence. the 
. 4s hotsy on initialer at World. =] - estimated. ‘figures - are. net, in-.. 
“| “Guns: of. Navarone” -is: shooting} . come. 
for.a mighty. second week at State-|.-.- The © _parenthetic. admission 2 
Lake. “On the Double” :rates: great] prices,” however; as. indicated, 
4n second .at Esquire while ‘‘Sat-|. Anclude U. 8. amusement tax. 7 

oO “Parent Trap” is ‘trapping a big} 
third round at the: Woods. Orien-‘. 

“Ladies Man” is- hep in. third |- 
‘Stooges "Bangup 
- $8,000 in Omaha 

‘Omaha, July: 11. 

only: ‘two. new. entries. at: ‘the: 

‘down town. ‘first-runs this: “session, . 

-and ‘biz: ds: slightly: ‘off. : - “Snow. 

White. and Three Stooges”, Tooks | 
lusty. at the Omaha while “Morgan | 

. | Pirate’ is just okayat. State. Third 
"Tl week of “Exodts" remains socko at 

Admiral, while .“Spartacus”. looms |. 

‘. - is ‘smash: in. third canto. day-dat-|: 
:* {ng the: Loop and’ Carnegie. :‘‘Par-| 

‘should: Teg- | 
ister: a nice’ fourth’ ound’ at the 
United Artists, ° Ta 

‘Or the ‘hard-ticket pix,. ‘La Dolce 
Vita” is marking. a: ‘powerful fourth 
week: at the Todd. ‘and. “Exodus” 
Jooks' sturdy - ‘in 30th Stanza at ‘the 
"Cinestage.. Tos 

"Botimates for’ This Week | - 
o ~ ‘Carnegie. (Télem'ty: (493: ‘$1: 15-$2) 

. "Spartacus: : (UW): tsubrunt... (3d: lofty ‘in seventh at. the. Dundee. | 
"wk: Hotsy | $8,000 - or ‘Rear, ‘Last; “By ‘Love. : Possessed,” two'}- 

"week, $8,500: houses, is’ okay: in: peng “Pars |. 
Chicago. (BE&K) | (3. $00: ‘90-81. ee at, Orpheum is. fair. in sec- | 

— Parrish” (WB). (3d ° wh): Fair’, ® 
. $12.000.. An. 6. days. : Last: “week, ~ Bstimates for ‘This Week’, 
$18. 000.. “Admiral (Blank) Al, 239; ‘$1-S1. 50). 

Ciriema (Stern): (500: $1. 50) |: —“Exodus” (UA): (3d wk, -Hold- 
| sSaturday. Night, Sunday Morning” ing well at lusty $6, 500. Last week, 

(Continued: on Page 10). +l gameé. 27 

- Chief, Skyview - (Blank) (1. 000; | 
“Tray Wow. $12,000 he =| a2 0: “Opeiation: Botienene al. 

| Gacy; ‘Fanny’ Big. 116, - 
“Curse” Strong at 106 -$2.20)——"This - Is Cinerama”: (Cine-. 

rama). (21st. wk): 

” [Trap Fancy $12,000; 

‘| scene . currently:.. 

| round. 
Avenue | looms -: great in second. | : 

: -$1- $1. 50)—“"Homiicidal”. 

| &BV? 2d: “wk: 

‘these exceptions, 

‘first: week’ at Randolph, 

’ fourth . 
(2d wkk Okay: $6,500 or near, East 

Cincinnati, July 11: 

week, $10,000... 

Cooper. - (Cooper): (687: $1: 5. 

Cinema: traffic here this: ound 
Tates ‘fairly. :: - good -in' view. ‘af 
‘burghers being rabid . about. pen- 
-nant. ‘bid. of -redhot, Cincy. Reds,. 
which. has ‘the theatres. feeling the 
‘baseball - 

dominate. first-runs. Out in front -in 
ea this category: are- “Parent: Trap,” 

distraction.” more:“:than]”, 
other: lines. ‘Blockbuster: holdovers. 

- Good. $7, 000 or | 
close. ‘Last: week, $6; 000: ros 

Dundee | (Cooper): | (500; .: $1:55- 
$2:20)— —*‘Spartacus”. ‘ur: (ith: Wk). 
Trim: $4,400. - Last week; $4: 500:: 
‘Omaha (Tristates): (2.066; °$75-$1). 

—Snow. White ‘and ‘Three Stooges |. 
(20th). Solid $8,000: or close:.‘Last 
week, “Ladies: Man’ (Par), $10,500 
in 10 days: 

ay at. suburban: “Valley «and: sturdy| 
“take. - 

) try,” 

-. | Saw’ Archie.” -also. moderate.. The{. 

: os “and “Shadow. of.Cat,”* Jooms: strong 
‘ at. Twin! ‘Drive-In! I 

‘* great at Keith’s, and “Fanny” shap-. 
ing: ‘for ‘gain. over opening. round’ $1)—"Parrish” (WB) (2d: wk). 

$5,000. “Last: week, :$9,500." 
‘Fair 

ae s?al ue 

.Other second-weekers ° are 
“Parrish,” :okay;. ‘Wild “In ‘Coun-} 

“fair; “Snow. ‘White. and’ 3 
: Stooges,” : so-so,’ and ‘‘Last: Time I 

gan Pirate’. (M-G): 
Last. week. “Ring. of Fire” (M-G 
land “Green: Helmet!” { (M-G), 8, 500. { 

“lone new bill,-“Curse of. Werewolf” TRAP’ SHARP. $12: 000, 

Orpheum Utristates). (2,877: -$75-| 

‘State. (Cooper) (743; S1"Mote|* : 
- Okay $5;000: 1” 

i $1. .80i1—-“Parent | wrap”. 
wk), 

. - Estimates for ‘This Week | 
Albee (RKO). (3,100; 

Capitol “(SW-Cineramia) , 

Archie” (WA) (24 wk): So-8o $5,000: 
: oe Last week, $6,000, “Guns. of Nava-! 

» Tone” ACOlY. starts. July: 13." : 
2 Esquire “Art (Shor) (500; $1.25) 
S acgrry.. ‘On. -Constabte”” :Indie). 

! Shick '$1.80.. Last: week; “Dentist’ In 
| Chair" Andie) (3d whe, “$1, 200: “in. 
8 days, 

Grand. {RKO} Gh 300: ‘$1:81. 251 

Boe $1-S1: s0-|- 
oe “Parrish”. (WB) (2d wk). Okay, $9;-. 

*.. 000--Last week, $11,500 (1.400: . Marked pickup in. boxoffice trade: 
7 $1-$1 25). “Last ‘ Time” Ee Saw. 

f 

'? “Snow White ‘and 3 Stooges”: 420th) | 
oe : (2d wk. So-so- $5, 500.: Last ‘week, aa 0. 

$6.50 
Guild. (V: ance) 1300: $1. '95\--"Two- i 

Wav Stretch”. indie). (4th wk). Fair: 
$1.300. ‘Last: week, $1,600.: ~ 
-Hyde Park Art. (Shor) (500: ‘$1 ‘95. ‘$1.25-$2)— 

"Grand. Onera’Festival’? (2d wk). | Good”. $8,000 | after’. second week’ 8 

} 

-LVILEE, ‘SUNSET’: 5G): : 
- + $1.80 —"Fanny’* . Louisville, . July. ‘Th. 

is: ‘evident ‘this ‘week, asa: Fesult |: 
Parrish” : CWB), 
near. 
 Phree “Stooges” 4(20th.. (2d wk), 

of. strong. word-of-mouth’ ang: idéal 

weather’ ‘conditions. “Hoidovers are 
strong: “This Is:Cinerama”: ‘in 13th 
week will” top : Tast- week's * gross. 
“Parent Trap,” 
United ‘Artists, will: ‘pace. the’ city. 
“Parrish”: in second ‘at. .the. Ma ary: 

‘| Anderson, is shaping fine. “Exodus” . 
in third. at Brown is slowing down): 
considerably.-but still good. “Last: |— 

Thrills, ‘and: Laughter” 20th). Dim. 
|$3,000. ‘Last week, 

.| Indie and “Hideout: in “Sun’” (In- 

, Sunset” at . the’ -Kentucky™ is. . the 
‘only new: film, and is’ .rated. neat. 

Estimates for This: Week: 

Brown (Fourth: Avenue): U1: 100; 

raf 

: in -second: at. the |. 

“Exodus” (UA). 13d wk. aa 

: “Oe Bair $6,000. Last week, ‘$7.500. : 

= Of: kev. 8900..Same last week: - 
1.” Keith’s (Shor) (1.500:,'90-$1,25)—| : “Keittiicky. ‘(Switow): 900: 13-1). 
“Parent Trap” (BV) (2d-wk).: Wow. “Last ‘Sunset’. 7U). Neat $5, 000. 

:- $12,000 ‘following :$16. 000. preém...-| Last. week,. “Snow: White, 
|. Palace..(RKOi*(2.600: $1-S1: 25i-— Stooges” (20th), $4.000.- - 
“Wild. In Country”. (20th) Qa wh". | ‘Mary. Anderson ° (People’s) 1900: 

* “ “win” Drive-In. (Shor) (600° cars; ,|75-$1)— 00 ater ant ea s2d wh). , in. Drive-In. Fine 6,5 after” first eek’s 7,-+. 
seach: Side: . 90c. West: i x . 5 ® $ i spots’ of | 000.:- 

Car’ -(U), "Strong: $10.000. “Last | poh of His Company" (Par) | -week,. Master: of World”: ‘(ndie).! (2d: wki. Hot $7, 500, after: ‘Opening 
and “Operation Bottleneck” Indie), week's $8, 000: 
$11, ‘Fast: .“Retu to P 
Place” (oth - and Lost - Wenn “Rialto (Fouth: Ave.) a 100; $1285, 
(20th) (subsequents): Good $7.500.. $2 2\—"This: Is. Cinerama’. (Ciner: a-| 
Last week, “Two Rode Tovether” | Ma). (14th ’ wk): ‘Lively. $9, 000 after 

(Col). and. “Five . Golden: Hours” 13th week's $7,000. © 
(Cob $7, 700; . - United: Artists F ourth Avenue). 

- Valley. (Wlethe), (1:200:, $1-$1: 50); 13,000; 75-$1.25)' — .“Parent..Trap” 
—“Fanny” (WB). 2d" wk); Sturdy | (BV) (2a: wk).. Helped by: Saturday. 
$19 000. or-neat: in climb ayer: $9. 4) night ‘sneak ‘preview: solid. i $12 r 
000, opening” week, below hopes. : 000. East t week, $14,000... 

{ously—the Central, 
Huerfanos—is | playing to ‘capacity 

Seattle;:‘Fantiy’ 1 G 
‘Seattle, July 11. 

Holdovers | dominate. the local | 
Fanny”. at the 

“second . 
at.. Fifth: 

Blue. “Mouse” dooks ‘big’ in 
“Parent Trap” 

“Parrish”: at: “Music ‘Halt dg mild. - 
“By Love. -Possessed” 
mount looks:lean’ in ‘second.. 

Estiniates for This Week 
” Blue: ‘Mouse (Hamrick) (769: $i- 
$i 50)+/‘Fanny” .(WB).. (2d-. wk). - 
Big, $7,000. Last ‘week,. $7,800. 
‘Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; : 

(Col) “(2d 
wk). -- Good .$5, 500. “Last week, 
$12; 800. 

Fifth: Avenue - 
12,500; = $1-$1.50'— 

(FoxsEvergréen) 
“Parent. Trap”. 

Great. ‘$12, 000- or 
close. Last weekt, ‘$15,300. 
- Music’ Box. (Hamrick) (768;. $1- 

'$3.50)—“Cold'. Wind °. in: August” 
“| indie) and “Proper Time” (Indie). 
‘Okay:. “$5,000. -Last’ - week, 

| Sunset” (Uy (2d wk), $3,600.  .. 
Music Hall. (Hamrick) {2,200;. $i- 

$1. 50)—“Parrish” (WB). .(2d- wk). 
‘| Mild $4,000." East week, $6,300. 

Orpheum. (Hamrick) (2,600; $1- 
$I. 50). —. “Green: Helmet”: (M-G). 
(2d. wh. ‘Dull $5. 000. Last week,, 

; “Last 

Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) ce -{ 
000:  $}-$1 .50)—"By Love’ “Pos: 
“sessed”. (UA) ‘and. ‘Cat Burglar” 
(UA) (2d wk). Slim: $3,500. Last 
week, $7,100: 

Fanny’ Boffo m6, 
| Pally Trap’ 106 

: : Philadelphia, July 11. 
 Srutar. isthe exhibitor’s: word. 

few exceptions this stanza. | “One of 
of course, .. ts: 

“Fanny; ". which is rated smash un 
‘“Parrish'” 

is only a fair opener at. Stanley but 

in third at Stanton.. 
“Last “Sunset” ‘loonis - nice in 

’ at: Goldman. “Parent 
Trap": looks Jofty in-third at Mfa- 
‘town but “Two -Rode Together,’ 
“Wild in Country” ‘and seyera. 
lesser pix: are not getting far. 

Estimates : ‘for- This Week 
:. Arcadia. 4S&S) {536;. 99-$1:80)— 

“Pleasure of His’ Company” (Par) 
(5th. wh). “Good. $6; 000. Last week, 
$9, 000... -. 

: Boyd -; (SW). ( 1 536; $2-$2. 75\— 
“Exodus” (UA) (24th wk): Climb - 
ing. ‘to. nice’ $10,000, _.Last week, 
$8. 000: 
: Fox (Milgram) (2, 200: 99-$1. 80)—-"|. 
“Two : Rode: -Together”’ 

a wk. 
Col) 

Slow, $9,000 ‘or near, 
‘Last week, $15,000. - 
‘Goldman. (Goldman): a 200: “99- 

$1. 80\—“‘East - . Sunset". W). 
Wk. Nice: $7,000." a, 
. Last: week, :$7.500; . 

- Midtown \Goldman) . d, 200; 99- 
(BV): (ad 

A2¢ | 

Lofty. $10,000. 
Last week, : $12,000.:: 

- Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 99- 
(WB. ‘Torrid 

$25,000. Last - week, “Giant: (WB) 
ifeissue),. $9,000: 
Stanley (SW) (2,500; 99-$1. 80)— 

‘Fair: $17,000 . or 
‘Last’ week, “Snow White.,. 

$3,500: in-4 days. ~:: 
- Stanton (SW). (1 483: -99-$1. 801 
“By Love: Possessed” (UA) (3d 
wk) 8 

Last. week. “$9. 800... 

“Idiot” (20th) and. “Days ; of 

“Career Girt” 

dies, ‘$4,000 in 6 days. © 

“Rue. de . ‘Paris”. ALope!. Quiet 
$3, 700: ° . Last. ‘week, “Never “on; 
Sunday” ¢Lope) 133d wk, $4,000... 

Viking (Sley) (1:000; 99-51. 80) 
| wild in Country’”, (20th) (4th. wk, 
| Poor '$4:700. 

‘Last week, ‘$5, 800, oe 
World -(R&B-Pathe) (483: ‘po: 
80:—“Two. ‘womeh” (indie) (4th! 

ah. ‘Stylish $5,200. 
- ‘Last week, $5700, 

'SPARTACUS': ‘HOT CHILE 
: Santiago, July 1: 

‘ Universal’s “Spartacus,” which|. 
opened. its local ‘roadshow. engage- 
ment at three theatres . simultane-} - 

'Orlente. and; 

business in this, ‘its second. week. 

at Para- ne 

for. midtown. boxoffice results witn | 

“By ‘Love Possessed” Shapes slick }§20,500-in second frame. day-dating 

| (Wed.) 

(4th: " 

aes {daily policy starting Monday ‘10). 
Studio (Goldberg’ (483°. 96.$1.8 80) 

Trans-Lux (F-L) (500; 99-$1. 80)—,;- 

I 

bottom at the. Rivoli: 

‘Edge’ Sharp 
‘ Although ‘this 1s. the week after 

the. booming. July 4 holiday ses- 
sion, trade at Broadway. ‘deluxers 
is holding - ‘up .in ‘sturdy fashion, 
aided by blockbuster. “Fanny” at 
the .Music Hal! and several strong 
holdovers. “Fanny,” with stage- 
shows, is heading for a wham $200.- 
‘000° or ‘over. in- first stanza ending 
‘today -(Wed.), and looks in for a! 
jongrun. The $200,000. figure makes | 
“Fanny” -the third highest non- 
holiday. opening week. at the Hall. 

““Guns: of: Navarone” still is 
mighty: in third round ‘with $91,-! 
000 or near day-dating the Criteri-: 
Jon-and arty Murray Hill, this week |: 
being far ahead of most pix in first 
weeks at both -houses. Crit was 
J forced: to. turn: ‘away people Satur- 
{day (8) night. “Naked Edge” looks 
like. boff $37,500 in second stanza, 
day-dating the Victoria aad arty | 

| Trans-Lux 85th Street. 

A bye Again” held with big 
$44. 000 in first holdover --session, 
day-dating the Astor and the arty 
Fine Arts. “The Truth” finished its 
}second round with a great.$37,000, 
day-dating the Forum and the arty 
Paris... 

: “Parent. Trap” wound ‘up its third. 
‘frame at the Capitol ‘with a good. 
| $20,300, and ‘stays another. 
Sunset”: held with trim $18,000 in 
fourth session at the Palace. and 
stays until “Tammy Tell Me True” 
opens July 26. “Gone With Wind” | 

{continues lively with $19,200 in 
lith stanza at. the State. 

Helped the final three days of 
the ‘current. (41st) week with four 
shows daily, “Spartacus” is holding 
with great $24,000 at the. DeMille. 
Other four days of session were on 
three-a-day. “Snow White 
Three Stooges” ‘is down to slight 

the Paramount and the arty Nor- 
mandie. .““Two Loves” is dragging 

and. 

: “oiBwayH Hols Ub Famy Stage han 
‘$200,000; ‘Guns’ Whopping 916 in 3d, 

$37,000, Truth’ 376 
July 19. This means that third 
week will be only five days. 

Radle City Musie Hall ‘Rockefel- 
lerst (6.200; 90-$275) — “Fanny 
‘WB) and new stageshow. Inittal 
Session ending today (Wed) looks 
to hit terrific $200,000 or over. 
Holds, naturally. Last week. “Pleas- 
jure of Company” «Par! (sth wk), . 
- $150,000 for unusually big longrun. 
Opening week's total will he 
topped, according: to present indi- 
cations, only by “Song Without 
End” (Col', last year, and “North 
By: Northwest" «M-G1, in 1959, tur 
non-holiday opening session oe 

‘Rivoli (UAT: (1,545; $1.50-$2 5 
—"'Two Loves” (M-Gi «th an 
Third stanza completed yesterday 
(Tues } was lean $10,000 or less 
after $11,000 for serand week. 
Stays until “Francis of Assisi” 
;‘20th) opens Jilly 27. 

State 1Loew: 11,900; $1.50- -$2.50) 
—“Gone With Wind” (M-G) creis- 
suc). (12th wk'. The lith week fin- . 
ished yesterday ‘Tues.’ was. lively 
$19.200 afler $22,000 fer 10th 
frame. 

Victorta (City Inv.) (1003; 50-$2) 
—"Naked Edge” (UA) (2d wk). This 
initlal holdover round winding to- 
morrow (Thurs.) is heading for big 

“Last {$27,000 afters $36,000 for opener. 
Stays. Pic {is day-dating with the 
‘arty Trans-Lux B5th Street. 

Warner (SW? (1,813; $1.50-$3 50) 
—"“Exodus” (UA! (30th wk). This 
session ending today (Wed?) is 
heading for sock $32,000 or near 
after $34,800 for 29th week. Holds 
indef. 

First-Run Arties: 

Baronet (Reade! (430; $1.25-$2) ~ 
“Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” 
(Cont! (5th wk. The 14th stanza 
completed Sunday (10! was sock 
$11,500, aided by holidays after 
$11.200 for 13th week. 

Fine Arts (Davis: (488: 90-$1 80) 
showing ai—"Goodbye Again” (UA) (2d wk). 

sad $10,000 or less in third week, |This round finishing today «Wed 
‘but stays until “Francis of Assisi" 
opens July 27. 

looks like smash $16.000 after $20,- 
: 000 ror opener. Stays. 

“La Dolce Vita” held with smash | Beekman (R&B? (590; $1.20-$1 75) 
$25,600 in 12th. week at the Henry ;— “Rocco and Brothers” ‘Astor) 
Miller, being- helped by the holi- lisa wk:. Second frame ended Mon- 

iday (10) was smash $17,000, helped 
by July 4 holiday after $15,000 for 

(Continued on n pare | 10) 

‘St, Loo Biz Hot; ‘Fanny’ 

day. weekend. since its session : 
winds on Saturday. “Exodus,” also 
on ‘hard-ticket;, looks like great 
$32,000: or close. in 30th stanza at 
tthe Warner. - 

Estimates. for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 15-$2)— 

“Goodbye Again" (UA) (2d wk). 
This round . winding up today 

looks ‘like solid $28.000 | 
after’ $34,000. for opener. Holds. 

Capitel (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50: : 
“Parent “Trap” (BV) (4th wk. 
Third - frame -ended yesterday. 

Giant 206, ‘Love’ Socko — 
$18,000, ‘Spartacus’ 15G 

St. Louis. July 11. 

Top new lures in town this stan- 
za. are “Ry Tove Possessed” at 

(Tues.)- was: "good $20,300. after. State, “Fanny” at Esquire, “Par- 
$30,500 for second. , ‘rish” at Fox and “Spartacus” at 

Criterion: (Moss) (1,520: $1 25-' Ambassador, last being on popular 
- $2.50)\—“‘Guns of Navarone” ‘Col! 

‘| second. Stays indefinitely at this | 
Lat Also day-dating with “Murray | 

‘prices for first time Greatest 
‘showing is being made by “Fanny.” 
‘with a wow take “Possessed” alsé 
is socko. 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador ‘Arthuri (2,970: 

'$1.25-$1.50). “Spartacus” (U0. Big 
-$15.000, first time at popscate, 
‘Last week, “Pleasure of Company” 
‘Par’ (4th wk», $9,000. 

Apollo Art ‘Grace: !700; 99-$) 2%) 
~—*"“Never On Sunday” 'Lope: (73d 
wk! Oke §$2.600 Last week, 
 $3.500. —— 

Esquire (Sehuchart- Levini (1,180: 
_90-$1 25:--~"Fanny’ (WB) Wham 
, $20.060. Last week, “Exodus” (('A) 
12th wk, $8,000 

Fox ‘Arthur! +5.000; 90-$1 25:-— 
“Parrish” ‘WBi. Nice $18.900. 
‘Last week, “Snow White and 
Three Stooges” (26thi, $16 000 

Loew's Mid-City ‘Loew! 11,160: 

(3d wk). This week finishing to- 
morrow (Thurs.} Js heading. for a 
mighty $73.000: after $80,000 for: 

DeMille’ (Reade) (1,463; 90-$2.75) . 
—"Spartacus” (U) (41st wk:. Cur- 
Fent round ending today ‘Wed.) 
looks to hold with great $24,000} 
after $28,700 for 40th weck. Con- ' 
tinues. House: went on: four-shaws | 

Henry: Miller (Gilbert Miller:: 
1800;- $1.50-$3:50/—‘‘La Dolce Vita” 
‘Astor) 13th wki: The 12th ses-- 
sion ended ast ‘Saturday ‘8) was' 
gréat $25,600 after $28,000 for 11th 
week, 
“Embassy: (Guild Enterprises. 
1500; 90-$1 25) —.“Rebellion jn ° 
Cuba” (Indie: 12d wk?. This frame. 

over’ hopes, for initial week. 
‘Paramount (‘AB-PT> (3 665:. _$1- 

$2)—"Snow’ White and 3 Stooges” 
(20th) . (2d. .wkr. This week which; 
finishes tomorrow (Thurs.!' looks. 

Film.is topping -al! previous U-1| like’ slim $17,000 after $25,000 for 
Airstrun. marks in: this: city... .Opener,: very ight for ‘:holiday 
The three theatres have a seat-[ initiak week. Stays until “Voyage 

| ing .capaclty, of ‘more. than . 3,000. ' To, Bottom of Sea” (20th) opens- 

-{ winding fomorrow (Thurs.: is. head- 60-90\—"Parent Trap" (BV) (2d 

ing for torrid. $1), 069 after $17, 600 wk: Great $15.000 Last week, 
for opener... °° $18,000. . 

‘Palace: tRKO) (1,842; 90-$2.50'\— State ‘Loew! (3,600, 60-89. “By 
“Last Sunset’ ‘Uj (5th wk. Fourth , Love Possessed” (UA: and “Cat 
round: ended Jast night (Tues.. held - Burglar" Indie: Sock $18 000. 
‘with. nice. $18,000 or near. The Last week. “Morgan the Pirate” 

| third. was $19; 200. “Tammy Teil ‘M-G: and “Sword Sherwood For- 
| Me True’ i(U: opens July 26. . est” (Col-, $9000 

Forum ‘Moss: ‘813; 90-$1 80:— Pageant ‘Arthur: (1,000, ‘9N- 
“The Truth” (Kings: (3d wk: First $1.25:—"Raisin In Sun” :Colt (3d 
holdover round ended Sunday ‘9. wk+ Fine -$2.500 Last week, 
was sinash $19,000 after $22.000. $3 900 

St. Louis ‘Arthur: (3,800, 75-90) 
-~ Ladies Man” (Par) and “Hippo- 
drome” ‘Cont (2d wk!, Big $12,- 
000 or near Last week, $16,000. 

Shady Oak ‘Arthur: (760;  90- 
$1 25)--‘Ballad of Soldier” ‘Indie). 
Socko $3.500 Last week. “Carry 
On Constable” (Gov) (9th wh), 
$2,000... . 



~ PICTURE GROSSES _Wedneaday Jaly 12, 1961 

Dole Vita’ Sensational $17, 000, Pitt: 
Trap’ Smash $20,000: ‘Fanny IG. ad) 

. Pittsburgh, July ll. + 

With six new entries this round, 
biz is picking up in the first run]. 
houses after last week's sluggish! 
‘stanza. Three newcomers. shap-: 
ing £0CK are “La Dolce Vita’ at 

BOSTON | 
‘Continued. from. page 8) 

$1.75-$2.65 —"Windjamimer” 
‘reissué., +Sth wk). 

. 

Nixon, “Parent Trap” at Stanley. Last week, $8.000.° conipetition. this. summer. This. Then, too, many keys: are favored.; “Saturday Night, Sunday. Morn: . nt 
and “Romanoff and Juliet” ‘at Capri ‘Sack’ /: 900: $1-S1. 50. j week: _ exhibs also must: contend ; by unusually-mild weather for.this. ing” : (Cont), “Never..on -Sunday” °-.. _ 
Bhadvside, | “Fanny” remains “wild.in Country” 20th’ «4th wk ‘with . city’s . “Aquatennial,” ‘ afinual ; time .of. year. 4 Lope), “Last Time I Saw. Archie’: .~":. 7, 
sriash in second round at Warner. Dull $3.00. Last week, $3,000, ‘jweeklong” event ~ which: attracts’! New champion is’ “Panny!” WBN: 'UA),: . “Homicidal” - 1Col © and... 2), 

“Masters of World” 1s sad at 
> Finton “Gidget Goes Hawaian” 

Jooms good at Gatewase. “Morgan 

- Exeter -I ndic. 

_ Slick $6.700. Last week. $3. 000.- 
the Pirate” is a bit disappointing penway -Indie “I. 350: S150 Four boffo holaoyers, all in sec- : cities, with promise of further big gory. “ . 
at Penn despate.a strane caonpalgn. “Happened in Broxd. Daylight” | jond.. week; pius the hurdticket,’ engagements. Pic is. grossing ayy “Naked” Edge” ‘UA). looms’ as. 
“Breathless” stills firer in fourth Cont: 3d wk- Pale $2. 00. ‘Last “Windjammer” .in-Afth chapter at_ huge $200,000 or over on first week ‘one’ of. the. ‘more: | ‘promising. new-.- 
ang dat week at Squirrel Hulk week, $2,500... Century,. shape’. hig. this ‘found. at vast N.Y. Musi¢ Hall, near’ the. , comers, being smash ‘in. . second: 

Estimates for This Week Gary Sack 1.277: $1.2 os $1 BH, 
: Shea 325. SL-RP5O-- 8 pales Vital “Ass : tents 

unt uiton eta. Indien Dab na vita pine jin we ! Other cinemas ‘continue: to have .“Guns_ of. ‘Nayarone”’. (Col), ‘ales newie, -also- looms ‘potentially: big, . 
$2500 Bast wcek. “Snaw: White, came Rate “eee rough going, * ‘Ladiés “Man”. at the though playing in “only four key ; | being ‘sock’ ‘in, first: holdover. ‘rounds: .-. 
Three Stagees” 26th". $4.000. ee . - ; Gopher, “On Double” at Academy ‘cities, is finishing seeond to nose . in'N.-Y. 

i. a Kenmore indie: -700; $1.50 ‘and ‘ ‘By Love Possessed” at World ‘out “Parent Trap” (BV), champ |: “Nikki” TB), is’ big. on’ initial. 
Gateway Associated: 1.900; Slo “Saturday Night, Sunday Morning” lappear not: showing: much. Lone {last round. “Trap,” winner of third ' playdate in: Toronto,” "Rocco: and’ 
#1 5 “Gadget Goes Hawaiian” vCent) 8th wk Mill potent at {mainstem fresh entry. is ‘Two Rode: place, * is. playing, in some‘ 21 key: Brothers”. ‘Astor’, still is great. on... 

Cob. Good 58000. Last: week, - $6,006. Last week, $7,000. ‘' Together,” rated drab at Orpheum: | cities. second week’ in-N.. Y. “Goodbye. °.. 
“Noniedal” -Cob 2d vk-€ days, Metropolitan ‘NET) 4357; 90-[° _-Estimates for This Week = =| “parrish,”” another’ from. Warner . Again" (WA), also new; is rated hig’ oa 
$? oth mE: req Sh 28 --“Parent Trap” BV) (‘2d 1 Academy “Mann! 1947: °$1.25-"' , Bros., ‘is copping fourth. ‘spot. It in ‘setond « ‘round: ats two-.N.: 2 a ays 

Nixon Rebing 1.760) SE 50- ks Happy Std. G00. Last week, ‘$1 50:—"On Double”- (Par)i2d wk. ! j was. third. last’ stanza: “La Dolce” houses, = -. a: 
$2500 "ha Dolee Vite’ Astor §17. 000. iW inding up with thin.$3.500. © Last Vita” (Astor) is finishing fifth’ ‘de- v “Morgan the Pirate” \M- G): holds ae 
Wow S17 000 in frst seek af hard: -- Memorial RKO. 3X00: 90-s7 491 Seek, $4.000-. House shutters. to. spite: playing in only five. key, cities, promise, being loud in. K: C.. okay... - 
beret ron voy <p ersn. 7 cParrish” WB and “SteelChay” Prep for July 26: preem of “Latcovered by VaniETy. ‘in. Omiaha”® ‘and -'fair- in: -Frisco/° ~ 
re Are » a you ne Phot) WH -2d uk. Fine S16: 600, Last., Dolce Vita” + Astor). > “Exodus” (UA), for- weeks. high-. among . its’ ‘better play dates.’ -- 
Alor at the Pirate IG Dis- week, $19,000. « oe Century. ‘Cinerama, Tae. i 150: | or.on top.in weekly ratings, .is wind- “French | ‘Aiistress” +Filnis Around 
appemmtine STEO0O alter FONDS. Orpheum Leen: 2.900: 0. ‘Sl: (3-82.69) — ‘Windjammer™ ‘NT? ling up sixth. “Spartacus”. tU) is a: World? ‘is big -in’ ‘Washington’ and & 
Co neentrited comypcinn Last week $1 4%--"By Love Possessed! UA 

wy Lore Pessessed™ As 2d he and “Matter of: Morais’ UA) a , 811.000 or better this session. Last: gy ‘popscale and- more. show's daily a “Master of: World” “ATY ‘ihares a 
6600 bewnye wen. ne WK. Good $14600.° Last week, viiveck, ($11,500. with tio extra show- (in most spots: - [okax in Buffalo. “Two. Rede, To-) 7: 
Shadyside MOTC fab. $I “9 $16,500, "ings. ° {| SBy  . Love. Possessed’ AWA): ; gether” | “Col, also comparatively 

= “Romanett ane dite” CU. Boffo “paramount “NET! °2.357 70 Gopher: (Berger) a 000: $1-$1. 25) fourth last’ round, is. : “finishing. few, is’ not: measuring: UP: as. well - 
$4500 0 Leet week, “Days | of ¢1 25)—“pleasure of His C ompany’ "oaLadies Man” 'Par) 12d wk! ‘To. cighth, “Last. Sunset” U) is ¢ap- [as last. week. . os 
Thrills, Lecehter’  20ths. $1300. vpare ath wk: Mud 87.300. “Last. slow $3.500. Last wéek, $5,700. -' “turing ninth ‘position. ~/: . " Complete Boxoflice. Répenis one 

Squirrel Hill SW 634) $1 25--~ week, $7.00. -Lyrie {Part «1.000; $1-81.25" “Pleasure’ of His” “Company” pPages. 8-90-10). 
“Kreathicss” Fiims ‘Around , Pilgrim) ATC -1909; 75-S1.25r': “Pleasure of. His’ Company” ‘Par) 2 ain eneinnsy: So 
World) 4th wk Fumi $2.60. — Morgan’ The - Pirate’ ¢M-G). (13d ‘wko., Okay $5,000. Last. week, 
Last week. ditto, Opened: today -Tues.+, Last week, $6. 000. Will fo another. _ BROADWAY , 

Stanley SW: -°3 700: $1-S150 — “Ladies. Me “n° VEG) and * ‘Bevond | Mann (Mann? (1,100; $1. 25-$1.50) (Continued: from page 9) Pirate L Lively a 
“Parent Trap” -BV+. Smash $20.- AM Lindt”. Indies. mild $8.000, 9 | — “Fanny” (WB t2d) wk» Boffo ! ; a 

CoG Last) week. “Ladies Man", Saxon sae ke Thos, $1.25-S1AO} | $1 1.000. Opener ‘was $21,000... _initial- -week. - Pic day-dates with, . os 

(Far 2d wh-. SC 460. —"Fanny” “WB Wow’: $28,000 |. Orpheum ‘Mann?’ * (2,800; ° $1-. the. arty Pix: Theatre in the Village. fot 
Warner SW. 1.516: $1-$f50'-- or near. for new house record for st ori “Gaa pe “Rode Togettier” f . Fifth, Ave. Cinema - (R&B) . i250; | Ace - oh 

“Fanny” WB: 2d wk: . Wham . fifth grind frlm policy to Flay in| +:Col: a 000.: or.. near. . ‘Last? iu , v3 ie 
#17 000, Last week, $16 000, house's five car, history. :..- Last. Sy wdales: Verne” 5.000 and : “$125.81, ssa of Women| Ke anne ea Me 

Le eee weck, “Exodus” *CA+ 28th wk! '10- | “Bimbo reat” (WB), 5 00 in Six: ‘ “ ansas ity, July aoe 
| " $5.0 ‘In ahead, “Ashes and Diamonds”. “Amaee: week on tap with moder- “°°” days, $12.000. 

75-$1.25) 

Sl. 50i— ‘Saturday ‘Night, - ‘Sunday. ; i eae days - after. $2,400. ‘for Ae of Jholdovers..“Morgan the Pirate.” oat 
¢ ? “Louisiana Hussy" ‘Indie. Oke | Morning”. (Cont) (2d wk. Rousing” ie 3 | playing.“ a -nine-theatre.. combo, |. - 

BALTO; LOVE GOOD 66 $4,000. Last week, ‘Love’ Is My 100. Last. week; $6,000. l. ‘Normandie’ (TL (592; °$1.25-: shapes ‘nice. “Misty”. camé into the... 
Baltimore. July 11. Profession” ‘Indie: and “Twilight | - State. (Par) (2.200; $1-$1.25) —- $1: 80:'—"Snow . White. . and. - 3) Plaza and Granada’ Saturday . on a: 

sirls” (Indies (2d wk», $3,700. 

‘WASHINGTON 
‘Continued from page 8 

town on continuous “and low er’ 
scale policy. | 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador-Metropolitan — 

¢1.480:. 
‘WB) (2d wk. 

$12.000. Last week...8$19.500. 
Apex ‘K-Br 

“Romanoff.and Juliet” (U) +2d wk). 

No new product .around. and. 
coolish weather spells only fair 
hoxoffice this week. Best of lot are | 
“Parent Trap” nice in second week | 
at the New: “By Love Possesse de 
good in secend round at Mavfair-: 
and “Parrish” slight in first -hold- | 
ever stanza at Stanton. 

“Pleasure of His Company” ‘jis ° 
fair in third at the Tawn but 
“Raisin in the Sun” is sturdy for : 
fourth at the Little. “Morgan the : 
Pirate" is: sad) in second at the . 
Hipp. “Never on Sunday” is stight- — 
Iv up in 34th record week at Play- . 
house. 

Estimates for This Week 

said 

$12.000 in first: week,. over hopes. 
Capitol ‘Loew? +3.420: $1-$1.49) 

Aurora Rappaport: «$67: 90- —“Homicidal” 'Cob. Nice $13,500. 
$150 “Make Mine Mink" «Cont);} Last week, "Snow White: and; 
and “Tiger Bay" ‘Cont? -reissues). } Stooges” «20th: «2d wk: $4,000. in 
Fair $1.800. Last week, “Expresso , 3 days. 
Boneo” Cont) and “School for; Keith’s ‘RKO) 
Scow dreds” -{’onte ‘reissues? —"Last Time I Saw Archie’ «UA' 
$1.600. and “Flying Tail’ (UA) :4th. wk). 

Charles Oke $7,500. Last: week, $7,200. : 
$3505 
wk. Sad 
$2,000. 

Cinema = Schwaberi 460: 90- ° 
$1 50 “T. ove and) Frenchweman” 

fRings: “Sth wk Oke $1,500. Lust 
week, $1.600, 

Hippodrome Rappaporti 7 7 
ast 5th. “Morgan Pirate’ M-G) Palace !Loew) $2390: $1-$1.49) . 

2d wk: Drab $4.500. Last week, —"Parent Trap” (BV). Sock $1,900 
$8 TUG or near. Last week. ‘Morgan: 

Little tRappaport! 300: 90-$1 50) ' Pirate” ~“M-G. $12.000. in: - final , 
—"Rajsin in Sun” 'Col 4th wk): eight days, 
Steady $2.000. Last week, same. ‘Plaza :T-L! '278: -$1-$1.80)— 

Mayfair «Fruchtman: «750; 90-. “Truth” ‘Kings: Smash - $11,000. ; 
$1.50>--"By Love Possessed” ‘UA) or near. ‘Last week., “Love and 
12d wk- Goed $6.000. Last week, Frenchwoman” ‘Kings): Gl) wk}, 
$5.00). $2.300. 

New Playhouse !T-L) +4597 $i-s1. 801 
$1 50:.--"Parent Trap" —"Five Galden Hours” ‘Col” (3d° 
whe Good $7,000 ar close. wk}. Mild $3.000 in last 8 davs. : 
week, $8.400. Last week. $3,400. 

" (1,850: $1-$1.49» | 

Fruchtiman) 
“Sanctuary” 

$1.400., 

500: 90- | 
Oth: ‘24: MacArthur 

Last week, : “French Mistress” 
i World) 6th wkr., 

week. $4.800.. 
Ontario ‘K-B) (1.240; $1-$1.49»— 

“Pleasure of. Company” (Pars f4th: 
wk Neat $6.000.°. Last week. : 
$6,900. 

(Films Around ; 
Big $4. 200.. Last ‘ 

°2.300: 

1,600; 90- 
‘BY! -2d 

Last 

Fruchtman) 

rat State andthe * Fanny” 

. “Parent Trap” 
oe $13. 000. :. Last . week. ‘$15,000. 

1.000; $1-$1.49)—* ‘Parrish” | 
Looks like- ‘okay | 

11,050; $1-$1 25)—! Conti (2d -wh), 

Boff $9.000 after house record of | 

(K-Bi 1900; $1.25'—, 

| n 0.s Jam Mpls. Albeit 
‘Trap’ Sockeroo $13,000; |: 
‘Fanny’ 116, ‘2 Rode’ 86). 

: Minneapolis, July 11. 
‘While film: ‘trade’ here is: start-. 

ing -to;show. signs” ‘of stirring’ after | 
longest slump in’ many years, it’s. 

‘Loop .wipners are 
at Mann.. 

“reissue Sth’ Wku.- 

days. 

TRAP’ SOLID $7,000, |_Strle Tespetan. 7s i min St. Louis Park © (Field’. 1. -000:: 

tBVi (2d wk). Socko: 

Uptown (Field: AY 000; $1 25) — 
“Parrish” “4WB) 12d wk. “Hep 
$5. 500. Opener was.'$10,500. . 
‘World Mann) (400; 85-S$1 '50).- — 

“By Love: Possessed” (UA) (2d. wh, 
‘|-Modest: $4. 000.. Last week: $4.500. 
‘Holds. 

ee rt 

CHICAGO” 
‘(Continued from page. 9) 

So¢k $8, 000. Last 
week, $9.500. ”. 

Cinestage (Toda) . ‘{] 038: $1. 15: 
$3.50\—""Exodus” (UA) (30th wk). 

j Sturdy $10,000. Last. week, $10.400, ' 
} Esquire tH&E Balaban’ (1,350: 
$1:25-81. .80:—°On Double”. «Par 
12d wk). Great $18. 000. ‘Last week. | 
$24,000. - 

Loop: (Telem! t) (606:. $1. 75-$2\— | ‘morrow (Thurs: ‘) Jooks:to: hold. with: i 
iwow $18,000 after $21 000 for see" | “Spartacus” (Uy (subrun) (3d wk).: 

' Mighty: $16.000. Last week:.$18-500. 

“Riff-Raff”. Indie’ and “Anv Man’s 
Woman (Indie. ‘Mild $4.500. Last 
‘aves, “Naked Night” - Indie) and 
“Come | Dance With Me". (indie), 

7 $5, 700..- 

Oriental (Indie) £3 400: 90:81 801} 
—"“Ladies. Man" -(Par). (3d’ wk). |: 
Happs $16.000. or: lose. Last, week. 

' $23.000:, |: 

Palace (Indie (1: 570: 90-81. B01 
jcThis, Is. Cineérama”: (Cineramay ‘re 
issue) 42d wk,” Okay. $12, 000. Last. 

» week, $12.500..-. 27 

j Roosevelt BRK tT 400: 90-81. 80) 
' —s"Last Time I Saw. “Archie”. TOAD. 
‘Fine. $16.000. ‘Last ‘week. 
_In: Sun”. «Cel. (34 wk), $13,000. 

State-Lake “IBEK). (2.400: 
isi. 80'—"Guns ‘of Navarone” (Cal) 
' (2d. wki: Whopping . $40. 000. Last. 
week. $50 oad... , 

“Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: $y. 50-: 
ig $1.80'—"Never On Sunday”: (Lope). 

“Raisin’ 

- Looks: strong. 

4 Montroe (Jovan). (1.000: 65- 90°— | 

an 
90- "Two! -Women” . 

‘National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade. He! ds Well: | Fi anny’ ‘Champion, ‘Guns’ ‘2d,- 

“Trap! 3d;. “Parrish” 4th, ‘Vita’ ‘Sth 

“There's some ‘tapering. ‘off at 
' drst-run. boxoffices.. this: week but. 

“Romanoff and Juliet’ U 2d wk. i competition with its parades, Aqua ‘ extent for. first time.this session. .! 
| Follies and other -activities. {It-is. torrid. to ‘mighty. in:-some 1 

; high. 

LC: lose’ seventh as a result of playing :; 

“-(4Janus) ‘6th: wk1; fair $3,000 for- 

Stooges” (20th) (2d wki. This w eek. 
‘ending temorrow (Thurs,) looks like 
i slight $3,500: after. $7, 000. for in-! 
“tial: round. . 
(20th) comes in-July 1%..002 9.0: 

: Little: Carnegie’ (L. ‘Carnegie E 

-éSth-final wk). 
ing Friday 15). is: heading for okay 
| $5.000 after $7,000 for fourth. week.. 
Holds three extra days past the full |. 

} fifth week to open “Leda”, ‘Times) 
July:17, 7. . 

Guild (Guild): (450; “$1-$1.75)— 
“Romanoff: & Juliet” (WU) (5th wk. 

: Current stanza ending today (Wed.1 ' 
: looks: to hit big "$10,500 after $16,-1: 
400 in’ ‘fourth. Stays indef. 

i “Murray. Hill (R&B) (565; “95. 
$1.80'— 
(3d wk). This session ending : toe 

"ond: ‘Stays, naturally. ” 

Paris ‘Pathe. Cinema’ - ‘568;. 90: 
$1. 80'\—"The : Truth” . (Kings) > (3d; 
wk), ‘First ‘holdover: round’. coni-: 
pleted Sunday (9) avas great’$18 ,000 

, after $20,000 on initial ‘week. 

Plaza: ‘{Lopert) : 1525; .$1.50- gay. — 
“Never” On Sunday” (Lope): (39th ; 

| “fay The 38th week finished Mon-'i 
ay 

"after $17,009 for 37th Session. 

68th St; Playhouse (Leo' Brecher) . 
(370; $I 50-$2) .-— “Fate of Man’ * 

{«‘Lope:.. Opened: Monday '(10).. Last. 
week. “The |: Bridge” - TAA) *10th} 
wk), okay $3, 500 after very. success: 
“ful ‘longrun, The. ninth’ was. $4. 200." 

‘Sutton. +R&B) (561;. 95-81. 80: — 
(Enibassy) +10th : 

Wk! Ninth. session: completed: Sun- : 
_day (9) "picked: up ‘to, big’ $13, 000 ; 
after $12, 000 for eighth w reek. |: 

(. Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L). (540; $1- 120th). 

| i Theatres): 

'$3, 500: ‘holds: ° 
4p. Capri: 

- iGreen’ Helmet” 
nine: ‘theatre. “hook-up “rings: the’ 
“metropolitan, area and doing. nicely 
Vat’ $24, 060. or ‘close. : Last. week, ‘subs : 

‘(10% ‘perked -to- wow $17; 500. 

Par), ‘second last ‘gesston. and of | 
it {FoR ore four weeks: in succession, oo 

apparent that .enly’. top .product.,exhibs in’ most key. cities covered “is winding up 10th:.“‘Ladies Man,” * 
o: ill be: ‘able. fo. ro patrois away | by. VaRIETY dre pleased’ over how ‘also from ‘Patamount, ‘will be 11th 

‘NTY | from the first year.of Major League ; Well the new product is holding up | while: “Romanoff sand: Juliet”. uy ie 
Good ‘$7, 00. | baseball there and other outdoor , currently ‘sans the holiday hypo: monde -rounds: out the Top 12. 

“Parent Trap” | Hall's: non-holiday’ opening week | Stanza. playing .tWo-—-N: _Y, -houses, .."". 
ey : “The. : ‘Truth’ : Kings), another. 

: Bood ‘in. Toronto: 

late ‘lineup of product :and a) flock’ 

‘surprise ‘shift: -“Uadiés.. Man” 

side: ws 

Estimates: tor This Week. 
*. Brookside - Fox. 

“1800; 
Rode Together” 

$1-$1. 501-= 

‘Last. week. $5. 000: ° 
‘Durwood) .° -1:260;:" 

‘Okay. “$4. 000;. 
34. 300. 

Empire . 
$1:50)— 

stay: Ss. 

: Durwood).: 
—“Pleasure -of. ‘His: 

holding.” . Last. week. $11. 000: 
‘Isis, Vista «FMW-NT) 

700): : _Dickinson, . 
. Englewood 

ttie. ‘(Fultony. 11.200):;.. 

tM-G) . 
(M-G),: 

"runs: i 

Kinio. fi Dickinson‘ 

Hvk). . . Surprising ° $3.800,. -beating 
- both: previous. iveeks, and.. far: bet-. _ 
iter. than Aweek’s take when. ‘picture|« 

“played: the house a year ago. . Last we 

:1:900;, 
s2d.- 

wk): Moderate. ‘$6, 000... ‘Last. week; oe 

FMW. ONTOS 
- $1. 95). — “Misty” A 

“Opened ‘Saturday i8). ‘Faire 

; week, $3,600. - . 
‘Paramount.’ ‘Blank-UP) 

“15-81 "Ladies © Man": ‘Par) - 

87. 500. . 
‘Plaza,. 

ea 630;. 
Granada: 

¥ E27: - 

having: a ‘modest. ‘Second. week: at. 
the Paramount, -hut. “Pleasure . of: 

Holds. untik “Misty” | His Company” ‘looms brisk at ‘the: 
| Empire’'in second. “Never: on:Sune. 
day” is‘ unusually .-good: at the 

1530: $1,25-$2)—‘‘Franti¢e” (Times). Kimo ‘in-. third: “Two | Rode..To- .- 
This ‘week. wind-|fether” is fair in- second at Brook: 

‘Mid est-Nat: es we 
“TWO. 

«Coli (24 wk). Fair- ee 

es . al 2 

: $1.801—""Spartac
us”- 

ew £20th - wh): a 
Rast, week,” 

4 280%. gnc: or 
as + Come.” . ‘Guns. of .Navarone”: (Cou: i pany” (Par) (2d wk), Bright: $8,000; a 

“4.3603 7 
-Oveland. : 2 “Aatec,. oo 

‘\Dieckinson) ‘700°.600;.- . --. 
"1 2005, Waldo iRhoden) +700: Elee- 2: "> 

- Boulevard. . 
'tRoserale) “(750 ears) $1 éachi—.. 
’“Morgan ‘the Pirate” - and’) 

Unusual Ot 

504.°90-§1:25)" 
a “Never . on: Sunday”. * ‘Lope). 13d 

1.376; 90-S1.50/— "many. visitors ‘but’ furnishes’ real ‘although out. in circulation ‘to any-; “Snow. White and Three’ Stooges”. ae 
(20th). are the: runner-up. pix, Jast-.” . 

"Named. barely. making this _ cate- 

Playhouse Schwaber': -355: 90-. Fown (King) 1800; $1.25-$1. 49:— | ( . {$1.50\—"Man In. Moon” (T-L) 15th ish week: loom Last week, ”: 
$150:--"Never on Sunday” -Lope) “La Dolce Vita” ‘Astor'. Wow: se Stick § $6 500. Last week, {wk). Fourth round finished: Sunday j Plaza. ” {By Love  Poressed”” TUAy:. 
(34th wk: Upped ta hep $2,700. ' $26,000." Last week, “Love in: Todd: (Toda) (1. 089:. ‘©. 20-$3. gos?! was nice 8 500 after $9,500 in. _ wk-# days): ‘oke $6.000. ou ! 
Last week, $2,500. Goldfish Bowl” Par) ‘2d w K), I —"La Dolee Vita” tAster) 4th wk).. third. week. ° Rockhill. ‘Little: Art Theatres) Sad 

Rex Freedman’ ©500; $1.50!1— ° $3.000. t Smash $21,000.. Last: week, $19:500.- ‘Trans-Lux. 85th St. eT-LY i550: | i. ‘1750: $1 = $1.25) — "Two: - Way, 
“World of Apu” ‘Indie’.” Pleasing, Trans-Lux 'T-L) 1600; $1:49-$2) | United Artists (B&KY (1,700: 90: ,$1-25-$2\—“Naked' Edge” (UA) (2d. |Stretch” -*Col). ‘Okav. $1,800. Last. 
2.300. Last week. “Touch of Evil” |} —“Raisin in Sun” (Coi) (4th wk).. 
iv + treissue).and “Days of Thrills, : Good $6.000. Last week, $6.200.. 
Laughter” ‘20th’, $1.400. Uptown «SW) 11 300; $1:25-$1:75) 

Stanton «Fruchtman?! 42,800: 90- : —“Spartacus” (U) (2d wk). Smash 

$1.80i—"Bv Lore. ‘Posséssed” 1UA1: Wk), ‘This. -frame ending tomorrow : ; week. “Love and ° Frenchwoman” , 

(4th’ wk), ‘Nice $12; 000. Last week, | Thurs.) is heading for. socko $10,- | (Kings) (2d: wk), $1,500. : 
$14.000. 500 after $16,000 for opener. - | Roxy (Durwood) +850: $1-$1.50) 
Woods © (1.200: _ World (Perfecto) (390; $0-$1.80), |—“Last Sunset” (U) (5th. wk). Oke (Essaness) - -90- : 

$1.50.—"Parrish” -WB) 12d wk). | $8. 000: after $12,500 on three-a-day ESL. -80:—“Parent Trap”. {BV) .3d. wk). —“Eust For Sun’: (Films: ‘Around. $4,000. ‘Last’ aweek.: $5,000. 
Drab $5,000. Last week, $6.000. | and lower scale last week. . 1 Big $24.000. Last week. -$30.000. World) (2d wk).’This stanza wind- |: Uptown - UFMW-NT). -(2, 043;.. 1- 

Towa -Rappaport? 11.125; 90- } Warner (SW) (1,440; 90-$1.49.—: World (Teitel) (606; 90-$1.25)—: ing:: up“ tomorrow . (Thurs.)’. leoks: $1 .25) — “Snow - White | -and...3 ~ 
$1.50) — “Pleasure of ‘Company” “Two Rede Together” 1€ol) (2d. “Savage Eye”! Trans). Fast $5.600. | like. smash $16,000. after. coming ‘Stooges” —'20th) (2d ° wk).-: Mild’ 

woos ‘Par) -3d wk. Fair $4, 560. _ Last | wk). Goud $11,000: First ‘week, 
week, $6,000. -$14,000. | Last week. “Virgin Spring” (Jan- |cluge. to house rao ® week. “Tre ‘000. Last. week; . coupled: with ee 

Jus) “(8th wk),: $3, 700. ‘with ‘a. mighty $17, Granada, $10,000. 



MAN DRAMA 

ER TOLD. 



ORLD | 

AND PREMIERES IN 
THE FOLLOWING CITIES... 
OCTOBER I8th— 

EGYPTIAN, LOS ANGELES 
MICHAEL TODD, CHICAGO 

OCTOBER 25th— 
SAXON, BOSTON 
BOYD, PHILADELPHIA 
UNIVERSITY, TORONTO 

NOVEMBER Ist— 
CORONET, SAN. FRANCISCO. 
UNITED ARTISTS, DETROIT - 
ALOUETTE, MONTREAL 
WARNER, WASHINGTON, D.C, 

NOVEMBER 8th— 
ACADEMY, MINNEAPOLIS 
CAPRI, KANSAS CITY 
WARNER, PITTSBURGH 
DENHAM, DENVER 

NOVEMBER I5th— 
TOWER, DALLAS 
OHIO, CLEVELAND 
CAPITOL, CINCINNATI 
ROXY, ATLANTA 

DECEMBER 20th— 

TOWNE, BALTIMORE 
BLUE MOUSE, SEATTLE | 
MUSIC BOX, PORTLAND, ORE, 
CENTRE, ST. PETERSBURG; FLA. 
LYRIC, INDIANAPOLIS 
CENTER, SALT LAKE CITY. 
STANLEY, VANCOUVER, B.C. 
STRAND, MILWAUKEE 
TECK, BUFFALO 
TOWER, HOUSTON 
ESQUIRE, ST. LOUIS 

resents 

amuel Bronston Ke 

»..and scheduléd for 

showing soon in 

MIAMI BEACH 
NEW ORLEANS 
OKLAHOMA CITY 
OMAHA 

cat a 

eee 

EUROPEAN PREMIERE 
LONDON, NOVEMBER 15th 

FAR FAST PREMIERE 
TOKYO, NOVEMBER 22nd 
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“ PONTIUS 
PILATE 

“HEROD: | 
“ANTIPAS 

Fired in ZOMM SUPER TECHNIRAMA TECHNICOLOR * 

CO-STARRING 

FFFREY HUNTER: SIOBHAN MoKENNA - HURD HATRED ‘RON RANDELL  VIVEGA LINDFORS. 
RITA GAM + CARMEN SEVILLA « BRIGID BAZLEN * HARRY GUARDINO RIP TORN 
RAN TRING «GUY ROLE RICE WARS» GREGOIRE ASLAN = RUBERT RN 
seen Rayby PHILIP YORDAR ° weed NICHOL AS RAY « ronal y SAMUEL BRONSTON 

vio ty MIKLOS. ROZSA. 



a July. 8"Hijo del Hombre”. (Son ‘of. ‘Man)=-Argentina, . 

*yuly. 13-—"Very. Important Person” (Rank}—Great: Britain 

oe. _-Fuly. 14—“Les.- Honneurs ‘de ‘Ja: Guerre” (Honors:of . Wari—France.: 
Ls le : July. 15—"Vsude ‘Zijt”: ‘(The Bonds)—Czechoslovakia- (eventing: - 

. _ °'Eastern: Canadian. situations. 
2, Was, first. .rejected in toto by’ Brit- i taries froni “Annecy, ° Cork; - “Ober- ; 3 

. 1 <ish, ‘Columbia “censor.. Ray .McDon- : hausen:- and: Mannheim. Some. 27 
-':. ald in’ ruling: reflective: of UL. S. | Features and: some. 60 - shorts: ‘ares 

“Lesion. of. Decency’ 's -“€". rating “now set.for:screening out -of. over \. 
u 

*suyy. 12— 

Siily. 162401: Dalmatians’ - (Disneys—U. S. A. 

_Weloesiay, aly ‘12, 1961 PICTURES 15 

1 ‘daa fut | Fins 
‘July: 9—-One: ‘Eyed Jacks” (Pari—U. S./A; fevening). | : 

| ‘“L'Imprevisto”. (The ‘Unexpected i—Italy tnighth:, - 
July” ‘10——"Odwiedziny. Prezydenta’ AI, Want: to See. the President) 
mt ‘'" “Poland. (evening). ..”. 

“The: Naked Edge”. (UA) England (night). . 
oye: July. A Raca” (The Racé)—Portigal ‘evening’. | 

. Da: ‘Carcel. de: -Cananeat” wCananea vena cexico (night). 7 

—"Der Gauner ind, der, Liebe’* (The Rogue. and, God: Ger- 
many. on 

-“T Mongoli”. (The. ‘Mongols !—Italy (night), 

_ duly: ‘AT—"Milagro. a los Cobardes” {Miracles for ‘Cow aids) Spa: 

Eioont F est Harvests Other Fests thnpman Repert 
| proval’ ‘of: ‘his “Dez “Productions, 
; despite - ‘which | the “board ‘turned 

ste, ee —_— 

“British Coliumbia “Appeal Board Okays Censor- 
Oe - Banned ‘Saturday Night’ oe 

‘ny BAM bua 

Vancouver, July 11.. Philippines, Spain, ‘Bulgarta, Pore’ 
Vancouver's fourth. internation: tugal: and Scotland,: with bulk: ‘of 

‘at: Film -Festival opened: yesterday | feature. ‘entries: culled. from ’ ‘prior | 
(Mon:) ‘with “Saturday Nizht. and. festival: showings’ at’ Cannes, .Ven- 
Sunday” Morning,” « British entry | rice, Berlin; : Locarno, . ‘San.. Sebas- ! 
currently playing key .U..:S. and | tian;. Edinburgh, ‘San — Francisco, | 

‘-Pic/ Mar Del Plata and short -documen- 

subsequeritiy’ “the! | feature :200 ‘received to. date from 30 dif 
 .. passed’ ‘on-: submission to.. British } (ferent countries. Po aon 

oe ‘cuts, of any ‘kind. 

“debut. of. British: production, 

ca. Wesker. ‘Cast-includes :no nanies. i 
a Second Vancouver: premiere’ Will | shaw.” "."Creative’ Knife,”. “Ringers. Re- 

aa r dd,’ “New. -Ad entureé . f- ‘Pin be “David .-Wolper's _ documentary * ohio shore ONE TEINGO”. 

a 

ae >» Turell, | 

Columbia : Appeal: Board, with, ‘NO: ... argentina: “Un Guapo del 00" fea 
_ ture=Leppoldo, Torre: Nilsson). |, 

Australia: “The Jolly Swagman” (short). { Vaneouver ‘has secured: ‘world’: 
poermada: “Portrait. oF ; Bermuda” -“The.' a . ishort), 

Kitchen,” . directed. by James Hill,.. ‘Bulgariar- . “Stars *, , Weature—Konrad ; 
_and- adapted. by: ‘Sidney Cole from, “Wolff, _ 
“the. London. stage, play of: a, young j ~ - Canada: - “catite ‘Raneh," "Days OF = 
-/ “avant-garde” -playwright,. ‘Arnold-! NRshional Fila Bea): ae (shorts | 

‘Giant. Steps,” “The Silent. Ones;”’ “Rick: : 

feature, . " Aol aoe ‘The . Golden j Sztshostovakia: in The siete Prins | Gi 
“ears preauce nm. ‘associa 10n. ciple’ (feature—Jir: tejc “Romeo { 

: Ms Juliet’ and . arkness””: “(feature—Jiri | 
* with Robert “Youngson.. and. ‘Saul ; Weiss): “Bomb Mania,” “Town At. “Night,” j 

ahd, .narrated : by ° Gene } “Five Crown Banknote” (shorts), - { 
Film: ‘includes. footage froni; Cuba: “A-Rural. School.” "Cuba, Armed | os Kelly. 

_J “Birth! of a“Nation,’: “The Shiek,” 
2" “Intolerance,” “Wings,” 
7 Parade,” the.1926 “Ben-Hpr, ” “Phe |: 
a Saaz; Singer": 

. Rush: »” Same docunientary: is’ slat- | 

a2 NBC. in November. 

. dan ‘representation ‘at’ -last year’s, 
' . fest -when | 

| yanked’. after: ‘promised. and ° ‘Lal. 
|.;. "Grande Guerra’” also: did “not ‘ma- } 

-terialize. as: advertised. ; 

ek Retrospective.” ‘of: films: ‘of «the. 

Leo," 
i Gary: Cooper. starred, and: ‘Trou: |. 
.* ble-in Paradise,” an“Errist Lubitsch. 
* film. swith: ‘Herbert, Marshall.. and | 

"_. Kay Francis, plus. “Thunder Over Gavaldons- “Simitrio” *-.(featuré—Emilio |. 
Mexico," Russian’ director: Sergei’ Gomez Muriel:, “Jean: Richepin’s’ Song” |- 

. Fisenstein’s. ‘uncompleted. .1932! « (short Hunting” | 
's footage, and:“A Nous La. Liberte,” 
eee : | 1931. ‘French comedy : by: 
oy Clair.” an 

time ‘at ‘Vaticouver ‘will be. “Cuba, 
Jamaica,’ 

; People”. «shorts). 

- Denmark: “City Called “Copenhagen”. 
The" Big’ “Na. Man. Alone” (shorts). -| 

“France: “Maderato Cantabile” Geature— 
“Gold | Peter. Brook); . “Picasso: Romancero.-:du 

“|; Picadar,”’ “Une Semaine ~ de. - Bonte” 
(shorts). . 

- Germany: 
Wall”. (feature—Ladislao- “Vasdad;. 
-Watch’ Dog” (short).: 

Great - Britain: “Siturday _ Night: cand 

and-..“‘The 

ed for national televi ‘ision. airing. on: A. Man ‘Goes. Taréugh, The 
“ “The-| 

First Canadian showi ing, of Tialy’ S. 

, ~|'"The Kitchen”  (feature-—Jatnes. Mab Brothers makes up ‘for. weak’ Ttal- ane auite hen Foon ater eee few! 
ture); “The. ‘Allegri’ Quartet.” “Private 

“a Dolce’ Vita’ was | View.’“A_ House: In Bayswater.” “Ter- 
minus.” “Wild: Highlands” rhe. Reveal-- 
‘ing -Eye,” tA: Light- In. ‘Nature”. (shorts). 

Holland: nels: Back. The: Sea,”” “Th 
‘Rumour’. (shorts ‘ 

- Hungary sme. Ink "(feature—Viktor: 
Gertler: ‘insatiable - Little Bes” (short). 
* India: “Green: -Heritage’’ * (shorts. 

- Waly: 
: Brothers” ‘deatureg). : 7 

' Jamajea; “Water Is, Life?’ “short): : 
The Piein’’ (feature | 

Aspect of this year's ‘fest « ‘il be | 

1930°s—specifically, - “Moroc- 
‘with’ Marlene Dietrich “ and |. 

early 

Japan: “Fires:.On: 
| —-K on. ‘Ichakawa); (“When “A... Woman 
| Loves’ (feature—Heinosuke ‘Gosho);- “Pg. | 
Ton. Guitar,” “Marine.. Snow”” (shorts). - 

Mextico:. “Macario”. @eature—Roberto 

- New. Zealand: oS. 2. “Goes 
(short). . 

Pakistan: “Wealth: ‘Ta’ Pond,” "Key Toy’ 
| Health” (shorts Ds 

* Philippines; “Badjaa” - (eature)..’ 
” Poland:. - !Cockeyed: Luck”. Goature—. 

, Andrzef. Munk; “See” You. Tomorrow” | 

‘Rene! 

Countries: repped’. “tor the, ‘frst 

ifeature—Janusz .Morganstern);..“A Walk: 
In The old | City," 2 "hook Out. ‘Tbe. Devil. “Mexico, Bermuda, “the: hi 

~ Berlin F sir Footnotes : | 
Boe ; _ “Berlin; Jilly, wae 

“ Bgte. arrival at the Berlin’ ‘test was Bert Obrentz, assistant to- ‘Morton 
7 Spring. He’ stayed: ‘only. 24 hours” before heading. for Frankfurt’ ‘with: 
 loéal Metro ‘exce ‘Eric. Steinberg. eee : Eric Pleskow United Artists con-- 

tough on tke 

:. tinental, manager,.came in--for-the.screenings- of. “La Notte,” the official 
; Italian’ entry which U. -A; has-:for the. world outside Italy. He hosted a: 

.. press partt- before. returning. to ‘his | Paris. base’. 
“the American. party” was keeping: ‘the - numbers. down.: to. manageable 

~ limits. ‘particularly. asthe MPEA bidget was: Jower.. than’ last year:. 
Getting: an- invite, however, became. 2 quéstion of. ‘prestige. making, it . 

e Association’ Ss newly: ‘appointed ‘Tocal rep, - Stephen. L. Beers. 
“A. double check security system. effectively foiled” the: would-be ‘gate. | 

- Jon: the. Encylopedia ‘Brittanica.” 
_in-Paris before heading for: the. Moscow: fest. Griffith Johnson accom- j 

crashers. ‘and. in.the event, ‘there were a: number ‘of. ‘empty. tables. All? 
- ladies were presented: With orchids flown in from: Hawaii. by. Pan. Ameri-. 

° can, and: all guests’ were’ garlanded. Haw aii''style.. It was a quiet and * 
- dignified. affair, but hardly the: social . highlight as in. ‘past. years | °.: 
_ Asked-to.comment on his, experiences in playing opposite Sophia Loren | 
* dn Samuel. Bronston’s ‘“E]' Cid,” ‘Chariton: Heston 
' a‘tall, man, he normally. appeared round. ‘shouldered when playing love ! 

‘Said’ that as he was. 

scenes. on the ‘screen. Not so with Miss ‘Loren: He was also asked to : 
; confirm that. Bronston ‘Was ‘thinking _ of filming. “The. Decline and Fall! 

“- of fhe Roman: Empire.” - and : ‘agreeing’ that..was correct,-.and recalling j: 
that’ Dino de Laurentiis was. proposing.to film the Bible.-he observed: ! 
“Ft only remains~for.an American’ praducer to announce.a film based | 

MPA prexy had ‘a short ‘stopover { 

-. panied ‘his chief’ to Paris; and: detoured to.London before- heading back : 
“~~ = or. New Yorks.” 
_ ...man‘entry.to the “Berlin: féestival..“‘The Miracle ‘of ‘Malachias,” is = $500. 000. 
7 P Pic’ ‘is. said. to have: cost. $4 000.000. to ) make. . oe : 

. Reported. asking ‘price. for.U. S: rights for. the Ger-.: 

i: 

1" "Spain: “EL. Cochectto” (foature—Mareo 
| Ferreri). 

“Hill: “Jazz. On A 
4 Stern. 
|.“The. Coming Of Christ,” “A Bowl “Of: 

- | Cherries.” 
are | gust - 

ty spooked: For 

a J guage Of Faces" 

7 djure—Frank 
a ¢ hagrin,”’ 

| farers.” - “The Little : Train: ehorts). 

t . 

| Barbara. ‘Valentin, 

4 It. mi Weak. as. It. the film, un- | 
‘dex ‘any -name,: won't ‘be playing. 
in. the: West German: cinemas." 

“1? Avyventura”}. “Rocco and. ‘His 

a “~Portratt ‘oi ‘A. ‘Mae. Wien a Medutuon” 
. | tehorts. - 

Portugalr "Portuguese Rhapsody” (doe. 
AF feature). 

ot. Rumanta:. “On The Danube” ifeature)s | 
| “Coke,” “Water Lily Lake” 

ia oenend "Seawards, The Great Ships”) 

Sweden: “The Flute: and The Arrow”! 
. -idog-feature—Arne Sucksdorff);- “Current | a 

Affairs,” “Cleantiness Pays,’ “Souvenire : 
‘From “Sweden”. (shorts). ; 

“US.A.2-° "The ,Sand Castie* 
Summer's: Day" 

“Holly wood: The Golden Years’; 

“Wings 
Heat,” - 

:-On The Wind.” wat: 
“The: ‘Science... OF | 

fekeéping,””.."° “Chuide en. 
jtisburgh,” “The Lan: 
(shorts) . : 

“Serlazha” (feature), 

“The: Ninth: Circle” 
. Stiglia: “La. Peau 

*Prisonesr. Of Stone.’ 

Of The Sun,” 

U.S.S.R.2. 

-¥ugostavia:- (tea. ' 

a 

keene Report 

down. “Chapman.’ "” ‘The contract, ! 
| how ever, does put. a ceiling on pro-.' 
-duction..money to be advanced the. 
“producer over a. period of time, and : 
, the: board felt that. since he‘s. at: 
‘ready in. principal | photegraphy- on, 
i “Day,” it. ‘the board) had a legal; 
righil-to delay the immediate start 
of “Chapman.” 

The. news. that. “Chapman” was} 
' moving” to. Warners struck many 
; 20th execs - in. ‘New - York. with 
‘amazement .. and disappointment. I 
Homeofficé. people who have been |! 

| following ‘the deyelopment of the { 
' property since .it' was first acquired 
Ain book ‘galley. form! have. been! 
logking. upon ‘it ag a sure b.o. | 

| moneymaker with: ‘Great. exploita- 
; Hon: ‘possibilities. oe 

German Consors Ban 

Germany,” but “the Censorship 
Board: countered: that. the scenes 
were undignified and: unworthy “of 
the: audience. a | 

‘In addition, the film has nad 
éonstant- troubles . with - ‘the. star, 

- having * -pro- 
tested . previous - titles that she 
claimed. ‘belittled hér. The ‘pic. was. 
‘previously called. “Skandalnudel” 
(Scandal-Noodle), - and ‘she: -also 
filed a‘lawsult against an American | 
‘magazine which called her: by the 
same .name’in'an article. She like-. 
‘wise. protested | a..second tag .for. 
‘the’ pie, “Keiner ‘laesst’ mich; 
schlafen” _ (No. Ons. Lets. Me 
‘Sleep):: oe 

: Yanks Regard San Sebastian Festival 
As ‘Another License’ in Tough Spain, 

‘Sah Sebastlan,- - July Il... {fre 
 amisrlean ‘motion’ picture. objes- 
‘tive. at.the San- Sebastian film ‘fes- 

‘(tival ig primarily the acquisition of 
additional Spanish import . licenses. 
‘The Motion Picture Export Assn: 
is : sending “Walt Disney's - “101 

| Dalmatians” and. arranged ‘to have 
|Paramount’s ‘One - Eyed: Jacks”. 
officially : invited by fest authorities. 
{From -a.-Spanish. import. - license 
| point-of-view, the calculated choice 

‘is a mathematical gem. Paramount 
faces the forlorm outlook of getting | heen. accorded third-rate instead of j 

te ‘usual second-rate accommoda- | 
ons. 

‘only - ‘one ‘license: for. the. 1961-62: 
Season. 
the -running:: at- San Sebastian, 's 

-With “One-Eyed. Jacks” in. 

Paramount picks. up another license} 
Main problem ‘at: (fe moves up to equal footing. with| 

Warner Bros: ‘and Columbia,. which 
have- tentatively ‘been: allotted two 
licenses each - under the Spanish 
‘point. system. * 

-coopetate with San- Sebastian . au- 
| thorities: for that extra license, will 
fsend- Garv’ 
“vehicle, “The Naked:. Edge,”’: 

United Artists: rarely” ‘failing to) 

ofah Kerr. at San. Sebastian for 
:the presentation Although. classi-}° 
fied: asa. British. entry, it:gives TA} 
added ‘Programming for the. coming. 
season.-" : 
With. this array of: Hollywood | 

festival's main: award. the . Golden | 
Seashell. : 

(July 8-17" will ‘Festiv al’ 

epremonies 
Jn- addition: to contending entries!’ 

dshorts). { 

‘Continued fron page: 1: imams 'the jury: James Quinn, 

quality of the: entry was particu- 

‘Mexico’s. Emilio (El: Indio) Fernan- 

Cooper's. last starring ;” 
‘and |- 

“twill -have: the :-film’s. ca-star, -Deb- 

pay. 7 
homage to. Gary Cooper at special | - 

Hollywood s Choice for Berlin 
Evokes ‘Tskt, Tskt’ Reaction: 

Israel Win a Time-and-Tider 
Berlin, July 11. 

‘In spite of {ts seemingly promis-_ ‘nad the highest regard for Holty- 
‘ing ‘program, “the 11th annual Ber- *wood standards, ‘and felt it was 

erorne : 
(Bert a arly disappointing to him as he 

‘which ¢nded :"ot properly representative of that 

there last Tuesday. (4), was largely #!¢a! film industry. 
1a: showcase for — “mediocrity for: ‘Without laboring the point, {t Is 
‘which the participating nations | “worth recailing that this was the 
must shaulder their. full share ‘of ‘first ‘time since the Berlin fest 

- the blamne. Not all-the ‘blame by ‘started in 1951 that Holly wood had 
any..means can be attributed to ‘failed to collar any of the major 
the festival's own direction under ‘awards. and had to be content with 

_ the leadership of Dr. Alfred Bauer, :a couple of minor league prizes 
‘ashe has. limited powers to chal-‘tor Louis de Rachemont’s “Ques- 
lenge official selections. ition 7." an invited American entry 

“It is now known that Bauer made. ; which had been filmed in diermany 
ah unsuccessful bid to challenge : ‘It was alsu considered significant 
both - the official American and , ‘that the - International Crities’ 

British entries but in .each case ; lAward (FIPRESCL was for the 
the selectors stood firm by their. ifirst time awarded ta_an Individual, 
original decision. The choice of :Sichaclangelo Antonioni, and nat 

“Two Loves," even allowing for ‘tO 4 picture. 
‘the. problems of availability, was | For obvious emotional reasons, 
hardly a credit to Hollywood, and -one of the most popular awards wa¢ 
the resultant. reviews, with only : the presentation of the Golden 
:one ‘good notice, will neither help ‘Bear to Israel for the best feature 
(the industry nor the picture. doc umentary, “Descriphion of a 
‘Macbeth,’ the official Britis) Combat" The prolonged applause 

‘choice, had a warmer reaction, but that) freeted the announcement 
} the objection was based on its tv viuitually drowned the citat‘on that 
torigins, Iwas bemne read out bs the chairman 
With “such an indifferent stand- “of. the documentary jury. 

ard. of produet-on display, the se- omer 
lection of .the.-principal winners 
became: easily . predictable though P antages Team Bearing 
the ‘announcement..of the Golden ‘Wooar a) qt 7 © 

Bear .award for the best picture to: W ord From Glenn Norris 
Ttaly's: “La Notte’ was. grected ! ‘Twentieth-Fox general sales man- 

;with ‘a few boos as ‘well-as cheers. : : ager Glenn Norris has set up a. 
There was nothing but enthusiasm ’ series of distributor-exhibitor “edu- 
Cormen director, Bernhard Wick, c2Uen” meetings in each of the 
for “The. Miracle of Malachias.” ; company's 38 domestic exc -hanges 

‘to set plans for the compat y's up- 
The task of viewing 24 features . ‘ , 

within the 12-day span of the fete ithe wean through the end of 
duous chore for: 

‘as quite an ar director of - Homeoffice point of view is being 

the British Film Institute, who was , ©4!'T ied to the field by a i2-man 
chairman, agreed it was. a rugged ; ‘sales team, headed bv Clayton G, 

assignment, and that many of the i Pantages, a member of Nortis’ sales’ 
films were. not of festival standards. jcabinet. n eac h an the ‘branch 

meetings, the h.o. delegate will lay 
moe, thought it was unfair for ‘out a series of product and meq- 

intries to have: to ‘compete with : _chandising seminars and screenings 
the seasoned producers i ‘Ameri- :to which the regional exhibs will 

ca, France, Italy, Britain, etc., and ; he invited. 
suggested. that. the ‘competition | First of the branch meetings get 

shauld be divided’ into two parts, lunderway th this week. 
‘one for the experts, the other for |. “ 
the newcomers, with two. separate 
juries ylewing the eniries: Quinn! 
advanced that.as a “constructive” 
thought which,. he believed, would 
be helpful to all who. participate in ! 
the festival. we 
In‘ regard to tha . official U.S. 

choice, ‘Quinn concurred with the 
‘majority viewpoint, adding that the 

lin ‘Film Festival, 

~ 

New Segregation Protest 
Houston, July 11. 

{ Local Negroes staged en Inde. 
‘pendence Day integration demon- 
stration {In front of two downtown 
motion picture theatres last Tues- 
day (4), Demonstrators marched 
in front of Loew's State and Metro- 

4 politan Theatres carrving signs. 
‘Houses are located side by side 
on Houston’s main street 

There was violence and no {m- 
mediale arrests. 

A group of 22 Negroes and 
whites’ were fined $250 each for 
unlawful assembly Jast month after 
they were arrested during a similar 

sponsoring - three retrospective i State. 
series. around the early pioneer of 
motion «pictures, Georges. Mellles; 
another focusing on the work of UPSTAKING ON LOPERT 

dez:and a final. retrospective series; Elmer Hollander Exits ‘No Later 
featuring the best Japanese pro- Than Aug. 15’ 
ductions of recent years. — 

Housing situation this year will 
again be . considerably deficient. 

Elmer Hollander, vet sales exee 
with indie distributors, fq leaving 

‘Loudest. beefs’ are already forth-| Lopert after a five-year association. 
coming from journy He will exit “no later than Aug. 

Usts who have , 115,” future plans undisclosed 

He'd previoudy been with DCA 
and Fagle-Lion. 

a EE, A. 5 Se ey te 

~ Berlin s Golden & Silver Bears 
’ Berha, July if 

- Winners at the 11th annual Berlin Film F estival, which cancluded 
last week were as follows: 

‘Best Picture ‘Golden Beari—"Ia Notte” ‘The Night: Italian fea- 
ture written. and directed by Michelangelo Antonini 

‘Best | ‘Director (Silver Bear Bernard Wiki for German feature, 
“The Miracle of Father Malachias “ 

_.Best Actor (Silver Beari—'Peter Finch in British feature, 
Love for Johnny.” 

Best. Actress ‘Silver Beari—Anna Karina in French-made “Une 
. Femme Est’ Une Fenyne,”’. directed by her huskand, Jean-Jue Go- 

ONG 

dard. 
contenders: the U.S.A Is. expected: 7 
to «be a. ‘strong favorite -for the} 

Best Documentary (Golden Bear !—I+raeli-made ' ‘Description of 
A Struggle.” 

International Cathelfie Film Bureau Prize — “Question 7,"financed 
‘by _U. S. Lutheran Church, produced hy Louis de Roc hemont 

_ Special. Prize (jointly awarded---To Korean feature “Mabu’’ and 
Dutch feature “Makkers, Staakt uw wiid gerass” (When Ft Docs Not 
Comes From the Her +). 
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1960-61 French Legit Season Leaned 

Heavily on Revivals, Star Names) 
Paris, July 4. . 

As the 1960-61 ‘iegit season 
draws to a close. local aislesitters- 
are summing up results. The sea- 
son was fairjv bleak: and unsatis- 
factory. especiall. as far as new 
or contemporary plaswrights went. 
But acting anc worthwhile revivals‘ 
fot nods as well as the w ork of 
ene of the state-sulbs dized  thea- 
tres, the Theatre National Popu- 
laire, headed by Jean ‘ilar. 

It was ponted out that in an 
ra brimming with’ events and 
Changes, the contemporery theatre 
Was strenvely lifeless ALD the -top 
theatre this season stesnised@ from 
revivais of Shekespeaze, 
Creckbhav, Paul Ciawdel, 

theatres did Potter tien tar recue 
lar ocemmercal, and  beulevard | 
tr pes, ' 

There were fats’ ry Marcel 
Achard and Amitec Raussen, in 

“Lildiete’ and “hes GiGiicuses” 
respectively, whack were 10:t ade- 
quate but not up te par tor these 
Writers. 

Ix by the thesps, Anne Girardot 
for the former and -Pyerre Dux lor 
the latter. Achards  Jongrun 
“Patate’ and the repr.se af ‘an! 
odie, “The Coconut.” were cone ; 
sidered infinite... superior — in 
structure end dialog. 

Lesser Plays. Fair Runs 
Lesser plavs with fair runs were 

not ambitious and filled in 
the entertarrment néeds. 
“Boeign-Boeign” 
ti, “Les Ambassades” of A. P. 
toine and J. P. Dorian, “Family ; 
Joys” of Philippe Herjat, which: 
were aisa manly acting pieces, 
with Franco.s Guerin, 
creaux and Gaby Morlay shining 
respectively. 

Jean Cocteau's adaptation of 
Jerome Kiltws “Dear. Liar,” was: 
thought mainly a dazzling acting 
exerise by Pierre Brasseur andi 
Maria Casares rather than a play. 

(Continued an page 18) 
Te ee ee ee eee oe ee 

Now French Producers, 
Distribs Complain Over 

Govt.’s Rental Decree: 
. Paris, July Ih,- 

Alter French *rilen ‘exhibitors 
kept needling the Rovernment for 
detaxation ;lu = free price scales . 
and programming, to help make up - 
their losses stemming? partly from | 
bemg cut off from Film Aid, it | 
now the tun of the. distributors : 
and producers to howl beeause a 
Proposed governmental. decree on 
renta!s threatens aiso to rob them 
of promised and hoped for: help 
curing this fime of falling filmgo- 
Ing and rising production costs, 

Decree would keep rental ceil- 
ings at a 40’: to 50°? top with. | 
apecia) scales for unusual films. 
With biz slack and producers and: 
Gistribs suffering, plus thé added 
we > coming fiom difficulties with 
top export market, West Germany 
‘it will not raise the French quota), 
producers want the rental limita- | 
lions done away rather than ex- 
tended. 

In a way, this idea is seen as a: 
sop to exhibs who would get a good 
rental percentage in spite of mar- 
ket problems. Also,’ the govern- 
ment collects Fitm Aid off the top 
of receipts as it is being progres- 
ane). cut each vear to producers 
and then replaced. by a credit svs- | 
tem in 1968. Henee;, producers: 
feel they have enough problems j 
without having premised rental ; 
easing demed them. 

The French producer and distrib | 
cutery wes very loud, and the new 
pulling is Leing revonsidered by the. 
Ministry of Culture. - Yank majors 

ave also watehing since they would 
he eliected (oa, 

ee et eee 

a q e . 

Merlin Quits Europe No. 1 
Paris, July 4- 

Louis Merfin has given up his | 
arectorslup ef Redio Euroye Ne. I 
to heeeme head of Image Et Son, 
the company swhich vontruls. .Eu- 
sope Ne Tas well as the traveling 
Crnerama setup. to do into tune- 

fron saan, end Tele 
Be is rephiced by Vaurice S'evel, | 

vho was previousiv -head ef the 
seas Service of Redig En ope Ne. 
1. 

Furope No. 7 is private and 
beans into France from the Sarre 
nado thus fas «vonmnere als. Its, 
wn offices we in Par's. 

+ 

Anton |: 
Bertolt , 

Srecht: and Victor Hugo and rep. 

They were carted main-_ 

namely | 
of Marc Camelot-., 

An-- 

Louis Du-: 

\fieult problem. 

| possibility -of. self-censorship, 

-, oppose Sunday openings. 

Monte Carlo. { 

Chatelet Theatre Sets, 

‘Paris, July 11. 
All the sets. and costumes ‘of 

the municipa} 
‘now run. by Maurice Lehmann) ; 
of: the -lust 60 years were de-; 

, stroyed in a warehouse fire except} 
for one shdw. still running. here | 
and gone ‘on -the road.. Lehmann |. 
feels the loss can’t be estimated | 
since -the Chatelet, though ‘doing | 
new musicals, is primarily | de- | 
pendent .on rep- revivals. 

“White Horse Inn.” still at. the |. 
Chatelet, was. spared. ’-as - “Well .as. 
i ‘Mediterannec. * now in. Bordeaux.: 
Property of the Gymnase-. ABC}. 
und Michodiere theatres was.’ also | 
damaged. 

Extend Italo Pix 

| 

- Rome, July 11. 

The - Italian pix censorship’ has 
been extended through: next’ De- 
cember. 31 by local - House: - and 
Senate,: after. prolonged ‘debate. © 

Delay in final approval of exten- 
sion of law which expired June 31,. 
brought about an unusuai situation. 
‘Technically, no censorship law ex- 
‘isted, and there was some. local 
| conjecture as to whether sonie pro- 
ducers with. “blocked” flims “lie 
iDocumenta’s —“Mussolini-Analysis. 
.of a Dictator”) might not test-casé 
the, vacancy by releasing bantied 
-pix. None, however, tried it.- 

| Commenting on the censor dis- 
:eussions in Italo government cir- 
.cles,- ANICA topper. Eitel Monaco 
said -he felt. that ‘self-censorship 

was still the best solution to a dif- 

The ‘current legislative trend, 
Monaco said. did not éxclude the 

though such procedure might have 
to compromise in- becoming semi- 
‘governmental, rather than an -all- 
t industry function. Monaco. added 
ihe felt the industry ‘had attained’ a 
: degr ee of seriousness and maturity. 
which would guarantee the success’ 

-of such a venture. 

‘Scotland City’ § Exhibs. 
Up in Arms Over Ban 

On Sunday Screenings 
| Brialy. Newcomer Andre Versini 

| will do one. concerning the ancient’ 
Latin poet “Horace.” Gerard Oury’ 

Aberdeen, July 4, 
Cinemas and: other theatres: are 

{not to open on Sundays in* this: 
i northeast Britain holiday. city, 
| Magistrates have kay oed a plan ‘for 
seven-days Shaws 
hotel, boarding-house, film. and 
theatre owners, : Exhibs: are up in 
arms at. the. decision. . 

1 - "We feel there is.a big demand 
fron: tourists and. local people. for 
Sunday cinemas,” said an official, 
lof one of the. city’s cinema cir- 
eulls. - “Many vacationers in Eng- 
land are used to cinemas being. 
‘apen at home, and expect to’ find 
them operating here. as well: ” 

;say the magistrates’ decision is. 
: disappointing. and a backw ard step. 
Already, they are. ‘discussing. the]. 

‘possibility of forming a Sunday | 
:film club for holidaymakers... 

-The 300-strong Aberdeen branch . 
of the National Assn. of Theatrical | 

iand Kine Employees. at the Tast |. 
minute, reversed their decision to: 

Stroug 
:opposition came ‘from the Jocal 
“representatives of the Lord's ‘Day” 
Observance Society. . 

Rev. Hugh McKay, the Society's 
Aberdeen’ ‘secretary, said: after. the: 
magistrates’ *: decision was: ane: 
nounced: “Our ‘deputation. . 
phasived that the application: was 
purely for commercial reasons- and | 

‘not for eharity. — 

Wardrobe Lost in Fire| 

Chateiet Theatre : 

Censorship. Law: 

a ne — —— — a . —— oo ~ SU EET EETEE Sain ——— 

advanced. ‘Dy. 

Hotel and. bearding-house owners: 

em- 4 4 

“Bast Germany ‘Data 
Berlin, July 4.. 

Latest data. as to. East .Ger- 
many, the Communist half, 

. total of 56,732 seats.. Regular- 
ly: employ ed- artistic. “employes. 

‘down. as. follows: 
5: 796 

New Cycle Of 
Chassis For 

French Prods. 
Paris. ‘July: ‘4, 

Updating - ‘classié plays. and 
| books for-film purposes jis. Tot new. 
‘There has. been .a. “Joe. Macbeth”: 
from -Britain and a-few “Crime. 
‘and: Punishments” from-both the 
U.S. -and . France. ‘But. recently, 

ized properties, Tooks.. like it has 
spawned | a fresh ‘cyele in. France. 
Back in 1943, Jean, Cocteau ‘and 

Jean Delannoy: did a-refurbishing 
of: the Tristand and. Isolde legend 
in..“‘The Eternal: Return” ‘while. H. 
‘G. Clouzot dressed: up .‘“Manon” in 
1946. togs, and both were hits. But 
this type of -pic-lagged until ‘Roger 
Vadim’s “Les.Liaisons Dangereu- 
ses 1960” hit-the boxoffice jackpot. 

It ‘Is true that. “Liaisons,”’: ‘from 
an 18th: Century: novel by.: Chad-. 
erlos ‘De - ‘Laclos,” had ‘censorship 
notoriety and a glossy take of an. 
immoral ‘couple ‘to. help.. It’ was | 
forbidden | an. export: visa for some- 
time, and is jiist, now” getting one. 
.This film did the-trick of amor- 

tizing ‘itself. in the French: mart 

free-wheeling 20th Century version 

“Candide,” which’ did good biz. in 

censor. It, too, has no export: visa 
as yer. In this, Candide -went 
through the . last’ war. concentra- 
tion . camps, . Russia, ». got tangled 
with the’ race’ problem in the U.S., 
ut it all. ended happily. Ready 
fer: "release ‘also. is .Gabrie] Albi- 

zae’s -“The : ‘Girl- With The Golden 
Eyes.’ re 

A spate of. past: heiues: will now 

“Phedre” this _month.. 

tave ‘Flaubert’s “Education : Senti- 

_Marie-Jose-. ‘Nat. ‘and Jean-Claude 

will take. Victor. Hugo's “Ruy: 
Blas,” about .a-valet who falls in 
‘love with a queen, -and ‘also: places. 
‘this in big “biz: surroundings. 

_ Roberto Rossellini will produce 
‘a. modern: “Purich” with: Charles. 

| Aznavour. Claude Chabrol is 
prepping a ‘preserit day. “Hamlet” 

this dusting’ off. of old characters, 
Marcel. ‘Carne has given up the 

her in the 19th ‘Century. - 
Moreau Plays ‘the. femme ‘lead, 

France Abolishes All 
‘Curbs on Showing Of 

Titled. Foreign Films | 
Paris, July 4. 

CA: new “governmental: “decree 
jfrom the Ministry::of: Culture has | 
‘lifted. all’ curbs: on the number: of: 
subtitled. foreign films ‘that can be |. 
shown. in. France: . This. abrogates a. 
“ruling dating from.1948- which per-., 
;mitted: only” five houses.in the Paris ; 
area and. up to 20.more. through- | 
out France to show ‘such pix. 

outlook for Yank films: here since. 
‘the quota licenses. for dubbed films 

‘ t remains’ ‘about the same:- ‘U.S. -coni='y 
“We.believe there would. ‘be .a' panies also release pix in title’ ‘form ; ‘Loren ewe 

“mentions 87 legitimate ‘thea- ede 
tres, including 16. ‘new..ones, &° : 

-{- number: 9,700..." Performances. ° ] " 
_for: 1959-60"season are broken .. first British-pi¢ sincé “Break The News” in 1938 . 

reveals’ four-picture deal ‘between Columbia and Moris Ergas, of. lialy’s a : 
Opera |... 0.00: a 

- Operetta fee eee eee. 5,548 | 
Plays: ':2...0... wean £13243. 
Youth . Pings cneee 4321 
Ballet Dice te dae = i 

the film: biz; -flooded with. modern- | 
‘which is an extreme. rarity here.. 
Then came Norbert Carbonneaux's | 

of Voltaire's: satire .on. optimism, 

spite of liberal’ hacking. -by: the’ 

coceo’s pr esent- day version of Bal-- 

be stepping -.into “today” s:‘togs* in 
several. -upcoming-'pix... Jules ‘Das-. 
sin starts: a.. remake. of Recine’ Ss 

Alexandre Astruc dusts: off. Gus: 

mentale” for. ‘today’s ‘period. “with | 

“lwon Bruxelles “Prix Foemina” 

to be.caHled ‘“Opheélia:” But in all- 

idea of putting “Camille” into the 
film world of today. He. will keep | 

‘Jeanne |?” Sir Francis. Drake epic; for. ‘Adelphia: Product:ons, star to ‘be set soon 

| Rossellini’s 
:| tinues ‘on ‘location. on: ‘that: isle; judge having rixed claim by Giuliano” 
‘Theirs that ‘pic would ‘damage’. famed. bandit’s-memiory, ‘thus prevente-. 
{ing séizure of. lensed -material. ; 
‘ first feature rolé- ‘in “Musketeers of the.Seven Seas,” ‘satire on pirate | 

It will probably :not change ‘the. 

CvARIETY’S" Lonvon. orrice 
., & ‘st. James's Street, Plécadiily © ot 

ae . _London:’ 
‘Maurice Chevalier: ‘signed: for ’.Walt Disney’s ‘The Castaways! ” his 

MM, J. -Frankovich wt 

| Zebra ‘Films, Col -has: pacted. world rights in the Roberto Rosselini. pic,: 
“Vanina Vanina,’ ” starring Laurent: Terzieff and. Martine Carole; .“The 
‘Stéppe,” ‘now being directed in Yugoslavia. by Alberto Lattuada; “Sene- 

_| lita:’” to. be directed by. Mauro: Bollognini,. ‘with Jean Seberg as femme 
lead and:a fourth production. not yet settled... . Kenneth Rive has tied 

: ;}up’a regular ‘series of: Gala programs. with the Mayfair Hotel's -late 
- night Starlight Cinema: Chib,. First pix. are’ “Hiroshima Mon Amour” ° 
and “The Roof.” . . , John: Mahoney has: quit Cross-Channel. Films to .- 

| freelance as actor-writer. ‘General. sales’ matiager Stanley Hart succeeds. 
‘| Mahoney -an the: Board -, 

| production of “The. Waltz Of: The Toreadors. ” John Guillerman: directs 
‘the Wolf Mankowitz: streenplay’. 

-| Edge,” 
|. wife;. -in ‘the lead:... : Phil: Giles. ‘Associated British Cinemas’. “BY” Cir. 

tives dinner . 
some of ‘his old comedies‘. 
anni of being re-opened. following: modernization and re-equipping: |. 

Associated British: & Cineérnatograph . Exhibitors : Assn.- -béth: hosted. 

studios .. “The British ‘commonwealth - ‘Film Corp. is advertising: for .” 
a ‘high grade executive ‘to: represent -it. in Japan. ‘Fred Kennedy, who. 
has been doing the job for two-and-a-half years returns to resume work... 
with-the British Film: Producers Assn. Kerwin Mathews and-.Glen _ 
Corbett have leading roles in Hammer’ 5 “The. Pirates Of Blood‘ River” - 
for Columbia worldwide’ distribution . 
minute short ‘called “The. Running, - Jumping And: Standing Still” fiim, | 
has. entered its 26th -week- at .the Eros Cinema, Piccadilly, and:.set: for. . 
an indefinite run . . -:-Dirk: ‘Bogarde. asked. the Rank Organization nat’: ” 
to take up its. option on -his contract. Thesp airis to ‘make: indies, start- 
ing. with “Covenant Qf. Death.” Bogarde and ‘Rank have ‘been together. 
for 14 years . Patrick. Alfen likely ‘to: play Secret agent James Bond - 
in a: series. of pix based. on Jan: Fleming's books.: Albert- Broccoli. sand 
Harry. Saltzman: to produce.. _ tt 

: -Paris : oo 
Italian actor: “Marcello Mastroianni “almost” walked | ‘out. on + his: lead=: 

Switzerland. Metro has world’ rights: except for: France and Belgium.’ 
. First. official ‘Yank- ‘major entry at the.Locarno Film Fest in Switz-. ‘ 

erland is John: 'Ford’s “Two. Rode: Together”: with. “Richard” -Widmark, . 
‘James Stewart and Linda Cristal. Italy ‘sénds ‘“Odissea Nuda” ‘(Nude .. 
Odyssey) which Columbia" has bought for the world. -Festival. ‘unspools | 
July“19-30. U. S. Motion: ‘Picture. -Export: Assn. may .attend. officially in 
the person of Continental Fep: Fred Gronich for. the first time -since 
Locarno began 14 years ago... ‘Jackie Gleason reports he has been . 
asked to diréct Alexander ‘Cohen's coming Broadway. show. “Barnum.” 
He would like Orson. Welles to: ‘play. the showman; and. intimates the 
show may. go into either the.Paramount or: Capitol pic. ‘houses: on. Broad- - 
way... Jim Proctor, legit’ and. pic’ .press agent, in ‘to ‘confab, with: ‘Paul a 
Graetz on “View. From.the Bridge.” - me 
Raoul Levy, resting from overexhaustion, has something élse. to worry: 

‘about a néw project to make ““Marco- Polo” by UFA: of West: Germany. 
and Real -Films of Italy with French: thesp ‘Michel Leroyer ‘to play ‘the 
intrepid. traveler..and. Renzo. Merusi to: ‘direct.. It- is supposed’. to start-in 
August, in color’ aid,’big screen, while. Levy begins only in December..: . 

playing time and. boxoffice. ‘in: France, an enterprising ‘Paris publisher, 
, Buchet-Chastel, has'.put eut a.group. of books,’ translated’ from. the 
Italian, dealing with. the pix. that-have gone over.in France. Books give :. 

Italian publisher was Capelli, Books are. based ~ ‘on-.Mauro. Bolognini’s ; 
“La Viaccia.”. Michaelangelo . Antonioni’s. “La. Notte’. (The Night), © 
Luchino Visconti’s. “Rocco and His: Brothers,” and, Antoniont's “LiAvs 
ventura.” es “ i 

‘Rome’ 
‘20th-Fox. which. won ‘inoppet aw ard ‘at: Venice Festival. ast. year ‘with 

“Dog of. Flaaders.” hopes to repeat this year. with its:““Misty”. 2. - “Sons -:. 
of Captain Blood”. is revealed here as Sean Flynn-starrer:to ‘be’ made ‘by:. 
Campagnia Cinematografica.. Mondiale for Titanus. release - or -, same . 
project as one announced.in States by Harry Joe Brown?-.. |. G..W. 
Pabst’s 1930s. classic; - “Kameradschaft, ”. being dubbed. hére: for. first | 
time for UNIDIS release ;. 

. 12 UPA ‘cartoons: ‘bought. Here . by’ 
‘Cine Del Duca. will be ‘combined ‘ into: feature to preem as “Spettacolis- 
simo” at’ upcoming ‘Bordighera’ Filmi. Comedy . Festival. = « - 

Gina Lollobrigida’s. co-star in -“‘Imperial. “Venus” . 4Royal. Films), will. 
-be Stephen Boyd . . pic starts next February - . She may do‘ ‘Marco. 
Polo” ‘as well, Says’ ‘Stanley. Shapiro,. who. helped pen. her ‘latest. “Come:. 
September”... .. Sophia Loren. and: ‘Charlton Heston, - -€0-stars’ of - Span-. 

‘David Gold: Statuettes. -given them, respectively. ‘for “The Women” ard. 
“Ben-Hur” . Joseph Fryd prepping: “The King of the Seven: Seas,” 

. John Barrymore Jr. suing’ Cineriz of Rome for: $3, 200 he’ claims 
was guaranteed him. for: subsequent cancelled: appearance. in. Roberto 

“Viva L'Italia”:.. :-.:Giuliano biopic, “Sicily. 1943-60.” con-- 

. Magica Channing Pollock gets. his .. 

films to -be dir ected here by Steno « . Tania Lopert will star: as: Licinia. 
in “Vides” Films’ “The Titans’... “she just: wound. role .in “Jassica” 
(Dear) : , Umberto. ‘Orsini into third: pie this year: ‘tLe Ragazze Bruci- 

“ ate Verdi” . Alain’ Delon. Tooks set to ‘co-star with Monica’ Vitti in- 
Michelangelo: “Antonioni’s: ‘new: pic. a Hakim: Pr ‘oduction: 

“Madrid”, 
. The “third: Hiispano-American documentary | hing seat will. ‘take 
place this year. in: Bilhao‘from Sept..20.toOct: 6-and will’award three’ -: 
main prizes for .the best. S anish-Portuguese. ‘entry, the best ‘docunien- --* 
tary from. Latin. -America ** d the best.entry sutmitted from.the- Philip- . 
‘pine Islands....: .. Child vocal prodigy: Marisol will .film her’ next .one, 
“Marisol-en Palacio,” in- Austria . 

| Navarro, is preparing: “Una-tal’ Dulcinea,” adapted. for. the. screen from’: .. 
| Alphonso Paso’s stage hit-of the season: : ;-Enrique Vera has Been added: 
‘to the three-way | co-production. “Mme: “Sans Gene". starring: Sophia. 

‘Louis Berlanga’s “Placido” Invite é “Beggar ‘for. Christmas) 
spiritual and meral loss te -the; , when, judged’ not the: type for is the head- on. favorite to represent Spain: atthe Venice Film ‘Festival | 
community . by ‘the opening of: 
cinemas, which could. not be-made :not have-more than from 30: to. 50. and IFI . 

| planed: back: to Argentina for: final ‘scenes: and. dubbing on “Search for *.. ‘up by any gain aceruing to the 
-einema industry. 
shown us that the type of film 
shown’ on Sundays is ofte 
ls nery uplifting character. 

Experience Has} 

n not of | begin. 

depth release. Titled films still-do | 

tlay dating ‘ehances in.France. | 
However, there. has been a ‘tend- 
cy for. hinterland ‘audiences to | 

in, to. .go for -art: films. ~The. 
. ‘Continued. on Page Is) 

en 

Six’ films" now in:prdduction ‘at the. two Barcelona studios. Orphea * 
. Carmen ‘Sevilla. sat: for’: Life: fatog Loomis: Dean. and then”. 

Monica” .in-the -Spanish-Argentine ‘co-production: . Consulado, an~. 
1.800-ceat cinema showcase. that will eventually. feature Tood- AO screen, ..: 
opened last’ week With the premiere. of.the. Spanish-Italian-French. co-. 
production—"Colossus of. Rhodes"—starring Rory Calhoun,. - 

‘Dany Robin has arrived to: co-star with)" 
‘Peter Sellers and Margaret. ‘Leighton. in the Julian Wintle-Leslie Parkyn = *: 

.. Raymond Stross's next film, “Knife... 
will be ‘filmed at “Ardmore ‘Studias with Anne. Heywood, Stross's. °-° 

| cuit manager has retired at, the age. of ‘65: He. was. guested at an éxecu-. |. 
. Hal. Roach has arrived. to: try. and. set up. re-makes of . © 

Pathe. Laboratories: celebrating. dts. 10th _ 

‘18 Swiss ‘exhibitors: ‘The ‘Visitors also spent a day at ABPC’s Elstree :-- 

. . Peter Sellérs’. ‘production, 12-.. wat 

ing. role opposite Brigitte Bardot:in “Vie Privee? (Private Life) when ood 
he felt the part’ was too ‘small. .However a talk with . director | Louis © 
Malle straightened things out: and pie is now*.shooting: exteriors: in... 

On the heels. of the: growing Itdlian film :renaissance, ‘with:.greater -. 

the’ script, work involved. and articles.on the. p:e in. question plus phos --.. 
‘tos. They aré readable:.and: of interest to film: buffs ‘as well. as pros.’ ~~ 

Lux: Vides-Galatea's “Ghost” in “Rome” © .’ 

ish “El Cid,” Will be at Messina, Sicily, in late July to. accept Donatello” ': 

, The young: film director, Augustine: .. 



ee +. the minds of city: authorities: and |: 

... union: stand,-.also’ Seconded: by pro-. 
_ ducers, is: that. if..a: boost is: ap- | 

a ‘moving up.in recent years, where- 

namaree i 

/ i 
- ” Mexico: oy, ul ah 

aan “gations, workers ‘aiid e bitors 
“Shave. dusted ‘off | the recurring 

' ¢ampaign . attempting to change | 

“approximately. 50%:}: 
: hike vover’ the current frozen $2¢.}-- 

#irst-run. admission ‘-in--. Mexico. |: 
Stemming from’ present negotia-| 
‘tions for a néw work contract, the. 

rmit "an... 

“ ‘proved, it will: go a long. way to 
". Tesolving ‘not. only- eurrent im-} 

". passe: “in: labor: contract ‘negotia- | 
”ons,-but: put- the’ ‘industry. on Its] 

financial feet, ‘again. 

. Although. ‘hot ‘admitting. ft. ‘pub-'|: 
licly, a few Tealistic federal film 
“officials, including Federico Heuer, 

_ of the Film. Bank, feel. that an ulti- | 
“ mate boxoffice’ boost fs: inevitable. 
80. why not ‘now? The forces: 
aligned on the’ ‘side of. a hike point 
out that the cost of living has been 

‘as frozen ‘admissions ‘make fiim. 
. .‘tlieatre patronage in Mexico: dirt |:_- 
“ “eheap, -with:: the -eost “of tickets | 

+ about. the: lowest in. the. world. . 
of The | price freeze has: ‘kept ‘the ieee 

latest | ‘pix industry projection ad-|.00 gw. 
" wances -from:.patrons: Argument.is|]. -- @ a 

+, J also “put, forward that. people going |. AL 
*-" to: firsf-run.-houses. will not: be] ” 

hurt,” *.as opposing. 
‘forces have- phrased At: Generally,’ — 
the middle and ‘.upper. classes, 

“economically: . 

quite well off, patronize ‘the houses 
and ean. afford. to plunk down 46¢ |. 
and even-up. toa $1 for: special |. 
. widescreen film.. productions. : 

-: The key to the admissioti squab-| 
ble is, of course, Mayor:Ernesto P. 
“*. Uruchurtu, "and ..the: “dependency 
‘he ‘pives -orders ‘to the Office. of. 
‘ Public: Entertainments. :For - years. 
glow, . the’ mayor. ‘Has - resisted: - all. 

-, ..efforts ‘to boost admission prices. 
". But ‘now. ‘exhibs and’ ‘unions ‘have 

~" ‘proposed ‘a: Compromise, : whereby’ 
the. hike .would. only.. ‘affect - ‘first. 
“and ‘secorid-run‘ houses. This. would.| 
‘leave ‘cinema. shows for: the miass { 
‘of: nabe. and ‘provinelal - ‘houses, at: 
‘a ‘cheaper scale. :This should: make} 
everybody. happy, - especially : -pro- 
ducers .who could: recover pic- 
ture coin quicker, pay. off ‘their | 
Film: Bank loans,. and. ‘go on to 

‘turning out bigger and‘ better pix. 
At Jeast that’s the theory of: those | 

. weeking higher: scales. 
”" Ae to the actual. nimber: of pie-:; 

-. tures the. industry should: :make,’ 
’ no clear indication. ¢an be ‘had. at. 

“. 3. this’ moment. .Federico Heuer, of 
the Filin. ‘Bank; indicated: that - 

a study: is: “necessary . ‘g0-‘that . pro: | 
-ducers can. arrive at’ a satisfactory: .; 
_production.rhythm to meet actual 
‘exhibition needs.. This. ‘year’s pro-| 
duction will probably average .out.| 
at: atound :60 films, moré or less: 

"+ In private’ conversations, all ele- 
. ‘ments. of the. Mexican: ‘industry: :are- 
"generally agreed . thatthe ‘chief. - 

| “problem today is. slow recovery. 
of funds: 

-_A. boxoffice - hike. would resolve |: 
opportunity: and incentive ‘to tara |: 
out: more ‘films. 

: Pattinson Relires hs 

London; July.‘11. 
James’ a “Pattinson,. managing: 

director ‘of 20th-Fox-in. Britain 
- since 1956, retired last ‘Friday. (7). 
= He will be succeeded next Monday 
Lap by: Percy. Livingstone. -Pattin- | Hugarian. dramatist, | Ferenc: Mol- 

"gon is going’ into- retirement three | 
+ year's ahead. of schedule for-person-. 

~ al -domestic.reasons: after a‘ stretch |. 
of 31 years with 20th-Fox and 421. 
‘years in the industry... He -was the: 

_. first Britisher to ‘be given the top 
a Sob. with. the company. in. Britain, : 
"He -éntered the: ‘industry ‘as .a 

galesman. ‘with Famous Films in 
‘1919 ‘and. joined :20th-Fox in, 1931 
‘as Birmingham . branch Manager, 
"being . ‘transferred ‘to -London -in 
.-1933 a8 general manager of. British | Munich - for ‘further . 
_Movietone News.. Four. years. later. 
che. was: ‘appointed sales” director: 

” and ‘later’ assistant ‘sales’ manager... 
” <. Pattinson:. succeeded. ‘William: J.2 

. Kupper as 20th-Fox topper at: the: 
‘peak: of the. crisis: which: ‘followed 

. the introduction of: CinemaScope. | 
. It:was -he who inspired the fourth | 
':etreuit ‘of independent ¢inemas. 
_which became’ known ‘as. the “Fox’ 

- elreuit.- : 

‘long with 20th-Fox before’ leaying.: 
a couple of years. back to helm the’ 
‘Warner Pathe sales setup.: He was planed to that city. to: iron out ‘pre- [rules the Mexican way. 
on the board of 20th-Fox ‘Film Co: tims. to ‘the ‘preem at the ‘National | 

“ Ltd.’ before. resigning to join We: (Theatre, Aug. 6. > : 

aT Film Prods Grom 

Film Producers is ‘meeting in Paris 
‘next October: to drm up’ its regu-: 
‘lations for. the. 1962 filmi: fest sea~ 
‘son, This was decided by the Gea-. 
eral ‘Assembly | meeting - here’. last 
week ‘at’ which 
given: authority 
‘issue regulations which. ‘will be] 
‘strictly enforced::) | 1 

will have the views of fest direc-] 
tors-to insure‘ that the new rules | 
‘Will be practicable.’ The council 
‘will also reexamine, in the ‘light of |- 
experiente, t 
were = introduced. on ‘an experi- 

‘rently is 
-ment approval of several: laws con- 
‘cerning: its, fature’ operation; now 
on.’ their - way. through © “legislative 
channels, - 
‘agitation’ over. higher ‘admission. 
taxes appears improbable if . the 
government. follows: through on its 

“| current: plan “to: divert this tax ‘to 
other sources, such as levies. on 
free admissions and ‘passes, etc. 

tended ‘from: four. to six. ‘months, 
until’ the. end. of 1961. This’ too,. 

legistators..; 

continuing. . Yank: concern’ is -about 

‘under. 

Jegit, : ‘both in. Poor shape here inj. 

invested in . pictures. |. 

wt] (Stanley ‘Kramer, (with - exteriors 
|for his. “Judgment. at Nuremberg” 

"20th Fox: Brit nue 
. Wilder -on. the: scerie. | Viennese: 

+ "One, Two". is a Pyramid~ produc- 

i “Ubady™ 

Percy. Livingstone alio. had. been | 

Centar of Motion Pix 
a London, July 12: 

no Aw exhibition: of: “A Century. of 
in Moving © Pictures ‘from “1814 to 

1914”. was- opened. tonight \Tues.) 
” \ by Sir:Michael.Balcon at the Qan- 
|.tas:Gallery.in Piccadilly.-Lord Mor- |: 

of Film. Censors, . was the guest ot] 
ne ‘honor... , 

Takes: Up Fest Headache who was the first British film.star. 
London, July-4. | #99..she was accompanied by- six 

Phe - Adininisthative ‘Council of 
‘the International. Federation of, belles. 

Mexican ( Govt. 
“carne *) Pitch to Mend to. ‘determine and}. 

“At this: meeting, the Federation 

By EMI. ZUBRYN 
: : Mexico: City; July. 11, . 

Perturbed. by the récent. spate 
‘of allegedly “anti-Mexican” : news 
reports inthe American. press, the 
Mexican Government has decided 

-|to'set up-@ préss. relations bureau 
_ | for closer. ‘collaboration. with: the 

foreign press corps. : 
4. “Humberto: Romero, : private see- 
: retary. to President Adolfo. Mateos. 

“Tl acknowledged that recent “inexact” 

the. regulations: which | 

‘mental: basis. for: the’ ‘current. year. 

1 tributed. abroad, ‘as ‘well a8 “bad 
. \ interpretations” of Mexican devel- 

-| opments, are partly the. outcome of 
Tack. of communication with for- 

| governinental functionaries.” “Rom i, J uly 
‘The Haan film. industry: . cur- 

‘awaiting final. govern-} tories - published. in. Time, .U. S. 

Life, as.well as: wire’ service and 
‘daily . press . correspondents; 

First, further’ industry. centering about alleged leftist ten- 

‘ing up.Church campaign against 
communist . ‘infiltration. with the 
Catholic. Church -moving. 
sphere of politics (which it denied); 

- Second,: ‘it’s, probable. that” the. 
‘expiring - eensor- law will: be’ ex~. 

in current -Mexican. regime; the 
however, - must :be . _ approved. Dy. 

: | strictioris on foreign. capital “which 
~. Thirdly, - there- are. ‘studies cone: must content. itself with up to 49% 
cerning the structure of ‘the future ‘ 
‘Italo. film legislation: which” are co, -ete. 

ventilated Italo intentions to. re- 
place. the. soon-to-end “dubbing | 
license” . levy. on US.> companies. 
with another. ‘type ‘of indirect tax. 

label... 
- Fourth proposition . is ‘that! the 
Zovernment, - in its budget. pro-| 
‘posals for the entertainment field,. 
is- studyifig moves to assure. finan-: 
cial aid and stability: to ‘opera. and 

‘Fepresentations” ‘and - “attacks” 

porters’ sent into Mexico by: the / 

gelfsame: reporters haye also been 

sonal attacks. -by® officialdom. (in 

press... 
The: consensus of: “press and recent ‘Years. Offictals,-- also unfounded: “is 

Wider in: Berlin For | 
_, Exteriors of ‘One, Two’ 

1: Berlin, ‘July. “4. 

‘The. invasion: Of -U. 8. filmites. 

ly -Americans, is .being directed 
against ‘Mexico.- Nothing could: be 
further from. the truth for corres- 

less irritants. |: 
. While ‘Mexico ‘is’ not. communist, 

the’ Church. is -worried ‘about. infil- 
_| tration of unions, especially in edu- 

several: .weeks-. ago, was ‘the last 
one). continues “heré -with Billy | has ‘beer responsible for some of 

the. demonstrations of the past. In 
born. Américan’ ple. director has h 
‘started. here” with ‘exteriors © for: 
“One, Twa; Three,” film: version of 
comedy of same ‘name-by the late parlor. pinks. 

‘nar. Wilder .and- I. ACE 
wrote, the: -seript, « 

” Cast: ‘is. composed” of Americatis|: 
(James: Cagney, :-Arlene. Francis, . 
‘Pamela Tiffin) and- Germans. (Horst 
Buchholz, . Manns Lothar and’ Swiss- 
born : Liselotte ‘ Pulver)... Goeran 
Strindberg, Swedish. ace. camera- 
‘man, handles the ‘lensing: while 
Werner. Fischer’ and. Bilt ‘Calihan 
‘are’ production. managers, -After. 
Berlin, the: production moves to 

"exteriors. 

orders, especially-in cases where 
the: United: States was a target. 
The Mexican National Union of 

Newspaper Editors, for tts. part, 
|plans to. work: for “eordial” press 
relations and. to. invite both Latin 
American’ and: American and Can- 
-adian reporters: as. “observers”: for 

.. Diamond 

this ‘idea fs. commendable ft is ex- 

stories ‘develop: : The ‘regulars: sta- 
‘tioned. here: ‘permanently at. least 
have a basic grounding in the tricky 

| Ways: Of: covering ‘the | . Mexican 
Jscene.- . . 
a Some American inv énxtment capl- 
-ltal, is taking a second. ;: more cau- 

tious: look. at Mexican investments, 

‘tion of the Mirisch Company. Unit- 
ed: Artists holds. world i distribution: 

- aly for Ang. 
Fo ‘Mexico. City, July. 4." 

othe: Spanish: version of “iy Fale. 
As: being set for.:a ‘Buenos 

Aires. rin, its- first-step on a. ‘Latin 
‘American "tour.: Artist’s rep. and. 
producer. Mirko’ Macus‘k. has | 

lifie as it has been in-the past. But 
‘the. ‘government cantinues toa main- 

to foreign capital, American or any 
‘other, as long as this. plays the 

and retin- 
‘quishes 

Mexicans: | 

=. rison, president” of . British: Board]. 

‘Another guest ‘was Alina “taylor, | 

| girls from the Gargoyle Club, at- 
‘tired. as. Mack’ ‘Sennett bathing 

{reports about Mexico, widely ‘dis-: 

| eign. eorrespondents™and. Mexican. : 

Troubles. all: started ‘by. recent. 

News & World: Report, Newsweek, 

‘and | 

dencies. here: the coming out of: 
retirement of. General Lazaro. Car-. 
denas, painted. as a subversive -ele- 
ment ‘plotting. to open gates for | 
communism. in Mexico; the: build- 

-off from Film.Aid last year, 

‘mood ‘either, 
of French Film. Exhibitors has put. 
out. a motion at their recent 16th 
. Congress listing the changes they 
_want from the government as well 

into 

alleged loopholes and weaknesses: 

nationalization of industry -and :re- 

participation in ventures in Mexi- 

against Mexico by the seasoned re- 

‘publications and. papers under pres- 
{sure and subject ‘to. Mexican dis-. 
pleasure, it: can: be: said: that these | 1 

open to particularly: vicious per-: 

private. remarks) ° and by the. local 

- that: a giant intrigue by the inter- 
national press corps, and: especial-{ 

| pondenits, shackled. here by. count- 

‘on non-commercial 
‘from. film. clubs 

‘cational: circles. This latter. group } 

a first-hand look at. Mexico. While. 

‘actly-in ‘this field of in-and-out-re- | 
porters who have rio backgrounding |’. 
in- the’ country, ..that- inaccurate | |” 

and influx, of. money 4s not as’ pro-" 

| ternational network. of ‘ 
tain-a. policy of open.receptiveness-|- 

INTERN ATION AE, 

16 Britain Closer to Co-Prod. Pact 
Ble 

‘With French But German Agreement 
Still Distant; Wages Big Roadblock 

Writers Chief Predicts 
- Brit. Film Prods. Pact; 

" London, July 4. 
Feeling ‘substantial headway was 

peing made at last, Leigh Vance, 
joint. vicechairman of the Screen: 
“Writers Guild, sald) here thet a 

-{ minimum-terms agreeinent ‘would 
4 be signed by film. producers short- 
fly. 

_ Press Relations 
‘the past, said Vance, many authors 

-}have. beén forced to underwrite |: 
4 financial losses In production hold- 

It would run for a trial period | 
of two.years, — 

Another point) prominent: ‘ia. the 
proposed pact concerns libel In 

‘ups if. they: resulted from libel 
action. Now, producers were pre- 
pared: to agree to a restricted lia- 
_bjlity on the writers’ part If he 
‘gave an assurance that the script 
contained nothing defamatory to 
his. “best knowledge and beltet. " 

French Exhibs 
Demarid Changes 

Tn Operation | 
Parls; July 11. 

French’ exhibitors feel they 
have ‘been low men on the film 
totem pole here long enough. Cut 

they 
have been complaining: to the gov- 
-ernment all along and falling _at- 
tendance .has not helped their 

Now the Federation 

as: producers ‘and distribs 
-The following are the points put 

‘on the agenda by the determined 
exhibs: ° 
LA demand for equal taxation 

ton film. take in keeping with other 
“If there have been alleged “‘mis-- Common Mart members who, in 

some cases, are. 59% lower. than 
here. 

- 2. Setting. up of an easier Ioan 
system for cinemas. doing. face- 
tts when “all ‘Ald runs out in 

: 3. ‘Lifting ‘of. all. price eeilings 
to ‘allow exhibs to set admission 
‘seales in ‘accordance: ‘with the 
‘pr oduct. 

4. More dynamie publicity and 
public relations from the smaller 
‘subsequent-run- exhibs, usually lax 
in. this sphere. 

-§.. Also.to seek a way of oper- 
ating. with producers and distribs 
‘who. sometimes hold up - product 
or ‘try to foist inferior pix on| 
them if they’ are to get good ones 
4; They demand a closer check 

competition 
and = cultural 

Showings. - 
7. To -go on strike or go di- 

‘rectly.to the publle if detaxation. 
Js not forthcoming s90n. 

this: capital,. Puebla, and other :ur- | 
ban. centres, .with: students defintte- | 
ly acting. as something. more than: 

‘The government. has’ 
‘acted energetically to.contain dis-. 

8. They are oppased .to the 
growing tv menace, underwritten 
by the government along with the 
showing of feature pix on tele at 
prime. filmgoing hours. 
9. Also against the growing ex- 

ploitation films which are had, 
family pix. 

10. They want a return to dou-| 
ble. features where necessary as; 
well AS free e Programming. 

‘Amatear Radio Station 
For ‘Arabia’ Pic Crew 
- Aqaba, Jordan, July 4. 

AS 2 morale booster for the 
trew ‘of Sam Spiegel’s “Lawrence | 
of Arabia,” which will be stationed} 
in this desert Wasteland, for the?‘ 

| remainder of. the year, the. corti- 
‘pany has ppened an amateur radio} 
station. This. will function for two 
hours daily, and enables members ! 
of the crew 10 send personal mes- | 
sages to their families via .an in-- 

‘hams 
Station operstes in strict 

cordance with international law, ; 
bigadcasts no business messages.ito the official 
‘limits: greetings to 35 words, in | Odyssey.” 

controlling interests. to:;. plain. language, - and in English | 
bonly. | 

Berlin, July t1 

The: British delegation which 
attended the Berlin Film Fest re- 
sumed coproduction talks with 
France and Germany And the ex- 
changes may help in’the early 
conclusion of a deal with the for- 
mer country, though any axree- 
ment with the latter seems a dim 
prospect at the moiment 

‘Agreement between Britain and 
France haa been in sight for sev- 
eral months, but the surprise ac~ 
tion. of British untons in walking 
out of the negotiations a few 
weeks back has delayed final set- 
tlement. 

The unions protested that the 
producers had failed {o honor e 
pledge to support increased Brit- 
ish screen quota, and a compro- 
mise proposal was subsequently 
made by the producers in which 
it was suggested that no Anglo- 
French coproduction would qual- 
ify as quota until 1963. Therefore 
these would not be entitled to the 
benefits of the Eady levy. 

The. French reps, who particl- 
pated tn the Berlin talks, are now 
to report bark to their respective 
organizations to clear up a few 
outstanding. points If the posl- 
tion with the British unions cag 
be speedily resolved. an agrese- 
ment could be signed at govern- 
ment level within the next couple 
of montha. 

The German situation is far 
more complex. The British ynions, 
who appear to hold the key to the 
negotiations, have emphasized 
time and again that they will only 
be party to a eoproduction agree- 
ment with a country which -offers 
{ts studio workers comparable 
working conditions and rates of 
pay. It's well known, of course, 
that British technicians earn sub- 
stantitally more than thelr Ger- 
man counterparts. Consequently, 
the British producers have never 
been hopeful of making a pact 
with the Germans. 

However, here last week the 
British made the union - position 
clear to the Germans for the first 
time, but were assured that (he 
‘unlon stand was not necessarily a 
stumbling block. The German reps 
indicated they would like to con- 
sider the matter further, and pos- 
sibly raise the issues involved with 
their own unions. The door, there- 
fore, hag not yet been finally 
closed, though an Anglo-German 
settlement must at best be ra- 
garded a a long ra range Prospect. 

Greek-American Film 
Prod. to Cost $200,000 

Athens, July 4 
First Greek-American  coe-pto- 

duction to be shot in Greece \¢ 
Saint John-Studio Alpha produc- 
tion of the “Goatboy.” wrilten by 
Joel L. Warrison. Ne fs acting sas 
co-producer with cameraman Ed- 
uard Saint John and also is direct- 
ing the picture. Screenplas is 
based on three short stories writ- 
ten by J. Harrison for the Amer- 
fcan Magazine Story involves an 
innocent shepherd who romes to 
Athens to Jearn about the people 
of the big-city. But he returns to 
his goats again realizing that he 
vas more content in the mountains 
than In the human jungle 

Production unit has a 42-day 
sked Picture’s budget is compata- 

itively low, around $290000 — Fela 
wall be made in two versions, Eng-. 
lish and Greek Lead is played by 
| Antonio Salcedo, a young Spanioh 
‘aclor who has plased in the Span- 
ish theatre. There are othe: 14 
minor speaking roles played by 
‘Grecks = Picture is to be shat im 
Athens in the famous old disteict 

,of Plaka 
FF ee er anes ie RE 

- Three Pix Rep Italy 
At Lecarno Festival 

Rome, July 13 
Three feature pix will represent 

Italy at the 14th Locarno Festival, 
which uns odols at the Sules spa, 

ac-" Jujy 19-30 
Two other filing have been added 

aclection, “Nude 
They are *Fantasmt 

Roma” ‘Ghosts in Romv) 
“8cans Boa” 



Mexice City, July 4. + 

The salvation of the Mexican 
film industry may well lie in ex- 
fFansion of the U. S., West 
many and Japanese markets. This 
js the unofficial, not publicly ex- 
pressed opinion, of top brass of |: 
fexico’s three official distributor- . 

ships. While admitted that dis-! 
tribution problems exist. to a great-' 
e: or lesser degree in all three. 
aieas, the feeling 1s that a deter- 
mined drive can produce ‘sharply : 
increased dollar revenues for. Mex- + 
ica’s industry Also that this wauld 
totally compensate for losses being - 
experienced m_ traditional Latin . 
American and Spanish ; language 
areas -hecause Of political and ex- 
change factors. 

More and more: epinton in offi- 
‘Gal film circles is that the U. 
offers a uide field for. action, with 
expansion relatively casy because - 
of the large number of Spanish-. 
speaking residents. @rmex, dis-~ 
tributorship handhng product in. 
the American market. dlready has 
a strong toehcld ino sach sareas as 
the states of Calitornia, Texas, 
N. ¥ and IHineis There is a 
diive too, te expand ‘snto other 
Blates. : : 

But «part frem pictures’ with. 
Awenican subtitles, Mexico is se-- 
rieusly considermg dubbing Eng- 

INTERNATIONAL 

Expansion of Distrib in W. Germany, 
US, Japan Urged for Mex Films | 

Ger- | 

S. , 

German Cinemas Using 
Discount Ducat Sale 

Frankfurt, July. 4 

A local. theatre owner, ‘Johannes 

Bernstein, 

to get more biz via rebates. With: 

the “discount house” ‘finally com- | 

ing into prominence in: West Ger- 

many “as the supermarkets : give | 

trading stamps | and ‘soine liquor;, 

candy, coffee. and canned: goods , 

stores offer’ special ‘discounts simi- 

Jar to the discount biz in America... 

Bernstein has adapted the idea. to’ 

his film theatres. 

i He calls his organized. groups.: 

Volkstheatre ‘des Films Folk} 

Theatres of the Films) and offers: 

a 3°% rebate ‘to pany’ established. 

groups such as- factories, stores, 

associations, schools, with -the ‘ dis] 

count. price also available for stu- 

dents and folks living on pensions. 
‘ Bernstein. is: promising first-runs as 
well as second-run pix. The ‘new | 

- Volkstheatre des Films sels started 

‘in both houses July 1. 
lish sound to its top quality prod- ;- 
net. The few pictures: that have.+ 
been dubbed received flood public — 
response, according ta.’ ‘distributor 

officials 
Japan also offers sonie possibii- 

ties for Mexican product since this 
Nation is dickering to expand ifs 
exbibition mto Mexico. - Although 
import permits are limited, offi- 
cials are working out a reciprocal } 
exchange pact. However. this will; 
not embrace more than four or five — 
pictures 4 year because ot strangle- i 
hold in the Japanese market by 
American, Italian and French 
product. 

West Germany, 100, has recently 
shown greater interest in Mexican‘ 
pictures. Officials here are dis-' 
cussing a deal in terms of .earn- ; 
ingg around 
from this market. Japan could i 

for the U. 
boost in reverts far past the $10-'; 
000.000 per year mark, once a 
cubbing | program gets under way. 

TV Cuts Into Cinema 
Biz in Scandinavia; 

Edinburgh, July 4.: 

Jele is having an effect on film - 
attendance and on the’ volume of ' 
pix production in Seandinavia, ac- 
cording to Forsyth Hardy, director 
of the films of the Scotland Com- : 
mittee, whe. has returned from a 
looksee tour of Sweden, Denmark 
and Norway. 

In Sweden, he reports. there has 
teen a decline of 40% m cinema 
audiences. The country.ance pro- 
duced 40 features films a year, and 
now the total is 15. 

Scot film bess reports, too, a 
Gecrease in Denmark and Norway : 
in the number of feature films pro-' 
duced. 

In Denmark, he says, tv has a 
less magnetic appeal. Here a Jarge: 
Proportion of the programs con- 
sist of econcimically-preduced dis-! 
eussion leatures. and viewers are 
suffering from a surleit.ot talk. In 
Norway, .the sinall) cinemas in 
widely-seattered population, are - 
holding their audiences, 

no sn ee me i eee 

U.S.-German Pie Being 
Filmed in W. Berlin - 

Berlin. July 4, 
Another Hollyweed actor-diree- 

ter Vel Welles, escorted by bis 
actress-wife, Meri Welles. has 
tome to Berlin. He jis shooting : 
"Maid Frem Namphenburg” here. 
Its a coproduction between VU. S, 
Cavaber Fitms «Welles and John 
Nariiss and Germans. Story con- 
cerns German housemzids, who 
ate imported te the US. by dubi- : 
es agencies to end up,in all sorts 
of “branches.” Cast includes Mr. 
and Mre Welles and Alec dArey. 
Globe Releasing Ce. 
sicle distrib. 

Welles’ nest project is to be 
“The Skin Diver and the Lady,” 
afier a Playbey mag ‘story, with ; 
shooting in San Remo, italy. 

: denied 

is the state- | 

Mex Show Fz Union 
Turn to Cooperatives” 

For More Employment 
Mexico City, July 4. 

“Mexican show. biz industry | 

:unions are turning to cooperatives 

as means of providing - work. for 

‘ unemployed mémbers. Both ‘mo- 
tion pictures and the legit and, 
variety slage . will use ‘cooperative. 

,efforts: In the ‘manths- ahead. The. 
:National Assn. of. Actors already 
has leased the Ideal Theatre for- 
‘presentation of vaudeville turns: 
Guillermina. Tellez Giron. and 

Other — vaude. ‘offered contracts. 

act programs. ANDA. 
‘ dickering for other. houses. 

Lack of rdotion’ picture activity 
fand sagging interest by theatres 
jand night clubs . has, virtually 
forced 

out lower. category entertainers by 

. distributing ‘among them’ fees it 
‘receives from .clubs and theatres: 
‘using foreign: talent, with this 
money corresponding to a fee that | 

. would have been earned by.a dis: 
placed | Mexican entertainer. 

Carlos Tinoco. of the Union -of 
‘Film Production Workers, also' ‘an- 
nounced the fermation of the Mo- 

-tion Picture Development. Co-| 
operative. 
‘turn out feature-length: pix. This is 
the first time a cooperative will: 
turn out feature films , “in Mexico. }:ic 

With the film crisis no longer. 
in official. and industry: 

circles, both clements are Wwatch--| 
‘ing very carefully Puerto Rican 
i developments where a cooperative 
_yenture. the Cinematographic Arts} 
Company, has .-received an out- 

‘right: subsidy of $300,000 from 
: ! Washington’ s 
, ment’ agency. .This subsidy 
‘would produce ‘a turnabout ° 

dea 

“present state -of Mexico's finan- 
cially troubled” film industry, ac- 
j cording to consensus’ here. 

indication that: it plans any subsi- 
hes ut. this fime.. ~ 

i Curtiz to Do: Uri mn a Rome. 
Rome, July 4... 

Michael Curtiz is expected back : 
here this fall ta take over direction 

tof a pic-now titled. “Abraham and 
“Sarah” .onetime “The. Mar. From: 
‘Urs, for Arianna. Productions - of } 
Rome. Director - recently “made ! 
“Saint Francis of Assisi” on” Italo 
-Tocations. 

Curtiz is. reportedly working on 
iscript for “Abraham” in between 
“his Coast stint directing 20th-Fox’'s 
“The Comancheros.” “Abraham”: 
‘is slated to follow “Comancheros” 
‘on Curtiz’s agenda, and should get’ 

An advance 
unit svon nill Jeave Rome for Iran. 
Tolling in October. 

jand Joidan to ‘scout locations. 

| ton 

who has two cinemas}; 

: here, has come up with a ‘Novel idea | 

‘ lerdered - ‘cuts—all-. different, 

..) Flon 

ANDA into a cooperative. 
effort. The union is also helping |) tits 

| Roy’s :‘The _Red. River,” Georges 

with union members. to . 

Economie Develop-: 

‘But! 
ithe government has not given any.. 

7 ‘Todirect? Censorship. : 
| Shelves ‘America’ Pic 

* Rome, July: 4. 
Indirect © censorship harassment 

on ‘the part.:of. Italo’. courts. has. 
resulted ‘in: another. current. pic 
release being yanked from. civeule. 

. this country: I¢€. 
America, at Night,” _ produced wy 
Italearibe. Previous - case: was Dino 
[phic he “T Love, You Love,” 
which the producer’ pulled. ‘out of 

in some cities ‘on court order... 

Night;” one of: a rash of currently |: 
popular. musical nitery ‘potpourris. 
‘in color, the judge at Payia ordered - 

| Six cufs,.totaling | some 600 . feet 

‘previous. cases) had. already re- 
ceived regular. government : censor: 
lokay, (without which it could not 
‘have’ been. ‘shown in. first’ place). 

.Flor-. “Milan, Venice, Bologna, 
ence, Turin. ‘and: some other cities 

says 
{the producer—with ensuing chaos: 
' determining: the distrib .to yank 
ithe: .pic- from’ géneral . release. Up: 
: to’ date of. halt, the film. had: been: 
| doing big: biz in ‘most “situations. 
| Case will now ‘be: fought’ in’ ‘court. br 

“French Legit 
‘Continued: from page 16 : 

‘Comic. Louis De Funes put -over yg 
reprise of. Claude ‘Magnier’ s farce; :: 
“Oscar.” 

But - abdve all, ‘this season. Was 
felt. to belong to Jean Anouilh for: 
his. adaptation. of ‘Shakespeare’s. 
“Twelfth. . Night.” 

tineidentally his. 
held through. its’ second season): 

with . Suzanne 

Sacha Pitoeff - for the Version of: 
j Chekhov's: “The Seagull” and Lu- eee 
| chino Visconti's. solid staging’- of 
the -Elizabethan © ‘piece .of. John'| - 
1 Ford, ‘“ ‘Tis a Pity She's a. Whore.” 

‘Reprises | Considered Events _ 

Réprises: of Jean. Genet's. 

idee” and ‘The Chairs,” and Sam-. 
iuel Beckett's “Waiting for Godot” |. 
were also:. considered events, atong 
with. a late. remounting | -of . Jean- 

‘Respectful “ Prostitute.” Produc- 

rich ‘Dufrenmatt, 

: sonists,” were’. ‘considered interest-. 
ing -snd worthy of more- biz than: 
they actually ‘got. - ; 

There was disappointinient- in the: 
quality writers ‘this’ year .whosé 
work was:considered not up:to par. 
Among these were. Jacques: Audi- 

“The Landlady.” Jules. 

Neveux’s “The Thief: of. London” 
and. Felecien . Marceau’s. “Hard. to. 

Noted. newcomers Fran-| Swallow.” 
cois, Billetdoux, with “The. Bred- 
berry. Wives.” and. Yves- Jamiaque, 

(with. “The Guinea ‘Pigs.’ ‘disap- 
pointed. 
displayed by Rene De Obaldia’s 

ifirst play,’ ‘“Geriousie.” 

-Comedie-Francaise Too Stuffy. 

State. . - theatre * Comedie-Fran- 
caise was pegged | still too academ-. 

. With a stuffy. “Cardinal |: of 
Spain.” of Henri De. Montherlant, 
‘and ‘an averdecorated “Ruy Blas, ” 
of Victor Hugo, ‘but with a ¢om-'|" 

Jean- | 
| Louis Barrault's: Odeon-Théatre De. 
‘France .was considered off in the: 

imendable. “Uncle -Vania.” ~ 

choice of: plays” and execution this 
season, while the TNP was: lauded. 

The. ‘latter was felt to. have: had. 
la balanced: Season ‘betiveen classics 

n | and: -econtemporary: names ‘with ex- 
pert acting..and staging . through- 
out. -Especially :. praised. were 
Brecht’s “Resistible. Risé of <Ar- 
tuor Ui,’:-Sean O’Casey’s “Red 
Roses. for Me," Sophocles’ “Anti- | 

|gone” and Lesage’s “Turcuret."”- 
' Also. in-. for general kudos were 
{snail .. rep:: company . 
Claudel's . “The ‘Announcement 
Palade: ‘to Marie”. ‘and Luigi Piran-. 
dello’s “As. You’ Desire Me.” ac-: 

Edwige | Feuillere’s 
stanee™ 

| version . of a little -known - “Play, 
[2 0600: Frane: Reward.” | 

| tFess 

Jn all, the-crix summed up. that: 
-théere’.was no ‘real public. disaffec-. 
tion for the. theatré -but the Jack. 

., ,Of enough fine, new plays. ‘to bring 
They felt: 

‘goad plays; “new or. old, attracted, 
;them into: the: theatre. 

patrons. ° 
- Evident, too; 

mounted and attendance. fell. A 
weakie is now more apt to be 

_[ tional. Symph) is 

distrib after sequence was. trimmed 

In. the case. of “America at as music..and' 1 can’t do--both”), 

+ cut: from pic, which. (as in other 

“Beckett” . 

“The | - 
Maids,” Eugene: Tonésco's “Ame-. 

Paul Sartre's “No Exit” and “The 
US. ‘Cops Two Prizes. an 

$1.600, goo annually leomie Ver daguer were the first | tions. of. ‘the. Swiss: plays of Fried-. “ 

“The. ‘Marriage. . 
jaing in another million. And as; i turns. will be booked. and a chorus of Mr. “Mississippi” and. of Max}. 

there is hope of 8 iJine will be used in standard: vaude. Fristsch, “Biedermann and the Ar- 
alse" 

li at the Second - International. Festi-} 

_a Nation. “Fates and. Fortunes,” 
| Yank entrant; ‘won in the sales-and {whieh has, struck: the’ German. pix 

-ors in. the Scientifie ‘Research slot- : 

There ‘was some: hope. 

‘Ladder;”’’ 

‘versions. of 

- “Con. -dancets, preps, dancers;. seimitar-.| “+ 

_and..a -provincial troupe's: 

Ww ere the ‘hit or |. 
miss biz’ tactics :as production costs. 

‘yanked at. once -rather:than taking 
fa. chance on building as in the past. some decades. 

vamary®. Lenson errica 

lt u-bea_ 
‘Vienna: is to have its: first: airconditioned « “opera. house,” Theatre. ¢ 

der Wien. Revivals: contemplated of “The Merry Widow" (natel) 
“If I Were King." a 

Current South ‘American: tour of conductor Howard Mitchell Ni a 
proving beneficent. for some native talents as. 2 a o 

among them -violinist ‘Mauricio Fuks, Uruguay-born of Polish-Austfian’ 
parentage, who ‘soloed. the . Vieuxtemps fifth concerto. with: Mitche 
Fiddler, age -20, has studied in the U. §., and-in. 1958 repped Urugu 
at the Casals festival in. Puerto Rico. Communioue from the Mitche 
concert. trail points. up Fuks’. all- around-boy values—highschool swim 
champ -(“I had to:give it up. for it takes. almost as much: concentration . 

frank face and little boy smile,” and similar. jan-style ‘wordage... 

Closing half of Zurich's. four-week’ ‘June Festival at . Stadttheatre 
(opera) and Schauspielhaus ‘legit) ‘did not. :quite. measure’ up ‘at box . 
‘office to: the standout initial fortnight, ‘due ‘to. hot weather “as well as 
to the fact that the. larger. portion of: top events: were crammed into the 
first-two-weeks, During that period, 22 of the 38:skedded shows: had 
taken place, of which 17 were 80- 100% capacity, best result*in years. 

Nevertheless, a number. of: nanie singers.in guest. stints. at the Stadte 
theatre ‘still managed to-cop critical attention. and, in some..instances,_ . 
full housés. This is notably true: of Swiss - ‘BOprano. Lisa Della Casa’s‘ 

' three appearances in Richard Strauss: operas; one ‘in.‘‘Ariadne auf: 
Naxos” and two as Marschallin in “Der Rosenkavalier.” All three were. - 
sellouts. Audience -enthusiasm also ran ‘high at two: ‘performances ‘of. 
Richard Strauss’ “Elektra,” with Inge . Borkh in the lead, conducted. by” 
Rudolf ‘Kempe, with ‘unanimously rave notices;.end- one guest appear- 
ance of Met basso Fernando Corena in. the title role of. Donizetti’ s “Don 
Pasquale.” All three failed: to: sell out, “however. . . . . 

’ Off-Broadway Living Theatre production ot hack: Gelber s “The Con- . 
nection,” -at the’ Vieux . Columbier ‘Theatre, as part’ of the Theatre of: 

; ‘Nations season, Was more panned than praised ty. Paris: drama critics 
- but’ jammed _ for; all its. performanées. with ‘fine. audience acceptance 
and mitting for its three showings. H-opened Monday (26). Livi ‘ing Theas. 
tre, headed. by: ‘Julian Beck and Judith Malina, got the money to .come. : 
‘abroad when: a group; -of. N.Y! artists ‘sold a er¢up. of their paintings io 
and tured | over. the ‘proceeds. . “ 

Recent. opinion- sampling: jn Scotland: indicates youth of. that eountry 
split along gender lines:on Anre‘ican films. Femmes like tiem, but the - 
fellows dig the British, ‘Italian. and -Freneh’ cinerna. “Additional intelli«-’.. 
-gence turned up:. U. Ss. war’ features. were’ generally rapped as “too ex-* 
aggerated;” .and. much ‘adult-thémied -préduct ditto. for . appealing” to 
baser nature in man.: Scottish Educational. Film’ Assn. and’ Seottish: 
Film - Council. jointly conducted the. survey, among 5. oo 0 youths. in the 

: 14-18 age bracket. 

‘German Fin Bi Chiefs Weigh Gi is. 
Industry Leaders Decide ‘Higher. Quality Pix Needed 

“To Combat Downbeat . 
+. 

Berlin, “July a 

At. Tridustrial Fest Under the auspices. of SPIO, the: 
. Turin: July 11. jmain | organization of. ‘the German 

won. two’ first prizés jam industry,’. and: with, the: supe © 

port of the Export. Union. and: lead- . 

‘held :ing’ industry personalities, ‘a meet- - 

“The US. 

val of the Industrial ‘Film. 

{here during the. special : exhibit. ‘ing took place, there: last week. to 
celebrating: Italy’s 100th: year as ! 

* one discuss. a sway. out ofthe” ‘ crisis: " 

market category while the other. industry. ‘The ‘session was under. 
U.S. contestant, “Better Medicines”? ‘the: ‘chairmanship ‘of: Theo. -Oster= 
for a Better World,” won. top hhon-! wind, the SPIO prexy, whose Ham- 

ting. 
Walt Disney’s “Circarania, *. ig. has: assumed management contro} 

specially. prepared -program — of” of ‘UFA: ; 

which. was i; ‘Shown : here . ‘for: the} . Current. crisis “stems. 
Italy. .’61' “celebrations, “Was from the heavy lésses incurred by © 

awardéd «a special. prize. Kudos: i 
were’ handed. out’ by. Italian Under- : UF. A, as-well as of the: recent’ fail- 

+ 

secretary for’ Entertainment, ‘Seme- ‘ure’ of: many leading: independent os 
Production, .. wa 

“Studios: aH. have. .° — 
rare.’ ; German. _companies.. 

'| distribution.- ‘and.: 

| been: hard -hit' while ‘the growth of 
| tele. “and. the introduction. of | the” 

° ‘second. channel’ is’ ‘taking. a -8row- 

ing toll. “at the. boxoffice. 

“Note was. taken, -for. “example, 
that no .German ‘film. had. been. -. 

‘considered . worthy:- of - the. annual’ -- 
government: awards: though: five | 

Viena Shoots Bankroll, 
On $260,000 Turandot’ 
Other Musical Sockes| 

Vienna, July 4: 

Festiv échen closed out in Vienna | 
-after a busy June season, Produe- tilms ‘were: rated .“specially.-wor- 
‘tions ‘of: significance: included the.|.thy,” 
world’ premiere. of .a Schoenberg | tagged “worthy.” . 
work given | posthumously. “Jacob's | “It was agreed’ tliat: ‘steps. needed 

‘and Beethoven's © Missa , to.‘ be. taken’. to Taise the :level of. 
Solemnis “ which. Carl.” Schurient.| | production . if, the: crisis was. to be. 
conducted” ‘in. ‘St. Stephen’s Cathe- lovercomé ‘since. that would. help” 
dral.: “Sy : i increase the status and commercial: . 

Final new production df the sea: ‘prospect of the-German, film ‘not..” 
+} son: at ‘the Statoper was a: “Turan- ; only at ‘home.-but also inthe im-: 
‘dot’. with ‘Nilsson; Price and De | portant overseas -market:. a 
Stefano. -Staged -by - Se — 
Wallman, it was considered over- | 
crowded with’. oriental dancers, * Titled Films. 
toting walkens. _Nicoka. .Bengis | —. 
gostumes. were: heavily . hixurious’. — ‘Cobtinuea Irom page 16 — 
but Birgit. Nilsson’s. ‘gold. train - us 1 Swedi sh. ‘pix - of: ‘Ingmar. Bergman. 
the princess. drew an ovation from ; and Ttalo: films ave . already pio-. 
the ‘Viennese. ~ Produetion - stood ! neered: in beth titled’ and: dubbed. 
$260,000. an incredible sum ‘for. ayx-! forms for good biz. If this means: 
opera production in Austria. w here. ; more chances for offbeat titled pix, 
production. costs are’ “perhaps one-?it’ may .also_be ‘a boon: for: Yank... 
third those: ‘of the Met in -Manhav- lindies.- -for * greater mart: possibili-.. 
tan, 7. : 2° «ties here. Upto now they have ... 
Following the - Festwochen“: * Y ,.| been: relégated mainly: te- Paris: and , 

concert version with. George Lon-|@ few. keys.” 
don in the title role was presented. : Yank ‘majors also: can ‘test more 
of the Russian “Boris Gudnnow,.* | pix ‘in titles and ‘then judge. wheth- i 
a. work ‘not heard -in Vienna iy: er. they .are warth: dubbing: conte: 

‘for. bigger. release. Tot, ° 

“unconceited,” “young man. with a... 

 burg-based Deutsche. Film ‘Hansa: .. 

in. “part. 

‘and. - ‘further ‘eight. Ewere. 
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Cinerama Site Outside City’s Heart | 
F urther Accents Fading Downtown | 
° ~ Hartford, uly ! 1. ‘BANTAM EDITOR RE . 

‘FROG’S POND’ MATTER: 
Revelation that this state's first: 

‘New York. 

| “Wednesday, se aly 12, 1961_ 

"Pepe Producers Settle 
0nd mmilarity’ Charge’ 

~ Inside Stuf—Pictures | 
Just to. keep. the. ‘record: ‘straight. on some of the’ smaller vie which” 

“Of Spanish Author won: prizes ‘at the recent Cannes fest:: Cited as:the best ‘children’s. pis... 
-was a Tunisian short, “Aicha,’ made by’ Noureddiae Mechri: and Frane’ 

_ Madrid, July 11. |cis Warin: It detailed the: ‘progressive. emancipation of Tunisian women . 
Antonie de Lara, who writes | as experienced - “by a “young girl growing” into ‘Womanhood in Presents 

dunder the. name .of Tono, was) day Tunis. _-- 

granted a-cash settlement by pro-| Also, Children of The. Sun, en. animated shott. ‘made by. ‘John: Hubs: 
ducers: of ."Pepe”* (Columbia) to | Jey and Faith Elliot for UNICEF, was cited. for its taste and dignity © 
avoid legal action on’a plagiarism . The Eurovision fest; which: took: place. under ‘the Cannes. umbrella - 
‘charge. _Tono registered his novel, . and judged pix made especially. for tv, prized Russia‘for-. its fiction vid-- 
called ‘The. Bull and I,” back in| pic, “The Witch,” based on ati ‘Anton -Chekov story, and Canada for its 
1955 and. found that the Cantinflas |- ‘documentary,. “The Days of Whiskey. Gat.” Special: mention: ‘went: to 
‘Starring ‘vehicle contained suf-} Austria’s “Simplicissmus” and. France's “AS 
ficient similarities to warrant a 

{ preliminary * ‘attempt at a ‘settle- | 

Cineratsa Theatre will be located} 
du a converted neighborhood situa- 
tion focuses attention to the dimin- 
ishing wunportance of downtown 
Hartford ‘Only five downtowners Editor, Vanity: 
are teft here. Four face the demoli- Now that I -have finally been 
tien axe as this city’s downtown re- starred in. a -big VARIETY story 

velopment . beeomes” an actuality. “Pull a ‘Literary Frog’s Leg), Iiment.: 

Sai ion hea a heatre, missed €X-" ould probably just thank you for | t In ihe. agreement reached, Tong 

Colenial Theatre shuttered Tues- ; spelling my name rig ‘an shu “ ” Hi ht ‘and shut : io “bepe’ producer director ‘George 
Gay June 27: as: first Step m its‘ up. But I. find that I do not have! t ‘Sidriey znd Sidney's Mexican |: 
remodeling into a Cinerama OW- the necessary self-restraint to do!co-producer Jacques Gelman. who. 
case. House capacity will be re- that. heads. Posa Films. for Cantinflas. 
Guced from 1.3506 to 700, with the, 1 

elimination of its baleony. Tab for} I certainly do not question your nae disclosed. the settlement. was | 
conversion expected to be $154.000: right to beef about the phoney - 
according to Douglas N. Amos, gen- 
etal manager for Lockwood & Gor-- storjes that .are fed to the ‘trade’ 

don Inc. which operates the house. | papers—quite the contrary. I think | 
House will operate on a 10 per-| you have a legitimate beef, and the | . Hiked Tax. Evaluation 

formance per week schedule, re-| case of the Lippert-"Frog: Pond” . ' Albany;.. July ‘11. 
served seat basis. Three mats per story is quite in point. It is just | Modetnizations of major propor- 
weck ure skedded. Price schedule! one of life’s little ironies that the | tions at’ Fabian’s Palace and. Stan- 
as fellows: mats at $1.25 and $1.50; : story you wrote on this not uncom- | ley . Warner's. Strand, : within. the 
evenings at $1.50 and $2.00. /mon practice, although referring to , past .year,. are Teflected . ‘{n ‘in- 

First’ program on the agenda Is;several instances, actually | speci- | creased ‘valuations. ‘placed upon 

This. might be called: the case ‘of: the missing’ pictures, oe 
A perusal of: 20th-Fox’s Felease schedule from. now. through the end: 

‘of the year fails.to reveal any clue:as ta the. whereabouts. ‘or, at least, 

vos ome time £0. L 
They are: Darryl ‘Zanuck's “The Big: Gamble; ha which: originally was 

set to go out this summer, “Madison: Avenue,”: “Double. Trouble,” and . 
two pix which the company shot on Tocation ‘in: Greece: “It Happened 
in’ Athens” and the spectacle, “The. Lion. of- Sparta.” -... 

It’s understood that producer Robert Lippert is reediting ‘both “Madi- 
[son Avenue” and “Double Trouble” inow renamed ‘Swinging: Along”). m 
‘Latter had a: few Special New. Year" 's Eve engagements, this year. . Modernization Brings 

Title “Here's Hollywood: ". “which was Jong: used on some. 400 ‘eadio 
stations of Mutual network by. commentator ‘Martin: Starr,. is the:-sub- 
ject of a-dispute by Starr against NBC and Jess Oppenheimer, ‘producer 
of ‘a tv show with samé.title. Starr, via N.Y. attorney Emil K..-Ellis, is . 

the release. dates} of: at Jeast: five flims, which: were: omple
ted ‘ome’ © ve 

trying to secure NBC’s agreement.to drop use of the tifle which is’ at «: os 
issue in’ another litigation, Starr’s pending. action: against United ~: 

Yowell Thomas production “This 
J< Cinerama.” Others pencilled in 
are “Seven Wonders of the World,” 
Touis de Rochemont’s “Cinerama 
Holiday.” “Search for © Paradise” 
and “Cineramia South Seas Adven-’ 
ture.” 

Also booked for next’ year are: 
twe full Jength Cinerama features | 
now before MGM camesas, “Won- 
derful 
Giimm” 
Wio.” 

Boston Ha. 

1 & G Is headquartered in Bos-: 
ton. Mass. and operates several art, | 
nheishborhood and drive fin theatres; 

fied just-one and indicated that it ;them ‘for 1961 :tax purposes. 
had -started with me. 
cause, 

Irony, be- 

been with Bantam Books, I have | period, showed that the assessment’ 
:; vehemently urged that any and ‘all {on the. -Palace had been increased 

should. be | from $750,000. to: $890,000. -On. the’ 
! Strand, for. two. parcels,, the hike |. 

Hollywood publicity 
: based on hard facts. It has been. 
and is my. view that. a firm with 
‘such recent and prospective movie- | 
paperback tie-ins as .“Exodus,” 

thole in my two heads. 

:lywood publicity representative to: 
see if ‘he: could intensify. the al-.f. 
‘ready considérable movie interest in this state and elsewhere. With! °°%, . 

the exception of the Cinerama in ‘The Frog Pond,” I had .sup-| 
showcase in Boston, Haftford one|Plied him witha detailed descrip- 
will he second in New England and| tion of the book, favorable. quotes | 
48th in world When it reopens in| >Y Psychologists and psychiatrists, | 
lale August, Colonial will be re-|22d4 accurate figures on hard-cover 

tagged * ; 
tion is in the heart of. the heavily | yous blurb-type ideas, such as that 

‘Cinerama Theatre.” Loca-|P© inting ard sales, plus a few inoc- 

populated Farmington ‘Ave. resi- 
dential area and ‘is. also on a 
heavily travelled artery.” 

Decline in urban — population, 
television, lack of downtown park- 
jing facilities. changes in modes of 
transportation ‘bus system reports 
a continual passenger decline) 
‘downtown redevelopment are main 
ressons cited for locating Cinerama 
away from heart of city. 

Alrecdv gone to ma e room for 
an East-West highway is the New 
Parsons Theatre. Set to go any day 
now ix the State Theatre—now a 
property of the Hartford Redevel- 
opment Agency. State was largest 
theatre in New England and a show- 
cause for vaude from 1927 to two 
years -ago. 

Earmarked to go are Loew Poll 
Theatre and Loew Palace Theatre. 
Both are to be replaced by an 
apartment house’ project. Also 
slated for demolifion axe are E. M. 
Loew's ind All\n Theatres. These 
are in the heart of downtown re 
development plans fer the. city 
within the ‘next two-five years. 
However, move will shortly be 
made in City Council ‘to salvage 
one or hoth houses. City Redevelop- 
ment Agency known to be sitting 
on a plan that prevents extinction 
of one or both theatres, 

Bronston’s Ballyhoo Force 
Conjecture is that the recently 

set roadshow unit for 

in the Western Hemisphere. could. 
evolve into a permanent cadre for 

jndie producer Samuel Bronston. 
It's pointed out that with “Cid” 

and “King of Kings” tvia Metro), 
roducer appears to have found his 
evel of operation—that.is, the hig, } 

costly epic of roadshow propor- 
tions. This level of activity, it’s 
reasoned, could very well necessi- 

“El Cid, FP : 

which Allied Artists will. handle |. 

Susan Hayward would be excellent: 
for the ‘leading role 
‘would. be). I assumed that any “‘stir-. 
ring up” would be done with. these 
ingredients, and I was surprised 
and chagrined at what resulted. 

differences of opinion as to what 
constitutes a good publicity cam-| 
paign, but I assure you that, hence- 
forward, insofar as ‘1 have: ‘anything |- 
to say about it, information reach-:. 
ing the trade press from Bantam 
Books will be brief, relevant, and 
factual. 

Robert H. K. Walter, 
(Associate Editor): 

(which |: she. 

Opening -of the tax books, for |. 
in the short time I have.| public inspection: during: a 20-day 

was from $543,000 to. .$7.10;000. 

1920, was virtually ‘rebuilt, except 
Wor id of The. Brothers |“sutterfield 8” Uist curtailed) needs ' for the wails and seats.. The larger. | | 
and “How the West Was! fake publicity-stories like I need a ! Palace, 

was also’ extensively, revamped: and | 
Prior to requesting Bantam's Hol- | heautified. 

‘New Cinemiracle Camera 7° 

-in. operation since. 1931, 

Be “Hollywood, July: 11. 
‘New: ” €inemiracle camera: has 
been designed... and developed -by 
P. Stanley. ‘Smith, president _ of | 
Smith-Dieterich - Corp.. for. interior | - 
use in connection with ‘productions 
involving Cinemiracle filming: 
New camera,-which also employs 

'50m.. Scope is 90 degrees, as op- 
posed to. 146 degrees, ‘with filming 

: Suites |for interiors. only to ‘be blended | 
I think there can be legitimate. with exteriors of the ‘wider scope 

camera. a 
Smith. says new: developments 

eliminate parallel lines... °° 

contract. with. ‘Smith-Dieterich , une. 

‘nature. . 

More Skull Practice Re Festivals 
Johnstbn Parries Question on. Tyo. ‘Levea” and 

Ss. _F est—Heston Deplores Impedimenta 

Ber lin, J uly 11. 
American. method of | ‘selecting. 

entries for international ‘film fes- 
tivals ‘needs urgent. re- -examina-. 
tlon. So said Eric Johnston, presi- 
dent. of the Motion Picture’ Assn.’ 

‘at a press conference here, after 
one journalist had referred -fa the 
“mediocre” quality: of the official 
‘U.S. entry, “Two Loves.” 

However, he described himself as 
an ardent advocate of . film. festi- 
vals, and considered them one. of 
the more 
which the industry: is-engaged. 

of picking the participants needed 
some rethnnking and said: it would 

tate the splice-on of a core of staff-. | be given some thought after his 
ers tc braintrust exploitation and; 
related sectors for Bronston prod- , 
uct. 

The “Cid” unit, with 8th floor ;: 
spare at the AA homeoffice in 
K. Y., is headed up by Al Tamarin, 
with Howard E. Kohn 2d assigned 
&e ad-pub coordinafor. : 

“Cid” and “Kings.” incidentally, 
will be in release sintultaneously . 
a.eurnd Christmas. 

Triumph Pictures Corp. has been 
autherizved a motion pictures husi- 
ness in Manhattan Capital stock is} sponsors of the project.. 

i referred to an attempt. some’ three | 
years hack to organize: a. fest in: 

200 stares, see par value. Samuel! 
J. Kiamer, of NY. was filing} 
Stiviney at Albany. 

return to the States. One ‘of the | 
problems was the availability of. 
‘suitable product in relation. to lo-. 
cal regulations, and it. was usually 
ia condition ‘that only films which 
; had not played’ outside their coun- 
; try of origin were. eligible. . That, 
| inevitably, eliminated many ‘worth- 
’ while pictures. 

Johnston rey ealed that. he had 
fin his briefcase a blueprint ‘for a. 
| festival in Los Angeles.. and ‘that 
! would be examined on his. return, 
; though he declined to reveal: the: 

.He also 

! Washington under State Depart: 

The MPA prez deelined: te: com-. 
ment on. that film, and. in any. 
event said he had not seen it.. 

important things in. 

However, he agreed that recon-| 
sideration of.the present system. 

‘| ment. ‘auspices, ‘at: which | ‘invites 
-would ‘have gone out:.under the 

State, 
came. to. nought.. 
“As a self-declared” advocate . of 

explain. why the MPA declined. to 

“IT. would “rather not talk. about}. 
that. just now,” he- ‘commented, 
“though several - companies are 
backing it.” | 

' Wearing: his ‘State = Dent. “hat, 
official Yank. delegate: Chaflton 
Heston; also commented. on festi- 
val. participation by America,. and 
‘said he. was concerned at the atti- 
tude of some distributors. towards 
festivals. He .also referred to. the 
‘special problems and the -regula- 
tions that : ‘sometimes . barred ' the 
-best-'U.S.: films. ° 
‘Giving “his impressions: of his 

first fest,: ‘Heston: said it was ‘an 
“anonialy,. 
‘Were. not: hecessarily.. the most im- 
portant. aspect. The - important 
‘thing was the:opportunity.to meet. 

other parts of the world, since, 
‘Tas motion pictures. had started -to 
talk. it ‘became more: difficult. for 

to. communicate, and. film }. ; them: 
itakers. ‘vbecame..more: insular. He 
admitted. he had-never_ been to so} 
many. ‘parties’ in. such 'a-short ‘time, 
“but. they - ‘provided. ‘the welcome. 
opportunity. to meet _ other people, 
ind therefore: served. a ‘very: ¥al- |. 
Vusbie funchon. 

The smaller, ‘Strand, . “opened. in: 

the cancellation ‘of the Matual. Program. 

Irving Levin, head of the San. ‘Francisco Film Fesiival: -who: attended 
the just terminated’ 11th Berlin Film Featival, lined -up Israel's Berlin 
entry, “Description of. a Fight,” for’ ‘Screening in:Frisco, Also the Greek: 
entry, “Antigone,” is being -considered. 'He’s still on the search for.a. 
‘German entry.. One. event in connection with the. German, pie to- ‘be. . 
shown ‘in San. Francisco already: seems. certain: At's a fashion ‘show with ot 
German models. | ; . ae 

Hiway Drive-in at ‘st Clair, Pa; was:  okayed: for. = $40. 000. oan to nS 
be the only exhibitor among 511 "firms abproved by” Small Business, 
Administration for financial aid during ‘May. . hoe ON 

~ Russkis’ Caviar. Breaks 

Artists and Columbia Pictures whose ad manager, | he charges, caused ee a 

three-lens' system, haS:-expanded | — 
focal. Tength from earlier 27m to} 

for... United Artists, headquarters. 

"Camera ‘would: come under Na- | 
tional Theatres. & Television, Inc.| 

til other ‘arrangements are made. 
|Smith. indicated other deals.: are 

-| cooking, but would not. reveal thelr. 

signature of the Secretary. of. 
though. that. eventually | 

festivals, Johnston wag asked to: 

support ‘the San Francisco event.. 

‘but films’ themselves 

and talk with film makers from. 

pictures, our. stars.. producers, . ete: 

(Writer, a vet ccpiatation man 

in Detroit... He. ‘has recently .been 
making . his: first: visit-to - Soviet: 

‘nomena from ‘the © ‘perspective OF 
‘a Uz s. film showman: Ed. y. 

‘it was only in the past. year or so 

about five: per: year. : Some of ‘our- 
films now playing. ‘their circuit. are: 

| Marty, ** “Roman . Holiday,” “War 
And Peace,” “All About Eye” and 
several very old ‘Deanna Durbin 

‘| vehicles. 

and Ernest Borgnine:' When I told 
| Tanya that I personally knew Peck . 
‘Vand Borgnirie, she ‘looked at me 
| with:.a sort of ecstatic. gleam :and 
| this was the first time she -started. 
te “resenible an ‘American’ girl} 
rather than the’ drab, sombre, Ni- 

sians ‘for that ‘matter, impressed 
'me . 

little joy or Jaughter, in: their per-. 
‘sonality. 

because the problem contained | in 
{the motion ‘picture ‘was ‘one’. that. 
was. familiar -to young. Russians | 

for ..the studio that: . 
“Marty.” Up until’ this point, I 
couldn’t penetrate. her. severe -and.} 
uncommunicative facade. . Now we} 
put aside our. disagreements : on. 
our: different political beliefs: ‘and. 

through films, 

Even. though: there are three! 
television channels: in_ Moscow, 
‘the Muscevites are an ‘avid’ and | 
enthusiastic. .bunch ‘of film-going 
‘people. I noticed. long . lines . at! 

In fact, I learned that they know 
very little about us. ‘in: general 
except, .what they” read in _ thelr: 

Russia: _He naturally -tiews. Bing | 
‘Crosby in Russian and other. phe-| 

“Petrillo.’ ” 

party line publications.” After all, ‘ 

that we've been: exchanging.’ films: 
with. the Soviets. at the rate of.|: 

‘Consequently, ' their ‘ fa- j 
{ vorite’ Amezican ‘stars are Gregory 
| Peck, Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer- 

notchKa-type- she was: portraying. | 
‘Otherwise, -Tanya,..and : alf Rus~/. 

as being a very unemotional,. 
‘stolid. and: grim. ‘people ‘With - “Very. 

also. I gained new stature in her 
eyes when I told her that I worked. 

produced * 

found a. common: contact Point, 

every theatre on ‘every night... Rus- ' display, 

- Continnea™ from ‘page ‘1 

sians Know nothing of: our ‘motion’ 

people sit. down and: ‘are: enfer-- 
tained ‘by a live orchestra. The: day 

(Udarnik’ means *“‘good~ worker”) 
—~|I- was entertained. for. 30 minutes. 

by. an. 18 piece Russian. ‘National ® WO 
Orchestra playing. Native -songs. - 
The - “performance: was excellent 
_and-free: ‘All this; plus:the picture, 
for the low price of 50c.: 

Tanya. wanted ‘to know. why | “we 
didn’t: offer..the.- same. thing. . 1 

until: the start of the: show... . 
« Tanya and I then went’ into the. 

‘auditorium ‘to. see the new Russian ::° 
hit ““Cléar. Skies.’"’ ‘a story of the 
Russian ‘Air Force in the Jast war.” 
‘Tt -starred “Mr...E.- Urbansky. and) | 

| Miss N. Drobischeva.: 
Piece of dialog “unfolded, Tanya. . 
would-give me an immediate. -Eng- _ 
dish translation. I didn’t’ miss ‘a 
‘word or a nuance, but it was.the 
first time I ever saw a: film under. 
such. unusual ‘circumstances. The. 
-picture was excellent ‘and. “would” 
even be. good. in ‘the..American 
market as it- had universal ‘appeal. 

lee” Kast (Cuts - - 
“Th ‘this’ “film, : ‘Russian: technique . 

differed. from: -ours ‘in’ that ‘they - 
‘used: fast: cuts. instead. of ‘slow ‘dis- 
‘solves: from: one scene: to another: 
With: no ‘indications of time Japse. pags 
It: caught me-off balance, but. the~: . 

|-Russians. seemed. | ta follow it ‘with-.” 

Tanya explained’ ‘that “Marty” out difficulty: 
was the biggest hit of. them. all} At the “conclusion” of: the. film, 

Pall 1.550. -patréns. went | ‘eéhmasse 
to’ the’ adjoining . ‘room whieh. is: 
the . ‘counterpart: -. of. our’ candy. 
counter; - However: here you: could . 
haye..a ‘whole . meal. ‘and- sit down 

| at.a.table-and éat it. “Most. patrons 
; seemed. te: buy “fruit: juices at 22¢,. 
: Coffee “at. 11e, smast: ‘sandwiches. at 
4.15e¢ and © ‘Russian | ‘pastry at 24¢. 
1 “was. amazed to. Seé-.a 15¢ US... 
type .. chocolate: bar’ Selling for 
$2.50. When.I- ‘explained: to: Tava 
that: it ‘would. cost only: 15¢: in. my. . 

7 ‘country; I'm sure she didn't-believa ** 
"me: And yet, she couldn't: explain... 
why the’ price of chocolate was-so-. 3: |”. 
high, Nebedy | bought . the choco: 5 " 

| late. 
-. As J watched: this gastronomical: 

I cwasn't exactly- sure: 

cupied, most “theatres have - cam un 
adjacent. «auditorium ‘where. the: © 

1. attended - their Udarnik Theatre- - 

‘answered :her. in one. word- oe 
| .For - those; who’ would a 
— [rather “ wait and: read, .there -was 

‘still another room where periodi-. 
-cals and. papers could - be: perused 

“AS each: | 

Sian-produced films..are the -main i whether Tr attended | a“ movie “with 

is roughly 30 to 50c, depending ‘on ! , happened to. be showing ‘a :movie. : 

ing the. show: 
ionly. time we followed this policy “Russia. by: introducing. “popcorn. .. 
was when we had &"Psycho” or | But on: second: thought“I"realized | 
“The Naked. Edge.” She thought | Lit. would. all befor naveht—thea: 
it most’ unuswal. tres’ are.-state-owned. .ard.the per- 
To keep. the. waiting crowds | ‘ec “sonal ‘profit. incentive: is: Gut, 

fare-and the price of admission-!-a restaurant or a“restaurant. that’: pe 

location. Theatres: play single: bill | With ‘this great food. potential for | .°:--" :- 
‘only and: will not-seat patrons, dur- ; theatres, I couldn't ‘help but think 2 247°." 

I told Tanya. -the + what: a fortune’ I--could.. make “in. 
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Fan Mags’ ‘Survival Struggle . 
Continued from page § 

CEssions Studs gathered their: 
Jarsces te ether, and resolved to 

Up. hot was that they ! 
decided that <ilf fan mag inter-! 
views inthe future must be sub-: 
pitted ta studio for censership— ' 
er there d be no arranged. inter-. 
vieas Mags-didn't like it: writers. 
didi't ike it. but in those days 
studios contrilied so many con- 
tract plavers that writers and mags ; 
had to pace am. 

Some <stiuaios end stars were, 
reasonably fair about stories sub-: 
ranted to them: others used drastie 
blue pencius or even, on changing ; 
theis minds atout interviews pre- 
viousis siranted. blithely killed 
them thus «iso killing checks for 
Writers 

For a tive still-fan mags were as 
Baceharie as possible: This. wasn't 
due to s.odio pandouts., which fan 
suaus rire}, used, but to posture - 
assui.ca tocassure studio okay 
ene stadio, if a feminine star. 
an.okcd a cigarette during an in- 
tersviess mention. of this fact was- 
apt to be cut from the story. As 
for # Star ever drinking anything - 
stronter than cinger ale, that wasi 
ttrictly tahoo Quotes were often ‘ 
watered down, some press agents 

wouldn't allow minor faults of: 
stais to he mentioned. 

In the war tor circulation, fan 
Inags began to rebel against being . 
used by indtistry as unpaid hake 
twerchants. ‘Phey wanted more 
freedom for the fan press. Since 
fan mac writers were not power- 

ful enough ft) fight studio rulings, 
the fan niavs hut on another device. 

Device they hit upon ‘was so- 
called edrorial story. These could: 
be based on stories in the. morgue, 
combined with = writers'. inside! 
knowledge of frailties and foibles 
of stars. or interviews with stars’ 
friends and enemies. For this type : 
of story, wriler requested no inter- : 
View through — studio sources: 
therefore didn't have to submit 
storics to anyone. Many editorial . 
stories were printed under office ; 
by lines. Some were hatchet pieces: 
mzny were perfectly fair and hon- 
est) pieces. but .not always as! 
guvary as studios preferred. 

Studios grieved: they, wanted 
complete control over fan mags; 
wanted to keep writers captive and 
in subjection to them. They had 4 
Point. Ther job was to get as: 
much publieity favorable: for; 
their per sonalities as possible, and ; 
te protect the players on whose 
build-ups the studios had spent: 
milhons, 

Ad Threats 
When fan periodicals published 

articles that hurt stars, advertising ¢ 
depaitments threatened the drop-j 
ying of ads. Often this was more! 
than a threat. and kept.-the fan‘ 
mags from toing too far. ‘In the: 
epinion of some studios, the fan: 
mags were always going too far. : 
The power to suppress had whet-; 
ted the appetite of press agents - 
dor more of same, they couldn’ : 
control the Galy newspapers but! 
seemed to recard the monthlies as 
ungratetul wnelps biting the hands 
that fed them . . 

Weild War U brought temporary 
-€ace.. 

teaped. 
cer of the day. Mags ran glowing 
staricsS about newcomers; but bulk - 
ef mags was devoted to stars who - 
c#mMe wit tops-tn polls conducted 
emone readers through coupons. 
Detl Faweett and other publishers 
trind.ne covens of stories about - 
the seme stars every isswe. You: 
couldivt piek up an issue of popu-. 
jar fer caaes without reading about 
how much Jane Weman loved Ron- 
ale Reacan. how Susan Ladd kept 
her Ausband’s love. and why 
“swoon oo." Frankie Sinatra) pre-.: 
ferred) Nanex and his baby. plus. 
traughcith i the kitchen to gals |. 
erippine erebeds and mink. ‘This 
was pre-\va Gardner, pre-Lauren 

ITS A 
FACT: 

At 
Y 

Ci:culation af the mags: 
Sentirmentality was the or-° 

of wey: ‘tte. over " tanoenous 

“Without: ‘derending those titles, 

Bacall, pre-Juliet Prowse, and the 
; others.) 

‘overseas, the fan mags dropped 

world., Typical coverlines of. the 

>; Wyman. 
Hayworth, and lots of etceteras. 

Aloof Actors’ 

were getting too fatheaded. 

-When cqupons sent.in by readers, | 
indicated that those readers wanted 

‘way. 
than those in general consumer 
periodicals, 

i ; latter. 

tions, 

‘mud, innuendo, dirt. Even a weath- | - 
‘er report in some of these maga-' brief featurettes, usualty start at 

, author would. like. to point out that} - 
the fan. mags’ are Waging a° battle High cow. N. -Y. Stock Exchange © aa ‘Net 
for survival. .-"Sometimes. they | ° -* Weekly Vol. Weekly ‘Weekly Tues. . . Change 

° ‘| choose their. weapons. “wisely,; some- |. . a in 100s. - High Low .- Close © for wk.: 
While the bloady war went oa anes unwisely: Of course, the in- 273% 2014 ABC “Vending 154 253g. «2254 2414 $134 

dustry itself. is: also: ‘fighting - for|. 617% ..‘4318 Am Br-Par Th. 332° =. 49340 473844914 7H 
honey and molasses all over the [actors “But. it.’ ‘isn't! -helped by} 2734 2014 ‘Ampex .:..<: 835 21738 20%.: 201% +114 

actors. who - ‘arbitrarily , ‘decide to| -4234--353g CBS .:....<. 163. 3734 "9 365@ . 365@°. = 7% 
period’ were "My Soldier’ by Jane! ‘turn their: ‘backs ° en ‘the ‘fan ‘mags,| 347@° 2134: Col Pix .. ete . 255. 98114. 327-0 3054" + 34 

“Jeep Girl” about Rita especially. those: that. may have'|' 4714' 325¢ Decca ....i<. 34.” 88h4 - 36% *3 384 =} 214° 
|helped build their popularity. 4614 2654 Disney .. - 1320. 4114 = 39. 39. 4 16 

|_ Even adverse stories in fan mags, | 11934 104.4 Eastman Kak. (241 * 1105 10714 10714 4: 1%. 
When’ the’ war ended, circula-: like those that ran for,a-while on| 758 536 EMI -".... 228 --.55§ 544 558 ae 

tions dropped again. Feud between j Liz Taylor, helped her. at the ‘box-| 1712 .1314 Glen Alden. -#244 © 1434°. 140 14.* ae 
‘editors and touts resumed. Even | office by ‘building. up a picture: of 3456 157%. Loew's. Took. 247 3456. 33-0 BB. Te 
when the fan mags ran 15 favor- ‘her as an interesting: siren. While| ‘71 36% MCA Inc. 34. 6234 . | 5734, 354 © 
‘able articles about stars to: one|the sometimes.maudlin stories pic-| 7034 4132 . Metro GM - . 469° (62-0 5I%-~: 58%g 218. 
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‘light. Reputable writers shud-j scribes. 
| dered, while a few grasping hacks. 
{packaged their libels. One syndi- 
cated writer with entree into in- 
‘nermost trade circles was secretly 
selling sordid. “‘secrets” to one of I 
the worst of the’ tell-all-and-be- 

ures, but an. :average. of. ‘$300° or 
better. is fairly: 

: damned _miags. 

| cetretlation) threatened by the ad- ‘stories. . 
'vent of the. expose’ books, 
‘their sweet little concactions about! editors or national mag editors. In 

‘Star Goody. Twa Shoes be believed | | the: current .war for ..circulation, 
| when a Confidential mag was tell- 

; with the wolves? Fan mag-writers ; campaigns, they’ Ml. be- fired, and re- 
itook to secretly reading the new | placed: by others. 
, tell-all mags, and sometimes. they’d 

among some’of the fan’ books. Ame rica. Corp. 7 las 7m en Am. fey be: 
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i spice their stories with mddified | ne industry are a couple of editors |. 
versions of unsavory anecdota. who have never run vicious. stories, 

Eventually the really nasty oper- never succumbed. to. the temptation 
‘ators got caught in some. big. fat | jto: endanger a star property for al.” 

-circulation figure. ‘They don’t try’. 
to run mags for. the Girl Scouts or:) 
stories that ‘are too scaccharine but | - 
they give a fair shake-to the indus-.{ 
‘try. and also to their: readers. 

Among’ ‘these. ‘top. notch editors. . 
are Ira’ Peck of Silver Screen anu “Russ | “Ballad of. A’ Saldier.” which |. 

Kingsley International ‘(with J. -J.- 

ilies. They had to pipe down. But | 
jim the meantime, the starlight had’ 
waned in -fans’ eyes and not all. of 
‘them were now willing to accept 
the pablum as before. °Yet- the’ 

-old pattern continued. Most stories 
-in the fan mags were human or 
-sentimental when citculation was 
-booming: when things got in ‘the. 
doldrums, the stories got. hotter. ° 

Studios no longer had so many | 
‘stars under contract; when’ press 
-agents threatened to bar certain 
- Writers from their lots, the writers | 
shrugged. Some mags tried to get : 
most. of their interviews without : 
benefit of studio cooperation. 

Tainted Sources 

Certain stars were pretty high- |: 
handed with the fan mags. One, 
who'd been built up by the fan].-.- 
mags, Was reported as saying that! — 
in the future she wanted. only. ‘sto-| ; 
ries in Vogue and such. “Such” | by ‘Nelson Riddle and William Lun-: 
didn’t include the fan mags. Other} @igan. as’ conimentator.. Edith Head 
players had pretty -good beefs; the | is fashion consultant ‘on glorified 
fans had run pretty rough stories | fashion’ show which had $100,000 

‘on them. Sometimes they had only: 
‘themselves to blame: if they'd 
given out more interviews, the 
mags wouldn't ‘have been driven. Wednesdays”. 
into seeking info from ‘tainted! film. : 

sources. '| Last year, Swavely. .commenteg,. 
One trend these last few .|division worked 265 days. turning 

years for which the fan mags | out. roughly 3.000 feet film daily. 
| have been very much criti- ‘+Some sets cost as much as $10.00v, ; 
} cized and even sued is: the use’ | run‘as- high .as. $20, 000 : ‘for indi- 

SS {| vidual ‘projects. - _ 

From | time : to time: such. com- 

Screenland and Ann Mosher of TV; 
‘Radio’ Mirror.. No one. has. ever. 
j; been .able to: accuse them.. of .a 
double. cross, double: entendre, vi-. 
cious. headline, or of running A 
severe hatchet. piece: Stars who 
fail .to--cooperate with. therm be- 

the. industry. 

"Screen Gems 

‘which: are. often’ in'-bad. taste, this. 

Usually enly. the -biggest |- 
columnists ‘can. command four fig- |. 

commonplace: 

‘plause’ earlier. in the year. Upcom- 
‘ing is‘another J. J. Frarikel acquisi- 

“Clear Skies,” ‘directed. by. 
Grigori Chukhray,. who: did: “Bal-. 

: cause of _generalizations about fan | 
Mags. are. hurting - ‘themsélves. and | 

; Continued from: ‘page i— = 

film budget. Second is-special for Jeanne of The Angels,” 
Halloween for. Mars Candy for.faitjthe jury award at this” year 's vein. -These. include the aforemens. 
release. ‘Third will-be “No More] Cannes fest. and’ 

as: P-R.. ‘government | 

Week. Ended Tues.. (11). 

- * Week Ended: Mon. (10). 
“+ Ex-dividend. : 

‘Over-the-Ce ounter: Securities: 

22% ; 
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agr eement. 

‘This. follows on the heels of the 

Frankel): sent: out: to. ‘eritical . ap- 

tion, 

lad,” and: bound to cause talk—so 
|say those who have seen it-—for its. 
frank. depiction of the relief. of the. 
Russian . people: on hearing gt the! 
death of Stalin. | 
_And ‘these. are just the’ Russ im- 

| ports. Poland is now in the. US, 
market. with two features,. both of | 
which | have - been 
critically— 

‘ducer. . 

i; 

try for: 1961,. 

“East. West Politics 
Continued. from page. 

connection ~ with -the exchange. {made in. ‘Yugoslavia s with: ‘local: pare. we, 
‘ticipation aiding .. ithe. Italo. ‘Pro- vt 

“Kanal,” ‘being handled by Frankel.: Russ outlet: this side; oo 
! Perhaps" Not ‘sd: oddly, ‘the ‘mast. Upcoming is another promising art 

entry: from Poland, 

has acquired for the U.S. 

‘ped on U.S, screens currently ‘by: 
Joe Levine’s import. 
ulous: World of Jules Verne.” 

Meanwhile, Istvan Dosai. : 
\ager of. Hungarofilm, 
garian- government's ‘official - ‘fihin | 

“Phe .- Fab | 

‘ran: - 2 
‘the’ Hun] 

“Due. to have iis Us Ss. ‘preem, at. > 
the. Carnegie’ Hall Cinema: next 
month is the Yugoslav ‘Oscar en- 

.“The. Ninth Circle. n. 
‘Bovking. “Was. made.” directly: 
aforementioned ‘Yugoslay. rep here, 
Jovan. Petrovic, . - of" Interprogr ess 
‘Frading Corp. 

. It. should also: be - pointed - cuit. 
that Eniversal | last: -year-..got’ Siz- 
able rentals from its -reedited,: Tes 

"j Scored. and generally: ‘buffed-up vere.” : 
sion-of the Russ cartoon feature,: - 
“The Snow Queen,”.’ ahd: that- Sig ; 
Shore’s. Valiant “Films. did: almost - 

well received :équally well with the Russ fantasy,:~ 
“Ashes. and: Diamonds, "| “The Sword :and. The: Dragon.” .ac~ 

‘being haridled by Janus Films, and: quired from’ :Artkino, the: 

“by | 

u sual : 

“Mother ‘successful Ir on. Curtain imports. all” 
which. won” have: been in -the- fun-and-fanta cy 

which. Irving; tioned “Snow Queen.” “The Sw ord 7. 
Isaacs, prexy of Telepix-of- Boston: tand’ The Dragon: “The: Fabulous, ance 

mat World. of Jules: ‘Verne, TS, ee 

Czechoslovakia is also being rep- : ——————— Qe 4 
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24 FOLLVISION 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

The so-far-interminable debate over tollvision, as: an, 

or the, 
additional pages of testimony. at Little Rock, Arkansas. 
The Public Service Commission of that state met to can- 
sider the petition of a business group headed by Hamilton 
Moses and including Winthrop. Rockefeller. At issue was 
authority to set up a regional franchise for the Paramount- 
controlled Telemeter system, .currently testing at Etobi-" 

eokhe, suburb of Yoronto, and’ telephone lines. 
Precipitating the hearings In Little Rock (on May 15 

and June 19-20: was the effort of Midwest Video Cerp.,. 
the licensee. of Telemeter to force the Southwestern Bell. 
Telephone Co. to agree to provide circuits. Phone company 
was manifestly able to do so but willing only if ordered 
by public authority to da so and with numerous safeguards : 
eainst loss if: tollvision proved a financial failure in the 

state. Bell argued that no loss could incur to it because 
it could not, in the event of lasses, go to the Public Serv- 
ice Commission and use such Josses in.a plea to raise the. 
rates of regular phone service to regular subscribers to 
nake up any deficit. Phone company wants the tollvision 
experiment, if and when it proceeds in Arkansas, to be 
under termination bonds and :other forms of. insurance. . 

An examination of the now-completed stenographic 
transeript of the recent hearings brings out various: ar- 
resting factors of dispute. Among them, in passing, may 
be cited the basic question of whether the Federal Com- 
munications Conmnission, or the Interstate Commerce. 
Commission, or the Arkansas Publie Service Commission 
(three men: has jurisdiction. 
Toward the end of testimony a colloquiam involving the. 

two attorneys, Howard Cockrill representing Rowley Uni-- 
ted Theatres, one of the intervenor exhibitor interests,- 
and Frank G. Raichle, for Midwest Video, went as follows: . 
COMMISSIGNER THOMPSON: How long will it take 

you to finish, Mr. Raichle? 
MR. RAICHLE: Oh, not too much longer.. 
MR. COCKRILL: That's just some more incompetent. 

testimony. I just would like to get the hearing over with. 
MR. RAICHLE: I think there has been a great deal of 

incompetent testimony, and I. think the issues here. have 
entirely been lost. sight of, and I think— 
COMMISSIONER THOMPSON: Well, we don't follow 

the strict rules of evidence around here. I wouldn't say 
the testimony has been incompetent. 

MR. COCKRILL: Maybe it hasn't 
MR. RAICHLE: Well, I will get right along then. 

Q. ‘RAICHLE, continuing) Mr. Harling, Do you agree with 
Mr. Griffing’s statement, as follows: “I believe’ that 
the entertainment industry and the American. people 
owe a great deal of gratitude to Mr, Balaban and Para- 
mount Pictures for having the vision and courage to 
invest time, talent and substantial sums of money to 
biing this new communication and ‘entertainment sys- 
fem into being.” 
Do you agree with that? 
I do not. - 
You still have a high regard for Mr. Griffing, don’t you? 
He is dead. T wouldn't want— 
Well, you would still have a high regard for him 
whether he is alive or dead, wouldn't you? , 
Of course, I had a high regard for Mr. Griffing when 
I knew him. . 

- What does the matter of being dead got to do with it? 
I certainly can disagree with his statement here, and 
it doesn’t necessarily mean I don't have less’ regard 
because J] disagree with what he said. 

Product, Not People 
What comes clear in the transcript is.that the theatre- 

men do not quarrel! with their ability to survive given 
continued access to product but they do worry greatly that 
tollvision will deprive them of their traditional source of 
supply, When queried as to whether a balanced program 
of amusements on tolivision would threaten film theatres, 
Phil Harling. an executive of Stanley Warner who is a 
frontman in the anti-Pay fight, frankly affirmed his con- 
viction that tollvision would: rely almost overwhelmingly 
on feature films -He could not conceive of subscription. 
video as operating “live. 

Persistently the theatre spokesmen, including Walter 
Reade Jr. weie prodded to recite their belief in private 
enterprise and the American way of competition. Theory 
underlying merchandising of packaged goods via advertis- 
ins-supported television came in for eonsiderable palaver. 
Here's a sampling, involving. Reade: 

Reade: I belive that the record so far on pay tv has 
been unsuccessful, so that lesson, I think, has been learned 
by all concerned. 
Q. :-MR. COCKRILL) For instance, the fact-that pay tv 

can pay a s¢eript writer twice as much as he now .re- ~ 
ecives on free te, is that going to improve the ‘quality’ 
of his work anv? 

A. 1 don't think it is possible for me te say that dollars | 
improve an body” s work necessarily. I think it nk it could — 

ee eee ee. 

Hartford Toll Start Now July. "62; Needs Programs. 

entertainment wave of the future, picked up 49 - 

change a man’s ‘point-of-view as ‘to. which area he would 
like to make ‘his living.in, but I believe a man does his. . 

. of turning out.quality. feature films. were. a comparativel 
limited elite, 900 atthe outside. They. would naturally. ‘sell - 
their features to the highest bidder. A paradox. ‘seemed tg -: 

: peek. between the lines here:since, tollvision, ‘was portrayed 
as both a failure.so far yet.a. poténtial ‘out-bidder against 

best. work regardless -of who. pays him. 

'Q. Did you mention this process. of each medium: dipping 
' into. the ‘same pool of. talent, ‘and that if the’ siphoning. 
‘process continues..to. ‘siphon. off the ‘talent. over into 

‘pay, what effect. it: will have. on free tv? . 

A. I thought: that. I- had made that point,. that. those organ- 
izations and. groups. that would: be competing with pay. 
tv would find. themselves on the short end of the stick. © 

. In other words,. the: two: can. or. cannot exist? 
. I don’t think they’ can: 
. Midwest. also says that the. free ‘market place. should 
be the area in which this issue ‘is: decided. Do you have 
any comment on that?. _ 

Oro 

A.-I imagine that a hearing of this ‘sort is for that purpose, 
and the Commissioners. will decide. 

Q. They also said that the. cast of advertising which. sup: 
ports the things you can see on.free tv is reflected in. 
the product and in .the end . is. paid - py the. consumer.. 

“What do you have: ta’ say. about. that? : 
. Well; that is’ positively’ not SO, 
. Why not? _ 
. Those. people: who manufacture a. product make.an al- 

’ location, a percentage: of the. total cost; ‘to. advertising. 
>O> 

It is up to the ad agencies .or the ad directors, or the - 
advertising directors of. the. company, Compaiy X or 
-Company Y, to allocate how that money is to be spent. 
to get. the most:impact; and if'the free. ty, or advertis-— 
ing tv we'll call. it for the purpose of this discussion, . 
jsn't available: to them, then the. ‘budget will be spent | 
in the newspaper, radio, or other :medium, as it did 
before television. As a matter: of fact, 1. think that there . 
are often sundry products that are determined, after 
a certain amount ‘of tests has ‘actually shown statistical- 
‘ly, that TV is’ not: economical for: them.and. they go 
back to. other media for advertising. I: would ‘say that 
‘isa complete fallacy, to the best of my knowledge. 

Q. Would the ‘cost of the product be reduced in price if 
the ‘expenditure was - eliminated—the. ‘expenditure for 

- tv advertising? 
A. I would say it would be replaced. W ith other advertising. 

Cross examination’ by Raichle then followed, béginning: 
Q. Do you. believe. in. free: enterprise? 
A. I do. 

::Q. Do you believe ‘in: good, healthy competition? , 
A. Fda: . 

Theme of competition as a. good thing was stressed again 
with the challenge of whether the witness thought the. - 
motion . picture. industry- rated: protection: from it. Did he 
think there was ‘any valid reason why .Telemeter could be - 
tested in Canada but. not .in Arkansas? The film industry’s -: 
early distaste for. and opposition: to advertising-supported_ 
tv was recalled. the attorney. putting it that had film oppo-. 
sition prevailed. “the good people of Little Rock would 
not have had the benefit ‘of élevision : ‘today?” - Light and. 
not so light sarcasm peppered the transcript. Reade was . 
asked: 
Q. If somebody - were ‘going to": ‘build a motion’ picture 

theatre next to your motion: picture theatre in. one of 
- these places, would:.you - have the hardihood to go to 
‘the Public Service Conimission and argue that the. 
potential competitor should not: ‘have “utility service 
and that you: should be protected against competition? 

A. Well, it's-a good idea, Mr. Raichle. . 
'Q. Is it ane you embrace? 

Attempts-to clarify. the distinction between competition 
for the dollars of the amusement-seeking: public and com- 
petition for feature films éstablished: the point, not once 
but repeatédly, that-the circuits foresaw. themselves out- 
bid. Just how this would. -oper ate in concrete rental terms 
was not discussed. Film: men.: were ‘inferring ‘that it was 
not a fair fight which loomed ‘but a sort. of unfair diver- 
sion and: capture of supply. 

Theatre: TV vs. Toll 
The exhibitor -mentality was probed as between. prize 

‘fights shown in theatres ta which $3 and.more was charged” 
and: home-toll. They were not the same at all; the circuit 
spokesmen declared, To the question, “Is it your theory 
that theatre television ‘is’: more wholesome than home 
television?” came the answer,. “No, sir... This toying with 
the implications ‘of. respective. ‘degrees: of ‘ ‘wholesomeness’. _ 
got about as far as it. usually. does in 1 debates. between com-. 
petitive media. 

The loaded question, “Can you. cite! ime any. law in this” 
broad land of ours which entitles you to protection against 
competition?” .Was ‘one. of the last. with” Which’ Reade was . 
confronted. 

Harling reiterated the point that sponsor-paid and home- 
toll television programs could riot ‘co-exist. However. the 
commission festrained. expressions of the. ‘yiewpoint- of 
the national networks which had. not. elected to Present 
themselves ‘at the Little Rock hearings... . 
A discussion, developed. while. ‘Harling: was ‘in the. wit- 
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Little Rock Transcript: Product Loss 
To Toll Nub of Exhibs’ Dread 

ness. chair. as ‘to the “talent - ‘poal” ‘Yn ‘the. ‘United Staten 
The implication: was generated that the persons. capablé 

theatres. The searcity’ of \-producers, directors, w riters, 
stars, and especially stars; was the nub. of: the’ ‘exhibitors 
fear of pay-see in the homes. The ‘point was re- “emphasized 
in‘the exchange: . 
Q. Now; are. ‘they all: afraid of the ‘competion: of pay hs ae 
A. They don't. consider: the competition of pay tv, per se, . 

but. the competition. of trying to take the. product that - 
they are using in. the’ theaters avay from: them. 

.Q.. And let me: ask. you this. You: area lawyer and I wilk : 
“put: the question..as precise. as I can, and I’ would ape: =: 

preciate a yes or no.answer.:Are they. afraid of ‘the |. 
competition of. pay television’ for. the. talent that you: . 
have. been ‘talking about? 

A. Yea. 
“Employment? 

Allusion was: “made. to ‘tollyision’ as helping’ or. hurting, mo 
employment. Some’ theatres. now have 50 employees, : some-.... 

. 13. It varied. with the: sizé: and. policy. Would pay-seé if 
successful. increase employment: ‘Harling ‘argued: to. the — 

_contrary “‘becausea- lot of theatres -wouldn’t:-be. able to | 
‘exist or ‘operate.” AGvertising-supported. television’ itself ve 
“Was overwhelmingly ‘dependent upon “films: | ° 

The easy-going style of taking: testimony. ‘in. Little Rock 
admitted as ‘part of the record some ‘fairly: silly extended... 
discourse, an.example of which: ran. as hereafter follows. |: 
‘There. had been reference. to a visit of Walter Reade’.ta: 
Etobicoke, the. interrogator. ‘then addressing ‘Phil Harling: 

Q. You: couldn't get in there. could -you2: 
_A. ¥es, the first time I did. The Second: time they. threw 

‘Ine out.. They ‘wouldn't let. ‘me. ‘in. 
“Now -you are under oath. . 
I. know it. J 2005. UE 
‘Someone. threw you out? © 

a 

‘barred. 
‘They wouldn't let you: in? 
‘That's right: 
. What time of night was it? © 

* About 7:30... °: 
. What? . - 
. About 7:30. - 
‘On what. date?. a 
I don’t tecali the date. 
“Who did: you. say you were? 
Like I always: ‘say, Phil. Harling. 
“You didn’t tell them. your, mission,. did you?- 
Oh, no. - _ 
What? _* . 

..No, I think my name: is ‘sufficiently in ‘the: trade papers 
in connection with. this that you people know-who I am. 
‘So that a‘ Canadian janitor would, know. you. by Teputa- ; 
tion, is:that right?:. ”- : ; 

> Could be. A lot ‘of people: know me. 
. All the. janitors and— - 

Pee - paid. executive or. what. I don't: ‘think ‘that it t makes any: 
| difference. .-- . : 

Q:: You are known: to them all? 
A. Yes; strangely enough. . 

Asked at -one point: ‘ “How ‘many geniuses are: <: growing: 
up in this country?”. Harling . conceded that. he had no 
‘notion. One sidelight involved. Samuel Goldiyyn: Was he 

an independent. producer? Emphatie. answer, “Oh, -definte- 
ly.” 
Q: Isn't he’ the most prominent of alk 
_A. Sam Goldwyn’-has .never ‘been. ‘considered ’ ‘srominigat” 

so-far as the. exhibitors: are. corieernéd. He made pictures 
- for .our. company: and. we. passed him by. and didn’t -play 
‘them. 

. Goldwyn. préduced? . 

tv.: - 
- Do you- object to. that? 
. I have: no ‘objection. to. what. Sam Goldwyn. does be- 
“cause— * 

wyn picture and. shows. jt .on television?. © 
If it. was-a first-run picture I would, yes. 
Even. one you don't want? 

companies, may use: it. 
. In other words, » 
something you don’t even want? 

. I didn’t say that. You are putting words’ in. my. mouth. 
Oh, no. 

. Yes, ‘sir, you | are. Let's’ keep the record. straight. 

os Hartford Toll Delay we 

a oe oan woe . me : : 7 = 
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Well, I won't. Say they: threw, me, out. literally. T wan 

20d A eo pata gh ero 

oT 

an ee eaere car al 

- It. doesn’t make. any ‘difference whether. tt isa highly 

. Well, then; ‘if pay: television. is: “around, ” you: wouldn't. ete 
mind if pay television. got one. of. those: Pictures Sam: a+ 

. Mr. Goldwyn. is very anxious: to put his. pictures: on: pay. . 

Well, I say w ould: ‘you. object if pay TV: ‘takes: a Gold-. aoe 

My particular . company: may not wight “tt, but: other a 

you: ‘object. to pay television’ setting . 

Washington, July: 11. 

The Federal Communications 

Commission has viven permission | 

te RKO Phonevision to take more : 

time tanother vear’ to ready itself | 
for its experimental license in the ‘ 
Conneeticut capital. Simultaneous- , 
lh. in the third of its reports. on 
ray-see. the FCC has ruled that 
hereafter six months will be 
maxinium lapse of time allowed a 
Fetitioner betveen okay to serve 

and start of service. 

Commission served notice that 
Hartford deintermixture proceed- 
ings were to be launched in near 
future. The proposal is to strip 
Hartford of its VHFer and switch 
it to the UHF band. RKO'’s WHCT 
(Channel 19) appears destined to 
benefit since a Vo can obviously, 

' make serious ‘inroads inte pay 

j audiences, and ‘the reshuftle will 

offer Hartford: video viewers who | 
| 
- Still have’ VHF-only ‘sets’ induce- 
‘nient to convert their sets for U. 

Only other VHFer in. ‘channels. 

‘state is in New Haven.. 

Gist of RKO’s petition for ex- 

jgarner programs, 

Said: 

“We believe our: progress: report 
establishes we have moved and are 
moving forward with - plans. for |: 
the Hartford trial in the most ex- 
peditious manner: commensurate’ 
with saund and prudent business | 
practices.” 

In the programming field, RKO |. 

tension is that time is needed. to |- 
train’ personnel, reorganize, equip, 

and_ generally: 
jbave the way for tollvision. | It 

‘said. it. is. negotiating ‘with major 
studios in’ ‘this country: and: Europe, , 
and ‘subject to. setting - specific 
playing dates,.an adequate amount. 
of film:.fare is believed ‘assured. 
Under. RKO’s programming .plans,. 
feature. pix will make-up. about 
75° of the. ‘subscription: fare over 
‘WHCT. “ 

RKO’s petition also said prelimi- : 
Inary studies: are. underway. on 
availability of Broadway ‘and off). 
legit productions. So. far, it said, |. 
the studies. have 
adequate’ ami unt “of this fare will. 
be on hand. 
-The -firm also expressed ‘confi- 

‘dence that it will. be ‘able ‘to: sign: 
up some of the world’s :“great art-. 
ists in the. classical- and . Operatic | 
fields for. oncerts. mo 
Teco, - . Zenith subsid.. 

indicated an: 

with programming’ ‘chores,, has. told’ 
RKO that it is on the verge “of:| 
wrapping up an “exhaustive. and |. 
comprehensive survey” of what's. 
available for the. Phonevision ex- | 
periment. Petition said -the Teco 

{report will be submitted. “in: near: 
future. ” 

Also. ‘utiderway are: arrangements’ 
with ‘a polling -outfit’ for broaa- |. 
gauged survey of Hartford ty view- 
‘ing. habits. 
On the technical side, RKO Said 

Zenith agreed last. “May - 31. to do 
a rush job on: 2,000 decoders to 

-|be installed in -homes. during the. 
initial phase of. the experiment: 
After delivery of this batch, RKO. 
said it has assurances from. Zenith 
that -additional decoders: will be'| 

of installation. - 

“Holding TeleProapler 
- Back, Stresses Irv Kahn - 

trv -Kahn, “TelePrompter -prexy, . pte 
anxious “to .- “make the tradewise. 
point that -his:-Key.TV toll testing” ": a 

-| Plans. are: “unaffected - by the FCC". a 
okay of RKO-Phonevision’ s- delayed : 
start in Hartford; Conn. Ds 
“Point . ‘should | be- clear. -by- now, 

of course, since. the -TelePrompter 
system ‘is cable—and not. airborne, : 
hence: outside FCC purview. 0 > 

Phonevision experiment, due. for L 
Aug. 23, is now postponed ‘to ‘July: o 

a technical and: *-~ 
Programmati¢ Problems. 
1,.1962: per sun 

Sy Baitlett inked ‘Walter £ Reiggh : 
heed supplied at the anticipated . rate |to script his original, “Fiona," ” : for oe 

“charge . 
: as 

producer's U slate.” 
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- Eboy McCaw yank Tell His Story 
Washington, July 1k 

"Fn the latest: ‘development :in: the’ i 
WINS, ‘New York, license renewal |:. 
‘case; tlie’ FCC. split S-to-2, in favor] 
“oF giving. the Manhattan AM inde- | 

- pendent. 30 days” to” present:: its |” 
-argunients. against hearings ‘on the 

renewal. aa Jt 

The: | minofity; ee com posed’. 
Chairman - Newton, “Minow. snd 

o Commissioner Robert 'T. - Bartley, on ; 
voted’ for. hearings. The ‘majority | who. happeiis. to be. the: critic's 

ae said. it will- make. a decision: ‘on’|:.- 
hearings. after’: 

WINS: renewal. 

FCC: sent’. WINS a ‘long: letter 
. .., Setting’ forth. numerous: ‘allegations’ 

~-"""" of payola ‘which the AM must ex~ 
7 oplain: within ‘the 30-day ‘period be- 
. fore ‘a. final, decision-“is made on_ 
* : whether to grant the renewal -or 

have- public hearings’ on: the sub- | 
fect. 

- Here. are. the: ailezations eon: | 
. 7 tained . din the’ ‘letter: 

| “Tt appears:. 

‘Alan’ Freed, a ‘disk: jockey... . 
“from. 1954 to. May 1958; and. Ron-t 
nié _Gianger, the .. ‘record li- 

_-bratian | fram -May- 1957. to. June: 
1959, while so employed, received 
. payments. and -other consideration 
-from record manufacturers and/or: 
distributors for the’ purpose - of : 
-having:. certain. recorded:. material. 
“Deoadcast, .over . ‘the -station’s. facili- |. 
ties ‘and. for other: purposes... 
“oP he. equired - ‘sponsorship 

(Continued on page 38:.. 

ABC-TV Ease OF
 

On Western: Segs': 
LS “Atter’ ‘several ‘years . -of leading’ 
ithe. network field .in. the number 
” Of western shows, ABC:TV. is, cut-. 
‘ting’ down’ on. its: diet, ‘of: oats. to 
“the: point: ‘where its: western .waist- 
line. will: be comparable to - CBS:-. 

.. TV’sand even. Slimmer than NBC-. 
TV's, - For - ‘the upcoming - "1961-62 | 

_ season, ABC ‘will .be. riding -with: 
“three hours of western’ shows «a ‘th 
week, which is equal to: CBS’ sked:| 

“and considerably less than the ‘five- | 
and-a-half ‘hours’ of: mustang. ‘pro= = 
gramming on. NBC.. 

ABC's” lineup ‘ts = “as: follows: 
+ 4Mfaverick and -“Cheye ne,” ‘one : 

hour: apiece, -and..““Lawrhan” 

. _ trolke 

. Considering. - the |’ ~ 
‘Elroy| McCaw Station’ '$ Side “of ‘the Lo 
“story. Eatlier, the Commission had} 
said hearings: would. be held’ on. the | + 

., that! Met Leeds: 
. the {WINS}: ‘program director ‘from. - 

." September-1957 to. January 1960, | 

-eame- with: an FCC letter:to. Crow- 

\ Commission is far from satisfied 
with | the firm’s: explanation. of al- 

. Jéged: 

‘and ito have voted in-the: case.” 

coe Man’ 3. ‘Family 
“Leon - " Pearson's. 

‘The.- 
-commentator ‘Tast.. week “:re-: 
viewed: the Central Park pré-- 

“WNBC.- N.Y, -- 

“Much Ado. About - Nothing.” 
and then : ‘remarked’ favorably 

‘von the. afr. of'a young, lady. who 
: essayed., Hero.. 

‘Hero ~.was ‘Anne . Pearson, 

daughter. « The . broadcast * of 
Pearson’s Teview was- followed. 
immediately. -on-the NBC flag- 
‘ship station by. a news: pickup 

respotident - Andrew Pearson, . 
who: ‘happéns to be: his: ‘Son. 

New. Hearing On 
-Crowell-Collier's 5 

~ Bid for WMGM 
. Washington. July 11. 

Morikeyshinee by. Crowell- ‘Col- 
lier’s AM. stations: in ‘Oakland: and 
‘EA, are guniming: up its: proposed: 
“buy from Loew's of WMGM in. New 
-York, : . Unable ‘to: decide the trans- 
‘fer would bein the public interest, - 
‘FCC. said: it. may have to: set ‘the 
matter for hearing. — 

Official - confirmation . of this 

‘ell-Collier stating in effect that the 

. alarmist -: broadcasts. by. 
|KEWB, L:A;; and KEWB; ‘Oaktand.. 
They: were: highlighted. -by a: ‘broad-. 

_|cast ‘alarm’ that an “amoeba” Mas 
“/ on: the loose. 

- Bevause - it ‘stilt ‘viewed “thie. ig- 
sues... posed - -by the broadcasts as: 

-FCE. -told -Crowell- 
Collier it is. “uriable ‘to. defermine 
“unresolved,” 

‘at this time.that a grant of the sub- 
ject ‘application: would serve the 
public interest.” .“It appears there- 
‘fore. that said: application, must. be 
‘designated. for hearing.” C-C has’ 
30 days to reply; and, if’ Commis-: 
sion -still isn’t. satisfied, a. ‘hearing 
‘will -be- ordered. 

| Robert. ‘E. Lee,. T..A..M..-Craven,. 
{and ‘John. Cross dissenting.” ‘Chair- | 
man .Newton :N.. Minow. voted: with: 
‘the majority - but fssued statement : 
“saying .he-.wanted.’ everybody | ‘to. 
know he: would have: ‘preferred. not! 

It seems ! 

Program v: P. - NBC.TY _ : a 

personal a 

from Kuwait, -done . by. cor- ... 

fst Levy: (and: his‘ case is only sympto- 

en bal all 
VER TV WEB 
By GEORGE. ROSEN | 

“NBC: 's ‘stidden. decision. jast’ week. 
i to. ‘Knock ‘Dave: ‘Levy out of the’ box}. 

‘| as top. :program man and - bring 
Mort Werner -back. into. the. net-[' . 

| work: fold” as. his suitcessor ‘simply 
VP. Radio-TV, Ted Bates - serves ..to” once. nioré.- -throw.-into. 

_[-sharp’ focus” what- ‘has: long: been !- 
accepted as a. basic. truismthat J 
-|-television «particularly. .as “if: ‘per-t 
“I tains to the. administration ‘of the}: - 

three. networks) is as’ heaittless and. 
“eruel_and insecure-an industry as |. 

-. -any! to be-founid in all. America. As}. * 
.| av group, ‘these are the. guys, in-}".- 

..) variably -iinder” a’ seven- -days-a- |. 
| week ‘pressure, whe never know | 

_| one minute .where they’ ra be. the i 

| next. ae ; 
On & Thursday night a Dave! 

matic of what: happens ‘on’ a ‘con- 
‘| tinuing basis) could -be geared. for: eee ee 

high’ action,: ‘looking to- the year-" 

ECE a — : SECRETE a _ : ‘. vase _—_ _ . ™ — - 

|. 

\-ahead | 
‘with .61-'62 locked’ in ‘tight, and ‘ 
‘the ‘following ‘morning finds him- 

‘no ‘industry. in Anierica, 
{it’s films,. 
“business corporations: is . afflicted : 

| with such-.a revolving door ‘policy . 
‘| with: ‘its 

-all three {though -not. simultane- |’. 
‘ously) 

“62-63 program schedule,.' 

self cast off and out.of his top job. | 
It's happened tinie and time before, | 

L las At will -happen. time and’ ‘time. | 
“Lagaih,:and why it should be so. Ap- 
pHeable to television” tin. contrast, 

-. + for example,. to the almost | Static | 
J. days of radio! ig ‘one of the’ mys- 
I} teries that. continues. to- confound | “duction. of: ‘ Shakespeare’ ae the. industry: 

-talks only in. terms of millions, the.’ two-hour CBS-TV. coverage of the [relevancy to his own role ay a tv 
J toll: it’ exacts’ on the. nervous sys-- Jan. .1. Tournament of Roses Pa- + performer 
| tem is ‘staggering. 

In a- ‘business: that? 

* It's a fairly safe: ‘conjecture that : 
whether-| 

publishing, . or giant 

accompanying - built-in : 
palls .of gloom, ‘sadness and even: 
fears. that.-¢an start. at: the | very: 

_| top and. permeate through to the 
|; lowest. lévéls. 

What: ‘makes ‘this whopping tv. 
| musical chairs: ‘game all the more. 
4 remarkable is- that, almost: without 

| exception,. it’s the same: ulcer-rid- 
den group of execs. who.in one 
Way. or. ‘another. are invariably in-... 
‘volved.-As far as tv networking is | 
concerned, : it’s ‘practically: a closed ; 

: fraternity; the world’s ‘most. pri- 
vate club: Give or take a few new 
ames that’ crop up periodically, 
it’s the:same handfui. of. guys who, 
whatever their present: status aor 
next: move, continue to’ guide. net- 
work program and policy: and are! 
reactivated for. web duty, even. as | 
a-Mort Werner is brought . back to! 

ming. 
Take, for example, 

years ago, frequently characterized 
‘as the “golden era” of television, 

were dedicated to the ABC: 
cause. in. trying: to. create a network 
to compete with NBC.-Today these | 
are the three slugging {tout in the- 
rival prexy seats at the three webs 
‘_Kintner fighting to lift NBC out | 
of its No. 3.cellar status: on. ratings: 
‘Treyz, - ‘battling. to at Jeast: retain 
ABC's No..2 position and Aubrey,. 

‘ABC trio, struggling to keep CBS 
‘out ‘infront. 

And _ it’s the’ Tom McAvitys, the 
Dick. Pinkhams, the . Mike. Danns, 
the Hubbell Robinsons, the Harry 
-Ommerles, . et.al., of that. “golden 
age”.-era who, whether as: pack- 
agers, :. ‘agency: or network execs! 

- Action, was taken by: a four-to- today, are still involved in calling | 
ree. Vote.: ‘with: “Commissioners ° thre. ‘rogram shots, shots, . \ 

‘S&H GREEN EN STAMPS 
BUYS DINAH SHORE 

” Dinah Shore. picked up: another | 

‘gether 

the-NBC wars to head up program-; + 

story, Back. in'’56, only. five short |" 

S 
BABIO-TELEVISION 

DOOR 
TV Wasteland Solution? Maybe In 

I's a Job 
There. is nothing spectal. 

about being special at NBC. 
For. instance: 
Jules Herbuveaux was ap- 

pointed last week to the staff 
‘of the web's senior executive 
vicepresident. ‘David Adams), 

- on assighment to special pr3j- 
_ cts, 

* .--He follows Carl. Lindemann 
Jr, -vicepresident special proj- 
ects, news: Donald Hyatt. di- 

of special - projects, 
- Lester: ‘Gottlieb, viceprésident 
of -. special. programs, Arch 
Robb: director of special pro- 

“ grams:: Jack Otter, director of 
special: ‘program. sales Irving 
Gitlin’s:” friends say he’s 
unique. He's: director of cre- 
ative projects: a 

ee eit emer see Je pee ve eee, 

Quaker Oats Buy 
Sparks Levitan 
~1-Man CBS Unit 

Quaker Oats. has just bought the} 

> ‘Fect or... 

—- 

jrade, accentuating the activity of 
‘ producer Paul Levitan’s “one-man 
special events depari{ment” at the; 
network. 
‘Levitan, whose chief director 1s. 

‘Vern Diamond, is alxo fo be re-; 
‘sponsible :on. Saturday (15: nisht 
‘for. presentation ‘of another beauty | 
stanza, the Miss Universe contest, 
‘being sponsored by Procter & | 
Gamble between 10 and 11.30 pm 
on CBS-TYV. Levitan, for a variety 
of BBDO clients; also: wilf put to- 

another Saturday | nieht | 
event, ‘the. Sept.’ 9 (9 30- midnight? | 
coy erage of the annual Mess Amer: , 
‘jea festivities. 

If plans go forward, that is if an 
-advertiser picks up the bat 

the CBS-TV option on. ‘the eveni 
‘expires, Levitan & Co will do. the 

lin N. Y. on Oct 20 Web has put: 
‘aside an 11:15-to-midnight slot 
ijust In. case. 

-Levitan’s: special program activi- 
ties, beginning now, will come un- 
der the: supervision of CBS-TV’ si 
‘program department and the web's ; 
tdirector of special programs, Jerry 

“the: Bob : , Leider. Heretofore, the CBS Neus ning on ABC to stress prominag 
| Kintner-Jim_. _Aubrey-Ollie. Treyz | 

{Continued on pane 47) 

Cedar Rapids CBS Affi 
- Promoting Rival Shows; 

‘Enough for Everybody’ 
Cedar Rapids, July 11. 

CBS-TV affiliate is plugging pro- 
“grams of speciai merit on the com- 
peting ABC and. NHC outlets in the 
area, 

as‘ the. third member’ of the old |” 
nouncements, with on-camera an- 

In regularly. scheduled spot an- 

nouncer and. slides, the station 
‘gives 100-second roundups of pro- | 
gramming for such shows as NBC's} 
“Meet the Press.” ABC's “Close- 
|Up” and “CBS Reports.” Spots also 
plug special. documentaries and 
interviews on ‘all three nets 
“We. think there's enough good 

television. to go. around and we 
oon mind .pointing out where it 

‘- explained William B Quarton. 
zoneral manager of WMT-TV, with, 
ithe launching of the all-c naninel i up 

t 

| pends, 
tthe level of public awarness 

be- is 
ftween now ‘and: mid-August: when said 

2 Another l 0 Years, Sez Steve Allen. 
By HERM SCHOENFELD 

In New York for a‘quickie week- 
end visit from the Coast to fix 
sume details on his new VBC CTY 
hour show, sleepless for a couple 
of days. harried by an unremitting 
succession of newspaper and mag 
interviews, Steve Allen nonetheless 
maintained a perfect equilibinam 
in meeting the current attacks ou 
the so-called. tv wasteland “Tho 
prohlem exnsts, eversbody adauts 
a but” Allen estimated “it'll take 
time, a lot of time masbe a 1,0i) 
years. before we arrive ata sotu- 
tion 

He pointed out that “the new 
wave of criticrsor is really the same 
old wave, even if it's now camiamns 
from Washington What thes fail 
fo remember i that televiston 1s 
only a duven years old. std? grow. 
mg up to its responsibliilies Ne 

fone man obone group of men ts to 
, blame for tvs present shorteom- 
{ings Its just the way felevistor 
fits into the econonve setup whieh 
determines its structure amid fa 
quality.” For Ailen, the upgrading 
of television prosamiuingy — het- 

in the fymal atnaiveis,  -0a 
Atl 

that fevel won't be ratsed by ati- 
j ficial formulas or maze incantas 
tions, but by the progress af ger- 
jeral education 
| en's general corebtations . on 
the state of television have some 

Hts new hous long 
Bars due to bow on tRC TV Sept. 
27, will be a predomsnanth comedy 

‘stanza, but with- occasional mtet- 
Jectual twists similar to those he 

Tattempted dura das faut veae 
Sunday nivht tenure an the NBC. 
TV web 

Although Aflen had a sharp diz 
pute with NBC over ht atteapt” 

-to slot an nnaginars hasiibraw cole 
Jaquim = =among Arintotle, “Marx, 

‘Freud, ete. during one of his 
;Plym outh. sponsored shaws he an 
‘lcipates ne such diffiacuities wath 
ABC “Tim sure thes 'H be happy if 

To can get) Robert Frost) tu. recite 
fsome of his poetry on ms show 
‘even If i davsn't falk an the ¢ “ales 
20re of comedy entertainment,” be 

For his ABC-TV shos. Alien has 
i Pease inbled the team oof sevet 

*|“April in’ Paris -Ball," to be held (comics who worked with Jum oon 
this NBC-TV layout) The lineup af 
{redulars will be Lous Nye Don 
Knotts, Bul Dana, Dayton Allen, 
Tom Poston, Gabe Delt and Pat 
| Harrington Jr The comedy 
routines will be supplemented hy 

where he 
Allen t4 plan- 

tpuest performers but, 
used names on NBC. 

new talent, “falling somewhere be- 
tween Elvis Presley and the latest 
teenage success" However, Alien, 
jwho is a working songwriter still 
turning out about three urbe: g 
a week, said rock ‘n’ roll wall not. 

{C ontinued on page 46) 

You Can Now Call 
It ‘Ominousbus 

Although in past: seasons * Oin- 
inibus” enjoyed some Jas! minute 
reprieves which restored the Bob 
Saudek series to the netwark 
schedules ‘at one time ot another 
it plaved all three of the weh--, 
the outlook for {ts reappearance in 
"6162 is indeed ominous and wa 
virtually certain that the show 
wont be hack For one thins aff 
three neluork schedules are Sorked 

Gght, for another, ang web 
wants fo touch Hf untle > the pack 

initiated on the age fs delivered with a touatian 
of the TRANS | SPONSOr, and esen then it's a tavdé 

promo. 
Project’ Was 

theory that one 
. “Rifleman,” * one-half - hour. -apiece: his former law firm is representing - sponsor, -S&H ‘Green Stamps: for| television. programming is ¢ritic ized | Up ehether if can he fitted isto 

CBS * is set -with : “Rawhide”: and” ‘ Loew’s, although he never had ‘any- her new: Friday night hour. If is ‘that not. enough viewers kaow j the keds unless on a premeption 

“Gunsmoke, " one-hour apiece, and; thing to..do’ with ‘the case person-{.NBC- TY ® okays the S&H deal, sec- 
:: “Dodge’” City”. “(“Gunsmoke’”” re~jally, Minow said he feit obliged.to : ond - sponsor: will. ‘duplicate the 
‘runs: and “Have Gun, Will Trav-:| vote.in: order to. break the deadlock | same lineup of seven originals and |. 
ek". one-half:.-hour ‘each. NBC” is ‘which would have developed. three repeats. as’ American Dairy 

the full scope of what's going on: 
‘in the medium. 

attention to special events on 
‘The WMT-TV plugs give equaljsole with the show 

‘bas 
Last seacen Aluminum, Ltd rode 

Conwdernng 

_ show. 

‘high in the saddle with “Bonanza,” | ° 
a “Laramie,’ *: “Wagon Train,” “Out-4 ‘as well|as that of: the Crowell-Cal- | 

lax; 
° ‘hour, and. “Talt Man,” a half-hour. 

The KFWB. and KEWB conduct ‘Assi. 

ADA. was’ the. first: -and only 
and “Wells Fargo,”. each one’: lier outlet in-St. Paul-—K DWB,; will (other: buyer of Miss Shore's : nem | 

‘be scrutinized . -by FCC. during: its“ alternate week tto “Belt T ‘elephone 

ood (Continued ‘« on Page 46) , + Hour” y stanza, i 

'KCRG-TV, 
j the budgetary requirement- of an 

ABC station in Cedar) “Omribus,’ single — sponserstup 
‘Rapids. and KWWL-TY., NBC sta- | still | feaves Saudek in the sed Bat 

tion.{n nearby Waterlon, lowa, with jeven Alunanum thus far tes imven 
a half a dozen shows described in jnio mdication whether it wants to 
each spot. return. 
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B casters In 

Washington, July 11. 
Jf broadcasters hit the ceiling 

when Federal Communications 
Commission unceiled its proposed. 
new  provramming form iast 
February, they ean be expected to 
raise the roof now. 

For all the beefs the’ industry 
raised over the February rulemak- 
ing, the -.revised proposal an- 
nounced last Friday :7) is on the 
whole even more stringent and 
elaborate. There are some con- 
cessions made te meet broadcast- 
ers’ gripes, but they don't appear 
to offset the stiffening revisions. 

Crux of the revised rulemaking 
is, like the February proposal, the 
requirement that broadcasters tell 
FCC what they are doing to find 
out and meet the community ‘in- 
terests. This was basic thesis of 
the historic policy statement on- 
programming issued by Commis- 
sion July, 1960. 

Although one of the plaints com- 
monly heard about the new form 
has been that its length ‘nine 
pages) and demand for detail 
placed a burden on. the broadcast }. 
applicant, the new one is: still long- : 
er (12 pages). 
the. extra length is designed more 
for clarity and convenience than 
for more information. 

A major change is the Commis- - 
sion’s proposal for-a separate, andthe public-owned corporation is |: 

13.4%¢ more than In the -previous 

(Eureka! Chi Gets | 
shorter programming form for AM 
and FM radio applicants, Previous 
rulemaking proposal applied equal- 
ly to all the broadcast services. 

Simultaneous with the revised 
rulemaking on. program. reporting 
forms, Commission announced sup- 
plementary proceedings designed to 
saddle licensees with task of keep- 
ing more detailed and uniform 
program logs. Idea fs that accurate 
and complete logs are needed if 
licensees are to conform with the 
proposed: new reporting. form. 

The hand of Chairman Newton , 
N. Minow is seen in many changes, 
although he said in a concurring 
statement that the rulemaking did 
not go far enough in respect to 
reporting clearance of network; 
pubaffairs programs. The February 
form was shaped before Minow 
took office. 

Highlights 
Here are some of the salient 

features of the new tv reporting 
proposal: 
—A flat requirement that licen- 

secs report any. significant pro- j. 
gramming changes made during 
interim periods between renewal 
applications. February -.proposal 
merely stated that the broadcaster 
may supplement programming info 
reported at renewal time with any 

(Continued on ‘ontinued on page i 38) 

Start Hubbard's 
Pront Sharing 

Minneapolis, July 11. 
Stan Hubbard’s KSTP-TV and 

Radio has adopted an employee. 
profit sharing plan for the nearly 
300 employees here and at KOB- 
TV, Albuquerque, and WGTO, Cy- 
press Gardens, Florida, other 
Hubbard-owned stations. 

For the year ending June 30, 
there is $500 aplece for every em- 
ployee. The money initially goes 
into a trust fund for the workers, 
but an employee can withdraw it} 
after eight years with the station, 
Hubbard states. 
KSTP which made its bow in 

1925 and was the Twin Cities’ first 
tv station is also starting a multi- 
million dollar studio improvement 
program. Plans include construc- |. 
tion of a new audience color studio 
and conversion of three present 
audience studios ‘to colar, 

Sosnik’s Full Sked 
Conductor-composer” Harry Sos- 

nik has been signed for musical 
chores on the Westinghouse, Timex | 
ant Mohawk Carpet specials ‘this 
fall. 

First up for vidtaping are ‘The 
Sound of the. 60s,” for Westing- 
house: “Accent | on Youth.” for Ti- |: 
mex; and “Musical Hour” for Mo- 
hawk. 

Sasnik also has composed al 
theme for the entire Westinghouse 
series. 

Flip-Flop 

+ 

Cincy WCKY to Mutual 
Mutual Broadeasting has signed 

a 50-kw affiliate in Cincinnati, | 
WCKY, with the outlet scheduled 
to take. the. web’s news and: fea-. 
ture'feeds beginning July 23. 

Mrs. Jeanette Heinze; 

time independent, says the station 

casts a day from the local news 

p.m. “Compass” roundup. 

Up CBC Budget 
To $100,952,825; 

Half From Govt. 
Ottawa, July i. 

With its total expenses upped by 
$6,913,060 to. $100,952:825, the Ca-|: 

However, some Of | nadian Broadcasting Corp. is ask-' 
tora for $59,288,476 from the ‘fed-. 
eral government to. cover its costs: 

This. re- ! for the last fiscal. year. 
quest for public-funds ‘support of 

fiscal year. 

CBC’s annual report. said: this 
‘Lwas chiefly due. to decreased com- 

“‘veepee 
and general. manager of the long- 

will continue to produce 40 news- | 

room, including the nightly 6 to a 

Over F CC? 5. 
New ‘Gotta Tell All ” Program: Form| 

| ABC Periscope’ Up, 
Searching Sponsors. 

. “Periscope,” ” 

pe” stanza with the Teportage 
slanted for the juvenile set. 
-The ‘definite. greenlight on the 

series will- be: given- when the web 
| gets. commitments for 15-of: the 30 
minutes to be commercially: avail- 
able:on the show weekly. At the 
present ..time; the web is. coming 
close to-the 50% marker. . . 
The network: is ‘still shopping: 

*} the . strip. Eligible would. bea 
_-young: man: in ‘his -20s who “would 
-pilot. the ‘kids in trips,. Via’ film, to | ~ 
amusement: parks .in various coun- 
tries, kitchen-type scientif experi- 
ments, - do-it-yourself. . musieal ine. 
struments, etc. 
producing the. series: which is buck- 
ing the bevy: of cartoon entries 
around the 5 to 6 ‘p.m. period, . 

For Kidvid Newsstrip : 
ABC-TV’s youth- | 

slanted show which. was ‘tentatively. 
projected a- couple * -Of weeks ago, |. 
is now showing up. a: definite pros- | 
pect for the web’s 5. p.m. strip |: 
come this fall. Program-has felled | 
to the point where the. web is fig- | 

4 uring. of. slotting a10-minute news | 
segment at-the end of each “Peri-| 
.{ sco 

around for. a personality: to front }. 

‘Jules - Power is | 

| Granik, Reader’ $s. Digest’ 

~ Lament for a Station. 
San Francisco, Joly - 11. 

Sherwood R.. ‘Gordon’ 8 KQBY staff is: ‘full of anguish over sale of « 
‘the station to Atlass. Broadcasting :-— and s0 is Gordon. All‘ take 
KQBY’s failure as a ‘good: music” outlet—with intelligent editori- 

| als. and intelligent talk programs—as an indictment: of. “the ratings. 
retrace.” 

Gordon, who successfully. ‘runs “KBUZ,. “phoenix, ‘and KSDO, : 
San. Diego, says: “We had a quality audience, a good ¢ross-section. 
of community thought leaders . . 

‘: quality. of the market. ‘What good. does it do to advertise.a quality 
product on a rock ’n’ roll or baby-talk: station?. Yet the ad: ‘agencies 
in. New York, Chicago and’ Los Angeles just look at the mass s mar 
ket ratings. and. ‘use the outlets with: the huge audiences.” KQBY 
was running 11th in a field of 12 major: AM stations in. Frisco: area, 
according to most ratings... : 
- Gordon bought station. last Septeniber ‘from: Dave Segal,. * who’ d. 
“been running it-as r&r KQBY.. Gordon says Segal’s :price was‘ 
“$900,000, that he dumped: another $100,000 into operating KQBY | 
‘and that Segal called: his note Jast :month;. forcirrg Gordon : ‘to ‘sell *s 
to: Atlass Broadcasting for $700,000—net loss, $300,000. 

In his anguished attack against: the - ‘ratings : ‘system, however, . 
-“Gérdon and KQBY staff apparently. overlook ‘atleast threé.factors. . . 
which ‘had more to do with demise of KQBY-type of programming -. 
‘than’ the ratings: | 3)-.Gordon’ McLendon’s.KABL set. the “good: . 
“music” pattern ‘in’ ‘the ‘Frisco area’ many -‘months.. before Gordon 
arrived and’ promoted “it with aggressive. showmanship;. 2): FM” 
stations have corralled ‘a high percentage of the egghéad and-com-.’... ‘ ; 

; munity-leader. audience; 3). most. vital: Of. all, “probably, KQBY’s 
dial’ position, 1550, crams: it: between. ‘a “couple: of r&r ‘and race: 

'. stations. KQBY staff, which. has: Teceived hundreds of -letters.pro-.’:. 

will. disallow sale, but that’ prospect, seems. dim: 

~The Pangs Ofa Ping’ 
WCCO's Tone. Signals Indicating Holiday, Casualties 

. Invite ‘Audichee Resentment. - 

S "Muinespolie, aay” a. — 
“When: ‘listenoe objected to the... 

interference,.. WCCO, CBS’ Twin. 

. the ratings don't mea
stire the: *. * 

testing station sale, -is currently.-making hopeful: noises that FCC: «.* 

mercial revenue. resulting’ from 
competition from ‘new stations that 
preemed in the past year in Cana- |- 
da. CBC presidenit: J. A. Ouimet | 
said the opening of the new indie |. 
web in Canada could have. addi- 
tional effect.on CBC’s revenues. — 

Gross advertising revenues in 
CBC from tv and AM dropped by’ 
1.5%. to.$37,601,651 from $38,162,- 
337, a reversal of the previous 
year’s 18.3% gain. 

Ouimet felt CBC had come: -to 
the peak of its commercial opera- 
tions so would expect more finan-. 
cial backing from public - fiinds.- 
|cBC’s report listed $59,288,476 
jused in public money during. the 
past year—58.7% of its budget, 
compared with $52. 300:278 the pre-| 
vious year, or 55.6% of the budget. 

ice in. recent years. but has been Levy Mulls Offer To fee in recent years but has, been 

Remain Under Successor | ®4@-7889.by giving live con- 

7 -. Chisago: july, 11. 
Windy: City “will: have a -network 

origination _on..NBC-TV next - fall, 
that being a- half-hour. program 

afternoons following .the. web's: 
Oe Beuauede | ee 

Expected. ‘to ‘be a. sustainer, series. 
will. be: called: “Patterns In Mu- 
sic” and will showcase the. string-. 
laden’ : Joseph. ..Gallicchio. ‘orch, 
which - Js the staff. ensemble of ‘the 
NBC-Chicago ‘shop. Show will be 
colorcast. 

-Gallicchio’s : studio: ‘orch,, “ale 

‘finest in the country. of :its.genre, 
hasn’t ‘done much- on:the-air serv- 

7 duce -- 

of orchestral music ‘on Sunday | 

weekly sports . event,- at’ -3:30 p.m. - 

though reputed 4s° one of the|- 

Team on Cuffo a 
Producer Ted Granik and the 

, Reader’s Digest have joined to pro- 
. ‘half-hour ; 

series that's. being made: available’ 

a pubservice | 

to. television and: radio- stations 

gratis. 
With. the. Digest picking: up the. 

‘entire production tab ‘and Granik 

producing, the series, titled “All| 
America Wants: to: Know,” will fea- 

ture national leaders in _Washing- 
ton -in interviews with. Granik - on 
‘Major... issues, ‘based | on .a‘ lead 

‘) article in the ‘current issue. of the 
Digest.. 

Digest reports that 135° tv and 
1,065 radio stations ‘have .already. 
‘requested. the. show, which’ will ‘be 
distributed for ‘monthly slotting. |. 
Vid ‘and audio show. tapes will 
carry breaks for three commercials, 
which stations can. ‘Peddle © to: 

-Cities: effiliate, cut short 3ts July 4: 
‘marathon:: safe. -driving campaign «: 
which: had. consisted of:“‘ping” cycle 
tones every 13: seconds for 68 
hours, Purpose: was.'to dramatize. 
highway fatality. statistics ‘and: ti:e- 
on. alarming. “holiday: traffic ” 
0 

“Warning “device, . conceived. ‘by 
‘WCCO. news ard’ ‘special events. 
director Jim Bormann, ‘represented. 
a highway: injury - each. 13. seconds, 
‘based on:estimates for the five-day 7 
July .4 weekend: by the National”: 
SafetyCouneil. A similar: ‘tone but — 

every 13 minutes, denoting ‘an auto . . 
accident . death: someplace in the * 

tion’s . ‘entire. log: including . spon-. 
sor’s commercials. and . Station 
breaks.” . 

. WCCO ‘intended continuing: the. 
alarm day and night for.102 hours ° 
starting. at 6 p.m. Friday and end-- 

louder and. longer. was sounded. -*: 

U. S...Tone signals: pervaded sta- - 

certs :at ‘Rotary’ Club > luncheons, 
David Levy, officially replaced 

as head. of NBC-FV programming 
on Friday (6) by Young & Rubi- 
.cam’s Mort Werner, left the same 

up his mind about accepting the 
netwark’s offer to. stay on‘in.-“a 
creative program capacity” — . 

Werner, according to an NBC 

night: for the vacation he -had. 
. planned before the sudden change: 
in his status occured. While on. 
vacation he presumably - will make |-- 

board announcement, arrives offi-. 

and the like. Orch finally got a 
‘local ‘tv -assignment ‘in mid-season 
last year ‘on WNBQ's - pubaffairs 
-entry, .“Artists’ - Showease,” 
for. it,: Gallicchio copped a Chi 
Emmy © ‘award ‘in the _Tausic |' 
category. -. 
NBC-TV. entry will: eschew vo- 

cals and feature only the. big or- 
‘thestra sound: with ‘special visual 
Jeffects. John Doremus, ‘who ton-. 

WMAQ,. also called: “Patterns In 

and | 

ducts a nightly. radio muisicale on} 

‘Jing at midnight Tuesday. ‘Station 
: ‘| pre-recorded. a statement explain-" 
jing cycle. tones.and urging listen-. 
-|.ers.. to drive .carefully and avoid - 
| becoming: a ‘statistic- -representing 
‘tone’ signal, Message. was broad- . 

sponsors. 

It’s Begining To 
Look Like the End many listeners missed the. -explana-" tion, however, .and called. ‘the -sta-, 

tion either.’ out: of ‘curiosity. or to | 
complain. - . 

cast frequently by WCCO and was’: : - 
used On, all newscasts. Apparently. 

Most: of the ‘critics ‘were. moti. oe 
cially on Monday (17), and, inthe 
meantime, NBC-TV administrative 
program veep Ed Friendly is .run- 
ning the department. It was. cast 
that way even before Levy. was re- 
placed, because he ‘himself -had 
designated Friendly: to spell “him 
while he was on vacation. 

(Because of a nearly broken leg, 
Friendly, who returns on crutches‘ 
-to-his office today (Wed.), has been - 
working by phone from. his sumi- 

debuts - Sept. 11. 

‘It’s Mayor Roger | Garrett 
Clarksburg, W. Va,, July. 18. 

-- Roger Garrett, ‘general manager 

was. elected mayor of this. city. 
. Eleetion took place: earlier this 
month. Garrett heads the 25. year- 

” Hton Central West, ‘Virginia: opera~ 
on. . ” 

Reports Cuba Spread 
Producing. and filming. ‘teams from. “CBS. Reports” will ‘be busy 

this summer preparing shows for the upcoming season, which will 
find - the documentary showcase : ‘again ‘slotted “Thursday: nights at. 

-. 10 to 11 p.m. 
“CBS Reports” exec producer Fred Friendly will: scout. locations 

for an upcoming program on Greece while on a European tour with - 
his wife. Signed for the documentary .on.Greece is: the -historian 
-and poet Robert Graves. Producer Gene De Poris leaves in. early ~ 
August with CBS correspondent Richard C. Hottelet for Venezuela. 

mer home.) 

.trip to Brazil with CBS newsman -Eric Sevareid. Brazilian’ docu- 
mentary, now completed, concerns the poverty in northeast Brazil. 
‘Producer David Lowe departs: ‘in July with. wife Harriet ‘Van. - 

_ through. Kenya, Tunisia, and the United Arab Republic for a pro-: 
gram on: international - education with: former U. N.: Ambassador | 
Henry: Cabot. Lodge. Producer Leonard. will ‘start: editing a program .- 
on ‘Robert Moses. in August. - 

wife and two children, and. will ‘check into. “Athens. with Friendly 
to work on the program on Greece. : 

Musie;””. will host. the tv-er. ‘Show ; 

Jot -WBOY. Radio and. WBOY-TV,: 

‘Producer Steve Fleischman has just returned from: a seven-week ©” 

Horne for a long. sojourn in England, then.goes on alone with 
camera. crew in August to ‘Portugal, the Azores,. Angola and Mo-. ~ 
-zamblque, Bill Leonard has just returned from:a. seven-week swing .- 

‘Producer’ Arthur D.- ‘Morse is touring. southern’ Burope with his” 

- Washington, July’ 11. 

‘Rederal. Communications ‘Com- 

mission has officially set’ the. ball 

in ‘motion for’ _what. shapes to: be 

the beginning of: the. end for op- 
tion” time, 

"Although it had served notice of | 
rulemaking on the issue. of wheth- |: 

er. the web. practice jibes. with the 

‘| public interest, formal rulemaking 
- | had been stymied by delay of U.S.- 

Court. of. -Appeals here’ to: remand. | 
| the option time .case back. to. FCC. 

The. case, remanded two weeks 
] ago, involved an appeal from Com-. 
‘mission’s order. last year ‘slicing: 
one-half hour from permissible op- 

{tion time. in. such broadcast day | a 
-| segment, but. still retaining the 
. practice. 

‘With the - controversial” order | 
back in’ its lap, FCC slated Sept.. 
“7 as the deadline for filing Com- 
ments. on. whether optioning: 

1 should be retained. Last ‘year’s. ac- 
[tion sustaining the- practice was 
taken by. 2.43 vote, with ex-Com-: 
mnissioner Charles. H:: ‘King . (Doer- 
fer’s replacement) casting the. piv- 
otal vote for option. time.. King’s: 

4 replacement. is Newton N.. Minow, { 
| believed to share view. of Justice 
Dept.  anti-trusters — that - option |. 

; time ‘is against the law. we 

| Under the rulemaking ‘sehedule, 

F or Option Time! 
_ “when we told them what we were. 

trying .to do,” Bormann said. But: 

fied. during venture’s first_tw
o days. ~ 

baseball: fans, -after © listening’ to. 
{three hours or. more of “ping” 
-punctiiated Minnesota Twins. base- 
ball broadeast,, were. more-out-: 
spoken in their. criticism. One fan 
|likened | the: regularity..and- monot-- 
ony of the cycle.tones to an an-: 
cient: Chinese torture... ~* 

Ag ¢alls, mostly | from ‘annoyed 7 
‘listeners, 
'WCCO's switchboard, general man- 
ager. Larry Haeg. decided ‘at, 2.p.m. 

(Continued on’ page 47) 

ABCs s $1, rr) 00. 
Client Spree 

-, ABC-TV picked up $1, 000,000 .in. 
business ina single day last Wed-. - 
-nesday (5), the sales -staff being: ré- . 
.freshed by. the long July 4 week- 
‘end. Three advertisers accounted | 
‘for the - business, ‘including a 65° 

Also in the web’s new biz pic- 

assorted ‘- minutes 
shows; and ~ ‘Minnesota’ Mining  & 
_Manufacturing, ‘which bought one 
;Idinute on the hew. “Ben Casey” 
dramati¢ series for the. final quarter 

reply. comments on option. time: are: of this year and: the first. quarter - 
. set for Sept. 28.. Yor 1962... 

continued to ‘flood 

quarter-hour buy on. the afternoon. ° 
Bob Cummings show by Nutro-Bio: |..: 

‘ture were Maytag, - which bought a - 
-in- “nighttime — 



“Wednesday, July. 12, 1961 

‘ ie : 

Following: ‘based: on a’ ‘survey made. this week. by Ted ‘Bates 
‘. agency, ‘shows .a three-network breakdown of open.time on prime: © 
. bour programming: for ‘the first quarter. of ‘the new r ‘61: 62 season: . 

_ .NBC oo, ao ‘ABC | ee ae) "eps 
a "Mina. . Mins. ins. 

: Bullwinkle .......56. ri “ise dd Peter: de Glad: mg, |. ‘The ‘three’ television networks 
: Rewia ‘Velvet... 2 ress, Suns... aoe ae | pest, Got. A sare 28 are. in a sales squeeze.: The -situa- 

‘Stth Precinct | SILT Be: Bus Sto “22 Ichabod... ....2..0% 21. ition is rougher : than they had an-]-.. 
-Thrilier Maptehe sesee ete Adventures i in ‘Para. 26. Father Knows Best... 3 ; ticipated, and -if ‘the- sales figures 

bint Nt cheyenne’ pres "s. Frontier. circus “str Ga. [that “are’ applicable to. the fourth |: . 
.- Surfside. Six. .......-.-1) Inv Bveieves,. S2° quarter of 1961 (or the first 13]: 
Bore fasey °- a  Swilight Zone. . Mn weeks of the (61-62, season) fail: to 

oS OW ‘ oe ee wrtenese Mictone ‘| improve for the balance of the new 
ment: “pees: iene ee 4 Eye. Witness wistery 8 . | semester, .the three: webs will wind |. 
are eerirr es HE Steve set ice oe. 7a Motar  ceene oo ae p $100,000,000 - short of fat beg 

Bat. oe 33 Hathewaye ce ee - 4 -Not that the networks need push 
- —— ‘Corrupters 2.00.04. 4) | the. ‘panic button. For the first. 

Total’. sroresess 368 Roaring ‘Twenties :. 49. | quarter of thenew ‘season total 
7 - . _Reawe It. To: Beaver. 2. sponsor commitments already total 

‘| up: to ‘$175,00C,000. Multiply that ‘-". otal liedely, 
phi he “| by three anda half times to cover 

| the’. season’s: span (thus allowing 
.| for reruns) and ‘the webs will: still 
‘come out. with better than. $810,- | aft Oi Ti Sees FM as Sponsor's 

Dream’ With Solid Buying Power 
‘Chicago; July: 1 

7 At “Yeast - ‘one - important. Chi, | 
‘agency. is gold. on FM. radio. as: an} 

advertising medium. -That’s. Henri, | * 
. Hurst. &: McDonald, .: whose .‘radio-. 
ty director, Lee ‘Randan, ‘has made |. 
‘a .study ‘of-the.-medium: and is. 

. ‘pitching its. use to certain clients: | 
‘He. calls’ the medium. “a Sponsor's 
“dream. yo 

In, 

“loyal, devoted audiences”: 

: ‘buying power ‘and who are “in the 
‘hiddle ‘and. -higher ‘social levels." 
‘Randon finds it .a: gtowing ‘audi- 

lente: which; he- says, .is. becoming |. 
best. reached . in the evening hours, | - 

* ‘opposite. television's ‘prime time.” 

He: cites. -statisties from. a ‘pub- 
- lished survey ‘that 69.5% ‘of: adult. 
- FM listeners ‘jiave | - professional, 
_ Rpanagerial | or. technical .. -occupa- | 
‘tons. vis-a-vis ‘2.3%. who are ‘serv- 

. ice 

ao written. presentation : “on° 
FM's ‘current. status, Randon char-. 
acterizes the: ‘medium ‘as having. 

who. 
* tend..to “have. better. than. averageé:} 

and ° ‘ynanual workers. ‘Same |: 

WIND’s s New Wiad 
Chicago, July. ML 

“WIND:. in an effort. to hang on 
‘to first. placé.in the local AM der- 
‘by; is revitalizing its deejay lineup 
with some fresh voices. Station has |. 
hired. Joel: Sebastian from WXYZ, 
Detroit, to replace: Milo: Hamilton 
who’ ‘was pink-slipped after-slightly 
more .. ‘than. atx years. of. ‘mike 
‘service. : 

“Also tt: has signed on” another: 
new deejay, ‘Thom Sherwood, who 
‘had. -previously: been with a. Canton 
station, ‘which suggests : “that the 
axe is. soon: to fall again . 

Miami TV Blowo 

" ‘gutvey shows that’ while - 32.414 of |... 
“tv. owners in- the. U.S. ‘are: watch-|. 1 

- “ing television at; ‘say, the prime}! . 
“8 'p,m. hour,.an: impressive 65.1% |” 
-of FM homes have their sets tuaed| °.. 
‘ in at the same hour..-By contrast, |. 

7 “AM radio is shown. to get only} 
3. 0%. of its. potential, audience: at 
8p 

In : Chicago, : -Randon points: cout, 
“there are 819,400 FM. homes, rep- 
resenting 42.4% of: the number of |. 

‘In: New York; it’s 
“meéarly 2,500,000 ‘hoines, ‘or ‘56. 1% 
AM. homes. - 

of. the AM’ “penetration. 
“As in’ every phase: of their: oper" 

;, ation,” ’* Randon writes, ‘FM broad- 
“casters seem -to have no conctp-. 
tion of the importance ‘of the size. 
as well, as. the: quality. of : their’ 

“audiences. “Whilé.. AM beats its. 
_ehest. over a 98% set. penetration 
and: ty thunders about total. audi- 
-e@hces of 60,000,000 and ‘more, FM 
scems. hesitant. about admitting: it |. 

~Jhas -some’ 80,000,000 listeners ‘im ! 
- the’ ‘United. States ‘reaching: over 
‘44% - of the total population.”. © 

_AS: an, advertising ‘man, Randon ‘ 
‘seems particularly impressed by. 
one basic characteristic of all FM’ 

{Continued | ‘on page. 47). 

Brunswick’ § Big 
‘ABC-TV Spread 

Brunewick-Balke-Collender Ca,, 

f r New: Jersey Call” 

_Washington;. ‘July. We 

Federal. Communications. Com- 

‘mission’s © ruling on’ the -Miami- 
Channel’: 10 wirepulling © case ‘has 

>| been: affirmed by- US,. _ Court» of 
Appeals here. *: 

FCC a year. ‘ago- ’ set aside the: 
grant to Public Service Television. 
-and disqualified that outfit as well 

Video ..as 

the FCC decision: was L. B. Wilson |’ 
Co:; the fourth. contender. - =: 
Public. Service, National Alrtines |’ 

‘subsid, lost ‘out as result chiefly of 
-shennanigans : involving ex-FCC 
‘Commissioner. Richard. “Mack: and 

‘(Continuéd: ‘on page 38)" 

| e Wilfred. Johnstone’ 

‘stations, namely that the commer- > — 
6. W. ‘Gohnny). ‘Fobnstoné, for 

“double life; ‘professionally, that fs: 
‘And, in ‘Keeping. with his schizoid: 

“| career, he'll also have two names. 
In New York; Johnstone, ‘who is 

the radio-tv factotum for. the Na- 
tional Assn. of Manufacturers and. 
‘one ‘of: ‘the vet: ‘broadcasters,. will 
‘continue - calling. himself, ‘in ‘the 
_ main, “‘Johnny.”. But. he's started. 

‘spells: -out ‘bold. 
‘frighteningly. some. 

as -WKAT ine.” and’ North Dadeée|- 
“unfit”: to: ‘operate: the| es 

station. ‘Unsullied and: ‘Teciplent’ of |: 
a. conditional authorization: ‘under |. 

= increasing variation to the game of 
-advertising and. promoting the tele- 

|. vision ‘spectrum, has decided that 
‘Winext. fall it will definitely not. pay 

for tune-in- advertising in’ Ameri- 

the next. four years, ‘will lead a:|$1, 

‘their advertisements in the con- 

000. 000 revenues, ‘Which ain't ex- 
actly h ay. . 

- Nonetheless the open time: ‘aitua- 
tlon is ominous: and: there's. not 
‘much the networks can-do about it | 
since ‘practically all major commit- 
ments are in for next season ‘(save | 

| for’ a $6,000,000 budget being 
-| dangled by a Beech-Nut, and per-. 
.|Haps one or two other major. ac- 

: feounts),. .with ‘mostly dribs: and 
drabs | ‘to look forward to between | 
‘row and ‘the start of the new sea- 
son. te 

.. Of the three’ networks,” - ABC 
‘seems to: be in the best position, 
ahead. of. last year on client com- 
mitments, . thanks . to an early. 
start: ‘which found it. off and run- 
ning :last February: in. committing 
‘Clients to.’61-’62 and selling. min- 
utes for as: high as $37,000 (in. con- 
‘trast to substantially lower ‘figures | 
the webs are quoting today.) Even. 
so, ABC. has 225. minutes of avail- 

‘| abilities: for the fourth quarter of 
1°61;. CBS has” 342 minutes; NBC. 
‘|has 368. 

Totalling : it. all. up it. ‘comes 
‘935. minutes, ‘which, translated into 
six. minutes of. ‘commercials | per 

the week, that means there are 12 
_ | hours of-unsold time on ‘the webs; 

ee] or one-half a network (since there 
|} are only 24 hours of prime. time | per 
| week on any given web.) 

The 935 minutes of availabilities 
‘| translates into some $32,000,000 per| 
quarter . (based on an approximate 
$35,000 per. minute asking price). 
and ‘spread out to cover the season 

and clear and 
$100,000,000 

could well ‘elude. the three net- 
| Works. over: the course. of the ‘ely 
‘62 season. be Cott 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Carol Burnet’ s AMer 
‘With Richard Hayes 

‘Carol Burnett and. Richard 
Hayes are teaniing for a new net- 
work radio series, which will 
premiere on CBS starting Sept. 4. 
Duo will be backed by the Norman 
‘Paris Trio. Brupo. Zurato Jr. will 
produce-direct. 

Stanza, to be called the “Carol 
Burnett-Richard: Hayes Show,” will 
go into the 7:10 to 7:30 p.m. cross- 
the-board slot, replacing the cur- 
rent Ron Cochran “In Person” pro- 
gram. Latter is relinquishing the 
period because of pressure. 

Roslow Beef: Chi 
WLS Has Finger 
On Wrong Pulse 

Chicago, July 11. 

ws, ‘which ‘has been loudly 

claiming . first place in this radio 
“market on the basis: of the Iast 

Pulse: report, was reprimanded by 

rating company prexy Syd Roslow 
for misrepresenting the figures in 
the survey. 
'Roslow informed station topper 

‘Ralph. ‘Beaudin that he was not to 
further advertise or publicize 
‘claims he had been making ‘per 

‘| Pulse, because “they cannot be 
substantiated : by the report re- 

tq ferred to.” Roslow said the station, 
which is the ABC Radio o&0 here, 

-|hour, finds the three networks with had “violated its privileges. " 
1 156. hours’ ‘of open time for this 

year’s fourth quarter. Measured. by} 

WLS came up with distorted 
copy claims, -Roslow explained in 
an apologetic letter to competing 
stations, “because the (audience) 
shares in the report were aver- 
aged as a straight average, without 
regard to the weighted average of 
the homes-using-radio factor.” 
‘With the dust settled, “Westing- 

-house’s WIND continues as - the 
front-running AM. station in the, 
‘Market, via the Pulse survey for | 
April. That. position is substan- 
tiated, WIND points out, by the 
Chicago: Metro Nielsen Survey for 
May and the Chicago Hooperatings 
for April-June. 

“61-62 Tune-In 
~ Print Ads Preps a New Campaign 

- NBC, - which. has. been ‘bringing 

ca’s newspapers, a system that, for 
|the opening of just. one new video 
season, -has cost. NBC as. much as 

000;000.. 
. Instead - of. ‘Issuing print. ads to 

| premieres, NBC's promotion and 
advertising ‘staffs, under veep Syd 
Eiges, have decided to concentrate. 

sumer press.in a different,. and as 
‘yet,. undisclosed." manner... NBC 
would. merely Say, suggesting that 

‘a’ “new: public‘ relations organiza- | it. was not wise-to ‘divulge. competi- 
manufacturer -of “bowling. equip-- tion out: of his. Sea Bright, N.. J.. 

. ment, is moving into. the network. - 
" ‘market .for. the’ first time: ‘with. a 
big.“spread on ABC-TV. Company.; 
has bought . ‘*Make That Spare”. 
show'.on Saturday nights, .an:. 
-elastically: timed segment” which | 
@epends on the ‘end of- the fight 
‘wideocasts. ‘preceding it on the web. 

Brunswick’-has ‘also. bought. one 
“minute. on. the. “Adventures: In. 
Paradise”. ‘:show,--two-.minutes ont 
“Ozzie : & Hariiet™: ‘and another 
-minute.‘on.the new Steve “Allen 
‘hourlong. . layout..-: Business’. was- 
Placed Uirough | ‘McCann-Erickson. 

home to: plug North Jersey “and; 
tive-information, that the new print 
-campaign .will “not. include ‘fune-in 

‘NBC will split costs with sponsors 
‘or packagers if one or another of 
thé two wishes to do such tune-in 
advertising. (Split will be up to a 
full page for a full-hour program 
and a half page in Guide for a 30- 
minute. stanza.) 

- Reportedly, though not con- 
| firmed, the amount of print bought 
under the new NBC-TV advertis- 

to|ing system, which will not neces- 
acquaint. local . viewers.of program | ‘be. concentrated at the be-| 

ginning of the season, will be less 
than last year. However, the net- 
work says that it. will further in- 
‘crease an activity that. last year 
was increased over previous sea- 
s0ns:' That area is on-the-air-pro- 
motion. A greater variety and num- 
ber of on-air ‘promos, piuggzing up- . 
coming stanzas, wiH be used in the 
form of. -tv. trailers, 

| which spend more, 

the 

‘there wheré he was‘ born, he’ ll re. |-copy. The network shfed away. also} 
vert: to his childhood and’ real mon-. | from. describing the. new print-pat- space, the network will continue 
icker; G. Wilfred Johnstone,. on all : tern. as.one of Anstitutfonal adver- : supplying its affiliated tv stations‘ 
official: documents. The new com- ‘tising:.. | with matrices that contain art and 
.pany, allowed.as a :“non-conflict’’ | ‘Fundamental reason why there ‘copyline plugging individual net- 
under. his’. 15-year: NAM: contract, : shall. no longer':be tune-in ads by | work programs in case the local 

While not buying its own tune-in 

which has four years to-go, will be. 
‘tagged. G. Wilfred Johnstone & As 
, Saciates. . 

He figures he'd - better. ‘ gtlek: to 
\‘his old: name, because he wants. to 
capitalize on. an early career -when | 
It Jersey he. bataned’ the Wilfred: :such.a page. 
J ohnstone Society Orchestra. 

NBC,.the’ network has explained to; outlets want to go forth with their 
advertisers, is ‘that, -through “re-.| own print. ad schedules. 

| search, the: web has discovered tu! “NBC ‘has repeated for advertisers 
‘its: satisfaction’ that only. 30% of.: and trade .press alike, during the 
-the. readers .of..a newspaper’s ‘ty past year, that the airwise promo- 

tions,: indicate remarkable tune-in 
| Tesults, in: some cases increasing 

(Continued ‘on page 46; 

page ‘ever note, the advertising on. 

an the’ case. of TV. Guide, though; | 

LF A NETWORK 
i ‘TH TUARTER| ABCs News Beet Up for ’6l-'62 

ABC-TV's effort to build up Its 
image as a news channel during 
the 1960-61 span was translated 
into a cash outlay of $6,130,000, 
representing anincrease of 67''> 
or almost $2,500,000 over the pre- 
vious year's news budget of 
$3,660,000. For the upcoming year, 
the web's tab for new shows w it 
zoom again with a minimum in- 
crease of 25°03, or over $1,500,000, 
‘already accounted for in current 
projects which do not yet account 
for the finished news picture. 

The ABC accent on network 
news, sparked by the. entry of 
Jim Hagerty into the picture as 
bossman of this phase of the web's 
operation, has been reflected in 
the beefing up of the staff with 
some top journalists during the 
last year. Among the year’s sddi- 
tions to the news team are ex-N.Y. 
Times William Lawrence, Fendall 
Yerxa, Bob Clark, John Scall, 
Jules Bergman ia sclence special- 
ist) and Lisa Howard. 

The $6,130,000 budget for news 
represents talent and froduction 
for the manifold news shows and 
does not include the time costs. 
Whereas the competing webs, 

Bet off the 
financial hook by selling the bulic 
of their top news specials, ABC's 
has yet to reach that status of 
acceptance. Hence when it sheils 
out for news shows, ABC can be 
considered to be paying through 
its nose. 

Symptomatic of -its expanded 
news coverage was the fact that 
in one week a couple of months 
ago, ABC had camera crews work- 
ing in such far-flung locales as 
Poland, Germany, Algeria, India, 
Thailand, Chile, Brazil and Cuba. 
Ina couple of instances, as in its 
“Close-up” stanzas on the Cuban 
and Algerian situations, ABC-TV: 
was lucky enough to come up with 
filmed shows that anticipated the 
following day’s headlines. 
Under Hagerty’s urging, ABC has 

also been improving the -qualily 
of the time slots for the news 
features. Next season, “Close-up” 
is being given a fixed Tuesdsy 
night slot. although at Irregular 
intervals. Last season, “Close-up” 
moved all over the schedule. 

‘Looks Like Affe 
Gets WNBC Job 

Ted Walworth, new general man- 

-| ager of the NBC owned & operated 
stations In N: Y., is looking to fill 

| the station managership of WNB(- 

TV, a post vacant since Max Buck 

quit a year and four months ago 
to become sales veep at NBC-TV. 
Hottest prospect to fill the post 1s 
Pete Affe, who is now in charge 
of operations for the tv station 

Affe, if appointed by Walworth, 
will become co-equal to Geor;'e 
Dietrich, who some months ago was 
made station manager of WNBC 
Radio. When Buck moved up to 
the network, Bill Davidson, who 
preceded the newly appointed W:iil- 
worth az boss of both stations, de- 
cided to leave the tv managersinp , 
| vacant and handle the chore him- 
iself. It was he who appointed 
‘ Dietrich. 

Affe, who ds in his early 30s, {s, 
in his present operational job at 
the station. in charge of facilities 
for the NBC-TV flag. 

“DREIER MAY REPRISE 
‘MAN ON THE 60’ 

Chicago July 71 
Alex Dreier may restve his 

"Manon the Go” stanza for ABC. 
TV this fall The Chi neéscaster, 
who ysed to do the program for 
NBC Radio until. he switched af- 

filuations last winter, has made 
three “pilots” of a ty version af the 
reguest of ABC news chieftain 
Jin: Hagerty If Hagerty lakes it, 
the news feature vill probably go 

jinto a Sunday evening berth. 



Clicked 
Again and again and again, for the 2 weeks ending June 18, the 

watchers were clicking their dials to ABC-TV programs. ° 
Nielsen-wise,® this activity put 6 ABC shows in the top 10. The 

Untouchables took let place. And My Three Sons, in 8rd place, led all 
new shows. 

It all added up to an ABC largest audience share ... larger than that 

or ne mt rr ee Oe Pate cE, 



of either of the other networks . . . significantly, where it counts most. 
Namely, in the 50-market area (largest competitive area measured by 
Nielsen) where the watchers have a three-network choice. 

And choose accordingly. 
Source: Notional Nielsen Someries TT Reser 

6, 1961, | eon Average Audiencetwo weeks ending {une 1 ABC Television 282225 
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30 TV-FILMS. Wednesday, July 12, 1961 

Yanking of Controversial Feature : 
On French TV Stirs Film Circles) 

Paris, July 11. 

biim cicles gre now perplexed | 
be tie pac Censorship practices on 

the one channel state controlled 

yieeo Wob here. Usually,. one shot: 

features are handled according to. 

the filin’s status in the theatres” 

with tnose forbidden to adolescents | 
sc pevped. But last week a pic 
takon for $1.500, Claude Autant-‘ 
Lacas “Le Ble En Herbe” Flow- 
ern Seed>, called “The Game of | 
Love’ aun the U. S.. was then for-' 
Iudden airing and another pic 
sul-bed at the last minute. 

If s<cems tv. director - Raymond 
Janet felt this film, which had pro- 
reked controversy when ‘shown in 
treatres a few years aga. was not 
fs! ta be sprung suddenly oan the: 
asihens af video viewers. Yet the. 
f.*sn1 had gone through other chan- 
ness und was ready. to, Zo when 
suddemy vanked. 

Features have to be over five | 
years Gid and have run their’ com- 
w.cretal course before vid showing. 
Bet film circles sometimes ciaim 
«ctfa;in preducers are favored and 
poees ce not consistent. running | 

dic S900 up to $2.000' for a pic. 
iilns in question was based on a 

Co.cite novel about an acoiescent 
tees fist fave with a mature wom-: 
zn and then his awakening with a 

“Ent afdsis own ape. 

reducers alsa point to ether tv: 
ficcassstencies, A 
Vedios ie. 

het Feing good enough and then 
the state veb spent about $10.000 

musical pic, 

te puton the same hoary operetta,; 
fiem tuibich the pie was adapted, 
Roa oe show. 

frre far 

ts se’op here, especially “with the 
tecona channel new in view. TV 
hare tekes from 10 to 14 pix per 
Wwouth. 

Groucho Reruns 

Fetch $1,500,000 
The Groucho Marx ‘reruns that 

went into syndication 2 month ago . 

have’ already grossed. about &S1- 
£06 G00 In sales, according fe ¢dis-! 

tributér NBC Films. This covers, 
dcsis in’ 18 markets, plus pacts’ 
ririually signed in another four 
US cities. 

NBC Films ‘replacement for the 
Gctaunct Califernia National Pro- |. 
cuttions? has packaged 250 half- 
heurs that ence ran on NBC-TV 
rnd is calling the group “The Best : 
«t Grouche.” Biggest deals came’ 
fiom WPEX, N.Y.; WGN, Chicaye, : 
snd RKRTTV, LA. Other markets: 
tnefucde Evansville, Ind.; Tampa, 
KF! Paseo, Richmond, Bellingham. | 
Wieshington. Baltimore. Columbus, 
Kansas City. Seranton - Wilkes | 
Barre, Knoxville. Gaceenville, NC 
Wichita Falls. Tex.: 
San Biege. 

oe ae ce er OT a 

OF’s Off-Web Segs 
Gross $1,000, 000 

Official Films prey 

Reed says the aurtie firm's new + 

bundgic of cilweb series has al- 

ciety frossed mare -than $1.000.- 
(1Gom the first few days sales. 

Salts of “Peter “Gann.” -114; 
Steoéees UM Lucky” 3400 anid] 
“S.aen Derringer” +34. have been! 
a.Ge in LQ) maior 
qhanug the top three 
hoot) dan’ owas to! 
a Lhe “ 

ee) Yoth. and WGN, Chicave, 

Rigcord’ To WNEW-TV 
“4iv-UN's syndie oricinal “Rip- 

een” action-adventure skvdiner. 
hos now subs in New york to 
WNEW-TYV 

kets : 

“tartans, date and day of-vcek 
Bla vet to be set. fut the helf-. 
Pied vas been seheduled ior a 7: 
to 7 0 pm. time slot en WVNEW. 

am dude. iNher oriew markets 
WS. Roanoke, KOIN, 
Cre WTAE, ! 
KYVOS. Belhrgham, Wash. 

Portland. 

H 

J was turned dow as: 

“| sources insist this is a prelude to 

PRoenix and | 

Scexnv ‘ur — 

markets, ine! 

First sale; 
KTLA. Les! 

Vins pacted are WNEW,., 

and fowdr other onar-- 

Pittsbu: hl and: 

Those Live Local Bozos 
Sparks Trend at Fairs, | 

‘Hollywoed, July 41: 

Cartoon. producer Larry Harmon 

'|taKes credit for the growing prac- 

Lambert Buys TF ather’ tice of having live actors depict tv 
. ing ‘the wns day-at-8 Terug film, ‘Cartoon’ characters at’ fairs and. 
i a ing e Wednesday-a slot on 

CBS-TY for the new searon. picked |SPecel, events, devised  t0;, hypo 
sup “another minute a “week” ‘from 

‘ment stores. It was obviously ‘sug- 
Warner. Lambert. Half-hour: show is. Virtually SRO now. gested, he: says, by ‘success of. for- 

Lambert, with.a third (equa. to mat he originated. for: presentation | 

one-minute weekly) joins P. Loril- j OF Bozo. " Clown.” = Lh 
lard and Scott Paper. | ormat, first tried. at KT ere, 

leonsists of having a: live.Bozo intro- 
ducing .cartoons and. ‘doing | com- 

.{mereial spiels before an’ audience 
Mex [ V Invites. | of .moppets in a circus tent setting. 

Program also.includes:games :isual- 
Jy and contests, with prizes, for the 
‘kids. 

U. S. Vidpi IX Due To: Sirice ‘first: introduced here. -pro-. 
ducer points. out :that’ 45. of. the al- 

most 200 stations televising. “Bozo” 
‘cartoons.have - adopted the format. 

Dad Loc Pro uct ‘In virtually every:city where this 
was done, he'‘states,.it wasn't. long 
[before the. local “Bozo” became so 

Mexico City, July- 11. | popular with kids that. he began: to 

In a hard hitting statement. Tele- |be called upon.frequently for paid 
ip.a.s.at eyents whose: promoters’ 
i wanted ‘to: assure.” jarge. ‘kid turn- 
outs. . 

‘vicentro press chief Juan Duran y: 

Cc asahonda said that Mexican: pro- 

ducers were ‘wholly to.blame for 

the reliance on American. and. for-.: 

,cign episodics, aS well. ‘as other tv’: Shi U i, ‘Des 1 Fe 

naterial released’ over local: chan-! IV- $ Ca or 

nels. 

Sponsors, -advertising agencies 
and program producers turn’ to 35 Wolper Entries! 
:U. S. praduct because Mexican | 
‘material “is. “poorly  directedy. 
acted, edited and’ lacks technical ! oe UA: Wolves das. siened with | 

areal. according - ° ; Duran *: half-hour films.in‘the format’ of the 
‘Casahonda. That’s why so. mue iproducer's : hour’ special. 

he added. i majors.of the Los Angeles Dodgers | 
Lack of capital to turn out: good : centerfielder Willie Davis. 

series -is- one reason Ww hy Mexican | - Slated: to:be ready: for Jan.. 62 | 
product suffers in local “market: airing, series will.:cover. the ‘real 
Then there is lack of training and,: stories of a wide range of subjects 
official red tape, with latter. espe-; ‘from a. Jockey -to.a supreme. court: 
ciaily apparent when. producers : justice. © Ziv-UA -has’ dubbed the 
want -to export films. to Latin ; stanzas . ‘“dgcumatics” with the se-" 

American areas. The amount ot: ries ‘titled, “The Story ofa..." 
paper. work necessary to obtain | ‘Other contemplated stories in- 
permits. official : approyal, ‘ete, is “clude a football coach, an ambassa- 
stavgering. dor, a model; paratrooper; night j 

While Duran y Casahonda . re- | | club’ comic, West Point cadet. dee- 

fused to amplify on his‘ statement, | ce hestra conductor SY. mrhony: 
or why it was made . tTelevicentro |." ~ 7 
and the A t ts - 

‘tent Comins “have indicated | i Eddie Pola’ $ Role ‘As 
their desire to eliminate Ameriean | ; 

_ Int'l Talent Spotter For 
‘tv production-distribution activity |- 

oR eee 

, shows for Mexican product). inside | 

by the Azcarraga radio and. tv em- |- ‘Granada; Moves ; to US. 

‘|Eddie . Pola, currently ~ Granada- 

CBS. Animations, formed. a ‘few home in California ‘where ‘his 

pire. " Lendon’, July 11. 
—— - September’ sees the return “of 

“| FY'’s.. ight. entertainment. topper. 
CBS Animations Coin ‘!to the U.S. He. plans: to make his 

sweeks ago as a division~of CBS | daughter and ‘her: family live. But 
Films Ince., last week Picked up ithis ‘doesn’t mean..a total -break 
three more clients. . ‘with: ‘Granada, for Pola.has been’ 

i Tem. Judge, general sales man-! ;siven: the role of. international tal- 
‘ager of the unit, picked: up com- lent spotter. and, en route for Caili- 
‘mercial jobs from Keebler Biscuit, | fornia, he . will © tour the Middle 
‘Lever Bros.-!for Good Luck Mar: : and— Far . . East. ‘calling: at Athens, 
farine) and Olmypia Typewriters. .) Tel. Aviv,. Beirut,.Dethi, Bangkok, 

— | Hong Kong. Tokyo and’ Honolulu. 
Says Pola: “Originally, . I. intend- 

‘LOONEY. TUNES’. SALES 

Seven Arts Associated has sold.jthree years: -but the ‘sheer: pace of 
its entire package of 191 “Looney | development: ‘has. kept me’ here.” 
Tunes” cartoons in three new. mar- ‘He joined ‘Granada. a.‘year’ before 
kets, |the company’s first transmission on, 
New stations are Ww HEN, Syra- May. 3, 1956. and has. been a. jead- 

cuse: WGAL, ‘Laneaster, Pa.: and fing light behind. “many of its hit 
KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. shows. n 

woe 

Networks Hack Away at Violence 
“Holly wood,. July: 11. 

away at oftending shows with bold strokes, more than a dozen,. 
mostly westerns, Nave been re- -editéd: re-shot or refused by the 

“web's. policing monitors. Over the protests. of -producers, ' some of: 
the new shows for next. season have been watered dayn to stay. . 
Within the. dictum af the FC Cc against. excessive ‘violence: ; ae 

‘Pour re-run westerns wore. “roughed”: up by. Bob “Wood. he ad. 

Supermarkets, Stores |. 

led. to stay. with: Granada for only: 

: 
le 

TV-Radio Production Centres 
IN NEW YORK CITY. eee 
Tom Whiteside profiling. Fred Friendly for New Yorker mag... 

John: ‘W. Kiermaier, director . of pubaffairs for CBS..News, to Maine 

with family for three-week respite ... Ed Friendly, NBC administra- 

‘tive. program veep, busted a leg at a. Hampton poolside..over the week- 
end. expected ‘to “crutch into” his office’ today’ (Wed.) ... . David Lowe,” 
CBS-TV director, off Saturday “(87 to’. ‘Europe, ‘accompanied by: frau : 
Harriet Van Horne; World-Telly tv.critic :..-.-Smith & Dale-and Sibyl *-: 
‘Bowan (of “Donnybrook”)’ guesting: todav : “-¢Wed.) ‘on. Joe -Franklin’s 
|“Memory. Lane”... :.Jan- “Murray of: NBC-TV's “Charge Account” in: 
Seattle to rehearse: for starring stint. in “Silk” Stockings:’*.then to.-Holly- 
wood to--film “Henessey” appearance .. “Marshall. Jafison’ has joined 
Leland Haywood as director of production on “his” forthcoming ‘RKO- 

‘H. Pierson Mapes, formerly: an exe¢ on. the ‘Philco radio shows and | 

able Tuxedo Park social whirl . « Jack (“call me the. peripatetic pub- .- 
licist”’”): Perlis: back after. extended. 9:500-mile ' swing. of -nation visiting .- 
tv. editors’. Robert -Lewine, ° program. yeep at CBS. Films,. succeeded: | 
Harry. ‘Ackerman - last week as: the’ prexy. of. the National ‘Academy of 
Television: Arts .& Seiences: by the org's trustee body .°. . Syd Eiges,: 
‘veep: in charge.of NB€ press, celebrated his’ 20th anniversary’ with the- 
network on. Thursday '6) when. the’ ‘top: brass. ‘Messrs. Kintner, Sar- 
noff, Adams, Scott. et al.). rendered him a surprise. ‘party: at the web's... 
N.Y. ‘headquarters. . WNBC Radio program. manager . Steve. White - 
to: Long Island for. a. “week in the sun. while .the. station’s. music coor-.” 
dinator: Howard _Bayha is taking a. .three-weeker” at” his new Carmel, — 
N.Y.. homestead .. Comic: Bobby. Bell ‘guesting tomorrow. Thurs.) on, |: 
WABC- TV's strip. “Memory . Lane”... 

“Home for the Holidays’’. 
in, N-Y,. -confabs: with’ ‘department: exec. : 
way through town to Miami “for. appearance. ‘on CBS-TV's Miss /Uni- 
verse: Beauty. Pageant’: on- Saturday (15) . ‘Oscar Katz,. CBS-TV_ pro- 
gram veep. left over’ weekend for- two. weeks in the Virgin: Islands’: 
[erate Collins opening this: week. in Dallas” summer. stock in “Briga- 

oon 
weeks in Washington: . . Jerry Leider, director -of. special “programs. - 

r CBS-TV, today Wea.) in Chicago for agency ‘confabs:: then.liéading | 
er aght for Miami and. an ‘overseér job on his. aweb’s. Saturday. night. 
Miss Universe. ‘one-shot, . Reno Pisani. is in’ ‘an- ‘extended: run as Reign. 
of Terror “Menace”. an. the. daytime ” soaper;. “Edge of Nient’, 2 Al 

NL a a ma “Bigg- | Helmer will handle the anchor slot ‘for: ‘Mutual Broadcasting’ on ‘the’: 
‘Mexican made. series, shot at the .paphy of-a Rookie which candidly. pickup of the second Project Mercury, space. flight slated for: ‘Sometime 7 

se fim people feel it is about! Americas Studios, are. still in. cans,’ eee next week, . talks between film reps’ i\reviewed: the: rise from -saridlot to ; 

an0 ted people to stra:chten = out! 
4s¢ status of feature rental an the - 

AN HOLLYW OOD” 
. Sheb Wooley. didn't like his part: OF: ‘the trail. “Scout: ‘in’ CBS-TV's Bt 
“Rawhide” and asked out. Granted prov iding, he does -16- more. to wash — 
up his contract... .ABC-TV's program chief in Hollywood Sandy. Cum-.. 
mings took.a header ona yacht and ‘busted his beeier.. ‘His -bride the 
day befare threw off: her ‘bFacé after six w ceks, the result ‘of -a whiplash: 
in an auto bumping :-. .. Murray. Weissman, who ‘followed Entie Stern’ 
-over.té CBS-TV from: ABC- TV.-has, been’ named his assistant ‘to sueceed*. 
“Skip”: Webster. who moved over to Rogers & Cowin. indie | publicity 

‘ oulfit.: . Jack Benny. will ‘take. his vacation with “the comferting. 
| thought ‘that: his first. 13 shows’ are’ behind. him. He opens: the - ‘Season’: .* Ls 

to dedicate: the Jack. -~ live ‘in N.Y. and then -goés:to Waukegan. 111.,. 
{Benny Junior High School, After: 29. vears: in: radio.and tv. still in the’. 
top 10, a:record that -wilk stand as long. as’ Babe: Ruth's 60 homers’. 

| Irving Pincus prowled Eurove for a month.. which could’ mean that ~ 

ut broadcast standards: for NBC-TV ‘in. ‘Hollywood,: One segment of -: 
“Bonanza” and three of “Laramie” “reruns: were ‘thrown ouf,. aid — 
two first: runs of “Whisperi ing: Smith” ‘given the heave-ho. Two 
other scenes in 

°F {favors the: Plug-tree web-. 
“Laramie” were :re- -cdited hecause of brutality. ‘One::.- 

episode of Alfred Hitchcock was ‘pulled. and re-shot because te _ 
‘criminal was ‘let off too vasy.. 

At CBS-TV, where’ Charles Peitijohn is” sitting ‘in for the yaca> 

have been toned down. or rejected. One. episode of “Gunsmoke” was * 

‘lon July 30 . 
1ATV, too, which: has not reached’ the schedule -yet. 

tioning William Tankersley’ on. program practice. several reruns. | 

efused cand substituted ‘bya milder .scg.-in the series.: ‘Pettijohn' | - 
viewed one new issue of tHaye Gui Will) Travel” and ‘four of the 
hour “Gunsinokes” and‘found them to-be. acceptable without a cut. 

Dorothy Brown, head of-continuity acceptance: at ABC-TV, where. - 

ing the milder forms. for smemer-reruns and have had no problem . 
on brutality. “The C Atour hables” have been passed with only minor 
revisions, she suid. - ; . 

action-adventure ‘shows pr edominate, said: they are carefully select- ~~ 

_ Loutfit headed ‘by Phil. Badwell, ex-WNBQ. director.. 
t*Shock - Theatre” Saturdays at midnight:: for the: summer beh oa 
personalities Marty. Fave,. Alex Dreier; Jim Lounsbury, Terry Bennett, oe 

|Jim Stewart and Dale Young. playing in a celebrity softball: game next . 
: Sunday #16) for Children’ 'S.. Asthma Research. Institute: ° 

‘}IN «LONDON. . 
Violence is being: met with Miolenceé at. ‘the networks: Hacking”. } 

his ‘Real McCoys”. _May. ‘Stake ¢ out- locations’ for. a “few filmed shows 
- Louis Heyward, who.passed most of his tv Vears in the east-now |.” 

in. Tesidence. here ‘as. head writer ef. 20th-Fox-TV's “Follow: the Sun” 
wo . Jobn Ky West hack at-his NRC desk after time’ out for. surgery on 

; Jean. Bartel, meniber of. the TV. Academy's ‘international. ‘commits. . os 
tee. back with. plowing reports. of . her. o servations ‘and the promise. . 
of an annual festival in. Hollywood ..: ;. Order has gone: out to producers 
at Revue that- only one. printed. take Val be: permitted: Said: to. ease: a, 
storage ‘problem | and, Not: to shave expenses. | re 

IN°C HICAG 0. 
Robert Brown, eho had operated an’ FM. station: in: Ft. Atkinson, 

Wis.. has replaced Diek Johnson 25 prozram, manager of. WMAQ::. 
Local NBC shop: has cut: back..again: on’ office. space, -subleasing - halt © 
its area-on the 20th floor of “the Merchandise’ Mart: to Parent. RCA, :: 
The color tv lounge, ‘Which once .was open -to. the pubiie, is now RCA’s. 
reception office... . Lloyd ‘Webb, former ‘sales” manager of: WATT ‘ane -. 
WJJID,.joined . Colby. Broadcasting . Corp: as: station: manager’ of WJOB; 
Hammond. Station ‘Has just been. granted. FCC approval to’ increase: co 
power to F000: watts... Dan Sorkin, WCFEL's early ayem deejay, getting nr 
star- ‘billing at. Salt.-Creek Playhouse - in. production’ of: Send Me*No ~ 
Flowers. ™ which’ opens . hext- week. ..: . Don’ McNeil] . will originate 
“Breakfast Club” on: ABC daily. from . the Ipternational Trade Fair, . 
(July 25 to :Aug: 10: Partly: it’s a- gesture ‘to. his..old chum. and. erstwhile - 
business partner, Ralph. Bergsten, who's now. managing direeter. ofthe 
fair ...°. Frank Reynolds, producer Hal Fisher and: WBBM-TV all. cited. 
by. Anteri¢an Heart Assn,-for the: :dacumentary,: “The Four Seasons,” . 
dealing with heart surgery’ ‘performed: on a child : .... Jim Witte. ‘upped 7 
to general sales_manager. of: Tele-Tape : ‘Productions. the: ‘mobile - tape - 

‘BBC-TV in first: with. an offer. tg screen’ y exceipts’ fiom I Lonnie ‘ones. 
gan's’ Blaekpool show: “Putting: On: ‘The. Donegan” 
of his ‘ATV. programs ‘of -the same. name. 

‘Comic Vie’ Oliver: slated. ‘for a Straight role. in’. sound play - 
“Gust of: Wind” Next “Mon.il7) .. -BBC-TV: transmitted. tennis from 
Wimbledon to .11- European ‘countries. cand, _ Hungary: . 
Ballet will record at least oné- show for tv:: 

of the Corp.'s ° ‘Radia Newsreel” “which. started ‘life as & weapon. against’ . 
Nazi propaganda’. : Rosemary. Clooney flies in for an-ATV spectacular. 

And: Eydie Gorme. and Stéve Lawrence: ‘taped one. for. - 
. BBC-FV. siotted ”. 

first: "of. the prize-vwinnirg plays from its: North Region. drama. conipe-- 
tition: E. Y. Bannard’s “The Stall Crisis”. goes. out on. n-July 20... 

IN. BOST ‘ON’. 
-Dave Rodman, WNAC 1 radio handling 1 new : “Pot of Gola” ‘contest on 

4:15: p.m.-6. p.m... Following ‘a. 
Yankee - tradition: of many years.: “William . M.. ‘McCormick, ‘WNAC, ~ 

. WNAC-TV prexy, presented: trophy. to -winner’. of. Yankee: net “handicap. : 

his “Radio. ‘Boston ‘Afternoon. Edition,” 

«Continued ‘On: “page: 34). 

Teco-Zenith pay-tv. Hartford schedule and other Hayward’ enterprises. ~~. 

with ‘its Hutchins Ad. Agency, is now president of Ramapo Land ‘Co, °°‘ aoe 
Ine.. Sloatsburg, NY,, in between figuring * prominently. in the-fashion-... "" . 

‘Al’ Hirt. ‘the trumpeter, pot: 2 
.|another tv. assignment. appearance on an NBC-TV. ‘Turkey Day spec," 2" 

; CBS’ Latino correspondent . Stuart Novins -.° . 
. Jayne. Meadows . on her. 7” 

Bill: Crawford, ‘news manager for.CBS. ‘returned: ‘from - two... 

. WBKB reviving cee = 
-WBKB ‘0-5: 

‘which. sprang “out -: - - “sé 
‘Eri¢ Portman had his |: 

second. ‘stab: at.tv here ‘in Associated-Rediffusion: '$ drama “The Different **: 
Drum”. 

‘: Soviet ‘Kirov. wile 
. Victor Borge talking to ~: 

|Granada-TV about. a-spec ral Mhich is a departure: for.him for he usually . ~:.. . 
Saturday +8) saw. the. 21st ‘anniversary. nan 
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Fo our ‘Star's s 0 Writers 
An alltime - record “number ‘et 

, - Holiywood,. July Wie 
70 writers: ‘ate pounding out 100° 

us vidplays for the five series which Four ‘Star will produce for next. 
* géason;, according. to. ‘Tom: McDermott, “exec” veepes: An charge ot “ 
. ‘ production. 

. Shows include - “Robert. ‘Paylor’s Detective: ” “The | Corraptors: a 
_ “The Dick’ Powell .Show,” “The ‘Rifleman”: and: “The: Gertrude c 

Berg Show.” All but the “Berg” ‘show. are. slated to debut’ in Septem- 
ber. with. that one set ‘to. bow Oct. 4 over’ ‘CBS: 

F Storer’s Distr
ibution-Prod. o

m | 

“$1,500,000-for 155 Divorce’ Ses 
- Storer Broadcasting | has ‘made+— 

its: first: move-in the direction of : 
“distribution, . produetion and -sales ; 
“of tv properties :with formation of ; mo A few subsid, Storer Programs, and: 
purchase of the: “Diverce Court”: 
hour series . from’ KTTV, ‘Los. An-.. a 
geles. . cree | 

‘ Package. . -of” 158 - hours’. "was! 
. _ bought. by .. Storer. for a. reported’: 
7 ‘$1,500,600 plus: - In. syndication for” 
“about -a‘ year afid:a_half, skein: is, 

currently. playing. :28.-markets,.-in-.i 
tluding the: five tele: ‘Stations ‘of. the: 
_ Storer « - group. Storer, Programs: 

7 - will ‘take over alr existing contr acts: 
with stations: * 

‘Out of. the: 155 shows, ‘SP will} 
. Market 130 -for a year's: daytime : 
stripping tor primetime: if desired 

“in markets wheré- the ‘series ‘hasn't 
Play éd., 

- “Storer | ‘prexy: George. B. “Storer 
Jr. said a few. of the 155: stanzas. 
have: been eliminated . fromi - ‘the 
‘package. because they Were. ‘‘on the'| 
“rough side.”’, ° During the: Storer ; 
“-Tun,: ‘four of. the hours were "shelved : 
for ‘the. ‘same reason.. 
“ated ‘courtroom. dramas ‘are based : 

ton the files.of. the: ‘Los., “Angeles Do: ; 
oe .-mestic. Realations: Court: . 

“ost: The new ‘subsid ” 
<! fices in New. York, ‘Chicago: ‘and Los, 

svill - ‘have. “ok: 

‘ Angeles with.. ‘Terry SH: Lee, : re-[ 
'* gional vyeepee ‘of the parent. :com- 

‘pany, a§. veepée in-charge. » Joe]. 
Ex ans, managirg director of Storer | 
"station. WSPD,. Toledo, has’ been 
. named general manager of Storer |, 

= Evans ~ successor at} 

'. WSPD ‘is: ‘yet to be named along } 
“with., other personnel of the: ‘Pro~ 
‘duction wing. mre 

New. company’s. basic . “function: 
- will be distribution-and Sale: of .tv * 

“shows. . ; Production willbe through 
«deals with. independent. producers: 
. and packagers. 

Flamingo $ Trim; : 
Pete Yaeger Exits 
- Flamingo. Films. syndication sub! 

gid of Buckeye Corp., has cut loose | 
its exec: veepre " (top ‘salesman. and. 
cits two - ‘regional... Salesmen With: 
‘prexy Ira Gottlieb * now -handling: 
‘all deals from New York.: 

- Out are exec vegpeé. Pete Yaeger. 
and. midwest. aid. west regional . 
salesmen Stan - ‘Byrnes. - Chicago, | 

. and Julian Ludwig, Los Angeles. 
Aside .from.the “Superman”. se-. 

ries,. Flamingo's ‘main: ‘product. has: 
«been: two foreign film: packages,” 
the “Imperial,” with 52. pix, ‘and *: 

.. the. “Festival’”. :with 30... 
” pundle, - “Festival” - ‘reportedly: -was 

sold in.45.markets,: but release of - 
post '50 °U:S.: features has. slowed... 
‘gales on* the. “Imperial” © package, : 
‘Teportedly pene in about. 30 mar- 
“kets. 

83 for: ‘Golf Ty 
‘Independent’: “Television. : Corp: “sh 

. “Golf: ‘Tip.of the Day”, now:is sold: 
-~in (83 markets. 
-Finsterwald.” was “among the top. 

Ue S.: Open, : ‘placing fifth. 

'". Stations - telecasting the:. “series: 
‘inelude:: WOR-TV,:. ‘N...Y.; WGN- 

. TV, Chicago; : “KHJ.” Los Angeles: 
“ ‘WHDH,. Boston; WRC, . Washing- 

‘ton: -CKLW, Detroit: ‘WMAR, ‘Bal- 
: »thmore;... “WKRC,. Cinéfnmati: 
WHCT; Hartford; -and , KPRC, .: 
Houston: - It-also is ‘seen in Can- | 
ada and ‘countries. * ike : Japan, | 

c Chi. 3 actor. - my Australia and. the: “Philippines.” 

The- -simu= = ; 

: Initial : 

. Series” Star . Dow |. 

SYNDE SPONSOR FOR 
LARRY MOORE SHOW) 

Hollyw ‘ood, J uly. 11.. 

Dyna- Group. Corp. will ‘be ‘total 
‘sponsor *.of. “The Larry. Moore: 
Show,” teleseries’ debuting ‘yester= 

‘day. {Moni on’. KTLA, throughout | 
entire nationwide. sy ndication, 
show's _producer, WwW: G- Spericer;. 
“reported. New markets will’ be. 

~. sought - ‘immediately - after full de-: 
; velopment of. a ‘format, he said.:’~ 

'.Under theme, :.” "Relax Your “Way - 
* to’ Better, ‘Liying,” show will feature ; 
‘guests ‘in. médical, - psychiatric: 
| ‘and siinilar’ fields; with psychiatrist’ 
| Dr. Stewart: Knox first. speakeron-} 
isubject: ‘of, “Seif. Confidence.” 
‘Othérs set include authors: Gordon 
and. Mildred: Gordon, ‘Dr,: Nandor 
| Fodor, ‘Esvchoanalyst: Joan. Craw- 
ford;: ‘Linda: Darnell ; and. Richard | 
Nixon. " 

i Profits “front: show": wil “go “toy 
form: Dyne-Thovaht Fouridation, 

After 9 Years 
With 20th, En if 
~ Wants In on TV, 
|. : « Hollywood; ‘July. ‘J1. 

‘Producer Sam Engel winds ‘his. 
“eurrent. seven..year 20th-Fox tickét ; 

‘years .with company, ‘for -a- fling at. 
teevee. He'll “take six months to: 
,; vear’. sabbatical ‘between’ ‘médiums 
[for first. “real” ~ vacation during | 
-| 201th. “tenure, ‘visiting \ Israel, Far { 

East, -Middle."East and — Greece, 
| among: other ‘foreign. ‘countries. 

end of next’ year, ‘terminating 29 | 

“FTE'S METHONS | 
TOUT THE BUCK 
“Time. Inc, which’ Has slashed the! 

basic. ‘telementary film. crew from; 

_ around. ‘eight to one and. two men. 

=" via. new equipment | and techniques | - 

'| of Robert Drew ‘Assoc.’s has asked 
“| IATSE'to initiate a new. union cate- {lined up to turn out scripts for the 

gory. ‘for the “Film, Maker.” 
While’ Time and IATSE a are still { production at the. Desilu studios ! 

{for an ABC-TV bow on Oct. ‘locked in negotiations. over ‘the new 
category ‘and reluctant: to’ talk, it's; 
been -learned. that: ‘all of ° the: Drew 
documentaries for Bell & Howell’ S;+Kneubuhl, 

=" ABC-TV. “Close Up" series jast sea- ! 
..[ sen: were. ‘made, through to the | 

“| éditing, . often.'by- one and: some- 
times’ ‘by. two. men. 

Drew cameraman Richard Lea- 
cock, who did much of -the-one- 
mani: pubaffairs | filming, ‘ts “Under . 
i suspension | ‘from his’: union;. the} 
cameraman's, Local 644. _ 

TAnta technique: that’s. effecting | 
sweeping | -chanves ‘in. video pubaf- 
T fairs _ production, the Film Maker. 
daycho now works) with a sound; 
‘technician in: the two-man sétup|, 
js.rigged out witha sound recorder , 
no largér: than: a portable: .type- | 

: writer and a hand-held l6m camera.’ 
{weighing only’ 17 pounds.. Qperat- 
jing’ the way a ‘Life mag reporter: + 
t 

t 
{photographer mizht, the Film-{ 
'Makér .rolis int6 one ‘the work -of ; 
ithe: ‘entire ‘basic JATSE ‘tele fil 
|.crew: Inv location shooting. for tele 
3 Shows, . union. calls for -a- director... 
| assistant: direc tor, cameraman: and| 

4 assistant’: cameraman. ‘and .also 
4 sometimes, a director ‘of photogra- | 

phy'./ a. grip, “prop, man. and elec 
.| trician. a 

Possible. reason - tor, addition of : 
fa sound man to the Drew operation ‘ 
was the difficulty eneountered fet- 

‘Sting. sound” sync, Extra man. also | 
can ‘handle any lighting involved. 
‘The Drew technique. also. eliminates } 

interview er by method of : 
e watching inost..of.the timei” as a 
; Time. spokesman, put. it:: 

‘With: the new equipment. avail- 
“able,:-weh: pubaffairs : crews. also: 
have been trimmed, considerably. | 

J with ‘the -union . looking the. other ; 
‘way. A network location. team can} 
‘go.to four men,.two on camera, an 
s electrician and a sound technician: 

While the Drew. ‘technique might | 
‘be considered primitive by. polished } 
‘standards of film making, ‘the -can- 
did effect’ and. sharp editing. have 
niade it peculiarly suitable ‘to the. 
tv screen. 

‘Understood that Time has had a 
[Film Maker--demonstrate.at a ses- 

TV FILMS DI 

TARY 
‘Burr's Aussie Triumph’ May Cue In 
| _ Safaris for Safaris for CBS Films’ Star Roster 
‘SET SCRIPTERS FOR 

‘BEN CASEY’ SERIES press agents may be hysterical 

wy flock. of scripters has -been i 

new hourlong: Medico series; “Ben j; 
Casey,” which has. just gone into 

10 in: 
a 10 pm. slot. Among the writers ; 
already set are Gil Ralston, John j 

“Frances & Eustace 
;Cockrell,. Paul Savage, William 
: Vast, Ken Kolb, Marti Russ, Al: 
Ward, Tep Apstein, J. .M. Lucas, 

George. Clayten Johnson, 
Carothers and Jack Laird. 

| “Rolling under | the Bing. C1 rosby ~ 
. Productions banner, the series is: 
‘being helmed by. James E Moser, 

las’ exec” producer, with Matthew 
‘Rapf producing “Ben Casey" ¢o- 
{stars Vincent Edwards and Sam 
Jaffe, Initial episode before the! 
cameras is fit 
Laughter,” scripted by Ralston | 
; and ‘directed ected by ving Lerner. 

‘O'seas Sales Key 
| To ITC’s Steady 
Product Pattern. 

Independent Teles iston Corp. 
-currently out ino the svadieation : 
;market with two shows. i. prepar- ; 
jing’ other entries either for net- + 
j Working or the market by market 
route, 

' ‘Ove of. the: kevs ta the steady 
* production pattern of TRO ds tts 
rforeign operation 
‘fact that ITC now is coumpletely 
jowned by Associated) TeleVision. 
tof .England, which 
ming needs-of its own and which 

ilooks-to the U. S and other parts? 

has) program. : 

—_—? 

i 

Li 

| 

| 

’ had named after lam 

By ART WOODSTONE 

Raymond Burr” recentlh  re-' 

turned from oa triumphal chis 

i Visit to Australia, one of the °3 

countries where his series. "Perry 
Mason.” plays. Eight days of his 
eight-day-six-hour visit were spent 
in Melbourne, whete an exube: - 

; ant mewspaper headlined = Peny 
iMfason’ in Australia lo Fieht The 
?Untouchahies ‘ 

CBS) Films, which distributes 
“Mason” abroad, says now that the 
results of Burrs trp so overcam- 
pensated for the few thousand 

A J; dollars it cost to ship the popular 
video performer Down Under that 
its executives are contemplating 

?fureign personal appearane tows 
t by other of the membets of tte 
‘UBS Films star stable Of cou <a, 

ere fs a language bariier in 
most’ countries, so things nai ht 

not he the same «though Butt, whe 
led “The Sound of ialso has visited Swedeu. manased 

again according lo his press 
Corps lo wow ‘em there. tea 

CBS rgports ironi New Lark 
that Burr's fitst Australian press 
conference commanded the pies- 
enee of 30 reporters Later, ia 
the osame ocity of Methonene, 
where, apparently, acters tet as 
Tauck, Ff not more, attention tay 
some of the people whu nueht be 
rather move juportant te the state 

Of the world. Burr appeared on 
ts station TISVT as star af lhe 
Raymond Barr Show bias hte 

-gem, fer this bis slur. was hos 
{fisst variety shrew and was ai. 
5 tse first provram that Batt ever 

ao pensagal 
atsthd as wate precedent witch 

> Groucho Mary and bab Sallavan be- 

tfore bom gave Che perfornier sede 
:tdeas ahbait the title attention 
he has failed to recene ti das oan 

2 COUNLEY 
Another is the : 

-_ 8 

lof.the world for a sell- Off recoune- | 
ment of cdsts and possible profits. 

Exaniple of this cone cpt is pro- 
: tided by.. "Danger Man,’ the mid- 
season. replacement ou CBS-TY, 
which prior to its US. showing 
had been sold in some 40 markets 
abroad. In a -much more anbi- 

jing a serjes of one-hour specials, 
“Jo "Stafford Show™ om ois mew 

‘He's | had several offers, Anelud- | sion with IATSE -officials. Feeling. Elstree, °Stirdios outside London 
ing” prexy: “Spyros Skouras’ 
“prosal to.continiie on lat, but-nixed | 
considération for feature. produc- 
tion’ - beyond. three pix. ‘presently 

_ committed : on extended: ticket: 

Engel. ‘feels. ‘ty. “is | “provocative 
and ‘réemunerative ‘medium™ where | 

| ABC -Jast- fall.was able to sign Bell he. wants . to ‘produce: specs. and: : 
‘series, . 

! Producer hopes” ‘to launch “The, 
-King” Must Die”. at : 20th. ‘in.- fall: 
With ‘Jack. Cardiff directing. script 
‘by -Norman Corwin. : To. be done 
: properly, he. says ; “biidget | should! 
“tally: between $5. ‘000. 000. to $7.500.- 
000. with. locations ‘in -Greece. and 
‘Brazil. 
fir med on locales or Moola: . 

Engel insists . he’ was never one. 
to look: @own at.tv despite friends 
in Imedium dubbing vit “eardiac: 
;gileh. mo, 

“He added. ; “Tm damned: ‘envtfoits. 
Of. some fellows . in ty”. and ie 

ve form unit: to embrace: every ‘pha 
=: of it.: me 

i cht Time’ Beams 
citigh® Time, ” the: “publié’ service |: 
‘kidseries- 

“125° markets~ and. -will ‘probably 
reach its’ 150-station ‘capacity. when 
Tthe fall season begins. 

The. ‘15-minute’ series, which : “is 
offered free. to: ‘stations in’ two. -39-. 
week ‘skeins, makes no. pitch | for | Ttiangle. 
Lutheranism but is.straight enter- 
tainment on .moral-uplight themes. 
Series is produced by ‘Betty Barth 
of NLC and stars. Jim Stewart, 4 a 

‘, “underwritten | by ‘Na-, 
: : five’ finalists: -in: the...’61 annual : tional Lutheran: Council,: 4s now iu ‘days of the: ‘pitch on’ ‘its “A-Okay” 

: package. of United. Artists. features. : 

Markets for’ the 32 features, says 
| the company, include Buffalo, “Prov- 

pro- j in. some. quatters is that the. union Musical-variety 
will never agree.to set up ‘A new 
|iocal for. the all-around’ documen- 
l tary. man, in, which case: Time may.: 

-lestablish’ its. ‘organization. for the? 
-Film Maker. 

It's : now: lear; however, why 

i Howell as a pubaffairs. sponsor 
“when CBS had’ the business all-but 
' Wrapped up. ABC was able to offer 
ithe “Close Up”: Series at a price 
wel below the. CBS minimum, and 
| Drew's cut-the-buck production un- 
4 doubtedly. was a factor: 

_If the Film “Maker: and friend 

r 

AS. yet, no’ decisions : “are | ' sound nian work a. hardship. off | “Whiplash, a 

[IATSE and its various. locals,. they } 
still will “be -a boon to web: pub-: 

affairs ‘production, which already | “Supercar.” has been sold in aboot | ‘ sales in 27 markets for 
lis developing :: ‘a rate card of its 
own, that's considerably . under . the 
i going. pricé..for. : ‘primetime. enter- 
jtenment shows. ye 

juaa’s SALE- A. DAY 
- ON“A-OKAY’ PACKAG 
United Artists. Associated | .Te- 

‘ports a-sale a day’ in the first 20 

‘Philadelphia’ (and -other 
stations), ‘St; 

Denver and Phoenix. ; 

‘Titles ‘Include’ “Twelve Atigry 
Men;““Legend of the Lost,” “Paris 

| Goliday.” and: “Alexander the 

idence, - 
“Lout,: 

show has 
j Sellers, Ella Fitzgerald 
1 Bloom and Kenneth More among. 
its guest lineup. Shooting will be 
‘completed in the fall Others 
slated for production in an hour 
series, “Ghost Squad ” and a half- ; 
hour . adult: costume 
‘series, “Sir Francis Drake “ 
of .both these shows should be 
ready for U. S sereenings io frat: 
‘four to six. weeks. 

1 ITC vill hotd 
‘fora midseason 
casualty, 

ITC : current syndication antes, 
has heen sold in 

jabout 502 markets. Onitfit’s other 
firstrunner, in -the kiddie’ field. ! 

4 

“Ghost Squad" , 
netvork _ 

30. markets. 

[* Stations signing up for “Whip- : 
Jash” include’ WNAC, Boston; 
WRC, Washington; KTNT, Seattle- 

Tacoma; KHVH. Honolulu: KLZ, 
.| Denver; KPHO, Phoenix: KVAL,, 
Eugene;. CKLW, Betroit; KDKA, 
! Pittsburgh: .WKST, Youngstown: 
j WSEE, Er ie; WNEP, Scranton: 

‘and.WALA, Mobile. 

ITC derives from 25% to 30% 

sales. All ITC shows have been 
sold. in-England because of its ATV 
te. Other top foreign markets 
for ITC are Canada. Australia, 
Germany: and Japan. 

. ITC has 29. series being circu- 
lated {n ali parts of the world, with 
another eight series, those made 
years back In canjunction with 
Official Films, being handled in 

(Continued on page 42) 

een eee 

¢ Nasties 
{tious ‘project, ATV now is yidtap- | 

jlocal tv 

Hardly alone ats fis aatden vase 
Tiet) appearance Bure was ace 

PCompanted — accominadaled ated 
accentuated by the EIS\ Barat 

rand) Orchestra, chautenm.e Viable 
; Benet, Engish comedian Jethies 
Leunec, American impressed of 

Mary MecGlory,  Engish | manuel 
comedy perfopmes Diedree Thos 
low and by a chu k knoan to the 

audsence as Pane. “> 
one yet has reported that sie 
hugged him although sah gsc 

are rather coneronpiae @ 
when the gurlois a heauts queen 
and visitor ty rniportant ecourh to 
appeal ou the Meloourne eftthen 
Of ‘Meet the Press" 

Peter : 
Claire | 

Apart) from several other tv 
‘appearances ou HSV. hich teat. 
Surally, ans “Perry Mason’ Bear 
got Ins mug on the covers of toa 

-dn-atiable nattona) Awesie pubte a- 
1 

adventure ‘ 
Pilots : 

i 

i WAGA. Atlanta: WESH, Orlando; ; Columbus, 

, 50's, 

i fiens Woman's Dav and The Anse 
‘tralian Women's Weekls, the lem 

*¢ ‘ontinuc ‘don pase 42. 

7 Arts Swinging 
On WB Post-’S0s 

Seven Atty Assoctated repesre¢ 
2? 08 cg 

ipackage of Warner Bros * Bstm af 
tthe 5s." 
features 

‘The second: hatch of WB pot 
on the market seven weeks, 

also hag been purchaced bs an 
additional seven stations «thug 

; bought the first package of Aftres, 

: Sales of “Vol 2° include WBNS, 

a bundle of 43) post WW 

DO, W ITEN, Strace e: 

IKVAL, Eugene Ore KFVE. TI 
Dorado, Ark; KBWI1, Beaumont, 

of its total gross from foreign Texas; KO] 0. Reno. and: WMTW, 
Poland Spring. Me 

Second. “package titles Include 
“His Majesty O'Keefe’. “Jim 
Thorpe, All American’; ‘East of 
Eden", “Young at Heart”, “Mi See 
You In My Dreams”, “Operation 
Pacific’, “Bright Leaf", “Captain 
Horatio Hornblower", “Fnice of 
Arms", “West Point Stors”; 
“Along the Great Divide”, “G55u0d- 
bye, My Fancy”; and “1 Confess.” 
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“Vive la differen: er . 7 
In plain English, what makes the big difi erence ine nany prac ) 

other medium in. the market. Specific 4
 ally, f Se A an vey 

women impressions per week than the second sti 
S tart Eransiaging advertising into . scales wth hij * lade 
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RADIO-TELEVISION 

Shel s Spot TV Shocker As It 
Reverses Itself On All-Print 

NBC's Bowl Extensions. 
NB C-TV. ‘has ‘obtained. longterm |. 

‘| extensions... on «three ~ postseason |. 

—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts ' 
By BILL GREELEY 

Shell Oil's $15,000, 000: all-news- 
paper ad campaign. which started 
with a roar of publicity in January 
with expectations of a \Vears run 
up Pike’s economic Peak. has sput- 
tered to a halt. 

A flock of newspapers has been 
cancelled in favor of « nationwide. 
three-week. flight of spot tv - 

Shell’s new atfency, Oftivy. Ben- + 
sen & Mather, hich gaged the’ 
ol firm inte the single meaia: 
pitch, this week is siating six. te! 
12 IDs and accompensing chein- } 
freak 205 in markets that blanket! 
the Coast and Southeast add prebe ° 
into the midwest 
flizht is set for July 24 to Aug. 13.5 

Plunge is bascd on a ‘sailboat ‘ 
contest with Shell dealers across! Same for Vincent. F. Aiello. of: 

Snarki Geyer, Morey. the country giving avay 

Thr ee-week | 

Gottschall. 
Among, contributors are Elwood. 

[ee Art Direction mag editor ‘Ed 

' Whitney. senior veepee and. direc-. 
tor of Foote, Cone & Belding: Rus: |": 
sell Lynes, managing editor. of 
Harper's mag; and Paul :R. Smith. 
exec veepee of Grant: Advertising. 

Up and down: Ernest Chambers: 
i Tesigns as a “copywriter at. Gum-: 
; binner agency to join the new 
NBC-TV_ “Bab Newhart Show.” 
a writer. 

Eugene A. Raven, formerly. acith | 
’ FEruin, Wasey. Ruthrauff. & Rayn. 
: has joined Foote, Cone & Belding 
4S an account supervisor or the 
Trans World Airlines account.. 

Veepee stripes for Hank Aneiro. ; 
| associate director of merchandis-. 
ing at Benton & Bowles. | 

Madden & Ballard’ s 
class boats via entry blenks that j creative department. 
ecalk for contestants?” name anc 
aadress only. Se far as could be j 
Jearned early this week. news- 
papers. telcvision and radio will he | 
used in the snark 
phase heyins teday 

drive. Radio! 

and elsewhere. | 
The radical change in Shell's 

Media selection comes Joss than a 
year after OB&M prexy 
Ogilvy trumpeted the- 

Kession at the Greenbrier. where 
he also electrified the gathering 
vith the announcement that the 
Shell biz was on a straight fee 
rather than 15° plus commission 
basis. 

It also follows clogely major 
changes in Shell's marketing man-. 
agement. A few weeks heck Denis 
B. Kembzll-Cook was placed. di-+ 
rectly under the oil firm’s top man 
and made exec veep of marketing, 
manufacturing, purehasing. trans- 
portation and supplies. The pro- 
motion represented a new high in 
management echelon tor market- 
ing authority, 
was quick to move. Within ai 
couple of weeks. Purdom = C. 
Thomas was brought in from his 
top marketing post in the midwest 
(Chicags! te replace J. -G. Jordan 
as overall veep of marketing. Jor- 
dan, who had been with the com- 
pany since the 20s, announced his 
icsignation. Retirement might fig- 
ure after more than 30 year's 
service, but Jordan was still a 
relatively young man for the top 
exec ranks. being somewhere in 
his 50s. 

Feeling in ad circles was that 
Jordan, being the man at Shell 
with final okay on plans of ad 
manager C. F. Vartineau and |} 
Ogilvy, Bensun & Mather, was pos- 
sibly the patsy for the failure of 
the over-touted, under-tested all- 
aut print pitch. 

About a month ago, Shel moved. 
into web tv with a major sports 
buy on CBS-TV, beginning Sun- 
days in January. and a. renewal on 
some kid's concerts, same network. 
Buys were via Kenyon & Eckhardt, 
winch handles the. world ¢om-) 
Pany's institutional, but it was: a 
xeverd web outlay. Same time. 
OB&M made an oral renewal of 
CBS pro tootball for Shell, but 
backed off after stories broke 
about Shell's backing back into tv. 

New Times Man 
New York Times advertising 

colaunist: Robert) Alden switches 
to the paper's Paris bureau this 
werk with Peter Bart of the finan- | 
eial news section- stepping. in. 

in Paris, Alden will work on 
bth the International and Paris 
eqitions of the Times: replacing 
Alilton) Bracker. 

Jsom New Yerk to the French cap- 
lial wien the Internatifnal was 
Taurehed “ast vear. 

Bert was a Wall Street Journal 
reporter helore joining the Times. 

Design Authorities 
Whats nes in pbhotugraphyy 

Just: ation, 
42 ccdventising is theme of a new 
260 pave book, “Advertising Direc- 

il- 

tioes 2--Pfrenes ino Visvel! Adver-} 
tsipy” publisyed by Art Direction 
keok Ce 

A compilation of pieces by 
Bird eS, 

28 
tie Pooh is. edited by 

Avthn Hawkins, cousnuhing aot 
~@nectoy and desivner | 
acveli:swng agencies and: industry, 

12 ‘with nine | 
to 15-week flights in the southeast | 

David 1 

exclusive : 
newspaper push at last fall's 4A’s‘ 

and Kemball-Cook | , 

a 

“he was shifted | 

sporraphy and design. 

servicing [- 

_ Abbott Washburn, : deputy di-' 
‘rector of the U.S.‘ Information Bu- 
reau from 1953 until the change 
of administrations, has joined Carl 
Byoir & Assoe.’s as vepee. of inter- 
national operations. 

; Compton Adv ertising. 7 

Branham Reppery 
In AM-TV Selloff; 

Sticking fo Print! 
The old newspaper hierarchy ‘of 

jthe Branham Co., which -began ‘as, 

}a print rep and then, years later, 

| expanded into radio and tv, is sell-. 
ling off the broadcast arm to.a group. 
| of ‘staffers who ‘have joined with |. 
Bill " Davidson, recent: veep. over |. 
WNBC-plus-tv (N.Y.) 

Peters, 

in several vears. _ 

Radio and televi ision at Branham 
have been profitable. ‘perations,| § 
having this year maintained a. 

increasingly competitive nature of. 
selling between newspapers and the 
broadeast media evidently forced 
Branham to. make up their minds | 
which way they wanted ta go—and 
newspapers, by dint of their supe- 
‘riar billings capacity ‘for Bran- 
ham), won out.. Management group 
headed by. treasurer Lew Green- 
berg. had the chance to sell out -to. 
a rival radio-tv firm, but ‘instead | 
chose to sell to Thompson, -David- 
son and Tom Campbell, who has | 
been serving as exec veep in charge. 
of Branham’'s radio-tv arm. Camp- 
bell will become prexy of the new. 
indie firm. The three on the néw 
management team have worked t{o- | 
gether before: Before. going back 
to NBC the began there as a page: 
as did Thompsen), ‘Davidson was at 
Peters, Griffin; 

Branham at this point reps 14 tv 
stations and between 18 to 20 ra- 
dio outlets. 

-/:Willing'’s _ Press’ service : who will 
: Advertising . 

Pittsburgh—John D. Gibbs. en- 
eral manager of WXYZ, was niade | 
a vicepresident in Allegheny: 

t Broadcasting Inc., which -controls 
the station and is in turn con-. 
‘trolled by American Broadeasting- 
Paramount Theatres. 

Jn the House’ Radio-TV. Gallery, where broadcasting . -eorrespon-" 
dents: work; the door opened and. in walked ‘a. Capitol Sightseer ~ 
named Gen. David Sarnoff. 

He wanted to look around because: he'd. never ‘seen. the. place 
before, he told his good friend. and. guide, Florence Lowe: former 
D.C. Variery. correspondent, now with Metropolitan Broadcasting 
in Washington. Mrs. Lowe's brother, Bernard Segal of: Philadel- 
phia, is counsel ‘for Sarnoff's RCA. 

Introduced to NBC ‘staffer Ned Brooks, the RCA ‘board chairman 
“I'm a fan of yours. So. is. Mrs. Sarnoff. We never, commented: 

miss ‘Meet the Press.’ 
‘Introduced.to Ann Corrick, ‘Westinghouse: ‘Br oadcasting - ‘Corres-- 

pondent who is the first femme to be elected chairman -of the.’ - 
“Well, we have _ 

oO special titled: “World of Billy. Graham.” 
Radio-TV Correspondents Assm.. 
something. in common. lm a chairman, too.” * 

New Biz: Wilson & Co., foods, to. 

and Jack}. 
Thompson, a vet. out :of the rival}... 

Griffin | & ‘Woodward ‘rep |. 
camp. It's the first big: rep sellofi : 

steady flow of black ink, but the. 

Thee General Takes : a Stroll 

‘} college. football elassics—the | Su- |. 
“| gar Bowl,-‘Senior. Bowl: and Blue- 
“Gray Bowl ‘games, . which have al- 
“ways brought - a niece ‘rating-spon- 
{ sorship: Teturn to tHe web. 

. Web ‘sports. department lined up 
the: Sugar - and. Senior Bowls,- be- 
i ginning in January of ’63, for an- 
| other five year's ‘apiece. .Blue-Gray, ! 
tas of December. ’62,:goes.into.a 10- 
per cycle on ‘NBC-TV. 

i] 000 i in Walkout 

Some’ 7 000 employees of Itaiy’s 
; State-owned: RAI-TV* radio ‘and 
; television. networks ‘struck (for: 

achieved «desired - attention-getting 
| affect. (RAI-TV filled.in- with taped. 
| material »,. ‘another Six- -hour waik- 
out was~ called. 

-Second interruption caused shift- 
' ing -of ‘some. key - ‘weekly programs, 

j. 

“1 such as “Amico: del Giaguaro,”: 
| which ‘was. replaced’. by- a taped . 
| -variety- “slanza, -“Rascelinaria.” 
| Other agitation is. threatened un- 
less ‘union -demands: are met. 

‘Lowest RAI-TV pay. is. currently 

per, . 

-RALTV: workers. . have . 

|mands. and. other. 
changes — are..met. 

New phase of agitation. gs de- 
signed: to prevent. pre-recording 
|of shows: as well as cancellation 
.of sueh: high-rated. weekly ‘stanzas 
as..“Campanile .Sera,” “Amico del 
| as Camp "a Sunday night variety 
item, sports features, ete. To 
counter this possible move; RAT- 
TV is said to be. considering the 
“use of: tapes: set aside for use’ ‘on 

contractual 

gram,” ‘ slated. to Start Nov.. 4. 

London Agencies 
London, J uly. il. 

in the 
shortest time: here—48 hours. 

son, BBDO. exec; ‘Richard MacDon- 

yald, ageney’s tv: ‘director, and -pro- 

ducer: ‘Peter Sachs. - Client phoned 

mercial at: midday. :- By 7 p.m. the. 

script: w ‘as Teady and: cleared. . ‘The 

tv team. w ‘orked thr augh the night 

and filmed ‘the visual . _ sequence 

with animatéd newspaper . cutouts: 

es asking for a '30-second com-. 

Sound. was réady the following: af- 
ternoon ‘and the. finished: print was 

at BBDO. just 479 hours after the 
original ' phone.call.. . .. Total: gross 
revenue. put . tv's’. way “by. agencies 
in May was. $21, 1645, 478 says Media’ 
Records, Ltd. .°. . Westward-TV 
offering agencies “full studio: facili- 
ties for the production of live 
conmercials. . .. 

in the U.K. by: Peter F. Heering, 
‘of ‘Copenhagen, will be. handled by 

Spend. most on tv... 
for Stock 84, -an ‘Italian’ Brandy 
‘distilled by'- Distillerie “Stock, of 

i Etieste, is under. way: ‘here through 
Clark - Wilkinson agericy. ‘There'll. 
he -a second ‘campaign, starting 
late ‘Séptember, . to capture: the. 
Christmas market. 

-: Washington, J uly. 11. 

‘Sarnoff declared: 

today: «(Wed:).. at Woodland . 
| pieces of. mail.on. new moppet. show: “Circus Train, with clown emcee. 

repeated (13), =| On Italo Raio-TV. 
- Rome, July 11. | 

; session. 
‘| side of their two latest issues’ of ‘the. “Top. 99" records, of: the: ‘weels - 

in vicinity of $72° a month, while: 
- strikers are. out ‘ta: raise. ‘this ta $88. 

‘Niow. 
threatened a: four-day . ‘strike ‘to 
follow - up their recent ‘two-day 
1-walkout, unless. their salary de- 

_Italy’s upcoming “Second TV Pro- 

BBDO now.claims the record for. 
: producing a commercial 

The. 
Spot, for The Sunday’ Times news- 

paper, was filmed. ‘by’ ‘Miles Maile- | 

| Univ.:campus . 

‘around the Southland . _ 
| WJJSD, Chicago, “WPLO, Atlanta; WCAO, Baltimore, WCOP,- Boston and: : 

. Kahula, a. coffee. 
liqueur. which is. being launched 

casting Foundation of America .. 

‘) parachute team. 

studio and. converting two present audiences studios to color’. 

_Wednesday, duly 12, 1961_ 

From The Production Centres 
- Continued: from pase 3” ———SEE 

race at Bay. State Raceway - < BH Whalen, Yankee’s news. ed ‘in: chief, _ 
.only Hub newsman attending in person. the Presidential press confabs 
|at Hyanrisport last two weekends . WBZ-TV: newsman. Jack Chase, 
national veep of AFTRA, off. to. Detroit ‘as, New’ England delegate. at: 
national convention. Thursday (20). :Norm MacDonald, : WBZ-TV's ° 
Sunday - weathercaster, ‘turning homebuilder on two and a half acres. 
in Groton... WBZ-TV. promosh.man Shelly Saltman and nat. sales’ 
coordinator: Larry Feeney playing - in Grocery..Mfgs. Reps ‘golf tourney... 

. WNAC-TV. -nabbed. more. than: 16;000 - 

“Mr. -‘Sweep," in. three-week, period. ‘Station: has added” “Mr. . Sweep! s 
“ Cartoon: Circus”, 

J N PHILADELPHIA . 
“Dead End 1975?” ‘documentary . ‘study: : of the ‘oval : traffic: tangle, ; 

which. reeeived | favorable critical: comment and viewer respoise, to be | 
with original. sponsors. First Philadelphia’ Banking and 

Tasty .Baking . WIBG news director Jerry ‘Grave. elected president 
of the United Press’ ‘International Broadcasters. .of Pennsylvania‘ . 

i WIP moving into the Wellington: Hotel in the fall, Station will. remodel”. 
12,000. feet of hotel space for: its new headquarters, - on. Rittenhouse :” 
Sq... -Fom Donahue ‘the latest. ‘deejay'to join the. ‘local _lineup—Bob . 

Wh hen the Society for tke -Preservation ‘and -Encouragenient ‘of 
Barbersifop. Quartet. Singing held. annual: confab. in Philly, ‘WIP. ‘program 
director Varner Paulsen auditioned -30 groups and ‘came up -with.seven | 
custom ° Singing . -Station ‘personality .jingles -in a three-hour. recording 7 

WIBG:- publishing a Teen ‘Talk Dictionary. on -the -reverse.- 

IN C INCINNATI 
Taft Broadcasting Co. ‘making usé of its recently purchased. ‘sideline a 

operation, ‘suburban .Brentwood Bowl, for. originations. of. platter: ses-.”. :: 
‘sions by: WKRC’s “Big. Jon”..Arthur and. Ted. McKay's “Party. Line.’*””. - 
Station ‘received over.:8.000 Tequests for reprints ‘of its-airing. of. Come" 
munist brainwashing | tactics by’ U.S. Arniy. Major’ William. Mayer -: Dyes 
Univ. of Cincinnati renewed rights to WCPO and. ‘WCPO-TV. for airings’ 
next. season of home and away football and: basketball. ‘games.’ with-.ban 
on suds sponsors . . . Daytime | WZIP. has. sliced repeat five-minute... 
newscasts and launches éditorial. poliey” in fall : 

through ‘summer. 

IN- CLE VELAND . 
“Ed: Serwatka,. WEWS. engineer, was sfunned. when he: ‘saw his. strayed a - 

collie ‘on a. dag. giveaway show,. quickly reclaimed it, .and- all ‘right. in™ 
his own-studio .,.. Mike Preleé, KYW Radio. newsman; Was: announe- 
ing.Gen. MacArthur's trip. A. few. minutes later: the phone rang... It 
‘was Prelee’s old Army commanding: ‘Officer who heard the’ ‘show. They" 
tossed a reunion... .:. WEWS is. running: pop: concert films and reruns ~ 
of old mystery shows: in the spot from: which’ it booted: “The Untoucha- . . 
bles”. . . Carolyn Johnson is ‘the..new WEWS weather: eirl,, Teplacing: a 
Susan Saddler; touring in: ‘summer stock... . a 

I N PITTSBURGH: 
. Ed. Keily,- one. of: the ‘top officials’ with. ‘the Pittsburgh Steelers, ts 

. the three-week: replacement for. Mal. Alberts. ‘on the nightly Sport. show. 
Lon WIIC, .Bill ‘Cardille will handle: ‘Albert's. wrestling ‘show . during ‘the 

7 period . . John Stewart, anchor man.:on “Program, PM” on KDKA. is®: 
in. : West.- ‘Penn’ Hospital recuperating from minor surgery.” ‘Ed . King 
substituting. for-him . ., Len Johnsén: has a new. five-minute’ ‘news. show. 
on. WIIC called” “Pittsburgh. ‘News. Day: Report’. Senator: John -J, - 
‘Haluska is-haying a. running. battle.: with. KDKA-TV and. KDKA. and: 
‘the Pittsburgh Press over ‘their attack’ on ‘his ‘stand.-on’ strip- mining. 
legislation, Les. Rawlins, . spédking on KDKA;. refused. Haluska's’ invi- 
tation to appear at the. state: capitol: by saying, ‘We ‘at..KDKA. have 
declined ‘the. invitation because: Wwe'-can see it serving: no. useful pur-. ° he 
‘pose.”.Tad Reeves said about the same. thing. ‘and the’ Press, wha ‘started a 
the tirade when they. published. a picture of Haluska a using a ‘car, owned, eee 
by a- prominent strip: mine owner, also. passed: 

IN. MEMPHIS... «:: 
Memphis’ educational Channel: 10 will: be off. the. air’ ducing. August a 

the. National. Variety - ‘Artists | office. and booking - ‘beaucoup’ attractions * < 
-Plough:-Ratlio’ execs. .checked in. heré from: 

WMPS, _Memphis,. for annual ‘powwow with ehain prexy Harold Krel- 
stein running the show’, .. . Hal. Miller, w.k.-emcee of the “Happy. Hal . 

‘| Show” on. WHBQ-TV, touring Europe. With: sidekick - ‘Freddy Burns: . 
pinch-hitting in. the’ meantime. . * Lee -McEachern, : onetime WHBQ. 
radio and: tv emcee now: working ‘under the tag of Lee. ‘Noble: with - 
KRON-TV at San Francisco. _.. Carl Wefch, former ‘radio: skipper from | 

skippering.. ‘Newscaster. Paul Barnett: exit, local scene to. join. WPLO’ 
‘news office at Atlanta. : 

IN. SEATTLE . 

direct from Seattle offices of Hill, Darlington &. Grimm ° .«:. KOMO: 

casts. by Dr, Leroy -Ostransky,: professor. of music at U. of ‘Puget Sound, - 
Tacoma. Dr.. Ostransky is author of: the book,.““Anatomy. of. Jazz’... \.. 
Dan ‘Shannon named. operations. manager for KING-FM,: a-new.- posi: 
tion ; .';: KING-EM initiated a “new schedule: of ‘local. and: imported «. 

from 4 p.m. to midnight. Sources: include BBC, -_NBC and the, Broad- | 

stations. -in- group (KETO, KGFM, KGMJ; KING-FM. KI. SN: KMCS, 
‘1LKZAM, KUOW -and. KOL-FM). latter station | ‘readying. FM. Avansmitter; 
* will at. first simulcast regular. SOL-AM “programs: : at ee 

{iN MINNEAPOLIS © 
_ Chick. McCuen, WTCN-TV i new. scaster for: ‘past: three. years, w will join: : 

| NBC's Chicago news staff Aug.°1. McCuen will ‘handle newscasts for. 
| WNBQ-TV and WMAQ. Before joining: WTCN-TV, McCuen was WCCO- 
| TV's. newscaster: for ‘seven’ years and was @ radio news announcer in... 
| Des. Moines for.10 years. WICN-TY is. “conducting - ‘a nationwide search. . 
| for ‘the- best’ newsman-newscaster .available” to’ take. McCuen’s. place, 
.| aceording to news director Sheldon Peterson:. . .. WECO-TY. will-tele-| 
vise . Minneapolis. Aquatennial ‘parade Saturday: (15). Station, also: plans.:: 
to carry. highlights: of pre-parade show featuring. Lassie ahd a: Navy : 

ties. “Multimillion dollar expansion involves building new: audience. oOo 

TV: to film scenes of Evangelist Billy’ aad headquarters. here for: 

Mitche ul, Jobnn , — ; dts 
j higher base ‘pay this week... Initial |’ ~~ ell, Johnny Raven: and. Jimmy Stagg—at KYA, . San’ Francisco, 
; 24-hour. mass ‘exodus: not “having 

. .WSAT reports 16,000"... 
postcards response’ for: eligibility. in fiourly awards” of transistor ‘radios. °: «: 
on May 31-2. 2°: Len Goorian’s: variety: show” ecessed, by. WKRC-TV- notte 

while moving: its ‘studios and. offices to’ a gym ‘on. the. Memphis -State - 7 oe 
. Ray Brown, erstwhile Memphis -deejay, -now . heading’. 

Cornith, .Miss., now - heading up “sales crew at WLOK with Jack, Maurer.” - 

Radio KING now ‘doing & summary: report’ on. stock’ inarket: activities me 

Radio will broadcast Seattle. high ‘school. football: games next’ fall, ‘with. 
‘KOMO assistant Sports editor’ ‘Lee. Desilet ‘calling :the. games’. 
overs can get dope on the: origin, ‘evolution, and . various. ‘types. ‘of jazz | 
over KING-TV, but they: have ‘to: rise. early. to. catch. the. 8 .a‘m. tele- ©. 

. Jazz: _ 

progr ‘ams within the stations eight. hours of independent programming wis ; 

Seattle FM Assn:. formed...with nine. a 

. KSTP-TV. pr eparing. to augment its: color tv: facili-"::.-’. 



_ Wednesday, July 12, 1961 

; “VantEry’s | “ipdekly’ tabulation: based: « ‘on. “ratings furnished. by" American Research buyers ‘to loca? stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will fad the charts tat. ible 
Bureau, highlights the-top ten: network shows.on a. local leveland’ offers a rating’ study oon 

‘in depth of :the-top ten syndicated. Shows in the ‘Bane : arti tilar:. eek.” 
ten dijfercne markets are ‘covered,: ot if P oe anarket. This. week. results of that tabulation will. be fonnd weekly m VARIETY Coupled ttt the rt ty 

‘In the. syndicated. program: ‘Listings: of: the top ‘ten shows, rating. dota such. as the: performance of the top ten. nenwork shows on the local level, the Varteiy ARB ares vat . _ tie > ar . ey > vi: > . s ; 

 qverage. ‘share of audience, ‘coupled: with: data. as .to.:time: and ‘day of. telecasting ° ‘com>... are, designed to reflect the rating tasivs of virtually every tv market im the US 
petitive programming in the: particuiar: ‘slot,: -etc.,. fs. furnished: Reason fur detailing an |. (*) ARB's Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey. covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
exact picture ‘of the: rating performance. of syndicated’ ‘shows is.to. teflect the true rating ‘sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program ate listed. with the 

‘: strength of: ‘particular. sertés, Various. ‘branches. Of. the. industry,. ranging: from media. multi-week rating | of all programs in the time period given. 

WICHITA FALLS _ . | __ “STATIONS: KFDX,-KSYD, KSWO. "SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 

‘Over ‘the course of a year, ARB wil! f tabulate ao minenum of 247 markets The 

TOP TEN. NETWORK SHOWS” . TAN. 1 “TOP. SYNDICATED D PROGRAMS AY. AN. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK: “PROGRAM—DAY—TIME, a STA. RIG. K. PROGRAM—DAY—TIM iE. . STA.”.” DISTRIB, RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RIG. 

a a = a ve Coronado 9: (Eri. 1: 30) -iesedeiees.-KSYD... MCA 21 37 Flintstones sees KSWO 18 
2 1: "Wagon ‘Train. (wea: 6:30-7: 300 cele ED aera) i | bee , 7 : -Nanette Fabray .. KFDNX 13 
“2. Andy. Griffith (Mon. "8: 30-9: 00 woe KSYD 47; Re Twe: Faces: West: Show. Mo. at. 9: 30! KSYD..... Screen Gens . 28 §1 Your Life KPDN 19 
32 Rawhide: (Fri? .6:30-7:30) .. wer eel¢, KSYD:~<. -46)[°3.. Manhunt’ (Thurs, 8:00) -.2 0... 0. ‘KSYD ... Screen Geins. 25 49 Mv Three Sons KSWo 19 
4.-Gunsmoke.'Sat: 9:00-9:30)... “oD, “- 391) 4. M_ Squad (Thurs, 9:30) . “at. KSYD “34. MCA 2l "46 Robin. Life KEN wo 
4. Route. 66 ‘Wed: 9:00-10:00) . ... ut RSYD” 2 39} 4:-Miami Undercover (Sun. 9:30" ._KFDX ..- Liv-UA 21 42 Shotgun Slade KSsYbD 21 
_5. Garry Moore. (Ties. 9:00-10: 00i-.: +«:KSYD- -..-- 38.) 4: Shotgun Slade (Sun. 9:30) .. .sKSYD.....MCA 21 42; Miami Undercover KSyp 21 
6.. Bonanza. (Sat.. 8:30-7:30). tears s 4 KFDX. |.” 3T||'5.. Dangerous Robin;: Life (Thurs. 9: 30). -KFDX .... Ziv-UA 20. 43|M Squad KSvDp 21 
2. Laramie ‘(Tues. : 6:30-7:30): ..-........:KFDX... 35:|/ 6 Peny Express (Fri. 8:00) 6: ..::.,. -KSYD.... CNP 19 29:Tel Hr: Mitch .. KPDN 25 

'8.. Candid’ Camera (Sun. 9: 00:9: 30)". «. KSYD*: 34!] 7. Déath. Valley Days (Sat. 6: oo! oe eee. KRSYD 22. US? Borax 164 ‘62 Award Theatre KFD\ 8 
8. Have. Gun, Will Travel: (Sat. 8;30- QV. : KSYD- ot BAT 1. Best of Post (Mon. :) 30), Oeeeeett KFDX™,.. ITC.’ 14 2 June Allyson KSYD 17 

_. ‘Peter Gunn KSWO 17 

STATIONS: KCEN, KWIX. *SURVEY / DATES: FEBRUARY 16-.MARCH 15, 1961. 

al, ; ; Pe 1. US. Marshat (Er. 7: 30). “as we esewes KWTX.. NTA. 34 58 Nanette Fabray -KCEN at 
‘a2 Wagon frat Ore, ego a 7 > 2. Manhunt (Tues.. 8:00 0° 00... 3. KWTX.. . Screen Gems 25 410 Thriller KCEN | 27 

gt Re: if McCoys (Thurs: “4. 30-8: 00}. ee KWTX | °.: 48 3. Pony Express: Life (Thirs. 9-300 2... KCEN No. CNP 24: 50) Coronada 9 KWIX a2 
ol gt. Gunsmoke. ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30). var ORWTX mo 43 -4, Coronado 9 (Thurs. 9:30! oles cee KWTX MCA : 22 48 Pom. Life . KCEN 2% 

“4. Rawhide: (Fri: 6:30-7:30) me ee  KWTX.. 43 5. Lock-Up (Mon. 9:30). “ee ewe -+- -KCEN.... Ziv-UA 21 46 Peter Gunn : KWrr. 18 
ee wnaes res 5. Tombstone: Territory; Tightrope -° KWTX 2.0, Ziv-UA: - . Michael Shayne KCEN IT 
Be 77 Sunset: Strip (Fri,: '8:00-9: O01 sae KWTX. 2. 42 URri, ©9:30) Meelis wi” Sereen ‘Gems 21 46 

7: g.. My. Three Bhat (phurs. 8:00-8:30) °° Ewe a 39 &. Twa: Faces ‘West (Sat. 95001... 2... KWTX ...Screen Gems. 21 34 Loretta Young KUEN 24 
7 Te Got A Se. ‘ (Wi q 8:30-9:00"... “Kwrx 30] & ‘Johnny Midnight (Mon. 900). |... KWTX ... MCA 20 34 Barbara Stanwyck KCEN 31 
z Wels F “(Mo T8048 00). “KCEN- 39] 1. Dangerous _Rob'n Thars. 7:30 corre Raine BREA. 15 20) Real McCoys ” KWTX 48 

ells argo. on. cee AE oo, SE 8.-Sea Bunt. (Wed. : 9:3 ete ea Cae - ~_ KWTx ZA W 28 ( FHintstones . KCEN 23 

SANTA BARB ARA | _ - : — _ ~ i STATIONS: KEYT, KNXT. “SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 
: Se 2 ao L Haskicbersy 1 Hound (Wed. 2:00)... “KEYT oe. Screen. Gems. 29 . 56 Third Man vee KNXT ¢ 

2 Lawrence Well Sat, $.00-1 F001 ‘ee “al lo Ale Powers Ange's (Mon. 8:01.......KEYT s+: CBS 27 4B Pete & Gladys KNXT 8 
“oR. Alteed Hitchcock (Tues: 830.9: ‘001, 2.-KRYT ".. 32it 3. Lock-Up “Sat. 72001 nes es KEYT 1. Ziv-UA: 24048 Lock Up KNXT 7 Walt. Disney (Sun. 7:30-8: 30). a OKRYT. 38 4. Jes Collie : (Tues. 7:00) doce eaveen -KEYT ... FTC 23 40 Sea Hunt KNNT 8 ‘ ‘Walt. Bist y (sue 130 8:30) Peles SREY. eal 4..Pony ‘Express: (Sat. 8:30) 0 -.......°KEYT .:. CNP 23° 40 | Checkmate KNXT 17 
‘5 Wells F $ (Mon, 8:30-9: ERENT . 929 ‘3. Award Theatre (Thurs. 8-00". ......KEYT. ....Seceen Gems 22. 39° Anzel KNX 9 
5. We ie: oreo: "burs 9:30-10: OOF KEY ag IL & Grand Jury; Astaire (Mon. 900)..:....KEYT..... NTA. 21 37 Dani Thomas KNX? 9 

, 6. Ernie fore. (rt we 8:30). ‘  REYT 28 | ‘J. Dangerous Robin (Fri.7:00:.......0.. KE¥T 32. Ziv-UA, 19 4” Shoteun Slade KNXT 7 

He Maree ach’ We: st (Tues, 7:30- 8:301." LKEYT: 128 if B. Miami Undercover (Fri: 8 ays .» -KEYT. Ziv-UA 7 30 Route 66 KANSAS 13 
1. ‘Bachelor. Fatller thats: 9: 00-8: 300: KEY . 7 mail 9. an ac ee Sports’ Scene KEYT.. 7 Ziv-UA. il Zt _Hawhide KNST 2k 

“LO WHE R. RIO GRA STATIONS: KGBT, KRGV. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 
ae me aoe | A "Pluckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30) a KRGV- . Sereen. Gems. 30. 49. Ann Sothern .- KGBY 31 
oe ‘L. Gunsmoke: ‘Sat. 9: 00-9: #0) - 54 ae 1.. Mac: Raiders; Father ‘Fri. 7:30)... ia. KGBT... ..- Ziv-UA 39. $2 Flintstones KROV aa | 
~ 22. Wagon Train. (Wed... 6:30-7: 30). ; 50 (f° 2. Blue Angels (Mon: 7:30) | -. +e KRGV ... CNP | 24 . 45 Briaging Buddy ROBT 33 
":* .83i-Peérry “Mason: (Sat. 6:30-7:30). et ele ‘149 j] 3.. Miami Undercover (Wed. 8:00). .4.... KGRT ... Ziv-UA 27 o0} Hawaiian Eye, Film RRGV 27 

‘4; -Have Gun,. Will Travel (Sat. 8: S09) RCRE "484)-4. Johony— Midnight (Thurs: 8:00). lies ... KGBT....MCA 25 38 i Mv 3 Sons, How Great KROV 40 
5. Rawhide (Fri. 6:30-7:30) . °°. tee Keer. - cae 5. Third. Mane ‘Astaire’ er 8. 9:30 ates ~KRGV~. .. NTA 24 44 pocket KGB a | 

7... 6. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 001 - fo .:-KGBT. 7 45.|)-5: Thir an: Fargo -(T urs, 9:30) «.. 2: 7 77 Sunset Strip KGBE 4) 

...'6.°Candid. Camera’ tSun., 9:00-9 301. ..° KGBT- 45'S .:Lock-Up: (Thurs. 9:30) u.5 . 6... ore KGBT .. 2 Ziv-UA 21 44 Third Man: Fargo KRGV 27 
$s Danny Fhomas {Mon.-8:00-8:30° .. wee -KGBT:-: .45]| 7: Coronado 9. Mon: 9:00)". . roe - + BREN ie. MCA. 19 ‘32. Hennesey - KGRT 40 

. I’ve Got A. Secret (Wed. 8:30-9: 00): :-KGBT 43 & Dangerous" Robin "Sat. 10: 001... . KRGV:..: Ziv-UA 14 33 .QHony Kong, Playhouse Kiar 28 
a Untouchables . (Thurs. . 8:20-9: 30)" ate . KGBI: cn #3 8. 9. Mr.- Ea (Sun: 5: 00) reverence cena - KRGYV....MCA - 13° 65 Rites. Golf, Bowling, KGBI T 

. tee De, s , ation 

T AS. VEG AS — a : | 7 — STATIONS: KLAS; KSHO, KLRJ. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 1- MARCH 15, In8t 
° ae ae _ GnTembetone. Territory, ‘Wed. 001 wees KURI. see “Ziv-UA 39 57: ‘Hawaiian Frye ,.. RSTO 1% 

ae - ‘Wagon Train: (Wed. 4: 00-8: 007 ~ Shae i KLRI AT} 2.. Sea’ Hunt. (Tues. 7:30" wseee. KLAS |... ae Live UA 30) - 435 Nelson Family . KSSH 78 
“59, Jack Benny, (Sun. 9:30-10: 001 a s .-.sKLAS. ~. 434] 3: Death Valley Days ‘Sat. 7 G0}... Bebe KAS | . U.S. Borax 29 46) Fight, Naked Cily ...... KSHO 21 
V2): Rawhide + Fri:7:30-8:30).- veges fe KLAS: > 7 a4 | 4.. Tightrope «Fri. 9°30). 2. 2%. lpeeeeee ss KERJ -.. ') ‘Screen Gems: 28 -' 47; Lock-Up KLAS 2% 

'"3. Gunsmoke :'Sat:..10: -00-10:3 30) whee KLAS ': - 39.}|. 5... Lock-Up: (Fri: -9: 30:- eres: KLAS. .. Ziv-UA — 25 42) Tightrope KSURI Oy 
3. Have Gun, Will. Travel (Sat.. 9:30-10) . -KLAS- toy 39 6. Highway. Patrol (Fri. ‘7: 000... eee KELAS  ...Ziv-UA, 24 36 Flintstones RSHO 2% 
4: Perry Mason. (Sat. 7:30-8:30)-. - -, .KLAS -;. “3816. U.S. Marshal (Mon. ‘8: 1 : . -- KLAS ..- NTA 23 33!Fargo, Med 61 KLRJ JR 
5. Andy. ‘Griffith .(Mon.. 9:30-10: 00). SKLAS. ©. 36{/-7;.Manhunt: Show Mo. (Sat. ‘10: 36). eves KLAS..... Screen-Gems 23 58° Chiller KLRI ie 

"5, Route 66. (Fri. -8:30-9:30). 2 ob KEAS > 36) 8. Robin Hood; Peter. (W ed. 6: 30: apes “|. KLRJ. ..- Official 22 37, Three Stooges KI. 4% a | 
‘6. Checkmate (Sat, 8:30-9:30)." . °:. ots eee KLAS 0.0 2°35 |f- ~ = mo, News DD Edwards KEAS Pt 
ot Damy 1 ‘Thomas: (Mon, 9:00-2: 30). Lb ee: -KLAS +84 ae Reseue 8 (Fri. 6:30i silage ewes - KLRJ.:...Screen Gems 21 40! Three Stoores KELAS 4 

News DD Edwards KEAS 20) 

"STATIONS: KOAM, | KODE ” SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16- MARCH 15, 1961. 
See tn te nT 

Te A ge ‘Tombstone Territory (Tues. 6:30. _KOAM... .Ziv-UA 35 39° Bugs Bunny KODE 94 
1, ‘Wagon, Train 1 wea. 630-7: 300. :. . val Zambaton 9 (Fri. 9:30) ‘ees .s . -KOAM. .. - MCA. 31 65 Eyewilnesy To History ROD, 14. 
2. Rawhide (Fri: 6:30-7:30) wee oe: E  §=—s--. §-|| 2. Manhuat fThurs: . 8:00" - Dene. -KODE ... Screen Gems 31 51- Sea Hunt KOAM a | 
3. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 00). vetee E.. °.50]}-2.. Faces West; ‘Show Month (Sat 9:30. KODE ee Screen Gems 31 54 Fight KOAM vs 
3. Real: McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00'.:. 3. <.KOAM: =. 50]] | a er . . _ Fight) Spare’ KOA of 
‘4. Route 66 (Fri..7:30-8:30). ee x ODE.:. °° 48 3.'Sea" Hunt 4Thurs. B00: a wee eee SKOAM _Ziy-UA. 29 48 Manhunt KODE ‘a1 
‘5, Cheyenne ‘(Mon.. 6:30-7:30) |. 1)... -K 2 44il.@, Johnny Midnight (Thurs. 9:30) ..-.. ROAM 2 MCA 2) 40 June Allyson KODE “3 
6. Danny Thomas: (Mon. 8:00:8: Bor. “eye Ak “1.2, 4345. Brothers. Brannigan 'Mon. 8302...... KOAM..;.:CBS 16 24 Andy Griffith KODE. “mh 
&. Hennessey: (Mon. 9:00-9:30i- ve 1¢0.KODE. | .. 43-5, Huckleberry. Hotind (Fri. 6: 30). ROAM .--Sereen Gems 16 24 Rawhide KODE. 2 
6. Candid :‘Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30. woos KODE - © =. 43-5. Lock-Up (Fri 7:30) © reressnt tt AM ». Ziv-VA 16 24 Route 66 KODE. is 
6:. ‘Outlays (Thurs. §:30-7: 30)... ween ba ee -KOAM 43 t 5. Grand: Jury ‘Sun. 10: 00" seueeeceess KOAM  ..NTA 16 44 Sunday News Speciil KODE 24 

ES ats . - a os oe ae Islanders KODE 13 

_ CORPUS. CHRISTI POE at _ STATIONS: KRIS, KZ. *SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16-MARGH 15, 1961. 
1. Gunsmoke. (Sat. 9: 00-9: 30)... eres “KZTV. es. Stee oe Best or ‘Post: «Thurs. 7: 30) vine KRIS: 7 ITC 7 G3 Caeronads 9, Polit RZTV ae 3 
2.:Rawhide: (Fri. 6:30-7:30)... .:.0......KZTV . ~ 52.1) 2. Two. Faces West «Thurs. 8: 301 wiee.. KZTV.:.. Sereen Gems 34 49. Life Ford K RFs. 2G 

«2; Route, 66 (Fri:"7:30-8:30) ©) o. Pre RY 5 5240 3.. Loek-Up: iTburs. 9:00: . peas -KZTV .:. Ziv-UA 28 43 Lite Groucho KRIS " 
3. Andy Griffith (Mon. 8:30-9: 003.. :KZTV. . . 51 il. 4.. Midnight; Show. Mo. ‘Sat. 9. 302. weve KZTV.. MCA... 28 53 Ads In Paradise KRIS a | 
4. Wagon: Train: (Wed. 6:30-7:30) . oy :KRIS -.:.. 50 4. 3 Coronado 9;.Polit::Thurs. 7 300 eens KZTV ooo MCA 23° 38. Best of Post RRIS 28 
5. Have Gun, Will Travel «Sat. 8: 30-9" SoK2Tv. ae 49.) 6." Phil Silvers Wed: 900: ..... wares KZTV ... CBS 20) 32> Untauchatles BRIS 4% 
6, Garry .Moore. (Tues. ‘9:00-10:00)" -...KZTV:.: 48), 7. Border’ Patrol :Mon. 8:30: ........-. KRIS..... CBS 148 26 Ands (stiltith K7IV “ol 
1. V'ye.Got A-Sectet (Wed. 8:30-9:00"... .KZTV: --: 46 ll-x Blue Angels (Thurs 790)... 20.20.2. KZTV.....CNP 18 39 Outlaws* KISS 3 

_ 8. Candid.’ Camera ‘{Sun.. 9:00-9:30) -:..KZTV . . 44 i ds Trackdown ‘Sat. 19001 ..0........ KETV. .. CBS. 18 S2i Ad In Paradise BRIS 24 
-_ 8. Warited. Dead’ or “Alive (Wed. % 30-8. -K2TV. of G4 Be Manhunt. ‘Mon. 10:00): ...... “KZTV ©. Serven Gems 17 52) New. Weather BRE. 19 
oe . en oli sot _ 7 | Box. Dawe, Isianders KEI» 1) 

(Continued | on 1 Page 38) 



The Powéll and The Story 

smong the more refreshing. quotes to come. 

out of Hollywood over the. past dozen - - 

years or so was Dick Powell's explanation. of 

why. he planned to give up acting. 

“Frankly,” he told a somewhat startled inter: 

viewer, “I'm tired of trying to hold my stom: 

ach in.” 

For all its candor, that wasn’t quite the whole. 

story. Powell's girth—never very large at that— 

wasn’t expanding nearly as much as: was his. 

burgeoning career.as a producer and: ‘director. 

Thai was making the difference. 

But close associates who. knew acting: to be 

Dick's first love were sure he'd never stay away 

from the screen for too long a stretch, and they 
couldn't have been more right. 

What's more, Powell’s responsibilities on both 
sides of the camera during the past decade have: 

been demanding enough to spike even the. 

slightest suggestion of a paunch (and that. 

should clear up the mystery of who spiked.the 

paunch). | 

At any rate, Dick’s versatility will be-demon- 

strated. conspicuously. this fall in. his most ame: 

bitious television venture to: ‘date. He's serving 

as executive producer, weekly host, and every- 

‘third-week star of NBC's full-hour, Tuesday 
night “Dick Powell : Show:” 

An anthology of action and suspense, : it it should 

be oné of the most distinguished. dramatic of- 

ferings of the new season. Powell, ‘the président. . 

of TV's Four Star: Productions, has made a 

habit of selecting superior. scripts and: then 

giving them the acting and production values. 

they merited. _ 

‘He's always exercised a preference for the story: 

that was “different,” and even on'so important’ 

_a-series as this one, he has.no. thought of play- 

ing things safe. 

ABOUT 80 PER CENT of the plays will be 

originals, a policy | that’s already been greeted. 

with enthusiasm and. fresh, scripts. by writers 

who prefer composing ‘their. material from: 

scratch. - “ 

Among the films. completed, for example; is 
one written by Frank. Gilroy ‘and .another by 

Adrian Spies.. Both men have splendid records. 



aS. teleplaywrights. Gilroy $ “The Last Notch” 
(produced by MGM : ‘as: “The. Fastest Gun. | 

TV scripts t to ‘be bought for a: | Holly Ww rood fea- - 

“ture: ‘Author Spies: won the. first, Robert-E. me 

‘Sherwood: Award: for: “Island | in ‘the City,” | 

memorable drama abouta a Puer to: Rican poi 

a man. in. New York. 

“NEITHER: WRITER had + to be ‘persuaded to 

; submit scripts: for. the: new ser 1€S;: for he knew a 

the casts would:be. selected not. merely for ‘mar. 

“quee: value, but for their honest. to- goodness: 

qualifications: for the roles.. 

Thus, “Somebody's Waiting" Spies’ affecting. 

story. of'an eter nally lonely seaman. whose | pr “O- 

pensity for. talking’ too. much ruins just: about 

all his chances for making friends—séemed to 

. cry: out fore a Mickey Roon ney ‘So M ickey Rooney A 

it will be. 

Gilroy’ $. “Who: Killed Julie Greer?” will star 

Powell himself: as a police inspector inv restigat- 

ing the murder ofa: lovely. model: dancer. But. 

“also on hand. will be such ‘performers 2 as Ralph . 

‘Bellaniy; Carolyn Jones, the aforementioned 
Mister Rooney, . Lloyd. Bridges, Jack. Carson, 

_Dean J ones; s, Edgar Bergen. and. Kay Tho
mpson. : 

_ Ariother of the. finished films i is “The Geetas. 

“Box,” an original by the writing, team of Art. 

“and Jo Napoleon: This one, with Cliff Robert: : 
“son, Charles. Bickford, and Dean Stockwell, 

_ heading the cast, tums on a ‘truly i Wi genious. 

scheme t to. ‘rob one of California’ 's:most impor- 

tant banks:in broad. daylight. (The intriguing: a 

“title, as any self-respecting crook knows, is un- 
BY 

he's been slugged, kicked and 

‘pummeled more thoroughly 

than 3 a pillow in a non-stop 

nightmare. Enough is enough. 

derworld parlance for the cash container inside 
a bank's. vault.). 

No film-maker in Hollywood has greater re- 

spect for story values than Powell. In the new 

‘venture, solidity of: script will be especially 

vital, for. unlike a series in which virtually the 

same char acters and backgrounds appear week 

after week, each. of these dramas will be mak- 

ing it on its own 

| I that'Ssomething of.a challenge, it’s also some- 

thing of.a boon, for it permits a producer more 

latitude i in his choice of story matter. The forth- 

coming series will be concentrating on adven- 

“ture and: suspense, but the variety of possibili-. 

‘ties within. that gamut are virtually endless. 

‘MOREOVER, the _program—action-centered 

though it is—has. no intention of substituting 

overt violence for honest dramatic substance. 

| There's an awareness on the part of all con- 

cerned that. in a skillfully-wrought suspense 

play, a mere threat of injury or worse can carry 

much.more impact than the act itself. 

Besides, nothing would be more understand- 

able.at this point than bossman Powell's own 

distaste. for. violence-ridden scripts, 

As an actor-whose. more physical roles have 

called for him to impersonate such belea- 

~guered characters as Richard Diamond, Mike 

Dante, and Phillip Marlowe, 



Vap.ery'’s weekly tabulation based “on ratings furnished, by American Research" 
_bigitights the top ten network shows on a-local lerel and: offers.a rating. study. 
2 of the top ten symatcared shows te the same particular markets, 

cteeent unaeleds are corered 
fee syndicated precqrrm listings of the top ten shou's,. rating data such as the 

Serr ore of audience, coupled with data, as to time and day of telecasting coin- ~. 

poagrmammorg in the partiowar slot, ete., 

vent genre of tre rating perjormance ‘of syndicated. shows is to reflect the true rating: 
at partic ular series. Various: branches of the industry, ranging - ‘from media 
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STATIONS: KviP; KHSL, " ssuRVEY DATES: FEBRUARY i6- MARCH: 15, ‘et oe 

- Wednesday,
 ‘July: 12, 19

63: ae . 

buyers. to local stations andJor advertisers to sundicators will find the charts vabiable.. 

*, ’ Over. the course of a ‘year, “ARB will tabulate: -Q: ‘minimum “of 247° markets. The ae 
results. of that tabulation will be found: weekly” in VARIETY. Coupled with :the rating ‘ 
performance of the top ten network shaws. on the local level, ‘the. VarteTy-ARB charts |. 

. are. designed ‘to reflect the rating tastes” Of . ‘virtually every tv market in the U.. Se Poa? 

(*ARB's Feb;-Mar..1961.-survey covered a. multi-week period. “Syndicated shows. } - 
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating ‘or: ‘special. ‘program are. listed,” ‘with ‘the. . 
_ multi-week rating of all programs in the time: period: given. Te ae aan 

‘eo ewes ae be 

TOP TEN NETWORK sHOWS TOP. “SYNDICATED PROGRAMS. ae AY. AV. | TOP "COMPETITION v AV. a 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA, . RIG. |. RK. _PROGRAM—DAY—TIME. STA. DISTRIB. RTG. BH! PROGRAM ‘STA. _ RIG: 
“oo - — —_—, oo ———— | i acekield 

' : - 1. Best ‘of Post (Mon. 7:00)... yee eee wees -KHSL., toe ITC. 29° aT Lock-Up bceaee ee “RV 2 

» Wacon Train Wed: 900-9 Bere RUST. 48 || 9. Pony Express (Fri. 7: 0012. KVIP.. "CNP 28 471 Award ‘Theatre. Rie 2 
2 Rawhide -Fri. 7:30-8:30). KHSL 44|| 3 Mr. Ed (Fri. 6:30)... 0.0 0.....02 0.06 KHSL.....MCA’ 27, 47 Shotgun Slade ..°...27:KVIP ~~ 22, 
4. Jack Benny ‘Sun. 9:30-10:00) |...) -KHSEL, ai, 4 U-S- Marshal ‘Thurs. 6:30)...........KHSE, «.- NTA 26 38 | Teave Tt Sade ..KVIP 19 
5. Yd Sullivan 'Sun., 8:00-9:00) ........KHSL 4p || 3: Blue Angels (Tues. 7:00) °. y-.....+0:.KHSL-... CNP 24. ©, 38) Leave It To Beaver......-KVIP {> 30 
& Perry Meson -Sat. 7-30-830) ..... HSL 3g || 5: Highway Patrol (Tues. 6:30!-......« VIP: ..Ziv-UA 24° a3 }Manhunt. . 2.2 sc KHSL > 19°. 
7. Andy Griffith 'Mon 9:30-10:00- |) -WHSL° —.37]) 3: Loek-Up. Mon. i oo8 TI -KVIF. sb DIVA 24. 39 Best _of Post...... LILEKHSE 29" 
J. Rifleman -Tues. 8:00-8:30)  —....- VIP "37 + Faces. Wes M Squad_ Thurs. 7:00). .-KHSL. a » Seren, Gems; 94: : Oo . Sea Hunt RESET TRY 24 
8. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-19:30)-.. KHSL 36. : : _— ee a 

: Trae “10-091 5. Sea Hunt: (Thurs. 7:00). Seceeeee KVIP:.;.. Ziv-UA | 24 0} 40. Paces. Wi st; . KKH! “240 
8. Red Skelton (Tues. 9.30-10°00) -..-.. “KHSL 36 [I 5. Fightrope (Thurs. 730) se KHSL /J/Sereen Gems .24~” est; M: Squad. “1 KHSL. 24 ; 38: i Outlaws’ 
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STATIONS: KBOI, KTV. *suavey DATES: FEBRUARY, [6- MARCH. 18, 101 

1. ‘Sea Hunt. (Sun. 900 KBOR: at gee oe : ..- KBOI:.... “Ziv-UA 39" “68. Chevy ‘Show a ewew ee “KTVB “4 
1.-Caudid Camera (Sun. 8:00-8.30) .... KBOI ‘63 || 2. Award Theatre (Mon. P2001. oo co ens ENB: ve . Screen Gems. 32 62 | Adv. In. Paradise. REED KBOL -. 20. 
2. What's My Line? :Sun. 8.30-900'.... KBOT 49 || 3. Blue Angels (Sat. 8:30). ; -KBOI.....CNP 28° 49 Fight. a - KTVB: - 30. 
2. Sk ‘Tues. . eee K , "4 Fight; Spare: 20's. .KIVB 25. Red Skelton ‘Tues. 7.30-8.00) | ..... BOI — 49 | 4. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:001':....KBOT. _c.:Sereen Gems’ 27‘ §4 i Reporters Weather 2 KTVB. . 26 
2. Groucho Marx ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30) ... KTVB - 49.7: - . . :! Huntley-Brinkley: Mey “KTVB. . 28 . 

3. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 7:30-8:00) ..... KTVB 47 || 4. U.S. Marshal -(Thurs, 7:00).2..... ++. KTVB......NTA ° 27° «47 Dorina Reed ley ne RIVE “30 
3. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9°30)...... KTVB 47 | | 5.. Coronado, 9 (Sun. o30 me watts ee neee KOT ar MCA 26 Di ‘Chevy Show . ve eeee gee ee KTVB 

| Griffi , 30-8 00) 2.2... . Best of Post. (Sun. ibe been 'B..... 24 “ Jac enmy. .. 2 .....08% KBOT - “34 
4. Andy ‘ riftith ‘Mon. 7.30-8 00) KBOI 46 6. Bugs. Bunny (Fri. 6:00)... .s.eceeee: KBOI..... UAA 24 56 } ‘ Reporter;- Weather: i302... KTVB: 18 
4. Wagon Train ‘Mon. 8 00-9:00) ....... KTVB 46 _ ot , :Huntley-Biinkley a “KTVB. 21 
5. Nawhide Fri 7.30-8:30) ........-. KBOLI 45.1 6: Mr. Magoo (Thurs. 6:30) 2.020.608. -KBOI.....TV Pers. Inc. 24 ‘Bat Masterson . tant tery: TVB. . 23 
6. Flintstones ‘Fri. 7-00-7:30) .... seen. KBOI 43 | 7. Quick ‘Draw MeGraw ihton. 6:01. teens - -KBOL., ;---Sereen Gems 22°. it Reporter: Weather e's KTVB: ep 

“ . FHtuntley-Brinkley:. .:..... ‘KTVB - Jo 

 Bananza “Sal 

Red Sketton 

{,arcy Moore 

. Wagon Train 

. Rawhide «Sun 

‘Wed. 9:00-10:00) 
9.00-10:90) new wim | 

. Gunsmoke ‘Sat 8:00-8:30) 

we <@ 3 . Ed Sullivan «Sun. 6:00-7:00) 
Untouchables ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:30) 

>. 30- 6. 3) . 

‘Tues. 7:30-8:00) . 

. Candid Camera 'Sun. 8:00-8:30: 
Tues, 8:00-9:00) . 

What's My Line® ‘Sun. 8°30-9: 90+ 

. Andy Griffith (Mon.. 7.30-8.00'. 

45 |! 1 Coronado 9; ‘Show Mo. (Sat. BBD ca 

“STATIONS: KOB, KOAT, KGGM. 

KGGM, [MCA , 31 | 

‘Hu nee Betakley 

*SURVEY DATES: FEBRUARY 16: MARCH 415,19 

a cs Fight L, — oo I Roat a ween KOB. 
KGGM 4b . . Fight; Spare. ‘we oe weecee KOAT 22° 

-¢ees KGG! 2. Two: Faces West (Sat. ‘9: 00) :: Dey. beens ‘KG GGM.. . Screen Gems 25. 46 | Roaring 20's.............KOAT “19 
wee. KGGM 39 || 3. This Man’ Dawson: Life (Thurs. -8:30) KOB. ABC 2k 33 Untouchables peace Joees KOAT 33°. 
eeeeee KGGM Bd 4. Highway Patrol (Tues. 9:30). ....0 7... KOB. we _. Ziv-UA ~Wt 34; News 2 0.7 oo SS KOAT 18 
eaee KOB. . a oe ‘| Weather; Movie wetter cc KOAT = * 1607 

KGGM o 4. Meet McGraw: Pete & Gladys KGGM.. .. ABE 17 35: ‘News | |: woos eee  KOAT 20 
Lees G ; 2 (Thurs, 9:30). 2.0. ..5 0. cea. me 1 Weather: “Movie veeeaee -KOAT. 2.20 
sees KGGM | 5. Death Valley Days ‘Tues. 6:30).0 6.0: 2-KOAT . US. Borax 140 .311 Dobie Gillis). 2.5.0.0... KGGM f+ 20: 

abeeee KGGM al 5. San ‘Francisco Beat (Fri, 9: 30). passe "KGGM.... CBS. 14. 132 News .... weeeeess ee KOAT an y oe 
oe eee KGGM oo “0 | Weather; Movie ebb +22: KOAT a) ba 

KGGM - 3 6. Blue’ Angels (Mon. 9: 00) web ase eadas .:KOB Leone ‘NP 13... 25! “Adv. In ‘Paradise ..: oth. as ‘KOAT “22. 

ve, yA aH 6. Sea Hunt (Fri. 9:00)... 0.55 6....5... KOB .....Ziv-UA A3. 35 ‘Detectives’ 222..00.2...:KOAT) 27° 
rth KOAT —s 83. 7. Not’ For Hire (Fri. 6:30) vies +s----KOAT CNP. 10 Route 66 020.00 KGGM 20 
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FCC Program Form 
_ Continued from page 26 ene ee eee 

enstung significant format revi- 

BLO 

~ Application of the new report- 

Ins requirements to Heensees seek- 
int EC okay of “major changes” 

in thi stations ag well as renewal 

applt- ints, applicants for new. sta- 
tion. ind prospective buyers. Re- 
nesa! applicants and applicants 
for ¢najor changes In. thelr station 
setnt: are required to tell about 
both past and proposed future pro- 
giamevinz, 

—-Alinoush the composite week 
methad of reporting past program- 
mins is retained for renewal ap- 
plicants, a second method is pro- 
posed as a sop to broadcasters. 
This is called the “Applicant’s Se- 
lected Week” and is. comprised of 
the prostramming of seven days to 
be Chosen bs applicant during the 
first 12 :onths of the current li- 
cetise terat The proposal fs de- 
sizned to meet objections that the 
composite week ‘selected by the 
Commission: might give an unfair 
preture of a licensee's fare. 

- \V statement as to whether the 
applt ant has or plans to have 
‘programs destzned for children.” 
Tr he does. the licensee or appli- 
cant must describe the tot pro- 
Yrieis, their frequency and = time 
Slots, ‘ 

--\ new tormat for reporting 
tine allotted fo various program- 
Mit2 catesories during the com- 
pasife week, the applicant’s select- 
ed aveek and the “typical” week | 
proposed for the future. Categories | 
are the same as in previous pro- 
posal, eg., educational, instructive, 
Public affairs, agricultural, news, 
sports, entertainment and others 

during ‘the week, the top 
one hour end total: number exceed- 

ito be specified’. However,,. instead 
o£ merely listing. the amount “of |. 
time devoted weekly to such fare, |—— 
the applicant under the new pro- 
posal inust state what portion of 
time’ devoted to each category was 
live, recorded -and network-origin- 
ated. 

be filled out on the nature of the 
programming under all categories |. 
except entertainment, sports and 
news. In an effort to be fair. Com- 
missian also proposed to let the. 
‘broadcaster describe. any enter-. 
tainment fare. deemed of “unusual. 
or outstanding character.” 

—A more elaborate breakdown 
on commercial practices, including 
the maximum amount during any. 
one hour during the composite, ap- 
plicant’s: selected and proposed 
typical weeks. And—as a ‘new twist, 
the “total. number of interruptions” 

ing a minute in a week or during 
any heur during the weeks. in 
question are demanded. _ 

—Applicants for: renewal or 
major change must. submit an ex- 
hibit cOmparing their previous pro- 
posed programming “typical” ‘week 
with the actual fare offered during 
the FCC-prescribed ._ composite’ 
week. “If substantial ‘differences. 
exist, explain reasons: for differ- 
ences, is the proposed form's! 
ominous command. 

—Another exhibit would be re-. 
quire’ elaboration of any | steps’: 
taken or proposed which would 
“encourage local. musical and dra-’ 
matic talent for use in-connection 
with the applicant's program. serv-. 
ice” American Federation of Mu-. 
sicians which filed. cconiments in 

= the February sessions ‘has been urg- 1° 
“Jing FCC moves along . these lines. 

[7 with . reply briefs due Sept. 18. 
. “In the absence ‘of the most unu- [ 
}sual . circumstances,” 

| his sidekick,. 
—Detailed questionnaires must: 

in any 

-Comments: were invited. by Sept. 

“FCC said, 
“these dates Ww ill. not be extended.” 

| Miami 1V 
— Continued from page 27 — 

identification announcements were 
not made.” 

grams broadeast by .Fréed'. .°. at 
_ ‘| least ‘part of the line* charges and 

engineers’ . salaries: were paid by 

attorney Thurman! licensee (WINS). 

Whiteside. —“WINS - billed Fieéd ‘far: the 

Echoing. ‘and. voicing “accord with i 

FCC's findings, the - ‘appeals ‘bench 

-agreed..that. Public. Service's” and| * 

misconduct of the other: applicants | the deotits of. Freed's: promotions 

ry from . . (WIN $).""" 

‘so . reflected ‘on ’ their character: which were advertised. over. .the. 

qualifications. as to disqualify thent|Station and’ that . the ~ required. 
‘an- sponsorship - identification: + for. the outlet.’ This means they ‘nouncements. Were not ma de. ” 

can’t make ‘a new bid for the lucra-} 
tive channel when. it’s: bute up. for 

| grabs again. duce "Freed with record manufac- 
‘Opinion by Circuit Judge E. Bar- iturers and/or. distributors where- 

rett Prettyman had this’ to say: 
“Surreptitious efforts. to influence; Censee - (WINS) directly 
an official (Mack) charged: with: the | proadcasting, ‘of records.” 
duty: of. deciding contested issues |. 
upon an. open: record 
with our system of. govéernment—} pation In the ‘profits of ‘record 
due process, fair. ‘play, ‘open pro-, companies’ for the mutual. benefit 
‘ceedings, ‘unbiased. - uninfluenced: of Leeds and .. .- (WINS). | 
decision. He who engages in: such: “See (WINS: had been- 
‘efforts in a ‘contest . . ..is fortunate. formed. that Granger ‘had: been | 
if he loses ‘no more thar the matter: paid by. ‘a record manufacturer for : 
‘involved in the hearing,” ‘the ‘plugging’ ‘of its. records.”. 

‘The Chanunel 10. case. was per-| “Officers of. . «. (WINSt -$O-- 
haps’ the. most celebrated and pnb-'licited and accepted gifts of “sub- 
licized ex-parte evisode® exposed by _ stantial ‘value from: record. com-. 
the Harris. Lesislative : Oversight : : panies.” 
Subcommtittee-and later subiect ‘of, /—‘It ‘appears that .. “WINS: | 
a special FCE rehearing, the . first: w as. aware: of the prevalence of 
:canducted_ by..the Commission. 

Since "it 
changing of- money, 

“*payola’ ‘practices’. -at. least. as 

it rates as, the: its . employes were’ alleged to. be. 
most flagrant of the. tv. ‘channel re=: engaging . in such’ practices . ...+|- 
hearing cases. Other eases of thé: tand).-in .the - -cirumstances.- the 

[same ik. received milder treatment | licensee. was’ grossly. negligent -in 
at lands: of: F cc. Jearrying out its. duties and fulfil- 

.a record distributor directly to the. 

‘expense of his: remote. broadcast-- 
ing, which bills. exceeded. his sal-- 

_t{WINS) received 10°% of. 

- (WENS)}. attempted. to in- 

by the latter would pay the li 

for the | vhether the (payola) matters . °. 

—"* . . (WINS) attempted to in- 
in. accord! duce Leeds. to. arfange for ‘partici-. 

involved “alleged ex- early .as 1954 and that ‘certain :o€ 

McCaw (wis). To Have His Say_ 
; Continued trom page 25. a 

ling ‘{ts- responsibilities. ; as ‘a. a licen-, 
see: of this Commission”. . 

—‘With respect ta éertain. “pro- | The: most: important paragraph. o 
'to WINS .came later: in: the. letter. 
It disclosed that. the. ‘station has. a 
‘chance to. obtain a. Hcense Tenew- 
al Without a hearing.- : 

- It'said: “The. Cotamission is un-: 
able. to determine - at this. time |: 
that.a grant: ofthe (renewal) ap-:. 
plication would.” ‘serve’ the .publie 
interest. -It ~ ‘appears, - therefore, 
said ‘application: must: ‘be. designat- “7 

ed: for hearing. The .purpose of 
this. letter:is to give the ‘applicant . 
san Opportunity to inform. the Com- 
mission of. any. reason why it be-- 
lievég ‘the application should. not... 
be © designated for hearing. . Any: 
‘reply you wish to make. should. ‘be. 
‘filed...... within- 30 ‘days ‘Upon. 
receipt | -of any. such. reply,’ the 
Commission -will - determine’ 

have been resolved. and.. whether. 
it-can-grant your-application with-".. + 
out a hearing. If it is-unable so to 
find, it will designate your applica-. 

‘tion for. hearing 0 on the issues then 
n_ | obtaining.” 

ae APPROVES 14. _ 
“MORE TV STATIONS — 

Tokyo; “July. 11. 

‘' Postal Service: Ministry. . will al-- 

locate: 14 new licenses for. tv sta- 

| tioris, Anchiding iwo- each. ‘for’ the. 

Kanmon and * ‘Onomichi -. ‘districts. 7 

Abashiri, .Obihiro,. “Hikodate.. Wak- ~ 
y kanai,: Nayori, Kushiro, Sendaf, 
Nagoya, ‘Hiroshima  fand. Fukuoka. 

Areas: to. receivé. one: station. arte 
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Clear your shelves early!’ Spark fall sales in mid-summer with 

‘an-ad in Variety's 16th-Annual Radio-TV Review-Preview Issue 

| published at the.end of this month. 

it's. an enormous pre-season selling opportunity ... the industry 

buyers’ major guide to the fall 

“Last year, one TV. station operator's summer sales 

- strategy called for a display in VARIETY of all his 
upcoming fall-winter lineup of programs and stars. 

Result: an unprecedented number of sales BEFORE 

the ‘season. started. The station is back this year 

‘with the same successful approach. 

7 Your .ad. in the Review-Preview Issue backs up your product 

oe Anvestment; ‘supports your sales agent; and helps bring new 

_--summer sales vitality to your programming, talent, time or 

“syndicated property. 

Make your space reservation 
at any Variety office now! 

ETY 
NEW YORK 36 CHICAGO 11 =—_— HOLLYWOOD 28 
154 W. 46th St. 400. N. Michigan Ave. 6404 Sunset Blvd. 
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GLENN MILLER TIME) 
With Johnny Desmond, Ray Me- 

Kinley, Patty Clark 

Producer: Bill Harbach 
Director: Bob Scheerer 
Writer: Marty Roth 
80 Vins.; Mon., 10 p.m. 
GENERAL FOODS; P, LORIL- : 
LARD 

CBS-TV, from N. ¥. 
Yo & BR, Leeren & Newell 

le there wa, any doubt about 
ft. sumer ix now definitely here. 
The uncixtahable sign of the sea- 
son is a show with Johnny Des- 
mond vino this time has turned up 
as Cy-host with Ray McKinley in a 
serie, pegged to a reminiscence of 
the lite Gienn Miller. The result 
is a li hitueiszht outing that never 
stiass nito any unfamiliar byways. 

MeKizdet’s band, which works 
under the name G lenn Miller orch, 
opened the show with a good 
swinging arrangement of “In the 
Mood.” 

bore little relationship to the late 
bandleader. Desmond; who is 

.tend.ng tu hoke up his perform- 
ance with some corny ‘body Eng- | 
lish, is still a very gaod singer, 
handling “Birth of the Blues” 
“Serenade in Blue” neatly. A pret- 
ty blonde songstress. Patty Clark, 
registered as a promising talent in 
her renditions of “Hey, Look Me 
Over” and “My Lover Has Gone.” 
The Castle Sisters, a trio, aecent 
harmonies that dan't quite fit into 
this musical context. McKinley 
Shapes uv as a genial personality 
In his song-and-dance stint with 
Desinond on “Two of a.Kind.’” His 
Dixieland segment with the small 
bard owas, however, | somewhat 
tired 

The sevipt called for the show 
to deliver “something . old. some- 
thing new, something. borrowed. 
soinething blue.” a phrase and a 
eoncept that should be retired to; 
Pasture. - Herm. 

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM PRE- 
SENTS LOLLIPOPS 

With Toronto Symphony Orch 
Producer: Eric Till : 
60 Mins.: Thurs., 9 p.m. 
WCBS-TV, N.Y. 

Fans of the “Gunslinger” series, : 
which was preempted by this spe- 
cia! slotteng of the Saturday after- 
noon “Tite International Hour,” 
were probably mystified by this! 
longhair stanza. There wasn’t a 
fast draw or a knockdown fight ° 
during the hour and neither was - 
there a plot. It was just a program | 
of lizht classical pieces, generally | 
serving as concert encores, and 
known in the maestro trade as. 
“lollipops.” 

If ‘the western buffs. hung. 
around, however, they would have ; 
been edified by the pe: formance 
ot the late Sir Thomas Beecham, 
a mastertul wit and raeonteur who 
introduced each number with 
some pointed comment. or ance- | 
dote The charm of Beecham’'s 
commentary turned) the musical : 

selections into stage waits. The- 
program, filnied in straightforward { Directors: 
stsle in a neatly appointed C anadi- } 

TELEVISION REVIEWS. 

| GREAT GHOST TALES 

'‘ Director: 

FORD MOTOR. CO. 

[ROYAL SHAKESPEARE 
_ | THEATRE ©... | 

Peter Bran-' (Accent) —-. 
: With ‘Alexander Kendrick, Christ- 

-oplier Plummer, Peter Hall, Van- 
‘| essa Redgrave . 
+ Producer: Bill Kobin 

_ | Director:.James MacAllen 
130 Mins., Sunday, 5 p.m. — 
CBS-TV. (tape): 

(William Wilson) 
; With Robert Duval, 

don, Laurie Main, Joanne. Lyn- 
‘ville, others 

Producer. Audrey | “Gellen 
Daniel Petrie 

: Adaptation: James Lee 
: 30 Mins.; Thurs., 9:39 p.m. 

_packager’s new projects. 

hut thereafter the stanza- 

‘the 

and:. 

: Unquestionably, 
-val has a big future in the Ameri: 
‘can arts playing the’ 
breed, but not as an -Englishman. | .- 
Like most Americans, he isn’t ‘up. 

: NBC-TV, from N. ¥. (tape) 
‘J. Walter Thompson? 

It 
Daniel Petrie so frequenily . 
heir at Talent Associates to di-. 
rection of one or another of the 

his efforts, when they 
pear on television are, at the poor- ‘ 

er end of the measurement. scale, ! 
an undisciplined discharge of hy 
per-thyroid acting, or, at best, 
slightly off-centre affair. .The pre-.: 
miere of “Great Ghost Tales’’ on : 
NBC-TV, 
ment for Tennessee Ernie,” was 
slightly off-centre and, that. being : 

vase, 
chance: to improve. 

James Lee did a reasonably sound ,; 
‘half-hour adaptation of Edgar: ‘Allen | 
Poe’s “Williara’ Wilson; ‘the tale | 
of a malicious, thieving, cheating, | 
: phitandering upperformer ‘at one: “+ Was ‘Shakespeare a man. who'[ 
of England’s better sehools. Winter | F 
finally .murdered his- conscience. : 

_ and, as a consequence,.ended up. a. 
gibbering Toon. 

With -this raw but firm ° base, 

comes as a’ surprise. that 
falls., of the. initialer’ in: CBS-TV’s’ sum- 

Some. of || 
finally ap-.! ‘ford shrine‘to the Bard; show’s fea-. 

cnews 
.|Kendrick tossed: queries at the |: 
itrio grouped. on. the Jaw behind 

as the summer replace- 

still has not lost its | 

Television’ Ss: hottest, Brest 1 g e: 

ete.) | 
- William Shakespeare, was the. topic 
playwright Emmy. honors 

mer 0 ’seas junketing “Accent.” 
’ Made on’ location: at the- ‘Strat: 

iture-was a discussion of the Eliza-. 
;bethan dramatist’ s relation. to:mod- 

- Vern audience. with: English - thesps. 
ry | Christopher ‘Plummer: and Vanessa 

: Redgrave. and- Royal. Shakespeare , 
: Theatre’ director Peter Hall. - 

“correspondent . “Alexander | 

#the. famed ‘theatre. 

Discussion was‘a- random affair: 
with only’.: occasional  -highlights. 

i Toward: ‘the. close, :Kendrick was 
floundering with the sort of query: : 
that.could have been answered eas- 
ily- by: a vocational high: sophomore 

“write: ‘primarily’ ‘poetry, or was he 
, Drimarily. concerned with plot?” 

After all had agreed that Shake- 
speare was vital and modern even 

| today,- Plummer: opined.that there 
Petrie still got fost: First off, his | was still ‘misunderstanding beeause 
choice to play the. title character | the-western world. is still living in | 
was a strong actor named Robert |-the. Victorian age, which had none’ 
Duval. who appeared as the lead in: 

‘a recent and notable. off-Breadway | 
production, Michael... Shurtleff's 
“Call Me By My Rightful’ Name.” 

the magnetic Du-. 

to the authentic inflections. of the 
English, 

ambled men- conscience, 

‘part was ‘dissipated. Laurie Main, 
:in briefly,.as a wronged English 
| gentleman, was. excellent. 

The annoyances of misdirection 
‘batfled the mood of ecriness that: 
‘Poe intended and. Lee mainly pte- 
.served. The resulting shock could. 
_ be likened to a kiddie. car raniming | 
‘a pillow. 

Color was “good on this “halt- 
hour, though ignoring for a mo- 
ment that both NBC and Sponsor + 
:Ford like color, ghost stories gen- 
erally show up better in tradition- 
al shades of gray and black. 

Art. 

TAKE AND THE KID 
With Murray Westgate, Rex Ha- 

gon, Frances Tobias, Alex Mc- 
Kee, Robert Christie; others * . 

-Exec Producer: Raymond White- 
house 

Ron. Weyman, 
Gardiner 

an Broadcasting Corp: studio, in- | Writer: W. O. Mitchell 
eluded works by Suppe, Saint-! 
Saens, Sibelius, Massent and Ros-: | PILLSBURY 
sini. Of the latter, Beecham said . 
he never had a serious musical | 
idea in his life. Hern. 

THE TWO MRS. CARROLLS 
With Susan Oliver, John Newland. 

Patricia. Manning, Joan Tomp-| 
kins. 
MacGibbon, Sharon Scott 

Producer: Alexander Ramati 
Director: John Newland 
80 Mins.. Sat., 6 p.m. 
LINCOLN SAVINGS & LOAN Co. | 
KNXT, Los Angeles — 

Witn this” revival 

Vale's wild and woolly melodrama, : 

Alex Davion, Harriet E.! ‘ format, 

30 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m. 

-CBC-TV, from Toronte (tape) 
(Leo Burnett) -. 

After four years as a radio-sus- ¢ 
tainer on the Canadian Broadtast- |. 
ing Corp., “Jake and the Kid”, has’ 

‘finally got a sponsor and teed oft 
‘on CBC-TV for the ensuing 12 
;weeks. Situation comedy, in. new 

stations of the CBC web but can: 
be picked up, sans “commercials, 
by other CBC affiliates. 

Tagged “The Day Jake Made. It 
Rain,” opening ‘episode ‘dealt with. 

of Martin | Summer -drought in a mythical 
‘prairie town, the neighbors’. put- 

KNXI"s_ irregular series of five . UP- -or-shut-up accusations regard- 
“prestige” ~ specials has clearly de- 
seended in Stature.from the proud, 
lofts and artistic project: it seemed | 
to represent at its inception to the i? 
uneertarn and compagatively tepid ; 
orermn.s if has become. Fhe choice 
o this play appeared to be a. 

rakeoul commercial compromise, 
th aw Kind of  play-it-safe, 
Inent that has zrown commonplace | Murray 

fing Jake’s claims that he could 
produce rain. Slow and «relaxed 

indigenous’ 

and his powertul .per- 
formance made this weakness all 
the clearer. Peter Brandon; as: Wil- 

"| son's: 

acingly in and out, -but. due to the. 
lack ‘of direction, the impact of -his. 

1 nomic ally . 

for. 98% this | year. 

David | : 

“ Producer-Writer:, 

goes to 32 trans-Canada‘ 

rin captivity. - 

ij of’ the -robustness: of: Elizabethan |- 
times, when.: people -really ‘knew | 
‘how to: love’ and hate: In his cur- 
rent. portrayal . of Richard TI, the: 
actor ‘said he was trying to instill 

an “Eichmann feeling” for modera 
i. audiences. . 

* Plurnmer: who's “played all the 
‘Bard: shrines, ‘said he: found audi-. 
ences in England, Canada and Con- 
hecticut much: ‘the same. Since) 
they haven’t.seen the plays, they 
come to. enjoy ‘them; rather than 
‘just ‘visit a shrine. . 

“Miss ‘Redgrave, daughter of 
Michael Redgrave, said she was 
back at’ Stratford fora refreslier | 
from three.’ years, of: naturalistic. 

‘| plays: - 

Director Hall: ‘outlined. his phil- 
-osophy.. of theatre. as ‘applied to 
Stratford and his plans for an eco- 

‘successful... - repertory | 
: company. He: said he. would like 
to leave naturalistic. theatre to tv. 

| and ‘the. films. and get theatre back 
to theatre—make. believe, that is. 

Stratford. he said, ‘néeded 85°. 
‘capacity. ‘auds in its long summer- 
“through=fall" run ‘to’ break :.even. 
Last: year the theatre ° played ‘to" 

193.3 .capacity, and. he’s hoping 

: Show. opened: with a pan of the. 
grounds ‘and stills’ backgrounding 
the: site’s history. and closed. with | 
a rehearsal ‘scene from “As You 
Like It,” in which Miss Redgrave is 
[now appearing. ~ Bill. 

+ PROJECT -FOUR—THE SEARCH | 
| With: . Norm: : Davis, Dr. William. | 

Mason, Dr. Charles Rogers, Dr. 
Ernest Bernstein, others 

Norman Davis. 

30 Mins. = 
‘WIXT, "Jacksonville (film) 

A short: ‘distance: from. downtown 

Jacksonville is located the. Yerkes’ 

Laboratories : of, Primate. Biology. " 

It .is‘in a section known as Orange 

Park. Visitors are hot invited, so 
it took a.bit of doing: -on the part 
of WJXT’s Norm Davis to gain en- 
try to. what is-one of the most re-' 
markable. animal communities ‘in 
the world with the gear necessary |- 
to produce this documentary. . 

Housed at the. laboratory is a 
community. of primates, mostly j 
‘chimpanzees,’ many: ‘of them born 

They are the: closest. 

‘comedy-drama had hero making a |animals. ‘to:-man ‘and; a team. of 
Rube Goldberg rain-machine -but (eight psychologists work with ‘this 
in cahoots with a two-seater - "plane 

, that was to drop dry ice in a cloud 
‘formation. 

Story line was: lack-lustre, not: 
invest- | now and telegraphed ahead, -but |. 

‘Westgate’s drawling -and 
in Liter day tv but ought not to{droll philosophy, with the acting: 
ccuracterize a rare and fullfledged © abilities of young Rex Hagon as: 

nore the understanding -youngster, .and- special Linked to nobler,. 
Gistinguisied aspirations. The dis-; tances ‘Tobias as the judicious 
Cermng viewer, after experiencing | 
the initial encouragement of the {McKee and Bob Christie, added up 
“Candida” christening, had reason | to a relaxing. session. Neighbors’ 
to be dimuppointed with their of-| jubilation at the -final.. “miracle” 

tor the production itself,! previous skepticism. . 
commendation is due for whatever | Simple, slow - moving comedy | 
happs accident tthere was a ques-’ worked up spontaneity “in crowd | 
‘tion over taping rights) that re-:sequences, with camera work okay, 
sifted in a good oldfashioned: but pointed. up the questionable | 
“hye” sliving, bringing to the pre-ineed of three. directors on: the 

\Continued on page 42) lopus. BicStay..: 

mother, plus the heckling’ of «Alex: 

also built up to overcome their | 

colony, presenting them with prob- | 
lems capable of solution, but.which | 
inust be solved by brainwork. as 
-Well. as dexterity with the hands 
and.arms and feet... | 

Since. these. -primates are. com- 
parable - to. humans. they are. sub- 
jeeted: to: tests involvi ing. immunity 
to diseases in-- newborn children, : 
‘heart disease and so on. They un- 
dergo™ periodic. physical .examina- 
tions in their own health clinic. 
One group was: exposted. to atomic 

| radiation’ at Oak’. Ridge five years 
ago -and- has © been under constant’ 
-observation ever ssince.: 

‘Televi ision _programs such as this: 
‘Weill ‘help’ ‘to Silence .some of the. 
carping critics.‘ of the medium. 
: There ‘should be more ‘of them for, 
‘surely,. the ‘subject matter. is: avail- 
‘Table. : ~ Bbuce. 

ippiwew: 

oeoab esas 

pe cIn 

“CBS ja so-so entertainment, lacking in. 

“Itive: melody and-.an Italian aria.. 

signposts: - 

- BERNARD. DELFONT'S SUNDAY | 

‘| With Eydie " Gorme, | Steve” Law: 

| 

THE SOPHIE TUCKER sHow 
With: Bela Roudenko, ‘Marino Ma- 
Fini Quartet, Al. Saxon, the Mon- 
-archs,.-Jack Partiell _and orch,: 

| 7 _Wedneay, Say 3 12 se eo 

"i oreign aTV Reviews 
dcdcdc nina aS AI eink eit el eee - 

“yar, Jnaybe; ‘to click solidly, but. it 
‘Smart. and.” whiled away ‘the time.: 

: polished: .close-harmony ‘was’. pro-.. 
vided -by:the Billy Van Four: from: |: . 

* Denny Bettis dancers| 
‘Producer: Colin -Clews 
‘50. Mins., Sat., 7:55 p.m. oh “Sometimes I’m. “Happy”.: and, © 
Associated TeleVision, from Lon “What's “New?” effectively. ° ‘The. ~ 

, don girl, . in: particular,, brought ‘“up-’. 
Despite its name, rio attémpt was | some: fine.top-notes, and their ses- . 
made to- make this “The. Sophie: sion. was’ suave and: swinging. 
Tucker Show.”” It: was just a string » ’ Steve -Lawrence, who's’ hardly -a ne 
of musical acts, with the starwind- ‘ household : name ‘in these. parts, 
ing it:up in a too-brief appearance.. 
This: seerned’ somewhat .unenter- - 
prising, and made the session ‘Just: warbling, Which:.was likable and. - 

, dulcet ‘in: “I "Hear. Music,”- “Don't 
‘surprise and. quite empty of humor. | Take ‘Your Love: Away From -Me,”: 

‘The.. Marino Marini. ‘Quartet “ ” 
kicked it off with a couple of num- ; and Lazy River.” His ballads 
bers,. delivered in. their. déft, but. . 
naive, style. The lilting “Palma: in i 
Majorca’ led in to “Tonight You're | 
Lovelier Than Ever,” sung in Eng- | 
lish by: the stalwart ‘bass-player. . 
Their. segment pleased in a sopo- 
rifie sort. of way. _ 

The Russian operatic - thrush, 
Bela Roudenko; hurtled.. up and. 
down the octaves with ease in.a na-. 

«was: zestful in ‘the « ‘up-tem pos. -and 
would’ seem even more’ original if 
j he'd’ paid. Jess. attention: to Billy” 
ails = 

But the show. réally took off. with : 
|Edyie | Gorme, ‘Whose. immaculate 
tand probing way.:with a song was 
testablished with “My Funny ‘¥al-.. 
entine,” and clinched” with. “Just. 
One of Those. Things” and: “Chas=: 
‘ing . Rainbows.” . 

She's Bot a rioble assembly of pipes rence met up: for a finale, “Togeth- and a winsome manner but, maybe. 
‘because: she’s done - the. ‘tv. vaude 
rounds over: here too. swiftly,” she: 
seemed.to stick ‘to: an over:familiar: 
pattern. 

But the ‘real ‘@lick of. the ‘show : 
was the: ebullient’ Al Saxon; who’ 
was both lively. and vocally. inven- 
tive in “Heard: That. Song Before’’. 
and “Lazy ‘River. It- was an-agile. ' 
act; both numbers were. presented |; 

|with plenty” of - movement, and 
Saxon's assured - delivery smacked} 

status and added :a human touch. 

V agile - terping. for the <chorus-line: 

{classy backing. .. 

ally. felt. ‘in it. Otta.- 

lve Y EGGHEADS” wee 
With Peter’ ‘Reeves, ° Bryan. ‘Black. ~ 

the. material right home. : ‘burn,. Robert’ Jackson, ‘Vivien ” 
‘And the ‘main ‘disappointment’ ‘Grant, John Blythe, Terry .Nor- > 

was’ the: Monarchs, : including the tis, Amanda. ‘Grirling, -Hilary’ ~: 
goatee-bearded Cedric .as “well. as 
two. new.’ harmonica-wielder-s. 
Their: fooling’ was “flat, and: they 
tried sword-play with the: “Sabre 
Dance” ‘as well ‘as: the familiar: 
variety of instruments, from. giant- | 
sized to midgit. - On- this showing, .. 
they needa swift injection. of ideas: 

‘Sophie Tucker purveyed schmalz, 
talking her. way through’ a: coy 
monolog that léed-to “You,: Too, Can 

- Tindell,. Jane. Meredity. 
| producer: David Croft : 

. Writer: Richard Waring. 
25 Mins.; Thuts.;.7:55 ‘p.m. 
BBC-TV, from: London wet, 

‘it’s called. the. silly “season, he: 
‘should . take @ Took ‘at“Fhe _ Egg- 
Leads: s supposed to: show the. 
lighter ‘side. of. student. life, but :. 
aaa “9 

i Ou. a. 

a8 
‘be a Red-Hot Momma.” She fol-: it might’ have ‘more : suitably. Jo-. 

lowed: with ‘ the . .cracker-barrel |. cated. at the nursery -level.. Me 
philosophy of - “Make Staying |: : Idea’ was ‘that’ a couple. . of -col- - 

‘Jegiates. ‘Needed. another ‘to ‘share er” d d ff Young a Career,” and rounded o their apartment:' Their landlord, with. -yet another “Some .of ‘These’ 
| Days.” -Of course, the Tucker per- 
sonality | was ‘as forceful’ as. ever, 
put the. matter ‘seemed. embarrass-. 
ing and_ thin,’ okay. for. nostalgics | 
but holding -Httle ‘for those with’ 
short. memories:: ‘Ted. Shapiro: ace. 
companied, and -.was-also:’ invited. to- 
take -a! bow. ‘before: he'd: done: any- 
thing. - 
‘The show was. linked. with some: 

suave terping devised -by. Denny ; 
Bettis,.each act using international | 

-indicating © the . native: 
‘origin of ‘the: artists. Colin ‘Clews’ 
produced: neatly, but he. = 

i 

tender 
Same..-man.,. So" ‘he ‘came : three” 

‘ent “impression. of its. inmates, .- 
Thus, he tried.to. be. brash. and - 
then: modest, and &0 on. me 
‘This wasn't . exactly a. ~jet- -pro- 

pelled ‘gimmick, . and it: stayed ‘at 
low: level.. of: factetiousness’.. 

throughout. - The .three students,. 
Peter: Reevés. Bryan. Blackburn,. 
and Robert Jackson- did. little to. 
raise ‘hopes. for the skein. -and 
Vere. Lorrimer © ‘directed - David’. . 
Croft's. production “ ‘without - being 
able to. inject. wit where. none - was. . 
provided. Richard: . Waring scripts 
ed. as if he'd. typed. it ‘blindfold. 

oO Otta.: 

‘surmount the conventional and un-: 
insrired format.. Otta 

SHOW 

rence, Billy ‘Dainty, Ron ‘Parry, ; | anne . . 
Billy Van ‘Four, Trio. Rayros, | BY: INVITATION ONLY =. 
Pamela ‘Devis Dancers, ‘Peter | With Roger ‘Livesey, Griffith. Jones, 
“Knight orch’ Clare Austin; Ann Firbank,. John _ 
Producer: Alan Tarrant - Berslin, . ‘Helen. ‘Lindsay, Gareth .- 
Director: Kenneth Carter ‘Davies: " 
Writer: Richard Waring: -| Producer: “Steplien. Harrison’ 
60 Mins.; ‘Suii., 8:55. p.m... | Writer: Jolin Hopkins. 
Associated ‘TeleVision, . -from. Lon- 'Bp Mins.; Mon.; 9:10 p.m... 
don -. BBC-TY,. ‘from: London . ae 
Whilst the: ‘weekend: vaude show, - John -Hopkins' second: “original 

1“Sunday Night at thé London Pal-.j ‘dtama for. tv. never lived ‘up: to. 7 
‘{ladium,”: takes a summer nap, the . the: -great.. possibilities * it lad--for- 
same sort of thing comes from the: intrigue and character’study. Some 
Prince of Wales Theatre stage un- | Bromising . ingredients: were’ there: 
‘der a different .Jabel. : On. this |—- ambition . versus. “friendship; ine. 
showing, it must be hoped: that the | cipient .incest; a -cripple’s: ‘search: 
hot. weather’ doesn’t Jast long, for {for love and. hot’ pity, but instead: 
the. shaw was very much’ a substi- | ofa gripping. play, only some flat, 
tute, 
linked and hampered ‘by the. small- ‘ternal’ ‘politics | ‘came. ‘over. 
er stage .area, }. This -. family, 

the emcee. chore: to: .a couple of + ‘to. decide whether to” merge. with 
comics instead of one. Billy. Dainty”: a-US...¢ompany: ‘Philip’: iRoger. 
and. .Ron Parry weren't helped by . Livesey}, unconvineed that:his crip-..... - 
pitiful. material provided by script-.! pled, ‘$0-far-a-faijure son, Charles. a 

could’ ‘handle “a.” 
erty-stricken . backchat: ‘set: a: ‘fune- ‘plum job. in. ‘New York, :was con-: -.- 
er Richard Waring, and their: pov- ; ; John : ‘Breslin),.. 

real'..pace’ for the hour. | They 4 ned.” -by- brother ..Stuart : (Griffith 
raised. only. a few tinny yocks in a’: Jones) into’ Ahanding it ta an outs, 
couple of : highly-confected: ‘sketch: | sider, Roddy. : Charles’ : 

- Pity was that: Dainty’ s a nifty | ‘only friend. : Roddy. had to choose: . 
aisle-roiler when _left-‘alone,- but.! not: only -between’ his friendship ~~ 
neither he nor Parry could make ; { arid his ambition. but” between. °*... 

Eventually, ” contact. with the audience- and ‘thas j his -wife’s love, too. - 
their hosting couldn't . create: an ‘she :won out. over. ‘the. ‘sweet-talkc- oe 
atmosphere’ of. geniality. - 
“The Trio Rayros ‘came ‘up with: a! the’ ‘job. 

‘moderate -balancing act, using: the |. .But- all this. was “hot hefore. the:. 
trampoline. Itseemed-too famili- ! “(Continued on’ page 40 a 
htiniciaheh nhimateath ae RAID cite AGATA 2, we 

_ | Canada, a’ smooth’ voice-blend of: : eer 
.| three mén*and a, girl ‘who ‘emitted. "ys . 

‘seemed ‘to: think. he’ was,. ‘but this... up 
over-confidence.. ‘didn't. impair ‘his’ 

d to be too manriered, but. he *™: 

-Gorme: &." ‘Laws. i" _ 

er” which established their marital wes 

‘Pamela’: Devis ' ‘contrived’ some ah 

‘and Peter.Knight's orchestra: gave. us a 
‘Kenneth . Carter's. * | 

direction. showed: Signs -of. wanting. “ra 
to : get ‘out of... a rut,, But ‘occasion~ me 

If. anyone wanted to’ “know - why 

|.a. gitl-friend, ‘and: a. friendly- bar-' we 
* each Tecommended * the: 

times to“the ‘same apartment, each." 
-timie having been. given: a. -differ-..:” 

-elumsily.’; -put ‘together’ and ‘difeless groping ‘into .a family’ Ss in-.. a 

“the ‘Gordon-Da- r, 
_ Chief innovation was to entrust ; vies’s, ‘tan-.an’ ad ‘agency. and had)” 

-one-and<= ‘’ 

| ing Stuart, and Roddy. turned’ down 
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_ Says Jack Tipton: 2 
~ Manager: and. Director of Sales, 
“KZ. -TV, Denver, Colo. | 

tl ». 

“We bought Seven Arts’ 
Vol. ‘Teand MN, ‘because, 

for six consecutive years we stayed away from 
feature film Programming. But... 

“The best pictures we could buy before Seven Arts’ feature 

‘films were available did not match our high standards of 

‘TV entertainment. But the Sevén Arts releases, both 
Volumes, have such a wholesome, all-family appeal, we 
simply had to bring them to Denver's viewers. We know 
‘they will help KLZ-TV continue to gather the largest share 

Of this market's viewers.” 

“Films of the 50's” will premiere In September : tas. te. tt | ’ 
on KLZ- TV's. new Mon.- ‘Sat, teaturetime slot, Warner S Films of the 50's... 

“THE 10:30 MOVIE”. | ‘Money makers of the 60’s 

“SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 
Motion Pictures -—‘Gigot", starring Jackie Gleason, now sheoting In Psri8..e 
Gene Kelly directing... 
-Theatre—''Gone with the Wind" in. preparation... 
Television — Distribution of films for T.V., Warner’ . 'Films-of the 80's” wy 
Literary Properties —"‘Romancero” by Jacques Devel.. 

. Real Estate—The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grané-Behams, Tn construction. ra 

NEW YORK: : 270 Park Avenue Yukon 6-1717 
CHICAGO; 8922-D N. La Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4-5105 

DALLAS:. 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855 

BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So, Reeves Drive  GRanite 6-1564 

“ For fist of TV stations programming Warner Bros. “Films of 
; the 50's” see y Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Dats) 
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Dr. Albert Burke 
Into 16 Markets 

“\ War of Thinking,” Dr. Albert 
Barks exeurston into thought, fs !. 
saldou: 16 video murkets beyond }. 
the four 2" ‘opohtan Broadcast- 
fas chain 9 «ots that initially car-. 
med the ‘wee Aly half-hour tape. A! 
Month avo, the series was turned: 
over to Banner Films for syndica- Boston. e “STATIONS: WBZ- TY,. WNAC.TY “e “SURVEY DATES:: APRIL: AQ: MAY: 16, 196! 
tion, and in the last’ week and a... 
half atone nine new mar kets have Average Rating: 3. COMPETITION oo Jin, provintial- ‘centers... The. Brit- 

sisted on FEC attitude toward ‘WBZ-TV. Average : Share:. 33. ‘STATION. & ish-Actor’s Equity Association will -°~ 
furtherms public service—or else | PROGRAM: AVG, RATING back the move,- which would. give 
-- “tre as his sve helped boost the sales | MONDAYS 1: 15-2: 30 : : wage ‘more work. to. local ‘artists, Parti- 

BT | Program: BIG MOVIE Jack Paar WADE: 2 eularly . the: bit players... | 7 
"Tinks." produced by Metro- " :11:15-1:00. First spectacular to .bé. televised | 

politan on its N.Y. outlet, WNEW- | April 24 “THIS' GUN FOR HIRE? Tate Show. witaG ‘inder the new--scheme “featured 

T\. now has 30 tapes canned, with Alan Ladd, Veronica Lake. 9"11:15-2:30' 2: Scot. comedian: Rikki Fulton, tenor 
nine more due for syndie and home | 1942, Paramount, MCA-TV, Repeat: eee : | Kenneth McKellar-and | impression- vo 
market une, Last markets buying “SLIGHTLY SCARLET” wy ist Margo: Henderson.’ _— : 

in were Seattle (KOMO:. Omaha Evelyn Brent . “Support: cast included: ‘Ethel: - 

(WOW! Dallas ‘/KRLD:. Milwaukee j- 1930, Paramount, MCA-TV,. Ast: Rua Scott, Clem Ashby, Glen. ‘Michael, 
iWTMI. Heuston (KPRC, Louis- M 1 “IN THIS OUR LIFE” | tho Denise Shaune, ‘Raymond: Dalziel, o 

ville WAVE: New Orleans (WWLI, way! | Kay. Rose, the Carlyn Singers, the: 
ry “ol George Brent, Bette Davis. ay e yn: Singers,. the: . 

Charlotte ‘WBTV and Pensacola 1942, Warner. Bros... UAA, Repeat Bruce” ‘McChire Dancers. and the - 

(WEAR? ; “SECRET SERVICE: OF THE AIR” ‘BBC .Scottish Variety: Orch, con-'.. .. 
Banner outtit hopes to build! * |dueted by Jack 

ne ‘Ronald Reagan, John Litel_ . ucted by Jack Leon. OP. roducer siles stil faster after the educa- g U Repeat was. Eddie Fraser. mo, 

spread in th AUE “1 ‘No pate we | Ma : 8 ane ‘GREAT VICTOR HERBERT” : spread in the Aug. 1 issue of Look. ay. at ? 

: 1930. Paramount, MC A TV, Repeat - GRANADA S BIGTIME ara ,2 - 

| “REAR GAS SQUAD” ~ DIVERSIFICATION 
TW Reviews | John Payne, Dennis: we t oo a Sul it 

~ =. ———__ ..1940, Warner Bros., :UAA,:Repea ,on on. Ju y. 
fees Continued from page 410 aa May. 15 “1 ANPOWER” ‘The. Granada group. is spreading. oe 

sentation the kind of immediacy | E. G. Robinson. George Raft, Marlene Dietrich : its. wings.: “Only. last: week it. took 
and excitement. that has, bys and } 1941,- Warner. Bros., EAA, Repeat” control: of ‘a’ publishing. company : 
larsze, vanixhed in’ the medium: “BUSSES S ROAR” | a .. J and. now; ‘as set°up a couple ‘of 
since tae advent of tape Knowing | Richard Travis, Eleanor ‘parker “| new. ‘companies . to, pave: the. way 
it was “Hye.” one: could alm»st j 1942, Warner Bros., UAA. Repeat. and Sisk i te: the. “bowling . alley. 

foraive the exee sive studio noise * ‘1 an i lelds:  -: a 

tint, af dease at one point ‘the |. —— |) “It -is*- understood: the. ‘eoinpany: 

china. ne “ew se riously inter- IV “Average ‘Rating: 4 _ COMPETITION Loe |-has advanced plans for: moving ‘in--\... 

fered with tie progress and plausi- WBZ- Average. Share: - 40. . STATION. & | to. bowling ‘alleys, which. have: bé=.- ” 
biisty: ot tive story. PROGRAM AVG. RATING: come. a: ‘lucrative field: Of . operas. 

Miss Vale's) slick, commercial . TUESDAYS. 11: 15-2: 45 oo a on aa | tion .in Britian, but ity: disk ..proj- 
sive ot melodrama ‘told the tale of | Program: BIG MOVIE Jack Paar WHDH ‘ect.is regarded asa longterm ‘idea. 

oe oof a deramsed artist: obsessed April 25 “CHINA” 11: 15-L: 00. 16 OF wae Jocal. RECS nas the f making. 
iti, beauty. . ( at. z on ‘ _ = oy ‘considerable. play o. e.fact that“. 

wis nn hemate fino tha te t Alan. Ladd, Loretta Young” Late Show “WNAC the publishing. company : acquired 

cirimts. he Rad a nasty habit of | 1943, Paramount, MCA-TV, Repeat” ; “1:45-2:15 3.: | by-Granada,. MacGibbon & Kee. is ~.. 

Kloss porsomine his wives. But “MEET THE GIRLS” ..- ° about -to.. publish. a -book called ~" 
the pour reflow Was’ a totally inept June Lang, Lynn, Bari - | “Power Behind the Screen” ‘by 
reatderer “Why first wite, who 1938, 20th Fox, NTA, Repest,. 1 Clive Jenkins, which is said to -be-. 

dearly loved the blackguard, per- May 2 “NOW VOYAGER” highly ‘critieal, of the tv. industry, 
cemed the sis plot just in time to Bette. Davis, Paul Henried. : ....} including the - Granada hetwork. 
divorce fim and obtain his sizna- | “1942. Wainer Bros.. UAA,; Repeat.” fool 
tutes on a confession. Unconvinced | “NANCY DREW, REPORTER”, oo ‘Be ond the Green Door’ 
of das oesn shortcomings as a Bonita Granville,-John el ea y 
staver, he rationally stirred up| _ 1939, Warner Bros., UAXA Repeat ! Ah 5 -Min Ri di NY . 
the sane warm-milkeand-arsenie May 9 “DR. EHRLICHS M AGIC BUI LLET”. $. in, a 10 eS wot 
soliition fo dispose of wife +2, E. G. Robinson © PCy Productions is’ going’: the a 

whereupon wife tl tipped the | 1940, “Warner Bros., U.\: A, Repeat” ‘sfindie quickie-route:for radio with: ©." 

Lets of at fhe opportune moment. ‘SWING YOUR LADY" a ‘asefies- of 195 . five-minute’ sus- 

Net only was the play shy: poetic } ta Wee Bore e ASS 7 t - pense... episodes. “featuring. : Basil _ 

observation and = thoroughly un! ‘ arner.Bros., ‘ cpea - Rathbone: cre 
ba! mneed Act [ was so devoid: of | May 16 ae ITTLE CAESAR” - Titled, “Bey ond’ thé ‘Green 
dramatic object other than eXPO- | Fat Wormer By Douglas: yl banks Jr. Door. " series‘ is. being prodav re bys. 
tition, it was almost. unnecessary’, _193i, Warner Bros., Us epeat “LEd- Palmer “and ..Ray. 7 MeCue, -:~ 
it was also topheavy sith inc mn | Clore Wy RUNS. FOR MAYOR” | 7" Palmer, cugrentis: Aw exec producer 
Sistencs and incomp ete in char-: enda rarre : --:10 oO ip o 1e av svndie -. 

ar ter motivation 1939, Warner Bros., USA, Repeat | series: featuring Dow Finsterwald. : 
Most of the cast. howver, carried | = 7 ~ McCue . shag been. producing the, . 

' abt san Oliver, an: | "Campy’s. Corner” series for the... 

wren mee aa ersutee ved “d in: “WBZ-TV Avercige Rating 3 come ETITION: ae .. ‘Hast two’ years and is:now also pro- °.; 
pr: opcting a cer ‘tain native thespic: Average: . ‘Share: 33 : _ STATION: & : ducing . a. ‘video . show. w ith: -Mel , 

intelzence in playing her melo-’ 7 DS .PROGRAM: AVG. RATING... Allen, “Round the Bases.” .Rath=. 
dram tie dart to the hilt. On the: EDNESDAYS 11:15-2:30 te :, | bone seriés. is being directed. by 

other hae while presenting .a : Program: BIG MOVIE Jack.Paar WHDH 7 Bill. Mellor, ‘former network. direc- 
en cure takencharte  feure . . 11:15-1:00 8 tor: Sefipter is-.Robert. Sheckley, save SULe, fake rena on ant April 19 “C ASE OF. THE ce RIOUS BRIDE” Late Shox WNAC + freelance. whodunit: writer 

star-directot vhn Newlan a ‘Errol Flynn, Warren’ William ne: ia . >! Ww . £ aN ; * 

times seemed to fall short of the - 1935, Warner Bros.. UAA, Repeat _ 11:15-2:13 “2 —_—_—__—_————— 
required sincerity, as if serving. ; “NAVY: WIFE” . Al . HD: wo os 

as his own director clouded his} ‘Ralph: Bellamy, Claire. Trevor inanae; News. _ WHDE Burr. 
aelf-perception as actor. Patricia! 1935; 20th Fox, NTA, Repeat ee : 
Manning offered a composed per-| April 26.“W HISPERING SMITH” : — ; Continued from page 31 — 
sontfiration of a coquette, Joan Alan Ladd ; f ified: ‘fan. mags ° of. ‘the - Dominion. , 

Tompkins a crisp portrayal of that 1948. Paramount.’ MCAZTV, Repeat , "| The ‘covers, “of course, “were in,’ 

helptul first wite. Alex Davion and “HE COULDN'T SA¥ NO”. -¢olor. : ; : 
Harriet E, MacGibbon fashioned Frank McHugh, Jane: Wyman. The’ ‘zany eight -days in” "Mele. - 

competent support. Sharon Scott! 1938, Warner Bros:, UAA; Repeat , bourne’ tthe other six hours ‘were. 
come over a. trifle vivacious and 7 May 3 “OLD ACQUAINTANCES": -['spéent in: Sydney,: a.social  effront: 
sororits-like as the maid. _ | Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins. _. 4 from* whieh’ that cit¥ might hever 

Producer Alexander) Kamatt: 1943, Warner. Bros., ,UAA, Repeat: : -+,] recover) ‘would naturally: have had. 
alipted the Vale -play. Lincoln “BENGAL TIGER”. __ . ‘| to‘inelude an address .by:a. televi= 
Sumes & Loan Co.'s blurbs were | Barton Mac-Lane, June Tiavis- “gion barrister to :a'.-body of nor 

pieasurably short and sweet 1936, Warner Bros:,. UAA; Repeat _-s | television : barristers’ ‘Burr,’ if. re- 
Ture. “May 10 “FHE GREAT MOMENT” . | ealled: correctly, has’ done ‘similar 

a Joel McCrea, Betty Field .. & ‘things in these United States;.so 
a 1944. Paramount, MCA-TV, Repeat. “| his: press: corps .-manuevered’ ‘the..-.:., 

ITC “WEEKEND MARRIAGE”: . "| Jaw ‘students at.Melbourne U. inta .-- 
OF i Loretta Young, George Brent .. “sitting. through ‘a’ Burr. speech, 

cee Continued £ = , “1932, Warner Bros.;, CAA, Repeat _ 4 which, reportedly, delighted,. if not. 
Continued from page = ni inforvied. them.} 4 . 

‘lta tetritories. Additionally, -T e also: was a judge. at the Mel: 
fot the Canadian market ITC ex-i WN AC-TV: “Average Rating:. 7 4 Soren, : | bourne National Art -Gallery and. © 

ports many of the specials, dramas : ‘Average: Shares. AA PROGRAM ye nen a Afusetiny of Modern Art: ye Ave 
i . ¢ ans. to show the ‘wor 

Ba eee teint i Caited Kingdom i in- : THURSDAYS 14:15-2:15 ae young. Australians. in ‘his. Bevis. ” 
clude “Cannonball.” “New Adven- ip rogram: LATE SHOW . ‘Jack Paar: WHDH' | art gallery), helped raise moriey. _ 
tures of Charlie Chan,” “New. York j. April 20 “BERLIN. EXPRESS” . 1:15-1:00 tT at. a. National Heart rund tbeuene. a 

Cristo” “Danger Maa,” “Four | 1948, RKO. 1st Run’! " °41:15-2713 2: |. eriminal:, court ’ #‘Mason’ ‘stuff, .. 
Just) Men.” “Fury.” “Hawkeye.” April 27 “DRACULA” | yO . _ and. there onted tne unite wig 
“Interpol C alling,” “Lassie,” “Mys- 
terns Is) My- Business.” “Sergeant! 
Preston of Yukon,” “Ramar of the! 
Jungle.” and “Stage Seven.” 

In the Latino field, wide distri-| 
bution has been ‘secured in such 
kev markets as Mexico, Argentina, 
Brazil. 
El Saliador, Casta Rica, 
zucla and Puerto Rico. 

Vene- 
as well as other such as] 

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART - 
VarteTy-ARB’ 3 weekly chart offers a day-by- day analysis of the top feature ‘evening slots. in a 

particular. market. On Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime feature slots. compete with nighttime pix 

period. usually covers three or four weeks... 
audience is furnished. Top. competition and competiting ratings also are highlighted, 

Bela Lugosi. 
: 1931, Universal, Screen Gems, Repeat 

May 4 “SUSAN LENOX” 
-Greta Garbo, Clark Gable , 

. 1931, MGM, MGM-TVY, ist .Run 
May 11 “MY FAVORITE WIFE” 

Cary Grant, Irene Dunne: 
1940, RKO, Repeat 

(Continued ‘on page 46) 

‘periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. ‘The. analysis 4s confined. to the top rated 
feature. slots in the ARB measured period,: broken down. by days in the week. The:ARB measired” . 

Other data such as the time slot and- overage share of nae 

. BBC- TV _—— 

. Te Provinces 
Glasgow, July 1I. 

“More Scotland-based tv spectacu< . 
. Tats are ‘likely. to: follQv-the sucs . 

‘just .:tele-". - tess.‘of a. variety show 
vised from the ‘stage of the Alham~ 

-| bra Theatre here. 
-BBC-TV. chiefs: ‘aré ‘anxious. ‘fo. 

‘get. out of -the London-only. atmos: 
; phere and find new. talent and‘ideas_ 

4 more “Mason”. stuff! for- the hun- © 
‘| gry. photographers, ° who, choosing. 
to ignore other’ matters “of ‘state, ° 

* ‘telicked away: furiously, filling the —. 
4 hallowed halls “of: justice: ‘with. the. =)... 
“| sounds of a. rampant press..- 9. 2), °°” 

| Then, with the. pnevmatic Panda. vo 
" in tow, Burr. visited | the Melbourne a 



___ Wednesday, Joly.12,.19610 _. VARIETY | 

-For one hundred.consecutive Nielsens, spanning more than 
eight years, CBS Owned WCBS.-TV.has delivered the biggest 

audience in the. nation’ S biggest market. This is a record of 

audience appeal unequalled by any other station anywhere. 

r WCBS-TV 
NEW YORK 
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So. Africa More Concerned About 
FM; $30,000,000 Development Plan, 

Toronto, July 11. 
th P. J. Mever.. chairman of the! 

board, South African Broadcasting 
Corp, was in Toronto last week 
conferring sith heads of the Cana- 

+— 

i 

a | 

dian Broadcasting Corp. of a sur-. 
ves of radio development In_ his 
country and will) spend shor 
perinds in Ott«wa and Montreal in ; 
advisory. talks with CBC officials j 
about the trans-Canada setup here. 
He then leaves for Britain for con- 
sultations with the British Broad- 
casting Corp ‘There: is no tele-| 
vision in the Union of South Africa 
and none is envisioned -for the 
present?. 

With financial. needs governed 
by the size of the country: and. the 
attendant language problems, the 
South African Bruadcasting Corp. 
is currentlh programming in Eng- 
lish, Africans 
languages via radio rather than in 
the video field, said Méyer. An 
immediate objective is to arrange 

which should be completed in 
from four or five years. By the. 
nd of 1961, we will have four FM 

stations completed in Johannes- 
burg. Some 125 are blueprinted,” 
he said in Toronto. 

With this South African devel- 
opment, 2 Nevroes are being trained 
in various radia posts and, already, 
164 Negroes are broadcasting in 
their own tribal tongues and are 
doing technical jobs in native lan- 
guage stations. (There is.no segre- 
gation of the races in studio cafe- 
terias ete., he claimed). 

Formed in 1936 along the origi- 
nal pattern of the CBC, the South 
African Broadeasting Corp. is also 
a State-owned utility answering 
only to Parliament for finances. 
Annual fees in South Africa are 
raised from levies on the pepula- 
tion ‘about $3.50 in North Ameri- 
can money) and advertising in- 
come. 

‘In addition: to advertising rev- 
enue whick is kept to a ‘minimum, 
the CBC exists by its 16° luxury 
tax on radio and tv sets. plus tubes 
ete: and dropped. its $2:50 annual 
littener tax on radio usage some 
years ago—but still goes: to the 
Canadian Parliament each year 
for operating grants. 

Claiming that the SABC. allows 
for complete freedom. of radio 
broadeasting, Dr. Meyer stated. 
that “when the Prime Minister 
makes a statement, we bring in 
the Leader of the Opposition to 
comment; political opinion is given 
to all sides of recognized political 
parties in Parliament.” 

“The granting of Negro equality 
would mean the extermination of 
the white race.” according to 
Mever. “To avoid Communism and 
chaos requires three staves of de- 
yelopment—of which political in- 
dependence is the third. Education 
is the first step if Africa is rot to 
become a playground for Commu- 
nism. We already have a million 
of Africa’s black population in 
schools—-and the Western world 
can help us on the ‘ educational 
front.” 

‘As tall and soft-spoken chair- 
man of the board of the South 
African Broadeasting Corp., Meyer’ 
is a former newspaperman and a 
doctor of philosophy whose family 
came from Holland some 300 years 
ago to settle in the Orange Free 
State. 

Colorado B’ casters Elect 
Denver, July 11. 

Clayton, H. Brace, assistant to 

the president of KLZ AM-TYV, Den- 

ver, was elected president of the 
Coiorado Broadcasters Assn. at 
their 13th annual meeting held in 
Grand Junction. Colo; 

come et 

Bernstein To Asheville 
Fred L. Bernstein has been 

named general sales manager of 
WLOS-TV, Asheville,.N. C., suc- 
ceeding Saul Rosenzweig, who has 
resigned fo join KPLR-TV, St. 
Louis, Mo., as veep and general 
manager. 
.A vet of 15 years in broadeast- 

ing, Bernstein ,|has been a national 
sales rep, a station owner (WMET, 
Miami Beach) and was for eight 
years exec veepee’ and general 
manager of WITM, Trenton, N..J. 

and seven native: 

i 
t , radio shows weekly for ethering 

| 
| 

gramatic Broadcast Service, a sub- 

i 
radio exchange programs with the UA's 
CBC and the BBC. currently workin 

“We are in the first stages of a y B 
$30,000,000 development plan (FM) 

‘Wedaceday, Jay 12, 1961_ a 

~ Ey Eilick to ABPT 

|-counsel, 

Sammy Davis’ FM Strip 
" Hollywood, July 11; | Although’ there: avas. no confirma- 

. ‘tien. of ‘the: move at. ‘AB-PT, the Harry Maizlish has. Inked Sam- : 
my Davis.Jr. to tape five one-hour post, apparently “is a. néw 

‘for ‘the | 

-over his FM station here, KRHM, | title of assistant assistant secretary. 
: Plus syndication. Maizlish. current: | in 
ly is using this procedure in mar- | 
keting Johnny..Green and Steve! 
Allen tapes, having already sold. British A- R Lifts 
Allen in. seven markets. ; 

Unusual feature of deal is that 
performers are. free. to tape what- 
ever they wish, indulge... in what- | 
ever commentary strikes. their fan- 
cy and stud their shows with. disk | 
spins they thernselves select. They 
may also select their own. guests. 

Maizlish seils tapes through Pro- 

- London, July 11. 

Foll owing. an- “assurance”? from 

ated- Rediffusion | has now. decided 

to - life - -the ‘ban. it. imposed on 

party: political ‘broadcasts... 

gles’ over: the question.: of libel in- 

demnity in matters: ‘arising from. 

sid of Jack Wrather-owned Muzak. 
Performers get a cut of proceeds.- 
Davis has started making tapes on 
Utah location of Frank Sinatra 

“Soldiers 3” in which ‘he’s 

week- and involved’ party. Jeaders, 

as -well- as Hugh: Carleton Greene, Azearraga Aims at 507, 
Live Programming in Mex., | 

Television’ Authority. 

‘Young &. Rubicam, fadio-tv veep | 
Ev Ertick is ankling to join Ameri-- 

ean ‘Broadcasting-Paramount Thea- 

{res as a veepeé: and gener al 

Erlick has. been’ with Y&R: About| | 
10. -years,.- handling. -legal Imatters 

broadcast. ° : department. 

one. 
; Corporation. ‘has ‘two lawyers with: 

~ Ban on Politicos’ 

all. three political : parties, Associ 

-|.these ‘broadcasts : went on all. last j 

director-general’ of BBC; ‘Sir Rob-|- 

ert: ‘Fraser, . head. of Independent: 

“Tse Stuf Radio“IV 
Seems the. MY. Daily Mirror was-out. to- get. even: when the Sintey 

(91. edition Siaringly omitted from ifs tv-listings. “WCBS-TV Views the “ 
Press,” because on the ‘previous . Thursday - a.-special ‘program. in: the as, 
‘same series quoted A. J: Liebling, writer. and: -‘commentator:on “The 
Wayward Press” for the New Yorker, ‘as. sayirg,. The. ‘Daily: Mirror. is... 
“easily the’ most expendibie newspaper. in the city.” 

It’ may well be the first time since.the days.:a decade: ago,. ‘of. the aed 

newspaper-tv wars, that. any, ty program. has’ been. ‘excluded from. the ° 
local -tv Jogs. 

There appears now to be. a. conflict . within ‘the: ‘Daily “Mirror. ‘as to: 
how the omission occurred. Contrary: to what’.was ‘learned from: ‘other: ... . 
suurées at the daily..about. the exception’ being Thade’ ‘on. orders from. ° 

| above,” the “above” (in this. case the: managing ‘editor ‘Selig Adler)... 
‘retorted’ that it was strictly a- mistake. ‘He said it was.untrue‘the Mir- - 
ror was reacting to the remark: made‘on.WCBS-TV. ‘He promised. that 

_] future Ustings of “WCBS-TV Views the: Press”. “wilt be carried, in: the. 
Mirror: log. «. 7 x coe 

CBS Ine. ‘copped three of.the four Havel’ awards" in’ broadcasting . 
categories made this year by:the American. Bar.Assn.,: which ‘annually ~ 
cites neWspapers,. radio: and tv. for - -signifieant~ contributions to- greater 
public ‘ understanding . of | ‘the Ameri¢an. legal ‘and. ‘judicial - ‘systems.. 

“|°CBS Reports”: ‘plucked a: ‘gavel for thé documentary, : “A .Real. Case 
of Murder: The -People:.vs. Peter. -Manceri,” ‘and.. Armstrong ‘Cirele- 
‘Theatre got.one for the show’ titled “Positive Identification; vat based on’ 
an actual case of false :accusation. KMOX, the. -Columbia-owned sta-: 
tion in St. Leuis, received the sole radio ‘award’ for ‘an: ‘audio docu- 
mentary, “A ‘Case In Point;" which dramatized what. ‘might happen to 

Wran a community. if:it were. suddenly .deprived | of its. courts: and: attorneys. 
Fourth broadcast. award went to the U.. of: Michigan Television‘Center 

for a series of 10 educational films :titled. “Blessings ‘of ‘Liberty. ” It . 
was. beamed on. the National Educational ‘Television. net ark.. 

backs its editorial policy with action—éven if it means a forced landing, 
and even it it’s an accident. . 

Station manager Wallace ‘Dunlap has. been. airing ‘daily. ‘editor ials.to. 
save Mitchell’ Field Air Base, closed by the Government, and :convert : 
the strip info a business airport (two Long. Island dailies” are bucking 
to have the field converted into ‘subdivisions).: : 

WFYL, Garden. City, L. I., station of the Herald ‘Tribune: Radio web, - 7 

Hits ‘Outside’ Spanish Dubs: 
Mexico City, July 11. 

The Televincentro switch : 

ing at 50° of total time available, 
according to Emilio Azcarraga, Jr. 
He claimed that whereas the three 
American network produce. only 
thirty live programs weekly, 
three channels are now turning out 
0 
Azcarraga claimed that. “good” 

actors have never had.as much to. 
do as now; as for the “poor” ones, 
Telev icentro ‘plans to “eliminate” 
them. 

Apart’ from live programming, 
Azcarraga revealed that Televi- 
centro is one 100% ‘back of studios: 
dubbing filmed series in Spanish’ 
sound. 
been dubbed in Mexico, with the 
idiom spoken. here and accepted. 
throughout. Laiin America,.° no 
transniission. time will be conceded 
to these. Series dubbed in Spain 
and Puerto Rico have been refused, 
and Televicentro will only use ma- 
terial dubbed in Mexico, Azcarraga 
sai 

tion’ ‘in Mexico, and- Azearraga said 
that ncwcomers are’ needed,-. 

bored seeing the same faces: on 
homescreens. Televicentro plans to 
build up its talent: pool,: and ‘via |} 
its radio division, XEW, has initi- |- 
ated talent search programs to dis- | 
cover new performers. Experiment- | 
ing eannot be conducted over tv{ 
facilities, Azcarraga added, because { 
this would’ be “too costly.” .: 

Azcarraga. admitted that. talent 
undoubtedly. exists in ‘ provinces. 
but that Televicentio. is using 
videotapes in Monterrey and’ 
Guadalajara beeause few live shows 
are programmed. as yet. As addi-| 
tional stations are opened up Tele- 
vicentro plans to switch to more 
live shows. 

As for charges that Televicentre 
threatened to boycott artists ap-: 
pearing” over other facilities, Azcar-: 
raga said there was. absolutely no 
truth in this. Performers: are at 
liberty to work for competing sta:: 
tions, but. only condition is that 
they do not work elsewhere. when 
they are appearing in Televicentro: 
shows, 

Jack Sterling Group 
Buy Puerto Rico AMer| 

_A syndicate headed by WCBS} 
mor. ning-show emcee Jack Sterling 
has bought. radio station WNEL, 
Caguas, Puerto Rico, far an. esti- 
mated $150,000. Deal is. subject 

tta FCC approval. 

Besides Sterling, Atlantic Broad- 
casting Inc. includes James Miller, | 
veepee, Arthur P. Lawler, treas- | 

program, - : 
| Bolchi “was singled out for his. di- 
rection’ of. 

urer, and William Rockwood, 
secretary. Miller and Lawler have 
‘been . active in broadcasting. -for. 
many years, mainly in the south. 
Rockwood is an attorney. 

Sterling says there. are ho plans 
to change station personnel, . but 
he hopes eventually to. upgrade: 
programming. WNEL ‘is ‘a. “1,000: 

Caguas is ahout 100. ‘miles: watter. 

from San Juan. 

his. hiddles. was to: settle. the number 
Jot tv’ airings. for the three -parties 
and ‘{t adds up to two apiece for. 
the Conservatives.and Labor par-| 

And if a series ‘has. not. 

Socialists, 
-amendment.to the ‘Act which will 

Tatent is the main preoecupa- | 

that - the public does not ‘become: 

. jury ‘of Italo. video critics. 
‘is $1,000 plus: a a -solid gold replica 

Libel question ° ‘was. ‘raised by: 
-A-R. following “Barbara -Castle’s | 

t 6. action’ against: Christopher Chata-: 

build up live programming is aim: 
way after a 1959 ‘broadcast, Now, 
the: contractor is apparantly satis-. 
fied -with a “gentlemen’s agree- |: 
ment” and is- not calling for an 
official . agreement: 

Other” purpose -of the ‘recent 

ties: and one. for the Liberals. 
Commercial © program companies 
are not obliged ta screen parity 
political broadcasts but, 

lay all. ‘BBC. ‘Political. Prograins. or 
none. :: 

Jt was made “clear. that ‘party 
leaders consider’ -that: commercial. 
‘tv had. a ‘duty. to, relay. official po-- 
litical broadcasts and. it ‘is thought: 
R.. A: Butler, :the ‘Tory spokesman, 
and ‘Hugh: -Gaitskell, repping the 

“will -try and urge an 

make commercial | re 1 a ¥8 obli- 
Batory. 

Initialer. in j a: ‘new setles on po- : 
litical - braadcasts - goes! out, here : 

o | tomorrow: (Thurs.). 

STORER’S FREEDOM’ 
“‘L-MINUTE QUICKIES 

The Seven Storer radio: stations 

and the: ‘Freedom. Foundation : at 

Valley Forge, are: cooperating. in- 
production . of: a series of one- 
minute’ quickie programs titled 

“Voices ’ ‘of “Freedom,” which will 
be made. available to all US. AM 
outlets. - 
“Series will include excerpts from’ : 

historical .documents: on. American 
|freedom and patriotism voiced by 
the country’s leaders in a variety 
of fields, including government, la- 
bor, : industry, commerce, the arts, 
the sciences atid religion. Spoken 
word. will be- backgrounded. with. 
‘special effects.and ‘scoring. : 

Managing director John C. Moler 
of. WIBG; «Storer’s Philadelphia 
outlet, created ‘the idéa and will 
produce. the series. Other. Storer 
‘stations will tape voices of leaders | 
‘in: their areas for the series. 

* month are 15 one-minute tapes a 
mon 2 

Italo W Awards 
‘Rome, July 11.. 

“Ugo Gregoretti: ‘and. Sandro Bol-. 
chi this week shared the top tele- 
vision . prize gvien in: this country, 
the “Premio “Marconi,” voted by a 

Prize 

of a-boar. . 
Gregoretti. worl ‘for: his weekly 

“Controfagotto,” 

“The Madwoman. of 
Chaillot,” recently aired. here over 
RAL-TV. 

Prizes: were given during annual 
Premio Marconi’. ceremonies held 

Italian Mediterranean . coast. A tv 

time.’ 

under’ 
the Television’ Act, they must re-. 

Cleary. 

while: 

on: the \Island -of: Giglio, on the 

critic convention “was: held’ at same 

‘of other matters.” 

deadlines’ were announced. 

Last. week, station’s Skyway Patrol pilot. Bert Kalish busted: a cowling: 
‘in flight during his morning traffic report. Ten miles: fr om: his home. 
field. Kalish decided on an emergency ‘landing at Mitchell: A. skeleton: - 
crew at the field. helped him make the Necessary. repairs. wee 

Because of the thorny nature: of. the: issue, FCC. w on "t. fake any action ” 
on rulemaking for. clamping - ‘restrictions .on* practice of broadcasters 
and networks to push their-own products gratuitiously over the air... -- 
“Commission said it :now. feels it- wouldn't be. “practicable ’ to: con- --. 

sider the subject before the traditional. August recess.“‘owing te. the” 
complexity of the problems raised by, the Proposed. rule. and’ the. press. 7 

Two .weeks. ago, the- Commission extended. ‘deadline for: ‘comments 
from June 19 to July 31 ard for replies from July 10 to Aug. 15.:‘These. 

| are how out:the window. for ‘all practical BurPoses, althoug h no 0 NeW... 

Mort Kasman, president of ‘Lika Productions: “padio , packager, accents yet 
“the not 50 very. ailing: Eddie Cantor” has. been: pr olifically. taping sune" 
dry radio shows.-He just. completed 130 radio programs. which have 

4 been on the. air since May 1 over 700. stations, Last week Cantor taped 
65. of these shows, plus. commercials, for Dumas-Milner Co., sponsored. . . 
by Copper-Glo. and - Alumni-Glo, titled. Ask Eddie’ Cantor, t produced... 
‘by Lika and distributed via Al Petker’s PersonalityScope.from. L: "AL: 
Comedian accents. show biz Q.s. &. AS he: also does. the commercials _ 
as part of these. canned. Programs. 

BUS. STOP’ SETS _ 

Jto ‘handle the weekly: scripting 
chores. Series. already has: com- |- 
mitments from. Sally. Benson, - the: 
New Yorker writer: . Ketti' Frings, 
who wrote’ the Broadway - play, 
“Look. Homeward, Angel;” Don 
Mankiewi icz, the film and ‘tv: script- . 

. novelist: Alan’ ‘Caillou; : John 

Emmy award .for “Eddie;”” 
Langley and Luther’. Davis: 

“Bus Stop,” which ‘is being. pro-: a 
duced: for 20th Fox. ‘by. Roy: Hug- |: 
gins, ‘has also picked up the Satur- 
day Evening Post yarn, “The Run- 

by Kurt Vonnegut Jr. In: aways,” 
addition, it has obtained the rights 
to Tom Wicker’s . novel, 

play, | 

New Medico Series Set 
For ATV in ‘Britain! 

. London, -duly ‘Q1.: 

Sex-anid-syringes: “spell 

five-year - run of: “ATV's. 
series “Emergency —. "Ward 410.” 
Now the company. is. to give. more:| 
‘of the. same medicine, It has pen-||. 
cilled in an extension titled “Call: 
Oxbridge 200,” ‘which: is: to deal 
with the gerieral ‘practitioner’s ‘lot. 
The 45-minute skein is: tentatively 
skedded for. September Sunday: 
afterrioons and has a corps of Pro- 
fessional advisers ° overseeing, © 
has the “Ward 10” team. 

Just. ‘to- make: ‘eompletely: sure’ 
viewers see the connection, central | - 
|thesp: of the newie, namely,. Rich- 
ard Thorp, is an old hand. from. 
“Ward 10”: bedsides:. Scripts,’ :too, 
‘will come from the same. typewrit- 
ers, mainly. from ‘Diana Morgan’s.. 
‘Producer Rex Firkin has also been. 
associated. with “Ward 10." m. 

who did “The. Sundown- 
‘ers;” Alfred: Brenner, who won an. 

Noel: 

“Judge- | 
ment” and Sanison- Raphaelson’ Ss 

“Hilda Crane,” which, also 
had & film version. mo oy 

Sr oP SERPTRS _ Troublesome Days . 

wie Si een fo 
[in -for Sunday nights’. at’.9, has |- 
Jlined up some. top literati. talent |: 

For Wi in Finland 
Loh ‘Helsinki, July 11; 

“Biviland's ‘only. commercial ° “ty & 

station’ is threatened -with a take- ~ 
over by the Finnish: state: Tadio | 

[. network. ‘The station, founded imo es 
1955. ‘by. the “Association “of : Radio’. - 
Engineers and ‘other organizations, ee 
came -into -existence’ after the Fine::.*.- °°: 
nish. Broadcasting: ‘Corp. had“told |: 
the government ‘that ° ‘there ‘was 0. Loe 

{local demand. for'tv..: | .- ee 
Regular. tratismissions- started. “tn Oe 

1956,. -and the’ first commercial was’ ..- 
‘telecast on April. 10: of. that year. © 
The . FBC did--net begin ‘regular’ 
programming. for. “almost another . 
‘two ‘years. 

‘The commercial’. Tesvisio. “pro- -. 
grams: aré mainly financed..by the: 
company’: itself,..and the’ operation -. 
‘is financed solely .by- the sale. of . 

J-commercial time, which: is- limited” 
to: a maximum - ‘Of seven minutes. 
Per. hour. - 
Tesvisio’s license, ‘though valid oe 

until 1963, is being theatened “by: ... 
the. state. broadcasting.. ‘service,. °°’ 

| which : ‘is pressuring | the. -govern-: 

success. 
for U.K. skeins. as is proved by the 

chospital | 

ment: to, take action:under ‘a. 1923: 
law: which gave a broadcasting: mor." 
nopoly - to FBC. a 

~ Tinted Space Show: 
- " " Hollywood;. July: ‘11. 

Series of: half-hour programs. in. 
color dealing. with space .is: being 
projected: by. “KRCA. .for.. initial 
showings on “NBEXTV’'s owned-and- _ 
operated ‘stations.‘Leading off the’... 

{set ‘of 13: will be “Space Log” air-. 9° 
aS. ing July 21 at.7 p ‘m. with Roy Neal 

as ‘narrator-host.. 
.. Every: phase. -of the’ ‘space: con=. 

quest will be. covered in. the séries, 
with’ noted scientists-.as -guests" .to. 
explain: the. complexities. Producer | 
is Jim Rector.in association: with » 
-W. C. Chambliss,’ Don: Davis’. and: 7 ote 
Jack: Nenaston. Both. film \ and: tape a 
Mall be. used: we . 



7 Any place, any y time, you Te never tar trom a.gooa, 

“strong ‘cup of tea Jn London. It's part of a Londoner's 

». life; just like fresh- faced Bobbies, the. weather, Father 

Thames—and. Associated- Rediffusion. 

Associated- -Rediffusion? Sure thing. independent 

* Television, London—Monday to Friday—is Associated- 
Rediffusion:. We're as happy a part of home as the cat 

- -‘snoozing. on. the- ‘hearth. rug” or the: slippers Dad 

| wouldn't part with for all the. cuppas in China. 

The: Telly’ s_ on from the- moment programmes start. 

The whole family watches: Mum, Dad, the: eye-glued. 

“children,. the old: folks:. Some nine million Londoners. 

watch. regularly—and that's. Q. meaty slice of the most- 

important-market-of-all in Britain. 

- Your ad. ‘message? You-don't have to kKnock-at the 
| “door: you're already in—inside the happiest, homeliest 

atmosphere—London, Monday. to Friday. 

 ASSOCIATEL D-REDIFFU SION 
TELEVISION HOUSE - t. KINGSWAY * LONDON WC2 
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Paulu’s Updating Of 
British B’cast Picture 
—Now & Then Appraisal 
British tv since 1955,'when the 

new Independent Television Au- ‘WNAC-TV Average Rating: 4 ; ‘COMPETITION: 
thority introed commercial aie 1 > os Average Share: 36 36 - . - STATION: &- 
is given a thorough review by a Or RAM . 
American Burton Paulu, professor FRIDAYS Il: 15-2: 315 oa The Week’. ee 
and director of Minnesota U.’s, Program: LATE SHOW rf 15-1: 15 
radio-tv department, im his new oo. a : 5 + 
book, ‘“Britssh Broadcasting in April .2t Jobe Gane Maureen O'Hara: Jack, Poor: WHE 
Transition ” 113) :00 vO 

Published by the Univ. of Min-| , 1943, RKO, Repeat - Almay - 
nesota Press, the volwne is a April 28 “F RANKENSTEIN” ; Almanac, News WADE 
sequel to the author's earlier .Boris Karloff nein . 
study, “British Broadcasting: - 1932, Universal, Screen’ Gems, Repeat. Big Movie WBZ Y, B “ vi 
Radio and ‘Television in the May § “STRANGE INTERLUDE” 1:15-2:45 1 
United Kingdom,” which probed Norma Shearer, Clark Gable 
the English management of the (1982, MGM, MGM-TV, ist. Run 
airwaves under the monopoly of May 12 Jean Harlow, Cary Grant 
the British Broadcasting Corp. 

With a minimum of academic 1936, MGM, ‘MGM-TV, Repeat —— 
jargon and a high level of scholar- ne 
ship, Paulu details the legal and erage Ratinc Pan 2 COMPETITION 
financial workings of the ITA and WNAC-TV. Avera Share: 7 _ STATION & 
BBC and outlines their program erage ° _- PROGRAM ‘AVG. RATING 
policies and operations. SATURDAYS 9:00-11:00 Boomtown. . WBZ: 

There are special segs on the | program: CINEMA ‘SHOWCASE 9:00-10:00° 10 ~ 
independent ty program com- ae or 
panies commercial stations); news April 22 “COMMAND DECISION” . Shari. Lewis: WBZ. 
and opinion shows; political broad- Clark Gable, Walter Pidgeon: 4, 10:00-10:30. 8 
casting; pubservice offerings; ra- 1948, MGM, MGM-TV,. Repeat. 
dio and ty audiences; and a dis-| April 29 “SENBAD THE SAILOR’ TO 301LDO WB 
cussion of the impact of video Maureen O’Hara, Douglas Fairbanks* Jr... aoe 

on other media. 1947, RKO, Repeat _— ‘Sky King WHDH . 
In an overall appraisal, the May 6 “BRIGHAM YOUNG” 9:00-9:30 2M 

author concludes that commercial ‘Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell . Captain Kangaroo © WHDH 
competition has clearly: helped to 1940, 20th Fox. NTA, Repeat - §:30-10:30 |: 2. 
bring ahout improvements: “. . . May 13 “VIVA VILLA”. . a . . 
Radio and television naw do their Wallace Beery, Leo Carillo Mighty Mouse. : . WHDH 
work more effectively and enjoy 1934, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat oe _° sons ee I 3 
more status. than never before. —— 
Outstanding are the .great im- COMPETITION | 
provements in the coverage of WN AC-TV Average Rating: s. STATION & 
politics and controversy . .. Two. ms Average . Share: 32 a ws: 

.PROGRAM . AVG. RATING networks naturally provide a wid- , _ 
er range of choice than one—and|SUNDAYS 12:06-4:60 Premier | WEz - 
this is the case with religious,| Program: CINEMA 17. "Rules Showcase: Whit . 

sion programs aswell as with} April 23 “COURTNEY AFFAIR’, pa zioori2:30 wi 
iaht ent ; ” nna Neagle c ‘Accen a 7 

Tee climes ueogvam costs have 1947, Herbert Wileox, NTA, Ist Run 12:30-12:45 
e . . - “GREEN. DOLPHIN STREET” -Accent, News, Tip WHDH nearly doubled under the compe-] L T ’ 

tition ‘from 2,188 pounds in '55 to|- - 1947, MGM, MGM TV, R t 12;45-1:00: Ls. 
4,005 today, and the strain has| 4 epea Action ‘Thea, MIBB: _WHDH 
been primarily on the BBC. As l “ANCHORS AWEIGH™. . Pere 
one of many examples of the April 30 Gene Kelly, Frank Sinatra -: Burnes & Allen WHDH 
meteoric financial success of the 1945, MGM, MGMN-TV, , Repeat F MIBB WHDH 
program companies, Pauly cites ; D062 -00-2:30 0 
the case of former BBC tele di- May 1 “ZIEGFELD GIRL” ; . ae 
rector Norman Collins, an active Judy Garland, Hedy Lamar . MIBB, Science Fiction WHDEH. 
campaigner for commercial -tv, MGM, MGM-TV, Ist Run ~~ 2:30-3:00 WHDHE . 
who saw an investment of $6,500 14 “PRRER M ETEERS” MIBB Boating,. P arty . ital 
in Associated TeleVision expand May 14 “T E MUSK -3:30 te. 
into share holdings worth $1,400,- - Gene Kelly, Lana Turner -MIBB,. West Point - WHDH 

. +1948, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat 3:30-4: 00. 14: | 000 by 1958. 
BBC's charter has beén extended : 

to expire at the same time as the; in a relatively ‘small’ country, like., 

Television Act, which set up ITA.| Britain with a limited number of 
and in the interim the future of 
the broadcasting services is being 
probed by a committee of inquiry 
by Harry Pilkington.’ Meanwhile. 
Paulu, in the role of a private 
scholar investigating the same 
ground, sets down some conclu- 
sions of his own, including: 

“The BBC should be retained 
substantially as it is to operate 
one er more of the television and 
all of the radio services in the UK. 
“Throughout the years . . 
BBC has been a symbol for res- 
ponsible broadcasting all over the 
world. It is a reflection of some of 
the most admirable and enduring 
features of the British national 
character, an example of which 
was its ability to adapt itself to 
the new environment created by 
ITA . .. It is essential that the 
‘BBC not -be weakened by being 
iimited to serious programming 
only, or by having its income re- 
duced.” 

A secondary and supple- 
mentary service such as radio fs 
today ‘would not lend itself to 
energetic commercial exploitation 

_— 

Mgt. William Moriis Agency 

HOME FOR SALE 
DISTINCTIVE HOME ON BRONX RIVER PARKWAY IN PEACEFULLY 

English Normandy white-washed brick - INTEGRATED COMMUNITY. 
unique woedland seftin 

emee clesets, 
Y. Centra 

arage. 
express frains. 

. the] 

gard for high standards in Poth. Mutual Broadcasting :Co., ‘sueceeds 

| limitations, and the move to UHF | 

one, a former ‘reporter: ‘and: free- 
| lance 
| produee adult education programs 

on 1/3 acre, with terraced gardens. 
3 baths, living raom .with fireplace, study, sun deck, dining. 

Crosa ventilation tn every reem. 
Price $30,000. 

WM, L. NORMAN, 640 Old Kensico Rd., White Plains. 

(Continued from pare 42) 

Lee Smith to 5 Top | Slot 
radio frequencies. ‘The bitter com- 
petition in the United States. over | - 
the diminishing audience left for 
radio has produced the best. argu- 
ment yet that Gresham’s Law may 
apply to broadcasting. Never be- 
fore had there been such debasing. 
of standards, with daylong disk: 
jockey programs, capsule news re- | 
ports and unrestrained promotion- 

| al stunts.” 

“The ITA should be ‘continued 
. although with consistent re- 

‘Atlanta; July. Il. 

‘Barry’ ‘Sherman, ‘VD. of Esquire 

Broadcasting Co., 
operators of ‘WQxI. ‘Atlanta indie 

(6) -that. Lee. Smith, sales. manager 
of station, has. been elevated to | 
‘general - ‘managership. .- 

tional _ advertising: ‘manager of 

programming and advertising .. 
If the .ITA really -functions ‘as. a 
public body to operate transmit- | 
ters, select program companies 
and regulate programs and ad-. 
vertising, then a second network 
should. be assigned to. it.” 4 

The author: also recommends, | 
however costly, ‘that technical ang: Promotion for station. 
changes should be made. A move 
to UHF bands and switch from a 
405-line transmission standard to. 
625 lines would cali for a over- 
haul of © transmitting equipment 
and make all present receivers 
obsolete. But current technical 
standards are already showing 

- | Smith as sales. chief for. ‘the- ‘Esquire 
station. . 

Kent ‘Burkhardt’s 

aiso was.announced by Sherman, 
who’ Said he: would be in charge 
of ‘all - - programming,: 

announcer in Boston ‘and: was with 
‘WLOU, Louisville, Ky.,.- 
coming. to WQXI in 1958. Gold-/| 

Broadcasting ‘since 1947 and was 

Hadley-Reed group. 

would provide for two more new 
services. _ Bill, ~Tune-Out Tune-Ins 

Necthione’s s Buft FIV Post 
Buffalo, July ‘11. 

Joseph. N.° Vecchione has ‘been 
named director of. special projects. 
for the community-owned _ ‘educa- 

' tional station. WNED-TV. Vecchi- 

ticularly: decreased: viewership.~ . If 
‘there. is no ad; viewers..who- nor- 

-stanza will turn on the set and. 
ture to the network in question for 

writer, will. develop: and 

under a- proposed. ‘grant of- $75,- 
.000 from the State Education vance . that. a favorite. show 

Dept. . os 
may. ney er tune in. the station at all. 

4 bedrooms: tions for KPHO-TV, meaning that, 
Foom, Kitchen. 
en m 

WH 9-61§2, 
fic, depattments. 

At Esquire WQXI Indie} 
upcoming hearing ‘on. the NBC: 

owners and. 

radio: station, announced Thursday. 

Kenneth Goidblatt, former na-. 

production | 

Smith.: ‘began. ‘his career as an 

before | 

blatt:has. been active in-New York: 

national .sales': manager. - for: the |. 

° — ‘Continued, ‘from. pasd 3 —= 

mally tune. to. NBC for a regiilar 

-a regular: program. and, subsequent-: 
ly, ‘be “caught” by the one-shot: In-. 
stead. But it’ viewers. know .in ad- 

as 
‘| been replaced ‘for the.evening, they |. 

Phoenix—-Bob Martin “has be-. : 
-{/come director. of: program opera-| 

in addition to his regular program | bee: 
[| chores, he'll now have charge of 
‘}| public service, continuity and traf- 

ates, VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART | ‘Clients a:Discount To 
Test Their Advertising 

- London, - July. 11. 
TAs. ‘palt - to” advertisers. feeling . 
-| shaky after the Chancellor-of the: : 
‘Exchequer’s 10%. .tax’ bite. on ‘tv: 
commercials, Associated Television. 
took a major step to ‘up’ ‘the ‘stand- : 

}-ard of ‘ads screened on ‘its Mid-" 
: ‘Tands | : (weekdeys) - ‘and London” 

- (weekend) -welis.. Announcing. an: - 
- | “extra:.-effectiveness” drive, ATV 

offered. advertisers..a 3% discount 
| on. the rate: card ‘for one year,. 

~”| provided: clients spent. the saved: 
| money with the Schwerin: Re-. 

RKO. General package ‘deal.. 
part of the 
plans to sell WGMS, Washington; 
to C-C—one of the many transac- 
tions in. the complex deal. 
Paul station -was' target of FCC's 
first use of ‘its fining authority— 
for operating with too much power. 

‘In. its. letter, FCC. called C-C’s 
attention to an Oakland news story |. 
with the banner: “Amoéba Alarm 
Causes’ Wide Seare.”. 

Jt is 

20, 1960, that “We understand from 
unconfirmed: reports there :is ‘an 
amoeba loose. in .the’ S.F. Bay Area. 
stay. tuned for further reports.” 
Switchboards. lighted up’ immedi- 
‘ately at City Hall, police pr ecincts, 
health departments and. newspa- | 
pers, according to the account. 

The’ article, in the Oakland Trib- 
une, quoted: Charles: Blore, identi- | 
fied as KEWB program director at , 
the time, as explaining : the. an- 
‘nouncements as “fun things—in- | tog 
volving the. public. in things we ‘re |i... 
doing.”: 

' “Hello: World” 

“teroffiee memo: as a “talk provok- 
jing gimmick”. ‘intended to. “sound [4]... 

| audiences 20%. Conversely, NBC | like an outer. space. message.” ~“In.| ji: 
| feels that newspaper tune-ins,. par- | view of the fact that inquiries were | 

anticipated from alarmed listeners, |. 
‘the » question is. ‘raised. as. -to-how | 
such a program. can be ‘justified, med 
Commission told .C-C." 

suggestive or. jin»-bad taste,” FCC 

out -in-.the letter.. But it said it 

-tapes and. written. complaints : about 
them if requested. | i 

ager. of station. CFAC, Calgary, has 
ned president of the: 

parcel. because RKO.| 

The St.. 

The. article |" 
| said .KEWB told its listeners April | 

‘appointment | 
as operations: manager of WQXI. 

eas for KFWB; FCC gave the.!|| 4 
fish-eye: to. 

| nouncements. described: in? an in-' 
ane | 

With respect. to allegations : of. - 
broadcasts ‘alleged : ‘to “be “vulgar, |. 

decorously declined to. spell. ‘them: ! 

would. supply. the ‘company © with | 

Calgary Alta.—. Don Hartford, + 
vice-president : arid’ general. man- 

If. set. Strip: and .Schwab’s 

‘He succeeds. Norman ‘Botterill, | 
7 CJLH-TY,. Lethbridge, Alta, mo: 

-|-seatch- Co. to.test: ty commercials. .. 
' Web: feels most. important fact’ 

“which: must ‘be.:.brought: home to: 
_ | advertisers: is about. a third of :the 
“ ‘commercials - tested . over. 
‘|years.. ‘proved. unlikely. ‘to 

.several: 

doa good job ‘of selling. and <a. 
year .of specific: research: ‘revealed 

|there. were “‘very. - swconsiderable’”’. 
_ degrees of the public's: liking of | 

: ‘individual: ads. Which: is: why,: Says.":*:. 
ATV, an increase. ‘in: efficiency * ts one 

: needed. : _ a 

"Steve Allen 
‘| =e Continued from page 25 Sa 
be accented | on ‘his ‘show. ‘Allen’s 

.| slot; incidentally, has already. been 
bought’ by. a. flock: of bankrollers, .. 
including» Pepsi-Cola, - ~Timex, Cal- 

.|gon, Consolidated. Agar, Brillo and 
‘Maybelline. a 

Allen, ‘who'll. ‘do the. show on: ‘the 7 
‘Coast as he did ‘during his final oo "y 
year on- NBC-TV, likes. it. ‘out there. 

. “I'd like to’: meet. the wit who . 
.| lauriched the idéa that in New. York © 
| yowre: brilliant, but: when: you go:: 

to. thé: Coast'you lose all: your tal- .. 
ent.” A prominent: member. of the: 

Nuclear | Policy. along :with other 
Hollywood ° personalities: like Rob- 

“Pert Ryan,. Allen’ said the: political 
-;reawakening in Coast’ show. biz. 

circles’ was a ripple. in a national. 
intellectual .renaissanee. “Just the. 

- [| other. day,” he said, “I- saw a man 
‘| leaning: against ° a “post in’ Holly- 

| wood reading a- ‘magazine: A couple = 
‘1 of years ago it was: certain to be.a 
comic book: Now it was. Scientific : 

| American.” . 
Allen is very. busy.” “While : cone. 

‘centrating: on ‘his new. tv show, he’ ss 
=| also: been -playing, ‘in ‘legit, just. ... 
a completing -a ‘run in. “The ‘Four .-: 
Poster” in Chicago, and in niteries. 

| He's due at the. N.Y. Copacabana. . 
in February and has already played: ; 

‘Continued trom page 23° =a in. Las:. Vegas: together with” _his 
wife, Jayne Meadows.: 

He’s:also winding up a novel, his. 
first: after successfully trying. his: 
‘hand .at short Stories. The hero of 

| the new work is a song-writer. but,: 
Allen. said, “tie could just as. well: o 
be:a ‘plumber - as far as: the main: 
line. of ‘the: story is. concerned.’ 
Come ‘to. think ‘of it, why doesn’t. 
‘anybody ever write a book: about: 
‘a- _Plumber?”. Allen probably. will. 
fs: 

od 

; | Denver —. KLZ. radio station 
manager. and sales. director . Lee 

}Fondren elected. president of the “: 
1 West. a aoe 

Bey 

“ gveny var’ 
ON EVERY CHANNEL 

sa ynnoans| 
ye | 

FOR RENT IN L. AS 
75. 

“Lovely ‘4 bedroom, 3: bath, den-houss. 
Completely furnished. 1-year -lease,. 
gardener and. water - aid, Near Sun-. 

Nens A. Onde store, 
'} -Call.or write: F. Tarleff, 1 : 
cae we Angles on Calif, . phone: 

National Committee -for.a. Sane... 



pg A abete, cme edeestattee tee 

Spe iprtiidon mee en Te A ee 

— an ANOTHER WORLD 
~~ With Tom Harrisson . 

.. Director: -Harrisson ; 

{mals but. -now, 
. $lick, - click: nature skeins: punctu- | 
ating U:K. ‘schedules, viewers. may | 
be able to. spot-the not-so-hot: one. }:: 

-: This new. program comes izite’ thé 
latter catekory. but. ‘the - shame. is-| . 
it could -be. batting: inthe’ big | 

:. Jeague; Tom. Harrisson, : ‘curator of. 
the Sarawak. -Museumi, :-no «doubt 

'. knows his. animals, but“ unfortu- 
wo nately he’s no Walt: Disney. 

” Preducer: Francis Easex ©. 

de og oR A. HEGY © 

: paca 

7 ue W. Maia 
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~ Foreign W Reviews 
—— es Contianed from. pase a) 

__Gigillusioned. Chazrles,. ‘who'd: ‘made 

to: his. unsympathetic: pa. “anid. land 
the New: York: job, nearly | “went | 
‘40. pieces. The woman: he: ‘loved, . 
“pa’s second wife Elizabeth (Helen 

. Lindsay), gave only pity in return.: 
On top was the too-close relation- 
‘ship. of his half-sister (Clare Aust-. 
in). So Charles - did” the logical: 
‘thing and left. Roddy and his wife 
left, too. .And ‘the. family. ‘went. on 
unhappily ever. after. 5 
.Any. interest there. -Was “in ‘the 

plot. was severed by. the. seript. 
which allowed on one to. ‘finish a. 

~ sentenee without. being’ initerrupt-. 
ed: and after .the ‘first. 20. minutes | ' 
this began. to pall. badly. Although 

_. the skeleton. of the play :was.sound: 
.. enough, | characters’ neéded: a ‘lot. 
-. more ‘ development... Depth of: 

..:.. thought. was_ there,- ‘too; but. the 
a -.. Violent. jerking of the dialog. ‘did-.|-is 

“  p’t. allow any ‘message. to. ‘come 
"across. ‘Thesping ‘could ‘not* rise 
“above. the script ‘but; even .soa, 
“smacked ° ‘of a lack of. enthusiasm. 
‘No ‘one. was standout though Clare 
Austin was. just what the. doctor 
ordered. as the. frustrated sister. | 

... Ann Firbank, -as.Roddy’s wife, was. 
given virtually. nothing to do which 

 cawas’ a’ shame “as ‘her. talent, ‘has } 
. “been” becoming more: apparent, 
_ with. éach. showing...’ 

Production also. lacked fire. Pro- 
“ducer “Stephen Harrison: . grossly 
overworked shots in mirrors. ‘This | 
“makes | an impact.‘ance in a: pro- 

* :gram but. when used: more. “often 
“., dust shows « a. lack: of ideas. 

Watt. - 

30: Mins.: ‘Mon:; 10:30 p.m, 
‘Granada-TV, from. 20 ams 

. Maybe .. you. can't: ‘fail -with an- 
‘with -so..many | 

‘Initialer : consistéd of ‘film clips 
of various _insects....and.. animals 
which. live in the ‘Rain Forest of’ 
Borneo. Only © link . between. the. 

-.~ ¢lips was Harrisson’s narration and- 
“- “an odd ‘blob’.of: background music. 

here. ‘and there... Although Harris- 
_° 60n’s voice-over was warm and en-. 
lightening :the ‘flips from ‘a ‘stick 
“insect, . to ' a: fisheating owl,.. to..a 
: bearcat, toa snake, to a’ * turtle 
“and so. on -weré just out of the. 

lantern-slide: class... He made. the 
point that’ there - were plenty . of 
undiscovered: animals and. such- 
like. in the- Rain Forest but never’ 

“..: showed a ‘pew: ane. Program round- 
_ed ‘off. with: a ‘longer Jook ‘at. the 
‘day-to-day habits. of the. Orang-" 

- Outang ape,’. 
-Taised a few: ‘yocks, ‘and a: ‘glimpse. 

which . must have 

of. what. was to come. next . week. 
|. ‘Photography - by “Barbara. Har- 

ae risson. showed . ‘patience and’ plan- 
' ning, -but. they..were not. in “the 

‘Hans Hass, Armand Denis, David 
Attenborough class: Granada ‘would. 
be: wise to stick to- filmirig in- ‘the 
Loridon zoo -until. they. get a ‘pro: 
‘unit with ‘Harrisson in: Borneo. 

“Watts 
¢ CALLING. ‘DICKIE. “VALENTINE 
With. Petula’ Clark, Dennis Letis, 

Alex ‘Morrow, 
Jack Parnell. orch. 

30. Mins., Wed., 8 : p.m.: 
" Associated TeleVision, rots Len-| 
don 
On the. face of it, ‘this. hew half: 

- ‘hour ‘skein, _ showcasing © local bal- 

25 Wesr. 43rd: .&t. 
_ Sedjacent te. Town Hain 

‘WALK. TO WORK! . 
2% Room Unfurnished 

Air-Conditioned: Apt... 
Elevator Bultding . 

i APT FOR RENT 

mu se 

anes, REALTORS” | 
Missouta, ‘Montene ; 

‘tv vaude shows, and by the forth-|&<_ 
right warbling ‘of Valentine, who's] -. - 

‘ever’ the .fashion’ and; next: to} 
Frankie Vaughan, is” “the: closest | + 
‘British : . performer. to a 10-year 
success. » | 

‘with an ebullient “Put ona. Happy 

‘threesome. terping bythe Douglas 
Squires: group, for .which producer 

‘dancers’ heads—such ‘as ‘“this. pie. “dll 

‘grimaces.- Then Petula Clark: and 

-entiné. from: the. show, :.with--a 
‘jaunty duet version:of * ‘Life Is So. 

Arouné, Aan 

‘| quite: adequate. .. 

“1 show, 
“4 promising more- 
the British .webs. a 

FAMILY. ‘SOLICITOR -- oe 
With. Robert: Fieuyne, A A. J. Brown, 

‘55 Mins.,, Wed., 8:30. p.m.. ye 
Granada FV, from ‘Manchester vo 

‘mate his - small-town . solicitors’ | 
firm: with ‘that . of Anthony Free-: 

the first half-hour. was. occupied. 
‘with establishing character’ .and 
.atmesphere, presumably essential 

‘fire the third. from: the board-——and 

-would. be disrupted, for the old 
. | man would never forgive his other 

two. ‘sons for’ doing tt 
“This. situation -was. worked out ‘adding captions to them as‘a once- -| skiltfully . and. ‘well-in Hugh Leon-| a-weeker on the 

ard’s crisp..script—based on the] 
series’ idea of Tessa ‘Diamond. It | 
‘had many negative yvirtues—no |. 
‘violence, no crime, ho riproaring. 
emotional ‘turmoil. Even by- local 

| standards,.it was placid in context, | 

“held the interest through. the ex-. 

fire, to another local skein; “Proba- 
| tion. Officer.” A. J. Brown: clicked 
‘as: the. head of ‘the firm. who in-|}- 
-elined. towards humanity. in. his |; 
legal. ‘Robert |. 

ladeer ‘Dickie: ‘Valentine, was, ‘the ; 
| same “tempo-changing™ mixture: as 
-before.. But it ‘was - given -a° "aie aS. I 
into the. click class by some. énter- |. 

| Fain TY Flere prising production gimmicks froin’ 
Francis Essex, who's certainly the. 
most ‘volatile originator in’ local 

stuck to- his non-rock groove What-. 

Valentine launched ‘the. show 

Face,” and: the effervescent - mood 
was continued. with-some sprightly. 

Essex ‘devised~ captions; -issuing 
like’. ‘cartoon’ balloons "from. the. 

ling: me,” to appropriate | . 

Dennis Lotis ‘feigned’ to. oust: Val- 

Peculiar.” -The homey -atmosphere’ 
‘was maintained. with a brief. guest- 
ing by bandleader Ted’ Heath, for 
-whom both “Valentine arid: Lotis 
had: worked. in their-neophyte- days. 
Other | highspots of this svelte 

show were. Lotis “in “Il.. Be 
“delivered: “with. sub- 

Sinatra. poise: and phrasing, Valen-. 
tine and: Miss ‘Clark. ductting ‘in. 
“Give Me. the Simple. Life, - and |: 
the: star’s ‘closing warbling ; of. 
“Climb Every. Mountain,” emitted 
at full lung-power, . Which,” wasn’ t. 

‘Dpshot - was a diverting tune- 
produced. With - verve, and: 

than ‘any ‘ival: in. 
.Otta. 

Bernard Horsfall, Mary Kenxton,: 
Geoffrey Palmer, Charles Car- 

-gon, Glyn Owen; Charles Lamb; 
- Ann Davies, Langley. ‘Howard, 
Valerie Skarden,. Edwin Brown, | 
Denis: Holmes, Raymond Mason, | 
‘Philip Grout- 

Writer: . Hugh Leonard. - 
‘Director:. Silvio Narizzano: : 

Most. other : likely . professions 
and locales. having - been hauled 
into.‘the: tv scripter’s orbit,” Gra- | 
‘nada’.TV ‘has ‘settled for the’ sub-| 
‘legal eagle as centerpiece. for this 
-new. skein. The result ‘a slow’ and.’ 
talkative . start, this stanza took: 
fire: about half-way ‘through . and. 
offered enough to encourage view- 
ers for later instalments 

. In. this one, William: Naylor’ (Av 
J, Brown): ‘was’. about. ‘to.: -amalga- 

man (Robert. Flemyng). .Much: of |. 

for later episodes but -somewhat- 
-boring in’ the exposition, The plot 
concerned. a .family business that |: 
had’ been: given over to his three |: 
sons: by ''a.. elf-willed ‘ employer. 
Two. of the. lads were aiming to 

Naylor’ and’ Freeman found them- 
‘selves .on. opposing ‘sides in: ‘the 
legal battle. ‘Ken. Anderson (Glyn 
Owen). chad: secretly accepted . a: 
‘contract from:-an -ad: agency, but] 
didn’t: disclose {t for fear. of. hurt- 

ing “his” fatler,.’sirice. he: was the 
favorite son. He wanted to‘be. fired |. 
—but,. if he was, the family unit. 

and mild’.in_ ‘development, but: it. 

-actitude of its: documentation, and 
the’ ‘Bente appeal. “of its humatt | . 

|| interest... - 
In’ fact,: it's: ‘similar: in” ‘{mpact, | | 

but - with “slightly less dramatic 

dealings; and 
Flemyng. made a good. complement 

na: |) t0 him-as the fellow who tended to jf. 
work by the letter of the law. It|[> 

dj was (a partnership - fruitful | for |} 
future: ‘gegments.. : 
(Other, Fegulars, ‘Bernard Hors-| ; 

‘of this “Drama ’61" hour from: As- 

Spread ‘suspicion. | 

slithered: downhill, tensioh --slack- 
ened,: and development. was on a 
‘more ‘conventional level. Meinecke 

‘without -a forwarding address, to.a. 
‘mountain resort: warned the. girl 

Mover, breakfast that she was-dué 
_{ tobe. puslied, and, in the nick: of: 

» .4-time,: shot- the fellow with a. Jong-: 
Tange’ rifle just as-he was about 

‘a simple thrill to the. climax, -bnt 

| earlier. 

as the girl, terping as well as the 

7 sive. and undistinguished. . Otta. 

Herald Trib News Feed 

reports: 

‘Sunday. : Few of the newscasts are 
|Fepeated, -and -besides: ‘spot’ news,. 

Journal before joining the Wash- 

out. this week by. Citadel ‘Press. 

r | ow, the dog photos are by Mary 

Drama 61. 
‘Although he's done. it once be- 

fore, Dave King’s aippeararice as. 
“straight” actor was the main bait 

sociated. TeleVision. Quite capable. 
he. ‘proved, too, in: Harold Swan-. 
ton’s. *The Machine Calls It -Mur- 

[wanes Continue trom page 25 Gams 

department held sway over Levi- 
tan events like Miss America. CBS- 
TV ‘{ealled internally CTN or 
Columbia Television Network) and 
‘CBS News (ie.. CND or Columbta 
News Division) are entirely sepa- 
rate. units, both in bookkeeping 
and management, yet the r nature of 

der.”. (show: has also been' a U.'S..|! 
network entry) Maybe King didn't 
pull many nuances out of the bag. 
‘and the part didn’t lend itself to] 
‘the greater acting flights, but then 
how many:: ordinary: ‘thesps could 
do a: vaude ‘act? 
The. slim Biece eoncerned: a cam-. 

‘puting machine in an insurance of- 
fice that came up with the info 
that five -models,. all insured for 
$20. 000, had fallen off cliffs after: 
a. féw. months of marriage—and. a. 
sixth was following the pattern, but 
hadn’t yet toppled. Peter Meinecke 
‘Dave King}, who ran the computer, 
hid complete faith in. it, He tracked 
down: the’ sixth girl, Susan (Beth 
Rogan}: and checked on her hus- 
band. by visiting his suspected 
N10, her, a crazy. old dame. who | 

- The. idea..was' spruce, and the c| 
pace nifty, but hereafter the hour 

tracked the couple; who'd fone off 

to do the deed. All: of .wnich gave 

was : both ’ placid .and implausible 
after.the: stirring. Antrigue promised 

King. was, . as” indicated, agree- 
able,. and. Miss Rogan looked edible. 

seript. allawed. The production. by 
Geoffrey Nethercott, was unobtru- 

To Its AM Stations 
: Herald Tribune. Radio Network} 
of four arta stations is now:carry-| 
ing | hourly. newscasts from . the 
Rhewsroom of the New York Herald |’ 
Tribune with vet newsman: Michael 
Griffin using the newspaper's in- 
ternational facilities for “in-depth”. 

Broadcasts “are. hourly - from: 7. 
a.m. to- ‘S. p.m.. -every - ‘day except | 

Griffin’ is digesting the ‘Trib’s 
financial, sports and woman's page 
news and columnists in the .two to 
four-minute. air shots. =. 
Griffin was -a.news cominentator 

for Wisconsin stations and city 
editor. of the Louisville Courier- 

ington bureau of Time mag and. 
the New York bureau of INS. - 

“Paar’s Dog Pix Book’ 
Paul W, Keyes, Jack Paar scribe, 

has. grouped the Paar Dog Pictures. 
and captions into .a new book, 
“Putting. On The Dogs,” “brought | . 

regular. feature of. the . Paar 

Eleanor ._ Browning, ‘with. Keyes 

show. 

ru 39, 

Lee YORK. peTROIT 

|should devote itself entirely 

S| sumed. As. 

| of its audience. Regarding 

{that it’s 

mah special events department is 
said to be the direct result of the 
attitude of Dick Salant, head of 
CBS News, who. feels his division 

to 

‘Shift of authority over the one-. 

Meyne’s s Action Puts Pall Over 
Haar V Aaliions of NY. Area 

N J. Governor Robert B. Mey- 

ner and Newark’s mayor Leo 

Carlin made formal efforts last 

week to preveat the FCC from 

transferring Channel 13 to Educa- 
tional Television for the Metro- 

politan Area Inc. Grounds offered 

were that the FCC was acting 

illegally and, indeed, with a ques- 

tionable bias in taking Jerse.'s 

only tv channel away from the 

state to make it available for edu- 

cation of a tv audience from three 
states, Jersey, N.Y. and Connecu- 
cu 

Meyner's brief was handed to 
the FCC at a hearing on Thursday 
‘St in Washington. The same day, 

matters that are more purely news| Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt apprale d 

and not a “fringe news event.” 

- There is one twist, however’ The | 
annual “Thanksgiving Day Parade { 
by Macy's of N. Y., which Levitan | egueational vides supporters 
will also do, will continue coming 
out of Salant’s division. 
_If it’s freated as a news event, 
the problem of fees to the origi- 
nator, Macy's, will not be at issue, 
it is fel too 

a 

iFM ‘Sponsor’ s Dream’ ; 
— Continued. from page 27 jaa 

AS 
cials are limited in number. 
against .AM's standard of six com- 
‘mercials. per quarter hour, Randon 
finds: it attractive that most FM- 
ers‘ limit the blurbs to a maximum 
of six. per hour and some to even 
as few as three per hour. ; 

Rafidon believes that FM audi- 
ences show their appreciation for 
such treatment by being loyal to 
the station sponsors. 
‘He believes, also, that the new 

‘development of single - channel 
| stereo. FM will be as important to 
the: broadcast industry as stereo- 
phonic recording has been to the 
record business. He writes: “A 
‘eencentrated selling program for 

) this.new method of recciying FM 
“will increase the FM audience con- 
siderably. and make this medium 

Duy.” . 
Recently, Randon sold Henrici’s 

Restaurant on the use of FM. 
Client bought two huurs daily on 
WCLM-FM. | 

~ Pangs of a ‘Ping? 

by Telegram to Meyner suryesting 
that he withdraw his. objections to 
the sale for $6,200,000 of com- 
mercial WNTA-TV to a group of ¢ 

ile 

cluding John D. Rockefeller 3d, 
{head of the Lincoln Center. pro} 
ect, and Devereaux CC. Josep:'s, 
retired chairman of NY Life Co. 
and which plans to keep up Chan- 
nel 13s Newark studio$ and estab- 

{lish new ones also in Greenwich, 
‘Conn, 

Action by Meyner puts a pall 
over the future of educational tv 

‘in the Greater Metropolitan srea. 
i The Met area geographically and 
in commercial marketing terms 
includes Newark and most of nerth 
N.J., but Meyrfer, several times in 
his FCC objections,- stated that 
Newark and Jersey, too, “need and 
are entitled to” ai commercial 
‘video outlet of their own. 

Meyner made several points in 
opposition fo the pending saic, 
negotiated after several months of 
dickering between Josephs’ group 
and National Telefilm Assoviates, 
present owners of commernal 
Channel 13. The Governer tie- 

iclared that the FCC “serks to cone 
‘ ceal reallocation of ane station . . 
;under the guise of a general in- 
vestigation” about educational tv; 
that “so-called educational inter- 
ests” had used “obviously ques- 
tionable tactics” in the way they 

Jan. even more effective advertising | went about bidding -with FCC 

encouragement —for the station 
when there were a number of cuin- 
mercial rivals for the station, who 
fearing FCC intervention,  ulti- 
mately withdrew. 

A constitutional question raised 
iby the New Jersey Jeader in his 
brief to the FCC was that “educi- 
tional television, for whateve r 

— Continued from page 26 mamma Value it may have, is to be ‘cone 

Monday’ ‘to. ‘halt the tone signals | 
without notice. From that point 
on, station began hearing from lis- 
teners who favored the warnings 
and wanted the cycle tones re- 

the sounds. back on the air at 10:30 

wcco officials felt the ‘scheme 
was effective but are anxiously 
awaiting results of listener surveys 
‘to determine whether the public 
service effort cost the station part 

on the public, Bormann opined 

necessary to jolt people inta doing 
something” about _Righway acci- 
Gents. 

troy, NY. _Gearge LeZotte has 
exited. as program manager of 
WTRY after three and a half years 
and is dickering. several offers. He 
was. formerly WAVZ. New Haven, 

Same ownership as WTRY. 

RATES HIGHEST iN TIME SLOT! 

IDAHO FALLS 47, 

For Further: Details Contact 

‘SCREEN 

DALLAS 

a result, WCCO put: 

effect 

“the type .of thing that's 

{trolled and dominated by ad hoe 
‘self-proclaimed’ educators. ih di- 
rect violation of the Constitution 
of the United States which re- 
serves the contro! of education to 
the respective States.” Reference, 
obviously, was to the legal tech- 
nicality involved in having some- 
thing akin to a tri-State sponsor- 
ship of education on Chanuel 33. 

Meyner contended that the edu- 
eationalers (allegedly supported 
by the amenable posture of the 
FCC to educational ty in the sevei- 
channel market), “put the six 
(other) television licensees in 
N.Y.C. tn. dJre fear that the Com- 
mission might take the logical ap- 
proach—rule that each should de- 
vote part of its precious prime 

} time ‘to educational and cultural 
purposes or design to one of tie 
six N.Y.- stations the educational 
role.” He accused Natlonal Fduca- 
onal Television of then soliciting 
funds from the remaining six sta- 
tions to support educational tv 
on Channe! 123. 

Source: ARB, March, 196! 
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~By HERM SCHOENFEL 

Rudy Render (Dat:: “NOT ONE 
TAR” ‘Sarah*; is a strong ballad 

ioned type of musical hall entry. : 
The Gamblers (Last -Chance): 

entry handied with commercial im-* TONKY” (Beachwood*) is. an easy |. 
THE: ‘rocking instrumental with enough |'}f 

21 ENS" James") ig an okay ballad : sound ‘angles to. get juve attention: | |j 
part “WALKIN THRU 

j- ‘TEEN -MACHINE” ‘Beachwoodt) 
“YOU { Is in a more frantic groove.. 

The Premiers ‘Dore’: . 

in an offbeat rhythm format. 
Don Sierra Everest}: 

WERE WRONG" (Karolyn*) is a; 

_yery effective style by this singer. . 
Could be big. “HAVE A GOOD i with: all the latest manneristis of 
TIME" Aculf-Rose*) is another the rocking combos. 
food side with chances. ; THE REAL. SMART GUYS" 

Wink Martindale +Dot): “BLACK , j dary -Little Darlin’?) Is routine. 
LAND FARMER” (Peer? “is a: Stu Phillips Orch (Colpix?}: 
standout country number, with’ ai “LOVE THEME. FORM ‘GUNS -OF 
touching religioso quality 
WHE earn widespread spins via this 'tures*: shoots along flavorsome: in- 
russzed performance. + strumental. lines that programmers 

Bert Kaempfert Orch (Decca: will find to their Hiking “TROP-|: 

1 Hil 

we eee ee 

Best Bets 
oeoreseseevnse ee ADAM WADE...... 

Coed) 2.2... eae 
Adam Wude'’s “As If I Didn't Know” (Winneton*) is a nifty.” 

ballad handled in this singer's usual fine style for srep-out results. 
“Play Around” (Winneton!? is another solid slice with chances. 

i * x ok 

THE LIMELITERS seen ecw eceee 
CRCA Victor) . 
The Limeliters’ *Paco Peco” (Amadeo* is’ ‘an arresting Latin 

moavber which this combo belts for marximiwn: impact. “A ‘Hundred.. 

ewe eee @ 

Yours Ago” (Amadent: is a gond entry about the Civil War. . 

* * * 

THE WANDERE RS eee enews -PLL NEVER SMILE AGAIN 

(Cub) 2.0.22... ren A Little Too Young. 
The Wanderers’ - “erly Nerer ‘mile Again” (Pickwick* ) brings 

bach this oldie in au updated rocking version by a combo featuring 
a bead tenor with a@ potently commercial style. “A Little Too. Long” 
(Winneronts ts an okay conventional grooved - rhythm entry. — 

x e * 

GABRIEL & ANGELS 
OF MY HEART | 

(Amy) The Rooster | 
Gesrwl & The Angels “Zing Went The Strings of My- Heart”: 

(Haras*: is the type of tray-out rocking. adaptation of a great, 
olde whieh is primitive enough to click strongly. w ith fhe jures. 
“The Roaster” (Aim. Mary Hilli? is another wierd- sounding slices 

ie * « 

ZING WENT THE STRINGS 
of see er reer ee eo ee © Be 6 Fe OF HH OH Fw oe 

JOHNNY BURNETTE ...........-5-- Lee 
(Liberty) . . I've Got A Lot Of Things To Do 
Johnny Buenette’s “ “Girls” (Sherman-DeVorzont) is a. swinging 

rumber with a cute Lyric: which shod rack up plenty of spins in. 

the teenage market. “re Got A Lot- of Things To Ds" (Aldont) 

is au meely bowncing nonber handled in appealing style: by this 
countrapied sulger, 

* * * 

GEORGE FEYER vec ceeenoe- 
(Cadence) . Milord. 
Ceyrge Feyer’s. “My Clair De Lune” (Triot) a: pop adaptation 

of the Debussy tune, gets a highty melodic piano workover ‘witha 
reh eboral backing tharll sell, “Milord” (Alamot) is a. ‘bright. 

toeeste of a catehy melody. 

* * .* ; .- - : a _ . 

HANK BALLARD ..........- THE CONTINENTAL WALK. 

(King) ....... www een ee eee tees What Is This I See 

Hanis Ballard & The Midnighters’ “The Continental Walk” 

(Rovsevelt#> is a-pounding rhythm mumber launching a new rock- 

iny dance which Gould catch on big. “What Is, This I See ( Loist} 
is t swinging number which doesn’t go very far. 

* * * 

DANIEL A. STONE..... Pr 0h MUST BE RAINING 

(Capital) ss ec ccecenn weenie . Little Miss Cool. 
Daniel A. Stone’s “It Must Be Raining" (Marcust) 4s a striking 

rocking number belted in highly ef fective style by this fine singer.. 
“1 ittle Miss Cool” (Chrismarct} is another side with: catch- On Po: 
tentia! 

a * * 

BARRY VN we veeeereces WHO PUT THE BOMP. 

CoC Paromount) cee cece we wecere . Love, True Love 

Barry Mann’s “Who Put The Bomp”. ( Aldont) {s a clever. novelty 

takeoff on the latest vogue of racking vocal combos. Could be very | 

bry. “Lore, True: Love” (Aldont) is a@ less. successful try: . 

“NOW AND FOREVER” (Roose- 
velt?) is a firstrate instrumental | moody ballad feel with some ‘lush 

slice by this German orch whic iorch and choral group sounds: 

iy due to get plenty of jock an Billy Dawn (ABC-Paramount): 
uke spins. “ONLY THOSE IN - 
OE: PN Brown: 1 is another highly | “DON'T. GO (Figuret) makes a 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks 

. “EVE- ' 

solad teen-angled ballad hendled in: > NING “STAR”: ‘(Hillary-Little: Dar-. : 
‘lintiy ds an okay bailad delivered | |Z 

“LAST OF:|: 

which ;NAVARONE™ (Columbia ‘Pic- : 

..{THE: SILVER -LINING” 

GIRLS: ta. more individualized shewcasing. 

‘las: Basin’ Street, 

Lin 

vee MY CLAIR. DE LUNE !ground. between. 
swing that develops into. a musical: 

‘wide audience appeal.. 
aud base is being realized - in the 
disk ‘field; ‘too, with -his debut LP. 

.| for: RCA Victor 

ICAL SUMMER” (Suwalt) builds 2 

‘LAWRENCE: WELK. 
’ Proudly Presents His’ Fourth-in- 

~~~ 1a-Row -Dot Hit Record “YELLOW 
BIRD” B. “we “Cruising: Down ‘The 

1 River”: 

“rent pop. market ‘scene because. of 
, the ‘delivery. 

. The Hubbard. Sisters (King): 
| “DEAR DAD” (Lois?) presents this 
new singing. duo, age nine and six, 
in a-tune treatment. of two: kids: 

_{who are longing for their. absent. 
: father. It's hard to imagine that 
Lany spinners would care.. 
OF AN -ACHIN’.. HEART” (Loist) 
|-beats with familiar rocking ‘touches: 

‘| but--it’s: hard. going; 
Johnny King (Guy): “TOOK FOR 

(T. .B. 
| Harms*). may. get a. new spinning 
shine with. this rhythmic vocal at- 
-tack. “JUST LET. ME LOOK AT 

| YOU” .(T.. B. ‘Harms*) is a warm 
Jerome Kern.oldie ‘with a. .sineere 
vocal ° handling. that. the program- 
mers will like.” 

fs ASCAP. 4 BMI... 

Combo Review 

PETER. ‘NERO ‘TRIO. 
Embers, N. YY. 
“After a session at N y? s. Basin 

Street East, -Peter Nero has moved 
{tus crew a few blocks ‘uptown for 

{Th2 Embers, whieh isn't ‘so. large: 
is. muen better 

suited tothe Nero styling: and. he 
should ‘Stick to intimeries like. it: 

uture bookings. . 
‘Nero has’a ‘nifty keyboard style 

that. ranges from lush Aourishes to 
jazz touches. He: runs the middle 

‘sghmaltz: ‘and 

set. that’s easy to take and with 
His broad 

‘called “Piano 
Forte.” The package got off toa 
fast: sales start and although it’s 
only .been'on the ‘market for a- 

|-couple of months it has bullc into 
a potent sales piece for Victor and. 
4s sure to give him a large. follow- 

-Jing for his. in-person. outings. 
.. Nero’s repertoire-is made up of 
strong standard material. He plays:| 
with. Gershwin andthe like in a 
way’ ‘that. makes the old. and. 

| familiar. fresh and lnteresting.. His 

Cy. 
Altcough | ‘the: Nero plano dom! 

‘nates. -the. scene, the topflight 
| chythm, ‘support of Eddie de. Haas’ 

bass, Al Levitt’s drunis and Ron 
-Anthony’s guitar. is: not to be: dis- 
counted.: Gros. 

Richard. Maltby - oreh, currently recording for Roulette, has signed 
with General. Artists Corp... . . Stanley Cumberpatch has ‘been named 
national sales manager for. Artia. Records and its four subsids . ... 

‘| Village. cafe, 

“STORY | 

| Nash” (Capitol). 

‘solo flights. 

Pat. Boone: “Monae River” (Dot). 

“Corinna, . Corinna,” “Will: You ! 

and “I've Told Ey-ry Star.” : 

“The Premise” (Vanguard). This: 
il series of. satirical..sketches, run-! 

‘| ning” off-Broadway ina Greenwich | battle line. 
““The ‘Premise’ “has | Marijohn ‘Wilkin * gives lucid rene .. 

the :virtue’ of a fresh ‘point of view 
and .a- seemingly. Amprovised © ‘air, 

| but. ‘with the. -accompanying ~ de-- 
fect of. several Jong uninsipred 
stretches. A‘ group of actors,.top- 
‘lined: by Theodore J: Flicker, Joan | 
Darling, George Segal.and ‘Thomas |. 
Aldredge,. use ‘such: topical pegs as 
Red China, thé space. flights, Pres- | 
ident Kennedy, . ‘segregation,. etc., 
for some. fast comic ‘blackouts, De- 

_Wednendsy; Jaly 12, 1961 

Album Reviews 
fy. Have 1 Told You Lately That I 
_} Riding .with a click single which Love You?,”’.“Won’t You Marry 

titles this LP entry, Pat: Boone, has |'Me,” “Ballad of The: Alamo,”..“E 
-wrapped up a solidly commercial Believe,” 

'|package of recent hits :and some [Every. Mountain, ” 
standards. In good ‘form backed by “Onward Christian Soldiers” . and ©... 

{a choral ‘group and some fine. ar-| “You'll Never Walk Alone," among " 
. ‘rangements, | ‘Boone . delivers ‘such ; 
tunes as “Angel .On My Shoulder,”. i 

“Lazy - Bones,” “Climb 7 
“Red: Wing,’ Lae 

others. 

“Marijohn | Wilkin: . Ballads - of 
the. Gray” (Columbia), - Another .- 

-| Love. Me Tomorrow,” “Blue- Moon": platter. pegged~’ onto: the ‘current - 
". “. [eentennial. of the -Civil’ War, this | 

‘set revives. an, interesting progtam. 
:of- songs from both: sides. of the.. 

A tapable ' folksinger, - 

ditions. tothe songs without in-. 
Jtruding any ~ stylistic: - flourishes, on, 
She registers : ‘-best.on’numbers like: — 
“Fhe Southern: Soldier’ Boy,”. “Oki 
Freedom,” " “Wade In the. Water,” - 
“Weeping, Sad: and ‘Lonely. and - 
“When: “Johnny ‘Comes. Marching: _ 
‘Home.": -The: ‘Jotdanzires. lend. an 
| important assist. | . , 

Josh ‘White; “The House: I -Live: 
Laas (Elektra), A. folksinger’ of long 

‘Spite the many misses, there's | an /and. high standing, Josh White 
ingratiating” quality: to the _per-. turus in another solid Performance | 
formance, . 

—Vol. 1 & 2” (RCA Victor).: This. 
is an excellent double-platter col- 
lection of religious. music per- 
formed by assorted Victor artists. 

|The first volume contains straight, 
religiosos, some pop-stanted, . by 
such | “artists. as Harry Belafonte, 
George. Beverly ' ‘Dhea, Tony’ Fon-. 
tance,. Connie Haines and. some’ 
choirs: The second volume. ds .in 
‘the white - gospel: vain with some 
rousing - numbers by-:The’ States- 
men. with. Hovie- Lister, The ‘Jotin- 
son Family Singers, The. Blackw. ood: 

‘| Brothers and such: singers as Jim 
-|Reeves; Ted & -Gloria Roe - and 
| Don’ Gibson, 

'“PThe. Fanciful . World: “of ‘Ogden 
This ig: an in-- 

triguing spoken word LP featuring 
{the most ‘proficient rhymeéster in 
-{the. English language. Not only.a 

witty. versifier, Ogden Nash. is also- 
the best. reader: of -his own work 
and, in this offering; gives. a- repre-. 

| sentative sampling of his talents.: 
“All short poems, some only .a cou- 
ple of lines. leng,‘this set is full of}. 
the cerebral: surprises which .char- 
acterizes. Nash’s humor: 
“The Bible Stories—Vol:.1 to. 8”. 

(Library of Sound Education). The |: 
familiar’ stories from - the © Bible J. 
‘have been fashioned’ into an. €x-: 
cellent series of LP dramatizations 
‘which should: have broad’ _appeal 
for youngsters from. the age of 
seven upwards: Narrated ‘by. Lief: 
Erickson, the. stories -have been 
embellished ‘with. well-written: dia- 
log that is. persuasively: handled by 
a large group of. thespers. “Each 
LP: side -comprises"a separate. 
‘story, including ‘Noah. and The 

°°’ “The Story” of Joseph,’ Ark, 

“David ‘and Goliath; bid “The Birth 
of Christ,” “The Last Supper” and. 
others. Musical. ‘backgrounds. cand: 
sound effects help sustain the Ara- 
matic impact. 

Harry Simeone Chorale: “fhe 
(20th-' Magic .of Their Singing”. 

-Fox).: - This is another. ‘tasteful 
musical program by one of top. 

|choruses in the pop. ‘disk market. 
g | Harry Simeone’s Chorale of mixed: 

consistently 
pleasing. effect. with. its . richly 
voices: -achieves' a - 

hlended harmonies. ‘and. occasional 

package, the chortis delivers.an at- 
tractive medley of: old and. new 
material, including . tunes. 

‘In the double-platter. 

like. 
oy | p.r.. for Simon & Schuster. . 

‘are new. _arrangements by Norman 
Monath, » arranger and: / Pop. ‘gong. 

. | )in. ‘this collection -of .songs.’ White 
“Festival of RCA. ‘Victor Artists. effectively registers on ‘blues .like . 

“Good Morning Blues,” “Mean Mis- 
-treater”- and. “T.B: _ Blues.” In ane. 
‘other. mood,. fhe. gives. a ‘distirictive. 
‘edge to. songs: like . “Johnny Has - 
Gone For.-A Soldier” and: “Eree- *: 
dom. Road,” winding up with “The”. 
House I Live In,” the progressive-= =" 
‘ly-tinted ° “patriotic ‘song which. hit . .. 
in the pop: field several years ‘ago. -. 
“Sounds: of ‘Sebring 1961" (Riv- 

erside). .The ' latest: entry in. this 
label's’ string of LPs = ‘geared. ‘for... 
the hot rod set, this: package is a’ — 
“‘soundtrack”’” rendition - of the . 
Sports car endurance race at Se--~ 
bring, Fla, last March. For’ the 
buffs: who’ “get” ‘kicks: ‘out-of: the - 
sounds of’ racing: engines, : this set * 
has..a-full catalog of- growls. and... ©: 
whines. The buffs no. doubt can. tell - 5° 
the Ferraris from. the . -Maseratis. 
just. from: the ‘music’ of the. mas: 
chines. For © the - less . initiated, 
‘there's “a running commentary. on 
the progress ‘of the race. including 
interviews with some-;of the: drivers 
jauring fuel stops - in” the ‘pits. 

-- Herm. 

Music BIZ GET 5 VARIED 
~ LITERATI TREATMENT | 

“Doubleday. has: several. musie PS, 
books: slated. for. fall publication: — 
“Jazz: A History. of. the New York . 

ahd - Leonard Kunstadt, latter a co- 
éditor of Record Research. Charters’ 
“Jazz: New Orleans. 1885- 1957" 
a_ standard work. : 
‘“A Treasury of. Opera. Librettos; on 

edited. by: David G..Legerman, will 
include 21 of: the .most. ‘popular. . . 
operas in.. both ‘the. original ‘lan- ** 
Suage and in English. - Mary: Ellis 
Peltz, arehivist of the- Metropolitan 7 
‘Opera, is-a-contributor, as are Ruth - 
and Thornas Martin. whose ‘transld- 
tions:.are’ probably’ ‘the. most. fre- 
‘quently - -performed .” ‘in America: . 
-Johh Gutman,’ asst.:g.m; of the’ Met 
whose translation of “Boris” is one. 
used. by the Met; Walter Ducloux, 
who. is . heard’ frequently: on ‘the- 
Saturday: matinee broadcasts.:from:- 
the .Met; and. Boris’: Goldovsky’s. 
analyses ‘of: bopefa.* 

Still another. Doubleday. book. due 
ig “Folk ‘Songs. of: England,. Ire-- 
and, Scotland, and. Wales,” edited 
by William Cole. who has. edited. 16 
anthologies and, coincidentally, is 

.There- 

‘|smith. - 

We ‘theme, ' 
‘ Schuster, 

listenable entry. | 
Annette Vv ista): 

T.tovl-TALK” 
eute- Hawaiian - styled | 
bi.slitly projected” by 
stress “BLUE MECC MUC”™ 
teiton*- is more light material. — 

Hank Milton ‘United Southern ° 

“HAWALEAN | 

Aritsts: “AS YOU WERR” 'West-° 
ers Hits ') am okay country bal- 
lid, is fandled in,a pleasing folk . 
BELG hy this singer with choral’ 

(Du- * 

-CHAINED MELODY” ‘(Frank*t ‘is 
“unleasehed again with a ‘pulsating 
‘style that could bring it to. the, 

“TLL BE: 

support ‘GATLING GUN” 
achitte:: is a nicely swinging slice. 
Max Bygraves_ tLondon): 

“BELLS OF AVIGNON” (Amra! 
in « charming Galkie-flavored folk’ 
saza “nich ths British. performer | SEEING YOU" 

;Stands up as one of those oldies. 
oldtash- j that can make a dent in the cur- 

“TIN PAN AL= 

fs an 
handies skiflfull. 
TGYy" (Peldman: 

| good rocking impression’ ‘with a 
‘vocal style that. the femmes will 

(Musie W orld: is a;take to. “LOOK ‘WHAT I FOUND” 

novelty | (Figure*) presents a rocking-blues 
this sons-! istyle for okay spinning results. 

iCri- |} 
|OF MY. LOVE” (Southern*) is set 

Sottny Saber (Mala): “SHADOW 

‘in a standard bailad form’ and 
“shaped along familiar rocking lines. 
“WORRIED MIND” (Peer+) swings 
with a zippy vocal attack that’ could | 
stir some teen interest. 

Miri Claire fAmy):  SUON- 

spinning fore again. 
(Williamson*) 

“Judy at Carnegie Hall, "-e two-disk live: recording of. Judy- Garland's: 
recent Carnegie stint, is being released this week’ by: Capitol ; .': Folk- 
singer .Ed McCurdy, Elektra Records recording. artist, will be featured 
‘at the Denver. Folk. Festival, July 26-29 . . Capitol album releases this 

(week include’ Ray Anthony’s “Dream Dancing”: in: stered, Tennessee | 
Ernie Ford’s “Civil War Songs of the North and South" and the Roger 
Wagner Chorale’s -“Viva La France”. 
Gould's “Sousa. Forever" as a special ‘July: ‘Red Seal recording .. 

| three. latest albums in the Liberty Records. Premiere series. are “io t” 
Guitars South of the Border” with ‘Tommy Garrett, “Street Scene” 
with Felix Slatkin. and “Great Band with Great Voices” with the Si 
Zentner Band and ‘the Johnny Mann Singers. . 

*. RCA Victor is, releasing eight new Red Seal: recordings: in. “July, 
including . chamber music by the trio of Heifetz, Primrose. and Piati- 
‘gorsky; . ‘the Juilliard String Quartet and the Festival Quartet, as well 
as. LPs by Morton. Gould and the Vienna Philharmonic Orch. 

- Vietor is releasing: Morton |. 

‘Still’ -anotiier. on: the. ‘longhair 
Ne ‘time via ‘Simon ° &.- 

Ss: 

$1 50 paperback ' ‘listing 32‘ operas... 
Still another, «Blues: Fell This.” 

Morning": (“The Meaning: of the’. 
Blues”), by Paul Oliver, with for- 
word by. the late Richard: ‘Wright, 
is a. Horizon’ book in: October: 

- Pathe Records Bow. 
Pathe Records, a subsidiary of 

‘Pathe News, onetime. Warner Bros," 
newsreel. division which: was sold:: 
to Barnett Glassman. several years. 
ago, isthe latest label in the disk 
market, bowing with.an LP titled _ 
“Teenage. Guitars .Go Civil War" < 

‘A | with Glory Kennedy. and her com- 
sales meeting for - ‘all-of its distribs will be held -by. Kapp: ‘Records bo.” 
‘Saturday (15) in New. York : 
Suite’ 

. RCA Victor's cover for “Armed Forces 
’ has copped the 1961 "First: Prize Award of ‘the ‘Lithographers | 

and: Printers National Assn., Inc. in. the. category of packaging | material. Mf 

Pathe News ‘recently . ‘has ‘been. 
operating: in: the film: ‘syndication 

field. th . 

Scene”. is -by Samuel “B:’ Charters -.* 

“Opera: ‘Plots’ and. . . 
Themes, o - by .Rudolph Fellnér,-a:.! © 
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ND KICK 
\ Singles | Do Fast Fade in Pitt Area 

| As Price Factor Hurts, Stereo Spreads 
‘Pittsburgh, Jub Ll. 

* Equipment, actual values and sat- 
- uration play by the Top 40 statiuns 

Wednesday, July 12, 1
961. 
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: , : gos. 

~ASCAP Fors Avior Comite FE EQONLIND 
“For Publishers; Safety Valve for Beds) JOINS PARADE 
ve The American Society | of Com-+- 
posers,’ Authors & Publishers’ has, - By. EDDIE ‘KALISH 

A new: alliance’ -is.. forming. to]. Gold Disks i in: F ront 

eet re ee 

''& Hawkes; 

‘Fox .Music:- 
‘'+. felder,.of Pleasant Matic: Fox and |- 

NCA Revamp May 
Put Band Dept. In. 

“Credere’ Cons Top Prize 
“In Nanles Song Festival; 
TV Viewers Namie Winners 

| Wilding; -both of. whoni: were in-the 

oo - by Giuseppe “Marotta ‘and Maz- 
':- goeeo and publistied: -by: Titanus. 

*, sole. ” ‘by: Fiore and Barile.. oy 
a Domenico . Modugno’s. new- song | 
i “Na Musica,” ‘which many thought 
~ -eould ‘have won -handily- if. 

“ author -had: performed .it: himselt | 
(he’s currently ‘on South American } 

. junket). came .in™ 
‘ gales.. are ‘expected. for it. Report-. 
‘edly,. pic. producer: ‘Dino. ‘DeLaur- 

- entiis has: hought | At for. use’ in. an 
“upcoming: film. 

Package’ Della Reese. = 
css. For’62 Concert Tour} 

. 4s being set for a concert tour next 
” /-year by East-West Productions with: 
.* General: 

- agents. . The acka e ‘is-controlled|. .. 
ot p r the: ‘names of various: menrbers “to 

|.serve “on: its: membership, publica- 

,, Victor. release by. Hugo ‘-&. Luigi, 
:,, label's artists & repertoire. staffers. 
“It’s expected. ‘that . the. recording. : 

session .will: take place ‘.in “ the. 
Spring ‘when the package. comes to: 
N.Y.’ Carnegie Hall.’ 

of the publishers by setting .up .a 
new: publishers advisery committee, 
‘containing .a couple -of key ‘critics | 
of the administration. ASCAP’ prexy |: ” 

-. Stanley. Adams sparked ‘the :forma-} 
.. tion’ of: the publishers’. committee 

just: prior. to leaving.on.a six-week: 
tr ip. to Europe:. last week... 

“Members ° 
whieh will” transmit: ‘suggestions. 

and grievances: to Adams: for sub- 
mission to’ the. board of: directors, 

_Include- David S::Adams, of Boosey. 
a Mrs: --Bonnie: -Bourne,. 
‘of Bourne. Music; Irving. Broude, 

‘of Broude“Bros.;. Miss ‘T. White,: of 
Forster . Music; Fred Fox; of Sam 

and Hans 

Lengsfelder. have been : longstand= 
fing and deepgoing ‘crities . of. 
-ASCAP's. setup ‘and will’. be ex- 
“pected to voice. the demands: of: the| © 

_ opposition: Broup | in the | advisory. 
7 committee. ° 

‘~! Setup -of: the® publishers. ‘group 
., follows the: formation of a similar]: 
- ‘committee’ -for writers.:: - Numerous |’ 

- .guggestions “have . flowéd. .to “the! 
“ ASCAP board .as.“a result of ‘the|- 

‘ and]. 
sone -revisions: in the new. consent |. 
‘ASCAP . . writers - ‘committee. - 

‘order -have Tesulted from the. pow- 
“wows with the dissident. writers. : 

Rome; July. At: 
“Credere” ‘To. Believe. 

Junie Festival of Neapolitan ‘Song. 
Fest was. telecast throughout Italy: 

_ on three ‘nights,. with.’ listeners 
-'./ ‘askéd to vote. for’ their ‘favorite 

- tune viaa specially. set ‘up poll: 
Runnerup was -new tune. called 

“Mare Verde” (Green: ‘Séa). ‘penned 

Third place. went to ‘‘T’e Pijato. oO 

Ath, 

“Both ‘the svinning. sand - runnerup 
‘gongs. were, sung at the Fest; which. 

_ Nvas held. vat. Naples’ Mediterr aneo 
~ Theatre, 

* young singer, unknown a year aZ3, ° 
“by:- Milva! |. Fast-rising 

‘also: figured. ‘importantly , at this 
spring's ‘San’ ‘Remo sonetest. 

. Lengs-}. 

Ww ritten: 

“by Crescenzo." ‘Forlani: and’. ‘Forté, 
this week -won_ first. prize at. the 

‘signed: . to’ Larry... Barnett, 
headed . the :MCA ‘ act ‘and music. 
dept. and is now: working in’ teev: ee. 
‘Baumgarten: ‘has “ been 
office for. about: 15. years. ‘having |: 

but: strong 

. taken ‘steps to meet the: criticisms |. WB Must Cai Out Coke’ 

_ To Earn. BBC Disk Phys 
‘London, July. il.. 

‘Us Tark ‘Joatiie. Sonimers’ Tan - 
‘into‘a BBC. ban on her disk, “One 
Boy,” ‘hit: song: from. “Bye Bye" 

+ Birdie,” . because - the -lyrics:. men-.. 
of.. the © ‘pub group; 

tute advertising| for. Coca-Cola;. 
‘tion “!‘coKe,”'. -Which. -eould ‘consti: 

- Realizing: the anti-sales -effect- of 
‘no ‘plays von . BBC's tv or sound ;. 
networks, War ner Bros:. Rec-:; 
‘ords’. . international. -ditector . Bob - 
Weiss. ‘rushed Miss Sommers back : 
into the: ‘Tecording- studios: to- cut: 
out ‘the. ‘word. . 

Chi: 2 Agents Out 
a revamb : : has: been | “made “at. 

-Miisic - ‘Corp. of. Atiérica after the: 
resignation of: two. percenters, and ; 

‘| the shift of some personnel to other} 
offices. Its likely that the: centre-of © 

-| MCA’s -band activity may .ultimate-° 
ly. -be. -shifted ‘from New ‘York. :to 
Chicago because: of the geographic. 

: advantage. | 

‘Band ‘Béoking vet. ‘Jimmy Rich: 
ards has left the office as has. Bob: 

music department. :At the ‘same: 
time; Alan Lawlor’ has’ been; ‘moved | 
rom. the Dallas ‘office to Chicago ; 
‘to work on bands,. Howard. McElroy ; 
‘continues to head the Dallas office: 
Dave Baumgarten has taken over : 

many. ‘of ‘the: duties for. ‘merly -as-. 
‘who: 

Ww ‘ith: the ; 

started: there. BS. “one-night: 
booker. Me ; 

* ELECT NESUHI ERTEGUN 
PREZ OF NARAS IN NY.. 
Nesuhi. ‘Ertégun, . “Atlantic: Re- 

cords. yeep, was-elected president ! 
‘of the 'N:) Y. ‘chapter: of the: Na-: 
tional” Academy of .Recording Arts 
& Sciences’ (NARAS) 
‘ganization’s. -board. of’ -Bovernors. . 

by the or 

Elected : at. the | ‘Same time. were 
| Alan. Kayes: to’ the-veepee - Bost 
Henri Rene #s secretary, and:B 
Taylor. as. treasurer: : ‘John. Stevens 

“-tson Was: ‘re-elected: exec veepee.. 

In a¢eordance’ ‘with the ‘NARAS ° 
a ‘constitution, « : four more. memvers.. 

‘Della Reese.. RCA Victor. thrush, 

Artists ; ‘Corp. -acting as 

by her | manager” lee Magid. ‘and 
‘Tim Galé.of: East- West.. 

The package, which 

The. concert will be: ‘tecorded for 

-is. to: be: 
called “Portrait: ‘of Della’ ‘Reese.”. 

‘will also feature her. original gos- 
pel group :from Detroit, The Medi- 

:..- tation’ Singers,’. plus. thé. Mercer}. 
.° Ellington orch: It'll -be a ‘two-hour: 
. show featuring | the -gospel . transi- 

-” tion to: the: ‘blues and the free style 
OF jazz. -:-: 

‘The. tour,. whieh: will - kick “off |: ¥ 
next | February, | will start. in’ ‘the | 
‘New England ‘area: Ed. Rubin | of 

. ,°GAC’s concert -department. ‘is ‘int: - 
ae charge of lining - up .most. of. the] - 
; ‘dates in the east. Lee. Wolfber#:and | 
:- ” Bob Ehlert will cover the midwest 

-- areas, and Bob. Dawes: will handle 
the Coast. bookings. ~ 

“as . 

“Sf gonst elected by the board ‘in addi-.: 
lion ‘to. the four ‘famed. as: ‘ehief 
officers:. Julian’: (Cannonball). Ad-— 
derley. was: elected to. fil. Taylor's: 
spot..in: the. musician's category: 4 
‘while the three: members. at-large | 

|) will be .Is Horowitz. - Mickey, Kapp 
-and Gunther. Schuller... 

In. addition, ° the. board proposed” 

tion; education and. publicity :com- 
mittee. -Final: lists. of these ¢ommit-: 

| tees Will be released: upon. proposed 
members’. ~acceptances. 

‘Continuing | in’ ‘their “pespectiv e-. 
capacities. are George. .T. Simon 
as exec: director, Lillian” ‘Tookman. 

exec’ secretary, and, Buftler,. 
Jablow & Geller. as egal epunsel. 

Better Late Than Never | 
., London, ‘July. 11. 

Orchestra: leader Frank: Chacks-. : 
field received two gold. disks. here »; 
on Saturday: (1). for a-couple. of. 
songs which were hits eight years : 

| ago: Presentation for. “Ebb. Tide” 
and. “Limelight”. was’ made.at_ the ; 
Festival -Hall during a BBC. Light « 
Music. Fest. 

“Initial buist in. 1953 saw. 750. 000 
‘sides: sold but :it took: until now- 
to.sell the other 250, 000 necessary 
to Fate ‘the disk, 

MGM: Verve: ‘Records is iry- ‘bere is moving the once pepular tig back an old institution, In 
an era that is seeing the. baliroom }. 
doors closing: to. the bands. both |. 
large- and “small, . the.. mammioth 
amusement . _parks,.- Disneyland: in . 
California ‘and. Freedomland. 
Neéw York, are plunking down big : 
coin to bring - a string of live’ mu- 
sical’ groups, both name and other: }- 
Wise, to hypo ‘both atmosphere. ‘and |. 
‘business. . 

* The.. pattern. ‘for: both. “parks. is L: 
‘roughly: the -same.. Although no fig: F-- 
‘ure is: ‘obtainable for the Freedom-. 

‘it’s. fig-. 
ured that:it' is ‘somewhere in. the: 

* neghbor head -of the $300,000 ‘tab 
Picked. up ‘by - Disneyland for its 

‘fand music expenditure, 

teoters.. 

tween four. and: six ‘standing bands 
that are part of. the atmasphére for i 
particular ‘areas. 
Under. the overall. musical direc- ;. 

tion. of Paul Lavalle, Freedomland | 
has. ‘four’ -bands’ playing ‘steadily ; 
trom the park’s 10 a.m. opening to 

-! midnight. ‘closing. ‘In-the Old. N.Y. 
area there is -a five-piece German. 
-Qompah Band which’ adds- local 
‘color: to-a. brewery. setting. Laval-: 

Both -parks: ‘maintain’ be- !: 

ing ‘ahother - promotional ex- 
periment. The diskery is toy- 
ing .with the use of a gold 
vinyl -eompound: to -place a 
“special. accent on certain pro- 
‘motional platters sent fo radio 
stations. 
” The initial record to get 
the. treatment will be an Elia 

- Fitzgerald single on Verve of 
“Mr. Paganini,” of which 4.000 
golden | copies’ are being. ship- 

“ped to programmers. Idea is 
that the -flashy platters will 
catch the eye of jocks, librari- 
ans, producers, programmers, 

., ete..and get some bonus spins. 
oT 

RCA Wraps Up 
Nik and Honey’ 

B'way Cast Set: 
* Te’s Lower - Basin Street Group, :a |- 

‘ popular band. in the earlier days: of : 
area ; activity ‘tadio,."is located in the N-Y. 

1 ‘where. its -12.. ‘pieces. provide. diince.; 

“(Continued on ontinued on page 52). 

Low-Cost Cost Player 
~ Devised For 335 
-An ‘answer to the problem of. 

' finding a. sultably-priced record 
i player for the 33. rpm single imay- 
have been found... At. a 

‘| Association ‘of America, a model. ; 
‘for a-changer. that stacks 15. of the ! 
iseven-inch. disks was demonstrated: 
‘and viewed - with -interest. ° , 
The. ‘machine. can. retail for. 

“$19. 95; ata cost. of $15 to disk; 
‘firms for: the pilot: unit. The ma- | 
‘ chine. .will“-probably be’ marketed: 
“by a récord company under its own. 
“name. and, if okayed, may carry the 
RIAA seal of approval. 

Tn. ‘August, RIAA - will hald- ae 
meeting - ‘of its engineering stats: 
“to ‘discuss the’ player. .Jf it meets 
| with: ‘majority approval, it wi'l go: 
into production. with an early 1962 - 
marketing, date seen likely. 

“ye 

! DARIO SORIA TO EUROPE 
FOR RCA AFFIL MEETS: 
Dario ‘Soria, ‘RCA Victor v.p. in 

charge - ‘of -international - Jiaison. 
‘headed for Europe over last .week-. 
end: for an. eight- week survey: of: 
‘RCA . affiliates. abread. He'll. start. 
with “RCA. Italiana in ‘Rome: and ' 
Iwill visit..Zurich. London, ‘Athens,- 
: Pari is,. Berlin, Hamburg and ‘Gen- 
;eva to. ‘coordinate ‘and ‘develop 
i methods -of international market-) 
ling. and to discuss  upe oming | 
product. ; 

‘In Berlin, he'll attend a: general .. 
_. meeting ‘of -RCA's. European -reps, 
including those from Scandinavia. 
“which will be held at..the end of. 
August coincidentally with the | 
German Phono exhibit fn that city. 

- Mrs. -Dorte’ Soria, producer of the: 

i 

"Special - Soria. ‘series for RCA Vic- 
tor, ‘will _a¢company. her husband. 

‘AlKasha Joins Col. 
“As A&R Aide on Singles. 

“Alfred Kasha has joined Colum- 

bie’ Records artists & repertoire to! 

“assist | ‘the: label's buildup of . its: 

“singles output. Kasha will concen- 

trate on .the production . of pop * 
; single’ releases and the. develop: | 
“ment of singles artists. 

He'll. produce ‘the’ future Buzz 
‘Clifford sides .and ‘will also work : 
“with: a&r-: producer’ John Hammond : 

-recent . 
“meeting. of. the Record Industry * 

‘on Aretha. Franklin records. Kasha | 

RCA Victor is stepping up its 
in the Broadway 

‘album - picture, ‘wrapping up_ its 

and Honey”. musical, which opens: 
1 Oct. 10 on ‘Broadway with Robert: 
‘Weede, Mimi Benzell and Molly. 
Picon. Book is by- Don Appell with} 

{derry Herman doing the music and: 
Ivries. Victor also copped the cast; Which is the No 

_45 rpm single into limbo 

jmust be made However, 

*LP’s here, 

cast, 

[third Jegit deal for the upcoming | 8s 
1 season. Diskery will cut the “Milk, 

This. is: 
shown {n a VARIETY survey here 

cof key one-stops, distr butors and 
} ‘dealers 

The big factor is the popular:iy 
of the valuable sound Sistems with 
either monaural or. stereo Pay 
j that is a common pi¢ce 1n most of 
«the district hames A parent is not 
Eo to permit his teenage child 
free use of such a valuable piece 
' of equipment where a spindle has 
ito be used and a specd change 

if the 
rock ‘n’ roll fan has an I.P. he «an 

'put it on himself without much 
j trouble and enjoy his 12 songs and 
ithere is no big: hassle with the 
| not too hip parent. 

_ Those 12 songs lor $3 25, which 
is the general retail sale price for 

stands up very strong 

_ against the two-song 45 which selis 
;from 79c-to 98c. With the hit rec- 
j ords available on albums within 
idays after they hit the Top 10, 
the kids lay back and wait for the 
better value. 

a During this period, thes are still 
‘hearing the songs they bke almost 
constantly on such Top 40 stations 
here as KQV and WEEP KADKA 

an 80-play list which includes 
the Top 40. Saturation play jis on 

‘each of these three stations during 
the 3 to 6 time period mest of the 

‘kids have their radios tuned in 

A good example of thie 3s “A 
Quarter to Three” by 1 5) Bonds, 

1 song in the areca. 
rights .ta - “Let It Ride,” with al LeGrand has jn pul out an 1.P 

score by Jay Livingston and Ray,’ 
and the upcoming Frank; and 11 * Evans, 

: Loesser-Abe. Burrows show. “How, 
_To Succeed In Business Without: 
i-Really . ‘Trying.”’ 

‘The trio of cast sets ‘lined up by 
- Victor puts it on a par with Cap-° 
‘itol which has locked up “The Gay 
“Life.” “Sail Away” and “Kuamina " 
Columbia Records. Is set: with: 
“Kean” and “The Crime Of Gio- 
vanni Venturi.” 

‘Dance Til} A Quarter to Three’ 
other tunes by Bonds, 

Other hits of any proportion ase 
also on LP's. 

| As a result this 3° market {s 
; shoving LP sales up to 88°. of 
gross sales where a few years afo, 
| the same figure was used for 

; singles. This does not mean m any 
way that the rock ‘n' roH fever 

ihas abaled here as the kids still 
listen ta the music,-go to record 

Still up for grabs are “All-Amer-} hops and RO to see the stars within 
, fean” and “Subways Are 
iSleeping” The “All-American” 
score. was written. bv 
Strouse- ‘and Tee Adams, who did j 
“Bye Bye Birdie.” 

Re. Mi.” 

up the.soundtrack seore for the 
“new Jtalian pic, “Rocco and Js 
Brothers,” for release through the * 

SeTIES f RCA> Victor: “International 
It'll be the followup to the “La. 

+Dolee Vita’. score, which was 
jcleffed by the same composer, 
‘Nina Rota. The: ‘LP. is heing han- : 
‘dled. by..Dario Soria, Victo1’s vp. 
in charge of international iaikom 3 

‘OUNCY JONES JOINS 
-.MERCURY’S A&R STAFF 

Chicago, July 1} 
Bandleader - Quincy. Jones jias 

“been | ‘signed by. © Mercury as 
imusical” director to work  vcut 
‘of their New York office Jones, . 
who is also..a composer and ar- : 
ranger, ‘Mill continue te front his 
own orch; which records for Mer- 
“cUry. 

Jones’ ‘will team with Mercury : 
jazz a&r men Hal Moonry and 
‘Shelby Singleton in recording - 
| single dates as well as pop albums 
He has written, conducted and ar- 
‘ranged. for. Ray Charles, Count 
Basie; Dinah Washington, Sarai 

| Vaughan, Perey Lee and others 

| Lee Exits Zodiac 
George Lee has-sold hos witerast | 

in Zodiac Music Corp, Compton . 
| Musie and Palette Records to Felix | ont. 
{ Faecq’ and Jacques Kluger 
“whom he has been assoc lated for 
‘the past five years. 

Lee: had been managing the fir:ns 

Victor, meantime, also has picked | 

i: package deal. 
ibesn ta operate 

For 4 this idiem in person. Nothing hat 
materially changed except record 

Charlesi sules. The strength of a record 1s 
reBected in the changing figures 

“Subwais” “is! of the amount of units cold 
‘hy Betty Comden & Adolph Green : 
-on book and lyrics with Jule Styne . 
en “music, the: team which a‘d * ‘Do! 

Where a big sinule hit here ance 
hit as high as 75.000, it. is very 
scldom that the crecord will yo 

Dover 25,000. with, the averare Jat 
reaching around 3154900, OL this 
fsure. juke bex sales represent 
1 3 of the sales fi: ures. Tt is also 

(Continued on page 521 

General ‘Harmonics Wraps 
- New Premium Disk Deals 
. | After Jack Paar LP Click 

Harmonics & Video 
whith, under the Record Pigducts 
iIne banner, Jaunched a dick pro- 
motion premium operation recently 
with a Jack Paar album as a tee 
in with Jiffy Sew mending pioduct, 
has a couple ef mew deale v orhaug 

.on the came idea. ‘Fhe outfA tias 
, produc ed a disk by Commie Fianeis 

General 

for Brvieream ard oa Stese Dawe 
Trence-Fydie Gorme. platter tor 
ssylvicrin. 

The Paar package offered st 
$147 reportedly exceeded the }- 
O00 0HU sates mark dhrowph a caci- 
i paien in supermarket) d:ugo asd 
ivaniety stares. Future platters adil 
be marketed in the cac.e 

The Brvleream and Sv lyierin 
dicks will not be procuced under 

‘the Record Praducts Ine handle 
There is no Jabel as vet eetatlisiied 
for the overall operation <0 dif- 
ferent names ase applied to each 

The company may 
yuder at own 

Jabel eventually but not am as crus 
j were ial basis They antetid fo tax 

for the premirm tieunc, using 

Bay 

with ione artist per product 
In addition to its iecord operas 

‘tion, GHV is also contemplating 
mosing into tv as a producer on the 

-has. been a songwriter as wéll as a-in N.Y while Kluger was baved in | promotional ac vel) as atraspht pro- 
[singer: on-.a couple: of: labels. : A Belgium. | gram. Lees 34 Je se] . 
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28 

2? 

39 

31 

32 

33 

Last No. Wks. This 
Wk. Or Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL Wk. 

1 8 QUARTER TO THREE 34 
U.S. Bonds ...........- Legrande ; 

4 8 BOLL WEEVIL SONG 135 
Brook Benton ...... ie eeeee Mercury 

2 9 RAINDROPS . | 36° 
Dee Clark ...........+ »- Vee Jay {| 

3 10 MOODY RIVER 437 
Pat Boone wiv ce eecsccnaacess Dot: 

8 4 HATS OFF TO LARRY | 38 
Del Shannon ........ seeee Big Top | 

10 5 TOSSING AND TURNING 39 
Bobby Lewis ......... .seee Beltone 

5 12 TRAVELIN' MAN -{ 40 
Rickie Nelson .........+. Imperial 

It 4 DUM DUM V4y 
Brenda Lee .......:2 00.0000. Decca 

9 12 HELLO MARY LOU 42. 
Rickie Nelson .........-. ; Imperial ft 

& ¢% STAND BY ME 1 43 
Ben E. King...... Ser aoe Atco . . 

28 7 IJLIKEIT LIKE THAT | 44 
Cris Kenner .......-.+---- Instant 

15 5 CUPID | 45. 
Sam Cooke ..........0e00- Victor 

24 5 IFALL TO PIECES. 46 
Patsy Cline .............-. Decca | 

32. 4 HEART AND SOUL | 1.47 
Jan & Dean........ eee Challenge |. 

22, 5 SAN ANTONIO ROSE 4 
Floyd Cramer ............ Victor | 

t4 8 BARBARA ANN ag: 
Regents ........cec cece cece Gee |. 

[2 7 TEMPTATION | 50. 
Everly Bros. ..... ee eee we cenee WB 

19 6 WRITING ON THE WALL “51 
Adam Wade .........e0058. Co-Ed 

7 13 RUNNING SCARED | 52 
Ray Orbison .......«... Manumenf 

34.3 TOGETHER . | 53 
Connie Francis ..,......... MGM 

18 7 YELLOW BIRD . | 54 
-Arthur Lyman ...... wvcoeses Hi Fi] 

26 6 DANCE ON LITTLE GIRL ASS 
Paul Anka ..........- «>» ABC Par |. 

27 5 YELLOW BIRD 56 
Lawrence Welk ..........++- Dot | | 

3f «ft LITTLE EGYPT | 57° 
Coasters ...... ee recesveese Ateo | 

20 11 OLDIES BUT GOODIES | 58 
Little Caesar ....5......00. Del-Fi 

23 9 EVERY BEAT OF MY HEART 159 
Pipps ....-......-2-..+- Vee Jay) 

60 4 LET'S TWIST AGAIN _.  |-60 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway | 

52 -8 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR | 6 
Eddie Hodges .......... Cadence |. 

25 9 RAINING IN MY HEART 62... 
Slim Harpo ........ beseee ‘Excello : 

13 9 \4J.FEEL SO BAD . 63: 
Elvis Presley .......-...... Victor 

54 3 PLEASE STAY 64 
Drifters ...........+000- Atlantic | 

16 9 ALWAYS HORT ONE YOU LOVE j 65..: 
Clarence Henry .........4%. Argo | | 

55 2 NEVER ON SUNDAY 66: 

ARIETYs RECORD 
(Tune Index of Performance & pre 

~— 

This weekly tabulation is based on a : statistleally balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key. outlets in major ote, ond muslé 

programming by the major independent radio stations. 

Chordettes Cadence | 

Lost. No. Whe. Lost: ‘No. Whe. a Le q This - . ; 

Wk. On.chert TITLE, ARTIST - LABEL Wk, Wk. On Chart TITLE, antist tasel 

67 3 TE TATE TA-TA: «1 6F 80 (6 DOWN ON MY. KNEES 
-Ernie-K-Doe Sateen tesebens Minit: oa _ Walter Vaughn woe neesions Liberty 

30 10 “BILBAO SONG | 68. —. 2° NOBODY CARES... 
fos “Andy Williams ....-.... Cadence . Baby Washington . ree a ‘ - Neptune 

17 16 -HELLO WALLS 169.36 8 IT KEEPS: RAINING | 
Faron Youfig’........-006. Capitol : a Fats . Dominos... 6. eccne « Imperial: 

35 4.. EVENTUALLY . 70:97 °5 -MY KIND OF GIRL . 
| “Brenda Lee ... soe eee eens +, Decca po | Matt Monroe 2.52. 6.0096 Weick ; 

59 4 “LAST NIGHT ecg [TP 720: MISSING: You . * oh 
| “Markeys. ..+-seeresse... Satellite | *.. ‘Ray Peterson. .......02 00006 - Danes 

44 2. 'M-COMING BACK T To > You" \.72 75 2.- ‘FALLEN. IDOL . 
Se _ Jackie ‘Wilson........ vee Brunswick. ) Ken. Lyon: s 0.3. Wiel eebee. ea: i Eple 

51-4 -SEA.OF HEARTBREAK |73 — -2° WATERBOY. 
Don Gibson ve we oe eocree eee Victor : , a: ‘Don Shirley. Trio * oe a eons * e Cadence 

46 5 SACRED _ | 74 70. 6. .OLE BUTTERMILK SKY _ 
| : Castells. . Ce eeees eeree e.4ee Era . Z ‘Bill Black Combo. oe eee o° a Md AL a 

33 9 RIGHT OR. WRONG [75 = .2 JIMMY LOVE” co 
_ Wanda Jackson .......... Capitol. |: » Cathy. Carroll ...0205...6 Trlodex:: 

— |. STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT 176 — 1.° THREE HEARTS IN A TANGLE: 
‘Linda Scott .2.....-.66.-226 C-A’]. ; ~ Roy Drusky ..; wet ep etaedes Decca | 

29° 0. LITTLE DEVIL 77°.— | THE CHARLESTON - 7 a 
ae Neil: Sedaka coveseeccecees Victor | | Ernie. Fields . 2 Rane 

7 OT: TONIGHT 78 = |: -GRANADA re 
| WVelvets oo. ce ccc ee “Monument t ; _ Frank. Sinatra weet lhe neces ~ Reprie 

62 4. YOU-CAN'T sit DOWN ‘179 90 7 “JIMMY. MARTINEZ, | : 
Phil: Upchurch Combo........Boyd ae Marty: Robbins Col 

53 5 NATUREBOY =~ | 80 1 CLIFE Js BUT A DREAM -. ee 
| 7 Bobby Darin: Seen ee eet eee es . “Atco - ms “Earls peeve cee einceses obees , Rome * 

45 2. TAKE A FOOL'S ADVICE |-81.. 47. 17° .ONE HUNDRED POUNDS ‘OF CLAY... 
- Nat King Cole .......... Mereury | “Gene MeDaniels. 03.55.55. Liberty: 

— | “HEART AND SOUL. > 18264. 5 NEVER ON SUNDAY. 
. Cleftones as 7 ce esoee. eveeese Gee CT , “Don Costa. cece eebaces Sew eee UA. 

21 14. I'M AFOOLTO CARE | [es — 1 satNaoL CS 
ae “dor: Barry sete secsosecceee Smash | ; Billy Moxted. (K&H: - 

40 13 PEANUT BUTTER | --| 84 39 12 GIRL.OF MY BEST FRIEND. | 
: Marathons meee seeeecns Arvee | | ...Rral Donner Sr ere eters eae ‘Gone 

“ Bobby Rydell 2o¢ ee eveccsene ; Cameo , .. - Etta James * ee Pee e6 Be ‘¢ owe ‘e Argo. 

43 13 BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 186 71-17; RUNAWAY oss : 
Connie. Francis ..,........: MGM | — ~ Del Shannon... Saeee wasiee’s Rig Top:~..- 

$4 2 WOODEN HEART | 87 — 1 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES = 
” Gus Backus veneee eeeee Fono Graf. ; Curt’ Lee 7 Dunes i 

63. 2: 4 JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND | 88° 77 :11 BIG. BiG WORLD - - 
Ann Margaret............. Victor |-. _ Johnny Burnett... 25. so006 Liberty. 

49 12 HALF WAY-TOPARADISE = =| 8% -— 1 THAT'S WHAT: GIRLS: ARE. FOR, : 
wee Orlando sieteseeteens Epic | | Spinners: : res eesecessebesoees + Trift 

oe Key Starr. we eedes ~ Capitol: ee dose dimener. : ar nett om Kapp 
38 14 LOUISIANA 4 MAN ne iia Fo LOM oe Su. Warwick 

Rusty & Doug . eoaececes + Hickory 92. . 92° 4s THREE STEPS an THE ron 

68: 22 700 MANY: RULES es re George Hamilton IW... <3. » Vietor 
7 . Connie Francis ste ee ene esse MoM: 93 — +t ‘BOBBY ; 

“Al~ 8. STICK WITH ME | fe Ne Seott el eee ee eee Porteait 7 
Everly Bros.’....-.+.-+.-+00s WB} gg 2. 1 SOMEBODY NOBODY. WANTS | 

— | BLUE TOMORROW . _ Dion’ avessenes ade cbeeee “Lauria 
oe Billy Vaughn: ceeccresssccecee Dot | 95 84 7 vLp SMOKY. Co 
61 10 RONNIE Cs ; | Johnny. &. Hurricanes secaee Big Top: 

Marcy Joe selieetseesaees Robbie 196 — 2 CHARLIE WASH’. THERE. | 

7 Belmonts. Lee sceeveenecece, Sabrina | 97 — =O NOBODY” | a 
a Kay Starr... eee eee cee Capitol 

65 ©2 .WOODEN HEART ee oe , a 
. . Joe Dowell | a eceveceseceeee Smash. wo I NO SUBSTITUTE FOR LOVE = 
an we lloe Roy Hamilton wernt beeen wees. + Epic: 

42. 12 “TRAGEDY | ; 99 88 3 LITTLE REUBEN. | 
__Fleetwoods ..... pebecesees' Dolton | Al Gardner <0 ii e.5..00ec02 SRO” 

— .3 DAYDREAMS _ 100.86 9 OLD BLACK. MAGIC | 7 
Johnny Crawford .......... Del-Fi | - pone: aarell - "Cameo 



have grown. nore’: -Jiberal © 
~"? -money, for this: purpose: | Now 

nS “208. them ‘operating these days.: 

Bi hs ae 
Wednesday, July 12,1961. 

Follows US. in Steady Coin Upbeat 
- London, ‘July. 11. 

ot Despite - ty, _ conventionally ! 
_ ‘aimed: to’ be killing ‘other forms: 

have . never. been 50" “healthy... A 
“new-.: market - ‘Has - emerged: the. 
school’ orchestra. Local authorities | 

oe OF entertainment, . instrument sales | — 

+> - 

Ni ina. Simone Reeuping 

wo ‘Philadelphia. ‘July 14." 
, Singer-pianist: ‘Nina Simone «was: 

‘with | 'reported in “satisfactory “condition 
“at: at’: Hahnemann Hospital, ‘suffering 

“Gs not. unusual’ for a ‘school.’to from -a ‘severe virus attack that. 
‘spend. $3,000 or. more. on. its, school ° physicians’ first thought was. polio. 
orchestra. 

"Large, professional’. “orchestras: 
. still donot ‘fill’ instrumentmakers - 
.. coffers: One. of ‘the -problems.”of 

this. industry. ‘is ‘the. tiny ‘teplace-. 
- ment demand, and . -secondhand 
-models ' often’. ‘fetch: ‘fat prices: , 
Dance bands: are™ -an.-even tess.:- 
Jucrative source as. ‘there’ are fewer 

'; “Fhe market is: “also. anchored ‘by. 
exports. Manufacturers. have | 
gained: steadily: {to the tune -ot - 

able. ‘to...make . her. ‘film — 

'Miss.:Simione was booked Jintu. 
“Pep's: Musical Bar” here’ put was 

= 

From. Virus Attack: 

-foréed to cancel the. date: Her- ail-.. 
ment. was first ‘diagnosed as. a non-" 
paralytic form’ of” polio, but later - 
tests failed to confirny that prelim=_- 
inar: ‘Vv. diagnosis... 
The .singer was “expected to. re- 

“Thain in .the hospital to’ the end 
-of :the -month:. She * -hopes to: be-S 

debut | 
Atig. :s An. “Notorious. _in “Notorious, Landiady. wh 

ORM 
French ‘Maginot Line’ Vs. Rock ’v’ Roll 
Finally Falls; Big Beat! s Beaucoup B.0. 

Paris. dady 21 
Rock ‘n' roll, whie h never caught 

NOES FG FRE 
SQUEEZEOUT 

London, July 11. 
-Masic. publishing in the U.K. ig ; 
going to turn. full circle and, in a. 

' British Disk Best Sellers ' 
London, July 1) 

on here, now seeas: te be 9. 
belated inroads 

hing 
One oul of every 

few years, large pubberies only. Wilt Runaway: Shannon . three disks is now rocking and lo- 

"still be in business. This is the con-}. . ‘Londom) © ‘cal singers of this genre are bald. - 
-sigered opinion 6f Max Diamond,| - Temptation .... Everly Bros. ink & following It may be te tor 
‘general manager of -Kassner.Asso-| ._ 'Warner) ‘Yank practitioners te make ap- 
ciated Pub. Co. among the more ‘Hello, Mary Lon ..:. Nelson, pearans és here . 
‘successful publishers - ‘here. . Dia- London) When Fr'r was tmtiads a lig 

“mond foresees.a declitie in the pop-: Pasadena Temperance Seven thing: musically in the LS) at jast 

“tlarity. of disks in. favor ‘of tapes | ‘ tParlophone: did not click here aid the few at- 
containing’ from 20 to 40 tracks. : ’ A Girl Like You Richard tempts at intraing noted Vink per- 

‘This trend, which will take same- _ tColumbia) formers of this type in music hails - 
thing. like 10 vears‘to mature. Will ‘Halfway To Paradise.. -Fury led to walkouts and even decisen, 

‘force: ‘publishers syithout -Targe| - (Decca) plus blackballing by anusi citties.. 
“Veht-musie catalogs to sell out be. Surrender ...........Piesley But tangs are chanzed now 
. lig mus a cat a ible for “URCA) Rock ‘n’ roll is showing up in all 
cause; today, it is imipossible fe ' But I Do .......:.... Henry the resort sections ani even pls 
thein-to build up ‘Same. Reason, |." (Pye). ,ing in hallowed concert halls for 
says’ Diamond. is BBC sound's pol- ‘Well I Ask You ........ Kane tig youthfal turneuts There ig 
iey. of ‘familiar’ music .only” in Decea) even a stow rock deyecloping fer 
prime " spots. | . For ‘- ‘instance: ahy Frightened City .... Shadows dancing b¥ elders A recent rack 

: [number .on = “Music” While . You! . (Columbia) fest at the Palais De Sports hese 
York.” a. big-audience. daytime! pe ee had a big turnout and dancing in 

$2, 800, 000) ‘over ‘the. last 10 years. 
At the:end of. 1960: more’ than 
$8, 400.000 - worth “of” ‘instruments ° 
flowed’ out of. Britain compared. 
with’. $5,600, 000 © in’ “1950. Pianos, 
“which last. year suffered’ a “domes- | 
“tic sales-droop “until: a* ‘vigorous | 
‘campaign: ‘changed, the. kev. to. show. 

‘an. inerease of -11o .o¥er. 1959, 
‘account «for. half” “the .. exports. 

Boosey & Hawkes; Britain's. big-' 
gest. manufacturer’ ‘of: the smaller ° 

-4nstruments, exports. approximate- 
“ly 606c- of - its autput. . 

‘Instrument | production « 

U . Jam Combos. 

2 London, July lis. 
Britain wants. those. -U.S.° jem 

combos. : The Modern: Jaz7- Quartet 

i have been inked: in: for U.K. visits : 
. _3.this fall: by..the’ Harold -Davidson ‘: 

“has org. “MJQ ‘arrives; here Sept. 23° 
_-. Yéached the: stage. where. different ° for a.two-week stint: beforé moving * 

nations have different ‘Specialties. . to the. Continent for. . ‘six: weeks.. : 

- Swing 3 in Britain 

‘and. the’. Ray: Charles. ‘Orchestra. 

airing, must . have had at. least. 12; 
Pluggers. here are : 

| currently.” pleased’ if they get two” 
| airings for: a riew ‘light-music | num: | 
ber, Jet. alone ‘12! 

- Diamond is. also. disenchanted | 
with the idea, widely. held in Tin. 

- Pan’ Alley, that commercial radio | 
‘will aid the ailing -biz: Even if it 
: nrater ializes, Diamond feels the my 
“crease © in - overheads. needed. 
: cover the hundreds of: local. ‘te. 
“tions which would ‘spring up would | 
: be. so great,’and for so little re-j 
turn,” - Trost’ pubberies: ‘would for- 
‘get it. - ; 

Ink Calif. law 
Vs, Disk Forgers 

Sacramento. July 11. 
California Gov. Edmund 

| Brown last week signed legislation 
aimed at the counterfeit record 
racket. “Os 

The bill, introduced in the state 
‘legisla wre by. Democratic Assem-! 

G.- 

fhe aisles and the usual veuthful 
‘fistieufts., 

-: Two lead French advucutes ave 
‘Johnny laltiday and Kichwed Ane 
thons, who have both taken US. 
sounding names Nonetecn and 20 
years old, respectively. they cell 
disks and have a big followme ond 
lake $1,000 a night for personals, 
Their backers sometimes  chah. 
Both writhe and do pelvic psta- 
lions but Anthony seems, a le El- 

. vis Presley, more coherent and 
‘audible in lyrics. 
| Most of the noted chanters have 
done rock for laughs but are tak- 

For: instance: 
the : U:S., 

“guitars come:.from-' Ray. Charles. drops’ ‘in for nine ° 
: -yjolins. fromt : :Geriany.., days: from Oct: 13. after: i: “shoru | 

 blyman. Charles W. Meyers of Fris-|ing it more seriously now. Se it 

co, makes it a felony to counter-jmay have finally come to France 
|feit record trademarks. The law (after being a poor musical sister 

, hada big hit. single’ in “Since I” 

- “Jeft. the. firm. ‘to’ “form, his: own Rob: : 
bee Records. - 

“A receiver acting under, the: au- 

.. drums, from Britain... °. | Continental trip: |. - 
. Imports. here, have: ‘been: slowly ; ‘Davidson, has: also fixed concert’ 

climbing the'scale, too. One main ° qates:at the: Festival. Hall for Dave ; 
Tease is tne { demand for nich ; Brubeck, currently: in ‘Britain film. | 
_ American ° electric .0 ing .in ‘Rank’s’ “All Night’ Long,” |. 
‘Hammond hopes oo 2 sell eh jazzman. Charlie ' Mingus. 
:at the rate o a year. 2 ; UK: at: between, $980" and. $4, 200 ‘Davidson says he ‘is ‘also. huddling |* 

: ‘each. 

Calico Records, Pit Label, 
Goes Into Receivershio: As: 

_ Distribs! Refuse to Pay’ 
Pittsburgh, July. ‘ALl.. 

“Calico. ‘Records,.loeal indie: ithich’. 
was .on ‘the. charts” {wor years age. 
‘with :‘The- Skyliners, ‘is now -in re-- 

- eeivership. ‘A: group: of. local: busi- |. 
_ messmen, headed by. “eomposed-ar- 
‘Tanger. Lenny’ Martin, formed - the; 
‘com pany. three. years ‘ago and soon ' 

‘a Louis’ Armstr ong: 

the: fall. 

“Another” “British. ‘pooker, 

ton. Orch for. a return. trip. next 

- tour. of the continent. 

BRITISH AUDIO a 
“GET CENTRE OF SOUND’ 

" London,: “July | The. se tn 

“Centre OF. . Sound... Glamorizing 
“500.000. -copies::. ‘The “group | fol- 
.. lowed with © another hit in .““Pen- - 
‘hies From: Heaven” which’ went: 
over °100.000. Their. albuni .,“ The. 
‘Skyliners, " “alse. enjoyed _ a‘: brisk- 

. sale, About | a.. year *ago- Martin 

time. -Tin. Pan. ‘Alley,-.this 
enterprise. which 

. port: from all sections of. the. audio. 
-industiy.. ‘A club. and.-: showcase for , 
‘all aspects. of sound recording, ‘the ; 

centre. -hoastsa presentation thez- 
. tre,..a -permanent. . exhibition. of. 
developments: in atldio:- equipment. 
a ‘cinema, fitted” With.35m | and: 
‘16m_prdjectors, closed. cireuit | tv 
facilities, a technical: Jibraty: ‘and + 

Calico’ -then assigned: The: Sky- 
‘Jiners ‘to:-Colpix. which. now “have 

* them under. contract. “Attorney “AL 
_ ‘Capozzi. ‘spokesman -for” the ‘firm, 7 
said the: company's big: trouble “reading: room’. ‘pliis. wo bars..a 

stemnied -from its inability. :to: col- restaurant arid three tv. lounges, 

lect” accounts receivable, Pressing: Centre is. run ‘by ‘Audio Indus- 
“costs was. the biggest: item on their tries “Club: Ltd: and: the.’ British 

_ dist of debts. : . Recording Club. proups. represent: 
“ ‘Canozzi.: said. an § a ‘accounts ‘Te- 
* eeivable are: collected. it would, be . siasts respectively. Graham, Ewing,. 
-more than enough ‘to pav the dehts. -. diréctor of ‘the ‘centre. ssid that 

7 . dplans fer’ “the future: mmciude, an. 
: thority..of the court:is more. POW-. information. bureau and a yee “ani¢al, 
/Yeful’-than ‘an ‘individual : Ailing: a inquiry. sexy ite. 
euit’ 

‘Capozzi . said “all: the disttibntors 
that owe :the firm: money. were sol- - 

- -yent and. in- business. : “but Eee 
don: ‘t want to. pay.” : 

~Jolinny Cash’ Snlis 

VE B Marks Gets Ose seas” : 
~ Rights to ‘Tossin’’ ‘Click 

E. B: Marks . Music has wrapped - 

; “up. “all ‘foreign. pubiishing: ‘rights. . 

With Mor. Stew: Carnall with” ‘the ‘ex¢ep
tion: of. Cc anada. for. 

Hollywood,. July “11. the. current ©: hit, ““Tossin’: “and: 

-Colurnbia’ ‘recording artist John: ‘Turnin’,” which; is - handied, here. 
ny ‘Cash and: his manager Stew by Lescay Musi¢. ‘Tune. jumped. 
Carnal]. have ended their. ‘business into the. top ofthe bestseller Tieap.. 
association of 18 months. ‘The: ‘split i. 
is: the .resultof Cash’s ‘moving his : 

“:residence and. personal. business :. tone label. . 
- office: to Ventura; Calif. ..° Bob) Marks. &. Pp. "of. she. “Marks. 

-The singer. has ‘rio - “plans: for:: firm, alsa picked -up. righis to the * 
siening ‘another. ‘manager: at Pres: flip. side, “Oh Yes, T. Love. You,” 

: ent a .| from. Leseay.* 

., With- the commer ‘cial tv..webs over | . 
“Spec tacular’|- 

Which he: thinks. will tnaterialize: in} 

Me 
“Lewis, is tryirig: to.sign Stan Ken- 

April that would include a: SDM eek: 

“Herhert Wilcox. opened a ‘unique. 
"Don’t Have You” which sold- over’. venture here jast. week called’ The | 

‘London’s. ‘dingy Are her’ Street; one- >. 
is’ an. 

; should win sup; 

ing. the trade and: ‘amateur .énthu-- 

via. ‘Bobby. Lewi is’ Slice for. the Br 12 a 

WB Sales Meet 
- Rolls on Wheels 

- Tato Key Cities 
Wainer. ‘Bros. Records. is’ hold- 

ing © ‘Its. fall sales: ‘convention this’ 
year by. traveling. in a  specially= 
equipped Pullman: failroad car on! 
an’ 18-day tour of. 12 key cities 
“which. began last Friday :7) in Los. 
‘jAngeles. Participating in the whis-! 

tle-stop tour are Warner’ Records | 
| prexy. James. B. Conkling; mer- 
chandising. director Joel Friedman; . 
‘director: of engineering Lowell 
Frank: comptroller Ed West: and 

assistant -- Conkling, H er b 
‘Hendler. 

JLast eae tive. diskery. ‘conducted 

‘only. the: eastern. states. This’ year ! 

‘personnel to the trip's raster. 
: Idea behind the expanded. pro- 

dgram is to reach directly. as many 
{sales people: as pastible. . on. all 
levels. of the se Hing Jadder.... It’s. 
felt that by : “going. directly 10° the 
jkey. city: areas. it, will -be possible 
tto-:contaet’ more...cuch personnel 
-than by holding. the .usual- company | 
“convention: in: one | ity: It. As CX 
pected | that.us!) many, as 258 dis. 

‘ytributor ¥ales staffers: will visit tine | ndebed, ; 
‘July are Tennessee brnie 

Among. the activities. at each Stop “wa albums.. ithe North” 
August of 

‘singles, V4 ner: ‘Corale § 

as well vas: 

jeonvention : ‘train. 

‘are introductions of. new 
and. September albume and. pre- 
views “of: future: Warners’ 
cand album releases. 
"-merchandising and: ‘sales program- 
“ining ineetings. When tine ellows* 

disk, joc keys and dealers are. being j 
invited. to meet. with di-fribytors+ 
ad Loameoffice. ‘peysonnel on. the ! 
train. Joining. fhe. office stash in 
-presenting the program in each of 
the. citfes wd: 
s onal «alés “manegers Bob, Sum- 
“mers,-Stuart W oodriff, Fran: How- 
wil and. Reagie Tobin 

‘7 l 
: ' Stops: heirig. made -cn ihe ‘tour. oon 135. 

year's balance of $302 664. 
‘inchide El. Paso, Dallas. St. Louis. 
Detroit, Baltimore. New York. 
Cleveland. Chicaco, Minneapolis. 
Seattle and ‘pani Francsco, ' 

-: ee = a eee 

Marion Williams & Stars of Faith, 
gospel Rroup.: playing on Muceum 
of Modern. Art. N:y.: garden July 

-20,. fourth - an the museum's. jazz. 
series... 

H “bootleg” 

the group wall: pet a chance to hit 
‘more areas and has added more | . 

promotion: 

he -Warners'. divi-. - 
Stinments, 
_$90.690 for the sear of 1960. BAH 

was sought by the Califernia arm } 
of the American Record Manufae- 
turers. & Distributors Association: 
land the. Record Industry Assn. of ‘ 
“America. . 
The. law's, aimed at those who 

records: from another 
firm's recordings. ARMADA reps 
said the racket had hecome.a multi- | 

‘million-dollar. business with 2 chief 
; center in California. 

New law is one -of strongest an 
any. state's bouks and will reinforce 
Rep. Emanuel Celler’s Federal leg- _ 
islation to cover the racket, 

ICAP PROMOTES ARTIST: 
“VIA LP DISCOUNT DEAL. 
A new. - discount program” de- 

siened to promote entire. att*st cat- 
alogs together with new’ releases” 
has been initiated by Capital Ree- 

on. LPs for every package that hey , 
, or der at the regular price. 

Capitol kicked off the program 
last week with a-switch from its 

jold pattern of large monthly re- 
Yeases to smaller weckly 
| grouped. for concentrated sales and - 

releases 

promotion. attention. For each 
month's weekly reJeases. one pop 

tand one. classical artist will rece ve 
jthe™ 
salsa 

“spotlight” treatment, which 
includes special 

‘The “spotlight” selections for 
Ford « 

“Civs]l War’ Songs af 
and -* 

‘the South," Racer and ‘the 

Boosey & Hawkes’ Profit 
Drops From 3026 to 266 

Lo:dou. Jive 12. 
”- Profite of Baaser & oe > kee 4032- 

publishers aiid MakO's Of Me 
fel} tyranny S960 907) to 

«ie: 

has. halved is dividend ta Tio’. 
After [KL fay Le net Lacanee 

as avade!$ the oprecigus 

Shareholders were toi that ¢oti- 
petton had .ncreased ay the an 
shument manufacturing side. and 

“many instruments were proda:ed 
“at uneconomic pricec ta meet tre 
rompetition But that side of the 
business had. been reorgan:7ed and 
it wat hoped that future pried sc 

month-long 

‘Civa) Warr Sarge: 

“Vine dis Vanes “ 

for years. 

‘Red Foley’s Tax Troubles 
Lead to Intensive Sked 
Of Bookings; Back on TV 

Kansas City. July 11. 
Red Foley is hitting the per- 

‘sonal appearance trail hard, cur- 
irently being on a tour that takes 
him through 20 states to more than 

;60 dates. Before taking off on the 
four he cut a tape for “Five Star 
Jubilee,” ‘at Springfield. Mo 3 the 
"NBC ‘TV show from which he bas 
thad an enforced absence for over 
ta year. 

The new high gear Folev is a 10- 
“suit of his tangies with the Gav- 
‘ernment over ineome tax matters. 

‘In one trial last Ortober the jury 
:was unable to agree on a verdis 

.ords, The plan calls for a month. + The second trial ending April 24 
‘the same: Sort: of fall. campaign but iy: “spotlight. artist” which “GH en- : found him not guilty. 
on amore Hmited.-basis, - covering sable a dealer to pet af’. discount! Foley fs still under a jeopardy 

‘ assessment levied against fun oan 
}1957. plus civil liens of $300 000° 
‘Under the jeopardy aecescmest 
‘about $242 000 in hie hank ace ois.t4 
was seized. and a quettion naw it 
what will happen to that wene:. 
The tual absolved Foles of fraud 
charges fed against dam Bat one 

of his attorneys dessushed Fotos o- 
“the ward woret bheraie s aay ° 
Jade Ho Jasper Sisitl eased ae: 
eter tat fats diffianwit ta te ue 
Me Folev is quite Che jeedt 
nated matters tlaf toe nelaege> 
cek to omdicate ” 

tt is regweted thet 
was onfurmed af the 
etusits $ oshem he 
bt? odorrarccd 

perket and cocri fast ot 
areecommd af SP sue 
wahacch one Fak 

rey? 

4 
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OCG eae Te ) oto sat fer: 

ao ctapoef pager” frosi i paebet- 
ertbierd hee inane gn oho! 
{ipa haple s atopraph ¢ 
odonag gfoyer af eu 

eerie yee a * fe, 

fey 2? la 

Form Barde!l Music 
Foase Tpecior. fey ae t 8 

Maciv Coop Me le ale _ 
poabisSé oi feat. eg enn tae: t 
od ctbeet ae inst 

Perel tas alae ae hea 

arisets raster ath the 
Weve ar-old | Tanweasy 
punhe bag, reeore 2 ald 
ment contract The Bares 
pathapeos sob be sajeaced Sore 

6% Sei 

oo 
De 7) 
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oa 
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fi ie. 
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, = Natings-on Charles | 
Parks Bring Back Bands | ~ Rat wa el ; 45s in Sap Pitt Slide 

Se CCntInuld from page 49 ————— _ < Waltham, Mass:, July 11. Continued from: page. 49 
" | Oldtime dancehall, Nuttings- on-- 

nitive as well as local color. | Fociety, big dance and small com-| the-Charles; where all.the great on the juke boxes which are more 
In the park's New Orleans area ! bo groups in residence. - _ | bands. of yesteryear played at one popular than ever that ‘the. kids |": 

there is a five-piece dixie group. In addition to this setup, Free-: time. or another, is no ‘more. A | hear their favorite records. 
domland has booked ‘two months : dance pavillion for’ 43 years, the|” ‘Physical: possession. of the rec- 

wine ch just plays for atmosphere ° full of big band dates and ‘other, rambling wooden ‘structure, went | ord: no longer is a fad and he ec- 

itne dencing, and there is also @ music attractions. Already come 1up in a spectacular general alarm | ing singles rarely exists here. The 
fi e-prece clown band which wan-; and gone haye been Lionel Hamp- , ‘fire. which reduced it: to rubble. LP’s serve the purpose better: and: 
ders around the amusements dish--ton, Gerry Mulligan and Count: Damage ta thé 62-year old build-|are able to be stored with the 
in up some lively sounds. Disney-; Basie, all with their respective big:i ing, which had been used for the| more respectable ‘family: collec: 
land’. arrangement is. along the’ organizations. With them were ap-. past “few years .as- a’ warehouse, tion. 

me lines, with dixie, Hawaiian, : pearantes by Julius LaRosa and | was estimatéd.at $100,000. The once] ‘ Promotion of the 45. rpm. player 
Sooners ——— Les Paul and Mary Ford. : popular dance spot extended - 100 | does. not seem to be very active 

| Coming up is the Woody Herman jyatds into the Charles River. It| here with'-most ‘of. the big appll- 
OF THE | band, today (Wed.) through: July! burned. to the water line. ance houses pitching the more ex- 

The ; Benny Goodman, who reeeived |” The big names of the old days in ‘pensive, multiple’ use .soand - sys- WEEK | 820, 000 for a similar stand at-Dis-| the music world played the spot.| tems, The increasing. show of 
*neviand and will probably get the | Rudy:.Vallee, Benny Goodman, Cab. singles on: 83. 1/3 speed show the | 
,same at Freedomland, July 20-26;.| Calloway, Xavier Cugat, Mal Hal-| y oungster 1s.going along with the 

‘possible. 

-Manufacturers and.. distributors 

here. have: a real problem in. Bete. 

ting. ‘records promoted since” the 

| payola scandals of a few years 

‘ago. ‘Now, only WAMO, with its 
three disk.’ jockeys, Bill. Powell, : 
Porkey- Chedwick- and. Sir. Walter 
Raleigh, is. the only station: con-"..... 
‘stantly kicking: off a-record with .. 
any concentrated play. Most of the’: 
hits.are made out: of town but ‘the - 
three other ‘Stations 'n’ roll will. °. 
listen to-the new sides and: usually . 
give. preference. to the established - 
performer. :But when a disk hits 
big.in the territory or any large-— 
market, ‘Stations’ Bet: on it Tight 
away. 

The ‘pictiire : ty. changed. ‘tin the 
J merchandising ' of the product, ‘hut 

in. Pitt, rock. -has hever ‘left and. is. 
still as strong here’ as ever, 

!and a second date by Basie, July [lett, Louis : Armstrong,’ Texas | 
’ z arent's wish 

-27-Aug. ‘1. As an added attraction, | Guinan were a few. the hi-fi ‘set: “as uncomplicated. : 
| ithe Mills Bros. open tonight ‘Wed, : ; 
‘and play through next Tuesday i} 
+18), 

/? With the exception of the’ ‘coon. ll RETAIL ‘ALBUM BEST. SELLERS: | 
-man date, the engagements will | 
be played in the Hollywood area.-!| 

cl Seg et ee at LE ee NS, a fae re tg rte tos 
eee Op er ree Rimmel wae ata aberdeen satel ith, ce neta 199 or tie hc a gp a eg me line rere nn ae ey rae banter 

a 
6 eS 

wk. wk. on chart 

Sings of the park and will be set up_as | (A National Survey of Key. Outlets) aa = Gaon ee ye 
concerts, although sone dancingj[ This Last No. wks.” : i or QT. . 4 

TOGETHER “will be possible. Goodman will; ; . "Pe i DEE “y 
‘ inaugurate a new. area in Freedom- [ 
:land which will-be called the Moon ; i 
iBowl and is to be located in the ie ye 1. 27. CAMELOT: (Columbia) 

| | Space City segment of the acreage.;} ee 
: This Bowl area will be a full dance | —_— Original. Cast" (KOL. 5620) 
l'pavillion with permanent :‘band'I.:2°°4 31 | EXODUS-(Victor) - 

il anrety | 

“P ICK x THE t WEEK” S 
ao snl ee pene TOO “MANY 

+ ; stand, 2 la the big ballrooms of i oo ‘Soundtrack (LOC 1058) _ CASHBOX 
ally ‘the bands will alternate -be-.;f |: . 
‘tween the concert and bowl areas; 7 — Various Artists. (UAL. 3122) : 
! during the evening to’ accommo- 4 ‘3° 46 NEVER ON SUNDAY. (UA) ~<: 
‘date both dancers and listeners. - ot __ Soundtrack (UAL 4070) : 

Also in the. works are. bookings | i Da - 
; for the Louis Armstrong, Duke El- |} _ 5 8 (26 LAWRENCE WELK Dot) 
lington and Glenn Miller (Ray Me-|f—- = ——__—____ alcutta (DLP 2539) - 
‘Kinley) aggregations. The big/f. 6 6 9g . CARNIVAL (MGM) 
bands come on at 8:30. while - the wl”. -Original-Cast (E 3946) .. 
smaller ones are there all thell . a ————s — 
| while. . Added attractiveness is. be- ie 7 6 1 FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) oe er | 

HEAR ing given the setup by a full-blown. ————___—_--_— e Way 8) = . a. 

‘ladvertising campaign which trum: |. 8° 12 13 “FRANK SINATRA (Reprise) — 
TOMMY SANDS pets the fact that the concerts and}  _—... ~—«. ~—s. Ringading Ding (R-1001) | __- 

| dance music are included in the}, . mm: a. . 
$2.95 Freedomland admission tick- | 9 10: 9. EDDIE to Tanz-(3016) Jay) 

[ 0) \ F N\ ty et, with no special | charge for the ee 
! band sounds. 10 8 10°. MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 

The.combination of big. names ! - Tv Sing Along (CL 1628) 
and the something - for - nothing. - - ° RD —_ 

t 0 L D F | S H ticket arrangement adds up to al ‘+ ° ? . 2 SOUND on MUSIC. (Columbia) 
healthy boxoffice idea for .after- & as 

B 0 W | dark biz. People hedging on a trip “12 13. 29 “ MANTOVANI (London) ..-. | 
) to the parks both about 35-40 min-|}— -"  =~° ... -. Music from ‘Exodus (LL: 3231) 

utes from the heart of their big | 13. 18 22 WILDCAT “Wictor) - 

K 13019: MT KING 
COLE'S - 

“CAPITOL. RECORD 

MAKE T 
LAST 

Words by GLADYS: SHELLEY 
Musit:by BEE. ‘WALKER 

Sing 

a _ Comet Mate Co, a : 

| NEWEST aT aan on CAPITOL RECORES 

. . : : - oo. . fee : wa Haeree * on . 

weet nigh cgi ENS a tee ety Ne et ty te pe tte on : Ae ty ee Nt : 

ee Ba at a ae a gl ona ate ee 

cities) may find the journey more / - a 
und iinviting with ‘the prospect’ of a. o_O Original Cast (LOC 1060) 

FABIAN ‘band to dance and listen to at the ‘14.) 1b. 38 ° ELVIS. PRESLEY Victor). THE BILBAO SONG = 
Sin ‘other end. J 222. G.I. Blues (LPM 2256): “PERCY FAITH wicissnsssnsem COLUMBIA 441978 
jes For the bands it can only serve || 15 24. 12 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) | @ teroy Howes vesaseenie HGH, 12992. - 

’ N | Y {to boost an increasingly saging|}| ‘:Orange Blossom Special. (DLP 3366)_ e Oe meno sony CADENCE 1398 
y 0 lJ {revenue percipitated by the shrink- |]. .16 -14._ 7 ~ RAY CHARLES (Impulse). sareiesaenae UNITED ARTISTS 4A 

‘ing number of. ballrooms ‘through- |} 
N C f ‘tout the country. in either case; the | 

‘| new-found alliance can make a big | 

on CHANCELLOR RECORDS difference, both in employment, | 
gate returns and profits for ‘con: | 

oYoS a Madolar: cessionaires in the parks. 

~ “Genius Plus‘ Soul Equals ‘Jazz. (A-2)_ 

“IT 7 -RICKEY NELSON (Imperial) - 
3 oy Riek is 21 (LP 9152). | 

“18... 22 16 - JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Pe - ‘YU Buy. You'a.Star (CL: 1623) 
19 16 8 MANTOVANI (London). . 

. reer nnmeeerennnesnrneruncnennannannene = cane 

From the Warner Bres. Picture “PARRISH” e 
|| LUCY’sS. THEME od “@ 

- CLEBANOFF STRINGS. heveeites MERCURY 71815 
- GEORGE. GREELEY ......... WARNER: BROS, 5218 eo 

| THE HOLLYRIOGE STRINGS wei CAPITOL: 4557. 7@ 
TF LEROY HOLMES \.,.cssssosseesinsecrrverssscosese MAG. 
FREODY MARTIN™ vevcereeuvucitend BAPE aank e 

weayelies | 

PARAMOUNT PICTU 
1 

med. | . Italia, Mia -(LL. 3239) . ; | ALLISON'S THEME | a 
LOVE IN A Italo Diskers Face 20.17 8 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol) TY PETE FOUNTAIN asstunanni conat é2268 @ 

| Georce GREELEY =. one WARNER BROS. ne e _ 
| RUTH WELCOME. .cseyiseyrseanseone. CAPITOL 4582. 
‘PAIGE’S THEME . -_ 
“FREDDY MARTIN  csssserseensarianis "KAPP K-391X e : 4a 

1 OO MAKE BELIEVE LOVER. | 
| @ CONNIE STEVENS .......... WARNER BROS, 5217 ~ 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 

HOLDING CORPORATION 

IL All the’ Flavor ~ a : 
of a Hit PtP. 

GOLDFISH BOWL 1) eee : Going Places (T 1564)". 
eee ee 10% Sales Tax Plan - 21 26. 26 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) - 

FAMOUS MUSIC COFPORATION -Rome, July. 11. oe, Knockers Up (JLP. 2029) 
1619 Broadway, New York 19 NY A proposed 10% tax on all rec-|f. 22 21 °-:22 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitod 

: ords, recording. tape, and wire sold|—'. °- -. Make Way. (T. 1474) 
———— ee in this country is expected to put | 

ta further damper on already sag-|f . . 
SOUND EFFECTS ging disk sales in Italy. Proposal, |f-. 

4 a i} currently making its way through | 
Want to buy # complete and up-te- || government committees, would ap- 
date. high fidelity sound effects library. ply to retail price of ‘goods in ques- 

ee eave hte te thele use in [|tion. The 45 rpm's would. probably |. 
” 96 40.. 8.. ELVIS PRESLEY (Victo 

‘33-19 24” LIMELITERS (Victor) 
Tonight: In Person (LPM 2272)" 

- CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
ee . Connie’s Greatest Hits (MGM: $942) — 

/- 25.28 13. BRENDA LEE (Decca). 
wl ge Emotions (DL 4104) 

alt media. see an average hike of some 11c,'|} : r) 
| Please submit detailed Information. with 20c more for EP’s, and: about os y+ “Something for Everyone (LPM 2370) | st _— 

| Where recorded) ceking price. All re- [| e>c, more for LP's. “|| 27." 23-10" _ BOBBY DARIN (Atco) — | h dedy askl Ice. All re- > 23° -100 |. T.. 
Miles held In strict confidence, |; Hardest hit would be the many |J. “Bobby Darin Story (LP 33180) Does Your Chewing Tt 

| He new diskeries which have emerged |] 34-33 —23_ MITCH MILLER (Columbia) - I 1 
154 West Meth Bt. vay eck 36 here in past year or two, riding | OE an Hi Ti (CL: 1568) : ” 7. g Le It Fi ; a 

. ” the crest of a boom wave. re appy times (th 2008) um, ose $. avor. fe . 
ARTHUR LYMAN (Life) 

m Percussion Spectacular 

30. (35° 3 ‘PAT BOONE (Dot) | 
| |... Moody River (DLP 3384)_ 

\f 31. 37> 2) MOM MABLEY (Chess) 
Wo, 7 Mom at the UN (1452) 

32° «30 36. BOB NEWHART (WB) 
oo: . Button Down Mind Strikes Back (wi 393) 

330-25. 5. STAN FREEBERG (Capitol) 
ee Presents the USA. (W 1573) 

34. -39-:-15 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) | 
1: ots .. Sings His Big 15 (ABC 323) 

35-29 «+2. LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) : 
Ses: ¥ellew Bird (DLP. 3389) 

a (on the Bedpest ‘Overnight. 

‘LONNIE DONECAN. 
oad his Skiffie Group 

On Det: Records — 

| MILLS MUSIC, INC., N.Y. TY | 
LATEST RELEASE 
TEDDY . 

RANDAZZO 
Let The -. 

_——————————————e_ 
FI KAA IIA AAI III AA ISIS AAI SSIS AIISSSII ISSA SSI AIS SSI AINE 

DAVE | 
BR UBE CK 
Featuring Paul Desmond 

Currently ENGLAND. 36 = is "MITCH MILLER (Columbia) 
Returning to the. States July 14 a aces a a _ une Ri Sunshine. In, 

COLUMBIA RECORDS | “a . Music from Carnival (LL 3250)_ #10228 
‘BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY 

‘Soundtrack (CL 1558) 

-4@. STARS FOR A. SUMMER NIGHT & olumbla) 
-. Various Artists (PM 1): oO . . 

3 “ "AL HIRT (Victor). 
Greatest Horn in the. World PM 2366) 

Abe “— 30° THE ALAMO (Columbia) 
ee, ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 

. JOE GLASER, President - 

748 FIFTH AVE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 . 

CHICAGO « MIAMI © HOLLYWOOD « LAS VEGAS * DALLAS e LONDON. 
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-- week . 

. tour: Aug.. 15°. 

’. Jabel to: warble for. Pye . 

ran .- resident. bill.-at- Eros. | 
os 2) Jimmy-Cook. orch: currently. at Club ¢ 

Nedaeste, Jay 12, 1961 

ry eee ite Ps 

pansion came 
_ation to automatic ‘transmission of. 
via magnette tapes. - 

Bobby Rydell. Cames s retording: ‘artist: C eitt help launch’ a& | promotion 3 i. 
campaign’ by the “Ansonia .Shoe Corp. for their. new ‘'Pho:Toes”. girl’ 3 | 

-. shoe, with life-size cutouts. of the 
: along with his-records: Rydell’s picture. will ‘also. be inserted, in’ each 

shoe's toe, which has a clear plastic pocket for: ‘Photos. wwe 

New. York: 

“New: York.” from: ‘Coast. ‘recording 
* sessions. and. planes ‘Friday (14) to. 
Europe (for ‘the. opening. ‘Gala at 
Monte -Carlo. . “Hendricks 
will--be’ ‘musical’ ‘director - ‘of the. 
Randall's‘ Island. Jazz..‘Festival and: 
will . compose. -special.- words.. and. 
music‘ for ‘act intros. which. will be. 

"performed by. Lambert, Hendricks. 
' & Ross : . . Leonard Gochnian, di- 
réctor : of: “eastern - Operations for 
“Pat Boone and his Cooga’.Mooga 
Isic. ‘tv. company,. has: opened” his 

own Office in. N. Y. under the han- | 
-. -@lé, Leonard Gochman Associates. 

: ‘He'll: continue to.rep Boone in the- 
. Jerry..Vale will: play the: : East. ; 

- ‘Three. ‘Rivers ‘Inn, ‘Syracuse; N.-Y., 
“July :.17-26 

- Jey and ‘his ‘quintet open at Baker's 
‘Keyboard: Lounge;: July. 31 for one a 

. Bob. Anthony named vice |:. 
~ chairman: of: Universal: Artists | Ine. 
- and Maze ‘Records,. Coast ‘outfits. 

-! Burton’ W, ‘ LeMaster,.. ‘President: 
‘of. United’ Southern: Artists . Inc.;’ 
“has .inked-:Memphis: deejay - Eddie | 
_-Bond to 4 ‘disk deal.-Bond formerly | 
: recorded: for. the Coral label . ... 
Pete: ‘Levinson, . 

” Frank Sinatra: |. 
. George. Feyer set to: appear: at | 

‘AL "Green's: Supper. Club;. Detroit, 
jn Séptémber ... . Nick Aversano’s | 
orch will be spotlighted at-the new. 

a Student: Princesnitery in ‘Yorkville |: 
, . Singer-dancer ‘Arline Quinn |: 
doing a. -two-weeker at-. Roseland | 

"+ Dance ‘City. ws 
: Global. Booking - Assoc. | 

Mongo Santamaria ‘& His Chanaga 
. Orch, Santamaria has been with 
the. ‘Cal Tjader ‘Quintet as a féa- 

... tured - conga ‘player -for: the past. 
--. fovr-years~: .", 
te owner of ‘the Cafe ‘Sahbra, -off to: 
“>. "Jsraelon 4 talent hunt. ; . Cennle. 

' . Francis begins a South” ‘American. 
..« Joni. James goes | 

into. the Manor Hotel, ‘Wildwood; 

“Leo Fuld, singer- | 

“NN. J, July M4. 

Tpndén 
_ Following. Mort . ‘Sahl’s “nod - to.| 

- BBC-TV's. ‘offer .of va ‘hour show. 
*:, comes’ another ‘kay—from, ‘Shelley: 

Berman, who ‘arrives. here in. No- 
veniber |. ‘Decea’ working ‘{ull. 
steam to. release the LP. of “Stop | 
The World—L. Want’ To: Get -Off,”-{ 

- \starring Anthony Newley. Max By- 
‘graves, Lonnie. Donegan: and: Bea. 
“Lillie also: want to.-cut sides: from 
the show. . . Tomniy Steele back 
-{n the disk. biz. with an Adam Wade. 
number “Writing On. The Walt’... 
Benjamin ‘Kaplan and ‘David ‘Wilde’ 

pon top prize. in “a Bye-aponsored | ‘Horizons, has been formed’ to. Set / or. registered with . Copyright - Of: Franz Liszt ‘competition and: now. 
‘ record: for. the Pye label .. .. .. BBC 
planning: special ‘ sdund program 
for Aug.-9 to-salute. Edmundo ‘Ros’. 
“21 years of- broadcasting’ . 

tour of the U.K. in September: .-< 
Des O'Connor . left. the. Columbia 

“Records. snapped up the. vu. K. rights 
. to America’s Rondo label:.'. . And |. 
Leéds Musie now. exploit. for: Kags | 
Music in the U.K; .. ... BBC-TV may -}- 
ask Petey. Lee to do a ‘Spectacular. 

“Chicago: - 
Lenny.’ Tristano and Lee - ecm 

“coenty. -at” ‘the Birdhouse, «Chi; 
“until July 17...‘ Bea’ Abbot, Jerry 

* Dello and: the . Joe’ Haco’ Trio. ‘ar 
Chi’ ad 

‘Laurel until. July. 16, followed :by 
the: ‘Fabulous. Jets for three weeks | 

‘Red: Nichols & ‘Five :Pennies: 
‘wet for London. Aug, 8-27 ... . Lionel |: 

. Hamptom orch. booked ‘inte Dunes, 
Nertane NJ., July 25 for 4 week 

. Dave Brubeck ‘Qnariet Plays | forms the basis of tele sision: ‘iscd aut bee treaties. urd proclama- eae er Vie Lewis and VIP is helsed 

vioneer ia the ‘fled ‘of “qunetional background music, | 
Anniversary. Conventionat the Biltmore Hotel,.N.Y., 

for three ‘days beginning today (Wed.). Company. originated in: New: 
ork and spread ‘cross-country to. a point where it now: has 250 fran- ! 

chisers,. including a dezen foreign countries. Key te Muzak's: rapid: ex- | 
in 1953 when the. company. switched “from turntable oper- 

. _ waukee; mug: 19 be 
a into Roberts Show ob. ‘Chi; July ‘the . 

Georgia Gibbs has - returned to 

. Cannonball Adder- |; 

. ‘freelance. writer: 
. off to the Coast. for a “stery.. ‘on'} 

‘Fred Price of 
signed. 

“} the new duty. impost . went into'ef- 

“;Gerry . Mulligan show which. ‘will, Works:. 

Pye’ 
launched Disney's. “101. Dalmati-. 

- "1, gns” sound. track this week to coin- - 
aide with, pic’s natioral..release ... 

‘Nina & Frederik. set for another: 

. Ember 

"Modern Longhair Works 
Outplay Classics in 60-61) 
:Contemporary. - 

Ata: music ‘on. a: 2é-hour-a-day Batis | 

: Broadcast Music Inc: of the official. 

singer displayed: in storé “windows ‘tras, involving . -a total of 9,987 
‘works: “The study of 2,338 concerts 
also revealed. that. 1,729 . ‘aubserip- 
‘tion concerts formed ‘the backbone 
‘of - _programming, | 

i certs : 1118)" and . touring concerts 
pada). 

A, ‘gupplemental. BMI. suryey. of 
_ 174 major. orchs showed: that there 

Brook. Benton... hap. ‘been an increase of. 72° -in 
number of. 

12.for'a month . 
currently on’ four-week.” tour. of ; an increase of 15.3S¢ in the ‘total 

stint at. the Roundtable, N.Y.:to fly | were involved:.in the survey, in- 
‘to DuQuoin, ti, 
one. day ‘Aug. .27 .. 
‘orch skedded for: Flaine Réom, De- 
troit, Aug. 11-20... . ‘Ramsey Lew 
Trio. set for Jazz Central. Aug. 1-5 
..<» Johnny Scat Davis. orch.:into | 
‘Bay View | Gardens, | Guill. Lake, 
Mich., Aug.: 18-26 2... .Les ‘Brown | 
orch : ‘down. ‘for. Coney Isley Cincin= 
nati, wy 39-22." 

New Mexican Duty On: 
_-Amported Disks Brings 

‘Switch to Native Prod: 
..Mexico. City,- Jiily. 11. 

The recent. ‘duty hike .on’ im- | 
‘ported: records has not caused any 
great~stit among - Mexican. ‘subsi- j 
‘diaries of. U. diskeries:: ve 

David Crump, -RCA. Victor. Mexi- | 
cana, said: that: switch . over. ‘to 
‘pressing. ‘disks. here appears : to bet 
-general, And.as. far. as: RCA ‘is. con-. 
werned,. there’ ‘is -:‘tno ‘problem.” 
-with firm..as a matter of fact aim=; 
|ing to take ‘over. direct distribu- |: 
tion of: matrixes’ to: European and 
Far Eastern. markets. .: ~.. 

Heads. of -RCA - operations. in 
‘Italy, -Franée,: Spain. and. . Japan. 
have planed into this. capital to dis- 
cuss wider.-distribution .of Mexican 
platters: ‘Crump...said ‘that. direct. 
-shipments;. -eliminating’: ‘the “New 
‘York. office as ‘intermediary, will 
speed-up distribution. RCA foreign. 
platters, for: exploitation. here: . 

As for’ ‘pressing of ‘RCA: ‘records, 
Crump. ‘revealed that the Mercury 
‘label is already being made at the. 
Jocal. plant. with U.S.’ “matrixes: 
RCA ‘has been. producitig’ the .Dot 
label ..since | ‘last’ year, and before. 

BRITISH DISK EXPORTS - 

. London, July’ 11. 
British disk exports reached a 

| new: jow in April,.says a- Board of 

were down. ‘on last April by 30. at 
‘$2; 503.000... 

ling 3.838.000) was. 18°C. mare than 
‘the corresponding period last. year. 

% less standards . c at 
were ‘produced, 

Dicker Global. Tour for 

. Léndon, July 11. 
“Beal: for one -of -U.K.'s. hottest 

“pop” ‘yocalists, CHfY Richard,” to 
visit-at least four countriés, U.S. 
Sweden, Australia and ‘New: Zea- 
land, this’ fall are - being hatched 
here by. the Grade org. Swedish 
dates. have been setup already, 
from Aug. 15: to 19, after. 
Richard returns to summer 
in Bla¢kpool . where, he. stays until. 
mid- October. | 
“Then, with his group ‘The Shad-: 
ows, clicks here in their own:right; 
he sails for Australia. to- play.con- 
certs up to the end: of November.. 
But that’s. where ‘the firm dates 
end ‘and, currently, Eddie Jarrett 

ason. 

of :the .Grade-. office, is: dickering 
‘with N.Z, bookera- and ‘U.S. -ty 
i-webs.. for” engagetnents: to round 
off ‘the trip. 

“o. . Convrieht 
Continued - from” “page. —; 

fect. ae 

Crump said: pressing of ‘disks in 
Mexico: -will mean ‘a. ‘savings. to | 
-Mexico of around $2;000,000- an- 
nually, : with this sum ‘spent. in total * 
imports ‘last. year. He - believes.| 

j that. platters will be. imported, but: 
only special disks which cannot: oi 

- produced: here. because . ‘of. eco: 
nomic factors. ——— 

ished, reeistered ith the ‘Copy- 
l Fight. Office.: or publicity . per- | 
| formed. or distributed as sound re- 
, cordings. .This . ‘would replace pres- New Production Outfit 

~ Te Handle Jazz Shows. 
A new - préduction outfit; * Jazz: : they. are either. published: in copies 

up musical. shows, Initial - praject.: ‘fice. : 
in this. venture ‘is: the taping: of a. 

‘serve asia pilot for a Projected jazz. to an audience.”: The report fa- 
series. ; Vored .. 

- Yank” Lawson,” a . former. frum: i 
« | peter. with Bob: ‘Crosby. will handle: 

-bookings for the venture. Others: in. ‘| 
| the: firm. are. Kirk. Alexander,. Carl: 
Fick, Herb: Sanford ‘who formerly * 
directed the Garry. Moore Show),: 
Suzie ‘Peleang’ and. Jerry, Perles. 

EMI Pair. Hit Malaya 
-Singapore.. July. It. 

EMI- Electronics Ltd... -has two. 
'.topmen’ touring the: Middie. East 
and’ South-East - Asian. . countries. 
| promoting. ‘its products and study- 

“principle”: - of 
against. unauthorized: duplications. 

‘Yori, in. advance. of the general i 
overhaul, - removing. the exemption ; 
‘from performing royalties enjoyed ; 

“fby: jukebox operators. American 
Society of Composers, Authors’: &. 

Publishers: has. ‘long sought this: 
o “move. 

* Elimination ‘of. present com- 
“pulsory._ license... proviso under 
which: anyone ‘may. record. musi¢ . 
on payment of statutory royalty, 

—New: provision. making’. Copy: ° 
e | Sing the : ‘tv Sdulpment ta have: ‘rights. divisible so that ownership 

Singapore .isexpected.: to, Nave: oe the various right« in a work can 
. video. before: end: of 4961. oF be assigned’ separately. - 

The two are J. G:. Gillie: “deputy - “: i-€larifieation of damage provi - 
‘export manager... :and- dai D ons which would:give courts dis- ; 
Tucker, chief. technical eLcineer. 
‘EMI system, - begun. as. ‘Tong. damages. 

‘back. as 1931. and’. adapted: by. thei "—A special <.stem of - extending - 
| British . Broadcasting Co in. 1936, pretertion 16. fercign. works: With 3 

/ Chetion: to a4 ward up) te -$10.600 in- 

- i *pyes oy ‘Aepey pysoas an. Fanos ! ' tions.: 
—e ee ary -- seen” ~ 

=: Se te 0 sr ie stat epee ae ae” 

‘composers | jed | 

standard (pre-1900) composers dur-. 

ing the- 1960-61 concert. season, 

with - more. works performed. and. 

¢more . composers. “represented, ac- 

-peording. to. an examination by. 

! programs: ‘of 268 American Orches- 

“followed “by 
‘youth: programs (218',:special.con-. 

‘| November. under the 

contemiporary 
. Dizzy: Gillespie works ‘played by these groups and 

South America:. . Dukes of Dixte- j of their ‘performances during the | 
land .interrupt..an” Aug. .21-Sept.'2) past. season. Ail types of orchs | 

"State Fair for ‘cluding all major and metropolitan 
Bill Daggett" outfits, 169 of the 883 community | 

is: | oreha, and 50 of the college groups. 

DIP. 10% TO NEW Low 1 

Trade’ statistical report. ‘Totalling. 
-| $501,200, they were 10% less than 
‘fn. ‘April. 1960 and also below the. 
lowest. recorded April export sales: 

: figure in’ 1955. ‘Domestic sales: also 

peeks production of EPs (total-. 

But 14% less LPs ‘at- 915,000): and. 
(159,000) . 

~ Britain's 's Cliff. Richards 

which. 

ent. provision. under. which works: |. - 
, don't come under ‘the Jaw -until | 

— Protection for choreographic 
“prepared for: presentation. 

copyright. “protection for. 
i ‘any: new. forms: or: media. devel-: 
oped. in the future’ as well as the; 

‘protecting -disks ° 

—Enactiment of separate Jegista-'} 

1s om ane, on : 

MUSIC ES 

~ From Stereo To Sight & Smell 
ar ae at ne er 

Fragrances of Far ‘East Inspire Andre Kostelanctz 
‘To Foresee All-Sense Medium 

Bobly Yee’ s Pic Debut 
Set for ‘Swingin’ Along’ 

‘Bobby Vee, Liberty Records’ 

pic. producer Robert Lippert to 
make his film debut in “Swingin’ 
‘Along” for 20th Century-Fox re-} 
lease. 

Pic was actually completed last | 
title 

| teenage: singer, has’ been inked | 

"Lippert has taken over the assign- 
ment. of turning the pic from a 
comedy into a musical comedy and : 
is adding scenes and new perform- | 
ers in the tuning-up process. 

Japan's $ “ASCAP Blasts 
Copyright Law Proviso 

~—Caffoing Disks on Air: 
Tokyo, July Il. | 

The .Japan. Society for the! 

‘Rights . of Authors & Composers 

{ (JASRAC) petitioned Education 

& | Minister. Masuo Araki to abolish 4; 

‘clause of ‘the. ‘copyright law which | 

permits free commercial use of | 

records for. entertainment = or; 

broadcasting purposes’ simply by 

‘announcing the names of the rec- : 

}ord companies. 

‘-JSASRAC, headed by composer ; 

Yaso Saijo, claimed the -clause ; 

“constitutes a violation of the €on- 
stitution and infringes on the spirit : 

‘of the law Itself” in denying vgn | 
| posers and: songwriters the right 
__} 10: receive royalties. 

‘pointed out ‘that the clause is an, 

“impossible regulation” which ex: | 
i“Grand Canyon Suite," 

JASRAC cited that Jast Septem- ‘with natural sounds such as cloud- 
ibursts and crickets, 

It was also 

ists. only fn Japan. 

ber at the International Federa-j 
tion of Authors & Composers So! 
‘cleties. in’ Switzerland, a resolu- 
tion was adopted calling for total i 
‘abrogation of the- clause. “It is i 
ridiculous. that Japanese authors. . 
and composers do not receive roy- : 
alty for their. works recorded and 
played: in Japan, while they re- 
ceive. due. royalty when their disks ; 
are played overseas,” it was noted. 

added. to the copyright Jaw in 
-1934 to. facilitate use of imported 
records: in Japan. At that time 
only the ‘gemi-Government Japan. 

the airwaves. Today, JASRAC also : 
Cited, there are 42 commercial 
radio stations and 41 tv stations 
{in Japan, with .some 90% of the. 
musie played at these outlets be- 

{ing from records. It was noted too 
that recorded music is also widely: 
used: at coffee shops. theatres, 
‘pachinko parlors, hotels and de- 
partment stores. 

‘EM! Due to Release 
- Low-Priced Pop LPs 

‘London, July 11 

tries) is expected to bring vul. an-., 
{other inexpensive LLP Jabel in the: 
fall. EMI, Britain’s Jargest. diskery 
has already a Concert Classic series . 
‘which retails at $3.15 but this 
deals exclusively with classical : 
tracks. New Jabel will cover the 
pop | field. 

Cost; is expected not to eacced 
$3.15. -Hut title of series and evact- 
dates’ of launching is not yet known. 
iOnly obsolete tracks will be used. 
; These . ‘will. be taken fram .xeven 
EMI pop ‘labels. 

a 

YISCOUNT-VICTOR DEAL 
“Viscount: International: Produc- 

tions, recently formed Coast agen- 
: ¢ y, has signed.a reciprocal repre- . 
‘sentation agreement with William 
Victor Productions, London-based 
agency... VIP wild arrange 1° S.con- 

¢ 

The clause in question wan 

Broadcasting Corp. ‘NHK? was on! 

lever think 
iple would bother abaut thf kind 

he continued, 

EMi (Electrical & Musical Indus- ; 

cert tour 

‘Chicago, the Hollswood Booed ard 

—— 

Tokyo, Jaurky 11. 
_After stereo, what? 
Possibly a new medium which 

wil) also appeal to the senses cf 
sight and smell, Andre Koctelane ts 

{ said. 

“It is interesting to me as a mu- 
sician to realize the public at larye 
has an acute audio appreciation of 
music. I'm already wonderding if 
some other senses might net te 

of ‘ utilized,” offered Kostelanetz,. who 
“Double Trouble,” but was shelved. thas thus far restricted his appeal 

ito # conspicuous and durable suc- 
cess in the ploneering of musical 
sounds on records, 

“If that ever really develope, { 
don't think the additional stinyull 
would be in competition with the 
music. If anything, they would en- 
hance 3t," sald the longtime con- 

| ductor, stopping here after almost 
two months of touring in the Far 
East. 

“Perhaps all this Inin the realm 
of fantasy,” he submitted, “but as 
Jone travels through the Far East, 
these thoughts occur 

“Fhere are certain special fvag- 
rances in the Far East which ae 
very unique, exotic and pleasant,” 
he continued. “And paiticularly in 
Japan, the sense of the visual ts 
very acute. When you see & group 
of schoolchildren or old preple 
rush foward a temple or a scenie 
panorama, it Is something interest. 
ing to see In their eyes a curtomty 
to savor it. It's very stiking heie. 

“If we pursue the other senses 
as has been with the audio, ‘there 
will be additional vistas,” Koa- 

‘telanetz said. 
“LT really have no idea what form 

this would take.” he explained. 
“It’s Just a thought inspired by the 
extraordinary development of sn- 
terest in the audio.”’. 

The baton wieider‘'s most retent 
| musical undertaking for Columbia 
wat a re-recording of Ferde Grofe’s 

this time 

interspersed 
with the music Kostelanetz. per- 
haps the first to fape record nat- 
ural sound for musical application, 
said, “Many are doing it now, but 
1 think there will be a significant 

‘ nerease.” 
-He noted that during su a)pear- 

ance on Fujl TV, he was anter- 
viewed about recording techniques 

‘in the United States ‘“lhere In n 
‘great deal of cruicsity as te 
sounds,” Kostelanétz said “Theie 
is an aroused Intercst nowadas «, 
whether in Bangkok or Canibodia 
or any place else, for someone ta 
he asking if he should huy a 
monoaural or stereo record 

“This is ah interesting trend 
throughout the world and partic- 
ularly in the Far Fash, people te- 
‘veloping a keen auditory sense ” 
Kostelanetz cited "Who would 

years ago that pro- 

‘or that kind of sound? 
_“t don't know set what will he 
the next sense to be desclayped." 

“Dut F cant forpet 
that the Russian composcr “a: 
obin, in his score for Hie seldarin 
‘plaved “Prometheus” earls in the 
century, wrote directions for the 

‘use of Hght and for fragrances to 
diffuse the atmosphere vwidle the 
music fs being plaved 

“Vieua] complemente fg mthie 
have been done «ith fila.” Kee 
telanetz pointed out As for cafetre 

ling to the olfactory nerves. he wan 
‘not in full aceord asth Scisobsn 
Hfe said “IT think this «az Le done 
sery successfully, bet syst froin 
ihe musle IT would rather varnk of 
It as a separate expression — 

On his return ta the © SS. sfter 
a recording session im ‘es Ork, 
Kostetanetz wall enibark oa & cOon- 

thant wall. sabe Cam te 

the opeging of the +e aton.sn Hone. 
judg Despite his tegps litiedt. bas ke 

‘ground in records, racic sud ty, 
he does not hahiese are saoet tanh al 
Oesice ah repdtaee ase cieie 

“T think they can calp uae 
people Mietover merge ond thereby 
increase the potential ¢f tee cone 

cert tours for the Victor agency's certpoing pubsdie eee id “Ke sit 

British and: European clients. and ele fissits Vy wuste is ot ote jceatest 

Victor: in turn, wWilk act m the same 8hO8 beard dn percan 
‘capatity: regarding overseas tours ; “ 

.Of American attractions as rege Wike Clifford. Ca utiies Pas opsie? 
Aiated., by VIP. inwer, ‘agaed. for foe OC lnak 
i. Victor is headed bi format band Cat is. noOf Sais" stayed oe te ur 

fe G8 fates § aes. eke pen- 

AERATION RAG OES hing, ob Halls non, Bus Lit olden 
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Talent, Beatnik Invade Wildwood NJ.| 
As Shore Resort Hits Season's Peak 

Mitchell,’ Lita: & Cortes, July 28. 
Aug. 4: “Andy. Williams, Pat Henry,. 

By CHARLES Y. MATHIS 

W wood, Nw J., July Il. 
With oxiiy efubs at the ' ‘ready,” 

the Wil Iood police force awails . er, 
the peik of dhe annual invasion of | 
te: eater: + coblegians and beatniks! 
that bas always made summer in! 
this reson oa sort of permanent 
frame camp. Police calls last 
you leaped from’: the previous | 
year’s 
forease of L317. 

Police act be éspecially 
for “heatnik’ beach parties. 
Steritiie, 
Venti on mn one of the most densely ; 
ecravde-d center city 
he aries Tier played bongo . 
rams and danced -suggestively inj 

seanty bathing costumes Finally, 
ennpiaints of bathers caused po-: 
Irce fy rounf? “them = up 

alert - 
Last” 

The ‘sinter motel building boom tinique motel “Q’” lounge 43 offer-'|. ‘name ‘shows, 

has brouzht accommodations avall-‘ing. Steve Gibson and his’ Red i] avorit , ; 
if ite suests, to. Prepay their. ‘researching the idea for. yéats. The ‘two. hour. forinat calls for a: musical: 

\ group. and singers to back him. 
ale foealis to an all-time hizh.! 

Aug 4-11;.Paul Anka, Bobbi Bak- 
“Lawrence and. Miizi, Aug. 11- 

18; The Lennon: Sisters, 
18-25; Jack E.° Leonard, - Frank 
Verna, July 25-Sept. 1; Dick 
Faymes,. Fran Jeffries, Billy. Fal- 

ho and the DeMarlos with Tony 
“Bennett set for Labor Day week- 

s hizh of 4035 to 5.325, or an: -end. Rocky Valentine's band will 
offer the musical setting. | 

The 225-seat Bolera. his. ‘Damita | 
Jo for three weeks in July with} 

; filling the other July frante. . Au- 
family gust attractions at the Bolero in- 

-chide Mickey Shaughnessy,. Betty 
‘Kean and “Lou Parker, “Louise 
O’Brien. Tommy Leonettl, Johnny 
‘Nash, Al Fisher and Lou Marks. 

Jake Diamond's 167-seat \Mar- 

. Caps, after their winter stay in the 

‘Aug.’ 

hotels 

Watin an area of 5.990090 popu, Latin Casino lounge ‘near Cainden. 
Jatin.:, Gt Gs hoped that the “no. New Show Format. 

yacanes” siges may again be post-. ; 
ed this sumamer. Night club boni-! Diamond Beach Lodge will try air 

fees are certainly doing their 
pant, wh a lavish outlay for en- 

-tertainment .with the Gus Vali or- | 

~ Eddys? Tax Win 
—= Continued from page 1 S| 

erages consumed: during the. non 
‘entertainment periods. 

- There -has been considerable am- 

the law. Many U.S. ‘hotels,: for .ex- 
ample advertise '.a prix-fixe” pre- 
‘entertainment dinner’ on which no 
-tax applies,. Some even cover the 
‘dante floor with. service. carts. 
Where the patron leaves -before|- ° 
any. entertainment: was ‘Started, 
there. is no question. but ‘that. the: 

-at least ° the 
interpreted it that 

tax doesn’t: ‘apply: - 
‘have 

Way. 

‘Tt was just this. technique. ‘which 
. the beatniks held a con, Jo-Ann Campbell and Fred Barber caused the . ultimate :-undoing. of}. 

‘Nick .Prounis’.& Arnold Rossfield’s. 
famed Versaillés, for mgre...than 
120° years a. landmark: : on ‘the 
| Gotham scene, until the Feds sued 
i for- nearly $400,000: tax ‘arrears. It 
was ‘contended that: the ‘New York | 
nitery, one usually given to top- 

Ww auld : “encourage” 

checks . just... before the . dinner 
shows commenced. 

The’ Internal. 

It might .be alk-right if the patron. 

Revenue.. Dept..} 
lcontended.this was a subterfuge to 

Fentirely new concept in local en- | duck the 20°) amusement tax Tap. 

Wednesday, aly 12, 1961 

“Inside Stuf—Vande 
“Typographical error’ in’ Sam Vine's .ad last ‘week ‘gave ‘the hypiiotist’s 

‘address as 201 Bond St., Hamilton, Ont., + Canada; correct. street number 
is 20. Bond St.) 

_ Albuquerque Chamber. of . Commerce. ‘and: city’s hotel-motel nian. ‘will. 
biguity: on the’ ‘interpretation ‘ of [establish. a convention-.and visitors bureau within the chamber, with 

the hotel ‘men ‘to’ finance the. project: for two months until funds: are: . 
Faised. City now hosts about. 300 conventions annually, but new: bureaw. : 
‘was set. up to urge other conclaves to come.to Albuquerque. Harold B.. 
Wood, former manager of: Cole. and Franciscan hotels. here, was named 
to head the new bureau. 

Night club tours, introduced t to Honolulu’s Waikitel some. years: 2g0,: 
‘are. continuing to. draw ‘substantial . ‘tourist biz.. Ted Granstedt’s tour 
‘group sets out: each evening: except Sunday.‘and Monday ‘to. ‘take . in. 
floor’ shows. at--Don the .Beachcomber’s,--the Hawaiian Village ‘Tapa “~~ 

{ Room,. the Royal Hawaiian Hotel's. ‘Monarch Room—as - an. alternate 
Club Fuji.’ 

_ Hank Rose’s Manu Po: (Night. Hawk". in: 1 Hawaiian) tour, nightly’ eX=: 
‘cept Sunday,. includes Don's, the Tapa ‘Room and. the Monarch Room . 
and offers Club Oasis as an alternate. Both tours.are peggéd at a mod-::- 

‘| est $12.50, including a drink at each: of the. three Tooms. visited, trans-. 
Portation, tips, taxes, ete. —— - 

Singer’ ‘Jimmie Rodgers,’ ‘recently, “at tiie. ‘Portland, ore. Ball. Hal, 
told: ‘VARIETY his plan to enter the concert field this fall will-start. with. , 
& cross-country folk: singing ‘tour to: preem in Seattle in October with... ..° 
windup in- Carnegie Hall the: following December. Rodgers. ‘has been 

Following his stand. at the Ball Hai, Rodgers: and-his wife head for’ 
Australia: for three tv’shows and three weeks booking {n.a Sydney nitery... ©. 
‘After a few days vacation in Hong Kong, -he is booked into Manila... 
Thén back to the U.S. for finalprepping of the: concert tour for bane 
Rodgers will do- his. own: ‘booking. « 

tertiinmen? 
‘chestra-and oriental dangers in the dined, - -.paid’and . “departed before 

Mane totel’s Slate | Bay berry Room and Sky Lounge. ‘the show started, but by lingering 
bey [T 

Oscar Garrigues has rounded iting and George *Chipouras, of | treated “an “llegat circumstance. 
ont ius Manor Hotel Supper Club wy ashington, D. C. The vast 3,109-| Rather-thar contest it the veterans 
ensagements with the Lennon Sis-: eat Diamond Beach Chub will re-| Niek.& Arnold folded the. Ver- 
ters. Tony Bennett, Billy Falbo,; pain closed, according to present ; sailles. Rossfield is currently in-re- 
Pal Henry, Frank’ Verna, Marty: ptans. The club shuttered last, sea-|.tirement’in Palm Beach. Nick 
DeBane. > Bark: ara Russell. and ‘son after. an ill-fated’ ‘engagement’ 'Prounis is more or: Tess active, al- 

ons I THE Hn the Cra DDS bel a etrement Ts ¢ ie » » . _|f Bennet’ will appear over Labor |. Mrs. He len Roesch of the. Beach-  Geiting Wid 
Mt : comber has added Clarence “Frog- | e ting espread Interest 

Dav weekend, jman” Henry for the July 14 frame. [ St. Louis, July. .11.: 
Locally, the Matior and Beach-: with other weeks filled by Lionet| “The tax case, in which a suit. by 

a. powerhouse of 1 
sumer talent) The Manor head- : 
liners are as follows: Conway 
Twitty and Betty Johnson, Juty 
7-14, Mvion Cohen, ‘Barbara Rus- 

CARI will offer 

seli, Marty DeRose and the De-ipond, Ben E. King and repeat ing widespread .interest- in’ the 

Joni James, | angayements for Jimmy Clanton! trade. 
fand Chubby Checker. 

ryt 

Marlos, 
July 21; 

July 14-21; 
Conme Francis and Guv 

HERBIE SELLS 
Currently 

RESORT HOTELS 
WENTWORTH HALL, 

Jackson, N. H. 

LAKE TARLETON, 
Pike, N. H. 

THE BALSAMS, 
Dixvilie Notch, N. H. 

POLAND SPRINGS HOUSE, 
Maine 

JUG END INN, 
Great Barrington, Mass. 

MAYFLOWER HOTEL, 
Plymouth, Mass. 

SAM DANE AGENCY 
HARRY DRAKE AGENCY 
80 Boylston St., Boston, Mass. 

rns 

‘suest 18 frames. 

——— ee ees ee 

Hampton, the Platters and Duane: 
Eddy, Mrs. Roesch still has several ; 
last minute slots to be booked. 

Harry Levy has bolstered: his ; 
Rainbow Room fincup with U. S. 

U.S. Bonds 
occupy: ‘the ‘July 21 ‘frame. 

‘Checker fills the July. 14 and Au- 
Jimmy Calnton 

fill, the June 30 week and the: La- 
‘hor Day holiday weekend, 

the Eddy Bros. to recover cabaret. 
tax collected by .the Government 

-ori night club tabs before entertain |): 
ment time, on whieh an appeal de-" 

-cision recently was Biyen, is draw- 

The 8th Circuit Court : of 
| Appeals in- St. Louis “upheld the 
‘lower 
turned:‘the $22, 176. 59° in. “question 
to the Eddy. ; 

. The case originated about a.year - 
ago. It. was” instigated by ‘the 

Sylvan Rosenfeld has added the } Eddys individually and. without any. 

-Rosenfeld’s Hurricane Room. will 
talso offer Brook Benton, .the. Shi- | 
relles, the Drifters, the Miracles: 

ithe Doc Bagby band and. Maxine 
: Brown, 

Thomas Arce’s Lucky. Club will 
stress record mames with. Paul 
Dino and his trio. and the DeJohn 

|| Sisters in for the summer. Comedi- 

{i show at his. big Club Avalon in the. 
an Cozy Morley heads. his own 

Anglesea lighthouse district. Sing- 
ers Charlie Gracie and June Allyn 
are supporting him. ‘Tony DiLo- 

1TeNz0's - -Oak -Club has the comedy 
itcam of the Jaye Bros. and singer- 
‘guitarist Jimmy Simmons Others 
in the show are comedian Joe! 
Mauro, dancer Doris °irt and : 

| Johnny Benson's: band. 

DICK CAPRI 
-“PUTS ’EM IN STITCHES” — 

by GEORGE CLARKE, The Boston Record — 
"He's one of the funniest comedians ever, and had one of the ‘most 
auccestful openings at Steuben’s Vienna Room. He's Dick Capri, whose’. 
act Is fresh and new, and you con bet that he'll be back again and . 
again” 

Recent Engagements 
THE GLEN PARK CASINO, 

Williamsville, N. Y. 

"Thea CONNI8 FRANCIS Show” 

Future Engagements. 
Aug 14-20—THE GLEN PARK 

Currently (2 WEEKS) 
‘The 500 Club, Atlantic City, N.J. 

“The FRANCES FAYE Show" 

THE ELEGANTE, 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 
‘The ADAM WADE- Show" 

CASINO, Williamsville, N.Y. 

"The PAUL ANKA Show™ 
Aug. 21-27—THE BOLERO, Wildwood, N. J. 
“The JOHNNY 

Sept. 1-3—THE STEEL PIER, Atlantic City. N. J. 

NASH Show™ 

"The BRENDA LEE Show" 

ond THE PLAYBOY CLUB, Miani, Fla... 
Dec. 17th for Three Weeks 

Personal Management: PHit-WEB-ATTS INC- 

429 Madison Ave., New York 17, N Y., Plaza 2-3490 

STUART WEBER. Pres. 

eo 

| hour, * 

‘the believes the 
not seek to take the case. further. |. 

| The. ruling ‘is believed to be the|.... 

“Wt hout..- 

iMiracles for the June °30...week {Consultation or cooperation with 
any. other... night .¢lub_ or -cabaret 
owners: “They contended’.the tax 
_was':.erroneously eollected .on 
‘checks: froni Nov. 1, 1950-to Dec. 
31, 1954; and asked: the amount be. 
returned. : 

Their claim. was ‘based on a po- 
liey of serving any. dinner party 
and closing out the check before 
entertainment.time, then 9 p.m. If. 
‘the. party stayed for the entertain-. 

new parties. coming, in after enter- 
tainment time. - 
‘The Eddys ‘sald: they had noted 

‘the ‘tax. -policy broke, or nearly 
broke many establishments,...and 
4that they thought the. tax unfair.: 
Hence, -they brought the. suit to 

Ji have the money refunded and. to 
‘clarify the: law. 

The interpretation: of the court 
}is that, in’ effect, the plaintiff 
‘operates two. distinct types. of busi- 
ness—a “restaurant from 11 a.m. 

| till 8:30 p.m., and. a cabaret, with. 
floorshow and dancing, after that. 

The business: before 8:30 
p.m..did not classify as subject to 

| the entertainment tax- (then 20 70), 
the court ruled. - 
‘The ruling also. painted out: that, 

| tertalnment, ‘and must meet’ ex- 
actly the same requirements to.see 
the shows as persons entering the 
establishment for: ‘the first “time 
‘after 8:30. 

- Ned : Eddy, 
brothers op ratin 

one of the three 
the club, said 

overnment. will 

first on. the subject by an. appeal 
| court.. In another action involving 
a bankrupt, it, was ruled that the 

“Ll bankrupt did ‘not owe the tax.- 
The’ original action. was heard by 

Judge R:. Jasper Smith in Kansas. 
City in June-1960. The Govern- 

decision. was lieard by. 

1 $1.50: week nights, $2 Saturdays, 

court”. decision which re-.; 

24 date at: the Talk of the Town, 

‘500 Club, Atlantic «City, Aug. 19/ 

-pacted. for’ resumption of © floor- ||: 

Aug. 22°, ... Vivienne: Della: Chiesa | 

Pittsburgh, Oct. 2. 

ment a new check was opened with | 
the tax added, .and this prevailed a 
for any. other check for the’ same f. 
party through the evening, and tor |. 

‘Bistro July 26 for six weeks... ... 
‘Buddy 

‘Joe E: Lewis -plays Freddie's, - ‘Min- 

| Denver, .Aug. 6. for two weeks; .-..| 
Burns & Carlin skedded for 'Tide-}] 

Omaha, July 27 for tio weeks. . 

a Kansas City - junder this.interpretation, the pa-| 
{tron {s:not entitled to see-the en- 

“Point. Blank 61,”?- which shifts to/s 
‘Freddie’s, 

ment’s appeal of the lower court: 
Judges |f 

|. Archibald’ K. Gardner,. Charles -J.|t-. 
Vogel and Martin D.. Van Ooster-: 

The latter wrote the deci- 
Sion upholding Judge Smith's deci- if 

othe. Eddy: Restaimrant is one of | 
‘Kansas. City’s ‘deluxe night spot, |t-. 
{the only: one at present offering. 
top acts; currently the. cover: is | 

A George Formby Society has: been’ formed in Carlisle, Ené. to] per- 
petuate the: memory of. the Jate- British’ comedian, who died eatly. this. 
year. Members. are compiling: a collection -of. every: recording Formby ~- 
ever.made, William Logan, Carlislé ‘pusinessman,: who: {s ‘a founder-. | 
‘member bought ‘six-of.Formby's ukeles: for: $760. Bouveriirs will eventual- o 
ly be housed in a. Suitable. show place. 

’ ‘Belfast's Empire vaudery, longtime bastion “of. live miste’ hail; hag 
..| shuttered. It first opened December, 1894, although for years prior to 
‘that there were vaude shows on the -site.. ‘Acts. who played the -vaudery 
{in ‘its “"heydey included Harry Lauder, Charlié Chaplin; Little Tich,.. 
\Great Karno. Troupe, Chirgwin; Flanagan: & -Allen, Florrie Forde’ ‘and 
Gertie. Gitana, Theatre will; ‘be torn: down. and Separtment atore:: “will: 
‘be built ‘on. the. site,” ° 7 Co 

Vande Cafe Dates 
- "New. York | 
Frances | Faye inked for - a ‘July 

St. Loufs. Muny Opera. ‘- 

OTHE COMEDIAN” 
The Only Real Monthi' = 

PROFESSIONAL SAC SERN 4Cl 
LA La T'— THE G 

London . 3. Sallie Blair. set:for. the | 

.«. Fran. Jeffries & Dick Haymes |. 

shows at, the Fontalnebleau,:Miami |} | 
Beach, starting tomorrow. (Thurs.) }j TH# 
..- + Davis & Reese: and Raye & Now In: ite" sooth. Issue, Containing | 

Roman on tho nine bill |... Mort || Heron, since dee ae atte Sahl set for'a week at the High- |} 4 " ’ logs, dies, .. doub! , 
land Park (Ill:) -Theatre ‘starting |; Ideas, Aintrose impressions oud Im- 

: pe ertonations, 

pencilled for. the - Holiday Hoiise, ; cof the News, Vignettes, etc.. 

' $25° ‘YR—SINGLE ISSUES. ‘$8. 

. $38 Yr SINGLE ISSUES: $e 
-". | NO'6.0.D.49 

: BILLY: GLASON; 200 -W: 
. New. York City. We co.. Hn 

Chicago 0 
- Wayne King ‘Revue set for Palm-|| 

er. ‘House, - Chi; July 20 for a fort- |. 
night cee Milt Trenier into. Le 

“B&B 
COSTUMES: 
Gowns and. Costumes” 
INDIVIDUALLY » DESIGNED 

- MADE 10 ORDER | 
110. W, 44th 8t., N. Y. re 

-Hackett. down ‘for - three tt 
weeks at Trade Winds July: 12 . 1 

neapolis, Aug. 4 for nine days ;. ./# 
Bob. Grossman. inked for Exodus, . 

lands, Houston, Aug. 14-for two “on 6.4960 
. Al Martino & Marge Cameron 

booked for same club Aug. 28. for.’ 
a“pair ..., Kirby Stone Four set 
for the. Shamrock, _ Houston, Aug: 
17 for two. weeks . ... Van Doren 
Sisters: down for the Cimarron, 

Not to Be Seen on’ ‘Television— : 

: This ad is fo fhank Eddle .Sligh of. 
Jack:-Morton’s Chicago office for books. 

; ins mei the ‘following dates: °-' . 
mptiis Cotton Carnival: 

‘Optometrists! Nat; Conv., ‘Denver 
-Moose. Conv., Memphis 

Nino Nanni’s date: at Eddys’ “July 
21 will be his first -in town in}: 
several years... . He: follows |<" 

a 3 > Oo o>*« 
iE 

mello. 

el arte 
aU Gi! oa Mineapolis, ° opening | . 

July 22 for two weeks... Don 
Cornell set for two’ weeks at the |® 
Caribe Hilton, ‘Caracas, Venezuela, 
following. -his work .in “Redhead” { 
at the: Starlight..Theatre Iast. week |$ 

Hal Leroy is. doubling: up in!ee 

‘opportunity | tin. long: estab 
- ished, Nnationally-famous tlub, - for. 

oung, | personable, efficient,. érea- 
ive man... Write. full: Setalls incl. 

- phone number “In: first . 
. Box ¥-2199, VaRiery,: a 
154. West 4tth St... New York 36. 
ee eeoee © 0000000 COOSSO Oe 

Goad - 

"ry oe 

“JULY 1O0h tu 2 23rd" 

Gotham Theotiical Management’ 
- ALAN L, ‘GAYLOR.. 
- 110 West 47th 5St., Rm. 600, NY. €. : cal 

= su 66300 | 

. 0 . cites th ee ee meme tt 

hese pe eS ete tie EE = = 

ae Tole for. “Cinderella, 2. playing “ee 
‘it-in K.C:: at: the ‘Starlight.week. .- ~~ 
of: July 10,. later playing’ it at: the ae 

bits, | - * 

Political, Interruptions. 1. 
- Thoughts of-the Day,. Humorous Views: . 

sath a . : 

WHITEY" ROBERTS |: 

. tome’ | 

and July: 18 J. Deere Cow, ‘Dubuque, tas 1: 

gesesevcccescecousoseses 

Seosncccrteas 

» iets eee 
ae oD 
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"Sq ep Ranks By: ERIC. ‘GORRICK | 

“Sydney, Juiy 4. 

| “y Veg Dunes Holding. 

-Bydiney nightehibs are. ‘taking. a 

= _beating and: the. outlook. ‘for: the | 

{sa Caesar’ $: Copa Date | 

.. “Fenderloin’. "Tit July 27 
‘Las ‘Vegas, July 11. 

“Brisk biz, says .Dunes prexy | 
' ; Major Riddle, prompted him to lift |. 

another. option: on “Tenderloin,” 
|which will hold the: tab version ‘of |. 
-|the Broadway . ‘show here at ‘least 

_ until July 27.. 
Ron Husniann,. who has starred 

; ‘fn the show since its local. opening 
‘May 18, exited: Wednesday (28) due | 

fe future “is — 

.. slump. are “the -recenily . imposed | 

Replacing Allen-Meadows: j150' ding t gloomy .according to “Sid Caesar has ‘been ‘signed: to’ ‘Major. tafe - operators ‘as they. view play: the: ‘Copacabana; Ney 

the heavy red in their books.. Re- ling “Oct.::12-in ‘the. slot. originally | 
sponsible for the downbeat: are a'slated. for Steve: Allen '&: Jayne - 
variety: of reasons. _ . ‘Hieadows. ., Latter postponed ‘their ; 

opa stand. until Fe ruary in order - Primarily ‘contributing to , the; to concentrate oft’ a. series to: start 

. governmental credit. squeeze’ jn On. ‘ABC-TV this fall. 
new. Moves. to curb’ inflation, a]. ‘Caesaé ‘played .the -¢ opa. ‘once 
dramatic. ’ rise: in: uriemployment, ‘previously © ‘Shortly . after. his. dis- 

‘“eutdown: in’ overtime * payments, charge from = the Coast Guard: He 
‘restrictions~ on: automobile - manu- |.has been: -escheviing.-nitery dates 
facture, ‘a-heavy decline. in ¢x- generally, - but - recently ‘Tesumed : 

‘ports, : plus ‘a tight money. policy. 
ao by. key banks, 

_eharge, class floor shows, a_ ine: | 
’- and-wine-before-nine, 
” gifts for ‘the © femmes—all to. HO: 

‘Today the. average Aussie: ‘can- 
‘not afford to. go nightclubbing as | 
in the ‘past. 

‘ciriema or & :flesh. show.. - 

_. Nitery.. operators have: tried ‘al | 
“types | of ‘gimmicks -to - woo- biz.| 
.. Among them. have. been a. No-cover. 

and ~ free |. 

avail 
-Dmport: ‘Top Names’ ; 

= ‘couple of key: operators “ate 
+ Importing - talent of: the calibre: of | 

Billy. Daniels, -Guy Mitchell. and: 
. Dorothy. - Dandridge . to only me- 
dium: returns. Those: spots ‘minus 
top names saw the staff playing. 
checkers toa while’ ‘away the time. 
‘One. waiter told VanieTy that his 
tips didn't: éven. Keep him in. cig- 
-arettes. : ot 
*” Fringe ‘cafes, desperate ‘for ‘pa- 

.. tronage, . ‘tried the: old ‘striptease 
-- poutine. with. free: food. thrown in. 
“at $4 top.’ Here, -again, ‘biz. con- | 

tinued .in’ the’ doldrums” and. sev-|- 
eral, out . of. town” spots - folded 
‘Pronto. oe. 

«The | Labor ° Party, headed ‘by 
Arthur Calwell,. is. bitterly attack- 

» dng the present: Liberal, Party gov- 
"ernment led by. Robert Menzies on 
“dts credit’ -squeeze with Calwell 
forecasting .. 
“ment in the months: ahead. ‘In -re- 
‘cent weeks” unemployment : has. 
risen by, over 200, 000. . 

- Latin Quarter, N: Y, Eyes 
More Former Film Stars ° 

~ After Eleanor Powell’s Hit! 
The. boxoffice. boom ‘at the. Latin, 

“Quarter, N.Y:, “with shows headea. 

by. filmites. popular a generation: 

7 REO. has prompted -operator E. °M.. 
‘Loew and mdnaging director. Eddie 

; _Risman ‘to explore further the. pos- 
' sibilities inherent. 
Hollywood |. stars. . _Risman. . 

‘He. studies his di--| se 
‘. minished. earhings..and decides: to | ¥ 
seek less costly. entertainment, the; ss 

inéreased - -unemploy-, 

‘his cafe career. “His other. dates ; 
‘Vin cluded Las. Veras and ° Chi. ; 

ndon's $ Pigalle 
Ends Names As 
‘Too Expensive 

- London, ‘Suly, 11, 

cernéd; the “big. name” policy. at: 

Pigalle’s.. “bossman. told ° VARIETY: 

“Peggy. Lee’ ‘opens: for: 4. ‘season. 

‘on. July: 16, and. advance’ bookings |“ 

‘suggest. that. ‘it’ H ‘be a click. But nrovided the agency-with the need- 
| after. Miss: Lee: i'm going to put in: ‘ed. strength in: the Negro artists 
glamor: revues, with. ‘popular. art- 

‘ists like the Bernard: ‘Bros, ‘Trying 
to. book ‘the ‘few really. ‘top lJeague- 
entertainers is. murder. © 

F “Sammy Davis Jr.: was a sellout, 
‘but: other so-called names can cost 
‘mé a fortune. The artists want’so 
much: dough that. I-can’t risk-busi-~] - - 
ness dropping even fora couple of || 
nights ‘even: during, for instance, | 
‘a‘hot spell.:There are. only-a hand-.|- 
ful of artists in the Sammy Davis |-. 
class. Péople . like’. Sinatra and. 
Déan Martin; But ‘just try and ‘get! 
.them, even for the ‘money. Fa: be 

: ‘prepared. to pay.” 

Burnett ‘considers “that - part’ of | 
- fthe réason for big ‘name bookings. 
"| Being.a risky: business ‘is’ lack: of 
-|‘publicity in the. newspapers: . 

+ umnists ‘like. Earl ‘Wilson. and Win-. 
‘chell, -write:.. automatically ~ about. 

“Col- 

Broadway. night- spots and: ‘help. to 
fill :the .tables. It. doesn't happen, 
here, " he ‘sighs. : 
“Burnett | “also: Tooks - ‘darkly. atl 

London's. :licensing:. laws’ and: 

. | Years - ago. 
the. Pigalle nitery is ‘through. “The among the early concert promoters | 

to prior commitments, and was re- 
placed Dy. his. understudy, Gordon | 

start- | Cook.. 

Tim Gale Back 
‘Tn Arena Shows 

“Tim: Gale, : ‘who ‘resigned last 
| Week from “General Artists Corp., 
‘is: forming: an‘ organization to pro- 
fmote arena-style- presentations and. 

For Variety Field: 

Salisbury Frolics Sets 
1006 for Summer Shows 

Salisbury Beach, Mass., July 11: 

Liberace opened the season -for 
Balisbury - Beach Frolics for nine 

{days to. smash biz, With over $100.- 
-1000 allocated for his budget for 
}performerg this season, Frank D 
Mulcahy, . manager, has booked 
Paul Anka, current through | Sat- 
urday (15); Ella Fitzgerald, July 16- 

strong and. his All Stars. Aug 6- 
12; Xavier Cugat-Abbe Lane Show, 
Aug. 13-19; Bobby Rydell, Aug. 20- 
26; Frankie. Avalon, Aug. 27-Sept. 

concerts ‘and will go into persenal | 3, - 
-L|management as well.. Gale, one- 
jtime topper of. the ‘Gale Agency,. 
‘which. he. took with him when he 
tjoined:'-Gerieral Artists Corp. #& 
[couple of years ago, headed the 
‘|GAC-Super operation, which pack- 
aged the arena shows. 
Gale is currently “working ‘on 

| several. 
Season.’ He anticipates a minimum 
of ‘three for the year as well as 
individual concert dates.’ 
| among the first -to realize the huge | 

[potential . of -arenas. on bigtime 
“As: far. ‘as. Al. Burnett is -con- variety shows and Jaunched his’ 

‘series of. “Biggest Shows” about 10 
‘In, addition, ‘he. was 

‘of: jazz .artists at Carnegie ‘Hall, 
N. Y., as well. ‘as. similar longhair 
m poria..- 
‘Gale's entry into the GAC setup 

setup, as well: as.entry into the 
promotion fields. He. will now 
| work . closely: with Circle Artists. 
iCorp.,-which took over many of 
[the Gale Agency. performers. 

Despite Gambling Rap, . 
- Ciney’s- Beverly Hills 

-To Continue Operation 
oS - Cincinnati, ‘July Ji. 
"Beverly. Hills,. ‘Greater :Cincy’s 
ace hitery, recently cited on Ken- 

|tucky state. charges. of. ‘allowing 
gambling, | nixes.-a rumor : that. op- 
-erations. are ‘to be | ‘suspended. John 
Croft; one of the owners. and tal- 
ent booker. for the plushery’s thea-. 
tre-restaurant, 

“Not: true. Business. fg -down, 
just like -all over -the country, | but 
closing. is: the Jast- thing we have’ 
in'-mind. We “have. shows: booked 

.- ‘for the next 12. weeks.” |. 
- The ‘Kentucky “Aleoholic - Bever-. 

‘age Control Board. charged that 

arena packages for next: 

‘He was. 

‘spiked ‘the rumor. 

sl cause he. was getting slong 

The 1,200-seater on the. beach 
front has Dave Lester orch cut- 
ting. the showa’ and. playing for 
dancing. 

Mark Hopkins, SF. 
Sold to Telenews 

F or Over $10-Mil. 
San. Francisco, July 11. 

A subsidiary. of Trancontinental 
‘Properties Inc., which started in 
business 22 years ago ‘with the 
600-seat .Telenews Theatre on 
‘Frisco's Market Street, has bought 
the 500-room Mark Hopkins Hotel 

$10,000,000. 
- Actual purchaser was Trans-3iiil 

Properties, run by John P. Par- 
{ sons, who also runs the Telenews. 

‘| Seller was George D. Smith and 
his family who own 87° of the 
-hotel’s stock. Smith built the lux- 
.ury hotel for $4,200,000 in 1926, 
and jn.1939 installed a plush cock- 

in ‘what: had formerly been the 
| penthouse. ‘of D. C. Jackling, a 
coppey-mining millonajre. © The 
‘Top of the Mark's success-—it 
helped Smith pay off the hotel's 
-$2:560,000° debt in 1944---cstab- 
‘lished a national pattern for sky- 
high saloons. 
‘Smith said he was selling. be-! 

years—he’s 72. 
Parsons said no ° operating 

changes. were contemplated. 
Sale gives Trans-Hiil control af : 

an entire block of Nob Hill -prop- : 

Jarenas and auditorlums 

‘atop Frisco’s Nob Hill. Sale was 
‘for a price “not lower" than 

tai] lounge, The Top of the Mark, . 

Caltual Explosion lniting New Vistas 
MCA’s Baumgarten 

The variety field faves a new 
and exciting future according te 
Dave Baumgarten, head of the ac cf 
department of Music (Corp 
America. He bases his prediction 
on the premise that new talents 
and new tastes are creating new 
jaudiences and a better grade of 
| performer is emerging from the 
present day cultural explesion. 

Baumgarien, who's assumed 
many of the duties of MCA veep-ece 
Larry Barnett, recenth shifted to 
ithe television department, fecis 
that talent agencies must wok 

22; Everly Bros., July 23-29; Patti} with new tools and Ieain to use: 
Page, July 30- -Aug. §: Louis Arm- them properly " ow For there is a new 

spirit in the field, one ihat prome 
ises more returns to talent, op- 
erator and agency 

He believes that the wave of 
new auditoriums being built 
throughout the country will be @ 
strong factor in breadening the 
talent market. He says the 
emergence of the folk singers, the 
cerebral comics and the Intimate 
[revues igs presaging « new era ib 
entertainment — ore that is bulld- 
| ing new and more remuneratiie 
audiences and one which will proe 
vide the key to future entertain 
ment. 

Fxelting Changer 

The changes make for excite 
ment within the talent agencies, 
Despite the disappearance of thee 
atres, Baumgarten . notes, the 

provide 
more than an adequate substitute, 
The O'Keefe Aud, Toronto, he 
pointed out, ia one example which 
has benefitted the theatrical come 
munity. 

Baumgarten seems to feel that 
the O'Keefe is the ideal size house 
for theatrical presentation. It’s 
large enough to provide king-sized 
grosses, and sufficiently small so 
that single singers can rogister. 
Another example, he said, js tn 
Colorado Springs. Agencies are 
seeking to stock that spot with a 
roster of attractions. 

Baumgarten says that the cul- 
tural explosion has provided a base 
Jarge enough so that the new crop 
of audiences can hate a sense of 
identification. The college crowd 
has. encouraged those ‘attractions 
with a cerebral tinge The folic 
singers, representing the cultures 
of way back. are meeting the way 

_jout crowd in the new show biz, and 
‘each has a solid base of adherents, 

| Agencies generally fel that this - 
in 118. the growing audience Rock ‘n’ 

roll patrons, they seem toe think 
are declining although there's stil 

Jot of Hfe in that medium vet 
i for the younger crowd However, 
:the collegians. accaiding to Baume 

-in- ‘yesteryear |. 
-has 4} 

thinks, too,” that: legs and gals may: | Boulevard Enterprises,. operator of 
fare -better with: the many foreign | BH, -had. craps, blackjack, roulette 
‘visitors. who . don’t.. always aig. ‘and chuck-a-luck. games in prog- 
comedy dialog: and -pop..songs. ‘ress When state agents visited the 

Burnett’s policy. of: quality: ‘Place June 22.: Hearing’ was sched-. 

thrushes ‘at the’ Society.. is. ‘stilt [Wied for July 25.in Frankfort. The 

erty. Firm already had a 99-\ear {farten, are riding a trend which 
lease on'a 100-apartment building ; ¥ Hl stir excifement with the elders: 
“next to the hotel: Company 35 also ‘85 Well in the personal appearance 
building - a 10- -story co-op apart: | field, This trend has Caused a I@- 

‘ment. house in another suank -evaluation of fulure prospects by 
Frisco district. and holds options | the agencies. And. Baumparten 

“booked Dorothy. Lamont, for: a stand citation fallowed:- publication of 

Wag. going Strongest: What's -miore, 

“that found a ready response ‘among | 

.«, Friday’ 

“starting ‘Aug. 3. 

’ The ‘boxoffice with Miss: ‘Powell. 
has been surprising,-at least in:the : 

-. trade. At.2 time: when mist. cafe’ 
business. ‘starts’ to. melt’ with the} 
summer’ heat, the LQ. patronage 

the: clieritele lured: by. ‘the.. former: 
filmster. was’ ‘of.-the .well-heeled-: 
“variety, mature. etiough to remem-- 
ber: ‘Miss Powell in: ‘her heyday. 

; ‘Miss Powell’ 's time on- the. fléor | 
hias ‘increased: considerably | since | : 
her opening ‘night; She added more 
-talk- of: her ‘homelife. and -.experi- ! 
ences as -a ‘Hollywood ‘housewife 

~ her elderly customers. At the -con- j 
- elusion-of her act, she steps on: the. | 
Tim ‘Of-the ‘stage and shakes b hanas * 
ith, customers.’ : 

‘The loyalty. of ‘this - ‘age ‘group: iv! 
; their heroes: and heroines of” yes-: 

- ““teryear spells important boxoffice : 
‘atthe Latin Quarter. Consequent> | 43 

dy, the August: gamble’ with | Miss! siteridance figure of 5.803 was just |. 
fif ‘A! 

‘ first booking of Mae. West produced {Sevee twice -the actual, eure.. 
‘Lamour. It’s also recalled ‘that the | 

‘the same. ‘kind: of.. boxoffice . Miss’ 
Powell is receiving. However, busi- ! 

“Bess fell down. completely’ the next 
“ time. ‘around. 7 

“ ildegarde: Bows. LL 1. Spe ot” 
‘The. Bath & Tennis ‘Club, PWest: : 

-hampton, -L.1., ‘plans.’.a..series -¢f 
“Bame_ shows this ‘Summer ‘Starting 

115). when _Hildegarde’ 
“opens for a week. She'll perform 

' dn ‘the Eurasian Room: 

. { paying. off, ‘and. will continue: Fol- | 
lowing . the: current ‘Felicia: Sand- 
{ ers, 

statements by Croft that- Beverly. 
Hills has no connectian with inter-. 
ests: ‘in -adjoining Newport, north- 
ern Kentucky’-gaming centre, or 
affiliation. with any Cleveland syn- 
dicate or. ‘operators in Las Vepas; 

“ Burnett «.has | booked’ ‘Sonya | 
Steven, ‘Tsai Chin, Marie: Bernard { 
and ‘Lisa: Carrol, which ‘takes care | 
of the “Society. salon . AU. around 
November, : pod 

‘| Beverly Hills.” he stated. 
‘to ‘keep. clean.” 

“In almost: continuous operation 
Since opening-in 1937 with the late 
iPete: Schmidt; Newport. sportsman, 

‘Dany 1 Kaye. Draws Oy fF 
10,000 in Honolulu Stand’ 

Honolulu, July: 11. 

money. for -the. ‘with local and: outside people in. 

: 50th State Fair; a. Honoiulu: Junior. 
Chamber: of. Commer ce ‘Spokesman : 
admits. Attendance Mas, way: under *- 
, Ropes. . 

‘Show: ‘Was “staged June. 30° and | 
 Iily" 2-4.°.A -Salurday night. per- 1 
‘ formance “was cancelled because | of * 
: heavy . -rain. shortly before ‘show: | 
time. A~ published. opening . night 

to Las. Vegas... - 
Joe. E. ‘Lewis heads’ the “two- 

frame ‘Vineup.. .at. BH starting. July. 
14 “‘Showtime .U:S.A.” ‘with ‘Taylor’ 
and Mitchell. follow for four weeks. 

Jam: Gallery. Reopens | 
. “With Punctial Combos 

Jaycee ‘source says the four nights | “Joe Termini, operator of the Jezz{ 
drew ‘only around: 16. 000. cash cus-. 
tomers total’ at: a. steep . ‘for.  Afong' 

-lulu)- $5. top. Jazz Messengers. and the’ Barry 
, Harris Trio, after -2 Shuttering of 
ahout 10 days, Closing’ came. after. 

‘the: boniface . sacked - Thelonious “Kaye 206, ‘Denver’. 
“a... *“Denver, ‘July: tie 

Rocks ‘open xir amphitheatre. here’, claimed. he had: to.refund admis- 

“Bad operations elsewhere -hurt 
“We try. 

as head man, Beverly Hills has -of-. 
fered. top” floorshow entertainment 

Danny Kaye's four-right- engage: : :in. its -700-seat. dining. room. Croft.| 
-ment ‘In-the outdoor Waikiki Shell‘; iand his associates became partners 
{didn’t make “any 1940, some of. whom since” ‘moved | 

. ‘+Monk and. Philly ‘Jo.Jones for re-{tion. recently, 
Danny: ‘Kaye's: ‘show. at- the: “Red . peatedly caming in-Jate. .Termini |$222,610 and debts of $249 333 

‘on other prize pieces of land ; contends, culturally and ec onond- 

/ Transcontinental, ‘said Parsons. ; 
‘now. owns nine Telenews Theatres 
across the -country,-a number of 
tv stations, the Industria] Publish- 
‘ing Co., of Cleveland, and is build- 
ing the huge Pan Am Building in 
‘Manhattan. 
The Mark Hopkins’ 

-Court for many years was main- 
tained as a supper club with big. 
name acts and bands, but in re- 
‘cent. years Smith abandoned this! 
policy. 

N.0.’s River Queen Sinks 

New Orleans, July 11: 
‘The River Queen, stermaheel 
Showboat and tourist attraction 

;g0ing under. the auctioneer’s ham- 
mer. Edmond E. Talbot S: I Ss 
referee in hankrpupticy, said the 

jold river steamer wil) Be seld at 
publie auction within the next twa - 
weeks. 
‘He made the statement at a4 

Gallery, N. Y.. reopened. last night meeting. of creditors Jast week-end fetars te complete quartet 
iTues.). with Art. Blakey and The jorde‘ed Hughes Walmsley, trustee ; -reverta 10 regular new talent fore 

‘for the bankrupt corporation. to! 
file a petition for a pubiw «ate: 
within a week. The River Queen} 
corporation filed a banksuptry ac- 

listing assels as 

The. boat; docked in the Mis«se- 
Saturday~'8) scored. $20,000 despite “sions because. of the Broups’ tardi- Sippi river at Esplanade Avenue 
Fain: ‘which delayed: the show for: NESS. - . 
an hour.and a-haif.. Kaye's ‘appear- 7 ‘Chico: Hamilton and Walter. Bis- 

jon the edge of the ‘French Quar- 
jter, was featured in a number of . 

. Private - beach: club: is. operated. ance -had‘ to. -be: shifted” fo. the. in- ‘hop Trio: is ‘eet for next Tues} pix before being purchased and: ae, “by. realtor. Jerome: Riker.” 'door: Coliseum. . iday (18), - ‘ ‘remodeled by. the. loca} group 

Pe ei k 

Into Bankruptcy Action’ 

“cally. IE be a. bull Wiaaket 
| ome same nS 

Rath Olay Launching 
” Policy at Little Club; 
To Play 8-Weeks a Year 

Hollywood. Juiv 

Ruth Olay tees off new percent 
rage policy at Marshall Edeon's Ye 
{Tattle Club on Aug 1. in whith 
‘top nitery names vill enjoy. part 
jownership of the club an return 
‘for guaranteed playing time 

Similar to pattenn ectablished by 
Jack Entratter at the Sands in Las 
Vegas. deal calle for penformess 

‘te play minimum of eapht weeks a. 
vear. either consecutisciy on ea- 

. ken up depending upon thers avasl- 
‘ababty Each contract js separate 
.and deals vary with. participation 
expanding beyond thei appearance - 
tome: 

-* (Jub will operate thee policy for 
32 weeks a year aith nepotiations 
“now underway with thee other 

Fadcon 

mat, found in areckdy showecassig, 
‘for lemainder of the scar He wall 
icontinue Yo Gperate on no cover, 

‘tuo donk nipinum obey ap eath- 
Per (Hse 

> Mise Olay’s initial cun as shed- 
ded four weeks, remasnders depene 
‘dei upon her availatlity Goanture 
"4t Eduardo Sasson now sn his 
fourth month af dul «aid sapport 
unlees current bid for nim to joip 

[Kingston Trio js finalesacd earlier, 
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Mermaid’ § ‘Holy Aqua Layout ( Gives| 
Tanks For the Memory of Past Shows 
The Fiushing Meadows Ampnhi- | barechest, gets two of ‘his charges. 

theatre, built for the -1939-40 N.Y. , 

World’s Fair and which will be an 
important ‘segment of the fair to. 
be In ‘64, is taking: leave after 
this season so that any show biz 
activities won't get In the way of 

- construction for the’ forthcoming 
main event. It’ s a long way from 
the prosperous operation of Billy 
Rose who put on a_  gilittering 
Aquacade for the citizenry and 
Elfiot Murphy who succeeded Rose 
in that venture, to George A. 
Hamid who put on a water circus, 
to Dick Randall & Vince McKnight, 
who are now operating three days 
weekly during its twilight days. 

Throuzh all the metamorphoses 
in this stadium, it has been evident 
that aqueous entertainment hasn’t 
changed much It’s hoped that 
Meyer Davis and Leon Leonidoff, 
who will produce here during the 
'64 shindig. will have some new 
{deas and formats. — 

The present show 4s virtually 2 a 
cut-down version of previous pro- 

* ductions with dry acts and water 
acts, and the zany diving group, 
who also double in the straight 
diving exhibitions. 

Most of the elements prove 
felicitous. There is a newcomer 
to pro ranks, Lynn Burke, the 
Olympic swimmer now turned pro. 
There is a lot of research to. be 
done In staging swim acts for 
individuals. The. vocabulary of 
items that can be done entertain- 
ingly is pitifully limited. The 
audience, during these turns, 
behaves as well-bred guests. Every- 
thing is nice, thank you. But de 
spite Miss Burke's good looks and 
swimmability, she hasn’t come 
prepared to entertain, nor has 
anything been devised -for her. 

There is another major §act, 
Capt. Nauman’s Tigers. The cap- 
tain, sans decorations, only in 

BOSTON | 
SMASH HIT | 

Show folks are raving about the 
alf new Hotel Avery. All new, 
large, beautifully furnished de- 
luxe rooms with private bath, tel- 
evision & radio. Alr conditioning. 

‘ LAVERY & WASHINGTON sts. | 

‘to perform, one in a’ tank. The 
j initial idea was to have the beast 
go inta the big pool, but the park. 
commission nixed that. So the ‘cat 
swims on a portable tank on stage, 
and. much of the effect is lost. The 
captain. gets real intimate with 
one, of the animals. running. his 

Mermaid’s Holiday 
(Flushing Meadow Amphitheatre), 

Dick Randall & John McKnight 

day” starring Lynn Burke.- and: 
‘featuring Nauman’s Tigers, Frank. 
E. Marlowe, Vic: Zoble, Devant 
Bernaes Dancers (3), 
Knapp, Divers Johnny Edwards, 
Jimmy Goodhead, Al Coffee, Bar- 
ney Cipriani, Stan Dudek, Vic 
Zoble, Junior Cid Canale; Ray. 

Bloch Orch conducted by Charles 
Dickson; Vincent M cKnight, 
emcee. Opened June''29 at 
Flushing Meadous Amphitheatre, 
Flushing, N.Y.; three nights week- 
ly at $3.65 top. 

arm through the cat’s mouth and 
putting his face into position 
where it can be snapped off. He: 
gets his share of applause... Also 
in the landlubber category are the 
Devan! Bernas Dancers, two males 
who toss around a giri ‘compara: 
tively carefully. 

Doing ‘exceedingly well. is Frank’ i 
E.. Marlowe, the comic, who ‘has 
enough physical -anties.. to over- | 
come the huge water spread be- 
tween him and the audience, and. 
lines that help get the crowd with ; 
him. . 

Of the water contingent, -there 
is Vic Zoble, who comes out of the 
audience for comedy; -Babby 
Knapp, the perennial with this 
show, the divers, Johnny Edwards, 
Jimmy Goodhead,. Al. Coffee, 
Barney Cipriani, ‘Stan Dudek, and 
Junior Cid Canale, plus the 16 
water balierinas. Charles Dickson: 

Co-producer of -the show {3 listed 
as Polysonics Inc., an outfit: which 
comes in with. windup money.. Alan 
Coreli, who used to be head of 

= Theatre Authority, is listed as the 
show’s promotor on behalf of the 
monied group. Jose... 

y | Ricky Nelson n Replaces 
Don Cherry in A.C. Date 
Ricky Nelson has been signed to 

head the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, 
show for Aug. 4 and 5. Original 
headliner was Don Cherry, who 
was tet out of that date in order. 
to play a golf tournament in Brit-. 
ain. The Chordettes have also been- b 
signed: for that stand. 

Guy Mitchell has been. set to do 
the Sept. 4 show on the ‘Pier’ as. 
well.- Al Rickard: books the spot.:: 

JAC AE VERNON 
VARIETY 

Town Casine, Buff 
Buffalo, Nov. 20. 

Jackie Vernon is ene of the 
ef the single comi¢sa who seém to 

haunting the - niteries these 
- He deliverg a mon gtog Jin 

quiet low-pitched tones and dead- 
Pan serious style. . 

His patter ts qunusuall clean for 
@ mught spot and he ojects 
unique, straight aced “hue 
When the diners caught on to hig 
routine. they warnied up fast a 
rewarded him with plenty of yocks. 

His beat-up trumpet routine at 
the close is a top comle item Com- 
pared with some the alleged 
eonedians appeating on tv, this boy 
coulda make it--and more—easily. 

Burton. 

by DON. HEARN. 
The Washington Daily News 

(June 22, 1981) 

“Jackie Vernon, an engaging chat: 
terbox. is. one of: the most refresh- 

‘ing comedians of the. current: crop 
of newcomers. . 
ens, eolumn’s opinion evidently 

has been shared. After closing at | 
The Lotus, he bows info THE P PEAY: ; 
 B80Y CLUB Chicago, a popular 
night time tnatitution that hag sud- 
denly become a springboard to” fame _ 
for many new acts. . 
“Mr. Vernon. a reasstredly ordi- - 
marily looking fellow, indulges in a.- 
weird. imagination. : Wrwa acky poems. 
Recitations. ' beat observations. 
It’s gubtie humor. An odd mixture 
of literacy and illiteracy. ‘The ; 
name is ackle Vernon. he’s 's 
stut.”’ 

Currently (thru JULY 21st) 

— THE PLAYBOY CLUB | 
Chicago 

Direction: 

WILLIAM. MORRIS 

AGENCY 

‘Personal Managemnt: 
S&W ASSOCIATES 
420 Madison Ave. 
New York 17, N. Y...- 

Plaza 2-3490 °°. - 

Bobby |. 

| was 

conducts the. Ray Bloch orchestra.: 

Satchmo’ 8 Round Trip 
Louis Armstrong will cross. the 

| country twice in.order to keep. a. 
one-nighter date at the Hollywood |- 
Bowl Aug. 4 with Kay Starr.: He'll: 
solo on this stand without: his. All- 
‘Stars. 

stint, -Armstrong returns east to 
‘open: two. days later at the Frolics, | 
Salisbury ‘Beach, Mass.,. for. one. 
‘week... 

| Picketing Dosn't 
\Mar Apollo's OK 

presentation of “Mermaid’s Holi- |. 

‘Jewel Box Revue’ 
While: an. apparently SRO house 

‘watching Danny. & Doe's 
“Jewel Box Revue” 
Apollo: Theatre, N.Y., during. the: 
7 p.m, show last Friday (7), a crowd 
of a. differentkind was forming 
outside the Harlem hoitise. A group. 
of. Negro. pickets was : carrying 
signs; “Keep homosexuals. out of. 
Harlem” and other such remarks 
|scrawled: on them,..and generally 
talking it up in a lopd | ‘but orderly 7 

‘| fashion; 
-Biz for the. next (10p.m.} and last |: 

show. of the reyue’s. opening day 
apparently . wasn't effected, accord- 
ing to the theatre. “If anything, it 
seemed to attract more business,” 
said. the boxoffice girl. Picketing 

not resumed. on following evenings. 
No particular group: was identified 
with. the action, 

“Jewel: Box: Revue’ has been a suc- 
cessful femme: 
show. “When. it played the Harlem 
spot last year it was held a second 
week and not marred by. outside 
disturbances, nor had it ever. been. 
‘in-its history ‘of playing the ‘thea- 
tre. The picketing was attributed. 
to “troublemakers.” . 

The | show itself is -faseinating. 
It’s: a ‘ slick entertainment.’ Talent 
‘Is topflight, impersonators skillful |- 
and in impeccable taste, and pro- 
duction: mum bers are ona par with 
the. best. . 

Standout. ‘elements - are Frank. 
Bob Page’ s elaborate costumes, 

White’s: flashy" lighting and Andre 
Tayir’s -inventive ° staging. 

with his Pearl Bailey bit, Bette 
Davis routine. and other standup. 
patter. In other departments are 
Bob ‘Lake's: featured terping, and 
bits’. by Billy Daye, Robbi Ross, 

Marlow, - Dodi Daniels, Mickey 
James Tai, Storme Delarvarie, only 
femme in the group, does a male 
personation. - 
“Frankie and - Johnny,” 

after some ‘technical bugs with the 
lighting got . straightened - out. 
Batking’. by . the Ruben Phillips’ 
band is solid. : . Kali. 

Blackpool Sinks Floating 

- . Blackpool, Eng., July 11. 
Newest . amusement ‘proposal: in 

‘set up. a floating gambling. casino 
‘| three. miles off. the “beach, with. 
water taxicabs:to - ferry customers. 
-between ‘ship and shore. Project 

ary. Committee. ‘ 

Blackpool. would be’ prepared to 

addition to ‘gambling, there would 
| be entertainment and other ameni- 

4! ties. The ship. would be. run, ‘under. 
‘fl strict’ supérvision. — 

-The Blackpool) Committee - -Tmeane. 
time has decided. on “no: action.” 
A member of’ ‘the’: Town: Council 
commented: 

: Greco’ $ Big’ 126, L.A. 
Hollywood, July 11. 

stand «at .the Greek Theatre here 
Flat a $5 .top..- 

| Belafonte moved’ in ‘last’ night |: 
(Mon.) for -three weeks. with an 

af excellent $225, 000° advance sale. | 

inside ‘the | 

continued till. about 10:30 and was Friday. (7). 

through attorney G. William Court- 

D : | 
anny Brown’ and Doe Brenner's of the vehicle which ‘collided with | 

‘Entratter’s car last Aug. 28, in an‘! 
-accident which ‘proved fatal to New 

impersonator. 

| passenger in the Entratter vehicle. 

injuries. allegedly suffered to her 

contends that .she suffered .addi- 

‘rastons. 

Ormont’s death, but he was cleared} 

‘nection with the mishap after . al 

The: 
‘personal: ‘detail, of each: individual’s 

| artistry is still, natch, ‘the main. at- 
‘| traction... © 

Lynne Carter. headlines’ and is al 
| very entertaining (fe) male, scoring 

‘the sudden ‘closedown, ‘for El Patio 

exotic. 
production. numbers,’ click nicely 

+ back in 1915. Shortly thereafter-he | 

‘a club that launched such current 
Jentertainers as Pedro. Vargas and |¢ 

Casino as “mpractical’ 

this: English. holiday. resort is. to} 

was reported to the Town: Council's 
General Purposes arid Parliament- | que. and. Rosita Quintana. . 

‘It. comes from ‘a. firm ‘which’ 
wants to know the extént to. which | 

assist: With such a.casino plan. In-}for his. second stand at the Hotel: 

Feb.-28 for four weeks. He played |; 

“If-an aircraft carrier. 
{cannot safely anchor off thé Black- 
}pool shore, ‘what hope would a | 
smaller ship have? It is just not alt 
Practical Proposition. ad do 

Jose Greco. and flamenco troupe . 
-clocked a ‘fine. $72,346 for a week's. 

Family Trade Bs Circuit Buley 
By ROBERT REINHART 

"80. Falisburgli, N. ¥., July 11. 
Better known for-its sour cream than for its strippers; this bucotia Lo 

Imme diately: following. the Bowl ; - Catskil] resort had.its first taste. of | ‘burlesque. ‘on. Sunday (2).. 
Producer Danny Kline, musician, entertainer. and..vet borscht 

circuit social director, states he will. slant hig. shows to the family’ 
trade. Thus adult. togetherness: (minors. are barred) is. the- pitch at 
the Gaiety, formerly: known as. the Blue Eagle. Kline says: Several. 

7 local investors are associated with him:in. the venture: 
Opener held seven veteran performers. billed as from. Miami and 

Las Vegas. Gast included: George: Murray and Joey Cowan, comics; 
Eileen Hybect, Nicki Vela and :Tina Christine, exotics; Harry. White, : 
straight man:and m.-c., and. Patti Wayne, feature exotic.’ Music is by 
‘Morris Getson’s orch: 

: Intent {s to run two ‘shows nightly in the 350 seat: house’. with | 
' prices averaging $2.00- ‘including tax: There's a. “Nosherie” adjacent 

1: to the boxostice where stubs are handled by Kline's’ wife,. Shirley 
7 erman; herself an established borscht circuit anid club date eanter- 

ainer. 
| 

Opening ‘had extensive local: newspaper advertising. Kline” has ° 
7 No p.a. so it’s anyone’s guess how the press wotld react.to his pitch- 

' ing stories to it on “burlesque for the family. trade” but it seems.. 
- to have been widély ignored by local dailies: and: weeklies.as news, 

Kline. states that: local radio station WVOX of Monticello taped. an 
Anterview with him along these lines (i.e. burley for mom and dad): 
but. reconsidered and decided against both: At and any Paid.s advertis 

: Charge Toronto Barley Sue Jack Entratter For 

Toronto; July. 11 
Charged with Criminal. Code ine 

fractions, . Raymond ‘Lux, :: 
owner of ‘the Lux Theatre here, 

From Vegas Car Smash}. 
“Las Vegas, July 11. 

Jack Entratter, president of the 
Sands Hotel, was named defendant 
in a. personal injury suit’ for $70,- 

The complaint was. filed. by Ver-| 
non. *H, :and Doris Jean Jones 

“immoral - performance. ” 

hard; Mrs. Jones was’. the. .driver, 
audience, claimed that Miss West's 

York businessman David Ormont, a. 
‘tinue .her act after: it. had. “been 
cleaned up? * 

‘Miss: West: was: not charged, but 
her. employees are charged jointly 

“Mrs. Jones seeks damages for. 

back, arms, legs, and body, She 

‘formance. Police. are'to testify to-. 
day: as to what. ‘part of ‘the. strip- 
per’s act” was : "considered “in. 
decent.” or oe 

-Gouli’s Reno Record 
~ Charles. Gould ‘and his: ‘Satin’ 

tional . pain, ‘contusions | and. ab-| 

Entratter was charged with in- | 
voluntary manslaughter. because of 

of any crimf{nal neglgence in. con- |. 

preliminary hearing was held | in} 
justice court. 

El Patio, Mexico City Reno, ' ‘Nev. 

Nitery Landmark, Folds 
os Mexico City, July 11. 

El Patio, one of Mexico's s. juny 7 J OE =: 
hight spots, has shutter wner | PANTOMIMIC ~ 7 
Conception Miranda said the club INSTRUMENT ALIST. 5 
had been losing money for a ‘long.|| 
time. There is. considerable nostal- 
gia in: Mexican: nitery. circles by. 

on ‘more than one occasion has 
been likened to..Maxim's in Paris |i. 
and kindred elite clubs. throughout. : 
the world. 
Club . was started by “Vicente 

Miranda, who Dbegan. as an assistant 
waiter in the Sylvain Restaurant. 

, Started June 15 for 4 Weeks 
“HELD OVER fo July 27. 

BIMBO CLUB. 
SAN FRANCISCO. 

opened. “The Retreat” {n Oaxaca, 

Augustin Lara. A few years later |J . SILLY 
Miranda graduated to the big. time. OtAson's. 7 

PROFESSIONAL. — and in the 1920s EI Patio became. COMEDY MATER! AL 
a_ success, Srequented by” society, a 
diplomats ‘and. politicians. . TE. 
‘Miranda gave considerable im-|[-° g. in Seven ae 

petus to. new talent during his |}. y 
tenure ‘as a-club owner, including |} 25 * re ornt 38 tor see Postane 

ell Theatrical 

the Chelo la Rue Ballet, Amalia }f- 
‘Mendoza, ‘billed as “Tariacuri,” |" ° 4 3 eiccaou Booksy: ye Por Bic Sas ¢ 
‘Carmen, Amaya, Libertad: Lamar- | Minstrel otis neeee 

di Ne cons 

‘Fisher’ § Waldorf Encore | mLiY wLY.C.; i” co sate 
takth EMCERING.end COMEDY) 

Eddie Fisher has been ‘booked. et 

Waldorf-Astoria, -N. Y., starting |.- 

wae ‘CHAUFFEUR 2t,| the date two years .ago. 
The Waldorf has. just | started |! 

booking its Empire Room..for next 
‘ (CAREFUL. ORIVER-TEREH rR) 
a BEF:: Teal and: Jaa: Arden. Jegkic  Maten 
Cc oe 

t= 
8. 

qe 

nitely set for the room ‘thus far is. 
Carol Channing who: opens there 
New Year's Eve... ; 

= ‘pick. AUNT. — 

WESTON AND MARTHA 
‘Comedy: Venirlequisas “ 

"NOW APPEARING. .- 
_ THE GOLDEN, Reno. 
Management: GEORGE “SOARES: 

4208 0 Sarda, Lo Von: Nov. Ba: 2062 

$70,000 Damages Arising 2 Ops With ‘Immoral’ Show. | 

and William ‘Garden, house*man-| 
000, filed’: in - ‘district court here | ager, appear in court today: (Tueg.).* 

‘| for. ~permitting - stripper Evelyn a 
(Treasure: Chest), West ‘to give. an: 

Morality police, who "were in ‘the a 

“gestures: and. conversation. with _ 
the ‘audience were ‘obscene:”. But.‘ 
‘she’ was later permitted to.con- - 

with: allowing: an ‘indecent - per- .~ 

. ‘Strings has: set.a record of 58 con-.. 
-| secutive -weéeks. at Holiday, Hotel, ; 

TERMINI 

"FUN-MASTER Ls 

® Real ‘Professional’ Train Yew). 

1.1960 Station Wagon !:5 Teusnere f° 
‘year... Only. other performer. defi- |¢ 

s 



... for the faet: that she. has ‘four male 

woh, the turn: radiates: with originality. 

oe Jinimy:. Brooks) ‘Serves. its purpose 
extremely well. ‘and. until someone. 

” Livingston;. 
ee Henry. and: “Apthur: Phillips. 

i - poBBE NORRIS: 
/-Songs°s es 

“o> [overdoing ‘the pash: However there 

Wedluesdayy July 12, 1961 REVIEWS 

_ MITZI. GAYNOR, 6) 
Songs, Dances: i. 
-45 Mins. - 
Flamingo, Las ‘Vegas. 

Lig KITTY. ‘KALLEN - 
. “ ‘Songs * oe . . 

a | Paliner- ‘House, “Chicago ag Sere 

.There’s' no. “doubt © “about : tod 
spotlight, . . Kitty - Kallen. -has. Tosti Mitzi: Gaynor isa’ supercharged 

ae : ‘bundle. of- sparkling’ personality 
' . whose” multiple talents. ignite. like 
fireworks: ‘onstage in’ n her. nitery de- 
‘but, 

‘Miss’ ‘Gaynor’ is an ‘exceptionally. 
_ attractive performer;: Shé ‘sings’ 
“well. and is a highly. ‘skilled. ‘terper: 
‘Her. ". producer-director, . . Robert 

Bie, Sidney, ‘makes: the most: of her: 
wes. talents.“and -has molded -a-.well- 

. balanced..- -well-paced’. act which 
should click ‘in any” nitery. Except 

“dancers ‘it. would have been ‘re- 
-freshing to have three teammates, 

“or ‘fiver to: guide. her and serve as. 
a ‘gimmick for costume ‘changes, 

The quartet (Bab. Street, Dick 
‘Barkley, ‘Ronnie: Dexter :. and 

thinks of . another: device- ‘rather 
‘than . male. quartet. backers’ to em-. 
bellish the pérformance of femme 

“stars, it can keep’ :busy ‘working 
with: this ‘type: of ‘act, and receive 
Plaudits - -with ‘each. new. outing... 

‘Miss. Gaynor does: zt delightful 
-4melody. of “happy” songs,: kicking: 

” off with the. current’ fave, “Make 
:_. Someone -Happy,”. and .scores’as..a 
comedienne with ‘a- “Hollywood: 
-Cavaleade. which. includes a ‘silent 
flicker , bit; a.:Valentino moll, a 
foreign ‘acttess: a la" Garbo, aiid: a 
BeXy. anatomy shaking. skit~ to the 
“tune. of :“Daddy.”? Windup: is -a 
Pleasing: “South: Pacific” ‘medley: 

Russell: Black’ conducts - the Nat 
‘Brandwynie™ oreh: (15) - for. Miss 

- ‘Gaynor, ‘costumes are by Bob. Carl- 
- ton, - musical “arrangements . -by. 

es “George Bassman,; and. special ma-. 
7 . terial. was: contributed . ‘by - Jay 

“Ray Evans, Shirley 

- Duke: -- 

12 -Mins.:: 
, New Fack’s,” ‘San , Francisco :. 

Bobbi ‘Norris is. a tal} young ash- 
blonde: girl with “a good: voice, 

_ splendid - ajetion: and a fine, swing: | 
ing. -talent. . 

-She opens. with: ‘awhy: Do T Love: 
You?” and “Beware . My. Heait,’"” 
eroons. “Night Has. ‘a Thousand 

mae Eyes,” does a. lavely “Joey”: from. 
- “Most .Happy: Fella”. and winds. 
- With. a° fast, ‘Dearly-scat ‘version. of’ 

- “Man I Love.” Singing is extreme- 
ly effective, for. she ‘has a- good: 

” range, is ‘poised and - gets” nice. 
ns backing’ from Vernon Alley Quar-.. 
| “tet... : 

wr, However! 
“try to pull herself together ‘a bit, 

oe . Visually: ‘possibly a new hiairdo, ef-' 
.- fort. at more chic in her’ clothes,. 
‘and .'some. elementary. . lessons - in: 
use of makeup would: do, the. ef 

"Ste 

“, RITA’ HAYES 
opm eg 
~ 20 .-Mins. . 

+ Living: ‘Room; Ney, 7 

so. Rita, Hayes started in. show biz 
‘as a vocalist. for. Vincent: Lopez and'| 

later to.do tnodeling. - ‘She -is now. 
‘back ‘with an- act. that has’ strong. 
acceptance’, in. the.intimeries. Miss 

:..Hayes, : a- ‘I6oker; “1s nicely - éou-: 
“toured and coiffed arid has. whipped 
. together: a. very ‘likable, singing 

_ turn, = 
"She: ‘relies’ main! on “standards | 4 JERRY SHANE with a--concentration” on. ballads. 
They’ are ‘lightly - delivered. . not 

." 4s warmth and-a regard for lyrics 
as well as melody, She takes in a 
"wide range_of tunes in:a turn that 
> seems to stress ‘naf{uralness.: . She 

:. “ ghould. ‘do well ‘on the ‘Supper. club 
_, @lreult, at _ dose. 

“ROSE. & CAVALIER | 
*  Danee™ 22 0.:-: 

. 42 Minis. . eS ee 
Hiternational, - NY: 

“Rose &: Cavalier are. newcomers 
in. the field“ who. ‘still’ have “much 
to’ absorb ‘despite’ ‘their ‘apparent 
willingness ‘to please-and: a youth- 

‘* ful forward looking attitude... The 
pair sperialize in’ Latin - terps. 

‘none of the’. ingratiating charnt 

4 ‘more of ‘the: storytelling school -of 
7 : comics ‘than a rapidfire wit-and his 

‘: material’ is integrated around his 

/Back- after: ‘five : years out: of. ‘the , 

‘and. ability. to ‘séll ‘a. song that! 

~~ 

* Miss Norris. ‘should. ° 

Their. action. is ‘studied. and’ stiff 
“at (this -paint, but: “some. ‘of. their 
a Toutines show™ ‘promise. . a 

“The duo. are. well. costumed, w well 
ae ” “appearing and show: a good’ poten- 
2 “tial. ‘which canbe realized with 

more: working, time. oo - Jose. 

‘and’ tingsider-greeting. ° 

‘Comedy «.- 

marked. her. nifery : ‘and ‘record: 
career in previous. years.She fash- ! 
ions. her’ Bumbers with .eare: and: 
a. ‘sharp sense:-of sotig; and her - ‘playing his first cafe ‘daté ‘with his ¢“Fanny” 
rapport. Nwith’ ‘the: -aiidiefice comes”: ‘appearance at the Living. Room.® ery June. 21, 
ACTOSS . as: genuine. ‘and. effective. 
“From her: opening. “Blue: ‘Skies’ 

‘Hello”: to” 
her closing. Tramp with the customn- : 

"Lown experience rather than. a” col- 
lection . of. jokes. 

Shane’s. routine comes: ‘off as. a 
a | neat. balance of hip .materia] and |. 
4 famiiy-fare- humor.. ‘The two. to- 

‘gether. give . hint .a: wide: range ‘of 
. clubs in which: he can. play: and: he 
4 has a solid’ 1 ‘potential for. lelevision. 

. More 
yo. 

:YVES TOMAS 
: Songs... 
120 Mins. wet, 
Living Room. N. -¥. 

- ¥ves -Tomas is ‘a. Gallic ‘import 

:He is an interesting singer ‘with a. 
*: big baritone. and: an intimate ‘style.] 

but. is: still in need of ‘experience ; 
: for. ‘the U:. Ss: audiences. 

‘{man', 
Sand, director: 

‘He dis-; 

it 

Musie Hall. N.Y.. 
Leon Lecatde? produc tics, 

ftival Time.” we ith; Charlizels °3.. 
iCentenary Colece Choir Movers 
Etlengaard, Alay Cote, Rochoits 

_/ tehoreegraphy ty Ew dia Sher 
Corps de Ratkt  Marearet 

Vase Heil Savaph 

“Fis 

directed bu Re gtietad: Paice 
Tard: Liebert. sits, James Nteweart’ 
Morcom; Helitave Big ne Bega 

me ere wed ie Van 

“The Music H: Is: suunmer shew 
“has afestrve spait) Tae. sets sed 
production. ‘display &% hyat atttiude 

.ers ‘in. ““Saints, * she registers. 4S..a .penses: his Gallic: charni rather. too fev ern during moments that coud 
poised " and. polished” performer. . 
Her ‘easy. and.. seemmngly* effortless : 
handling’ ‘of. two of her. better-: 
known." records, “If I. ‘Give My- 
Heart-Ta You" and “Little Things ae 
Mean ‘A ‘Lot, “were: high: spots ‘in : 
ber --turn, ‘and. ‘ she | shaped --“Be- 
guine” into a distinctive and dra-: 

Lintently- and’ obviously. But he-has, 
:a solid Vocal and. periorming base’ 
: upon. which ‘to work, and:he should | 
~fare well-an these: parts. 

Tomas.impresses as having imod= 
‘eled' his work after. his- contemp- 
i orary, “Yves Montand. He. his .a 
\verthwhile model,’ but should. in- 

-be sombre. 
Thematically. the show is geared 

to the: Propesstien off announced 
iby the town’s convention bureat’ 
ithat “New York Is a Sunumer Fes- 
ltival.” There ae sksacraper fizts 
l around the sides (et the heause. 
| there are plittering. scenes in the 

matic mood-piece. She: also: showed :sert. more. of. his natural sélf’ in !park and a set of acts that hit it 
off. her’ fine set ‘of pop pipes in 
hice, swingy. renditions: of '*Come-| 

Rain” and.“Look to. the: ‘Rainbow; ” 
and balances her ballad fare: with ! 

“scat-singing ‘ “doodling” | song 
with accompanist’. Jack- French. 
“Miss ‘Kallen’s act’ is a classy and | 

thoréughly.. satisfying” 35-minute. 
turn: with“ potent | ‘vocal: ‘and. dra--; 
Thatic. appeal. She's a ‘sure thing : 
as: ‘a Fegular., on the hitery. circuit. 

Date _ Mor: 

JACKIE VERNON” 

25 .Mins..- 
Playboy. Club; ‘Chisago ee 

- Playboy. Club, which dev ours tal-- 
ent at the rate. of. seven acts every 
three weeks, seems to be develop-. 
ing. into. a-break-in- spot for’ one 
particular. type of act—the ‘former 
-Catskills-Miami - Beach ° one-liner. 
‘comic: who ‘wants to: broaden his 
turn into. ‘storytelling and social.sa- 
tire: ° Don. Sherman and . Jackie. 

ou Gayle are-in ‘point, and now..Jackie. 
- [Vernon .is plying his own .brand 

“ .tof Freud-and-front-cage. material. 
Potential: reward ‘for this: changing | 

“bof delivery: -and routine are -book-: 
‘..'|4ings ‘in the ‘increasing’ number. of: 

‘chichi .intimeries. 
: hot. prospect for this: ‘ay ant ‘garde 

Vernon: ‘looks. ai 

circuit. 
-. Vernon’ 5 ‘comedic ‘style is. that of | 
|. low-key. monologist. . However, 

A he. manages to: ‘command. attention. 
at all: times—no mean trick: in ‘the: 
often * raucous: :Playboy—and . ‘to 
draw consistent. yocks. . ‘Contribut- 
‘ing. to his ‘audience rapport: is. an. 
-appealingly owlish: face and a look. 
of wry surprise at the. way. his ‘sto-. 
ries furn.out.. He also has. a ‘nice 
Anack:.for. topping . his. longer: bits: 
‘with a- quiet throwaway. to pick up; 
‘the “laughter. . Just. as: it. starts.. to; 

1 subside. 

and, although. sophisticated, ‘sel- 
dom’ off-color. Several ‘of. his ‘sto- 
ries: are. reworks of vittage tales,- 
‘but he has.-burnished. them. suffici- 
ently “to, keep: them ‘effective. : 

| sion for ‘holes. while eating a bowl 
‘lof Cheérios}, and. his: variations ons 
| this ‘theme ° make. it a: particularly |” 
‘| yock-loaded: routine. ~. 

‘Although. falling in the broad.! 
framework of the current: trend: of * 
“social . -and © psychological |. Satire - 
comics, Vernon : ‘has “-a- well: 
developed.’ ‘personal’. Style: ° His: 
material is. sharp-and his: delivery 
is. unusual, if: not. unique; and ‘the - 
‘combination. adds’ Mp. toa solidly 
entertaining turn. . : Mor. 

Comedy 
| 22. Minis. - 
Playboy ‘Club, Chicago: ve 

Jerry Shane. is.’a -fresh, -young| 
comic with’ a repertoire. of. whole-.! 
sqme- material - that’. clicks at the; 
Playboy’ Club- despite an‘ audience: ; 
used. to. more hip humor. He car-. 
ries.it off with an ingratiating: and 
contagious. enthusiasm, ‘foise and 

sayvy that belies ‘his : single “previ- 
ous major- night elub _engigement 
fat’ the: Blue Angel). On the night: 
seen,:.he. put, down two tables of } 
Noisy ‘ringsiders” goodnaturedly “hut : 
effectively and continued his Tour, 
tine without a hitch: 

. His: material is mostly 6f. the per- > 
‘sonal narrative - sort although: he... 
does’ throw. in. some ‘topical refer=-. 
ences: and a ‘few straight: gages - 
Mueéh, of. his routine is. New Yorke, 

‘consequently ‘has .a. broader ‘Appeal ; 
than: the. ‘usual. “Mayor. Wi ener; 
Governor. Rockefeller ‘Bags. Me's: 

4 

‘ din his quest. for the Jatter,. even. to. 

His :-material is - generally “fresh: 

. His’ 
-eenterpiece is a solidly funny: story. | 
of his falling in:love with the Hol-.| 

.{land- Tunnel the: developed a pas-. 

[order to Tepister best.- OSes | 

| MICHAEL ‘ALLEN . 
Songs: 

i25 Mins. — . 
[Living Room, N.Y. 

a: sound. ‘There is a lot .of interest 
‘in his voice. which. is colorful ‘and. 
an evident ‘striving for-unusdal ef-. 
‘fects. ‘He sometimes goes overboard 

the extent: of being. reminiscent. of. 
_\Eartha Kitt, albeit sans any femme 
. |overtones.-He does arrest: attention.. 

: Allen’ is vouthful and: vigorous. 
‘He heightens .interest by- toying 
with hep twists to accepted. ver-. 
sions. and ‘also ‘suborns the music 
to meet his moods. Allen ‘is smooth 
and” assured and should ‘make out 
well with the disk’ trade as well as 
adult customers : Jose. 

‘RICCARDO 1 “BERTON 
; Songs 
30. Mins.. 
Shoreham ‘Hotel, Washington 
‘Riccardo - Berfoni, an: import 

Shoreham - ’ Blue-. Room: 
slated ‘for the Shoreham - Terrace, 
‘was forced to move inside’ because 
of ‘rain’ for:. first. three nights. of 
his. two week stand.) . 

‘Youthful : 424) ‘good: ‘Yooks | and 
above-par. vocalizing: 
‘are main. assets. ‘which’ mark’ Ber- 
toni. as: a comer and’ prospect ‘for 
‘major | supper. clubbery- ‘He: also 
‘has poise and, ..as "a - refreshing | 
-change, keeps the lid .on the} 
strained, canned. chatter common- | . 
dy, ‘incorporated: into like -acts:.: 
:., Bertoni departs from ‘the steréo- 

balanced neatly. between the -Con- 
tinental (French - ‘Ttalian)... 
‘American. | 

— 
‘unpretentiousness.” aay. 

“Sop ~ Sophie’ $ Pitch. 
= Continued’ from, page 2 = — 

entertainnient. for ‘a minimum of. 
-six bucks. Why,'in most American 
places you.can't' get much past the 
doorman for; that. 
““I'm gonna’ tell péople: “like 

2 dimmy ‘Durante. Jack:. ‘Benny, 
:Eleanor Powell, Dinah Shore, 4s 
‘well as: lots of: up-and-coming ‘acts 

. that they. ove Jit :to themselves to: 

i; well. ‘This ‘is only the second ‘time 
in ali my visits. that. I've not’ been. 
cable to-make the. ‘provinces, - 
: “They mostly argue that: Britain 
ean't- ‘Spay- them- enough” “money. 
|: That's trué,. of course. But most of j 
fe toplineérs: that ‘phices ‘like ‘The |: 

want are’ in the money. ‘alre 
Het ‘them: treat. it as a working 
| Vacation. They: Hi Jearn something. 
iThev 1 enjov- ‘themselves: 
meet - new audiences and: friends. . 
, both in. the night spots ang on tele- ; 
vision, ; 

“For “those: who haven't: Played. 
to ‘British: audierices Ahere's 

“Nern 

ady. So 

experience: . ‘anaiting them. | 
For those: sho know Britain-in the fsoned - 

oriented. .but it‘is more specifically ‘{ past, théy'l: find. it. worthwhile -go- | equipment would improve soy] feit- 
about his own Gotham ramble« and-! me. back. -hecause. it’s dike getting, ther. Mith. charpening. » 

4 new. shot. of .energy. But - sId- |. 

{The Charhvels. 

Michael Allen, -newconier in the 
‘i song: ranks, is apparently pursuing 

_ presentation of The Rockettes, this 

learry off the hand of the show. The 

irom the Italan-language. canton of: 
Sw itzerland, has a combo. of talent 
“that ‘seems: to © click: surpassingly 
| with, the femme trade’ at the classy. 

- (Act, 

‘(baritone ): 

type Latin: vocalist: who | gives. “with. 
the Sloe-eyéd: Jure: He has.a good-| 
‘repertoire, fittingly arranged: and. 

. and |. 

‘Fact that. no - . pirecious: ‘novelty |. 
numbers: are | essayed helps ‘give. 
‘act. a0 natural” flow an leasin 

i P g: ferings.to play here for some time | 
{Comedy . ‘segments figure promi- 
"| nently, 

:| from’ the faithful. 

-play: “London—and the sticks as 

Taik Of: The. Town end the Pigalle! sung: by David Young. 

They'll; 4 

a’ great icf song. and dance nambere wilh 

{off well. ‘The latter is: headed by 
a trie of aecom- 

"| Plished Gallic entertainers whe im- 
‘| Press with their versatiity ‘The 
Jads do eversthing from 14trument: 

{tation to dancing. singing and wild - 
acro tumbling. They get ta the au- 
dience easily and hold them, for the 
duration. — 
The Centenary Colle ge. Choir of 

Shreveport, La, has come ta New 
York. apparently to lose ils seuth- * 
erm accent. ‘After a: brief flurry. of 
Stephen. Foster, this hoy-and-girl 
group does spec ial material by Al: 
Stillman which is entertaining. and 
a.solo of “Beautiful Dreamer” by : 
Willie Andress. No college stuff for ; 
this choir, which seemed like a loss ‘ 
to. many. There's a brief bit of ae- - 
cordioning by Mogens Ellengaard. 
and some brief offstage singing hy - 
‘Alan. Cole. 
-The highspots. per usual. are the 

3 

‘ 

| 
“-‘Itime.in front of heroic sized trans- j 
“ parencies which makes-a good ef- | 

fect. The ‘routines, as always, are | 
vigoreus and sprightly and they 

Corps de Ballet similarly performs 
in-a vigorous manner to a back- 
Bround. of. Sousa marches. Like tie : 
‘other elements in the show,: : they 
‘achieve good visual results. 

- The. Music Hall Symph, directed 
by Raymond Paire. ‘and Richard 
Liebert at the organ, provide. a 
reading of Richard Rodgers tunes. 
There -are times, though. when i 
Paige puts on a little more hocy : 
English than is necessary during : 
the: rendition. Jose. - 

| 

‘Palladium, Edinburgh 
-Edinburgh, July 11. 

Billy Stutt, Ambassadors (41 ! 
Jenny. : Hogarth, Gcorge Burton, 
Jack Billings, Lillian Rose. Tom } 
Lees, Ken Lomond Trio, Harry! 
Redpath Chris- Bell, Anne Gray: § 
son, Dar id Young, Moron ‘Troupe { 
(6)... 

? 

i 
Flavorsome . ‘Fittle® vaude lavout : 

‘clips along at a fair rate and proves , 
one of the neatest and best ht at-! 

ly, ~with Trish patter-c conte 
Billy Stutt “getting higgest. vocks : 

Jenny Hogarth, ? 
| Harry Redpath and George Burton! 
help Stutt in this, but seem to falt - 
on. the standard set in his lead 
0. 

: The four” ‘Ambassadors haunee 
: on to the. stage and move swiftly.’ 
into a songalog of old standards. r 
Not. forgetting the juves, the havs 
really belt a couple of beat num- | 
bers which Jay the disk fans in the 
aisles. 

Lillian: Rose sings a couple of, 
-Leving Berlin’ songs which don't} 
quite’ come off. She is seen to bet- | 
ter ‘advantage when she teame with 
Tom. Leeson accordion The Ken 
Lomond Trio is a mutica] act with 
polished, hut dated, material 

‘Sanie solid fartan Staticerds are 
His act 

clicks with the older set Brunette 
‘thrush: Anne Gratson is a real 
tlooker,. with piyies- to mateh 

Jack Billings. ‘Canadian- born 
, hoofer, stages well, and aleo intro-; 
‘duces a cute hitfle chick, Chiis Belt: 
i Neatly. ‘parbed, this talented 

j Moungster goes through a cataloy . 

the polish and assurance of 2 sea-- 
performer. Her voeen 

r] 

The Moxon. troupe ‘dante «1. 

~ House Reviews 
eee ree ee -n 

wae 

Rauch - 

Uesapod 
“offer quip, 

-Bitly Raymond, 
_Muat Pearse, Brian Alesis, Ji coy 

yhormally seen 

ssialber tie 

"timers must. ‘bring new muiterial as: ‘and the Hélen Fowler o:ciectra 
i, well as. their old fayorites, * backgrounds in style. Gerd, 

2 ee 

So er nent's Titiey 

memes rem: 

Pavilion. Glasgow 
Gilaspow sais 4 

lex Miled@al Abeaatuwer hes 
2. Rletaua .Mahers 4 Fur 

Roel Katz Rebby Vero 6 Th wa 
Peeadas Mars Beatie. rag 
duuies' 1, Bally Nese Oes 

‘Tex McLean. drull Awe lang 
Sane camedian, 

te dystiaruish 
in uw Uwpe ciite sit 

He has eau cagat 
“stvde, rats oe. . oU 

mately watts an led 
Cal ahi pabiets i UG aS 

throughout from euste eis oo 
appreadate every line ahd abe sa 
lah. ali the way Auswhere cle an 
the wartd thes coauedicn wea'd oe 
Mupessiise ta camprehend. eae 
shouts lie can “apparenth ce 10 
Wang 

At ins most hilarious in a ccna t- 
room scene in which he pus. the 
Prosar gudge Mclean ps iarcly 
GH the stage He works srdetaiig- 
abiy with strong suppuit liam. is 
fouls, dimmy Carr ca anrmut.s.e 
artiste with a come! teek patched 
“vaice, Yonme Cari, Ron Dade and 
trees Marga Bentley tuitter is-2@ 
useful waquistion ta Ins cenedy 
teani and helps speed up Va beats 
“OWN Tengencs to -slow ness 

The Alexander Bros wie two 
doulp sinsers WIth w@ pics wet 
at the yuano,- they pain an exci 
dent reachen. partiedarls with tie 
Scot material Donna Dews as 

4 

ears 

“proves ano impish-faced suubrette 
Who merits attention fram hookers 
4ud has mueh potential der grocme 
ing 

‘The Melody Makers and the 
‘Four Kooi Eatz uphold the rastiun 
aspect of layout, both acts pumech- 
ing home with noisy appeal Robby 
Vincent’ is a pogd-lggking “iock” 

“singer who puts all hes Et inte 

ione sohd. number. The Moxon 
dancmg girls provide the hie cad 
hacking ts by resident. oren t der 
baton of Billy Kose. Gond. 

7m ene meer oe 

South Pier Pavilion, 
Biackpool | 

Blackpool, Ene. duly 4 
Robert karl, The Mudlavis 43}, 

Seren  Valtiats, 

Paiue, Tony Lester, Peqita Baste 
tes, Aran Girl Pipers, Latiu Wuar- 
‘ter Lorlies (10, Heary Jaaes 
Groh. 

Stronger imyout than usual at 
‘this out-of-the-way sandeiy i thes 
leading: show big sumines tesost | 
augurs ‘well. for a Jonper run than 

Individuals, sets 
are all of solid value, and the 

ioverall effect is only miared by 
some well-worn. corn that, werere 

itheless, brings yocks fran: . ane 
j sophisticated vacationers Jtom a 
‘fairly typical English se acide vaude 

Topping the South Pyer Vussahie 
ion’s Jayout, Robert Fars, ta;e and 

* disk singer, makes entiance doom 
among outfronters, and -contsiles a 
well-chosen songalog of Incalatls 
and current hits He inches a 
tribute to songwriters poblatar 
Lawrence Wright, for vents ase 

sotiated with show promotion -t 
& nearby prer theatie. by saescus 
several Wrisht-composed tares, 
such a8 the wk “Among Jy 
“Souvenirs” Exits to warte nattang, 

The Mudlarks, tao brothers ond 
‘a sister, are a well -grotused tat 
cinony trio with Jutsa attack Phises 
some sticks to cultent tune faces 
for solid seaction Dastalfer could 
soften somewhat ber hard blonde 
locks and overdone make-up 

Billy Raymiond. yourg: ¢ csi tizane 
compere. recently given notiaial 
thowcecanp via @ tv musical ¢, 17, 

-atfers: a. bopht song andi coy 

‘act: He has a modect)y friends a1. 
apiecable ostsie tat © far say 
“hum opremte with the cu-fercers 

Gwen sharper fun dadder, oe sag 
potentiol but wal need ta Jarek on 
his aver dupes 

The Sevon Nalante are ezpetk 
Jumble: s ond seare cits Cat ae pare. 

‘pales Mima Pearse mie a ate +e 
8 se in coubretle chares wad oc 
.arks enpapinpis mp camed. oo ts, 

t himn- + Page & Tany Lecter {3 or 

the North of Bustand tt 6 oa 

hers ay coueds. Popita Ka - % 
In Spanien dane stcs d 

Stiarte Alexne crenite a nad fey cocthy 
ecanedy and dante bits She. oan 
Goer Papers skardost up for at eet 
teqg.ence and the Latin Gpaamter 
Lotes are an e.ecateiung hare 
Al Heath stages effectice's 

aed, 

és 



5B NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS _Wednesday. July 2, 1961" 

‘ber Steele carries the theme from | i 
Mauri Leighton’s “Similou” into al. 
narrative that the islands of the |: 

‘Society, -Lenden 
London, July 4. 

‘Felicia: Sanders. with. . Irving 
Caribbean are more than just voo-| Joseph;. Tony. Scott: and — Gipsy 

Palmer House, Chi. 
Chicago, July 6. 

Ke'ty Katlen (with Jack French), 
Jorn, Puien & His Harmonica. d 

© ome oo and black magie and presents. Adams’ orchs.; $3 50. minimum. : . 

aed ‘8, Bea Arden orch;’ $3, this dancers in those many moods. - 

“Native Girl,” another original, isi 

Kitty Kallen make$ a. more than ‘in an island dance followed by Siri with a 40-minute -stint. which is! 
suitable topliner at the Palmer y ionel Beckels, coated with gold roughly double.that. usually offered! 
House in her first Chi nitery en; paint and offering a dance depict- | by thrushes at ‘this. intimate nitery: 
#asement in eight years. She's Imi ing the black magic and. voodooism A vivacious,‘ petite songstress, she: 

kesping with the class tone “that, :of those islands. reveals a'keen sense of -humor, and. 
has marked the room .tdr years, ; - Final production number builds her. act ts a sound balance of liveli-..” 
avd her astute showmanship! around one of his original songs, |ness and: langyor: -‘She’s one of the! 
cheked solidly with am ample! sip. Dee Jay,” in which all danc- | most striking singing turns to.enter , 
epening night crowd. Inasmuch as | ers get a chance to ask him to play ; London's” cabaret. scene” in. some. 
this marks a return for her to the j their favorite recordings. Various A: time. . 
nitery circuit after a_ hiatus of | teenage, dancers climax with an! For’ * such’ a ‘tiny. person - Miss. 
nearly five years, she’s reviewed ! Original bit called “The * thanvie! Sanders gives. outstandingly with 
in New Acts. City Push,” a potpouri of all the j the high notes, belting ‘them loud’ 

The Johnny Pules group divide }: juvenile dance steps. jand clear. In contrast,. “when she is; 
their 20-minute act about evenly: Damita Jo, who apeared.in the dishing out the. romantic ‘stuff, her} 
between brisk harmonica treat-' Steel show two summers ‘ago, is | Voice is: ‘perhaps a mite too low and 
ment of a doven numbers suited to, slated to return Aug. 3 and remain | husky and even in this small room? 
the mouth organ and an equal! the rest of the season while Arthur ; her. lyrics are not. -always com- 

amount of rouphhousing and tom-! Lee Simpkins, who has played i pletely audible. This: it-would seem 
foitery The diminutive Puleo is|here-with “Smart Affairs’ for sev- |! merely. an early.-problem ‘while 
the fall guy for most of the clown-! -ral past seasons, comes in Aug. ‘10. she is getting the feel of the doom: 
inv. although, as Mack Sennett Walk. | nine Sanders dacs 8 dozen or ia 

on eegy. a - - 
would bas ened be Euleo manages | dise”. arid “When’ The World Was 
0 Be ° | Young” standouts in the romantic 
Repertoire includes such har- ; 

monica standards as “Heart of My rele such tunes 3 ou M 

Heart,” “Peg OQ My Heart,” Ricky Lane & Velvel, Cathy Carr,. e. Feel :So.Yong” anda first class 
dley .from “West -Side- Story” eae mee and “Fas-|Leov Kelner Orch (12); $2.50 | me ‘ 

arabes Street Rag numbers of’ weeknight minimum, $4. Saturdays. register str ongly: in the more lively 
league. 

mere current interest such as | 4’ Miss. * Sanders’ " sifiek, well re- 
“Never On Sunday”. and. “Bridge | it took | Ricky Lay L. and” his hearsed ° session “fs” well -accom- On the River Kwai.” wooden sidekick, Velvel, sometime ied by -her“h 

n the h ni :to warmup a big crowd. opening pan oe by fer usband, :. Irving !. 
Ben Arden’s fine” house Orch! jioht 1g) in Seymour Weiss’ swank | Joseph, plus ‘bass, guitar. and drums 

backs Miss Kallen and the Puleo from. Gipsy’ Adams’ -band. The three - d Blue Room; but once he did, the'l 1s li i h 
gang with ite usual savvy an PFO") customers were on his side all the} O¥S 4 ad voca ze Ww th ‘the . song-| 

ides tty Gatien arden. sings | “2%: -[Suthoe less suenecefaile than with shows In adarlion, Layne turned the. early lack. of . mn Ww 
and plays trumpet and violin solos response from the customers into their. work. on instruments. 

te open the show a heavy payoff in fun dividends. 
Bill is in till] July 19,- followed | 7 ayne has good material and Velvel: 

the Wayne King Revue forl|yrings laughs continuously‘ with: 
Mor. |his fast delivery, quips and asides 

to the tableholders, waiters: and 
or chestra- While he berates ee ery-[. 
body, he is in no way offensive : ae 

Velvel seemed to be held. in|. Inter national,” “ NY. 
.check at the show caught beéause |. - Eddie. Garson, 
of the large group of youngsters: Rose" &: Cavalier, 
in the audience who had come. to Orch; $6 mivimum. 
see him “live” after his ‘frequent | . — 
lexposure on Ed Sullivan’s* Sunday.} ‘ 
night. tv .stanza.. -The dummy’s Silverman -has- tightened: up -con- 

lines are bluer on double-entendre | Siderably on the talent -outlays. in| 
Tont Levexier; written, produced | 5 the late show. . Layne, a ‘top- former years, he’s. put ‘onan: ice! 

and directed by Larry Steele; as- !drawer technician, plays "straight Show, this year. ‘he’s. ‘going ‘in: for; 
sistant to producer, Lyle Smith; ; ‘man to his wooden alter eg. “with three act bills ‘sans line: It’s the: 

choreography, Joan Myers and | with a Yiddish accent... ; the. rent: and: provide some. ‘addi- 
Lyle Smith; arrangements, 2 Teving off the new iayout is 
Sanjord: costumes, Lou Eissle | 8 ‘the Stem’s summer siesta, | J blonde, blue-eyed thrush. ‘Cathy: |. The. migrant workers that Silver-| 
(Varietu Costumest; lighting, Her-: 

mean Spell minimum $3.50 - $4.40 § Carr, whose piping scores in the inan “has collected -for : the . first 

weoehends, admission $2 u' eckdays; : Blue Room. Gowned in a skin-tight show includes: a Broadway.. come: ! white creation, the low-toned, ener- $2.50 weekends. tie 1-4, | back for Linda. Lombard .who sang 

“ee Betic Miss Carr makes the: ‘lush {a the ‘Latin. Quarter ‘during | Se@v-;. 
spot sparkle with such tunes as” eral shows.-She’s a more’ mature |- 
eur o Ue ll 

‘attes o Something To Me. Jak | singer at. -this point and has settled |: 

which will run in Ben Alten andj son Strut, silk top hat and. cane: 

Clitt Williams’ Club Harfem until “Melancholy Baby,” “Ivory Tower,” 

atter Labor Day when it goes ON fey. Wish I Could Shimmy Like 

tour It is the 15th consecutive | aty Sister Kate” and other ‘tunes. 

summer for. Steele's show. {She accompanies her singing. with | 
Produttion fellows the’ surefire ;so..e neat terping. Miss Carr has 

format of his others, boasting lav-|a bagful of talent ‘that should. carr y 

ish costuming and well-staged pro- her far. 
duction numbers. Steele returns t9 Jeon Kelner and musical crew | 
sirobe lighting in the production . packground the show expertl< and ' 
humbers, and introduces semi- - ‘keep the dance floor crowded dur- | 
nudes, in Las Vegas fashion. -This | ing the: ankle-beriding | sessions: 
edition is more lavishly costumed, : Maestro wins applause for his fin-: 
and assures the Club Harlem solid 
business weekends, .when four: 
ehows are offered. 

Only fault is that Steele's big- 
get production number. gets the, 
show underway instead of closing , 

- Hotel Roosevelt, N.O.: 
New Orleans, July 7. 

Stint. with their ‘ustial -agsurance 
and: verve. Miss. Sanders is at the 
Society for the month, with Sonja 
Stevens opening J uly 31. Rich. 

bs 
three weeks. 

Club Hariem, A.C. 
Atlantic City, July 7. 

Larry Steele’s “Smart Affairs of! 
1982” with The Treniers (8), Slap- j 
py White, Mauri Leightou, Fon- | 
taine & Hale, Sir Lionel Beckels, | 
Joan Myers, Beige Beaux (4); Beige 

Beunts (8+, Modern Harlem Girls 
16>, Johnny Lynch orch (12) ‘with 

Linda Lombard, . 
M ike _Durso 

Larry Steele is back with the: 
1962 version of his “Smart Affairs” 

classics . brought ‘into’ pop. focus. 
Big, but, well “modulated, -her voice 
comes .off well in the middle and: 

i pleasing melodic results. . 
The comedy on- the bill. is by 

, seemingly . has stood by the mate] 
| ¥ial that not only: he started with, 
pat presumably. was tsed by many !: 
;of. his forbears in the business.| 

_gering on 88s as well’ as for his | ‘There's one bright -spot’in his act 
handling of emcee chores. | which: takes. place | -when .he sus: 
Show runs tio weeks until July } tains ‘several voices and characters 

19. Liuz. | simultaneously. Otherwise, hel. - 
| sounds “like a’ hangover. from ‘the | 
Gus Suy time. 

it. The Treniers seldom falter on, Ankara, Pittsburch. |. Rose :&* Cavalier; opening the. 

the terrifie pace they set with Pittsburgh. July 8.. |show, ate further discussed under’ i 
“Rocking Is Our Business,” finally Enzo Stuarti, Rudenka Bros:, Lee | New: 

begsing off with “Rag Mop.” “Sor-! Ayn Morgan, Bilt Landy, Hershey: | provides potent ‘backstoppins: 
Trento.” as a sax solo by Don Hill.: Cyuhen’s Orch : Jose. 
scores and for change of pace minimum. 7 ° 

comes “Hurt the One You Love” 
aud “No Tear Drops. 

(8); re ‘cover ‘or 

New. Fack's. Feiseo: 
: -: San Francisco, July. 7. Enzo Stuarti has ‘always been | _ 

Stecie’s socko opener eof him , one step away fronr greatness since “Don, Rickles. Bobbi- 
a thane t to feature one oF ne: he first started coming here seven | Vernon ‘Alley, Quartet; $2. admis. 

Cart Do a Show Without the! : exceptional quality, his act: is just |: 

Gitls." The Beige Beaux and Beige ; | as smooth and crowd- pleasing, bit. 
Beauts do ai fast dance routine, t } there is now. one major difference’ 

Steele bringing on the Modern : —the room was packed. jt 
Harlem Girls, six tall evecatchers ‘ In his first date since’ he scored 
who displays beautiful far pieces: at the Persian Room. and on the 
and finale as semi-nudes, : Jack Paar show. Stuarti is a perfect. 

‘Tauri Leighton evidences she plend with the Ankara, the toniest. 
Heft a song with the best of; of all Pitt rooms. Using | “Arrive- 

Beautifully attired and a. -derei Roma” as a. theme, --the 

er, she ives with three well! potished..baritone tenor held-the } dialog with.quartct leader Vernon! 
recewed numbers, scoring best! overflow crowd with him for ‘the Alley: and :then’ starts. on: the: “cus- } 
with her “Just In. Time’ and her: 40-minute stint. tomers .and’ the test’ ‘of the club's | 
besetl “Similou.” + Dancer Lee: Ann Morgan opens ‘emplovees, -... - 

Donald Fontaine and Cassie Hale; the show with the usual song-terp| Rickles’ also works’ in. an. audi: : 
chek with combination Afro-Cu-; turn. The Rudenko Bros., a good | ence . participation. stunt—that ts. 
bano and modern jazz terps with] juggling act, do all the standard ets a couple of pigeons on stage 
a dash of calypso. , tricks and are an excellent filler}/and then’ insults ’em—which ~in- 

Stappy White. costarred, rates , until the star comes on. Bill Landy | creases his - ‘empathy. and: works 
Win the best of comics, Keeping, | does usual sharp. job as m.c.: Her-| hard. to: Pick out any unusual per-: 
the payees happy for the 15 min-j shey Cohen's Orch (8) cuts: a| sonalities: in- audience. For’ in- 
ute. he is out front. He ‘spoofs tv, | oreat show and has’ most of -the: stance, .a Catholic: priest, who -was | 
“Free 'om Riders” and Sammy Da- ‘crowd ‘dancing. . laughing ‘throughout... 
vis Sond offers an entirely new! Lavout stays till Saturday: (15). Rickles” humor. has plenty ‘of 
routine, The Three Suns open on Monday ‘rough. edges; certainly, -and. holds | 

In the second production num: | (17). Lit. nothing’ sacred, 7 Dut he ¢ can deliver. 

Don. Rickles, “Fast- talking ‘sultan } 
of the “insult.” gives the patrons} 
a. fine time, even when theyre: ar 
mite embarrassed: And: you ean’t | 
ask - for more. 

‘He starts his insult routine right 
off the: bat with the owner—“it’s ; 
a big kick’ to: work. ‘in: a club that’s: 
closed.” carries on. a. swift: warmup ! 

cer 

tw 
Jooker, 

: a line with stich effective. timing | 

:act . introducing—and insulting— | 

“Making her U.K, cabaret’ debut,| any, celebs. who happen to be in 
; offered with Joan. Myers featured ! Felicia Sanders hits instant impact; audience and .also delivers” his |. 

{| Babbi’ 

“You. Make} 

‘guys and. dolls—and . fashioned a} 
‘rather® 

under tab” of. “Camp-a-Lot,” in-| 
‘cluding: use . “Of a! ' four-letter word ; 

{pretty fair. numbers, | but. what’s . 

Adams’ orchestra and. Tony! 
Scott's :eombo ‘handle the dancing} 

which. he prances .as King. Arthur : 

i ing night audiences. Wednesday | 

into” a.:-style ‘ -that. bespeaks of|'~ 

‘upper registers: She delves.into the| Gerry Dolin’s Trio backs the revue 
!semi -classics and standards for meledicalty in suitable -style.: Lee 

i Eddie Garson,” ‘the — ventriloquist. of his boite, ‘making: use, of: a deep | 
::On the boards: for some years, he; purple. curtain. . . Whit 

{the Trop. lounge with a “highly | fave: 

‘Hlikels- “high voice,-..spurs: the | act, 

warm ‘enthusiasm. 

Norris, !are The Topnotchers, a-very funny ‘ize. Jack -  Bernato's. new 

and. can’ create such éxcellent |- 
contact: with even the ‘smallest | 
erowd that he has. ‘no trouble ‘in: 
getting a-fine hand. He winds up| 

a e ‘ lo: 

Bill McCutcheon, Jt. Sheridan;’ 
| -Lovelady - Powell, Freddie. Weber, - 

choreography and. staging, Frank Lo 
Wagner;. $4. 50 minimitm. ue 

Standard, serious anti-bigotry pitch | 
at°end of 45-minute show.: ‘Singer. + 

Norris * tsee. “New © - Acts) 
opens show, whieh - Tus: through | 
Aug.. A, an Ste f.. 

Julius Monk, who. has: ‘pioneered: : 
the ‘intime ‘supper club revue, has.. 

-{ Valhalla. In the: long -history of ‘his. 
| postage:. stamp. sized: -packages,. he «. 
{has yet. to hit a ‘clinker. ‘He blends’ 

Blake’s Band Box, Le A. writers, performers and music in”: 
Los Angeles, July 4 [prener ‘proportions with. good taste. 

Arthur. ‘Blake, “Karen. Dolin, as the measuring: rod;..and. gener- - 
Helen Silvers, Jayme Mylroie, Ben tally comes off with shows. that get’ 
Sherwin, Howard: .Parker;: Ken|the boxoffice seal ‘of: approval: 
Dale, Gerry Dolin’s. Trio; 88. mini-! The current ‘layout isa conden- 
mun. . sation. of. “Dressed to. the. Nines,” 

mins [whieks has been.-the occupant. of the. 
-Arthur Blake, “a ‘standard for | Upstairs. Room. «instead of. closing 

more years than he’d probably care the. show -while it still has a lot of 
to admit and an. impersonator : ‘of ‘boxoffice init; he has ‘taken out. 
hefty: parts,’-has, opened: his own | soe. -numbers,-addéd a: pair -of - 
Hollywood. showcase to display his others, and. installed. it downstairs .. 
‘wares. On'the site of the old Billy | where it ‘will ‘make ‘the summer 
Gray’ 3 Fairfax Ave. bor cht. em- ; run.. There: is little ‘reason. “why: 
porium, it’s likely to. attra¢t certain the. tourists shouldn't. be. -entranced 
clientele who. like thelr ‘entertain: with. it ‘and. ‘the natives should also. 

ment loud and: lively, . ' find’ good. Teason. ‘to: Fally” ‘to ‘its 
Blake has- surrounded himself | support. ; 

with: young. talent—trio. each ‘of ; .P) Monk; has gathéred. an: ‘agreeable a 
group of. entertainers.for. this lay-. 
out.:: The. principals. are. Bill Me-": 
Cutcheon, Jim Sheridan, ‘Lovelady.- 

loosely < ‘presented. -reyue 

and occasional poor taste. 
‘Written «and. produced ‘by: Sia! 

‘Kuller,. who. should. tighten. up his. 
format, ‘total of 16 numbers: ‘com- 
-pile the doings. ‘These allow each: 
of the support an. “spportunity: to | 
sport his talents. . There. are some ! 

-blood.: at. the~ plural. pianos.. ‘The ~.. 
proceedings | have” ben -choreo- © 

jsion include: Jack ‘Holmes,. Linda’. 

needed here are more catchy’ ones. | 
Blake draws on -the hit’ “Came: ; 

lot” ‘to motif his. title. number, in: 

Rod- ‘Warren, Dion. © McGregor, 
iMichael..Barr,. Albert. Seldon, “Ray 
: Jessel and Marion. ‘Grudeff. Appar- . 

‘packed’ by his troupe; and for an- UY. 
other production number lampoons.j 
“Macbeth,” best received by open- thus the. myraid of scripters.. Jas 

The * proceedings: are: : light,: gay, - 
land stimulating. . ‘The: revue hits. a’ - 

His: ‘number on Eleanor” Roose- | wide’ variety. of : subject | matter: 
. velt-. giving ‘Some. -advice_ to Jackie | from the. childish ‘treble ‘by. Miss. 

| Kennedy, :latter portrayed by | Weber waiting for. her Nanny. ‘to 
‘Karen Dolin, hits a timely: note | give her-a-“fix’’ to:the sophistica- 

- Now - that. ‘summer's. “here, Jack: appreciated; and he’ winds‘ revue {tions of a Lady Chatterly ‘takeoff. 
with’. Ethel Barrymore's, : “That’s |The . songs are capably sung ‘and - 
all. there is, there isn’t any more.” enacted.’ The - laughs : ‘come .. frés* 
Supporting talent is clever, par- / quently, for example, ‘in: “The: Hate. 

ticularly the femmes; each of whom |Song”. as . expounded =.by ' Miss. - 
‘sock over individual numbers. Miss.| Weber .and ‘Sheridan. . Miss Powell 
; Dolin scores nicely in the. Eleanor | does™ handsomely on. “Daisy”. and 
number. then comes back with -a McCutcheon. hits: it ~well with. his: 

tional. activity on Broadway during | couple ‘of. songs, “Inventory”. .and:: ‘exposition of: .Ft.. : Lauderdale. .- 
.There’s. a. thread ‘of. cleverness. “Push the Button,’ ” which boost | 

‘her ‘stock - considerably. Helen | ithrough all the efforts. It’s big’ city, - 
Silvers whams over:a ‘Single, “Gar- smart and ‘a-‘step forward’ in the:.. : 

den of Allah Blues,” (and: doesjcultural: explosion: ‘that. has hit 
“Slow’ Down. Liza’: with’ Bén ;many ofthe arts, ‘and seems: now - 
ope w mone aarieate Parker, Poth: sto he. ae. in miore ee one 

J) - re) . 

cles” song also. is firstrate.. ~ nt ery. meio . 
Both. Sherwin and Parker also’ 

handle their. separate | ‘numbers in} 
okay fashion. Ken Dale - is third | , 
male, -in. chorus: .numbers,’ ‘and |’ 

Gondola Room; AC -- 
. Atlantic: City; July’ 8° 

“The! “Pastors. (Tony, - ‘Gity> and. 
"Tony" Jr. ), Marge Cameron, ‘Buster: 
Burnel’s Gotidorables 4), Toinmy 
Boyd’ s Orch -. (6); 
Sunday Aerough “Thursday, 6 Frt- 
j day Saturday. 

Scott is creditéd as choreographer. 
Blake. has’. enlarged: the stage. 

Tropicana iLounge. 1.V. Hpand" ‘as-one of the’ tap attr actions. a 
‘Las Vegas, July ‘6. Jon ‘Steel. Pier here. for. a week :*~ 

Jerry. Colonna, Henny ‘Young- | each season, Tony Pastor returns to °.” 
no (town. with. his two.sons, Guy. and. 

‘| Tony Jr..in an act scaled for the.” 
man - The Topnotchers (ay, 
cover. or minimum. oe 

me ‘nitery - circuit.- - Armed : with ~ his 
Jerry Colonna. has retuned to: ‘alto’ sax, -Tony: ‘Sr. opens With old 

“Indian:Love Call% later vo- 
yockable, ‘fast moving turn which. calizing . and then. its. “hi, Marie” 
is :a. solid entertainment - package.-| before Tony Jr. ‘comes on. for two 

Acts. Mike: Durso, per. usual, The personality ‘of the star, with | oldies before Guy. eriters?, 
The three sing.a dozen. numbers: 

lin: ‘the. 50° minutes they. are: out 
which is: invariably | received. With ° . front. ‘offering . those’ nostalgic: 2 

his mustaché,.. pop. eyes, .and: un-: 

Gondola’ 
| instrumental group which pulls . -Room. ° 

‘|laughs. via':song, dialog, assorted “Ag” singles; duos ‘and ‘trios ‘they: - 
‘}props and gags. Eddie Nigro is‘on : ‘swing: down. memory” lane ¢ with ... 

; banjo. ‘and guitar; Al Pepi, accer- |'“wWho's. Sorry, Now,”: “Blackbird,” - 
dion, and Frank Pepi, bass. Joyce. “Let's: Fallin Love. me. .“ Together.” 

King,,.a lovely canary; provides.| plus a medley of: those that: were: 
i oun @: decoration and ;Standar d} +favorites when: Tony.Sr. was swing--" 

unds. +ing cross “countr with. his.’ band 
Henny - Youngman.,: in. his: “first. duting ss "40s, 

lounge appearance. here, | is extra: ‘Three’. ‘reeister’ solidiy through- 
added, ‘alternating sets. with: out:: begs ing off. after ‘three: call 

Youngman, “who says. Colonina’s bac Ks... x 
mustache “is ‘nothing: but a’ tiny :_ Goniedienne Taree’ Cameron. 

‘found the going tough. with: ‘this’ - 1 - 'tounee.: invited all. the other com- ‘au dience’ ‘the: 25: minutes she ‘was: 
‘i¢s in town to attend his opening— 
ithey took him up: on it,- and. the: 
appearance of such colleagues - as ; 
{Milton Berle,: Dave’ Barry. Don 

i she: worked hard to’ put herstuff 
‘over. *. Started well with “Laugh It: - 

Rickles, Jack. Durant; -- Sammy |. UP" but just: couldn't. reach them, ~ 

Shore; Joey.. Bishop, Hank Henry, show ‘caught... . 2 

and Lou Mosconi’ Jr. turned. the |- Gontdorables, | newly . costumed, - 
do two nice bits. “The Roaring ’20s, 

Youngman, ‘the master one-liner, ‘number, with voeals. by:.Carol Wal-_ 
holds his own with :any standup |lach; get. heavy. mitting:: 
comic, and proves jn. this: outing |: Leslie. Uggams. comes. in. July’ Te 
that his vet. showmanship © years with. her. new act.:-Allan: Drake ‘is -. 
well, — “Duke, : Falso: on ‘the, pill... Walle, 

session into a heckler’s. funfest.. 

Downstairs at: ‘Upstairs, : _ : 

‘Robért ‘Colson. & Paul -Trueblood;. :. 

apparently: found .: the. ’ producer's: :” 

{ Powell. and .Freddie “Weber: with =~ 
fRobert. Colston ‘and “Paul” True-: : 

{ graphed: by. Frank: ‘Wagner. and the =. 
| writers : assembled for- this .ocea=. ” 

‘Ashton, Jack. Urbant, Mie¢hael-Me-.. . .-..: 
Whinney.: ‘Bart. Howard,. 

G. ‘Wood, Panty . 

‘Monk. ‘does ‘some ‘careful 
. Shopping: for: the’ various: pieces, .~ °. ..- 

$4 Omininnem.°!- 

‘ songs. ‘of yesterday: Ww hich ‘go ‘over: ven J 
‘Working closely ‘with Colonna. big with. the crowd’ which patrons‘: - 

t out: front opening. night although wo 
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acabana,; N. Y.. ‘> fings: back to: Pitt ‘for ‘the. first: time! 
itchell, Georgie. Kaye, since’ she was inthe” show that} 

Bill i irennedy, Barbara Wood; .Paul played: for 14. weeks ona riv erboat 

Shelley and* Frank Marti orchs; 
‘staged’ by Douglas Coudy: songs,'| tion, “She. now has ‘a well routined ° 
Paul Arika;..costumes, Billy -Liv- | ‘act witha: few stories that ‘she uses 
dngston ‘(Mme.:Berthe); arrange: | for pacing, 
ments, Paul. Shelley; . $5 minimum. _ Her handling “of. the. Blues and" 

' raucous tunes ‘like lier. big record: 
Boniface Jules. Podell, who inen=-;hit, “I Want You To Be My Baby.’ 

“tioned. in: passing on thé night of were. excellently -receis.ed.. She. 
this”. show's “‘preem that “so ‘far i uses ‘her:-trambone:.-f6r- stout. res. 
‘this has been’ the: Copa’s: biggest ‘turns and. begoff number. 

° “gross,”. answers -himself. with ‘al -George Kirby, back here. ‘after. 

during. Pitt's. ‘bicentennial celebra-: * 

Inter-; ‘his two-year run at Lexington, cap: 

Barrah’s Lake Takee 
Lake Tahoe, Juiy 7. 

[ to: frame. the: revue. A full rew 
‘of. -Hingside : seats was eliminated 
‘to accommodate the 20-by20 rink 

z océanat Grove, LA.. 
-. | Log Angeles, July 5.- 

“Gordon .& Sheila ‘MacRae, ‘The. Art Linkiletter, Wiere Brus. (3) 
Stciiging Four, ‘Van Alexander,! Taylor and: ‘Mitchell, a youngj with Mildred Seymcur, Brascia- & 
Dick - Stabile, Orch AT $2. 50,| comedy duo seen here for first! Tybee, Gloria Gray, Dorothy Dore 
corer: time, hit solidly with their “toom-} ben Saigers & Dancers i132), 

ler" opening. that has the comic | Leaghton Noble Oreck 0132, poo 
By oxérall Theasurement, Gor- | in aud for traybreakup and fol-: duced by Russ Hail, $3 pitaracn 

don. and ‘Sheila: MacRae have de-; lowing dialog and tablesitter mix- ! ~ 
“veloped - into best-:man-wife’ act}. UP Howlers. Onstage. working | Art Linkletter is deluting his 
now.. playing -‘the. boite ‘belt.. or. at; sround ‘wide-framé .vf- the mink, Unitery act here with the sane ease 
least that. part which is ‘buckled | the duo show aptness at Vocal’ and personal magnetism he dis- 
down ‘ in . the-. west. Moreover, impreshes, they .come up. with‘ plays on his radio and teievisien 
.ouple’s, turn is ‘finest they have | Many topical lines that stamp!shews |. and he’s following the 

“gavvy policy. of. flexibility. yet purveyed. 3 - + them. as strong upcomers. Timing : same basic format 
and delivery is canny. ‘larding..the .show biz.. greats he! tivated this. -unusually large July “Word must have- beer. bruited j. to cull the} 

audience pur- 
tieipation, chit chat re the hiddtes, 

. Copa. Girls: (12); 
“: Orch 19); 

2 ity, back ‘to},the-Copa Room. - 
_. ure to. be ‘jammed with -his. toi- | 
“i DOwers: for the next four weeks. 
mes Skelton. ‘alternates: ~his.:- famed. 
a routines: from show to show, énding 
= ‘each with what. ‘has become ‘some-" 

. What of:a trademark—the old man‘|’, 
a First-nighters:| 

: gave big yoeks to his Kennedy ‘and: 
Sther topical: gags,‘and one about:]. 
‘Jonathan: Winters:-““As‘ Jong as you.| 

“it @ver- Renne Stuart production. hum- 

. Meys’ his spring- summer Semesters 
with = “prom-type” -“ personilities— 
‘-:the younger, newer singers of the 

Paul -Anka,. Bobby -Rydelk ‘idiom | ©xact : carbon of the original: star.’ 

‘4th audience. He has. completely : 
lupdated | his. material. : All:-of his” 
“impreshes are ‘shatp,. funny and an. 

cand, as: concurrently, Columbia’ S: 4 Especially strong are’ ‘dittos - of. Nat 

’ disker.,.- ‘Guy -Mitchell.: - 
‘Latter, -a ‘réturner : here. - gives. 

“out | ‘with a solid - 45-minute - Song- |: 
alog that doesn't stint on: his/“en- ; 

” ergies, and he - sure’ “needs - beau- 
-. coup’ ‘Vitamins -for. that ‘lusty. and: 
versatile’. pot-powrri. of distlicks, 
: “community. sings, ‘Cohan- iCagney- 
“-. etyle) impression, folk’ sohgs, blués’ 

and ‘ westerns. : --Mitchell, in~ his 
three-quarters: “af. an: ‘hour, ‘uncorks ! 
“over a score. of pops and regionals | 
and ‘has’ the’ custoniers all: the way, 
with. him, |.” 

Cole, Wallace Berry” and Ella Fitz 
‘gerald.’ 

‘The. Magid - Triplets, ‘aith: their. 
‘amazing. physical - resemblance and, 
idancing dexterity, get .off-:in good. 
| fashion with ‘their: fancy terping | 
turn.. Del: Monaco’s -Or¢h. 81: plays’ 
‘its: “usually excellent show ‘and had. 
the. floor crowded for. ‘dansapa-” 
‘tions. “ 

. Show | “te” ne through: July. 46. 
Jonah Jones. Quartet: ‘comes. -in- 

; July: We oa Lote Lit. 
— 

‘about. prior. to July 4th opening + potent rock. basics of the material. land a tev Jokes Plas his unques- 
of: their’ 18-day’ Grove roost, for) ‘Johnny Bachenin 1s another! tioned ability as an emcee And 
75¢4 of chairs were warmed by solo-spot big-belt off-ice He's apt! i this first saloon act he’s dinian- 

-shewtime—quite a feat on.such a}on impreshes, aces at a piano? ished the chance tor sa so response 
‘holiday: ‘evening in the. heart—and} { pounding. sesh backed ‘hy his aw n; by SUFround in, hiunrself with a 

“heat—of ‘ol’ L.A. this time of year.{ duo, who then whams with his} pachage of strong supporting acts, 
Such a. turnout augurs brisk biz for i heel-and-toe stuff worked out to; le. the Wiere Bros. and Brastia 

the stand... 
The 65- minute ‘caper is shrew diy 

“framed :in that) the--caroiing andj 
; owning, constitute. a whole show] 
Which’ can. ‘play: any. ‘situation ‘sans. 

:ing. to watch - ‘mature, assured: per-: 
formers: who: eschew. deing coy or 
“cule” copycats; who have enough | 

“fac ets of genuine talent that. they | 
; can ‘dispense; with gimmicks. © 

“Mrs. MaéRae's: satirical takeofls 
-Preem. ‘night Thursday): differs ; Barclay Hotel. Torenta '< of. uther’ -showfolk ‘have “become: 

. ofrom-..the’ ‘weekend | younger - ‘Set 
<< -and. in. fact,- included: .a™ sizable- 

contingent ‘of the “bus trade,’ ”..1.e. 
the. rubberneck:: 

‘bination: | .tickets. - 
‘seemed to. ‘please’. “the: provincials: 
and. the’ city lickers’ with .equal: 
facility. . Mitchell,” ‘Incidentally, 
manifests. a “new-found, flair ~ for. 
“comedy. and, in toto, isan author-- 

M agon - tourists: 

‘Making the. rounds on ‘their. com- |. 
Young. ‘singer | 

[ Orch, 

|iwas. particularly . lifeless on. 
“despite ex! 

cellent, biz at<Al Siecel’ §.450-" capas' most -z. full-blown revue. quality, {40 ace: On. skates despite his heasy 

Toronto. July 4. 
‘Haller: & Barrett, Jeg Vann, ‘Reb ! 

183; AL. 50: Lures, 

-Mistaienly. ‘la De e: m led Bou je. Te! if 
Femme - ‘Revue, the twive-nightly,- 
floor. show at the Barclay. Hotel 

ing night. Monday ‘'3%.. 

“V more - Yazor-edged, ‘and: her hus- 
“band’s lampooning is inereisingly 

‘Te isurely ‘per form ers. ‘the. rev. erse 
intpression. is: convey ed. 

‘Phe. Swinging Four: iboys). vocal | 

many. of the routines give. a¢t-al-- 

ftative. _performer.. whether Behind. ‘city room... Maybe. it was-an /off-; The quartet ‘also is. ‘Handy for. un ; 
the recording mike. or: an front oft ‘night for all ‘concerned —licluding ; -obtrusively, bridging. What: other-} 
the: saloon customers, 

’. Siib- billed Georgie. : Kaye. is. “a the’ ‘flop’ was- the most resounding |" 
the conventigneér-customers, — but: Wise would be stage-waits. 

’ “quasi- -Cerébral. comic who; after! aj{that Siegel’ has" assembled. in ‘Many. | larry) Crane;:-Shirley Henry and. 
slow ‘start;. really.-got to ©’em. 
Betimes he’ ‘suggests the Mort: Sahl ‘| 

“months: - 
“With the. 65: minute: “pr ‘eséntation 

eLyn: Duddy- is sharp and ‘topical; 
‘it: atso” glovefits the. personalities 

_ school of topical’. quipsters ” and} ‘refusing to ‘get off. the.- ground of the couple. Further, it: has col-: 
“may even’ grow. still ‘further “into |. when. caught, its’ acts Included: Joe." ‘loquial: meaning as when Mrs. ‘Mac. based .on an 1890 theme. compicte 

-billed. as_ Rae joshes. they.wanted to. borrow it a spinning carousel backgi und _ that.idiom.: -He’s. a ‘polished . per- 
“former, affable and- at ease who 
‘should develop: in: the same de- | 
. gree as_ his.-material. . 

- Framework. ., of the.® 

| same with the Paul. Anka. tunes | 
“eld Like. To “Know” and: “Give 
Me..Back My . Heart” et ‘alli ‘as |}. 

“sturdy musical setting:. “Bill. Ken" 
” ‘nedy and. Barbara Wood (okay tap- 

_ “ster) are the number leaders. Paul: 
Shelley . backstops..the. shaw.. ex--|. 

“ pertly: and. Frank Marti, makes’ for. 
for a: ‘striptease. - the cha- cha. addicts. * : ‘Abel. 

“Sands, Las. ‘Vegas: 
“Las, :Vegas, July ‘5. 

Red. Skelton’ 
Antonio . Morelli 

$4. minimum. 

Red Skelton, still ‘hodestly. billed 
“as ‘One’ of. America’s.Clowns,” has 

~ Brought . his. ‘masterful. pantomime 
‘and: warm. standup’ comedy. whicn:: 
has just the right: amount of- -human- 

‘It's 

_ Watching. a parade::: 

-"make*money, they won't Took: you 
7. up—Winters laid-off one. week. ang: 

~ they got him,” ~~ ad 
< Jo-Ann ‘Carhpbell, is: ‘the: singing | 
star, scoring .solid)y. .on_ -apening |. 
night with ‘a well-paced act.: . The 
‘blonde .Jooker includes “A: Little 
‘Moonlight - and. You,”..“Baby Wont} 
You Please” Come -.Home,” | an 
amusing bit. about”. a . would-be 

- Opera. singer. who decided. to. be a 
- torso-tossing: canary, and a group |: 
“she does. with guitar while kidding |- 
. them unmercifylly such ‘as.““Hound. 

_ -Dog,”-. “Shake, Rattle..and . Roll, 
- and “Blue. Moon.”.. Miss - Campbell |. 
.is:most ‘effective ‘on the. latter type | 
spoofs. - 

: Antonio: Morelli: orch. 119) ‘does 
the backing, and’ there’s: a hold- 

F. 

. Peter. Lind Hayes. Spens here. 
Aug. 2... 

_Meltday. Hause; Pie” 
-° Pittsburgh,‘ July -4. 

. Duke; 

oe ‘Lituan: ‘Briggs; George. Kirby, 
“Magid Triplets, Del. Mondco Orch | 

- (8)3. no cover: or. minimum. an 

the. Lilian’ “Briggs, 

“brought. her aut bucket song styl) 

a the .. ‘sensational 

. standard: 
= Doug. Coudy.. revue ‘rémains the 

‘Jo:Anir: Campbell, ‘ 

produced.’ ‘&' directed 
by Jack Entratter:’ stage. direction, 

.. Harold Dobrow;: 

Haller &. Les:. Barrett, 
comedy. team": 

Joy Mann, brunet singer, and: the, 
| Bob © ‘Arlen. Dancers. ‘Latter weére.: 
repetitious. in full-stage.. routines: 
and. performatice: ent " 

- Show: opens with pitls in ‘briefies. 
for’ warbling .6f Getting. to, Know. 
You”. ..and--paraphraséd lyrics” to | 

:! sume. of Sinatra's “clan’-—-Sammy i 
Dav is; loey Bishop, 
-ef al, for the. opening—" ‘hut. Si-- 
:natra’ wanted ‘tractors. ‘ine exe 
~ehanges" 

After a ‘timely. “Fireworke" for | 
an ‘opener ‘and then “Make Sdme-i 
“one - Happy"” 

[whirlwind 

T ‘he: comedy: business written by 

7 >. to showcase their} 
Look. Me Over.” with: conclusive pipes, thie .baritone solo’d. “Ever [‘ 

full. effect around the rink- frame : 
‘and the runways. He hits a show. ! 
‘stop from the tablers 

Lolo and J..ita found out the “ex- ; 
tra-added” with an aud-pleasing : 

supporting acts.: Too, it. is refr esh- j'set of comedy -lined plate juggling, { 

that spinnings and clever -ballyon— 
be stings. Lolo) works on trick! 

is” that allow tor hendovers ! 
‘in ‘thte. clown. traditions 

‘Slim. Marjii ‘Lee, ex of the Lido- 
| Paris-show, is «a .ballet-type on: 
blades who spins and Jeaps into a 

Of, returos Ditto 
whose  climaying 

; 

Shirley Linde, 

Laren: ‘Dancers ; (61. ered Curtis: Taelle: ‘Miriam. Nelson has’ staged ; Spins: turn her Into exe blurring 
JA Nith vest and imagination aid. als: 

though the MacRaes are basically i ciation. Both of the attractive fem 
speed. that brings mounting appre 

mes join With. choreographer Phil” 
Richards . for’ a lavishly set 
routined: big-exverpt fiom 

aud - 

“Kang! 

tion of the revue a standout He's 

‘gold-cape and pants trappings. 
‘The: young Klemm twins. a. pair 

of lookalikes with plenty of pinsi- 
| al appeal, -add to that appeal with 
acroantics- on skates that set 
|heavy palming: They also add to 
‘yisual appeal of the’ production 
numbers. Finale. is a bright. muvent 

tn 

° 

up: 

a Ae 

‘is in this tlimaxcr-that Arnold 
Dean’ Martin: {teams with Richards fo: their sail 

lors-outfit staging. 
‘Flinn McDonald and Joan Dare 

iare highly. effective at the suysi- 
‘commedy. showback | vocals and 
‘Malkin and his crew orale hados . 
for playing what is a highls gitti- | 
cult score. Richards’ choreography | 

evidence that. the lovelies be nat [Leave You,” “Long Hot: Summer 18 | imaginative and lends sock } 
askéd .to.sing ‘and: should devote’ and: “Porgy’s Lament’ as (prelude. ‘tempo to. the overall production } 

ito'core ofthe act—trip-hamimered [25d use of the 16 dancers show. | their: talents. to’. _cross-stage struts! 
‘and | twirls... Girls. are, ‘later - -back 

- Miss’ Mann; in. “silver - ‘goin, Is 
oo sandwiched in’ warbling “Around! 

‘the World,” in. which she alternates. 
swing | and .bréathless< " delivery: 
‘styles. She: ‘also’ does “I-Don't Know | 
-Why’ in. blues” rhythm, and: a.“Bill. 
Bailey”. in'swing tempo. Her routine 
failed: to put. ‘her i in orbit with the! 
‘patrons, 
"Headliners: are: ‘Haller, i Barrett! 

in’ a. question-and-answer: routine 
-on identification -of takeoffs. -But 
latter's. iripersonation of. ‘Lady: Js 
‘A Tramp” is. too.bulky.-for ‘the 
Sinatra imitation: Mutual patter ‘is 
sad and audience took the. blame; 
‘for: lack of reception. .. 

Miss Mani, back - with | the. B ob 
“Arlen: Dancers, : ‘appropriately, sings.| 
“The Party's -Over.”:. It. was—on; 
opening. night-—as" far. as: the eus-- 
-tomers were. concerned: 

Al Siegel, however. will: keep the} 
package. for two weeks, this . end 
‘ing. July 15, in the hope that. per- 
‘formances will. pick up: oF. the cus... 
tomérs- change. their ‘apathetic rer. 
actions. / MeStay. 

‘Living Troam. N.Y. 
Rita - ‘Hayes, ; , Michael Allen, 
‘Marto Rizo, ; Bob Fe erro ‘Trio;. ae 4.50 
mintinum: . 

‘ Mai‘co: Rizo, the. “Cuban pianist, 

inal. showcase. : He. ‘Ig one of. -the 

“in this intimate stmosrhere and 
at the same. time: elev. ting | ‘the 
pops to- ‘classic status. , 

' Riza- a s{ some 
‘work: ‘on anterpoint. giving. a 

| light. and deft- -touch. to a “wide 
variety : of! tunes. He tackles. them: 
‘all: from tin: pan alley to Chopin 

- and Bach, and each has’ stampings 
Of | popular” “acceptance - ; 
room. . Highly. listenable - and‘ ‘en-* 

‘in, 

tertaining, he ‘gives © a totich | ‘of : 
class to the room, ~ | 
On‘ the’ bill. ajso.” are a pair. of. 

| turns new ‘to this sector. They rey 
| Rita: Hayes and _ Michael] “Anen,- 

oo “pretttest-| 
:* nember - ‘In ‘the. Teamsters’. Union, 

both. New Acts, who. contribute::to | 
well-rounded ‘bill. ‘The. -Bob. Fer ro, 
Tele, ‘show backs. . Je ose. 

: Americana, Miami R ‘ch! 
aa - >, ° Miamf- Beach, July 8. 

‘more expressive’ pianists. Groomed 1Mal hia orch; 
in classic repertoire, Riv:) has the | - 

; “knack: of. popularizing. ‘the master: 
works into'a mould ea<ily: absorbed 

“ imagitiative,- PFO .act, do. not work on the -ice'. 
“per se. Show ran previously: at the'|* 

this: - ed with first staging, a glittering j 

t series: ‘of ‘satirical. shafts: 
i pinked Prima-Smith, Arthur God- i With options. 
| irey; Zsa Zsa, Dean: Martin, Carol | 
(Channing, Ed Murrow, .:Perry |: 
.Como, Dinah. Shore: The © Lena |: 
i Horne - bit“is.a, supérfluity . which 
{ could. well be. expunged. .- 

“MacRaze's | material . and fidelity 
ro. ‘style-aping fn mirroring . Mur-- 
:row. and. his frau’'s ' needle-sharp | 
+ dusting: off ef Miss: Shore | ‘are : 
memor ‘able miming. _ ©" ° 

“Not: The Girl Of The “Year"] 
iroutine of. Mrs.:MacRae is worthy 
[or ‘Broadway, ‘and here .again ‘the. 
i staging “is superb. At junctures 
i along the .way’ her’ Jesser half 
i orioles | ‘his. “Qkla!” medley .; and 
i table-hops ‘through .a. string. of 
| standard. ballads. The transistored: 
+ mikes. used: are never in evidence 

> and remarkable - in performance. 
Van Alexander | -batonned orch 

throvgh arrangements. he-did. for; 
act and, preceding. show Dick Sta- 
bile: ‘guides. 17-man ¢rew through a 
String-sirong and reed-tich Porey | 
& Bess" medley. Was.. 

“Spice. Qn , ‘Tee? with George | 
Arnold, Phil. ‘Richards, - Taylor .& 
Michel, Johnuy. Bache min,, Maryii 

. Lee, 

Arnold, choredgraphy by Richards; 
Jack - Young, . etree - produc er; 

$4. wind ur. 

George “Arnold's ‘package ” is: a 
fast- -moving. one. in_ its 
aspects, but. what makes ‘the whole 

. ‘elick. the more, are three “break’” 
features: who were’ added: to the 
‘prodiiction and: which,. outside: of 

: Thunderbird,. Las Vegas. Bal Mas- 
que’s ‘stage. was -virtually rebuilt 
into three levels for this session. 

Production. values ° are ‘establish-! 

opener: that ‘has Arnold in a be-' 
-spangled top hat,. white tie .and | 
tails that - would. ‘make Liberace! 

Loaner Orch (6); 

she. goes into such. tunes as 

Shirley Linde,. Klentn. Turis, 
nF ato & Lita, Flinn McDonald: Joan 

after’ along session. at the ‘Savoy, Dave. Ice- Models: (14%. 
Hilton, -has. moved back. to his: or'ig- .* 

Staged by: 

Mal: Canadian ‘comics who have achies 
_jed spots of biting satire and ex- 

icé-stage 

that | Sais. Package is in for four werks, ! 
Lary. 4 

3 

ta 

Tidelands. Houston 
: Houston, July 3 

Scott & Braant, Don 
NO -COoter or 

A lice Lon, 

MIN? NUM, 

Former. ‘Lawrence W elk hand: 
‘thrush Alice Lon, sticking pretty ; 
much, to standards: and showing: a? 
jazz. and blues: beat she never | 
‘used tin her ty: appearances, plavs : 
to. good reception at this intimate! 
motor inn nitery.: Opener. is “Aj] J: 
Need Is.a Boy,” and from there 

“Loak 
At.Me Now" and “When. Your Lovet 
Has Gone,” which was perhaps he: : 
best tune; She also does a medley ; 
of her tv tunes, then “Deed 1 Do” 
‘She has a clever arrangement. of - 
“The Night They Invented Cham- 
pagne,” with maesfro Cannon blow 
‘ing. bubbles with a child's bubble- 
maker as the band picks up Welk « 

style, and the only begoff possible - 
for Texan. Miss J.on. playing here. 

-y 

“Deep jn. The Heart OF” 
‘Miss Lon has a pleasing if “fot 

overpowering set of pipes. whale 
she’s on a pleasant 30 minutes. the 
feeling is that one real rousing 
rendition about midway might atu 
the tablesiders somewhat 
“Allan Scott and Chis Brvisnt 

are’ a-couple of low-key voung 
oe ae 

tremely funny situation bits. hut. 
who will find U. S. engagements : 
iimited unless they enliven pres- : 
ent acta bit. Brvant has a British ! 
‘accent, and there’s much of the | 
British style humor in act. 

Big yocks are for skit in which: 
Noah: fries to buy boat at boatvard : 
(for trip sponsored by -heavens aid; 
closing “Frankie and “Johnny” sung! 
by Scott as Bryant adds comments ' 
a la the old Frank Fav act. If team: 
tan enliven act, which was timed { You’ 
at 25 minutes, boys will be heard | 
from: ‘on big scale soon. 

‘Miss Lon is another impressed : 
by’ the musical skill of Don Cannon } 

i Reno anpurt 

“rephes from 
-opén- | as, well - ‘as hoof, and in traning And I” that makes the middle por- : I 

, couples to 

? married 

"Rood Tespense in this) roam, 

; prise, 
“eut somewhat from the tact tire 
P around, jinuting the couple's show 

8 one ate Ak. aS, 

& T) bee ‘both have proven mar-. 
quee value tn the Reno Takee 

:areat and Gloria Giray, who has a 
‘neat Was with a song 

As he notes in hos intio, he uas 
advised by Fred Astane not to 
‘dance, by Jack Benny +Hayprab’s 
next headhner > got to de stlia- 
tion stuff or plas viel, by Dinah 
Shore not to sing. and by Dean 

? Martin to stay sober He's fale 
i lowing the advice to the letter. 
“People aie my busmess.” he ade 
mits, and he's accenting “people” 
in this IMstial turn in a nitery, 
Opening chatter traces a nit of 
his radio-tv career, includes a few 

.bils te the gammy tables oCeur 
: plane made seven passes over the 

before landing >», 
and receunts some af the chore 

his inter Views with 
children 

_ Pacing his turn on stage ha 
tween the cathar acts. he makes 
With the aud participation shaia 
ing no eflart to ree uit vadunteers 

on such as prompting wo matricd 
mI rates and attempt 

‘to pass an orange held unde; clin 
‘from one to the other, RUNS hands, 
Tablers also enter the act when 
two meu, one single and the other 

Mere asked to. fashion 
£ouns fram dieng bolfs of mate. 
Tial on display neamnequims 

The Lanktetter cflart harects 

bat 
IUs.a Show taiored te a pattioular 
augtence Thetes a Luge segment 

of the saloon set which cxpects a 
type of enfertunment pot avail- 
able hy tuning in on a televisien 
set Credit for production of. Link- 
Jetter’s ioutines goes to Inaing 
Atkins, and it's deserved 

Brascia & Tybee, duo with ex- 
i¢lting te:p interpretations, vate 
the plaudits for mventiveness and 
execution For this Hasal’s re- 

however. routine has been 

of diversity Two ure top league 
‘for any jmediuin. 

‘The Wiere Bros, backed by Mil- 
dred Seymour at the 88s. scare 
vith a brand of Continental buf- 
foonery designed for any age in 
any room. Tinung is te perfection, 
routines gie varied and smait, and 
the execution is faultless. It's an 
act that loses no values with 1e- 
peated exposure 

Miss Giay, new tu the Taling 

sceNnC, ‘Wins good resefion “To Gat 
: A Feeling, “an imptresssive “Ebb 
‘Tide.’ and ‘for diversion! “Sister 
i Kate" Despite the ts10 statue as 
aorifery Uhaush, the potential fs 
 obvigue 

ihe) Leighton Noble 
usual fine foun, backstop show. 
*Porhon Sirgers & Oaneers take 
the opener spot in precision drill, 
& la the Hocketfes | Jack Benny 

oreh, in 

set to open July 20 Lesy 

Dino's Lodge. L. A. 
los Angeles, July 3 

Aun Howard, Jack Biton, ptgany 
Steve Lakezver, hase, no cover or 
EUR Sak Ree) eae | 

were. 

Sonystress Ann Howard has all 
ithe physical qualities that gs well 
with thie room. chosing. poise, 
assurance atid sophistication that 
alll benefit with experience. 

She mamiains a similar level 
on. shyihm funes, using generally 

“straight delivery throughout but 
never quite loses herself in suing 
atyle they need Voice ix strong 
.and pleasant and her projection. is 
solid, hut there. is a dependency 
on hacking that Inuits her cre- 
fativity ‘Aren't You Glad Youre 

is a bright opener and 
‘hoyver Come Back" keeps bez in 

: suitable supper club medium 
Jack Elton, piano. and Steve 

2 LaFever, bass. keep gig lively and 
i drool,- “working out” a sock: “Rhap- | ‘and his boys, who specialize mn: i musical, expertly supporting sung- 
“sod y In Blue” and, ‘natch, - 
Hat” ‘musical theme... . 

‘The stage at the Bal: Masque’ 
I nas undergone a complete revamp 

type well: 
Show. plays for two frames 

: Skip. 

“Top | “controlled” jazz but can play any ‘er, Duo have big sound on thetr 
ifema tike oe 
“West Side 

Dale. 

{ own betveen show 
i handsomely-erranged 
Story” medley. 



NEW YORK city 
music HALL Centennial College 

Chou. Charhvels, Alan ‘Cole, Corps de« 

Ballet, Ruckertes, Raymond Paige Orc. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) -- Don Tannen. ; 
es Sharon, Lucio & Rosita, Four Kovacs, 
{eKay Bros. & Romayne, Daniele Dorice, 

Hal Ruach, Anne Crag,: Yolande Rodri- : 

ues, Leo Arnol. 
. SIONEY <Tivolis—Johbn Larsen. Colin 

Croft. Ormende Douglas, Nance Rasmus- 
gen, Doreen Morrow. Lorraine Quinn, 
Bram Schvever. Judy Hooke. Erie Gorm- 

ley. Eileen Hattam, Frederck Dore, Kevin 
Teil Peter North, Vincent Foster. — 
renin Gorman, Pauline Garrick, Carl - 

He:ner, Ivan King. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL (Opera House: — Shirley : 

Bassey, Richard Hearne, Ivor Emmanuel, 
Tommy Fields. Clark Bros., Lucky La-: 

tines. Harrs Smith-Hampshire & Doreen ; 

Cavey, George: Mitchell Singers. Malcolm 
Guddacd Dancers. Tyldesley Girls Choir, 
Jimms Currie’s Dancing Waters, 
BLACKPOOL (Palace) 

Vaughan. Arthur Warsley, 
Orch. Maxine Coates, Bell-Fones, 
& Pat Delrina, Kims, Ted Lune, 
Kin 
BLACKPOOL (Tower | Clreus»—Charlie 

Cauotr & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s 
Anumats, 2 Palacios. Circus Roland's 
T:zers. 5 Elwatdos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn, 
Mon: the Elephant, Captain Danion’s Sea 
Liens, 3 Lorandos. Lilian Kenny, Sydney 

Billy Ternent. 
Neil 

Hetty 

~ The Kangaroo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy, | 
Little Jimmy & Cireuseties. 
BLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens Pavilion) 

~—Loname Donegan. Dallas Boys, Suzie 
Miller, Gil & Freddie Lavedo. Miki & 
Grtf. Norman Vaughan. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome: — Russ Con- 

was. Alfred Marks, Janie 
& Beas, Brook Bros., Freddie Mills, Al 
Redding, Pat Coombs, Two Heinkes, Den- 
nts Newer, Ted Corson. Bells & Beaux. 
GLASGOW (Empire: -—- Andy Stewart, 

Ian Powrie & Band. Alex McAvoy, Mar- 
guet Mitchell, Max Kay, Andrew McKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram. 4 Jays. Cherry .Wil- 
joughty Dancers. Richard Hardie. David 
Logan. Aecohan Choir, Scottish Country 
Dancers. Pipes & Drums of Citv of Glas- ! 
fom, Artilla:s, Helmuth Gunther. 
LONDON (Palladium? -Harrs Seconibe,. 

Roy Castle. Marion Ryan. King Bros., 
Eddie Calvert, Wise Guys, Audrey Jeans, 
Jeremy Hawk. Michel & Caro}. Grazina 
Frame, Helene. & Uoward. Barantons. 
Wendy Wasne, Ronnie Corbett, 
Franco. Georza Carden Dancers, 
Shepherd Sineers. 
MORECAMBE 

Charlie. Chester, 
Eree * feeses’ Crier. 
Barbour, Fiank'm & Doves, 
Annona John Tiller Girls, 
VICTORIA (Palacel. Crazy Gang. Nervo : 

& Know. Rul Flanagan, Naughton & Gold, } 
bhhe Gras. “Youne In; Heart.” 

Cabaret Bills 

Bill : 

(Winter .Gardens) — 
Hedley Ward Trio. 

Wallabies. J & P 
S & V 

NEW YORK: CITY 
BON SOIR “Greenwich Village. USA.” 

Joan Rayer, Yhree Flames. Jimmie 
Dantels 
CHATEAU MADRID . Extravaganza La- 

tins,” 
Rav. Pum Campo Orc. . . 
COPACABANA Guy Georgie 

Kase. Douglas Claike. Shelley 
Ow. Frink Marti Ore - . 
EMBERS Peter Nero. Red Allen. 
HOTEL ASTOR-. Eddie. Lane Ore. 
HOTEL ELYSEE -Kané & O’Brien, Mel 

Martin. Jack Arnold. 
HOTEL CLEXINGTON:- Virginia | Wing. 

Ialhan Knight. Deray Regor, Tuny Drake, 
Tons Cabot Orc. 

OTEL NEW YORKER -- Ted Huston. 
Lenore Varten. Verna Jee. 
HOTEL PLAZA- Monfe's Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT Vincent Lopes Ore. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT -- Milt Saunders 

ca 
INTERNATIONAL 

die Garson. Cavaher & Rose, 
Ore, Aviles Orc. 

LATIN QUARTER Moore & lessy. 
ITonme Sittan, Wazsan Troupe. Harrison & } 
Rossi, 
Jo Lombards Orc, B  Harlowe Orc. 

BANK -- Cal Bostiv, Shirley & 
Friern 

LIVING ROOM -- Bob Ferro 3, Rita 
Haves, Vuchael Allen. 

NO 1 FIFTH AVE. Cedrone & Mitch- 
ell, David Hendry, Hankinson & -Silver. 
ROUNDTABLE Red Nichols, Trree 

Glenn Orc 
SAHBRA -- Yaffa ¥arkonl. Rabel & 

Zlthe, Martin Roman. Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Miztachive. Leo -Fuld.’ 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS... Lovelady 

Powell. Freddie Weber. Jim Sheridan, 
Bull McCatchen. Tru-blood & Colston. 
VILLAGE BARN Dory Sinclair. 

Ralph Pote, Tommy Zan, ° Lou Harold 
Cre . . 
_ VILLAGE GATE John Culrane Quin- 

Mitchell, 
Paul 

launda Lombard, Ed- 

tet Aretha: Franklin 
VILLAGE VANGUARD — Cannonball 

Afleriy. Jumar ance. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL “Pablo Candela Limbo 

Crbpoo Revue.” Exvdia Lora, Raphael Her- 
nan. Lot Christo. Lard Mike. Jeanne 
Seuratt. Solea Caro. Tito Perez orc. 
CLOISTER -Phil Tucker, Eddy & Mary 

Lee, Feidy Subway Orc. : 
CONRAD HILTON. -“*Fantasticks” 

Barie Beraard. a 
EDGEWATER BEACH “Hawsilan. 

Holiday’ «hs Les Waverly Ore. 
GATE OF HORN-. Odetta, Ben & Adam. 

Fired Kaz Trio. 
LONDON HOUSE -Uscar Peterson, Ed- 

die Tuezins Trro 
MISTER KELLY’S -:-Shecky Greene. 

Pep: Runnels, Marx & . Seo. Marty. Ru- 
dSenstemn Trio. 
PALMER HOUSE.. Kitty Kallen. Johnny 

Puleo & Harmonica Gang. Ben Arden orc. 
PLAYBOY CLUS.-Jerry Shane. Katie 

Lee. Jackie Vernon. Stan Wilson. The 
Coronados. am Fletcher. Gina Martin. 
Bob Daiis Trio. Kirk Stuart Trio, Harold 
Harris Trio. Claude Jones. 
TRADE WINDS._Buddy Hackett, 

nie Smith. Joe Parnello Trio. 

LOS ANGELES 
BAND 8OX—Arthur. Blake Revue. 
BEN SLUE’S—Ben Blue, “Les Corps de 

Paree.” Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Thurs: 
day, Dianne Gay. Ivan ‘Lane Orc. (5). 

CURRENT BILLS |: 
WEEK OF JULY Sd 

Marden. Page | 

Jack | 

Eva Fleres., Jonas, Moura, Chulene | 

Mike Durseo - 

Dorothea MeFarland, Ronald Field. ! 

id! 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy Medium } 

Jen-: 

7 jShATE BROS.—Sonny King. Geo. Mat- 

° STATLER HOTEL— 
VeRas, Skinnay Ennis Orc. 

HE Ss UMMIT— King’ 3 IV. 
ve LITTLE CLUB — Cleo Jons, Dave 

Madden, Eduardo Sasson 

LAS VEGAS . 
DESERT INN—McGuire Sis. 

i rant, Donn Arden: Dancers, Carlton Hayes : 
i Ore, Lounge: Michael Kent. Dave Apol- °* 
lon, Milt Herth, Henri Rose. Bobby , 

} Stevenson. 
DUNES—“Tenderloin,” Ron. Husmann. 

| John ‘Alexander, Rex Everhart, . Eddie 
! Phillips, Ralph Dunn, Irene Kane, Nancy 
_Emes, Marjorie Pragon, Christine Norden, 

; Bilr Reddie Orc. Lounge: Billy ‘Eckstine, 
iTrian Boyer. Travelers 3, - 

EL CORTEZ — Sunny. Spencer; The 

a 

Conley 
LAMINGO—The . Milton Berle Show. | 

Flamingoettes, Don - Kirk, ‘Nat Brand-) 
wynne Ore. - Lounge: ~ Harry. James; | 
Joe Williams. - 

| FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, | 
_ Bros., Make Beleves. © 

GOLDEN NUGGET—Judy Lynn, Jimmy 

i verton, Annie Maloney. — 
| HACIENDA — Four Tunes, - 
Glenn, Keynotes, Cathy = Ryan, 
Sho 

1 Fritz. Becker. 
| -MINT—Pat Moreno’s “artists & Models.’ 

of °6 . 
| NEVADA—“Les Girls De Paris.’ -. José! 
! Duarte, Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vide | 
Musso, Johnny Paul, Sparklers.- . 
i W FRONTIER — “Holiday in Rio” 
Lounge: Ink Spots, Harry Ranch. 

| “RIVIERA—"Gypsy.” Mitzi Green, Jules ; 
'Munshn. Eddie Innes, Geriane Paphael, 
Anne Russell.. Lounge: - Sammy Kaye. 

“ Kay Stevens. 
SAHARA —. 

Jovce Robdert- Dancers. Lounge: 
; Kaye Trio, Characters. Deedy & Bill, 
} SANDS — Red Skelton, Copa Girls, 
Gary Nelson, Antonio Morelli — 
Lounge: 
King. 
SHOWBOAT—Bonnile- Sloan, Skeets Me- 

Donald. Deuces Wild. 
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky | 

Kaye, Red Marshall, Danny Jacobs, 
j Taffy O'Neil, Rudenko Bros.,: Sli perettes, 
4 George Redman Orc.; Lounge: Lori Phil- t 
‘lips, Charlie Teagarden Ore., Twin nes: 
| STARDUST—"Lido ‘de Paris”; -Loung e:, 
Bernard Bros., Kim Sisters. Happy Test 
Hee Micki Lynn, Ralph Young, Roberta 
snn. 

THUNDERBIRD — Kirby Stone “Four. 
{Sammy Shore. Harry Nofal, Garwood 
Van Orc. Lounge: Hank Penny; 

Gusto. 
TROPICANA—"Folies 

ette Riedinger, Pompoff, 
ilv. Pinky & Perky, 

‘Bergere.” ‘Col- 
Thedy & -F.im- 

Tet. 
. Sinatra’ Ore. 
+A 

Lounge: Jerr\ ‘Colanna, 

“Playmates: in Las; p 

Jack Du- | 

ns oe owe 

b. 
Frankie wakely, Novelords, . Gadabouts, Joe. Wol- 1 u 

* 

| 

r 

Ors. to do with: 
Red Norvo, Dave Burton, Morry ¢ : Spiritual. singing: ‘around a Christ-.; 

| 

rrr 

Sue | 
Thompson, Ed Domingo— & Norma, Frank. 

The Bogdadis. Danny | 
Costello, Frio. Martelli, Mme. Baron Sal-: 

Florence . & Frederic & Dancers. Ray * 

Henny Youngman, Mafalda Trio,’ Al De” 
Pauli 4, Dubonnet 3. -. 

RENO-TAHOE 
CAL-NEVA LODGE (Tahoe)— 

—— Lounge: Russ Arno, George Ceruiti Quar- j 
tet. Harry Hellings Quartet. 
CRYSTAL BAY CLUB 

Collins. King Sisters, 
Schafer. , 
GOLDEN --~ Barry. Ashton’s. “Playmates 

‘Jack “Jive” 

Ore. 
HAROLDS clus _—. 

Guardsmen, 
“Can-C. an” 

Doh Conn Ore. 
Rev ' 

Butera’ & 
Denis. & Rogers, Joe Maphis, Monte. Bleu 
icq), Windsor Trio. ’ 
HARRAH‘S (Tahoe: — Art -Linkletter, 

Weire Bros., Gloria Grev. Dorben Singers 
& Dancers, Leighton Noble.Orc. Lounge:. 

t Rav Anthony & Bookends, Wade Ray,’ JOY 
Lg Boys. Skiles & Henderson, - Big. Tiny 
Little 
| HOLIDAY — Joe Maize. ‘Nick Lucas, 
Poni Tails, Charles Gould, 
MAPES—Vagabonds, Don Lane,-. ‘Betty 

(Tahoe!---Ruth .Wal- 
Ayres. Marksmen. 
NEVADA LODGE 

lis, Del Courtney Ore. Rossi & Boyer, 
‘Town Pipers, Allegros.  '- 
i NORTH SHORE CLUB (Tahoe)—Murray, 
Arnold, Johnny Hamlin, Tony. Rose. 

’ RIVERSIDE—Le Crazy Horse Revué,. 
Channing Pollack, Mac Ronay, Lou LeV. itt; 
Ore. Counge: Pars and Patti, Gavlords.. 
a WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe)-—Kay' Martin 
& Bodyguards, Gallions & Ginny Greer, 
Maaka_Nua Hawaiian Revue, Manny “Lo- 
pez,. Bobby Page, Arthur Walsh. 

_MIAMI-MIAME BEACH | 
AMERICANA—George Arnold Ice Re- 

vue. Phil Richards. Marjii Lee, Shirles 
Linde, Taylor &. Mitchell, Jerry. Bergen 
Co. Lolo & Lita. Mal Malkin Ores 
Klemm Twins, Ice Models ~ | 
CARILLON-—Lou Walters Rev., ‘Harry. 

Mimmo, Pepe ‘Miller, Tanva &  Biagi, 
Janine Claire, Mons. Choppy, -Kayal  & 
Christine, © Can- Can Girls, Jacques, Doni- 

Ore 
mn OEAUVILLE, _— “Playmates of Paris,” 
Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne, 
Martha Aguilar, Carole Dreyfuss: Shari 
Martel, Marcel Le Bon. the CaHahans. 

‘wan oe 

| 

DIPLOMAT—Mandy Campo- Ore.” ‘Van 
> Smith Trio. 

DEN ROC—Duke Jenkins Ore., ‘Jack 
Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Ore:, 
Ore., Steve De Pass. - 
FONTAINBLEAU — Dick Eaymes. ‘Fran j 

Jeffries, Davis & Reese, Ray & Roman, 
Een Dowson Orc.. Voradera’ Sextette... 
MURRAY FRANKLIN’S — Patsy. Shaw. 

Kaye Carole & Tommy, Dick - Havilland. 
Roy Sedley, Sue. Lawton,. Eddie Bernard. 
Murray Franklin 
SEVILLE—"Caught in Act,” Jack De’ 

Leon. Terry. Haven, Joe Ross. Jerry New 
py: Anne Jones,. Linda Lavin, ‘Held: & 
aul. _ “. ., . 
BALMORAL—"Ice Frolics of °61,” Esco 

LaRue, Curtin &-Hittle, Naries James. 
ie Charles. June Rae. 

Luis Varona 

vi 
I 
Wanderers Three, Jerry Van .Dyke, Peery, 
Lord. Arnold Dover. ™ 

_ SAN FRANCISCO. ~ 
BLACKRAWK—Cal Fiader. . 
BLACKSHEEP—Ear!] Hines ‘Orc. 
EARTHQUAKE McGOON’S—Turk “Mur 

phy O 
"EAIRMONT HOTEL — “Tony 

Ernie Heckscher Qre.. . ! 
GAY 90’'S—Ray K. Goman. Bee & Ray 

Goman,. Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dners.. 
HUNGRY I° — Dick. Gregory, Frank 

Martin, 

COCOANUT GROVE-—Shella & Gordon adr Clancy -Bros.. Olga . Sbragia. 
MacRae. Dick Stabile Orc. AZZ WORKSHOP—Big. Miller, 
CRESCENDO -The Limeliters (3). €har- Any, 

lie Manna. Buddy Greco. NEV&— Axidentals, Johnnv- Adimono. 
DINO'S — Ann Howard, 

Gteve La Fever 
MOULIN ROUGE— 

Taste.” 
“La Plume de Ma 

Jack Elton, NEW FACK’S — Don _fickles. 
Alley 3. ors Hopkins 

. ON TH 
Sullivan, .Marvis River. _ 

PLAYBOYS CLUB—Patti Leeds Trio, 

Curtis 

( Vernon 

| LEEE—Mucesy Spanier. Joe 

Andrews |. ‘Comedy, - 
‘Sisters, ‘Bobby Van, Matty Malneck Orc: 7 language barrier, and: people ‘who. 

| 
HARRAH’S (Reno)—Louis Prima,. Sam”. Pan,” * 

Witnesses, Jack Russ Sextet. 

| 

— co pes 

| CARIBE “HILTON-.Pepe Lara. | 

‘force, 
group. of ‘men to: be selected from}. . 
‘advertising —show business — . big j 

- PURPLE ONION: —. “ gmothiers Bros.,| 
"Freddie Paris, Jan Jansen: 

365. CLUB—Batista Locatelli, : ‘Pamela ! 
“Bruno, Joe Terniinif,, Francesco Vespia., | 
‘Boginos Bros. 2, Jéannie Stevens, Harry} 

’- Ashton ‘Dancers, Roy Palmer Orc. : 

SAN JUAN, P.:R; 
Miguel- 

ito. Miranda Orc.,:Pepito Arvelo. Ore, 
“CHARTERHOUSE—Tobaco Munez Ore., oe 

Ray Tico. 
CONDADO: BEACH — Haydee, 
epito Torres. Orc. 

’ ESCAMBRON — Rosita: Romero,. 
Meyers: Calypsonians, Charlie Miro -Orc.: 
-FLAMBOYAN—Teresa Ballet, Joe Val: 

Queralt,, 

y | lejo Five, Cesar. Concepcion. 

Joel 

INTERMEZZO — Mario. Roman, Sandra 
‘Font Production. ~ 

INTERCONTINENTAL: i— Mase o ts. 
‘Luisita Seville,. Henry. Boyer Dancers. 
"Charlie Fisk . Ore. 

~ Showmanship 

mission? A pint of blood. The: re: | next. month, is the star of this sum- 
sult was the immediate procure- | mer layout, and fully. justifies. her: 
‘ment of. a-110,000 pints of the life- | slotting. Garbed in ‘standout cos-.: 

Newton, ' : giving fluid, and a reminder of the; 
Ped year-round ‘need for donations. 

The day. after Christmas, 1955, 
‘Porgy and: Bess”.-opened in Len- j 

‘gelee ingrad, with Alexander Smallens; 
3, rovgr- i conducting - the Russian orchestra : 

LAST FRONTIER — Lou. Mosconi Jr., in- “The “Star-Spangled Banner.” 
‘The audience started applauding 
, and never stopped... Every number 
was a show-stopper. The finale’ saw 
“the ‘entire company. ‘taking curtain 
Calls only - -accorded,- ‘in this coun- 
try,..to -stars’ like the -Lunts and; 

Helen. - “Hayes... -The’ entire ‘ast 
-proved themselves able anibas- 

Connie Francis.. Dave Barry: 98dors for América.” Arriving three: 
‘Mary days ahead of ‘time,.they went to! 

Work on activities: that had nothing ; 
“Porgy..and Bess.” 

mas tree -placed in. the Jobby ‘of 
, their hotel—jam sessions—singing 
‘at the Leningrad: Evangelical Bap- 
, tist. Church—appearing on radio 
: programs: where . they. gave ‘out 
with | ‘their. favorite Christmas 
carols. The- Russians . responded 
with: enough | warmth to melt. the 
cold war. 

Groughe: vs. Karl Marx A 
‘In’ view of these facts, 
Ww ouldn’t it: bea: good idea to send 
some’ of. our ~laughmakers on. a. 
frip to-Russia?:.Bob Hope, . -the 
Marx. Brothers’ (listening 
Groucho, they might forget Karl, 

: Jerry, Lewis, Jack: Benny, 
| Gleason, ‘Lucy & Desi, Ed Wynn. 

like . music, knows no 

laugh with each other aren't: likely 
(Tahoe) -Pat.. to. war With each otiier. 

I don’t Know how. many - tele- 
! Vision. sets’ there ‘are’ in the Soviet 

‘in Paris,” Freddie Bell, Norman Rouner | Union... but -better’ understanding |:: 
could be achieved. if. our sponsors 
sent Russia, free of charge, ‘Peter 

“Babes in Toyland,” .a few. 
Ford ‘spectaculars, - Fred Waring 
and - his fine music, Louis “Satch- 
mo” .Armstrong.. As ‘important -as 
‘the. shows would be the commer-. 
cials, . visual proof of what the 
downtrodden : workers ~ under a 
capitalistic. system. cart -buy. 

ment: of showmanship—entertain-|day c corners of the: U.K., giving ‘out | easy’ winning manner. He: ‘kudosed” 
‘with ment.. To ‘utilize all phases: of this. 

my suggestion . is<:that- a 

business—men. -whose ‘minds are 

attuned to exhibiting things to}: 
. advantage —- men . experienced ‘in 
miass - thinking and -how- 
_Huence. it. 

‘When Washington plans major 
projects;, these “men ‘should . be. 

“consulted : » as’. to.. -the . ‘best. pro- | 
. cedure . for presentation. to ‘the 

st world, . A good salesman: ‘can_ sell |: 
a good. : product.: Showmen | are 
salesmen, and :we have the -best’ 
“product. in. ‘the. world—America. At 

‘| ganda-wise :Khrushchev ‘and his 
cohorts might have gotten. together 

‘covered by showmanship. 

‘let’s award him the ‘honor of be-. 
‘ing No. 1. The.world’s newspapers 

‘Cliburn: gives a -coricert, ‘he plays 
2 number of Russian folk. songs | 

|‘the ‘same “time, Russia‘s --propa- 
-ganda system ¢an be smashed, for 
there’ sno business like “‘show-'em- 
up” ‘business—another department 

I am not a good: enough rausi- 
cian to know how’ great’ Van 
Cliburn really. ‘is-—but the .. prapa- 

several days before. “the pianists. of. 
different countries were’-to com- 
pete.for the honor of being the 
best. ‘Maybe. Khrushchev -spoke ‘up 
and’. said, : 
boy” Van: Cliburn’ ‘from. America, 
even if he ‘plays ‘Chopsticks’ well, 

will ‘Carry the story on Page. one, 
people are bound to say these men. 
‘in Russia are. honest enough. to. 
give this treasured..award“to an 
American despite.the cold war.” 
Now -get. me: right, I'm not say-| 

ing it happened, but it could: have; 
couldn't | -it? Now ‘whenever Van 

and: speaks in ‘the highest terms of 
- the’ Soviet: Union and its citizens. 

“| See what. I ‘meant 

"| ters. - 

Continued from. Page: l_ — 

Bigs ‘Show of 1961, 
(Opera House, Blackpool) . 

_Blackpool, Eng.,.July. 11.+ 
- George. & Alfred Black presenta- 

tion, Stars Shirley Bassey, Richard | 
Hearne, Ivor’ Emmanuel, Tommy 
Fields: Features Clark..Bros. (2), 
Luck. Latinos. (3); staged! by. Alec’ 
Shanks: and Joan: -Davris;. choreo- } 
graphy, Malcolm Goddard; scenery | 
‘and costunies .designed. by Alec 
Shanks; _ Orch under. ‘Danny ‘Wal- 

Shirley. Bassey, : ‘sepia: British : 
chirper who returns to New: York 

tume, and with slinky sex-appeal-'| 
‘ing ‘style, she gives dut: with lotsa: 
| personality in enjoyable 20-minute. 

| 

‘act, and’ exists to strong palming: 
! On this. showing, she‘is ‘one of the 
best ~U.K..-bets for. export and is; 

' rapidly- climbing into: ‘the Lena. 
Horne bracket. : . 

Opening. strongly. with” “Pin 
Shooting High,” she..moves into 
“As Long As He ‘Needs Me” and 
“Hold Me. Tight,” using expres- 
sions to full effect.. She touches a 
more’ tender mood with: “Climb 
Every Mountain, ” follows with.‘ ’S* 
Wonderful,”..and garners: solid” ap-: 

‘plause for her. Rew interpretation 
; of: “Waltzing Matilda.” - Winds.:ivith: 
The Party's. Over,” and usés her 
current. ‘disclick, “You'll Never. 

! Know,”. for begoff number. me 
‘Thrush | is ‘aided. by~ the. right. 

j lighting. effects, and. could add ‘in- 

—— a: 

“why | 
5 stick comedian in. UK: “vaude, and | 

to: 

‘J ackie \ 

|terest'to her act by an extension of 
her inter-song: gabbing: From start 
to windup. she has the customers | 
intent.on her repertoire, ‘and proves: 

‘ highly .effective. in both looks and : 
: voice. 

.| former who looks set for socko ef-'; 
fect on, both ‘sides: of ‘the. Atlantic: 

‘Miss Bassey is a vivid ‘fer- ° 

Richard Hearne, - ‘longtime: ‘slap-"! 

bestknown; hereabouts and in the. 
U.S. for his. “Mr. : Pastry” tumbling / 

by = tumbling. ‘over. 
chorines for - ‘socko mitting. - 
first-half sketch, . “Mr, 

> the’ 

the. customers, -ends in ‘usual slap- 
‘stick, but: isn't among ‘his stronger. 
items... In post-interval ‘he ‘wins 

theavier palming for his. longtime: 
}favorite act, interpretation. of. an. 
old man doing The Lancers dance. 
Ivor “Emmanuel,: Welsh.. warbler,’ 

Tevently -hypoed by the networked 
ty... - 

| closes the layout's first, half. with'| : 
Strong: singing.- 
-batking from the. ‘Tyldesiey: -Girls’ 

program, “Land of: Song;” 

He -‘has- initial 

‘Choir, lecal group - who could use. 

to. in-, antly in thi 
| sings amiably for useful family au-" | Ghubbs: 

r 

Pais — 

“Look, -comrades, this |°.: 

Solidly: 
Striptease: dancing ‘trio, using news. 
‘papers, is a comedy standout.: 

jreen Casey, - 

‘terping: ..act. 

| the. Alee Shanks designs in costum-. 

‘quirement. . 

strong backing. 
‘Layout. is one of the strongest in 

acts. at. this. 3,000-seat ‘theatre: for | 
some years, and moves along’ at.a 
‘fast pace.. Cliff’ Richard, English |: 

some-more expression, and features 
‘more :expression, and’. features. 
tunes’ from films -for. some singing- | 

“Unit. ews 

Bastry's | } 
‘Shoe-Shop;” in which. he mixes: up 4P 

| ‘Wedacedsy, July 12, i961 

“Suow-Carter Show: 
(Coliseum, Ottawa) » 

‘ ‘Ottawa; July 4. 
Marlin “Payne - production with”. 

Hank Snow, -.Wilf. Carter,’ Homer 
| &° Jethro, Canadian Sweethearts’ 
I (2), Big: "Slim, Little’ Jimmy Die- 
kevis, -Rainbow: ‘Ranch -Boys (5). “ 
At: Coliseum, Ottawa, June. 22, "BRS. 
; $2: top, . 

Hank Snow. ‘and, Wilt Carter, ‘ 
‘both Nova .Scotians and. both in-) 
| ternational’. solo: toppers ‘for ‘two - . 
‘decades, aré. teathed: for. the : first 
time on a’ 30-day, Canadian ‘swing, «__ 
following - which: they. headiifie the ~_ 

were... -; 
booked in’. this‘ area. ‘by.-Ken Rey- -...:. 
nolds, who- recently. left. Tadio sta- > 
tion ‘CFRA- here ‘after six years.a3 _— 

Calgary: Stampede. “They 

head | ‘of its: ‘entertainment ‘bureéail,. 

(Prince - Edward). Islanders, a ©. & 
w. outfit. 

Snow. and Garter: plus, ‘Homer 
*& Jethro, ‘pulled ‘nearly . $4, 000:and: 
‘a ‘tremendous. reception from 2,010 
payees. ; 
Jimmy Dickens: -and «Rainbow 
Ranch Boys: (who- backed. ‘through- 
j out, with | Dickens | enicéeing) - 

Old. Time,” : just: cut. for- 
Canadian. diskery,.. Arc - Sound. 

‘Show :opens with Little. 

‘to: mariage “Don .Messer and “His. 

in’. 
three ’.well-handled. ‘numbers. ‘Then. - 
jon jopes’ Big Slim” todo. his: “Any =. 

‘a new. |... 

It 
j Was. ‘okay, except for.the’ patroniz- . 
pling anachronism, “darkies,”-in one | 
j line,. : 

j and, was Well liked: 
Scoring solidly are the, Canadian. 

| swesthearts (Bob, Regan & Lucille 
Starr). Brunette Miss Starr’ does’ 
f mostly’ Solo - ‘chirping, with’: some 
i sexy wiggles | at the--outset . that. ~ 
drew. “cheers | from the’ homespun. 
crowd.. - Shutterbigs . flooded . for- 
ward. ‘and: the' duo's sense.of humor *’” 
; especially, ‘her: -infectious laugh 
+ WON ° ‘the crowd. . 
Miss | Starr hay’ a rich, deep ‘eon=- : 7 

‘tralto ‘with a -slight: edge to.it. Both 
old-man act, makes -distinctive. en-|| do -some: ‘clever duet. .work-. and 
trance © 4 skillful. yodeling: . Their” windup. 

‘-hayloft, harmony ‘brought, lotsa -ap- 
plause and: callback. - 

| cuits contrast- with: .the. ‘preceding 
chromes: and: ‘spangles,”. 
draw laughs ‘even while. entering, 
‘Switching ‘the Jack’ ‘Benny. ‘gag, 
they: intro selves. as’“‘The “Everly 

but they 

He yodels effectively’ -in- 7 
i“Where. the Old -Red River Flows” a 

‘Honier. & Jethro’s dark. business UES 

Brothers “of: tlie. Stone “Age” and: . 
remark that’: they 
‘Vegas Nov: -14..: 

Their . “Jambalaya” | parody’ went. 
over..big,- as did: “Jack. the. Fork,” 
“Sink . the Bismarck”. and. ‘athers. 

open. in Tas. 

Clicking: with, some standout. in= '... 
strumental harmony, they: beg off an 
patter, 28- minutes, .:-" -: Le. 

-Tall. Wilf Carter. imbles - on. to: oot 
with-movement,. He also does some ‘ display - a rather: mélodious voice, -"- 

So. much for. the; obvious. ele-! songs: associated with ‘various ‘hali- | neither shrill nor. rasping, ‘and:an =|.” 

“Beside . the. Seaside”. 
Welsh, among others. ~ 
‘Tommy Fields (who,- incidentally, | 

is a- younger. brother. of the more 
famous Gracie) is a friendly smil-:: 
ing -patter-comedian: with a North-- 
of-England slant. He scores pleas. : 

_yock. department: and; 

An 

‘dience reaction. |. ; 
The. two Clark Bros. -are fast: tap- 

dancing pair who show versatility” 
-with musical travesties of Nat King. 
Cole and Louis’ Armstrong. Duo 
endorse their reputation as- strong |.q 
‘speciality.: 
Lucky: ‘Latinos, | whose - fast: acro-. 

Ditte. for. the. three 

batics. in whirls: and tumbles score 
Their, : ‘impressions : of aj 

This: George: ‘& Alfred Black ‘pro- 
duction is ‘strong, as. always, ‘in, 
spectacle. ‘South American: ‘open- 
ing scene, a Waltzing Waters -dis-. 
play from the Jimmy..Currie ‘work-. 
shop, *- 

tionary. automobile, and: a .specta- 

fodder. . . 
“Harry Smith:Hampshire &. Do- 

ballroom -dancing 
champs, bring: -gface to a ‘stylish 

“Maleolm. Goddard 
scores with his: choreography, :and 

ing. and. scenery..meet every re-. 
‘Danny’ Walters batons 

the © Tesident, orch ‘which “gives 

disk fave, comes..in as headliner. 
Aug. 28: when :Miss: Bassey. departs 
for her N. ¥. Persian. Room Gord. 

or: 

a fast’ Speed - Maniacs se-'|:- 
quence” using © -back-projection -of. a: 
‘fast-moving roadway against a sta- :. 

cular finale all add” up: to- class: 

+A, Hugh Joseph; .just” retired: as 
| RCA-Victor’s Canadian. a:&r.- chief 
after. 39. years .with. the’ company. . 
He did a begoft ’ ‘after 25 minutes of” 
‘such: ‘songs . as: “Bluebird: on My... 
| Windowsill” ‘and: “Let's Go- Back : 
to the. Bible.” .-.:- 

After a: first-rate fiddle: ‘solo. by Saal 
Myers, 

‘thusiastic: welcome. -- 

but it's - powerful, 

‘tract, 

gravel throated. ° 
‘+}Hank . Snow—resplendent in ‘span= 
gled gold ‘apparel—reéceived an; en-, 

There's. noth- ~ 
ing. mellifluous about . his -voice, ... 

‘and he ‘shows’ 
- peal . blues’ feeling - in Jimmie... 

| Rodgers’ “When ‘a’ Man Gets the, 
i: Blues.” ~ ‘ os 
| ° ‘This makes “Stiox” Ss: : 23th exclu- | ~. 
sive year with. RCA-Victor. And in. -. 
‘59 he ‘signed:a new:.10-year cone . 

‘he :said, before.- launching . - 
‘into ‘a paean of Hugh Joseph .and _— 

| bringing -him on. fora ‘bow,’ fol- 
lowed: ..by - Ken.. Reynolds... 
begged, off: after: 35 minutes. 

"Gard... 

SS Liberte’ $ Tie-ln 
—= Continued’ ‘from. page a — 

charges. 

-nitery-dancery.: 
‘Financial. details.o on ‘the deal ‘are 

ocean. liner for: an extended stay,” 

-France. 

it-is bringing over: the ‘entire Casi-. 

a show: biz ‘hlenllght of the’ 1962 
exposition. 

‘Snow : 

Once’. “the. ship cand: “its. ; 
Cargo arrives. it is. planned’ to’ drop © 
‘the “anchor for. the . ship - to. be - 
{decked out for use: as a- Testautant- on. 

: or cot, + 

unavailable as yet, dépending par: ~ 
tially. on whether .the Seattle au-: °:: 

'|:thorities are’ to get: to: Keep. the ° 

or. whether -it: is to. return | to 

Seattle is “very: Gallic-niinded; | ~ 

‘no de ‘Paris revue: from ‘Paris: as 



Montes: version - of 

_“The’ ‘Boy’ .Friend:” «..-- 

-- known 

- pi aywrights 

“had ended. = 

".. 'Tetused to’ issue the ‘injunction -cn 

or - Basis tor the action... 

“Wednesday, July 12,-1961 2 
* 

Nine Comedies by One Playwnght, CRITICS ALSO PICK New Orleans Opera Guid Booking 
- Mphonso Paso, Marks Madrid Legit. 

* BY HANK. W ERBA 

; Pe “Madrid; ‘July 4.: 
Foréign: plays ° dominated: the 

theatre scene -in. -Madrid. during |- 
. the ‘season now. coming’ to & close. 

", Chekhov's “The. Cherry “Orchard,” 
; “skillfully, “staged. at the ‘Teatro. : 
- Maria Guerréro;” O'Neill's. “Long 

‘Day's: Journey ‘Into ‘Night,’*: Ton- 
'- esco’s “Rhinoceros”. and ‘Temessee 

: Wiliams?“ “Orpheus “Descending” | 
-are ‘high ‘among -the. season's. hits:{. 
along .with a revival: of “Streetcar |: 
. ‘Named ° Desire,” the ' ‘Conchita; 

“"Marriage-go- |: 
round” ‘and: the. popular musical | 

“Spanish. playwrighits were: ‘also | 
“active. Highlight ‘of -1960-61' was 
“Las: Meninas” © (The. Valazquez 
Painting) .- written. by Antonio. 

~ Buero. Vallejo : anid: presented -at-J 
the. .Teatro- -Espanol.: 

“ajith, the 300th..anniversary. of: the | ana te Bow You Horn’. : death of the great ‘Spanish: painter, 
“Las. Meninas” ‘received the. warm- 
est popular. and: critical support of-}. 
“the. vear- ‘which, kept it on the:} - 
boards for. some. ‘260: ‘performances: + 
-From. October: to. June, prolific |: 

playwright: Alphonso: Paso. had. his 
jlame on marquee: ‘lights: at... one 
legit .house.-or another.” with. his. 

“hearty eontribution.- of: nine com- i earned an estimated profit-to date; | 
eddies. - ‘Most. notable. ‘arnong: these o¢ over. 25¢% ‘on. its” $120.000 -in- 
“were. “Sentencia ‘.de. Muerte? 

“successful. “Aurelia: ° y. sus: 

‘and “his best-received: of the year. 
““Una --tal - Dulcinea” | (A-: Certain? 

“..» Duleinea) ‘whieh is- still ‘drawing: 
" good-sized - audiences to the: Teatro 

. Recoletos, oo. 
: . Alphonso” Sastre’s “En. La. Red”; 
‘'(Frapped),. with its ‘daringly. ‘dra- i 
. mati¢ eonflict between. French ‘and : 

‘Algerians, : ‘was ‘staged by the well 
film. director: Juan Antonio !'4 

Bardem and constituted ‘an: ambi-.: 
*. tious, effort ‘to, establish : ‘8 socially-. . 

2 purposeful theatre in Madrid com- |: 
“plete. with. “cut-rate * sessions - for | 

° students” arid. ‘aftercurtain discus-. 
Bions. ° : 

“among. debuting! 
were. .“El”Tintero” [ 

4The Inkwell) by ‘Carlos Muniz andi 
“Cerca del: cielo”. (Close to’ Heav: | 
en) _ by: -Lopez Aranda. 

Philly Park Playhouse. 
Dring ‘Home’ This: Week: ' 

“Outstanding 

Pa 
ue 

Court Nixes’ Injunction | 
‘Philadelphia; July 11, 

‘A: stock: production. of. “All the |. 
" Way ‘Home’ is“going on as -sched-} 
tiled this week: atthe John. B. Kelly j 

oe Playhouse . in’ the. Park, Philadel-| ° 
-_phia. An’ unsuccessful’ attempt: to] 
secure’: an: injunction- restraining 
‘the: Playhouse from -presenting: thet : 
Pulitzer. Prize-winning :drama’ was 

:* made, last week by the producers 
‘of ‘the Broadway presentation, now! 

a “in ‘Its 33d’. week. at ‘the’ ‘Belasco The- 
atre,, NY. 

cn. ‘seeking. the: ‘injunction, Fred}: 
“> Coe. and: ‘Arthur’ Cantor:. co-pro-| 
‘ducers, of. the Tad. Mosel drarmatiza- 

“ot Hon ‘of ‘James Agee’s novel, “A 
zm 4 : ‘Death. in ‘the: ‘Family,”: 

“5 there would-be severe damage to 
. ‘property ‘rights : in: “‘the.play if: it}-the. ‘Central Park: productions: ‘She : 

:- Were ‘presented as‘a_ “stock vehicle obtained from: ‘the .National: Parks - 
| Service. the. Sylvan Theatre. onthe 

York, The. producers: ‘contend. they grounds” of the ‘Washington Monu::; 
“had. previously: granted permission ment. In hack of. the White “House. 

o here’ ‘while. still: running in Néw:! 

‘for: the local. presentation this sum-/[ 
_ -Mer-. providing - the.. Broadway ; Tun lain: savs,. “To. give the -area’s: tal- 

ented” theatre’, -peaple -an 
von -Judge. Francis Shank: Byown Jr. 
- “of the. Common’ Pleas Court: here. 

the ground. that: the complaint had 
' “been filed too late and that’ neces-;- : 
“=: sary facts had not been made suf-. “Amateur Group: Doing. 

: ° ficiently ~: clear. . a 
Marsha Hunt - ' starring. . : began. .a|- 

The‘ play, with 

week’s run. at. the Playhouse. last |; 
_ Monday night. 10), , 

‘Producers: Coe ‘and Cantor: said! ‘series -of ‘three ‘plays: in. the Zao; 
: $esterday~ {Tues.) that: they plan: 

~ J tp. proceed: with: their. damage ‘suit ftechhicians * from. local .and. area 
-.i -Bgainst.the tent ‘management, 

~ They. indicated: that the ‘fate: of .a- 
contemplated road tour,. depending: 
largely on a Theatre ‘Guild-Ameri- : 

‘booking ‘in’ Phill: - might ‘be. the} 

| Strawhat 2 at Warsaw, Ind, 

: “Conie:. Blow - ‘Your Horn" has; 

2 + vestment, brings to efeht the num- 
(Death Sentence’, ‘satiric. “Retrato ‘her. of financial-clicks.to have tlius | 

| dé. Boda" ‘Portrait of. a: Wedding), ' jfar emerged from’. 
. the” 
os Hombres’ * tAurelia's, Male. Circle? qe 

“| ment. ‘on the Broadway: run -alore.. 
| Thus. far,.the only straight. play | 

| eommunity. theatre. groups.. 

can. Theatre : Society. subscription |’ “Two- for. the Seesaw.” 

“TE, “DEVILS 
By HAROLD MYERS 

. London, July: 4 
By an. ov erwhelming.- majority 

“The: ‘Music Man.”: the first. Broad- 
“way tuner’ imported to Britain by 

Gets Permanent: Building! 
Warsaw, Ind., July ‘th 

operied its sixth season June 24. in’: the best: new foreign. musical -of 
néw.quarters,:with an 80-h,-80-foot the. 1960-61 West .Erid season - in 
‘Steel building replacing the. round  Vaniety's . fourth. annual poli of 
‘tent. ‘of -previous “years. -Canvas- j the. London first-string drama] 
backéd: chairs. circlé | the ‘center. ‘critics. The. Meredith ‘Willson and 
‘stage, : With. the’ overhead’. lights : Franklin. Lacey show received: 11 |: 
Concealed by.red | and. white Striped 1 votes as against ‘three for Rodgers’ 
‘hangings. : 

“Tom Roland, drama- prot at |-Musie,” with “King Kong,” which 
| Manchester :(Ind.) -Callege, is’ -di- i Hylton ‘brought -in from~ South 
rector. The initial offering, “Annie ; Africa.with: an all-Negto east, re- | 
‘Get Your * Gun" continued. trough? ‘ceiving | one vote:. 

July’ 9. Re Two. unprecedented. features -in 

| the “best. revue” and “best British. 
‘musical’ - categories one: show. had 
la clean sweep ‘ofthe board in. each. 
"class; “Beyond .the Fringe,”: cur- ! 
rent’ at the. Fortune. Theatre, and . 

~ Has 2%, Profit -eventually import: to Broadway, | 
0' - got the maximum vote of 17, while 

: which: Dayid Merrick will take ‘to 
Broadway, : 
any other ‘contender being named. 
“The Devils,” by: John’ Whiting, 

| was: voted: -the best. new: British ; 
j play and lean Paul ‘Satre's TAL. 
ona’ got the nod as.-the best 

-the: _1960- il foreign ‘play. 

‘tion. was: originally ‘staged. at the 
Royal Court. and is: ‘now at. the 
Saville for a- limited engagement. 

-" Albert-. Finney in. “Billy ; Liar" 
had ‘a éomfortable lead as the: ‘best | 
inale lead performer in a ‘straight: 
play, with Kenneth. Haigh in. “Al- 

‘tona™ and: -Rex~Harrison in “Pla- | 
-tonov’’ being | the main-runners-up. 
‘Siobhan McKenna’ in: “Playboy. of 
the Western World” - ‘edged Irene |. 

‘moved into: the hit. class: Thé euc- ‘ 
cess. of the. ‘comedy, - which ‘has; 

‘The "Neil, Simon - comedy, proz{ 
‘duced :“by'. “William, Hanmeon | 
‘arid Michael Ellis,-had: netted: $26.- 
-152..as of June: 17. Revente ‘as. of 
“that date included .$41.170-in film. i 
‘income, . of ‘which™-$18.676 had not. 
been . collected: ‘The $22,500. ‘re: 
ceived’ by the: production tranr the 
‘sale ‘of the. filni- riglits to’ Para--} 
mount: ‘Fepresented- most.of | its: 
0°o. share.. less .10°c “commissions, |. 

ofa $75,000 down payinent. -: |; 
Included::in the film Con owed:| 

“Horn: .as of June. 17 Wwas a bal". 
i ance of $4,500 on the. ‘down. pays. 
“ment, plus ‘$14,176 due the venture ; 

at ie soar of-epassent be Pa ? Yael Pays 156; 
_ Profit Now 1806) 

7 ‘Continued on “page. 65) 

show's gross. ‘on’ profitable “wee seks. | 
i Since’ ‘the-comedy would haye had. | 
ja .Juhe 17- ‘deficit .of only. $15,018 

j without film «revenue, ‘it stands al.. 
‘chance: of -makivig ‘back its ties Anéther $15. 000 ‘dividend is -be-: 

from. last: ‘season. figured as ‘a: hit 
On| ‘that basis..is *‘Mary; Mary.”’.- - 

‘Since: June’'17; .the. production is: 
figured. to.-have’ played: to- profit | 

: (Continued: on page. 63)": 

WASHINGTON H HAS OWN | 

.The- intention, ds;. Mie Chamber-..- 

Sniall “Planet. * - That: brings . to 
$180:000°: the-» ‘profit distributed 
+.thus far on the $80,000 ‘investment. 
“The. divvy’,. _split.-equally between 
the:: ‘management and backers, 1 

| Biv es the latter a 110° net return j 
‘on: their. investment. | 

. The Gore Vidal comedy was pro- 
‘duced. on :Broadway by George | 
pAxelrod and. Clinton Wilder dur- 

SH AKESPE ARE- IN- P ARK: ing: the 1956- 57 season. 

aes “Washington, July. Ah of 
With Josents Papp’ Ss x. ¥. pataken 5 SET 7 TC. ATS SHOWS” 

Speare Festival in Central. Park 
the inspiration | and -madel;: ‘Wash- ;- FOR BOSTON’ 5 SEASON ; 
ington. now. has its own salute. to | 
‘the. squire ‘of., Stratford-on-Ayon, Boston; July’ 11. 

- The’. Shakéspeare. ’ Festiv al of : Seven. of the se€ason’s’ stipulated ! 
Washington, “Which ‘is’ playing-“a . "10 plays for Boston under-the acgis 
scheduled month’s:run: of * “Twelfth 7.08 | the Theatre: Guild-American 
Night,”. -has ‘been® carried out by { Theatre: Society, Couneil of the Liv-, 

local. attress-director Ellie. Cham-7ing,.Theatre. “subscription ‘series. 
beflain;” formerly: ‘corinected. With) ihave now been set. Rebekah Hobbs - 

his subscription’ director. | 
Boston is. petting ; -three musicals 4 

“Gn. the’ Guild. ‘subscription. series, 
tho. -touring dramas from’ Broad-. 
iWay, a ‘London. drama hit and | a 
pew: play: °“The Music Man,” “Bye |: 

- Bye Birdie” -and the new ihusical. 
oppor: “Subways ire For Slee ping.’ . are: 

tunity to“work on professional ‘pro-.- the musicals -hooke 
ductions::of ° 6p Calibre . plays ‘in. A:.trrout’ of. Graham. Greene's 
their Hometown,” aaa London suiccess,: “The Complaisant ' 

ye Lover... the touring “A Taste of 
 [Tones” ‘and “The Tenth Man,” and 

atryout of: ‘Leo Lieberman's "The 
‘Captains And ‘The Kings". are the. 
iplays.~ ae 

“The Music Van" ‘is booked for. 
the: ‘Shubert opening New Year's: 
Day. “The Tenth Man” is headed: 

Season at Toledo: Zoo. 
- ” Toledo: July Jo 

“An: amateur group ‘is! ‘planning: a’ 

: Indoor . Theatre, with actors and 
‘oF Honey" 

‘Plays ; rival. 

‘to be -shown.. are. “!Marriage-Go- 
Round.” July. 23-28:-“Cat. on a. Hot |.s¢ ription: - 
‘Tin’ Roof,” : July . -30-Aug. 4. and: nounced 

Ang. 6-14. = 
: Barbara - ‘Bichel is, directing | ‘$i1- 

three, | oo a 
oo! 

Awe st port Country Play house. . 

“phe: ‘Wagon’. Wheel Play house ‘Harold. Fielding, has’ been voted:| 

and. Hammerstein’ s ‘The’ Sound. of |. 

| this ‘vear's poll is the fact that in’ 

thich-. Alexander H. Cohen will; 

““Qliver.” at the New Theatre,.and |: 

got - 15 ‘votes. without |: - 

The latter - produc-. 

‘|a . 680-performance 

-tand “Death of Bessie Smith ' 
‘double-bill - now at the off-Broad- | 

The; 
of : 

ing. paid this month on “Visit to al 

-}ment and the backers, reyprere nt: 

for the Wilbur in Oc tober. “A Taste 
“will be a November ar-. 

-Other. dates ‘and: the’ three | phitheatre Under the 
4 other: plays in the 10-play- Hub ‘sub- Towing. “Midsummer” 

series, are. ta be: an- thur _ Miller's: “Death 

“The Captains And. The Kings” “of 
Was: tried out a year ago in the, 

[Jean Giraudoux's, 
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Road Legits as Other Groups Exit 

Dick Aldvich Returns 
To Cape in September : 

Madiid., July 
. Richard Aldrich, whose itch “as 
Director of Operations and Min- 
‘ister for. Economic Affairs of the 
US. ‘Embassy ends this summer. 
Will fly to Cape Cod in September : 
for -an extended. vacation at his! 
-home in. East Dennis He fas no: 
‘definite plans after that 
‘Before being brouclt here by 

Ambassador John Lodge six sears | 
ago,. Aldrich was a Broadway pro 
‘ducer: in- partnership with Richard 
‘Meyers, ‘also - heading 
operations at the ¢ 
Dennis; the. Cane Cod Melady , 
Tent, Hyannis, and the Fainouith, 
Playhouse. Coansmessett, 

West End ‘Suzie’ 

Profit $232,400 
“The Warld of Suzie Wong * {na 

repeat of its U.S. chek has One 
far earned a net profit of $2 adie 
in: Britain. That inceme. a. re- 

ton. Wilder. represents te com 
bined’. revenue from the canrent- 
West: End. production of. the play 
and the tuuring edition, which 
closed: last’ January after about 
five. months in. the provinces 

According to’ Wilder. capitaiiza- 
tion ‘for the London cdition of ‘he - 
play, which he co-produced ith 

1 Donald Albery, was $46 0000 That. 
means the venture has thus ta 

| vestment. . The ‘touring conspany 
‘was. financed from profit. -exrned 

| by the West End produ tien. which 
is. scheduled to close Aug (5 after 

Min oat the 
Prince: of Wales Theatre 

Wilder is currently represented 
lin New Vork as co-prodtcer with 
‘Richard Barr of the Theatre 1961: 
presentation of “American Diean:” 

the 

way... Cherry Lane Theatre 
original Broadway production 
“Suzie.”. adapted by Paul’ Osborn 
from Richard “Mason's novel, was 
produced ‘by David Merick, Seven 
Arts Productions. and = Mantfieid 
Productions: 

‘TRAP’ ADDS ! ADDS 56 DIVWY; 
~ JOTAL NET IS $77,500 

_ The: profit. distribution on ‘ Ten- 

aelaamee« 

tae Trap” “is. being incressed to 
.1$77.500 with the distribution this 
month of another $5:0600 dis icde ses 
The total divvy, on the basis ct an 

-even ‘spHt ‘between ‘the eaiace: 
a 

;return to the latter of nearh 22%, 
profit on. their $75 000 investercnut 
“The. Max. Shubnan Robert Pass! 

Smith comedy was precented on 
Broadway during the 19459-55 
son by Clinton Wilder: 

— errno 

' Antioch Area Theatre 
Resumes Summer Series 

Under the averall tithe ‘bee 
Faces. of Fantasy.” tne Arta 
College. Area Theatre is sere se neue 
‘a series of five plays ties cause 
at Yellow Sprinvs. QO cpeneur !- t 
Wednesday +3: with Shake prare * 
“Midsummer Nights Diean’ 
Strawhat operations at Artiiel. 
have heen dormant ur 7 
duhen the last -of: S1e o8 a ON 
Shakespeare’ Festival: Vas pres: 
ented. 

- The new Series 
bee new theatre. under. 
on the college campus. 

constesclion 

called ° Ane 
Stars °° F- 
will be Ags- 

of a -Saice- 
-Moliere’s. “Doctor sn Spite 

- Himself, * George Bernard 
Shaw's: “Heartbreak House” and 

“Enchanted” 

iman,” 

strawhat ; 
Cape Play bouse, 3 

t tinte SEMI 

ifer future depwt 
treason. 

j president 

follesing « 

SNC aes 

“alll he thessé at: 

New Orleans, July 31 
Prospects for a season of teure 

, ing Broadway reductions here 
‘have dimmished with the ane 
nouncement by two of Uhree spon- 
SOFINE groups that ther were sis 

: eontinuing efforts te obfain beok- 
ings. 

In a letter to subscribers, the 
i Junior League said it was suspend. 
‘ing activity because “our bechmg 
-agents have been unable to com- 
plete a quality series of. plays for 
, he coming seavm We feel that it 
"Ys better to accept the Toss af ear 
Operating expenses thas tat, 
rather than continue . incurring 
costs Which or OTL Galion can- 
nat properly absarh ” 

Previously, the Cnig theatre, 
sometimes oa desi hose ane 
nownecd Ut weld camesntiate cy 

réseri¢ed seat fim preset g 

The” seth datat Fasecke 
Sas BOM as the 

“qhense 

Mis F 
ef fhe New 

Gaald., iis tags 

Nel Gt calielion Ras Cte 
tracts with osctctal | Beeads oy 
shows” gue Phen fer other puaes- 

Tontations neat*sessem dn adadaition 
te the Browdiay plays Are Dad. 
Wir sald the Gaal) wall spare a 
wane, Jan Keeslar, and a vepure 

However, Poses ty, 
Chri eet 

Opeta VeVewed 

that 

tory pieup 
vealed by American prodeedr Gime | The damuaer De wsue 

Wee Pada v mee tes Cope ras 
She saad 

intaon Nag 

Cia ds planes, 
We charted werhira’ an 

this qnantis veo aad planned st 
Wiespectiva ad abhethar the Jeguor 
Jomne ser. acntoan ee cee 
charred, 

The Bsecd sav Bheatre cases 
was adopted aoa aaner Dap 
phaoject after ao Ute copie age 

dropped fica: Guild sponser hip 
centiover os. wilh the 

anton Jaf seacon the 
Janior Lea. ue preanted five teat 

net attrasctians ef tne) Broadsav- 
Theate  Alltanee oat | Municipal 
Auastermm 

Cole Porter’s 1933 ‘Nymph’ 
| Up Again; Might Serve 

For Carol Channing 
Broadway may see a paductien 

of Cale Porfers * Ssuepp-Praant® 
after all Ths as tie cuts teat ie oid 
for CB Cothran aa dvendow on 
133 Hts ene of the caripaecis ¢ 
hottest scares: Far sears tie mice 

chias been mich seught bv Braud. 
Seay praducers, but so far pethimeg 
‘definite has: materrahved Cortain- 
legal hasetes have held apa parae 
duchon but the wav came open 
now. 

The Jatest to shan aterest og 
Clorles Geyne with Carat Chane 
wings bn mand Gertrude La arerce 
red am the orypapal Pornedon 
prodwetson Dfarace  contiadl tne 
satic oand the back te Tates 
Lever is apparentis cleared The 
Test¥ey Seems ter be ee soa gen <Taef? 
IM teppang a tees proddeetots it 
is Het cansigered etrons enouchl to 
aeCl Mander Cis.earde bet the 

mide 3s cemesdesed caper Porter 
Seseral senye fia fhe «are 

Seve beete feard aa Cie US tree 
quently ap fhe ss aser gators 
nefably “Raneissent "Phe Pb 
estan" ES Bese Ser Mie. al 
Set ON Theo ceore falie unto 

tee fa33e@ Porter crete Let. itso 

I: Yhe Great Jearlerd. 7 Yo te 

Ye Boatk to Maniatlan yeu oe 

Caet Lieet J tsaze Joa a Grigee. 
ae ay De Souettorp ta Mae ® 
Jiecon aty Ve Pee gettce grit: cede. 

Billy Miles Returns To 
Stockbridge as Stager 

Was-aatve Valeo 8 ties wit detcds ce 

producer Grectar af the Beret re 
Plavdeduce Stochhbraigee, Mas os 
back af the barn ctasing “Arsciue 
and Old Lace fir ite opens there 

‘yest Monday 17: Miles sae an 
Rearope recently cath the Theatre 
Gave Accrican Reperior, Co 

Ste Plavhawee ss Los aperated 
hv Robert Paine Groce and nis 

poelsese vile Joan White 



62 LEGITIMATE 

Shows Abroad 
The Hitchen 

London, June 29. 
English Stage Co. presentation fm as-{ 

the Ast asovlation with s Council of Great 
Britain: of a two-act drama by 
Wesker: Staged by Jen Dexter; decor, 
Jocelyn Herbert. Opened June 27, ’61, 
at the Royal Court Theatre, London; 

Perwacees ee hoeesesnes 

& Elio 
Temmy Eytle in two acts by Arthur 

Oh, Dad, ‘Poor . Dad, 
Mamma’s Hung You in 
the Cieset and I’m 

Feelin’? Se Sad 
. London, July 8. 

-H. M, Tennent Ltd. (with Roger Stevens. 
.Hyman) presentation of a comedy 

Kopit, Staged . .by 
Max  ..scennvecaesccecees Martin Boddey | orsare; eogra: fecker; 
Bertha .....ecscceeeaeee: Jessie Robbins |. scenery, ipiiver ex Smith: "music; ‘Bernardo 
Warresses’ . Jane Merrow, Ida : Segall: ting, Joe -Davis; ‘costumes, - 

Goldapple, Rita “Tushingham, ‘Alison | Decenond Stars Stella 
Bavley, Jeanne Watts, Shirley Cam- | a 
eron, SuAdra Caron. Tarn Bassett. 

arlotte Selwyn 
M. ingolis ee tecensaesesens ‘Marcos Markou 
AUL kee ee we eenes Harry Landis 

Roe MONGO oa. ceceneeeces Andre Bolton 
AMNO — cc ewsceseceesere. Gladys ° 
Demutriow ....ccccccere Mmitri Andreas 
Haus ocr ceccccarscccecacee olf 
MOMNiQune wecccccecvecees Mary Peach | 
Alfredo cccvecnsvsccsees: Reginald Green 
Michael 2. cece scene cces James B 
GaSlLOD cee ecccccccrsacs Andreas Markos 
Kevin ..cccccescecess Brian Phelan 
Nick cc cece ccc wtapee Andreas Lysan 
Peter cscccca vonsccae: Robert Stephens 
Frank ...ccesccavcceces Ken Parry 
SG 0 eee Arnoid Yarrow 
Heast Walter” menses Charles Worloman 
Marango .-. Andreas Malendrinos ; 
TraItp oo cece eenee. . Patrick -O’Conneli 

Though the last to be staged, 
“The Kitchen” is actually Arnold 

Wesker’s first play. It’s easy to be 
wise after the event,. but “The 
Kitchen” has all the earmarks of 
the work of a writer destined to 
make his mark. It is less a play 
than a slice of life, and indicates 
that Wesket: is always going to 
nave trouble creating meaty. plots. 

The characters are well defined, 
however, ‘and the author has a rare 
scnse of atmosphere. His dialog, 
though overlong, dwells on the dif- 
ficulty of communication, and_ is 
sharp, well-observed and authen- 
fic. The characters have human 
frailties and insecurities. 

“The Kitchen” is a rewarding 
evening. Apart from its content, 
it is superbly staged by: John Dex- 
ter and acted with warmth and 
relish by a sound cast. 

The scene is the kitchen of a 
mass restaurant that caters to 2,000 
or more hungry customers every 
day. The action opens with the 
staff of mixed nationalities, 
scratching, vawning, grumbling, 
possiping and joking. They get 
busy on their various chores and 
fradually the tempo. increases and 
tempers rise. . 

It leads up to an almost ballet- 
like piece: of production, with 
waitresses whirling in a nightmare 
encirclement of the -.cooks who 
have tu produce the “three cod,” 
“two steaks,” four “strawberry” 
orders in a hurry. With the after- 
noon. lull, the audience gets to 
know more about the characters. 

It’s established ‘that the thin 
story line concerns an affair be- 
tween a nutty German fish-chef 
and a married waitress. Later the 
evening turmoil begins and it fin- 
ishes with tHe cook going berserk. 
with a cleaver. 

This play is either merely a fas- 
cinating glimpse behind the scenes 
ot a restaurant or tpossibly and) 
the author's suggestion that. the 
kitchen, with its various tempera- 
ments and nationalities, is the 
world. The personal problems that 
are fought out in the kitchen are, 
magnified, those of ¢very nation. 
Such a message is implied but-im- 
perfectly developed. . 

Anyway, it adds up to intriguing 
entertainment, It is difficult in a 
large cast, staged as a team, to 
pick out any particular perform- 
ances, ‘but Robert Stephens as the 
feckless central character plays 
boldly agairist a rather pale hero- 
ine ‘portrayed by Mary Peach. 
Brian Phelan, Andreas Malendri- 
nos, Harry Landis, Jessie . Robins, 
Andre Bolton, Wolf Parr and Mar- 
tin Boddev particularly accept 
their oppertunity. The whole cast 
is believable. 

The actors in this production. 
have to perform more like mem- 
bers of a well-trained orchestra 
and John Dexter keeps them on 
tune. An ingenious angle’ of this 
play is that no food is ever pro- 
duced. The mixing, the cutting, 
the stirring is all mimed (particu- 
larly; dettly by Harry Landis and 
Andre Bolton as pastry cooks), and 
yet so skilfully done that the 
sight and smell and savor of food 
seem to come over the footlights. 

Jacelyn Herbert's stark decor of 
a drab kitchen, is right, although | 
much of the action is hidden from 
the audience through oversize 
props, and characters being plant- 
ed too near the wings. 

“The Kitchen” is: a risky deal 
as a commercial proposition, but 
one not to be missed. Rich. 

‘mess of a son, gives a lively,: edgy 
performances and Susan Burnet} 

drew Ray, scr. Burnet, Ferdy Mayne.- 
Opened July 5, ‘61, at the Lyric, _Ham- 
mersmith, Am; $2.17 top, 
Head Bellboy .... -......... an Gilmar 
Bellboys ._. Larry" pDann Lee. Graham, . 

Gilbert W: . David. Bailié, - Noe 
. Steven Berkoff 

Mmte.. fan Rosepet seeceeee. Stella Adler: 
Jonat cornee Andrew - Ray 
Re: pepettle se ras- Bur. 

+ Com. Roseabove ne te weeeee Ferdy. Mayne 

The very. title, . 

The play is presumably. a satire on | 
such 

defined to click. 

Devotees of the humor ‘of Tour 
Lehrer and Charles Addams “wilt 
get occasional kicks from: this very | 
odd effort, but the average -audi-. 
ence will have difficulty in deciding: Shrim 
whether to laugh. with or at “Oh,. 
Dad,” and its chances of a pros- |" 
perous transfer seém fragile. The | 
overall impression is that it is- 

net very pleasant enter-|- 
thongh there may be. 

“sick,” 
tainment, 
hidden symbolism | that justifies 
some of the more uneasy events.. 

Stella Adler Plays a. wealthy 
widow who arrives at a Carib-|.- 
bean hotel: with a coffin. contain- 
ing the embalmed body of the hus-| , 
band she has murdered. She alsu 
brings a pair. of insect-eating 
plants, a fish that enjoys a diet u. 
dead _ cats, "preferably Siamese, 
and a coin, stamp and book-col: | 
lecting adolescent son whom shej 
keeps locked up. Her hobby is 

sand in the faces of embracing lov- 
ers. 

mixture of frustration, guilt con.- 
plexes and unhealthy. mother-son 
relationship ‘which - 

palis. 
tion isn’t clear,. it’s. difficult. to 
assess the direction and. acting. | 

appearance: was 23 years: ago iu 

gerated role of the macabre; -merry: 
widow. 

that she married the ‘ugliest man 
she could find because of her loath- + 
ing of ail men, and goes into slight- | 
ly repellent detail about his Status } 
as a lover. 

_ Andrew Ray, .as her stammering’ 

(Mrs..Ray in private life) also does 
well as the normal. determined girl 
who tries to resene him from’ the 
maternal bondage. “Ferdy Mayne | 
has little opportunity as an‘ asth- 

to the widow, 
Oliver Smith's scenery is-simple 

but effective. Rich... 

Victor Borge. 
London, July 5. 

Victor Borge; featur 

‘tre, London; 

The carefully prepared tilusiaa 
of madcap improvisation is shrewd- 
ly maintained in. Victor Borge’s 

atre..The program merely states, 

keep us posted from time to time.” 
‘Fhis is the pianist - ‘comic’s first |: 
London engagement since. 1957, 
and there’s little doubt. that “he'll 
keep the theatre well filled for the |- 
scheduled 20 performances. 

Borge has plenty of new: -mate-. 
rial in his two-hour show, as -well 
as such tried favorites as ‘Infla- |. 
tory. Language” and ‘“Phoneti¢ 
Punctuation.”.. His wry, throwaway. 
humor remains ‘frrestibly- funny, 
and the lengthy . -buildup of gags 
remains impeccably timed. 

In the first half he is perhaps 
over tantalizing, giving less - evi- 
dence of his ‘talent onthe key- 
board than some custamers': ‘would 
wish. But whether he’s. ‘joshing 
the. audience or the management,. 
using his microphone as a subma- 
rine periscope or guying.-his own 

: ones... 

“Oh, Dad, Poor 7 

Dad,” etc., suggests something off- | 

beat and the author's not kidding. | 

playwrights. as Ionesco, but: it “Artin 
isn’t skillful or clearly. enougn Hird 

walking on the beach. and kicking | 

From this emerges: a strained. 

isn't incisive. 
enough even to shock, but merely’ 

‘Since the: author's inten-. 

Miss Adler, whose last London | 

“Golden Boy,” brings her. Subtle: 
skill to the outrageously “exag-| 

She has one long second-: 
act soliloquy in which she explains | 

matic millionaire. briefly attracted 

~ 4 more often.. As “it. is, she works. 
.| desperately. hard. as a termagant 
iy with a ‘crooked son. ~Though™:the 
‘| actress relies on one strident key, : 

part piano and- comedy recital, Stars 
Leonid Hamb 

Opened July 4, °61,. at ‘the. Saville. Thea: | 
$3.50 top. : 

new appearance at the Saville The- 

“Frankly we don't’ know what Mr. 
Borge will do. but. we’re sure he'll |-. 

‘Schedule Mort Sahl For 
Another ‘Chi Barn Week | 

{ mond. 

for }- 
Mert, Sahl’s’ scheduled one-week We 
engagement at. Chicago Music The- |- 
atre in-late August has prompted {2 
‘producer Herb Rogers to book the | 

} Theatre the following week. 

} | musical ability; he knows just how J 
audie to hook. lence, - 

-In. the’ second haif Borge: opens | & 
(with a couple of fall seale items. 

.|| 0f:piano playing and then gives the. 
| program a complete lift by ‘de- 

ciding no longer to go ft alone. He | _ 
introduces Leonid Hambro,: pianist |.- 
familiar to radio listners in New. 

| York, end gives him. every oppor- | 
‘tunity. of showing: off his talent, 
at. the same..time using him as al 

_|.willing and - amiable stooge. 
: The first night London. e. dience | 

[rose to the way Borge kidded Ham- 
bro‘ and: the latter’s.reactions,. and | 
‘their duets gave punch to the Pro-. 
‘gram, particularly a duet version 
on a single. piano of Lizst’s ‘Hun- 
garian. Rhapsody No. 2. This is af. 
civilized, cultured. evening of gal- | 

1 | ety and comic techniqiie and Borge 
‘retains all his old. admirers . and 

| undoubtedly. recruits many ew 
Ric 

Peter ‘Saunders p 

Staged by Gilchrist | 3 ¢ 

‘Det.-Con. Bert Walker..Alan Browning. 
Donald 

long “Reluctant 
Heroes," 
as a tv. playwright and documenta: 

running - ‘Earee, 

‘a ‘tired little piece.. 

ing’ much of. Morris’s .tv “work, 
“You. Prove: It”. has-. the earmarks 
of being: ‘conceived as a television 

about it to suggest a sturdy run, 
despite the © 
Ronald Shiner and Thora Hird. 
Morris appears not to haye 

‘Made up his ‘mind whether he has 
written a. farcical comedy or a. 
light study of routine police work, 
and the cast falls between the two- 
stools. The author. has provided : 
a few ainusing lines, but. practical- 
jy no situations or business, and 
it is- uphill. work. 
/The- tiny ‘story line concerns a 

dogged cop.investigating a robbery. 
at a local tobacconist’s: shop. Three 
‘Suspects. are .hauled in and the 
cop breaks all the rules. of police: 
procedure as he sets out to. prove | 
that the robbery has something 
to do: with corruption in the local. 
council. 
‘He's. able. to. wrap ‘up the ‘case: 

through’ a ‘number of obliging. 
-eoineidences. The: snare about the: 

‘happens and the dialog is not brisk 

Shiner, though-~:shaky on the. 

ing’ the most ‘of. such character. 
roles as the unorthodox detective. 
sergeant whose methods are the 
despair of his superiors. Given: 
Lime, he may be able to make the 
‘part funnier ‘and more. eredible 
than ‘it now. ‘seems... 

‘Miss Hird appears:.in only: one 

‘might have emerged: tf they met 

-she: manages to keep. an unlikely 
“scene. afloat.: . 
- Neil McCarthy scores .aS a. mo- 
ronic ‘suspect,. Bartlett Mullins. 
extracts. some quiet. humor from 
the role of..a- henpecked Spouse, . 
John Sharp. suggests the pon 
humbug of:.the local bigw ig and 
Jack Rodney provides auld ‘fan 
as ‘another jag. 
‘Calder: has staged’ ‘the play with 

little zest’ and Anthony Holland’s: 
‘two sets, the Interior. OF a police 
‘station and..a: saloon back: parlor, 
are. ‘sppropriately’ drab. | Rich, 

Chicago, July 11, 
” The strong advance’. 

comic fér an. additional week at 
the “Tenthouse’ Theatre. © 

ban Highland “Park. 
Sahl will play the Tenthouse 

the week.of Aug. 22 and the Masic 

ore d 

Naa ‘MeCarthy : 
Det ‘Con. : “John Chasen. Michael. Beict | 

_Wedatsdey, Jaly 12, 1961 

et, Dies 
“By ROBERT 

J. ny. 
, 

Richard Pleasant whb died July. 4 in his ‘N. ¥. apartment a¢ ize’ 
“52 was one of the pioneers-of-scant-honor in American: ballet. It. - 
may be difficult for the. imagination’ of 1961 to conceive how inno-.... 

_.vating was the Ballet ‘Theatre in .1939" when he: founded ‘it. Lucia 
; Chase was then: a motest member of his corps de ballet, though al- Do 

. ‘ways. the won 
Ballet Theatre, picked up. ‘from ‘elements: of the: Mordkin troupe Mi 

+ . which ‘Pleasant ‘had managed, undertook :to ‘combine. two: types of “ 
dancing, the classic and the. moderne. ‘There was daring ‘then in... 

respect to the traditional and at the same. time. provided sympathy: - 
-.” and. scope to the experimentors. : . 

In: a profession ‘notef for -the rigors of its. diseiplinie. and the 
. meagreness ‘of its compensation,: Pleasant became insistent 
upon ‘raising. ballet: wage scales, his’example forcing: other. com- 
- panies to do likewise: He brought Anthony Tudor into the fold and... 
utilized. practically ‘all.the ‘reputable choreographers of the. day, : 
-save two. Another Annovation of his: with , Ballet Theatre. WAS. Negto 
‘and Spanish. “wings.” 
Ballet Theatre alumni - today count’ practically’ every: name: of”. * 

" present. _prominence. The chorus included:.Nora Kaye, Alicia Alon- ~ 
80, Jerome Robbins and umpteen others. Company came into being’ 
with a full roster of .80-dancers, a fiscal-achievement. In 1949 he. 

for atime. . 
. the: war ‘ Pleasant, ‘with the rank of ‘éaptain,. was active. 
in touring entertainment units to military installations. “Though 

tt connected with Martha Gratiam and. other dance companies in his. 
postwar period his early pionéering in ballet. proved a chapter for-_ 
ever closed; Lucia.Chase nieantime taking the reins ofthe com-... 

: ‘pany Pleasant had founded, now called the American Ballet ‘Thea- | 
tre. This- was. last year’s ‘choice ‘of. the. Dance’ Panel’ of American 
National Theatre & Academy. to ‘represent the U. S. in Russia. 
A bachelor and latterly something ofa recluse, Pleasant appars.. 

_ what is. now more commonplace, Pieasant gave. every. traditional’: 

and Isadera Bennett had the New York. City Dance Theatre Boing me, 

Det.Con. Syd Adams. ..-<- Tandy 
Edie Stafford .........-. . Mark ‘Eden 

‘Det Set.” tom Oitver’. * Ronala: Shiner 
fford 9.2.55. it “Mullins | 

“Rosie | "Stafferd |... cc ccseeee-Thora _ ‘Hird: 
Councor Clark. srreeertese John Sharp 

Colin ‘Morris “has. scored: one: or]. 
‘two legit successes, notably. the |. 

“and he has a reputation | 

ry. seribe. But this new effort is 4 

Fr 
Staged by Gilchrist Calder, who | Ope 

has been. responsible for produc- 

‘play. There is’-certainly | nothing | E- 

| Dari 
marquee: value of. Elizabeth - 

whole ‘affair is that. nothing much: us 

-and bright enough. to ‘disguise it: | 

first. night, is an old hand at mak-. 

+ scene, in which she clashes with | 
\Shiner. More farcical amusement 

‘Both of |: 
‘Rogers’ canvastops are in subur-] rate 

cently published, *7 “The 27th Wife,” jan 
a- blography of Ann. Eliza Young, 

a the -last’. wife. of ‘Brigham Young: 4:.. 

The. ‘Unterpreter* 
New. Hope, Pa.,.June 27. 

rd. 
ned June 26, "81, ‘at Bucks. County 

Playhouse, New Hope; Pa: $4.75 vp. 
Simon. We ceeeccececeed ichard Kaley 

‘Jonathan M. Schuyler.:..... Fred Clar 
Pyotr Tvanoviteh Petrov... "Ben Hammer 
Gu . -Conrad. Bain 
Samuel: G. Richards...... Herbert. Velan 
Delenko .......e.ce000-.: Victor Thorley 

ont ......5-05,+-Alfonso’ Morrieeni 
OS. an vow eccvcesaesoecs Barbara Davis 1 

BE La www eccevcee Kenda odge 
| American interpreter Michael “Corson 

The idea behind 
preter,” a new drama: by Eric 
Rudd, is that the world is rushing 

up -and do something constructive 
‘about ‘averting disaster. 

But the framework into’. which | 
Rudd has dropped this idea is a. - 
highly improbable story straight 

e 
“hero” is.a United ‘Nations: inter- 
‘preter who : saves. the. world by: 

out. of the comic. 

misinterpreting. 

between 

meeting on the pretext that the 
will. be bombed: bepause an 

aides because they are “age 

premier says he will {to a 
‘telephone perched ‘éminously near 
the conference table and order the |. 
dropping-of the. bombs. - The -Presi- ] 
dent rejects the. ultimatum. and. 
‘that is where the interpreter, alone | 
‘with the.two leaders’ and. translat- 
‘ing :for ‘both, - does his -work: for’| 
humanity.‘ 

interpreter. Fred 

as. the “good guy” President. Ben 
Haramer-does well as the Russian. - 

The attractive ‘fivepart set, 

- Michael Eitis action of threeact 
@rama’ by Eric Rudd... Staged. by Bob 

} Livingston; settings, John. Raymond 
Richard .Nelssn. 

i phe Inter- 

headlong into war because there | 
is no real planning for. peace. The 
author feels the world. must wake. 

_ The play is built around: a 1970" 
tGeneva summit meeting 
the U-:S.: President and the Soviet | 

| premier. The’ Russian forces the 

ference room, after excluding | 
en s oe 

the Russian tells the President the. 
real: reason for the. meeting is. 4o'|: 
present “the plan”—a. ‘military: alall. 
dence between Russia and the.) 
U 
if the President says. “no; " the | - 

.. Richard © Kiley “works” hard ‘to: 
make an. effective portrayal. of. the 

Clark is be-. 
lievable, if. somewhat too breezy, ' 

. Herbert Voland.is properly bel-{- 
ligerent” as the U.S. military: aide. 
who wants to: “drop the bombs and. 
get it over with.” Victor Thorley ; 
is bombastic as the Russian .coun-. 

|terpart with the ‘same philosophy, 
and Conrad. Bairi is - sufficiently. 

pompous as. the - ‘UN’ _ Secretary: 
} general. 

highly - 
‘please. From -beginuing ‘to end this 
was : still” powerhouse diversion,“ : 
leaving ‘the audience (scaled $2: to: 

By. John. “Ray: 
ing,.| One took’ umbrage. of: the encore 

- | which. spoofs. American . rock “np. 
: Jroll they were” drowned in 

ently neglected his health, developing gout. and :urémic. poisoning. 

~ Stock Reviews 
‘Between. Seasons 
“Stockbridge, Mass., July 4... 

Robert - ‘Patric Grose & Jean While pre ‘ 
of Daziel. Blum. ie Pees sentation ¢ 

comedy. . ‘three acts - ks scenes by. 
Nalcotva Welles: Staged by Bill Penn; set- 
ting. Robert Paine loria. 
‘gransgns features Chatiee sBapier 3 Aitecn : 

‘Falmer. Opened 
k z the Beckshire ‘Playhouse, Stockh dge. 

ass. o 
ee, 

e knack of 
wearing: clothes. and. the ability of 
romping around. the stagé..- --. = 
“Between .Seasouis,” however, “ta: 

ttiangle. In-this version by Mal- 
colm Wells, a ‘bored: middleaged. 
wife starts out to: further an aspir=:: .. 

jing ‘young actor's ¢areer. and winds 7 
‘up in the customary middie... 

‘The bulk of. what. laughs. there + 
are’ in this comedy are garnered by 
Aileen Poe as the maid, whose lines 
‘até broad and’ hokey’ and played 
that way, The rest.of the dialog is: *.... 
tedious, occasionally with: ‘@ soap. . 
opera flavor... = 

“Miss Swanson gets’ laughs at the” 
‘infrequent: opportunities. ‘ Charles 
Baxter ‘as the. husband and - ‘Ray: 

{Fulmer as. the young attor: come--.. 
plete the triangle effectively. 

Bill Penn's staging keeps the Tse 
. Proceedings ‘moving and. -Berkshire : 
Playhouse. co-operater ._ Robert... 
Paine Grose’s. Setting - makes the : 
most of ‘the small area... Bown. : a 

’Motseyew Dance Co. 
(MADISON SQ: GARDEN; N.Y“ 
“That crescendo of entertainment’ 

explosions, the .atomic, {excuse the 
expression). dancers from. -Moscow,. . 

repeated their previous successes | 

in. New. York when: on; Thursday 
last - 6). ‘the: company came. Back. 
for ‘a four performatices | at . 
Madison Square Garden enroute to” 
‘Russia. ‘They ‘were so good they 
nearly. made. the. ‘viewer forget 

jhow.-hard arena folding chairs are! . 
A trade critic is. alert at :the ters: 
minus of a. ‘coast-to-coast tour: fer 
any evidence’ of fatigue, 
ment, letdown, worn costumes, One-” : 
looked in‘ vain: . The troupe's: ap- -° 
pearance matched its vigor and 

ingratiating. desire. to 

$7). in. undeniable delight. If any: 

in the. 
“bravo”, shouts. around the. hall~ 

 Moiseyev: had™ rearranged - ‘his . 
nurabers ° since. the Met Opera .. 

they = everything seem. a easy. 

7 Advance. fanfare héralded . “Bes... 
tween Seasons” as a pre-Broad- .-° 
-way ‘tryout, but the main-interest is’ ‘| 

| plainly. Gleria Swanson. .The one-. ... _ 
| time. Mack Sennett bathing beauty ett 
‘still has looks, figure, th oO 

another. ‘variation of. the age-old mone 



“vive the. next: two: Taaniths; 

LEGITIMATE 68 _Wedneatay hy Loe 1961 

‘the. road was strong again: last 
‘week, and. the bullish situation now — : 
appears likely .to. ‘continue . fairly . 
consistently -through’- the. summer. hes 
According to. ‘present. -signs.. at least if 
five current tourers - should" sur- ' 

“and: 

‘than ‘six ‘shows playing in. any. ‘in- 4 
gle. week. ae eta 

Mower: Drum, ‘Song’ a “opening 
-,an attempted summer run: ‘in Phila-*. 
deiphia.. had /a_ strong. first. week, | 
“Gy psy” held.up well. in’ “Chicago.” 
‘The Sound of Musie”’ had: ‘another - 

“isto. 
_élightly . 

.. ',Musie “Man”. 
*. hold: through ° athe: simmer in, _ 

‘Washington. . 

‘sensational, Stanza in ‘San. ‘ Fran- ; 
_and ° :“Fiorello”” improved. 

“In. -the same. -eity. 
‘appears ° ‘a, cinch to” 

FF - ‘Estimates for Last Week 7 , 

"'Parentlietic designations ‘for.-out--. 
7 of. town: shows .are ‘the-same as for : 

4. Broadway, except ‘that tiyphenated | 
“P with show. classification indicates ‘ 

tryout ard. RS indicates road: show. t. 
Also, pric es.-on, touring sliaws. in- 
OS efutde 10 ‘Federal - Tar and local . 

: fan. 
3: presses are. net 

af duy, but- as. on Broadway. 
: ie. exclusire, Of: 

7 “taves, ENG gagements are for. single” 
week dunléss otherwise ‘noted... 

“CHICAGO. 
“ Gypsy. ‘Shubert, - 'M€-RS) a6th: 
at 1$5.95-S6: 60; .. :2.100; $72,000! © 
7 4Ethel Merman). 
$71,973. 

“AMC-RS: ' 
. 2,670; - -$82,000).. 

*- -$81.482. with . Civic: Light | Opera ai 
": Assn: subscription...“ 

: Last, week, $71, 008." 

, LOS. ANGELES’ 
“Bye Bye . Birdie,. Philharmonic | 

“5th -'wk)' 1$5.90-$6.75:; 
-Previous. week, : 

. East. week, $81,3 390: with: CLO’. 
subscription.- 

- RSs 
My. Fair’ “Lady, Biltmore iMce 

“3d “WKY +$6- $6. 60; 1,636; 
-. $63,000) (Michael. Evans, Caroline ! 
Dixon’.. . Previous’. week, $61, 028. 
Last we eek, ‘$61; 678. Na 

- PHILADELPHIA 
“Flower, Drum Song, . ‘Forrest) | 

-(MC-RS). (ist wk)" ($6-$5. 40:..1,760; | 

pony 
~Grosted $50, 717. 

$59.800). Previous. “week, $40, O40, 
Nixon, Pittsburgh. - os 
Opened. heré July. 3 ‘to three | 

endorsements. (Gaghan, News; Wil} 
“Inquirer; -Schier, | “Bulletin. 

SAN. FRANCISCO. LQ. 
“Fiorello; Geary «MC-RS). (2d wid 

(6-86. 50; '1.550;. $58:000). Previous. strippers were. nat averse: to-shed- <:D-LP) : 
week, $37,080 with Theatre. Guild-. 
‘American: Theatre . ‘Society . sub-.,; 

--"geription for. five evening | Per ae 
formanices and: three. matinees, . ' 

" Last: week; :: $40,159. w ith ‘TG: 

‘8.300; $115. 000)" iFlorence’ Hender:'! 
* gon). ‘Previous . » Week, .: $108, 594 
with CLO - ‘subscription. . 
“Last ‘ week, : ‘$1088 882. with’ clo: 

‘Habreription, 

”" Moontide, Marquee "(6-1-6)). - 

2 "Susan Slept Here, 41st St. a 
-- Threepenny Opera, de Lys. (9-20-55): 

Music: ‘Man, ‘National. “atc. RS) | 
4th. wki -1$6. 95- $7. 90; . . 1,685: 4 
$64,795". “Previous: week, "$62, 073.:i 
. East week, _ 394. 276. 

” OFF-Br sadway ae f 
-_APigures denote’ opening dates) . 

American - avoyards,-: Mews | (4-27: 61). 
. Balcony: ‘sRep.),, Circle In Square (3-3 60): 
Blacks; St Marks (5-4-61).. 

_ Dream -& Sessie,. Chérry.. ‘Lane: F1-8D. i 
‘Fantasticks, Sullivan | St. * (5-3-60). : 
Hedda Gabler, 4th ‘St... (11-9-€0); ... 

. King Dark. -Chambet, Jan Hus (2-9-61).. 
“Leave tt fo Jane, Sheridan Sa’ 15- 25.50): 

. ,Mary Suashine, Players .(11- 18-59), wt 
Much Ado, Wollman (7-5-61) _ 

" Fremize, Premise’ ¢11-22-60). 
Red Eye, Living Th’'tre (612-61). 

we ‘Under ‘Milk Wood Mep.) Circle (3-29-61). + 

- . Dittrent, 

‘"$CHEDULED: OPENINGS. 
_ Lilo ‘de ‘Paris, Maidman (95-61): - 
‘Pirates. cf Penzance, Phoenix. (98-61). 
-@h Ave. North. ‘Madison. Ave.: (9 27-80). 

Actors | (9-28-61 }. 

t 

All Inv Love, 41st. St.. “doesn. 
“ . Ge. Buskers, Cricket (10-25-6 

Fight. City . Halt; Mayfair ‘00-30-60. 
“. CLOSED 

>: ‘Volee of the: Turtle, 41et'-St"(627-60; 
“elosed last | Sunday, . i. after ind mer 

- formances. 

Previous - Ww eck; 5. 7 

| mum. of. 5% 
“. .] gross, iy Sas of ‘the.-next:$2.000. and: 
me 10% -of the balance. During’ May, ? 

| Prager’s royalty varied at. 2% and: * ‘. 

al os =e $1054 Tel | 
~ ‘Music Man’ S26 i in Ath Y 

Dallas Opera, Seta. Casts | 
to, - Dallas. July H.. 

‘Casting : or. “Dallag Cie Opera | 
"continues. for the fall, seasan:. El-? 
tore. _Bastiant. is” contracted for". 

- Eamme rmodér "and. 

ome 

“Thais. ‘" Potie? production also has 
‘Nicola’. Zaccaria : vand.. Regi na. ‘Sar- 
‘faty. set. 

’ For Mad Luew: heise thé Aus: 
‘ttalian’. Joan Sutherland: will- ape} 
‘ pear.. She’s doing the same. ¢lassic:’ 
“of. operatic. hokum © at. othe - Met 
: Opera. in NAY. next: fall. 

Seemed 

“The fo 

_Mex Actors. Union 
Continued , Fron pare. —— — 

jectionable: : ‘perfornianc es’ in: all - 
“mediums.” It’ also. ails: to ¢bver | 
‘up -<toe; . exuberantly “displayed 
_ charms of: ‘Mexicani: SHarTets: 

‘ANDA, pointing cup a moral, , 
“stressed that top fen: me eniertaitic 
ers’ have.. never: re-drtcd to an. 
overexposed display OE . their. 

‘Charms. but made. their Way 
‘talent. alone: This. is stretching thee 
>point: quite: abit ‘for Many of. to- 
.day’s’ names... did... ‘Start via‘. 
“cheesecake routine.. inchuding. nude : 

stage. 

| ing puritanical in “asking ® dts” fe-. 
male members to. cover up and aét 
ladylike...A- ‘spokesman admitted; 
-that ‘a ‘girl's best.-aésets to" further.‘ 
her career: are her-‘legs and * “puss jy 

“here, int. sible bust measurenients :: 
: Mexico. the wolves ‘£0. wild’ about : 

; bulging: derricires:: and hippy. 
‘charms, with chests. placing. .sec=’ 
ond), ~ but : these.. should... not. ‘he: 
_bared “indiscriminately ”” Starlets .. 
‘should be -more ‘discreet, in:.prané [ 

'cing.and dancing ‘before public, hej: a 
posturing. | added, -eschewing. any 

jor: gestures ‘that: are.in. bad’ taste... 
. Apart . -from - scantily - dressed | 

+ starlets. and chorines, ANDA: has 
slapped wrists ‘of coniivs ‘who- run’| 
to. ‘patter, consideréd “vulgar «and: 
immoral. ” They, too.: must change™ 
‘ their ways .. or. ‘fa¢e - Union - -Gis- . 
i pleasure, -” ao. me 

Public. “does not view this” -MOr- 1: 
ality: Gampaign with ~too much [ 
gusto, preferring its. entertainment. 
Taw. and. bawdy, ‘and sits “female 
entertainers in- minimum. dress. i 
Before. authorities cracked, ‘down ' 
-on- lone... burlesque - ‘house © here, { 

ding finai - G-string. “NOW - ‘they. . 
can't do’ this. “ wht, 

Blow Your Horn’ | 

‘Zas: ‘With. the ‘operating profit: run- . 
ining -around. $3,000 weckly. 

. Phe: “play, the’: first. Broadway 
venture. in. “which. 
‘| and Ellis have: been partnered. WaS | 
“Produced: for $51.470. "It was tried | 
‘out: last: October. at .-EHis!, Bucks 
County. Playhouse. New Hope Pa. 
‘Simon. js making “his “Broadway. 
‘debut ‘with the.” ‘comedy ‘and” it's” 

| Stanley Prager's first -Main- Stem 
‘I directorial assignment: ‘The presen- - 

j tation.’ also: wiatks the first. “time 7 
headliner. Hal March. has- originat- 

‘ed a.role.on Broadway: 
-The_ east- -payroll: forthe vehicle. 

“last “May. was.a- straight © $4.770- 
“weekly” The’ theatre rental is 30°¢ 
‘of the first $20,000 gross and 25'% 

‘the -basic. Dramatists ‘Guild: ‘mini- 
of". ‘the ‘first’ $5. 006 | 

214% of the gross. i. 
“Capitalization: ‘for: the. produe. ; 

‘tion was contributed: ‘by 167: pack--. 
‘ers, 93.0f:.whom put -up $300 eac “h. 
The. ‘Management | has. thus far Te": 
ald: 50%, of the. investment: —_ 

"John Harvey. is lighting designer | 
for” “Kéan,”.“ not. producer: Robert 
Lantz ‘ag. erratumied. 1p last week reeks | 
“issue; _ ae 

k DC 

1 will “present “Jill Freland- as. 
i Mrs: 

| 
seeks t tone. de an ff 6 a 

S.’ to’ ow ffe ory ob “Guinvie’s new: production: of “The 

-, Heare repertory, ‘the summer sched-. 

al -Zot ‘into’ full swing Yast week in 

-Striatfard: Ont. 
“Slightly: atthe other Shakespeare” 

on festival, at S@ratford, Conn., 

Wallingford,: -Conn., ‘had a: passable. 

the. 
‘in ihe. -Park had. a profitable. frame. 

displays” ‘before: canicras and: On... 

ANDA denies” ‘that it te “econ 
: stock are the sanie.as for the road, 
,ercept that (TS. indicates ‘Fouring 1 

7 _ the Way. ‘Home. . 

“ Wkis, 

Hamer ‘stein: . . 

|3IC-TSs ‘Dan. Dafley); $33.000- for. 
' -seven, performances. . 

. Song ‘MC-TS*:’ $42,400. for eight. 
| of. the: balance. ‘Simon's: roy alty.-is. 

“Hew ta Succeed, 46th St. -O1461).. 

So Sorry, But. ees 
“London, July.11.- 

“The Lord. Chamberlain Re- || 
“grets. .. .” is- continuing -‘to ¢ .[ 
‘Justify its. ‘tile. The Péter. ae 

_ Myers and ‘Renal: Cass revue, | 
‘due. to open. in the West End -- 
‘in. August; ‘is still undergoing. . 
censorship cuts. The latest of | 
‘ficial. thumbs-down has elimi- 
nated’ a ‘sketch. in. which: © 
Prince . ‘Charles. is taking - “an 

© ‘Country’ $17,282, 
"The floor cated in. under Broad- 

- exam at a state school. ale way. last week. Signaled by the 
‘Meanwhile, a new ‘sketch. ‘July 4 slowdown, the. ‘summer 

: {s slump began. in earnest. The total 
Marples, wife’ - of. the. - 

Minister’ ef ‘Fransport, : but. “a”. 
Verse -of. the lyric about: Wear: ~ 

‘shows came to more than $100 (a0, - 
twith two different: musials sag. 

. ing ‘rollerskates ‘in’ bed -has © J ‘ging nearly $14.00 cach and anh 
been. delted .by the Lord =. two productions registering munus- 

‘Chamberlain. .. The: Marples. ‘teule gains.. 
‘Skit.-is a replacement for .a. of With attendance off again Mon. 

"previously, censored one about. 'day® night 110% grosses are due to 
- Jacqueline Kennedy. *- ‘ysubside even more this week, and 

. aceording to the traditional sum-. 
-'Mer pattern, the dechne is hke Wy 

_ to continue . At Teast’ two, more 
Oakdale’ Ss Take Me’ 336; “weeks. On the saine basis of figur- 

i ‘Marriage’ $22,700, Philly; iis: eek in "Asiust and the uaa 
New Pirates’ $9, 956. (3) 

upturn should arrive the week be- 

: With. ‘the’: opening: of: -Fyrone 

“ginning | ‘Aug. 14. 
. “The Best Man” folded. Jast) Sal 
urday- (8), “Donny brook” % tendae 
tively slated ta .close next: Satur: 
day (15) and at. least one other 
‘Current production may toss in the 
towel, Four musicals and ‘one 
straight play are figured as heis to 
‘continue through the Sumner, with 
-three other. musicals and 1w0 other 
straivht. ‘shows: as Dosstbilitics 

:. .“The Sound of, Music’ is taking 
a two-week layoff, reope ning dain 
17, and “Do Re Mi" 
for four. weeks, Jula (24 through 
Aug.. 21. .The anly capacity shaws 

‘last: week were “Carmiyal’ and 
.-"Mary,. Mary.” 

-Estimates | for Last Week 

” Keys: “C: (Comedy), D UDravuas, 
indicates ‘Local * SCD (Comedy-Drama:, R -Reeue', 

: “ DIC | Musical: Comedy), “MD : 

Pirates” ‘of: Penzance” as. a com: 
panion-piece, lo ‘the. regular Shakes-: 

Business ‘way off 

The Oakdale-Miusical Theatre at. 

week and Philadelphia's ‘Playhouse 

Estimates. for Last’ Week 

. Parenthetical ‘designations for j 

Show and (LP): 
Production. mT 

me, ‘DETROIT. 
‘Northland Piayhouse. $4. '30-- 

‘$3.85: 1,126: . $27,000). Oklalionta |- 
tMC-TS! (James Gannon):. $19. 500. 

Previous . week, ‘Carousel (MD- 
et ‘Dorothy - Collins, James Gan- | 
non, + $23. 000. i 

|cal-Drama), O (Opera:s,. 
‘ eretta), Rep. tRepertory }, 
(Dramatic: Reading’. 
Other parenthetic de signatiors 

‘refer, respectitely, ta weeks played, 
:nuniber of performances through 
i last: Saturday, top prices ‘where 
‘two prices are giren, the higher ts 
for. Friday-Saturday nights and the 
‘lower for weeknights!, nuimber of ° 
j. seats, . capacity gross and 
+ Price includes. 10° Federat andl | 
15% City tar, but: grosses are 1:¢¢t. 
tie, -erchisire..of tares. 

‘Asterisk:denotes show had cut 
‘rate tickets in circulation. 

*All. the Way Home, Belasco ‘))} 
(32d :wks 253 -p) ($6 90-$7.50. . 967 

+ $38, 500). -Previous week. $19,533. 
Last week, $15,251. 

Bye’ Bye Birdie, Shubert WC 
64th wk; 803 p) ($8.60-$9 40, 1.453; 
#61, 000)... Previous weck, $52.959. 

DR 

7 7 ANSAS city 
Starlight Theatre ($4; 7.600; $80/- 

“600i. Redhead (MC- LP). (Don: ‘Cor- 
nell; °. Cathryn’. Damon); $45, 000; 
with one rain-out: 
‘Previous . week, ‘Vagabond - King}. 

‘OP-LPY (Jean Fenn,’ Earl Wright- 
‘son): $47.000. Current, Cinderella”; 
‘OP-LPY ‘Carla ‘Alberghettt, | 

, Tommy Rall.):. I 

PHILADELPHIA. 
\ Playhouse. 4in-. Park 1$3.50- $3: : 
1,437: $27,044). Marriage- Go- 
Round §:C-LP).:Rhorda F lensing, 
- John Baragreyi: $22,700. _.:° : 

Previous week, Inherit the “Wind . Last. week,’ $41,951. 
‘Luther Adier.-Larry! Camelot,’ Majestic -MC! Bdst 

_Gatesi; $2103. Current, ‘All the wk; 249° p) ($9.40; 1.626: $84 000: 

Previous. week. $84.164. 
. Last week; $76:202. : - STRATFORD, CONN: 

‘Shakespeare Festival $6. 25; a 13th 

Last week, $22,150. 

De Re. Mi, St. James :MC> 28th 
.. ~wk: 224 p) #$8. 60-$9.50, 1.615. $69.- 

_ Current. same. . _ $500) iPhil Silvers' Previous week, 
Shakespeare. Festival ($5: 2258; $62.552.. Lays off July 24 through | 
$64,600: Pzvl “Scofield, Douglas Aug. 19: | 
Camphell*; Coriolanus-Henry VHI- | - Last week, $48, 791. 
Love's - Labor's Lost ‘Rep-LP. 13d: ‘Donnybrook, 46th St -MC- 
$48,155... ak: "60 pr’ '$8.60-$9 60 1.242: 865 - 

Previous week, $47 03. Current, 3311.-Previous-week, $27,335 Start- 

same., ted using discount tickets this week, 
but has closing notice posted for 
next Saturday night ‘15: 
Last. week. $18.3486. 

” ‘Far Country, Music Box ‘J 
14th Wh: T11 p) ($6 90-$7.50, 1101; 

$40,107: ‘Kim Stanley. Steven Hil, 
Sam Wanamaker:, Previous $22.- 

ann een . 

Pirates of Penzanee.“OP-LP* ‘Ist. 
opened . Friday: (7:; $9,956 ‘for |: 

“first three performances. * 

kth 

WALL LINGFORD. “CONN. { 
“Oakdale Musical. Theatre. ($4. 50: 

2:300; -$51.000'. Take’ Me Along - 

Previous week. Flower. Drum. 

Cyrrent, ‘Where's Charley? ‘Shelley , 600 week was. misquoted; correct 

Berman). -- =. gross was $21,610. © 
aan ae | Last week, $17 .282. ; 

t Fiorello, Broaduay ¢-MCi 84th 

Scheduled: B’ way | Pr eems 667 p)  +$5-$750, 1 900: 
Py 000)... Previous week, $39, 167. 

sf Last week, $29. 232. ° 

_ Irma. La ‘Duee, Plymouth WCi | 
A Cast wk; 324 pt '$8.60: 999:-$48.-. 

“:|250). (Elizabeth Seal, Denis Quil- 
Previous week, $38,489. 

Last week, $27,183. 

Mary, Mary, Hayes :C> 18th wk: 
140 pr +$6:90-$7.50; 1.139; $43.3801 ° 

, (Barbara: Bel Geddes,. Barry Nel- 
- 60n, ‘Michael Rennie). Previous 

‘High Fidelity,” ‘Amboaas.. (wk, 9-25-41): 
-Frem Second City. . Royale 19-25-61).. 
‘$all_ “Away... Broadhurst «10- 3-61), - 
Cereteker, Lyceum (10-4-61). ; 

__ Stantey Poele, Morosco. 10-561), : 
~ Let: it Ride, O'Neil] (10-661). ; ot 
'9..0’clack Revue, Golden (108-61): : 

”“pailtc. & Honey, Martin Beck (10-10-63). ley). 

Cook ‘fer General, Playhouse. 10- 19-61). ” 
. When Looking, Belasco (10-26-61). r 
Cemplaisant Lever,. Barrymore (31- 1-61) 
Koen, ‘Broadway: 411- 

‘Life, Sh . - 
Men: ‘for All. Seasons, ANTA,. m1 22-61). : 

Wight ll evens, Royale M12 28-61). - 

-, [Summer ‘Slump Start Stuns B’way; 
Phil Silvers $48,791, Tammy $47,504, 

week, $43.356. Michael 

Mboxoffice drop. for all 16 current. 

will suspend 

Misi 4 

OP (Op 

stars , 

‘Richard. Burton, "Julie Andrews? : 

Pre 

‘Blow Horn’ $22,150 
Wilding 

takes over next Monday :17° fur 
Rennme, who's withdrawing te re. 
turn to Holly wood. 
“Last week, $43 362. 

*My Falr Lady, Hellinger MIC) 
ah wk. 2.206 p' S808, 1 ANT; 
$69.500:) Michael Allisen, Marpat 
tose, Previous week, $54 £83. 

‘V.ast week. $43,820 

_ Rhinoceros, Longacre -CD 2tth - 
Wh, 208 po $690, LIGL $37.400) 
Eli Wallach, Zero Mostel Presi 

ous week, £20098 Ralph Mechur 
succecded Wallach last VWercey 
100 Scheduled to exit’ Aug fi tor 

a four-weeh engarvement ato tie 
Edgewater Beach Play heuse. (sie 
curo, starting Aug 8 

Last week, $20 216. 

*Taste of Honey, Booth 1) doth 
wh. 319 p> -$690. 807, $30 500) 

Hernucune  Baddelev,  biasucs 
Cuhas Previous week. £1648 

Last weeh, $75.606, 

Unsinkable Moliv Brown, Wister 
Gaiden VCs 36th whooshd opi 
Sé GU SO 405 4 4G4- SBE QOG: Lae 

ml Ginres: Picvieus oo sech, 
$61 338 

Last: week, $47. 504 

Closed last Week 

*Best Man, Moreasca CC! 66th 
Wh. 520 p $690-$750 999, €41,- 
(COO) Lee Tracey. Frank Teveqev), 
Previous week, $17,256. Has made 
about $175,000 profit, amchaiding 
$}O8.000 share of film sale cn an 
orisinal investnent of $105 rea — 

Last week, §11.647. 

Laying Off 

‘Sound of Music, Luat Foutanne 
mMBi :$9 60; 1.407; $75. 000) -Miasy 
MI artin' Previous week, $75 #65 

Last week, laid off; resumes next 
Monday «171, 

oN St pe 

Edinburgh to Convert 
Theatre Into Cabaret 

Edinburgh, July 11. 
Cabaret shows In restaurants are 

one step nearer here ‘The Princes 
Theatre, close to the city’s West 
End and to fashionable Princes 
Street, is ta be turned into a §$60.- 
000 high-class restauant vith a 
cabaret featuring “top ranking’ att- 
istes”’ Suo civ businessmen are - 
behind the move. and they hope to 

“open the restaurant In-time far the 
Edinburgh Festival in mid August 

Theatre and its office bieck 
would he conve Hed for the project. 

oo me 

London Shows 
iFigures desiote opestuy dates) 

% a o Prawn, Piccadilly 2849 
ATS. subscription. | oe |. 1A79: $54.568). ‘Jessica. Tandy. Pat” cara ay Hee bD t 428. $68. 299, Andersonville, Meimaid sO66)1. 

' Hingle,. Kim: Hunter). “Macbeth-As : rreovj.  Seyond Frings, Fortune 45 16 644. - Merry . ‘Widow; Curran. \OP-RS) | Continued from page 61 r ;‘Anna. Maria. Alberghetty. Presi Belly Liar, Cambridge (91260, 

. ‘sth’ Wk). §$6.25-$6.90; 1.75851" Re-§! <== * You “Like It »Rep- LP1.. Sth-.wkr . ous week, $68,299. Bride Comer Back. Vauiesitie 11 24 40 
+ $63,000) ‘Patrice. Munsel). ‘Previ-; able: ‘business, with’ the estimated” $38113.. | , Last: -week, $68.319.. | Bye Bye Birdie, lier Majesty‘s #6 1561), 
“oils week, $62, 459 with, CLOA sub, ‘income hiking ‘the: net’ to ‘ov er $30.5 ae _ Pr evious week, sa Are. Current, | sis Atki Celebration. Iuchews 167.41) 

- iweek. at the: "Atkinson: “Theatre, fo “son: ra) 20th wk; 157 p: $f me Irma La Douce, ts1ic (717.48) 
, - Sound, 208: Musie,. Opera’ "House: ‘has grossed. about Theatres | | STRATFORD, ‘ONT.. $7.50; 1.090; $43.522!,  Presious © irreguiar Verbs fritersen +411 41 
{MD-RSY" 13d. ‘Wki _.1$6.25-$6.90; | 354, 000 on most of its recent-stan-- “Avon ‘Theatre '$4: 1,423: $24. 3250: “week, $23.811. Kitchen. Ruyal Court 27 6) 

Krevtrer Sonsfa, Arts "730617 
Lady From the Sea. Queene (1 IS A) 
Let Yourself Go, Patladum 6419 611 
Meqht Be Glants, Th'tre Heval +4 28 OD), 
Miracle, Worker. Wrvndhan's 73061) 
Mouretrag, Amtassador 432 25 42. 
Music Men, Adeiphi (3.166) 
My Fair Ledy, t'eursts Tas (4: Sk 
Oh Dad, Poor Dad, Tare Hane 7549). 
Oliver, ew '6 IG bt 
On Brighter Side. Piscenix *43926%5 
One Over Ligh}, Duke Sask’s 94561) 
Rehearsal, Queens (4561; 
Repertory. Aldwwich +12 15 60) 
Ress, Haosmerket (5 12 f47: 
Simple Spymen. Whiehall ¢2 55 383. 
Sound of Music, Pelarce :3.1" 41. 
Suze Weng. Pance Wales °3) 7 58) 
Tenth Man, Comtds 413611 
Victor Borge, Sassile ‘7463> 
Watch tt Sailor. Apollo (2 24 ti 
You Prove §¢, St Murtin's -f. 28 63) 
Young tn Heart, Var Pal 13221 40: 

SCHEOULED OPENINGS 

Stop the World, Wiueens 7 20 #3). 
Bishop's Bonfire, Mermaid «7 2661: 
Luther, Hovel Court ‘F27Eél: 
Betlets USA, Saville (B34); 
One For the Pot, Whitehall :# 261) 
Wildest Dreams, Saudevile <8 413, 
Do Reo Mi. Prince Walea 230 32 61 

r 

cCLOSEQ 
Tresper Revolution, Arts G14¢in 

loged June 17 after six Perfor snaniee 
oumee- 

TOURING ‘SHOWS 
Figures cover July 923% 

Bye Bye Birdie (26 Cos. Phithermente, 
1.4 61022. 

Fierelle ‘24 (Co: Geary, SF ‘16-227 
Flewer Orum Seng Furest. Pruly 

i Gye 
Gymy Shubert, Chi 216 23; 
Berry. Widew Curisn SF 1G 38). 

usic Man National, Wash 16 22: 
my Felr Ledy i24 Co; Biltmare. 3. A. 

nd of Music 2d f 63 - Opera Heves, 
10 233. oF. 



Of-Broadway Review 
Much Ado About Lavin and Philip Kenneally as ‘his | 

Nothing foul servants, Bette Henritze es a 

NY. Shakespeare Festival revival of | line-belting servant to ‘the. dis- 
eomedy in two acts by Willlam Shake- ; tressed heroine and Barbara Lester 
speare. Produced dv stage design Joseph jas. her associate. John Call avoids 
Hon costumes. Theont Vv. Aldredge;: overdoing the hogum as Dogberry. 
lighting, John Robertson; mausie, David| Matt Mattox’s choreography aads 

Wollman. lively and presently an almost 
Amram; dances staged by Matt Mattox. 
Opened July 5, ‘61. at the 

Central Park.| interminable touch. Eldon. Elder. Memorial Skating Rink, 

NY. admission free. Albert Quinton! has. designed backgrounds that a- 
Sergeant .....s20s00-- Donald Flumley|low a fluid performance but may 
Beatrwe vesenes Anne pearson | actually tend to. accent. the out- 

Don Pedio. |... ee . Philip Sterling ; Size impression of the stage: The-. 
Benedik = ..----- J.-D. Cannon; opi V. Aldredge’s costumes seen: 
Don Joha .. .---- “Gerald E- McGonagill tradition, bound. © David. Amram’s |. 
Conrade so secceeee cers Rie Lavin | music Adds atmosphere’ and -John j. 
Borachio :° Philip Kenneally ce | Robertson's lighting, from : five |. 
Marzaret ov veseee " Bette Henritze | Steel towers, is an asset. 4 
Ursula oes eee rene Barbara eter | ‘Subsequent audiences wilt -not | - 
Dogbercy .--..s-----+-:_ | _John Call! have to endure such opening-night |: 
Verges .- Ww Grenville ; AS uyler ' irritations as the welcome speeches,. 

“ atehmen wane ineiornelus Frizell | particularly a rambling bit of bow- 
Friar Francis Jerry Terhevden/ taking: ‘palaver by Parks: Commis- 

. Wavne Wilson: 

Soldiers *-" Roger Omar Serbagi. av sioner ‘New bold Morris. Hobe. 

Stubbs, Don Wesley 

Dancers Johanna Carothers. Hope | ; 

Clarke, Betty Hader, Rosemarie . 2 

Kennet ree alph ¢ | N ¥ R . Th 
Nardane. n Ai. epertory eatre 

Hoffmann, Herman Dalkieth How: : 
ell. Jan Mickenz 

Pending the delayed : ‘completion :| 
by the city of a new: permanent ! 

Touring Company 

| in’ Sacramente.: 

}| John Shaner’ and Kelton Garwood 
‘are involved. The union is. seeking: 7 

theatre in Central Park, Joseph! 
Papp has moved his N. Y. Shake- 
speare Festival into the Wollman 
Memorial Skating Rink for the 
season opener, the revival af ; 
“Much Ado About Nothing.” In 
general, it’s a satisfactory site. 

As for this edition of the Shake- 
speare comedy, it all depends, as. 
the saying goes. On the basis of | 
free admission, the price fs right., 
So much so, in fact, that the Festi-. 
val continues to be an occasion for. Kri stin 
pride on the part of -Papp. those | Jea 
who have supported him through 
the years and, at last, the city. of- 
ficials who have voted the funds 
to make the annual series a sub- 
gtantially-based public asset. 

But disregarding the no-admifs- 

sion aspect of the operation, this! Country Playhouse and the Paper! : 
*“NIuch Ado” would not qualify as, 
top-quality theatre of Broadway 
standard. That's partly due to the 
production itself and partly to the: 
surroundings. 
it's not intended for the Broadway 
trade, but is probably well suiteu 
to the generally ‘lower-income | 
public, including seasoned shake- | 5 
speare addicts as well as juveniles ! 
getting their first sample of live‘ 
theatre. 

Although the Wollman rink ot- 
fers ample room for a large audi- 

| Zoo Story-Miss Julie 

On the other hand, ! 

Westport, €onn., July 4. 
Henry T. Weinstein & Laurence Feld- 

‘man presentation of N. Y. Repertory: 
Theatre ‘production: of dual bill consisting 

; 0 “The Zoo Story.” by Edward Albee, 
and “Miss Julie,” by August Strindberg, 
ada ed by George Tabori. Staged hy 

Danielewski; setting and lighting, 
Willian, Ritman. Opened July 3, ‘61, at 
the Westport Country Playhouse, West-. 

‘onn.; $4.85 top. 

THE ZOO ‘STORY 
Peter eee beac ween, dence Willia m Daniels: 

 Serry eoee Ben Piazza 

“MISS JULIE 
a Betty Field |: 

ce eee en een esenae ‘Morgan Sterne. 
Miss Julie ee eer eseece tee Viveca Lindfors 

The N.Y. Repertory “Theatre, 
comprising mostly members of the 
Actors Studio and organized by 
Henry T. Weinstein and Laurence. 

: Feldman, of the Westport {Conn.} 

Mill Plavhouse in Millburn, ‘N.J.;-is 
using the current week at this New 
York commuter = strarighold’ 

; break in two of the shows. it. witt 
present during its upcoming Latin 

, American tour. 

| This .dual-bill of Edward Albee’s 
1“Zoo.. Story” and August Strind- 
berg’s “Miss Julie” is being offered 
‘at .evening performances and. “I 
:Am A Camera,” the John van Dru« 
! ten dramatization. of. Christopher | | 
I Isherwood’s. “Berlin Stories,” is be- 
ing done for two special matinees. 

fusal of. unemployment. compensa- 
‘| tion to actors in no-salary or nomi-. 

threé-nights-a-week | 

Whisper ‘in God's’ Ear.” 

another: actor: recently - won. an- 
other case involving- “unemploy- | 

like’ it in any™ other: occupation, 
The attorney notes that even gro- 
.cery clerks working. on. a- part-time 
-basis: are. granted- partial unem- 

to the’ Benton case, ‘though. she 
‘says the two situations differ, and 

ence, with the topography provid-| 4 third item.-of the reportory, a 
ing gesture of a natural amphithea- | qual-bill of an excerpt from “Sweet. 
tre, the stage dimensions seem bet-; Bird of Youth" .and the one-a¢t 
ter suited ta large-scale musicals. “Suddenly Last ‘Summer, * both by 
than for a straight play, even poetic | Tennessee’ Williams:” 
drama with the sweep of Shake- ; last ‘week at the Falmouth Play- 
speare. The performance gives the : house; Coonamessett, Mass... 

impression of being dwarfed, and | It is difficult: ta calculate. what 
while the strongly-amplified ac- theatregoers in Buenos Aires, Rio 
caustics make the dialog clear| de Janeiro or even Mexico. ‘City 

enough under most conditions, the ; will think of thie plays, but it seems 

roar.of jet planes overhead occa-{a cinch that the performing visitors. 
sionally drowns out the actors’ will be enthusiastically » received. 
voices, ;“Zoo Story,” represents the con- 

Also, as last’ Wednesday : night's : temporary’ drama at ‘an. exciting 
(5) opening demonstrated, rain dur- | piteh. and the: acting and staging. 
ing the performance can quite : are impressive.. Whatever the con- 
literally put a damper on the ;tinent, this. ‘two-character ..en- 
show, if not on audience satisfac-! counter Is an emotional experience. | 
tion and the sense of an evening! Ben Piazza as the “vagrant driv-} 
well spent. There apparently isn’t ‘ing-to his grim ‘end on a Central: 

pour would almost guarantee, day-afternoon peace the tragedy] 
wholesale drenching. A minor dis-! crashes are superb. Fad Danielew- 
traction at the spot adjacent to the ski's staging accents the emotional has been. organized to raise $20,000 
Central Park Zoo is the sound ot. , impact. 
screaming animals punctuating the | “Miss Julie,” as adapted. by 
dialog. ! George Tabori. is:a. more eonven+; 

Lnder Papp's straight-forward : tional piece with. the stock-in-trade |: 
direction. the non-name cast gives} elements of the affair of the beau- 
a pleasantly clear if hardly inspired | tiful and passionate aristocrat and. 
or subtle performanee of “Much;her father’s. handsome ‘ambitious 
Ado.” The great width of the servant. With Viveca’ Lindfors in 
stage tends to give entrances andthe title role and Morgan Sterne 
exits the semblance of elongated ; jas the conniving laekey, it is effec- 
‘pageants, but the staging and act-- tive, although something of a let- 
ing is obviously based on respect down after “Zao Story.” 
for the script and .recognition of: Miss Lindfors ranges the: gamut! 
an audience’s desire to see and : ‘as the impetuous:-lady whose amour. 
hear and understand. ‘leads to her undoing.. By the time 

As the dissembiing romantic, the morning after is well . ‘along 
leads, Nan Martin and J. D. Cannon ' and the ruthless lover has chopped 
give impressively direct and mov-., up her pet bird there are no more 
ing performances. . Miss Martin, ‘stops left to pull. 
with a dark red gown, black wig Sterne’s servant remains “domi- 

up. doesn't look her best, but she, of Betty Field. as the maid-servant 

sential tenderness of the charac- , ‘her way is generally unhappy. . 
ter. Cannon is admirably forth- Elem. 
Fight and masculine as Benedick. oo ~ | 

Ben Hayes and Anne Pearson are| James Olson, a meniber of the: 
convincing as the. dimwit lovers, | cast of the recent “Pleasure of His 
Claudio and Hero, and there are}Company” presentation at the 
expressive portrayals by Albert! Westport (Conn.) Country - Play-. 
Quinton as a father of little faith, | house, was erroneously credited*in 
Philip Sterling as‘a prone-to-sus- | last week’s VARIETY with the stag- 
picion visitor, Gerald E. MeGona-|ing chore handled by Charles .O1- 
gill as a glowering villain, ric! sen.. 

letter - expressing © its stand. The 

‘speare repertory theatre in Akron.. 
It‘ has -enlisted - the services of | Ar- |. 

the Stan ‘Hywet. Foundation, to be 

scheduled a five-week program ‘of. 
‘four: plays .starting.at the. old Ohio. 

festival will open. with “Taming of 

‘four: weeks’ 
and what seems to be heavy make-. nant throughout. The assignment | duction. will ‘open each. week on: 

Bil Hoffman's s Tryout 
| Bill. Hoffman; his. wife Toni Dar- * 
nay; and their two children are in | ¥ 
Bucks: County, Pa. for the prepara- | 
tion and performance. period ' of: 
Hoffman’ $s - newest - play, . “Two | 
Queens of Love and. Beauty” in|. 
which. Ann . Harding stars. Georgia: 
‘Burke «and. Claudia, _Morgan are 
featured. 
Play is cat. ‘Bucks’. County. Play- 

house. for July. 10-22. -:fortnight. 
Miss Darnay ‘is. also in the cast. . 

Equity. Contests Coast 
‘Idle Pay Nix to Actors 

_ On Semi-Pro Salaries 
oe Hollywood, ‘July 11. 

"Actors Equity. Assn. is contest- 
“ing California Dept. of. Employ-. 
ment decisions. against 
working ~ in’ little. theatres. : 
union presenteda vocal’. argument. 
last’ Friday=:(30)' before: a. three- 
member: department ‘appeals: ‘board. 

‘actors 

Equity © ‘Coast. ‘ counsel” Dorothy: 
Davis said prior to. leaving for the- 
State.capital that .cases ‘involving. 

a new. ruling on the agency’s -re~. 

nal-pay. shows, 
Both cases have been -pending 

for several | months, with ‘Miss 
Davis’. oral: argument following 
written ‘briefs filed several weeks 
ago. Shaner :~situation inyolved, 

. employment 
in a Circle Theatre production, “A 

That is: the same ‘show on. which 

ment ccompensation.: Garwood was. 
denied compensation due: to one- 
day-a-week’ performance ‘in “Red | 
Shoes,” at ‘the Blossom: Kaplan's. 
‘Children's. Theatre. - 

The basis ‘of Miss Davis’ argue 
ment centers arolind research. that 
failed to ‘turn. Up. any’ other’ case. 

ployment ‘compensation. She refers. 

reversal. -of any decision on: their. 
merits would be: an unprecedented. 
action on behalf of actors. 

Equity’s attitude. is that the Em-: 
ployment Dept. -policy’ tends to} 
dvive little theatre out of business, | 
as. actors’ will stop accepting such | 
‘jobs. if’. they - ‘are’ penalized.. Miss|-:.. 
Davis. regards: little theatre:as the} 

was tested|. best: means for an actor to locate 
work,” and ‘says it is an aid in off: 

. setting’ unemployment in the long i 
run, 

“Equity — “ts. supported - -by both | 
AFTRA ° and ‘SAG. ‘in’ the case. 
AFTRA. has’ filed an. amicus curiae: 
petition and. SAG has written a 

three. unions ‘have -mare than 20,- 
000 ‘members ‘affected by the out- 
come, ‘which Miss Davis .doesn’t 
expéct to be forthcoming. for. sev- 
eral weeks, 

‘Set Shakopee Fest 
mueh shelter at or very near the: Park bench: and William. Daniels|. 
Wollman rink, so a sudden down-} as the unoffender into whose Sun-t- . At Cuyahoga Falls, 0. 

Akron, ‘J uly. 11.. 
Akron Shakespeare. Festival. Inc., 8 

to finance: .a: professional Shake- 

thur Lithgow, ‘ousted - director of 

executive director. The group has 

Theatre, ‘at-nearby Cuyahoga Falls. 
The . ait-conditionéd. .. house’: seats 
nearly 700, and has: a parking lot |. 
-adjoining.. °. 

Lithgow. went to ‘New. York ‘to |: 
engage an. ‘Equity . -company.- The 

the Shrew,” followed: by “A. Mid- 
summer. Night’ s Dream;” “Twelfth 
Night” and.“Macbeth.” The fifth. 
week. will be a repeat of the first 

.. performances. Pro- 

Wednesday. night, running through 
{the ‘weekend, “with - matinees Sun- 

| day. 
: Originaily, the. Slakespeare. sea- 

}son was to have been presented, 
as in the last: two years, at Stan 
Hywet, the’ civic-cultural property 
which was the Seiberling Family. 
estate. : ‘However, the. board of 
trustees, confronted with a strin- 
gent financial situation, voted 14 to 
13:..to : dismiss Lithgow and cancel 
Shakespeare.” 

The}. 

-perhaps taking his vacation .. . 

August. 

legit and film ‘assignments...: a 

“Asides and Ad Libs 
_N.. ¥. ‘Times columnist. ‘and ex-eritie Brooks: Atkinson’ s plans for the 
summer ‘include a visit during August: to. the. ‘Stratford {Qnt.) Shake- 
spearean Festival, spraying: trees and bushes; making: several : window _ 
Screens. and doing: some painting in his. home at. Durham, N.Y. 

Henry Hewes, critic-of the Saturd 
Review, will visit the Actors Workshop ‘in San’ Francisco: and. attend 
the San Diego and Oregon Shakespeare Festivals ‘the: first: week in. 

_ Weloetay, Jay Ly 1961_ : 

Alan Brien, critic. for the: Sunday Telegraph; js an. interesting new 
commentator on the London theatre .. 
for ‘producer: David. Merrick, planed Friday (7) to the Coast. to check... 

_|on “La Plume de Ma Tante,” currently, playing a nitery, engagement at 
‘|'the Moulin: Rouge, Hollywood. .... 

‘Ooops; Sorry Depft.: A card ‘postmarked London. N: H, reports per. SYP: 
formance schedules for. “Marriage-Go-Round” : and. ‘“Pinian's. Rainbow,”. |: .- 

| but neglects to mention the name of the theatre . . 
Anne Jackson (Mrs. Wallach), who: withdrew last. week. from leading 
roles in “Rhinoceros,”. are vacationing: in’ Maine, meatiwhile | preparing 
a program of: dramatic: and poetic readings for ‘Presentation: between 

.,.« Jacek Schlissel, general manager 

: John Chapman,. critic for. the N..Y.. Daily News,’ will: attend the San 
Juan Drama Festival: ‘this-summer,. ‘according to’ word from Puerto. Rico: 
... Airgo, Ltd., of Toronto, has begun. charter air-taxi service to Strat- 
ford, Ont., from cities in ‘southern Canada and northern U- S., so it’s. 
now possible to-make the entire trip. to the Shakespeare. Festival there. 
‘by. ‘plane. With Trans-Canada and American Airlines providing: jet:.. 
service ‘between New. York and Toronto: in-just under 60.minutes. : ‘it's 
DOW: ‘possible. for Broadwayites' to Teach Stratford Jess than. two hours... 

‘Harold: ‘Clurman, a legit. stager: and- critic for. The Nation, won the’ ° 

vo and”. ; 
ay 

_ Eli Wallach and. 

first George Jean Nathan Award. for drama criticism. The - “selection. ..- 
carrying ‘a cash prize of $4,000, was. made .by: the. professors of English - 
at Cornell, Princeton and ‘Yale,. was on: the basis of: Clurman’s book, . 
“Lies Like Truth” . 
can, is vacationing in Europe, is due: back in time: ‘to. have a » Sunday a 
‘column - Aug. 6. 

Author-director George Abbott is. spending a golfing. summer at: Mer- 
iewold,.a. private residence cabin-club near Monticello, N.Y.:... : His. 
daughter, Judith Abbott Clark, casting: director. for. ‘Griffith. & Prince, ' 7 
also has a place there with her children . , .. Howard. Taubman, N.'Y.. 
Times drama. critic, took Mrs. Taubman: ‘and. their two. sons along for .. 

} his ‘trip’ to cover the. ‘recent opening | of the Stratford “(Ont.}. Shake- 
spearean Festival, ‘and. they spent. the mornings Playing. ‘tennis: on. the. 
‘¥WCA courts near the Festival Theatre. 

“Looking backward over a career. of ‘26 ‘years as. 8 playwright. I have: 
not.seen one artist develop the talent possibilities: ‘inherent in:him. The 
rule is. that by the time you are famous you: are: being. paid for being. . 
on. the way down. Playwrights come and: go and: are shot: dawn: like ::. 
Beese.. Actors are type-cast.and not allowed to fulfill themselves artisti¢-.:- 
{ally or humanly. Broadway .tells. its. greatest: talents. to. go. hang: when 
‘they ‘can’t ‘make any profits. It’s typical that: Alfred Lunt, :probebly :.: 
the most outstanding. actor in the last three decades, has never appeared. A, 
‘in a classical play. (He and his actress-wife Lynn Fontanne costarred ° 
“The Taming of the Shrew” in 1938-39 and “The’ Sea Gull” in 1939-40.- 
—Ed.) The trouble is that our: theatre reflects. our society, and in. a. 
business civilization ‘only. the negotiable ‘elements. ‘of human ‘life: are. 
encouraged in’ ‘survival. ”——Playwright-scenarist Clifford Odets, as quoted. 
by Nathan Cohen in the Toronto Star. * 

“Every time Gypsy ‘Rose Lee. sees. the: ‘dhow, ‘the tears: come. After J 
| all, it’s her own Hfe and I guess she:-gets nostalgic. -But she loves: it,. --; 
‘She- comes. back and tells me, ‘Keep. drinking ‘the milk. and‘ taking the 
vitamins. You’re my annuity.”—Ethel Merman, star of the touring “GyP- 
SY," ” as quoted. by Hollis Hochstein in the Toronto Star. _ 

. John McClain, critic‘of the N.Y. Journal-Ameri-' 

-For-Creative Art Study 
The Ford Foundation ‘will. award 

a third series of fellowships for 
j studies in the creative. arts: -by per- 
sons not regularly associated with 

}academic 
. {tions by ‘candidates. ‘must be “post-: 

| marked no later than next ‘Oct. .16.. 
‘The period. of the fellowships will |: 
range: from: three months to about 

institutions. Applica- 

|a year and the ‘awards, varying in 
amount according .to the ‘cost of 

a year... 
: The fellowships, 

March. 

N: at’l Arts Council: Asks 
White. House Conferénce} " 

Washington, J uly’ oe 

arts.’ 

ready ‘submitted fo the White 
‘House a: plan. ‘for such a confer 
ence. 

The’ purpose of. the proposed. 
meeting; for which the council is 
seeking ‘public’ support, would be 
“to consider. the. divergency of’ 
‘opinion about the relationship °of 
‘government to the arts in America 
in an. attempt to.specify. ‘this rela- | 
tionship -and also to explore.meth-| 
ods of cooperation. between private. 
initiative: and. government in for-: 

part of the 
Foundation’s Program. in Humani-. 
ties and the Arts, were first award- 
ed in June, 1960, “and again. dest 

. The. National’ Council on the: 
Atts and: Government is ¢ampaign-. 
ing. for a White House conference 
on thé role of ‘government in. the: 

The council, with painter 
Harold. Weston as chairman-has al-: 

Martha Raye's Perils i in Pitt ; 
Stands Up a Critic, Chases Deadhead ‘Moth Ofaage - 

: and. (You Guessed ity Gets. ‘Panned ° : 

New Ford Fund Awards . “Pittsburgh, July" 
Martha “Raye; * making a guest" 
appearance last. week in, the Pitts-*-- 
‘burgh: Civie Light Opera ‘produc- 
tion ‘of “Calamity: ‘Jane,”. had‘ the . 
misfortune ‘or. bad judgment - to... 
‘break an. interview :date. with one. 
.of: the critics’ who.'was to. review’. 
the show.. After ‘reading. the‘ no-: . 
tice, she . inquired,. “Why « Aid: che 
say. I--can’t: sing?” _.- 

arranged: the interview with Mi- ~ 
chael Holmberg, of :the. Pittsburgh |: 
zt haem but ‘at the. appointed ‘time. ~~ 

each: study. or -research activity, 
will ‘Generally. -be less than. ‘$7, 500° : 

~| born Holmberg. ‘commented. “If a. 
bloody: woman: doesn’t want to ‘be 
interviewed; ‘the hell: with it” -- 

“London- 

The critle ‘said he. ‘décidéd. jiot.. 
“to.write. a “nasty”. piece about ‘the . 
incident, explaining: .~“‘People® 

| anight think I-was piqued... E-can =" 
live .without ° interviewing ‘Martha °° 
“Raye. That: attitude is:for . Petu- a 
lant, spoiled’: schdolboys,” 

Holmberg’s. review’. was favor- . 
“ cable to “Calaniity Jane” as.a'show, | :- 
but referred to the. star asa “sing-~*- 
er without. a: voice,”. ahd: added, .-- 
there were more than. a few who. . 
must have. winced -inwardly . over. - 
her rendering . of “Secret Love,” - 
‘He ‘concluded the notice, ‘One: 

of the difficulties :of: acting: with. 
Martha. Raye. seems to ‘be that. 

| you ‘never. know:.what -she’s going _ 
to’'say next. There are not’ ‘mahy: 
actresses. who can get away with _ 
breakirig off in. the’ middle: of. the «"" 
show to chase ‘a. moth .offstage;.“:. -.:.- 
explaining ‘that. it hasn't: bought. a 
ticket.” ne 

-Win Fanning: critic. at. the Post- .- 73.05) 
Gazette, gave the production, the. JA fe: 
-CLO' season open od 
proyal; butwremarked ‘that it: might J . 

, unqualified 

‘warding the development and. ap ‘Have ‘been titled “An Evening. with 
+ preciation 0 of the. arta” artha a Raye.” cere 

CLO. pressagent - John. Bos: had:: ms 7 



Netto, Jely 2, 1961" 

. Critics’ Pall Resulis 
| -. Tabulation af, selections: by the London. drama critics for the various 
“beste” ‘of. the: 1860-61. West: End season: (June 1, 1960-May 3i, 1961). 

~ Previous Winners 
"Best. of-the-season.. selections. ‘byl. 

| the London ‘drama’ critics in. pre- 
vious. years have. included the fol- 

| lowing: 
‘The. following se the ballots | 

of the individuals Participating in: 
Verne D vil wile lk. BEST vligerén PLAY. Le 1957-88 - the annual V. Pell of the! 
pe e Ti: Cys... - Sunes eke ene ghee oe sp ee see eaten ee Dias : BS: British: Play: “Flowering Cherry.” London drama s figures : 

. The Tiger. and: the Horse bebacis ' a ae : British | Musical: “Expresso Bon-| refer to the Tessective selechion 
“Billy. Haar’? oi. ee le 2 lego categories): | a 

ae oA Mans fer. aD Seasois* . eo eeestecaee sie an Foreign. : Plays, The Teeman a Bentley (Munday Pictorial 
: oo Le MUONS in ke he ee ce mre ed : . re . wages “s eid . se. ‘. as aes va Pan a ’ wa 73 Conieth. eo ° . the 9 ‘ 

-)* Progress’ to the. Par v9 wo ig Ue ebeesacctedeceewetiehe ee avers I . “Progress to Park”, 2, Oli- 
a “StOp. It, Whoever. You. Are” weeeeeeeaes reese rete a oleae “Masta ”y ‘iat ver ts "boaneetion®® §, Brine’ af 
~ SPnPighng “about qerues lem i! Pee pe -Actor:, “Ralph Richardson (“Flew- Music”: 6, Robert Shaw: 7. Mer- 
in anaes Fee MUSICAL Tree teen aes 3 ering Cherry”). : 'garet Leighton; 8 Ron Moody. 9 

. ‘Woliver” , oo? oe « ee ble we we. Blew . wee waeee oe wees een wees St. | sens am Stanley. (Cat on a Patricia Lambert; , Richar a “Iti- 

EE oe 3, BSE REVOR ° oT Male in Musical: Rex Harrison ers; 11,-Diane CileMo; 12, Richied 
“Beyond ‘the: Fringe”, ay das cewecccdes nee - 17: (My Fair Lady”). ~. Briers 23, Anna QRasle; 14, Peter 

“Alton: . a -Femme in. Musical: Julie An- Philip Hope-Wall G dian): 
“Phe R Leelee ve Soe ne teeta meee seasons eeiesene | dtews (My. ‘Fair Lady"). | - ace (Guardian 

-“The ‘Rehearsal’ 2 Ss Actor: Tie between 1, “The Devils”; 2, Oliver; 3, “Be. t 
“Life of Galileo” ..;:. 

Sack Gelber: (The. Connection” d 

gus Cashin - 
Hobson (Sunday Times), Philip - ‘Hepe-Wallace-. (Guardian), 

: “Levin: ( Express), Jack Lewis (Reynolds News), 
. (Daily. Mail); ‘David Nathan: ‘(Daily - Herald), :. Dick. Richards ‘Daily Mir- 
-”" Por), Milton ‘Shulman: {Evening Standard), Weston Taylor (News of ‘the | 
: World); Kenneth: Tynan Observer): T. ¢: ‘Worsley (Financial Times), 
‘Anthony Cookman, without t byline (Times).” ., 

* . 

upperting 
rire + Stanley Holloway (“‘My.Fair Lady") 

“first place -as. the most. promising Redgrave: 

~ Chitics ‘participating in the ‘poll were. Felix’ Barker: (Evening News), : 

Jack Bentley (Sunday Pictorial), ‘Alam Brien (Sunday Telegraph’. Fer-. 
Sketch); Hareld Comway (Sunday ‘Dispatch’. Harold | ‘ 

Bernard: 
Robert Muller 

yond the Fringe”: 4, “The Re- 

12, Barry Foster; 13, 
actress with ‘Patricia - Healey in| Valerie Gearon: 14, Tony Richard- 
“Tion | in. “Love” and Valerie | son:.15. Henry Livings 
Gearon: in.“‘The Tenth Man.” -Harold Hobson (Sunday Times): 

- Franco: Zeffirelli had‘ a substan- | 1,. “Tiger and the Horse”; z, Oliver; 
‘tial Jead as -best director for his}3. “Beyond the Fringe”: 4, “Chin 
staging of. “Romeo and Juliet” and‘ *Chin™; 5. No choice; -6. Albert Fin- ! 
‘Alun’ Owen was voted: into first ' ney: 7. ‘Celia Johnson; 8, No choice; § 
place as ‘the .niost promising: -_play- 9, No choice: 16. Michael Gwynn; 

‘}wright for "Erogress to the Park. 411), Vanessa. Redgrave; 12, Aibert | 

of Music”; 

3 

Critics’ Individual Balls 
Finney; 18, No choice; 14, Peter 
‘Wood; 15, No choice. 

Fergus Cashin (Daily Sketch*: I, 
“Billy Liar”; 2, Oliver; 3, “Beyond 
the Fringe”: 4, ‘Altona’; 5, “Sound 

6, Albert Finney, 7, 
Diane Cilento; 8, Gearge Benson; 
9, Jean Bayless; 10, Alan Bennet; 
11, No choice; 12, Tom Bell: 13, 
No choice; 14, Colin Grahanv: 15, 
Keith Waterhouse. 
Weston Taylor (News of the 

World ~ “Billy Liar’, 2, Oliver; 
“Reson the Fringe’: 4, “Al- 

tona”: “Music Man", 6. Kenneth 
, Hath, a Siobhan McKenna; 8, 
Ron Moody; 9, Patricia Lanihert; 

110, Davy Kaye: 11, Janina Fave; 
12, Tom Bell: 13.. Patricia Healey: 
14, Franco Zeffirelli: 15. J. J Don- 

-“The:Tenth “Man” . vi i oe oe 2. “ hearsal”; 5, “Music Man”; 6, Rich- a ”: jand) Jack MacGowran’ (‘The Ice- “eavy. 
7 pune ee, ke ‘ “s y eee ee ete tens rt . : rest eease Tees _ oe os oy Pom {man Jack Mac : ard Johnson: q, Peggy Ashcrof!: 8, Anthony Cookman :Times) = t, 

io. “The Miracle or er" (Ateresesnereet te dner tes betedre state ete 1 Supporting Actress: Evelyn Var- : No choice; 9,.No choice: 10, Robert “Roots”, . Oliver, 3. “Beyond the 
“Chin -Chin” .... vied aen (“Roar : Likea Dove™:.. Shaw; 11, Vanessa Redgrave; 12,' Fringe”. 4 “Life of Galilea”, 5 

oB, BEST FOREIGN MUSICAL a oa John ‘Stride; 13, Vanessa Redgrave: i. é . _ 7 “The. Mu: ic Man’. oe? ce Wa Promising | of Albert ¥ pney ‘Music Man": 6, Albert Finney 7 

“The So se of Music” 17. IE REE reste dealad ror TL Lethe. Party"). _ 414, Joan Littlewood; 15, Robert: peggy Ashcroft: 8, No choice 9, 
“legging. K u ong” usic’ Se nO ee eC wt a oa - Promising :, Actress: Va net - Bolt or Alun nahn ny ‘Main: 2 (No: ree 10,. No chavee. 11, Vane 

. - grave (*A Touch of the Sun” Rebert Muller (Da .essa Redgrave, 12, Albert Finney; 

Ac test PERFORMANCE BY MALE La LEAD in srmatenr: a Director: Peter. ‘Wood’ (The Ice-|“The Devils"; 2, Oliver; 3, “Be- (13, No choice; 14, No chaiwe, 15, 
“Kenneth Hach vee ‘Aitona™ y UTES pimegrrceeessssbecs sess st bese 3. man Cometh”): yond the Fringe”: 4, “Life of Gali-' Arnold Wesker. 
Rex Hanicon("Platonow') cee retee panna ee Cette esse 2. - Promising - Playwright: Robert leo”; 5, “King Kong”; 6, Kenneth: David Nathan ‘Daily Herald’ 1, 
a Robert Shaw (“Chan elin ny ere? wuaete creme sees waster rss eene qiy “Bolt. v ‘Flowering. Cherry”). Haigh: 7, Irene Dailey: 8, Ron |“The Devils”; 2, Oliver, 3. “Bes ond 
Richard Johnson: ‘The. ne were aa vat 1958-59 Moody; 9, Georgia Brown; 10, Roy the Fringe’; 4. “ Altona’; 5. No 
Paul Scofield (“Mair for-All Seasons") wemare rere pers sess s sys qQ.. British Play: “Five Finger Exer- Kinnear; 11, Vanessa Redgrave; 12, choice: 6. Rex Harrison; 7, Dorothy 

“Anthony ‘Quayle (Chin Chine) ooo 1 ae aan Masia: *Vadmouth* HEBER Uae 2 Billie Whtciaw; “Tutin: 6. Ron Moods: 9 Georst  - RPE DEPRABATANICE BY GCORIME FDRan tw CTpatfun “Valm eter 0 rown; 10, Alan Bade!l; 11, Vanessa : 7Es Rona clr rei a src nay | Fevegn a: Long Das Jour Berard avin (Dally Expres: Hedarne 12 Ton ei 3, hui 
‘Trene. Dailey ( “Tomorrow ‘with Pictures”) . we feafebtessedeeteence, 2 “ney. Into" Night.” “es . L “Tiger and the Horse”; 2, Oli- Whitelaw; tq. Franso ZeMfirelll; 

ee Margaret: Leighton. (Lady. From. the Sea’) o. wanes . 9 a _,Foreien. “Masical: West - Side. ver: 3,. “Beyond the Fringe": 4, AW. Alun Owen. ; . ; 

‘Peggy. Ashcroft (‘Duchess of Malfi”) .....00vs0sesdeecps to cea . 2 ‘|*Altona”; 5, “Music Man”; 6, Al-; Milton Shulman (Evening Stand- 
4. 2 Joan’ Plowright’.(“Roots”): 250s e: JUET wie OT de eee coe 1. __ Actor: P atrick - “MeGoohan: bert Finney; 7, Siobhan McKenna; ‘ard!: 1 Man Tor All Seasons", 2, 
Anna” Massey. (“Miracle Worker”) eee peda eec ea ta cp tees viciege, TD (“Brand”). 78, Ron ‘Moody; 9, Georgia Brown; | Oliver; 3. Beyond the Fringe”. 4, 
yes Maggie ‘Smith (“The Rehearsal”) ; eck cee cd wecbestecdeccenet 4Y ; “Actress: Gwen Firangcon-Davies 10, Alan. Badel; 11, Vanessa Red- “Altona”; §, “Music Man"; 6. An- 

* Celia Johnson’ Chin’ Chin”). . eeeeece, - cecal gtbesec 0000 oe |CBong Day's. Journey Into Night”). grave; 12, Wilfrid Brambell; 13, ‘ thony Quayle: 7, Siobhan MceKer- 
Diané. Cilento (“Altona”) : ° wale, eee foe te ” a -Male in Musical: Keith: Mitchell Patricia Healey; 14, Peter Coe; 15, na: 8. No choice; 9, Georria Browre 

.. Dorothy Tutin. (“The ‘Devils* oa ae mecee . cane A. | Irma ‘La Doute’”’). . Henry. Livings. 110, Donal Donnelly: 13, Vanessa 

. - Judi Dench (Romeo. and Juliet”) . PET be _ , ve “Femme in. ‘Mesical: Tie. between : Dick: Richards (Daily Mirror): 2, -| Redgrave: 12, Tom Bell: 13. Jul 

"Sg. BEST PERFORMANCE BY. M ALE “LEAD. bal ‘wUSiCAL. | Chita: Rivera (West: Side Story”) “Tiger and the Horse”: 2, Oliver; >, Dench: 14, Franco Zeffirelli, 15, 

_ | Ron, Moody: (“Oliver”)... 2. Noo dw bane cog dd Watuae icv wbegee 8. ma Elizabeth Seal (“Irma La/s “Beyond the Fringe’; 4, “Mir J: P. Donleavy. 
ao: Wan Johnson (‘Music Man". 2.02.6 0. oe oe ee Pood bbe ee ee wy ar uce” acie Worker”; 5, “Music Man"; 6, | —— —— 
2) Kenrieth ‘Williams (“One : Over. the Bight”) gee he eee g ath cee gon! 4. __ Supporting “Actor: lan Bannen’ Albert Finney; 7, Irene Dailey: 8, | iT ‘W t Sid St 

~ ".George :Benson: (“Belle”) -. . : “yj Tong Day 's Journey Into Night’ )-1 Ren Moody; 9, Georgia Brown; 10, ouring esi ode ory, , 
cl) 9, BEST. PERFORMANCE: ‘BY FEMME, aap’ IN ‘MUSICAL - | Supporting Actress: Joan my |Boy Kinnear; 11, Vanessa Red- Woe-H din E 
Georgia Brown-(“Oliver")... on. 2. veers ceael a -Jwood. (“The Grass Is. erp eo \erave and Amelia Bayntun; 12. oe-Haunted in urone, 
Patricia. Lambert (“Music “Man. eneee RIE pe tshecteern, 2 thet bene, Acter: hort - oT the. Tom Bell; 13, Valerie Gearon; 14, * He 
‘Jean: Bayless -("Sourid of Music”) get metathesis nak (the Long, the Short and’ the jrranco Zelferelli; 15, Alun Owen. Has Iron Curtain B'ds 

. ane meet ‘BEST MALE. aca PoREORMANCE vd: | Promising: Actress: Frances Cuka __ menzeth Tynan een: Be Paris, July 11. 
_ “¢Straight. Play or. Musical) ane ‘lA Taste of Honey”). No. choice; 2, No. choice: Gali, Coproducers Pete | Kameien 

. Alan Badel (“The’ “Rehearsal”. Lede cae cates nates eva : - oe . eal, : Director: Jerome ‘Robbins (“West yond. the Fringe”, 4," Life o ail- ‘ ty anki and Giora Ciodtk Israeli) 

we “Roy. Kifinear.{“We're Just ‘Not. Practical”) we ee os |_| Side Story”), ‘| leo we and Altona”; 3, ical of the Continental touring “West 

(“Sparrers ‘Can’t Sing”) *- Let Laepee vobeebewOvlancnca 2 “Playwright: Peter|Man”; 6, Albert. Finney and Rob-j side Story,” now covering W. 
Michael Gwynn. (“Lady from ‘the Sea”) govcigeeecccnes tts perce ue Shaffer: (Five Finger Exercise”). | ert ‘Shaw; 7, Joan Plowright: 8.! Germany, plan to continue the at- 

. Richard Briers - (“Three”). 0005. . se.:c0c ne EE eq: 1959-60 Kenneth. Williams; 9, gla traction into early '62 This despite 

| “Robert ‘Shaw «{“The. Changeling”) PUIEE weleecestccinesse LD. British Play? “The Caretaicer.” Brown; 10, Gary 7, Goodrow and e, | all the hazards. built in, unfore- Ron Moody (“Oliver'y.. 0... 0. Jesse. veegecdene ete TEED ge, -._ British Musical: . “Make Me. an McOwen; 11, tricia Hesley seen and other, attendant upon the 

‘Alan. Dobie (Tiger. and the Horse”) __ ESHER TIOISESEIeTIS 1: Offer.” | 12, Tom Bell; 13, Pa ealey: liour since 4t opened in Tel Aviv 
Harry: Tawb (“Fairy Tales of New. York"). wiasececwtesaacrecseee 1)” Foreign Play: ‘Tie between -“In- 14, Franco Zeffirelli; 15, Jack last Feb. 8. 

~:, Alan Bennet (“The Fringe”) : denecdececsawse LS. herit the Wind” and “Rhinoceros.” ber and J. P. Donleavy. Producers say they now -have 
 “ Donal-Donnelly. “Playboy: of the ‘Western. Wantd"y : "4g. | Foreign.. Musical: “The . Most|- -Hareld Conway iSunday Dis-| bids to bring the show to Russia, 

: Davy Kaye- (Belle) 0000 oc. la cece ee tne veced os eeegevvececess 1 °|Happy Fella.” | | patch)::1, “Chicken Soup with Bar- {Czechoslovakia and Poland, but 
+ Gary Goodrow (“The Connection” elec dawe needs te L wep eceee . = 16|_ Ac Donald Pleasance, The ley,” “Roots” and “I'm Talking | won't accept nntll, and unless, they 
* Alec: McOwen. (Twelfth Night’) 2.2.0. 0...5 2.6 ec So i cna . R Caretaker”). © About Jerusalem"; 2, Oliver; 3,] receive a nod from the U S. State 

‘  -" 11) BEST "FEMME SUPPORTING: "PERRORMANCE | “* | “Actress: Flora » Robson ("The | “Beyond the Fringe”; 4, “The Re-} Dept. (which, by the way, has been 
We ‘UStraight Play or Musical). ee Aspern Papers”). a bearsal” and “Altona”; 5, “Sound] rather aloof from the company 
"Vanessa Redgrave (Lady, ‘from: the. Sea” and... ars ‘Musical: Inia Wista’ of Music”; 6, Paul Scofield; 7, Judit from the start!. Besides Israel, 

- ‘he: Tiger. and’ the Horse"), . saseee veveccecee 124% (“The Most Happy Fella”). Dench and Siobhan McKenna; 8, { production has already appeared 
‘Diane Gilento. Calion ey fl ideuebeecedaeccaeew SUNUELEEE 1*-|_ Femme in Musical: t|Ron Meody; 9, Jean Bayless; 19,/in Italy, France and Scandinavia, 
Billie Whitelaw: (“Progress to the Park”) ase COREE a aaah wc {Martin (“A Crooked Mile”). Michael Gwynn; 11, Vanessa Red-{ Logistical and union problems, 

“-:, Janina Faye (“The Miracle Worker") :0502....0i.s,c..0e03sse- 1 | Supporting Actor: Peter. Wood-| grave; 12, John Stride; 13, Billie| primarily, have often been stag- 
“ ‘Amelia’ Bayntun - «“Sparrers Can't Sing"). ieee eee ec reseteenge | Ye fthrope (The - Caretaker"). w; 14, Franco Zeffirelli; 15,| gering for the company. Linguis- 

vo 12; MOST P ROMISING NEW WEST END ACTOR as Actress: Alison: Leg- Alun ‘Owen. tics have been another barrier; 
Tom ‘Belt. “Progress. o the. Park”) .. 20.6... abecsesusleecevens: J [gatt: One Way Pendulum”).: | . Jack Lewis (Reynolds News): 1,] but despite all, company has been 
John’ Stride (“Romeo and Juliet,” and ss |, Promising Actor: Zia Mohyeddin |“rhe Devils”; 2, -Oliver; 3, “Be-| showing a nice‘ profit and getting 

. “King-Henry. Iv” Part: One) . ceces voeeseclsgeeistes 2. [CA Passage to India”). “ tyond the Fringe”: 4, “Tenth Man”: | generally warm critical reception. 
Albert | ‘Finney. (“Billy - Liar”) | lea neieeeeed. . eae veeceeetcnsicees. 2 | Promising ‘Actress: Vanessa: Red- \5, “Musie Man”; Cr "albert Finney; Kameron and Gedik, Incident- 
‘Richard Briers: (“Three”) ..)..: maser ao... 1, .fgrave (“Look on Tempests”). 17, Anna Massey: & Van Johnson;| ally, say they may also put Asia 
Edward: Judd. (Tinker’)” oo. 0 sop ven ey eleleecadesedeecscseee 1 |... Director? Joan Littlewood (“Fings 9, Georgia Brown; 10, Ron Moody;|and Africa on the itinerary once 

_ ‘Wilfrid Brambell (Stop: It. Vioever You ‘Are’ ". ee bee beespeeveem 1: | Ain't: Wot They Used T’Be” and/i7 Vanessa Redgrave: 12, Jeremy { Europe has been played. Company 
".- Jeremy : Spenser (Candida) oo... eee ese: tequcecen 7) 2] “Make Mean Offer”). | Spenser; 13, Judi Dench; 14, Peter | has been on a boxoffice guarantce 

:¢ James Villiers’ (“Fomorrow with Pictures”) re ae ob |_ Promising . Playwright: Harold: ‘Wood; 15, John Whiting. at most stops, and has done well, 
“~ Barry Foster: (“Fairy Tales of New York’) LES. oe Pinter The. Caretaker”). | Welix Barker (Evening News): 1,j 100, where they've had to risk boa. 

13, MOST“ PROMISING NEW WEST. ND ‘acrnss” sae {Man for Ail Seasons”; 2, Oliver: | via rentals. 
Billie Whitelaw Rrogress tothe Park"): abe Chae bela ee els soe ia | s : 3 the Fringe”; 4. “Tenth eee 

atricia Healey (‘Lion id ey pnt he adaleseeeevee! Pa fan” “ x 4 . 
. Malerie Gearon (The: Tenth Man”). . beep ed eta bees ce nee es Cane 8 *‘Masic Man’ Best . . Heilon” . a hene aly & Hex New American Operas 

. a Judi ‘Dench’ (“Romeo & Juliet’’) “ease we en er cre eres 2 —= ‘Continued : from. page 61 — Johnson; 9, Georgia Brown; 10, Du N. Y. oo Ce 

Nanessa Redgrave waees, ane the sacs ~g |-tures” out. of first place as the. best Man Badel; 41, Vanessa Redgrave; eat City nter 
; > cenees eee cee - 5 - femme d. inva straight play: ; 1 James : ers; 13, a a 5. Two new American operas will 

Aina Quayle ( And’ Tae meron eorvee Aeneeet oP | “Oliver” “eornered © two more Gearon; | 14, Franco Zeffirelli; ‘ be- presented during the six week 

__ Franco Zefferelli: (“Romeo and Juliet”) 0... syed EOE gag|| eitations, with Ron Moody and|Laurence Doble and Robert slo: season ‘starting Oct. 5) of the 
“Peter Wood ("The Devils”) =. cve.d. clic eceie nesses 3 | Georela’ Brown ‘being named re-/man... N. Y. City Opera. They are Doug- 
‘.” Peter-Coe (“The Miraéle: Worker”) . see on ele aiecesne BY ‘spectively for the best male and |... ‘C. Worsley {(Finaneial Times): jlags Moore's “Wings of the Hove 

‘Peter Hall. (“Royal Shakespeare mya eedeecsie STESTTEEEL 0 (femme. lead - in’ a’ musical. Each. t, “The Deviis"; 2, Oliver; 3, “Be-|with libretto by Ethan Ayer on 
‘Joan Littlewood (“Sparrers. Can reSing") wae aeeereseenerrenre | received eight votes with the next lyond the Fringe"; 4, “Altona”; 5,|Oct. 12 and “The Crucible.” adapt. 

“Zotiy Richardson {The Changeling”) ...0:....60e¢000 0b neg lee Len best in each category. only getting |“Music Man”; 8, Albert Finney; 7,/ed by Robert Ward and Bernard 
Colin Graham (“Twelfth Night") .--.-... ava vicvnvegeepeadeg, 1, 7p EWOR ‘ Margaret Leighton; 8, No cholce;/Stambler on Oct 26 Furd Foun- 

15. MOST: PROMISING PiavwaiGnt ae | Vanessa "Redgrave in. “Lady |9, No choice; 10,. Alan Doble; 11,|dation money made possible cori- 
. ‘Alun Owen (“Progress to the Park”). os Loeascescs BIG from the Sea and “The: Tiger and | Billie Whitelaw: 12, Tom Bell: 13, | missioning of both works by Gen- 
J. P. Donleayy (“Fairy.Tales of New York") eames worl. 914} the Horse” hada walkover vic-| Vanessa Redgrave; 14, Peter Coe; | eral Director Julius Rudel 

. Henry, Livings. (“Stop It, Whoever You Are"). beeine TLOULEXS] 2°) tory. asthe best supporting actress, {15, Alun Owen. Figaro” in English ts part of 
Robert Bolt. (Man For. ‘All Seasons” ).. ° eee Pe and Alan Badel in “The. Re- Alan Briem (Sunday Telegraph): {this fall's repertory “Cth. Fan’ 

Tiger and the Horse”) -: ey Ve lpeatewedsee 1 hearsal” just made’ it as the ‘best /1,.“Stop It, Whoever You Are”; 2,/Tutte,” “Boheme” and “Aida’ are 
-John: ‘Whiting. (“The Devils”) : sateen ce in male ‘support. Tom. Bell: in “Pro- No choice; 3, “Beyond the Fringe”: jincluded, along vith the Gilbert 
“Keith Waterhouse (Billy. Liar”): wees PPh ee SEEDS op. [gress to ‘the Park” had a healthy |4, - “The "Rehearsal"; 5, “Musle |& Sullivan items developed in Jast 
“Arnold. Wesker (“Roots”) ... wrnetnriee we ° Perreamnes We ead * fne ae promising new Man": 6, Kenneth Haigh: 7. Magele year at the ight Sticet how , ' 

F oecageug 134 | West End actor, an ie te--| Smith; :8, Ron Moody; 9, Jan -} Opening night will again be for 
Laurence Dobie and Robert a ie ce Mee, oe wenn ; | w law. in the same show shared. the jnell: 10. Harry Tawb; 11, Vanessa | City Opera’s own production fund, 

with the press reviewess prohatity 
scratched as last time. Ft will come 
erige three short works by Pu- 
cinni, “Il Tabarro.” “Suor Anyel- 
tea” and “Gianni Sehice ii" 

Anna Marle Alberghetti. star of 
“Carnival.” will do a Gia -.0maen 

ishow July 16 at the Qabkdale “Mu 
sic Theatre, Wailingford, Conn. 
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Sad. songs. Arid all authentic. Great stuff. And no 
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Tennessee Ernie Ford i is choosing both sides, 

Union and Confederate. It’s all to signify his 

two new smash Capitol albums. They: go along 

with the Civil ‘War Centennial. Marching songs. 

Around-the-campfire songs. Joyous songs. . 

_ rekindling of old. animosities. The way 

Old Em sings: them, both sides are winners. 
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' Ceritral Park ‘South, N.Y.). 
:* “able parts: English boy,.9-11, earn-' 
: vest, unaffected; . plays Michael: Red- 

> -above. address. - . 

. 1. Available parts: six femme. singers,. 

~ “barmaid, “40's, . 

Wednesday, July. 12; 1961: ’ 
+ 

een d 

> 4 
i+ 
¢ 
+ 

“way, ‘and touring shous, ads well as ballet, filnis, industrial. and’ tele: 
- yision.-shows.. All information -has. been | obtained . directly by: ‘the. baritone, 
VARIETY . Casting Department by 
checked as of noon yest 
~The-available -roles wi 

_— ‘tions to. the: list will ‘be made. only when information is seciired from ‘two character men, ‘short, 
The‘ intention is to service performers with leads MUSt sing; character’ woman, 55,. through  “‘gesponsible parties, 

... provided. by the ‘managements : ‘of - 
This: information : As: Published without. Tun @ wild, goose: ‘marathon. 

1, charge, 

rday . (Tues.). 
telephone ‘calls, and. has: been TEs. 

the shows - ‘involved rather than-to 

In addition. ‘to. ‘the: available parts. Itsted; ‘the tabulation includes. pro: 
dictions: ‘announced: ‘for later this | Season, but, for. which, the manage- 
“ments,-asyet, aren’t. holding. open. casting. calls:. “Parenthetical désigna-' 

- tions are’as follows: (C).Comedy, (D) Drama,: (MC). Misicat. Comedy, - 
(MD) . Musical. Prama,_ | (R) Revue, (Rep). Repertory, DRL Dramatic. 
Reading: 

“BROADWAY 
compte Lover”. D). 

oo. ducer,: -Irene:‘ Mayer Selznick ° (112: 

Pro-. 

‘Avail-" 

-*- graye's,, sori; undestudies for Red- 
- grave: and Googie Withers. - 

dress... 

_ - Davia “Merrick. ‘248 w. “44th St: 
oN Y.;°. LO- -3-7520, -- Photos: and: 

resumes of: sopranos ‘and_ tenors 
ted. for files, c/o. aboye 

being. accep e “1 Characters. *. address. . ete 

. “Garden of: ‘Sweets” 

& Sirki’ De, Vysenof . (250 W. 57th. 
N.Y.;. CO: 5-0286). Part ‘avail-. 

ble for..a male lead, 26, Greek 
--Jooking, ° sensitive, . to. ‘play - Op-. 
“posite. Katina Paxinou. Mail. 
photos ‘and. ' resumes, “through. 
agents only,. c/o ‘Pat _ Fowler, 

Get: 16: Up (MC): | 
“Charles Curran (c/o Lambs -Club,. 
130° W: 44th. St.; NAYS. JU: 2-1515). 

20-23, must..double with: Specialty; 
“ballroom _.dance team,. 20-23; 

_ young’. -comedienne,: baritone, 20's: 
Accepting: photos and ‘resumes, c/o’ 
‘above ‘address. 
plicants’ must-have intimate night 
elub- experience. SR 

= “Jennie”. (MD). Producer; New- 
purge-Porter ‘Prods. -(1619- Broad- 
way, N. Y.;. JU: 6-4886).- Available: 

: - parts:. male lead, 30’s, tall; femme, ; 
20," etherial, , “small, lovely, must 

'-" ging wells ‘character: ‘woman, ‘ 30; 
‘plump;. character 

."man, 40s; Irish man, 50's; Mail ‘pho- 
“tos ‘and: resumes,. through. agents for male. and femme: revue, ‘types. 
only, above address. 

“Kicks & Co,” (MC). Producers, 
: Robert Barron Neémiroff & ~Dr: 
Burton Charles D’Lugoff (337 Blee- |": . 

‘Availe [os 3. 
“able: parts: man, :30’s,: slender sing- | . 
“ker St... N. Y.; Ab 5-3179). - 

southern _ belle type “femme, 
20, ‘belting’ voice,..some’ dancing; 
« Negro .dancer-singer-actress’_ ‘for. 
_Inajor role. Apply,. through agents. 

er: 

“"! vonly,. C79. Sidney Eden;. above’ ‘ad- | 
. dress, 

” “Love. A ‘La Carte” ‘Mc). 
ducer, Arthur - Klein. 
Theatre Buldg., 
St. N.. 

-_ + — 

Mail: 

* ‘photos. and resumes: c/o, above ad- |" 

| Hammerstein .~ 2d, 
. | Ave., N. Y:); casting-directar, Eddie | 
Blum. Auditions for. possible. future} | 

‘De: Pro- | 
-/ ducers,. Ben - Frye, Irving © Squires s 

‘Producer, 

Don’t phone:: Ap-} 

-Pro- 50-70, . “charming, . fussy; 
(St. James: non-Equity;. 

“246 -.-W,. 44th | girl, 20-30, non-Equity: Negro man, 
“¥.:"LQ~ 5-6376). | ‘Available: 22, charming, energetic, 

| Brodticers, . “Robert: “Fryer: and: 
| Lawrence. Carr, in. association with - 
John: Herman - (234° W. 4ath “St. 

= NY. LA 4:2844). Available parts: 
man, 19-21, ° tall; handsome; ‘at: - 

| like, fair; ‘boy, 16, intense, medium 
| height;: ‘fairy -girl,.18,-Spiritual qual-.f 
ity,. natural | “beauty, : fair: -girl,. 21, 
‘fragile; girl, ‘18, all-American. txpe:. 
‘boy, 19, sincere. All roles ‘are Ne- | 
gro. Mail - photos" and resumes to. 
above address. : 

- “Sound: of Music”. (MD: : Pirdue. 
ers,. Richard - Rodgers & |. Oscar. 

1488. Madison . 

replacements ‘for girls, 7-16, and 
‘boys, 11-14 all. with trained voices. 

-Mail' photos: and ° 
resumes to. above: address, 7 

“Subways | Are * For - Sleéping” : 
(MIC). Producer,” David. “Merrick! 
(246: Ww: 44th St., NY: 
Available. Parts: young, ‘mah, second, 
lead,: ‘serious,. breezy, must. Sing:. 
young femme, . “ead,” “attractive, 
‘efficient, ..must’ sing::. femme. 30.1 
second. femme: Jead; beauti-f-ulj 
blonde, -well-proportioned, must.’ 
sing and ‘datice. ‘some; youfig. man; 
handsome, “vital. yet - conv entional,: 

umes. c/o Michael Shortleff,, ‘above, 
address... 

“Sunday: fn ‘New: York’ Cy Pro-| 
ducer, .. David ‘Merrick - 246 W. 

*.| 44th St... ‘N.Y,;. LO 83-7520). Avail- 
able “parts; femme, 22, attractive.” 
good : figure, - naive, good. sense . of - 
humor; man, over 25, attractive, 
humorous, . likeable: © man, 25-28," 
handsome,. extrovert;: man; 

and resiimes: c/o. Michael “Shurt- 
leff,: -above.. address: 

“Pop. of the. List** (Rvs ‘Producer, :: 
Robert Weiner -(234. W.: 44th. st. | 
‘N.Y.: LO 3-4370),. Parts available: 

| Mail © photos. and resumes: « e/0 | 
‘above’ address, .” ; 

OFF-BROADW AY. 
“Across ‘the ‘Board on. ‘Tomorrow 

“Morn”: and “Talking to: ‘You’: «D2: 

Producers, H Sheldon Gordon & 
Barry ‘Gordon © ‘ic/o Sevan- Levin: , 

‘son Agency,- 20 -W..'53d St NeY.3 
‘TPL 2-1360). ‘Available parts: man: 

“boy.. 7T- -1¥,: 

male - ‘midget... 

‘likeable; 
‘parts:. girl, 22; leading - ‘man, -30; ‘man,;. 40-50, tough : ‘put ‘pleasant;: 

second ‘leading. man, 30; character, 
- comedienne; 30.. ‘Accepting photos 
‘ ‘and: resumes, ‘above address. 

“Place ‘Without Twilight” 

: Ww IE L L INV E S T° 
- FROM $50,000 AND. UP.IN A 

_:) PROVEN ENTERTAINMENT 
_ PROJECT. THAT NEEDS MONEY. 

. " FOR_EXPANSION 
‘Write Box. V-2203, VARIETY. 

154 West 46th. Sty ‘New ‘York 36, N. Y.- 

(D).. 

a AUCTION "MORTGAGE SALE. poerion | 
Monday, July 

. UNIVERSAL. PRODUCTION. SERVICE : 
1428 .N. Orleans Street, Chicago, lll. 

$15.00. 06 or more of. theatrical stenery and: -eqlup- 
plays and alf other. “musical ‘and theatrical pro. 

| ‘eotitact Jim ‘Warner, above address. 

_Consisting of ny: 
: Ment for a 

pes oF ope 
ras, 

_ -Guetions,. suck ‘as. velour drops in alf colors. . Land . 
~- butterfiles, Spanish scenes, stone. and: stucco walls, Rigolette’ & Pagliiacct sets..- 

storie.. Witte.’ & folding. flats. .Palm trees.. ‘Pillars In marble, wood & 
gates, opera..scenes for Tosca. 

; “Clandestine. on | “the. 
|tine” 
+] Weems’ :& ‘Robert: Buccolo 
Al pith Ave., NcY.; JU 6- -6300':. -Avail-. 
|j.able. ‘parts: 
Ti) man, 40-60; girl; 17; {wo. men; 95-| 

| Puetro Rican. man, 30-40. ‘brother- 
ly;.man,° 45-60... Mail. photos and: 

[resumes c/o Arthur: Storch, ahove ; 
address. a isit’ “Don't. Phone: or. 
office. . . 

“Morning 
John: T. (C). . 

11035 
“Producers; : 

lead | woman; - 40-60; 

30;° man, - 30-45: ‘several. male and: 
femme ‘walk-onig, = All” ‘parts: are: 
Negro. Mail -photos.” and resumes 

24 at 11 A.M. 

pes,.. borders,’ wings,. 

Corret | 

$, ‘spears & halberds, storage trunks, 
: -Bookeases,. platform & .ramps, gothic arches. religious scenes &: statues. holy ‘ 

- font. Other complete. sets of operatic. 
. Office chairs, desks, filling cases, :show . 
two complete js. 

. a fast. sets service fables, Gressers, . cabin ote J. 
oe saws, brushes, linen, silverware renes, 

Real Estate: .3-story. industrial Brick. bide DPPrOx: 14000 $q.. fi, Jot. 50.» 100: 
‘. Loading platform with garage. New. 

$4600.00." Income 3rd. floor. leased ‘at 
: diate ‘possession. ist: and 2nd floors. “Elevators” 

| » ROBERT M. STEIN 
32 W. RANDOLPH ST. 

.V. set, refrigerators, hot point el. range. 

‘& musical. comedy. productions 
eases, sofas, pull up chairs, tarpeting, . 

-§. pe. break- ~. 
ets, other: bric .a: bréc, picture sets, 

sind: new. auto. oll heat.. Former . 
150.08 pe 

“Deposit 

& co. Auctioneers 

roof 

~ CHICAGO, ILL. a | 

: : : ef OT5 
” Folloicing.. ‘are available’ parts an sipcomtiig. Broadway, off Broad: RL 

" ducers, . Joseph Berhu.&. Peter, ing accepted ¢:o above address. 

LO. ‘3-7 7520). *: 

must: sing. . Mail. photos’. and- -Tes-- 

20's. 
good: tirne Charlie,: “juvenile; thar-* 
acter man-and woman.. Mail photos: : 

30-40; | 

jeer" ERANCYNE SEMMONS. 
: [33d & Hyde Pk., Chicago; HY 3- 

96005: 

“Robert “Weiner. (234 -W. 44th 

z for: male: and ‘femme revue types. 

ft “and: ‘Fesumes, c/o above ‘address. 
AE ig $1050. 00. Imme- _ . 

| VARIETY LEGITIMATE. — 67 
above - address. : femme singer-dancer- “Ae tors under Leo Aileri Davis: from Chi. Mail ppotos and resus ses 

* Script available ‘at: the. Draina Book 30. Mal photos an Iesimnes, ¢ O Don Dulhonf abeve sedress 
Shop SL W. $2d St. .N Y¥.5 _above address. 

Heather In Springtime” “MDD: | 
Producer. Richard | H. Roffnian} 

“qhest End: Ave. N.Y} STOCK 
9-3647 _ Avatlable parts: | PHILADELPHIA 

‘sopiano,, 23. “sensitive, “beautiful: - ‘Playhouse in-the Park. Producer, 
“96. tall. handsome, “Bthelyn R. Thrasher 58 Wo oStth “Share of the Pie” featucette 

tugged: oman, 58-60, aristocratic. “St. N.Y. Studio 25. 17 3 ans " Producer, Creative Mart bal svt 
, austere; soprano, :45:. soprara or. Parts available for mate and tem. me Futh Aves NY ON 7 anny, 

“be repeated. aweekly. ‘until flea, “and. addi: “contralto, 50; native Welsh woman; dramati¢ performers anu appren Avanlable parts garb 21. qaettys 
elfish.” tices. Mail photos and iesumes, BU) 25. Sbapely, man 400 ti, 

‘agents only, to Paul Ualian-looking = Mail phates ard 
pitch -lype, ise wars) moras 28. _ Stoudt,. above address. resumes above address 
an some; emme. ras SV wg: w 

character man, sinister, errie voice; | PHOENICIA, N.Y. nine Ue" qhantununie come dy 
: character - ‘man, -idiot t\pe:. tenor.) Phoenicia ‘Theatre. Produce:s Riverside Dr. NY ATO) M Bia 
‘26. mean,: jealous, villainous; sev- Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich & Parts avaiable for male od 
eral. men, 21-50, some. must sing. “Michael Lindsay- “Hogg wo Bald- fenrue visual comedy yea dan nets 
Mail photos and. resumes c¢ ‘o John ing, 415 E. 82d St, iS Y¥: RE 
A. Bowman. .\Voyager. Productions, ' 4-2947), Parts available for male 

. 750 Park Ave., N. -Y.). . fand femmie. performers for resident . 
“Leave It To Jane” (14C). Pro- company. Photos and resumes be- 

Mal photos and resumes ¢ o abuve 
address. 

Katz (¢/o Sheridan’ Square Thea- / Both Equity and non-Equity per- 
tre, Seventh - Ave. .& Fourth St, ' formers: will be. used for the -10- 
iNYS ‘CH 2-9609).: Auditions {or} week season.. 
“male ‘and . femme singers: as re- |}. 
placements, ‘every . Thursday at 6] WASHINGTON, D.C. | Trudy Heller's Versailles. sh 
‘p.m, above” address. ° Washington Theatre Cub. Man- St. & 6th Ave, N. Y.. Yoeal. ine 

ing director. “Mirrors” Di. Producer, Bar- 11632 0 St NW Washington Dee strumental and comedy acts being 

‘bara; _ Burns. (507. Fifth’ Ave, N, *{ DE: 2-4583). ‘Parts available for ; interviewed Call Dori Davis. IR 
,OX 7-58951. Available ‘parts: bey! Il ame 

| 13- 14, Slender, dark hair and eyes; ‘the Equity season. Write or phone 5 pm, 
‘Dan’ Hemenway, above address. { | 

Cabaret 
wee eer oe 

(male and. femme apprentices for : 42234, Monday-Friday. 
for appointment 

““Thalian - femme;. “German ‘femme: 
girl, 21, _Slender.. attractive; dark 
hair; man, 45; several men, 18- 26: 
-college’ types. Mail photos and] - 

i Fesumes ‘c/o Michael Crain, above _ SHOWS IN REHE ARSAL 
BROADWAY address. 

i “Shame: the ‘Devi “Mo. Pro- . “Sail Away” MC), Producer, ; 
‘ducer; Shame Company.-'Box 5-E.' Bonnaxd . Productions: (230 €.P.S.: i Dorter. through former * cubvadtiary 
Nuallable. parts tee LE 35257): AY OY. IU 2-2649. iLtd, Otlawa, and through Oya 
‘prano. young, attractive, : quick- STOCK ture Concert: Assn. of Vancouver 

‘witted;. lyric -soprano, ingenue,. “Troftus and Cressida” ‘PD: Pro- “towned by bassoonist George Zuk- 
« witty, independent; lead: contralto. | ducer, American Shakespeare Fes- erman}, which also ee. Patt wath 

ac. ee RE 

eum Continued from page 2 seeeeel 

‘Sharp, determined; two character | tival ‘Stratford, Conn... . 7 
‘-women; --soubrette, must’ speak} | ‘61 offering Canadian audience in 
‘LFrench;: ‘character baritone, vola- — seer, 61-62, 148 are Columbia 48 Na- 
; tile?: ‘tenor, juvenile, ‘handsome, . mg lw. ‘ional, “almost. all the rest man- 

"Television aged by such New York indeptne 
j ‘humor ous; baritone, ‘juvenile- heavy, : 
-good- looking; character bass, . old. 

. Indian:: : teener. eager, » energetic. 
Mail. photos ‘and resumes c/o above 7. 

dents as Sol Hurok, Herbert: Bar- 
rett and Kenneth Allen” 

(educational. j canbi. he says. is offering 
Producer, CBS. contra to Maureen Forrester aud 

. prano Lois Marshall, both Cana- 
{4524 W. Sith St..N. ¥; JU 6-6000); 'dians, to Canadian audiences ne at 
Jeasting - director, Paula Hindlin. | Season at $1,500 and $1.350 10. 
: Accepting -photos’ and: resumes of: spectively: but it took $25,000 freut 

sup by Montreal’ sugar newspaper 
ibaron John W. McConnelt: to build 
her up to the point of ¢ ‘alumbia’s 

' signing her. 
“Carrado. Film. Enterprises. Pro- | 

Three” “Camera 
| address. . Rehéarsals will begin ° in- ‘dramatic series). 
Sept. 

: TOURING . 

' “Advise ‘and “Consent” D), Pro- 
i ducer, - . Martin ‘Tahse ‘Associates | Seneral ‘tnale and female dramatic 

(1860 Broadway, N.-Y.; JU. 2-7650). talent, ¢/o above address. No dupli- 
Séveral -. parts available. - -Apply ‘Cates. 
through agents or mail. photos. ‘and. 
-Tesumes:c,'o Gary Leaverton, above : ; 
address. Don’t phone... deer, Carrado Enterprises | 640 me considerable pique about 

“Antigone” \Di.-Produces! i4-|able. for: models; actresses, ena ,sherementioned miner in Manat 
ward -B:" Shanley; in association | male and femme voices to dub for decries the Canadian “national- with Jim.Dolan (102 W.. 79th St, a series ‘of ‘five-minute tv shorts.. -ism” and affirms that the concert J N.Y.;:TR 4-4277). A star ‘performer ~ Mail: photos and resumes c o above | field is a tough one, not the mo vn 
Is ‘being sought for. either the: role’| address, | of eazy coin implie d. Certain y ‘2 

of Crean of Antigone.’ Contact| “Lamp. Unte My Feet” (religt- | nadian artista handled tn N.Y. are 

— 

the 
Manhat- 

; Shanley, above address. General ous-dramatic- series). Producer, | now saying ‘we wuz misquotes,'— 
peasting | for the. fall: national tour] cogs. i524 W, 87th St, N. Y.. JU? 

| of colleges and. universities will be“ 6-6000);- casting director, Paulai= 
jgonducted later this ‘summer. { Hindlin. Accepting photos ard re- 

“Farewell, . Farewell Eugene”: ‘sumes. ‘of general male and female 
hen ‘Producers, | Michael- Byrne &{ dramatic talent, c/o above address. . 
James Burr (405 E. 79th St., LE | No duplicates. 

i 

“hi 
5-8066).. AIF parts: available except | - “Nak nat 

i Minnie. and Gert. Mail photes and: ‘Prodecee Clty” dr amatle series). | 
{resumes c/o Byrne, above .address, ‘Screen . Gems,. 711 Fifth Ave., i 
-. Seript. available. at. ‘Drama ‘Book :: 
: Shop’ es W.. 52d. St. N.Y.) 

te “Music. Man” “MO. Producer ; 
iy Kermit: ‘Bloomgarden (1545: ‘Broad-. 
‘way, Ny ¥.; JU 2-1690).: ‘Part ayail- 
able. for a fop lyric soprano,. not : 
less. than :5 feet, 6 inches ‘tall, te 

[yess ee lead in. the national com-. 
Call Lillian Stein,. above | 

number. ‘Several. parts available. 
i for the Second company Mail. pho- 
, t08 ‘and resumes to. Miss Stein 
above ‘address. ‘Script available at } 

aN. YQ PL 1-4432), Accepting pho. i 
LOS - ‘and resumes of genera! male | 
‘and female dramatic talent by mail‘ 
only, ¢/o above address: 

_NBC-TV. (30 Rockefeller Pins 
N. Y¥.; CI 7-8300). Casting director {] 
-Rick- "Kelley: is accepting photos 
and resumes of male and femme. 
dramatic: performers for several] 
‘shows. Mail ‘Information to him, ! 
c/o above address. No. duplicates. 

‘WBBM-TY, Chicago, ‘630 N. Me- ; 

ae tes 

| pany. 

FRANK TORREN “Clurg: Ct., Chicago: WH 4-6000 ° 
hea) Book. Shop aa W. 52d St., ‘Parte. available erOr male and- Now playing @ iseding rele in 

(femme ‘performers, all ages and | “NO CORNER IN HEAVEN, 
“Taste of Honey” | (D). Producer, ‘types, for. 39-week series of drania the new drame currently ef the 

Rleaner Gould Theatre, N.Y. ‘David Merrick :246 W. 44th St., | workshops. plus four to. six prime. (AEA—Contact: PL. 7.6380) 
N: Y¥3. LO? 3-7520%. Part. available ' , time: original dramas. Must be 
‘for a Negro. boy, 21, for the na- bem 
‘tional. company. Mail photos. and : 
Tesumes C/O Robinson _ Stone: 

ee ae ee eee, ee ee — oe 

‘OUT OF TOWN \ 
CHICAGO { 

"uy gintasticks - MC). Producer; 
‘Faith... Smeeth "(Hotel Del Prado, SARAH SIDDONS 

1960-61 AWARD 
For Best Actress and for 

“Outstanding Performance” os 

CLAIRE in 

“MAKE A MILLION” 
‘In Chicago 

Currently tn “SEND ME NO FLOWERS” 
Hiasdale, illinois 

Understudy parts available 
for all six roles, five male, one fe- : 
: male. For | ‘audition appointment - 

“Medium Rare”. TR. Producer, 
‘Sty. 

Parts available | 

Her 

NLY.; .LO-:3-4370). 

“Apply through. agent or mail photas :1. 

a LOS. ANGELES: 

-“Vintage 61” ‘Ri, Producer. Zev. , 
-Bufman | £1605..N: Ivar’ Ave., ‘Holly-: 
-io0d 28, Calif.; HO. 4-71211, Parts. 
, available - for Six « .malé ‘and. six )3 



ACCLAIMED — 
in 3 SUCCESSIVE HITS 

ON 
STARRED in 

“PAJAM 
“BELLS ARE RINGI 

and NOW 

“REDH 
THE CRITICS APPLAUD: 

BIGGEST CROWD 
OF THE SEASON 
“The biggest crowd of the season, 5,983 per- 

sons, attended the opening performance of 

‘Redhead’ last night at the Starlight theater. 

“Don Cornell, loaded with personality and 

appeal...a highly satisfactory two and one- 

half hours of entertainment for the specta- 

tors. 

“Don Cornell, phonograph-record and night- 
club favorite who scored so heavily when he 

appeared here several years ago in ‘The Pa- 

jama Game,’ plays the weightlifter and does ~ 
He is handsome, personable and ~ 

sings some of his. favorite songs including 
it well. 

‘For You, ‘’'m Yours,’ ‘It Isn’t Fair’ and good 

old ‘Heart of My Heart.’ They weren’t in the- 

original ‘Redhead’ score, but they certainly: 

add a lot to it. He is tops in the current 

vehicle.” | 

THE KANSAS CITY TIMES (Page One). 
by Landon Laird 

“‘Bells Are Ringing’ tolled a tale of first-- 
class entertainment. Cornell is wonderfuliy 

smooth and sure.” 

‘THE KNICKERBOCKER NEWS, Albany, N. Y. 

‘MR. CORNELL COULD 
MAKE A GAL SWOON IF | 
HE SANG THE PHONE BOOK 
WITH THAT TREMENDOUS, 
_POWERFUL VOICE 
“Plays in a relaxed, intimate ‘style,: which 

makes tlie audience know instantly he is hav- 

ing. the time. of his life in ‘Bells Are Ringing’ 

Several hit songs from the play ave "presented 

in grand. style. by: Mr. Cornell.” 

’ THE POST STAR, Glens Falls, N. ¥.- 
by Marilyn ; Nason: 

‘MUSICAL COMEDY AS IT 
SHOULD BE HEARD 
“Youthfully handsome, Don Cornell, up: to 

“now only a voice on the phonograph was sO 

able! - He has stage presence, a: great voice, 

and just the right amount of authority for. his 

role... one of the classiest stiows: ever pre- 

sented at Oakdale aes to hear ‘Cornell raise 

his voice in. ‘A. New Town Is a Blue Town’ ‘in 

‘Pajama Game’ is to hear musical comedy as 

‘it should be heard.” 
THE HARTFORD: TIMES. 

[Personal Management’ — 

MANNIE GREENFIELD 
9 Rockefeller. Plaza 
New York 20, WN. Y. 

“average: actor.” 

"Wednesday, July 12, 1961" 

DON CORNELL. SMASH 
“Starring. recording ‘artist: Don Cornell *Bells’ 
proved as much of a ‘smash for‘area. audiences 

as it did in its long. Broadway. run. -Posses- 
sing. a ‘powerful and. masterfully : controlled 

voice, :Cornell | also proved: to have a .deft 

touch at. comedy. - ‘Bells Are Ringing’ As: one. 
of the. most entertaining: productions.” 

EVENING: RECORDER, Amsterdam, N. X. 

dames. A: Walker’ 

PAJAMA. GAME: FINE 
SUMMER FARE - 
“Amazingly held together by brilliant: star, 
Don ‘Cornell. : 

“Cornell’s voice » needs Kittle comment as he ts : 

just about the hottest: male singer. in: ‘show. 
' business. at the current. time. However, un- 

like many vocalists; Coinell is a 1 better-than- 

WALLINGFORD, CONN. 

A WHALE OF A JOB 
“Cornell . acquits: himself: famously. His hit. 
performance in. ‘Pajama Game’ opens. an ei.- 
tire new field for the handsome baritone—” 

DALLAS MORNING » NEWS: 

ROULETTE , 
" RECORDS ~ 



0 onthe: now-you-see- -it; 
ot don't. ‘trade. 

LITERATI 69 _ Wednesday, Jaly 12, 1961 

“Coronet? zl Foldo'- 

to take: it over, Coronet, magazine: : 
‘will come to the end of fhe road - 

. with its 25th anni ‘issue in October.. 
-The monthly, _ published: by Esquire 
Inc., reached a peak circulation of 
3, 120. 000. in- the last year but A 
L. Binder, Esquire Ine..prexy. Yad 
“the cantinued rise -of. operation : 
costs in the’ mass. magazine field. 
has. resulted” in increasing losses." 
About 80: Coronét.emploeyees- will. 
be" let out ‘but 20 of :them: have - 

_», already “found other ‘jobs. 
The Reader's Digest and Curtis’ 

a ling, ", Leave My Nervo ous: ‘Tenéton | previously ‘been. editor. att the house 
7 : Squeezed by. rising costs and | Alone,” “Americar, Spoken. Here,” {organ at. Sylvania. Data Systems | 

*“ynable to find any other company. “Moment: of . Truth—rish : Style” | Operations. 7 
:and - others: - Withal a bright ‘book: 
‘heck, ‘this 4g an” “understatement, 
‘it's a very funny tan: e. Atel. — 

7 are "Mexico's: Rebuttal : 
“First. ‘Latin American: New s-t- 

“‘papermen's: Congress. as . heing 
‘ readied. ‘for . conv ening im Mexico 
‘ City later-this.year. Everit is being 
‘ organized. ‘and. svonsored by: the: 
‘Mexican National Un:on of. News>. 
; paper ‘Editors. Goals aie -te estab- ‘ 
‘lish < direct” CONTACTS 
paper. - unions. 

Ww ith 

througiiout. 
hews- 

‘Latin. 

; Near East ‘crisis: for .the syndicate ; ter... 
4 ! for. the next 90 days.” 

sistant at: Affiliated Publishers ‘to 
the: trade sales manager in charge 

Golden Press educational 
Cornelius Vanderbilt ‘Ire: “off to: iganie division. Aftthated 1s exclu- 

! Berlin on special assignment ‘from ; :sive distributor for Pocket Rooks, 
INANA ‘to..cover. the German. and | Golden Press and Stron & Schus- 

‘Markman = previousdy with 
+Grosset & Dualap, World Publisn- 

Novelist and poet Robert Penn ing and Crown. . 
Warren, who won the Pulitzer both 1 - Raymond Oiver, a four-penera- 
for fiction and poetry, has been!tlon restauratesr, aweercher of 
named. Professor of English at Yale. the famed Le Grand Vetour one 
A former. Yale. tutor from 1950-56, i of Paris’ “big four” restaurants, 
as. Professor . of Playwriting, : he ‘fe. three stars in the Guide Mihe- 
will - -commenée . with the.'spring ‘lin),- has ‘authored “A Mans Cook- 

+1962 term teaching: two courses— :.book” ‘Which Doubleday will pub- 
ia. fietion-writing seminar’ and as- lish. Carol: Chey alter did the trans 

Publishing Co..have agreed to fill: America, an expouition of ¢oninion ~pects-of the novel.--He will also be j lation. 
the: unexpired - subscriptions ° of - “problems ahd ‘setting up of com- ‘consultant to various: undergradu- | 

Coronet. Esquire: Ine.. - Meantime... 
will concentrate on Esquiré and. 
Gentlemén’s’ ‘Quarterly, ‘both... Of: 
which are’ Showing’ a ‘Profit, 

More: Abracadabra. 
Dover. Publications. is at work ; 

-.on: magi¢o -Milbourne. Christopher's 
"Panorama of Magic." A pictorial‘ 

.. history: of hocus-pocus.. it’ wil] trace : 
_the gentle art. of: legitimate: decep-'! 
- tion from-the days of pyramid. ‘pres-: 
“to to the: present, 

The. tome. will ‘carry: wore illus- ' 
‘trations: ‘than any other magic vol-" 

“me to date. Prints, paintings, lith- 
"- opraphs, playbills: aid photographs. 
from. the Christopher: Collection : 
“Include early ‘propoganda - ‘of such | 
“early wizards as Fawkés, Philadel- | 

. phia-and. Pinetti and the esé-catch- 
‘ing lithos of the Herrmann, Kellar, 
Thurston,... Houdini and Dante: 
school. Fight: full: color plates. are‘ 

: added features. 

, This: is Christopher's. 14th book ! 

HL Allen ‘Smith's aad -_ 
“ 2 HOW. ‘To: Write .Without- ‘Know: | 
ing Nothing” ‘Little, Brown; . $3.75) 
‘is .a ‘misnomer... Author. H. . Allen’ 
“Smith -knows. plenty and he does it | 
with characteristic tongue ‘in-type-- 
Writer (well, that's really the hard 
Way!) approach: It.is not ‘a jaun-% 

: regular. basis...” 
7 

now -you- i. 

missions. to” resolve them,.and: an, 
; interchange: of experiences: On a! 

The: “Union. ‘is also: readying . a 
| counter-campaign against - sewed 
$ “attacks”. ‘against’ Mexico by Time, 
iv. S. News and’ World. Report. The: 7 

Y. Times, and including Variety, | 
+ among. others. Objection in official,-| | 

financial - and: business |. 

N. 

j industry, . 
. Circles: has. been. against alleged 
4 +‘nisrepresentation” of facts. - 
‘of . ‘this ‘stems ‘out of. 

vinfluence ‘in * ” Mexico, 
[ demonstratians. ’ 

denas. ete. 

“Latin American’ | ‘beporters will ae 
je invited to. Mexico -to. ‘view -the |. _ 
situation - ‘first hand: and to know | 

and} 
* | Canadian ‘editors: and’ reporters | 

i will. also -be. invited -as. observers. | . 

The official. Mexi¢ an. attitude. is |. 
i that. it is‘ being subjected: to- “un- _ 

‘espetially - on’ : 

| Mexico. “better: “American * 

.. | justified": attack, 
a of. the American press. 

Paul: Molloy’s. Autobiog’ ’ 
Chi’ ‘Sun-Times: columnist : Paul: ws 

' Molloy calls: his. autobiography for |.: 
“And a 

| Doubleday ‘in; November: 
Then. There Were Eight.”. 

1°, The . _tv-turned:general’ « 

AILT. 
stories “on | 

trend towards nationalization, -:of |- 
‘major industries: the. ‘Contmunist | , 

.pro-Cuba 4". 
-the-: political. -Te-.} 

-surgerice. “of Gerieral” Elias Care 

--eolum- 

diced ‘viewpoint | but more. askance ‘nist; déspite winning a: National | 
‘as. hé ranges | the” ‘metropolitan ; Headliner's - Award; . seemingly . 

:-ranges from the Variety environs. pointed out. more. as ““the rian - 
‘to the. Waldort. Towers te the’ west; who's ‘father of eight. children”: 

ey ‘caine,’ ne 

Mee Alsat &. Bason (OC) ae 

7 aL Western: -Pub,, 100). eee 

coast... 

“Many “of . these. “offbeat. pieces , 
have. seen first. publication in the: 
Satevepost: Reader‘s - “Digest and. 

->': elsewhere, including Variety: frem. 
.. ‘Mhence the humorist. culls. two. of 

ot. This: brighter’ pieces:. 
1. tioned “Of Variety ‘and: Abel” and 

“One is cap-i 

‘the.other is titled “Sime's. Hid 
~ Note -Trick.”” Inthe latter the..a -|° 

_- thor ad attempted the: Jegendary. |’ 
trick’ of “Variery. fotinder-editor- | 

'.. publisher’ Sime Silyerman.: 
‘.-"made key -notes {chiefly figures’.| 

- who 

on eertain- ‘top. stories without. re- | 
~. moving. his “hand from :-his right. 

jacket - pocket. . 
membered. but. where’ the’. figure 
(of..a ‘show-biz merger -or. a deali- 
demanded~ accuraté quote © (but 

. riéver-risking-to scare off: the news 
-source by: flashing” ‘a ‘pad “and. pen- 
- cil: he was:able to do. so with hand-~" 

: :.- in-pocket: Author Smith “tried. it ° 
On. ‘several ‘key. interviews . (Cros- 

‘ -by.-et. al.). and his - ‘reproduction of ; 
Sime’s: hidden-note. trick would de-.’ 

_ fy any” cry ptologist. 

"A sample of. Smith's. “gforemens.- 
we. ‘tioned - .longué-in-cheek - approach’. 

in. fashioning * this’ “book . largely . 
“-cunicerned: withthe. use and -mis- 
“use .of.: language -- ‘at*home.. and. 
‘abroad ‘as-is. the. ‘title, page sub-. 
ie may : be. gathered: ‘from ‘stich . 

itles 

“Col. “Speaknagle’” Stoop. 

Publishing Stocks 
. CAS: of Fully, : 1961,. closing’ : 

= 4012 
American Book (AS): we 66l2 

.. Book ‘of -Month. iNY) a ae we | 2G 
‘Conde Nast. (NY) |. -...... "125K 
-Crowell-Collier (NX)... 2...) 387s, 
Curtis ‘Pub.-.Co, NYY wee 1408 
Ginn & Co. (0©) - we 29% 5. 
‘Grolier (OC). . ey SA 
‘Grossett &. Dunlap: (0c : The 2 2684. 
. Hare't Brace toc) ts woes oT gaan 

: Hearst, 40C).-6. so; . peach . 24 
Holt, REW: (NY) OO ale tee BIT 

_ . dA: Times Mirror 100)... wee 8 4002 
-. Maéfadden - (AS) nas 0 | 
-MeCall (NY) : vege wees BBE 
_: MeGraw-THll . eye . 353 6 
‘New Yorker. (OC)... mare ae 

:’ Pocket: Books (OC. lie. 301% 
- Prentice. Wall- (AS). aie 40° 

- .Ran’h House. (0C) — wit a's 2934 
a Scott. Foresman. ‘OC}.. ea! 2534; 

. Time Inc. (OC»-. ence ears? 
‘H.W. Sams. (OC). ne 40: 

80... 

“OC Over the. Counter. ; 
- NY—N.Y. Stock Exchange... 
AS~—American- ‘Stock Exchange. | 

The: ‘rest.’ he -re-|- 

s. “Please. Pass.. the :Co-" 

“Liworks.. 
, “Rraduate material. 

:-The combined total of 281: hooks | 

and his book accents his views on |. ° 
‘child. -rearing - among: ‘other topics: 

| the: ‘Brushire Peace” 

month... 

“Graete. Fields’ M temoits . 
Gracie Fields is: calling. her a 
autobiography “Sing ‘As. We Go." }- ve 

. Famed English: music ‘hall | star's i 
memoirs: will be: brought _ out® in-}* 
‘September. by. “Doubled ay. 

Another’ “Maior’ Merger 

ers. Ine: 
“terscience, 

and ‘Nathaniel “-Hawthorpe. . The 
firm-; hasn't: published; fiction 

switch to books : on. engineering 
‘and the’ ‘sciences: : ‘ In F960, . 

zat college. ‘Students. - That 
“Sear, ‘Interscience: 

‘many dealing. - ath 

published Jast year by the t.é New 
York. companies puts. LEG + 
Interscience ‘output, . tor: 1H6G .. he-, 
hind“: Doubleday |.4732 ‘Harper. 
McGraw-Hill, poe Random. iTonse 
and. Knopf;* sshich “s.ereed von 
“April. 1960, “published: 225 - and. +07 - . 

thev [io books, respective !s Hoivever, 
Stil]. operate”as -indé pendent. firms 
lwith: separ ate. offices: aid indisscu- 
‘al, company: names. - 

The’ Wiley: - firin, ne He. 
cused. for. the m erged - 

Pane 

functioning. . as. | “evetall 
Maurits: Dé kkér and brick 

Wiley, ° 
“prexy.. 
S. Proskauer. | ‘precidy nt anc. peurd | 

- chairman, .-- respectively. at Inter- 

science, will: join the: Wwe Oy hoard: 

of: ‘directors. 

sole (CHATTER: 
" Derothy S. Wigod: nx 

cbrary’s Premier Books Ars’ W.itod 

Mion ‘department tn. 2460. ‘She, had" 

- Another ‘ewspaperman: “Joseph. . 
‘Lash. of - the N.. Y.: Post. -has done. a. 
| biog ‘of another Sort, this ‘one titled’ 
‘Dag Hammarskjold: Cristodian ,of |! 

which. Double” : 
“day -also.- will” publish ‘the: same: . 

. Another’ merger ‘of. two: publish-- 
‘ling houses has been effected with] — 
the .acquisition by John W ley” & | ° 
“Sons: Inc.- of. Interscience. Publish- pe 

With the. takeover of: In- | 
the Wiley. ‘outfit, now | 

{ranks ” as ‘the: sixth. ‘most . prolific. _ 
publishers in the ‘C.-S. and one-of }. - 
the -top ‘in: the’ field. of ‘scientific - 

: textbooks. 

- Wiley. publishing activities ‘date: ee 
‘back to the late 1820s and include; °° 
works: by James Fenimore Cooper, |. 
Herman Melville, Edgar :Alian Poe” 

Wiles 

-; published 171. bodks,. most targete d 
‘same. a 

published. $0: |. . 
‘Bost: - 

WileyeD 

4353 [7 

he" 2 
¢. Cn pann s: | : 

: , with Wiley president. W- Br ‘adiord . 

red sasiet co 

Yant’ editor of the Fas. cett: Worid Lie. 

joined: Fawrett’s editersal vreduc: a 

’ Along: with ‘that recent N. ¥ 
tate. writing .seminars. :: yTimes survey that not all maga- 

Nat. Markman, named: ‘special as- \zines,. _ despite giant circulation 

claims, are faring so weils, intise 
trade reports focus cn ane pock 
publisher possish devidirg toe go 
out of business It's the same cid 
charus. mounting ovelie ad 
“Leonard Mo Forman. veo tn 

vhargpe of advertising ( grenieton 
and publaaty for Pechet Books, 
Affilhated Publishers and tf vatt 
eus publishing cempanies Waste 
ington Square Pless UCarserstore 
Library. AMD Saints Press asad Teo} 
dent Press-- appainted mo cha 
of promoticn and pulley for 
Golden Press Marge Marcussen 
Ternes reniains his No oT publ 
aide or Golden Books and = affshe 
ated. 

Noel Coward's latest play. 
ing In The Wings.” 

“tg 

“Walt- 
will be pub 

lished in October by Doutlediv, 

the perfect 
Hitchcock 
heroine? 

poo Mainie i is ‘quietly attractive and efficiently 

dishonest. When. “at, work" (as Margaret 
Elmer, Mary Holland, or Mollie J effrey), 

" “her drésses are: deliberately dowdy, s0 

| “that few people notice her = ‘especially 

men. Marnie isan. accomplished liar, 
* forger; and embezzler. She is, in short, a 

highly successful professional thief whio 
- has made a career of changing. identities 

Ss and avoiding personal entanglements. 

“One day Marnie gets caught, and is given 
a choice between prison. and ; marriage to 

the man who finds her out, Her decision’ and says: 

the mogst-unusual heroines. I’ve ever encountered. ad 

in |. 

about the last. 50 yeais follow ing af. 

A novel by 

“99. 95 at all booksellers 

LO SE NY mn SE a eZ LO 8 

js based on. a carefully planned exit ~ 

but is complicated by a climactic twist 

of events that make her story one of the 

most compelling you will ever read. 

Marnie is the heroine of a brilliant sus- 

pense novel by Winston Graham, whose 

earlier books have delighted millions of 
readers. Alfred Hitchcock has just pur- 

chased the motion Picture rights to 

Marnie and will produce the film for re- 

Jease in 1962. Mr. Hitchcock is indeed, 
enamoured of his new fictional friend 

“Don’t reait for the movie. Is 8 going to be good, but the book is about one of 

—Alfred Hitchcock 

| _@ 

ITUe 
WINSTON GRAHAM 

A forthcoming 

ALFRED HITCHCOCK production | 

, DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, Eines Garden City, New York 



79 CHATTER 

Broadway 
I: her, general 

xX Prince, 
vacation 

Cistt 
four £57 tebe, 

flasanan } Beach Theatre aver the costo 

Goldberg at United Artists pub-|- 
licity, brought his wife Jean and |. 

om anazer ! daughter Amy in for a month's “ 

om a iwo-| atuy The big picture at the Ocean}: 
noliday ;° 

“London 
ke cHY dé. Park: 4561 jor 3). 
“Muriel Young, Associated- Redit- 

of, Rides. Again.’ ” The ‘big: “question: 
‘will the Kennedy’ family or friends 
he visible to ‘Bawkers. in the audi-|. 
ence? 

of 

_Wednend. “Jaly ‘12, 961 

~ flollywood : ° 
“Jayne Mansfield ‘Féturned fiom . i 

Berlin, npn os! 
Charlton Heston, back fr om Bere. ay 

; iti Film: Fest. | 2 
“1. ‘Lorraine’: Bendix, - Bis. dotter, _ 
joined Thomas & Thomas praisery. < 

* June Havoe in“from. six-month . ~ 
European legit., tour. for vS.. ‘State 

Robert “Ryan visiting ‘his: ances. 
‘tral ‘home in: Tipperare: enroute to: 
[rejoining “Billy Budd”. ‘ troupe’ Ia. 

Billy Marsh,- managing: director 
fof Bernard. Delfont: -London,. tn to: 
iline up show iz’ star's for English oo 
appearances. . : ee 
-;Leo' A. “Handel. ankled’: exec pro- a 

{duc ér post: at’ Four Star to devote 
. full: time :to his newly-formed Ane. . 

pact Productions. 

Chicago | Poe 
=: (DElai are. 7.4984): 

BR H . . so 
veep bE OPratien oftfe CBC) Qn. arek ond. incidentally, was UA's  fedance uncer Tesigned . a bee, 

gesfhe coe cnt trom that coun- OUNZ OAVaRes. ret. a as. Fas: . 
Hoda tue Atocron Fila Rest Joe Csida, Capitol Records vows!” C..D. Wilson, Zenerat: manager } . S: Vegas 

oy Miers pies ap ASC AP, pee in charte of eastern’ opera-? of Southern. Television, hiked to. By Forrest Duke 
Poet er pean? Shalhare off fa tions. baék from: Atiantie -Cits managing director. ; (DUdley. 4-4141) 
too , teeneg, ote hee Queen  oRere tee iabel unfolded os tally “f .V. Adams arrived. to. ‘take-up | - Jule .Stein in- -to-. inspect his|; Dept. 
koa, ph grans. ihe post of C.K and’ Européan : “Gypsy” at: the Riviera. ; 

Pa rele Sab. € eh Sortets %: K. Martinet, of the MéeKay- rep. of the: National Film Board , Jack Paar. in town. ‘being guided 

) boo dn dtaee ee & Chertes dance team. oon the of Canada. by. local. attorney Cliff Jones. 
te ote eR oe ae Ladin Betts Ports o°-acd besore going out with thes - Louis - Scott. opened his new: Happy. Jesters, with © Six more ‘London... 
hao owe moto ews bland e Cimvy industrial stow next week — club. thé Persian Room: on Monday : :weeas to go in’ '61 -at~ ‘Stardust | 

moabeaitites tor tht Howard LinkotT, whow VPL". rigs: Is the old “May Fair Club | igjree: ‘inked for-at least: 20: weeks 
Weis tle fig tak bor? Cam fira: onthe most awar 1s at the” m: Berkeley: ‘Square. eine ¢6 Hi n ’62. b. 
preost cb ft: tanto Thats. Cannes’ advertising fitar festival. Joba Freeman. ty" s. “Face ‘To | ” New. Frontier’s “Holiday In- Rio” 
ee a Lopreate tat! bagi tke. » a “bustain’s holriiv’ by Psee interviewer, -was a‘ guest of | icast, were guests of honor. at the} 
Siete ane). Maria elie king s olf some person lity close- ‘honor at: the: Variety .Clab’s, July , .Nevada.Club’s late showing of * “Le 
| Careawiet, pack at her up pbotoaraphy. " funcheoi. Tuesday 11). . ' Girls de Parie.” a 

beet nd ET mater, follos-_ K. i) Rudin, aide to Fi ank Loes-, - Tohn R. Clark Jr. quit the chair- ; ‘¥vonne. Wilson, Flamingo dancer’! 
| Peery Pe Hatkiess Pavillion . -er’s music chief Milt Kranier. “1 ainship of. Teehnicolor Ltd., but who.. closed with the: Milton: Berle 

ee Ped ee OY. wt cd: spraading the firm's “Yelbes Bird’ temdihs on the board. Patrick. 4-< show. planed to ‘Paris. in: search’ of 
Tine, oo dabbling on thts ‘Caer Bu SLlication before starting .on- ‘the . , Frawley, Jr. - succeeds him. talent: for Robert. Van - ‘Santen’ sf 

deo oor the Tucson, Dade Citizen -tiow To Sueeceed: In Besiness — Around. town are . Anatole’ De! downtown Nevada. Club: a 
ie beteen Operate an Gweht-uni | Grunwald, | Mark Goodson. a Silver. Slipper star. Hank ‘Henry, qos Without Really: Trying” le Jitunery. 
teeeriat btaresalow setip _ i Goldstern:. Harold ‘Clurman, eer 

| Wilson ‘and, Abe Saperstein. 
w ho -has a. feature role in the. ‘film. 

Raw dit Becker, Rathore Coun sl Hsoldiers Thiree. ” got his son ‘Mike 

se tee tae timerhan bederafioa: Leonard “Hope. naméd” director | 

Of Deve tats & hide Anists, wil! Rome “at sales for Gala Films.’ Hell do: a job. as an. extra in the pic now on: 

oo ty Deliol! nest week for the! By ro ing the job’ previously handled by |/ocation in Uta e's in more 
a hor : By Robert. F.. Tawkins | 
Wines oo eta national csuvent ene 
Loess art director Henrs Mar-/ Play Guild of Rome stasins 

Cio 18-eearold) daughter, ander. 3 
pio name of Arivne Stuart, on the “Howse Must Fall” set back one: 

fem this seek re possibility on, Dawn Addams has recorded : on: areér. She has summer os f LP ok i } ; 
stork credits to date : Some songs for an platter emg |. 

Walter Slezak recreates his . ‘released soon. 
Pate role im “Fanne” for 2 tivo- | RCA's: George Marek. here’ to 
week San Diego stock appearance ; 9.0. recording. session» on aa 
this month, then goes into rehear- | heme,” “Aida” and “Tabarro.’ 

sals tor Metroa-Cinerama:’s “Won- |. Embassy's Joseph Levine “at Fx-1 
derfsd Wo std of Brothers Grim.” : celsior, and ‘commuting ‘to sel oft 

UPJ dispatch detaits Bovo the ! Titanus- Embassy's “Sodom and | 
Clown’s  Jast-diteh fight! against | Gomorrah.’ a 

bore and lung cancer in Houston's | Sophia.. Loren and 
M. D Anderson Hospital In pri- | Sans- Gene” . (Malenottil. 
vate lite he is) Edwin Couper, a! Tirrenia: for interiors. 
preotessinal clown for 32 of his 413 , Cosmorotitan Film setup 

years. | antl Louis Sobor vl | “Gold of Rome” ‘started | here ™: 
eags and Louis Sobol plan a+ gor Sanero Films,. with Jean Sorel, [:: 

month in Htaly, starting Aug. 1.) 4 nnamaria Ferrero,. and toute | 
mien of st depending on the col- Blain starring in this ‘Carlo Liz 
umnist’s wife’. recovery from 25 zani pic. 
sequence of mishaps which have ; In- and - out - of- Rome: . 
Bad het on etutehes since last: Rains to US. after winding “Ar- 

John Hi. Harris. prexy of “Ice in to ptep Outsider; “Rest of: the 
Capades:" tv commentator Alistair | wy arrior”: Richard’ Basehart to! 
Cooke, concert pianist Cara Ver- a . 
son and Evie Johnson, wife af ae- , LA. ditto for Fay Spain. -afier: 

(Stampa Estera; Tel. 675008). . 

“sadame’. 
unit to ' 

vat new 

t 

Vv: f , i pie stint here; Ann Miller -ex-. 
Retetiy Thee n the Europe | pected here, Harriet Aldrich and. 
Mars. ‘four children in to join -husband,: 

Rernard. R. Goodmari. v.p. , who's directing “Sodom and :Go-! 

Warner: Bros. Distributing Co., has.. ‘morrah"; Patti Page to Paris. 
been named chairman of a special } F " 
Motion Picture Committee of the | ° _ 

Pres dent's Commitiee on Emplos- | Singapore: 
meet oof the Physically Handi- ; Pace g? 
capped j By Ooi Taw Chiew. 

Engene Murphy, director of pub- . MaJayan Cultural Assn. Sirs 
realtions and advertising for ;¥49a' organizing song contest toy 

Wilbur Clark's) Desert. Inn. and - Promote. Malay folk songs. 
Stardust. Las Vegas. is. convales-; Duo Alexander from Cuba is at} 
cing in New York's Memorial Hos- | Kuala. Lampur performing. South. 
pital, follawing major surgery. His ‘American and Cuban Fire Dance. | 

Tic 

condition is described by doctors. New program of popular light | 
as exerelient. "classics over Radio Singapore. 
Since the new family addition, calted * ‘On Wings of: Melody, 

the tle «Marilyn! Gardners have‘ caught on. 
move: to Old Greenwich, Conn., as | 
a more-or-less permanent base, the | (of Malaya! postponed ifs next pro-! 
coluanist retaining a smaller! ‘duction, “The White Horse: Inn” to. 
apartment in the same Central” September. 
Park South building as formerly: Singapore Chamber “Ensemble;! 
for business and late- -night chores. ‘under the new chairmanship of :- 

Joe Kipness, proprietor of the: Paul  Abisheganmaden, organizing} 
Lani Restaurant, N Y.. and a co- _recitals in August -when. local vio- | 
producer of “La Plume de Ma, linist Alfonso “Anthony will: make’ 
Tante ~ planed to the Coast last.) his debut. I. 
week with Jack Schlissel.« - general - Berlin Chamber Oichestra of 299], 
Minager for that and other David‘ at the Vietoria Memorial 
Merrick shows, to attend the open- sponsored by the Singapore’ Mus-! 
in2 ot the revue at the. Moulin ical Society under the auspices of’, 
Rouge, Hollywood. They also made. ; the Consulate-General of the ‘Fed-. 
a brief visit to Las Vegas to catch! eral Republic of Germany. | 
a performance of “Gypsy” at the: Radio Singapore staging . more 
Riviera, with Benay Venuta  sub- : auditorium shows. at the- ‘Victoria: 
bins for the ailing Mitzi Green. » Theatre because of: the. popularity. 

Jo and Phil Regan summering ; these originators, per Vernon 
at Westchester Country Club, as aiPalmer. Acting Assistant. Con-; 
change of pace from ‘their Pasa- | troller of Programs ,Commercial). 
dena and Palm Springs routine.} Ministry of Culture is now in-) 
Last year thev rented a 90- foot 1 stituting the 1961 drama, ‘music. 

yacht which shuttled between the ‘dance’ and. painting competitions - 
With St Yacht Basin and Green: ; ! Aimed at encouraging local play-! 

wich. but this summer thev’re more j Wrights, composers, dancers and 
terra firma. Incidentally, Regan: artists to produce original. works., 
is back handling. the Anheuser- ;With a truly. Malayan ‘background : 

Busch p.r. account in addition to 
the United Steelworkers of Amer- 
ieva ‘David MacDonald & Co.+. 

” has | 

Selangor Philnarmonice -. Soctety ! 

{ 

.nized languages, English. ‘Chinese. | -- 

and $35 3rd). 
° . a \ + Details of the U:S $2. 333. 933, 

Fire Island, N. Y. | Malavan $7,000.000: proposed Iil-: 

Claude poe 

Raf Vallone. | 

Hall] 

managing .. director Kenneth’ Rive. 
Theodore Bikel, here during. a 

“twowcek: * _ Broadway : closure of 
“Sound: Of Music.” 

Dann, his: London counterpart . in 
‘the show... 

Flack. Brian: ‘Doyle: “joined “Bast= 
Hunt ‘Associates to handle Johnny 
Mathis, Mort. Sahl, - Sammy Davis 
Sr..and. other Yank toptiners when 
they come here. . 
Brian. ‘Glyn Henry. joins. South:: 

‘ern’ tv from” Associated-Rediffu- 
sion 

; sales. when Graham. Dowson: wilt. 
| join. the. Rank. ‘Organization. 

"Saturday Night And ‘Sunday: 
Morning”. (Cont) ‘adds to its 

; honors. Tt will be: showin. out of | 
: competition at the Locarno Film [ 
Fest. whitch, winds. on. July 30: 

co Paris a 
- . By. Géne ‘Moskowitz... 
(66 Are. Breteuil, SUF. 5920.) 

Dawn Addams ‘into . Alexandre ! 
Astruc’s” ‘pic, “L’ Education Benth: 
mentale." . 

‘Joe: Levine's “Norg: an ‘the Pi- 
rate” being released here by Luax'| .. 
and opening - at. the, big - ‘Gaumont- | 

Palace... 

 Leonide. ‘Moguy : winding: “Men: ’ 
{ Want’ to. Liye’’ about the Atomic | : 
| Bomb .. 
| repping: for’ foreign sales. 

which’® Felix. De ‘Vides © “is. 

Jean Renoir, after his pic: “The 
An Pinned ‘Up: Corporal” -here, . slated’ 

to.do.. a. film* in“: Dublin - called - 
“Hunger; ” with ‘Don ‘Murray. 

Marcel: Pagnol-- and Burl Ives. 
formed” a film . ‘company to: make 
an “English * version . of. Pagnol’s 
French’ pic,-: “The Baker's: “Wife,” 
.Fitm.- 
‘Pagnol. scr ‘ipting: and directing. 

French filnis. going ‘to: the Mos- 
cow Film Fest, July 10-23, are’ an 
oldie,. “Elevator to the: Gallows.” 
“Moderato Contabile.”. a last year's 
Cannes Fest winner,.the- new “The | 
Enclosure’ and. ‘the: new ‘costumer 
“La Princésse De: Cleves,” Latter 
replaced Louis: Malle’s -comedy 
“Zazie In the Subway.” we. 

Provincetown, Mass. 
. .By, Evelyn. Lawson 7 

The ° Stan. Leavitt: ‘Trio. plays 
‘ nightly at the Surf Club on. McMil- 
lan. Wharf. - 
“Lou: Styles and Hig. Three Sty lists 

-Will appear this: ‘summer .at. the 
Mill ‘Hilt Club, ‘Yarmouth..  * 
The.U.S: Field & Wild Life Serv- 

ice ‘features three hep-seals in the 
new. - Aquarium show 
Hole. : 

ing -art.. demonstrations. . 
: Marion. 

‘the Barnstable group for the Com- } 
“pounity. | Theatre Division of. the 

Theodore Rowley, promoted to 

‘Indian and Malava. Prizes amount |-Vice-prez’of. the Barnstable Come- { 
‘to US values: $100 (1st. $85 2nd) dy Club, ‘will .okay the. selection “spot set for Radio Eireann, Irish | Sunday afternoon ‘yam. sessions “in: 

a ' | The.. Big: -Room at .The. Atlantic’ - 
Ulster Television ~ will build” a | House ‘will-introduce visiting brass |. - 

‘ of shows . and. ‘Supervise Praduc- | 
' tions.. 

The ‘Rip “Vani Winkle: Players: .sécond. ‘Studio 

‘ton hotel ‘have been __ publistied” with Joe “Jefferson as producer and } Company. 

called. on Roger 

in’ October as ‘director * of. 

is” to - be” made here - with | Frolics season for nine days fo- big'| 

Sr appear TRceEnr —_—_— _ 

at. ‘Woods; 

“Evelyn” ‘Rosen; of. Hyannis, has’, 
been: named | curator of. the ‘Cape |} 
Cod “Art AsSn, and “will give. even-} 

Sawyer will “Fepresent ; 

prosaic activity - now; 
busboy’ at the Sands. 

Pittsburgh 
- | By Lenny. Litman. a 
(HA 1-2739; 6359 Huschfield) - 

~Max' Kaminsky: and -his Dixie- 
| landers at Riverboat Room. ‘~ 

‘Martha : “Raye 
“Calamity. Jane,”. kick-off show for 
Civie Light Opera: ‘series. 

b 

Harold V. Cohen, ‘Post-Gazette: weekend. -reunjoried Ww ith. former an 
drama critic, ‘recuperating from 

| recent surgery, in Cape. ‘Cod. -... 
Genevieve comes to the Holiday. } 

"House Aug. 11: instead of: previous: 
ly: scheduled: -date’ in. October. 
‘Nick Albrano,. branch “manager. 

. fof. Capitol” Records: here; in. switch | 
| with Cincy. branch: manager, Roger 
Kirshner... 

Solly ‘Solomon’. new promotion: 
my man for Columbia Records -here. 

| replacing. Bob. ‘Murphy, | now. as: 
is signed. to, the: Coast. 

“Herman Sarno, owner. of ‘Carlton ‘| 
| House here and. other hotel ‘proper- 
ties, in to host party. ‘for.cast mem- 

; bers’ of “Flower’ Drum: Song. ” 

‘Boston’ 
By * Guy - Livingston, ee 

(419 Little Bldg. DE 8- 7560). - 

tat the North Shore. Music - ‘Theatre. |. 
‘Phyllis Ponn,.. Hub: balferina, 

| back. in. the niteries. after: ‘birth of 
1 daughter.. 

- New off-Broadw ay theatre #Broup. ; 
‘Sign of Ram, ‘doing. Tennesse? Wil- |’ 
liams’ plays. e. 
Liberace opened. Salisbury’ ‘Beach. 

biz for boniface Dennis Mulcahy.. 
George Wein, commuting. “jazz ‘ 

impresario. with-concerts at ‘Castle |. 
Hill, Ipswich,..and_ jazz. offering at} 
his ‘Storyville. on. Cape: Cod. 

‘tival--at ‘Metropolitan Boston Arts. 
Center theatre in Brighton. July 5. 
and holds through July: 15: 

Tanglewood date to lead Boston ~ 
Symphony and his. July 31-Aug. 6° 
week stand. at: Carousel Theatre, | 
Framingham... ~ 
William Morris Hunt. exec pro- 

ducer Cambridge Drama Festival... 
awarded. Croix’ 
Arts. -et des Letfres “by. Baron 
Charles de. Pampelonne, consi ; 
general of France: iti’ Boston, . for 
bringing. in. _ French troupes. : 

Ireland 
By Maxwell ‘Sweeney | 

; (Dublin 684506) ~~. 
Ban on pafent.. medicine. “ady. er-) 

‘tising for Irish radio. lifted. ° 

wor King - ‘as) 

- “Polka-Rama””” 
: ‘Aragon: ‘Ballroom’ -Stily. 119. 

. mick Place. Little Theatre: 

rehearsing. - = 

1 Kathryn Grayson. ‘in “Merry ols 
‘| Widow” into Carousel Tune Tent.. 

Carol’ Channing : ‘in: “Show Girl’ 4. 

“Turn of the Screw.” with Patri-.|- 
tia Neway. opéned “American. Fes: } 

“Danny Kaye in for press ‘eontab gr 
at Colonial Inn.July 13: pr eceding {2 

de Chevalier des. 

1: “Carlos Montoya. in réecital-tonight: 
L (Wed. at U. of Chicago's. Court 
‘Theatre. 

Music. Theatre. 
Johnnie™'.-B as k i. e 

“as” one- nighter at 

New revue,-“Take ‘It From: The’ 
‘Top.” ‘playing ‘wéekends.at, MeCor- 

‘Buddy Granoft. in. town with 
spouse’ : Kitty © Kallen. during’ her. = 320 

ycurrent Palmer House stint. .°:.- 
Mike .Nichols ‘in during’ ‘holiday : 

City: 
Mae. West:- “ péportedly:” pécause 

tint, opened .. three, days. late’ in 
+ “Sextet”. at Edgewater. Beach: ‘Play. 7 ; a “ 

‘house: last , .Friday 47)... 
Sandra. Dee, wohn Gavin, Virgina. 

|-dtie this Friday 114). for Cht preemt ~ 
“of “Tammy: Tell. Me. True’ at the. 
United Artists: 7... .- 

. Margaret . O'Brien: . “Hugh “Mar- - 
lowe. and James MacArthur open’: ”: 
next July 18 in: first Chi: production’ ' 
of “Under The Yum Tree” vat Tent- 
‘house’ Theatre... a 
Italian Village. hosted “opening 

night: party for-Tommy Sands and... 
|:spouse Nancy: Sinatra on: his first. . 
legit stint in: “Remains. -To -Be.. 
Seen” at. ‘Tenthouse Theatre, : ; 

Cape! Cape Cod 
By Evelyn. Lawson 

"Herb" Lewis is “entertaining - ‘ia. 

Airport. - 
Tony. Perkins has taken. a. ‘fiouse. 7 

‘on’ Pamet- Road in Wellfleet. 
John Dos: Passos,’ a resident ofe 

| trurs:. ‘awarded “anntial - medal: of 
‘the -Pedro: :Francisco. So¢iety. . -: 

. The - ‘Highland °. House. in: ‘North 
‘Truro: has engaged -organist Eileen ’:. 
| Sutherland ‘for. the ‘second season. | 

-John ‘Cecil. Holm sold his North 

the small eattage on ‘the property. 
Business over thie July 4 weekend: 

was ‘up .15-25%,. according. to the | 
‘managements . of. 38 hight ‘spots on . 

. th e Cape. - ue 
Jery: Snader, ‘préxy.. of The Pi- ” 

French songstress, 
Jungie’ Room: 

‘Julie Harris “and ‘praducer: hits- 
, band. Manning -Gurian .rented ‘the’ 
Henry -Varumn Poor ; “house - ‘in- 
‘Truro for. the. summer. 
The ‘Oberlin. Collége. Gilbert’ & 

‘sullivan Players. return July. :11 to. 
‘the ‘Highfield Theater,’ Falmouth, 
with “The .Gondoliers.”" 
_Judy-Garland. has rented .a “house; Z 

-in Hyannis ‘Port. for the. .summer. 
|The site is about 100 yards from 
the: President's cottage. : 

Designer’ Richard Wilcox. ‘leaves . 
‘| Grist: Mill . Playhouse. in’ Andover, °° 
‘N.J.,: to. set up sceneiy for” ‘the 

| Monomoy Fheatré, Chatham...°. | ¢ 
The. Cape Playhouse, ‘Dennis, -be-. ‘ 

| gan: its: 35th anni season,. July. 3 
Brendan : ‘Cauldwell © and’ “Chris i. ‘with. .Faye..Emerson and. ‘Reginald. 

lin any of the four officially ‘récog-; New England ‘Theatre Conference. | Curran bowed’ out of Radio’ Eire-| 
ann Repertory.'Company. — -” 

Standard rate of $90.a 15-seeana” 

Television, peak-time viewing: | 

in Bélfast: . soon. 
‘made - . approximately |’ 

oo By Mike Gross ‘here. following discussion by Singa-; Star, will ‘operate’ for~ the : second '$707.000 profit last : ‘year. . 
WNTA's deejay Ernie Stone ; | pore. businessmen. and management! ‘season ‘outdoor in- Thornton ‘Bur: | 

sliuieering in Seaview. of Hilton Organization. Architect : Se Park, Samwich. 
Dick Karp. copy. supervisor for Ho Kok Hoe states that the hotel,'. The Atlantie ‘House: will” swing 

Rear, “McClinton, scouting com-? when completed. will be. 15-stories with two rooms. this. year. The 
mercial locations for Prudential. {high on a yet-undisclosed 120.000 Carriage. Room ‘will: have .singer 

Caroi Bruce taking a brief beach square-foot | “seaside locality. It. wilt} Beverly White and the Big Room; 
rest alter her N.Y. City Center} have 220 rooms.: 40 two-room suites, 
che in “Pal Joey” before heading /10 four-room suites, two eight-; crew. _ 
for a sunimmer stock season on the} raom “royal” ‘suites and a ‘four-|: The’ ‘Cape Cod - ‘Melody ‘Tent: in| 
Coast roomed. “royal”. suite. Rooftop will Hyannis has boosted its budget for 

Gabe Sumner, top aide to Fred|be a night club... the's ‘season: It opened: with “Destry 

land dropped’ from 46.100,000°.in‘: 

ing: to government. Teport: dust is-; 
Sued.- 

Intercontinental: Hotels. Corp. 

Hotels: Ltd. 

1950 to 41.200,000 in 1960, accord-| 

Will offer Mose* Alison's Dixieland. i has set. deal with Irish interests to. 
‘ build “hotels in: Dubiin, Cork and. 

Limerick through: setup - to. be: 
called Irish and. Intercontinental 

Gardiner: in “The ‘Pleasure: of: His. 
Company.’ mo: 
- The. “Mose.” “Alison. 

rand Dixieland. .Stars* all “season. ’ 
. The Madeira Club .at- The. Pile a 

grim: House in: .Provincetown. has 
Attendance - at. cinémas. in: Ire- ; opened with‘ a ‘new. revue,. “Pocket. 

Edition.” 

Charmin. : 
‘ Highly®.. "spiced entertainment: _ 

“includes: The Stan-Ron-Go- Trio. at. 
“Helena’s Back Yard ‘in’ Mashpee, : 
The~--Anita. Greénwood . Trio : at 
-Clauson’s Inn’ at’ Hatchvillé* and... 
Manny™ Denize. playing In Smith's, 

- ‘VOlde Surry: Room | ‘in Falmouth, 

“Mere. Bagatelles” © closed: “after ° : conan . 
nine weeks - at. the., Silver: ‘Cloud. :. : 

* ‘William. “Bendix stars ‘in? cht": Pa 
preem ..of “Take Me. Along”, ate. an, 

presenting ae 

“Grey and ‘producer Ross” Hunter |” 

‘the Gaslight Room: at. the: Hyannis ok 

‘Chatham house, but is retaining © 

m House, has: imported Paulette, -... 
“for.” The i 

Quartet’s : “
 : a 

‘The show ‘was pul on’ ..:- a 
by ‘writer-director-producer Martin - 7 



, dancer, survives. ar 

FRANKLYN: FARNUM | . 
Franklyn Farnum, &5,. pioneer 

the turn of the century, and’ was 
a-western star in the silents. 
‘In recént years ‘he. had. ‘been. an. 

os vextia,: and | was. prexy:: ‘of Screen: 
"2 Extare . Guiid for. several terms: 

Daughter, . Geraldine, - retired 

S ; “DON ‘ROSS: Le . 
Don. Ross, -§3, vet .tv. - producer, 

oh “died: ‘of a. heart attack July 6 in: 
-- Hallywood. Formerly... 
York, ‘where’ hie was’ one. of. ‘pio- ! 

as ae ‘te 
Se t 
seen Sates ade cet 

are 7 ae 

within epee ly 

feet 

ez 

pees ates sre ad A ET EN OE betes oe Lee LE 

weil ent ie 
“4 . a 

“tinued | this - 

tN vem ang hae iene fast me tereminne nine interes wtb Be iets ml he ten! 

neers. in. tv. - -he had: ‘been . on the. 
Coast. for number’ of. years. ... 

'-- He .-was . co-producer. of‘ -Spell-|- . Lia 
| “pound” teleserles; and’ originator: 
“Vand producer: of - “Glamour Girl” 

series, 
‘sociated with” Anderson-McConnell 
ed: agency. . 
His wife’ anid two brothers gur- 

Recently . he had’ been. as-- 

vive... 

; a RICHARD PLEASANT 
Richard | - Pleasant, 52, - 

“manager, ‘publicist. and founder ‘of. 
-. the Ballet Theatre, died of. uremic 
i polsoning duly. 4 in New ‘York. 

Jn‘ Loving | ‘Memory of My Dear. 

~gACK. PULASKI 
daly 16, 1948. 

‘Borit in’ Denver’ rand a. ‘graduate of. 
Princeton in ‘1932, he established. 
the Ballet Theatre. ‘in ‘1939 and 
wrote a vivid | ‘chapter. in dance 

“which. is detailed else- 
. where in this issue. °. 

During. the war ‘he was. ‘adminis- 
trator, with rank. of captain, of |. 
‘touring: entertainment units. After |2 and two step-daughters. 

_. the war ‘his -assignments included 
_ +. .publie relations for. Town ‘Hall and |- 
other: organizations,. For -years he 
was partnered .with ‘Isadora Ben- 
nett: :He nianaged the McCarter. 
oF Theatre at Princeton from: 1954 to: 

1958. . 
-He: was a bachelor. 

“FRANK Ww. -KRIDEL . 
Frank .W. Kridel,..57,. executive: 

vicepresident of ” the: . -Manhattan-. 
and. Astor Hotels, N,- Y., died July 
4 after a brief: iliness. at hig -Man-. 

- hattan’ Hotel apartment. He was: 
-one of. ‘the: better kniown managers. 
“fn* 
such New York inns'as the Ambas- |: 

_i.eador, Warwick,.-Ritz: ‘Tower, Del- 
": monico, : Martinique - and.‘the Con-: 
’. course. Plaza.: Latter, | 
. ‘Yankee Stadium. in the. Bronx, was. 

ithe field: ‘having headed 

WILLIAM: J. ‘CORNELL 
‘PETER. PRASS . is 
“duly” 6, 1961 

They walked the earth with sai 
tt fel Weaver... 

taken: over. by: Kridel at’: a Wow peak: 
_ and: ‘became: a successful operation. 

He also was successful in: re- 
vote building . the’. “Manhattan Hotel: 
"Originally: the: Lincoln . Hotel, 
_::had been permittted. to run. down. 
“: |\and fall-into disrepute. It was pur- 
‘i> chased for $8,000,000. from Marta: 
': .. Kramer. by. Webb & -Knapp,” and | 
“+1. $5,000,000- ‘was, poured into. rendva-.} 
.. tons, . . 

- ,: One of. Kridel’ 8 attributes. was al 
‘strong love of. athletics. 
the :Concourse : Plaza, he ‘feted: the |° 
winning. Yankee | ‘pitcher by ‘send-- 

He ‘con- | 
oo, ‘practice when - he- 

“moved to. the. Manhattan: and: ‘As- | 
. tor 
_ find -rooms ‘for: various ‘teams. on: 
“short notice and for this: was made 

‘ing. up. a festive platter, | 

It. Was known that he could: 

‘an honorary: mémber of. the Naval . 
ae Academy - Athletic Assn: -© 

| He ‘was also. known forhis- work: 
“An. hotel . ‘fire prevention. . 

__,., the first president’ of the N.Y.'C.. 
«Convention .&. .Visitors:., 
. Wher it was’ ‘organized in’ 1935, and 7: 
2 held that post for.10 years... ae 

. “Other hotels: under his: ‘manager - 
-Ment. included -the’. “Ritz - .Carltan,. 

_ Atlantic. - 
... Syracuse; Dallas Park and Ponce 

de. Leon: Hotels, Miami.. os 

Bureau 

‘Hotel, City; Syraciise™ 

His: wife Survives. 

E. M.” SOMLYO - 
| ELM: (Tommy? Samiyo, -62, Fok! 

oe ly wood: Aalent: Seent and. former the. US. “as” Vivian ‘in: 

__ OBITUARIES _ 

‘in... New: 
i Vineent, and ‘for. past. ‘10 Years op-- 

theatre Af 

near. the 

“White at. os 

‘He: was : 

__ | European : ‘theatre’. operator, “died 
of a: heart attack June 29 in: Hol- 

‘the’. Baldwin. Piano: Co., - and! 
‘brought. Ignace. Padérevi ski Lo this! 
country. Going. to’ Holly wood. in: 
1923, Somlyo - ‘produced. ‘sév ‘eral! 
short ‘features, then trekked to. the 
“Continent; -where he. operated the- . 
atres in ‘both Vienna and Budapest. 

Returning ‘to Hollywood -in 1928, 
{ he: joined: ‘Paramount : and was ‘in| . 

. | eharge. ‘of. special foreien talent. In’ 
this.’ capacity . he signed ‘ and; 
brought: Paul ‘Lukas to the screen. 
From ‘Par -he -switched™ to agency 
‘work, joining ‘firm. of. Edington & ° 

i erated: his ‘own agency. 7.000 
* His" wife and: daughter survive. 

EDWARD. oO’ CON NELL 
; ‘Edward Emmett. O'Connell, 22. 
died June 28 on the stage’ of the |: 
Starlight Theatre. Kansas ‘City, 

1 where he. was. chief scenic. painter. 
He apparently. suffered .a heart. at-' 
tack. while at > work, and_ feilow. 

|eraftsmen: found - chim’ unconscious |” 
‘Tin a chair. © ts 

‘Associated: “with 

Irecently worked with. his: son, Ed- 

“LILLION. 

ward: Emmett. O'Connell, Je. 

company. of ‘Flower Drum Song: 
For :30 years-O'Corinell operated-a 
scenic studio. in | Tiffin. O.,-- but. 
moved. to Kansas City about: seven: 
years ago, 

EDITH: ‘DE ‘Lys. 
" aitn’ Ely, 75, operatic. soprano 

New York, after a long illness, . 
She made her operatic debut .in 

| 1807 in: Rome-as- Elsa-in Wagner's 
“Lohengrin.” The: ‘following’ win- 

‘| ter, she: sang Violetta’ in Verdi's 
“La Traviata’. -22 times in six 
weeks. She. continued. her career 
‘in: Europe,’ singing leading roles: in 
most ‘Of: the. major’: cities. | 
‘Her. last: European: appearance 

“Was. in’ -1919..‘in?: Verdi's “Aida.” 
‘She gang in. New Orleans. {n-1920 | 
-and “toured. ‘with .the San -Carlo|: 
Opera ‘Company® for: several sea-. 
sons... In’ later years, . ‘she turned | 
to: -teaching: 
Her. brother. survives. 

* RORA-LONS._ 
* Brunhilde : ‘Lora :.Lons) de “Kal- 

: | hassy, : :54, actress, . died: July “1-.in : 
| Toronto. Bort in Vienna. and a 

paraduate - of ‘the ‘State Academy. of -: 
fi Creative -Arts there, “she had. 20-: 
; years. experience . ag &- singer and ; 

mi dancer in the professional theatre ‘ 
jand ‘appeared: in Vienna, Paris. 
| London,’ New. York. and Miami. 
" “Since -coming ..to". Toronto - An 
{ 1952, : She: -operated. her : own’ 
“Academiy. of, Creative “Movement,: 
and: was ‘an. instructress in: music - 

| at: the choir ‘school of St. Michael's 
‘Cathedral, 
| peared. in Several: tv. dramas of: the 
| Canadian Broadcasting: Corp. «. 

“Survived - ‘by husband ‘and three.” 
sons.’ mo! _ 

ROSEMARIE. | ‘DORM | a 
‘Rosemarie | ‘Lautsehke, 32; 

sidered” ‘one. of- -the ‘most’ ‘taléntéd 

jJautern: J une. 18: 
Miss Lautschke, who: was a mem: 

ther. of . the Pfalz ‘Theater’ opera 

hours’ “before the “tragedy: 

UEVELYN: WE EDEN 

ahd. New. 

two 

i jriade. her -provincial 
[ York debuts. in 1896. it nd 

years. later. appeared -in the West: 
vat whe™: 

ing, New York. June . 26° 
uth Jthel rescarch. depart ment of both the Riverade and. tie Golde. 

+End-in : “Honor. Or Love" 
.| Strand... 

Td. “Oe 
“Die! Vins: 

Barker - management. 

“show * “business |: 

all. hig adult life, he ‘had:-been with | 
a- number of! Broadway. shows. -He | 

‘| Eng.- 

‘who: 
was ‘property. ‘man for. the national 

With the New Hampshire Philhar- 

Survived: by | wife; ‘son, danger} 
| time clown: ‘with. the Gainesville, 

:died- 

known: professionally as Edith De] 
“Lys, died July 3 in New-Rechelle,|-’ 

Tororite. “She: also :ap-.’ 

‘con- 

young ‘singers of the West: German *: : 
‘opera, committed ‘suicide. by’ jump-: 
‘ing. off a .bridge - Rear Kaisers-, 

just: twa, :. 
‘The. 

‘singer, who performed: under. the. 
‘stage. name of Rosemarie. Dorm,..- 
thad. ‘also been. 8: Fecording: artist. 

Evelyn. Weeden, 86, ete, died 
‘June: 22: in. _Eastbourne, Eng, . S!).¢-- 

She ‘acted: under: ‘the. ver crite: 
ed, 

sing Of The Third. Floor Diack”, . 
‘She had been ib retirement for. 
pearly: 50: years... 

_ SUSAN. STEPHENS: 
i -Susan Stephens, 19, dancer, died | 
of ‘an overdose .of sleeping pills ‘in. 
‘Manila. July 4: A Californian, she 
‘danced last. year at: San Francisco's  ‘Jegit: and silent. picture star,. died | lywood. — His. father. Was ; owner of Moulin: Rouge and: was on tour in 

-of ‘cancer July :4 in: Hollywood. He. 
‘Jaunehed his ‘stage: career ‘before’ 

, the. -Far. :East,. having just com-. 

Continued front page 2 

members of ‘the cloth voiced the, crowds. And both hotels hare ie- 
same protests. ported the shows are re sulting in 

(Soon. after Reno's first bare{Trecord business. 
bosom show opened nine weeksi In the local advertising the 
ago at the Golden Hotel. severalj]Golden makes no mentien of tra- 

pleted. two’ weeks at - the Manila imembers of the local clergy werej less femmes. but the Rivers dc ads 
:Grand Opera House. . 

Father, ‘ex-vaudeville song-and- 
danee tian Phillip Stephens, and 
mother: survive. ° 

DENNIS J. FARRELL 
Dennis J. Farteli, 65, long asso- 

ciated. with theatrical activities Jn. 
Ohio and Connecticut, died July 1 
in: Bridgeport, Conn., while. work- 

ting: as an official of. the: 1961 Bar- 
In ‘recent years he’ 

had been. on staff. of White ‘Barn. 
num Festival. . 

Theatre. ‘in Westport... 
i- Wife, Minerva:Farrell, who. sur- 
vives, is secretary of Connecticut 

7 ! Symphony. | | 

Curt’ Yohansies Braun,- 58, Ger-. 
-Man. novelist,. dramatist and film 

such’ pictures. as ““Streseman” and 
“Nachts im Gruenen Kakadu” 
‘Nights. in. Green . -Kakadu). ° 

Joseph. Ss. Balogh, 54, died ‘June 
20: in Dayton,..O:, where he had 
been. conductor. and first: violinist 

.|of the Hungarian Gypsy. Orchestra. 
His wife, two daughters, a sister 

. and. brother survive. 

‘agent, diéd July 2. in Eastbourne, 
His: “Gordon Ray Girls” 

formed some... of. ‘the: standout 

ferts. _ 

Eugene: Le Wyman, 70, violinist 

monie -Orchestra and former mem- 
ber of the Boston Civic Symphony, 
died June 26 in ‘London, N.H.. 

Hulon -B. Newberry, 57, Jong: 

Community: ‘Circus, 
‘His wife 

Tex., 
July 3. in. Sherman,: Tex. - 
and: a “brother, survive. 

Wife of Edward ‘Trimmer, pro- 
ducer for TWW. the-.South. Wales} 
and. West of. England indle.tv: com- 
pany,. died. June 25 An. London, ; 

“William | ‘Taylor, 63, formerly 

£ 

ace Theatre, . Manchester, Eng.. 
died recently in North Wales. . 

“Mother. of Edward HL. Welas, 
i prexy of. Chi ad agency bearing: 
j his name, diec. in that city June 26, we 

Mother, . 
: died: in Hollywood July. 5. 

MARRIAGES 
= Judy: McHugh to.Eddie Kafafian, 

“my McHugh cand, Eddie . and “Ida 
'Cantor,. ‘and © -daughter of Jimmy. 
i McHugh Jr.,..quondam Hollywood | . 
‘agent;-he is a Hollywood publicist, : 
‘formerly: on the editorial - staff” of 
- Dairy VARIETY. 

Glena Gladys ‘Cleaver’ ‘to. Isidore 
“Godfrey: London, . ‘recently. He is: 

-musical. director .:of. the D‘Oyly | ‘appear. owt breasts completely | 
- Carte ‘Opera Company, — .. 
| “Rosemary -Phillips te. Leonard 
. Bronkhorst, London.- ‘duly 1. Bride * 
is a dancer:’ 
Marie’ ‘Smith: to“ Seale. Warting. | 

ton; London, ‘June 24. Bride is: a 
‘singer. in ‘Bye Bye. Birdie”; he’s an} 
‘understudy. : in the. “Crazy Gang 
‘show.’ 
| “Angela. Ferguson to. Richard Ly-| 
“on, Sheerness... Eng., ‘July 1. ‘Bride 
is.a dancer: he’s an actor;-adopted | 
son of Ben Lyon and Behe. Daniels..|- 

Patricia. Bavin to‘Ron. Eliran, New 

Buitarist-folksinger: 
. Janet Garrison to Raoul L, Alter-. 
-esco, Los Angeles, June 30. He's ; 
g Hollywood correspondent. for Is-. 

company in Kaiserslautern. Sang - 
jin the. opera “Tosca” 

raeli_ néewspapers.- 

Metro talent exec, -. 
‘Naney. Nutter to How. ard: 

Da Silva, Greenwich. Eng., Juné.30. 
_ Bride is. an-actress: he’s an actor. 

Michael - Philips. New. York, June 
‘22, Bride's an. actress-model.. he's i 
an assistant . director’ and: produc-. 
's tion. manager at Trans-Film. ar- 
eel oc 
“danice Art: ib. to: ‘Joseph: ‘Infan- | 

He's” 

the: ‘Motion Assen. of Preture 
3 Amenia. 7 

+eity. officials refrained from ans | 
| discussion of the shaw, albeit the; is 

.{eontracted by VaRIETY but declined | ,carry the line “Adults Only No 
g comment, At the same time localj Cameras ” 

Bill Miller said Le Crary Heise 
scheduled to run threugh tie 

mayor and. other city leaders had last of July, and he is plaunece to 
seen the show, some of them on; follow it with a Harold Minsky 
wore than one occasion ) ‘production -— which undoubte diy 

In Bishop Dwyer’s statement, he; ¥!ll also accent the bare bose: s 
said, in part: — a eee nee 

“Let it. clearly be stated again|. 
that all Catholics are strictly for- BIRTHS 
bidden by the devine law itself to} Mr. and Mrs Seva Koyander, 
have any part in entertainment;son. Vancouver, BC, June 24. 
which is.of its nature indecent. Mother is knoan profe<sionally RY 

| suggestive, or calculated to for-i Milla Andrew, mezzo-sopiano w.th 

‘writer,’ died June 18 in Munich. 
after, ‘a long iliness.. He scripted: 

Gorden. Ray, ‘dance director and. 

‘troupes: of ‘British vaude’ and con- 

. | show have been Mayor 

, Joint managér-director | of the Pal- 

89, of Joel McCrea, | 

theartedly..: . 
-4 filthy show. A’ 

| Beveriy Hills, July 1. Bride fs the 
' granddaughter. of ‘songwriter ‘Jim-: 

:- Sue De LaVergne to Billy. Grady, 
-Hollywood.. July. 2; He's a former: 

to the Sixth and Ninth Comman¢- | 
ments. 

tion or even the advertising of such 
entertainment: And it most em- 
-phatically means no Catholic is 

| permitted to be a spectator of such 
entertainment.. 

“Let those. Catholics who are 
‘visitors or vacationers in Nevada 
take due note of. this. They are 
bound by the same divine law. 
there: is no vacation from the 10 
‘Commandments. 
home and we love it... itis a 
shocking thing that unprincipaled 
men should. be permitted to befoul 
this home of ours and to give to 
Nevada:the. reputation it is fast 
acquiring, of a state where de- 

“| ceney doesn’t ‘matter. 
“There Is a limit to flouting, of j 

morality: If nothing Is done to cor- 
rect the situation’ the state may 
well find itself in the position of a 
moral leper and leprosy demands 
drastic treatment. 

“I object when. certain elements | 

added. 

-| Hotel, said, “it is our opinion that 
this . is. the finest show we have/| 
ever had. at the “Golden.” Tomer- 
Jin said that among visitors to the 

Christopher’ of San Francisco, 

Hopper. “All of these people have 
told us that in their opinion it 1s 

[a very, very fine show.” He noted 
‘the hotel plans to hold the show 
{a Barry Ashton production) over 
indefinitely. 

Bill Miller. Sez 

At the Riverside Hotel, where 

bishop. I. agree with him whole- ; 
if you're doing a. 
show presenting 

beautiful girls. covered with love- 
ly costumes is not filth.” Miller 
‘said he did not consider his. cur- 
rent. revue. “off-color entertainment : 

. there are no. bare bosoms in 
our. - show." ” 

‘In the Riverside show the: 
‘femmes wear. pasties with their i 
: bosom-accented gowning, but at the 
‘Golden two or three of the giris 

:[ bare.) 

£ Bishop Dwyer, who was hospital- ‘ 
-ized with..a heart attack the day 
‘ before his statement was released 
ito - ‘the press, first spoke against ‘ 
ithe bare bosom shows ‘only in Las: 
Vegas at the time: when a bill to 
ban . such - entertainment was de- 
bated in the Nevada State Legis- 
Jature but failed to pass. It passed . 
the senate, but died in committee 
" the lower house.. 

man. ‘who has personally audited ! 
{both bra-less. shows), said: “if the : 
clubs cannot get together and work . 

‘out’ @ reasonable program then' 
legislation may be necessary Sore ° 
of the shows I have seen are Jewd 
I certainly cannot take my family ; 

ito any of them. If legislative action 
‘jg necessary to correct this. 
| would support it.” 

{. “I think the hare bosom bill sn- 
Jacqueline Jackies Thomas: to troduced in the 1959 session. wa*« 

‘probably. the wrong approath to 
this matter because it was so broad 
and would have been iffre ult 16 
enforce.” 
! With the release of stateinente. 
from the local clez gues and the. at 
tendant publicity. peisonne) ‘at 

‘ead at: «HDANCE et Abe Shee ob 

" “No Catholic is permitted under: 
pain. of grave sin to participate injter, Beverly Hills, June 27. 
the management, production, direc-{ther's an acter. 

Nevada is our 

trv. to rub: our noses in filth,” he 

In answer to.the criticism, Jim; 
. Tomerlin, ee-owner of the Golden 

-columnjsts Ear] Wilson and Heddaifather is -an exec 
! Around the World Inc. 

Reno: attorney Howard McKis-. 
York, June. 29.:: He is. an: Asraelt - ‘sick, a Washoe County assembly~: editor and director. 

}ment desires or acfions contrary ;the San Francisco Opera Compaty 
and Vancouver Theatre Under Ihe 

; Stars. 

Mr. and Mra Joe Conley. dauyh- 

I aw 

Mr. and Mrs. Al Brull, sun, 
Montreal, recently Fathes is vp. 
of Tower Artists Corp. there. 

Mr. and Mrs, Ralph Lowe, son, 
-iNew York, June 28. Mother 1s 

formerly of The National Ballet 
of Canada; father is an actor- 
singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Milton) Gteth, 
daughter, New York, June 22. 
Father is WCAU controller, 

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Avis. dauph- 
fer, London, June 22. Father is a 
magician. 

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Graham, son, 
London, June 24. Mother is actress 

| Barbara Mitchell; father ix an ac- 
tor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Allen, son, 
London, June 28. Mother is acthess 
Sarah Lawson: father is an acton 

Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Kelly, sen, 
i Houston, recently. Father is a disk 
jockey on KYOX in that city. 

Mr. and Mrs. Don Le Blane. sen, 
Houston, recently Father ix & 
lelty joc key on KHGM-FM in sit 

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley P. Dacr, 
son, New York, July 2) Mothe: ts 
the. former Susan Heather Silsai- 

George; stone, daughfer of 206th-Fox fia- 
eign Suverstenes 

with Films 

chief Murray 

Mr. and Mra Robert"EB Yjud- 
strom, son, Worcester, Mass June 
fy Mother is singer Paula Gav 

Mr. and Mrs. Abe Pokrassa, ten, 
New York, July 1. Mother ts 
former Radio City Music Jif 
| Rockette Anita Sowa; father is 

Reno’s second semi-nude show was {Press rep at the Hall. 
‘|booked (Le Crazy Horse) operator 

Bill Miller said: “I agree with the, 

| Mr. and Mrs. Randy Leeds. son, 
Montreal, July 6. Father is sinyor 
‘and songwriter; mother  calah- 
j orates as cleffer. 
; Mr. and Mrs Jack Cotta: .o, 
jdaughter, Hollywood, June 28, 
tMother is singer Jodi Cortina: 
i father's a bongo piayer. 
+ Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Javier wh, 
‘ daughter, Hellywood. July 4. 
Mother {s actress May Jsiatt: 

‘father’s the entertasne:. 

Mr and Mrs. Joel Fo Heaeen, 
; daughter, New Yok dune ny 
: Mother is Ann Olstem, foeueer 
NBC “Home Show” staffer; fetter 
is a former NBC attorney 

Mr. and Mrs Wiljam Mo-.tcn, 
daughter, London, July 1} Mother, 
Pat, is former = cecretary uf 

, VARIETY's London bureau, day is- 
ter of Cecil Bernstéin and mece of 
Sidney Bernstein. Granada [VY 
toppers; father is an Associate d- 
‘Rediffusion television piaduces 
( Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cassidy. «cn, 
‘Pittsburgh. June 30 Father t ice 
count executive at KDKA 

Mr. and Mrs. Aram Avakian « ti, 
New York, July 3. Father in ¢ tn 

i Mr, and Mrs Richard Brocka, 
daughter, July 9, Hollys ced, 
Mother is actrear Jean Simic s; 
‘father is a film director 

+ ae ee 

i Hearst & Liobling 
ee 

‘Centinued from page | anew 

comes the “7 O'Clock Report. @ 
syndie films series, Brothers Bao. 
navan ~~ shich has berd 7 te 4 6 
em oon Saturdats chifis en. to 
25 t6 730 Tuesdase over the 2 oon 
etatian 

Cali np sod ail appre ae est 
on che fiset Of bys Satuzees 4 +f 
prorram« Gefare \ak.ng the 

wedek vespite Tot eds oct op 
ws tle osegtudur oabtarser as 

i(reated to Ahir. pent? of lurmanay , Print medias fur the sites ty vt. .2 3, 
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: “Re Mi, ee 

“LE WAS in been be ee SEM 

+ Ae re ee ee IY Fe 

other . 
.” Played Vegas and is now ‘at -the 

..|an act. more ‘money ‘with. less ef- | 
-fort,. is figured to ‘give’ the niteryi 
‘owner. more headaches. in: times to| 

ue Under-rehearsed 
-.. Opened, it was ‘a fiasco ‘of ‘missed |! 

PRICE 
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Tk David Mertck’s Been B 
~~ Wait and: Gander Him’ 

: David ‘Merrick. productions: will4— 
_ be all over -the: nap. again. this j: 

= geason. 
-- who has several new-entries sched- | 
‘led. for ~Broadway, will be-repre- 
 gented on. the ‘road ‘by at least six 

_ * vehicles. Two’ of his’ musicals. will | 
. Salso: be produced. in’. Loridon. by. 
oH, .M. Tennent. Ltd. © 

‘The. ‘energetic: ‘producer, 

Scheduled -to. be. ‘duplicated in 
the: West. End are. ‘‘Gypsy,”’ with 

. (Ethel Merman ‘repeating her: origi- 
Mal starring. assignment, . and” 

with. ‘British’ .comedian. 
"Max. Bygraves' in’ the role being 
7 ‘played: on. Broadway: -by :Phil Sil-- 
"<.- vers: Miss Merman, -now : starring |» 

in “Gypsy” jin, Chicago, will remain | 
with’ the. touring production until 
ft-closes. on. the : Coast in _mid- 
“December... | 
.° “Do Re. Mi” ‘will open Oct. 12 
“4n London at-the Prince of Walés 
Theatre, while “‘Gypsy’.is slated 

*“Gypsy” = company, 

now. at the Riviera _Hotel,. 

ts |: 
stand. This, | 

“Gypsy”. eom- 

“Merrick — offering, ”. , 

{Continued on Page: 59) 

- Alan Marshal Is Dead: . 
: Featered i Saete; 

~ Chicago, July. 18; 
‘igextette” the néw’. Mae- West 

“- play ‘trying ‘out -in a silo: tour in| 
the: midwest,;‘seems’ prone ‘to ‘mis- 

adventure. It has been ‘plagued by 
-seript and: casting. trouble, : illness 
and. death. : 

” After. ‘casting problems - delayéd: 
n rehearsals until-a.week prior to its. 
-) scheduled’ opening” at. the Edge-. 
water: ‘Beach Playhouse: -here, Miss ; 

: West. ‘came. down. with a case. “of } 
 Yaryngitis: causing. the first . three 

performances. to he cancelled. 
‘when it finally | 

‘cues - and. prompting.. from: the: 
_. wings. The critics fav ored- the’ star,’ 

/ “but panned the’ show. _ 

“Do. 

din Jerusalem, © 

Niteries Lack
ing 

ficulty. in‘getting héadliners in:the: “4 
‘future. 

‘East German. Film On: 
_ Dr. Hans Globke Banned-: : 

. London, July 18. 
“Ke documentary film. on 

nas ‘been. banned - by. the | ‘British; 
‘Board .of: Film, Censors, according | 
“to: the:-distributors, Plato Films. : 
-Globke is: a a secretary of state. ‘in '. 
the’ West. German. government ‘and ® 
Was named. in the Eichmann trial: 

BBFC. observes. that -the- film 
(which: was -produced in ‘East ‘Ger- 

-Many.)- ‘appears to have ‘been made 
for the purpose of damaging the: 
reputation | ofan individual. For - 
‘these reasons, the ‘board takes the: 
view . that it would hot. he. in’ tle . 

, 
. li 

to. ‘debut in ‘the. West End in Feb- Publ ie interest. : 
“Puary:.- . The’. 
headed. ‘by ‘Miss: Merman, . moves.. 
~to the. Coast.from Chicago “early: 
wext month: Another. edition of the’ 
‘Tnusical; ” ‘starring Mitzi..Gréen,. is. 

Las}: 
Vegas, and. will begin playing reg-|- 

ular theatre.’ dates ‘in the fall,|-- 
. following “-the~:conclusioti of. 
-* foulette - -and’< ‘dice : 

~ there’il:. be. two- 
. > panies on ‘the: road for. at Teast. Part 

- of the season: 
“La “Plume: de. Ma. Tante. ” an-. 

which, 

ng . 
‘Stars as Concert. 

. i 

Night. clubs afiticipate more ‘dite 

j come. 
- Those . spots. still “relying | 

| names . have been - experiencing 
‘| more™ than . the- usual: amount of 
| pobleths. in snagging: ‘fresh ‘Jures.. 

This s Season) 

vet. been. announced. ~ Competish Rises: 
- The competition of: the .2a¥8-, 

concert. field, which can guarantee | Oo 

By JESSE GROSS 
Legit producers, 

-elaiming. the ‘Fabulous. Invalid: is 

aren't” following their . 
“script. ° Their. contention’ 

-Oown 

‘ theatre because of. steadily increas- 
‘ing. production and: operation. costs | 
iisn't borne out by the flood of new 
“projects : earmarked for Main Stem. 
- presentation: this season... And, ‘on: 

| a broader’scale, the lineup of tour- 
., ing: vehicles for the 1961-62: spread 
“fs, shaping: as the fattest in-years.. 

Broadway.’ houses : shave already 
been booked ° ‘by a flock of incom- 

‘ ing’ entries, most of which have the - 
. theatres -In ‘such -key ‘tryout cities- 
as New Haven, Boston:and Phila- 

;delphia tied up almost: solidly for 
4+September and October, when ‘the 
Season - normally ‘gets rolling: Be- 
cause. of -this hinterland. jam-up, 
‘plans: “for some. productions. ‘are 
(being delayed pending the :work- 

. out of acceptable routing. This, in 
‘turn, is “apparently stalling .com- 
‘mitments for Broadway theatres as 
indicated by: the number of. ‘houses |. 
for which. future tenants. have not 

‘These ‘theatres ‘include spots. cur- 
“rently ‘vacant and others likely to} 
30 ‘dark during. the summer dog 

“The number of Broadway: 

(Continued on page 58) 

‘British ( Cleffers. 
Pressing for, 65% 

}; Agencies: shave been ‘aiming ® many. set 
| of | -their néw ‘acquisitions: to: the : 
| concert Stages’ ‘and one-nighters’ in : 
,arenas. Not:.only: is ‘there. more- 
money.in this facet, but. they “claiin } 
that ‘many: of the; “Names - prefer. to. 
‘work this kind of Situation. remove : 
ting. themselves’: froin “competition 
‘of food. and: liquor. ~.-"). 

-One ‘nitery owner. -in. ‘northern 
New -York -recently. complained to. 

- (Continued _on- ‘page. 50y 

Using Stock Tryouts. 
For.Off-B’way Shows 

The | : strawhat: circuit, is. ow - 
“being: ‘used’: for tryouts - for : oif-- 
} Broadway. 

| 
“| 

Two. prospective. base: 
During .the. second. ‘performance? tment: and belfry ‘circuit ‘produc-,- 

the early.one on Saturday ‘8), lead-; 
ing man. ‘Alan Marshal ‘suffered. a: 

= ‘and the -late- ‘per- 
-:, : formance had to. be. ‘cancelled. Mar-.. 

:: shal died-. the. next ‘morning. His, 
-gon. Kit, also: featured in: the. play. ! 

__: Tequested .. . that. ‘the engagement ; 
oo continue. | 

heart :attack: 

Producer Henry: ‘Guettel. who: ‘Is 
“‘also” managing’. director. of «the 
reer took" over “Marshal's 

. (Continued: on page. 63) 

i were 
: adaptation - ‘by Howard - Richardson ~~ 
and | ‘Frances’ Goforth: of ‘Erskine - 
Caldwell's. Tiovel, and “AJI Kinds 

tions.:were tested at’ barns - Jast 
-week. ‘and at -least. one. more * As 
scheduled for August. - 
‘Candidates for future : presenta,’ 

tion in New York ‘theatres outside - 
the. ‘Times Square’ area ‘last week 

“God's ‘Little ° Acre.” ? an: 

“of Giants. "a. musiéal ; with. ‘book, 
OF \- a (Continued, ‘on page. 2) 

‘Race, . 

Home-Grown Pops 
London, July. 18. 

A - pressure. group has’ “peen' 
formed: in: Britain . With the object 

- of. whipping up feeling, in. support 
“Of a! restriction: on the broadcast- 
‘ing: of. U.-S.: and other: foreign: 
music: Calling | itself the Compos- 
ers Be ‘Authors 
Cammittee,. 

trade orgs but. ‘it. is. Wirning: sup- | 
port. from. publishers, songariters | 
arid ‘the’ like:. ; 

‘Even Sir Arthur’ ‘Bliss, president: 
of the’ Performing Right ‘Society, ; 
has agreed to head the group.in Jts 
representations: to. the. BBC though 4 
hot. in -his official: PRS capacity. 
‘Founder-member§ “of: 
‘mittee : are: Elton. Box, chairman: 

the Com: 

Diam ond; secretary; -Tommy | 
James Kennedy, : 

Mony: a Lita - and ‘Harold:: 

M ax:- 

Conner. 

“Geller. 

of . pension” scheme for: composers ! 
(Continued : on Page 48) 

who’ ve: “been 

‘the peading for bankruptcy,” apparent- |. 

“¢areer of Dr.-Hans Globke, author” 
{of the legal commentary to the. 

Nazi: anti-Semitic Nuremberg laws." 

*-that 4. 
‘ Broadway .is''on: the verge.. of be-j: 
coming a disaster area for. the} 

i Sarees Goal . 

‘jing fis. bid for. 4ntegration.of Ne-: 

-} such. integration. First conference 

various technical. branches. 

‘Representative. 
the: ‘group is’ ‘not: of- jan 11-véar run; vovering 7,890 «on- 

| ficially: recognized | by..any of -the | secutive performances, at the Mir- 

Steve | various " roles. 

tes ‘bookings in New 

Box told “Variety: “We. formed } cago. 
originally © to’ establish. ‘some sort | 

‘slated for September New Schiek s 
will also feature the’ ‘Singing Sextet 

FABULOUS 
LTA PROEES, Citas Ag Sek Bt Pars A 

TOURING UPBEAT ‘Advise & Consent’ Rolls There Sept. 1 
—+ By LES CARPENTER 

_ Washington, July 18. 
Leningr ad Philharmonic f Providing a prospective diver- 
- Set for U.S. Tour i Im 1962. sto: from dreads of i1) World 
Leningrad Philharmonic is con- War III and #2: national economic 

tracted to tour the U.S. under the’ ‘disaster, Washington will be able 

‘Columbia..Concerts banner. Deal to come Sept. 1 to eavesdrop 
was --set by . Leverett Wright of on the making of a feature film 
Columbia | Artists Management dealing with the more endurable 
Trie.’s. Fred: Schang division Dates suspense of whether a member of 
fre not firmed, believed to be in the U S Senate had a homosexual 
‘fall of 1962: ; feplsode which opens him ta black- 

Meanwhile the Leningrad Mary- mail -a main | situation in “Advise 
insky - Ballet: opens this coming and Consent" United Artists ver 
Sept. 11 at the Metropolitan Opera sion of the novel and play will 
House. for Sol. Hurek. Engagement roll under Otfo Preminger for 

: isome. five weeks of location in this 
capital 

Not in a score of years has a 
novel created the interest in Wash- 

tington -or stirred the discussion = 
as has been the case with Alen 
ae s Pulitzer Prive winner It 
“was set in the Senate and made a 
Villain out of the U. S. President. 
‘Washington, which is gossipy and 

_isuspicious of anyone's intentions, 
_immediately launched a guessing 

rus "game in every political salon who 
Drury had in mind in real Ile 

“Hollywood,. July 18 
j when he chose his fictional ehar- 

‘Natlonat. ‘Assn, for. the. Advance, -2°1@!s 
“ment: of Colored People 1s increas- { 

Non-Menial Negro | 

Washington fook the book to 
heart most of all because ef its ac- 

“curacy and - although fictlon ie 
obvfous plausibility, Dru. had 

Continued on page 6 63: 
Geo ee ee ren ee, 

Bill Would Slap TV 
B’ casters in Jail For 

Perpetuating Violence 
Washington, July 18, 

Most fearsome Iegisiation to 
emerge sy far during the current 
hue and cry over televised crinie 
‘and violerce would slap big fines 
‘and or dail temps on braadcasters 
fafrang such fase 

Luckils oat rates strictiv a. a 
Yourto-st) Wem Hardiwerk of Rep 
Hard. MeDoxell U-Del . the fill 
is probably amos the most paient- 
ouneos fitatienal ac wed ao mot 
unlikel. ta succeed that have been 
drappediir te Papper Hib wegen 

Kew cestion fa be added tis the 
US Cosageal Code read. Wiles 
ever browlea ‘soy mnean~ of radio 
rane eceatoan aps matter a pre- 
Mate drcae 4 tbo staeteristio af owtuehy 
Is the perce oxy pat at ion of chicmes, 
charter oo tuglenee shall be Gare wf 
pentose. § 98 ST8 nt rT Cote) ed | 

eed yaeat "tocar, nie gi or 

batt 
Anotre: cection 

pemattre. arapest Utigee 
ere ery si Seg Ge thebs oor pe 
Srammne Ynoane utteriese Cote 
wen drdecent ap pratane Late 
fate an Ve aieartes santd alo 
fare tie sae punichmernt 
Takin Sanreme Court interpre 

tations of tho first Amendment In 
cetsorshin cases as a gitide Vc- 
Doveliv bill would appear a einctt 

-for reSection by the courts. 

groes In all: phases ‘of the motion 
picture and television ‘Industries, , 
according. to Maggie. Hathaway, 
chairman of the organization's Hol- 
lywood committee. Miss Hathaway - 

jexplains that meetings have been: 
theld with’ board of directors of ; 
‘Screen. Actors Guild to enlist. the; 
)Unton’s ‘support in establ{shing 

‘to. result, she ‘said; will be with 
| producers.. and others wil! then be 
setup with directors, writers and - 

Basis of activity along these 
lines. is aimed, according. to Miss” 
Hathaway, toward having “A Ne- 

(Continued on page 6 

‘Act Closes TT Year Run 
_ At Mpls. Schiek’s Nitery 

. Minneapolis. July 13. 
Schiek’s Singing Sextct closed; 

' neapolis - nitery Saturda, 115... 
Night spot owned by theatre ex. 
hibitor: Ben | Berger is ‘being tonn 
down-as part of a Minneapols Joop 
redevelopment - project. 

.. Sextet. which hae presented. cap- 
sule versions of-85 Broadi~s miu- 
si¢als.: has hiad) dozens of cas! 

, changes during. MS lengthy er 
{| gagement.” Directed bys. Civde By 
+der, it: has had 106 singers in the 

’ Group has © also 
: played 1,350 outside dates. Incjaid 

York: ans 

“" sgh ge tras 

Teseda She same 
Toeeaatd: a-te 

Berger. is moving his niter, to 
a. new ‘location with’ reopening 
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MOREY ROTH ; 

Cin Jain’ 18. 

Cy, ie ades tS hesitate ta emulare 

‘he area of ‘intra- 
PITTS Jones rake re disputes. nota- 

Liv where a cocticarast invades the 

yreesnats Gf fas Gan paper's. critic 

qr cries, Phas has 

famwiiar stuff in ‘he easi, Walter 

By 
* 

on waiter 

ali ™? att 
MEG als 

Winchell baving often written 
feotuo’es to the Mirror's drama 
eavire Kavert Coieman More re- 
centis the dame macabre with 

Geveers of. colishnist Dorothy Kil 
pallen and legit ernie Jehn Me-. 
Chan bas diverted readers of the 
NY) foursal Americun, 

Cole. pre hace often hecome 
pertisan fo certadn drevias, votably 
Wieehell in times past and more 
recentiy Ed Saliran wie has used 
hes tefertsion and cotenomlar 
gue adphones to teat both “AN The 

Way Home” and “Donnybrook.” — 
Ed} 

John Justin Smith, general col- : 
umnist tor the Chicago Daily. News, 
who has been needling «and nett- 
ling?) other writers on the some: 
paper by lapping over inte such} 
fietds as film. and legit criticism, 
ran head-on isto picture critic.’ 
Sam Lesner over a column that 
S:imth did on “Ea Dolce Vita" last 
week. Lesner had earlier given: 
a growing review of the picture. 

re 

South, in his piece, challenged its. 
aesthetie and moral value= and. 
In condemning it, used many of 
Lesner’s phrases as examples of 
“the usual meaningless words used | 
¥v critics ” 

Irate Reaction 

Qucried, 
fe VARIETY: 
& \VGeabulary of more than four 
wards before he attempts to eval 
wate a film or review. In Smith's 
case these are ‘dirty.’ ‘boring,’ 
Cray’ and ‘dull’ His use of my; 
Moerds cut of conteat is a prime 
joeurnwistic sin and simply shews | 
& tack of responsibility. on his} 
Fart” 

Perhaps concidentally, a third 
Dariy News writer, Sydney J. Har- | 

Continued | on page 14) 

Coast Tribute to Mark 
Cantor’s Golden Jubilee. 

Holls wood, July 38. 

Eddie Cantor will be feted by 
top show biz figures at an Eddie 
Cantor Golden Jubilee to be held 
July 25 at the Cocoanut Grove of 
the Ambassador Hotel Eos) An- 
geles, in conjunction with the open- ° 
ing of Eddie Fisher in that room 
for a two-weeker. 

Fisher was originally the sponsor 
ef the Cantor tribute, having been - 
|| protege of the vet comedian. On 
the cammittee also will be Jack : 
Benny. George Jessel as well as: 
Various show biz and industrial 
fisures, 

Chi Columnists Bait Own Paper sCrix |i 

And I's Manhattan Moved West 

been fairly 

Fortify .the Hardy 
Denver, July 18. 

When the Lake Shore Drive-— 
In goes multiple features, it 
just doesn’t. seem to know 
‘when to stop. 

‘A recent example was a 
“Dawn to Dusk” show which 
offered, in addition to the first- - 
run “Love.in a Gold Fish 
Bowl” ‘Par; four additional 
re-run features. Free coffee 
and doughnuts were served to 
those who. remained- for the 
complete show. 

SQ FAR, PHILLY’S OUT. 
i" 
| 

Managing. Director. Salisbury. 

Frotics, Salisbury Beach, _Mass., 
; Bays: 

FOR MET OPERA DATES |” | 
Philadelphia, July 18. . 

| "FRANK D. MULCAHY 

Metrorolitan Opera, which used [. 
,to sing here Tuesday nights, since 
feancelled, will probably. not ‘sing 
:here at all during the coming ‘S€a- 
:son, per Frederic Mann, 
i headed local bargainers. 
muddled by lack of closed con- 

‘tracts at moment with musicians, 
' Stagehands and artists unions, 

Met gave six performances here 
‘ast season. Man group: aimed at 
{10, if possible next season, possi: | 
‘bly coneentrated as part of spring 
tour. 

‘Philadelphia 
been promised some priority on 
‘tickets for 
ones now schedute at the Met it- 
sel . 

“who 
Met is |; 

US. Feet’ $ (0p. 
For Zanuck Film 

subscribers have 

the Tuesday. night]. 

~The sell-out was 

Jer sonality and. great. talent. 
“Though PAUL. ANKA’S- ‘theme 

ecie is ‘ANKA'S AWAY,’ next. sea-) 
son. we look: forward to SAY. AN KA'S ot 
BACK.” 

. _ Corsica, ‘July 18.. 
A sundrenched ‘beach in’ Corsica 

‘was turned jito. a grim Normandy 
battleground . here ‘this. past. week 
38 Darryl F. Zanuck’s 
est . Day”. 

- “The Long- 
film locationed: on the 

| ALLENTOWN’S Moscow. ‘tcno | iba” of ‘the U.S. Sixth Fleet 

the riled Lesner sald | Merchant's Blast At Dior Via Those 
“A writer should have > Liz & Gina Carbon Copies. — 

Allentown, Pa.. July 18. 
Allentown department 

prexy Max Hess plans to subpena 
actresses Elizabeth Taylor .and 
| Gina Lollobrigida as witnesses in 
‘damage suit he filed here Monday. 
116) against the House of . Dior. 
Merchant charges that those 

identical lace covoktail.. creations 
the two beauties were in Moscow ; 
i last week are exact copies of the 
same dress Dior sold him as “a 

jone and only original’. at a Paris 
| couture showing last January. Hess 
says the dress was .shown on. .a 
Philadelphia. . television show fre- 
cently to. an estimated audience 

Score Evened. 
° Paris. 

Editor. Vanirry: 

| and ‘its marines.- 
‘It was: the second time’ ‘tn. the 

‘pic's preproduction history that 

| 

3,000,000, with a claim of origi- | — . 
1 oehity that’s now causing him much. 
| embarrassment. | 

| tion -marks: the Mexican. cinema- 
.| scope curretitly. Technicians of the 
‘Union of Film Production Work- 

Zanuck had managed ‘to latch on 
Jto a major maneuver in-the Medi- 

store | terranean to-.obtain extensive and 
impressive footage for his film. He 
turned cameras originally. a couple 
of rionths ago when the ‘British 
‘staged, paratroop jumps on Cyprus. 

Last week’s amphibious exercises: 
by the Sixth Fleet gave Zanuck a 
chance to cash in in. a-big way.. 
i The Janding operations were. sched- 

‘Continued on “page 16)° 

| Technicians & Actors 
In Mexico Contemplate. 

Picture ‘Cooperatives’ 
Mexico ‘City: July 18. 

Burgeoning .cooperative ‘produc: 

ers are linking with the National 
Recently Paris sent New York a; Assn. of: Actors. for various. ven- 

‘so-called play named:' ‘The Blacks," ;-tures. Number of indie producers 
Last night. here in. Paris, ‘New: 
York got its. revenge’ when some-! 
thing called’ “The Connection” 
opened. 

The score WwW ds even, 
Please, fellas, no nyore, huh? 

Wolfe Katz fman. 

Subscription Order Form 

To eens eases ee ea hes Gas 
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mee ere ee et ee ee eee 

would like to cut in, offering their |. 
savvy on. ‘production details in re- 
turn for a_‘slice of the: profits. 

Technical ‘chaps, 

goal Is a.large. cooperative 
ling. all sectors“of labor. Intratrade | 
jconsensus accepts’ this. and sees||} 
‘tthe ¢o-op activity as only ‘stopgap 
measure until production pace here | if 

| gets back on-normal' footing. More- 
over, the unions are -understand-. 
ably wary of heavy co-op efforts, 

‘Little Me’ Big Spook - 
“Spoof on all the shaw biz 

aulobiogs. and . confessionals. 
which .. Dutton,.. the. publisher, = 
and’ author Patrick (Auntie 
Mame”) ‘Dennis believe. “may 
even mark a milestone. im pub- 

-. lishing. history as the . book 
that will discourage any ‘other 
actress from: writing ‘hier mem: “} 
oirs—at any rate, we hope so,’ 
is: titled “Little ‘I4.’” Subtitle 
is “The intinvate memoirs: of 
that great star of stageé:. screen - 
and television. Belle Poitrine.” 

Already: set for a Broadway mi 
legit. “Little. Me’. ‘the. hook) 
-{s illustrated: by- some 150 gag 
stills with Jerry: ‘Archer. imper-~ - 
sonating an outthandishiy 
“glamorized” Belle. 

_thor,his wife, children, friends 
and. such real-life celebrities: ~ 
as Kaye Ballard. Peg gay. Cass, - 
Dedy Goodman, the: late: Nita 

_Naldi. Alire: Pearce and Rosa- 
“lind Russell. also posed for. 
some of the. “art ".. ; 

' “Another: wonder fin week. thanks. 
to PAUL ANKA. 
‘gratifying, especially. as PAUL. ene | 
deareéed himself to. all with his ‘warm : 

. who've ban- 
0-0. nered as -La..Mexicana. SCL, .and 

union biggies deny their -ultimate: 
e émbrac-. 

| since in a former try (via the Film] 
'| Alliance) they dropped:.a lot. of} |} 
coir. There‘s no mood ‘to > duplicate , 
that setback. nlf 

‘The. au-. | 

2 ‘Nausea, Queen of Tedium’ 
1Or a : Depth Analysis of Press Handouts| 

: By ¥ INCENT. ‘CANBY: 

‘event? VaRIEtY, ‘a compassionate observer of the: film industry’ over. 

a. yawn. from: ‘any.except:-the most: persisteritly ‘inquisitive. newsman, 
He is ‘Henry. Smith: of’ Mammoth. Pictures. Because the. interview;. o- 

Jat least the subject, ‘was almost. unprecedented. VARIETY agreed not. 
. {to use Smith's’ real ‘name... 
| cog. inthe big wheel that has produced ‘such blockbusters as ‘The Sign. 
\of Cain,’ ‘The Loves-of.Madame De Stael,’. "I. Climbed Bear Mountain,” 

“After all;”. said Smith; ‘I'm -just.a small 

and. is now preparing the multi-million: dollar Spectacle, . ‘Nausea, Queen’ 
of Tedium.’” - 

Smith; himself.a former. ‘ewsman, “confessed that his: job: pe somes 
what more difficult. than outsiders realize. ‘‘Do you remembe: 

nicker (studio production headi2” - von 
a Nobody's Eyer Fired! eo 

° “Fired!” we said,: aghast, 

going to announce his‘future plans after a ‘short’ vacation.” =, 
“No,” said Smith,. “You're. thinking of Ray Theon- (head of tv activi- 

| ties). Theon. left after. Plutarch caught him with -his hand in the till. 

“Wasn't that about. the: time? 7” we ‘asked, “when ‘Mammoth’s domestic. 

ment habits?” et 
“Exactly,” said’ Smith. yy hén we, tired. half our: ‘sales force. we. 

tionized domestic distribution patterns with | a. ‘hational mass saturation 
release of ‘The Lady and: The U-Boat.’” |. 
“The. picture, couldn't ‘stand word-of-mouth,” said Smith, “we. figured. 

playing every. theatre. in the country ‘one-day.”.’ 
t.. All-Star New Faces! 

Turning from past everits, we quizzed Smith about future possibilities, 
{We understand,” we said, “that Plutarch has signed an. all-star cast” 
of ‘new faces’ .to topline. the. big-budget screen. version of the Broadway 
hit,:‘Marriage Is. Not. for: Minors.'”. — 

“You're ‘getting the idea.”-.said Sinith.. “He felt that" he should do 
something to keep our contract talent off: the: streets during the’ day 
time. The play, incidentiy, rani- one week.on Broadway.” ~ 
‘frying to get some exclusive news from Smith, ‘we asked him if. it 

were true that: Seyniour. Disastre (Mammoth’s’ longtime: exec veepee) 
was’ thinking of retiring in’ the near ‘future: 
“If you mean,.‘Is the board of directors ‘after his’ scalp?’ Yes.’ ” 

breaking his contract: 

of “The ‘Sign of: Cain.” “I. Clinibed. Bear. Mountain,” ” ete. etc., ‘today. 

of -Tedium.’ 

prodiiced and. directed’ by .H.-B. Sternhagen.”” 
; Don’t Be Too: ‘Clever 

mer release schedule?” we asked. a 
“You got the swing of it. now.” said Smith. 
“Or you. might even just ignore the w hole: ‘story until a successor ‘to: 

Disastre is ‘appointed, "We ‘suggested, “or wait.until Disastre leaves’ 
town, and then. send’ out.a little one- -liner- referring: to him as “the for- 
mer executive vice-president of: Mammoth Pictures.” | 
'“S-a-a-a-y.”’ said. Smith: with ‘admiration, “Where’ ve vou been. all Thy: 

life? If heads weren’t rolling - around this” ‘department. like loose ping: : 
pong ‘balls, I'd offer. you a job.” 

sales. force. was realigned to coincide with changing urban entertain’, 

: _Wednendayy July 2 19, 156, _ 

How does a : major ‘company. publicist go. about ‘the writing ét. a nants 
release designed to: “cover” a legitimately. important but downbeat news: 

‘\the decades, c¢ontinues-to be amazed in -its academi¢ way: with presse .. 
|agentry which .can- make a molehill out of & mountain, a complete: Tes: 

| versal -of -the -usual. - nn 
Last -week after. going. through | a scrapbook: of old releases’. VARIETY Le 

| .eonsulted an _expert.on the subject, a man:.who in the last. 12-months ° 
' | has been: called: upon. to. release: some of the industiy’s most. provoca- 

I | tive. news items in such. a. way that: they. might produce. no. more. than. 

—_— 

last: vear' - 
when Bill Plutarch .ipresident.of Mammoth. Picturés) fired. Sam ‘Slott=: 

“We thought Slottnicker had : besigned. to: 
take care of his. ‘extensive private business. interests. and. that ‘he ‘was. 

- “Slottnicker -was transferred to Bombay to head up. Mammoth’s. ins 
| creasingly heavy production activities in Nepal, in.a ‘move, tefiecting 
-the company’s for ward- looking awarenéss of ‘the ‘importance of (grass: 
roots locations.” 

“As we recall.” we continued, “Mammoth: a shart “time Jater eyolie 

the only way we'd Rét..our money out is by making 17 060 prints. ‘and. 

wm, 

“We asked Smith how he. might: handle that: story. He drummed. ‘his a 
fingers:together and looked pensive for 4 momeint...“‘Understand now,” : 
he said, “this is just. off:the’top of my. head. The ‘finished version might. 
have a.few more details; . especially. if: ‘Disastre uses:. Mammoth’ for. 

* ‘William: S. Plutarch, president of “Maminoth: “Pictures, prodacers:. . 

announced he had’ regretfully. accepted the : ‘resignation ‘ot Seymour - : 
Disastre, executive. vice-president..of. the. company, effective: June -30,” -. 
the same day that Mammoth Pictures begins -shooting on locations rs 
in Rome of the multi-million-dollar historical spectacle, ‘Nausea, Queen. 

starring ‘Linda Van. Eyck and. Joshua Loomis, and heing ..° 

-“Couldn’t you also work’ in. something there’ aboit Mathivoth's: sume ° 

_ “Well,” we atiswered, “give us a ring svhen ‘you’ ve: completed’ Your . 
high-level reorganization - ‘designed to: expedite and: facilitate: Mam- _ 
moth's recently. announced ‘palley . of ‘producing 24 Ariple-A.; ‘Produc-: a 
tions a year,” 

. Trade: Mark. Registered * ar not 
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Winners at San Sebastian | Fest. 
 San-Sebastian, July 18" 

" Paraimouit's : “One-Ey a. “Jacks,” " which Marlon” Brando: difected” 
= : with ‘Riniself:: starred: -hias. won ‘the. Golden... - Seashell 

Spain's. Film: Festival - here. Silver Seashell went. to- feature. from. 
Poland itithe garbled: din cable, - possibly: “Waiting. for the: Presi=: 

pred 
vat: 

la Fayette, Oe Pet F rench Film 

- “necéssar’ Vv 

“the: best- reason for having a 

.." eoinpanies: and ~ -_ 
, downs, usually accompanied. by the | - 

“dent'’-—Ed:: 1 
‘Mexican. ‘actress Pina: Pellicer: in “Jacks” won ‘the Best Actress” 

‘designation... 
Rascal : and’ God: 7° 

wee “Thirst,” 
guage: Film.”” 
A habit at. festivals this geason, ‘there was a posthumous sitation one x the late. Gary Cooper, 

“Best ‘ Actor” is. Gert. Froebe of ‘Germany. in-:“Th
e ak 

madeé in Ar etitina, was: selected as. “Best S nish’ ‘Lah: : 
B pa ee reached ‘the sive and. stature of the 

M0 VL P. $ Invited, But No Tickets. 
“Until Stat Sweats ‘Out a ‘Desperate’ Recouping 

Operation. | 

By. ‘SAM ‘SHAW 

“Vancouver, July. ‘is. 

oe invited. celebrities. 

ery was triade a. few days prior. that 
festival. Secretary. 

‘ the’ necessary tickets” _ from ~ the, 
Tack. _ 
-Resultantly An. ianappy: Miss |? 

Talbot and the -entire’ fest fival of- | 
fice staff including: ‘director..Stan- 

-, ley Fox Spent the. weekend’ preced-. 
> ing 
‘tickets-—préesumably “begging, bors] 
‘rowing and: perhaps purloining: ‘the: 

‘pairs to ‘accommodate, 

DeVecehi Reveals 

‘the. inaugural. (ré-capturing 

: ‘the ‘invitees: to the opener,. “Satur- 
day Night and’ Sundy. Morning.” 

- Premiere.: (fourth’ year! |. was: ; 
. marked ..by. : searchlishts, -motor--|: 
cycle escorts, crowds and speéciies.:| 
Closed-off «street:.: before 

Canadian. naval ship’ Discovery.. 
. Festival. was. officially’ opened an . 

whoa: ‘presented |: “Mayor .. -Alsbury.” 
‘festival: president: Sir Ouvry Rob- 
erts, with, a: 
edast ‘Hatda- ‘Indian symhol of au- 
thority. 

... introduced t0. capacity house. “Mrs. 
Kashiko. -Kawakita,” ‘described as a” 

-: familiar figure at: Berlin -and Can~ 
. nes, festivals. cane on stage in fira-" 
"ditional Japanese. costume, told the. 

‘audience ‘ “"|-have. filmomania” and 
“F ” explained she was.alway’s happy -te 

-. meet-fellow film enthusiasts. 
-man.G, Weinhere, Manhattan title- 

' ‘writer, Garriéd. Mrs. Kawakita’s re. 
_Dhatks:a. step further. when: he ‘said.. 

it is: 

a film. 
“If ,movies. saves. the: world: 

festival : . you: never : know.” 
aon (Continued on: pase, 24" 

: A Negro Picture 
fi ights. Assorted 

~ Sterentvnings 
Despite the uphitl. ‘boxoffice hat- 

- fle faced..by some -recent pictures: 
_ which 

- “Maryan, - Talbot 
".Jnad invited nearly. 108 :V.1P.'s ‘and: 

‘ Journalists and forgotten to-extract. 

-Frankovich. ; 
’ Latter. has. been here. twice since 

“theatre 
{Was scene ofa parading band: con- | 
eert for two hours: by todters from] 

‘talking cetick;” west: 

‘Festival: judgés were then. 

Her-=. 

SOL SCHWARTZ STAYS put! 

7 1 Foregcing: ‘Trips. “To ‘Esirope Since 
* Vaneotiver™ Film, . ‘Festival. may]. :: 7 

now: qualify. for the bigtime—it has]: 
‘had a major goof with’ tickets for. 

For the open-| ” 
_ dng night.0:-at the Vogue ‘Thea-: 
"tre, which ‘scats 1.300, the: .discov-' 

_Frankoviteh, mm L: Ay 

* “Hollywood: “July. 18: 
Sol ‘A. Schwartz, Columbia vee- 

‘pee and production exe¢:-has ‘in- 
“trip. 

abroad. Original ‘schedule: ‘had, ‘him | 
stidying - studio ‘operations . ‘here 
for month or so.and then’head for. 

‘definitely -postponed.. . his®.. 

Lendon - for conferences. with Eu- 
ropean. - production” “head - “M: J. 

Schwartz moved from - New. York. 
Hence, |< there's no : ‘need. * for 
Sehwartz to” make the’ trip: at ‘this |. 

at _ f headed ‘by Turner” ‘Shelton. of. the time, 

| Hollywood; ‘July® 18. 

Filins. 

aisd in “the. ‘works; “one, a tiein- with: 
-producer-writer. John - :Bash on. re- 
make of “Ecstasy,” : “which DeVec- 

.-chi. expects to close. during his. 
\.visif here on behalf of Jast- ‘Thurs: | 
day ° ‘night's ‘opening: of “La :Dolce 

} Vita... Third film: is still. in early. 
discussion: stages. . " 

“Exee’.said _ ‘both Vita ‘and 

1-American ‘entry : in call’ Academy. 
|. Award -.categories this “year: 
-also- Tevedled - “Vita” - 
_Mastroianni - will ‘be pushed for: 
best actor... 
for. one .of ‘the .pix ‘to he’ Italy"s 
‘entry. in. best. foreign film. ‘race. 

- He: 
star “Marcello: 

Possibihty. ‘also. looms 

— a} having attracted. over..600 foreign. 

: : [Khrushchev and: other top 

~|on, Sunday . (9). 

: ‘ {tions from.” the West - came. trom | 

‘.} port’ but, .as- always, the Western 

- the absence of Eric Johnston. 
|. Lopert is: the. only: Yank film buyer 

| around. 

“Astor's Multiple 
- Product Deals 

_| with ‘husband Eddie Fisher, 

* -Ametican-Frerich-Ttallan” ‘¢0-pro-- 

| duction - -deals..ate ‘in the’ works for. 
Astor Films,- -according ; to. Mario 

DeVecehii,. company’s Interrfational 
veepee_- ‘Firm. will’ enter - its. first: 
prodiiction.. activities . with 
gano.” Negotiations are now. under:: 

‘| way witly France’s Les. Filin’ Mar- 
‘céau and Italy’ s ‘Titanus and t Rizzo. 

“Lu- 1’ 

“By. HAROL D: MYERS 

: . Moscow, -July..18. 
“On: ‘only its. >econd..time round 

‘the. “Moscow’ --filut:. festival . has j. SPYROS SKOURAS O'SEAS 
old: established: Furopean events | wpa Golactein 
such as Cannes,. ‘Ber lin and Venice,- |: ve probably Also Paris 

| delegates : and a_500 strong ‘press. 
‘| corps, of: whon} oue-half came trom | 
overseas: “And -its ‘political signi- 

_ | ficanee,. clear from the ‘outset, was. 
heavily. understood when "Nikita. 

Krem- 
“lin: brass ‘turned,-up for the open-' 
.| ing ceremonies at thie Sports Palast 

‘London, July 18 
Spyros | -P, Skouras,  20th-Fox 

prexy, planed in framr New York 
at the weekend. While here he's 
‘been. conferring. with) European 
production’ head Robert Goldstein 
‘and. producer-direstor 
‘Carey on “Satan Never Sleeps,” in 

The major W astern film. produc: Holden starred. wah Witham 
[Ang countries have turned -up in sur- | Th tre’s strong rossibility Skou- 

prising strength. through: there “is rag will. go to. Paris to see Daryl 
Talso: -hefty representation from all F!:Zariuck, now producing * The 
the Eastern -countri¢s, from. East | rongest Dav" there. before head- 

Germany to China: Biagest. delega- ing back.to Gotham and studio in 
BevHills in- two weeks, 

"| France; Britain. Itali and Western. 
Gérmany,: together. accounting for 
about’ ree of the foreign. visitors, 
and .all: aré* ‘hoping that. ‘these de- Roger Coman In 
monstrations of ‘support for Mos- 
cow will Jead to .substantiall’ more 
trade::with the Soviets... Indeed, 
within: the first week. several ‘deals | 
were being’ negotiated with. Sovex- | 

‘distribs ‘were unhappy. with: the} 
$35,000" ceiling offered for. fep Of 1, AIP Pig: 
‘product.- . 

.The’ American: - representation, 
‘Hollywood. July 18 

Roger. Cotman has sold his in- 
terest in 16 early American Inter - 
national: Pictures, which he pro- 
duced, for $627,000 Four of the 
pix, “Five Guns West.” “Fast and! 

-|the | Furious,” “Gurslinger” and j 
“Jet ‘Attack,” are amony the 15 he‘ 
was: earlier’ negotiating far-sale to: 
United Artists, with femaining 11 
still ‘being ‘dickered on -this deal, 

7 Entire block. on the AIP deal; 
-are. still being distributed both do- 
mestically and to foreign markets, 
with companys. spokesman’ in hicat- 
ing thes will be kent ont) No tv! 

.| United States Information Agency, 
with ‘William’ Perlbere and Milton 
‘Sperling, ‘has-- ‘been, weakened * by 

‘Jlya 

One. Surprise. heie: has: beeii: ‘the 
-support of and the interest. in‘top’ 
Western -stars.. Gina | Lollobrigida: 
commanded. considérabte attention 
at. the. -opening: ceremonies © and. 
there was. 4 substantial fan turn-. 
out for Elizabeth Taylor’ when’ she. 
arrived at the airport.on Wed. 412: 

And 

i. aa TIV woe A ; 7 ; 

; Rocco: ane His. Brothers. -Luchi- "With dust a few: hours to spare,: BALABAN PA RTV WEST 
no. Visconti film which opened. a the new . Rossia ‘theatre | ~ was ene. oa 

‘| New York's .Beekman. last. week, ‘opened - the festrcal’s. maiti | P afamount New Foo Serutinizes 

will be -submatted. by :Asstor~as: afl screeniig. "centre, “thougn ‘special | re New Boose 
gala events are. staged ‘in. the 15,- 
‘000: ..seater Sports | Palace. The 
Rossia ‘has a-strikin@ ‘and bold de- lef 
‘sign, but. its-2.600. seat ‘caracity is | at 

echeson, 
Judy! 

Vv eck 

Paramount's top-tret 
yy pre Barnes 

the Kfudin this 
“strained: daily. ‘hy an eager film- jrouna: oF ineetings with ree St 

at? execs! and. ty Scan upeotm ines going - -Dublic 
releases | Spare seats. © 

that buys up any. 
Then entire haleotsy I 

had Nero: protagonists, | DeVeccht Says: there is a move-|is equipped with a ‘simultaneous | Homeoflice. entourage inetates 
young filmy. director’ Robert: K.1 Ment.‘ now. to: chenze . “procedure: ; translation. systom. whieh is ancin- | George: Wellier, Paui Ratt sare. 

Sharpe’. Plans to launch “his ewn whereby: country ‘picks films for | valuazle. aid. -for. ‘an’: ‘international Jerry Pickir: an! Russell lai: ar 
' Aindi¢-. company with a- ‘privatelx- . - (Continued ” on: Page ba) ce évent:\ The upholster«,. however, island Martin Datas Jf -tre 1. dad 
oMaehelas itastemchaea Julian’}. ——. inadequate, . ‘particularly “for the | Karp, vp. and studio head Ot et 
“Mavfield’s arlem-basé novel; ! -{double’ féature srstions © which studio execs joming the buddies. 
“The Long “Night.” Fhe “script, ; Gregory Peck Reading. . | sometimes: run up to fire hours . - tare Martin. “Racksn,, Bernard Dor, 
‘written by -Sharpe and Mayfield, -. Seript: for: 20th Pic. For the. second time. running - Aj renteld ans various devas tine 

: has: made: the reurds ‘of the major 
met with. turn-" 

5 -comment . that’: “NESTO. films ‘aren't | 
<1. i. amaking .wioney’ this year: 

« “They talk. about. ‘Negro, ‘Alnis’: ” 
Sharpe. Said: -in. New: :York ‘last { Ory. Peck to’ star ..in“ his. next, 7}. 

“Watch in. The- Shadows." ‘Peek: is'| “week, “as if they 

or: -westerns. . - Nobody. Seems - to 
think Negroes are people. who'can'| 
be involv ed in any. kind ‘of: story.” 

:.* He :goes -on ‘to’ suggest ‘that. if | 
films with: Negro: ‘protagonists | are: 
“not taking ‘money, it’s usually be- 
eause:.they were made: on‘too. high. | 

| budget for the ‘potential ‘market, |, 
‘or else. ‘they: were simply: bad. pic- ’ 
mes . His .idea ‘isto make:a good. 

(Continued: on. -Dage. 2u, 

were. another’ 
category « like ° Submarine . pictures, ; 

: Hollywood, July 18. 

‘Weinstein; whose *‘'Terider: -Is 
‘The Night” is. how. in. final: produc- |" 
tion stages, is. trying. to Bet: Gree 

now reading .. the. ‘Jo. _Eisenger |- 
seript.. : ol 

“Picture would be filmed. in Enig- 
‘land, with .the timetable dépending) . 
on the availability -of. a star: Fol-|:- 

“Ww atch; We ‘Jowing « completion : ‘of 
Weinstein’ hopes to. do a:--Broadway. 
play’; and is* now looking for. a]” 

Jast “several |. property. . -For.- the- 
years’ he's.. :-been . active: in. pro- 
‘ducing sumnier shows at Millburn, 
8. J, aad | Westporty: Conn.; we 

_ Twehtieth-Fox -produtcer ‘Henry. = 

"(Continued on. _ page. 21 bheads. . 

~ Coronado Latest Festival’ 
Who’ S keeping a scor ecard on all the film fests being announced? 
“ The latest to et: into the act is the one schedu'ed fo be held in 

. - Coronado (Cak) Get. 8-14 under the * ‘guidance and sanction of lie 
- Coronado Chamber of Commerce. mo 

Why. 
‘The: hroc hure puts it : -sitriply- “Ty bring’ to. Caronado a cultural 

- “event -wlich stinalates interest. in the community. and in turn aids 
~.-the economic fife.of the city: °° 

‘While ‘no per-otes, are named in the ‘announcement, an accom- 
panying. memo. to travel. editors quotes: Don J.arson, described as 

=s “producer.” ‘on the atirac tions of: Coronado‘as a resort. “Coronado,” 
ihe says, “will sake ocaximum use of its international character in 
\ Planning: decur: and. festive arrange‘ents.” © 

In London— 

Leo | Me - 

Hero (Sans U.S. Bankrolling) Ties “Seks American Make Dist 
¢ No US distribution deal has vet 
ibeen set an the Franco-lItalian his- 
ctarival spectacle, “La Fayette," 
“how winding its long shooting sked 
i the south of France, Armand 
Rubin, rep tor producer Maurive 
Jacquin, renorted in) New York 

TPridas 4) before returning to hig 
-hame base in Paris, 

Rabin has held preliminary talks 
on the pie treported toa be --at §3.- 
OOH} O00 tbe most expensive ever 
made in France, with US dis- 
torbs, but saves he isn’t anxious ta 

make a deal und the film can be 
shown, at least in rough-eut form, 
(Thr he flvurves will be in) late 
Ausust or September. “We're ask- 

-ipyia good prev.” said the rep. so 
Wwe oman understand why distribs 
would want to have a look at the 
property, before committing them- 

iselves 

Howically. ‘the film, wiiieh deats 
(With a lasce slice of American his- 
ton. has no American money Id it 
qn far thoueh among it. plavers 
ime Orson Welles (Renjamin 
-Poaunkhin'. and Howard St John 
Wastinatons Rubin also f-els enn. 

ifelert that the pie will fnollv 
ane: -k the lon*-accented jinx which 
fies shout the American Rovolu- 
tion have seemed to suffer at the 
“S  haxeee Obviow ly to pav 

, of the nie will have to do well 
“in tke: States 

“La Favette” i, helng directed 
hv Jean Dreville and photorranhed 
2) Technirama 70° bv Claude 
-Penotr Other cast) members ine 
clude Vittorio De Sica, Jack Haw- 

‘kins, Liselotte Pulver and Fdmun4 
Purdam. A Christmas release is 

ithe aim, with simultaneons nreeme 
in both Paris and New York, {ff a 
‘US deal is firmed by then. 

ee ere 

‘Marquis de Lafayette re 
furned, am ald age, ta tour 
fle CLS) in 1824. the occasion 

“Muscovite. teenagers, — Feacting’ like plans are ¢ontemplated as yet fie! More or les, tenting Ue 
jeenagers anywhere in. the West.) said: | te ier tape parades aed rie 

aunt the main. hotels. and theatres... p . ne Jb chielenard peas ciru laach 
day’ and: night. for. pliiipse. ‘of. the-].. Benet aside: Fro fine a e tae Ula Vows atter tows reed to 
‘isiting - personalities and: also to Tthe World Ended.’ ae ge §paet Man : hoe fowors we Veena 

plead or autographs. -~ . A. us ‘ : ,  sacortie ftreachoats and the 
Apart from the Yank contiigent an ane ey nc Sent great weber af La Fayette 

which, at its own request. is housed tee nh 1 Streets te Amerwan Cou miuet: 
inthe modern. Sovietskaya hotel, 1 Girls ‘Rock. AU Night.” “Bucketso! ' pes weastts date back to thas 

‘all the fest delegates and press are-| Dying wenen” “Phunder hen, Wak farewetl taar fal 
__ | billeted at the:Moscow hotel, which : ] > dal loves that the Piench Uaiun 

lis. just adjacent to the Red Square; fawaii" and ““Prehistorie, World ge aunt ts hace lots. of 
Tand -that’s the ‘centre of activity: Latler. two-were: originalls issued j waiaral ties ae far sule watts 

just like the Cariton-;t Cannes of a "Naked Paradise” ane feen prota cocetur Mo will be 
the Excelsior-at. Venice.” The lob- | Ag ge haveman.. Fe spectiven . “Preneh made Amertcan his 
bies are. jammed ‘day ‘and. ‘nifht- ‘Corman continues to retain Biss tera’ ue a double sense, the 

“mainly | by» optimistic . -pressmen: [interst in “House of Usher” and fiero oMtsedf and the role of 
‘Searching i in-vain for-tup- -to-date doe- other films made fo: ATP utece far Fayette and tie Brench 
mentation. The. venue, hoxcever, 1857 well as on furlure Pry Tr. de ost rooparctay 9 helping lip 

will change in 1963: -to: a new hotel. leonnection u ith the CORVALLIS Sa fe ' aes ther yd 93 wy Ure 

[new being’ built along the Moscow = anna Bttcl - Lads 

American News 

 Vends for Loew's: 
Following RKO 

73) 
sceord cicut to tion 

camee: can and Vee dis 4 

gpetetane io tle Vreersean “we -g 
Co. BRO Mae actIN aN as dastrye 

bution of feo dia! amd operation 

Toews Theatres lant weep 
became the 
Ooer its 

Of open bow art ferasatsk one. .- 
and Cunhy pres ads sagusseced 

toot RAO chain Conces wats 
aut & Vear ao 

Deatowaith  Loee's is) for fica 
ests. Starting ned Sept A 
$2 O00 S09 Prost aie hoot piase 

Loew’ » concess.ong wall commen @ 
‘about the sare ture  Sivuateres 
feure the Vfmectear plan’ to 

25059 mole than $25 090,009 
Se eee 

Columbia Pfd., $1.05 
i Columbia board set quarterdy 
dividend of SI46'G on its $425 
cumulative preferred stock 

It's psvable Aus 15 to holders 
of records as of Ang 1. 



4 PICTURES 

“By Love Possessed.” Starring Lana Turner, Efrem Zimbalist, dr., 

and Jason Robards, dr. A United Artists-Release. 

Your movies in tight 
... now on TWA / 

Your finest films are now being shown on 

TWA SuperJets. The latest movies from 

Hollywood and Europe are featured on 

selected daily flights between New York 

and California... projected on a special 

wide screen in the First Class cabin. And 

starting next month, movies will be shown 

on most TWA overseas flights. These are 

virtually private showings to the world’s most 

influential people. Another exclusive service 

to you...on Hollywood’s favorite airline! 

Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States 

».. and to leading cities in Europe and Asia 

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office 

USA: EUROPE :2FRICA ASIA 

TWA 
THE SUPERJET AIRLINE 

° TWA THE SUPERJET AIRLINE Is a service mark owned, exclusively by Trans World Auriines, Inc. 

4 Woodfin, 
+ John-L. Loeb. plans another studio 

4 ‘the studio July 26-in the course of 

4. time at the studio recently, was at} 

{comm for mecting of the: ‘executive 

| _ James Donald 

|.- John Woolfenden 

| Seu U. S. Fr rom a Brussels? | 
Berlin, July 18. 

_ Boris. : Jankolovicz,’ : former 
‘Paramount supervisor for... 

_ Germany, Austria, Switzerland 
“and the.Benelux, countries, -has 

founded’ in Brussels ‘a. film 
trade ‘company. ‘which aims at 
helping German features to 
improye their position in U.S. 
market: He said that the Ger- 

Than quality ‘film stands,a good 
“chance ‘in. the U.S. if it’s 
brought. to the ‘right people. 

_at the right ‘moment and. given 
the’ right. publicity: © , 

Jankolowicz, who. ‘works 
closely with the German Ex- 
port Union, | has had a 40-year - 
career .in’ the ‘film’ biz. He 
joined ‘the German film in- 

' -dustry ‘as a lawyer) back in. 
_ 1921. and later. became head. 
“cof (UFA™ Theaterbetriebe 

(UTB), UFA's: Theatre’ _Entey- 
prises, -in Berlin: ve 

{Milton Gould’ $ New Visit 
To: 20th Studio; Board 
‘Meet Next in August] 

Twentieth-Fox _ board’: _™member | 

GERMAN UFA SHOWS. . 
$6,000,000: DERI 

Frankfurt, July 18. 
_ Germany's: UFA, the reincarna- 
‘tion. of the powerful UFA. combine 
of theatre ownership, film-making 
‘and distribution. 

|and deeper intg. the hole: since its 

nancial report, made by Baron Eber- 
hard. Claus von-Ostman, director. of 

|stockholders that in ‘the.-last-seyen 
{months the company ‘has’ lost an- 
| other $4.000.000 or near, and is 

j now. nearly: $6. 000.000 in the red:- 

“who ‘were ‘dropped when’ the :merg- 
er, necessitated: closing Offices have 
.been filing l'a.w. sui ts against” the 
combine. 

since the: 1958-59 calendar, ‘but de-: 
spite dwindling” film roduction, 

Milton -Gould.. who. paid..a visit to] pie studios, the copy. Pork, and 
;: the Hollywood Studio early. last the. weekly newsreel, 

i month, in. the company of Eugene | Wochenschau ‘Corp.. have run on. 
repping board member|the profit side. Decline in: cinema. 

biz throughout: West Germany has 
likewise affected: the UFA chain. of visit. starting July 23. 

Company’s July board ‘meeting,. ‘theatres, which showed a profit. of | 
originally skedded.to be held: at! only about $112,000 for this period. 

‘Percy Livingstone New. « 
20th- Fox Chief in Brit. 

‘Succeeding Pattison’ 
‘London, July 18. 

Murray Silverstone has named i 

‘the now cancelled . international | 
‘gales convention, will be’ held “in-! 
1stead-in-New York the ‘first: week: 
Of - August. 

Prexy Spyros: ‘P. Skouras; who 
.has been’ spending most .of his 

the: 20th homeoffice in N.Y... last 

Jecommittee, -after which he ‘took: off Percy Livingstone: as managing. di--i 
fer Eondon where. company’s local!rector: of 20th-Fox. in Britain,. in 
‘setup has beer ‘undergoing reor- succession. to James Pattison, who 
| ganization of top: ‘execs. retired. last “week, Livingstone } 

moved into new spot “vesterday i 
(Mon.). Up till Jate in 1959, Living- ; 
‘stone had spent all his working life; 
with 20th-Fox, beginning as a clerk. 

jJand rising to director of ‘sales. | 
+Then he became general sales:man- 
ager of the then newly amalgamat- 
ed Warner-Pathe setup. _ 

Arnold Barber, assistant “sales: 
-|manager, has: been..upped +o fill, 
the Livingstone vacancy ‘at Warner- 
Pathe. Laurie’ Marshall. sales su- 
‘pervisor of Warner-Pathe, now be- 
‘|comes Barber's assistant. 

| ELVIS PRESLE PRESLEY MAY 

U. S. to Europe - 
Jerr yv Bergman 
Mimi Bergman. 
Dave Berman. ° 
Lois Berman 
Lois Bolton*. 

_. Bennett ‘Cerf ° 
: Alexander H. Cohen 
‘Lesley Dayison | 
“Ted Friend - 
Bob. Hope | 
Emile. Janssens 
Lionel Larner . 
Michael * Laurence 
Lisette Loze’ 7 
Ruth. Mitchell — 
Lola. Pergament 
Forrest. G.. Perrin 
‘Howard St. John 

_ Helen E. Sparber: 
-* Harry Spellman. 

David Sternfeld. 
Gil Vranken 
Jay: Wolf. 

Europe to. U. S. 
Pamela Brown 

Hollywood, July 18. 
MGM producer Joe Pasternak 

has added “Cheating Hearts’ to! 
| his. 1962 sked and is seeking Elvis | 
|.Presley for role of Hank W illiams,. 
‘country folk singer. Presley ‘has a 
commitment due for MGM: under 
‘old contract. and it's. considered 
‘likely tailor-made role. for which 
Stella Unger. is doing treatment. 
that will return singer to Culver 
City lot. Studio has owned pr oper- 
ty some time.. 

Also added: to produces" s -pro-. 
| gram’ next year is “Courtship ‘of } 

” | Eddie’s Father.” for which Paster-: 
nak. is reported secking. ‘A new 

Eddie. Elkort™ 
Isabel. Jeans’. _ - 
Sandra M..Nicoll 
William ‘L. Snyder. - 
Moira ‘Walsh’ 
Jack .Wiener 

Adrian Awan — 
Charles Einfeld 
Timmy Everett 
Alan Hewitt 
Shirley Jones 
Fay Kanin. 
.Michael 'Kanin 
Joseph E. ‘Levine 
David <A. :Lipton: 
Joseph L. Mankiewicz ° 

- David Melamed: 
Gordon Stulberg 
‘J.'-Lee Thompson: 
Dale ‘Wasserman | 

‘N.Y. to L. A 
Barney Batahan 
Edward Blum 
Martin Davis 
‘Paul Denis 

* Russell Holman 
William Inge. 
Larry. Lowenstein 
Irving Mansfeld 
Benjamin Meiniker . 
Lois Nettleton. — 
Stu Ostrow — 

- Jerome Pickman 
Paul Raihourn’ | 
Herbert J.. Siegel | 

. Helen Strauss. 
Jackie Susann 
George Weltner 

“Jumbo.” ‘slated ‘to ‘follow “Hori-, 
zontal Lieuténant.” which roJls 

| next: month. — 
Presley thade a pic sev Veral Years | 

ago for producer Pandro ‘S..Ber- 
man. and hasn't appeared on. lot 
since. 

Reisini & Aides | in iL. A. 
Hollywood, July. 18: 

‘Nicholas Reisini, Cimerama, 
prexy, is here. from Gotham for; 
series of confahs with: Metro'studio 
execs and prodit¢ers and with local 
builder C. E. Toberman regarding 

ltwo new California theatres to -bet 
constructed alone specifications of} 
Denver. Cooper Fourdation project) 

>| which bowed last March. a 
‘|. Accompanying Reisini were. Fred- 

treasurer, and attorney. - Sidney 
David. Koehner succeeded John J. 
Hartley recently. ~~ 

add four-wall theatre operations in 
‘lareas where company hasn’t shown. 
‘lany of five travelogs. Latest ‘such. 

| Lake Villa. 

1 pow :of. “This: Is Cinerama.” , 

-is. going deeper 

‘t post-World War.II revivat-. Latest fi- |. 

the UFA. films board, revealed to. 

Some of the UFA-: employees 

UFA ‘has: not had-a -hit:, film. 

Deutsche. 

youngster about. seven..years old |: 
7 gt for son role. 
L. A. to N. Y. , Additionally, producer lias ‘ ‘Only | 

Samvel Z. Arkoff ta Paper | Moon”: ‘to go... after 

. ferick Koehner. newly-elected vp-| 

opening. takes place July 21 at Salt! 
:Osear Kantner... zone 

head. is now in Salt J.ake City for 

_Weducaday, July 19, 1961" 

| Allay Prod. Co Conference Time Drain 
|Dozen Staff Producers, Plus srs, Plus Others, Prompt Levathes. 

To Augment 20th’ 7 Studio Executive: Echelon 

Hollywood, July.’ 18. 
“Beeduse of:-the. ‘number of’ pros 

and: off.the lot, ‘production. head 
Peter. G.. Levathes ‘is: bringing in. 

one: or two supervisory, producers 
“to help ‘him: out.’ No ‘exes: have 
yet ‘been ‘selected,. but -burden of 

tv. filins | must be. lightened. - 

been ‘consulted. on: ‘move’ and ap- 

mediately. : 

‘Richard. .Zanuck, 
George. Stevens, 

‘Samuel Engel, 
Leo - McCarey, 

and ‘apart: from: staffers. : 
’ Staff . ‘producers include’ 

Dick ‘Powell. still owes. ‘the com- 

for-two films. Frank’ McCarthy has 
; Pic. definitely: sct,- “The 
: Sin,” being written by Ivan Goff 
‘and Ben “Roberts. It's <a, niystery. 
i yarn which takes place ‘in England 
{and the Alps. Whether .it ‘will be 
{made outside’ the. U.S. will be de- 
i cided: next: week. McCarthy heads . 
‘for Washington this week for con- 
ferences on ‘this and: secand story 
jhe hasin migd under Ais exclusive’ . 
1 20th com pact, 

jas -Levathes’ * ~ assistant 
change. Ted Strauss. head of fea-. 
jture ‘sfory . department, may. take 
on tv story selections, too. {déa is 
being: studied for practicability. If 
found feasible. merger. of literary 
divisions will be effected . under 
‘single roof. 

.| With production: slated” to’ start- 
in Rome, Sept:: 18, “Cleopatra” has . 

jadded ‘Richard Burton..and Trevor | 

DO ONE.AT METRO, °62 {ter Burton is appearing In "Carnes 
| lot”. on Broadway. Musical is smash 
“| hit ‘but star's pact provides he can 
leave cast on notice for a film. ‘Star 
jalso ‘wanted to do “Jumbo”: for 
‘MGM producer Joe Pasternak who 

} decided -on Jimmy Durante to re- 
peat ‘his. New: York ‘Hippodrome ves 
role of 25 years ago. Howard ‘WAS 
Academy. nomince for best support 
ing: role in “Sons .and -Levers:” 

r| 

| Quebec Censors Pass US. : 
Connection’ for: Sincle 

‘Montreal, ‘July: 18.. 

‘ North. Amercan - continent of: the. 
New York. indie pic. “Fhe Connec-: 
; tion,” » will be held at.the interna- 
‘tional film. festival here. running 
; from: Aug. .11° ‘through 17. Local 
;censorship - office. “usually. ‘quite 
strict, 
showing. of the film. at the. ‘fest, 
‘presumably with‘: “that: word" . ne. 
cluded: on. the soundtrack. :. 

-Another.. feature: of | the ‘fest, 
. which ‘is to be: preceded by a. three- 
‘day. seminar: of visiting film direc- 
| tors,’ w:ll be the showing of a num- 
| ber of scientifie-and technical films, . . 
which. seldom get attention at such 
film. buff. affairs. 

Holden Se'« One} in Kenva® 
Loe Hollvwood July. 18. : 

William Holden. currently: ‘star- 
ring in. Leo. McCarey's: “Satan 
Never Sleens”. in. London,. ‘will 

"| make. a. third. victure..for: 20th-Fox 
under a ‘deal. just closed. It's “The 

‘Cinerama. meanwhile continues to. Lion,” ° ‘picturization. cof: Joseph Kes-:--. 
sel's novel, Which will be produced 
by. Sampel . G 
October ijn Kenya.” | 

Actor’s other 20th. commitment 
is. “The Visit.” enstarring, with “In- 
grid Bergman. 
tirely in’ Spain. 

‘ducers working ® for ‘20th-Fox on- 

‘production load. in. theatrical - and 

Prexy- ‘Spyros: P, “Skouras_ has~ 

proved it: Just how: soon new Mane. 
power. will be brought in to assist 
Lévathes. depends.. It's believed. he. 
wants to add to. his. exec: Staff. im- 

In: addition. to. ‘producers -with®: 
their. own ‘companies, -20thhas' 12. 
to 15. staff. producers: In any event,. -- 
all ‘aie financed: by: the ‘company. . 
Which méans conferences are none-. 
-the less ‘constantly held. with ‘such. 
produ¢ers'as Walter ‘Watiger, Mark 
Robson, Jéiry: Wald. Darryl and: 

Nunnally Johnson, Mervyn: LeRoy, ; 
etc., all of whom operate Separate’ 5 

“such: 
personalities as Henry - T. “Weine . 
‘stein, “David. Brown, Frank. Me-. 
Carthy, George Sherman, Irwin Als - 
len, Martin Manulis,. Perseus. Prod.. 

| (Plato ‘Skouras and Charles Skouras 
‘| Jr.). Charlies: Brackett,: David: Heil-.- 

1 weil, among. others. 

| pany one.or mere’ pix on his.cens . 
j tract. Heilweil isa new. name slated ° 

Second... 

Meanw hile John Healy. continues : 
without. | 

| Wald’s. British- made pic for 20th. e 

Unreeling at Film Fest: 
The first public | screening on the. 

has okayed .the “one-shot 

Engel. _ Starting | in a 

Filming will be: en-. 



runs, 

_. advised us to wire: IATSE for ‘strike: 
:- -panction, which, we did. immedi- 

. suits—fited, ironically, “by : neigh- 
.... Jnood: exhibitors in-a number’ of 

7 instance—in. challenging distribu- 

Projectionists Local 162: is* "hope-- 
‘Jessly deadlocked": with’ Frisco ex- 
hibitors.. 

~ ployees” in New York, 
: “We will: go: out-.as- soon as. we 

‘get an. okay’ from the internation- 
__ al," said: Henry Meyer,: the. local’s' |: 

, ’ business manager, after a nine-hour |: ” 
- Meeting. late last.week with ..the " jexhibitors committee - headed’. by | 

| " .tle about the future, particu-".. Ben Levin... 
The : local’s 150° men. have- ‘been: . 

working: ‘in: _Frisco's”. 50. theatres | 
-:“-without- a’ contract: since August, | 

: .1960.. -Negotations, 
‘both Meyer ‘and employer ~ reps, |, 
have: centered on.this question: 

Cait neighborhood: ‘theatres run }- 
-first-run films| | multiple-booking) . 

with only. one. man. in ‘the boath? 
“Exhibitors, following. long-estab- }- 

° lished. precedent at downtown ain 
now ‘employ:‘two' men in} 

-when | - booth . ‘ neighborhocds' 
they’ re. screening first-run pictures. 

.. "They want to cut . this: ‘back ° and, |: 
". -:necording-to Meyer, offered. a for-: 

~-Iula-at: last ‘Thursday's. (13) nine- 
hour: meeting which would include 
“part-time two mefi, part-time one. 

“an.” Wages’. and .working condi- 
tions. were not discussed;.. because 
neither.- side. could: get ‘over: ‘the. 
. manpower hurdle. 
AS -a- result; said. never. “negoti- 

‘ations ‘completely ‘bogged: down and 
“John “Forde 
‘been sitting itt.on talks for. weeks? 

‘aiely.” 
, Multiply. first-runs ‘problem. has 

“come. into focus in recent ‘months 
because : of. success of ‘anti trust 

tion “system . which . “invariably 
opened films at a single downtown 
house first. . 
_ Projectionists’” “Jocals ‘in San 
° Mateo, . Sacramento. and Vallejo 
have been watching these: negotia- 
‘tions: closely and,.-said’ Meyer, 
“possibly could “be affected” if 
strike threat is carried out. 

Sam Bronston To: 
Do Fall of Rome’ 
Samitel Bronston’ s ‘affirmation of 

only. big-budget properties hence- 
forth isn’t his only comniitment. 
Indie producer also. intends to.stay' 
put on the plains of Spain, holding 
in very high regard: the Iberian. ter-: 

. £ain, labor conditions, peorle, and 
official. hospitality. 

_ Vertise . ‘ftself on’ global ‘screéns. 
Made-in-Spain ‘Bronston projects} ~ 

De and hag. asked strike. 
_ |: sanction. from: Interfiational - Al-|.' 
“2. "Hance of “Theatrical” Stage: Em-}.. 

according to: 

‘(Allian¢e. rep” who's. 

‘Feelitig: seems |. 
..-- -mutual—what::. with the Franco} __ : 

’ {government only too eager. to’ ad-. 7 Youngstein: ‘Ego and. Greed Govern’: 
have already included “John Paul |. 
. Jones,” “King of Kings”. and “El 
-Cid.”. Next; “Fall of: the. Roman. 
‘Empire, ” is ‘currently ‘being screen- i= 
‘played in: Paris. by Philip Yordan 
che’ screenplayed “Cid’’), with: pros-_ 

‘ pect that pie will roll in Spain next. 
March. -Understood Charlton Hes-’ 
‘ton will be pitched: to. play Marcus 
Aurelius. in 

_: Producer; back. ‘in “Madrid after 
. a US. quickie, is expected: back. dn 
the States” in September. * 

Radnitz Change of Home 
“Lot, Third. In:a Year’ 

Hollywood; July’. 18. 
. Marking his third ‘studio .alli-|made:at three and $4,000. 000, he: 

-ance within. a year, producer Rob- ; Said, “The big. negative return ds a 

exec said the industry: ‘has gone- to 

: “of last. year,: California ‘zone: 

chended: - in|. Miami; . 

‘wrappers.In the. wastebasket. of. his 

‘sailed: the motion.‘picture and tele- 
vision ‘industries: for letting | “ego 
and greed - -govern: our business." 

[Speaking as part of a Hollywood 

“Hollywood Mid-’61—What’s. Right; 

nan; TA Strike Minded) 
> San’ Francisco, , uly 18. a= = 

oe Stanley: Warner Cheer . opening in New York. City of the 
- J Italo, import; 

sel,” is a boxoffice-success, it niay |{-. 
| -well- set. a. pattérn for other int- |. 
‘| ports. which. find the local artie 

- Hollywood, ‘July 18: 
Ali ‘Stanley. "Warner. theatre. 

operations are running: ahead - 

_ mahager. Pat. Notaro ‘stated on.” 
- his: return’ from Gotham ‘zone. — 

Si- Fabian’ and. veepee ‘Harry’. 
M: Kalmine. *° . : , 

Jarly July and-August, with the’: . 
great lineup - ‘of: pictures. ” 

Metro's $ “Quarter, 

W Aspects Pend 
‘As New Earner 

‘ahead. of the first 40. weeks of last | 
‘ear: . 

' Consolidated | net. income. ‘tor. the! ers’;per’ capita. stice ‘of . opening: : Rome. scenes in Holly wood, 
40: weeks ended: June: 8: came .‘to 
-$9,442,000,.or .$3.74: a. share ‘on 
-2:534,829- shares outstanding. That, 
‘as-préxy: Joe.Vogel noted for. stock- 
holders, is crowding. thé $3.83 .a 
share . profit - ‘statement’ registered 

is a virtual’ cinch: -not.-only ‘to 
éclipse °60,:but- algo looks to bear 
out Wall ‘Street: ‘optimism . ‘of a 
$12.500,000. profit: ‘for -the current 
fiscal semester winding ‘Aug. 31.; 
Earnings_ ‘for first 40 weeks ‘last 

year- hit» $7,317,000 - ‘or $2.92 -per 
share, - 
shares “out. . 

‘Along: with. ‘thie Jatest™ report, 
stockholders. “recelved: .40c- -~per- 

240 YEARS FOR BERGEL’. 

21-Year ‘Old . Asst. Mer. : 
"In. Miamt Hotel ; 

. Denver,” ‘July. 18. 

of absconding with $4,701 -tweek- 
end _receipts), : 
from 2-to-10. years. in. ‘the state 
penitentiary... 
Tommy" Bergel, - 

when: police 
found $100 in’ Paramount. money- 

hotel room. an 

Critic Sees. 
“Hollywood: July. 8. . 

“Max: Youngstein last .week as- 

Press: -Club panel on the. subject, 

What's Wrong and What's Ahead?” 

“ridiculous: .limits”.‘as:.far. as. pto- 
duction ‘values | are -concerned : 

He leveled an’ attack. at. cost in 
production, : ‘saying: «we aré- “paying |- 
‘prices out of reach in today’s. mar- 
ket.”. Referring to ‘features ‘being 

“ert. Radnitz :moved ‘his ‘deskplate. rarity.” 
‘Youngsteiny:: labeled: diversificas 

ition: as.the saving grace of the in- 

.from. Metro to Warner. Bros.. to] 
.--7° film. the. ‘Charles’ ‘Darwin. tome, 
“Voyage of the. Beagle.’ ? ; ‘dustry. and called economics of the |! 

Radnitz checked * out. of . MG , business. “cock-eyed. " He said .“No | 
when it nixed “Beagle”. as too cost- ;star is: worth -$1:000. 000" ‘at ‘any: 

tiny. on. Bounty” - ‘catégory, . 
vee time’ ‘period and. ocean voyaging. 

Producer hooked-up with. Metro try. for. its disinterest in mMmanpow- 
; “Bix: months ago. after: tenure at..er, noting.. ‘There. is na way young - 

‘His. deal. with. ‘Warner's; . people. can. get--in and: we: lose  B0th- Fox. 
As exclusive. a 

‘ based then on. 2,505 100; 

Nabbed : 
| release, 

‘: | under terms mapped. by Jacon and 
mo ‘| Lux: of. America’ prexy 

AS former assistant manager of. 
the. Paramount Theatre, convicted 

was: sentenced . to. 

24: was, appré> 

} by: longruns of... hit. ‘imports . and |. 
mahagers meet -with president _f 

7 Wood fare. of a certain kind.’ 

“Our: executives are optimis- ee ts mapping ‘the: release of.*Neopoli- 

-_| houses where the pic will open in 

for entire fiscal. 1960; hence: Metro |’ 

a a - — —_ <a ~~ —— — on tt: ee 

..| times, and’ finally ‘came..up with a 
-|-yversion “which” the producers -re-j{nterest. Both are being produc ed | 
: fused to ‘allow to -go. out. They | by Wald ten for 

“lfor some time. | / 

: 
-".Jy ooking to hit”$5,000,000) and.|time and. “no: one. wili ‘stop this | 

“foo-much in same company’s. “Mu-. runaway cost until: the balivon ‘col: |. 
per lapses.” 

|’ LA partner. also ‘attacked indus- 

One..is . in. Greenwich: ‘Village, the | 

| Two of the houses‘ play firstrun arty) 
: product - ‘on an intermittent basis. 

a | 

_Metro = Goldwyn - Mayer's “third | ,; of the .opening ad-pub | campaign. i 
“quarter report to, stockholders last ! Instead’ of.. in’ just: one. theatre.. 
‘week ran true’ to’ .expectations— | with. ‘probably. no ‘more’ than .500 | , been . forced to. eancel 
pbeat.. . Despite ‘a. “decline for the 
-quarter, :company is. running 29°. 

‘film fest.. The picture, .:described: 

‘opera. and comédy, ‘was originally | 

to’ present the spectacle,. howeyer, : venture” 
(Continued on: page, 16). me TFE. execs edited the -pic several 

‘can societies; 
‘organizations, Jacon aims to have} 

. ““Pepe”—and' free. candy for... 
valuable. talent eacti year. because y 

. PICTURES 

’ OVERTHROW 

SIMUL-PREEMS) Contract C 
~ If: the. special. ‘three-art theatre | “Peep-0-Vision Due 

. San Antonio, July 18 
World © Premiere. of “The 

“Weird Qnes,"": a satire pro- 
duced in the new -Bover Stu- 

situation periodically bottlenecked- .: dios here,-has been set for the 
‘Coronet Theatre: in Dallas. on 
July 25. 

; A keyhole gimmick labeled 
' “Peep - O - Vision” is used 

: “throughout the- ‘film. 

‘Studio Space lh 
Ttaly Sold 100%; 

Wald Switching 

“Neopolitan - -Carou- 

prestige showrasings for. Holly- o 

- Distrib exec Bernard. ‘Jacoh, who 

ow 

tan’’ for Lux. Films, hasn't yet 
firmed: the’ deals. for the ‘three! 

‘| September, but. he ‘does.. say - nin 

‘second. is ‘tn the midtown area. and | 
| the third.on the upper eastside. 

while ‘the third is known as a 
‘class’. seeoridrun. , 
‘Reason. behind the- tri-theatre |: 

' preem. is’ not only ‘to loosen’ the- Hollywood. July 18 
| hold. over: the N.Y. artie firstruns ! “Because ‘of. the great demand for 
held by no more than’10 or-12 the-+studio: space in Italy, and due to 
atres, - but, also: ‘to spread: the cost.: : 20th-Fox's “Cleopatra” company 

ipreempting... whatever space — is 
; available, producer Jerry Wald has 

Jovation 
seats, the picture will be available ! {Sequences ‘In “Rome” for Ernest 
in’ -three, . strategically” located t Hemingw ay’s “Adventures of A 
around the. city, offering a total 1 yo oung ‘Man. ” Production sked will 

of. 1,500.: ‘seats. Obviously. this. low-.' be. revamped to ‘make ‘planned 

Wald 
costs. (United. “Artists. is doing said on. return’ from three-week 
something of the same..thing with "rip abroad. 
the current dual theatre. preem: of. wa gy ” Se wy 

the uss dmport.."Fate of Man,” {jqA@wamture” swat sia Sete ‘ with’ 

af tie Soth Street. and ‘68th Street | feight weeks: in ‘Holly wood: A tter 
“Neopolitan Carousel, n. by th e! ‘that, Wald plans to have uni! head - 

way, will be reaching. these. shores (20%, Padua and Verona for 
more .than’ seven years after. its | Htalian backgrounds. 

On Oct. 8, Jimmy Stewart starts first screening at ‘the 1954 Cannes | ° © “Mr. Hobbs. Takes. A Vacation” 

‘here with Henry. Koster diecting 
Producer conferred with) writer 
{ Nunnally Johnson - “on selipt 

scheduled’ to..be. released in the ; London.’ 
States : by. - the late’ Italian: Films: Wald said: Heminz mav's death 
Export Co. “Uncertain as to how i created - a@ great interest in “Ad- 

abroad. Fact James, 
\ Joyce's “Ulysses” 1s being filmed , 
| also: excited considerable I uropean | 

as two-hour. valentine to the city: 
of Naples told. in ‘music,-: ballet, 

20th, | 

eventually withdrew the pic, and ‘among - others. 
have only now consented to its 

in its: original - version, HANDLING NIPPON FILMS 

Arthur Davis’ “Miami HQ to Have 
- Gotham Branch 

E.. RB. 
Zorgniotti. 
‘Now working. on tleups with vari- |. 

ous. cultural’ groups, Italo-Ameri- 
ballet..and opera! U.S. film importer Arthur Davis 

has formed a new distrib aulfil, 
l kanji Pictures Co., with headquar- something in.the neighborhood of: omething e neighbor ters in Miami, which next month. 70,000 to 80, 000. tickets. presold be- 

fore the pic. opens. -If. he succeeds, | Will start: the release of .a. number 
that would keep the 1,509 avail- of Japanese pix designed for the 

ablé-seats in the three houses busy general market. Films will be re- 
(Continued on page 6 

Films An Old Stars’ Haven 
‘we close. ‘the door. " Youngstein 
called methods oldfashioned. ‘and 
said .today’s ease of communi¢a-. 
tion ‘eradicates the need for old | 
Ways of handling -film. Specifically;: 

attention to. the “nes Mave” of 

a change of. attitude arid 
“regardless: of: the studios.” Knight 
said success of notable foreian 

he ‘said, “Who. says we need 31 ex:. films -has indicated’ audience for i 
changes?” . {this kind. of: pie, but said - 

‘He lauded. Willtam ‘Wyler. Billy ture has to win the audience He 
Wilder. and.‘ Fred ©. Zinnemann.- as ralso’ decried. the “blockbu-ter fea ! 
‘dedicated": filmmakers. “It isa turing the dwindling J) stars aad 
mass medium,” he emphasized, and charged “the industry will become 
said, -:.“Wa make pictures, to bela multi-milion « dollar old 
seen.” home.” Critic. asked for wass and 
Earlier. Saturday Review. critie- | means to integrate this new ean- 

dJecturer. Arthur Knight, who, with icept of- filmmaking: ‘Inty (ie gndus 
Youngstein and warner Bros. pro- | try. 
duction: veep William T. Orr andj:. Both Orr and Rule spoke in teie- 
ABC -veepee Elton H. Rule com: | ton ‘terms, with Rule stature lat. 
prised panel. ‘had called for rhore ‘defending network policy wisieci, be 

—_ lindieated, dimilgy  progranie iy 
Again. networks appear to be laced 
with an economic ‘problem and in 
answer to. questions about etura- 
tional tv, he revealed viewers ate 

| proving more’ interested in the 

-tpopular entertainment vein. 
Orr continued basic prena sw tha! 

films and tv are a mass entertain: 
ment ‘medium and sid problens 

jare no different than bef: ne 
“There are always. turbulent Listes, 
he said. 

The F ull Family _ 
‘Peoria;. July 18: 

It was family night at the 
ozoner. Bel... Air Theatre . 
Peoria ATES ‘last Wednesday 

~ 4125, .: 

. The attractions were “Na- |: 
- ture’s Paradise. a nudist film,.” 

- the children, | 

other 
i 

in : 

filmmaking. He listed the need for , 
sty he: 

The pic; 

{nik .. 

as asi Fi rst R Run 1 Want { NcoN' $ Tit |Inpenetrable Thicket of Mandatory 
| Contract Credits Bruises Publicists 

By JACK PITMAN 

f Homeofftce and studio publicists, 
traditionally long on = dipiomacy 

{not to mention wordage}, need all 
the press release dexterity they 

ican muster these days. Reason: the 
\ proliferating credits spawned hy 
jlat terday indie-major productions. 
{Situation is fine for the stars, di- 
i rectors. et al; but from the ad-pub 
j Viewpoint, “ICs almest as hard to 
plot the credits as the picture — 

: Onee it was simyle enough for 
the publicity mills to “announce” 
{their company was releasing a 
given pic. But production compiex- 
ity. circa °61, means frequenth, a 

‘Jone ho. press chap complains, that 
“you're a whole paragraph gelling 
iu the name of the tilim 

Universal’s upcoming “Lover 
| oe Back" comedy mas or insy 
not set the record, At any rate, 
the handouts will have te top bil, 
in addition to UU. Arwin -Dorss 

‘Day , Seven Pictures ‘Hock Hui. 
san? and Nob Hl tscripter Stantegs 
Shapiro 

There's a different,. but even 
more cemplex, ad-pub stiuation aan 
United Artists’ “West Side Stor, * 

“UA's table of organization has it 
this way Mirisch Pictutes Inc. 
presents “West Side Storrs” a 
Robert Wise production And he- 
law the title presented by Mitisel: 
Pactures Inc. in) aswociation with 
Seven Arts Productions. That's 

, mandatory screen and ad billins - 
‘yust bow the handouts will come 
pose it still has to be decides f, 

2 Only thing sure now ois that the 
credits in this case will really have 
ta be plotted. 

Everybods getting imto the act 
‘only mystifies the public But ter 
the suffering ad-pubber it's make 
swith proper hyphen, conana, ame 
persand. and see that each (1 ts 

. dotted. 

i 

i 
f 

‘Metro's S 0 Ty) Of 
-Panacolor Shares 
{ Metro-Goldwin-Maver ha eom- 
ipleted purchase of 50,000 shares af 
‘«Panacolor Ine common stock at 
{$40 per shate it's discia-ed hy 

Harty Harris. chamunan of thea 
hoafd of Panacolot Purruaw vase 
-made in accordance with ta 
t avreement entered info Vay #&, 
1961, prior to pubhe offermve ae- 
cently completed by the compars, 
and also includes aptions for Welvt 
to purchase 50.900 additional 
shares at $750 each and 90009 at 
$1000 each spread ove: two act 
three years. 

When all oplions are) picked up, 
Panacolor will hase pesned 115-1. 
NN) shares 

Compans hax develope-+ a new 
patented) proce. to produce color 
fils; prants for the fans tadustsy,. 
ay well as edyestional and core, 
mereccal films Whether oof not 
MOGGMIohas a deal with Panttelor 

over use af (iin nes praeg 
emud not be couliimed 

ee ene ee 

Corporate Parlay Raises 
Capital for Crowth 

ros 

Wade. Fb Ja 

RTA Builds eae yee deere 
tnt fee. P8592 tea sean. toae dpe 
come the Attsin: cheese for fire 
433... dtstptinatey: sesh og cde pv ae uy 
Capant bay bee ait i ROD 
Hewits Cosy fap Ma Ce a er Ope ge 
Reais Cotp oof Ne. derek Tie 
tatters degced at back Yoo ce cesta} 
Horm Realty Carp  ctiagees tay Yee 
tos. fermi dease pehd ts REY Day 
tributogs and othe: fedurd 

Harold Gabriisce president of 
RHO Realts and of RU Y Paste ate 
tors and forme: chic! barker of 
AJbans Variets Club, a. cell as an 
exstheatre carcumdt inatgaler ot ateg 

-fhe sale would provide 4 considera- 
“able amount of additional workog 
‘apnial for the RITA electrons 
communication business TF vautd 
otherwise mean no change in the 
conduct of its afades Gatraloy 
‘would not discigse the sale yrice. 



FELM REVIEWS 

Greyfriars Bobby 
(BRITISH—COLOR) 

est and disillusioned POW: . 
’The -Russian political - ‘officer. is} 

an idealist who believes. in toler- |. 
ance while the camp commander 

. Sticks to-.the strict. discipline 
theory. The. former, - incidentally, | 
is - Jewish and. his. Jewish wife: has |- 

ducing a film about. the problems 
of a wee, devoted mutt jn an island 
where it is well known that ani- 
mals haye a status equal—and 
some people suggest even higher— ; 

‘than that of human beings.. | 
| oe Rich. 

This is another Disney famlly 

Zilm hit and his name com- 

pensates for lack of thesp mar- 

quee value. True story of a 

pooch who became famous. 100 

years ago in Scotiand: warm 

refreshing fare. 

cheeky eonfidence trick by Zep 

tion camps. ‘ Humanity and. -good- 
i will instead: of revenge and. irre- 

| -conciiation fs, the” “message”: of 
i this film. Film’s ‘super-human. atti- 
tade may lack conviction at times, 

En Cada Feria tn Amor 
(A Eove at Every Fair) 

(MEXICAN) me 

Mexico City, July 11. 
~ London, July, 18. 

Walt Disney production and release. 

Stars Donald Crisp, Laurence Naismith. Columbia release’ of Alfa Films.‘ pro- 

Turected by Don Chaffey. Sercenplay.} 4 Cg ammia, NOAM” Aldama, Alfredo | but producer Bamberger, who. also 
Robert Westerby from book. “Gres friars | Sadel, Olivia Michel, Javier -Solis; fea-; h insists that: 

tures ‘Oscar ,Puhdo, Evita Munoz, Kipy | Worked on te. script,’ ; S ha 
Casado, Aurora Alvarado, Gregorio ; 

Bubb...” by Eleanor Atkinson” Gamera, 

Juul Beeson; editor, Peter Tanner: music, - 

Francis Chagrin. At suse duly 14, , Acosta, Alicia Moreno, Gerardo del Cas- 
"61, Running time. * illo, Aurora Zerména; Salvador ‘Terroba. 
Jono Brown Donald Crispi Directed by Rogelio. A. Gonzalez. Screen. 

Laurence Naismith 

the characters in this are: not fie- 

Russia for many years. himself. 

Mi. Trak .....--- eee eet inckenze play, Alfonso Patino Gomes: camerar | Although. Conch born Leopold 

Oia Fock —— ..--ee- xander Jose Ortiz Ramos; music, Gustave’ Cezar ted i wW . 

Mrs. Brown -..-+--- Kay Walsh Carrion. At Olimpia Theatre, Mexico City. ‘Lahola direct i ilm wit 

Lord Pisvost ...... Andrew Cis ¢kshonk , Running time, 75 Mt INS. obvious. devotion an imagination; 

Tammy w-sseceeres - ee eal " {his well-meant* ereation suffers. 

Patwer stesstscters 2Ov Gon gaekson| Julio Aldama, Alfreda Sadel and |:from: several flaws. Too. much. talk 
. Roaslie Crutchley 

Farmer's Wife Freda Jackson Olid Woman Caretaker | Javier Solis are featured in this. 
Also. the film. appears. overlong. 

cea ee re neaees Jameson Clarke | 

. 

Maclean ececcucecesers Dunean «Maerve ' musical, a more or’ less carbon . Acti is excellent on the p | 

tie Joan Buck: copy of three or four other musi- |! oF the gis © officers and fete 

armer’s "Daughter. . “Jennifer 
Nevinson 

| 

.cals featuring singing | stars oie George, the. young German’ POW. | is 
ej aimed at the nabe house trade.' But theré are others w nd to 

eye ine tore rectty snide Nothing much more can be. said | overdo their, roles. In all,. however, 

cated dog-hater, will fail to be. for this pic, a minor effort. cen-| the creators of. “Balalaika, which 

beguiled by Walt Disney's latest | “tered around theme of three lover 

canny excursion Into the warm-; boys, who, instead of befng like. 

hearted field of easygoing humor : Sailors, having a love in every 

ami unabashed sentiment. “Grey-} port, have a love in the continu- 

friars Bobby” sets cut to melt the ; ous fairs held throughout Mexico. 

heart and does it skillfully. Saphis~- | Scriptwriter Alfonso Patino | 

ment for having. tried : to achieve 
something. different. -Hans.. 

(A Comntry Called Chile) | 
ticates may sneer, but Disney ; Gomez, wha has turned ‘out better | (CHELE-COLOR) 

knows what he’s doing. And there | things, is responsible for a weak: ' Berlin, July. VW > 

| Ico. Chil S.A:C.. | :tio i- 
are enough audiences tired of} screenplay which stresses impos me o£ ai lena bs edinctse BD 

sible; often al-surd situations plus; 
| jokes and scenes which are just 
this side of being in bad taste, A}. 
modest budget effort, the cast. does 
what it can with material. but this 
is by no means a work of art. 

perpetual violance in pix to make ; 
this a sturdy b.o. prospect. 

Central character is a little Skve 

terrier, and this engaging little} 

animal is quite irresistible. He's a: 

sort of Pollyanna Pooch. This one | 

picture gives him a place in the | Still, the names of the stars in 

‘anine Hall of Fame, along with this will bring. in patrons, espe- 

Rin Tin Tin, Lassie and Pluto. : cially in nabe houses, and possibly 

Story is a true one. set fh and | in Latin American circuits where 

around Edinburgh some 100 years | they have a following. Emil. 

ago. 

It tells of an old shepherd who ij Les Moutens De Panurge 

died of old age, exposure and star- (Panurge’s Sheep) , 

vation, and was buried in the little (FRENCH) 

Greyfriars Kirk in Edinburgh. ; Paris, July 18. 

From the day of the funeral Bobby | 20th-Fox release of Gallus Fiha produc: 

resolutely refused: to leave his tion stare Dany oeoel piatures Pas- 

beloved master. By ay he'd: Erotic] fon Jean Piat, Directed bay eae 

‘with the local slum kids, an eg : Girau creenplay, Jacques. > 

food from the eating house where | pant ce eS Ray- 

this master used to take a frugal} tier. At Marignan, Paris, “Runping ume, 

junch. But despite the irritation yao MIs. 

era’ (Eastmancolor), . ‘Ricardo Younis: 
ins. ‘Fiim Fest. ‘Running . time, “109 

quake, is the Chilean: entry: at the 
Berlin festival. Pic contains several 

interesting insight into the: variety 
of \ife in Chile. ‘Unfortunately, 
film is somewhat conventional and 
also overlong. — 

_ Then too, the film goes. ever- 
‘board .with showing téo many fac- 

nal things that’ are typical of. 

the musical score. which - ‘Supplies 
the mood: The German: narrative 

ence interést at an: average Jevel 
raceeeeeecesenes _ Datry Cowl 

of the-caretaker of the cemetery | Wife -............0.+5 Pascale Roberts. oie ‘film. is. ‘put: tee 

and the annoyance of the police ; Seducer -..-..--.---.- sent Klean candy ; equa ¥ _ 

«ho didn’t care for a dog hanging | ~ “°° 

around without a license of even) . 90th-Fox has largely a loca) pro-} 

collar, every night he would outwit grammer in this situation .comedy: 

z cemetery an \. 

ticep! ontbis masters: grave. (ane ne otal do | 
In the end he won over all the | no Combined jis a satiri¢al look | 

local burghers and was solemnly! at overcrowded conditions here. : 
declared a-Freeman of the City, | But this one iacks depth and the | 

handed a collar by the T.ord Pro-! biting satire. In. fact, the general 

vost and adopted by the entire | conception is fuzzy. 

populace of Edinburgh. ¥es. 4! ‘Technical credits also make this | editors: OF. film’ editors, 
true, if 00d tO a ie ia ‘look like a quickie. Acting is only stance. . 
Fdinbureh te rove ‘t. The film | acceptable. It does not have. any 

NAACP: Pic Push: 

:as: ‘having. Negroes. represented ain 
the technical. areas. She noted 

could have turned out to be a ‘Mos : 

fiece of overcooked whimsey, but. | _— ae ee ig erie ete on 

Robert Westerhy’s. = scr cenplay Der Teufel Splelte Povees ailed She hee, said they 

doesn’t overplay the sentimentality 
while director Don Chaffey has 

steered the piece with a nice bal- 

ance of fun and patential tear- 

jerking. 

Patiently and brilliantly trained, | berger production. With Charles Millot. 
t i Goete Gearge, Rudolf Forster.- 

Bobby wraps up the stellar honors | (oe: ear ee Reto oirected, hy Leos! 

for himself and the humans, know- | potd Lahola. Screenplay. Heinrich De-. 
ing they don't stand a chance, | champs. Johannes Kai and Eahala: cats: 

wisely are content to play chorus. era, Karl Schroeder: music,. Z. Boredow: 
se editor, Karl Aulitzky. At mnggmorhaus, 

Nevertheless, there are some Very; Berlin. Ruonitig time, 122 M 

Balalaika iwill work with the Fair Employ- |. 
‘(The Devil Played the Balalatka) iment ‘Commission if necessary.’ - 

(GERMAN—C’SCOPE) “Negroes are™ objecting ‘to. “racial- 
Berlin, July 18. 

tation.,as a. part: of: respectable 
American life. 

effective pieces of  thesping, | Scldenyar -----se-e h : 
largely by Scottish actors. Lau-, Peter Joost .-. ++. wi Rudolf. George | sie not fully: met, she - sharply 

zence Naismith gives a strong. like- | Elena weet enews en eee eees Anna’ Smolik } asserted there “were alternatives. 

able performance as the kindly ; Ebermeter Peter: Lehmbrock 

eating-house owner who takes, Hintermoser ......-.- Franz Muxeneder _ have ev erything,”. she ‘stated. 

Bobby under his wing butt, by i { Nem ONO ” Sieg erat Re Rupp ‘Last week; actress: Helen Crozier 

standing up for a principle. Brings. Gellert 

the facts of the dog’s ease into —_——- 

court. He is matched by" Donald{. This is, like “Doctor. of Stalin- . gram. 

Crisp as the crusty cemetery care- ! grad” and “Taiga,” anether Ger-!_. 

taker who is won over by the little {man pic which deals with German 

dog. The clashes between Naismith i POW's in Russian camps. Untike | 
and Crisp provide a lot of the! the other two films, which were. 

film’s amusement. more commercial, this Peter Bam- { 

There are also sound perform- j berger production ‘reveals - courage . 

ances by Duncan Macrae, as a, pom- and ambition inasmuch as it has no 

pous cop, Andrew Cruickshank, star names -and. avoids conven-" 

Alexander Mackenzic. as the old! tional cliche. Also, it is remark- 

rhepherd: Moultrie Kesall, Freda j ably objective. It Has neither | an: 

Jackson and Kay Walsit Vincent | anti-Soviet nor. .a pro-Germ 

Winter and Joan Buck stand out; slant. Film's b.o. prospects, hence, 
nmong the slum children who. also | are dubious. It's actually nothing. 
take Bobby to their hearts. | for the 

The film has the real authentic! average patron. But it’s the. type.} dios, one of..the mest active of 

S.ottish flavor sa that patrons! of film that stirs. foreign interest. j Japanese. film producers.: Kanji 

ebnost will smell the heather. The ! It actually may do better biz out-., 

78th Century Edinbuygh has been! i side of Germany. 

devised by art director Michael What militates against, the film's , 
Sthiinger with apparent atitnen-| entertainment. vaiue is the fact! 
ticity. Paul Beeson’s camerawork | 

on Auld Reekie and its surround-| concentrates on the various indi-| quire outside product and will: oc- 

ing glens is a delight. vidual characters. . 
“Bobby” jis such a very, warm 

and human piece of work that only 
a professional groueh might com- 
plain that Disney has pulled off a 

Guenter Jerschke - 

 *ments: on KCOP's ‘Comment Ppro- 

” Handling Nippon 

leased. in. both’ ‘titled and: ‘dubbed 
VeFsians.. 

Davis, who also. plans to open an 
n koftice in N.Y: next month, is af- 

{filiated. with. ‘Marubeni-lida Co., 4 

:number-. of hotels throughout the 
"Far East. 

camp commander, the mighty tol- ; Davis. says; Was. -chosen as a cen- 

and the latter's officer-wife of the j.North and South America. . 

same sort - ‘and’ ‘the young, . hon- 3 

toto> 

: been tortured in ‘Nazi concentra: | periodic visits, including a quickie to Hollywood. Haggiaz has:a ‘ 
'of Sam Bronsten’s “EI Cid” and “King of. Kings”. 
| City” filmed: a segment at Fhe Forum of the.12: Caesars, the ‘Restaurant - 

goes at the expense of. suspensé.. 

cost $300; 000, deserve. a -compli-. 

tn Pais ‘Liamado Chile a 

At; 

4 set for him yet. 

This pic,. a « travelog done in 4960-) 
just: after the disastrous earth- ]. 

fine. shots and. gives ‘audiences an 

property ‘studio is trying to fit into title | ; 
coproduced by AIP and Anglo. Amalgamated of England,.to roll Sept.:. - 
11 at London's Pinewood Studios . ,.. Etmer: Bernstein to compose ~ 

| tories and other industrial scenes. and. conduct. musical scare: for his 20th production, “The ‘Comancheres. we 

| It-should have: offered-more. oxigi-: 

Chile. One ef. the good: features: is }. 

proves good enough to keep .audi-' 

{People Kingdom,’ also set: to be shot in ae 
columnist for the London’s Daily Express, saw Morris. Engels’. ““Wed-°.. 
dings and. Babies” at a special-one-shot. showing at the-National Film .. ' 

| Theatre over there and was.so taken with it she subsequently. inter- “ 
. - viewed the N.Y. filmmaker by. long-distance telephone.” -’ 

‘Producer's rep Munfe Podherzer ‘due back In N.Y. the first week. ta 
— Coutinoea from . page | Gane — 

igo in’ every ‘film “made” As. “well, 

there are. no persoiis of’ this race. 
in: the ranks of. cameramen, sound. 

for in-. 

: Also on the committee's agenda 
earmarks indicating export chances. tare. talks with: International : Alli-. 

\hy. stereotyped” ‘roles, which she 
UFA ‘Filmhansa release ot Peter Bam- described as. - “Africans, -dope. ad-: 

‘Anna! iets and. ‘menials” :in ‘films. : She |. 
said they’ are. asking for represen-- 

INS. - While she would. not - disclose’ 
Chavles Millot! plans if the committee's: objectives | 

'Greenwood Voiced similar’. com-. 

ames Continued from page J | 

‘side film auds in “Tunes of Glory,” 

| Japanese banking and ‘trading ‘ore,’ 

entertainment-conscious | aS: Welt .as-.with the NikKatsuStu- 

also‘opérates 1.000 theatres and. a | courses in filmmaking for both, amateurs and pros . .. 

‘In addition to. releasing | Nike 
that it has no story line. Action | katsu -product, Davis’. firm will- ace 

Raoul Walsh. to helny WB’s “The Deathmakers,” 
Principal: fig: | casionally ‘make ‘product : “available: 

ures are the tough‘ but not mean } {o. other U: .§. distribs. - ‘Miami. h.q.. 

erant and mild - political officer ‘ tral. point for his. business. both. 2n 

a Wednesday, July 19, 1961 _ 

Robert Haggiaz, } Neadman for. UA in Rothe, ‘tn. the U. Se on- one 6 of _ 
“piece” : 

. After ty's “Naked. 

Associates. has had increasing requests. for. utilization. of: its ‘plusheries. 
for action shots. ‘Breakfast At Tiffany's” inéliides an: exterior of the © 
Brasserie; Joe Levine's next film will be localed inside either ‘the Forum 
or the Four Seasons iLevine staged his $12,000 “‘Hercules”. _party. ‘at: 
the former spat last year); Helena. Rubinstein filmed. a: one-minute - 

jcommercial at the. Four. Seasons this week.. 

titious. ‘He was a‘German .POW in|. “Producer Harold Hecht in ‘town for confabs with UA execs: om “Birde 
man of Alcatraz” and upcoming ° “Taras Bulba”. Warners Interna-_ 
‘tional prexy Wolfe Cohen ‘iin Europe to. attend. Moscow. fest and.to make“. 
a swing through the company's contiriental brariches . . . The first Mex — 
arty entry in the. U.S. . market for’ ‘some time.: “Macario; " an’ Oscar. 
\nominee this. year, due:to. open at the: Fifth Avenue Cinema ‘in: the. 
near future’. . . Something. to Jook forward: to: the fall opening . of ©. 
“The Pure Hell of St. Trinian's,”:.the third in the, St. Trinian's series, oe 
which Continental. Distributing. has acquired. - 

‘Cortielius Ryan, author of “The. Longe
st Day, 0 ai invite 4 gu est tole. 

the Normandy beachheéads where: the Resistance- is’ holding a reunion - © 

in. Caen. ‘Darryl .F. Zanuck’s new ‘publicist’ Fred Hift. accompanied 
Ryan. and writes, “It’s strange to see all ‘the:places’ where ‘the invasion: 
took place. Many of’ the German fortifications remain. Zanuck.{s cruis- a 

ing for a week .in the Mediterranean and I’m flooded with calls ré the 

WB switch" (referring to “The: Chapman. Report” Boing: via: “Warner 
Bros:: DFZ’s other productions - remain vie ;20th-Fox). 

Pasl Denis, the one-man literary: gang, off to Hollywood for three: 
week assignment for: film: and. video fan books. © 

William | L. Snyder ‘Rembrandt. Films) back. from: re Europe 6.0. 6. - 
cartoon projects .. . Ray Stark ard Eliot Hyman (Seven Arts) acquired 
film. rights to “The Laughing Cavalier” by: Baroness Orcky, author of 
“Scarlet, Pimpernel.” 

Vincent. Trotta, art director, ‘again heading patiel: of “judges. tor anil 
International Beauty’ Congress at Long Beach, Cal. July 20-30 .°.. 

| Jack Cummings. again one of Metro’s.corps ‘of directors, but no’ project: : coer ts 

. John Fenton, ‘Murtay developing a project ‘for. Jerry ..: 
Lewis. 

Par’s upeoming. “Deadlock” now titlea’ “Restiess” _Ralah- Wheel- 
wright, topping. exploitation for - Metro’s “King of Kings.” ” relocating: . 
in N. Y. from.the Coast. until pic’s preem: Oct. 11 at Loew's State. _ 
Universal purchased “It Seems ‘There Were Two Irishmen,” unpub- 

‘lished comedy. by. Harry Kurnitr, from.Cary Grant’s indie unit: Grandon:. 
Productions . ... Sandra Dee inked new seven-year options. with U-.. 
Metro reserved registration -of “Female. of : the Species”. for. upeoming 

“Conjure. Wife” will be 

U's “Come September” given A-TI {morally ‘unobjectionable ‘for. 
adults) rating. by Catholic Legion of Decency. . : 

cut short-his Coast visit and. returned here. ‘Monday (17)- after attending: «. 
the-“Francis of Assisi’ preem in San Francisca . . The: Little (Day. 
of the Painter’) Movies guys of Mt. Vernon. have ‘wound: up’ their first. 
feature, “Come Thursday,” and sre. now. prepping: their : second, “The | 

August. ‘He's added Israel this year. to his’ annual European trek: .... 
Elmer Hollander, -who recently resigned from Lopert Films, has moved: 

Fox is sending: Robert. Rossen’s “The Hustler” out in August. Also ‘set’. 
by. 20th’ for natidnal. release next month; “Francis. of -Assisi” ‘and 
“Marines,. Let’s 
people saw “Francis” 

Dept. of Inevitability: The Attorney: General. of Massachusetts, who” 
calls. Henry Miller's 35-year-old “‘Tropic of Cancer” about ‘Paris both 
“filthy” and “rotten,”: has. asked. the state's Obscene Literature Control a 
Commission for a recommendation on the book.. 

‘The. to-and-fro at Embassy Pictures now lists. Jatius: Spreckman, who 
moves over from Metro as comptroller... . .. TOA. signed up three more’ 
Maryland situations . . Robert .W. Stringer, ‘ex-music editor at Metro, 
elected. vicepresident of J. F. ‘Films. He'll head up: a. new: musi¢. and: So 
effects department. - 7 

“Television and radio ean. be: productive ‘but’ ‘eT never: replace news- 
paper advertising,” Morris Rosenbloom, an executive of Macy's depart- ‘ment’store in N. Y. City, told :the New England Newspaper: Advertising al 

Executives Assn. at its annual meeting af Bretton “Woods; NE FE. ‘General “ 
therie was the service of newspapers to advertisers.” . 

‘Billy Wilder rates: Jack Lemmon “somewhere. between: ‘Charile Chap- 
lin and. Cary Grant,” he told Stephen Franklin,. Weekend miag’s’ Holly-' 
wood staffer. Currently in .“Notorious. Landlady” -with Fred Astaire 

jand. Kim Novak, Lemmon-then makes. “Dangerous Silence”... in. Eng: .: 
land, then. a tv-based drama, “Days. of Wine. atid Roses,” with Lee 
Remick; then ‘under his. one-a-yéar deal : with Columbia) a. comedy, 
“Try, Try Again:”. By: summer ‘62 he ‘should be in: Paris’ working in. 
Wilder's filmization of “Irma la Douce” with E¥izabeth" Taylor. « 

4 he’s tentatively skedded: to play Moss. Hart. in “Act One.”. ': 

Edward Anhalt. author of screenplays such ‘as. “The Young:’ Lions.” 
|“Pride and. the Passion.” “The Young Savages” and’ ‘Rachel -Cade; aa - ° 
and currently: writing “Tamikod”. for. Laurence Barvey. discussed” the” 
problems of “sick movies” from a new angle for. the Hollywood: Wom-’: 

en’s Press Club yesterday. (Tuesday): at the Beverly: Hills.-Hotel. His”. ~ 
{point was that the film people are. not ‘sick’ but the audience. — ‘that- 
social attitudes censor: screenwriters more than ‘the Johnston office. 
does. He. claimed romantic love scenés are on thie. way out because 

| most. people know more about ‘sex than about love. 
‘Interworld Film acquired ‘the. French “Maxime,” ” Charles. Boyer- : 

Michele Mergaa costarrer . .; Susannah York, first exposed to state- 
goes into “Freud,”: John Huston’ 

project for U . Laurence: Tisch of Loew's elected’ 13th’ member ‘of: 
the board of. Fulton. Industries . . . “Tammy Tell Me. True”-'(U) and . 
“Naked. vege eas '‘UA) are the third. and. fourth features. picked for In-:” 
flight-TWA showi ing. ‘Fall term at’ City College’ lists 15. evening « 

-Jack .. Wiener, 
in. for. ‘homeoffice . huddles. ‘Ditto: John. : 

Weelfeaden, Sam Spiegel’s publicity rep on “Lawrence of Arabia" -for *- 
Col... ..Geerge Sidmey in as prexy of Directors Guild: of America, S 
succeeding Frank Capra. Former: had the title from 51. to 59. 

Ted. Allan ‘supervising still pix for Frank. Sinatra's Essex indice. coe: 
to roi in’ : Germany. 

in the fall . . . Historian-author Hareid Lamb. in “Madrid. (and ‘other ” 
parts) researching “E} Cid” for a mag yarn:... : Joe. ‘Alternian, TOA“ 

Col’s Continental p.r.. chief. 

‘secretary, to New Orleans to arrange’ fer: the exhib body’s: ‘October 
pomlout. there eee Dirk Borarde ‘Sypeed. “Dick”. in. Warner. Bros. 

With cancellation’ of. 20th-Fox’s international ‘sales: ‘convention: ‘at , 
the studio, originally ‘set. for: jater this. month. veep Charles Einfeld.:- | 

the éast ..:. Patricia Lewis, :.. 

west to become special: rep : with Mayfair. Pictures .of L.A. He'll: cover... 
distribution of their franchise -pix with: Union. Film of N.Y. .-.:. 20th= | 

Go”. ., 20th, incidentally, estimates that almost '26:000'..: - 
. at the eight simultaneous. world’ preems last -./ 
‘week in Frisco, Bombay, | Manila, _ Johannesburg, Montteal, Aukland, 
‘Sydney’ and Dublin... 

Then: wn 



Sex In Academic. Gown & Hat | 
TOR WHAT'S WITH ‘THE CHAPMAN REPORT’) 7 

le ” Wednesday, uly: 19, 1963. 

_By. ROBERT J. ‘LANDRY © 

“When. Kinsey, : the. ‘naw-déceased® Social. scientist. of Indiana vt, 
ue " chashed through: with his two. weighty tomes an the sex: “behavior 

“of the, Aineri¢an female and: male, the resultant national ‘publicity af 
-never--gongé out of. fashion, - ‘came. : 

- back with a bang, One result was the’publication of.a novel cléarly’ ~ 
_ taking. of€ from: Kinsey" and named after its. own “social: aclentist« - 

“was stupéendous. :Sex; ‘which had. 

hero. 
“Now. the | film version. of: the novel, “The Chapman: Report,’ * has ne 

. rest of my-life." Such was his. mes-: “““pesulted in a quarrel involving the. scratching of. the story from the 
_20th-Fox list and its transfer to. the -Warher Bros." agenda (see ad- : 

a joining: ‘Hollywood news story). 
Naturally many. changes may, ‘and: almost certainly will. be made . 

as tin the. screenplay ‘before it is turned “into, celluloid: and ‘shown tn. :. 
..- itheatres. Meanwhile a reading. of the shooting script, ‘dated May.1,. — 
-.,» 1961, visualized the. ‘arrival ‘of. the sexologist, ‘Chapman, ‘in- a-high- ~”. 
.° /inec@me community ‘which: might be, at_@ guess, Beverly: Hills. . Be- :.... 

-" fore” ‘Chapman and his colleagues. in sex-research: begin. their series: 
* : of private. interviews with the ‘married. women. of: the: 

community’ {ahonymity. being guaranteed, } the. prof éalls.a meeting. . 
“sample” 

to explain. what he’s. up to . He is consternated ‘to see,in.the-front. - 
row a skeptical’ female- ‘who smiles. at ‘him: with. secret knowledge _ 
. because She .is. his’ ex-wife. . 

4 sage: ‘before. ‘planing. for Gotham. 
“I want theatre: owners all over. 

, ‘the world to:know this is the kind 

LBs 1EST FOR 
DISTRIBUTION 

‘Holly wood, July: 18, 
_No t only: will ‘Joe “Levine - pro- 

duce. six “blockbusters” this ‘year 

“hig. | ‘ones.’ eyery - year “for the 

of--a schedule they -can. expect: 

Levine. held. it’ “was: Jn possible 
7 to’ indicate” at this: ‘time -what. he’ 

would. spend. any one ‘year:on pro- |. 
‘duction; * bit’ -pointed- ‘to four pix |.’ 
as. indicative of budgets he had in 

_|mind for ‘future operations: ““So- 
The screenplay’s underlying ‘question; ‘and an ‘interesting one, Is 

' the’: motivation. ofa scientist. ‘going. Yound the land: ‘probing into. 
‘other's :sex. How stands: his -own?. It. ‘develops: that ‘he ‘was ‘never - 
"very Sympathetic or: helpful: to- his own. wife’s | inferiority: complex *. 
which. expresses itself in an- acute. case of nymphomania‘: 
:.A number’ of. ‘case’ histories. of unhappy, selfish’.and: “cheating Oo 

; “wives ‘and their. weird. or. weakling lovers .are tied together. Similar . 
‘vignettes. have, -of.. course, been seen before. upon the screen. but ' 

_ > What" endows .""The ‘Chapman. Report” ‘with Promise. is its: point, of wee 
we View: and the: social science palaver. Lit “pe 

.. One’ unconvincing _ scene ‘will : ‘undoubtediy be. “excised--wheretn | oe 
ae the cheating, but essentially : ‘sincere, wife is accidentally knocked.’ - 
">. over and killed. in her: own. home by:.a:member.of. the’ sex-research. 
‘team: who. ‘belatedly’ turtis -out. to-a@ psycho, later. _suiciding. This -.- 
“whole - contrivance. fg ‘last-reel punishment of. no. conviction. and | 
- far-fetched as to. the abrupt revelation ofthe. young ‘researcher’ st. 
“own ‘mammy song. complex. (He. had‘ stumbled - upon fis” ma. and 
a her lover. in flagrante - -delicito during this “boytiood.) -. 

-.. Without: playing referee in a dispute at least’ ‘this ‘much: ‘of an’ 
7 ‘opinion ‘may be offered: 20th is: smart: about the screenplay. as:it ~~ 
> stands and Warners ‘is smart abotit the: boxoffice. potentials as: it. 

“looms. ‘The subject is perennially beguiling. © 

: Warners’ Bill Orr Assures § eal 
. Standards ie ‘Chapman Report 

“By ‘WILLIAM. ORNSTEIN . 

‘Hollywood, July: 18. 

“We think: we. can make a wery | 

@ood film. of “The ‘Chapman. mel 
Sof 

. production: 
head William T. Orr in. answer to. a |" 

*" query. at: Hollywood Press. Club, | 
where he. ‘was one of. the: scheduled : 

- : guests, a - 
Orr also added: his company: ‘tn a 
tended to -conform ‘to.all tenets: of: 

port,’ . . and: ‘swith ° good” taste. ue 

_ stated - Warner | “Bros.: 

: the. Motion | Picture:.Cade. ‘“Prop- 
erly. done: there’ is little: question] 
‘the public: will, want to ‘see it..Then |: 
again,’ the public: -doesn’t havé- ‘to,;”. . 
lhe responded -to’ another’: question : 

directed at’ subject: inatter.. 

: Producer Richard Zanuck,. direc: | E 
“tor George. Cukor: and_ writer Noel | 
Langley. and others. identified: with 

-D-F.Z. Productions have’ moved ‘to: 
.. Burbank. Studios from 20th-Fox 10t 
in BevHills, where: pie was to shave} 

been made. : 
Deal -for’ shift in’ “studio, finane- 

-{ng and distribution: was set. byt 
‘senior Zanuck with Warners prexy | - 
Jack, L.. Warner in: France. -Latter,- 

> -BtHl- in: that: country, a is due. back 
“here. in about a -month,- 

' : Following: Hollywood. Press: Club 
Aalk: Orr told a. VARIETY: reporter 
“he was: not. familiar :with  produc- |. 

.. tlon costs ‘ta be returned to 20th 
"as. part of. moveover deal.” ‘Latter 

“~" company’s: auditors are. tabbing the 
-. figures, 

‘$700,000. Orr also: was not aware 
Of. ‘play ers to -be ‘slated: for: “Chap-|; 

_as-he’d had ‘only: one’ meet-: 
“: {ng with personalities involved. He |: 

__ +‘ could not estimate: production cost | 
'--or other details which - apparently: 

“previously = reported at 

_man.” 

wl be. resolved. at.a future date. 

Ress Hanter-U Remaking 
Goldwyn’s ‘Dark Angel’ oo | jaar Angel,” Samiuel’Gol dwyn [-2, a . foreign coproduction, 

. ‘production, which : UA. released in: 
2 .1935,- ‘is~-to’- be remade: -by. - Ross 
Hunter’ for~ : Universal, 
quired | rights from the ‘indie _BFo- 
ducer over the’ weekend... og 

.*. Et owill: roll” late: this yeat—~ori 
A¢ “multizmillion. dgllar Scale," ” _ Bez: 
U-for "62. : elease: 

- duction Code: 

‘which ace]. 

| Help: for Indigents 
_ Si -Fabian; as. prez of * the 
Motion: ‘Picture - ‘Pioneers; -has 
“named ° a committee to. develop’: 
-a-héw program sphere in. sup-. . ate 

“port. of the: MPP Foundation, . 
which. ‘anonymously. aids ine: 

‘ digent and. other needy. indus-_ 
. tryites: © 2: - 

-On™ committée . are- ‘George 
F: ‘Demboy (chairman), 

E.. Depinet, ‘Gus ‘Eyssell,. Wil- 
* liam. ‘ German, ... William J. 
Heineman. -Marvin ‘Kirsch, © 
Sam’ Rinzler .and -Joo’ Vogel, © 
Creation .of: unit. was.approved. ° 
cat recent board meeting of f the. 
Pioneers. id - . 

iat Tackles 

* Hollywood, July: 18; 
“Often. taboo. film subjects are on. 

Impact , Films ‘boards,: according to. j 
company’s: head, ‘Léo ‘A. ’, Handel, 
who asserted ‘he is. working with. 
‘police and: FBI-on‘a- picture deal~. 
ing. with. narcotics. ' 

Film: “will. follow ‘similar: pattern 
to. just-completed’. “The Case of 
Patty Smith,” on subject of illegal” 
abortion.: Handel: based‘ this film‘! 
on actial: L.A. Grand’ Jury, files | 
‘and worked with Catholic Church |. 
in’ religious: areas, ‘He ‘said script: 

sure’. he will | win.. Soprowal from: 
both Legion - of® Decency. and Pro-: 

‘Three: ‘additional . 
“Fire At | 

yarn to be filmed. in European’ Alps 
an 

‘comedy. ““The. -Seventh - Sense.” 
Producer leaves end ‘of this ‘month: 
for ‘Germany ‘to'set: ‘Cross” deal. 

lease. 
Ingram. P.. ‘Walters is: 

partriered: in Impaet: with Handel. 
‘Dani. Lynn, Merry Anders. ‘and: J. 
Edward: MeKinley, star: 

a 

-| No. Love for Johnny?” 

Ned. 

Abortion, Dope! 

.| up: for. it. 

features ° ‘on 
‘|THandel’s" slate include: . 
| Will,” . war: story. t6 -start..1n Sep-: 
‘tember, “‘The..Cross in White,” ski |- 

“Patty” ‘is ‘planned: for Fall re- 
with James’ Grainger tan-. | 

| dling ‘sales. : 

- which his. 
is producing 

dom ‘and Gomorrah,” 
Embassy - -compaity : 
with , Titanus: Films in Italy, 
"500. 000; ““Boecaccio 70,” $2.500.000: 
“Wonders of Aladdin,” $1,750,000; 
“Boys-Night Out.” $30,000,000; and ' 

‘| two -more‘he plans to start produc- - 
| tion: on. .before. end. of the year vat , 
| combined ‘cost: of. $5.000,000. . 

" Still Likes The: Word © 

as he. prefers. to label them,. ‘though |: 
‘the term is losing prestige . nowa~ 
‘days, will, be: minimum: of $16,750,- 

} 000.- according ‘to” ‘Levine's ‘figures. | 
This is. quite a switch from 15: 

back to the time when he handled 
‘|one-# year. . During: ‘past’ several 
years ‘he's had distrib. deals with 
Warnér Bros., . Paramount . and 
MGM. “‘and each-has given. me the 

two. being _Teissues:’ 

j the. Pirate,” “Wonders. of. Alladin, " 
“Thief . of - ‘Baghdad, "and ‘Where’ ‘ cussed. ‘will be industry's public -re- 

Warners. ; : lations; censorship problems, ques- 
{“The Fabulous. World’: of Jules:;tion’ ‘of. self-classification of films 
‘the. Hot Wind - Blows.” 

Verne” .and- “Bimbo the Great” 
‘and: two Teissteés “Atilla the Hun*™ 

from me all. the days I- have to 
give: to this business. And I intend: ; 
to- Stay in it. until the ‘end.”’: 

rand::next, but showman - producer:| ‘ 
- ‘says’ he. will: ‘turn "out. half dozen 

_ 

$4,~| : 

{ 
“Total: ‘eost’ of six “blockbusters” | - 

‘years ago.as' ‘Embassy. prexy lookéd © 

— LEVINE 

PICTURES 7 

L.A. Times’ Latest 
_ Hollywood, July 18 

Latest ad censorship. in 
stringent L. A. Times cam- 
paign against film adver tising 

_ WaS$ leveled: at United Artists’ 
' British release, “Mary Had a 

_ Little." While ai] other papers 
‘ran ad submitted. by UA ex. 
change, Times. nixed ‘catchline, 
“It wasn't. the. clothes she 

- “Wore, it was the’ way she didn't 
wear them.” * 

: ‘Replacement line accepted 
* by paper was’ even more sur- 
a prising, since it -edntained 
“word generally frowned upon 
by Times’ . three-man . censor- 

. ship’. board — sex. Line ran 
- “Follow the boys to the fun- 
hiest sex.romp in years.” 

Producers Guild's | 
Trae -Wide Meet: 

_ Hollywood, July 18 
Production and exhibifion dele- 

gates ‘will sit down here tomorrow 
-(Wed.) in a first general conclave - 
-to discuss problems ‘facing all seg-: 
“ments of U. S: film industry 
:Sponsored, by Screen Producers! 
-Guild, the meet ‘will be attended 

‘“Morgan ance on Coast. 

best: cooperation An- the - handling 1 by. ‘reps. of -other guilds; Eric John- 
-;of my pictures,” ‘ 
| . For. 1961, he will have. 10. pix: in .Assn., 

; | circulation, 
‘| MGM. is. releasing. four: 

ston and others of Motion Picture | 
‘American: Congress: of Ex-! 

‘hibitors, making its first: appear- 

' In forefront: of topics to be dis- 

t 

film content, development of. new 
:talent, role of indie producer, 

dle: “Two Women" and.. Rank’s.: mutual. problems. 
for’ art. 

| theatres. 

: As To Distribution - 
Fact his ‘company... will. distribute. 

}two “art” pix. doesn’t “mean: Em- ; 
Tbassy- is going in for. distribution | 
| as a full diet. . It will be’ only - for - 
special ‘ pix- with limited’ possibili- : 
ties requiring special attention... 
“T -don't -have - any. intention. ‘of . 

making « ‘distribution. my business. - 
|I-don't: need -it: I don’t want: it,” 

| Eevine « emphatically. declared. ~~ 
- Starting with “Wonders of. Alad- 

| din,” Levine's. pix will get a “new:: 
{concept ‘of: distribution. - Instead : 
lof. saturating’ area by’ area, as in: 
| past,-Donald O'Connor starrer will: 
be "MGM. Xmas. release-in 350-400. Policy ‘not to- be tampered with. 

~ “runs” throughout the country... 
‘| “ -Producer-plans to put two morecOming weeks are. 
features in -work before year end. : American” :and “Freud * 

for , rolling are “Touch of Mink” 
which: Kim ‘Novak. is being paid «Spiral Road,”. 
$500,000, to :be. made here and in:.are “Cape Fear” and “Last Hero. 

.[New.. York in partnership’ with. Additionally, the ‘61: 
chairman :  of.: Include 

One ‘is . “Boys’. Night Out”. 

Martin Ransonoft,- 

‘ 

_ /UNIVERSAL STICKS T0 
~ TTS PAYOFF FORMULA. 
Comes: as. no surprise that prexy 

‘Milt Rackmil ts telling Universal 
‘distrib-promotion execs thls week. 
that it’s\to be status. quo on “pro- ; 
‘duction: ‘for - ‘the next year. This isi 
known as no-messing with the sue 
(CeSS formula. 

' Weeklong Powwow at the home- 
“office of h.o. and Coast brass takes : 
the view: that mulli-star “impor- | 
‘tant’. releases, having long since ; 
doctored the. company's books, fs a. 

On the U. production. slate In 
“The 

Already 
and : 

and just completed 

-'62 slate wit | 
“Back .Street,” “Flowe: 

Filmways’. Studios in Gotham, arid: Drum. Song,” “Lover Come Back” 
another |.in: midst of. negotiations . and “Fhe Outsider'’—all four t 
now. ‘He declined to. reveal second , _ being: screened‘for N. Y. conclave, 
title or. ‘Personalities - being dined. ‘plus’. “Come ‘September” as open- | 

- “However,” on “Boécaccio’ 70,” 
be : produced: by. ‘Carlo - Ponti in: 
Italy, quartet. of vignettes are ‘set - “head.. ‘is chairing the 

- twith . 
: Fellini | 
Visconte | 

‘Schneider starred: and 

‘with: directors DeSicca : 
Sophia . Loren :. as." star), 
Anita. Ekberg: -starred),. 
(Romney ~ 

. ‘Monticella,. -who has yet “to sign 
“a star: 

‘Levine may distribute. this. one 
himself, the’ said. He has been !' 

is fini: 

In. ‘addition to “Boys’ ‘Night Out" 
producer plans to make other pix . “Films 

iing gun ‘for U_ salesmen in the up- | 
to: coming season. 

Henry. (Hii Martin, V.p and sales: 
parley 

'Beaver-Champion Buys \ 
Wilde Film (For English) 

“, ‘Hollywood. ‘July 18- i 
: James A. Mulvey, prexy of -Bya 

“talking” fo. several: companies on : ‘ver-Champion, has purchased Ei a 
“Sodom.”. four:.to be. exact, and Jish-speaking -market 
won't: make: up. ‘his mind. until film , . “Constantine . The Great,” 

to 
Corne! 

‘Wilde starrer which was shot in 
“Italy ‘and Jugoslatia by Jon:a~ 

of Rome, for reported 

rizhts 

in Hollywood from time to: time.- : $525, 000. . 
‘He hasn't any idea at this point ;' 
how many, when or where pix will:profits will be split 50-50. Pic 

t After B-C.recoups investment, 

be produced in: California. ‘Levine; made in two versions, English and 
‘is talking ‘with two: producers, he.; Italian, reputedly. ‘cost $1 800. NOt 
admitted; who “will be put: ‘under }. 
term. contracts” on term. deals. 

‘As for his association with’: ‘Ran- 

ACpatinued on: Page. 20) 

| H.. E. Werner, who. has: operated | 
theatres at Trinity, Tex, for the 

sohoft. ‘the partnership. will be: eX: | : past 4). years, reports he will clone | 
his ‘Queen Theatre and retire... | 

, course, is money. 

: written. 
.intends to pursue a independent 

i recently 

Ugiy | Home,” 

: guts 

lars and Sale Chiefs Force 
Many a ‘Not Ready’ Screenplay 

Into Production & Release 
—* One of the greatest bugaboos 

facing filmmakers closely cone 

{nected with a major company opere 

ation {s that the “point of no re- 

:turn” Js reached so early on a 

film, according to director Arthut 

Penn, now at work in Manhattan 

ishooting the screen version of the 

jlegit hit, “The Miracle Worker,” 

[for United Artists release. 

By “potat of no retura,” 
Penn indiwated he meant that 
stage in production planning 
when the distrib finds houself 
canmsitted ta so many veop'e, 
as well az to hfs distribution 
arm tehich needs product, that 
he cannot afford NOT to make 
a property, ere «ttois finally 
obrvaus th will be no good, 

The director's remarks were 
made by way of filustrating. how 
he likes to work -that is, develop- 
ing properties himself, uae 
them along in their planning and. 
writing. long before making any 
distribution deais Thus he isn't 

{likely to pet himself in the posl- 
ition of having to continue wilh a 
project if it's no good. All he has 
wasted is his own time, which, of 

but not as much 
as would be represented by the 
flop of a campleted, major produc- 

: (ion. 

Though he was talking about hile 
own way of working. Penn's re- 
marks had some bearing on the 
hassle which developed last week 
over “The Chapman Report,” 
moved bs producer Darryl F. 

» Zanuck from 20th-Fox to Warners. 

Gne of the better aspects of 
stage production, which is also a 
: tricky business, Penn points out, 
:is that the “point of no return’ 
‘is reached much later in produce 

: i ‘tion than in films 
_[and “Hercules.” Enrbassy will han- ‘trends in production costs, other ~ 

‘If you open 
a turkey in New Haven. you can 
still close the show the follouing 
week, in Bostan and. save money 
that you would otherwise lose by 
gomg on into New York“ 

With a film. however, comaiit- 
ments for talent and studiv space 
ave to be made so far in advance 
sometimes, that this cut ‘off date. 
is very early, he said. Major com- 
panies, as is well known, often sign 
talent and set availabilities: long 
bef6re ai script has even been 

For this reason, Penn 

eareer, though 
‘ backing when a 
ready. 

The director, who first came to 
‘attention hy way of ty, and has 

hit the big legit time 
t “Miracle Worker,” “All The Way 

‘had only tackled one film 
{The Left-Handed Gun") before 
his current screen project. This 

,is being produced for UA hy 
i Playfilms Inc. the company formed 
by Penn with producer Fred Coe 
‘and author William Gibson, fol- 
low ing joint mutual success with 
“Miracle” on the stage. 

Playfilms, which is operating in- 
dependently, already has some 
original properties under wraps, 

{and has contracts with Anne Ban- 
: croft, and Andrew Prine, both of 
- whom are in “Miracle In addition 
to this, howiver, Penn has a num- 
ber of other irons in the fire. 

Following comptetion of his 
present assignment, he goes to 
England to direct Deborah Kerr 
in three short tv plavy- based on 

welcoming major 
specific project is 

short stories by Henry James, 
Bdith Wharton and Martha Gel- 
horn cwhich will be prevented as 
a 9O minute spec Affler*thal, he 
has a new Broadway play coming 
up ue the fall, 

Possibie fila projects include 
a sereer adaptation of Edward 
Albee’s one-aclet, “The Death of 
Besse Snath This depends on 

- how sueceseful Albee is with the 
“serspt and would be a project: ine 
dependent of Penn's association 

with Plasfiims Above all, sass 
lithe: director, he’s interested in 
‘doing films that have some soctal 

Tather than the preude- 
ye chalogieal dramas which seem 
ty be in the awendanry tonay. 



PICTURE GROSSES 

New Films Boosting Det.: ‘Guns’ Wow 
$73,000, Fanny’ Great 156, Voyage’ 
196, ‘Verne’ 136; ‘Vita’ Boff 236, dd 

Detroit, July 18, +4 
Despite the summer weather, 

gome unusually strong, new screen 
fare is booming trade here current- 
ly, with plenty of assistance from 

- big haldovers. “Guns of Nava- 
-* yone” shapes standout with a wow 

session at the United Artists. 
“Fanny” also is great in first round 
at the Madison while “Fabulous | 
World of Jules Verne” looms nice 
on opener at the Palms. 

“La Dolce Vita” is holding sock- 
eroo in second round at Trans-Lux 
Krim, not far from opening week’s 
take. “Voyage To Bottom of Sea” 
lookg good in first round at the 
Fox. 

“Spartacus” still is smash in 
fifth session at the Mercury. “On 
%he Double” is rated fast in second 
Michigan stanza. ‘Parent Trap” 
also is socko in third at: Grand Cir- 
cus. “Gone With Wind” looms big 
in 11th week of longrun. at the 
Adams. 

Estimates for This Week | 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036: 
$1.25-$1.49.—“On Doyble” (Par) 
and “love in Goldfish Bowl” (Par) 
(2d wk). Tall $17,000. Last week, 

- $18,000. 

Palms (UD) (2, 995; $1.25-$1.49)— 
“Jules Verne” (WB) and “Bimbo 
the Great” (WB). Nice $13,000. 
Last week, “Ladies Man” (Par) and 
“Sherwood Forest” (Col) (2d wk), 
$14,000. . 

Fox ‘Woodmont Carp.) (5,041; 
75-$1.49)\—“‘Voyage to Bottom of 
Sea” (20th) and 
(20th). Good $19,000 or close. 
Last week, “Snow White, 
Stooges” (20th), $8,500. 

Madison ‘UD) (1.408; $1.25- 
$1.49)—“Fanny” ‘WB). Great 
$15,000 or over. Last week, “By 
Love Possessed” (UA) (3d wk), 
$9,000. 

Grand Circus ‘UD) ( ,400; $1.25- 
$1.491\—"Parent Trap” (BV) (3d 
wk). Socko $15,000. : Last week, 
$16,000. 

Adams ‘Balaban) 11.700; $1 50- ! 
$1.80\—"“Gone With Wind” (M-G)! 
treissue) (11th wk). ‘Big $8,500. 
Last week, same 

United Artists (UA) (1 667: $1.25-. 
$1.80\—“Guns of Navarone” (Col). 
Wham $23.000 or near, 

Music Hall (‘Cinerama, Inc.) 
(1,208: $1.20-$2.651—"This Is Cine- : 
rama” ‘Cinerama) (reissue) 
wk» Big $11,700. Last week, 
$11,500. 

Trans-Lux Krim = (Trans-Lux) 
(1,000; $1.49-$2)—"‘La -Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) (2d wk}. Great $26,000 or 
close. Last week, $26,500: 

Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1-$1.80)— 
“Spartacus” (U) (5th wk). Socko 
$13,500. Last week, $14,000. 

FANNY’ NICE $9,000, 
BUFF; EDGE’ TRIM 136 

Buffalo, July 18. 
First-run trade is uneven here 

eurrently, with most spots sagging. 
“Fanny” shapes nice at Center 
while “Naked Edge” is fairly solid 
at the Buffalo. Another newie, 
“Misty,” looks thin at Century. 
“Ladies Man” is barely passable in 
first at Paramount. “Never On 
Sunday” still continues ‘in the chips 
in sixth stanza at the Cinema. 

istimates for This Week : 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1) — 

“Naked Edge” (UA). Fine $13,000. 
Last week, “By Love Possessed” 
(UA) and “Cat Burglar” (Indie), 
$8,200. 

Center (AB-PT) (2 ,000; 70-$1)— 
“Fanny” (WB). Nice $9,000. Last 
week, “Master of World” (AI), $6,- 
000. ; 

Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$1)— 
“Misty” (20th) “20.000 Eyes” (20th). 
Thin $5,000. Last wek, “Homicidal” 
(Col) and “Stop Me Before I Kill” 
(Col) (9 days), $10,000.: 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000); 70-$1) 
—*Parent Trap” (BV) (3d wk). Off 
ta mild $6,000. Last week, $8,500. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
$1i—“Ladies Man” (Par). Barely 
passable $9.000. Last :week, ‘“Par- 
rish” (WB) and “Steel Claw” (WB), 
$7,600. 

(Loew) (1,200; 70-$1) — 
“Last Time I Saw Archie” (UA) 
and “When Clock Strikes” (UA) 
(3d wk-4 days). Sad $900 or near. 
Last week, $1,200. 

Cinema ‘Martina) (450; 70-$1.25) 
—'‘Never On Sunday” (Lope) - (6th 
nit Sweet $2 500. Last week, $3,- 

Three 

lround at the Fox. 

“20,000 Eyes”. 

: 

(7th ' Sturdy $16.000. or near. 

aera aes 

Key City Grosses 

Estimated Total Gross — 
‘This Week . $1, 920,600 

( Based on 49 cities. and 236 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in- 
‘cluding N.Y.) . . 
Last Year $2,911,607 

'’ (Based on 22 cities and 222 
theatres. ) 

‘Guns Whopping 

Par ee a 

$50,000, Philly ‘sessed”- 
Philadelphia, July 18. . 

Overall film biz setup shapes dull 
here currently but there are a few 
good spots. “Guns of Navarone” fs 
heading for a-terrific take opening 

‘More. Deadly | ¢ 
Than Male” is rated smash at the 
tiny Studio. “Fanny” 

dolph. 
“Nikki” is rated. tame in open-| 

ing session at Goldman. “Parent 
Trap” still is snappy in fourth at ' 
the Midtown. “By Love -Possessed” 
‘is nice in fourth at Stanton. : 

Estimates for This Week | 

‘Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—| - 
“Pleasure of His Company” (Par). 
(6th wk). Okay $5,500. 

Last weck. $6,000. 
Boyd (SW) (1 536:. $2-$2. 75)— 

eeonus” (UA) (25th wk). - Fair 
$8.000. te 
Last week, $10.000. 

- Fox (Milgram): (2, 200: 99-$1 80) 
—"“Guns of Navarone” (Col). Roar: 
ing $50.000. or close. 

Last weck,. “Two Rode Together” 
(Col) ‘2d wk). $8,700. 
Go'tdman 

; 91. 80) “Nikki” (BV). Tame $7,000. 
Last week. “Last Sunset” - 4(U) 

(4th wk). $7,000. 
Midtown. (Goldman) 1,000; . 99- 

$1.80—“Parent. Trap”. (4th wk? 
Quick $8.500. 

Last week, $10. 000. 
Rondolnh (Goldman) (2500; 99-| 

(2d wk). $1.80\—“Fannv” (WB) 

Last week. $25.000.- 
Stanley (SWY (2.500; 99-$1.80)—- 

“Parrish” (WBY (2d wk). So-so 
$8.000. 

Last week. $15. 000. 
Stanton (SW) ‘1.483: 90-61. an 

“By Love Pos-esséd” {UA) (4th 
wk). Nice $8.000. 

Last. week, $9.800. 
‘Studio (Goldberg) (489: 99-$1. 80): 

—"More Deadly Than Male”. (In- 
die). and “Shangri-La” (Col) (re 
issue). Smash £7.000 or near. Last. 
week, “Idiot” (20th) and ‘Davs of 
Thrills and. Laughter” 20th), 
$3.000. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500: 99-$1.80)—- 
‘Rue de Paris” (Lope) ‘2d wk).| 

; 1“Cow ‘and I (T-L).. Slick $5.000. 
c, “Happened Broad Day- 

light’ (Cont) (3d wk), $2,500. - 
Gary (Sack) (1, 277; 90-$1.80)— : 

“E“Guns of. Navarone” (Col). Wow: 
$35,000 _ or | 

99-| record. Last week, “La Dolce Vita” 
(Astor) : (12th. wk), ‘$8,000. 
Kenmore (indie) (700; $1 50)— 

‘| “Saturday Night, Sunday: “Morning”. 
-| (Cont) (9th wk). Stout $6,000. Last 

Dull $2.500. 
Last week. $3.700. . 
Viking (Sley) (1,000: 99-$1. 80). 

—“Wild in. Country” (20th) (5th 
wk). Drab $3.3800. 

Last week. $4,700. 
World (R&B-Pathe). (483:: 

$1.80—“Two Women” (Indie). (5th 
wk). Trim $2,900. 

_ Last: week, $3,200. 

Hest Wilting Seattle 
But ‘Ladies’ Fat 106;. 

Seattle, July. 18.” 
Big news here currently is, the 

has wilted the boxoffice. Despite 
this “Ladies Man” looms nice .at 

not getting far. “Naked Edge” is 
mild at Paramount on initialer. 

Mouse in third while “Parent 

Fifth Avenue. 
Estimates for. This Week 

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (769;. $1- 
$1.50)—“‘Fanny” (WB). 
Good $6.500. Last week, $7, 300. . 

Coliseum (Fox-Ev ergreen) © 
870; $1-$1.50) — “Ladies. . 
(Par) and “Love 

Man” 
in Gold Fish 

looms. as: 
standout holdover with a sturdy} 
take in s:cond round at.the Ran-| 

‘Guns’ Record 

1Goldiman’ * (1,200: 99- 

| wk).: 

‘Last week, 

'..1$1.25) — 
wk). 

Trap’ Sturdy 86, 3d}. : 

torrid heat wave. which has top-| : 
pled some records, and the: way. it | 

“Fanny” is rated good at -Blue_ 
“week, 

Trap” is solid in third session’ at 

(3d . wk).. 

(Le 

(Continued on page 18) «. + 

‘Raisin’ Good $8,000 In 
Prov.; ‘Company’ 8G, 2. 

‘Providence, July. 18. 
Rain which. ruined’ summer re- | 

éver the’ weekend 
served to. give an added fillip ‘to']: 
mainstem operations.. State is get- |. 
ting. the most coin’ with: “Morgan |. 

sort: business. 

the Pirate,” but only okay; Strand’s 
“Pleasure. of “His Company” - is 
torrid in second.’ ‘Majestic’s third 
of- “Parrish” looks big. :Albee’s 

= *Raisin . in. Sun” shapes” slick in. 
| first. - . 

Estiinates for This Week: 
‘Albee. (RKO) (2,200; 65-90)—} . 

“Broadnay Grosses 
Estimated Total Grea Gress 

‘This Week. .......2. $639; 260 
(Based on 29° theatres) 

Last Year ween ee - $861,56 
_ (Based on 26 theatres)” 

“Raisin in. Sun’’. (Col). and. “Ferry | — 
‘Ito Hong Kong” (20th). Nice $8,000. 
Last: week, “Snow «White, . Three 

| Stooges”. (20th) and: “Raymie” (MA) 
(2d -wk),- $3,500. :. 

‘+ Elmwood (Snyder) (24: $2-$2. 50) r. 
“Exodus”. (UA) (5th -wk). Peppy |. 
$8,000. Last week,. “$8,500. 

“a ‘Majestic. (SW) ' (2,200; 65-90)--|- 
“Parrish” (WB) (3d° wk). Big $7,000. | | 
Second was $8,000. — - 

(3, 200; --85-90)— State. .(Laew): 
“Morgan the - Pirate” (M-G), Okay 
$10,000; Last ‘week, “By Love Pos- 

(UA) .and “Matter of 
Morals” (UA) (2d: wk), $6,500. 
' Strand (National’ Realty) (2,200; 
65-90)—“Pleasure of. His. Company” 
(Par) .(2d wk). ‘Hot $8,500. ° First: 
week,: $i, 500. . 

$35,000 in Hub; 

‘Boston, ‘July. 18. 

running from Friday through Sun- 
day night, and big new product, 
‘Boston “exhibs ‘garnered :one of. the 
biggest weekends in years to spurt ; 
trade at most spots. Overflow from 
lines at-Gary and Saxon.picked up 
holdovers.. There weré lines of sev-- 
erdl blocks at opening films, 

second week at.Saxon equalled 
sock record opening session with 
turnaways, 
“Raisin in Sun” shapes. hotsy at 

the Capri. “Snow White and Three 
+Stooges” is rated big at Paramount. 
All holdovers were upped by the 
‘weather. “Parent Trap”. jumped up. 

‘et.. “Parrish” also in third at the 
spurted in third at ‘Memorial. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1;170; -90-$1.50)— 

“Spartacus” (U) (3d wk). . Jumped 
up big $11, 600: or near.. Last week, 
$9.000. ° 
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1 50) 

—‘Never On Sunday” (Lope) (15th 
Spurting solid: $10, 000. Last 

week, $9,000. :° . 
Boston. (Cinerama, Inc) (1,354; 

$1.75-$2.65) —“‘Windjammer” (NT) | 
(reissue) (10th. wk). Upped to good 
'$9,000.. Last week, $8,000. - 
‘Capri (Sack) (900;. $1-$1.50). — 

(20th), (4th wk), $3,000... 
Exeter. (indie): (1,376; 90-$1.50)—: 

1“Romanoff and Juliet’’ (3d wk). | 
Good $6, 500. Last week, $7,000.- - 
Fenway (Indie) (1,350; “$1 50)— 

‘near, for :: house 

week, ditto... 
Metropolitan’ (NET) . (4, 357; 90- 

“Parent. Trap” (BV). (3a 
Picked’: up:.to nice. $16, 000.. 

Last week, $14,000.: . 
Memorial (RKO) (3,000;. 90-$1. 1.49) : 

—Parrish” (WB).and. “Steel Claw” 
AWB). (3d. wk):.Up to stout $17, 000. 
or close. Last week, $16,000. 

(NET) (2,357; . '70- 
—. “Snow White and Three 

Paramount - 
$1.25) 

| Stooges”. (Par). and-“Silent. Call” 
(20th). Big. $17,000: or near. -Last } 

“Pleasure . of... Company” 
(Par) (4th .wk), $7,500. 

Pilgrim - (ATC) (1,909; 75-$1.25): 
— “Gidget Goes: Hawaiian” (Col) 
‘and “Hand in Hand” (Col). Openéd 
yesterday (Mon): Last week,.‘Mor-. 
gan Pirate. (M-G), ‘fast $10, 000. .. 

‘Saxon (Sack) (dL, 100; $1:25-$1.80). 
—“Fanny” (WB). (2d° wk). Mighty | 
$28, 000, “matching. ‘opening week | 

"(Continued . on. page 18): 

Aided by a “cool, wet ‘weekend. 

“Guns | 
of Navarone,” ‘smash at. Gary for 
new. house record; and “Fanny” in’ 

| Fanny Fatso 86, . 

‘Minneapolis; July 18. 

major. league’ baseball . ‘to. slough 

ing their offerings for several 
chapters, exhibs are. standing pat 

Fresh wave of newcomers: is due 
| Friday with. “Ladies Man,’ ‘Pleas- 

_ {ure-of .His, Company," “Two Rode 
Together” and “By. Lové Possessed” 

{all slated to. bow out. Of these, 
tonly .. “Pleasure. of - Company,” 
completing: a -month’ 3° Stay, has 
done substantial biz. 

Best coingetters ‘of holdovers: re 
» {main “Parrish” at . Uptown, «.““Par-: 

jent Trap” at State. an 

‘Fam’ 286, 2 
“Fanny”: at 

ing. big: ‘Hardticket - 
mer,” 

‘of. “La Dolce Vita.” 
Estimates for This Week | 

Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150; 

pre 

visitors. : Last week, $10,000. 

—‘Ladies Man” (Par) (3d wk). Oke 
$14,000, Last. week, $3,600.. = 

_ Lyric. 
“Pleasure of His Company” APar) 

| (4th: wk). Oke $4,000.- Last week; 
$5,000. - “Naked Ege" (UA) opens 
Friday (21). . 
Mann (Mann) {1,100;. $1. 25-$1.50) 

—"Fanny” (WB) - (38d wk). . Hefty. 
$8,000 . or. near after $11, 000 in 
‘second... 

- Orpheum (Manny. 2. 800;. $1: 
$1.25)——"Two Rode’ Together” (Col) 
(2d ‘wk). Dull: $5,000 after $8,000 
opening round. “Tammy”:. (@) 
opens Friday (21)... 

‘St. Louis Park (Field): (1, 000; 

ate $2,500. Last week, $3,500. 
- State (Par). (2,200; . $1-$1. 25)—— 

$9,000.. Last week, $12,000. 
. Suburban ‘World . (Mann) ‘(g00: 
$1.25) — 

$2,200: -Last week, $2.7 
Uptown (Field) (1; (000; $1 85) 

“Parrish”. (WB) (3d wk): Continues 
hot $6,000. Last week, $7.000. - 

World (Mann) (400;. 85-$1. 50)— 
“By Love Possessed” (UA): (3d wk), 
Modest $4,000. Last week, $5,000. 

{“Carry on Constable”. (Gov) starts 
Friday (21), 

Nikki’ Socko 3 at $12, 000, 

‘Denver; July 18..: 

‘are. going great guns here this. 

usually. strong holdovers. is‘making 

setup currently, “Nikki” - 

first Paramount week. |.” 

round at Centre while “Patent 
Trap”.is fine at the Denver, also 
in. third.. “By Love Possessed”. is 
0 fair in second at Orpheum. 
“Exodus” is rated. steady in eighth 
‘Session at Denham. 

. Estimates for This. Week 
Aladdin ‘ (Fox) © 

“Nikki” - (BY); ; Big’ $12, 000: Last 
week, on reissues.. 

“Fanny”. (WB) (3d wk). Sock $9,000 
or near. Last. week, $10,000. - 
Denham (Indie) (800; “$1.25-$2., 50) | 

$6,500. Last week, $6,600. 
Denver (Fox) (2,432; 

(Continued on page 18). 

__Wedacaay, bay 19, 1961 

Cincy’ Biz Bonanza; ‘Guns’ Great 

ny Hey, Prat iG. 

of His Company,” 

Mpls; Trap’ 96 
‘Trade continues Hght. here ° ‘with | Albee 

‘Minneapolis: Aquatennial, city’s: an- 
nual summer celebration; joining: 

first-run biz. session,. After. jockey- |- - 

this round, staying with holdovers.: 

Mann, all in third stanza‘and ‘shap-. 
““Windjam-- 

- reissue in sixth frame . at | 
Century, also is brisk.: .Shuttered- “Two-Way: “Stretch”. 
Acad my reopens: next: week with. 

$1.75-$2. 65) — “Windjammer” (NT): 
(reissue) (6th. wk).. Healthy :$11,000 
‘on. heavy play. from Aquatennial 

Gopher (Berger). (1,000; $1-$1.25): 

(Par) (1,000; | $1-$1.25)—| 
‘Last. week, 
20th). (2d. wk); $6,000. . 

‘Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600 cars oo 

‘the Pirate” (M-G) and” “Frontier , ce 

$9,800. - East:. 

$11,000. | Last’ week, 
Peyton Place” (20th): .and “Lost _ 

+We orld”: __ Subsequents), . nL \ 

$1.50) —“Saturday.. Night, Sunday {9° 
Morning” (Cont) (3d. wk)... Moder: “ 

$9, 000. - Last “week, $10,500. 

“Parent Trap”. (BV) (34 wk). Torrid 

| HOMICIDAL’ HEP 106, 
“OMAHA; ‘TRAP’ HOT 66) . “Two-Stretch” (Indie). (4th |} 

|wk). Winding un nice run with oke. 
“Raisin. in Sun”: (Col). ‘Smash. $15,-. 
000, Last week,-“Wild in. Country” : 

Denver; ‘Edge’ Big 5G: | 
‘Tray Snappy 146, 3d}, 

A couple of new, important Dix: 

session.. This backed by some un-: 

‘|for a-remarkably healthy boxoffice’ 
shapes 

‘socko on opener at the. Aladdin. 
piers “Naked Edge” is rated great " 

‘Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1.49) |. 
—"“by Love. Possessed" (UA) and: 
“Matter: of. Morals”. (UA) (3d. wk). 
Trim: $15,000. Last week; $14,000. 

Coliseum but other newcomers are | 

‘séssed®™ 

“Fanny” looks lofty’ in third |¢ 

(900; . eS 

Centre (Fox) (1,270: $1-$1: 205, 

—“Exodus” (UA). (8th "wh. Steady, |. . 

‘gan 

“Cincinnatt, F uly. 18: 
on ee. Y suinmer. bonanza’ ig in ‘prospect’ oS 

‘|tor Ciney. cinemas this canto, with 
‘| winners - shaping. for. most first. . .. 
jruns. “Guns of Navarone,” loom-: : 
ling smash at Capitol, tops the city 
inthe. stylé of: this theatre's. lush" a 

- Cinerama series, pT? 
-Other newcomers’ are «Pleasure. pend 

swell: at Albee; °°. 
“On the Double,” good at. Palace, of 

‘|and the Twin Drive In: back-to-: 
| back. showings of. “Homicidal” ‘and © 
{Morgan ‘the Pirate,” both: torrid... 
|’ “Parent. Trap” at. Keith’s ‘shapes* : 
big in third.’“Fanny”. at the Valley. . °. 
looms fancy: also in third: At the. 
Gratid, “Parrish”. is rated: solid. ¢ on: 

4moveover:. |. 

_: Betimates fc for This Week" 
Albee (RKO)..(3,100:. -$1-$1. 50)—~ 

“Pleasure. of His Company” (Par). 
Hefty. $12,000 or over, .Last’ week, | 
“Parrish” (WB) (2d. wik),. $9, 500. 

“Capitol ° (SW-Cinerania) 

Soe gemma 

(14005 
$1.25-$1.80)—"Guns ‘of | ‘Navarone”: 
(Cal). — 
writer. Carl. Foreman’ attended‘ area 
press.. preview .and ‘opening ‘night... 
‘military salute. - Last week,: “Last’... 

: Smash . $21, 000. ._ Producer-... 

Time Saw Archie” (UA) 2a wk). 
$5,000 at $1-$1. 25 scale. : 

” Rsquire Art (Shor) .(500:-$1:25)— =”; 
|“Carry On: Constable” : Gov). 12d 
wk). Swell $2,000 after $3,000. ‘how... 

“Grand (RKO). (1,300; : $1-$1.50) 
“Parrish”. (WE) {m.o.). Solid $7,000.) 
‘East week, “Show: White and ‘3 . 
Stooges” (20th). 2d. wh), $4,500. vat” 
$1-$1. 25° scale. : 
= Gaild . Vencei (300;- $1:25).-= 

wk).. 
: week... 

: Hyde. Park. ‘Art {Shor) ’ 
$1. 25)—"Lady Killers” 
“To. Paris With “Love” - 
Good... $1,600. . Last week,. 
Opera Festival” (2d -wk), "$1; 000. . 

. Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1. 25)— 
“parent. Trap” (BV). (3d. wk). Big 
‘$10,060. Last week, ‘$12;000. . - 

’ Palace. (RKO) (2,600; "$1-$1.25)— | . 
Good. -$9,000.. -~ 

> “Wild | Tn” “Country” ° 
“On. Double”: (Par). ° 

€ach “side: 90c)—West:- 

Uprising”. (UA). --Hotsy. . $10,000. 
Last ‘week, “Curse of” Werewolf” 
(U) and. : “Shadow -of | Cat’. (U),. 

“Homicidal” -: 
and..“‘Terror of Tongs’” (Col),. Hefty 

(20th) - , 

—~Fanny”’ (WB) : (3d: wk). 

‘Omaha, July" 18. 
Thanks. to some. torrid’ new. en-- * 

tries, biz is okay at. downtown first-. - 
runs 
-fancy.at the:Omaha_ despite. a. ‘beat- . 
‘ing from -city’s Ione .criti¢,: “Pleas . 
‘ure of Her Company” looks good at ©: 
Orpheum. 

_| big at. two houses: “Parent Trap” a 

this - ‘stanza: “Homicidal” ‘is 

“David:.and Goliath” is 

“(Col)” 

-*“Return to- 

‘Valley’ (Wisthe). (1;200;. $151.50). 
‘Trim: . 

“(500; Be 

(Indie) ° and a 
(Indie)?: . - 
“Grand 

ate 

—. A" * . . . 
Me cee ae ae 

$1 . 
Undie) | ABth: 20. 

Fairish $1,400: “Same: Jast at 

tet ete en 

shapes. solid at State..Hard-ticket ~.. 
“This Is..Cinerama” ‘is .faitish. in ae 

its: 22nd ‘and’ final round’ at* the... 
Cooper... “Exodus” is’ staying hefty | 
in. fourth. ‘week at Admiral. 

Estimates for This Week 

1,220; : $1)—"David .and. Goliath” 
(AA) and “Co8mic Man” (AA). Big” 
$11, 000. Last week, “By Love Pos-. 

“Operation. 
Bottleneck” (UA): {2d wk), $4,000" vs 

$1.55-.° 
$2. 20)—""This : Is Cinerama”’. (Cine- 
Jrama) (22d wk). Steady $7,000. Last 7 
week, same. ° 

(WA): and = 

in 3 days. | 

‘Cooper (Cooper) - (687: 

-Dundee . “(Cooper)” 

—“Homicidal”.. (Col), Dandy ‘$10,- 

Three Stooges”: (20th), ‘$5,000 

eum (Tristates): ‘ean; 15. 

_ State » (Cooper) (743s. 
(BY). 
“Morgan ' Pirate”. 

Admiral (Blank) (1.239; $1-$1 sai: 
—“Exodus” (UA) (4th wk). Okay. 
$6, 000. Last. week, same; . 

‘Chief, Skyview. (Blank) (1,000; a 

(500;. “$1.55-. 
$2. 20\—"Spartacus”. CU): (8th. wk): 

|| Okay $4,000. Last week, $4,400; ©. 
‘|. Omaha (Tristates). (2,066; IB 1). vt 

“55.000. 
i)"Parent 

Slick” $6,000: . Last’ 
(M-G)," 

“6 

000. Last, week,. “Snow. White and. 

. . “ . 

sorters 

. 



e ‘Is taking:a sharp ‘upturn, -bolstered 
| "by. a. trio of ‘strong. newcomers : 
“:" plus “several: fast ° holdovers. 

.: “spots, ‘Reissue: of “‘Giant” is: beam: }. 

“°° this. ‘house on hard-ticket,. is. sky-": ": 

a ‘politan-SW-FWC): 

“. “Homicidal” ‘Cal.’ 

es a (Astor). Giant.$30;000 or. over. Last‘; 

oe Morning”. (Cont) (8th wk), $4,000. 

“Sprint 

‘Last: week, Pix... with Warren’s, | . 
an “One-Eyed. Jacks" - : 

owki. 

_» Wednesday, Jaly 19, 1961. 

‘New P roduct 
| tc TAs 

~My S00, 
Nir Nice 196, ‘Spartacus’ 156, 0 : 

“Okay | 

“990: 

. Los ‘Angeles,. duly 18. Z 1—* ‘Pepe” (Col) (12th | wk). 
, hi round: $3, 000. Last week, $2,300." Biz. ‘at first: runs here: this Fox. Wilshire (EWC). 

-Off to. $5,600 in final: four’ “ay, Wie: 
a | ‘Last week, .$6,500: Dolee:, Vita’. is’ heading: for a. wow | d8y8 

$30, 000.: day-dating. two arties, the ; 

Lwk),” “Tall. ST, 000." 
Rate may 138,900: 

Pantages 
$2.75)—" “Spartacus” (Ur (39th wk). 
- Sockerao 35, 000... _ Last. week, 
$8. 100. . a 

Egyptian. ATO) ae: $x. 25. 
$3.50) —- “Ben-Hur” - GEG) (86th. 

“Naked Edge”: is: heading’. for. 
stout $21,000 or close in three-thea: 

_ tres. Other: newcomer, “Nikki,” is 
rated. nice $19,000 or better in. three : 

a - ing for a hefty. $2 14,500, in ‘two loca- fm wk: ean y $14,000." Last: week, 

Alons: = 
“Spartacus,” in. ‘first - pépscale § 18,800. 

_ yun. at. Pantages after 38 weeks. at! - 

rocketing. to-a socko. $15,000, ‘amaz-. , 
“ing for 39th session at this theatre. | 4 30™ i P otent 

*. “Guns : of: fined Wat looks” | 
$22,000 in® thir arner.: Beverly 
beens while.‘‘Fanny” is rated: big “5 000, Friseo 

_ $18,000 ‘in. third at’ Hollywood Par: 

“. “Parent. Trap” is torrid in: fourth |: San’ Franeisco, July: 18. 
: ‘at Vogue: ‘while; “Gone. With Wind":  First-riant trade here: ‘currently’: Is. 
. shapes. solid, in -second dn. three strong.” “Francis: of -Assisi,” ong of : 

° houses, - a - 

: Estiniates. for ‘This Week i 
- Hollywood, . Loyola 

“| Geld, being’ standout among newies.. 
| “Goodbye - “Again” looms. big at ae ~ Orphe uni, 

an | United - “Artists. “Guns” of Nava-!.. (Metropolitan-FWC) | (2,213; - 756; i* 
1.298; - 90-$1.50)—""Naked Edge” {Tome’. shapes. wow. in’ third. at, the | 
: (GA) and’ "The Minotaut” «UA). |St, Francis. => >. to 
‘’ Stout’ $21,000 or -near. Last week, | “Romanoff , and Juliet” ‘looks 

as lofty -in.: third at. Stagedoor. "Carry | . Orpheum, Loyola with Iris,” ‘Snow ‘White, Three. Stooges” -(20th).. |On:Constable” ts hetsy. in second ! 
“Little. Shepherd: Kingdom :Come” iat ‘Presidio. -“Parrish” shapes 
(20th; “$10,600... Hollywood, - “Last: good in second. at Paramount. “On- 
Time I Saw Archie” (UA). (2d wk), | Double.” “which: looms: fine. at the; 
- “Morgan . the Pirate” {M-G) m. 0), | ‘ordinarily -second-run . Embassy, 

. . . y ; ‘$4,500. also is. garnéring: sizeable. coin 
also ‘ins b . Hiilistreet,” Willern; Tris “(Metro- P/@¥GS 60 Tn seven maben 

(2,752;. 2,344; + : 
“895; 90-§1.50——"Nikki” (BV) and ‘gu aulden Gate RKO) oe 91.25 
“Green ‘Helmet, : (M-G). Nice. $19,-; i“Ole Rex" (U): (3d. wk). Fast” $8,000 : 

000° or ‘over: ‘Last. week, Hillstreet, : jor. ‘near. Last .week, $10,000 

“Most Denger- | Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)-— 
‘ous Man Alive” (Col) (2d wit). t“Parent_ Trap” (BV) (3d wk). Trim ! 
$4,300. .Wiltern. with: Los. Angel wr | 3202000 in. Ss ‘days... ‘Last’ week, | 

..“Parrish” (WB, -: “Steel Claw” ‘000. : 

(WBY into.” to .Wiltern):(ist’ wk, |" Warfield... (Loew) °(2,656;,. $1:25-| 
Wiltern;. 2d wi Los: Angeles), $1. 50}—“Francis. of: Assisi’”~ (20th): - 

$9,800...  ' Hep: $15,000. Last’. week,” ““Morgan_| 
mo, Music : Hall,:: “Carion (Ros): “(720, | ‘Pirate’ (M-G) ‘and . “Unstoppable: 
:* 640: $1.80-$2.25.—"La -Dolee Vita". Man’: (M-G) -(2d:. wk), .$8,000. ~ 

Paramount . (Par): (2.646; : $1: ‘05. 
$1.50'— “Parrish” °(WB) - 
:;Good $11,000: . Last, week, $18,000 

“Los: ‘Angeles, Pix (Metropélitan- ! e. 
(2,019; . 756; - .90-$1. 50) ~ 

“Giant” - WB) and: ‘Rig | Bravo” . 
.(WB).-fre’ssues)..- Hefty: ‘$14,500. 

“} “week: “Saturday: . Night,’ ‘Sunday | 

—"Guns:... of : ‘Navarone” | (Col) : (3d. 
‘wk). Wow” $18, 000; : ‘Last -week, 

' $24,000. 7 

(Par)... “$1. 25-31. 50) —. “Goodbye™ “Again” 
{20th}. ‘AUA).. “Big~ $14,000. :-Last iweek,.: 

..“Magie Boy” (M-G) ‘and.’ “Secret. 
‘State, Hawaii, Baldwin (UATC- : Monte. Cristo” (M:G): $4,800: 

G&S-Stater (2.404: :1,106; 1;800;. ‘90- Staygedoor. (A-R) £440; $1. 50!—. 
'$1.50'—“Gone With’. Wind” (MEG). “Romanoff. and. Juliet”. (U): (3d'-wk).. 

“Young ; 
"Jesse : . James” (24 Wk), 
$10; 500.. 

>. (reissue’. 12d. wk: Fine © $11,500... - Tall $4,500." “‘Last- ‘week, $6 000. a 
|. Bast week, $16,500. “Nogue (S...F.- Theatres) *(364;:' 
ORS Hollywood -: "Paransount {Statey. ‘$1. 50)—-""L! Avventura” tJanus): (4th: 
” 4.aee: - $1-$2.40\—" Fanny” ~ (WB).' wk): “Nice » $1,800." ‘Last - week, ° 
(3d “wk: Great. $18, 000... . Last : $2,000. . 
week, $20, 000. : ‘Presidie:. (Hardy). (174: “$1: 25) 
Warner. ‘Beverly (SW). (r 316; “Carrv.. On. Constable”. (Gov): 42d 

wk. Hot $4,500: Last: week, 36, 000." 

KC. Perks: ‘Tray’ Smash 

$1 .25-$2.40)-—"Guns -of “Navarone” 
(Col) {3d Wh Boffo $22,000. Last. 
week. $30, 000. 

' Warren’s. (B&Bi a 257; 90-$1:50)" 
‘-“One-Eved Jacks’. (Par). and 
“Young - Jesse James” (20thY” (3d 

Fine ‘Arts (FWC). (631; -$2-82 401", 
Musie: Hall and. ‘Canon, for a. for- j— ‘Never on Sunday”: Lope). (34th |, 

'--. eign-language: pic ‘record. © _ 
Last. “week, : 

_ ‘actually ‘top: this’ figure. tArtists. <The -Monroe - pair of | was anything but ideal for. out- 
(RKO) (1,513; “$4: 25. “Good Girls Beware” and.‘ ‘Cover. i doors. with heavy downpours and: 

‘AMY, | 4ssis [Bway Big: Famy 
TAMMY ACES) 

.. Chicago, July’ 18. 

Three “gocko-- - newcomers ~ have 
‘mainstem biz “booming here: this | ‘Despite. the absence of. any big 

“round, : abetted, by - several. strong. jnewcomers, ' Broadway _ first-run 
_holdovers. “Fanny” is: reeming. to {film business eontinues amazingly 

$1 80--$3. 50)—“Exodus"” (UA) (30th ” -a~ whain.. $44,000 at. ‘ie Chieate | jstrong: for this ‘time of the year. week. Day-dating with the Paris. 

while “Francis of Assisi*- looks: a? The weather was a 50-50 proposi- 
t areat: $30,000 opener at. the Orien- ition at the wickets, with some hot, 
tal.” ‘humid: days" counteracted by some 
“Tammy Tell Me. True” “should iTainy.. ones. The. ‘exhibitors got a 

‘Initial to a smash $29,000 at United | [break in. ‘that » ‘last Saturday 115) 

Girl Killer” looks: modest, ' intermittent rainfall starting early 
. “Last “Time - J ‘Saw ‘ Archie” Hin the afternoon. 

| shapes:. brisk.: second’ round att, Stilt » champ moneygetier fs 
| Roosevelt. “Savage Eye” is:frisky” “Fanny” ‘plus stageshow in second 
for ‘the. same. sesh at. World. : Of session at the Music Hall, with a 
the’ third weekers, “Guns. of | ‘Na-| mighty $199,000 of rear in pros- 

‘pect for this first holdover week. 

"HI BIZ 
Stage Mammoth 

996: ‘Guns’ Huge 766, Edge’ Lofty 
326, ‘Spartacus’ 29G, ‘Vita’ $25,300 

“The Truth" (Kings! «4th wk). 
[ third: stanza finished Sunday (16). 
was big $15,300 after $18,500 for 

‘Paramount (AB-PT) (3,655: $1- 
1$2:—"Voyage To Bottom of Sea” 
is20th). Opens today (Weds. Last 
week, “Snow White, Three Stooges” 
(20th) (3d wk-5 days. Dull $12.000 
or near after $16.500 for second. 

Radio City Music Hall :Rocke- 
fellerss (6,200; 90-$2.75)--"Fanny 
‘WB: and stageshow (2d wki. This 
session finishing today (Wed.i is 
heading for mampioth $199,000 or 
near, one of the big second weeks 
at Hall. Initial week. $201,000, 

‘newcomers, is rated: hep at. War- : 

1 varone” is: notehing another. smash: 
| stanza at State-Lake: “On Double” 
{rales hefty at Esquire. “Saturday 
-| Night, “Sunday -Morning” - should 
_{ tally a fast third Cinema. canto: 

“Parent Trap” is racing up. a: 
rousing fourth week at - Woods. - 
Popseale run of” “Spartacus”. is 
| socko. .at the Loop end solid at the 
Carnegie. ° 

‘brOn the. “hardticket.. front, 
‘Dolce. Vita’’.is registering a- gteat. 
;fifth Todd canto; and..“Exodus” is 
marking ‘a “hefty ‘31st at. Cinestage: 

“Estimates: for: This | Week ; 
Carnegie (Telem’t) . (495: $1: 15: 

$21 — “Spartacus” U) (subruny 
we wk).. “Sharp, $7,000. Last 
[| week . $5,000: 

Chicago . AB&K). (3; 900: 60-81. 80) 
bo ‘Fanny” (WB). Smash $44,000 or 
near: .Last week, “Parrish” (WB): 
"3d. :wk), $12,000 » 
“Cinema. (Stern) (500: “$1. 501— 

| , Saturday Night, Sunday Morm- 
ing”. (Cont) 13d.-wk). Good ‘$4. 500: 

Last week. $6, 000. 
_Cinestage | (Todd) “11,088: ‘$I 76. | 

1 ¢3. 501—“‘Exodus” (UA) (31st. wk). | 
Solid ‘$8,700. | Last “week, : $10,009. 

: Esquire (H&E Balaban): (1,350; 
“$i .25-$1: 80 )-—' ‘On ~ Double” | Par) 
(3d---wher.” quetty at. - $9,000, Last 

week, $18,000 
‘Loop ' (Telem’t), (606: $L T5-$21——, 

“Spartacus” (U) 4subrun). (4th. wk. 
| Smash. $25, 500. ‘Last week, $16,000. 

a: 

. | Sunset” 

slightly over hopes, and third best 
non-holiday opening stanza at Hall. 
Stays indefinitely, nateh! 

eee Ye tenis ir ee pba ttrte eM ee 8 

Pic now looks.in for seven: or eight 
weeks. Another. b.o. smash, “Guns 
of Navarone,” looks to hold with’ 
wow. $60,000 in current (4th) week | Rivoli (UAT) (1,545, $1 50-$2 50) 
at the Criterion. Film attracted a?—"Two Loves” (M-Gt (Sth-final 
tine. that extended nearly to Sixth | wk'!. Fourth round finished yester- 

‘Ave. last Saturday night, witli fulks | day (Tues.) hit a low of $9,500 or 
standing in-the rain. It's sniash ; under after $30,500 for third week. 

$16.000 at arty Murray Hill. “Francis. of Assisi” .(20th! opens 
“The. Truth”. continued sock | July 27, with a benefit preem that 

'$31.300 ‘in’ third -round, day-dating night. Regular run starts July 28. 
ithe ‘Forum and -arty Paris. Naked | State (Loew) (1.900; $150-$2 50) 
Edge” is heading for a great $32.-|—"Gone With Wind” (M-G: re- 
000 ‘in third Stanza day-dating the Jissue) (13th wk: The 12th stanza 

Victoria . ahd arty. Trans-Lux 85th !completed yesterday :Tues) was 
Goad bye Again” looks to hold” shot $20,000 after $19.000 for 11th 

, s'*o ho week, 
with. big $33,500. day-datins the | ’ : Ine 9 
Astor ‘and .arty -Fine Arts, also in! _ Nictoria c ity. Inv C AN 00% 50- =) 
third. “Gone With Wind” shapes this round a vdinw t “ 
to ‘get.a strong $20,000 in 12h ound ¢nding omorrow 
round atthe State. , 2(Thurs ? looks like smash $23,000 of 
“Parent Trap” wound its fourth | Inear after $27,000 far seeand week. 

‘Also: playing at Trans-Lux 85th 
he the Capitol with a’ tur Street 

“By: © Possessed” | Warner (SW* (1.813, $1 50-$3 50) cpens there today (Wed +. . “Last !“Kxodus" iUAl @3Ist wkt. This 

fifth anon rated Bod $16.000 10" week winding today (Wed) looks 
(Continued on page 18: 

| 

“Voyage to Bottom of Sea” 
Opens today (Wed.) at: the Para- 
mount after two weeks. and: five} 
days of desultory biz with “Snow ; 
‘White and Three Stooges.” “Two 
Loves” ‘is. merely marking time 
now being in. fifth-final week at 
‘the. Rivoli, awaiting the airival of 
“Francis ‘of Assisi’ July 27. 

a 8 eee) 

 Momicdet Robust 106, 
Cleve; ‘Tammy’ Good 116, 
‘Edge’ Rousing $14,000 

Mat tt em ae acme 

(24 wk. = 

St.. Francis (Par)-(1 400; '$} 25-52) | Pan 

United Artists, (No. Coast) (1. AL; Legh "Is Ginecama. 

“Last. Time. 1-Saw “Archie” . (UAT 

$24, 000, ‘Edge’ Sock 136, Ttinited Artists...B&Ki./1:700: 90-' | 

Monroe (Jovan). (1,000; 65-90)— } 
ood Girls: Beware”: (Tridier ard 

Cover” Girl: Killer’’: (Indie). . 
$4.700. “Last. ‘week, -. “Riff- Aor full -week of four shows per day. 

| sog 9,000 of: close in 42d round at 

lundie) and :“Any. Man's Woman” ‘instead of the. thrée-a-day policy : 
| used’ ‘previously at current lowered 

scale. “Exodus” looks like smasn 
$29,500: in current. (31st) week at 
the. Warner.: Also..on hard-ticket, 
“La Dolce Vita” held with sock : 

1$25,300 in 13th session at the 
Henry. Miller, — 

:.Estimates for This Week 

‘MiIndie), $4,500. : 
Oriental (Indie) (3. 400:. '90- $1. 80). 
—“Francis: (of. | Assisi’ :- oth) | 

‘Whop pins: $30,000: ‘Last ‘week, 
“Ladies - _ Man”. _ (Par) (3d0 wk), 
| $16,000 

Patace: (indie): 0. 870; 90-$1. RO 
+Cinerama) 

Fair - $13, 000, {reissue} - 430 . wk).- 
Last week, $12,000... 

Roesevelt (B&cK)- a 400: 90- $i. 80). 

“Goodbye. : Again” (UA (3d wkt. 
‘This stanza winding up today 
(Wed.) is heading for good $20,000 . 
‘or..near after $28,000 in second. 

week Se ore $13, 000. Tae Stays day-dating at Fine Arts. | 

 State-Lake— (B&K) = (2'400: -90-: ~ Capitod (Loew). (4.820; $1-$2 50) 
(UA), 

} Last week, 
“Parent: Trap” (BV? (th. wk. fair: 
$17,500 ._.after $2I, 300 for ‘third 

- $1. 80)—"‘Guns of ‘Navarone” (Col) 
13d wiki, ‘Gr eat $35,000. ‘bast week, 
 $40:000:.: 
i. -Surf (H&E Balaban) (688: $1.50- 
4 $1.80)\—“Never on’ Sunday’. (Lope) jweek on” (Moss! t1, 520: - t 25- 
(24th. wki, . Lively” "$6, 000. “Last « *$2.50'—"Guns_ of Navarone” 125 
week, -$6,500.. 4th wk This session ending to- ; 

Tedd - (Todd) CL, 089: $2.20-$3.50) | i 
ma Dolce Vita” (Astor) (5th wk). - 
‘Mighty $19,000 or close. Last week, 

‘morrow ‘Thurs.’ look ta hoid with 
| sock $60,000 or close after $62.000, : 
not up to forecast for third week. 

: Stays. natch’ 

: * 6 2 ))= “Tammy Tell’. Me: True”: : —.!* Ss artacus”’ i ) ( ) . 

cagheeat {Stakes 750: "80.51 al br Curse’ ‘06, ‘Parrish’ 76°10. ‘Great"'s20.000,_ ras eh nt Partgcus” 11) (42d wh. Pres. 
$2,000; Last week.:’$3,000 “) 0 Kansas City, July 18.15 $19 000. ossessed” (UA) 14th j j:Wed.) is heading for wow $29,000, 
in . Vogue (EWC) . 1810; 90-$1: '$0i—. ms “Bik shapes better: ‘for this session. “Woods - (Essaness) AL 200: 90: | i $24.00 fe we many weeks, at ter. 

- Parent- - Trap”: (BV) (4th owk). buoyed. by “Parent ‘Trap.’ doing $i 80)— ‘Par ent Trap” ; BY) - (4th: ‘Embassy. ‘Guild Enterprises me 

» “Sharp?$11,000. ‘Last wéek, $11,800:. near capacity at Uptown and Gran- |... Bl gE $22. 000. " Last!” week, | 90-$1.75¢--"Rebellion fin C pee i 

ada, and «Naked: Edge,” great at. 
"Romanoff and. Juliet”. (U). (5th Roxy. - “Parrish” Shapes okay “ati: 
Wowk ‘Okay. $4,000. Last week, ‘ Paramount: “Carry. ‘on “Constable” : 

:- $5, 000. m, . turns the Fairway from subsequents ° 
<*- Ciinese AEWC): ag 1, 408; *.$2-$2.40) to :first-ron “with” pleasant : trade. : 

-*' =—“By ‘Love Possessed” 420th) ‘(S5th-|-Seven theatre. hookup. of “Curse: of. 
owkis Mild "$5,500. Last: - week; lthe. Werewolf” . and | 
‘$7, 000. : -+Cat™.. is doing okay. 

“ED Rey. (PWC) (8615. '90-$1.50)— |. '. Estimates: fer ” This Week”. 
ct “Carry. On, Constable” (Gov). i7th.’ Brookside: 

oF ‘Modest ‘$2,500. ‘Last’: -week, Theatres) (800; $1-$1.50)— “Twol. 
An. $2,900. “:'" i Rode Together” ACol). 3d - Wk): 

= “Warner “Hollywood” 
a ,389; $1; 20-$2. 65)—‘‘Seven... 

‘Beverly - iState)- (41507 90 )-$2.40) 

+ {Ciriefama’ Mild $3,300. Last week, $4, 500... 
ne:). 

~ day” 

Four Star ware) (868; 90:51. 50.1 

<!.4ssue).. Started ninth: week “Sun- ; ing: okay: at: $4,000. Last" week, | 
16). ‘after. ‘big . $12, 600 - last ° $4,200 

=, week: ° Empire. “(Durwood).. (1, 280; ao 

_ (Continued « on page 18) 

"Shadow - of ; 

(Fox... “Midwest-Natl. 

- Capri{Durwood) 1,260; _$1-S1. 303] 
"Wonders of World”: -(Cinerama) (re-..—-"Spartacis” -(U) (21st wk). Hold-| «. estimated fig 

ee 

JIndiet 3d wk). -This round: ‘finish- | 
' “World ‘Teitels. (606; - 90-$1 2— “ing tomorrow ‘Thurs.: may slip to: 
“Sa vage . Eye"’. (Indie):. (2d.- wk). [fair $6,000 after $10.000. for. sec: 
Snappy. S4: 500. Last. week, . $5, 600. : ond week. Holds. only into next 

[ week... 

. | 800: $1.50-$3. 501—* ‘La Dolce Vita" 
‘Estimates Are Net. ~beastor) (14th wk} The 13th frame. 
Film. gross estimates .as Te -} finished ‘last Saturday 115) was 

ported herewith from the yari- |]: $25,600. for 
ous. kéy cities; are. set; fe, [1 “Holds. ‘indefinitely, 
without usual tax. Distrib- . riate 

_utors share on net take, when | "Palace (RKOY: (J 642: 90-$2.50»-— 
playing percentage, ‘hence ‘the = |. “Last. Sunset’’ (Ui (6th-final wk: 

ures are ‘net in-- (Fifth : round ended yesterday 
L'Tues.) was geod . $16,000 after 
$17.500. for fourth. “Tammy Tell! 

| Me True” 'C: opens July 26. 
Forum (Moss; 813; 90-$1: 80'— 

- come... o 

The parenthetic.. adinission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include. U..S:: amusement. tax. 

_¢ 
a 2 

“Spartacus” is ‘climbing to socko | 

elthe DeMille, this. being. the first ' 

Astor’ (City Inv.) (1,094. 75-52-— 

DeMille ‘Reade) 11,463: 90-$2 75) ; 

Henry. Milley (Gilbert Miller 4 

Cleveland, July 18 
Definite pickup, in some cases 

‘extra strong, is being gencrated by 
-@ majority of key houses here this 
‘session. “Homicidal” looks . nice 
‘at Palace, doing better than some 
-of its recent pix 

“Naked Edge” is cutting wider 
‘swathe for Stiiman as biggest 
ifirst-run = grosser currently. On 
fourth ho. Allen's “Parent Trap” 

istill shows a Jot of musele 
“Morgan the Pirate” ai State 

‘looms only fair “Tammy Tell Me 
» True" stacks up ood at "Hipp. 
*Moveover of “By Love Possessed? , 
‘rates fair take atthe Ohio Both “Tet 
{Happened in Broad Daylight’ at 
Continental Art and “Tunes of: 

“Glory” at Heights Art on stayovers 
‘are satisfactory. 

: ° Estimates for This Week 

Allen (Stanley-Warneri ‘[2,866; 
'$1-$1.50'— “Parent Trap” (BY) 
4th wk. Strong $12.000 after 

°$14.500 in third 
Continental Art (Art Theatre 

Guild: :900; $1-$1 25--. “Happened 
‘in Broad Daslight™ «Indies 2d wki. 
Okay $2.300 after $3.300 apenes 

Heights Art ‘Art Theatre Guild) 
1-925, -$1-$1 25: “Tones of Glory” 
‘Lope: ‘6th wk: Neat $2400 alter 

, $3400 last week. 
Hippodrome ‘Eastern Hipp? (3.- 

TOO. $1-S1 23: "Taminv Tell Me 
True’ <0. Good $21,000 or over, 

_ Last week, “Misty s20th+, $7,009 
Ohio ‘Loews. °2.700, $1-$1 51): 

'“By Love Possessed’ ‘UA: ‘mow. 
:Mild $5,000 for third downtown 
Slap. Last week, “Ladies Man’ 
i’ Pars (m.o.i (3d wk: $4 000 

Palace (Silk & Hedpern: -2 739; 
‘Coli Nice j$1- -$) 25}—" Homicidal 

1$10.500 Last week. “Twa Kode 
| Together” 1Coks, (2d wk? $6 000 « 
} State ‘Loew? (3.700, $150 — 
i'‘“Morgan the Pirate" ‘M-G Fair 
($9,000. Last week, “By Love Pos- 
‘sessed (CAt 2d wk>, $9 200 

Stillman ‘Loew: ‘2 709, $1-$1 50) 
‘—"Naked Edge” (UA: Excellent 
'$34,000, grabbing first place for 
stanza. Last week. “Pleasure of 
His Company” (Par) (2d wk), 

$6,000. . 
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COMEDY CHAMP OF THE YEAR 
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-To measure audience. enjoyment of this funniest entertainment. idea. in 
years, M-G-M is previewing “THE HONEYMOON MACHINE” in 93 cities 
across the nation. At these previews we are. distributing ‘audience reaction 

computer cards. and then. using electronic data processing equipment: to 
evaluate. the results: At- presstime, audiences in. the. cities. below have 

howled, roared, chuckled and. guffawed at the following. laugh. vates—= 

PHILADELPHIA . . 3.1 laughs per minute! : 
NEW YORK..... +5 242 laughs in 87 minutes! . : 
LOS ANGELES. . laughed up a storm 245 times! 
CHICAGO........ . 92% rated film EXCELLENT! ~ | 
BOSTON . . audience laughed 222 times! 
WASHINGTON, D. ©. longest-laugh lasts 47 seconds! 
DALLAS ......808 3.47 roars! 63. howls! 98 laughs! 
CLEVELAND .. , laughs drown dialogue 42 times! 
DETROIT ... oe audience reaction terrific! . a 
MILWAUKEE:.... more than a laugh a minute! 4 
MINNEAPOLIS... sustained laughter 88 times! | 
PITTSBURGH, SEATTLE, HOUSTON, CHARLOTTE 
and CINCINNATI. audiences still rocking with laughter! 
and Showmen, this | is only the beginning! The trend Is very clear!. 
“THE HONEYMOON MACHINE” Is the laugh riot of the year! . 

cranano STEP comand <BRIGID- JIM. 

Leave 
In CinemaScope And METROCOLOR 



Wednesday, Jely'19; 1961. 

“all types of moviegoers.” 

oe = NAA X” ee 

the Electronic Computer 

TRADE PRESS. AND NATIONAL. MAGAZINES ALSO ACCLAIM 
THE. FRESHEST, FUNNIEST MOTION PICTURE IN YEARS! 

“Like an. Independence Day string of fire. 

‘good ‘comic jolts. 

“Went into orbit: two “minutes after the 
~main title and never stopped laughing until | 
the end. Sure-fire hit!” ; —M. P, HERALD“ 

“Comedy. drama. full. of wit, 
charm and delight. Will please 

‘=<FILM DAILY ff iN . 
Ge ‘Audience capturing | ‘magic ON 
eee sure-fire hit for the entire 

y o 

ig ve, Z ; 

7 “Very. funny comedy ... laughs come fast 
works.,.,. sets off-a series of laugh explo- =” and. furious!” 

: ‘sions ‘that, recur with. happy frequency.” 
—H OLLYWOOD REPOR TER 

ut “Mery romantic farce with ‘imagination . 
and appeal, . oe - almost every scene contains 

| VARIETY. 

“=M. P. EXHIBITOR 
“Comedy. full of: explosive laughter.” 

—HARRISON’S REVI EWS 

, “Gay, breezy picture with dialogue and 
situations to keep audiences chuckling.” 

- GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 

“Paula Prentiss is magnetic and beautiful. 
She -may fill the shoes of the late Kay 
Kendall.” | —COSMOPOLITAN 

“Barcical fun good for many 

laughs.” —PARENTS’ MAG. 

a, A comic romp.” 
ie | =<SEVENTEEN MAG. 

iy “An out-and-out sidesplitter. 
Will give youa large case of the 
giggles.” —CATHOLIC DIGEST 

IE 

FOR A HAPPY BOXOFFICE 
CONTACT YOUR 
M-G-M BRANCH NOW! 

From the producer who made 

_ GO NEAR THE WATER” 

“GEORGE. RGHARD INEY + WELLS » THORDE » WEINGARTEN 

_ tet GMDEN REINGY amaniaa “DEAN 
MOTD). gack ACK 

+ WESTON: MU as"Admiral Fitch” 
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W. Germany on Castle Kick as Lure 

Fer Tourists; All Modern Trimmings) 
By HAZEL GUELD 

Fiankfurt, July 11. 
an ast Ciettnanmy IS pong on a Cas- 

tie & te bure lucrative Aneri- 
fais it J u zde on this direction 
fe: : « ¢ er season The West 
Gees had ene tnment announced be- 
cetfe reg German Courts have 

cic te a wine: trade Imbalance: 
wath the neede-rieh Germans yaca- . 

hoocns op remote comers of. -the ! 
verted Peer cance, the West Ger- | 

wah femist agencies have been 
toe te step up them gimmicks to 
pat the Ge-mane to stay home and . 
Grex if and to bring in outsiders | 

Ser Ce test edge offered in? 
Gerrits as the castles beds and } 
ticzktsst ced duxurs acconmmeda- 
tienes wo csee ond stages al fresco ins 

Pcotd ta provide plenty of 
yetestis enferte ment, 

Hoch esta. hotels in .West 

Geer ectny ane lecated in castles aul 
Te bates And the “Guest In tae 
Costie Sectety os offering a multi- 
Satcetes Deeedsae wath a road map. 

bie fRepeime structures range 

Bit tne at -fiean sumptuous but d- 
ing~ cueeecing sith art. treasures: 
formed. eunued bv rovalty to the 

Mee eeu 

a! 

aeeCest bet ne Jess inter’sung 
“rosce " ar <eas awned by the 
Joosd Teres kor those with exotic. 
tastes tlere are the water ‘castes 
focated On tiny moats in northern 
fleets and fuaxuriausly, fitted 

haastene fedses. 

Gone Gf the most fascinating, for 
Anenenen thade om Kronberg Cas- 
the ae. here. which belongs to the 
Fr-erece of Hesse | Its the inedieval 
qattt fram whieh the WAC Cap-: 
tern KRaetilecn Nash Durand and 
her busband stole the family ¢rown 
getters af the ond of the last World 
Waa ouhen the castle was cen- 
Site ated wad used as a swank U.S 
eflicces tetreat Krenberg is now 
qye qi the 

Germors) hnewn for its excelent! 
cuisine and lengthy wine list. 

AY This Castle Comfort 

Ath this German castle camutor | 
$< wrcfer the eurection of Hubertus | 
c quit Benlepsch, president Of the; 
“Ceuest oss the Castle’ working 
cCombaie Phe group is promoting 
Hagarh the German Central 
Tetast Ase And aes further 
Qtiiaetion for foreigners,.  ac- 
celine ote che titled official, 
Piet orate times the distinguished : 
Ohne contteman at the desk who 
Doers the rooms and preets the, 

paces es aetaeily a baton, a ‘count.’ 
eroctenm the prince himself, now 
Rened-pear and ude-erich. And anx- 
fevs to bechen in some pay inst 
BfEGHOGES 

That’ ethe anecde part of the cas- 
tie stery And the outside part Is 
that orth the summer season, (he 
aastle crawd sones up with all 
sents Gi stunts fa provide enter-- 
tsnnoent and fatten the wallets as 
weil, Mt Herdetkerg. for instarice,. 
thete SHE ke several suminer 
rails auben the castle will be | 
eplendhdhy oeuthned with | thou- 
‘ands cf candies and fireworks. 
And on oubar reghts Schiller’s ‘he , 

Rebbers” will ke performed in the” 
courtyard 

An oanphitheater the Romans. 
Derlt abeut 2.000 sears aga ‘will. 
te the scene fer open fam plays at 
Aaentee. the cty which Wagner: 
atitized for the Siegfried Fegena. ' 
Shakespeare s “As You Like it” 
wsth be produced every weekend | 

wrtlil Aug 6 

The lth series of festival plays ; 
at the Hersteld monaster. ruins are 
set for July, with Lord Byron s! 
“Cain” among the special 
farmances. Zone on the Rhine will’ 
do NS open-air plays at the. Fried-~ 
strom Castle, Goethe will get a go-! 
myp-over in autdoor theaters in 

Porta and Constanza, and nere | 
Peasant Theater in the “burg. | 
houses” at Tegernsee. 
and the Inn Valley in Bavaria. 

German Strawhat. 
Top roles on the all frese 0 st ages ; 

are often taken by leading stage | 
actors from West German theatres, 
whe enjoy the hrxurious’ caste 
version of the American straw-! 

ant weather sitting outdoors. _ 
is: defi- 

finest castle hotels in: 

“a controlling interest: 

per-: 

Schliersee ! 

One inspired castle stage last. sum- 

las to the patrons, ‘at a. loss, during 
the rains, but. generally it's -pleas-: 

The emphasis this. year 
nilely teward the scenic beauties, 
with the castles afred out, painted 
znd papered and started for. the]. - 
tgurist rush. 

3 Yank Leviters 
‘Score in Germany). 

Frankfurt, July 11. 
While the German audiences are 

surprised and stunned, they're ap-} 
parently going for a couple of 
Anlerican plays on :topics ‘with 
which they have no local identifi- 
cation, “West Side Story,” ‘and 
“The Connection," the Jack Gelber 
play about drug addiction. 

“Story,” “The Cannection” and 

| Masks for. ‘The “Mask? | 
Tokyo, July ‘11. 

_ A man. of many faces, pub 
Jicity man Jim: Moran is here. 
for a week of. gathering: -Aradi-. 
tional: masks. He will continue 
collecting masks. throughout _ 
Southeast . Asia, -Egypt- and 

mer offered raincvats: and‘umbrel-|° Greece: before. going to South | 
America and Africa in his” 
pursuit of :ancient, face cover-. 
ings: His first stop. ‘was. Alaska, - 
where he: ‘picked “up: some, 
_Eskimo' “masks. ” 

Reason | for - hig: jmask. | col- | 
Jecting, - Moran ‘said without 
“-guile, is’ to promote. a. picture: 
‘called, ‘The Mask,” .made ‘in 
Canada and slated.for release 
by. Warner. ‘Bros. ‘He'll utilize 
his. mask collection | by ‘placing. 
them*:on display . in’ N-Y. and - 

-making. both’ the masks and 
himself - ‘available . for Photo 
Jayouts. and. tv: ‘appearances. 

Plans English — 
Legit in Paris 

; Paris, July “WW. 
-Before--and fter ‘the war, there 

the Living Theatre production of: have: been many. attempts to estab- | 
“Many Loves,” are touring. major: 
West German cities under. the; 
sponsorship of an Ameriean im-; 

- presario fTiving in Frankfurt, Mrs. ; 
Eva Maze. i 

Surprisingly, German’ audiences! 
and crix have only raves for both 
plays. “fb 
Although there. was some spec- 

ulation in fhe US. as to whether 
bringing these: plays about Amer-j 
iea’s ‘preblems ‘to Europe was aj 
wise policy,-in that the plays revea| 
unpleasant features of ys reveal 
living, the result. is apparently just 
the opposite. Germany papers have 
all been highly enthusiastic about 
the Americans’ frank appraisal of 
their juvenile delinquency, race 
-differencés,. and the tendency fo 

| 

| 

overuse of drugs. 

Stoll Theatres Profit 
$1,501,794 for Last Year 

‘London, July 11. 
Trading profits of Stoll Theatres 

Corp. for the year ending last Dec. 
31 were’ $1,501,794, as against 
£1,065.120 for the previous year. 
The rise was mainly because the 
1960 figures included the profits of 
Moss’ Empires. An ‘attempt’ was’ 
made fa gain control of Stoll Thea- 
tres, and as a. protective measure, 
further shates. in Moss’ Empires 
were acquired and Stoll now has. 

_Fixed assets of Stoll now show 
an increase of $9.115.646 ‘again 
due largely to the conseiidation of 
Mess’ Empires’ with the parent. 
company. Reserves of the Group 
gre now $4 942, 440, an increase 
of $1 452.217. 

Robbins Ballet Set 
For Berlin Playdate, 

_ Berlin, July 18. 
Renovated Theatre des Westens: 

former Municipal Opera House; 
here, will be opened Aug. 25 with | 
a six-day guest appearance of: the | 
American Jereme Robbins ballet. 
In Oetober, the theatre: will tee off 
it. ‘own repertory with’ a produc- 
tion of “My Fair Lady.” Manager 

- of the theatre is Hans Waelffer. 
The Broadway ensemble: of 

“West. Side Story” will show up in’ 
’ Berlin, too. It started :its. German 
tour. in| Munich and reportedly 
received top critical acclaim ‘there. 
Troupe’s Berlin appearances will 

- be at Titanie Palast, starting late. 
_in July. Show will remain in Ber- 

_ iin tor about two weeks. 

Lucerne’ $ . Longhair List: 
Lucerne, July 1. 

The 23d summer season of. the. 
festival of musie here opens Aug. 
16, runs through Sept. 9. ° Yehudi 
Menuhin is ‘opener with Swiss 
orchestra under Ferenc ‘Fricsay_ 

Virtuosi. lineup includes Robert. 
Casadesus, Nathan Milstein, - Van |. 

hat, and who also earn some pten- | Cliburn, Pierre Fournier, Julian 
uses during their summer layoffs. Bream, Herbert von Karajan; 
The castle eycle usually includes; Joseph Keilberth, Miltiades Cari- 
ret more than three plays, usually } dis, Rafael Kubelik, Arthur Rubin- 
the classics — like 
Goethe and Sehiller, and some re-- 
prises of “Jean of Are”. 

Admission is generally from 50¢ 
te $2.-and champagne, wine. beer 
and sandwiches are offered at in-| 
lermission te the camp-chair trade. | Enrico Mainardi snd Kubelik, 

Shakespeare. | stein, 

j interpretation will -be given dur-. 
ing. the Festival period by -Geza | 

Enrico. Mainardi,- 
Richter. 

For students master courses in 

Anda, Wolfgang Sechneiderhan, 

ments, 

; Kar] ; 

Hish an. English’ speaking: theatre. | 
here. for interested. residents,. the 
‘Yank - colony ..and’ tourists.- Some | 
'fared well . ‘while: others did ‘not. 
but none. really had. the -staying 
power to become..a regular: thing. 
Now US longtime resident. Warr en 
Trabant has:a plan to try and e 
ate ‘a: parttime -Anglo Theatre hi fe. 

- Trabant is cognizant of the. limit-. 
ed audiences for. this type of thea- 
tre. Hence, he. has conceived'.a way: 
to. keep cost at a minumin to: get 
the. reactions. He wants: first to 
‘put on an. English version of a 
‘success one day per’ week, during 
the time the original. lingoed one. 
has a. day.. off. This .Wwould benefit 
fromthe renown of ‘the. Frénch 
item - -plus appeal to .visitors’ and 
locals‘ not. too familiar with: the 
tongue. First ‘play chosen is Fran-- 
eois Campeaux's comedy.“‘Les En- 
fants De Coeur” 'The Choir. Boys) 
at the Theatre Capucines: Trabant 
did. the- English. version.-and- al- 
ready has a cast drawn from. the 
many English-speaking French. Al- 
so-most’ of the ‘necessary coin. He 
already: has canvassed _ticket.. and 
travel agencies 

with the idea: 
If. this. clicks, Trabant intends 

doing. the same. ‘with other success- 
ful: comedies. Then’ perhaps. -he 
would use .more serious plays. dur- 
ing the. séason...Trabant ‘forsees 
importing: ‘actors -if: it clicks: and 
;even hitting. New ‘York- with a’ rep- 
ertory - of new -French plays.: |. 
‘And, .in'. reverse, he feels: this 

could - also: lead. to preeming: cur- 
‘rent Broadway successes here via 

for those wanting: a. this method, 
look. at contemporary. U.S. : theatre. 
This always lags'.in opening ‘here. 

‘JIt is truce the Theatre. of. Nations: 
tat times gets a US. company but: 
+they “usually” 

| plays. 
do. already .-proven 

over this way. 

‘Basurto’ $ ‘Mex Legiter: 
Fined in Censor Drive 

. * Wexico City, . July 11. 
The Office. of. Public Entertain- 

ently really means. ‘business. Last 
week, the- ‘Fabregas Theatre and 
producers of “To Each ‘His Life,” 
‘by. dean’ of. Mexican playwrights. 
Luis-G: Basurto.. were heavily: fined 
because of off color words . and 
phrases. spoken’ by actors: |. 

| Censorship. of the Mexican stage 
{will ‘be uniform for all,: 
exceptions, . an 

play ‘has been.staged here on ‘and 
off .for a number of. years... Both. 
Basurto. .and theatre management. 
have protested the. fine. but. to no 
avail. 

“Malayan Censorship’. 
. . Kuala L-umpur, Jury” 11,. 

‘“Malaya’s. Film ‘Censor’ ‘Board 
will start operating in Petaling 
Jaya by the end of 1962, according 
to the Ministry: of Interior: -It will 
be formed when - Malayan .$1,700- 
000 Film Unit studio- ‘building. Ais 
ready next October. © 
Censorship of | “films for Malaya: 

WH conlinue on.a joirt-operationat- 
‘basis with Singapore. ‘until then. 

and - hotel ..con- 
cierges’ who. are. ali “sympathetic 

ven the off- Broadway “The 
Connection” took two years to get: 

which recently - instituted . 
‘a strong censorship. ‘drive covering. 
legit and variety: ° ‘theatres; appar- 

‘with no 
‘Entertainments. 

spokesman ‘said: No exception. is: 
to ‘be made. to this. strict ‘policy,. 

‘| d-despite ‘the fact that: the Basurto 

‘| however, went ‘to Anna Karina. . 

| national producer ta. bring story to screen . 

, = . ‘Mexico City Soke Tey po 
_ Jesus. Marin, who -states ‘he has ‘Literary. rights to: life: ‘of world bil- 
liard champion Joe Chamaco,:has prepared film script ‘in collaboration / 

‘| with Carlos Cantu ‘and Teodoro. Lopez Lizarraga,: hopes to:.interest.a. 
: Katyna Ranieri #rriving 

shortly in Mexico for an ‘engagement. ke ‘Pedro. Armendariz has signed - 
{to do another Italian ‘film. this’ year: for Arianne: Films, outfit which’ 
starred: him in “Cesar. Borgia.” 

: 7 Berlin a, a 
Greeks: were’ ‘ somewhat. depréssed in. ‘Berlin: : “They: ‘had: hoped ‘that - 

_{Irene Papas, star. of: “Antigone,” :the’ Greek entry ‘at :the- 1th Berlin: 
Film Festival, would ‘walk off: with-the best -actress award:.which; - 

(“Une Femme’ Est- Une. Femme,” a ; 
French entry). Sperie -Perakos, ‘producer of “Antigone, ” ‘said it was a 
neck-by-neck, race, with Anna. Karina. getting five’ and” ‘Irene. : -Papas.*" 
four of the jury members’ votes...Miss Karina’s: win,’ ‘incidentally, was’ 
ealled ' a considerable. surprise. ‘Before the ‘jury decision: was “revealed, 

_ferities anticipated either ' Jeanne. ‘Moreau (“La Notte”). or. Miss ‘Papas. . 

The Italian ‘feature, “Gli amori di. Ercole,” -has: been -preémeéd here © 
‘under the German title, “Die™ Liebesnaechte des Herkules”- (Phe Lov-.- 
ing- Nights of Hercules): It. presents Jayne Mansfield. and* Mickey Har-_. 

‘| gitay and some. attention ‘due to the couple's. ‘participation: in‘ the ‘recent: 
‘+ Berlin Film Festival . Speaking of* Mansfield, Alffed Bauer, ‘head -- 
of the Berlin. film fest. said. that this actress had been ‘the best “the . 
‘ment:. most cooperatives festiv al. ‘Buest this year:, 

ling now is a director. “Helmut Keautner was: supposed . to ‘direct - the. 
film,” Neuss said, ‘but he suddenly withdrew.”. “No. doubt, ‘Kaeutner’ 
‘is afraid of making: ‘the film.” Kaeutner said that, after Jong thinking, : 
he has come to the conclusion that it’s better for. him not-to make’ this. 

j film. Also. he- has to: think of his upcoming Lieschen:: “Mueller : 4the 
‘legendary German av erage movie-goer’. film. He hopes to get Liselotte. 

‘that:he doesn't. care much. 

‘One” of filming of Sam. ‘Spiezel’s “Lawrence. of- Arabia” 
on schedule with. the evacuation. of. the: 403-man cast: and -crew. from. 

-| Jebel Tubéiq on the Saudi-Arabian border. 

tion, 
beginning July 18, n Rome . 
in Rome ‘in August to set: up. ‘company’s first coproduction:. “Lugano”. 

couple of writer's stories . 

‘Stern plays: himself. in 1950. trial-- ‘squence: of “‘Giuliano”. 

Pulver: to’ play: the ‘lead. ...... With regard to his film “Black. Gravel” ” 
which. the..German reviewers tore asunder, Kaéutner . left no“doubt:. 

‘After all,.“‘Gravel” is doing bangup biz-in. 
the. country .... 

‘The -Bridge” ‘and ‘ ‘Serengeti Shall. Not Die”.-at'a- 

. He; tao; 
complains as. others ‘have, that German ‘distribs and/or: producers’ re- 
fuse. to. provide ‘publicity-advertising coin for U. S: He opines. that. 
Germans are unprogressive. wher it comes. ‘to. merchandising, : promot- 
ing and publicizing their- product . . Artur Brauner ~(CCC):offered | 
Maria Schell the Jeading role in ‘a comedy by Sardou..Miss Schell likes.” 
the ‘role: very:-much but had to’ turn. it down—she’s “exvecting” . 
Brauner.-has: acquired: ‘the biographic rights. ‘of. Maria Rohrbach ‘for’ 
filmization. She's one who was accused .of having. niurder ed. her hus. : 
‘band but recently acquitted due. to Jack’ of. Proof.” 

“Paris_ 
“The: 14th Locarno Film Fest: July. 19-30, Shas. added: two French, filmé,. * a 

Jean Rouch's documentary -‘ ‘The Human P ramid” and. Denys De La:." :: 
Patelliere’s ““A~ Taxi for . Tobruk.” Both lave already. ‘played. locally. - 
Britain's “Saturday Night, Sunday. Morning” of Karel Reisz- will close‘. 
the fest, out. of. competition . ‘Ken Tynan in London's The. Observer 
quotes Jean-Paul Sartre to. ‘effect that John’ Huston’s ‘final ‘séript-for 
“Freud” has little-in common: with what Sartre first. ‘handed -him: He 
admits his‘script would have been impossible to do since it ‘would’ have: 
lasted seven or eight hows . .:.: Sartre’ and: Huston- koth ‘atreed: the™ 
crux ‘of the film was at: a ‘tinie when Freud: seemed muddled ‘and lost. 
and then found his. way. He ‘also Said that Freud ‘was: a “good. ‘husband 
and father and. Was, even..a virgin: when. married: according. to host ~ 
researchers. This ‘did ‘not make. -his private lifevery - cinematic: . 
French film exporter. Raoul ‘Katz,. of . Carlton . Films. who has repped ¢ 
Walter Reade’s U:.S. Continental. here, has‘now formed Carlton Con- - 
tinental which. will. invest in likely- ¥rench features for Reade’s foreign “ a 

Already. invested in Robert: Dhery’s - comedy: “La . ce film | distrib. outfit. 
Belle Americaine” WwW hich he is directing ° and Starring © in.., 

-London = wre fn 
-Praducer-director -actor Peter: Ustinov. “began interior scenes for.” 

Towing. the. completion of ‘six. week of: location. lensing con’ the: “Allied 
Artists“ release in the. Spanish Meditteranéan’ near: Alicante. Robert. : 
Ryan, who costars with. ‘Ustinov’ and Mélvyn_- Douglas, Yejoined the’ east.” 
in London following:a. flying trip to. California to: visit ‘his. family. ‘Exee | 
producer. Ronald Lubin spent. a few days at:the San ‘Sebastian. fest be-": 
fore coming. to London. . : Despatch from Jordan reports that “Phase.” 

‘was completed. 

Entire: unit has: now been . 
shifted. to El. Jafre w here filming resumed: after a- -four-days rest... 

-| Anna ‘Karina, Winner of the best actress ° ‘award _at the recent Berlin: 

‘| fest; is.one. ofthe stars of “She'll Have ‘to. Go;”. an. Asher Bros.- produc- ° : 
tion for ‘Anglo-Analgamated release ..: Also ‘back. from. a..continental: 
location is. the cast and crew of. Mark Robson's production, : “The. In-. 
spector,” which is now filming interiors thé Metro. Stud’os at. Elstree, -' 
The unit had spent. a couple. of weeks.in Holland ,’. . Philip. Leacock, ° 
recently. back from..Holly wood; is. directing: “Reach. “for. ‘Glory” in the... 
‘country town of. Southwold. in Suffolk. A. Blazer. Film, it is being, pro-_ om ot 
duced by Jud Kinberg and John Kohn: for ‘Columbia release: ..:: Dirk. 
Bogarde joins Alec: Guinness in. John -Brabourne’s “The . Mutineers”” 

| for Columbia. Pic is based on a novel. by Frank Tilsley and will. be: di-- 
rected by Lewis. Gilbert, with. filing. skedded to start on’ * Jogation in. 
Spain on Aug...14. 

Rome : fe 
Ray Milland: may direct and actin an’ upcoming “Ambrosiaha “iRome): 

production, “Mission to Venice.” from: novel. by James Hadley. Chase, a 
to. be shot in three versions: English, Italian, arid. French :. Anna 
Marija. Pierangeli signeti for lead ‘in Giorgio-Agliani-Mlliria coprodue-"_ 

“L?Ammutinaniento” (The Mutiny), which Silvio Amadio directs - 
., Aster Pictures prexy:Gearge Foley due ; 

Meyer Levin may get Italo script stint with producer: Joseph Fryd..: JF 
“Jerry Wald talked. to’ Alberto: Moravia while here about ‘purchase of. - 

Director Martin Ritt, here-with Wald to.” 
0.0. logations: and thesps. for: ‘upcoming: “Adventures of ‘a. ‘Young. “Man,” 
based on series of Hemingway. yarnis, saw “Farewell to Arms” in. Rome . 2 a 

_|-sereening room as: “Adventures” covers: some of same territority :. 
}20th produces it in Northern Italy.in mid-September ..; 
‘Bereovici’s first. feature, “Terror on the Place,” which. he wrote. _and: 

- "Leonarde 

directed in Yugoslavia,. may be that. country’s: Venice entry’: Mike 
Lux-Vides- 

Galatea), which Francesco Rosi is now winding in Rome interiors |::. 2° 
Author-newsman extensively. covered the -bandif’s’ Sicilian. activity; 
served as witness in trial held ‘nearly: dozen ‘years ago: in Viterbo, .now. 
re-enacted . . . Two stars tied to Dine DeLaurentiis: by: exclusive’ pact: .. 
Silvana Mangano and Alberto Sordi, ‘rate two top positions. in .boxoffice: 
rating by Italian trade paper. ‘Araldo dello Spettacolo’,.. . Miss. Man- 
gano has just complected: “Barabbas;” iwhile Sordi. dittoes. soon in “The: 
Best of: Enernies,” with David: Niven, co oy ; 

Yo: 

. “Comrade: Muench- . .- 
-hausen,” a political :satire,-is. after ."We: Cellar. Children,” ”. Tocal caba-.. - 

| retist Wolfgang. Neuss’ second ‘film. The s¢ript is ready ‘but. what's ’s miss-_ 

Manfred Wolkiser, German-American: ‘film promotor’. - 
; who last ‘year ‘sold ° 
récord price ($250,000). to ‘Allied #rtists, is trying hard to dand ‘an couaie . 
‘ly successful bargain with Germiany’s:“Faust” in the U.-S.- 

ee fe 

“Billy: Budd” at the Associated British Elstree. Studios. ast week fol-"! - oo 



ar % 

. . ?? 

=v, 

gd “steél?. If ‘so, ‘contact . Vittorio Gassman. ... 
- The Italian: actor: -director. had an’ idea that: the ‘one ‘thing Italy 7 

_,Meeded’ ‘Was an. ambulating’ theatre. -He called .in architects .aiid 

..-§t-works quite. well + 
wk reinstall, ‘making it“impéssible to use on: one-night .stands,, So it's; 

-- sitting in ‘Gassman’ ‘s’ backyard anyone. ho ‘wants to. haul’ dt away - 
«) for. about half’ of. the . quarter: of -a: ‘Million - dollars it t Cost: to build 

. eal. film industry: ‘In the three’ cen-" 

= _réturn- ‘of the” ‘original. invested. 

“1 ¢les.: 

_ Many. 
trained ‘technicians. 

' situation’ here and there), 

“one ‘film.‘censor board ' for - the | 

oY Agreements: - 
that have been. made: by‘ thé gov- 

': ernment of Pakistan with Italy and 

*, VARIETY’S*: London: orrice 
ENTERNATIONAE 13 _ ‘St. James's. Street, Piccadilly 

~ Anyway, Idea Vas Ge bood 
"anybody: looking for a good foldup theatre made venturely. Mad. 

designers who. constructed 3.1,900-seat: house’. entirely. ‘out. of steel, vee on " daeluding ‘chairs. a fully-equipped stage. ete. 
Tt-.all folds up. into: very. liftle space ‘about two. bageaze cars) and. 

ran but. it.takes. ‘about two weeks: to ‘Strike and: 

: ean probably: have. at. With: thanks. 

_ Death of Native Hit Films Creates 
~ Maior Crisis in Pakistan Film Bi} 

-Karachi;. ‘July: > ID Canoe : 

- Out: of:-some- 20: ‘pictur res: ret Finney’ 8 Paris Click 

“duced: ocaliy in: -the’ last ‘six |. “Paris; July ii: 
months, only one. ‘or. two. clicked. ‘at |. : Theatre: ’ of: “Nations « -coms 

. the’ boxoffice. ~The: others. flopped. }- pleted its: fifth- season. .with’- 
This has” created a crisis'in the:lo-{ the appearance. of.the’ English: : 

- Stage .Co.. of the Royal Court .: 

_ tres’ of film. ‘production, ‘Karachi, |. : +. borne's new play,. “Luther.” © 
. Lahore | and -Dacea; - ‘most ‘studios. . Starred is Albert. Finney who 

“now ,are_idle.* Financiers are: re-|-, shot. to stardom -in «. Britain: 
‘luctant, to. dump money into films| - this“'year’ in legit via “Billy. 

| Liar’: and_ in’ Karel Reisz's 
: which do. hot Guarantee: even. the’ :.. film, “Saturday Night Sunday... 

~Morning.”.. ” 
Finney’ s ~ Brerich * “riotices "Small. r uction® sconi ariles’ re | - 

my od P at otitshone that - of | the play. winding up their’ operations. vand | 
there. ‘is. -gerieral. gloom in film: girs 

“Only ‘a handful of: big ‘pro- | 
‘ducers, ‘who-are: ‘studio: owners and. 

also. have interests - in” * exhibition: |. 
and: distribution, -have’some sort of | 
regular.. production schedules. - 

“Prospects for the industry’ wok | 
‘rather gloomy. .. If things.: go on 
ike:-they: are, there: may be a crash | 
from’ which it:would be ‘very dif-} 
- ficult. tor‘ tte. local . film: biz. to Tee 
- cover:. ” 

“The ils of’ ‘the film: industry: are. 
“These include -. 

ved adherence’ to’ 
“out ated . treatment. earth . --o. 
- peript writers, typed .stories ‘boy= be a and Path ie. in’ Britaitt in Sep- 
-meets-girl. with only: a change of “However, 

and re- 
. fusal-by “film-makers to: experiment ; 
with ‘hewer themes: 

Par-WB to Merge | 
“Distrib i in France: 

“London, July. 18.: 

‘tween ‘Warners: 

‘it. was: stressed’. that |. 

Theatre, London, in. John’ Os- |: 

1 its’ Shakespeare - play: 

‘ 

‘Discussions: ‘are’. ‘going. an: bee film. 
and: -Paramount ; shooting ; 

which, if they. jel}, will result -in 1 third — 
{the launching of a-new ‘distribution. : | editing | ‘laboratories. 

‘lack of {Setup “serving: both :companies: in- ‘would. -nééd. not only permanently 
jterests in France.’ It ‘would ‘be al'available equipment, but: a’ perma- : 
‘dea! ‘similar to the merger of .War- pment technical. staff attracted: there. 

while the. proposed blend: -was’ a. "mary. problem’ of..a film-maker 
‘good possibility; it was: “only. inthe Australia, today. 
; talking - “stage. because ° of: official ;a-:year. to. make.a film. “How. much i 

[ou Vie at Edinburgh Fest { 
J ‘Edinburgh. July: 

The. English. ‘Old - Vie Company | 
patted to present “King: John™ as | 

in the As-.F 
sembly ‘Hall at the upcoming Edin- 
“burgh: Festival, Opening Auz. 

-music.. coniposed ‘by P: 
Fricker, 

The Old Vie "S- “first play at. the! as 
Festival. Marove’s “Doctor: 

\-Faustus, " will “open: 

It waill:be the Old: Vic's mith. Visit: 
jt the. ‘Edinburgh ‘Fest: 

te raed 

“ ‘Big Aussie Daily 
pan Film Prod. 

. Sy dney; “July it. 
Sydney. ‘Morning. Herald. | Key. 

néwspaper: here, has come out edi-” 
Ltorialty for native) film. production 
J Claiming - Australia is the‘ only: ma-.. 

‘jor country in the- world -which is. 
not making: feature films, the. daily | 
cites that Australia throughout: the !- 
1930's - and. ‘again. inthe tate 1940's .. 
‘and in: the 1950's. had. a continuous, | 

--| succession. of good films.’ The last 
‘} major. Australian .film was Charles : 

‘Chauvel's. “Jedda," back in: 
“Australian. -p:oduction i the 

4 1950s ‘came sporadically from: in- 
\dividual: men,”.said the paper, “and | 
‘in. fair continuity; between 1951 

tional Filnis,” formed by. Chips Raf- 
ferty atid.” Lee: Robinson: -‘Fhe out- 
fit- made: six. pix, ineluding “Walk-: 
Into Paradise,”. before: it: went out.” 
of existence:. . 
“The. Australian ‘feature. ‘film-— 
‘maker. of 1961 needs a studio: with. 

‘| year - round. continuity... ‘with’ one: 
“in :preparation, --a °.secdnd i 

‘on. the sound-stage, ‘and! 
‘in ‘the -p: ocessing - and - 

This studio: 

band 1958 from Southern peat con 

by. security of. employment. | 4 
- $2,600,000 For “On Beach”. 

“Finance for his ‘film .is the pri 
in. 

He must: count on : 

“In. addition, ‘the-- industry: is: suf | {rulings - and ‘problems: that: would - “hespends depends upon the kind. 
"fering from:.a- lack ‘of. acting tal-'tiave ‘to be. ironed-out. . 
. €nt (educated boys.and girls do not |. Meanwhile, Warners has come. to | 
€ome forward to ‘adopt -a’ film-}an arrangement ‘with: Par whereby 
: €akeer because ‘conditions in. the jit. will distribute Paramount’s prod- 
“industry are far from: Satisfactory), ‘ uct-in. Norway, with. Par doing :dis- 

plagiarism | trib. for: WB in. Denmark. Under- |. 
unabashedly. stood that’ this. arrangement : will - 

‘tendency -towards - 
“@oreign films: are.. 
“ eopied),. and: a change in audience jstart_ in. ‘September: It ‘is: similar 
"tastes, the cinema patron-today be- {to the one. which existed for three 
“ing: more. discriminating’ than be-:| years -. between Paramount. . “and 
‘fore; ‘Local . film. producers. are Metro. 
not aware. of ‘this change. te 

iltalo Exhib Assn Won't t * The: Government & the, ‘Wndustry: 

Those interested. ‘in: the: welfare. 
“of. the .picture: industry-. feél that]. ~ 
‘tthe mess -which. the ‘trade ‘is: in |... 

_, Presently can. only. : ‘be : cleared up 
ff ‘the government: Steps’ in. -Actu-’ 
‘ally, ‘the government seemingly is |: 

- conscious | of. the. “situation... And | hibitor Assn., ~AGIS,. ‘once a.“ pic 
lately’ -it has ‘taken. a number. of | has. been’ arinounced: and: released 
. steps. to / put’ the industry on. a “witli ‘one “handle. Ruling’ was .is+ 
_ firmer. footing. : “Tsued’ here ‘by AGIS after: the.the- |- 
‘Some months ‘back. it aspoined: a: atre group. -had received. numerous’ 

“Fim: ‘Fact . Finding Committee :to. , complaints from. exhibs. and. the. 
.. Take a: general survey of the in={ public. concerning’ a series” of. old: | 

- dustry and suggest ‘Ways of: making 
improvements. This. committee's ¢ Tew. .tags, 

-Teport’ was: gubmitted: last’ month. 
Ae government : ‘Cabinet - Sub-com- | 
“mittee. now: will decide’ how. far! in AGIS letter Was.“’Vertiga”. (Par), 
the recommendations can help the 4 which: title; the complaint states, 
industry. Lat was changed ‘without ‘authorization. 

Lo ther’. ch 
Make. Presidéntial Awards” , Other. ¢ anges - occurred « 

Rome, July. Li 
No. ‘further title : ‘changes will 

To. ptovide the .film".producers. 
- with’ an ‘incentive to-make. better | 
-. pictures. the: government: has in- 

- troduced. ‘Pr esidential Awards tebe. 
(given: every . -year ‘for the ‘best ef-. 
- forts. in® ‘different. ‘ spheres—best . 
picture, best actor, best. director, 
. standout Story, hest - ‘Supporting ac- 
“tor. and actfess, ‘top sound job, best.| 
editing. best. ccamerawork, etc. : 4 = 

- The government has met ‘the de; | British: to Produce 
mands of the industry. by creating 

popularities.. 
."Strangers' on a. Train” - “was. an- 

members. not:to: ask. for any more 

group: of. requests which had. ‘been 
turned. down. wn, 

-whole: country instéad ‘of. the: three |. London,. July. il. 
that . ‘formerly. functioned - in. . Ka-: 
-Frachl, Latioré “and Dacéa.’. Ex- }. 
“stence: of the three boards; meant 
+ duplicate’. censoring: and-“bans on 
‘same: “pictures. found suitable in, 
““‘gome other. regigns. ‘Patrick. 

for . _¢o-produetion. Charlie “Mingus and Dave ‘Brubeck. 

late. in: July, willbe a‘ cool jazz 
affair, tentatively. titled.. 

use ‘British. jazzmen, acting: as well 
‘“eertain: U:. S.. _prodticers niay help as. playing. * 
in giving. a boost: io. the local film |: - 
‘industry.- Native: producers “will: 
have to sit up and ‘endeavor to. do. 
better once co-production, with, -bandleaders. Musical direction 1s 
forelgn countries Starts. | to ;be done: ‘by Philip Green. 

v. Italian’: ‘pix and. with, some: Yank. 
‘items; reissued: with new: names to |. 
‘take advantage of-new trendsand. 

Alfred ° . Hitchcock ’'s 

‘other instance. In’ its ‘note. asking 

‘title variations,,. AGIS. ‘mentioned a 

+ Jazz Musical Pic = 

“Next” Sietieo at: “Pinewood, | - 

{of story he makes - and—a. contro- + 
vérsial point. ‘today—the. imported ° 
-star -he.mas: lse.: “AS. ‘a.comparison : 
“The - ‘Sundowners”, 
and 

“; fadvance. to. the ‘native-producers. 
. |The: Robert ‘Menzies’ Liberal -Party | 

; | government: has’ too many: domestic ‘ 
- problems’. to: solve’ to worry. about | 

‘Setting. up. a. Pic-production. - in-- 

Permit Title Ahuses 

be accepted - by. the Italian’ Ex-. 

cost $2,.000.000 * 
“On. - The “Beach” $2.600. 000. : 

‘Cheek ° in: key’. ‘financial circtes | 
disclosed that: no. coin is: available 
to-Joval producers for: pix making.: 
A governmental credit squeeze has | 
put a seal 6n any mooted monetary 

dustrv. .. “4 
Ealing | nade. A. strong bid to 

‘| build a production setup -here un- ! 
der: ‘Eric ' Williams, -but' gave. up i. 
after. dipping’ ‘deeply .in: the red. 
Rank, too, bowed out ; ‘of: ‘Down! 
Under » broduction. after 0 couple | 
of: altempts. " 

ies reissued. in. ‘recent- “weeks with]. 
‘without notifying: the:}. 

‘public’ that the- Pic..was a. reprise | -. 
item. ‘One. case specifically’ cited. 

| 

Ww ith: : 

World’s Best Songs | 
“For Italian. Film. 

the- World” will serve to Mustrate | 
the: musical history ‘of the past..20 
years in. a project ‘being: set: up: 
here ‘by. Fzio Radaelli © for an: 
‘Italian : ‘production - “group.” 

-Radaelli is slated -to- leave Rome ! ‘cial prohibition “of the picture as: Which the NEFC 

Aug 21. aid j is 
| will be staged. by Micitaed. Benthall. [ 

- Loni: Von Friedel, 

~ Rome, ‘July 11. Te 
. “The Most: Beautiful. Songs: in! ‘completion, of: editing and‘ sound ; which 35 finally chosen. And the 

Federation of British Film Makers 
~ Sees 3d Cinema Circuit Imperative; 

28.4: 
-it will, be ‘staged .by :Peter’ Potter, | 
designed by Audrey ‘Cruddas.owith 

Racine 7 

Kruger: Turis Producer 
“lo Berhii,: Jub 11 

_ Actor Hardy Krager. who 
~ recently wound | up a costar- 

Ying role with Jolin Wavne's 
‘Par . pie. Hatari.”: in Holly- 
wood. has. just. launched his 
awn. indie” film, “Tue in A 
Million.” -here. Actor is pro- 
‘dueme as Well as slarring in 
the. film whieh: is being stot 

Sin beth German and English. 
' “Mietor Vieas is directing: the 

" Sereenplav by Gerd. Oelschlac- 
gel having to do with a love 
‘affair be tween an ‘East Ger- 
man girl and a West German 

poy. Flite Films is distributor 
19 year-old 

Vienna state actress, has the 
female: _-Temale. lead. 

‘Aussie Film Biz 

Stays Buoyant 
Sydney, July V1. 

. ‘aussle Cinema biz is very buo. ' 
'yant: pr esently over a plush winter 
‘span in the ‘key ‘cities, especially 
Swith hard ti¢ket pix. “Pepe” «Col ! 
cis. a sellout on three-a-day and is 
‘Set. for a. lengthy | run based on- 
current figures. Another smash is 
“Wor ‘Id of Suzie Wong” (Par'. 

Other hard-ticketers are “South: 
Pacific’ 120th}, to third year, 
iCan-Can" bath), second yea, 
"““Ben-Hiar” (M-G), also 2d yeu; 
i “South Seas”. Adventure” (Cine. 
Fama), past’ its 50tn week. - 

Just getting. under War are 
+ “Spartacus” (UC), in 30th week, 
and “‘La Dolce Nita”. -¢Cal', Wth 
“week. 

Powerful ‘trade-- is: ‘also | being 
racked _ up’ by’ 
houses. showing “The Aparimeni” 
UA. “Saturday Night. Sunday ; 
Morning™ (Rank) and .“Facts of 
Life’. CVA). “Mein:-Kampt™ (Col) 
iHas just. ended. ‘a smash eight 
week run here. 

Mex ‘White Rose’ Kent 
Out. of Venice: Fest, 

“Mexico City. July 18. 
“Mexico's “The White Rose. 

chased on the-Bruro Traven novel. 
with heavy accent on the expro- 
priation _ of. foreign of] | inlerests } 
hack in’ 1938. ‘has been retired ; 
from. participation in the Venice 
Fin’ Fest: Angel de ja -Fuente, ; 
executive producer of film. ‘said he 
had. cabled. Venice aulborities that 
‘the picture, directed by. Roberto ; 

j Gavaldon, -could not : ‘he ‘completed 

Ld 

1in. time. 

This is second ‘time the picture |; 
‘|-has been pulled for alleged non- 
completion, for it. had al-o heen 
entered for the Berlin Fest, and ' 

‘then: yanked. | 
While the reason for delay¢ in’ 

is very hush hush, with ‘informed % 
sources saving the pirture was 

; Virtually ready. but possibly has 
been. ‘delayed -hy heavy editing. ; 
‘there are growing reports of offi , 

dparticularis 

tay 

the recular.price ; 

- Beplores Current Releasing Setup 
Tondon. July 18 

The ‘dimperative need ta matn- 
fain an eRective third circuit and 
Jkereral releasing problems ale 
ppiominentiv featured itn the an- 
jhetal reperr for 1960-61 Issue Tast 
Puerek by the Federation of British 
4FPalm Makers The FBFM deploies 
the customary pattern of release, 
| in the Lundan area, 
Pas a result of which films vonstant- 

fal to secure ther potential 
iba revenue The report reerets 
fey ata proposed new telease pat= 
tern. advanced by the KRinemato- 

raraph Renters Socrety a year ago, 
i fared to make ans headway in 
nesotiations with the Cinemato- 
{! graphie Exhibitors Assn and cam- 
rmented “It as dangerous for an 
centertainment mdustry ty become 
fa prisoner of its own past” 

The Federation’s camments on 
= ithe third cireant did not extend to 

jihe ture when John Davis outlined 
1() industry leaders a month ago 
‘the problems besetting the nation- 
al release, though it declared that 
the sentence of death was passed 
at the beginning of the year when 
Kenneth Winckles. assistant man- 

tasing director of the Rank Organi- 
| zation, declared there were only 
‘films of quality capable of sup- 
‘porting tconomicall, the two main 
eireutts. | 

The advent of only two circuits, 
‘comments the FBFM, would create 
a buvers” market in fhe hands of 
two groups Competiion for a place 

“an the two releases would inevit- 
abh curtail production and would 
also reduce film employment be- 

icause of the strengthened bargain- 
jing position of the duopoly. A 
Inumber of ‘films would receive no 
‘significant release at all and finan- 
cial interests would become Besit- 
ant about investing in production. 

- The output of British would quick- 
I, fall, and there would be wide- 

‘ spread unemployment ,in the ine 
dustry 

Thouwzh if had endeavored to 
‘focus industry attention on the 
problein, the Federation’ at one 

Hime sensed an atmosphere of de- 

feauist resignation. Therefore, 3t 
put forward a “desperate remedy‘ 
in the shape of a proposal that’ 
curculrt houses should have a bigher 
Ssercen quota than others, so that 
Wf there were onts two circuits re- 
naming, there would at least: be 
‘a higher safeguard for British pio. 
iduction The proposal was eomside 
iered jointly wath the British Film 
1 Produ¢ers Assn. and while no post- 
fiive recommendation was made, a 
iworking conunitlee was set up to 
:tomsider whether iti would be de- 
j Streable to recommend = amend- 
ements to the Filnis Act 

The Federation report also de- 
votes considerable space to the 
Jeng negotiations it has had with 
‘the National Film Finance Corp. 
: Mainly in regard. to overheads and 
the problem of abortive costs for 
{ productiong which bad not maten- 
jalived. An automobile manufactur- 
er who has to discard unsatisfac- 

ttory designs, can include the cost 
‘of failure< in (he cost of the model 

iKederation suggests that some- 
‘than sinular should be true of film 
jbroduction as well. The inevitable 
wastage of material was one of 
the hidden costs of production for 

made no alfow- 
for the U.'S- ‘soon to talk’ to Yank ia Mexican entry in international “ance 

“ANT 

‘Night. Long.’ * Stars: $0- far include. 

‘McGoohan... and - jaznien: 

‘Producer: Bob Roberts says he will |. 

Original story. from: ‘Nel King 
‘and Peter Achilles deals with anj 
‘all-night: party thrown: for.'a jazz. “- pore’s: Rieky. Nelson or Jayne. 

singers, : orchestra -leaders. -and- 
dance groups as.well as.to set up‘ 
production plans for pic. It would 
be shot. largely’ in‘:-New. York ‘and | 
Hollywooi.. . Organizer: also expects | 
to ‘talk fo ° disk -companies: anent ! 
this project, “whiclr will, be coordi: i 
‘nated at. the Italian. end by Nicola 
Onorati. . 

“Singapore ‘Spurn Types. 
; Singapore. July -11. 

* Singapore. is no ‘exception to 3 
the Tule that most-large cities. . | 
have . “schools” ‘to’: train - ass | 
_ pirants.-for :show business, for A 
a fee. ‘They -advertise. ‘for 

-* pupils,“ foo. “But - Associated | 
Artists. -as- it: is called, under 

-..gtage director P.A. Tsal, shows 
_ shows a sense.of.- humor in its . 
‘come-on: - * 
Tf you, féer You are. ‘Singa- ; 

| Mansfield, | don't bother. te”. 

tract: 

“1 C'The: Magnificent 

ome ‘arcording to Kohner. 

fests 

Kohner Signs U p Five 
More. ‘German. Players 

L, . . Berlin, July 11. 
Hollywood - ‘agent Pau] Kohner 

‘, currently: in Germany, has taken 
five more German stars under con-: 

Heinz Ruehmann, Gert 
'Froebe, Martin Held, Marto Adorf 
and’ Hannes Messemer. A few days 
earlier, he put the name of teen- 
age actress Christine Kaufmann on- 
his list of German. clients 

Questioned’ about which of the 
German stars presently stands. the 

; biggest thanee in the US, 
answered: Horst Buc hholz. Ber lin- 

“| born Buchholz, ‘whom Kohner also: 
brought to the US. and who al-: 
ready has a. couple of U.S. pix’ 

Seven” and 
“Fanny”: to his credit. may .be- 

the 

first German actor to climb the top 
asa lover ‘in the. U.S. 

Kohner . 

ee 

'METRO’S WORLDWIDE 
RIGHTS TO ‘SEVEN SEAS’ 

Rome, July 18 

|. Metiy thi. week serured world- 
:wide release rights to “King of 
the Seven Seas’ (Sir Francis 
Drake , which stants shooting here 
in September with Red Tayler in 
a leading rale Deal was set for 
producer, Rome's Adeiphia Caun- 
pagnia © itematografica, by Joseph 
Fivd who is meeting here soon 
with Rudolph Mate to discuss da- 
recuion chores on the film 

Fryvd said Chat he had also met 
with Jacques Bar. whose French- 
based Cipra Films ha¢ a running - 
production deal with Metro, ts 
‘work out plans for French copro- 
duction partnership for “King * 
Metro recently purchased Euro- 
pean and South American distrib 
rights to another current Adelonia 

i production, “The Seven Revenges.” 
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Defense Asks for Directed Verdict 

In Sley’s (Philly) Antitruster 4 Pinisdelphia, July 18. 
‘Tne Cefense asked for a directed j 

verdiet vesterday -Mondas.;: as the; 
1th, vcek opened in the Viking 
Jheatie Corp suit again-t 
Phrijcds iphia estubiters and “ 
major lm castribwter mn 
eistiict Court kere. Ruling is. @x-: 
peeted Wednesday +1". oo 

atdve -doum Ww cord Jr. dty- 
massed the jure imtil Wednesday 
us the vetterv of a half dozen de- 
fense cormeel presented arguanents , 
tu tane the ease, which promises 
to be one ot the longest and cast- 

hest in the bitters of lacal film 
litigation, Gut of the hands of the; 
jurors. 

bhariryv 

SUTTON REGIONAL. REPS 

Cummins Partnered 

Hath wood, 
Suttoh’ Pietures Corp... formed. 

by Pathe Lahoiatories Inc.. to ac- 
quire features tot worldwide dis-. 
tribution, has’ set: Rov .Coaper as 
sales agent in Frisco, Portkand 
and Seatile territories. Hell be 
associated with Chan Carpenter. | 
and John Cunnuins in distribution 
of Sutton product. 

Cooper alsuv will handle play- 
‘offs and datings on “The. Deadly 

tal; 

rl 
‘July 18. 

Glev, parking Jot mogul, 
owns the first-run Viking Theatre. ‘Companions, *. under supervision. of 

Corp, and i prepared to.g9 all-out Francis A. Bateman, Pat hes} 

in fin action again-t the film com- ‘America western sales manager. 
Pic is P-A’s first exhibitor-spon- ipnies and his rival exhibitors for 

my ‘ ‘sored feature. P-A. also is a subsid what he calls disctinmnatary prac- 
tices. -Of Pathe Laboratories, set up as al. 

The plaintiff is seeking. $291.000 Production arm. — arm. 
triple aauages over the period ; : 
belveen July 1, 1954 and Nov. 13, | 
1956 on charees of conspiracy. be-. 
tucen the exhibs and distribs and : 
elaims they worked the “split” 
deprive the Viking of top pr nduct 
and favorable terms. 

Slev, in the corridor at the close 

of court sessions yesterday, was f 
sehement about his alleged treat- ; 
ment, which he averred had per- 
sisted right) down to tris’ theatre's 

Wot sAnimaglyph, 
Derived F rom An 

Anthropologist|" 
newest attraction, “The . Naked 
Edge." which opens Wednesday ; | 

119), Attitude of the exhibition was Van Wolf. exiting Cinemiracle 
iafter two years as sales-ad-pub 
head, has tied up ‘via partnership). 
commercial exhibition rights to 
Animaglyph, new animation. pro-: 
cess said to achieve unique 3-D 
effect and additional optic razzle- 
dazzle. It’s. brainchild’ of. anthro- 
pologist-inventor-painter’ ‘Harry E. 
Smith—with impression via- Wolf 
that process is more an academic. 
byproduct than systematic inven- 
‘tion. 

considered a@ sign of future court j 
actions, depending on .autcome of | 
present cause 

Allegations 
Complainant's witnesses sought 

to show that the Viking Theatre 
was always forced to bid. while 
other firstruns didn't compete. If; 
Viking bid was turned down, 
others automatically got the film 
on the split, and biddcr was left! 
out in cold. Viking testimony 
charges it was toreed to. overpay (Trademark is a hybrid of ani 

as much as 30% for films; and| ation and: hicroxlyph). 
national grossing value .of films Pair have acquired private in- 

allocated to his house was always vestor bankrolling for .initial pre- 
appreciably under those ' 
rival firstruns. | Widescreen | Eastmancolor. feature 

Bernstein ‘are counsel for the | about first, of ‘the, year. Second: 
plaintiff. Sawyer took over the} Project being -blueprinted: - -is 
ease when) «William ~~ Goldman, | “Thousand and One ‘Nights. 
president of William Goldman Animaglyph. as Wolt explained, 
Theatres Inc. ‘one of the defend- 
ants), entered a Jast minute con- 
flict-of-interest objection ‘to Harold 
FE. Kohbn, original counsel for the 
plaintiff. Kohn at the same time 
represented Goldman's. Erlanger 
Theatre in an antitrust suit against 
the Shubert Theatre chain and the: 
United Booking Office. He prompt- 
ly withdrew from both cases, turn- 
ing his files in the Viking suit over 
to Sauver. 

Lineup of defense counsel in- 

is a squeeze type. process enabling 
Jive and animation integration at. 
radically reduced vosts. Though 
exee is partnered for theatrieal 
production, Smith. still retains an: 

using the process for self-made 
pix in connection with psychology. 
experiments at \arious campuses, 
including Harvard, which seus | 
he's free to continue under the 
pact with Wolf. © 

As for. theatrical ‘side, no. distri-. 
eludes Louis J. Goffman, repre-]| bution deals yet. but Wolf has no 
senting Warner Bros.. Pictures| frets theyll go begeing. | 
Carp.; Morris Wolf for Stanley |. 
Warner Management Corp.: Edwin 
P. Rome, Goldman's aithentte| 
“narles Young. for Fox Theatre 

Corp.; and Louis. Niver, of New 
York, veteran specialist in film 
antitrust cases. 

blank to the trade, but then again, 
understandable. since he’s -had no 
prior show biz alignment. Besides 
se holarly pursuits. he is. an artist |- 

in San Francisco and the new 
Nizer, in association with, Brad- | Guegenheim museum ‘in Manhat- | 

Jey Morgan, represents the’ re- 
maining distributors: . Columbia Part hav d ti 
Pictures. Metro, Paramount, 20th aFiners have moved operations 
Century-Fox, United Artists, and 
Universal. 

Nizer made the final plea for the 
directed verdict. He told the court 
he had never seen a_ case 
empty and barren.” and called th he 
nine -weeks of “quarrelling, trivial 
and piceyune gripes an .unposition 
wpon his clients.” The defense 
attorney declared there was not a: 
scrap of: evidence of ‘conspiracy : ; his next for 2Uth- -Fox, Now . that | 
and that the plaintiff ignored the +A Summer World” has been de- 
fact of damage. laved, producer Henry ‘T. Wein-. 

The defense plans to call a score {Stein ‘looks ahead to producing .a 
of Witnesses, 
verdict not be given. Nizer esti-! 
mited the case will run another 
five or eight weeks if thrown back 
to the jury, 

verted from apartment service. 

‘ WEINSTEIN'S FUTURE. 
INCLUDES A LCTER | 

Hollywood. July 18. 
With “Watch In the Shadow” 

Producer has.been active in Mill- 
j burn, N.J., and Westport, Conn., 
Playhouses. His Broadway. “ander: 
taking is a new project still un-: 
decided: 

Meanwhile. Weinstein. has- -sub-. 
Imitted script on “Shadow” novel 
‘by Geoffrey Household to Gregory 

Jeff Wolle has been named man- ‘Peck, now in the South of Franee, 
ager of the Foune Twin Drive-In | for: lead. Pie. would. be filmed in 

Theatre which was taken over by. - England soon as star is. available, 
Lone Star Theatres from Frank ! producer said. _ 
Zarsky, who is in the umber and i Script for “A Summpier World” 
oil biz. ‘was completed Fiiday by Stephen: 

Ozoner is to be repainted, re-; :Gethers, ‘playwright whose “A 
landscaped and redecarated. The !Cook for Mr. General” opens ‘on 
policy of one film in Spanish on! Broadway. in October'starring. Wil- 

Mixed- Lingual Ozoner 
San Antonio, July 18. 

ene of the ozoner Screens and an liam Travers. Story deals with 17-4 
American product on .the other, ‘year-old boy who-falls in love sur- 
will be continued. ing vacation. 

three Roy Cooper, Chan C arpenter, John 
-| Washington . Shares’ 
Orlando, Fla:, and ‘the Palace The-. 
Jatre, Oneonta, - N-¥.;: 

{its, persion ‘plan 

jean qualify. for’ 

} 1938. 
‘hours. 

given | duction, “Wonderful World: of Oz,” | 

Of producer’ 5 - contributions. 

exclusive on his putents. He’s been | 

Dossier on Smith is -a@ virtual: two or more dependents. 

of some repute, having exhibited , 

| JACK CUMMINGS BACK 

into upper eastside. studio con- - 

_| finishing - 

Should a directed, ' play on Broadway in fall of 1962. | 

-SEUS. MARYLAND OZONER | 

‘Harold ‘de Graw. Will, Relocate in| 
’ New’ York. State. 

- Cambridge, Md.. ily ‘1B: 
L & ‘D Theatres of Dorchester, 

‘Mass. -headed’ -by 

Drive- -in here.. 

This leaves. “ae Gr aw 
‘Driv e-in. in 

ney in Sidney. N-Y. “Exhib: is- mov- 

future to’ Oneonta ‘shortly. In addi- 
tion to his: theatre’ interests in that 

business. outside the. film: industry. 

Directors Guild's. s 

Hollywood, ‘July 48. 
Screen’ Directors -Guild: shortly 

Will” SECk government approval of 
for menibers,. 

prexy. George ‘Sidney - Stated yes- 
jterday. . 

Under ‘the. ‘SDG plan. members 
‘retirement: at 65, 

‘provided they have completed ‘180 
or mofe.. montts -of: credited: serv- 

must have’ accrued after Dec.. 31,. 

There are also: provisos: ‘for. re-- 
tirément ‘at. 62, ‘disability. benefits 
at 55, and optional. forms of refire-: 

for beneficiari ies: . 

AS ‘soon as ‘government | okays 
plan, major studios will turn over 
their contribitions plus - moniés. 
deducted. from ‘members’ earnings, 
- Retiring: members who: qualify. 

will: receive two types of benefits: 
“tay A: lifetime Basic ‘Benefit of } ¢ 

$175. 00. per month reduced. by any | 
-benefits reciev ed from. the Motion 
Picture. -Industr vy Plan: These. 
‘benefits uill be "paid out of. 6060 
of producers’ contributions ‘to the 
plan. 

Db) A "lifetime ‘supplemental 
Benefit. payable from : member’s, 
contributions: and remaining 40° 

For 
example, ‘472° Of all members’ 
earnings | after. May 1, 1960, will 
accrue: to. members’ : ‘supplemental 
plan. 

, Represehting.. 
independent : theatr ical and televi- 
sion. producers. and’ from .members 
employed by: them, . ‘is: $248, 521 in 
pension account. 
SGD. also ‘has’ Institance” cover-. 

age. with .Republie National Insur- | 
‘ance Co. wh n o. which increased. its rates | tional footage on “How The West. because of. extension : .granted. 
-For-:members who at. present 

; have - Guild Accident ‘and: Health 
| coverage, new... ‘monthly premium 

pendent.. -$15.45: for member and | 

Execs. now are sounding out oth- 
er insurance. ‘companies for. better 
rates: : 

“PRODUCING AT METRO 
Holly wood. July 18. 

Producer’ Jack..Cummings, now 
“Bachelor Flat’: 

"Star in the. West’ on 'four-pix 
.|.deal at- 20th- Fox, will rejoin. MGM! 

on an - eight-feature (four-y ear) 

contract. He had originally. started 
at Metro in 1926... - 
- Among projects he’ may produce 

g.junder Jack. Cummings Productions 
at Culver: City ‘will -be sequel to 
“Seven Brides: for Seven Brothers,” 
which. ‘he originally ‘produced - at |- 

|BIOGRAPH IN BRONX .. 
MGM. 
Among properties. “his ‘company 

owns and’ most: likely Cummings 
will produce for. Culver City: film | 
‘unit are “The Widow.” to be made 
in Mexico;. “The Will Adams. Sto- 
ry.’ with.”..Japanese: - background, 
and “Dragon Tree,”. British: Army 
adventure ‘¥arn,. | 
‘Although. producer - had ‘been 

‘|planning from: time “to time ta 
make...“Paint ‘Your Wagon,” this 
has .again.: been shelved: for other 

‘}projects.  .. 
Debbie . Reynolds “staré in “Star |. 

‘In The West” with Juliet Prowse. 
Steve - Forrest, Andy. Griffith and 
Thelma Ritter. .In- “Bachelor Flat” 
are. Tuesday. Weld, Dick Beymer 
and “‘Terty-Thomas.;. Both should 
be: ‘released’ by 20th by. end of the. 

A ¥ear. 

Albert. : Lourie 
~ land. ‘Albert ” ‘Daytz.. has «purchased. | _. 

Harold . deGraw: ‘Ss. 5 450-c -Car ‘Super 50. 

Ww ith ‘the |. 

‘and ‘the: Sid-] 

ing. from - Cambridge in. the -near | 

area, he. plans to .enter another 

jtion Picture Permanent. Charities, 

| tiring: after. ‘19 years with the. or- 
.| ganization. 

ler for. past . several months, .work- 

Pension Proj ect 

ice, at “lenst 60° months . of which|. 

A eredit -month — is. . 100} 

ment “income ‘and ‘death . ‘benefits | 

Jtand Europe. ‘Balloon Theatres in| 

¢ ontributions - by. 

will be. $5.15 for member alone, ‘Journ will-confer. with builder C-.E. 

| $10.30: ‘for member: and’ one: de- 

ywas to have gotten tégether with 

‘| wood’ Blvd: Cinerama‘ operation. be-| 

A Report o on ‘Tomoral Mr. Teas’ 
| Sexploitation Economies in a Censorship: Haunted 

| | Industry—P lenty. of Patronage | oe 

‘BILL L ARNOLD, STEPS uP” 

Son of Late Edward ‘Arnold Exec 
Veep of M. ‘P. Charities: 

‘Hollywood, “oly. 18. 

. The . straightaway ‘sexploitation-: 

a. hal 8. cinema - periphery. ‘almost. for. as = 
.. - Hollvwoo u y. 1 Jo: r de -Inemo ‘unneth, 7 

William Arnold, . son ‘of: - late tT’ ne". as. Uade ty r * 
Edward “Arnold - ‘and former exec |.” 
director of the. Arthritis &- Rhieu- 
matism Foundation, ‘sueceeds Don 
Chambers ‘as é€xec ‘veepee. of: Mo-. 

a time’ when: ‘eénsorship. ‘threatens. 
to:. “become. a: ‘national fever.’ . 

neyer-dited. grind throwbacks - al- 

ways biackeye-the ‘Céde-responsive- 
elements: . “when - the Comstocks | 

‘periodically- rise in wrath; As now, 

for’ instance, when: lofty. industry. 

“minds. Say: “leave 

‘the. outcries ‘of: adult: excesses. 
Their . appeal to entrepeneprs: is 

that ‘the cutles-on-parade.” genre 

has. a predictable. market and are 

| dirt-cheap “to. manufacture. oe. 
couple. of. current. Le A. ‘runs ‘Une 

derscore. ‘the point- ome: “Immoral 

Mr: “Teas. . “Pad- -Ram.. production 

effective July 31. Chambers. is Té- 

“Arnold has been: an MPPC: staft- 

ing closely: with’ Chambers. on all 
phases of work. -He'll direct. the 
1962. MPPC: ‘campaign. which gets 
under ‘way. in. fall for benefit of” 22° 
local char ities. ‘ 

Cinerama’ $ Next 4 

Also Self- Handled | DeCenzie,.- and ““Eve and: 
Handyman." Mey er ‘s. 

Productions” entry. : (The. Virtue 
‘of ‘these -films ‘is: ‘that. their: titles : 

As to Bookings seldoin obscure their evil.): “Teas,” 

Hollywood, ‘July 18. assertedly ‘made for. $27,000, has. 
Although’ MGM is '50- 50° partner} Tun continuously in’ various. Jocal. 

‘fn production of. four’ ‘releases ta: ‘situations for past :two’ years. and © 

be..made* over two’ year period, currently: is at. the ‘Vista, Continen- 
| Cinerama Will. handle’ films ex-. tal. _ Total | ‘gross’ to. date, says 7 
clusively: to its. own operations a 
without MGM assist. in distribu-| Mes er, is near $t.000,000—“and 
tion. Same. polity-obtained in. five is. just. begun to scratch. the sur-. 
original Cin cain re eeaeees | and: ‘preemes 7 eae sont $32, 008 
compan andlin nternationa a 
Presentations. vunder NLY.: "sales | Paris. Theatre, is. still, there having a 

"Implementing company’s. hard- ‘June "30 Ww ith $45, 000 as projected " 

‘top. operations. will be Itinerama take ‘for ‘the run, 
with mobile balloon theatres ‘set-} 

iting. up within 50 . to -.100 - mile} 
radius to saturate all areas in U.S. 

When “Eve”. comes ‘out, ‘the parti 
ners have -a. third’ item to -suc- 

| ceéd- it, “Erotica,”: while the fore 
mer pic. moyes. over: to the Apollo 

U.S. will’ seat 2.000 . as. against | Arts, . 
European, 3,000 maximum, have air} | For mula. is, “ot. course, . primer 
conditioning ‘whith. foreign — cano- simple: * and the: “dialog. - apparel, 
pied mévies won't ‘nstall.. Maiden situations, etc., * sufficiently .° 

‘U.S. open airdome urder-Cineramabounds' to .mollify ‘most : censors... 
aegis is.skedded for. ‘unidentified (“Teas, ” for: example, was: green. . 

city in California: ‘by end: of the lighted © recently for. N. ¥. State, 
year. opens in Gotham at the World in. 

Cinerama prexy Nichoias Relsini mid-summer.) : 
again arrived here from: New York "Meyer is:ty pieal of. the br eed ine 
accompanied by newly-elected shrugein off a Code . Seal:: The 
treasurer succeeding John H. Hart:. iia nd he asserts, are: ‘strictly. 

ley.. Reisini plans to -spend week! for. adults: and producer ‘says he... 
on coast: conferring with MGM insists. ‘exhibs sign an. soplielt 

Culver City execs’ and -glim. caddi- he'd: eventually’ like. : 

“straight, ”-and is. ‘mulling. among “ 
other things, a We. C. Fields Bios. 
pie. 

Chi Columnists _ 
— Continued from: Page: 2 — : 

‘Was Won,” first of MGM- -Cinerama 
quartet. 
 .Reisini, 

tre 

during Hollywood: so- 

‘Toberman dit ‘construction of fwo]| . 
‘new Cinerama theatres, in Holly- - 
wood and .San Diego.. Cine’ prexy 

Jacal builder. during Jast. visit but 
didn’t’ get. around ‘ta’ it. ‘However, 

‘|during forthcoming stay he defin- 
itely plans. to sit down with Tober- 
man and. try to work. out deal. New 
theatre must. be. fini by May when 
“West” ©: will be Teady.. for ‘public 
looksee. 
Reports Cinerama. was ‘consider- 

ing renting one ‘or. more theatrés 
in © Hollywood to: replace’: Holly- 

after Smith's: piece appeared::: ‘Th 
his’ “Strictly . Personal’ column, 
‘Harris © ‘moderately ° said that. he 
would ‘not ‘call ‘a: line. or. scene of 
“La Dolce" immoial—“if- by im- 
‘moral: we mean-as-I do). anything 

trays the ‘true valués: that. should 
exist: in. ‘human’ relationships.” 

ing given up Sept. 28 were: scotch-: 
éd by Relsini. He's definitely re- 
‘signed. to newly built coast houses: 
fer future triple ‘screen: presenta- 
tions. Likewise, he intends to ‘main- 
tain. Forum Theatre. in Culver City 
as base. of. experimentation . and 
showcase for new facets : planned 
in Cinerama future, diversification. 

months: ago’: when legit. aisle-sitter ou 
-Hatris. joined ‘the. -critics’"on the © - 
other.” three’: papers. 
“The Miracle~’ Worker.’ '‘Smith ~~ 
advised’ the: critics to stop going — 
to plays for aw hile, implying that - 
they were..jaded. -Hé suggested 
‘that they.watch television. for a 
‘period to. develop.a new apprecia- 

.. p tion for ‘plays .that: make you “feel: 
‘Warm and. jubilant.” " 

AGAIN. SHOOT
S FE Re 

The Daily News tr
ialog iecalla’ . | _ 

recent: inner debate at the: News’. 
‘sister-. sheet, 

-Biograph ‘interimly Gold. Medal) ‘ 
plant ‘in. the Bronx, N-Y., will. 
house ‘its ‘first theafrieal pic ‘since. 
‘exit - of.‘major domo: Martin Poll. 
‘some -months ago. when “The 
Captain Must Die” rolls in- Sep-. 
tember. ‘It is . Monroe-‘Sachson’s. 
produetion for Allied Artists, With’ 
Allen Reisner directing.. 

. Suspense yarn. against a military. 
background | ig from . the .Robert 
‘Colby. novel. originally: purchased. 
‘by Reisner who cedéd it. to:Sach-. 
son: Director was in New York 
this week helming a “‘Great Ghost 
‘Tales’ tv . seg and” also for pre- 
‘production talks with Sachson. | 

‘gan writing an -acidulous ‘series - 
based -on -the Academy” Awards to. 
“Butterfield. 8”. and :“The.-Apart- 
ment,” ‘projecting their impact on 
current morals. when. they come to 
teevee. He was quickly answered, . 
in’ print.. by’ picture. critic Eleanor i 
Kean, who. said that many, if not- 
most, of :the -gteat ‘literary’ and 
‘theatrical works had. ‘themes. ‘of 
‘sex. and violence, ‘but! that: it: was 
-a matter of how it was -handled. _ 
“Gossip ‘columnist Irv Kupecinet also 
came: tothe defense of. films, say-': 
|ing that they were merely. a reflee 

i tion: of: our. contempor ary mores, 

fer, which, has “flourished” on the. : 

-still makes | boxoffice - “whoopee. at 

The: : - 

‘it to us” against a 

produced by.. Russ. Meyer: end Pete.” 

own. Eve. 

a go... 

Tis, . got ‘into. the fray, afew. ays 

| that. falsifies ‘or ‘cheapens .or-. ben. 

‘Smith last-werit locking for con. 
trover sy In his own back yard two. * - 

‘in’ panning ne 

‘the: Chicago. -Suri-' 
Times’ telecritic, Paul Molloy, be. . 



Washin 4 on-Salt Lake City. New Orleans 
Albany - Dayton - Atlantic City - Spokane 

TOPS ' “NORTH 1 TO ALASKA’ -“CAN-CAN’ 
“JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTH 
“RETURN TO PEYTON PLACE “SINK THE BISMARCK 
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Drive-In Dean Stricken at 2. 
Philip Smith a Charity Workhorse | 

Boston, July 18. + 
Philip Smith,’ 62, president of} 

General Drive-In Corp., one of the 
largest ozoner theatre chains in 
the U S., pioneer in the drive-in). 
exhibition, bowling alleys and 
snack bars, died suddenly at his 
home in Brookline, Mass., Thurs- 
day +13). He had cojlapsed at a 
fearing oh granting of alcoholic 

Native Talent 
‘El Paso, Tex., July -18.. 

An invisible man with a 
“Southern ‘accent’ robbed: the 
North Loop. Drive In Thea- 
tre bf $128. Dan ‘Negovan, | 
manager of the ozoner, stated 
that a man. telephoned him 

beverage licenses for bowling] about 9 p.m. and ‘stated “AC 
allevs in Massachusetts, but was| Tifle is aimed at’ your cashier.” 

convaleseing, and had ‘been ex- The mature voice ordered 
Negovan.to put the boxoffice 
receipts in: a.paper. bag and 
place it by a phone booth near. 
the ozoner entrance. . 
Negovan immediately placed o 

the cash as directed, and both. 
he and his cashier, ~Joan- 
‘Senske, saw a 1951 Plymouth 
drive up, and -when they’ 
checked some 10 minutes later 

_ the money Was gone. 

pected at bis desk this week. 
Starting in the film biz at 17,} 

Smith was peddling the ;“Perils of 
Pauline” for Pathe in upper New 
York State as a salesman. At 19, 
he purchased the Novelty Theatre. 
S.racuse, and at 26 controlled 12 
other theatres. Meanwhile, he had 
moved to Boston to manaze Keith's 
National in the south end, while 
arquiring other theatres ‘in apeta- 
tlon in New England’ and the 

country By 1940, he owned eight CONGO, STRIKE DENT 

of the 15 drive-in theatres in the 
t. S.. and in 1948, expanded into 
ihe restaurant biz. This vear, the 
firm had expanded into: the bowl- 
ing alley biz on a big scale con- 

BELGIUM BOXOFFICE 
‘Washington, July 18. 

Congo crisis. and a general strike 
structing and planning many new sent the Belgian motion. picture |" 
units. lindustry - ‘mto a downward ‘spiral| 

In 1953, he and his son. Richard jin 1960 that’s. likely to continue 
A. bought the Peter Pan Snack | through this 3 ear. according to: the. 
Shop chain of seven restaurants.) U.S. .Commercve Dept. ; 
and managed 67 units ‘of various A ‘special ‘eport by the Depart-. 
eating places and theatres under: ment’s. Motion Picture Division 
the Smith Manarement: banner. 1 also. : ‘listed increaged ‘television 

Active in charitable and philan- competition as a factor contributing 
thropie activities Smith was a trus- to the downbeat.:The Congo crisis, | 
tee of Combined Jewish Philan- ; (it said, had..the dual effect of 

thropies; ditto Beth Israel] hospital; t creating unsettled domestic condi-| 
director of Will Rogers Hospital at itions and ‘sharply reducing de-. 

Saranac; trustee of Temple Israel: | mand for films in the Congo itself. 
director af Brandeis Ascociates for The nationwide‘ strike, culmina- 

12 years; member Boston U. De-!tion of the domestic strife, last 
velopment Couneil; trustee of December closed ail Belgian the- 
Children’s Cancer Research Foun-  atres. Economic aftermath of .the 
dation: former chief barker Vari-: crises, the report sald. ‘“portends 
etv Club of New England; member | ‘a further downward trend for the} 

executive council Massachusetts - Belgian film: industry, at least. in 
Conference of Christians and Jews; 1961.” : 

member American Jesish Con-| at the end of 1960. the. ratio of 
press, Cinema Lodge B'nai Brith: ' ' theatre ‘seuts to. population was 

Belmont Country Club.and Palm : one-to-twelve-—one of the ‘highest 
Beach Country Club. concentrations in Europe. However, 

Funeral services were held Sun- the number of theatres has de- 
dav (16) from Temple Isracl; Bos- ¢lined from 1.585 with a capacity 
ton. ‘of 812.000 in 1957 to .1.485 houses 

Suryiving are with 760.000 seats Tast year. 
Closings expected ‘this: year “are: 

expected to be at ‘a higher. rate: 
_ Paid admissions in “Belgium 
dropped from an all-time high of 
109,720.000 in 1956 fa. 82. 000,407 

‘Jast vear—a decrease of 24°C. . 

U.S. share of the Belgian. market 
, amounted to 189 out. of 464. feature 
‘films imported in. 1960. U.K: was 
next with -67.: 

his wife, ‘son, 

Richard A., associated with him in. 
the operations of his camnanies; a 
daughter, seven grandchild en, and 
two brothers and three: sisters, 

————— ee” 

Metro Quarter 
Gennes Continued from page 5 a= 

share divvies. payable as ol June ; 

16. Third auarter aC ar ni ee St D D ¢, g 

ted to $2.7538.000F or a 

share (afler a record ‘ peried at ors ay ompany’ $ 

$1.78 per share’, compared to ~ Half Avec, Half Sans Her 
$3.578.000 or $145 a shzre in the 
corresponding “60 quarter. . Holtywood. July: 18. 

Third quarter dip -reflects in{)| Arwin Productions has added ; 
part the lack of new powerhouse “four additional projects to its | 
attractions in release -— though | 1961-62 slate. rasing’ total. 
with considerable compensation, ° eight. Four. top- -hilling Noris Day, 
obviously, from “Ben-IFur” and the:are already ‘set:-"‘Lover Come-; 
“Gone With the Wind” reissue. ' Back,” “Touch of Mink,” “Jumbo” | 
“Where the Boys Are” though no'and “Ex-Wife.”. 
bo. blockbuster, a so helned some.; — Actress-singer: ‘won't appear in: 

Metro's hypecd tcfevision _ ac- the second four features, all ovigi- 
thty tincluding — commercials)! yay yarns. ‘*These are | “Still 
should prove a significant factor ' Water. * “His Royal Highness,” 
uken the books close on fiscal 61.) Last Mateh™ and. Rn as yet un- 

This sphere—in the’ first’ three ‘titled biopic of the late Frankie. 
Guarters—has grossed — $5.680,000, : Bailey. 
compared to $1.892.000-for the cor- |. 
responding period Jasi year. «But } 
not to be confused with tele rent-- Koehner New Treasurer | 
als for yaulties:. ‘At Cr rama; Hartley: Exits: Verel also noted for holders the! 
keefup in Metro video: activity via; With exit from the post by John 
three additional series set for fall’ H, Hagtley. Frederick E. Koehner 
hickoff Besides the “National Vel- assumes slot of \icepresident and 
veto vontinuation on NBC-TV. treasurer ot Cimerama, 
“Dr Riidare™ and “Cain's Hun-! yj atter, till recently; had been 

ceed™ will bow on the same web, comptroller at Paramount, and be- 
vene “Father of the Bride” is'rore that was ‘managing account-_ 
junked for CBS-TV. ant with Price Waterhouse, ‘spe- 

Prez also. disclosed that exec cializing In showbiz matters. 
K options covering a total of . j coe 

S 700 shares were caxercisable as 
oe July S&S. nith options already 
exercised on 18.700 shares | 

Bi 

Costumers’ Star Picks 
‘Hokly wood, July 11. 

Ten stars have been nominated 
THOMAS, KRANZE.TO UTAH 

Salt Lake City. July 18. annual Adam ‘n’ Eve Awards to be 
Preem of “Titis Is Cinerama" given Sept. 23 at the Beverly Hil- 

Fiiday -21) at the Vila Theatre ton International Room. 
well bring out Lowell Thomas and | Nominated this ‘ear. are Eve 
BOG. Kranze, Cinerava veep. as! Arden, Fred Astaire, Tony Curtis, 
vei as severe] Fox bee: -Wountain 'Kirk Douglas. Greer Garson, Burt. 
Exes. Lancatter,, Rosalind. Russell, Jear 

wor George D Chee ef Etah: Simmons, Lana Turner and John 
is vco-spansoning sbindrg. | Wayne. 

“1 LEN LIGHTSTONE’S SUCCESSOR 

-|the place. left vacant. by the resig- |[ 

bassy : Pictures - 83° international 
" sales director. . : 

: IT 8 ‘CHILDREN’S HOUR’ 

| which: William.:Wyler currently. is | 
producing-directing for UA release. 

“| Tag: earlier “had been changed to 
-| “Infamous; but reverted because 

‘| with the original title. . 

' jinal. version in. 1936, released film: 
‘Tas. 

-|mile stretch, their ugly: ‘sharp 

+the: scene,’ 

|rine Battalion (reinforced), ‘arrived. {[ 

; iFr ernich LST’ ‘Argens - ‘carrying sup- |. 

1 written the. -script,- 

‘tin mid- -August. It'll continue there 

\Paris wheré. 60 sets are. being: built 

for the Motion Picture Costumers’ [: 

Ea Schuman. as Buyer. for Rugoff 
Kole cher . 

- “ESCAPE FROM. ZAHRAINY 
Ed: Schuman, cuperienced’ in the 

operation. of. art. theatres in Chi- 
cago : and ..Cleveland, has been. |: ‘Prod:—-Ronald Neame © ; 

-| named veepee. in- charge of buying "ALLIED ARTISTS Dir Ronald’ Noung so,. Maa a Rh 
{films for Rugoff & Becker, taking | Starts, This Year... eevee a _ 3. dack Warden. Tony . nie te 

Giarted” June: 19): 

“20th CENTURY-FOX” 
‘Starts,. This: Year.’ . bee den e2O. ° 
This: ‘Date, Last Year. eevee Bie 

Lightstone moved over to Em-| 
BILLY BUDD” _ . 
(hooting in Alicante, ‘Spain)- 

Exec. . Prod.—Ronald: Lubin. . 
Dir.—-Peter Ustinov. ‘ 
‘Peter Ustinov, Robert Ryan, : Terence 

Stamp, Niall MacGinnis, John Meilion, | 
.Jobn: ‘Neville, Graham .Nunp, Lee 
‘Mantague, Ronald Lewis me, , 
(Started June ‘1) a TENDER. 1S THE, NIGHT” 

FOR P LAY OF SAME NAME "THE GEORGE RAFT . stony” | “StodeeHenry nT Weinstein: - 

. | - Dit-Joe Newman | ‘utr es, Ja R pards In 
Hollywood; : July 18. Ray Danton, Jayne Mansfeld, Julie Lon- oa "Fe nee: citeess * - 5 moe 

“Mirisch Co..has switched back to} © 900;. Barrie Chase, Frank Gor oan Fontaine, ohn, Tom. 
Barbara Nichols,: Brad Dexter, Robert |: 
Strauss, - Herschel Bernardi, ‘Neville 

and 
isiarted July oO 

AMERICAN IN TL 
Starts, This Year. ce dasteese 3. | 
This Date, Last: Year. bese 2 | 

. Ewell, Caesar Danova, Mac MeWhor- a 
‘ter, Sandy Meisner =. |. x 

.  Gtarted May. 15) ©. 
— ““EIGOT"*: 7 
im.| (Seven Arts. Prod.). ° 
‘I Shooting in Paris) —. 

| Prod.—Ken Hyman. . 
‘Dir.—-Gene ‘K 
Jackie - Gleason, ‘Katherine. "Kathi. 

brielle Dorziat, “¥vonne ‘Constant 
‘(Started “May. 15) rot 

“THE. INSPECTOR” 
| Red Lion. 

(Shooting in Amsterdam) - 
Prod.—Mark robson eltes 
‘Dir Philip: Dunne © - 

__ Btephien “Boyd, Dolores ‘Hart, Hugh 
Griffith, Harry. Andrews. Michael Dae. 

-‘yid,. Robert’ Stevens, . Finlay ‘Curries 
Leo MecKern, ‘ Harold ° ‘Goldblatt - 

“The. Children’s. Hour,” ’. original | 
title of the' Lillian “Hellman play 

“Ga 
alk publicity on “pie identified: it 

. Samuel Goldwyn, who made orig- 

“These Three:’.. He was re- || 
Lstrained from using: original in any 
part -because he didn’t.own title 
rights although pi rights belonged 
to him. - a : 

“Ginerama Hits Henphis 
: - Memphis, July 18. |. 

Loew’ s “Palace;: downtown de- | 
luxer, signals. conversion, to Cine- 
rama next Tuesday (25) with céleb- 
press bash. Mayor Leob and vari- | 
ous other ‘city and state biggies, 
plus some Loew’ 8 execs, are among 
‘the r.s.v.p.'s:° — ; 

Theatre, with ‘1,000 capacity, is 
only. Cinerama’ showcase..in five- 
state ‘area comprising : Tennessee,. 
Mississippf, - Louisiana, Arkansas 
and Alabama: Skeé -Youvah, . skip- | 
‘per of the Palace, says renovation. 
cost. $100, 000." 

had 

COLUMBIA 
‘Starts, This Year. :.. :s00564¥6 | | 
This Date, Last Year. wove. s+ ‘|... ®tarted June. 19). 
= THE: COMANCHEROS”. ; 

= (Shootin 1g in Modo, Utah) 
‘|: Prod.—George Sherman te : 

+06 6 Dir-—Michael Curvtiz. «: ve 
. John Wayne, Stuart Whitmian;’ “Ina. 
a. * Balin, - ‘Michael Ansara; Steve Baylor, 

Pat - Wayne, Bruce’ Cabot. «John 
* Dierges, Roger . “Mobley, ‘Boh- bteele. 

. + “(Started ‘June 19) - on 

‘matografica’| “SATAN. NEVER| SLEEPS?” 
Ginem atogr: aa (Leo: McCarey Prod.) . . . 

oo Shooting: in England) ft 
- Prod-.-Dir. Dir.—Leo McCarey 

' Wiliam ~ Holdén,. Giifton 
‘France Nuyen. - _ 

(Started. ‘June 2D 

UNITED. ARTISTS - 1 
- Starts; This Year. shesene (20° qo 
This: Date;: Last. Year... seeee 7: : 7 

Eres ew 

4 i 

: (Shooting in Kanab, ‘Uta 
Prod.—Frank Sinatra - 

“BEST. OF ENEMY'S” o 
{Dino de. Laurentiis Prods): 
ene in Israel. 

|. Prod.—Dino de Laurentiis. 
’ Dir:—Guy Hamilton 
David Niven, Alberto. Sordi 
(Started: March 1). 

CRARABBAS' a 
@ino Laurentiis 

‘Prod den 
hooting. in Ital: y) ; 

: Prod.—Ding De ‘Laurentiis | 
Dir.—Richared - Fleischer . . 
Anthony Quinn, Silvana. Mangano, Jack’ 

: Palance,. Vittorio ‘Gassman, “Ernest | | 
Borgnine, Valentina. Cortesa, Douglas. 

wiley 
started” April. “ 

“THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY” 
Cohimar-Quine Pro:iuctions). . 
-Prod.—Fred Kohl : 

Webb, 

- Philippa 
 Crocket : 

‘ “(Btarted: May |) 

4 “LAWRENCE OF ARABIA” 

Berens, - 

“Lanuck’s U; S. Co-op ) | hee Aerts Produefions) _. Piae Gata Dean. Martli: | 
’ spoons in anew a ‘Davis a > tar er ‘L Feetor a. | eee . 

—a= —— Dir.) Ops Ul es udcay e 

Continued from ese 2 |: Pe David jean i “Hea Silva, - Richard . ‘Simmons, ‘Ar OToo 
(ried Mas May 18) . mora: 
“FIVE FINGER . EXERCISE”. . ‘ 
(Sonnis Corp.) . 
\Prod.—Frederick Brisson 
‘Dir.—Daniel Mann 
Rosalind Russell. Jack Hawkins, ‘Maxi- 

tmillian Schell, Richard’ Beymer, An 
‘nette Gorman, Lana Wood |: 

(Started June. 26) : 

- “REACH FOR. GLoRY«” vee 
(John Kobnud Kinberg Prode) 
(Shooting - in _Engilan - 
‘Prods.—John . Kobn, Jud “‘Kinbers | ; 
“Dir.—Philip: Leacock. © — 
_.Harry Andrews, Kay: Walsh, Michael, 
“ Anderson Jr:° . . 
(Started. June 26): 

“THE PIRATES OF BLOOD RIVER”, _ 
(Ham Film nal ’ 

Neleon-Keys 

: aoe meee ‘Glenn: Corbett 

The first wave of assault boats, | - Started uly..@ . 
carrying’ the men: of. the Third Ma- 

: ‘WALT. DISNEY . 
at the beach. at 2 p.m., ramps drop- |[ ‘ 
ped-down. ahd the attackers came |} Storts, This. Year. ..3 08.6 call | 
wading through the deep water This’ Bate, fast Year.. ween oO | 
Ay earing 1944-type: leggings and net-.|L_ : 
covered. helmets, Around them, all} 
hell broke loose, Huge geysers shot | .-—— 
towards the: sky.and charges. ex- |] 
ploding on ‘the. beach sprayed them 

swith, ‘Sand. - : 
A -créw - of. 5 ‘aided. - ‘by. the 

. mand: Pedro - Vargas * 
' '-~ Dennis Lindsay, Philip Crosby. aloe 

ae “Wtarted May 22) |. ” : 
1 “THE MIRACLE WORKER”. 

4 (@layfilms, Inc): - 
. Shooting in .New York) | 

Prod.—Fred Coe = -**.. 
; ‘- Dir.—Arthur. Penn. a 

. Anne Bancroft, Patty” ‘Duke, Victor 
. 4: . Jory, Inga Swenson, Andrew. ‘Prine 

, ’ (Started. ‘May 3D 

| “INEAMOU : 
-CWiliani™. Fier Prod. ‘Mirisch. 0). 

. Prod ~Dir, William Wyler - 
“Audrev- burn, Shirley - ‘MacLaine, . 

_, James--Garner, | Miriam ‘Hopkins, Pay. *: 
_ _,, Bainte,. Karen’. Balkin 

' Started June 5)°-: °°. . 

- | “ONE, TWO,. THREE” a 
“| @yramid Prods. -Mitisch Co:) 
‘(Shooting in Berlin)’ - - :: 

.Prod:-Dir.—Billy Wilder’: 
. James” Cagney, -Horst ‘Buchholz.’ Arlene 

‘Francis, Pamela. Tiffin, . Howard” ate. 
- John 

“Gtarted. ‘June’ ‘B) 

UNIVERSAL 
‘Starts, This Year. os... Se 5 _ 
This: Date, Last. Year. eee BT: 

* “TRE. LAST HERO” 
‘Woel | Production). , 

Prod:—— —Edward Lewis 
-- Dir.—-David. Miller. : 

uled for Saleccia beach near St: 
Florent... Zanuck obtained permis- 
sion -to fortify: the area ‘the way: 
Omaha’ Beach ‘in Normandy. had | © 
Jooked' on Juné 6,.1944, the day ‘the | 
Alfies threw’ their ‘might, “against. . 
‘Hitler’s -Europe.: 

Obstacles ‘went ‘up ver a two- | 

‘edges looking towards. the sea. 
Mines were buried im the water 
and the sand and machine-gun. sim-'|. 
ulators, shooting ballbearings, were 
stationed to cover the surf... Black 
‘smoke “from. burning “tanks and]. 
‘landing. craft drifted: slowly ACTOSS 

| 

°| : ‘METRO | 
‘Starts, This Yeor.:,.:.2- os 9 .]] 
This Date, Last Year... oeeee 4] Gtarted May D.- 

_.. OTHE ‘SPIRAL. "ROAD". 
ee | (Shooting in Surinam ~ 

- |. Prod.—Robert. Arthur 
Roper -Mulligan 

‘Rock Hudson,. Burt ves, Gene, ‘Row. 
- lands; ‘Leslie Bradley 

. “qtarted June. .26)" 

WARN ER BROS. 
‘Starts; T

his Year.
-. weds .

 . . ag: aan
 

This Date, last Year. eee, oT 

“THe Music MAN OT 
d.-Dir.-—Morton DaCosta” . . 

| Robert: Preston, Shirley’ Jones;' “Hep: . 
- .mione Gingold, Buddy’ Hackett, Paul 
- Ford, ‘Timmy ‘Everett,. Susan | Luckey. 
Ronny ‘Howard 

Kane;.Walter Matthau. 

: plies. had. gone to Corsica’ for: the 
‘filming. which was accomplished. 
With: six: ‘CinemaScope cameras. |. 

{Elmo Williams, Gerd Oswald ‘and | 
‘Andrew Marton: directed. Cornelius | 
Ryan, on- whose’ ‘D-Day. -book the: 
Picture ‘is based;-‘and who's also |. 

roamed the 
| beach -in ‘Marine fatigues. He con- | 
tinues on. the production as tech- 

; Nical advisor to, Zanuck.:Augie Loh- 
-man took kudos.:for the: special | 
effects. “The ‘Longest Day’: will be | 
a ‘20th-Fox. release. | 
While no production is’ skedded. 

for July, Zanuck said that the com- 
pany. would «go anywhere if per-} 
mitted .to: poke ; its CinemaScope 
nose into a good military maneuver. 
Actual production; i.e. re-creation 
of D-Day by. and for: Zanuck’s: own | 

|unit, gets under way. in’ Normandy. 

ag LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA” ” 
{Arthur Freed Production) «. 
: (Shooting. in Italy) . 

Prod.—Arthur Freed - 
Dir—Guy Green . . 
Olivia de Havilland,” 
Barry Sullivan,. 
George Jamilton 

Gtarted May .8) - * 

“HOW THE. WEST WAS. WON” 
. Prod.—Bernard 
Dirs.—John Ford: Meary ‘Hathaway 
John Wayne, James Stewart, Carroll | 

Baker, pobhie Reynolds, Karl. Malden, [1 
Brigid Bazlen, Walter Brennan, Agnes 
Moorehead, George Peppard, Henry. 
Morgan, Russ’ Tamblyn,: Andy. Devine, 
Claude. Johnson : 

(Started. ‘May. . 28) 
“PRIVATE LOVE”... . 
Progefi- Cipra-C. CM. Prod) |. (Started. ‘April. 3 
{Shooting in Paris) sm: 
“‘Feod .—Christine Goure-Renat 

le 
Brigitte “Bardot Marcello a iF IN DEP ENDEN T. Brigitte june b 

Starts, This Yeor:..03 060. he 
' (Started. June 

| SWEET: BIRD OF YOUTH”. 
‘This Date, Last Year... weses 16 

“WILD HARVEST” 

; @andro S. Berman Prod.) - 

| Shooting in Homestéad. iad: 

‘Rossane “ Braazi,- _— 
Yvette » Mimnieux., 

until Nov ember, w hen ‘the. company | 

‘Prod.—Pandro S. Berman | , 

moves: into the. Studio: Boulogne in ..Prod.—Aubrey Schenck’ 

Dir.—Richard Brooks E : 
‘Paul Newman, Geraldine Page, Shiney 

” Dir. —Jerry: Baerwitz . . _ 
, Dean.. Fredericks. ‘Kathleen ‘Freémany a 

Knight, Rip em. ‘Ea Be 
‘Started ‘Taly 6 gley . 

“” Dolores Faith. SusanKelly’ S 
* «Started: June -1 

‘PARAMOUNT 
| “@RUSHFIRE”.- Starts, This. Year. wet ee eee, CE 

| (Obelisk ‘Ine. — 
This Date, Last Year.. oeecte: 9. .Prod.-Dir.—Jack. Warner Jr. 

' John Ireland... Everett Sloan; Jo: Mor 
“HELL is FOR. HEROES” Tet ‘ row, Catl Esmond, Al ‘Avalon _ : 

Dir.—Don Siegel _. . 
‘Bobby 

7 : “ (Started. June’ 21) - 

Steve McQueen, -Darin; Fess a “ 
wm, Parker, Nick Adams, Harry Guardino, TOaN PUREE et 

Bob. a Neyehart. pemes ona ‘Mike (Anmmated Feature) . 
ellia, Josep cover, 3 ‘Mullin, | — , Michael Montan e - Prod. ‘Henry, G,. Saperstein 

(Siarted June. 1d.. ousted 5 June, &. 

coche age Te 

for the film. 
‘But the: ‘Corsi¢an. sequence, | 

‘thanks . to ‘the . cooperation - of - the | 
Sixth Fleet, was a key: element. in| 
the production. . Fact that it was: 
hot .and sunny on the beach didn’t 
worry, Zanuck’s: directors at all: 
Filters reduced the bright light to |’ 
the. point where the action on the }. 
screen wWilk- appear ‘to be“ taking 
place | in the gr aying dawn., T 

Sammy eo 

- Kirk Douglas. Gene Rowlands, Michael eee 
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is greatin New York 
(now in its 6th week) 

is greatin Los Angeles 
(now in its 5th week). 

Is greatin San Francisco 
(now in its 4th week) 

Is: greatin Washington 
(now i in its 3rd week) 

is greatin Boston 
(now in its 3rd week) 

is greatin Toronto 
(now.in its 3rd week) 

is greatin Pittsburgh 
(now 'in its 3rd week) 

Is greatin Buffalo 
(now in.its 3rd week) 

and soon all over 

the country happy 

audiences will be 

enjoying the great 

comedy, 

KOMANoFF 
and JU [| ET 

which Life called 

“A real Ustinov 

showcase saturated 

with the talents of 

a remarkable showman- 

Petr: Ustino- Sala Ie bin bain, KR MANOR JOLIET Peterthe great 
< Costarring: Akim Tamirott « + Screenplay by 5 Peter Ustinov Based on his stage. hit » TECHNICOLOR® 

Ustinov.” * Produced and Directed by Peter Ustinov. A Fale Production A Universal tnternatvonal Releasg ‘ ve 
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BROADWAY 
(Continued. from. page 9) 

AE to hit sock $29.500 after $30.000: for 
Saas 30th. stanza. Stays. indefinitely. 

-First-Run Arties. an 

_ Baronet ‘Reader (430; $1.25- $21—| 
| “Saturday Night, Sunday: Morning” - 
‘Cont? (16th wk), The 15th. session The number “of sturdy. to: ‘gocko: 
‘ended Sunday. '17r was wow $11 ~] pictures out in release currently is 
200. after $11. 500- for: 14th week. ' going “a Jong’ ways in making: this. 

Picture Grosses 

Else Sharp 196, Pitt: ‘Vita’ Sweet 

ee ee ~ National Boxoffice Survey _ 
Biz. ‘Still Big; ‘Fanny’- ‘Again No.1 1 , Guns’ 2d; ‘Trap’ oe 

3d), “Dolce Vita’ 4th, “Edge Sth. coe 
we 

Sunday”: ‘itope). ‘rounds - ‘out the 
Top ‘12 pix.- 

" “Romanoff and . “Juliet” “w), 126, Tras 166, 2d: Fanny’ 116, 3d 
etc Gidget Lively $45,000, Piz is teolters Aun, “y I: ore od 

yitfern with two ne woomers solid- . 
-"§f ing trade th's round. alone with 

fear hettv holdover. | “Naked Toronto: ‘Voyage’ 106, 
Edrve" at the Porn is top newie ¥. 

with stock take. T.o Women” l Toronto, July 18... 
With “Gidget Goes Hawaiian” Jeor ss “wow at arty Senirre! HLL! 

‘ lusty at hnine-house. combo; other: “Ja Dolce Vita" in second round 
ait Nixon continues wrest “Par- newcomers see sock start-of “At- 
ent Trap” continucs to bs!ster en- lantis, Lost Continent”. and, “Vv oy- | 

Gre bneup aith siris: netiirns in age to Bottom of. Sea.” “Naked | 
Edge” looks hefty in three-house 
liein. “Parrish” is still ‘doing turn- - 
away night biz and shows “no 
change in third stanza. 

Estimates for This ‘Week. 

: Carlton, Danforth, Humber. 

second at Stanles “Romanoff and 
Jubet" is continuing its ‘fast pace 
nl Shadyside. 

“Tao Rode Together 
feed at Gatewas | Panne - 

wham in third at Warnet 

‘is fairly 
looms - 

Estimates for This Week ‘Rank) +2,318;. 1.330; 1,203: -$1-; 

Fulton :Shea' 1.635 Si-S$150-— $1.50:—"Naked Edge” (UA). Hefty . 
“Master of World” ‘ATs ‘2d wk). $20,000. Last week, “Last Time. 1 
Oke $4000. Last week. $4.500. Saw Archie” ‘UA}, $10.000. 
Gateway ‘Associated: 1900: $1- Century, Downtown, ‘Glendale, 

‘fogether” 

La-t week, 
$150) — “Two Rode 
Col. Good $6 005, 

Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Prince ° 
of Wales, Scarboro. State ‘FP-Tay~ 

“Gidget Goes Hawaiian” 'Col) +10) Jor: 11,338; 1,059; 995; 1,089; 1,138;;, 

Givss, $9000. 752; 1,200; '684; 694; 65-$1) = 
Nixom «Rubin 1760, $150- “Gidget Goes Hawaiian’ (Col). 

$2 50'---"La Dolee Vite" ‘Astor? Rousing $45,000. 
24 wk. Great $12000  ~ Last Eglinton (FP? (918: $1.50-$2.50) - 

week, $14,000. “—"Windjammer" (NT). -+30th wk). 
Fenn -UATC? $3300; S1-51.50'— __ Satisfactory, $6, 000. Last week, 

“Naked Edge" ‘tA’. Socko $19.- $7.000. ; 

G0 Last week, “Morgan Pirate” yrontywood (FP) 11.080: $1-$1.500 : 

CMG, STO.GG0 —“Parrish” (WB).:3d wi}. Smash . Shadyside -MOTC: °750. $1 25°— $13 000, Last week, ditto, 
“tomanoff and duvet’ Us ad wk. nem oe gat 
Lend $2500 Last week. $4.200, | Hyland (Rank) +1.357; $1-$1.50) 

Sauirrel Hill 834; $1.25-—-"Two ~~ French | Mistress” 120th) (4th. 
Women” 'Embass: Wow s6uoo, Kk). Swell $5.500. Last, week,. 
Jiast week, “Breathless” «FAW: $6,5 0. oo 
(4th whi, SEBQ0 Imperial (FP) +3.343: $1-$1.50)— ° 

Stanley ‘SW: 3700: S1-S150:-- “Voyage to Bottom of Sea’ (20th).: 
“Perent Trap’ «BV+ 2d wk. Boff Good $10.000. Last week, “Snow | 
£16.000, -Last week, $21,000. .White Three Stooges” (20th),:. 

Warner ‘SW: «1.516: $1-$1.50) $9,500. *. 
-- Fanny’ (WRB 3d wk Smash Loew’s ‘I, oew (1.641: $1$- 1. 25)!— 

$11,000) or over. Last week, “Atlantis” «M-G: Wham.. $16,000. 
$13.500. Last week, “Last Sunset” iw 120° 
‘ 7 RANCIIP f6.(1 . $8.500. . 

¥ Tivoli IFP) (935; $1. 50- $2. 501’ 
EDGE BANG! P 46, 000, “Exodus” (UA) (7th wki. ‘Tapering 

to $6,000: -Last week. $6.500. ._. 
Towne ‘Taylor) '693; 90-$1:25')— ' PORT.; ‘TRAP’ 96, 3 

Portland, July 18} “Romanoff. and. Juliet” (UW) (3d wk). : 
Holdovers continue hotsy  cur- “Stout $5,000. Last week, $6,000.. 

rently despite the terrific heat; University (EP; 11.360; $1-$1.50° 
that’s placued this area for weeks. |—“Pleasure of His ' Company” . 
‘lop newcomer is “Neked Edge.” .tPar) (4th wkt. ‘Good $7 000. Last. 
socko) | at) 640-seat) Music Box. week, $8.500. 
“Ladies Man“ is somewhat ilis- } Uptown ‘Loew: (1,304: $1-$1. 25) 

appointing on opener at Para- —“Last Sunset” ‘+U).13d. Wk). Fine. 
mount “Spartacus” leoms solid in $8,000. Last week, aitto. 
revond frame at the Fox . “Parent ; 

Trap” is rated lofty in third at ve 
Orpheum. “Pleasure of His Cam- KANSAS CITY 

react ae. snappy in ‘fourth at ‘Continued from page 9) 

Estimates for This Week . $1. 50)—-“Pleasure of His Company” 
Broadway ‘Parker: 1.890: $1-! ftPar) (3d wk). Bright $6500; holds. ° 

$150— "Pleasure of Company” | Last week, '$8.000: 
thar? -4th wk Snappy $4,000 or ! 
near. Last week, $5,700. ” Dickinson, Englewood (Diekinson)” 

Fox (Evergreen! -1.600: $1-$1.49) °700, 1.200). Crest, Rverside (Com-_ 
"Fanny" “WB: ‘3d wk. 

7000 or close. Last week, $8.700. vard 'Rosedale Theatres- 1750 cars).! 
Hollywood ‘Everereen! + £900; | '$1)—“Curse of Werewolf” '(U) and: 

$1-31.49. -“Spartacus’ «UA: tod | “Shadow of Cat’’-:U). -This combo: 
wk on pop seale. Solid $6.000 or ,Of indoor: and outdoor theatres.’ 
close. Last week, $8.30 sharp $20.000. Last week: Isis. 

Music Box ‘Hamrick: ‘640: $1- Vista. Boulevard, Electric ‘Fulton. 
$150) —"Naked Edge" «UA: Shar p j F200". Dickinson,. Englewood, Aztec 
$6000. Last week, “Last Sunset’ and Overland ‘Dickinson’ +700. 
(Ur and “Tomboyeand Champ” U:' 1-200. 600, 700: St). — “VMforgan 
t2d wk. $3,500. i Pirate” ‘M-G! and “Green Helmet” 
Orpheum -Evergrven (1.536: $1- > {M-G), $24,000. 

$349: “Parent Trap’ -BV) -3d_ Kimo ‘Dickinson’ +504: 90-$1 251 

Vk Letty $9,000) or near. Last —“Never On Sunday”...Lope) '4th° 
week. 811.100. iwk! Wow —$3.500; Last week: 

Paramount «Port: Par’ 3 400; $1- . $3,800. ae 
$150- -“Ladies Vian’ Par) and. Paramount ‘Blank-UP) (1, 900: 
“Night Ambush" -Pag. "Almost }75-$1)—“Parrish” 'WB). Okay $7.- 
Ckay ut $7,000. Last week, “By / 900; may hold, Last week. “Ladies. 
Love Possessed” ‘UA) and “Cat : Man” ‘Par. i2d wk), $5,000... 
Burghe” UA? 2d wk $4,000, Plaza ‘FMIW-NT) 11,630: $1 251 

| .. P“Misty’’ 20th) «24 wk—5~ days’. 
Light $4.000. Last week in combo. 

DENVER > en Granada (1.217). $6.800, 
“Continued from page 81. *. Rockhill «Little. Art ‘Theatres) 

“Parent Trap” -BV' 3d wk Nice +750; $1-81.251 — Twoa-Wav 

€°-2 VOU or close. Last week, $17.500. , Stretch” :Colt (2d wk. Nice $1,800. ' 
Esquire Fox! -600; $1'—"“Two- : Last -week. $2.200. 

War Stretch” Indie! 2d vk« Okay! Rexy ‘Durwood) 850: $1-$1. 50'—- 
22 hast week, $3 [e0 Naked Edge” -UA®. Great $13. 000... 
Orpheum RKO- 2H: S1-S$1.25: holds Last week: “Last Sunset” 

- “By Love Passes d" WAt and =U) :5th wk), $3.500. . 
“\latter of Morais” UA: 2d wk! Uptown. Granada FEMW-NT :2.- 
Teer S@0000 or near. Last week. 043, 12917: ST-S81.25)) -— arent. 
$7500 | ; Trap" «BVi.. Socko $24,000. . holds 

Paramount lrdhes 2 100, 90- at Uptown. Last week. Uptow n only 
Bias: “Naked Edee™ UVP and ‘Snow White and 3 Stooges" s2Nth™ 
* Ring of Frre™ VG. Seek S15.000 29d wk) $5,000 
@ over Last week, "Parmdh” WB: Fairway. -F\IW-NT) 700: SsLp— 
Md wks SEL eno, “Carry on Corstahle® ‘Gov’. Vaves. 

Towne Indie: COO, S1-ST45:-- honse ta fiest-run from usual suh- 

“Cne-Eved Jacks” Pars Oth wh orunm Goad. $3,000. stays. Last: week, 
ate $2,500. Last week. $3000, 1sub-runs, 

, _ Little - Carnegie. 
(520; ” $1:25- $2)—Leda” : 

“\“Romanoff | and Juliet” 

Loud ‘monwealth) 900 cars each). Boule-*. 

-Continues: indef. 
FineArts. Davis) a 90-$1.80), cities covered by VaRrety 

~J-——"Goodbye Again’. (UA). 3d wk). 
This round - winding. ‘today 1Wed.) 

looks ‘like’ great $13,500 after $16- 
000 for second week, Continues. 

i Beekiman ~ ‘R&B) 
$1.751—"Racco and Brothers”. ‘As- 
“tor? ‘4th. wk). Third. frame éon- 
'cluded Monday 117) was big $13,-. 
909: after $17. 000 for. second. week. 

Fifth. Ave.:: ‘Cinema (R&B) (250; 

$1.25-$1.801—"‘Secrets’ of: Wonten” 
Janus) (2d.wk): ‘Initial ‘week fin-. 
‘ished Monday - 1D yas. - socko 

| $8,200. 

|’. Normandie... ‘T- L)- (592; §1.25- 
+ gt, 80) — “Misty” - (20th). -Opened 
‘Monday: (17). In ahead, “Snow. 
‘White, Three. Stooges” . (20th) (2d 
‘wk-10. days). Thin $3: 500: : 

AL: Carnegie) 
- (Times), 

‘Started: ‘Monday. (17). '-In ahead, 
“Frantic” 'Times) (5th-wk-9 days). 
Good $6, 000. after: $7,000 for fourth 
week.: 

Guild. iGuila). 14505. $1- -$1.75)— 
(U) . (6th 

wk), 
Wed): looks. to hit-great $9,500 af- 
ter $10,500. for fifth week. Con- 
‘tinues,. - 

. “Guns ‘of. Navarone” 
This . Tound. ending’ - 

- Thurs.) “is. -hedding for a -smash 
$16,000. after - -$18,000. ‘for: third 

‘Fourth’ session’s w eekend | week. 
topped ‘that. of the : third stanza. 
Stays: indef:” ; 

‘Paris IPathe : Cinema’ i568; 90- | 
SE .80)-—"The “Truth” (Kings) {4th 
wk).. Third’ ‘week ‘concluded Sun- 
day 
“$18,000 for. ‘second stanza. 

| Plaza (Lopert)- (525; .$1.50-$2)— 
“Never On.-Sunday” (Lope): (40th | 

wk); ’ The 39th ‘ound ended Mon- 
day 117) was wow. $15,000 after: 
$17. 500° for 38th: week. 7 

‘68th St. Playhouse: (Leo: Brecher). 
1370: $1.50-$2i—"‘Fate .of Man” 

; (Lope) (2d° wk). First session’ ‘ecom- ! 
, pleted Sunday. (16) was fair, $4:300,. 

. but stays. In ahead, “Bridge” (AA).! 
J«l0th wk, $3:500 but: _concluding = 
a fine Jongrun. . 

; Sutton. R&B) (561:. 
“Two Women” (Embassy) ©: (11th 
‘wk). ‘The .-10th -week - completed | 
Sunday: +16) was:boffo $12, 000 after 
_ $13, 000 - ‘for ‘ninth. round. . 

' ‘Trans-Lux. 52a-St. (T-L) 1540; $I- 
1$1. 50)—"Man in: Moon” ¢T-L) (6th ; 
wk), Fifth stanza:completed: Sun- 

. day 116)" was. nice. $5,900 | after |. 
: $7. 500° for: fourth: Ww eek. 

’ Trans- Lux: 85th St. (T. L)" (550: 
$l 125-$2)-—=" ‘Naked Edge’. (UA) (3d |. 

_ This ‘session. ‘coucluding to- |. 
Isis, Vista ‘(F MW-NT). (1.360, 700; i. niorrow: 

Wk). 
‘Phurs.. looks ‘like big 

‘$9.000: safer. $10. 500), for’ second 
week. - 

—'Lust for Sun” ¢Films Around 
: World) (3d wk). This” stanza: fin-’ 
ishing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to 

. hit, . ‘great. $13, 000. after landing 
$14 000: in. opener. 

SEATTLE. 
_«Coritinued from page 8). 

‘ Bowl”. "Par. 
weck, :. “Homicidal” . 
“Nost: Dangerous . 
“Cold 12d wk), $5,200... 

Fifth Avenue. . (Fox-Evergreen).. 
12.500: $1-$1. 50)-—"Parent. Trap” ' 
‘BV? ‘+3d: wk). Slick: $8, 000.. Last ! 
week, $12, 100. ; 

Music| Box (Hamrick): (768: $1- |j 
“$1. 50\—“Cold “Wind .in August” 
\Indie) and “Proper. Time” © Un- 
die) t2d wk). Mild $3. 000: in 5 ‘days. 
|Last week, $4,800: | 

Musie Hail -iHamrick) 12, 200; .$1- 
_ $i: 50)—"Deadly -Companions” ‘In- | 
die’ and | “Morgan the. Pirate”. 
-M-G).. Bad -$2.500: Last ’ week, 
Parrish” (WB) 12d ‘wk, $3,800. 

4 “Truth”. 
- .4$6,500 after $9.100 opener. 

‘Nice: $10,000. Last: 
“and = ( Col), 

“Mar Alive”. 

Orpheum ‘Hamrick) a2. 600; $1-. 
‘$1. 50-—“Magi ic. Boy’ ‘M- Gr 
“Son of Monte Cristo”: 
“Drab $3,000 in 6 days. 

areen Helmet’ «M- G): 
$4. 800. 

i - Paramount ‘Box-Evergreen’ (3.- 

and 
:M-G), 

Last: week, 
:2d wk, 

000; $1-$1.50) — “Naked Edge” 
(VA). Mild $7,000° or over. Last 

“Meck. “By Love “Possessed” +UA! 
and “ ‘Cat Bur glar* (UA) 12d wk), | 

483.0 0U0.: : 

(590;. $1.20- | - 

1 fifth. 

‘This session ending today | 

“Murray “Hae (R&B): (95-$1. 30)— | 
“Col).(4th wk). 

‘toinorrow, 

16). was great: $16,000 after 

05- $1. ‘soi | . 

World. ‘\Perfectad. 4390: ‘90-$1 80): 

4 State (Trans-Lux) 1730: 
—"Eve and Handyman": Indie) and: 

Indies, Opened. yes-. 
“Heat: 

; session. a strong-one in ae ‘key: 
t is; 

{enabling ‘exhibs to conibat | some 
‘unusually. sultry. wéeather:in. some. 
‘sections of the country... In. other. 
; keys. mild, rainy day's: are. ‘figured | 
has helping trade. .. - 

“Fanny” (WB) is finishing. No. ‘y 
for the second week. in ‘a. row. - 
“Guns of: Navarone”. (Col): will -be 
‘second, same as.a- week: ago, - al-: 
} though | tt is playing in only. nine 
key cities presently. . we 

“Parent: Trap” ‘BV), “which: “was | 
third last round;: again is - -copping 
third. place. “La Dolce Vita”. (As--; 

tor). ‘is ‘moving up. to fourth posi-. 
‘tion, now showing in’ six keys cov- 
‘ered by. Variéty,- and is likely | to. 
be heard from additionally: “~. 
| “Naked Edge” (UA), out for frst 
time to any extent, is winding up: 

spot, - 
“Exodus” (UA), ‘for. months No: 

‘1. In-the,-b.o. raee, ‘is.’ ‘finishing 
seventh. 
ing” eighth. place.: 
sessed” (UA) will cop ninth money. 
money. 

“On Double”. (Par) ‘is. capturing 
10th place." “Pleasure * of His: 
Company,” ‘also: from Paramount, 
is finishing Lith While “Never. On. 

‘Guns’ Sockeroo $35, 000, . 
DC: ‘Fanny’ Giant 186, 
Voyage’ Lofty. $14, 000} 

“Washington, ‘July 18. 
_ Burst of strong,. new ‘product: is | 
keeping first-run trade here in boff-| 

- shape. 
. heading for.a wow Session day-dat- 
‘ing two -Trans-Lux houses, .“‘Fan- - 
‘Iny” at Warner's also. looks wham 
lin initial stanza. “By Love’ Pos- 
\ sessed’: figures to overcome. oppo- 
isition of local crix to chalk. up .& 
i usty ‘total opening Found | at’ the: 
Keith’s.. 

“Voyage: to.. Bottoni of Sea” at 
: Capitel also looks big’ opening ' lap. : 

»!"La Dolce Vita” at-the Town stays. 
‘smash in second. Ditto” With. “Pare: 
vent Trap” at Palace. .:. .- 

~ «Estimates for This Week . 
- Ambassador-Metropolitan. ‘iswy: 
( 1, 480; 1,000;: _$1-$1. 49)-—Parrish” |. 
(WB) (3d. wk). Fair $9, 000. ‘Last 
week, $11, 500. 

Apex (K-B)° (940: $1-$1; 49)——"Ro: | 
‘manoff and. Juliet”? ‘U) )(3d wk). 
Great. $7,500.. Last week, $9,000. 

. Capitol (Loew) 3. 420;: $1-$1 49): 
—‘Voyage to Bottom of’ Sea” 92. 600." 

‘l(20th). Tall $14.000 or élase. Last.’ 
week, “Homicidal” (Col), $12; 500. 

Keith’s. (RKO) (1,850; $1-$1.491— * 
“By Love Possessed” -(UA):. Hat 
$15, 000. Last week, 

| Saw Archie” (UA) ‘and . “Flying | 
Tail” (UA) (4th wk), . 87. 000: 

“Pleasure. of Company” ‘Par)-5th, 
wk). ‘Oke $4. 800. Last’ 
$6, 000. . 

Palace Leew). Wg. 390: “$1-81, 49) 
-/“Parent Trap” *BV) :2d ‘WK. 
$19.500 after $23. 000- opéner. 

Plaza. (T-LY +278; +$1-$1.80)— 
(Kings) 2d. wk. ‘Smart :,. 

‘Playhouse ‘T-L)" 4592. $1-$1-80)" 
“—"“Guns. of Navarone” 'Cal).: 
Smash $15,000. “Last -week, “Five 
‘Golden Hours” - Col) ‘3d. wk),. 
$1,300. ~ 

Town. (King): 1800: $1. 25-81. 49); 
sree Dolce Vita” (Astor) (2d. wk)” 
Now $20,000 after $25,000: opener. : 
 anebux: AT-L) +600: $1. 49-$2):: 
‘—"Guns of “Navarone” Col). 
Mighty: $20.000. Last: week, : “Raisin. 
“in Sun’® (Col) 14th wk, $4:700. 

41 Uptown (SW) :1:300:'$1. 25-$1. 75). }. “Bet VON STERNBERG AS: JUROR” —‘Spartacus’.'U) 3d wk)! 
$8. 000. ‘Last. week. $8.500. : a 

Warner (SW? :1.440:; 90- $1. 49i— } 
“Panny” tWBr, “Wham. $18.000 -or. 
| near: 
j gether” (Col) #2: wk), $7, 500. 

BOSTON. 
(Continued, from: page 8). 

new record here. - 
‘75-$1. 25) 

“Naked Run”. 
terday (Mon.). Last :week, 
of Summer™. \Indiei and * ‘Louisiana. 
j Hussy” Undie?, okay 83. 500. | 

“Spartacus” .(U}; seventh.a |, 
week 880, is. pushing up’ ‘to. Sixth, Tin 

“Parrish”. (WB) “is. tak- |. 
“By Love. Pos-. 

“Last Time I- f: 

. - $14, 000:- Last week, $18. 000.: 
Ontario (K-B) +11 240°" “$t-Si, 49.— 

Ww eek, wk), 

.Boft. 

$2500. f. 

Last week, ‘Two Rode To- |. 

1 {Ladies Man” (Par): ‘and. “Morgan. 
; the Pirate”: «tM-G) -are the runners: 
“UP, films-in about. that-order. = 

““Gpoodbye Again” (UA), solid in- 
NY. -and big in. Frisco, shapes ‘aS, 
‘a potentially ‘fine. grosser: ‘Voy- | 

-|age to Bottom of Sea” (20th), also 
new, is rated good ‘in Detroit and... 
tall in ‘Washington. ‘It? opens. ate 
N.Y. Paramount this week... ° 
- '“Fraricis - of “Assisi” " (20th), 

‘in Frisco. ‘“Tammy’Teil-Me True. 
10), -due® in- NLY: Palace. ‘soon, 
; rated’ great: - in -Chi ‘and: good. in, 
Cleveland. |: - 

“Two° ‘Women’? \Embassy), an- 
other. newié, is woiv'in Pitt: great’. 
in N.Y. and trim in. Philly. 

in.L.A.. but modest. in ‘Philly... 

“Saturday Night, Sunday’ ‘Morne: 
g” (Cont), still smash in‘ N-Y.,. 

‘| shapes: stout. in’ Boston and. good 
‘in Chi. “Gone With Wind” (M-G) - 
(reissue), big iti: Detroit; continues- 
-torrid.- ‘in. N.Y. arid. L.A. 

“Carry On. Constable" (Goy),. ‘hot . 
‘in Friseo, is good. in. K.C, “Rocco a 
and | Brothers” Astor) ‘still is 
smash ‘on extended-run in? N.YS 

"Complete. Bovoffice “Reports: on 
Pages. 8-9) | a 

| Fanny’ Wham 16, 7 
St L; Trap 126.3. 

St ‘Louis, July: 18.: fo, 
Nain. strength this’ session. ‘ts.cen- 

“Guns of: Navarone”. - “is: ' tered in holdovers.-and': exterided: -. 
Truns.- Lone. newcomer, "On the _ 
( Double” looks. only mild .at the: St, © 
; Louis. : “Fanny”: ‘shapes ° “as stand- 
jout: of. the holdovers,. being‘ wow. in. 
second Esquire ‘Stanza. s 
|" “Parent: Trap” is rated. boffo in 
third . at Loew’s. Mid- City while ~ 
“Spartacus”: shapes. great in Second | 
yat Ambassador. _“BY ‘Love Posses- 
‘sed’. looms big. in. second. at State. .~ 
“while: ‘Parrish,’ we .alsa” in ‘second, is | 
_trim’.at the Fox.” * “Never On Sun-'" 
day” Still: is - ‘going. well: although _. 
yin (34th round .of:: record-breaking” 

| engagement at ‘Apollo ATH, . S. 

Estimates for This Week we 

Ambassador. wArthury © 12 970; 
"$1 :25-$1.50)—"Spartacus” 1a, 12d 
p> Wk) Great $14.000. - “Last week, ; 
$15, 000.. ° me 

I Apollo: Art: Grace) (700°. 90." 
1 $1.25)—"Nev er On: Sunday” «Lope), ‘ 
124th wk), Fine $2,300 © Last Ww eek, a 

Esquire ‘Schuckact. Levin), i, isp 
‘ 90-$1 25)—"Fanny”) (WB 12d -wko: 
“Wow $18. 000 ° or: Neary. Last. week, 
$20:000. 

|.) Fox. Arthur) 45: 000: “posi: 28h. ° 
“Parrish” (WB) 12d: WK): Trim: “ “ i 

Loew’s Mid-City tLoewt 1, 160; Oo 
60-90)" ‘Parent . “Trap” ‘BV. 13d. 

Boffo. $12, 000.. “Last: week, 
_ $15. 000: : . 

State iLoew), ‘3,600; 60-90.—"By 
“Love Possessed” 'UA) and .“Cat- 
_ Burglar” 'UA). (2d: wk). Big $14,- 
‘ 000." ’ Last. week. "$18, 000. 

“Pageant. ‘4 Arthur) -41.000;. '90- 
$1 .25)—-"Raisin, in: ‘Sun’ ” 4Cal). (4th... 
wWK),. Hot $2. Q00. Last, ‘week, © 

St. ‘Louis “Arthur. 3. 800; "15 - 90) 
—"On Double” «Par) and * “Love in. 

, Goldfish ‘Bow!”, :Par), Mild. $10,-" 
* 000. “Last. : weck,” “Ladies Man" ” 
‘'Par) and’. “Hippodrome”. “tCont) 
(2d. Wk), $12.000. - oe 
‘Shady: Qak ‘Arthury’ 760: 90- 

$1. 251—"‘Ballad of Soldier’. Indie) 
(2a wk. Good 583, 000.’ Last week. 
$3,500: SS 

Ww i” ‘Also Have * ‘a Retrospective 
“ Show, at Frisco 

San Francisco;. ‘July: 18. 
‘Producer-director. Josef. von... a 

Sternberg has apreed::to serve.as.- 
-|a-juror at the. fifth annual’ San © 

| Francisco. Film: Festiv al, Noy. 1-14. 
with dines.” Last. week, ‘same, _and As result of'von Sternberg’s par-" 

ticipation ‘in. fest. ‘director Irving, 
"M. Levin said ‘a special retrospéc- 
‘tive’ program of ‘on- Sternberg 
‘pictures: would. .be shown: during 
the festival. - 

Other jury. members have ‘not o: 
yet. Been: selected: : 

an-.- 
other newcomer, jis: doing ‘whope |=" 
‘ ping. biz-.in' Chi and’ looms potent. - 

“Nikki? - 
4BV),-soek ‘in Denver, : “shapes, stout . 
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20 PICTURES | 

MAG ADVERTISING SCOREBOARD 
(Data which follows is extracted from the Gallagher Report, newsletter of ‘the | magazine ‘publishing 

field.) 
. ADVERTISING PAGES: 

1961 1960 6 mos. Ending. ‘6 mos. Ending & INC. 
Pos. Pos Magazine June. 30, 1961" ‘June’ 30, 1960 or DEC. 

1 1 New Yorker ...... eee eee eee haceenepe 2.342 2,562, — 86 
2 2 Business W eek | ee cece eect cate e een cees - 2,009. 2,507 —19.9 - 
3 3 Life ...... ccd. cece ee ace e cea e eens see 1,594 1,758 — 93° 
4 4 Time Lake cece ene c ew eet a wees nverns 1.329 1,587 a 16.3: 
5 6 Newsweek — 26... ce ew cee ee 1289 1,514 .=——14,.9 
& 7 US. Neus & “World Report eee e eee 1,233 1;504 18.0 
7 5 Saturday Evening Post ..............3- ve 3.091 1,536. —29.0 
B 10 Yachting = - .....seee.-0ee ereceeeee 977 972° + 05 

3 8 Sports Iilustrated shew ree reac ee wet eene 941 ‘982° —— 4.2 
10 8 Fortune ......c.. 0 cee eens Bes aaseee . ‘927 1,130 —18.0 
WA 11) Sunset 2... ceca cee cece ee eee wesw eee . 786 "874. —10.1 
12 13 Look ...... ween e teeta cena ines pebeeaes . 756 187 — 3.9 
WB 12 Vogue 2 1 cen cece ee ee eee bee eee 699 — 852. —18.0 
14 14°) Scientific American Lee e deer eserere Coens ‘689 ' 923 -— 4.7 
15 17 Seventeen =... ence eee e cece eeeee sees 645. 675. — 44 
36 18 Popular Boating | see eee enw e een ee ees 626 637 — 1.7 
17 «616 «Popular Mechanics .........00. eden e ee 595 - 678. —12.2 
18 15 Holiday .. .......-cce ce ee cee ghee eeecnne ‘594 695. —14.5 
19 «24 Glamour... ccc ees cece cee e ewe enes . 553 558 —. 0.9. 
20 «#19 Popular Science .......--. cece eee ee eee 543, 604 10.1 
21 25 MeCalls Dew eeee wee cence seen eces 542 533 of 17. 
22 21 Saturday Review ....... cc i sce eee ences 538 579. — 71 
23. 26 Warper’s Bazaar’ .....- See ce eee tanes sees 532 527. + 0.9 
24 22 Good Housekeeping ..........- ecevcenes 492, 560 —I12.1. 
25, 36 Reader's Digest .. ...........- peer eenee 492 453 - of 8.6 
26 33 Mademoiselle _.........- ces ece cesses 490 461 ‘+ 6.3 
27: 20 Heuse Beautif ul eect cece eaten eeeceesees . 479 538. 18.5 
28 40. TV Guide Lae eee eee ween te ees eens 472 329 | + 43.4 
29. 29 Farm Journal Leeeecwes 452 490° -— 7.8 
30 27 Dun's Review & Modern Industry . ance ewes 43 .§18 - - —16.0: 
21 37) «~(Cue. wee ee eee reece eee os 431. 446 ‘— 3.4. 
32 31 House & Garden .......cce cee e eee eee . 428 482 *. —11.2 
33) 28) «Successful Farming .......--.ce ee eeeeee 427 © 491 —13.0 
34 2 Progressive Farmer ...6...-..esee seen: 419 "469 —10.7 
35 40 Outdoor Life Lace cece eee eeeets . 415 .428 . — 3.0 
36 =30 Ladies’ Home Journal .........020 ee euee * 403 482. —-16.4 
37 #38) Field & Stream .. 2.2... ccc eee e eee 403 439°. — 8.2 
38 G1] Rudder  .. 2.2... coc w ee ce eee e eee wee 403 246 +63.8 
39 35 FEsquire - . . . sasvevcesecsecce 402 459 —12.4 
40 23 Ketter Ifomes & Gardens bec eeeseeewes . 398 559 — 28.8. 
41 34 Ebony eee w eet eeesereeas awe 395 -460 —14.1 
42 39 Town & Country . ......-...- cee veee . 394 438 —10.0 
43. 41 Mechanix Illustrated .................. . 375 :421- —10.9 
44 44 Brides ss Lite eee eee e eet a eee eeeees 363 . . 385: — 5.7 

ee eee =. -- 

ne Picture’ Title. ‘Registration Bureau 

Production’s Allure For Levine n New ons 
—————— Continued from page 7 

tended for pix .in future.. Levine| James Garner, Gig Young. andi 
described head of Filmways as; Others with director Michael Gor- 

° / 9 i: 
a “new blood” sorely needed in don?” He’s a new talent and bes 

lieve me we need more - like him 
the biz. “We have a great story in in this business.” 
‘Boys’ and who else do you know Signing of James Pratt, former- |: 
that could have put tagether a cast| ly with Universal to work “on 
like Miss Novak, Tony Randall, “Boys” is another important step-, 
—_—_—_—— 

7 Metro's Levine ‘Takeover | 

resulted. 
global distribution of. “Boys Night 

> Levine-Martin. Ransohoff co- 

are. starred. 

Pie rolls at MG's: Culver City 
plant -Oct: 1, with Michael. Gordon 

in Levine’s plan for coordinating | ‘directing... Lo 
a OSS. various aspects of his six annual |’ 

a} 3 “blockbusters.” Leonard  Light-.|.. é 
2 2 m stone’s addition to. Embassy will | FRED LUTKIN $ NEW TITLE 
20% ‘be for handling sales in. foreign]... Fred’ A. -Lutkin' ‘has -heen ap-. |" 
i @: countries and to act as liaison be-| pointed ad’ control’. -manager for 

= om tween Levine fom distributors. ‘Paramount Pictures ‘ad-pub. de- 
@ os: vine plans to. make ano , 7 
= «f trip abroad. shortly, then ‘return partment, succeeding Carl. Clau 
+ wp here to consummate several proj- ‘sen, Tesigned. 
om ects he has in mind. One of them] For last two years, Lutkin has 
Recent he’s thinking of for future is “‘Can-| been” cooperative ad -manager for 
Sz | dide,” among number of titles| Bunea Vista. Before that he was. 
ze Embassy has filed with Motion with RKO Pictures.. . 

2 r—} : 0 ftenatonnatomangeam vaunenceme Secret moni otinenrinceacia 

an: Hy H 
Co i = || Buys & Sells, May 1. 1- June 10} 

© S EE “ar Hans DUDE RD: AADOAE RAD OLOGA COT ESEDSOINGTAUSATEneesbeeeeasd "ar Toe Lee PRICY cli all ADs aoeces Ht atows Lagos apse! sn mannan 

fd | ie Sane roast tne rage abntenenot immanent HT NeTLUS Nenana cerns neoneyMceRt NE AAARTHEND a lad 

23 _. Washington, July 18. 
i Albert Zugsmith sold 23,700 shares: of Allied Artists: common stock 

insider summary by Securities & Exchange Commission. . 

at 139,700 shares following the May transaction.:Other Allied deals 

sale of 300 common shares by W. Ray Johnson. - 

Other transactions, in common stock unless designated . otherwise, 
included: 

Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.: Lowell Thomas sold 1 000 ‘shares, 
jleaving him with 113,567. His wife -was listed as holding. 4,267." - 

Columbia Pictures: Abraham Montague ‘sold 200, holding on to 3 766. 
Fico Corp. holdings of 97.159 were’ listed: under his name. 

Desilu Productions: Edwin E. Holly ‘sold 300, leaving him with 2,000. 

! Call MI 1-4700. F 

. | total of 1,000. 

MGM: Howard Strickling bought. 600 by ‘exercising | option, ‘boosting | 
his total to 1,425. 

National Telefilm Associates: Oliv er ‘Unger received. J J092° in. October 
‘las a dividend and sold 1,000 in “April, leaving him with 92: shares. . , 

National Theatres & TV: 
pany, acquired. 4.000. shares, 
through the holding. company. 
shares in three transactions, 
Klein bought 6,400, giving him a total-of 50.223 shares. . 

ly (except Sunday) at Aqueduct. The nation’s star thorou 

Plenty of color, excitement, sunshine, fresh a 

Samuel. Firks sold a- total: of 11,000 

ke that reservat 
600, holding on ‘to 14.524 shares, 

. Phileo Corn.: Robert F. Herr sold 700. holding :« ‘on. to 22, 953.: David 
B. Smith sold 300, leaving him with 2 393. 

TelePrompter Corp.: Fred Barton. sold 900.: ‘leaving: him with 39.743. 

is set for 9 races da t Scott-ma shares. Edward C. Reveaux exercised option ta buy-his first 250 shares. 

Television Industries Inc.: 
snares. 

on to 150. €. Elwood MeCartney sold 200, leaving. him: with 450. 

Webb & Knapp: ‘Villiam Zeckendorf acquired. 12. 900 shares: for’ total 
holdings .of 4.259,464. ; 123456 7489 GREAT ACTS The stage perform for you. dea! Grea 

. backwoods of. New Guinea, 

launched from Chicago a new twice-monthly. magazine, . 
Jas a result of material left over. from ‘his forthcoming. book, “The.. 

Joe Levine's ‘Coast~ sojourn has. 
in’ Metro’s taking over 

production, Kim Novak, ‘James Gar-| 
ner, Gig Young and Tony. Randail é 

in one of the major show business transactions reported. in.. latest. 

Summary, covering May 11 .to June 10,- listed |Zugsmith’s holdings 

included the purchase of 9060. common shares” by ‘Roger Hurlock and | 

Loew's Theatres: Lewis Gruber bought 400 shares, giving ‘him a. 

Leonard. Davis, through ‘a: ‘holding com- | 
making a.total of 9.000 shares owned. 

leaving him ‘with: 39.164, ‘Euguene V. o 

Reeves. Broadcasting & Development. Corp. Geor ge. Li. Buist sold | 

: pending ‘approval * by’ 

Irving B. Kalin sold 5.457 in (wo transactions, leaving him’ with 57,798: 

Martin: J. Robinson: ‘bought. his first 450° 

Twentieth Century-Fox: Francis T. Kelly. sold. 300 ‘shares.: hanging 

Wednesday, July 19,. 1961" 

~Taside Stuf—Pictures 
Brokerage house of L. P. Rothschild & Co. is sanguine on ‘Paramount, 

pegging film company’s ‘earnings to hit- $5° ‘per. share in ’61, ‘after $4.2 
last year. Belief, also. is that the second quarter statement: ‘will equal: 
or better: the $1. 22 a share. notched for the like’’60 period... ; . 

Despite last year's earnings dip,: Rothschild finds Par: -{nereasingly 
J attractive for the “longterm. potential” of its ancillary: ‘divisions:. . Auto- 

| meter pay-see. undertaking. ’. 
|. Rothschild. -notes. that - Autométric’s. "60: sales were: $4, 760,000: ‘up a 

| whopping - 160% from the previous. annum, and ‘that while “past.rates 
of growth are not likely to be niaintained, mainly reflecting the prob-. 

-| lem. of. obtaining qualified personnel, ". ‘ales for current. year nonethe-: 
less could climb. te $7,000,000. 7 
As for the ‘receiver manufacturing - sidé,- the. downtown. ‘gnalysia is 

cheery. on Chromatic’s headway ‘in. developing a color. set- with bright- 
‘ness comparable to black. and’ white. models.. It also notes Par’, an--. 
‘nounced confidence that its color. receiver could. retail: for 25%. less . 
than those. currently on market. Also seen favoring the film:.stock is’ 

.| Telemeter’s proposed ‘expansion - via. the Little Rock ‘pétition,. and. the: 
{ Programmatic buildup via its Toronto: test; and the recent. acquisition 

:* | of David Susskind’ s Talent Associates, seen. reinforcing Par’ S. theatrical 
activity, 

Youthful artist Roy James Hedlund of: Honolulu, got his ‘start es 
‘| protege of Lemuel R: Webb. when :Webb was manager - of. the nabe 
Kapahulu theatre and later. manager of the Varsity. Thanks: in" large 

| part to Webb’s tutelage and sales promotion, ‘Hedlund. had sold ‘some 
‘1 $5,000 worth of paintings by. the time he graduated from: high: school, 
-| More recently Webb, who had contacts in New Guinea, suggested Hed- 

| lund go- there to familiarize himself with native crafts and’ buy. artifacts. 
Webb lined up a New York gallery: as sales outlet and got a six month: 
contract to obtain more New Guinea. art pieces. A native mask. Hedlund 

-.fhad picked up for.50 cents. reportedly. Sold-for $2.500. 
Webb resigned lis: theatre job to ) Join. his. erstwhile protege in. the: 

Jack Hess, a voltage. film exploiteer_ Of ‘the. 1920s and- 19308, “has 
“The You S.A.”. 

Great God. Ballyhoo.” An examination of Vol..1, ‘No. 1, dated July 15, 
-|indicates that: the’ text is iconoclastic in. viewpoint. One of the. oddities... 
included is a rap against. R..R. Donnelly Co. of Chicago for--not in- "© 
‘eluding ‘the postal: zone numbers in - its compilation: of ‘addresses in 
Classified -phone directories. all. over U:S.—the omission- Saying, says-: 
Hess, millions. of. dollars in re-set.. Another’ piece. attacks ‘America's 

| Savage handling of| its Indians. ‘and, refers | to tribal -reservations: ag 
“our concentration camps. ” 

George Seaton will ‘chairman. specfal Academy ‘committee set up ‘to. - 
-Teview promotional practices employed: by contenders: for annual Oscar. ° 
‘nominations and awards. Obviously established as. a result of. so-called 
questionable tactics utilized during last. “Academy: Awards: sweepstakes, 
prexy. Valentine Davies stated: “The reason for the: formation of. this. ~ 
committee is to -study. ‘carefully ‘past promotional. campaigns, then. de-. 
termine. how the Academy can most effectively ‘maintain the: dignity © 
and integrity of its awards, to the benefit-of our industry, in. the future?” 
Committee will report its findings: direptly to Board. of Governors.’ 

Ralph Hirshorn,: “yale: grad who ‘was. the Winner- last “year: ol ‘the 
Screen. Producer - Guild’s ‘Jesse -L, Lasky. award for “End ‘of Summer” 
(produced. in college), has ‘been ‘named assistant to Arthur Kramer,. 
‘Columbia studio exec. In line with ‘all. ‘the- ‘major studios” policy of: 
giving short-term contracts to Lasky award. winners, Hirshorn has béen- 
_working-at Col for the-last six. months in.various capacities. Hirshaorn’s: 
appointment as Kramer's aide’ is ‘effective. immediately, and will have | 

- 

‘\ him. assisting the exec in all of his various: creative activities. 

“Asserting: that “A proportionately small tiumber of drivesin ‘theatr és: ° 
‘remain faithful to their original pledge.of providing the ideal for family... 
entertainment,” The: Evangelist,’ Albany . Catholic weekly, in “editorial . 
characterized as typical recent newspaper advertisement. jointly pub- 
lished by. the East Greenbush and Turnpike Drive-Ins. in the Albany: 

| area. Copy announced: the showing. of. “two adult shockers” and that 
‘a lust feast was in the offing.” mo a 

Good comedy writers are uriderestiniated and, in a sénse, iinderpaia. 
‘So. avers writer-director. Irving “Brecher, ‘who. “just finished © directing. 
“Sail A Crooked Ship” - as. maiden: pic under seven-year . non-exclusive 
ticket. Trouble today,.in his opinion, ‘is:* ‘most studio-heads don’t wavit: 
to make comedies: They: want ‘to play..it:safe. with best sellers—books.. 
that sell limited. .number—or. literature showing: America. as. a neurotic - 
and psychotic. haven.” ” oa 

Might: get a little confusing in the keys. when: Universal's “Touch of: To 
Mink” ‘camedy opens. Though. release isn’t till next year: (and: other. 
wise, indefinite), notion -is thatsome of the title steam. may. have 
evaporated | with. the current British “Make Mine Mink” via Cortinen- 
tal. But if. at all, only in the major burgs where. the latter has:-had 
arty. dating. U's “Mink” costars Cary Grant, and Doris Day, : ‘With. script. - 
by Stanley Shapiro. 

Award of the: ‘Mid-Town: “esa. ‘of Kansas City for. outstanding i improve-" 
ment to building property was: ‘given. last week to the Durwood Theatre - 
organization. This is the first. award to a. ‘theatre. ‘Durwood took over 
the former Missouri Theatre, extensively. ‘redecorated and renovated 
it, and re-named.it the Empire. :It: opened ona hard ticket- policy Jast.. 
fall with “Exodus,” and Presently. is on a continuous run . Policy: with 
“One-Eyed Jacks.” orn 

In Honolulu Consolidated. Aimiisement Co, not ‘only. held over “Gidget “ 
Goes Hawaiian” (Col) at its Hawaii and Drive-in outlets but tossed’ a’ * 
‘third. print into its nabe. Narsity, nominal: subsequent’ run house: 

ELECTROVISION EXPANSION I Famous "Rocky Bar-O Rench’ | 
Frontage .on- Flathead! 4 Lake. [.-.- 

H wautitul Ranch’ House—Lodge—Mod- | ~ 
. ern Cottages. . Some with. Native. Stone 

ak Eornats Tennis Courts—Barng and. 
errais. - ~ 

-FARVIEWS. REALTORS: 
340, We Main. : Missoula, Montana 

A Diversification: Into Engineering, 
«dA State. Okays_ : 

Hollywood, ‘Fuly 18. 

ElectroVision | ‘Cerp.. which op- 
‘erates a chain of’ drive-ins .and 
hardtop. theatres in California and. 
southern Oregon. has. clased. deal | 
for acquisition of Packaging Serv- | 
ices of California, engineering firm. ‘| eo 

- California [— 
State Commissioner: of Corpora: |... a = . 
tions. {. AADIO. city music HALL 

‘Rockefeller Center -e G 64600 ‘Addition of North “Holivwood| |} A 
“SANNY”. oe 

a 

a 

company .is ‘exyected’ to: substan- 
tially increase: EjectroVision's sales |; | Lestie canon « MAURICE CHEVALIER 
volumé. and profits, according: to ‘| | CHARLES BOYER ¢ WORST BUCHHOLZ 

- Produced and dnected by worst ay LOGAN - 
cA. Warner Bros. Pactire on Technol prexy.. Martin. Sjone.. New. subsid’s ; 

“aad Gots New Stage Spectache. “FESTIVAL, Wwe? current’ . backlbg |. approximates | it 
$2.0 000, 000, “} , } 

‘metric (electronics systems),. Chromatic. (color: video sets): and. the: Teles. oo 



ars OF Avventura” 

Prokofiev's 
» ella” 1210 Is expected’ to give a lift 

TOLLVISION 21 | Wednesday, July 19, 1961 Mee 

| “Baelt From Tol, Brish Wene 
_ July. 18. "+= 

Toll television. could: be..an’ im-". 

London;. 

.. mense ‘stimulus. to : the - créative | 

” arts, to the theatre, the. opera. -and.|. 
ballet, and to film: productign,: ‘ac- - 
cording to. Robert’ Allan, chairman 
Of British Telemeter Home: View-* 

- ing. He ‘told a press. ‘confererice’ " 
Yast ‘week < that feevee: was. both 
_ desirable’ and ‘inevitable: . in 
Britain. 

British: ‘Telemter - fronter:: esti- 
mated - that national’ coverage, up: 

-: -to-90°% could: be obtained for pay 
_ tv ‘if the unused Band. II1 frequen- 
egies were -allotted. and Tocal wired: 

‘services were used. 

Ash public. -wanted’ a ‘much : wider 
choice ‘of. programs, than’ at prés-’. 
ent. available, though’ ‘that: implied 
no cicriticism ‘of - -existing. ‘programs, 
or , their. producers. 

‘that did- not mean that they would 
‘only put out-:programs directed to, 
60-called intellectuals.’ “What. we: 
want, 7 he said “is to. see television ; 
‘viewers. ‘having. a choice between : 
-@pera at Glyndbourne, a newly re- 
“Teased. feature film, ‘a. classical: film.. 
and a ‘sporting - event. all.on. the. 
‘Same evening and _ at: prices rang- 
ing ‘from, - say,:- 

' family’s. entertainment. 
pect -of |: 

The pros: 

: to first. class: production... 

. but. the programs ‘would ° ‘need to. 
be better. than - ‘those offered ‘over : 

~ the. ordinary’ public systems. of: the.. 
. BBC and the Commercial netw ork. 

, TelePrompter ime 
Antenna Systems | 

. Washington. July. 18.. 
“TelePrompter proposes: to ‘spend : 

about $3.000.000:.to..bui: or build 
“additional . community: antenna. tv 
facilities. This was .disclosed -in.-a 
. ‘prospectus | 
“the Seeurities and: Exchange. Com- { 

* mission ‘seeking’ registration. of }-: 
$5, 000,000. of... convertible « ‘Subor- 
dinated “debentures: . due |. 1976. 
They are ‘to ‘be offered: the’ public: 
at an interest rate.-and- offeriag. 
price to be announced. later:: Bear,. 
Stearns: & Co. is. underwriter: a 

_ . 2 Also! involved in the ‘registration 
‘are 15,000 shares. of common. stock 

« which are’ tied up in options, © 

“ae - TelePrompter: Said: it. also ‘plans. 
- ‘some $750.000..on. further develop-: 

ment:. and: testing” of its. Key TY. 
paysee- ‘System: Of - the . money. 

_:Faised: by the. ‘debentures, . com- 
” “pany: said $400, 000. is -earmarked 
for. the. buy: of the - CATV. system. 

-» at. Eugene,:Ore., and another $500.-. 
“" 000..will be used to’ ‘Pay off ‘bank 
A Joans. 

: Tanenr pat 
— Continued: from page 3 ames — 

Third judge, National Film. Board 
‘of . Canada’s ‘Norman -; McLaren:. 

_ Spoke. ‘but briefly. His: sharply- 
: pacifist “Neighbours” took a 1952: 

- Atademy Award documentary 
“Oscar. || *. 

Faced | “with: hot. weathey: _ Tes. 
“quirement of :.. black ~ tie: broke’ 
‘down before 90-desree clamminess. 
‘Tuesday’ S. (LD. “Fires On: .The 
Plain" . (Japan), Wednesday" S$ t12: 

__.“Bad . ‘Luck ‘tPoland! and Thurs: j 
“day’s..113> ‘double-bill “Sand . Cas- | 
tle” arid « “Jazz On A: Simamer's ; 
Day”: ‘both U.S:A:' have all-beén 
near-sellouts,. and 6 p.m. showings. 
—major. features 20 at.8:45 p.m:— 
--*A Man ‘Goes. Through: The: Wall’? 
(Germany, “Simitria® § * «Mexico? 

~ .and “Red Ink” aHungary), proved. 
stronger than. expected. 

'*. Other: *features. include lialian 
“Racco. and: ‘his © Brothers’: and" 

: 1185, world” pre--: 
.,Iniere of British “The Kitchen" and | 
+ TS... “Hollywood.  The-.: Golden. 

Years”. (195, -and-: French. “Moderato') 
Cantabile” (Ps 
A late-entry from. ‘the USSR, 

-ballet-film | “Cinder-| 

to the next’ phase: of ‘Vancouver's ; 
* International Fest; New. York. City:! 
‘Ballet live ‘company ‘which opens. 

_..Manday, July: 24, in Queen Eliza- 
: beth Theatre.:. 

“Uscribe Marie: Torre: last. Thursday: 7 

‘Allan’ said-he felt sure the Brit-! 1131. 

‘Tolivision 
could cater for. minorities, though: 

20c,: for. a’.whole -- 

_ ‘increased. boxoffice -re- . 
~~ ¢eipts would: give a Breat, incentiv e- 

In Brit-- 
"ain by: sharing - the: gross. with “pro-": 
gram suppliers, ‘all. ‘could ; benefit; os 

filed. last -week with. 

“gasionaly’ with a stage presentation. 

“lire Aats From Mexico 
: . Dallas, duly 18. 

‘Manuel ‘Avila’ ‘has: reopened: ‘the ; 

\ Stevens” Theatre here’: after.- re- 

j modeling. Spanish language. filins | 
Vail: be shown: on“Monday. thraugh | 
|-Dhursday . 
"| films” on Weekends. .. 

Live talent, JIocal and from : 
‘Mexico, will. ‘be. added | Antermit- j 
tently. ° 

Canberra Docks: 
-Cireuit-Fed To 

Travel. Agents, 

HARLING SNAPBACK 
AT.TORRE’S THRUST 

* Having ‘derided * tollvisior:.- in|. 
other . terms. -Mith “due: passion, | 
Philip °F: Harling; who heads. the ! 
no-paysee: fight-for. ‘Theatre. ‘Own- 

“ers of. America, has: now cone. up: 
“with: this coinage: “egin-in- ‘the-slot. 
machiavellianism: i 
“Phrase ‘capped a chiding. letter | 

he got ‘off to N.Y; Herald Tribune | : 
| publisher’. John Hay - Whitney’. in|. 
response. to a. colunin. by. Trib tele-. 

She. wrote scorning : “Irrele- jj: 
absurdity’" of : “exhibition | ‘PRO: Orient line will employ 

atainst- toll, assertin? TelePrompter- elosed-circuit tv ‘to- | 
the theatres, Want ‘to~ ‘eliminate’ morrow (Thurs.)-at Frisco for the 
“competition. ‘That . Sort * oF ‘thing: maiden arrival of its liner’ Can-: 
‘is: for. Comiitunists.”’ she: said. | berra, Event will he :witnessed: in { 
“Without - “question,” © Harling. New York, Chicago. and Toronto 

"angwered.. “exhib - opposition, to fee-tby some. 1, 100 travel agents and 
‘vee is “self-interested.” " But he: i press reps, who'l then “go abroad” 
also: repeated charge’ that : tolt jis ‘for: inspection .of ship's facilities. 

vant. 
a: sume it: 

- not in. the public interest: ‘that it | Basil ‘Rathbone Will: ‘host the -show.: 
‘would. be <far*. -More costly. than’ _.. Hourlong stanza; including film 
, public realizes. ' and. ‘that: - -despite ‘clips - of: ship's progress. at sea, 
“prandiose . claims’. . it “cannot.| will - -filso. cut. to: Roosevelt.- Hotel, 
‘furnish: ‘anything. not. now ‘available’ N.Y, “for . some™ Q.-and- A. Other 
on: -¢ominercial. ‘tele: Jol a viewing - ‘lo¢ations are’ the King 
“We consider the: tactics of: par’: 

tv advocates, in- dlandly: ‘and boldly. 
making. claims” of an entertainment’ 
bonanza or panacea _ for:: their 
medium, are deluding—even. hoax- 
ing—the public,” *. " Harling declared, 

the: Sheraton-Blackstone- in Chi. . 

7 | “ENGEL TO. SEE. HOLDEN 
. Hollywood. July 18. 

| Engel planes to London’ in next 
ew 

A Holdén, “Moscow Fest 
— ‘Continued {rom: pace. 3 — 

British” pic was: chosen: to. open the.| 
fest out of competition, : the honor 
‘going this time to “Saturday Night |. 
he Sunday: Morning.”.' The choice, 

pparently.: Was. made. only a: few |- 
| sppare ahead of the’ ‘launching, and | 
i though: screening followed a heavy } 
Session. of: ‘Speechmaking. the’ ‘film 

as. erithusiastically - received : by 
the: 15; 006. strong . audience, and | 

who. will. star -in--“The 

tober. 

in African Jocation. 

with’ English language + 1 

J manship. 

| Telemeter Dickers for 1962 Tapings 
Of Dallas Summertime Musicals 

c LLVISION CRITIC: There is good ‘possthilzts that 

-OR WAS HE REALLY? 
:Some of the 1962) praduchon; of 

New York. 

the State Fair Musteals will be 
revorded on film or video tape far 
showing on Telemeter, which has 
‘6 000 subscribers in Toronta., 

| Editor,. VARIETY: 
it’s difficult for me to com! Leshe Winek of New York, rep- 

| prehend Robert MeStay's tollyision re eng Telemeter, a subsidiary 
review from ‘Toronto of “The of Paramount Pictures, was in Dat. 
Sécond City Revue." Instead of las last weekend to talk with 

‘| commenting on the show —was it - managing director Tom Highes 

good or bad?—he devotes almost about the tdea. 
his. entire appraisal ‘complaining The plan, 1f realized, would be 
that. Telemeter scheduled this “for some of next summer's shows 
program at an ill-advised time--- to be recorded during actual per- 

;at a period. when the subscribers tormances for later showing on 
allegedly -were away on their vaca- the toll circuit) Winek said that 
tions. Paramount organizabon hoped ia 

it has been. my impression that have subscribers in the United 
| VARIETY ‘and. other inspectors of States »Presumably meaning Latt'e 
the tv scene have made much of Rock: by the time the system 
‘the fact. that commercial television would be readv to show any of 
‘abdicates in the summer and feeds -the Dallas Mustcals 

‘its viewers reruns. Wouldn't it; Winek and Hughes plan to con- 
‘be. considered - imaginative show-: fer several times during the winter 

to present something to discuss further details of (ne 

Edward-Sheraton, in. Toronto. and. 

days - to confer.” with William’ 

Lion,” “to. be produced ‘there ‘and 
in Kenya, Africa,. starting. in. Oc-" 

From. London Engel. heads : for. : 
Kenya to arrange for unit to work. 

fresh and new on pay-tv at a time 
when. the -free competition 
bogged. down ‘with state stulY? 
McStay aiso reaches the definite 

conclusion that the show was “pre- 
sented for an audience that largely 
Wasn't there’ and “garnered me- 
diotre results. ” “How does hei 

know? Did he conduct a private 
.| Nielsen? “The Second City Revue” 

is running for a full week and an 
indication of the results won't be 

“moenFéx: producer Samuel G. known for at least another weck. 
.McStay’ 
“tune-in trouble . 
6,000- subscribers at thelr sum- : 
mer cottages or holiday-seeking | 
“abroad.” We only have some 6.000 
subscribers. Is it Possible that all : 
6, 000 were out. of town? 

Hy Hollinger 
Public Relations: Mer. 

International Telemeter | 

‘gays. the show ran into: 

a ea 

~~ Amusement Stock Quotations 
Ww eek Ended Tues. ( 18) 

is. 

. . With some - 

pi oposal 

Choiceview Asks 
i 

| British Go-Ahead 
London,. July 18 

Choiceview, tollvision company 
formed jointly last sear by (ie 
Rank Org and Rediffusion Lti, 

‘has sought the’ Brittsh gevern- 
ment’s nod on an experimental 
tollvision service So Rediusion 

‘dopper, John Spencer Wuls wail 
tell his company's annual general 
meeling on July 26— 

“Research and developnient hive 
reached such a stage.” sass Wills, 

| ‘that only the Postmaster: genes als 
permission is needed to cairns ont 
a field trial” Choiceview’s request 
was submitied in a report to the 
Pilkingten Committee ton the tue. 

has since playéd. tw 6. repeats at: the “1961. N. 'y. ¢ ture of British. broadtasting: sd 
same~ venue, as’ well. as* Several sought the go-ahead “lo obtain 
others. at- local: ..cinema ' --clubs.: Han Low. Ta We Stock Exchange Net lanswers to commercial, technical, 
Shirley Anne Field, femme star.of | . -_ re i +008 fi rn Lo y Tues. Change i financial and = sociological ques- 
the’ Silt, made" p.a.’s 3 at- each Show: | OTR 2015 ABC “Vending 1s: 2434 & 29 ow ‘one fore . ties imolved“ Choiceview alo 
ing.. | 61% ©4318 ‘Am Br-Par Th 114 4934 4614 46'y 23, offered fo publish alk results fran 

Before : the. halfway mark: was’ . A. ; . © ifthe expernnent. 
| . 2733 .2014 Ampex ..... - B51 20%3 182 18), 1: reached, ‘the official: British entry, "420, “3528 CBS. .:..... 220° 367%: 36. 36 2 5° 

[being hot tirpea to collars fh ae Corres aes a 
prize, ‘and-“it’s felt’ here ‘that: it} 47'2° 325a: Decca ....... 84 3814 3474 3483 — 38 A N ro Film 
could, :-mean: a. treble for -its: star, cn 4612: 265% Disney: ..... 48 39'4 0 38M 38 -1 egr 
“Peter Finch, who’ a fortnight - ago | ign ine Eastman’ Kdk. 8 1077 * 10) eg: 105 —2'4 — Continued from page 3 eu 
received | the ‘acting .award at the} .6°8 -- a a + — 78 
Rs | 1912 - 1314 ..Glen Alden.. "289 I4l4 13*% 1333 —- 3g * preture at the right price oases 
Be nae Coted baat scion” ‘he| 3458 157%. Loew's Thea. 181 33. 303, 32 —1 }$200008- Film will be financed 
the: ‘British Film: ‘Academy. ” Finch'| aaa ie mca ine. ‘oe 6014 5714 59 + 114 j through the incteasingh popul ww 

screening. ‘and was ‘mobbed ‘when. 7 Als one NAFI Corp. ..186° 35 3134 3134 —3, ‘yanvement borrowed from the le. 

‘leaving the.theatre: Ken ‘Hughes,| 9°... ,5)8...Nat..Thea.... 418 BL 7 73,4 34 Bit stage 
“writer and ‘director of. the ‘film, and |: 8534. 52% g.. Paramount .. 22. 7413 6712 63 —4'20 5 Sh ai pe sa veteran of the Oni- 
‘Irving.- Allen,. the. executive. : pro-.. 22554 ATs .Philco ....., 216 2312 20° 2 2075 —2%_ ‘mbus tv show for whom he jp: “ 

| duter; also attended .the presenta- | °227 195: Polaroid ..::. 212 190'4 -179%, 18114 —8!, :duced and directed among othe 
tion,. ‘The-official U.S.-entry, “Sun- | 657%" 4952. BOA ot 02. ee 565 S644 42 | things -the short, “Night Ina Pet 

Prise’ at -Camipobello,”. 4s due, to be Wee a.) 4° Republic » 2 7 as 14° 14 —1 j Shop.” now making the theate-< 

hown ht | ’, | 22> 1434 Rep, pfd. .. 20. 191g 185g 1834 —~ 2%, rounds m a somewhat shortened 
«| thouen the'e hs presumably: 33. 2614 Stanley “War. 265. 3073 29 3014 — 34 version Having iad extens va 
‘| been: ‘two years in. which ‘ta. or- f.. 341% 2734. Storer . © ....33)0 30. °° °° 2053 = 2934 — 14) documentary — film experience 
jganize the’ fest, there's: just about | -. 5514 38'4 .20th-Fox = 356. ‘431f: 39'n = 42 41% especially working in and arwued 
‘aS much organizational. ‘chaos-as-on fees gona . United Artists 138 “38ta: 3° ; Ba — iNew Yotk, the director now fects 
‘the. Tirst’ ‘oceasion ‘twa: yéars back J .022. ; an v x “ ‘Oo —3l4 reads to tackfe the feature fetyti 

; Which . was .set up. within three | 80 ans “Zenith Bros.: aaa sents te ote —t field) He thinks that doc tarnaeqt.oa 
‘months. | : Information is ‘hard to |. 2°? (9f-4..#en , 2 I! 2 —_ les are perhaps the bet trade ¢ 
come .by, docunrentation Is almost} 2 025 -. cay : American.Stock Exchange giound for features in that) the 
‘noti-existent. but. there's .a cheer- |. , BTS: 40Q - ‘Alited Artists 86° 51% 5. 5 — 1% ifiinmake: not onl pels a chance 
ful: Willingness ° on. the part ofthe} 135°:..10  .All'd Art. pfd.' 2 1134 11'4 113, .. ito fhoroughis learn the dechn aie 
Soviet” organizers. to. admit. their |. 14. °°1414 ‘Bal. Mo't Gac)...28 1472 14. ld'y — 1, jot the medium, but also besane 
deficiencies. and iy ‘to. UE things ~ Prine a eae ie nde, pd - oe an 244 — I most people who make dots ca 

Tg §- 8 iis, reporting. . 2454 °° O54 - Cap. Ci c. er 22! 4 22i4 — 3, itfaries do so beeatse thes Rave a 
example... it's: been. impossible. to | - 1914 453 -Cinerama Inte, 243° «16 145, 1475 oe [point of view and somethin toe. 
-[acate, complete the ani entries, 1678 10% rae Prods. . 44 ° 1034 104 1043 ee vant to sax. Has idea bersage 1 ot 

though judging by the daily sched--| 9%. 4 ‘Filmways .. 19) Bla 8° § . tog much curient product: wise 
jalés, with double’ bills - afternoon. . 2534 814 MPO Vid.. 43° 22ty 20 2018 W174  techtealls proficient as vont of 
‘Vand: evening,. there may. be up ta}: 574. 232 Nat’l- Telefilm ‘95 334. 3 -~ 14 fat content 
40. ‘films in: the ‘fontest, | with as. ee 324 Reeves Bdcest 71. 7 6%5 Pe ‘3 — In Shatpe plas» 9 dae all of 
mans: More. Out. of competition. |} 101% °6.°-: Reeves Snd.. 198° | 834 wir’ 73% _- % “CNHI on location in Warde. as 
However. it's the political aspect.j°: 42%g° 1134 Technicolor 401 277 5 2at 4 23' 4 224 iesudiny oaks. tena A lacd 

of the festival: that is most impres-- 31° 934 Teleprompter - 120. 27% 2455 Qh 4 4 ofa iwhether hed be usar iadden «o's 

sive, partied a“ direct. tere . 614 23% Tele- Indus. .- 18: 4. Sy x eta for de slreet scene weed 
shown Invit. by “the MIDISter Or , 7 would seen: fa pre ent diflseatie 

| Culture -:Ekaterina. Furtseva, who ‘* Week Ended: Mon. AN. lor a prodat fon Iumited b- 11 . 
has . been’ :receiving . most. of: ‘the |: t Ex-dividend. and omones.  Shatpe consented 
geteeations os Ministry, for an. o (Courtesy oF Merrill. Lynch, ‘Plerce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.) that he fiunks that fodden cs. 

eo Ww a Bae Cis are on snachtan, it tects 

cussion of common froblems. She’ Sy Overthe-Counter Securities "If you tude the camera nt red ¢ 
impressed att the Westerners with: -~ Bid Ask has 10 de hidden or son wis. Doe 

“ Wie e viecebvceaeusbhevacces s°: At. Pa * ST TUes at ites! ‘nf © g oe A‘ie 

-well as with her frank comments. q ee ere pirate caueeouces rs arse Aue Aen vate, bn “t 1 oii 
““T -Gen Aniline & FA... Sy ~.1)) 268. 10 jon asso simit sour field of a: tio: ” 

__ SOLLAPSES INTO! A STORE General al Stud Like ba ee ee ea ae Saeteces 1633. 17%4 —%, | -He prefers to set up his equip- 
7 aso,. Tex.,. duly ’: Gold Medal S udios reverts catencepetcen 1@ 24 nent out on the oper wait tele- 

“| Teatro Alcazar - has’ been. shut- |: ‘King’. Bros.” -::......... . faviorate 2 25 istopie desses wien he tas ta heat 
tered here atid the building As: be-|- Magna’ Pictures verelees veaTebestececane 37% ats {Renetalis shooting a5 simpis and 
‘ing “converted. into a: store. Until. Metromedia Ine. vines bee. . 173% 19 — 1, . 7 plaunte a possihie © Its an odd 
jit closed ‘the house: was operated’}| Movielab~ .......0.03-4. tgs Side cocvge 123g) 14% — 3, jthing in New York, he ab.eries, 
; On. weekends’ by Ralph ‘Calderon. | - Official Films: * os... ikl t a BS 4 “you can trys to shoot on one cor- 
}.. Calderon *. presently - operates} ‘Sterling Television .........-. 334 45% — 4 rer and be besieged by the cys 
Teatro - ‘Colon: ‘showing Spanish-|. 0. “A: -Theatres wei been ene BLS Ton — 74 ,9u8 public. Then you can tnose @ 

~ [language . films: augmented: nt *Wometeo™ Enterprises "2415 2674 + tz ’ hia k av.aty. and people hardly pay 
= (Source: National Assen: of Securittes Dealers Inc.) jan, attention to you" 
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GAC All-Out Bid 
Status; Don Sharpe to Head Up TV) } 

Finalize Deals With Desilu, PSF) 
Hollywood, July 18. 

General Artists Corp., now vel 
paided as the third largest talent | 
agency, has started major expan- 
sion moves with the acquisition of | 
the Preminger-Stuart-Feins Agen- 
cy which will become the literary 
arm of GAC. 

resentative for Desilu prexy Desi. 
Arnaz, joined GAC as head of.the: 
television dept. 

The negotiations with the PSF. 
office were finalized yesterday 
tMon.) here by Herbert I. Siegel, 
chairman of the board of Baldwin | 
Montrose Chemical  Co., 

personnel of the agency now joins 
GAC. They include. Preminger, 
Malcolm Stuart, Bernard Fein and | 
Sam Adams. Martin Shapiro, ‘ac- ; 
tive in the GAC literary and tele- | 
vision properties dept. will now 
he assoriated with the new literary 
division of the company. The ayven- 
cy had represented writers, pack- 
agers, composers, art directors, 
cameramen, and others. 

The Desilu deal was concluded 
hy Siegel along with Milt Krasny, 
GAC exec veepee, Herman Rush, 
in charge of television for GAC. ; 
Arnaz, Edwin E. Holly and Jerry 
Thorple inked for Desitu. = This 
marks the first major talent agen- 
cy affiliation for Desilu. Source of 
talent as well as literary material 
can be met by the GAC deal. All 

“major telefilm producers have 
agency ties. Four Star is repre- 
sented by the William: Morris 
Agency and Revue is a wholly- 
owned subsidiary of MCA, 

With the takeover of GAC by 
Siegel, an expansion 
similar to that which MCA em- 
harked on many years ago jas | 
been started. The latter also ab-: 
sorhed entire companies and ulti- | 
mately become larger than the | 
Willaam Morris Agency, then. re- 
garded as the No. 1 office. 

Lowenstein’s P.R. Slot 

General Artists Corp., long. re-j 
girded as the No. 3 talent agency | 
in show business, is out to advance | 
its position and create a new image 
for itself with artists, advertising 
agencies and particularly the net- 
works, Since the advent of .the 
new management with the take- 
over of the percentery by the Her- 
bert J. Siegel interests, as a com- | 
ponent of the Baldwin-Montrose 
Chemical Co., the company ,has 
been secking to advance its posi- 
tion within agency ranks: One of 
the first steps was the creation last 
week of the post now filled by, 
Larry Lowenstein who gets veepee 
stripes as director of GAC pub-|~ ———_ 
licity, promotion and advertising. 

Lowenstein, prior. to joining 
GAC, was with Rogers & Cowan, 
NTA and before that director of 
CBS Press Information and in the 
publicity dept. of Benton & Bowles. 

WNEW-TV Getting 
Revised Open End 
David Susskind, who moves his} 

“Open End” series this fall to} 
WNEW-TYV, will revamp the str bie | 
ture of the show and considerably 
moderate the style of moderating } unwise,” 
he used during its run on WNTA-| 
TV for the past several vears. On 
WNEW-TY, the stanza will in fact 
lose the open end concept in which 
Susskind and his guests frequently 
staged endurance contests with 
audiences in running three hours ; 
and over. New show, which has a 
period tucked away in its title Off has tontinued to comb the globe. ! 

{This is his second trip to Japan. 
“Qpen End,” will run for a sharply- 

defined two-hour period on ‘Sun-; 
days, Starting at 9 p.m. and debut-! 
ing Sept. 10. 

Susskind’s moveover to WNEW- 
TV pats an end to any possibility 
that Jehn Croshy’s palaver, stanza 
on the same station will return 
this fatl Crosby indicated his in- 
tentlon ta exit the WNEW-TV 

Sunday night series even before 
\Continued op page 44) — 

At the same time, ; 
GAC announced that it had con-| 
cluded an exclusive representation ; 
pact with Desilu. Over the week-! with the now Federal Communica- 
end Don Sharpe, the personal Fep- | tigng 

of which !tg be in a different area of com- 
GAC is a wholly-owned ‘subsidiary, | unity affairs. each month and | 

and Ingo Preminger, head of the! yil) be attended by the stations’ 
abscrbed agency. The entire top| 

program |- 

for Preeminent 

: NBC-Owned Stations Set 
Monthly Meetings With. 

Chicago, July 18. 
Wasting no time in complying 

Commission requirements 
that stations show, palpably, ‘what 
they are doing to learn about 
community interests. and needs, 
all, NBC-owned ‘stations have in- 
cepted series of monthly meetings 
with local community leaders and 
civie groups. The tete-a-tetes are 

brass. and programming heads. 

The Chi stations, WNBQ and 
WMAQ, jumped to it last week 
with a luncheon at the. Sherman | 
Hotel for Jocal, county and state 
traffic-safety officials, 19. of whom 
turned out. They were queried. by 
the. station's delegation on trafftc.| 
problems in the Chicago- area. 
NBC group included viceprez-gen- | 
eral manager Lloyd Yoder, station 
managers Bob Lemon and John 
Keys, pubrelations chief Chet 
Campbell, news director Frank 
Jordan, and newsmen Floyd Kal- 
ber and Bill Warrick. 

Cities Service In 
$2,000,000 Fling: 
6 Jaffe Specials 

Henry Jaffe has. just ‘completed. 

the pilot tape on six one-hour mu-' 

sical spectals for. Cities Service. 

Pilot, representing an outlay: of 
$200,000, co-stars Dorothy Kirsten, 

_|Gordon MacRae and Eddy Arnold, | 
“| backed. by Paul Lavalle’s orch. All 

told Cities Service ‘plans spending 
$2,000, 000 in program-time for the: 
six entries, 

Major question - remaining ts 
where to slot them, and if network 
time is available. .Uniess one ‘of. 
the webs breaks up its present. 
pattern, it’s possible that they can 
be locked out of the °61-'62 sched- 
ules. NBC has no room,. having 
opened 40 full-hours for its new 
specials. And CBS is only inter- 
ested In “prestige specials.” The 
answer may lie in ABC. - 

‘livered, the “shopping around” for | 
a web a web slot starts this week. . 

Ed Sullivan's TV Lament: Too 
Many Good Acts Being Overexposed 

Jat 6:30 to head for, the. links. his By DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo, July 18. 
“It's more difficult to find goad 

acts today. It gets: tougher,” said 
| Ed SuHivan, here with his wife. 
ton the first leg of a six-week world 
talent hunt. 

“The American acts have all 
been (exposed over and . over 
again,” Sullivan told Variety. “I 
think their managers are a little 

he added. “It seems to. 
me that if you have a big act, you 
; should only do two or four spots: 
a year on variety shows. That way | 
you can go'.on indefinitely. But 
the quick money is very compel- 
ling,” Sullivan allowed. 

Sullivan started searching for 
acts in Europe 10 years ago and: 

Here for ‘a week, Sullivan is 
‘making. the rounds of the theatres 

visiting Bolshoi Circus unit close 
serutiny. 

One item Sullivan will ‘take 
from Japan this trip is taped foot- 
age of Japan’s unique girl caddies 
at work. “The -golfers in our coun- 
try. will get a terrific kick. out of 
them,” 

Leaders of Community| f 

Minnesota Mining &. 

are. up 514% over Jast year, said 

-a buck by Jan. 1.. 

‘cast average audience.: 

At any rate, with the: pilot: ‘de- { 

said Sullivan, who Was UD j 

WIL JORDAN 
NOW—C over, “bay” “on HELP | 

Magazine. 

City (Return Engagement). Now In 
Release: “ILL w ILL” 

2032. 
“Ingenlous monologue. . 

carefully planned.” Playboy Maga- 
zine. — 

- Personal Masiagement 
GABE, LUTZ,. HELLER. é& LOEB: 

Direction 
WILLIAM MORRIS: “AGENGH 

MBS’ Hurleigh: 
‘We Might Make. 
A Buck by Jan. 

There have Deen. some changes 
around the Mutual, Network, 

Not that changes ‘are new to the 
deathless radio web. But the’ old 
changes used to be in. ownership 
and. management, . 
prexies in half-as many years. -. 

Robert F. Hurleigh has been. 
{tophand now for. a ‘recent MBS. 

web through Chapter. XI bankrupt- 
cy; he ‘told Variety he didn’t. care 
if they. called it the “cotton  pick- 
in’” network. ..Now he ‘doesn't 
even ‘want: it: referred . to . “ps. 

| “eleemosynary: organization. 
said so at a ‘press: conference: last. 
week, the first. for the wéb.‘since 

-Mfe. ‘took 
over. 

Still in the 
eleemosynary, . . 

ork, " yes.. But 
~ Sales’ so far. 

Hurleigh; and the web ‘might make 

And ‘feel free to. call MBS. the. 
third network. The prexy ran off 
an audiotape..(3M, no doubt) .of a 
closed-circuit:. broadcast’ to. affili- 
ates that touted.a complete re-dis- 
tribution of the listening audience: 
for .all four radio networks. | _Ac- 
cording ‘to. the 7'a.m. to 6 pim.. 
average audience. figures for: Janu- 
ary: through © May, Mutual made .a 
23% .gain in its overall per-broad- 

In: the month ’.of May,: Hurleigh 
said, 

7 (Continued on Page 28) | . 

{first ayem in town. . 

Sullivan disclosed that. sometime 
|duting the next 12. months _ his. 
show will be telecast in Japan:. 

His talent:.problem stems . ‘not 
from a . diminishing. ‘number. . of 
American acts in the variety field, 
but from the: good acts being over- 
exposed, Sullivan affirmed. - 

He -noted that-an act ‘would play. 
‘the “Dinah ‘Shore Show” in Holly- 
wood and then come east to’ per- 
form on the shows of: Perry Como, | 
Gary - Moore end’ under his own | 
banner. 
Over the years, Sullivan has..re- 

peated many acts. “ These have 
generally been singers, 
ed-out. “With comics it's too diffi- 
cult to ‘get new. material. But | 

' singer's come up with hit records.” 

Favors Live 

Currently STEEL ‘PIER; Atlantie: 

“Jubilee Le 

-sketches | 

leplurge 
_|. worth. of participations in. “Person 

/TV's Hot News: 
like’ ‘a- dozen. | . 

record of more. than.-two_ years. | 
‘But there seem to: be some. changes 
‘in Hurleigh.- . 

‘When he ‘took . over to. guide the| 

‘gan this local news strip only five { 

Miller show,. a network. ‘program ! 
premiering earlier in theevening | 

“when the entire world was | ; 

* he point-: 

ness. 

officialdom.. 

way or not at: all. 

"Newport? s ‘Summer: Biz - 
Newport. cigs, in ‘a. "summer. 

bought séven' minutes. 

‘to Person, ” three alternate thirds | 
in “Gunslinger” and two. minutes 
in “Father Knows Best.” 
programs are on. CBS-TV .and the 

‘| airdates. are all to. be during the: 
hotspell. 

‘| Newell. 

- Dong’s Neatest 
Trick of Week: 

For. five consecutive ‘days last | 

‘week, “The Late News With. Doug- 
las Edwards” on “WCBS-TV Was: 

the. highest: rated. program in N.Y, 
‘and, ‘according to the local Arbi- | 

‘tron * figures, this. phenomenon “O¢=: 
cured in’ competition with net- 
work as well’ as other local pro-|. 
grams.’ Not only that, but ‘this 
nightly’ program .{s shown at i1. 
p.m., well ‘after sets-in-use. figures 
begin falling off from their prime 
time averages. 

On. Monday .(10), “the closest 
competition for Edwards,.who be- 

weeks earlier, was the Glenn 

on the same.channel. Next night, it 
beat its. rival llth Hour News 
(WNBC-TYV) for top. hanors: Wet- : 
nésday night, U.S. Steel was. sec-. 
ond with its drama. “The Untouch- - 
‘ablés was No. 2 on -Thursday, and: 
“Twilight Zone” was the 2d placer |: 
on Friday. 

Considering the array of ‘“eom- 
mercial stanzas” against which it } 

| had to compete; this might be con- 
sidered not only wnusual, but sig- 

-| nificant. First off, it must be noted 
) that: “11th Hour’ News” placed. in 
the top shows in N.Y. for the week; 
-and, on top of Edwards’ consistent: 
wins, it-has been assumed that. 
news is becoming more and more: 
important on ‘the summertime 
spectrum. , 

| against were first run,“and the 

chance. “First-run. news. is. better | 

observer said. 

week of 23, Arbitron Sisclosed: 

RON COCHRAN GETS _ 

Ron. Cochran is the man'™ ‘finally. 

of CBS News. 

Edwards _ ‘was forced to make. a 
Today, Sullivan said, he. prefers ' decision a few months ago by CBS 

and clubs. He's also giving’ the. ito import. foreign talent live rath- tNews topper Dick. Salant—either 
er than putting it: 6n. tape. “It’s. 
no ‘problem any more,” he noted,. 
-“The trip. times have been «cut ' 
‘down. And: there's a ‘spontaneity ' 
to Playing. them. live: - Something {:. 
can go. wrong. and ‘it becomes a. 
good moment. The tapes oT so 

(Continued . on page. 42) 

quit “Armstrong,” which. his news 
;department felt was a conflicting. 
‘interest, or: leave news. Edwards 
chose to quit Armstrong. 

Cochran. is quitting. news. after. 
-10 years: there.‘The commentator 
does a regular radio show, unspon- has’ 
sored at the. moment, 

All fhe. 

‘Some of the shows. it ‘ran first 

reruns. didn’t: seem fo. stand. a: 

appreciated than | rerun. | films,’ ” one |: 

Edwards from 11° to. 11: 15 ran 
an average. audience rating ‘on the 

ARMSTRONG TV. Noo 
picked to replace Douglas Edwards 
as. permanent host, beginning Oct.} 
11, on “Armstrong Circle Theatre.’”. 
To. do it, though, Cochran has:to 
leave his’ post as a new scaster out} 

~ (BS And The Friendly Touch 
. ‘There: are. evidently. some’ executives: at. CBS who feel Fied we 

. Friendly should change his last. name, because: they. don't eure 
ft fits his temperament. Some bitter feeling has existed’ within the 

.| network toward the. pubaffairs exec producer since. he ‘took to-- 
. telling CBS-TV. affiliates. -and. some potential advertisers. their. busi-" 

.. For one’ thing, trouble. arose over ‘the: ‘nature. of sponsorship by 
General Motors of. the repeat. of Danny Kaye's -UNESCO.. trip, - 
which: Friendly produced or: ginally. -Evidently -the problem, what-.:.. 
ever it was ‘CBS: is. not. saying) was solyed,’ but. it left another - 
‘chink in the once. solid : relationship. between Friendly and CBS. 

‘endly,-to his biisiriess-minded. cohorts; fs schizoid about: spon 
sors. He'll go out and make. a sales- pitch, showing concern for the 
need of getting sponsors: ‘for: pubaffairs, :but, ‘then, they say, “he'll . 
‘often tell ‘em, once they’ ve. bitten, to: arrange their. advertising his wo 

Time Life's § Design: Translating 
Mag Photo Flavor, Tee we to TV 

- Minneapolis, July: 18. 
Plans - of. Time-Life Broadcaste .: 

ing “Ine. include adapting’. the - 
parent «. “magazines’ - 

to : Sig Mickelson,. former -CBS. 
News: ‘president. and now a-v.p..and 
director for the Luce publications 
‘video ‘offshoot. ~ 

" Mickelson sald. that, ‘no move. fee! 
| afoot at this. time’ to set. up .an.in- - 

| ternational: néws service exclusive=. 
Newport seeney is Lennén &, ly for-tv.--He addéd, however, ‘that. , 

| the “Time-Life: newsgathering. ore. 
ganization is’ one of the. biggest in- 

j the world, and’ there. are. ways. in: 
h which it can be useful to: tv.” = ee 

‘Here. to’ observe. operations ' of. 
| WICN-TYV, . :Time-Life. station 
‘the: Twin | Cities, 

| been: visiting the news mags’ bi- 

in... 

'|reaus in Europe, Africa. and™ the. 
Middle East" and negotiating . ‘to 
; purchase’ foreign. broadcasting: op- 
erations: _He declined. to. mention -. 
specific areas in which . -purchase. 
negotiations are underway -“be= -. 
‘Cause “international. tv is’ s0 ‘com- * 
petitive: right now.” 
Regarding ° Time-Life’ s. ~ highiy: 

successful techniques in .magazine .. . 
‘Mickelson.. atserted’-- 

that his organization is- “moving -=.: 
toward giving. our” tv- coverage; - 

“photography. ° 

some of the. flavor. that Time. and. 
‘Life have. in print.” 
weight. camera equipment — 8m : 
and, eventually, 4m cameras— will’ 
permit more ‘intimate studies: of- 
‘people : and -problems,”: Mickelson. 
believes, similar to ABC's. “Close” 
Up’. “series * produced. by Time- 
Life’ s Robert Drew. 

Mickelson. also noted . t hat). ° S 
thought. is being given to. reviving -. 

“theatre ee the - “Mareh of. ‘Time’? - 

(Continued. on page 28). 

Heavy Pro Grid 
-Sked for CB 
- CBS-TV this fall will. fave pro-" 
fessional football coverage on Sat: . 
urdays’ as. well as Sundays, only’ 
the new Saturday- slotting. will con-. 
.Sist: of ‘60-minute. ‘tapes. made : of 
-one of the games played the pre-. 
vious Sunday;": Web. has picked 
Saturdays. from 4:30. to 5:30. .p.m,. 
to air the.tapes, ahd United Mo- 
‘tors. Service. has already signed .on 
for a .third sponsorship of. the 
weekly : ‘event (Sept.. 23. through 
‘Dee: 23); which is to: ‘be called 
“Game of the Week.”.."° 

» “Game” “will. be. selected : ‘tom. 

League games. . It’s 
the -Saturday- tapes. “will eccasion- | 
ally repeat. the game ‘shown. the .- 
‘previous Sunday. on.CBS-TV, but 
the network has little worry ‘about 
duplication - Since - ‘the ‘first-hand 

{ Sabbath . coverage will be. blacked 7 
‘out in many imarkets due to league 
restrictions * on -live ty coverage. - 
Consequently, CBS feels, there'll. 
‘be a fresh audience for any Satur-" . 
day ‘tape.. Most of the Saturday 
games, though, will not have. been -.- 
‘seen’ anywhere; network will be 
‘shooting several games at once ‘and, = 
then:. choosing - thes ‘one it - “warits | 

} most. 

Sunday | -games.. Besides -buyiag. a: 
third..of ‘the ‘pro football . sked ‘on. 
‘Saturdays, United Motors is. also 
buying into ‘a fourth of three CBS- 
:TV . bowl ‘games—the' “Bluebonnet. 

‘| Bowl on Dec. -16, Gator Bowl on.” 
‘Dec. -30-.and the Cotton Bowl on 
‘New Year's: Day. Carter” Products... ..- 

taken an eighth :sponsorship” © 
| of the same three collegiate games, 

photo. tech.) 
niques to.tv and expanding inter-. . 
national news coverage, ‘according - 

Mickelson ‘has: .. 

‘Use of light- * 

‘one ‘of several: National | ‘Football. -. 
possible that.’ .. 

Theré will be 14 ‘Of. the regular we 



ee webs: to ‘lower. the. barrier to: ac-.. 
- “ceptance of bra and girdle sponsor- }- 
o Bhip in network programming, yet. 

a -Latex'as a‘network bankroller (the | 

_. > .Weeks’ago that Said the barrier.was |: 
no ‘longer sensible “and that. bras 

~. ,about Br. Kate” Newcomb,- a doc: . 
“. tor. working. :in- A: lumber camp: 

oe station's Prestige.. 

Wednesday, July 19, 1061 _ 

211 Parkas New CBS Home™ — F TS
H 

“On Monday-- ain: CBS-TV. ‘sent ‘out. ‘an: ‘ainouticement ttiat the 7 
purchase: of the final property’ needed for. the new. CBS ‘Headquar- we 

“.; “ders on the east side. of. Sixth Ave; between.52d and 53d Sts., hag | 
— been finalized with’ the ‘acquisition: of. 53°-W, 92d St. However, ‘tha: |. 

. announcement: ‘probably- isn't- worth the’ ‘paper. it was-written: on - 
and. can be written off.as‘strictly academic ‘since all this was nego--: 1°. - 

_ tiated - before CBS ‘board chairman Bill’ ‘Paley. had: a ‘change ‘of 
‘Heart. and: : purportedly now. wants. to walk away. from. the ‘whole “oe 

:. ‘thing. | re 
ao. The ‘proposed’ CBS. ‘building: ‘was. -designed® Dy. Eero: Saatinen—: ; 

‘the. architect's ‘first skyscraper’ (a model .of .which:- now. reposes in’. 
prexy. Frank ‘Stanton’s office.). Stanton loves ft: But Paley doesn't. 
And as’matters now ‘stand.- -Paley has gone ahead’ and negotiated: - 

. for acquisition of 20 to 30-floors. of the. skyscraper ‘that. will’ go up.-~ 
. at, 277 Park. Ave: ‘(covering the ‘south side. of the: block between. 
_ 47th and. 48th. Sts.) for. a. complete: Mmoveout from, 483. Madison. 

. The. new. building. won't. De: ready: ‘until “64. 3 

NBC. TV Stretches a a Point to Lure 

_ 2100000 in Bra & Girdle Bi 
CBS-TV: ‘ABC-TV. and NBC-TV4— 

Bulova’ s NBC Spread 
were-all- ‘willing. to: Stretch a- point, . 

"Bulova is. going ‘to: spend. $1,000,-. 

.but, ofte might say, NB€-TV. was 
for one reason. ‘or - another, “more 
elastic. than its rivals. ‘To put: it | 

, another way, NBC-TV beat out ‘the 
- - other ty networks: in: grabbing | off 

the first: bra ‘and- girdle. moriey to 
_ -be allowed -:on tv-nétwork prime air: 
-. time when, Jast ‘week, it. took .an |. 
* order for just about $2,000,000 ‘in 
advertising by. International -Latex. 

‘Latex: ‘coin: is: ‘going. into. NBC- 
-TY's two-hour - Saturday: night” mo-' 
-tion: picture series, madé:-up’, of 4 
post-48 films: from: ‘the. 20th-Fox | 
library: °. This “Takes the “show | 
about 30% : 
“NBC-T¥. was ‘the last’ of the three | 

before. next Xmas; ‘making this one 
of the larger and more’ intensive of 
seasonal. network ‘¢ampalgns.. 208 

. ‘Money « ‘As . going {nto ‘six ‘series. 
“on the . web, - “National “‘Velvet,” 
Mondays; “Laramie” and: the Dick 
Powell stanzas -Tuesday;. 
laws.” Thursday; “International 
Showtime” Friday and the feature. 
films showing on ‘Saturdays. : — 
Sullivan, Stauffer... Colwell “& 

Bayles, dis the agency, for the watch, 
company. _——- 

Theres 5 a Ford: 
In Jane Wyman's $ 
Future at ABC-TV 

rar 

- it still got the coin: Acceptance: of 

*.: motion picturés ‘will. be shown after 
“9 p.m.) came after ‘the continuity 

. acceptance’ and. censorship . ‘boys. 
"(standards -& practices) at” NBC |: 
sent. down a.memo precisely two-f 

and: girdles, long ‘advertised on lo- |. 
_-eal'tv, were all ‘right, -web: partic- | 
‘.ipants. so long as they were. adver~ |: 
-tiséd - tastefully, ‘appropriately . and, 
preferably, not-in “early evening | 

.. hours.” “ABC and CBS: beat NBC- 
‘to the point by. several ‘days... 

Reach McLinton. “and: ‘Ted - Bates. 
- are the Latex ad-agencies, and ‘CBS-: 
-TV ‘offered them a chance to bust | 

-. through. by. buying ‘into’ “The In- 
-¥vestigators,” “new --Thursday-at-9. 
“ skein. ABC-TV simultaneously, it- 
“4s understood, offered the agencies | 
‘particifations in “Roaring. 20s’ and:! 

. “Maverick,” the. first: being -a Sa-| 
“turday-7:30 hour’ andthe Second: 
.a repeat * stanza. at’ 6:30-.on° Sun- 
: days, which. is. prime kidvid. time... 

last week. ‘ih its. bid: to: inject great-. 

er" -showmanship and. star.” ‘value 

‘into. its: -daytime program stricture’ 

as. it: negotiated: ‘a “deal: for: ‘Ten- 
Nessee . Ernie" ‘Ford ‘to do” a five- 

times-a-week ‘afternoon. show; ‘start-. 
ing in: -the ‘spring. of "62. (Package. 

price ‘is $20, 000. a: -week:).” Ford, 
who . checked: out : -of ‘his. ‘NBC-TV | 
nighttime. entry. ‘for: ‘Ford. Motors, 
will originate. his | ‘program - -from 
the -ABC o.& o. studios. KGO-TY, 
in: San; “Francisco, now -that. the. 

{star has ‘moved to Palo. Alto. It's 
ja three-y ear -deal:. 

If, along. with: Ford. J ane. Wyman 
<i also- Shows -up-on the. daytime sked : 

‘-surprise-. in’ -‘some_ quarters con-" 
7 | sidering the -ciréumstances under. 
a . which’ MCA. reportedly ‘negotiated - 
Gets ABC- TV Test’ the” deal forthe Ford move. into 

a case ‘of- “you can. have Ford | 
LA: dramatic. series . starring. Jane Hie’ ‘you buy: the: Wyman | reruns.” 

Wyman in the role. of :a backwoods |-(On: this. point ‘ABC-TV exets were. 
‘~ medico. will be tested. Oct. 3 by: reluctant’ to -talk.) ‘However, ‘the. 

. Jane Wyman Kate’ as: -well,: dt. .Wouldn’t occasion much - 

| ABC daytime. To hear’ it. told,- it. 

ABC-TV .via.an hour filmed: stanza .admission .was. made . that ‘there's. 
‘titled *Dr.: -Kate. ” This special may an. overall. contract. price. involving, 
be. the.. prototype- for a: “regular : the two properties. a 7 
vhalf-hour ‘series .with Miss. ‘Wyman j : The” Wyman ~daytimers are ex- 

-_ dn the’ same rolé. Sosef. Shaftel is “elusive ‘of the projected nighttime | 
. Producing the. “Miss Kate’ special. «pr Kate” half-hour. series which) 

‘Idea for the: _series: was ° born | ABC will test in. ‘the. fall ‘see. ‘Sepa- 
about. @-year ago after widespread ; rate, : Story. oe 
“news . paper. and mag_.publicits: [’ re 2, oo 

_ Dr. Newcomb was_the subject for |: WOR Dr ops Galen Drake. 

a:.“This Is Your- Life”. ‘show and|  Gaieri: Drake; and.-sidekick Fay also. wrote a. successful :book about ! ':- Johnson, -have been. dropped from 

her expériences | titled. “Angel On; their {wo-a-day. strip and Saturday 
Snowshoes. ” i flat 

Robt 0 as 5 LA: Desiay 
wn 2 ‘Hollywood,-July - 1 

. - Robert Q.. Lewis is’. moviné ‘to! 
*-Holly wood ‘on - an. ex¢lusive. deal.; 
. With KHJ as ‘early morning deéjay.. 
-Vet ‘CBS emcee. will. spin records. 
and gab six days. weekly from. 6 have 

. to. 9 :a.m. Starting: Aug.’ 7. . 

Other radio. personalities includ. | 
ding Walter O'Keefe, ‘being: lined | 
up by Tony “La Frano. to: bali 

\ disk. -Spread, - 
dio x: 
Drake’ and: Johnson. were. heard | 

{Saturday . morning “from. °-2:15 |. 
3°..p.m. “Schedule 
the - morning. deejay -show, ; 

Gambling), 

inserted, “Dollars. & Sense.” with-| 
Faye | Henle siving | financial. advise. 

‘the - industry 

‘than ‘the Freturn..of Pat Weaver. to |’ 
_| the television ‘wars (he ‘takes over |" 
| the tv. sector: aL: MeCann-Erickson | 

“000,000 billings. a: year, in addition 
a to’ retaining. his ‘prexy’. status . for | 

_v.| MeCanin-Erickson, International:. 

-| .basketful. of new program, patterns 
‘|for the medium as top.’ dog 

ing 
depending ° on’ what: he’s, got in}. 

» | easily dominate . the. programming | 

“Now: that- Pat's back, “can he . do! 

ovo: on NBG-TV'.in tha. five weeks | 

‘a. network’ makes little difference, 
| Everything's -going in his favor, 
‘and if he. fails ‘to make it he will. 
‘only haye himself. to: blame. With’ 
_programining’ today. at its -alltime 

“Out- |. 

all agreed ‘on this pointi, any new,. 
..| fresh, meritorious program idea | 

-and indeed, will (by. virtue of. the 

"| favorite - -pasttime). multiply . itself. 

| guaranteeing’ a-.receptiveness_to-. 

‘the ~ 

ABC-TV" was. oft ‘and running |. 
playing .a strategic program role 

period | when he. was. guiding | thei 
‘pre-ty program. destinies‘ at Young - 
& Rubicam, -Weaver: was running ; 
-away..with the Top 10 faurels: in: 
“radio, with a nine-out-of-10 virtual : 

|} clean sweep. for the agency. When, 

hasn't: been. matched ‘since. 

the .can deliver on. a. $100,000,000. _ 

‘decline-and-fall' era in ty could be] 

retaining: his.-franchisé on.-the |: - 
‘| prexyship” of ‘MeCann-Erickson In-.j. 
“| ternational : could suggest. a hold: bys Alvin: Flanagan, manager of; 

‘/‘thrust, into. global’ program. vistas ; KCOP, Tom Duggan turned tables 
(now that. ‘he’s. abundantly’ forti- 

happen. 
| morning: talkathon_ on WOR Radio. |- 

: [Station .-also- has ‘axed’ deejays | ¢ 
Dan. McCullough and Bruce: Eliot's | digging in’.to make -’62-'63 more-: 
nighttime strip, in favor. of. a segue: memorabie’ than the, upeoming '6l-: 

“Music. from -Stu-i ‘e is going to be.. 

‘from. 9: 15: to',10-.a.m. .and again |. . 

_changés | . 
three -years. as public relations di- 

“Rambling ‘with Gambling” (John jrector of: American Federation of 
extended to fill. the | Television. & Radio Artists: . | 

gap, and. a. new: afternoon. show |.” 
for WOR-AM and: WOR-TV, Jack- 
Son: 4s setting. Mp. his own pr. house 

TIMING Is ac, 
: By ‘GEORGE ROSEN 

“pew. if any: Incidents to ‘bestir 
in . recent. ‘months. | ~ 

offers more intriguing. speculation | | “My Son the Writer’ 
- Gertrude. Berg’s son, Cher- 

ney Berg, will become one of 
. the. writers on her “Mrs. G. 
Goes to College” half-hour 
“weekly: - ‘series next season. 
Berg, the son, and Howell 
- Merrill. -will. comprise “the 
“first team” of- writers for the 
‘Wednesday night skein, which, 
besides: Mrs. Berg, will have 
Sir Cédric Hardwicke. 

i “Second team” of writers 
is one on where “will -consist. of Jim Fritzell 

and Everett Greenbaum. 
‘ “Third team,” one man, is Bil! 
Davenport. The Cherney Berg 
decision was announced after 
Sot Saks, who quit as pro- 
ducer and writer of “College,” 
was replaced: by Hy Averback 
as. producer. 

AMA's Campaign 
On FM Backfires; 

Agency, with its upwar ds of $100.- 

‘There's no ‘question: but. that s 
‘| the “father: of the Golden Years” 
of. -tv, the “man who. innovated a 

of.. NBC-TV, 
into a. key’ 

mind and how he goes about it, can 

‘picture of the future. -Obviousty,' 
| the. question everybody's asking’ is: 

it:again?” © : 
That. Weaver. will : be: “operating |. 

out ‘of: agency. precincts. instéad. of | 

low level .the nation's press, the. 
FCC and. ‘the: advertisers alike are. 

‘willbe welcomed with open: arms,| 

fact that “follow” the: leader” is tv's. Question has arisen whether a 

Over and-over. again. . ‘ 
‘The “Weaver boys” are ‘scattered -ican Medical Assn., at least In New; 

lait ‘over the tv .premises, in well-| York, didn’t backfire. At the be-— 
situated slots.’ (and through the: ginning of this summer, AMA tn- 

years they've maintained a close ‘stituted an anti-soclalized medicine 
-| personal relationship),. thus pre- 

campaign on. FM stations around 

| ward .“something. fresh.” Among ! the country, its | “theory evidently | 

the ex-Weayer Heutenants on being: that they. could: reach a 
on he can count to sit up 

take: notice; there’s Mort Werner, | thinking . audience. 
new y-returned.to NBC to head. up| The thinking audience for: the 
programming; there's: Mike _ Dann {QXR network complained so Ioud- 

fly that -the four-to-five week air: 
‘at - CBS; : there’s  Tom-- McAvity, {campaign -was cancelled after two 

now calling. the ‘tv. program: shots {Weeks ‘by ‘the QXR management, 
at. J.’ Walter Thompson, - and Dick ; which said that it received a 
Pinkham, who's holding. down the. ; “storm of protest.” 
tv fort at Ted Bates. Rival agencies,.| “ The Concert. Nétwork carried the® 
to” ‘be. sure, but with the current | AMA: ads too. However, this group: 

appetite for “a -new. freshness Inikept. them up the full contract j 
programming’ (and’ with’ sponsors i cyclé, “although .It is known that! 
and’ the FCC clamoring. for-same!. | network received what has’ been 
a “Weayer click on behalf of aitermed a “number of calls from 
McCann _-client:: would - have Jet Jirate. listeners,” who thought the 
‘propelled. momentum in stimulat-! Faq spots by AMA “insulted their ; 
‘ing the program picture on a wide | lintelligence.” -Concert Network: 
front. 

It’s.- recalled - alt too. vividly. ‘by | ‘many’: “how, ° back | in the °46-'48 ; sons close to the situation thought : 
the reason the .web continued with 
the spots. was because FM, however . 
‘much ‘of its situation has improved : 
commercially these past several; 
imonths, still needed ‘the coin paid : 
‘by the medical group. 

with the. emergence of. bigtime tv, There is obviously no- way-avail- ° 
he moved ‘into the NBC fold, he ‘able of. properly assessing the Im- : 
achieved’ an- enviable status that" pact. of the AMA ads, which were ! 

described ag rather doctrinaire in 
- That,. of. course, is past: History. -{ presentation, but It Is felt in cer- 

Trends. and patterns in-tv program- : itain FM quarters: that the cam- 
ming. have .come. and gone. ‘What. paign .may have done as much 
if anything, ‘Weaver has in mind. : : damage as good to AMA's cause 
he isn’t tipping. at. the moment. If + 

Tom Duggan Quits 
. Hollywood, July 18 

After being fired umpteen times’ 

‘promissory. note, ‘the’ portents: in a] 

bright - indeed. ‘The fact: that ‘he's |. 

fied. with what's going on ‘around: jyesterday (Mon. and fired him- 
the world)—or again it could: be | sel. He served notice on Flana- 
an escape Hatch ‘if nothing should Ran. vhe- ia exercising a clause in- 

won j his contract . that permils either. 

At any: rate, the. timing is per: : : party to give. the other two months 
fect, for it’s naw that everybody is natice of termination: 

. Duggan,. controversial figure on 
i the indie since 1955, during which 

‘| time he: has hauled away 
$750,000, was in Calneva. Lake, 
Tahoe, yesterday to spend few days - 

‘before proceeding. to Chicago ta! 
serve. 10 days. in jafl. on ronviction 
of. contempt of court, according’ to 
Paul Caruso, his attorney. 

Understood ‘Duggan hay ‘offers 
from two other L.A. stations but 
1s not yet decided: whieh one to 
ta 

~ Jackson. Exits AFTRA. 
- Dick Jackson: “has. quit after 

“Onetime ‘public | retations chief 

RADIO-TELEVISIC™ 

AGAIN? 

4 letdown, 

jsion is going te be a biecze 

QXR Cancels Out é 
recent FM campaign by the Amer- } 

Tdid‘ not comment itself, but per-- 

| For Scot Prisoners 

nearly . 

23 
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Not Much | t Worry About, AFTRA 
Convention Looks Like a Breeze: 
__Enming Power Vastly Improved 

+ By ART WOODSTONE 

When the delegates to the an- 
fnual meeting of the American Fed- 
eration of Television & Radio 
Artists eanvene tomorrow -Thurs > 
in Detroit, they will feel a terrible 

because they wot have 
to do. except marbe be 

happy. Actors are notonaush un- 
happy, someone once observed, 
when they don't have something 
to worry about 

Compared to last sear, 

much: 

thas yON- ' 

In 

Washington fast Jul. they were. 
confrented with a decmion of 
whether to accept an offer by 
Screen Actors Guild for joint nego- 
tiations in reaching new conumetr- 
clal fees in tape and film They alo 

thad to fret and fumble over the 
highly detaled and Intricate wage 
demands for staff emplovment bv 

.; networks and stations In shart, 
ithings ain't galng to be what the 
once were. 

Of course, when AFTRAns are 
let down because there is no seri- 
ous work to do at the four-day 
meeting taking place at the Shera- 

tton-Cadillac Hotel. they will have 
one moment of uplift when thev 
are told, as undoubtedly they will 

that performers have earned 
between $5.000,000 and $8.000.000 
In new monies, as the direct resul€ 

1 of the year-old commercial con- 
tract that AFTRA. in its 1960 meci- 
ing, voted to nezotiale in tandent 

iwith Screen Actors Guild against 
the tv networks and = advertising 
| agencies Only reason the fieures 
{are so general Is because AFTRA, 
jat the moment, has not made a de- 
itailed survey of earnings by per- 
j forniers who have‘made teleblurts, 

Increases are due to the efforts 
i of performers making both taped 
‘and filmed  consmercials (Last 
‘year, about 89°% of all te commer- 
‘¢lals were made on fiim, but. now 
ithat fave and film rates ase at 
iparity, there has been a tendency 
toward more equality of tape and 
aim use.i 

Diskery Negotiations 

About the only matter of any siv- 
‘nificance that looms far the annual 
!AFTRA. conclave tand one that 
isome AFTRAns feel could be more 
{inexpensively handled without the 
Post of a fullscale convention this 
year) fs the pending contract neso- 
‘ tations by AFTRA with phono- 
graph recording companies This 
dicker js due by year’s end, and 
the small segment of AFTRA Sni- 
‘volved wil unquestionably try to 
‘arrive at their demands while the 
‘conclave is In sessian 

{ This single Item hears little re- 
semblance to the full ard chaotie 
‘schedule of the last AFTRA can- 
‘vention, the one held last July in 
‘Washington when AFTRAns split 

(Continued on page 34: 
ne | ervee etal en ae ate ste eee 

TV's Just Bonnie 

! 

Glasgow, July 18 
Television fs helping to kepp 

the peace in Scot prisons Jatt 
fovernors say thes can keep their 
chief troublemakers under control 

:with the threat of switching off 
favorite prograins 

Trend is revealed in annual 
Scottich Prisons report for 1960 

Most Scot jail¢ now have ty seta, 
and ‘the majority of longterm. 
“hard case” prisoners qualifs tot 
“occasional and conteolled’ view. 
ings 

“The programs have to be care- 
fully selected” a prison spokes 
man told Vaarty ‘The pr.soners 
don't get to see erinie seals or 
ansthing like that’ 

Last year, with the introduction 
of ty, there vere fewer prion 
escapes. Oniy 13 prisoners and 18 
inmates of Borstal and detention 
centers were successful ‘in getting 

ver the wall,” 



Edwards-Fields-Begelman Move On 
Many Fronts 

Project III, the new Indie tv 
produeing outfit headed by Blake 
Edwards, Freddie Fields and David 
Begelman, is rolling with an un-. 
usually tidy and comprehensive 
operating concept. The formula 
calls for a parlay of administrative 
and artistic talent in the exec staff 
eof the company which will be 

.- geared to hatch, staff, test and 
produce complete packages and 
then supervise its selling.. 

With Fields and Begelman com- 
ing out of MCA'’s staff of tv execs 
and Blake a triple threat writer- 
producer-director, MGM-TV has 
bought the Project III idea to the 
extent of financing a series of 
three hour-long and three half- 
hour long pilots for distribution 
by the pic company. Project III, 
however, will retain approval 
rights for sponsors, time slots and 
network choices. If there’s no 
loose ends left by Project ‘III, 
there’s also no room for. alibis.' 
Two one-hour series are: already 

jn the works. First is a situation 
comedy. “All That Jazz,” which 
will start shooting at MGM stu- 
dios in October from a script by 
brother cleffing team of Tom and 
Frank Waldman: Begelman de- 
scribes “All That Jazz” as “several 
cuts above the bland homilies now 
offered in the category of situation 
comedy. The point of view will bé 
much sharper.” . 

The second pilot will be titled | 
“The House of Seven,” an adven- | 
ture series involving three genera- 
tions of one family. Norman Kat- 
kov has been commissioned to 
turn out the initial script. Begel- 
man was in town last week to wrap 
up a third property for the com- 
pany. 

Begelman pointed out that 
numerous creative talents who en- 
tered the packaging ring in recent 
years have been clawed to death | 
because they lacked commercial 
and administrative savvy. He 
pointed aut that it takes a Com- 
Pany like MCA’s Revue or Dick 
Powell’s Four Star Productions to 
have the versatile manpower to 
cope with the manifold problems 
of getting a television property 
into commercial orbit. | 

As the creative pivot for Project 
Ill. Edwards has been a factor on 
the tv scene for some years, hav- 
ing been responsible for “Peter 
Gunn” and “Mr. Lucky,” among 
other shows. He's now active in 
feature films, having just com- 
pleted direction of the- Audrey 
Hepburn starrer, “Breakfast At 
Tiffany’s.” He’s set ‘to write, pro- 
duce and direct “Operation. Ter- 
ror,” starring Glenn Ford and Lee 
Remick” and then will . produce 
and direct ‘‘The Days of Wine and 
Roses,” and Jack Lemmon starrer 
adapted from: the “Playhouse 90” 
tv show. Project JII is not-involved 
in Edwards’ above film projects, 
but plans to enter the. feature 
film arena once Edwards is cleared 
of his présent commitments. 

Fields and Begelman, meantime, 
are involved in the personal man- 
agement of names like Judy Gar- 
Jand, Henry Fonda, Polly Bergen 
and Phil Silvers, all of whom have 
their own preduction setups. Proj- 
ect III plans te develop properties 
in connection with these com- 
panies as well. 

Corman Dickering 
Filmgroup Bundle: 

Hollywood, July 18. 
Roger Corman is negotiating with 

United Artists TV for television re- 
lease of a slate of 15 Filmgroup 
pix. Deal would involve distribu- 
tion with an advance, but Corman 
would retain ownership. 

Pix would be released intermit- 
tently, with oldest going first and 
newest last to allow theatrical dis- 
tribution of latter to be completed. 
First would not go out before six 
to nine months. 

Pix involved are “Five Guns 
West,” “The Last Woman on 
Earth,” “Ski Troop Attack,” “High 
School Caesar,” “Battle .of Blood 

as Project Iil Rolls 
Bowling- In-the-Round 

As a Telefilm Series 
Hollywood, July 18. 

Novelty of bowling-in-the-round 
will highlight pilot film for a pro- 
jected telefilm kegling series to be 
produced by Douglas Lawrence. is 
association .with Sports Network | 
Inc. for. the National Bowling } 
League. Pilot, written and. directed] 
by Phil Shuken, will be lensed in } 
Kansas City July 20-24 at the NBL 
Stadium, which has been converted | 
from the Loew’s MidjJand Theatre} 
into a revolutionary-styled arena 
for keglers in which 3.500. specta- 
tors will surround six lanes. 

Chick Hearn, will provide | com- |. 
mentary on the pilot, to be shot in 
the course of the League's initial 
exhibition match prior: to its 26-: 
week season of a 10-city loop. 

Film Quota For 

Bugs Federation 
“London, July 182 

The case for a film quota for| 
British television comparable to the 
screen quota in British theatres; 
is again advanced by the: Federa- 
tion of British Film Makers. In 
its annual report for 1960-61, is- 
sued last week, the FBFM. points 
jout that while Britain’s theatrical 
films have a warld. reputation: the 
British television. film industry has 
barely kept alive. 
contrast,” it observes, 

wrong.” 

According to the. Federation the 
basic trouble lies in the low prices: 
offered by ..program. : ‘companies, 
who can buy American films which 
have reeouped all, ‘or most, of 
their costs. in the. United’ States. 

from Commonwealth countries, 
but ability depended on the Amer- 

too many “mid-Atlantie — 
with a limited appeal, both. An: 
America and in Britain. 

the near future the Federation 
urged that an artificial stimulus 

be needed. The report points out. 

commercial network, has a gentle- 
‘man’s agreement that foreign. ma- 
terial should be limited to 14% 
of program time and that the: BBC 
‘works in much the same way. “AS 

(Continued on page 44). 

Slackening in live. television. 

‘medium’s top creative talents mov- 

| woad’s tv-film studios, with MGM- 
'TV. getting the lion’s share of the 
best of live television’s. producers, 
writers and directors. As one stu- 
dio executive put it, “This is be- 
ginning to Iook like the ‘Playhouse 
90’ alumni society.” 
‘The comment was not inappro- 

‘priate; from MGM-TV ‘vice-presi- 
dent in charge of production Rob-: 
ert M. Weitman, who was a CBS- 

MGM-TV _ ranks, the “quality” 
TV programming v.p., through the. 

[uous ‘identified with “Playhouse. 
joo is greatly in evidence at Cul- 

r City. Norman Felton, direc- 
itor of programs for MGM-TV,. was 

he CBS program supervisor on 
“Playhouse 90”; 
ecutive producer of “Cain's Hun-. 

(Zv-UA Charges 

the June. I, 1959 agreement, 
tinued. to carry: out. its scheme: 

“This striking | 
“suggests. 

that there is tomething radically 

Some revenue can _be- obtained 

ican. market and that resulted in. 
films” 

. As there was no sign that the. 
situation was likely to improve -in. 

in the nature of a quota seemed to- 

that’ the Independent. Television | 
Authority, which administers the 

production has found many of the 

‘ing into key assignments at’ Holly-: 

‘Spies, 

-dare”* Paul Monash, ex-. 

Sales in 7 Markets ¢ On 
‘Off-Web ‘Aquanauts’ 

off-web package of 32 
hour “Aquanauts”: stanzas has had 
initial . syndie sales in seven top. 

‘LEN. NEW YORK CITY . 8. ay 
Dave. Garroway going with Ed- Murrow | ‘at: USIA?. 2. AB C. press pee 

* Ziv-UA's 

markets. - 
Sales include WNEW,. New York: 

| WGN,. Chicago; KGO, San ‘Fran- 
cisco; WTTG; Washington; KMSP, } 
‘Minneapolis; WBAP, Dallas; and 
-WOAT, San. Antonio. . 

ITP Fraudulence 
In Counter-Suit 

duced by. Ziv-United ‘Artists Inc., 
were made here. last week in an | 

janiswer and cross ‘complaint to. a 
| $1,800,000 suit filed in’ U.S: Dis- |]; 
|trict Court two months EO" by. 
ITP. ; 

“ITP had claimed: that "tt was dam- 
|aged by Ziv-UA and United: Artists 
Corp., both of. New York, through 
violation | of. Sherman Anti-Trust. 

British TV Again |" aw. 

Ziv-UA. 
‘Specific. charges were: -. 
That Edward J. Stern, ITP presi- 

dent, received “kickbacks and pay- 
offs” in the form of $1,000 bills. for 
‘a total. of at. least $13,000. 

That'a $20,000 receipt was erased 
from ITP books and recorded as.a 
loan from.Charles Westheimer, an 
ITP shareholder and officer: - 
‘That ITP, from the inception of 

“con- 

and plan-to defraud” Ziv-UA. 
_That Charles and Robert .West- 

heimer, ‘ilso a. Shareholder ‘and of- 
ficer,. profited more than $240,000. 
on the transaction. which ITP. 
claims. is an antitrust violation. . 

That ITP falsified: copies. of: con-. 
‘tracts 
rented’ photoplays’ without -report- | 
ing rentals,: prepared fake invoice | 

with ‘foreign. customers, 

cards and removed records to con- 
ceal. gross receipts. ~ 
In its counterclaim, | Ziv-UA 

askéd that. ITP.-be ordered to pay: 
$2,875,000 plus legal fees. and all 
amounts due.under the contract. : 

Ziv-UA has already. recovered 
-|from ITP,- said Charlés Sawyer of. 
‘the. law firm of Taft, Stettinlus & 
Hollister which ‘filed ‘the counter-. 
claim, 

The | answer denied _ ‘there. ‘has 
been any conspiracy .to. .violate | 
‘Federal anti-trust: laws. 
UA. had acquired: outstanding stock. 

It .said 

of Ziv from a group including the 
"Westheimers, who received:a profit: 
of more than. $240, 000: when. they. 
sold their. stock. 

The court ‘named Maurice c:4 
Koodish as monitor in the case. 
He has represented Ziv. enterprises 

| for 30 years.. 

MGM. -TV’s Prod. Setup Looks like 
A Playhouse 90 Alumni Society 

‘two of MGM-TV’s new series, “Dr. 
Kildare” ‘and - 

series. --David Karp, who: wrote 
the first two episodes of “Cain's: 
Hundred,” was a frequent. contrib-. 
utor, as was’ Eliot: Asinof, also _as- 
signed to “Cain’s Hundred: 
‘This spring,. wrifers on MGNM- |} 

TV's “Asphalt Jungle” numbered 
among them. such well-known tv. 
playwrights as Ernest Kinoy, Alvin 
Boretz, Stephen Gethers,- Adrian. 

“The. rester of. performers in 
MGM-TV series is no less imipres- 
‘sive. 
“Dr. - - Gillespie” -in' the “Dr. Kil- 

Island," “Date Bait.” “The Wasp|dred," was a frequent writer for | Hundred”. will include Martin Ga- 
Woman.” “Jet Attack,” 
From Haunted Cave,” “Creature Helen Morgan: Story”); and Her- | ner. 

“Beast | the series (among his credits, “‘The | bel, Ed ‘Beg! 
Leon Ames and Ruth “War- 

ey and William Shat- 

From the Haunted Sea,” “The {bert Hirschman, producer: of “Doc- trick. are among: ‘the tv veterans in 
Devil’s Partner,” “The Fast ahd 
the Furious,” 

tor Kildare,” 

Shot,” “Gunslinger,” and “T-Bird. | several episodes. as well. 
Gang.” ' Among the directors Working - on: “Worden, 

was an ‘associate pro- },,; ou 
“High School Big|ducer on the series. and directed,| “Father, of ‘the. Bride, ‘Asphalt 

Jungle,” of . Course, 

‘one on ‘the late N.Y.. mayor LaGuardia ..... 
{with TFC, has joined ABC. Films sales department .. 

_ Cincinnati, July 18. - 

. ‘Charges of “fraudulent acts” by 
International Television Programs | 

, of Cincinnati in its role BS 
foreign distributor of tv films pro- 

‘Dick Gautier and. Charlie 
commentator; Luther Thor, news. forecaster; and Al .Parker, who'll 

ABC-TV’s daytime: “Camouflage” show. has in- -.- 
‘|Spired the’ Bradley . Game Co: to come up: with .a new game based on... | 

The - Ziv-UA. answer stated’ ‘that. 
| ITP ‘distributes films: under a con- 
‘tract requiring it to. account to ‘and. 
pay’a percentage of all receipts. to 

for the vacationing ‘Joe. 

“Twentieth Century” will air next: season .. 
commercial FM station, ‘is going ‘to hold: a block. party in Steptember - 

| to raise money to ‘keep going . 
‘manager of WINS . 

1“Secret of: Women” at the Fifth Ave. Cinema . 

‘operations. veep, back from Coast biz trip .. 
-at Lake Louise... 

Jack Wartlieb, 

lvia his own sponsor, Cook-Couhty Mobile-Homes ... 

‘WBEM sales‘. 

“Cain's Hundred, a © 
‘are Boris Sagal, Eliot. Silverstein 
and Buzz..Kulik, all of whom gar- 
nered: major. credits on the drama | 

‘George ' Bellak . and Mel 
| Goldberg, all frequent. “Playhouse 
90". contributors. - 

Raymond Massey will play. 

series; guést stars set thus: 
far. in! “Dr.. Kildare’ and: “Cain's 

stars, = ack 

Wednesdey July 19, 1961 

TV. Radio Produc Centres 

veep Mike Foster's. new. secretary. is: Lee Sigmand; she replaces ‘Jackie 

‘C. Baxter, English professor at: {company exec post .. 
Univ. of Southern California and vet. of Elizabethan video, will - host 

| National Educational Television’s eight. Shakespearéan plays’ of BBC, © 
‘{“An Age of Kings”. in the showings.on noncommercial. outlets across 
|the country . ... WOR Racio personality Gene Shephard ‘does another. 
legit stint in St. John Terrell’s: Lambertville. Circus, NJ, ‘presentation . 
of “Destry Rides Again,” from July 25 to Aug..6.. .. Sid Bakal has: ™ 
joined WOR-AM-TV, as head of pubrelations .. " Ziv-UA 8 .syndie- 
series, “Ripcord,” was. sold. in New York’. to WNBG-TV. not. WNEW- 
TV, as erratumed in last week (12) . . . Official Films has’ received first:-. 
finished print in David Wolper’s biog. series.‘for. the syndicator, this -- 

Robert Rogers,.-formerly -— 
, Warren Schloat, 

formerly. veep and. creative director of Compton Advertising, has 
joined. Robert. Lawrence Productions with the samé title. eo 

John W. Kluge, president. and board chairman: of Metromedia, : 
‘parent company of Metropolitan Broadcasting, is currently on.. .the” 

ary, Foster & Kleiser, largest outdoor advertising firm in the west . 
New N.Y.. studios ‘of WRUL,  : Metropolitan Broadcasting’s ‘foreign- ; 
beamed ‘operations, willbe formally dedicated in September. Deluxe: 
ayout is located atop of the. Paris Theatre building . . .-ABC Radio 
has signed up.a fiock of new talent for “Flair,” its. daily 55-minute 

tor Claghorn character of the old Fred Allen radio days;. comedians 
Manna; -Marry: Merryfield, Chicago’ women’s .. 

give boating tips . 

and titled after the show... . ABC News has hired a couple of young. 
writers, both 24 years old, to script its: fall late.afternoon ‘news show. . 
aimed at teenage audiences: Bill Lord and Dave Jayne are now under- 
going a three-month -news..internship ‘in all phases of broadcast ‘news 

Don MeNelll's “Breakfast Club” will ‘broadcast from :the Little-.. 
‘l'Theatre in Chicago’s: McCormack Place, site of the 1971 ‘International | 
Trade Fair, marking the: third ‘successive: year that the longtime radio .- 
series will participate in the fair...Fred Robbins hosts Charlton Hes-. 
ton, Judy Holiday, Tennessee Ernie, Rosalind Russell and Danny Thonias 
on his nationally syndicated:“Assignment Hollywood” this week. He subs © 

Franklin. on his WABC-TVer currently.. .~ 

Sherril Taylor and Jory Nordland,. producers of “Kuklapolitaris” for’. 
NBC-TV, are: setting up headquarters in N. .Y., ‘where. they’re setting 

“Jup Taynad Productions and besides the Sead ‘skein they're making 
a series called “Dear. Abby,” ‘based. on. the Abigail Van Buren :advice- . 
to-the-lovelorn column’. . . CBS newsman Dallas Townsend's 15-year-..- 
old. -daughter, Nancy is in “Northern Canada prepping for a series of . 
National Ice Skating Championship tests next month . . ..CBS overseas. 
producer-director Av Westin is accompanying. correspondent Dan Schorr 
behind the Iron Curtain this week for’ a program on ‘Hungary ‘that 

.. WBAI-FM, N. Y.’s none -. 

.Herman Maxwell becoming sales : 
. Frank ‘Jacoby of. United Nations television. de- 

partment and his frau, Doris ‘Storm, in Europe making. promotional . 
film for Air India . ..: Marshall Flaum, an associate producer. on ““Twen-. 
tieth Century,” just. ‘returned. from Taliesin East, ‘Wisconsin © home ‘of -. 

|the late Frank Lloyd Wright, where he was. working on an.upcoming . 
stanza to be based on the architect . . . Don Morrow, host.of ABC-TV’s . 
“Camouflage,’’ is producer and director of a theatrical film called “Have 
Jazz Will Travel,” which is. double-billed ‘with Ingmar. Bergman’s 

‘ee, Alfredo Antonini on 
a three-weeker.in Italy, Switzerland and Austria’. . Ed Saxe, CBS-TV 

_ Red Barber: vacationing 
‘Frances ‘Pope, secretary to “CBS-TV: trade news boss. 

Marry Feeney off on European vacation . . . John J. Lorenz is the new = 
‘assistant controller: o6f':CBS Inc. and. will. manage ‘the budget section’ 
and succeeding. him as general auditor will be Eugene. F. Connolly, . 

IN CHICAGO . 
WEBM-TV’s special. telecast to raise. money for: the. Policeniens- 

Benevolent Assn. has: been- postponed to Aug.. 11-.until the. police. 
scandal hearings get off the front pages.:.: . Scott Young. ‘transferring - 
to the New York office of. Leo Burnett, in the broadcast ‘division... .- 

ex-WBBM-TV and Jatterly with Frank Atlass Produc 
tions, hooked on at KYW, the Westinghouse . outlet in Cleveland .-. 
Jim Mills back on. WMAQ. with a 25-minute. show. on: Sunday. mornings, 

. Boyd. Twins, who. 
graduated from WBBM to: Doublemint Gum, are back on the station. 
[for a fortnight to. replace the. vacationing. King’s Jesters: on “Music 

agon”, . Chuck Francisco lost his. deejay spot on. WIND, and ditto 
newscaster. Paul Coughlin, in general manager: Ed Wallis’ program” 
overhauling.. Bernie Allen. is moving over from the deejay staff to the 
news department . WGN Radio sales plucked Dick Hammer from. 

. WBKB’s. -documentary, “Carcinoma. of the Breast,”..- 
done originally ‘tor the “Expedition Science”. series, being telecast: by. * 
the ABC-TV net tonight (Tues.) on “Focus On America”. 

the San Francisco Bohemian: Club. 

IN. ‘LONDON .... 
‘Mort Sahl, in town - for. one: program “with: BBC, ‘took: the press: by 

storm but almost to a man they doubted if ‘he ‘would. do. the ‘same with | 
the average British viewer ... C. BD. Wilson -MOVES - up to.managing 
director of Southern-TV from gerieral-manager..:.. Brian’ Henry left 
-Assoclated-Rediftusion. sales..department. to. helm Southern-TV_ sales 

BBC thinking about opening ‘a new tv station ‘in‘Enniskilien, Ulster. 
ITA wants one in Strabane, Ireland, by 1962... And ITA’s new trans-- 
mitter in central Scotland is. now. ‘complete: and operational... ; An 
‘appreciation. of Ernest Hemingway as a man’ and- writer has been’. io . 

. Br jan Matthew, eS ‘slipped into BBC’s.tv schedule for next Sunday .(23) -; ; 
favorite sound deejay, moves to tv on Saturday (22) td host BBC's so 
newile “Trad Fad".:; . TV writing School prizewinning play “The ‘Truth’ ‘: 
About Helen” by: Maleolm Stuart Fellows finally made the ABC-TV 

‘|schedule after a wait-of more. than a year. It went. on last Sunday (16) 
+. « Westward-TV made its first commercial in the new Plymouth stu- 
dios initiating a.new service... . Last night (Tues.}J BBG-TV broadcast 
from. the Soviet Exhibition at Earl’s | Court, despite extensive coverage 
already. given to it by ATV; 

IN BOSTON 
WBZ radio. awarding a ‘$10,000 ‘cottage plus Tot at Sheelcamp,. Lake-" 

shores; N.H., to winner ‘of station’s “Bright Exciting Sounds Contest,” 
‘which "ends. middle. of August ... . WBZ radio’s two-part documentary, . 
“As Others See Us,” ‘analysis’ of American’s e.abroad, aired Mone-.: | 
day. (17), Tuesday’ (18) in Boston: with’ Washington, ‘D.C. carrying 
program next Wednesday (26). and Thursday (27) with ‘special press. ‘it 

(Continued. on’ page 28). 

-|Falton, who. quit after 11 -years-with ABC to take a. dietetic ‘candy... 
Dr. Frank 

Coast. huddling with execs..of Metromedia’s recently acquired ‘subsidi- © 

feature. Among them are. Kenny Delmar, who will recreate. his. Sena-  .- 

. NBC veep’ ....-- 
‘Lioyd Yoder. attending the: ennual two-week . ‘summer ericampment. of" 
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.- Canada and "Australia, $23 to $29,: 
000,000; Latin America, $5 to: as ee 

.. specials which: are being made 

London; July 18. 
Sale. to Amétiea’ 8 coast- to-coast tv webs. ‘Is no’ longer. the. citerion 

‘of success for U.K. tv projects,.So states Mike -Nidorf, president of 
ITC, wholly-owned: selling. subsid 7 
‘According. to Nidorf.a great big tv world: has grown up outside the. 

iary. of. Associated TeleVision: — 

U.S. over the past. few years that not only devoura a lot of U.K. 
roduct ‘but has-brought on the 
iternationally: It :-would not now pay ATV, for instance, 

overseas sales exclusivelyat: America. Europe,” the ‘Commonwealth - 
and even the Middle and Far East- have money. to spend, also, _ 
“ATV's most ‘ambitious venture to date, the expensive Jo: ‘Stafford 

we here with top:U‘S., European. and 
__.. ..Continental’.acts. as well ‘as. domestic: topliners, is,”-says Nidorf,. © 
“)0.-“an example of. international thinking.” -He - believes | the specials 
“- :will start-a trend in. -productions designed. for overseas. ‘sales: as 

“well ‘as for domestic screening... 2 
'-“U:S. tv-producers ‘would do well ‘to. get their heads: out’ ‘of the 

time wher producers must think: | | 
to alm 

sand,” he says: “They should take a cue from. their’ Hollywood. - 
-Counterparts and wake up to the fact that people outside of Ameri- ‘a 

= ea. don’ t nesessarily have two heads.” 

‘US. Telefilms O'seas Gross Could 
Ht $0000 in‘: McCarty 

- “Revenues from .U. S. telefilms 
tn the foreign: market’ this. year 
should Teach from $35,000,000 ‘to. 
$43,000,000, according to an. es- 

_ timate ‘by dohn G. McCarthy,. prest- |. 
‘dent of the ‘Television Program Ex-. 
port Assn. - 

.." | MeCarthy’s éstimate is contained 
. in ‘data being: furnished the Gov- | - 
ernment today (Wed.) for: use by. 

, ‘American’ reps at the Current Gen- 
“> evay negotiations - ‘on. tariffs : ‘and 

trade. 
In a. breakdown. ‘by: ‘regions, Me: 

«-. 
° 

“Carthy spreads" the telefilm ‘return 
this. way: continental Europe, :Afri- 
ca and‘ the Near atid Middle East, |. 
$3 to. $4,000,000; United Kingdoin, 

$4,000,600 000; Far East, $3, 750, 000 . to 

.. the sale of U.S. telepix abroad dur- 

.-from — elimination — ‘price 
Japanese 

. ing “62 could help the U: S 
of. payments ‘by. about: $50,000,000, 
“if restrictions in ‘key markets, such 

_as the U.K. and Brazil, “could “be 
“ameliorated ‘and. access: to. other 
markets maintained: =” 

“He cited ‘the recent. improvement 
in the Japanese. market, resulting 

‘ceilings. 
lifted. . restrictions © 

March... this: year: ‘after months. of 
negotiations. with -TPEA. :officials. 

~and_two trips: to Tokyo by prexy. 

"cumes, 

.,. Charlotte: : 
Davenport; KLZ, Denver: ‘KVAL, 

McCarthy. 

Offbeat Keyhole’ : 
As Ziv-UA Entry 

~Ziv-UA © has signed producer- 

Narrator Jack Douglas" to produce. ; 

@ series on offbeat individuals and |: 

organizations. around the world to: 

‘be titled “Keyhole.” ae 

Contract ‘with. the producer of 
. the three-year. ABC-TV document-. 

_: lary ‘series, . 
"-) for: exclusivity in other ‘projects: as 
“well; Douglas and: staff’. will. niove 
onto the Zi 
‘to work as a unit on “Keyhole. a 
Show currently has crews shooting 
in Austria, ‘Hawaii; ‘Hollywood. and. 
. San Francisco,’ ‘according. to Ziv. 

“Bold: Journey,” 

iv-UA lot. and _ continue 

- “Keyhole” will.deal with’ offbeat, 
_Feal-life subjects, such. as- a pri- 
‘wate eye; a lonely: heart’s' club; a} 
‘stunt -man, ‘2. bunko “game ete. 
Douglas will. narrate. mo 

LT Arts Chi Sale 

KLYD,: Bakersfield: ‘KBMT,- Beau- 
mont; WBNS. ‘Columbus:: WSOC, 

KTVT, | Dallas:. 

Eugene, Ore... KGMB, Honolulu: 
2 ‘KLRJ,. Las: Vegas: KSD;. Sti: ‘Louis; 
ne end’ ‘KSYD, Wichita Falls. | 

In: ne report ‘to Government. “| a 
McCarthy said there is “reasonable |.. 
expectation”. that. revenues from'| 

ce 

‘in 

4 Shore, 

calls: 

WoC, 

Pete Jaeger to OF. 
“C. -P. . (Pete) ‘Jaeger, formerly 

| ant? to -prexy. Seymour Reed. 

assignments . for. - -Offictal. . Before 

manager of MGM-TV. 

CBS, NBC Shows: 
Get Can, Berth; 

CBS-TV cand NBC-TV have been 
making. out pretty well in. terms of 
sales to CBC-TV,. .the Canadian net- 

| Work, for: next ‘season. 

‘majntain are. replacing - “Dinah. 

| Shore, who isnot doing: weekly. |. 
program. any. longer. - . 

. NBC eciaims ‘that, via NBC: Films, 

tions, 

named, but they won't be the: same 
‘ones. bankrolling’ Moore. din. the. 
Sues an 

s not certain. here, obviously; 
which stanza—NBC's © ‘or CBS’. 

| will. actually take Miss-Shore’s old 
ually . 1. ates. MGM-has- some ‘30 Post-'48s. Tuesday. night time-on ¢ CBC. - 

Other CBC sales north: of: the 
border were.for Ed Sullivan, Red 
Skelton: ‘and National |. Football 
‘League. - In. ‘the case of ‘Sullivan, 
his old ‘sponsor. Kodak. ts taking 
the show in-Canada,.in place. of ‘P, 

-doesn’t have -distribution. up there.. 
Sharing: with Kodak will be Singer 

: | Sewing: (vice Revion, the other US. . 
sponsor). ‘Carlings . Brewery _ of. 

At NBC, at least twa. ‘sales; in- 
eluding; “Bonanza,” were made di- 

-:treetly’to CBC, which has then.to |". . 
: ', | line. up-its:own-bankrollers. . Other. |": 

show ‘is; the new: “Dr. Kildaire.” . 
With sponsor (Kraft), NBC has also’ 

.. .| the’ return of: Perry Como, .. 
“Seven _Arts Associated has ‘sold |. 
Vol. H of it’s Warner Bros, post "50.1 
feature. _pix_to* WGN-TV, Chicago. : 
‘sChi- indie -now! has 81 pictures |. L. 
from: ‘the WB “Films of. the 50s” | 

‘duo package. Score of. other ‘sta-| _ 
“tions .also ‘have . bought ‘both vol-}-: 

including .- WSB,. Atlanta; |. 

(Canadian: : ‘ty. has a 45%" quota |* 
on: the ameunt of. airtime taken:by 
foreign-made Product.) | : 

OPEN FOR CASTING 
we ‘Hollywood, July 18.” 
Dorothy ‘Whitney, for past. two! 

and one-half .years head of: casting ° 
for Ziv, has opened her own ‘indie | 
casting ‘offices on Ziv-UA lot.” 

Trio of: accounts. ‘already — lined’. 
up inelude:. United: : -International.? 
Pictures,. Fhomas' White -Produc- : 

bios and “Bipcord” § beloseries. 

exec veepte. at ‘Flamingo Films, |. 
has joined Official: Films as assist- |- 

Jaeger will cover’ special zales. 

Flamingo; he ‘ was. “eastern. wales. 

They 're’|. 

. doing - so'..well, indeed,. that . both 

‘U.S. webs: have’ sold programs that |, 

Lorillard; his U.S.° bankroller. who. 

time. - 

Canada, will sponsor NFL up there, ; 

‘bumper 

TV-FILMS 25 

‘THE WAY 

DISTRIB PICTURE} 
With the. post-'48 ‘films obviously 
going | to play such a.major role. 
in tv programming during the next 
four to five years, the majors are. 

-| jockeying. for. strategic positions | 
-| in. the ‘sales. market... There are mil: | 
lions ..to.. be. made, -both ‘in. local: 
sales .and -possibly ‘from. ‘network 
use. of the feature films made. in 

. .f the 13 years. . And having moved 
into. a dominant - position ‘on. ‘film 
production for tv, the majors now | 
‘want. to ditto.on distribution. 

One of. the significant factors tn. 
the. jockeying—what to let'go of, 

| what to hold onto-a while longer— }. 
is how. successful NBC-TV. will. be |. 

.|when it goes next fall with a Sat- 
-|urday night. ‘full-web lineup for 

| 20th-Fox pix. If the stanza clicks, 
then it might behoove the distribs 
to hold back some of the best fea-| 
‘tures: for :web use.. ¢ 

‘Two. of.: the: ‘three. ‘holdouts on 
“Leelease - -of. thelr’ ‘post-’48 features, |" 

- 4 Universal and Allied Artists are |. 
‘on thé verge, it would. seem, oft 
‘making their moves. . 

‘Universal -~ 

reached on. the course to be taken, 
‘Teports are strong -that,.instead of 
: going elsewhere to have its posf- 
48 product peddled, the Hollywood 
major is soon. going to establish 
its own sales operation. If that’s 

‘thie’ ease’ figuring is Ben Colman, 
orice with Screen Gems as-eastern. 

| sales manager, -will come over to 
administrate . the. new U-t. ‘depart- 
ment. 

Allied Artists is also said. ‘on the 
— verge’ of going into selling of its |. 

VW |own post-’48 . product. 
“|“had. been’ fishing around” for an 

“Working g "somewhat. ‘diff erently, outside - sales. organization, 

handled a lot-of pre-"48 AA. cellu- 
loid. 

-‘few: weeks hence. ‘ Its situation 
regarding ‘post-'48s is.-‘vague. 

Universal's 

tributed - ‘through Screen Gems, 
‘| where. ‘Colman’ was rather’ deeply: 

“Bonanza”: ‘is. going fo replace Miss.. 

Shore, while. CBS-TV. claims that 
: Garry ‘Moore. will. replace. ‘Miss 

‘In any event, both Pro-" 
| grams have’ found timé in ‘Canada, 

‘| “Bonanza” in.a. direct: sale to CBC,. 
_|and CBS, as. part of its “affiliate |. 
arrangement” with Canadian sta- 

has.. sold the show and |. 
: brought in sponsors, too; as yet un- | 

involved. . Besides that, what seems 
to. increase: the . former SG sales- 
‘man’s. chances. of. moving into a 
U-I tv. sales org is the fact that he 
is personally very close to some of ; 
the people on -the. higher rungs of 
the Universal ladder, . . 
Universal ‘has. some. 300. post-'48 

features that it can sell. ; 
United ‘Artist: films are being 

sold by its own ‘company, UAA, 
and Seven Arts is handling dis- 
tribution of the Warner Bros. post- |- 

|'48 library.. “Much: of the 20th-Fox 
icelluloid- of the last 13. years is 
going also to UAA and some is: 
held by -National. Telefilm Associ- 

‘on the market, foo. | 
' Universal ‘has never been fn tv 
distribution. -before. -When it did 
Jet. go its ‘pre-’48 supply. it was the 
‘last to do so.. And, according to 
U-I. execs, it_ may again be. How- 
ever, there is big’ money to be 
had. via.the release ‘of the post-/ 
'48s,. and, “it's felt, U-I won't hold; 
off this -time the. way it. aid last | 

Hearst Metrelone’s ra 
'~ Footage for Series. 

“Yet: anther syndie series 1n- the 
yield ; from newsreel 

archives. is © being prepped by. 
Hearst’ Metrotone News and: ‘BGG * 
Films’. under the.- title, “Perspec: | 

| tives on “Greatness.” - i 
|  Gulled mainly from Hearst. news”: 
‘| footage, but also using. clips. from. 
| family. albums; home pix.and some. 
'new footage, the hour series will’ 
biog. ‘modern ‘greats; - -Including.. 
-Lindbergh,. Adenauer. Gandhi, 
| Rickenhacker. MacArthur, Admiral : 
Byrd, Duke: and’ Duchess of ‘Wind- : . 
Sor and otbers. 
Hearst Metrotone News: will, pro- 

- duce with, the company’s. exec veep. 

itself ia Jockéying-|- 
|more intensively for a sales posi-. 
tion,. and,. while company officials 
deny - -that..a decision has been. 

this program has. been dubbed in 

Company 

but 
-Lnow, evidently, has decided. to go 
it on its own, possibly by. resuscit- | 
ating: Interstate; the division that- 

Paramount is, likely -to ‘be : the. 
one holdout when a: tally: is made 

pre-’48 ‘stock, . as is 
{common. knowledge, . has ‘been dis- 

[feature fitm plans.: 

Herbert Marshall Series | 
“Hollywood, July 18. 

“An Evening With Herbert Mar- 
shall” is skedded as a new tele- 
‘series starring British actor for 
fall ‘syndication. 

 Beradas Productions will tape 39° 
-| segments .at Paramount, with R. 

Bruce’ Andersen, to direct. 

British A- R: s Big 
Global Spread On 
00 TV Programs 

‘London, July 18. 

Associated-Rediffusion’ s Inter- 

national Division, which bowed fn | 

‘July. 1960, sold: 900 tv programs 
overseas in {ts first year. In all, 33 
foreign .markets. were reached. 
Programs for schools. proved ex- 
cellent sellers with one, “London 
—Capital City,” being screened 

in such remote and contrasting 

places - as Ethiopia, Slam, Saudi 
Arabia ahd Nicaragua. Altogether 

12. languages, . 

Another schools ‘production, 
“Chez ‘les Dupre,” ‘the first for- 
eign-language skein to be tele- 
vised ‘here, also went down well in 
Southern Rhodesia and Hong Kong, 
Australia is about to include it in 
educational transmissions and the 
‘U.S. is ‘displaying “significant in- 
terest” in taking. the series along 
with. European countries. Sound 
tracks of this Skein are. available 
on LPs, too. 

Dramatic ‘plays also sold success- 
‘fully in. America, Europe and the 
Commonwealth ‘countries: Five 
that reached the U.S. were: “The 
Wild Duck”; “A Woman Of No Im- 

‘ portance”: “A Month. In The Coun- 
try"; “Danny Dick”; and “She 
‘Stoops To Conquer.” .A-R’s docu- 
meéntaries also found markets 
throughout . the world. 

|CALLEY EXITS BATES, 
GOES T0 FILMWAYS 

Ted: Bates ad agency tele pro- 

gramming veep John Calley has 

iankled to join: Filmways as veepee 

in charge of program development. 

At Bates, Calley was assistant 
to Richard. A. R. Pinkham, tv pro- 
gramming -chieftain, for: the. last 
| three ‘years: Before that, he was 
with NBC and Henry Jaffe Enter- ' 
prises az a ‘program and produc- 
‘Hon. exec. = °° 

‘For Filmways, Calley witl de- 
i velop. tv programs for US.: and ! 
‘foreign distribution and also be: 
involved. in the production. firm's : 

} 

Taking over for Calley at Bates 
: is BUM Templeton, formerly with 

-}Cunningham & Walsh and before 
that the former Bryant Houston : 
agency. He'll work under Pinkham ; 
as a. “Program. consultant. | 

‘Par's Post.’ 50s To | 
- Houston KHOU-TV 

KHOU-TY, Houston, Corinthean | 
outlet and the ‘market’s only sta- ; 
‘tion emphasizing feature films. has 
‘purchased: Jules Wei!’s list of 
Colorama Post-50 Paramounts for: 

{slotting in its early and late shows 
‘for .the fall. 

New‘. list supplements station's ' 
‘current Par. Pix and Warner Bros i 
library, and “a number . of. small 

packages, . including the NTA-6t . 
‘Caleb Stratton | as. ‘exec. Producer: ‘group. j 

ink teat’: lr |S) HOVE WTO How Hama Barra Cops Wi 5) Hours of Animated TV Film 
_{ina Hot Upcoming Cartoon Season The cartoon series is primetime 

video’s hot half-hour for the com- 
ing season. There will be seven 
animated shows this fall against 
two last season, but future expan- 
sion is iffy. Notwithstanding good 
old American knowhow (Hollywood 
and New York), the total resource 
may have been tapped. 
‘Take the case of Hanna-Barbera, 

Screen Gem’s subsidiary that’s out 
Edward Brown producing and|front in production. Cartoonery 

will be called on for more than 
ries hours of animated film through 
{the season. There will be 36 “Flint- 
rtones;”* 30 “Top Cats” (new prime- 
tilne half-hour): and 153 seven- 
minute shorts for the syndicated 
“Huckleberry Hound.” “ Quick 
Draw McGraw" and “Yogi Bear” 
(who won his own series last Jan- 
uary after a long run as second 
banana to Huck). 

Animated production is meas- 
ured in footage, and when Bill 
Hanna and Joe Barbera were turn- 

Jing out theatrical “Tom & Jerry's” 
for MGM, they averaged about 
4,000 feet a year with a staff of 90. 
With a staff of 165, Hanna-Bar- 
bera last week turned out 6,250 
feet. It will average close to that 
through the season. 

So far, H-B has been able ta 
meet the terrific creative and tech- 
‘nical praduction problems with a 
lot of ingenuity. A void of talent 
was created by the sharp sluff of 
animation in 1957. Technical and 
writing talents have not come up 
in the business. H-B, however man- 
aged to scare up 40 inkers and 
painters (mostly women and mostly 
married) to work part time at home 
along with a permanent staff of 40. 
- Cartoon scripting was once a 
specialty of writers who sketched 
storyboards with the dialog. To 
solve the dearth, Hanna-Barbera 
has contracted with a flock of vid- 
eo’s top comedy writers — “type- 
writer writers”"—including Harvey 
Bullock, Art Phillipe, Larry 
Markes, Syd Zelinka, Kin Pilati, 
Barry Blitzer, Jack Raymond — all 
with a string of credits on the top 
live comics. They continue to wrile 
with the rattler, then thelr stuff is 
converted to storyboard by the 
specialists. . 

Voicing is still another problem. 
A year's search was made for “Top 
Cat’s” mouthpiece. Among hun- 
dreds who auditioned were Andy 
Devine, Mickey Rooney, Jerry Les- 
ter, Larry Storch, Mike O'Shay, . 
Max Rosenbloom. Arnold Stang 

| was finally tapped. 
Production. detail makes the 

original-for-tvy cartoon series the 
most expensive program. “Flint- 
stones’ cost $57,000 a stanza, and 

Uth-TV Pacts 
George Shupert 

Hollywood, July 18 
George Shupert haz been en- 

; gaged by 20th-Fox production head 
{to handle al! of the company's 
tv sales and syndication with ad- 
| vertising agencies, sponsors, etc. 
out of New York. He's due in from 
Gotham Aug. 1. 

Visit here will be for indocfri- 
{ nation and study of 20th product 
and to meet with- various pin- 
ducers, in addition ta ty produr- 
tion head Rov Huggins. Shupert 
will. spend full month studying 
company’s operations in prepara- 
tion for 1962-63 selling season 

Before assuming duties formerly 
held by Bob Goldstein at Bevhills 

i studio, Levathes had been shutting 
to New York selling five series for 
1961-62, which include three hour 
series and two half hour ser:es. 

. Fwo additional hour long series 
‘for tv are planned: for 1962-63, 
according to Levathes 

Last exec post held by Shupert 
was overal] head of ty for MGA, 
since taken over by John Burns in 
New York. 
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The trend thunders on. 



Wednesday, July 19, 1961 

* Sone 

Nielsen rounds up the figures for the week 
ending July 9-and figures ABC-TV for first 
place in average audience.* 
This measurement, it should be noted, is 

in the toughest competitive arena—the mare 
kets where all $ networks vie for the Viewer’s 
eye. The breakdown is Huminating: 5 out of 
the top 10 shows, 40 firsts or seconds out of 

; lipe 

w 
A sn Pen ad . . 

Ah ipyietntiDs 1s ie lle ong, 
og 

ebay 

49 half hours programmed. 
Summer or no...the trend to ABC-TV, 

than which there is nothing harder to stop, 
continues unstoppable. 

ABC Televi ision 
ings between 6- sang Fay 9, 3986 time) mete Peer thra aoe 

. ils, lpg, 

fe 
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Clyne Headed for Role in Govt? 
Van Volkenburg 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts 

By BILL GREELEY 4 

Vue  MeCann- Erickson — last || 
work seplaced radio-ty) topper .C, 
‘derence Choe with Pat Weaver. 
the gaant ad shop ended on the 
heme grounds a search that had 
aristed a private consult::nt firm | 
ary ‘prench several potential execs 
efseahece In the inebustry. 

Ene ouside search may stil 
hive been underway up to the 
tene that? McCann proxy Marion 
Harper Js. tapped his own interna- 
tien.) topper for the poct. [b wes, 
atans cate. hard again-t the mn-ide 
heme and. as one ob-erver put 
woo At fast) Marion Hisrper fees 
sace a Selection troup wathim, 

te couleént have done better” 

"hhe eoument switch was illus- 
trated cathier graphncally a couple 
fo days before the offieral  an- 
reanee:sent during the Viadian 
Ace oo dday social Tabled at. ove 
e.0 of a “SE dininercenr were 
Leerpec and a major video chent. 
ff cee other extreme, bus.ne each 
eoouer faneh, were €ine and top 

Ge datk Van Votkenburg, whose 
hnetion Was announced wy 

aT RES, , 
+ 

Vetus the Thursday 13+ an- 
piuntecment, Chyne who had head- 
eco fhe i precramnine for VER 
fe. seven Sears, took off te’ Wash- 

wath future pleus  unan- 
Ile may not have: been 

tng. but nevertheless has 
2 Mie nde he would bhe a whack 

Gevommnent work af the riht 
Fo Gace one, , 
oo denet re Republican, Clyne 

an 3 2 

a . 3 . fr € €ee 

we a 4, 
¢ 

a oretoreve a bit of cant, but tie 
*ocsens Ate razor mall hes tt 
feat hos conthact sescrance with 

ft ¢ ties COMeIS five sears at 

fre. S2HubO to $25.000 per. de 
Geb Sast gm class . 

e? Rew it that! 
"€ bh ne.s nevotiations with Desifu 

» eee Oa Crapper, abd TMhewie 
es te word on Levotiatans at” 
.40 

on Volkenburgs former CBS- 

We oyaecs, who cane out of te- 
Teecntent te Jorn the gcemen a \ear 
2c hee famberug anew for the 
Boe ..ila pa sHres TOR s@.ne Ue. 
Slee) he’s bowhl a sew heme 
teeet. wtsdd thats siiere hes gory. 

ty and dawn: James LE Graham, 
as resimned as an savamotive 

pee and) account supervisor 
sp thas Maris, Jeim & Adams, . 
ss Renton & Bovles as a veep! 

account oaineftaan Aug Ls 
bheoon the new Texaco biz. 

ck Sehwaitz, \-radio producer 

PFeroos Wares. Ruthraull & Ry- 
vet been upped to production 

eracer @f the agencs’s broadcast 
depabtlsment. 

Sen Ducovny, radio-tv direc- 
fer and Nenut Stammer, account 
e.ceen RKO General and General 
T.-e vet veep stripes at D°Arcy. 

uuith oN. Montgomver  rejains 
Ke con & Eechnharts creative de- 
peatteent after 22 amonths with 
€ el bran, ; 

Nev Biz: Dynex Industries. to 
epem Assocs tor advertising 

pubrelations fer the Optics 
Corp. subsid. 

ti. : 
wofebe fe 

va i 

a: 

t i 

gees! 
t 

az! 

é 

h 
rid 
ile 

Hurleigh 
Gene Continued fron) page 22 amen =_— 

stricd by fhe first successful ; 
apace fight of an American astro-’ 
naut,” Mutual was the only net-! 
wnork to show a gain over the pre- 
vious Sear, Measuring a 58°c hike. 
The athers lost 10¢, 27°¢ and 8%. 

Also feel free ta call Mutual an: 
A and B market web, now cover- 
ing 94 out of the top 100 markets. , 

Hurleigh attributed MBS gains | 
to several factors, but prominently 
qited the web’s empathy to inde- 
Pendent stations. The “formula,” 
he said, permits integration of net- 
werk service Into local program- 
ming in a way that builds “local 
image.” Otherwise. there's MBS' 
nev. talents-—Leo Durocher, Arlene 
Frencis, Bess Myerson, Tony Mar- 
vin. Galen Drake—and great ex-. 
ransion of news, in line with lis- 
feners’ new eagerness for informa- 
tion features, . 

© wena pene epee eer Via the  euphemistic ABC’s 
charts distributed to the press | 
showed NBC, first: CBS. second: 
Matual, third; and ABC. 
the Nielsen 
above. 

fourth, in: 
peried referred to 

represented radio stations, 
“So You Want to Build Your Aud- 

and ': 

‘ing prizes: 

‘ty sales 

;end KBEY-FM, 

sales: staff. of: Katz in New York. 

Sing It Loud 
CBS. veepee of station ad--: 

ministration Fred Ruegg has 
sent an invitation to 100 top 
ad agency execs to appear on. 
the seven CBS o&o. radio sta- 
tions to plug the positive 
aspects of advertising. | 
~ Ruegg .asked the toppers to. 

record their upbeat messages 
on one-minute disks or tape. 

: “The: importance: of creating 
“a better -public- image ‘of ‘the 
advertising profession: is self- 

. evident,” Ruegg’s letter, con- — 
cluded. ; 

|ABC Ratios 1, 

- Hike in Biz Boom| 

| 

Retiring Anew 

| With the Station Reps | 

Avery-Knodel, acting as a clear- |: 
ing house, has compiled its second 
audience promotion report for its 

‘titled 

ience.”” 

The report contains 67 audience: 
promotion ideas which have been. 
employed by A-K AM outlets. 

Market: overed include Salt]: 
Lake. "City. vocaven” Tacoma.| ABC "Radio ‘is. heading for, its} 
Phoenix, Knoxville, Burlington, - most successful. year inthe recent 

tumbus — 'Ga.), Washington. » History pf the. ‘network, Judging | 

Ve bile, Kalamazoo, . Macon ‘and third: quarter. With’ two- and- -a- “half 

Steuhenville- months: Still ‘to: go, ABC Radio has. 

Schemes. include “Millionaire for: “rapped up: - nearly - $2.000, 000°; 
a Dax.” “Caliente,” a -horse race Worth | of. business, ‘representing: a | 
game with first-to-phone-in win- 20°. jump. over the’ same . period 
ners: “Wheel of Fortune,” with last year... - 

‘On ‘the basis: of. the early: Te-! 
‘turns. James Duffy, sales. chief 
‘forthe radio .web,: -expects. third: 
ajuarier -sales: to- ‘be: °30 to 35°61! 
‘over. .1960.. with’ gains- expected. to 
continue throughout... the :fall and 

y winter. -All_ weekend" news ..and 
sports - availabilities ‘for ‘the: third. 
“quarter were: sold” out*before July 
1. News and sports’ program sales. 
are ‘up 156% “while . Sales for ‘Don 
MecNeill’s ‘ “Breakfast. Club”: jumped ; 
124°, over last year, Take ope 
t 
ry 

25.100 phone numbers in a barrel; 1 
“Telephones for Teenagers” with: 
kicts called on teen deejey shows: 
“Old Fashion Spelling: Bee,” with 
prominent. citizens’ pitted against : 

tach other and the sponsor furnish- ' 
“Tiny Tots Concerts,” 

with the kids shown instruments ‘ 
bv the musicians after the music; ' 
Bumper stickers, reading “Happy 
Birthday, Beethoven,” with 10.000 
vrabbed hy customers at advertiser 
rtores:.“The Most Unusual Place. 
You Ever Listened to Us and so. 
on. 

Promotion results ‘are included 
as guideline to stations who want: 
to adopt.a pitch for their own mar- 
het. 

Spottite: Musie Makers has com- 
pleted music for three ‘different. 
Dosle. Dane. Bernbach client .com- 
mercials: video blurbs for ‘Laura 
Scudder’s potato chips, Utica Club- 
beer: and a special Christmas spot | 
for Polaroid. 

Briefs: Gene. Sumner. formerly. 
manager of Crosley Broad- 

casting; has’ opened Sumner- Byles 

reppery with Wim. Byles. prexy of web's awned &. operated stations, is 
“tovin-Byles, Ltd., Canadian ‘rep j starting to.shake down. organiza- 

Avery-Knodel picks up KBEA | tionally. Sales: managers have new. 
Kansas City been’ named in the key cities, in- 

John Brennan named -manager ‘of j cluding Richard Beesemyer ‘in Los ; 
Katz Minneapglis. office . Des- Angeles. John Osborn in ‘San Fran- 
mon C. O'Neil, formerly with Ken-{ecisco. John McElfresh ‘in, “Chicago: 

von & Eckhardt, has’ joined the | and Bill Hendrick‘in Detroit. Harry 
‘| Mulford is stepping into the east- |. 

some lime. 

ABC v National Slation © 
_ Sales Sets. Key Managerial! 
Aides Under Ted Shaker 
ABC-TV. National - Station. Sales. 

aeareer 

a Miller is heading. up- the ‘central 
division. 

Time-Life Design Ted Shaker. Vp. and. -general 
== Continued from pagé 2 =m ‘manager: of ‘the new operation, is 

series and using Life's photo. files | Sending his full staff on a concen- 
as the basis of new tv shows. Al- 
though no new: “Match of Time” : 
series is contemplated, the news: 
oldies may be brought bac k, Mick-- 
elson Says. 

“ ‘We've been experimenting with'| 
ways to. use these for. some time, 
They're full of wonderful materi- 
al. Most of us ‘remember the | 
events, but the details, the person- 
atities have become hazy. We want 
tu bring these back with all the 
music scoring of the périod -and 

‘ket, 
; month. 
‘first. stop July | 31- ‘fora. rundown. 
on ‘the: KGO-T¥ Situation. ‘From 

there, they'll. run down 10 Los An- 

days apiece in Chicago. -and -De- 
i troit. they'l] head back to New York 

Aug. 15, just: "SIx.- weeks after: it 
was launched. 

"the pompous old Westbrook Van-{ 
, Voorhis narration, but with some | 
rational contemporary personality |. Leonard Stern to 5G: T 

- Goodson:Todman has: pacted!: a 
_ relating them to the present.” 

Pointing out that nundreds ‘of * 
“unpublished pix by Life photogra- . 
phers are in ‘he vews mag's. files, : :Sterh to develop-new tele shows. 
‘Mickelson declared that. these ,Under- the agreement, G-T and 
prints may. furnish. still other in-" 
novations. “Some marvelous tech- 
:miques have been developed for ! 
using still photos on tv, and we've , 
been experimenting. with these. © 
The first ones yowH probably see. 
?are a series of five-minute. profiles : : Allen variety show next-season. ‘He 

‘jointly: 

Contract guarantees ‘the produc- 
tion firm exclusive rights to ser‘es 
‘created: by™ Stern, but allows ‘kim 

‘of world personalities based on ‘was head writer for Alen. during 
material in the Life files.” Ithe ’ ’58-'60 seasons, 

(Week Ending July 9} 
Homes: 
Viewing... 

7 (0060's); 
Harpers West One—ATV .......-. ut weet eceeseqgecees S909 | 
No Hiding. Place—AR -. aeeceee wept ce sete we SETI 
Emergency—Ward 10 'Tues). ATV. obec ee ets Specie ‘5690 
Coronation Street «Mon..—GRANADA 2.0... 5006. a ee «Baer 
Coronation Street (Wed!—GRANADA  ..0....0.. 555.56. 5472 
Emergency—Ward 10 'Fri.—ATV fee cee oe e hae: 5471 
Bernard. Delfont Skow—ATV ow... wea eee Deacon =5362 | 
Play of the Week —GRANADA .......... 0.2.25 .50.6.-5 5033. 
Three Live Wires—AR ...... ed wevee 5060 
Television Playhouse—AR ....ccse eae cleat cecedeeee 5033 

The .$2.000.000 in ‘business’ so. far| with ABC and CBS.. _ 
does not: 10000 any of the web's |. of Jupiter. Broadcasting, iné. WSAI;: is former peneral. manager of 

religious or: special. programming | KAJI, Little Rock, Ark. . 
ie these von’, ‘he’ totalled for ‘promotion manager to. ‘sales executive of Croslev’s WLW-C. Columbus. 

‘the newly-formed ‘sales:arm for the Crawford starr er for. fall showing at.7° ‘p.m. Tuesdays‘. 

| 
ern sales manager's slot while :Tom 

{trated study tour of each o&0o ‘mar-. 
Starting - at- the end of this: 

San: Francisco. wilt . be “the | 

‘geles for twa. days. ‘then after two 

for’ meetings Aug. 10-11. The new. 
l operation. is: slated: to ‘roll. as of}. 

fn MINNEAPOLIS . 

‘deal with producer-writer Leonard 
|Moore show . 

“Stern will Own | the properties: 

ito work on. the “ABC-TV. Steve 

|New York City, im guestint on WITI-TV's _ 
“Cafe Continental”. Thursdays, 10:45 p.m.. on WISN-TV, “Starring oF 

WNA 

: on WOKY . 

From The Production Centres 
Continued from page 24 [SS 

prepared for. program by Ed Pearle, WBZ radio. press chief... WBZ- 

TV ‘News extended its “6:30 News” to.25 mins. to include. special news 

‘report by Ira Lurvey, news ed. .’. Plans for WBZ radio’s 40th anni. at 
‘Springfield. Exposition being formulated .. . Bill McCormic, : rexy 

WNAE- TV; ‘Phyl Doherty, pubad: chief; .and George Harburg, promosh 

‘mgr. at press. conference for Joseph E.. Levine's: “Morgan The Pirate” 

at the. Sheraton Plaza: Hotel . ; WBZ: radio,. one of: two: station's, in. 
the" nation’ to. be winners of Radio.’ Free Europe ‘competish” held last © 

February, prize. includes trip to Europe .:..; . George S; ‘Clarke, WJAR- a 

TV news. cameraman, appointed. film ‘director oe .’. Several: thousand * 
‘Tt telephone inquiries by both teeners and. parents: . were calculated: by” 
local offices. of division -of. ‘employment: security: as’ direct: result : of 

| WBZ radio's. ‘Bruce Bradley ‘Summer. Job Clinie: for. teenagers.’ 

IN SAN ‘FRANCISCO: 
- Sherwood: Gordon took: his: KOQBY, “sold ‘subject - 16 ‘FCC approval: ta . 

Atlass- ‘Broadcasting, off. thé ‘air Sunday (16). night.to. “hold down finan-" 
cial losses” .°. : Industry-wide: “rally” -for proposed. ‘Frisco’ chapter. of. 
the National, TV ‘Academy will be held’ July 28.at. the- Mark: Hopkins. 

Ken. Langley. organized it . 
via. helicopter . Ken" Fuller, schéduled to -go-on trial. for. violating _ 
n FCC: statute at month’ s end, lost-his‘Iast two radio accounts—KFRC- 

quit July 1 and KSAY dropped Broadcasters’ News: Service: June 15.6 
Lefty. O’Doul flew to Japan.to do the color for Japan’s all-star baseball 
game for ABC—tape’ JE be aired July 29° with Buddy Blattner doing. 
play-by-play... .:KPIX: was named a-winher -in-the 1961 ‘broadcasting 
‘competition for Support, of Radio. Free Europe. . 

VIN. CINCINNATI 
. Loss of revenue from network. shows: ‘not: carried during near. F elght=| 
‘hour telecast of Cincy Reds-Milwatikeé Braves:doubleheader Gost WLWe | 
TV $5.500, which Jolin T. Murphy, Crosley. tv chief, hailed ‘as. good pube.*: 
lie’ relations. during home: club's. pennant. did. 
-baseball. fans ‘have adopted vet miker Waite Hoy?’s. appeal-to “root the.” 
Reds home.” . ... WZIP. manager. Richard Pittenger-said:the daytime _ 
‘station plans. to remain unaffiliated after its. Mutual ‘sérvice:tiés pass: -) 
to 50-kw WCKY, w hich has. been independent. for. Jung ‘after linkings-:.. 

. Jack 'L. -Clover’. advanced from ‘assistant - 

: Taft Broadcasting Co: - quarter ly: ‘dividend of 10 cents a share payable 
| Sept. 4, * : Lo 

| IN: PITTSBURG q le 
Win ’ Fanning, tv. editor of. the Post Gavette. now “yanninig both: tv 

and. drama’ departments with: aid’ from Lee. McInerney. ‘Drama head». ° 
Beckley ‘Smith, vet Harold V. Cohen con‘ alescing: at. Prov incetown’. 

of 36 years in radio. has. resigned from WJAS where. che. has spent ‘the. 
‘past 24 years” .. - Bob McKee,. recently. at: KQV, Teplaces him as news’ 
director’. “WII | has bought’ “King. of Diamonds,”. the Broderick . 

. Frank Bol-: 
‘linger, former p.r. at. tie .Plavhouse, ‘now - ‘Dave’ ‘Crantz” ’ assistant zat 
WTAE, Bollinger Will handle all publicity’. cae « Dusty: Rhodes, former ... 
NTA. ‘salesman here.. now. on Staft of -WIHIC.. : . Jane Pugh-replacing. 
Jean. ‘Connelly: at WTAE for. vacation ‘period . . .. Reger Ride.:has: been: 
named v.p. in-charge. ‘of sales at: WIIC.. -. . KDKA- TV ‘brought’ in-the. 

lonly’ telecast. of a- ‘Coast: Pirate. ball game. on: Saturdav (15)... Audio 
came ‘in: from KDKA ‘wiih ‘NBC - sending in the pictures ,.... Beano” 
Cook, ‘athletic -publicity director at- Pitt, ‘huddling . with. WHC: execs on 
fall Sport: show. " : 

IN. CLE VELAND . 
WEWS- TV: got 327: ‘telephone ‘calls’ ‘the. night ‘it. chonéd. a ’ Chicago: 

| Pops Concert in place of “The Untouchables,” which it. dropped. ‘They : 
were about evenly ‘split for. and against’ the. erime ‘epic axing. -. 
“Ernie's. Place,’ vignettes. by Tom Conway. and featuring Ernie’ Ander. 
Son, are now. used on. W JIW-TV's - morning. movies—between ‘scenes - 
...» Phil ‘Beigel is new. assistant. program :director of WJW-TV. Came... 
here from KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, where he worked. on ‘special: projeets © 

. KYW-TV scored something of ‘a political scoop when it had ‘Gov, 
Mike DeSalle: on for. an. hour. Monday. night’.117) answering viewers’ ’. 
-phoned-in questions” about why he didn't get ‘along: with the state 
legislature this term... 
night time.. One, “Give ‘n’ Take,” Lt, 
retains its morning. spot, too.. The- other. is’ “Dimensions 3,” a cultural vt 
half-hour .. that. had° been Tunning Sunday - afterndons. ” Cot 

KSTP-TV -photo: news ‘director Dick Hance’ ‘leaving’ for Chicago two 
‘|head photo. news department. of WGN-TV, Chicago Tribune’s. station -' 

‘Comic Don Sherman, ‘currently. ‘appearing at” Freddie’s. ‘supper. 
lelub here, slated to: make his. tv debut.on. the Jack Paar’ show. in near: 
‘future. A former writer for Dick Shawn, Alan King ‘and. Joey. Bishop, 
‘Sherman-has also been inked for three~ appearances. on:: the ‘Garry. 

WCCO. deejay : Franklin Hobbs. emceed Jaycees’ first. 
1961 ‘Music. Under the Stars” 
and Abbe Lane last week ~ < 

will be grand. marshal. of ‘the ‘Aquatennial torchlight parade tomorrow: 
night (19) ... ..Comics Rowan arid: Martin, who finish fortnight stay at: 
Hotel Radisson’ Flame Room tonight '18), :are- eyeing: hour-long, situa- 
tion. comedy series. ‘based on. the “Peter Gunn” Stories...” ooo 

1 IN MILWAUKEE." . 
Philip: Mosley, director of ‘studies. at Councit- of Foréien Relations, - 

‘Heinie & Band, plus guests ‘videotaped) ‘creating comment .: 
in Radio Park at Neenah-Menasha blanketing: area with’ ‘better, musi¢e 

WTMJ-TV on “Human Rights”: series, monthly telecast: with. Mil-. - 
waukee. County Human Rights. Television ‘Council, covered “Freedom - .- 
‘Riders & Human Rights.” Viewers phoned’ queries ‘to panel. ‘Program: ~ 

J rebroadcast on. WTMJ radio Sun. at 9:30. p.m. ; .. . Ron Riley,. WOKY 
tdisk jockey. ankled: for similar. spot on KXOK, St. * Louis, Mo.: . On 
Mondays. & Thursdays ‘over Milwatikee Vocational School -educational _ 
station WMVS-TV, cellist Pablo Casals attracting. heavier music lovers :: 
....“Italian Hour” with: Italian and English announcers. Remo Frattura 
rand Benny. Ammazzalorso,.in' reprise. on: WMIL- ‘creating comment: 
Program ‘prepared. by ‘longtime. exponent of-better music J. ‘Castagna - 

. Den Phillips: shuffled: disk jockey chores on WRIT for ‘same duties. 

Dutch Concertgebouw : Orchestra of ‘Amsterdam, on WFMR’s ‘second .. 
hour of “Concert Hall”. Rob Randall; WOKY disk jockey attracting .. 
listeners as-emcee. of ° ‘Dedicate Your. .Choice”’ ‘eross-the-board $ Pm. to. - 

| midnight, - 
| 

Hotel—amiong those-scheduled to be present:.are Frank.:Baxter, Gail ..::-” 
Patrick Jackson, Harry. Ackerman, Donna. Reed, Bob. Stack, -ABC. ‘veep... . 
Sanford Cummings: and .KNXT.‘L.A:). program ‘manager’ Leon: Drew. -- 

‘KSFO has begun traffi¢-w eather: reports.’ 

Sports. writers-and’*-- 

. ‘Thomas ‘R. Bishop, new. general sales ‘Manager 0 

. KYW shifted two. programs. into’ prime. Friday... ; 
“is: a. daily’ morning quizzer ‘which . -- 

‘offering ‘which’ héadlined. Xavier Cugat’ ... 
..ABC’s: “Queen for a Day” show.:emanats., 

ing this week from stage’ of. Orpheum Theatre here. Emcee -Jack Bailey. =~. ~ 

“Public” Confe
rence” Sun;.-" 

. Milwaukee -Gas Light Co. sponsors Sunday 
night 8 p.m.,..-"” 
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*: gettogethers, 

we "Political ‘system, ‘not - for performers. 

aon | commie : infiltration. could play. havoc ‘on any’ néw. 
a international. conclave: in. which, most. ‘American. execs, agree. they'd * 

it comes -to™selling.-controversy. on { 
“television, especially when the con-. 
-troversy .often deals ‘in. ‘gréat.. ‘ab-' 
-stractions (Le., 

.to open up. ithe. ‘Thursday. night 
“CBS: Reports” 
‘pating sale, since the network has. 
virtually. exhausted -all opportunity 

ships. for the - weekly. hour series. - 

ne Despite. nearly: $30,000,000: in, sales’ 
* for other. programs emanating: ‘frony 

. its’ 

-lérack, through: to: sponsors. “insofar. 
as. its: 40 one-hour News-pubaffairs 
specials are concer, ned: 

..- news .and- public, affairs: =. “the 
frontspieces”’ 
News—are now going begg ing,- and. 

: this.*on the. whole, sill mean. sub-. 
; . stantial: monetary. setbacks for the 

_ ‘two news Jeaders.in tv -uiless they ]- 
“-ean-imake up.in small-pieces what | 

_ large single. or. double adv ertiser. 
overlay. 

$4,000,000 “in program, 
. nore than. twice that in “time 

bt harges,_ . : wie 

° Crowell Collier 
ABC International - ‘prexy;: and 
| Rodolfe Chiari, president of ‘Tele- zs . 

WMGM Buy | Dead] visora’ Nacional, ‘calls “for. the con- |’ . 

Live TV Drama's Shot in the Arm 
For 62-63 as CBS Projects Hour 

_-Corp.: has withdrawn its. offer to 
- bus indie. WMGM_ for -$10.500,000; : 

' because. the. FCC failed to:approve , 0", two channels which have. been 
transfef of: the.N. Y. outlet. before | assigned by Televisora Naciorial | 

. -expiration. of. the sale date last’, for nationwide coverage.” a 

Wednesday, July 19, 1961 

Beware of Tinged Talent ( 
for. the year, -its: executives ‘were warned. by ‘spokesmen. for Ameri-. 
can's talent unions not to send. “{ndiscriminate” ; 

‘foreign tv unions. U.S. labor expressed. the worry, based'on what. - 
‘they. feel was the. ample. evidence of.- former. international: labor, — 

guilds from - abroad -.” |” that’ “communist-dominated” .. 
'. waquid try to use, ‘the Assmbly: ‘grounds -in. NYS: “as. B. Platform: for 

_ i. At has ‘been ‘stressed: by reliable : “Sources: that ‘the warning: played 
“no part in the :decision -of the ‘Assembly’ to. disband, but. fear of 

plans for. an 

‘like-to see’ Europeans and Asians play a.major, equal role With. ; 
‘their. American counterparts.: Foreign tv ‘experts: will: probably - be *-.. 

- asked : to “subinit| their. ‘own, ‘list of ‘invitees,:.and. may not be. as 
*-eoncerned With keeping: out “tinged” labcrites as the Americans. . 

“CBS Reports’ Invites Participation 
— Chents; Reflecting Tough Sale Era 

Sledding being ‘still: “rough: whent- 

| Graff Heads WNT: AM 
“Birth of an: Atom"), 

CBS News: has decided tentatively to educational interests and form- 
er, ‘overall -station’ boss -Ted Cott. 

series ‘for- partici- ‘going -out'‘on. his own, Natjonal 
‘Telefilm Associates has: altered the 

to .get more munificent ’ sponsor- | Tadio outlet in N.Y, E. Jonny Graff, 

The problem is not:: ‘only CBS’. 
named. president ‘Of the’ radio set: 

Up. : 
department: for’ next season, | 

NBC’ News has’ not. been: able’ to} 
‘of WNTA Radio, was “named - pro- 
er Manager.. " 

Panama City 
For ABCs Int’) 

Consequently,’ some. 80. hours: of | 

‘of “NBC .and._ -CBS 

thesve -so: far. failed :to gain: in a: 

“The loss’ could amount ta nearly’ 
casts » and 

a - | Latin: ‘American chain via a deal 
to: set up a. new: television - outlet. 

‘tin: ‘the Panama ‘Republic’ ‘by. the 

was made by”.Donald W..’ Coyle, 

 strnetion ‘of ‘a. ty station in Panama 

’ Crowell : - Collier : 

Before - thie’ “International | ‘Television : Assembly. was’: disbanded - 

inyitations: -to.. 7, 

Be ‘the: 
($100; 000,000. worth when projected’: 

Jover - a: ‘full Season) canbe: attrib- 

[uted tn: latge measure’ to the ‘reluc- 

| tionally’ - an 

‘Pings... 

- With. WNTA-TV.. being 601d ‘off’ 

a 

hierarchy at. WNTA-AM, the indies’ 

recently. named general .. manager: 
‘rot: WNTA-AM-FM, last week. was | 

Sid’ * Sirulnick: “tye. Years. pro- 
duction. and - “operations © manager | 

- fabout it. 
| previous years: _ 
__-Missing: especially are those fat {People who had nothing to do with 

a ‘cor porate budgets, which alone to-. 
ttaled up.-to’ some $25,000,000, “not-. 
‘-Lably the General Moters corporate’ 

Latino Buildup | 

. end of this year. ' Agreement, which 

Broade: sti | City, capital of the. South American. 
a ing ; country, - This’ outlet : will ‘telecast | 

its’ programs throughout. Panama: 

AP LS POST OLIMAR PI Jetter- “-to:. 

we ek. 
‘FCC. earlier. this month: wrote a! 

- Crowell-Collier... .and-: 
Loew's Theatre es. present owner of. 
WMGM,. criticizing © program. ma-. 
terial. ‘carried on twa.of C-C’s pres- 
ently: owned. radio stations.‘ Gov- 

Latter. company will be tied into 
the. ‘five-station - ‘regional’ Central- |" 

: American-.-Te‘evision Network 
which. ABC helped to. establish :last |. 

‘least’ the ‘first -ta take’ a reasonably ‘Year in five. other- countries ‘in ‘that 
area. The Panama outlet - will -also 
be part. of an-overall chain ABC 

. ernment. agency - alleged: that. sonie |: 
.of .the material. 
“vulgar, 

-FCC said a hearing would: be in: 
“ order,. but C-C obviously . isn't: ‘E0-., 

_- $1,000,000 ‘in: escrow «toward. the | 
"purchase of WMGM. 
“buyer. already owns - stations. ‘in! 

a Jand and. Minneapolis-St. Paul. 

- torn. KFWB. ta Crowell-Collier in 
. 71956 --for $2,000,000, 

oe radio. station, | 

“been ” peading’ “of -. the ~ ‘troubles. |. 
* plaguing: the station; -also of ‘the 

+ AFTRA strike... 
“it “has been in” recent years the}. 

“public,” 

building ‘throughout . Latin 
broadcast. Was! 

suggestive of in’ bad’) world... 
‘taste;”" and. ‘added that. because - of |- 
this the FCC was then unable ‘to:4 
determine that a ‘transfer to. C-C. tial mar r tional: 
‘would: serve | the public .interest.. tential, market which daternational advertisers“ will- be ‘able’. to - hit: 

when: buying time ona: ‘centralized 
network basis through “ABC. Inter-: 
national. In” addition: to. -eing: its! 
‘sales rep.’ ‘ABC. .will- also. act “as 

| Programming, ‘purchasing ‘agent. for: : 
the Panama station. = , 3 

Other Latin-American: ° -stationa 
affiliated ‘with -ABC ‘Internationat | 

| are:..the. five-station VeneVision 
network. ‘in ‘Venezuela; ‘and: out, 
lets’ in ‘Argentina, ‘Guatemala, | 
Costa Rica, El Salyador, Honduras,-: 

-[ Nicaragua and ‘Ecuador. ‘Elsewhere }. 
in the:world; ABC ‘js affiliated. with | 

ing to walt one out... ws 
‘Last - November,. ‘C- Cc. put. ‘up. 

. Would-be. 

Los- Angeles; San. Franciseo-Oak- | 

cane : ° Maizlish Nixed -. 
oar Hollywood; July. ‘18. 

‘Harry. Maizlish, ‘who: sold. strike: 

bane in’ Australfa,. and: with a‘ new 
Station - being” built’. in: Beirut, 
Lebanon. : - : 

last. -week- 
_ buy. ‘back, the 

“ey: Had 

opened a drive to 

According | to. Maizlish’: 

Jacobs to. Ziv. UA: 
Yr don't: believe 

gram and. talent - negotiations. 

> Jacob. was assistant to the presi- 
dent. and assistant géneral counsel 
at ABC. until. 1960, otter whith. he 

public service station. it once was 
“they ‘gave the station opera-|- 

tion. ‘to disk . jockeys, not. a the 

Maizlish got his. afswert from: cc 
‘the next days “Nothing doing, an as ‘general. attorney. 

That dig. whopping sales. shag: at. 

_ three: “television networks | 

tance ofthe automotive. industry, to. 
‘re-embraceée the: medium. 

‘industry that runs 
. ¢seared ‘by .lorping off. advertising. 
‘budgets ‘with. tv taking the ‘brunt 
ofthe rap’. 

gramming. -When ‘the. auto - sales 
charts: ‘start. climbing,. is’ the. big 
question mark. — 

“NBC ‘in particular’ is: hit ‘hard’ by - 
“| the ‘automotive cutback, ‘since De- 

troit likes to- play: it the color way. 
|Last year’ the ‘Detroit ‘companies.: 
| poured. upwards. of $40,000,000 into ; 
the NBC coffers. ‘For '61-'62 the j 
pickings are ‘slim, -as: ‘they. are for 
the: all the: webs. | 
"Ford's stake in “Hazel” and the. 

Alfred. Hitchcock.” series (and it. 
{would liké.some relief on the lat- | 
ter show?; Oldsmobile’ s sharing of 
Garry: ‘Moore: Chevy's: “Route 66°"! 
‘and “Bonanza” coin (the Sunday 9 
te 16. cutback: with “Bonanza” .in- 
§tead: of: -Dinah. Shore represents | 

| about -:a-. $1,500,000 program -‘sav- , 
ing’; -Buick’s. minor fling with the ' 
‘Mitch’ Miller’ eniry;..some Pontiac ; 
“Surface ‘- Six” coin—and. that’s : 

:Peanuts: compared to. 

‘money, .the™ Ford . corporate iden- 

Ever missing is the $5,000,000 or so ! 

the medium. ' 

AS. for Buick,. 

Hope: specials ‘last. season, its in- 
‘vestmeént -. “Sing . Along. with: 
Mifch” is only half that amount. 

It’s ‘figured’. that, ‘if conditions 
1 warrant,- the auto’ companies. will 
have.a- fourth- -quarter: fling. at the 

the “road: - ‘But even. that’s. con- 
jectural ‘at this Point: - = 1 . 

‘The: ‘climate figdes: well ‘for. the 
return. of live. tv drama.. 

"First move “in ‘this: ‘directiori=—at 

concrete form. — :is. by . ‘CBS-TV; 
whichis. now..working out the de- 

WE 3 it hig 

‘pointment ‘of Ev - 

this time out: they're : 
‘| lagging: by some $30,000,000. in bill-* 

“How. .much if any. of that 
‘will eventually be released for pro- - 

that American: ‘Motors: lavished on. 

‘in- contrast to ‘its: 

“ABC international - thas. forged $3, 500,000. ‘for those eight . Bob 

. another. -key station”. link in. its. 
-|WNTA-TV's 

mediuin. to get. the new models on | 

: Sigal’ New Slats ‘Siegel, vice-president and. 
Tenet financial officer of American | 
- Brsadcasting- Paramount 
“is. being moved intu the broadcast. 
-; phase of the corporation as exec’ 

“Tradi- ° v.p. of. the ABC television and 
.Yadio. rpetwork. Like the recent ap-- 

Erlick, former 
-Young &. Rubicam v.p..:to post of: 
AB-PT -general counsel. Siegel's, 
Shift reflects ‘the new ‘primacy of | 
the. broadeasting phase in overall: 
-AB-PT corporate ‘structure. 
. Siegel continues ‘as financial v.p.: 
of AB-PT.. 

it | Meet ” To: 
| 3-Man Study Unit 

Te 
"A threé-man: “study committee 

‘will soon ‘be- appointed by Robert | 
Lewine,: new ‘president of the Na- : 
tional Academy of Television Arts - 
‘& Sciences, ta. find out whether : 
‘it's feasible to go ahead with new 
plans for an International’ Tele- 
vision Assembly. 
scribed. as wanting three men who.’ 
jare . “disinterested,” preferably; 

the recently aborted attempt to- 
bring off..the international meet- . 
| ing. next: November. 

Meantime, .the executive com- - 

months: in. arranging for the. As- | 
‘sembly. next fall has-been dis- : 
banded. So has the board of di-: 
rectors for. the International As- : 
sembly..On the committee, among ; 

Jothers, were Tex McCrary (who 
is expected to rechannel his ener- ! 
gies. into -the Academy proper! 

Henry White and 
‘ABC’ International's Don .Coyle. 
Robert’ Dowling was one of. the ! 
key board. 

The three-man study group will 
be asked to take. as little time as: 

(Continued on Page $4) 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

‘Ald Th to Mion for Vv Webs 
—? By HERM SCHOENFELD 

‘Theatres. 

Lewine is: de- ; 

While the bulk of the heavy ad- 

“Verusins outlays slated for tele- 

Vision's new season (this fall fy al- 

ready in the wil {t's estimated 
plenty of coin is stil! te be mopped 

‘np before the fouth quarter's Oc- 

tober deadline. Network sales 

eacty are confident that the late- 

buyers, raring trom the $6.000.000 

»Beech-Nut account down fo a siz- 

-able number of compsnies ready 
ito spend $1.000000 and upwards, 
iwill cut substantially into the 19°% 
j aggregate of time still open on the 
three networks. 

Ed Sherick, ABC TV's vp over 
i Sales. ‘pomts to at Jeast a half- doz- 

major industrial compleacs 
whieh have onls committed a por- 
tion of ther tv business se far, 
+The automotive industry. for in- 
j stance. has net come inte the tv 

re in high gear as sel. (See 
jpleture storys ! 

In addition to the autaumotives, 
qbig companies in the drux. con- 
ifectionary, gas and food industries. 
fare also being romanced tot bust- 
ness. Indicative of the heavs ad- 
vertising coin still to be had is the 
fact that ABC-TV last week snage- 

: ped $2,000,000 from GuUette in an 
! alternate week bus on “Surfside 
6." starting Jan 1 and running to 
‘October. Business was placed 
-through Maxon. 

¢ When once television’s selling 
-season ended after a dozen ur so 
“major accounts. like Goodyear, 
j Procter &‘Gamble, Lever and Col- 
gate, made their deals with the 

2] tits, and ‘the -corporate. Chrysler {mittee involved: the past several ;Vatious webs, the broad advertas- 
‘| splash(as in the days of “Climax”. ‘ing participation on tv has radical- 

‘ly revised the industry’s sales op- 
eration. It's now a continuous, dozg- 

:ged. year-round pilching for ac- 
‘counts, whether emall or large. 

While the webs. aren't exactly 
‘snubbing mammoth companies with 
;muiti-million dollar tv budgets,. 
[the smaller accounts have becoms 
j Very attractive to all the web«. 
: Firstly, there’s a bigger profit per 
idollar on the lesser accounts dup 
ito the discount rate ‘structure, 
and, secondly, a wide representa- 
tion’ of advertisers reduces the 
pain that come from the normal 
‘fluctuation of business from any 
single account. 

4 

WNEW's 19-Game 
| pleted, but one thing that stands 
McCleery assignment are not.com- Giants Grid Shed 

‘Marking the first time in 20 
years:that WNEW wil) carry com- 

‘out in the planning: already done 
As that CBS-TV will make a definite 
effort to reconstruct an era that 
went out with the advent of tape: 
and the overwhelming ascension 

America ‘and ‘in- other” Parts of the. j 

ty. outlets in. Adelaide and Bris-. 

Attorney’ ‘Joseph .J.. Jacobs has 
joined Ziv-UA as director of” pro- |: 

joined Metropolitan, Brosdcasting 

tails of.a live hourlong. series tobe} of tv film: The network will do its 
aired during ‘the ‘62-63 season,..a!shows live and, ff that 1s not rl- 

‘| year ‘henve. Robert Herridge, ‘Gor- ways possible, ‘will use tape In “the 
Current : Ww. set ‘eireulation ‘tn 

Panama- now exceeds 25,000, ..a po- 
don Duff and Albert McCleery. are |. live fashion,” the live fashion being 
going: to’ serve as .a production; the shooting .of the entire drama 
§ triumvitate.for the-proposed week-|{in one standing. This Is opposed to 
ly. prime time hour. (Herb Brodkin| the present and common practice, 

‘that is if even taped dr@mas can 
be. ealled common on television 

Plans Teportedly. were underway today. of utilizing tape exactly as 
; for a. series.of live dramas on! though one were. shooting a film 
NBC-TV. . before‘ the: change . inj with all its cuts, remakes and de- 
management ‘of the web's program ; lavs.~ 
| Gepartment, ‘and. while it’s possible : 

new .program_ veep. Mort; be trying, the way things stand ; 
| ane -who began Monday . (17),;now,. to bring -a Httle. of that: 

will [have definite ideas of his own,| spontanel’y, whose absence has 
there. are. reasons to.assume that he| been 20 often bemoaned by the: 
will, embrace the: use. of live drama, critics. back {nto network fv. 

t lin: '62-°63:- : ‘Whether the. three tv networks 
Network achédulés for ‘the gea-|can save money, in these days of; 

son at hand were completed be-| rising costs, bv doing live dramatic 
fore the latest. outerfes from Wash-| series, instead of only telefilmed 
ington. about ‘television’s wasteland. programming, {s something that 
Yet -the nets apparently find it; must still be worked out, Yet. it 
hard: ‘resisting the pressures from|is clear that. the networks, apart 

will probably -make ‘it by. the time, 
pe foursome planning {s done.) 

‘| men inthe nation’s capital, who; from reacting to what Washington 
‘| have.a persistent; if often nebulous: wants, would like to make use of 
idea. that Ive drama is an equation) the extensive existing plants ‘for: 
for ood television, ‘the. production of live tv. At pret 
ABC-TV. retently went on record. | ent, : CBS and NBC, in particular, 

‘| through its program chieftain Tom) have.‘ massive. establishments on 
Moore. that it was all for doing| both Coasts that, from a purely 
more: live.in. ‘62. ‘Thus it allowed | financial aspect, are wasting away. 
amvle. room to speculate that this|and. in so. doing: are eating up 
network, : top. will join’: the march.{laree amounts of maintenance 
"The details of the }e Herridge-Dut-| money. oe 

In short. for: its part. CBS: will | 

plete coverage of sporting events, 

the N.Y. radio indie wrapped up a 
deal with the New York Football 
Giants for play-by-play broadcasts 

of the team’s 19-game schedule, 

starting Aug. 12. WCBS Radio car- 

ried the Giant football games Iast 
year but a conflict In scheduling 

between the N.Y. Yankee basebail 

games, also aired on WCBS, and 

‘the early Giant football] games 

cued the shift to WNEW. New deal 

was worked"out between John Van 

: Buren ‘Sallivan, WNEW's vp and 
1 generat manager, and Jack Mara, 
the Giants prexy. 

| The schedule includes seven 
home games hich wil! not be tele- 

{vised locally and seven games 
away. In addition, WNEW will also 
cover the five pre-season exhibi- 
tion games which are not sched- 
uled, up to this date, to be carried 
on CBS-TV, which is covering the 
National Football League games. 

Joe Hase!, WNEW ‘sport editor, 
will handle the play-by-play, and 
Al DeRogatis, ex-Giant player, will. 
do the color. Kyle Rote, co-captain 
of the Giants and also WNEW 
sports director, will do a fivs- 
minute drezsing room segment on 
“how it happened” directly after 
the game. 
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‘ORTY-ONE -OF THE: FINEST 
FEATURE MOTION PIC TURES 

~ PRODUCED BY WARNEE 
- FROM SEVEN ARTS 29 nnn00F 

ALFRED BITC
H | 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED. 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY oF SEVEN. ARTS PRODUCTIONS, t.. 
Motion Pictures—"‘Lolita”’, scheduled for Fall. release... 

- Theatre—"Rhinoceros”’ in Its sixth month’on Broadway:.. | 
Television Distribution of films for T.V., 20th Century Fox Films. 
Citerary. Properties ~“‘Disenchanted” by Budd Schulberg... 2 =: 
Real Estate—The Riviera of the Caribbean, Grand Bahama, in constivetion: “ 

2 

-NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue _ -Yukon.6-1717 
CHICAGO: 8922-D N.La Crosse, Skokie, iN. ORchard 45105. 

DALLAS: §641 Charlestown Drive’ ~~ ADams 9 2855. 

BEVERLY HILLS: 232 So. Reeves. Drive .. . GRanite 6-1564 
Cnn al 

For list of TV stations programming. Warner. Bros. “Films of 
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot. TV. Rates and. Data). 
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TV-FILMS 

DICATION CHART | 
" AVantery’s “weéiely. tabulation’ blised | ‘Ort fatings furnished by. ‘Atnerican . Research: buyers: to: tocal stations and/or advertisers to syndicaturs will] fud the charts valuable. 

‘Bureau, highlights the top.ten network. shows: on a local level and offers a-rating study = Over: the: purse of a year, ARB “wilt tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The | 

“ Yenditferent markets are’coveredy shows in the same’ particular market. This. week : vesults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with tie rating. 
o ’ > ‘ erel th * ? 

. In ‘the ‘syndicated ‘program listings of' the top: ten: show's; rating. data ‘such’ as the ° tre designed eter in nertieg tantos of vinta es aa Tr ket wa te ws 
“average. ‘Share of: audience,: -coupled- with: data as. to time and: ‘day ‘of telecasting com-. . " 9 ¥ 7e 

‘petitive. ‘programming: in, the’ particular: slot, ett:,“is ‘furnished. -Reason: for. detailing: an... (*} ARB's Feb: Mai: A961. survey: ‘covered a muiti-week period. Syndicated shows 
| exact picture. of the: rating. performance of Syndi éated’ shoves. isto reflect’ the.truée rating: - sharing. one of the wéeks with an. alternating or special prograin are Hsted, with the | 
strength of. ‘particular series. ‘Various. branches: of. the: ‘industty, ranging from. media “Multi-week rating. of all ‘programs in the time period Riven. 

| Wednesday, Jaly 19, 1961" 

UA I ‘L AN’ [ ‘A a CEP eB " STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA. _*SURVEY DATES: | MARCH 22-APRIL 18, 1961. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS. . AY. te FOP SYNDICATED. PROGRAMS , AY, AV. TOP. COMPETITION AY. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME weet ST AL _RTG, ther. ‘PROGRAM—D AY—TIME _ STA, DISTRIB. RIG. . | PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

ve TT a Whirlybirds. (Wed. 7: :00). see evens eas .cWSB..... "CBS i “31. 70 ‘Malibu Run ........ .. WAGS* 8 
4 ‘Wagon. rain wed: qT: 30-8: 30). “e e ow ¢ WSB. 2 Mr: Ed (Tues. 7:00) - wae 2 oh is WEB -e0e8 . MCA: . . not ‘30 68 J Expedition aoneeaeseeanee WLWA 8 

2. Gunsmioke .tSat_: 10:00210:30). 2. 3. cc. “SWAGA- oe 3. Yogi Bear: (Mon. 6:00)... .. wtveveae WSB.... » Sereen Genis -..29 74 | Panorama weeree WAGA 6. 
_3.: Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00"... 2.6.05. WLW a 4: Death Valley Days. ‘iMon.- 7:00): - eR: coe. US. Borax 26 60: Two Faces West  WLWA 9 
3.-Price Is Right iWed. 8:30-9: 00 pene WSB.. ° 84]) 5. Huckleberry Hound ‘Thurs. 6: ian . “WSB. bees ‘Screen Gems 25. -66.Three Stoozvs ... WLWA 7 

PY 74. Have Gun, Will Travel ‘Sat: 9:30-10). -WAGA::: 32:/}6. Brothers. Brannigan, ‘Thurs. a 00°. ....WSB ..... CBS (22>. 4 Rescue 8 oe WLWA 12 
"5, Bonanza: (Sat. °7:30-8:301. 2.0.0...) -WSB 6; Deputy Dawe (Wed:. 6.00). -v.eee00++. WEB ..+. CBS. ge $9 Three-Stooges .. WLYA  -8 

6. Andy Griffith “Mon: 9:00-9: 30) no 9; Sea Hunt. 1 Fri.-7:00) 2. 0 0.8 LS woes .WSB yee ZAC 21 45, Rawhide Lenny cence WAGA 21 
6. Beal McCoys. (Thurs: 8:30-9: ‘O0L: : oe 8. ‘Divorce. Court. (Mon. 8: 00)” eee ees rAG A>..eKTTV TV - Americans... 0-6... .WSB 24 

9. Thrilfer (Tues: 9:00-10:00). . mat ele pee WSB)o > 284. - Sales 19 - $1: Surfside 6 .... . Lanes WLWA 22 
8, Checkmate ‘Sat. -8:30-9: a0). ‘wes WAGA® 2:26.49, Quick’ ‘Draw ‘McGraw’ (Tues. 6: 00%. CWSB..-. . Screen Gems 18 56‘ Panorama Se cee eee WAGA 8 

“ . . ce ec 9 v 
9. US, Marshal’ (Thurs: 20: 30). beara = To 18 58 . Silents Please 9+. WLWA 9 

“1. Gunsirioke «Sat: 10:00-10: aoe —— LWMAR el 1 Mr Ed Thurs. 700) sehee “WAL: CHCA a — 3s Fal Weve a a + 
5-2. Rawhide: 'Fri. 7:30-8: 30) fee, Liles JWMAR "38 | 2° Bugs Bunny (FEE TO seen -_ WBAL. TAA ‘18° (88 Final, Wearler ds | OWMAR v 
*..2."Real McCoys: wPhurs. 8:30-9:00): wen WIL 38), 2: Death Nalley Days iW ed. t 00). cess +. WBAL.. ..WS. Borax 18 “$8: Final; Weather WALAR 18 
coe le Vs WIZ. 38 ; oS — .News-D Edwards WMAR i 

ae Un touchablés. (Thurs. 9:30: 40:30 vege MOF Ds, gt s. Flight; ‘Roaring ‘20's aSat.- 8:00) ew eee LWIZ ....CNP. ~  46.. 22. Perry Masen WMAR 42 
ol Be Wagon Train (Wed. 7: :30-8:30)........ oe WAL. - rls . Lock Up: Paper ‘Sun a 30). soa 1. -WBAL. ..: Ziy-UA. Ga 16 30 My: Line | WMAR 2) 
"3 Garry. Moore (Tues. ‘10: 00-11: “00. .. WMAR:- o ‘3. ‘Midnight: Sea. Hunt! eThurs: et 1... WBAL, ... MCA; ‘Ziv- : A 16 42 Harrigan ; .. WAZ, 12 

A. Have Gun, Will Travel.(Sat. 9:30: 10): -WMAR 30: i 4. Blue Angels (Tues. 7:00: .. eee --WBAL... CNP: te 20 Einav earnee Wisk ooo 
+. hy Surfside 6. (Mon. * “8:30- 9:30). ». WIZ 36 | ‘ “Divorce Coiirt Gat, 000. werehdevers ..WMAR.. JKTTV TV, * { Show WRAL 2 

F ), ’ a igs il: . Sales *. * 12 32. Karly Show WAZ it 
5. Flintstones \Fri. 8:30-9:00). ‘WIZ. 4. Shotgun, Slade: iSai.7:00).. WMAR... MCA, 12 29 “Pinbusters WBAL 2) 

7 Se, My: ‘Three. Sons. iThurs. 9: 60-9 301, waz = 35.tl’ 3. ‘Silent Service ‘Fri, 7: 303 a ve me .-WBAL.. - CNP... 11. 20 Raw hide . WMAR 38 

~~ BOSTON. ee en veg — - = a "STATIONS: wez, WHDH, WNAC: “SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22-APRIL 18, 1961. 

20. : a 5 7 Redoue 8. (Tues. 7:00: Tani. WNAC. "Screen. Gems. 28 50 Shot nun Slade _ e Ww RZ 17 
1 Uatowehables (hours. ‘9:30 10: 0) WA oo 43 I 2: ‘Whirlybirds ‘(Fri.- 7: 00". wes fesieeeee es WNAC: .. CBS 24 $5 Death Valles Days carr HZ. nM 
2: Perry: Mason: (Sat. -7:30- 8:30)..; Ww ound E 3. Brave Stallion -iMon.-'7: dor ws aie: im 20 43 Texas _ Rangers vee - WNAC 4 

in 7 vs 4, State Trooper. (Thurs. %: 003. tes os wees WNAC.. MCA: 19 41 Jim Batkus .. WBZ } 
3. Prinistapes (Fri, 8:30-9:00: 1 WNAC 38 || ‘4. Mr. Ed iSat.7:00). 5 0. veda ...WBZ......MCA ss .19 44-Mike Hammer  OWNAC it 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat, “10: 00-10: 30)... veee es. WADE. 35 ie 5. ‘Huckleberry ‘Hound (Thurs. 6:30), tenes -WNAC.. «Screen Gems. 18 39 News: Weather a wine, 2! 

: a 1 a Coty oo, a Huntley-Brink'ey WR 2%3 
4 17 Sunset Strip, (rt, 9:60-10:00: eens WAC 38 Bil s 5.:RCMP (Wed. 7:00). cco uence tas WBZ. eee CNP 18  89_ Honermoone:s WNAG 17 

. 5. Candid ‘Camera. (Suit. "10: 00-16: BO). a .WHDH .. ail; 5. Yogi. Bear sPri. 6:80). fee eee WNAC. .. ‘Sereen ‘Gems 18 38 News, Weather WW Be, be 
; as _ eae _ (| Huntlev-Brinklev ~>. WBZ ( 

°S. Ea Sullivan (Sun. 8:00-9:00)... :..:. .WHDH x 6. Lock-Up ‘Sat.. 10:30) ecbesesteues WHDH. Ziv-UA.- 47 40; Fight. Make Spare 11) WNAC) 12 
6s ‘Checiunate:. Sat, 8:30-9: 30)... a vaveaee ’ 0: WHDE, it 6. ii Bi ‘ Crh “9-607 — os WBZ - oN a9 3 State Patrol Lee exc 12 

mo m! ac us: urs.: ere arroe ales, NP, -37 ane Trooper bese NAC 19 
1, Lawrence Welk (Sat, 9:00-10:00).... . WNAG “2 2) 6, Honeymooners «Wed. 7:00). en WBE. GBS WW 37 RCI _ WB7. 13 
es Real MeCoys (Thurs. 8: 30-9: 00)... . WNAC _ 32. 6. Shotgun: ‘Slade (Tues... 7:00)... Vere telee WBE MCA eo . _v ; 34 | Rescue 8. weeee.. WNAC 26 

CHIC AGO™: | = eee cs " STATIONS: WBBM, WNBO, WBK8, WGN. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22- APRIL 18, t96t. 
“Untouchables. (Thurs, 830-9: 30): 7 ”. WBKB 354 1. Trackdowa Sat Big eee 7 "28 — 34 (Fight: ‘Spare cee WRKB 12 

cae ar ack-Up 1urs: Po ee cee eel Jee BVe : ‘Silents Pleace aren BK 
2. Garasmoke (Sat: 9:00-9: 80). vgsees WBBM. . - -/35- i 3, Huck Hound: Hockey (Wed. 7:307)....WGN..... Screen Gems 16 7 Price Is Right WNBQ 18 | 
“3. ‘Garty’Moore (Tues.: 9g: 00-10: 002, roses . WBBM. . 2 BA = Yori Bee tues. 000 8:00). : OWEN cae en Ge Ine. 25 perry, Como: Bob Hope WNBQ 22 

apy oe 0 ear. (Tues Vole bade eee wee WGN... screen Gems. 1 41: “loc eport WRBM 1 
4. Flintstones (Fri. 7:30-8:00): 1 WBKB. 2B. eS “ 7 - iNewsD Edua ds WEBM —.10 

_& MyeThree Sons: (Thurs. 8:00-8:20). ‘WBKB | 28). Best. 3b Posts. Se Hunt (Th 9:30)..WGN...:/ITC; Ziv-UA “13 23 | untles Brinkles Wakn oa "6, Andy. Griffith’ (Mon. 8:30-9:00). wat | 21) {| & Best of Posts, Sea Hunt (Thurs. eee v-UA 1. jhock Up nase i iS 
; 5. ‘Lawtenve Welk (Sat. -8:00-9:00)......WBKB °" 27" 5. Mr. Ed; News’ ‘Spee. Wed. 9:307... _WNBQ.. CA ‘12 20: i Circle Theatre, Steel Hr WaEM 31 

: +1 oe : . P tv 

5. Red'Skelton Tues.  8:30-9: O01... WRBM ivl27 Hg” peat Valley Days: Hockey (wed. » .WGN. vces.US: Borax 12 19 Circle Theatre, Steel Hr WBBM = 21 
6: Béter Gunn’ (Mon. 9:30-10: 00). ......WBKB”  ». 26°)-6, “Highway Patrol: (Tues. 9:00)..........- GN Ziv-UA 10 17 Garry Moore WBBM 30 
“Me. Heal BeCoys, (Thurs. 1: 30-8: 00). weetel “WBKB _ ll 6. ‘Science Fiction ‘Sat. 6: 00r.. wes oa . WON: Lees Ziv-UA wo 0 26: CBS News Spec. ..... WBBM 14 

a uN CINNATI _ oe oe | _ ; ‘STATIONS: WLWT, WCPO, WKRC. “SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22-APRIL 18, 1964. 
, rom — AER Bis 2g ee eee er 8 a an 7 A Oe 

1. nigke™ (Sat. 10: 00- 10:30)..." ieee: WKRG _— ol A. « Sells: Collie Mon. Naeem Ti ae TE . 464 Adv qi gnorrow Le cem eee WLW? 14 
" s a Best o os urs few ee Cole ls ‘. _ 38. 41 rd-Man  _..,. ... ~WwCPO 14 

2 Res ecoy s..(Thurs,. '8:30-9: 00): ae - WCPO, . ae z , Huckleberry: Hound’ ‘Thurs. $.6:800. «2. WCRO . +. Screen Gems" 17. 38! News, Weather ... WLWT 2) 
a Reger Como. (We ed. 9: 00- 10: Oia ETE 8 ; ; a ~ . Neus? Brinkley weeeee WLWT 23 

pe ws ‘Waco Trai n: Wed. 7 30-8: 30%. wid ote WEWE,, Pd ae ‘ wt Ba L é 3 ' vie . 7 : oo ee we ee . if oyt: Paula Le bp eeeeeee wcPo 7 

(Andy Griffith (Mion: ‘#:ab-10: 00). 1 WERE get &.Mr. rh O80) Fo Seeeeteveeyf WORO. ca eT eeNee Bunkiey lllwewe of 
5. Flintstones’ Fri. 8:30-9:00) - eae eevee: WCPO: 36 ie Death Valley Dass (Fi. 7: 700, Pr sect WAR ort 15 42: RCMP iu ea ae WLW 13 

: . we - Sea Hun urs ye eae vee ew ees wees SIV-UA 5 ’Guestuard. Tlo eee WEPO 21 
5. Gutpuchabies: (Thurs.: 9:30-10: 30)... WCPO |... 36.6: Third Mant (Thurs: 10:307."- “lc. WCPO....NTA 14.32 Best of Post. 8. WLWT 12 
-6.: Danny. ‘Thomas. (Von; 9: 00-9: 30). cae = VERC™ . 34 I 7.. Manhunt. «Sat. UT 00% ve sea “. veel feces -WKRC: . .. Screen, Gems. 13. 39 ‘Midwest Hayride ..... WLWT 14 

" (Sat. re oe LWT 7. ROMP. (Fri. 7:00%. SI 00S —  B 36: Death Valley Das« .... WKROE 15 
1 Benawee Sa “ 30- 8: 30! my ee (LWT = (822 1 ‘Woody: Yost! ‘Mon. 6: 36). rede beens WCPO... .. Kellogg: . News Weather « WLWT 21 
ae oe a _ ee | fee et Oe Screen’ Gems 13 31 Huntley-Brinkies ..  WLWT 24 

_ STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WIW. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22-APRIL 18, 1961. 

Le 7 Untouchables ‘ePhurs. 9:30-10: 30, WEWS. rr ‘7 ‘Huckleberry, Hound (Mon: B00 es KYW..... “Sereen Gems 2752 City Camera: Sports WJW 18 
- Q: ; ae ae , News-D. kedward .. WIW 1G 
2 Real’ MeCoys: (Thurs. 8:30-9:00); fF WEWS.. atl 2, Yoel Bear (Phurs.-7:00).2 02.00.64. KYW..... Seréen Gems 26 84 City Camera: Sports" WJW 14 

* 3. My Three. Sons (Thurs, 9: 00-9: 30)....: -WEWS op 89] 3 ME ‘Without A é (th “10: loa wes... ; NTA. “ yows:D. Edwards .... WJIW 13 
: ne oll Be. an un urs. } Se 51} Mounted Police eosee KYW 16 

« Lawrence. Welk at. &: 00-10: 007-0 : WEWS oS F 4 Quick Draw McGraw. {Fri. 4: 00)... KYW... , Screen Gems. 21 $0 ey Camera: Sports ....WIW 13 
5. Gunsmoke. (Sat. - 10: 00-10: 30). eens SWwaw | “BE ‘$ Me Ba; ‘Shays KyW. - MCA 20. a i News D. Edwards .. ... Ww 13 
, Tht ; Co . : YW... i _" : . ir Man -.. WEW 20 

6, Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10: OD. -WEWS "3! tert 10:50: Sun.. ‘6300. beseeeee . Masterpiece Thealre |..WJIW 16 
wo Nelson, Family (wed. °8:30-9: 00),. a ..WEWS .: °; ‘* s. hint Man er. 105 30) 10: et Let eue en “NTA - 20 H4 Mr. Ed. Shayne ... KYW 17 

af _ petra eague : un. ~.WEWS....Screen Gems... ame wee WIW | 19 
, 4. ‘Thrilfer (Tues. 9: 00-10: 003. siveeeue me KYW es 4. Jim Backus. (Sat.- 10:30). wen eew ees WIW. vce. CNP 18 37. Walter Winchelt cee WEWS 6 

_ . Adt.. in Paradise (Mon: "9:30-10:00).. /sWEWS ~ Te: Tallahassee. 7900, «Sun. 10: 20)... LOKEW. SL Zin 18 33 - My I Line . toneeee WIW 19 
. ” _ eagve nae. WEWS 19 

8. Dunna‘ Reed (Thurs. '8:00-8:39). <3. WEWS 3248. Death: Valley. Days (wed. 200),.0425 XW. i US ‘Borax 17. as ois Camera; Sports .;. WIW 17 
: 8. Beet"Gann ion. 10:30-11:09): .. Tews © 3: i 8: “Tombetods Derritor: o 7.000: TW. BE UA n sa Bewesb Edwards «22... WIW 16 1 Sustitde' § ion. ms 820-880)... WEWS | s2ifot FF. Pues, 7-00). 0 RTW.2 Ely: * Oi NeweD. dnarde e.. WaW HH 
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(); of America’s funniest and most dura- 

F ble saloon comics is fond of “interrupt- 

ing’ his act to take umbrage at a ringside 

insinuation that he’s performing while drunk. 

“T heard that remark,” he'll say, “and I resent 

it. I don’t deny it...I just resent it.” 

On a totally different level, something of that. 

same, good-natured embarrassment hits NBC’s 

John Chancellor whenever he reads a press re- 

port describing him as a newsman interested. 

in everything from Mozart to baseball. 

He doesn’t deny it, but what he resents is the 
implication that he’s some sort. of latter-day 

Leonardo. “That baseball-to- Mozart combina, | 

tion makes me sound like a guy. who's really 

too much,’” he protests. “Hell, first thing you" 

know, they'll have me collecting stamps.” 

Stamps, shmamps—all we know is that the 

-boyish-looking but thoroughly. seasoned Mr.* 

Chancellor is now filling’one of TV’s most’ 
prized and demanding assignments: He’s the 

and. he 

doesn’t look any older than when he started 

new, permanent host of ‘“Today,’” 

on the job (the day before. yesterday). 

The opening was created, of « coursé, when Dave 

Garroway decided it was time to take: a breather. 

from the medium and start “looking, listening 

and living in the world outside of TV.” What-' 

ever Dave elects to do, we're sure he'll give it_ 

his best effort; for he never r gave anything 1 less 

than that here. 

When “Today”. kicked off back i in. “January, 

1952, it. represented a ‘spanking. “new. concept 

in TV journalism, and its exciting uniqueness 

has been unchallenged over. the. years. 

Virtually every. important figure i in public! life 

—Frank Lloyd Wright, Emest Hemingway and 

Carl Sandburg, toname a few—has appeared on 

the show at least orice. The program’ s cameras... 

have brought viewers everything from Security. 2 

Council meetings to the Soapbox Derby (and 

let’s have no cracks about redundancies). 

Young Chancellor's appointment as hosti is far 

from. the only. change’ in “Today's” s” new look. : 

Frank Blair, ‘moved up to the panel desk; is 

now handling i interviews and- special. features, 

And. replacing him’ as the program 's ‘regular. 

newscaster is Edwin Newman, a highly ‘Te: 

spected NBG journalist with the fattest: ‘pass- 

port this side of Phileas: Fogg. 

ADDING TO the vitality of this formidable team. 

is the fact that “Today” i is now being. done live, | 

a change strongly. endorsed: by. the show’ s new 

producer, Shad. Northshield, who believes’ it 

will permit the program to react much more 

quickly i ina world. of, continuing | crisis. 

Northshield expects. that the. remodeled 

“Today” will be placing more. ‘emphasis. on. 

news than before. But: that: Prospectus 



shouldn’ t be taken too’ literally, for both he : 

and: NBC. ‘News Chief Bill McAndrew ‘want: 

‘character, and: there’ a litdle happening any- 

wheré that Chancellor doesn’ t consider news, 

In a. ‘conversation with NBG. News producer 

Reuven’ Frank. over a couple of. beers: about. 

four’ years ago: (or maybe i it was over four beers 

‘a couple of years ago) Chancellor defined. happi- 

ness as ‘a ainatter of balancing one’ s curiosities.” 

"You remember: a line: like’ chat from John,” 

Says. newsman Frank, “because. he lives eX: 

vactly that way. He can shift from one afiterest SOM 

tO another without even bothering to unwind. a ‘well for-us in all these places and more, He's 

1 remember one: ‘particular. afternoon quite a -aguy who adjusts to a new city as easily as an 

few years ago, “when: he'd just returned to. the. acrobaton the old Keith-Orpheum circuit. 
“office: after’ covering. a. big crime. story for ‘us. 

“About: 60. seconds: later, I saw him completely 

~ absorbed | in some. article in. ‘the: ‘Partisan* 

| Review." 

“Most of Chancellor’ 3 crime coverage came early 
in his broadcasting career, when he cruised the 

streets’ of his. native Chicago i in an unmarked, 

“NBC inobile: unit that had the look and. trap: 

‘pings ‘of an. official vehicle. (‘For 3 a long’ time, o 

the police thought we ‘were from the fire de... 

‘partment, and: the firemen. thought we were: 
othe police. It helped, "yo 

: That was some 1] years ago. Chancellor, then. 
all of 23, had already graduated from a brief!’ 

newspaper career with the Chicago Sun -Times, 

-and was now gaining a reputation. as a ‘radio 
. reporter with a Anack for getting - to: trouble 

spots fast enough to find himself 
dodging bul. 

lets 3 in a a gunfight or walls i in an. explosion. _ 

* Since t those days, John. has. covered. just about. 

sey type: of assignment. for. us both here and 

. abroad. Political Conventions. in ‘Chicago and. 

San Francisco. Racial trouble 3 in. Litde Rock. . 

Rome; Paris, Beirut.. 

If that’s so—and it could be— 

has any reporter‘ ever had a 
more magnificent obsession? 

“Civil war in Lebanon. Uprising in Algeria. 

- The | Francis Gary Powers trial in Moscow. 
Chancellor’ sown interests: to shape: the show’ $7 ‘Castro’ S anti-Bastista campaign in Cuba. Lots 

. of things. 
. 

& 

Two years ago, he was a most unwelcome in- 

truder. at Vienna’s Communist-staged Interna- 

tional Youth Festival, but got his story just the 

same. (As: I looked around at the youngsters 

: there, Tcouldn’t help. but think of the Arthur 

Koestler line about ‘people who want to change 
“the-world because nobody has asked them to 

dance’.”) . 

.Chancellor has done 

ABOUT: A YEAR AGO, he was assigned to NBC 

News Moscow.: ‘His stay there was interrupted 

a few ‘months later when he was. flown back 

here to join in our coverage of the Pr esidenual 

election. From. the job he did at the midwest 

~ desk of our New York studio on election night, 

you 'd think he'd never been away. 

Even as “Today's” host, John expects he’ll be 

leaving the country several times a year to.do 

the show from an area where some major piece 

of ‘news is breaking. And we don’t intend to 

‘stop him, for this is a reporter who needs room. 

Just: as important, this is a newsman who com: 

bines. the. skill of the professional with the 

. indefatigable. zest of the amateur. In. fact, 

long-time pal ‘ Frank McGee—who never ceases 

“being: amazed at-the way Chancellor throws 

himself into every story he covers—swears up 

: and down that John has a Rich- 

ard Harding Davis complex. 
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Vamrery’s weetly tabu ation 
RBareur 4 rat a yhes the top ten netwart: 

toa ten syndicated shows 1A the. same particular markets. Pee “pergare af Pr. 

, :f ne ee or ea 

Bei t5 > 

et padre ts Ure Carer 

“he. ue mm ‘fae he 

strenegd. 

ARIET 
yedivated program Ustirgs of the thp ten ‘sh ows, Tating . data such ‘as. the. 

Geappe stace of audtence, coupled with data as to time and- day of. telecasting:com- | 

80 pee pare eyes groping in fhe pareular §& Tht, ete | 

at the rating performance 2 of ‘syndicated shows is to reflect the true-rating 

yf parti stlar series. ‘Varions branches of the industry, ranging from media .. 

base d «on ratings furnished by ‘American Research 
shines on a local leret-and. offers a ‘rating study 

This week 
nd 

is furnished. Reason for detailing aw.” 

(Continued from: page 31 ° 

7 -ARB SYNDICATIOI 
“ buyers: to ‘iecat stations: and/or. advertisers: to syndicators aw “ill find ‘the. charts valuable.: 

Over’ the. course of .a. year, ARB will- tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The ve 
‘results of. that tabulation will ‘be found weekly in VARIETY. Coupled .vith the Fating © 
performance of the top ten network shows on. the Tacal: ler el, the VarieTY-ARB ‘charts. 
are ‘designed to reflect .the rating . tastes of virtually. every. ‘ty market. in the U.: “Ss. 4S 

. (*) ARB’ 's -Feb.-Mar. 1961 survey covered:a multi-week. period. - . Syndicated shows om 
“sharing ‘one’ of the weeks with an alternating or. ‘special ; program -are- listed, with the 

- multi- week Fating of all programs in the time period. given, 

| Sateen Jaly. ir 9, 1961, » 

1 1261. 7 
COL UMBUS, OHLO _ STATIONS: WLW, WTVN, WBNS. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22. APRIL 18, 

“TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS AY. | TOP SYNDICATED. PROGRAMS © Av. AV.) TOP COMPETITION AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. REG. ! RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME | ‘STA. ‘DISTRIB. -RTG. SH. PROGRAM: STA _RIG. 

— | 1. Huckleberry Hound Thurs. @80)20,. WEVN... Sereen Gems 24: «B5| Honie. Edition. TA 10 
. Flintstones -Fri 8 30-9.00: ......-... WTVN 42:1 ee , _ | Huntley-Brinkléy |... -WLWC" 13. 
oo + . : | STN 40 || 2. Dangerous: Robin: BB (Fri. 10: 30). Ziv-UA . 21 43 | Eyewitness To History: iWBNS 16: 2. Real MeCovs Thurs. 830-9 90'....... WIVN 12. Quick Draw MeGtaw. ‘Tugs. 6:30). : WINN. . .--Screen Gems 21. -§1!/Home Edition:: ...0.00..0.0. WLWC - 12 

: Sot 10.00-1U.30: .....26. WBNS. 374, OWTV 7 "Po : Huntley-Brinkle TIL WEWe 15°. 
§. Gumsmoke “aut 1) ee smecne ls. Mike Mammer (Sat.10:30):....0:0.6.WBNS.c.0MCA 20° $B] BB; Fight ....0..000000.WEVN | ./23° 
3. 77 Sunset Strip ‘Fri 900-1090: .....WITVN 37: 4. Sea Hunt ‘Mon. 7: 001. e renee -» WLWC.. . .Ziv-UA “19. 87) News... 0.00. .-s..ciee.. WBNS 3) 23> 

. hide «FF ' 30-8:5 ce beeees VBNS 36. oe oo or News-D.: Edwards esoeves WBNS’ °. 227): 4. Rawhide “Fri 730-8:30 WeNS il 5. Vogt Bear (Wed. 6:30) /05....:..:.s..WEVIN:...Sereen Gems 24 BS |Home’ Edition SLLLEWEWG 10° 
4, Untouchables Thurs. 9:30-19 30... WIVN 36. te oo .. | Huntley-Brinklev ......:7. WLWC- 13. 

- Gruyith - ; hoeu e4;| 6. Death Vai ey Days. (Sat. 7: 00) ciddee “WBNS... US. Borax « 17: 41 | Midwest Hayride. ....:..WLWC “15 
3. Andy Griffith -Mon. 9.30-10-00' .... “WBNS a4 | G6. MacKenzie’s Raiders ‘Sun. ‘S130. VWTVN. » ZivUA .. . 4\t 57 Huntley; Omnibus - seen WLWC as 
6. Candid Camera ‘Sun 10 00-10.3ih... WBNS 3+ . 6. Rescue 8 'T ues. 1: 00r.. vet b ae ween cee LWIVN... Screen Gems. 17 ; 34; News | we weacees WBNS: 24° 

pry: THes. “Ve 3N 1 ° = -- "{ News-D. Edwards’ veceed WBNS. 24° 
6. Garry Moore ‘Tues. 1000-11:00 .....WBNS 82 19 ay cquad; Ann Sothern (Tites. 8: 0) .. WBNS... MCA 16 26) Rifleman. <.-2.0.ete004-WEVN: 32 
6. Rifleman ‘Pies. B.00-8.30) 2.00.06... WIVN 32 | 7 W hirlybirds ‘Thurs. 1: 00%. eet e ee eeen .~WTVWN.... CBS. 16 30) News — estes +. WBNS. 19 - 

i _ [New s-D. “Bas ards shaded. —— ites 

DAL LAS—F T. W ORTH STATIONS: “KRLD, WBAP, WFAA, KTVT. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH: 2. “APRIL 1 18, i9ste 
. re hd. Death Valley Dae ‘Sat. 9:30) ...... KRLD.....US. Borax 37 6. Robin; Film: ‘Movie. ae WB. AP 9 

1. Gunsmoke Sut 990-930  — ...... KRLD 50 |: 2. Two Faces West (Thurs. 9:30). .WBAP.... Screen Gems “18: 2} Silents Please. -....¢... WFAA. 17. 
2. Real McCoys Lhurs. 7.30)-8°00) 2.0... WENA 42 |: 3. Danger eae it Dead. or Alive” KRLD.... * ONE ee Ot ‘Price Is. ‘Right.’ .. WBAP - 23 

. ‘ tWwe ne tm eee See eee a So 
3. Candid Camera ‘Sur 9.00-9 30) KRLLD ‘38/1 4. Rough Riders (Mon. 10: BON SLD WAAL... ZiveWA" 16. | Detective; Movietime. . _.KRLD. : 

. What's Vy Line? Sun, 930-100 2. KRLD 34}. ee - wo | News-Sports; Paar .:....KRLD =: 2 ; Vhia ‘ me mun , - a3 {| > ‘Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 6: 00. vs 2 KTVT. ... Screen Gems 14 iNews: Weather .:.. IT AWBAP 9° 5. Jack Benny sun $ 39-9000) -......- KRLD 6. Coronads 9 ‘Wed. 9:30" WRAP’: ; MCA: 10 Huntley-Brinkley steer WRAR ra 
BX ariftith 30-90)" 22... CRED a . o ‘ ++. seee. WBAP?..,. 0 vake veer esi KEIVT.. 0 23. 
°. \nds Grinith Mon 8 an at K : 3 | 6. Soldier of Fortune ‘Wed. cC 00). .e KTVT... MCA 10 4] News; Weather ..,... sees WBAP.. 24° 
¥. Garry Moore «Tues 900-1000: 22... KRLD ; afl 2. Brannigan:.Clo ov 930). WE xa: Rs 9 | Huntley Brinkley... wees Bar at 

awaiian Fv re 00-900) .... WFAA 311] 7. an: - seup ues, NALS 9. ‘Garry. Moore «22s. 2G. LD. : 1. Hawaiian Fve Wed. & 00) 9:00 > - Quick Draw McGraw 'Tues:.6: 80». Lees: KIVT.... "Serer Gems’ ‘Qe News; Weather ..0..2...WBAP UL. 7. My Three Sons Thurs 800-8 30° .. WEAA 31° ; ; _ Huntley-Brinkley: te -.-s;WBAP ‘14. 
7. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 6 30-7:30- KRULD 31; | 7. “Yogi Bear (Non. 6008 cece neue KTVT weeks . Screen Gems 9 UNews:: Weather: ...3:3.'... WBAP- /12- 

_| Huntley-Brinkley : 

DET ROT STATIONS: WIBK, ww, WXYZ, CKEW. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 2. APRIL: 18, 1961, 

Sea Hunt (Sat: To: 00 crv seeves WIBK.. "BB | Fights Spare er woe | 1. TZiv-UA 37 sence W 7a 
i 2. ¥ogi. Bear (Wed. 6: 30): aieeee wae cee eee CKLW... -.. Screen Gems. 23 46 « ‘ News: Sports Dew eesvees WWI: 15 

. che oe = 9 30-10 3: WXYZ at . antley-Brinkley: reserves WWI (20. 
1, Untouchables “Thurs. 9 30-103 WAYS 405s Muckleberry: Hound (Thurs. 7:00)... -.CKLW.: ‘Screen Gems . 22 50., Michigan Outdoors’ ..... WWJ. 13 
2. Flintstanes Fri. 8:30-9.00° oo. WXYZ 37 f 4, Divorce Court ‘Tues. 7: OOr eee WI JBK wee ay TV. 1 a ‘513 Tugboat_ “Annie +. .v.6., .CKLW. -.° 34 

te ‘oys ‘Thurs. 830-9 000,..... XYZ ; ' gales, : 7 ugs “Bunny 2.0.6.6... WKYZ  - 24. 
8. Real McCoys “Thurs, 830-9 001......W XN2 35 | 4: Quick Draw MeGiraw (Tues, 630, 1 CRLW., Screen” Gems 3 43 | News: Sports oc... eee see wwi - 14 
4. Gunsmoke «Sat ° 10 (0-10 30: weeee WIBE 34 jj MCA: 18 40. Huntley-Brinkley ww 18. 

. 9%) - WV, ; 5.-M Squad: Oscars | ‘Mon. 11: 00). cease WXYZ. owe 18 News. 202.15 8 fe eee ces WW” ‘17 5. My Three Sons Thurs. 9.00:9 80) 12. WYZ 33]] °: : nS ~ ~ | Weather: Sports LOE Ww. ' 120 

6. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10.305 -. WIBK, 32 || 6. Popeye (Mon-Sun. 6:00). veeqeeee. . J ORLW.... UAAAing. 16. 41 Broken. ‘Arrow - weve WWE, ‘. 10. 

1. Wagon Train Wed. 7.30-8-301 ..:.... ww 31 | a 7 : {George Fee cent -WWS = iz. 
8. Naked City Wed. 19:00-11,00" ...... WXYZ na 7. Jim Backus Thurs. 10:30) ¢. po SNE 13 29 Law Jones: Silents... eee . Ne 18 

es -_ -, an.1i wy : 7. Pony Express: Funny ‘Sa aeeee WWI. ... CNP. 18 .. eath Valley Days... : SBE 10... 
8. Hawaiian Eye Wed 900-10 WM. .... WXYZ 29". 8. Brave Eagle (Mon. 6.30!..:..........CKLW...- CBS 14 35 | News: Sports ... TTT TED Ww a 
8. 77 Sunset Strip Fri. 9°00-1N 000... WAYZ, 29. oo oo . “| Huntley-Brinkley ~ ee WWE 16 

| 8. Mr. Ed: (Mon. 7:00) ..- aducesses - WXYZ....MCA 14 82° You Asked For At. wees we CKLW. 12° 
i 8. Tugboat Annie. tTués. 4: 0007. woke bay,  CRLW -ITC 14 26 : Divorce Court ; we laee - :. WIBK _ 

LOS ANGE LES 
L “L. Gunsinoke | Sat WwW “On 10 30)” 

2, Perry Mason Sal. 7.30-8 30! 

2. Wagon Train Wed. 7.30-8 30) 

3. Have Gun, Will Travel ‘Sat 9.50-10- 

8.30-9:30: 
9 30-10 N0- 

8 30-9 30" 

$. Checkmate ‘Sat 

&. Jack Benny Sun 

5. Surfside 6 «Von 

5. Untouchables ‘Thurs. 9 30-1) 20) 

10.H8-10 3m 6. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 

6. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00: 

a8 e 

STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, 

wwe. KNXT “39 f 1: Lock-Up ‘Sat. 700), er ee . Ziv-UA. 3 "42 Fight of. Weeks KABC. 
. KNXT 351 2. Death Valley Days iPhurs: For. KRC Awe U.S. Borax -.. 16 “28;Seven Keys. ...c. 02.4. KTLA “14... 

ERCA 35 || 2 Huckleberry. Hound ‘‘Tues. 7: 00'......KTTV.....Screen Gems 16 30} Seven Keys. we ceeees KTLA: 10: 
neata ~*! 3. Yogi Bear ‘Thurs. 7:00). vi. cae ee __KTTV.... Screen. Gems 12 214 Death: Valley. Dass: ores KRCA 16° 
KANT 331 4° Heckle & Jeckle ‘Wed. 7:00)... KTTV.... CBS 11 22] Seven Kets fo cb.n.eee0.KTLA 9-13" 

...KNXT 31 nS Quick Draw MeGraw ‘Mon, 7: 00). . 5... KAS... Screen Gems. 11 23] Seven Keys: eoeeete -KTLA 13. 
wee. KNXT 30 ; 5. Jim Backus (Tues. 7:30)......56++05-KNXT.... 10-- 18; Laramie MSE RGA. 2d 

CKABC 0 | . Mr. Ed (Fri: 7:00: |... Sb sewseeced ee) KRCA. wat MCA” 10 21{|Seven Keys. «*KTLA. * 9. weeee «ABC oll 2 Bozo (Mon.-Fri.: 6:00) eee. KTLS: .«: - -Jayark. :9 24 | News; Weather” “Sports”! -KRCA: 10. 
KABC _ _ Huntley-Brinkley™. weve ee KRCA- 13° 
KNXT , Tightrope; Movie Tes. 8: 8:00). oe ARTEV..: Screen ‘Gems 9 14) Rifleman . vii. KABC: .18, ABC 2 een tae | .,. [Father Knows’ Bist -KNXT | * + 18 

_KNXT.. 
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- AFTRA FTRA Convention 
= = nen Contintied from pase 23 

emotronally "and 

foatht infensel, whether to hold- 

amit tor complete merger with SAG, 

to settle, as SAG 

a joint negotiating ar- 

vhietine: i 

toy 

1% 

wished. 
t 

Labeement on tape and film com-: 

alNo had to worry: mercials. Thes 
about the endless details that went 

inte the remainder 

dickors on vadio and live tv. staff 
aud contig employment. The fet- 
work-atiens  ract that to date fas 
esmned se much in “found ¢oin" 
fo AETRAns and SAG members 
alike wort be up for another two 
years 

And the truce that) exists be- 
teeer SAG and AFTRA, who unt 
iast otentoerc were arch jutisdic-, 

geographically, tional eremies, seerns destined to: 

of the talks!” 
with the networks; which included strong bady. 

rates 3 "were considerably. lower than # 
AETRA’s 'w hen’ the two . unions 

{vated to work: together, and snot} 
fonly. were. SAG's pre-60 commer- 
cial feds brought up-to AFTRA'S 
level:-as a result of. the - ‘unprece- ~. 

; dented joint. dickers, but SAG: too, ; 
‘got the: extra’ 40°C. 

Considering ‘that AFTRAns ate 
going: to be told of their improved, 
earning power, there is reason that! 
they won't object too much about’ 

j wasting. a relatively: small amount! 
of money. or a convention.that this’ 
Year .is far from: absolutely 
necessary. : 

continue, right up to and including ' 
the time, two years from now, | 
*when program contract rates are 
negotiated. There is no certainty. 
naturally, that SAG. and AFTRA 
will jointly negotiate taped. pro-; 
gram rates, but experts believe - 
that chances for further © “mutual: 

are most likely. 

Considering that AFTRA. had a‘ 
no more than. 32, 

‘which believed in a 
pay-for-play blurb formula, 
would seem ‘that AFTRA's 40° 
rise in commercial rates as the re- 
sult of the last AFTRA-SAG dick- 
ers was low. Pay-for-play, some 
think, could have brought ‘twice. 
even three or four times the 40°; 
average inerease for AFTRAns. do- 
ing taped blurbs: However, SAG 

Kingston, : Ne ¥.—John scott, | 
former. newscaster. - KYOL, 

it Lafayette, . La... will: head up ‘the 
news department. at Radio Station 
-WGHQ, Hudson, Valley affiliaté of 
the Herald Tribune “Radio Net-. 
work. Ed ‘Robbins, 
_houncer and former rietivork pro-.. 
‘gram manager, has returned to:the 
network. after..a leave of absence. 
‘He will work: out of. WGHQ.. 

months ago, 

chief can- - 

~ ATAS int Meet ‘Study 
ae Continued from. ‘page. 29. ——as - 

possible assaying the situation, pe-. 

cause, if there is a chance. to re-: 

group ‘the | ‘Assembly. for 1962, 

! Lewine. and ‘his . cohorts figure 

_they’ll need as: much time’ ‘aS pos- 
‘sible. preparing. It was’ a. lack of 
-lime -preparing for the Nov. 4-11 
affair ‘that played .a tmajor. part in 
tthe decision: two weeks ago to dis- ; 
band the. current effort.: 

‘Once the body - makes. its. ap-. 
‘ praiSal, its recommendations. “will” 
go to. -ATAS ° “prexy Lewine, who 
will, in, turn, pass” them. along to 
the ATAS board of trustees. In’ 
‘the long .run, it'll ‘be. up. to. the: 
trustees whether’ to ‘disband’. ‘for- 
ever the recent concept ‘of an in- 

‘ ternational gathering of: tv official. 
dom. - 

In one way or another, though, new.. 

there. are. ‘ty: execs who feel. ‘that :. 

there’ will be” an assembly: within . 

three years whether. with. the ‘help ~ 
of: the ‘Academy or: not. . They'll 
probably hold.. off’ on. their own. 

~plans,. it was explained, until the. 
‘trustees have had ‘time’ to mull: 
the recommendations of the hoped-, 
for, non-partisan -study.. committee." 

‘Only John -Walsh, the. ‘key ‘As- 
sembly . staff’. employee, remains 
now’ that’ the: order to disband is 
in eftect;. He ‘will. stay probably 
until a- ‘trustee ° decision. :.Alan.” 
‘Baker and. Bill Anderson,: the ‘other: 
staffers; were let go. when. ‘the. 
idea . was. aborted: two ‘weeks. back: 

“Yakima,’ Wash. Monte DeV on, 
"replacing: Bob .Dolph:. becomes. the, 

manager of. Radio" “KIMA.” 

= 



“dian figure, while 50° 

oo: median.. 
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a to iw. Keep Up 
. “eKeep- it: up.’ a a ae 

Washington, July 18: 

“This was. President Kennedy" 3 terse: way. of encouraging: Federal’ ; 

Communications" ‘Chairnian Newton. Minow: folowing -the “vast . 
wasteland” ‘tough talk.to National: Assn. of Broadcasters last “May. 

|: “Minow. disclosed he had staunch ‘Administrating backing for his o 
“Wygorous regulatory.stance in.an interview over: Mutual: ‘Broadcast- 
dng “Reporters Roundup.” m 
In addition .to Kennedy, 

brother. Attorney’ General ‘Robert: 
Anterest” -in. his: campaign. to- -impr 

| officers have aso spoken ‘to. him 
‘What's _more;.-Minow . ‘also - confirmed. press’ reports - “that. the. 
-- younger Kennedy. had -let..CBS :prexy ‘Frank: Sianton .and. Board 

Minow” ‘said the. President's: ‘younger. 
‘Kennedy, - “has indicated a great ° 
reve broadcasting. Other. cabinet ~ 
‘about it, Minow. said: - " 

‘Chairman William Paley: ‘know that ‘hé was behind the drive to up-_. 

Fo beparate Story.! 

‘| teamwork. between NAB prexy 
| ‘Leroy: Collins -and FCC. chairman 

| Newton ‘Minow, 
grade. tv program quality. The. Attorney. ‘General's support of: Minow... ]... n 

_ was’ given at a> recent. Private. luncheon, at ‘the. ‘Justice ‘Dept, “rse@ aT 

oe aT 
Reprise New Act} 7 

, “Washington,, July. 18," 

sion's. ré\ ised program reporting - 
; Proposal is seen as effort to: shake | 
|up. the opposition. before. it. can 

| form ‘new battlelines, It also repre- 

| Sents. a: ‘good ‘example of. the new 

‘Collins™. dispatched a ‘Memo: ‘to 
o member’ outlets. terming the new 

‘Asked if. he: fad it to. do over whether he would. ‘Lay ition the line. 
again in the ‘NAB: speech, Minow 
y 

At: anc: ther’ point. Minow’ sald: ‘he knew the: ‘svasteland” speech 

said .he would. '“It- was my. ong. 

a would 1Fk the ‘broadcasters, “¥ don't think,” he added, “that my. jab.- 
“ here is par ticularly to: Phe 
. public". | ". eo 

: Typical V Station 
On Profit Margin i in ‘od (Ih ®) 
Washington, “July. 18. * 

-:Profit margin: . of. th ‘nation’s | 
; typical. television station’ hit’a new 
record. of 15. 4% 
spite the. “economic - “downbeat. 
Margin for the -ty pical radio outlet . 
inched: down only fractionally..: 

_ Annual financial survey by. ‘Naz { 
‘tional Assn. of Broadcastérs showed 
the typical tv: station’ as enjoying a: 

... profit: -margin, increase :of “1.1% 
‘over the 1959 figure, Médian: ra- 
Gio stations were. reported ‘to have 

:, ehalked. up. a’ 7.6°¢° profit margin, |- 
Pa ‘down - ‘only’ one-tenth of. 1%: from. 

1959... 
oo Age defined: by: NAB, . “typical 
: would. apply. to the.median or mid-: 
‘die figure: .In other words, 50° 
of the stations would have financial: 
ao figures. equal. to or.ahove. the me-: 

“would have’ 
figures “equal: to or below - the: 

. - Revenues. for typical. tv. stations | 
| reached. & new high of $904,500. and’ 
4s expected to leap to $945,200-this 
year, according to estimates of sta- 
'. tion managements, |. Total” expense 
“for the typical tv station in’ 1960° 
was © Up 3%: -ta- about - $765,000, 

which, | “ eoupled... ‘with. the 45% 
revenue. gain, . widened - the: profit 
“margin to- 15: 4 cents om. every” sales 
-@Gollar.” =... 

Other highlights ‘on. tv: station: 
finances. listed. in: the report: 
. -—Out of. évery.. time. sales ‘aol | 
lar: taken ‘by the typicaltv sta-. 
tion last year, 43 cents-came from |: 

_ national. and regional ‘advertisers,.|_ 
“$1 “cents from local . advertisers | 
and 26 cents from network ‘spon- 
sors. ‘This: has been. the «general | 
attern in recent-years, exe cpt that | 

‘Jocal advertisers contributed a: lit- 
‘tle more last year than in 1959... 

—Typical tv. station’s expense’! 
‘dollar was. split in 1960:as follows: 

BT cents. for . programming. costs: 
(compared. to..36' cents in 1959); 
‘technical costs, 16 © cents: idawn 

- from- the 17. cents. figure in 1959);, 
: gales, 13. cents (same as 1959), and: 
“administrative, 34 cents (same): | - 
Wage ‘and ‘salary bill: for the 

(Continued | on: page 40) 

Bil Ackerman Exits : 
CBS After 20. Years: us 

-. Joins State Dept. in D. C. 
‘William. Cc: “Ackerman, ‘director: 

of special projects ‘at CBS. News: 
Sand: the. exec’ director of.. CBS. 
‘Foundation Inc., has quit his home. 
of -20- years to. join. the staff:.of 
the ‘Bureau of Educational ‘&- Cul- } 

.. tural Affairs in: the’ State ‘Depart; 
:jnent.: He'll be ‘special assistant. to l 
Philip Coombs, assistant Secretary | 
of State. - .. a 
CBS . Foundation | Inc. immedi-| 

etely elected. Julius F.. Brauner as ; 
exec director in -Ackerman’s place.. 
-Brauner will -continue.. serving as: 
secretary and general. attorney. ott 

Ackerman, : who: worked in gov- | 
a ‘ernment back in 1951 as ‘executive [2 

.gecretary of ‘the President's. Mate- 
, Fials. Policy: ‘Commission, . headed | 
‘! by.CBS board chairman Bill Paley, 
* will be. responsible, . ‘State Depart- { 
ment .says, “for providing policy |- 

a ‘guidance,.. stimulation. and: coordi- 
“nation.” . oo Loe 

. He came to. CBS ini 1940; ‘afler’ a: 
newspaper career, to’ organize what! 
was then called- the Teference de-. 

: ‘partment. : 4 
oa 

- during’. 1960. de- |: 

_ employee must’ devote .80¢0 

Hits New Hich 

‘CLEAR DECKS FOR 

“Washington; J fuly 18. . 
: Mayor Robert. Wagrier’ and: Fed- 
eral Communications: Commission-: 
er. Robert, E. Lee Have sigried. the 
contract’ whereby: New. York . City’ 

r i 
expe mental that the. new form represents a 

will) operate. the 
UHF. television station, WUHF., 

The. trial,. ‘designed. to furnish! 
lthe Jast- word on: whether’ UHF’ tv if 
‘is ‘technically feasible ‘on. a nation- |, 
wide. basis, begins: next November. 
and is ‘slated to run.- through 
Spring.. Although. New: York .wvill 
operate the: station, to’ be. perched. 

a complaints, .demands much’ 
‘| detail about a. licensee's program- 

NEW YORK CITY ‘U* 

‘programmiing. form a.“‘net {mprove- 
° ‘ment’ over the oid one. despite 

- chance to talk to:all the broadcasters. and I believe. in ‘talking. franks. the extra paperwork it. will entail. : 

| fended. FCC's legal Tight to impose 
‘| the’ more elaborate reporting. for mu 

2 the’ broadcasters as it is to. Please the. jf on- ‘licensees. . 

importantly,: Collins - de- 

Although. special. ‘memos to NAB 
members on.important Washington 
developments: are not new, 

- public disclosure (in form of press 
release): has_been a rarity. 

‘their 

NAB: mailed: the menios. together 

less. than ‘a. week after Commissich , 
announcement of the revisions.: 

‘some concessions to broadcasters’ 
more 

ming than did the previous tule- 
making. launched in: ‘February. 

“. Collins described the new- form | 
as & “refinement ‘and extension of | 
.the program: forms” in. use by FCC; 
over :the- past 30 years. “He: con- 
‘tinued: |: 

, -“On- ‘ balance. ‘it is our. opinion |" 

net improvement over the’ old | 
form. 
“The, yore: detailed “Informa- | 

tion is. being requested of licensees. 
and. applicants.. The form itself, 
however, does’ not represent any 
‘basic change in the philosophy of | 
the- regulation of the. industry ‘by - 

on. the Empire State: .Bidg., the FCC. 
test will be: under complete control: 
of FCC.. uot 

“The: contract: “calls. ‘for the. Fed: 
‘eral: Government ‘to reimburse ‘the 
City for the cost: of oper ation— 
estithated at about $100,000... 
Congress has authorized & 000,- 

000, for the. trial. 

NAI I Seeks lob 
‘Flexibility For. 

‘Washington, July. 18, 

has urged the. Federal: Wage-Hour |. 
‘Division to allow job ‘flexibility for. 
{small’ market: ‘broadcasters in’ in- |- 
terpreting a. new ‘section’ of.: the 
‘Wage. law.. 

NAB. ‘Broadcast’ Personnel Man=. 
ager’ James’ H: “Hulbert filed .-for- 
mal -suggestions : on. administration 
of the neéw - overtime. exemption 
[granted ’.to -small..market (under 
100,000: : population) - broadcasters 

:. |for announcers, . news. editors and. 
chief. ‘engineers. 

‘Hulbert asked : =the - ‘Division’ ‘not 

\time in a: particular category to 
‘qualify: for: ‘exempt status. He sug-. 
gested that it. use instead ‘the sug-: 
estion. of a. Senate: ‘Labor - Sub- 
‘committee. that: exemption. - be. 
gI rantéd workers who are. employed: , 
“primarily” in special exempt oc-| 
cupations. | 
a “Congress - was. well ‘aware,’ ” he yo 

! said. “of. the. great: problems broad- |. 
cast - ‘Stations: haye: had . with. such. 
jobs as‘ :the ‘announcer: who. sells | 

‘L broadcast time on- a -commiss‘on. 
basis, the announcer” who. spends’ 
bart of. his ‘work. week as -a tech- 
iréeisn, the chief engineer who an- |... 
! nouncés; and many others.. 

~ “Congress recognized . that: 
small. ‘market: broadcast stations 
jobs.'were usually combinations’ of 
ljcbs which might well be separate |-: 
in':a “larger: station The: overtinie | ° encounter. between Paley’ and Kennedy during which the subject 
exemption ° was intended. ‘to. give 
‘small. broadcasters _ fiexibility . 
these: conibination jobs.’ aa 
‘The NAB: exec. also urged~ that’ 

the. small. stations he . relieved. of 
{some’ of their. bookkeeping chores.| . 
;by. waiving ‘time’irecords for an- |. 
!nouncers, ‘News editors and chief 
engineers..who get a stipulated a 
amount. ‘in: ‘salary. 

in 

“In -our:. judgment: ‘there exists 
no substantial. question of legality. | 
If. -the “Commission. has: the basic ! 
‘authority’ to require applicants: for : 
-broad¢ast facilities to file: any in- 

; formation as to program. -plans,. ‘and . 
‘this: has been. ‘accepted.in practice . 
-since. the advent of radio regula- 
‘tion, the. amount. of such informa: : 

‘| tion required: isa ‘matter of sound. 
. [official discretion: 

..“ Against this backdrop. ‘the. pro-. 
‘posed form has the advantage of ; 

|-reflecting more~ ‘accurately -past ' 
and: ‘proposed operations of the. 
licensee. It ‘has. the: disadvantage : 

"lof imposing greater administrative : 
[burden. upon. licensees, and this.: 

- Smaller Stations | 
burden will: be’ ‘more. ‘onerous :on.. 
those stations. with, ‘small staffs, 
“However, our NAB. staff .be-, 

-Tlieves that it is. possible for any 
.jJicensee to. complete’. this - form 

"National -Assh. of. Broadcasters ’ ‘without special outside assistance.” 

“ABC Radio Powwows Set 
“ABC - Radio's: annual series of.: 

|tietwork ‘affiliate. meetings: Will be 
held. during: the last ‘two. weeks of | 
| ‘August. under the aegis of Robert 
Pauley, v.p. over..the ABC Radio 
web. Consisting of four key city: 
powwows -between.. network ‘execs 
and .. ‘affiliated station reps; the™ 
| schedule will kick off in New York } 
aug. 21 with. subsequent meets set 

Aug. 305... 
Network matiagement will pre-", 

‘sent a progress report, define cur- : 
rent. problems and outline future 

1 projects. 

. Stanton, ..CBS -oard chairman 

‘no conelusions, It was described 

Of. tv programming. came up. . 

- the Justice Dept. 

is: friendly with’ Minow, 

*. Quick” public’ ‘endorsement by: 
‘National. ‘Assn. of Broadcasters of: 

‘| Federal Cominunications’ Conimis- |. 

first, 
varius. ‘program and policy “giude- ; 

with copies.of the FCC rulemaking’ 

‘The new. ‘proposal, while makin 
prop § Educational Telev ision Assn. Once, ; 

- Kennedy's Interest. “was: said. to apring ' 
-parental concern aver tv fare. He is the fat 

who frequently has spoken of a similar 
‘concern: about: the. viewing habits of his own three children. 

Antitrust ‘matters reportedly did not figure jn the luncheon dis- 
a “eussion. Antitrust chief Lee. ‘Loevinger ‘wasn't present. 

HEFFNER TO HELM 
CHL 13. EDUC'L TY’ 

j Richard” D.. Heffner has been 
‘named acting general. manager of 
Educational Television for the Met- 
‘ropolitan Area Inc., the organiza- 
‘tion’ .that “has. bought Channel 13 - 
‘from National Telefilm Associates 
‘A. former employee of CBS and 
NBC, Heffner will be in charge of 
.programming: for the station, 1f- 
the new buyer ‘gets FCC approval 

: | Heffner was producer and hosted ; 
“Open Mind,” aired an WNBC-TV. 
N.Y. flag for NBC. Afterwards he 
became: a CBS employee where, 

he set about to establish 

‘posts,” ‘later moving within the 
commercial company into a post 
called director of special projects 

‘For the last few months, Heffner 
has been with the Metropolitan | 

‘the new station exec taught history 
‘at Rutgers, Columbia: and Sarah 
Lawrence. 

‘All Stations Get 
FCC's Spell-Out 
OF Tough Policy 

Washington, July 18. 

The official word spelling - out 
‘Feder ‘al Communications. Commis- 
sion’s’ tough programming: policy 
in license renewal casts is. now in 
the mail. — 

” Every. AM, 
‘licensee will be getting copies of 
-FCC’s precedent-making opinion 
in the KORD renewa] case. Object . 

“of the unusual. move is to put. 
-broadcasters on official notice that ! 
from here. on in, the Commission 
“Intends to give. close scrutiny to 
_programming : ‘promises vis-a-vis 
actual: deliverances. 
- The Commission last week 

' granted -KORD (AM), Pasco, Wash , 
a; short: one-year renewal. ‘But FCC - 
set aside its order of Jast March | 
designating © the renewal case for : poi” 
hearing. ‘KORD. had been accused ! 
“of falling down on the program- 

*iming promises made in its origins! ! 
‘application.: 
‘Commission .said it had 40. agree; 

: with KORD that the March action 
;was a departure from past policy 

| and it would be more equitable to 
j.apply the new stringent stance on 
| a future: basis. 

In. spelling. out its policy for 
-beriefit of other licensees, the Com- 
| mission. said in part: “By issuing 
this opinfon, we immediately make 
‘clear to broadcasters the serious-; 
ness of the proposals made by them 

lin the application form. 
“The Commission relies on them 

in’ making the statutory finding 
rthat. a grant of the application 
‘would be in the public interest. 

lte apply “its. usual. standard that.an } for: San: Francisco, Aug. 25; Chi- | The- proposals, . we atress, cannot | 

of his /€ago,..Aug. 28; and New Orleans, “| be disregarded by the licensee, 
without adequate and appropriate 
representations as to change in 
‘the needs of the community. in 
short, a licensee cannot disregard 

(Continued on page 40) 

_ Bob Kemet’ sTV Powwow 
_ Washington, July 18 

Television. program. ‘quality: with the: accent on how {t affects 
_ Children: was the’ ‘topic of a recent. Juncheon chat at the Justice 
Dept. Participants’ were Attorney General Robert Kennedy, Fed- 

eral Communications. Chairman Newton Minow, CBS prexy Frank 
William. Paley, NAB president 

. LeRoy. Collins and Deputy Attorney General Byron White. 
“Justice Dept., peeved over disclosure of the confab, stressed that 
" it was -strictly. informal.'‘dealt. mostly’ in generalities and led te 

as. the upshot of a rerent chance 

’ Paley’ voiced a.desire to continue the. talk, ‘nd. Kennedy accom- 
--modated by arranging ‘the luncheon at. his. private dining room in 

partially from natural 
er of seven. Kennedy 

FM and television 

F cC May Reactivate Barrow Study, 
‘Cut Back TV Network Ownership 
From Five to Three TV Stations 

Washington, July 18 

Federal Communiatiens ( ome. 
NUsMon 18 RIVINE new and active 

‘considerstiun fo the ald Bosrew 

H 
: 

ER Report recummendatien te cut 
back network ewnersiiip cf VEE 
television stations fram fe te 
three. 

This was disclosed ty Fee 
Chairman Newlen N  Vonew oa 
televised interview with Mouse 
Judiciary Chatman Faaanuec! tl- 
ler -D-NWY From athe: sesscesy 
it was learned that the Comcomcen 
Seactivated consideration oat tce 
‘recommendation — fa lowing age 
peintment of Kenneth Cov as Cort 

‘of the) Broadiast Butesw last 
Mareh, Cox, former special conte 

2sel to Senate Communieahions Sub- 
‘committee, is helieved fo hove been 
‘instrumental in the move 

Although under pew scrutiny. st 
twas stressed that the Coniazssion 
js not on the verge of tuking ary 

“conerete action an the three sta- 
tion limit proposal = Also, thes 

'was reportedly rio direct tle an wth 
j thie recent appointment as a cpe- 
7¢ial advisor ta the Comnussion cf 
the man hnonsei?f, Dean Roscoe 1... 
Barrow of Cinemnati Uo College of 
Law. Barrow headed the invest- 
gative team which shaped the 1887 

inetwork report. 

! In his interview with Celler aver 
>WOR-TV, New ¥aork, Vianow 
ugreed with the Brookivn € on- 
‘Bressman's stafement. summing up 
the Barrow repat) finding. thet 

‘there was “undue concentiation of 
power in the hands of the rietwark. 
Minow cited FCC'S support of net- 
work regulation hilis before Cane 

‘gress, and added 

» “Certainly today many network 
affiliates don’t huow what's pong 
to be on their television sereen une 
til it's there, They sce the pro-. 

:@ram the same time that the auci- 
ence. does. So it's hard to bald 

. them responsible under the present 
-system and therefore we feel that 
‘some measure of network 1eguia- 
ition is essential.” 

i At the same lime, Minow te- 
nounced as “absolutely oulragecsus’” 
What he called “some of the ;res- 
vent excesses” of sponsor cantel 
over program confent. Refacing 
to the Commission's recent jet- 

- work hearings in New York, Vanovw 
“cited testimony that a diamatie 
:program involving Abraham LAn- 
tcoln couldn't use the word “Eine 

because a competitor of Ford 
‘Motors was sponsoring the show. 

“This kind of thing makes vou 
: wonder whether there's any sanity 
‘in our present system,” he averted. 

Although he hasn't made up Jne 
mind on the question of whether 
sponsors should be baried from 
control over program contest, 

i Minow said: “I do know that sone 
of the present excesses fie Gul- 
rageous. 

On the credJt side for broead- 
casting, Minow said he wis “en- 

(Continued on page 4()) 
F entammmnenrpmantanaemmaetom Takotonemt ened 

Cellar on Gov. Meyner’s 
‘Educ’l TV Stand: He’s 

‘inane & Unreasonable’ 
Washington, July 18 

House Judiciary Chauonan 
| Emanuel Celler, no word mincer, 
has this fo say. ‘about New Jersey 
Gov. Robert Meyner's assault on 
pians to make WNYJA TY. a New 

; York teach-vee outlet- 
“J think his opposition Ja Ins.e 

and unreasonable. There z no rea- 
son why if a station is set up cn 
New York, that New Jemey 
couldn't participate There's 10 
geographical boundaries as. Jar as 
tv is concerned they excerd 

jboundaries and they wuauld sgssil 
over between New York ord New 
Jersey. 

“YT don't think the Governor 
should fear that New Jersey va] 

ibe af any kind of a disadvantage ” 
Celler ‘spoke out during an in- 

jlerview with Federal Commutica- 
tions chairman Newton Minow tele- 
viced over WOR-TV 

Minow, since the proceedings are 
pending before FCC, naturally de- 
clined to take sides Hie assure, 
however, that “we're going to gis 
it ‘the Channel 13 proposal: the 
very falrest considesation and ia 
ten to all the arguments both 
ways.” 
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And NBC Daytime has winning ways s with the. women most 
able to buy! Want the inside track on a billion dollar market? Reach. America’s house-. 
wives via NBC Daytime Television. Nielsen shows. that, in. just 4 weeks, an NBC daytime: adver- 

tiser in three different programs gets his message to. 58% of the: younger housewives, 65%. of the’ 

middle age bracket and 45% of the older (but young’ in heart) group. What’s. more; he scores 

an average of 12-commercial impressions in their homes!* And let’s. take a. good, look at ‘that 

middle (35- 49) age bracket. TV homes with housewives in this category add ‘up: to a population 

Lach e eA OO Rte eee ate $ wean on enema ce Padab blatas ats JBN cnEtAS Ama ta ant eeeceane! ode he tn athens oar en eTamaee 

NBC Dav.rove Live-ve: 10-00 Say When + 10:30 Play Your Hunch (color) » 11:00 Price is Right (cok) + 11:30 Concentration » 12:00 Truth or Consequences + 12:30 It Could Be You 



_ Wednesday, July 19, 1961: 

over: - 60. million. Strong 1 in buying. power too—they have over twice as much to spend as younger 

families. They buy more. They consume more. More. coffee... facial tissues... prepared puddings. 

When it comes, to cigarettes, for example, Nielsen says they use nearly twice as many as their 

younger’ counterparts _ nearly: two and. one: half times. more than. older housewife homes.** But 

young,. middle or older—you reach the housewife group most important to you with 

NBC Daytime’ Ss. flexible scheduling. Put your ‘advertising power “where the selling 

power is—on. NBC. Television N etwork...leader in the Daytime! 
ONT! Special Ansipnie 4 wh ending Feb: 8, 1961. , PNicleen Spertal Research 1957-1963. 

(colon) « "300 Jan Marry Show (color) . 2:30 Lore Young Theatre 9 300 0 Yoing Dr. Malone « 3:30 From These Roo ‘400. Make Room For Daddy « 480 Here's Hollywood 
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MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANT THE SPIKE JONES SHOW 
With John Daly, Jayne Meadows, | With Helen Grayoo, Bill Dana, Jack 

Johnny Carson, others 
Producers: 

Knorr 
Director: Vern Diamond 
0) Mins., Sat. 10 p.m. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE . 
CBS-TV, from Miami Beach 

(Grey) 

The “Miss Universe Pageant” 
which found Miss 
tiotned as the leader of the new 
crop, seems ta be a femme parade 
with diplomatic trappings. Pre-j| 
ser'ed as a peaceful competition 
tu serve as means of cementing 
fr:endsiip between nations, it: 
dots, perkaps. 
purpose, aside from rommercial 
values, but its major aspects are: 
st:H the lineup of beauts. 

However, for television presen- 
tation, the steady diet of beauty in| 

Paul Levitan, Arthur} Producer: Perry Cross 

Germany! to take u 

Jones, others 

Direetor: Mack Bing 
Writer: Mal Tolkin 
30 Mins., Mon., 9. p.m. 
GENERAL FOODS | 
CBS-TV, Hollywood (tape) 

{Benton & Bowles) 
There’s usually something around 

a bit of the summer 
video slack. Generally it’s in the 
variety format. There was the 
Ernie Kovac’s show and. the Andy 
Williams show and this year, as 
last, 
able master of broad musical sat- 

serve some useful, ire and industry spoof. 
‘In any Jones outing, at least a 

couple of solid yocks are guaran- 
teed. Monday’s preem was no ex- 
ception. After a slow start, Jones. 
took to the lectern behind pom- 

and out of bathing suits can be ! pous pubservice credits in a bur- 
soneniiat monotonous. There is; lesque on the advantages of sum- 

there's Spike Jones, vener-. 

net that much Inside stuff, visible | mer camp for boys with zany film 
to the naked eye, to warrant pon- } cutins, Off-key bell ringing. rou- 
fifical dissertations between John; tine with Jones, Bill Dana (Jose 
pal. and Jayne Meadows, and. the: Jimenez) and the show's regular 
utter vacuity of the presentation | chirp Helen Grayco on vocal of 
vas more than evident when a wit: 
of the calibre of Johnny Carson | 
chose to go inte a third chorus 

‘The Bells Are Ringing” 
-equally gratifying. 

Singer Jack Jones, son of Allan 
of having the girls sing “Getting | Jones, supplied a couple of pleas- 
to Know You” rather than try to 
disengage the proceedings from its 
own inertia. 

There were a few human and 
compensating events, such as Miss 
Greece breaking down at being 
voted the most popular by. the 
girls themselves. There was some ; 
suspense before the final selection, 
when Miss Germany, and she {s a. 
luminous beauty, finally got fhe 
nod. But the element of lightness 
and entertainment seemed to be 
lacking. The backers of this 
pageant seem to take the meagre 
international diplomatic status top 
seriously. Aside from the polite 
pronouncements, there wasn’t 
enough spice to warrant 90‘ min- 
utes. Jose. 

BLESSINGS OF LIBERTY 
(Fair Trial) 
With George A. Peek Jr., Samuel 

Estep 
Producer: Hazen Schumacher Jr. 
Director: Ronald Bornstein 
Writer: Schumacher 
30 Mins., Sat., 7:30 p.m. 
WOR-TV, N.Y. 

“Fair Trial,” a segment of the 
Univ. of Michigan Television Cen- 
ter’s series on the Bill of Rights, 
could hardly be considered audi- 
ence competition for CBS-TV's 
famed fictional mouthplece Perry 
Mason (which it opposed in Its 
WOR-TV outing), but it was none- 
theless a succinct refresher on the 
basics of American trial guaran- 
tees. 

’ Series host, Assoc. Prof. George 
A. Peek Jr. of MU’s political sci- 
ence department reviewed ° such 
points of Jaw as the right to coun-: 
sel, habeus corpus, confrontation of 
witnesses and the details of jury 
trial with guest lawyer Samuel 
Estep. 
From the interview setting, cam- 

eras cut to a typical courtroom 
to illustrate the various elements 
that make up the American court | 
system that protects the freedom 
of speech, press ‘and religion: 

Other subjects in the series in- 
elude “Freedom of Speech;” “Free- 
dom of the Press’: “Right of the 
Accused;” “Certain Unalienable 
Rights;” and others. 

Series has won a 1961 Gavel 
Award from the American Bar As- 
sociation. Bi I, 

Koushouris Exits CBS 
Labs to Set Up VHF 

John Louis Koushouris exited 
his post as marketing director for 
CBS Laboratories last week to be- 
come part owner and v.p. oyer op- 
erations of a new production com- 
pany, VHF. New outfit will pre- 
pare tv programs and commer- 
cials, industrial presentations, etc. ; 

Bruce L. Wolfson, former busi- | 
ness manager of CBS-TV’s | ‘studio 
operations department, also joins 
VHF as comptroller. 

ABC’s Orange Bowl Coin 
Buick and United Motor Service 

Division of General Motars are 

Orange Bowl Game telecast to be 
carried over ABC-TV Jan. 1. They 
join R. J. Reynolds which had: 
signed earlier for a quarter, leav- 
kt 60 6} avai.e: stil unsold. ABC 
sold each quarter segment for apr 
proximately $121,000. 

Buick biz was. placed through|special temporary . 

‘Gordon, 
“have never quarreled. in 20° years. 

‘restful sleep: 
i}Moore Show,” for the time being 
at least, they have a handy short 

ant vocals on numbers from a re- 
cent LP. Mel Tolkin was. credited 
with the initial script, and Shel-} 
don Keller and Don Hinkley, vet- ; 
erans of summer laughter, will be |r 
handling future chores... 

Mack Bing’s direction: picked up 
:momentum. Blurb inserts were a]. 
bit jarring, with. viewer thinking | | Some. years : ago . Davi d- West- 

heimer, a former tv. ‘editor of.:the’ 
they might be the start: of another 
gag routine. — Bill. 

THE LARRY MOORE SHOW 
Director: Loring d’Usseau 
30 Mins.: Mon.-Fri., 10:30 a.m. 
DYNA-THOUGHT 
KTLA, Los Angeles 

CW. G. Spencer. Advertising) © 
First entry in this new a.m. talk- |. 

athon strip: hardly lived up to the: 
pretentious ‘phrase (“a new dimen- 
sion in television viewing”) with 
which its proprietor -chose’. ta 
identify the series. Rather’ it 
stacked up as another in a long 
line of long-winded. tv’ gab-bags 
full of sweet sound and fury about’ 
self-improvement but, on the basis. 
of what was said, signifying noth- 
ing. For the most part, it was a 
kind of makeshift. gobbiedegooka- 
thon presided. over by ‘a gushy 
young host-pitchman (about whom: 
the viewer learns a lot more than 
he did about. himself) and. de- 
signed to push Dyna-Thought Tee 
ord albums. 

After a spiel. consisting mostly. 
.of overstatements, high-minded. 
generalities arid. mixed) metaphors 
(“psychiatry is a. rock . around 
which we can focus ourself”), dur- 
ing which host Moore kept want-|" 
ing “‘to say one thing,” a. guest. was | 
brought in for questioning..’ On 
the premiere it was Dr. Stuart: 
Knox, introduced as “our psychia- 
trist” by Moore, who tended to 

Jtake a lot for granted. Among 
stibsequent. guests. listed. by the- 
emcee were Mildred: and Gordon 

whom Moore.‘ noted, 

of married life.” 
No doubt Moore's ‘Jumpiness’ 

will be quelled somewhat when he. 
gets some more exposure ta- ‘his. 

It’s a- mistake to.-badger. credit. ° 
the viewer into friendship - with 

| parting shots such as, “I like you, 
I . I like I like you very much . 
you . .. goodbye and thank you,” 
especially when the subject of the. 
day has self-confidence. The pro- 
gram is produced by W. G. Spencer 
Advertising for Dyna-Group Corp. 
and directed by Loring d’Usseau. 
Among other things 
smoking control, golf; .bowling), 
the Dyna-Thought ‘platters teach 

n 

course ‘in the advantages | of the 
: latter. ' Tube. : 

HERRIDGE ‘DOUBLING 
INTO NBC-TV SERIES 

Robert Herridge, who for 80 
long has been the exclusive “prop- 
erty” of CBS-TV, will do five pro-. 
| grams for NBC-TV this next sea- 

each picking up a quarter of the’son. The producer-writer-director 
‘of drama will turn to NBC’s “Bell 
Telephone Hour” series and, for 
the first time, do five 60-minute 
musical. productions. 

In order to work on production | 
for the NBC Friday ‘night prestige 
series, Herridge hac . -to. obtain’: a 

McCann Erickson and United Mo-|CBS-TV which: has Hm under con- | 
tor’s through Campbell-Ewald. 

“ 
tract. 

was. 

Jeading man. 

- (memory, | 

“The Larry {| 

| Editor, VARIETY: . 
‘| The recurrent question of why 
there aren’t more. quality writers 

‘swer. 

\ (Continued. on page 4) 

OFFICIAL REPORT: MRS - 
With Frank MoGee, Cel. Joh A. 

|30 Mins; Sun, (16), 5 p.m.. 
NBC-TY (color film). 
As a warmup. for the ‘second 

U.S.-manned space shot attempt 
scheduled -for today (Wed.), NBC-| 
TV came up with some fascinating 
color’. film’ ‘coverage of Alan .B. 
Shepard Jr.’s historic flight last 
May. Dramatic core of this official 
documentary was.a long stoptime 
photo sequente focusing on Shep- 
ard after the rocket was launched.. 
Althaugh lensed for strictly scien- 
tifie objectives,:Shepard’s reactions. 
to the varying gravity pressures in 
the space capsule and his:conversa- 
tions with ground personnel. made 
for highly dramatic. footage: 

” Rest of the half-hour’ ‘stanza was 
an ~interesting,. although conven- 
tional, study of. the. preparations | 
involved in. firing the: first’ manned 
rocket. ‘Told: from the. viewpoint 
ofan astronaut, the: documentary 
accented the: care involved: in the 
‘manufacture of the equipment and |: 
in the. tratning.of. the men. An: of-. 
ficial ‘NASA . narrator, Col. John: 
A. Powers, handled a. “straight-for- 
ward. script. adequately. NBC cor- 
fespondent Frank McGee’ supplied 
a brief intro: to” the film, Herm. 

W Folowap Comment 

U. s&s Steel Hour ; 

Houston Post, not. only: was a mem- 
{ber of a teleseries” press. junket: to 
{London -but. later wrote a book. 
about his experiences. . An ‘adapta- 
tion of ‘his ‘novel. was aired Wed. 
(12) ‘on... CBS-TV’s- 

results. 

For. . this. hour-long. -roniantic 
comedy tagged “Watching Out for 
Dulie” was a ‘dull melange of. af- 
fected Texas accents and: slapstick. 

Even’ those devoted. situations. 
viewers who: may have striven to 
follow. the awkward’. plot likely ' 
found their patience sorely tried 
before the principals held: hands 
and looked forward to a happy life 
ever: after. : 

A 34-year-old ‘Texas tv. “editor 
was ordered by: his’ publisher: to. 
keep. an eye on a 23-year-old: 
femme scribe for. another paper 
‘while ‘both were on the “junket. 
But ‘upon arriving in’ London she 
developed a faculty for. getting in- 
volved with. the: series’ leading 
man,.-her “chaperon”. had a failing 
for getting ‘involved: with the se- 
ries’: leading lady . and before the 
finale - everything ‘was: pretty” well 

| With Judy. Cornwell, Mary Miller, 
performances: nor | 

involved. . 
‘Neither’ ‘the: 

the direction. could save this script 
which often seemed like something | - 
akin to a “Three: Stooges”™ film. 
Larry: Blyden_kept’-up .a frantic] 
pace as the: chaperon but his ef-} 
forts were hardly. credible. Shari 
Lewis: frequently - overplayed: her 
title role. She -has lotsa: camera 
poise and polish. but this. part ‘was 
not her cup .of ‘tea. . 

- Patricia. Cutts sexily. played the 
series’. leading lady. while Lloyd 
Bochner: appeared to have tough 
going. with the hoky role of the 

Walter Graeza and 
Polly Rowles, . among: others, pro- 
‘vided: okay ‘support. under Paul 
Bogart's: inconsistent . direction. 

‘Often. more interesting than the 
show were..the U.S. Steel plugs | if 
which - stressed the value of. the 
company’s product in. such things 
as r aqueducts and softdrink cans. 

Gib. ° 

TV Just Too Greedy For 
‘Any. Quality Writing 

- Nice, France.‘ 

for ‘tv, as recently. discussed in 
VARIETY, seems to me to have. a. 
fairly. ‘simple, straightforward ‘an- 

large -segment of. the. population 
why there weren't 10 Homers, 15 

|Hemingways, ahd 20 Scott Fitzger- 
1 alds. Instead of; as‘ ‘it.so happened, 
just one of each.. 
.Good' writers, really good: wilt. 

ers, like™ -champion iceskaters, 
climbers of: ‘Everest, and discover- 
ers. of radium, are. rare. When 
Marconi invented radio and Edi-'|: 

{son or Melies: invented motion. pic- 
“release” from | tures. and DeForest invented tele- 

vision, it. ‘did not: happen,. fortu- 

“UY: S. Steel. 
Hour” with - generally discouraging 

Writer: Jeremy Kingston - 
‘55. Mins,, Fri, 9:35 p,m, 

It is the same answer -you » 
would :probably. get. if you asked ‘a. 

‘Roper,. rt Kee 
Producer: Alasdair Milne 
Director: Kenneth Corden 
40 Mins., Sun., 10:10 p.m. 
'BBC-TV; from: London 

Occasion : fer this. mind-tickling 
argument was the recent publica-' 
tion of A. J. P.:‘Taylor’s book, “The 

His general conclusion. was that 

prepared, :that,- in fact, everyone 
in. every. country ‘blundered. This 
‘theory has-been much. assailed by |. 
other historians, amongst them | 
Hugh Trevor-Roper, himself an au- 
thority’ on the. devious: mind of|. 
Hitler. So BBC-TV- invited .these 
two forthright figures to ‘mental 
combat, with Robert Kee.as umpire. 

only drawback was that even the 
generous time-span of 40 minutes 
wasn’t enough ‘o nail all the points. .| 
Kee's ' admirable method was to 

‘| stick to the text of the book, quot- 
ing: the . most .controversial state- 

| ments, allowing: ‘both. speakers ta. 
justify. or demolish. 

+ On two occasions, Taylor. looked: 
‘jas if he were going down for. the. 
‘count, and was only. saved by the 
bell. He had-claimed that: Neville. 
Chamberlain’s Munich. settlement 
was “a triumph for. all: that was: 
‘best -in British. public: life.” Trevor- 
Roper gnawed. away at.:this one, 
and Taylor put up a. misty defense, 

 Also,. Taylor. “was. against the 
ropes. over Hitler's decision to in- 
vade Poland. Trevor-Roper believed 
that, after British assurances that 
‘they. ‘would help. Poland, Hitler had: 
‘no excuse for thinking- -he. could 
capture it without a fullscale war. 
‘Taylor opined that, after the’ West: 
{had given way so frequently before, 
Hitler had good reason for. expect- 

jing that they might do. 56 again.” 

‘On. other: counts, ‘a measure. “of 
agreement was struck. The. discus- . 
sion was illuminating ‘throughout, | 
the protagonists well contrasted in 
style—Taylor ‘crouching, looking 
for an. opening, Trevor-Roper Iead- 
ing with his left and caring ‘more. 
for attack than defense—and. em- 
cee Robert Kee was.‘superbly in |. 
control. Kenneth Corden. oe 
immaculately. tia. 

THE YOUNGER GENERATION. 

Brain Hewlett,. John Thaw, Gil- 
* lian Muir; Johnny Briggs, Karal 
“Gardner, Trevor Danby,. Forbes 
" Douglas, Jill Booty, Clive Colin- scientific aspects of: sex, came -up . 

with. a sober,. fair-minded,- and: . 
Bowler, Ronald Lacey,. Wilfrid 

.. VYowning, Mela White, John. 
‘Baily, Johnny MoDonald :: 

Producer: Peter Wildeblooé. 
Director: Gordon Flemyng. . 

Granada .TV, from - ‘Manchester 
Idea’ behind this ‘new drama 

skein is to: depley the. lives : and 
attitudés of the under-30s in 
especially-written situation pieces. 
There’s a permanent repertory of 
young thesps, arid even the authors 

\have to fall: into the same :age-. 
bracket, which seems.a foolish rule. 

it excludes such scribes as Colin. 
McInnes ‘and Alan Sillitee, whose. 
fictions. have. shown, deep insight | 

[into the. ori ented 
Jere Kingston, who “ wrote | 

“The : Rapbit Set” for this initialler, | 
fell flat. Set:in the prattling. apart- | 
ment and houseboat of young peo- 
ple living in Chelsea, it principally 
eoncerned the dumpy Sophie {Judy 

|-Cornwell),- who was continuously 
-{losing- her men > sto. slimmer. and 
more vivacious girls. Upon. this. 
thin thread: of: plot,. Kingston: piled. 
a heap ‘of facetious chatter, most 
‘of it delivered in plummy, vicious- 
ly bright voices by a. boring com- 
pany. The piece had only a single 
moment of dramatic truth, when} 
Sophie was almost picked up by a 
couple of lower-class youths and 
turned them down. -This was the 
climax of ‘the show, and seemed: to 
indicate that the. girl-was continu- 
ing her search for romance in. the 
right income-group and would have 
nothing to -do with’ espresso-bar 
Sex, - 

pany, except that they had’ voices 
like whistles and were in dire need 
of sedatives. Judy Cornwell. could ; 
make little of the. wallflower, and: 

. ithe only incfsive contribution came 

"Foreign TV — 
|DID HITLER CAUSE ‘THE WAR? | 
With A. J. P.. Taylor, Hugh Trevor- 

Origins of the Secand World War.” 

Hitler didn’t. plan the: war,:that it. 
came upon. him. unawares : ‘and un- | 

| several ‘Months, . 
that Munich had carried: out the 
principle of. self-determination: 
which all progressives believed in, 

"4 subject, .. the program: . took’ “in. 
filmed. interviews from the U. Ss, ~ 

It was hard to fudge the com- 

from Mela White, briefly seen asa’ 
waitress; -she was, at least, normal. : .; 

n this. showing, “The ‘Younger: | 
Generation” merely. ‘proved. that. 

{there’s. no. virtue in . oe 
4d behind the: ears. Gordon Flemyng’s..* -. 
‘| direction was disjointed, anid kept. -° 
the play at a- distance: ‘Which 

Roy Stonehouse, also young, show- 
edt that. he. might mature, : Ot tta.- 

VOLUBILE. | ’ be 
With Alida Rusticheili, ‘Simmny Fon- a 

tana, Bruno Martino, Lia Zoppel- -. 

Renato: DeCarmine, Gloria Paul, . 
' Alessahdra Panaro, others = «© 

Writers: P.. Festa Campanile, ‘Mas: 
-simo.Franciosa: — 

The result was.an absorbing toy Director: Stefano De Stefant AF 
and-fro of precise. opinion; and the | 

55 ‘Mins.;. Tues.,. 11:05 p.m. 
RAETV; from Rome (tape) 

tinct disappointment, especially. in’ 

Franciosa’ and Campanile - whose 
baby this -is.. Format is ‘hard to. de- 
‘fine, 

young" ‘girl, Alida. -Rustichelli, who- 
Sings, dances, 

are takeoffs and ‘satire of some cur- 
rent fads. ‘and foibles: L e. the space, 
race: 

: Taped sianza had. ‘been’ delayed _ 
‘and disjointed: ~ 

continuity may -be ‘attributable to 
second-thoughts. and/or, as.. sug-. 
-gested, to’ ¢ensor.-cuts, ‘Fault how-.. 
ever must lie in unimaginative ma-. 
terial, no’ matter how. arranged. 
Talent does its best and Miss Rusti- 
chelli,- perhaps overrated in. this 
her public’ bow,.shows some prom- 
ise’ as'an: all-round ‘performer in’. 
the pert ’n pretty modern: manner. : 

rent talent. here (who..originally . 
_.| was. slated. to «star “in this ‘series); 
‘and develop : ‘a. personality ‘of. her. ©. 
‘own..She seems to have. -plenty:.. 

involved hasn’t more. with which to 

aS .are dances, but not up to RAI-. - 
TV's usually: high standard. - 

"Hawk. 

THE: ‘PILL 
| With Elaine Grand: - 
Producer; Tim ‘Hewat’ 
Director: Pauline ‘Shaw 
60 .Mins.; Wed., 9:35. pith. 
Granada TY, from Manchester : 
‘ Granada TV,: which has - previ 
ously shown a -penchant- for ‘the . 

thorough’. assessment: of the: ‘pow- a 
oe ihe :and_ possible. drawbacks, ‘of 

‘I the 
--| inked by Elaine. Grand, : the. most 

-oral contracéptive. ‘Coolly. 

poised local exponent of. the’ tricky. 

‘including «one with Dr... Pinkus,. 
‘who ‘discovered the ‘pill: six years 
ago. and: brought forward .impres-. 

ing statistics from test areas. 
Pinkus also sketched in simply. the 
working of the: pill, in. stopping 
the female ovulation and thus con-. 
ception and also.in stimulating fer- . 
tility. when -the pill diet ceased. to... 
be taken. The: vital ‘point that it 
must be. taken dally—or ‘else—was. 
stressed. 

Mothers, ..in informal’ interviews, :. 

contraceptive: ‘than. any: other, : 
bringing a.less constrained sexual | 
relationship. A sociologist pointed . 
to its use: in countries where pop- 
Mlation ‘was out-stripping its. food - 
resources, And a ‘representative: 
of the Family P: : Associa-.- 
tion came out ‘strongly. in’ its favor: . 
On’ the. other: side, the. Roman’ 

Catholic case: ‘against it—and ' all 
other means for preventing child-. 
birth unless it endangered. the life. : 
of. the .mother—was. put. by a. 
priest. A woman medico. thought. 
that six years hadn’t been long. 
enough to assess possible harmful’. 
side-effects :of the. drug, that. it.“ 
needed . a generation to ensure’ a 
proper safety. margin.. Without: 
that certainty, she was “dubious” : 
about using it. . 

‘As. indicated, Blaine: Grand cars. 
pried the- burden of the: hour with 

(Continued on page 42). 

might have been wise in the-event, = ne 
but’ showed little cunning. in the’ on 
‘use ‘of: ‘the: camera. The sets by . - 

Hi, Little Tony, -Glustino Durane, .-:: 

First of a'series of new mius
ieoin= | ; “ toe 

edy- stanzas, ““Volubile” ig ca dis-. 

view of calibre of writers such as” | 

.coiisisting. mainly of: the ...- i 
visible and imagined musings of 4.) 3° | 

-Or . more "often 
lounges while:action moves around: — 
her. Thrown in for’ good ‘measure... - 

She'd: do. well, -however, to: avoid: 
imitating’ Mina, a ‘well-known. curs: ~ -.: 

Other facets of show are in:kind,; 
and it’s unfortunate that the. talent: 

‘work. Technical éfedits are okay, ... 

in. 

sive testimony. to its effect, quat-" ~ 

‘Subsequently, ‘all. ‘the pill's pros’: - 
and cons were fairly . indicated.’ 

praised: the pill.as a more aesthetic 



__Wednesday, July 19, 1961" 

STARRING: CRAIG: STEVENS. WITH: HERSCHEL BERNARDI. AND. LOLA ‘ALBRIGHT 

‘The show. that ‘started jt-all and is still the best of them: all—Péter Gunn, the private . 
eye with an. ivy league: profile anda. sophisticated: approach. to. danger—urbane Story © 
‘lines and some of the most fabulous j jazz of our-time by. the great Henry Mancini. | 
After three swingin’ yearson NBC and ABG—sponsored_ by. national advertisers~ 
new available far syndication! Call, wire or Write...the audience: is pre-sold coast to 
‘coast. Created and produced by Blake Edwards... 

NOW=Also FOR FIRST: TIME SYNDICATION: MR. LUCKY. / YANCY DERRINGER / WIRE SERVICE. 

114 HALE HOURS | 
FIRST THE FOR 

SYNDICATION! 

OF 
OFFICIAL FILMS; INC, 
724. FIFTH AVENUE 
NEW YORK. 19, NU”, 
PLAZA 7-010 
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Jayark Claims Sales 
Doubled in 6 Months 

Jayark Film prexy Reuben R: 
Kauiman says the syndie firm’s 
gross sales during the first six 
months this year were more than 
deuble those of the six months of 
the previous year, with an actual 
rise of 102%. 

(.reatest sales, he says, were reg- 
istered. - during the final sixth: 
month, June, with the comparison 
disclosing 5.7 times greater sales 
than for June 60. Figuring back to 
*29, he says, June '61 sales were 
more than 800° greater. 

Upeurve primarily reflects sta- 
tion sales on “Bozo the Clown” and 
Juvark’s bundle of post ’50 feature 

pix 
Kaufman also claims a $17,000,- 

009 merchandising retail 
fisure on Bozo-licensed products: 

ees ———SS 

Station Profits 
fees Continued from page 35 team 

*ypical tv station decreased about 
15‘; from its 1959 level but ae- 
counted for about 42°% of the sta- 
tion’s total. broadcast expenses in 
1960. ; 

-—Depreciation and amortization 
for the typical station was about 
$79,900 or a ratio of about 9° to 
totai broadcast revenue. 

The typical radio station. showed 
a 5.6% increase in revenue from 
1959, while average expenses were 
ur 6°. Radio outlets in larger. 
markets suffered a reduction in 
profits, while those in smaller mar- 
kets showed a,slight gain. On a 
nationwide basis, radio broadcast- 
ers estimated a 2% gain in rev- 
enues for 1961. 

The NAB report featured these 
other salient finances of the typical 
radio station: 

—1960 revenues up about $110:- 
090 with about $192,000 in total 
expenses, making for a profit mar- 
gin of about eight cents on every 
sales dollar. 

~—For every time sales dollar 
taken in by typical radio station, 
about 86 cents came from local 
advertisers, about 14 cents from 
national and regional advertisers, 
and legs than one cent from net- 
work sponsors. Chief change from 
1959 pattern was that local adver- 
tiers contributed slightly more in 
1960. 
—Expense dollar for typical ra- 

dio outlet divided as follows: 38 
eents for generar and administra- 
tive, 33 cents for programming, 18 
cents for selling and 11 cents for. 
technical. 

Typical radio station anticipates 
1961 total revenues of $112,300— 
an increase of 1.9% over the 1960 
figure. 

Barrow Study 
Gane CONtinued from page 35 

couraged with the long-term pros- 
pects” for improvement of pro- 
gram quality. He put it this way: 

“There’s been some improve- 
ment, I think, more in the outlook 
of broadcasting than in the imme- 
diate nature. It’s hard to de much 
about those programs that have} 
been committeed and contracted 
for already. But I have had. a 
number of talks with broadcasters 
and I have observed in the trade 
press that they are going to de- 
emphasize violence and do more 
about children’s programs and pro- 
vide a better balance.” 

Celler paid high praise to 
Minow for having the “courage .to 
calf t¥ programming a vast waste- 
land.” The lawmaker said: “He 
‘Minow? was berated mercilessly 
by an entrenched industry, but 
time and events are proving the 
soundness of his views, 

“I betieve his expressed opin- 
fons are not just shadow-boxing. 
He means what he says and says | 
What he means. 

“And I am sure he means to 
meet the industry in a real match 
and make it realize it eannot 
continue program after program 
of sex, sadism, sordidness, silliness. | 
with impuznity. 

SO 

WPIX’s “Passing Parade’ 
MGM-TV's package of 69 John} 

Nesbitt “Passing Parade’ shorts 
has been bought by WPIX. New 
York, brinving the total sales to 
22 markets. 

Others signing for the package 
in the last two weeks include two 
Canadian stations, CFTO, Toronto. 
and CKCQO, Kitchener, Ont. 
WPIX has slated the half-hour | 

shorts for an October preem. 

sales |. 

THURSDAYS 11:30-1:15 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
VaRIETY-ARB’s weekly chart offers a ‘day-by-day analysis of the-top ‘feature evening. slots tn: as: 

particular market. On Saturdays ‘and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pir 
periods for designation az the top feature slot of the dey. The analysts is. confined to. the top rated’. 
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured 
period usually covers three of four weeks. Other’ data. such. as.the fime slot and overage share of 
audience is furnished. Top. competition and competitive ratings also are highlighted. - 

iCincinnati © STATIONS: WLWT, WCOP, wKRC © “SURVEY DATES: Feb. 16-Mar. 8, 1961 
Average ‘Rating: 3 -°~ -.COMPETITION. . 

WKRC Average Share: 27. © STATION. & 

MONDAYS 11:20-2:00 | 
AVG.. ‘RATING 

Program: LATE SHOW me 
Feb. 20 “CONFLICT” Ww cro 

Humphrey Bogart, Alexes Smith: hd 2 
1945, Warner, UAA, ist Run. . 

Feb. 27 “THE ACCUSED” ; 
‘Robert Cummings, Loretta Young 
1948, Paramount, MCA, Repeat | 

6 “BLAZE OF NOON”. | 
William Holden, Anne Baxter. 
1947, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run 

Mar. 13 “SGT. YORK” 
Gary. Cooper, Walter Brennan 
1941, Warner, UAA, Repeat 

WKRC 
TUESDAYS 11:30-1:15 
Program: LATE SHOW 

Feb. 21 “WOMAN IN. WHITE” 
Eleanor Parker, Alexes Smith 
1948, Warner, UAA, Ist Run. 

Feb. 28 “DESERT FURY” _ 
Burt Lancaster, John -Hodiak 
1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat 

7 “UNDERGROUND” : 
Jeffrey Lynn, Philip Dorn 
1941, Warner, UAA, ist Run | 

Mar. 14 “FIVE ‘GRAVES TO CARO”. 
..  Franchot Tone, Anne Baxter 

: 1943, Paramount, MCA, Repeat 

PROGRAM 
Jack Paar 

. 21:30-1:00 

Award Movies" 
a1: 30-1: 15 

Mar. 

COMPETITION . 
"STATION & | 

avG, RATING. 

Average Rating: . 
erage. Share: © . 

Ave | PROGRAM 
Jack Paar’ 

-11:30-1:00 

Award Movies 
“11:30-1:00 

Mar. 

COMPETITION 
“STATION. =. 
AVG. RATING 

WLWT - slr el 

wcro: 

WKRC Average Rating: -3 w EN | Average Share: 30 

WEDNESDAYS 11:30-1:30 
Program; LATE SHOW 

Feb. 22 “BEAU GEST” 
Gary Cooper, Ray Milland 
1939, Paramount, MCA, Repeat ~ 

1 “TWO MRS. CARR OLLS”. 
Humphrey Bogart, ‘Barbara Stanwyck 
1947, Warner, UAA, Repeat. 

8 “TARZAN & THE SHE DEVIL” 
Lex Barker, Raymond Burr 
1953, REO, Banner, Repeat. 

Mar. 15 “LOVE LETTERS” 
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Cotton : 
1945, Paramount, MCA, _Repeat . 

WKRC 
THURSDAYS 11:30-3:15. 
Program: LATE SHOW 

Feb. 16 “THE BIG CLOCK”: 
Ray Milland, Charles Laughton 
1948, Paramount, MCA; Repeat 

Feb. 23 “COMMANCHE” 
Dana Andrews, Linda Cristal... 
1956, UA, UAA, ‘Ist Run 

2 “LIGHT "THAT FAILED” - 
Ronald Colman, Waiter Houston 
1949, Paramount, MCA, Repeat «=... . 

9 “TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST”. 
Alan Ladd, William Bendix _—. 
1946 Paramount, MCA, Repeat. 

wcPro 

Jack Paar. 
AL 230-1 00 

Award Movies. 
_ 11:30-1:30 

‘Mar.- 

Mar. 

COMPETITION - 
- STATION. “& 
AVG. RATING 

“Average Rating: " 
Average Shore: ; 

‘PROGRAM 
Jack Paar _ 

.11:30-1:00 

Award: Movies. 
AL3IGELS 

I 

Mar. 

Mar. 

COMPETITION 
, STATION & 

AVG.. RATIN Ge. 

‘WLWT 
6. 

Average Rating: 3 : 
Average. Share: 30 PROGRAM 

Jack Paar 
11:30-1: 00. 

Late. Show 
_11:30-1: 13 

Program: AWARD MOVIES 

Feb. 16 “RODAN” 
Kenji, Yum! Shirakawa 
Unknown Producez, Flamingo, Ist Run 

Feb. 23 “SMOOTH AS SILK” 
Kent Taylor, Virginie Grey . 
3946, Columbia, Screen Gems. Repeat” 

2 “YOUTH ON TRIAL” 
David Reed, Cora Sue Collins: 
1945, Columbia, Screen Gems, Repeat.” 

9 “THAT BRENNAN GIRL” 
James Dunn, Mona Freeman 
1946, Republic, HTS, Repeat. 

WCPO 
FRIDAYS 11:30-1:39 

| Program: AWARD MOVIES. 

Feb. 17 “BURMA CONVOY” 
Charles Bickford, Evelyn Ankers 
1941, Universal.,. Screen Gems. Repeat. 

Feb. 24 “WYOMING” 
William Elliot, John Carroll. Vera Ralston 
1947, Republic, HTS, Repeat: 

3 “WAKE OF THE RED WITCH" 
John Wayne, Gail Russell, Luther Adler 
1948, Republic, HTS, Repeat: 

Mar. 10 “FLAME OF THE BARBARY coast” 
-John Wayne, Ann Dvorak | 
1943, ‘Republic, HTS, Repeat 

~ (Continued on. pase 44) 

“WKRC 
3 

Mar. 

Mar. 

COMPETITION | 

. STATION & 
“AVG. ‘RATING. 

‘WLWT .- 
8 

“WKRC 2 

Average Roting: 4 
hare: 33 ‘PROGRA’ Average Share: 33 PROGRAM. 

Jack Paar 
~ 11:30-1:00 

Play Of Week 
*21:30-1:15 

Mar. 

~+ KORD’s ‘observation. that . 

‘ity writers. ” 

tall. 

a As. a 

- ent-consuming . machine.. 

. | write. 

_Motoewlen, His 1 1961 

—. Continued ‘thorn i page 35 —= 
his: proposals: in‘ ‘the: hope. that he. 

“will simply . be permitted to ‘ube 
. grade” them when: ‘ealled to ace 

| where ‘he does not -have to make .- 
a good faith effort to deliver on. 

| his public. ‘service ; proposals. ” 

‘The ‘Commission. said: it. récog- 2 

Patticular “ community ds: not..a 
..| fixed immutable. concept.” 

.“On the. contrary,” it added, 
“we hope and. expect -the. licensee 

y to be responsive to the- changing. .. 
; needs of the ‘community. ” ; z 

“The programming: proposals or. 
-a@ broadcast applicant are “serious .. 

. representations as to its. policy for 
program ahd commercial opera-. .. 

| tion and. the Commission takes. a 
them seriously. " 

“It is one thing for: a licénsée. 
» to decide’ that’ its community ‘has 

- greater need. for religious, or edu- 
cational. progranis. than particular 

.| agriculture or talk or entertain- © 
ment programs—or, indeed, for an 
‘essentially new format; this is a 
judgment . peculiarly witen the 
licensee's -competence., But. it: is 

| quite another thing for: the _appli-" 
leant to drastically. curtail his pro-. 

| posed public service programming: - 
| in education, religion, agriculture, — 

| discussion. etc.,: 7 
_ | advertising ° content. and: music-. 

} news without an- ‘appropriate find- 

and. increase: his - 

ing ‘of a change in: the. program- 
ming needs of his area.’ ” _ 

‘t. KORD- in ‘its original. application Ln 
| for a construction’ permit ‘had pros. _ 

|] posed . to present: 6% ‘local: live =. 
: | Programming, 84%. entertainment, - - 

‘agriculture, ...-- 
,5% educational. 6% news, 5% talk,” | 
5% religious, 2% 

-and: 2% mise. It’s 1960 renewal: ap-" 
plication, ‘however,. showed: that 
-KORD. had: ‘during’ the composite. 

| week devoted no’ time.:at all to 
| local, ‘live;. - educational, talk .or 
7 miscellaneous: programming. .And,. 
‘instead of the. 700 ‘commercial spot'* 
announcements a week originally. 
proposed;;-- Commission’ found 
KORD had actually: broadcast’ 1, 631 

fin one operating. week... 

After -it was | galled ‘on the cars. 
|pet by FCC last fall; KORD prom- © 

J ised to. upgrade its programming... 
‘In its decision last week; the. Com- — 
inission: said“ it’ concurred | with | 

“it -is-:. 
| obvious that in ‘any future- license! 
‘| periog, : --KORD. will be ‘keenly 
aware that. ‘its’ performance will: be. 

| scrutinized” with great are.’ m
ea : 

TV Writing” 
| = Continued trom pace 33 mmm: 
“nately. or ‘unfortunately, depending. F 
“fon your. point of view; that Life © 

automatically: inventéd: “new ‘qual- 

age of communications have turned” 
.} to. writing who would not normally” _ 

have been: professional. writers at . 
‘Some of.-these. found a-place. 

for their. ‘writing - -in- television. 
.| There. were.a_ certain humber of - 
"incidents in life. centreing around “- 

... home life,” jewel robberies, dope 
peddlers, : and crime. “syndicates, as™ 
elt as “western: bad men, that of-- 

| fered. ready: ‘subjects'to the early. 
_{tv writers. ‘Now, after 14 years; 
} these subjects have largely: ‘been 

_| written. threadbare. 
..[ ways:¢an you: write “‘stick-" em up” 
{when it’s been said two or-. three | 
| times every. night for the’ Past : 14 
years? : 

‘Common sense” ‘kould. seem to 
oo: ‘suggest. that there. are . probably 

* 1 limits: as’ to. how: clever’ or ‘inven- 
‘|tive: ‘original —these. writers eon 
be. .No_ matter. how good -the 
imoney.. ‘And'I think that’s: proba-- 
| bly what the network story: ‘depart 

Af. Tents ‘found out... 

x “More can be’ written on trie sub-. ! 
ject. but .I think. this. is the essence’ 
of the matter.. The. -Fate of. inci-"_ 
dence: of. genius: or talent does. not.” 

-| increase. in- Hterature : simply - be- 
“Teause. 10,000: new television . sets. _ 

| may have ‘been -sold last month. . 
| This uncommercial . truth: ‘may ‘be** 

-. -difficult: ‘for ‘some to. digest. 

Television 
chine. Avery greedy, tal- 

‘Let | this. 
be a warning to all. who: aspire’ta 

: Richard ‘Hullverson, 

Writers ‘are human. 

count: ‘He’ does. not: have the... _ 
right to one or ‘any’ license. period” , 

‘nized that the “public interest vis-° _ 
a-vis a "programming format. in a. 

“To go with the: other oh 
{| Dew inventions, as it. were. 

Many. ‘people . in this: ‘advanced Die 

How | many- a 



RESULTS OF THE 
FIRST BROADWAY SHOW 

ON PAY-TV: 

SHARE OF 
|. PRESENTED BY | COST OF SET __ AUDIENCE _ 

: aol ave Telemeter 

ssowem, | 128 | $459 | 39% 
| “ (Broadway. ep. 880-1Lpm | ” | | 

miusical. I revue), a 7 ‘to Toronto | af 

.. Compare the above with such successes ast 

Telemeter Elizabeth Taylor | 
, " starring in” _ 

BUTTERFIELD a | 

“Buick on” 

oe April 12, 
| o, 9-10 )P- a, 

* Telemeter Survey 5,800 

Set coin box. 

** Nielsen Survey 1,070 

audiometer sample, 

41 
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Foreign TV Reviews 

througout Moats oe shal bed 

Qonine fast the risht questions, 
Varah pres igiagit, oa the thor- 
Oise; daciunek’ation of Philip 
Chines Lin. Hesat’s comprehea-. 
Sto opraduetian was seberby di- 
reed. Paukine Snas amd The 
Pal’! «as a csorthealmie attempt 
tha’ stores vial. anbormed public 
(patterns: Ort, 

DECISIONS OF OUR TIME. 
With John Freeman 
Producer: James Ferman 
Writer: Hugh Thomas 
2) Mins; Sun., 3:45 p.m. 
Associated TeleVision, from Lon- 

don 

Idea motivating thes series of six 
Shows mp to sitt the factors that led 
unity a single historic decision— 
such oas, in this” instance, . the 

thimbs up to the dropping of. the 
atoa: bomb on Hiroshima in Au- 
Bist, 1945 A packed and cogent 
seript, bs Hugh Thomas with re- 
ssateh help bs Edmund Ions, was 
defivered by editor-pundit 
Freenian with the right) mixture 
of incidits and detachment. — 

Freeman took the tale from = the 
scientitie and strategie angle in 
this one, leaving the political as- 
pect of the decision for examina- 
tion as there was wasted footage 
on 
bomb, formidable 
fairly familar. 

On all other counts, this stanza 
Measured up to an effective piece 
of informed journalism. Freeman . 
drew attention to the warnings of | 
Sillard and Einstein, who. foresaw ; 
the bomb race of the post-war ; 
years, and also pinpointed the ar- 
gumnents about dropping the bomb 
atter advising the Japs, or nat. 
Screntist O. Ro Frisch testified on 
fins to the feeling at the time. as 
did Field-Marshal Wilson, in touch 
with Pentagon views. 

Most surprising absence seemed ; 
t» be the lack of any ethical con-: 
siderations, Morat seruples about 
outsize weapons seemed to have 
arisen later Many not-so-well- 
known facts were laced Into. the’ 
commentary, such as Hitler's deci- . 
lon not to experiment atomically, | 
although the need to get the bomb : 
first was the chief public justtfica-~ 
tion for fhe bilhon-dollar Manhat- 
tute Project. In fact, this was a: 
tant and = absorbing 20 - minute - 
probe. 
Chaney nature of 
even one that killed off a city. 

‘Otta. 

certainly, but; 

- Foreign 1 Followup 

Bernard Delfont’s Sunday Show 
This second summertime helping ° 

ot “Bernard Delfont’s Sunday : 
Stow’ front Associated TeleVision ; 
aud the Prinee of Wales Theatre ! 
Was a distinetly slicker course than 
ts predecessor. The format. had‘ 
been tightened, chiefly by cutting : 
down on the patter of Billy Dainty 
and Ron Parry, who acted as joint 
hosts. Each was allowed a comedy 
slot on his own, and Dainty clicked 
with a jaunty mixture of gags. and 

Continued from page 38 

and’ 

the devastating effect. of. the. 

hinting alarmingly at the: 
any decision—" 

| SUPPER CLUB 
. . With Jerry. Healy, host; Gint Pat- ' 

simple terping. Parry was lesa * ton, Hank Mitchell, Skynoters, 
wel served, but persevered with a! others 
niedio¢re routine, achieving a mild’: : Producer:, ‘Art. ‘Thorsen: 

reaction. -_ 25. Mins., Mon.-Fri. 6:30. pan. 
Star of the show was. Johnnie ' PARTICIPATING | 

Ray, over here for a nitery stint... WBBM, Chicago: 
Despite a noticeable absence of au- t Live radio has itg. charms, .and 
dience squeals, Ray came up with WBBM'’s new’ “Supper Club” show 
a polished offering which: took in 
“When You're Smiling.” “If I Wad 

; You,” and “Love.” He gsrated 
| around the stage, using. a hand- 
}mtke, but didn’t. play up the lach- 
| rymose side of his personality. A 
:neut gimmick took him to the side 
“oF bandleader Peter Knight for 
“Alexander's Ragtime Band.” and 
Ray closed with a strong “There's 
a Meeting Here Tonight.” joined | 
bs the Deep River Boys.. Although ; 
the fan appéal of Ray has declined, 
he did enough to show that he's got} 
the know-how and the artistry to 
outlive the commotion. Trouble at : 
present is not of his making.’ His ! 9) 
wandering jaw while he: ‘warbles, 

conventional deejay ‘show without 
disks. Jerry Healy is one of those ’ 

laughter. ‘and innocuous ‘patter, 
who's te be found. anywhere: on : 

.the: AM dial. His sole advantage 
here is that he.can.toss a line at. 

a one: or two-word. answer in -re-: 

as.any: deejay’s: cue..a song, - fill the: 
dead air with babble,. cue a: cam-. 
| mercial, cue a song. 

hors d'oeuvres half: hour, 

‘reminiscence of fast glory 
will never come again, 
needs to 

that | regulars, Gini Patton has:the most 
In fact, he : ' distinguished | talent." although the 

iron out a f-s dated | showcase .offers little latitude for ! 
idiosvncrasies before he wins. ‘virtuosity. Hank Mitchell. suffices 

through. !as:the lyrical male singer, and the 
Said boys from the Deep River :combo: calted -the.Skynoters. is |¢ 

provided further acceptable war- | reminiscent of-the Art Van Damme.| 
bling with oa bouncing “Aceentu- | Quintet (formerly: “on the -compet-. 
ate the Positive,” a smoochy ‘“May- jing -WMAQ), ‘in sound but not in; 

‘be and “I Don't Know Why,” fol- : inspiration. . ‘There: ‘are occasional | 
tlowed by “Mack the Knife.” : guest singers.: . 
They've got a good. dark-brown." ‘Use of ET's ‘in. ‘the. commercial | 
blend of voices, with each individ-.. breaks strikes: a discordant : note in; 
ual chipping in the odd solo to fair ° a live show.- : Les. 
effect. Their presentation was: 

' first-class, leaving the high spirits ; 
‘to the most extroverted member. 
| ‘Also elicking on a firstrate bill | 
; Was Ugo Garrido, the Spanish 
thand-and-foot: juggler who re- 
- peated his poised and fluent -pin- | Fairbanks Jr. Tony Thomas nar-' 
work while doing a cha-cha-cha.| poor |. 7. 
And Page & Bray, equally familiar, ! Producer: ‘Harry J. Boyle 

;scored with their acro dancing, | ¢q “Mins.:. Sun., 5 p.m. 
‘ ending in the girl’s totem pirows'| CBE. Toronto. - 

| MAGNIFICENT. SILENTS. 

. Gloria Swanson, Buster. Keaton, 
-Harold Lloyd, ‘Francis X. Bush- 
man; -Albert Griffith, Douglas’ 

' ettes, ¢- Holl dwav: 
Kenneth Carter directed with a By ‘getting Hollywood: Broa way : 

; sure hand, though it was a. mistake |, 
jto lead into the show. with the ; 
same sequence of shots, showing j 
the audience clapping and a seg- 

-ment of the band. Backing: was 
provided by Jack Parnell's outfit, | 

‘safely put through the screen by: 
_Peter Knight. The Pamela Devis | 
idancers were nippy, their ster ping 
‘original, Otta. 

- interviews . onto tape: for . 
min. series. ‘Tony. Thomas. is steal- 

jing a march on his: American. radio « 
i colleagues by. preserving the voices. 

cent Silents.” ‘Thanks to Harry 
: Boyle, drama producer of the Cana-. 
dian Broadcasting -- Corp., these. 

‘radio broadcasts are going ‘out to 
41 trans-Canada. stations, plus their 

‘| terviews Include such silent “film 
6 1 ty? “+ stars.-as. Mary . Pickford, Lillian 
20th Century Pacts Gish; Gloria Swanson, « ’ Buster 

Directors for ’61-’62 . Keaton, Harold Lloyd: Francis X: 

Five directors were signed to do: : Bushinran, Douglas Fairbanks: Jr. 
episodes for the .fifth season .of : rete. Each one focused on @ par- 
‘De Prt. GO ‘ tieular ‘facet ‘of the Star's, career 

-CBS-TV’s Sabbath haif-hour, “The | mm r spotli hted a -to ic - -of special 
i Twentieth Century.” or spotlig! P P 
| Dan Klugherz was. signed to a ony to, them. fg getting” these 

rect aR anes an airport alte: recollections ‘and reminscenses. of 
‘jams. Ralph Barlow one on: spor ts | the still-living starsof the silent 
:cars, Leo Seltzer for “The Men-: : , . 
; hingers. * Henwar Rodakleicz. for: Tectors. tem as Poebte col 
'*Boom in Puerto Rico,” and Nor- 
;ton Bloom for “How's the Weath-|. MeStay. 
er?” Isaac (Iker Kleinerman. is | —__— 
series producer and Burton Ben- - Cleveland—Jack -Wartlieb, . for-; 
jamin exee producer. Prudential | nterly - production manager - for 
will be back as bankroller for the ‘Frank ‘Atlass Productions, Chicago; 
show, which in early September is : : has. ‘joined KYW-TV here as oper-. 
moving into the 6-6:30 p.m time ations : director. :: He. succeeds Milt | 
on Sunadys. Frankie, resigned. 

CAPTURES MAJOR AUDIENCE SHARES! © 

“TIGHTROPE” 
FAIRBANKS 68%, 

For Further Details Contact 

SCREEN 

TAMPA * 60% 

Source: ARB; March, “1961. 

SEATTLE 57%, 

GEMS, INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES. CORR. 

711- 
NEW YORK DETROIT 

Radio Division 

Edward Petr
y & Co., Inc.

 
Sy Wa 

CHICAGO 
Fifth Avenue, New York 22 . 

'. DALLAS 
PL 1-4432. 

“HOLLYWOOD ATLANTA) TORONTO 

BEST IN 

SPOT | 

is highly digestible, but. for all its’ 
pretentions it's’ little more than a - 

-sunny- -voiced | hosts, given to. easy. 

an artist about"to perform’ and Bet! 

turn. But the format.is the same: . 

“Music, appropriate. to the. dinner: ; 
is: 

Strictly of the standard menu ‘and. 
his agonized delivery, add up a never: gets overly -spirited. Of-the] 

I With Mary Pickford, Lillian :Gish,! 

his: 60-" 

of the living star's of “The Magnifi- | ~: 

affiliates. The present hour-long in- 

| set’ costs. | 

| mas trade, 

| - “Ed Sullivan 

| polished ‘that the acts lose. their - 

{| not committing himself to future 
Plans, he said, 

{the Dempseys, Ruths and. Sneads,” | 

| from the time they come up,” he * 

KOR. 
: WSB Lo. 
Wor). 

» WGN ...... 
. WFAA sso. -Dallas-Ft. Worth. 
WOM ease -Duluth Superior 

: we ~ Houston. - 
_ WOAF sane ° SOT an City . 

~ Inside Stuft—Radio-TV 
\, Besides. N. J. Gav. Robert Meyner, who. would. rather see Channel 13. 7 
remain’ a. commercial outlet ‘so long as it stays. inside ‘his State, : ‘there 
is another. body that officially. opposes the sale:of the. met area tv oute 

‘Jetta an educational group. Six former WNTA:TV. employees : ‘filed @ 
| protest ‘last :week with the FCC, asking the Federal. agency to hold ug 

| the sale to the educatjonalers at:least long enough for: them: té collect | 
from National Telefilm Associates, the present lincensee, bonuses Prome. 
ised them last Xmas. - - 
The six alleged in a joint letter that. NTA promised ‘them: stock’ in 

“the ‘licensee equivalent. to -one- week's pay.’ They ‘also ‘said: some 200. 
employees of the station: ‘were’ likewise affected ‘and hat the. bonus 7 
was -not given. 7 , 7 

i Sen; Paul Douglas ‘Dem.; th went to. bat. for: Chi WGN Radio's ‘clear 
channel privilege in the Senate last week, but not for WMAQ. WBBM... 
and’ WLS which also stand to: be. duplieatéd by a-new Federal Come. 
' munications Commission order. The. other three,. ‘Douglas: noted;' are 
:-network-owned stations, which is .what the FCC seemed » to be’ ‘going mo 
‘after. He pointed out that the Commission ‘has bypassed’ most of. the: 
independent clear-channelers.. 

His.case. for WGN is that, as an. indie, it hag practiced fairness, and 
‘more than. met its public service ‘obligation. ; 

The senator hastened to add that he wasn't: showing: any ‘favoritism 
towards the station. “It is owned by the Chicago. Tribune,” he. ‘said, . 
“which has fought mie in season. and’ out ‘for. a third of. a. century.” mer 

Production. and sales of radio. ‘and. television’ sets: both. showed: gain’ 
in May, according to Electronic. Industries: Assn: Radio ‘sales’ soared: 
impressively. from 603, 489 in April ‘to. 745.616. in ‘May. Television: sales’: 
increased from 378,275. in. April to 391,467 in May. Radio sales through. 
May were ahead of Jast year’s pace by 274,365, while tv sales: through: 
May were 134,000 sets below the same: 1960 -period. | 

Production of ty sets rose from 405,808 in April to ano: 399 | tn May.. 
Radio production increased. from. 1, 124, 924, sels in. April | fo A 196,949 ° 
-in May. 

Gul Vranken and . Emile Janssens,. two. Belgian ‘journalists, returiied a 
to Antwerp last: Fri. (14) after a six weeks transcontinental: trip. They 
accompanied Lisette Loze. of ‘the ‘Belgian. Television. System |.who' wag - 
in. Hollywood .to play. the femme. lead in. the: “Land Grab” eplsode of 
‘the NBC “Bonanza” series ‘which ‘is. ‘syndicated ‘in. Belgium. oh 

Miss Loze's: assignment. resulted: from. NBC’ seeing her photéeraph we 
vin: the’ Gazette Van ‘Antweren: A tie-up. with the paper: resulted, .the: -. . 

| trip following. ‘Actress went home earlier. by’ air. the Ewo “writers 5 ship: 7 
ping” out. on the: Nieuw Amsterdam. . ns a 

Federal. Communications Commission and tie. Greater’ “Washiieton” 
Educational Television Association are’ ‘sponsoring an, exhibition’ of , 
UHF television equipment used .in teach-vee. 

Exhibition; being held at the Commerce Dept.. building. will ‘feature o 
; ¢quipment ‘which will be‘ used to: bring educational ‘programming ‘to. 
schools via Washington's. new teach-vee “outlet. ‘WETA-TYV,. Channel- 26, 
The station is scheduled to begin operations next fall. aes 

+= 

*) said. : 
“|s “The. main thing: is for: ‘a “per. ‘Hanna-Barbera 

___-_ ‘former,’ ”-in addition. to-his-technl- 
— Continued: from: ‘page 25 Smet‘ cal skills.” Sullivan, continued; “to. 

‘the high ‘tab sustains. for this: 
” | audience... Sometimes a’ performer 

Season... Starts ‘substituting a respect. for 
“There are ways around the big! himself. rather than for an audi- 

tab:. The four to six “hours Disney: ‘ence: He must. give the feeling that” 
will produce for NBC: Sunday night the audience-is the boss. If. a pér-: 

‘schedule’ will reportedly. be.. old 
theatrical film except for six min- oe 
utes of fresh stuff per show. “Bugs'| around: long. ‘enough - to beushy off 
Bunny” ‘is theatrical except -for | t0o many ‘shows:” wee 
bridges. - Scott Ward's “Bullwink- | Explaining . his: durability: ‘a . 
le;” slated: for NBC ‘Sunday, will|terms of-his own respect for audi-. 
be farmed: out to. Mexico. City: for} ences, 
production,‘ as is the same. shop's! membered: book: quote. - 
"Rocky -& His’ Friends.” | ‘He recalled, “George. Arliss once.. 

Merchandising, however, can off. | wrote & wonderful thing in giving ~ 
Screen Gems: did: $40,- | advice: to young actors: and act- 

000,000 gross:on Hanna - Barbera- 
character produets. in fiscal. ‘May-to- 
May, and’ that was sans “Flint-| YOu go -to “small towns and.. ‘see 
I $tones.” ‘This: year for the. Christ-|Small town people in drug. stores: ~ 

there. wilk :be. ‘‘FHnt- 
stone”: merchandise as well as “Top 

{Cat,” “Yogi,” “Huck” and. “Quick. 
Draw,” and SG expects a retail 
sales total of $80,000,000.. 

think they are a collection of mor-~ 
}ons. But assembly ‘those people: : 

I their ‘niass’ instinct becomes peri-"" 
Foreign’ take also is enticing. lously close: to: intelligence.’ . 

Hanna-Barbera cartoons. are. now “The sanie ‘applies toa ty mete” 
i playi ing in. 37. countri ies.. — work,’ " Sullivan said. 

mn” i 
MARLOWE § 

— Continued from: page 22 — . 

? spark.”” 
SulHvan has four years to go]. 

on. his present CBS pact: While OurcaraCmedies | 
“F certainly. want | | 

to be associated: with it in. some |. 
! way.-I really get a great. kick out’ 
of it. Show’ people, for all their 
‘temperament, are. interesting and:|~ 
fun to be around. They’re a great 
deal like sports people.:The top 
figures in show business are. like }. 

_ avERY DAY : 
OW Eveey c CHANNEL \ 

said the onetime ‘sportswriter. et 

Sullivan does not think ty has |. 
forced a different’ quality. of talent..| 
‘“I’ think the: great .ones - have it 

‘WRRE eecnssooes 

RCRA @oivres 

WOAL | Seegee 

‘MARK 36. covecacatittio Rock 

WINZ sepeeedaseczees oz oHMiaml . 

WISN corse cecceees <Milwaukes. 

WSTP vee cMinneapalla8t Paul’: 
WIAR ., .sNorfoik-Newport News * 

KFAB resent espes -Omaha 

-Phlisdetphla 

veeseee -Porttand 

WIAR: , ESET plovidonce 7 . Poe pe. 

boston - ~ DALLAS - + DETROIT + Los AWGELES + SAN Francisco - st. Louis a 

oncede ,» Albuquerque “ 

sereenceece Atlanta | 

ox carecoccesess sBUftald 

eonesbhicage 

e ay ae be Richmond 

ooseee Sacramento 
ceees San Antonio 

FMS odves ~seeee Sant Diogo 

KMA5... ves vay ov Shefiandoah oo 

MRE coos cece esc SP OKENE 

oeaes’ astute. 

“new YORK » CHICAGO + aTUNTA 

{have a tremendous respect’ for: his: : 

‘former: thinks he. can:gq: out. and”. 
‘brush a show off, he doesn’t stay’... 

Sullivan: ‘cited’..a’ long-re-. 

Tesses.;-He wrote, ‘If. you do: tours,” 
as. Mrs. Arliss. and . 5 ‘have. done, -".~ 

and’ railroad stations’ doing: things. - ore 
and’saying things that make. you ° ©. 

.) under one roof, in. a. theatre, and." 



THE 16th ANNUAL 

RADIO-TV REVIEW-PREVIEW ISSUE OF - 

- » Spotlight yourself +. With ‘an ad in the: biggest VARIETY 

show’ ‘of the midsummer | ‘season: -VARIETY’s. 16th. Annual 

Radio-TV Review- ‘Preview i issue to. be published shortly. 

“Looking in + will be agency, advertiser, film and program 

- executives. . those i in the process of developing Radio and TV 

"Programs. and commercials fer the season ahead. 

“With. a ‘presold’ readership | among the agencies and 

“sponsors using Radio and TV no greater buying audience can 

be found for your sales story. : 

Take advantage of the: impact... 

NEW. YORK .36 -CHICAGO 11 .HOLLYWOOD 28 
| 154 wW. 46th Sti. 400 N. Michigan Ave. 6404 Sunset Blvd. 
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Canada Pirates 
TVer in Fee Snag} 

T oronto, July 18. Aver ina: COMPETITION. 

Dispule over actors’ fees of a: WKRC “Average ten is STATION, & 

week’; pay for a day’S work, as: g PROGRAM , aan RATING 

demanded bs the Assn. of Can-! SATU RDAYS 1:09-2: 30 i .. 

adian Radio & Television Artists: Program: FAMILY THEATRE. Capt. Gallant WLWT 

hers, may scuttle tv taping by they} 4 ~"1:00-1:30' 7 

Canadiin Broadcasling Corp. of: Feb. 18 “TARZAN. FINDS A SON” ; ; - 

“Pirates of Penzance.’ which, is; Johnny Weismuller, Maureen: O'Sullivan People Are Funny. wir 

directed by Tyrone Guthrie as 1939, MGM, Banner: - Repeat 1:30-2:00. 8 . 

part ot the Festival at Stratford, Feb.23 “TARZAN’S: SAVAGE FURY” NBA ‘BB | “WEWT. |. 

On tone RRO. porouy fiat. ' ~ 2:00-2:30 ‘8. 0° 

Guthrie and Leonid Kipnis, ‘un- ; a annér, Repea cl ae 

der wun name of Contemporary Mar. 4 TARZAN & THE. HUNTRESS” Dance Party ‘wcPo 

Productions, have secured tv rights Johnny Weismuller; Brerida: Joyce 1:00-2:00 of 

from the Festival but fear the ex- 1947, RKO, Banner, Repeat . College BB WCPO 

tra fees will raise the production Mar. 11 “TARZAN &. THE “LEOPARD. WOMAN” 2:00-2:30 6 

costs beyond what the CBC is]. ‘Johnny Weismuller, Brenda. Joyce: 

prepared to pay. 1946, RKO, Banner, Repeat, 
Kipnis conferred ibility cB —— 

heads here over possibility of ad- a 

justing its price to meet increased WLWT Average Rating: 14 ‘COMPETITION + 

actors’ fees but CBC spokesmen =e Average Share:. 41 _ - ‘ STATIO & 

are adamant on a new contract be-: SUNDAYS 2:30-4: : PROGRAM AVG.R ATING.. 

nz sisned-—and upped—by the. St ND 30-4:30 Ce | 

actors union.- Kipnis. however, re-| Program: SUNDAY MATINEE ky eee WCPO 

gards the CBC asa partner of 
-30- - 5 

Contemporary Productions it the Feb. 19 “GREEN DOLPHIN STREET” Movie, FBI ‘Story “ WCPO. 
ty ventute, with the CBC pave 1958, NGM MGSCEY, A , 3:45-4: -00 oath 4 

temporarily withdrawn from = the MGi - epea . pe” 

geil until, final terms are secured . ; W004: Chucebatt” wero 

from Equits . Feb. 26. “BOOM TOWN” _ : wt 
Larre | MeCance, Canadian rep Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy. a Spectacular. -WKRC 

of the union, states that three] . 1940, ‘MGM, MGM-TV, ‘Repeat a . 2:30-3:00 "1B 

months ato Contemparary  Pro- Mac: 54 T 
_ 

ductions was informed that a tv Mar. 12 ) Station ¥ WEW T-TV ‘Carried NBA’ Basketball ao Be004: Hollywood were 

, op stage .production a = ae 

pet veal an premium. pay. Sunday Matinee alternated two. weeks: with NBA Baa et-|. Hollywood, Bernstein “WKRC. 

MeCance also claims that Iast ball Men ; ; 400-4: 30.—C 12. 

falls t© presentation of — the 
Guthrie-alirected “HOM S — Pina- 

was taped b, the CBC at 
below the uwuon' fees, ‘but 

that Has happened through “in- 
advertence” and that the union is 
crrrently attempting to recover the 
ditference an production costs by 
arbitration | ae 

Meanwhile. officials’ of Con-{| | Aberdeen, Scotland, July 18. 
temporar. Productions, the union! Programs from the latest station 

"and the CBC will meet this week | of the Independent Television Au- 
iy Toronto to complete final terms | thority, Grampian. TV, will: -in-. 
on “Penzance.” with tv. taping to ‘clude a daily news “magazine and 
{tke place fate in August at the a monthly religious program, the. 
Aten Theatre, Stratford, Ont.,; latter designed to show. “Christi- 
prior to) fhe show's opening an anity in action within the area.’ 

ae tenon at the Phoenix Thea- | James Buchan, production con- 
tre. NY troller, announced plans for. the’ 

station here. Teeoff date is Sept: 
30. . Station will serve an area in 
Eastern Seotland stretching from 

1Elie, in Fife, to ‘Helnsdate din 

fore” 

TAR 

en ee 

Ballantine Sports Buy 
Philadelphia, July 18. 

P Ballantine & Sons, through ! Sutherland, 
Wiliam Est«, has signed for one- Local contributions. ‘will amount 
half spor sorship of the Philadel- : to total: OF: three - hours’ transmis- 

pbia Warriors basketball games on: “Sion a week immediately - the ‘Sta- 

WOCAU Radio ition opens and will rise to be- 
Schedule will probably total | tw een six and seven hours when it 

some 40 games running from mid- ! js fully in operation.. - Networked 

October to the end of March. ‘Ten- programs will not. necessarily. be 
tattvely, there are 27 home games ithe same as those taken by. Scottish : 
and 13 contests away. Bill C amp- | Television. 
bell. WCAC radio sports director, | f According to Buchan, Grampian 

will du the Play” -by-play. TV will go in’ for. “radio _journal- 
an is.” Area cavered by ‘the. new 

‘station, he said, is rieh. in material, 
,and this wealth will -be exploited 
din magazine ‘and “religious | -pro- 
 orams.. 
} A. sum of $30,000 has been set 
‘aside for the first year of: produc- 
‘tion so that preducers and ‘tech- 
“nical. staff can have resources to 
:draw. on for experimental pro- 
igrams and work. 

' Sir’ Alexander King; cinema 
magnate, is chairman of the new 
Grampian Television company. 

Eddie O'Connell, already a direc- 
; tor of the company, is named: here 
as new chief executive of Gram- 
pian. A law graduate of Glasgow. 
U., he was for merly 

=_— oe = 

— ~ 

—— 

| 

FO R Ss AL E Picture Corporation Ltd., Eondon,: 

4 Excet! Custom Suilt .Dutch Colontal, 

R alt rustic brick. insul. 4's bedroom, 

€&a cellar extra rooms. parklike gar- 
| den. long priv. lakefrant with Iandsc. 

fH buitding tot 2 car mas. garage 

a 62 story’. many extras, has.to be seen 

| to Robert Clark: ABPC ‘boss. 

in England some years ago.. 

: in aren ah Me om ne ash an award of merit by National. Fed-' 
fe Galt course, $42,500-—-sunum, spec, | ftation of Music, Clubs. Award. 

_ ; - : ‘TP was made for “The Woman's} OWNER—Tel.: New City 4-5530. 
World” program Feb. 17. 

LS ND 

| BONDED 

| SERVICE 
G New Na 
2 €HICAGO. x ot 

"LOS ANGELES §: 
TORONTO © Se - 

7 A Division of ee 
gf. NOVO INDUSTRIAL CORP.” 

oe ee es ee ee ee ee 

Can BONDED handle my 
taped shows? 

Yes indeed. BONDED pio- 
neered expert handling, ship- 
ping and storing of Videotape 
shows. 

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 

‘will’ ‘play. a’ “more objective role 

as - moderator’ on the WNEW-TV. 

ee - . " eT oe - : _ _— md ——— . amen SEPP ETENSS oan — —— ry — nie in--the ‘legal |-the presence of studio guests to be. 
department of Associated British |:recruited’.from metropolitan uni-. 

vlater becoming personal assistant | two hours, it’s: planned to give. the. 
. .He “student a chante to sound’ off in 
‘helped: to Jaunch -ABC. Televi ision | ! give-and-take 

Milwaukee — Milwaukee Journal! ‘ ' . 
‘Station WEN. w-TYV has. been: Biven: on OTe eee Ware | 

| fall: when, for the first: time. it 

‘| senior league’ games ‘plus. playoffs 

)MéGill at “Montreal, . 

‘}ously kept Bie Four pro. football: 

‘Susskind in the middle, on hot 

-up for WNEW-TV.. by: Bennett H. 

owned ° Jointly . 

(Continued from page 40) 

AFTRA Gets OK 
To Strike KTVU 

. Oakland, ‘July: 18: 
Alameda. Central Labor..Council 

has -given AFTRA's Frisco local 
sanction to strike independent | 
KTVU, Channel. 2,: in .a ‘contract 
dispute involving: two announcers 
and. four announcer-directors. 

— Continued ‘from ‘page 22. 

|:the ‘station ‘ “wrapped. up: the deal | 

with. Susskind, : _ 

"Tt's understood ‘that - Susskind | 

series, - departing from , his’ tend- 

ency on WNTA-: to. join. tlie intellec-: 
tual fray on. one’ “side or- another. 

The new. “Open : “End”. series will. 

have the’ same . far-ranging © ‘scope 

for ‘its discussion matter with no: 
limit on the type:or. number of 
guests. However, it’s planned to 
stage more -two-man .debates, with. 

‘meeting - and. strike. strategy was | 
left in the -hands. of ‘the. -local's 
strike: strategy. . committee. ‘No 
walkout. date | ‘wags set. © 

‘Diane Fivey, -the local’s. execu 
tive ‘secretary, said AFTRA -seéks 
“parity”: at: KTVU in. wages. andj 
working conditions: .with . other 
Frisco area stations, plus 18-month: 
contract: to.give all stations a com- 
‘mon expiration date. Old ‘contract, 
expired May [. — 

Parity with Frisco’s three riet- 
‘work outlets would mean:a $13.50- 
weekly -raise of present. base pay 
of $178. The Oakland- based sta- 
tion has offered. $T. 2. 

KTVU: General Manager Wil- 
liam D. Pabst- said, AFTRA" was. 
being ‘ ‘capricious.’ 

“British TV Quota 

‘issues of the “day:; In addition, 
there'll. be at. least one show a 
month: originating from ‘WTTG in. 
Washington: - to give -Government 
toppers ‘a chance to participate on. 
the.show' and another: once-a-month j. 
meeting of top newspapermen. — 

“Open End,” which was w rapped 

exeé ‘vice’ prexy of Metro- 
Broadcasting. will. be 

Susskind and 
MB: ‘National Teletine Associates’ 
will continue to handle the syndi-. 
cation: rights to the show as it did 
during its. tenure. on. WNTA-TV.” | 

‘Mave to. WNEW-TV : by Suss-|. 
kind . was cued by ‘the ‘strong indi-. 
cations ‘that WNTA’s Channel. 13 
will emerge” shortly .as .an -educa-. 
tional: tv-operation under. the aegis 
of Educational: Television for thé | 
‘Metropolitan. Area -Inc.; when and 
if it’ gets FCC approval. over the 
‘objections - DE . New’ ‘Jersey Gor, 
Robert. B. ‘Meyner. ° 

. -Another departure. for the Suss- 
kind format, on‘ WNEW-TV will be 

Korn, 

politan. 

that was an ‘overall quota, it would’ | 
technically be possible for all the} 
foreign quota time to be: occupied 
by foreign: films, while it- was not 
necessary. to show: any: British. tv 
films to satisfy .the :86°% quota. 

| What-was needed therefore Was a 
1.quota within a quota. : 

e|. If there was a ‘substantial quota, 

on’ its, tv web. ‘starting ‘Oct, 14: | 

 Universities:. ‘include a 

versities. ‘At the. conelusion of the obliged to finance or buy films in 

ply and: demand, prices should’ .in- 
with’ crease and - the. required : ‘stimulus | 

‘discussions 
| Susskind’s panelists. 

Besides WNEW TY, the: ‘show a quota it would be necessary 0 j 
insure that the foreign. film ma- ; 
{ terial - not. sh 

‘Peoria; and WIVP,. Decatur, . Hl. ial was: not shown’ in the best 

. Canada TV's Grid Sed 
7 ‘Intercollegiate football in Can- 
ada is due for a solid boost this 

the -unimportant.: hours. and. the 
Federation ‘therefore 
that.quota should ‘be operated sep-. 
arately. ‘for . Peak and off. peak 
periods. 

to the ITA Was: described: in, the 

‘goes on national television. CBC 
has pacted with -the..Ontaris-Que- 
-bec. Athletic Assn. to. carry five 

tations - -on the subject. were made 
in the. Federation's recent. submis= 
sion.to the Pilkington Committes. 
on the future of broadcasting... 

‘Western On- 
tario’ at | London. and | ‘Queen's at 
‘Kingston... Games will show on 
CBC's “World of Sport” skein, sans 
blackout - restrictions that . previ- 

take-over. the post: of ‘manager of 
the newly-created WFAA. Produc- 
tions’on Aug. I, wlll be in charge 
of all the station's ‘production, com- 
mercial taping, tape programming. 
mobile unit. contracts and commer- 

from tv in: areas of home games, clal recordiag. 

‘1 Dance.” 

Strike: possibility. was discussed |. 
at the local’s Thursday (13) night | 

— Continued from page La — 

the. program companies would be . 

order to:.meet their Obligations |. 
and: bythe ordinary laws. of ‘sup-:|j 

would. have been found. With’ such} 

hours and the -British material in |{- 

suggested. = ; — 

IMPRESSIVE OFFICE : 
An attempt. to “igeyy , the ty quota 1 

reports ‘as. fruitless, but répresen- | 

-Dallas—Richard Gray, ‘who will 

a 10h a = 

| He Ht the Midw
ay 

Chicago; July.18. . 
‘Loxal - ‘radio, ° which . normally’ ” 

thot ‘up. in élosed.: ‘Studios - ‘these: a pa 
“itself. days, is: going -to- .make 

“seen” during: the 17-day run. ‘of: 
‘the: ‘International ‘Trade’: Fair,.- 

o which opens next Tuesday. (25V at. 
1 McCormick |Place expo: “centre. .- wl. 
] With’ a turnaut of 1,000,000. ex- 
‘pected during the. course. of the” 
Fair, the stations figure to. derive. 

‘Y considerable .promotional benefit 
from: originating. ‘on the. midway. 

Chiet: participants - will. be 
WBBM. and WGN, each of which’ 

| will . originate -four.:or -five week- 
| day’. progranis’ from. the: fair, and. 
ABC's .. “Breakfast Club.” Latter, 
along with three. of WBBM'’s live 
‘musical. stanzas. daily, will be per- 
formed for a. seated. audience—as 
in the. old days of. radio—in the 
-Little Theatre,. which can accom- 
modate-560. Rest of the. shows will 
emanate ‘from the. Communicatiors 

[Star : ‘Centre onthe midway, .catch- 
ing mainly the passer-by audience. 

WGN shows -will include those of: 
Dorsey. .Connors,. “Paul. :- Saliner,' 
Jack Brickhouse. & Eddie Hubbard, 
and the Saturday’ night “Barn 

‘WBBM - will ‘offer tlie 
shows of: ‘Connie — Mitchell, Mal 
Bellairs,. Tony Weitzel, ‘Hal Stark 
& Marilyn. “Mohr, . and: .- the 
“Luncheon: Show" ‘and ; “Supper: 

| Club.” WBEE will do. a daily’. dee-. 
jay: remote ‘with, Larry Wynn. 

‘As in: the past years,. all Jocal 
_|Stations are: cooperating with the 

fair as (a. ‘public service, running 
-| spot.. “announ¢ements and. jingles . 
isome, like WCFL, .as ‘often-.as 35: 
times a day) supplied by the in- .- 
‘dustry organization, ‘Chicago.Un-. ~~ 
{limited:: TV stations are getting: 
into the act, too, with special. ré-. 
‘motes ‘and. ‘studio-originated. pra-~. 
grams devoted to aspects :. of the 
fair: Se, 

CBC ‘Foreign. News 
“Coverage Exparided 

Ottawa,. July 18. 
Canadian ‘Broadcasting: Corp. 

‘strengthens {ts foreign news. serv-- 
4ce with twe appointments... Knowl-. 

'|ton’ Nash as its. second correspond: | , 
ent in ‘Washington, ‘and’ Michael: ':.: -- 
Maclear to Tokyo to cover.the Far~ —°.: 

Nash, who’ -has.. been’ news” *" 
‘gabbing for. ‘CBC since. 1954. as’ a 
freelance, joins. James. M.. Minifie; 
‘CBC's ‘Washington. ‘man for. eight... 
years... “ , 

East.. 

Maclear, former “foving: Te- 
porter: for CBC news and: ‘more. - 
Tecently. chief: writer and gabber 

“CBC's: : video:. documentary 
“Background, a was. once. 

for: 
skein. 

| London stringer. for the Chicago 
Tribune: and. has. moved. ‘through | 
most of the’ world on CBC’ chores. 
ES . 

EMMETT KELLY 
*: Mgt. LEONARD “GREEN |. 
300. & 5ist t i a on Fork 

ON THE OCEAN. 
- MONTAUK, N.Y. 

tue 2 :Bdrm. ..ctgs:. attached” “anit. 
Rent. as: grp.. ‘or ind. _ Full fskpg. 

“Maid. ‘service -avall. ‘Day, wk. mth, 
MT. 8-281] or 2737 Eve. 

BOX 625 

SUITE WITHIN A SUITE 
54th St., ‘cor: 7th, New York 

| Handsome 13 x Al private office. plus. 
- adjoining .room, B x 21; ezch with eh: 
-trance (off; beautifully.: decorated re- §-- 
-geption area. Light, airy, . hi floor. — 
$175. aU 28854. : . 

PART OR FULL TIME | 
This” is” an opportunity in a dynamic |. 
field: - Creating and meefing.. chal- 
lenges for’ articulate attractive men. 
or women, Must have. ability to: cut 

I ganize. own ‘work schedule without 
, ‘supervision. : 

“Cath Le. aa 



~  Aeth, 

from all. persons and. groups inter-. 

_- Fight: the Judiciary Subcommittees. 

“.. reeeive. same protection as drama-. 

wy vocalist early. in his. career, for a 
“ .2 new top-budgeted Essex © Produc- ‘promotion: to ‘gain “single exposure. 

' tions feature. The current ‘Tommy ; the seemingly upward trend. to- 

Wednesday, July 19, 1961. 

ier to Make Greuit 

fs still long way ‘off. Of Campuses i i October | 

Abraham .L.. Kaminstein, ‘Regis« |" Johnny. ‘Mathis, currently ona, 
Aer of Copyrights, stresses ‘that the : concert swing. of the. British Isles! 
 -227-page : ‘report. wrapping up. six: with Ted Heath and_his:orch,, -has 
‘years’ of. study contains only ““pre- | ‘been set for a-tour of colleges’ and. 

_ liminary conclusions.” This is .why-; universities in October.’ 
che. is issuing a call for: comments | 

7 Washington, suly 1 18. 
“Although U.S. Copyright Office 

‘Jias. issued. its. first -recommenda- 
“tions, for revamping. the Copy ight | 

‘Congressional consideration 

due U::; Oct. 13-14; U.. of Missourt, 
ested: in. revision. In the: preface - ‘Oet.. .15;- ‘Lincoln, Neh.,. Qct.- 
to the report, Kaminstein -said: ' Arena, ° K.C., ‘Oct, 18; “‘Seatheng 

_ “Although it represents our. best j Hinois _ U, ‘Oct. 20;. Indiana’ Ww 
.. thinking ‘at the present, time,-it is.; i Oct.° 21;: Music - Hail, Cleveland. : 
.? Not intended as the final. word on: ( Oct: 22; "Wittenberg t.. “Oét.. 24: 'U. 

any: particular problem ‘or: on ‘the i of .. Wisconsin, Oct. -27,- Steuben: 
~~ Tevision’ program as: a ‘whole. : Our ville, Ohio, Oct. 29. 
purpose in’ issuing this. report | is}. “The Columbia recotding- artist 

ta. pinpoint. the. issues “and stimu-" returns to the U.S. in. mid-August 
late public ‘discussion, so that the j- for - concerts “at. the: University: 
widest. possible ‘agreement can be * | Field House, - Fairfield, Conn. ‘on, 
‘yeached..on the. principles .to. bei a Aug.:-18 and the. Forest: Hills’ 
‘incorporated in a revised. statute.”) cradium, N.Y., on Aitg.-19. He. 
‘Kaminstein said his Office: wants; icq has a: date at the Cocoanut : 

the: benefit of: ‘comment and cr itis 5, Grove, L. A, Sept. 21 “Oct. 1 1. 
cism: “before .. launching into «the; 
mext Jeg. of the revision program . 

ieiaeteid Se Booming Demand 
For Disk Pluggers. 

=| Cues Thin Spread 
Something “of a. strained - and ! 

‘Choreographic: -works “would: be | prowingly uneasy *’ situation: . aps 
a protected as a ‘separate. category. ; pears ‘to .be* developing: out “of .a* 
(They: now are. regarded as. copy i recent . -boom. in: independent ‘ rec-! 
rightable. as dramatic works.) How-‘ ord promotion. managers. The. con-. 

ever, the report said ‘any. new law. aC cern is centered around. ‘the: ‘feel: ! 
’ should niake ‘jt. clear that the pro-. | ing that the. promoters ‘are “taking: 
‘tected category ‘covers only: those.‘ 7 om more: accounts that ean. be. done: 

- of House and Senate. with. jurisdie- ; 
“tion ‘in. the field: need:.an overall |: 

revision’ bill before them: before. 
~-? “starting. hearings... *: 
coo ..,: Some Findings ~ 

Following. ‘are some - of. the “re 
: port's / more significant findings |: 
“sand . recommendations. affecting:|. 
“var ious show..business segments: 

Oo dances: prepared. for ‘presentation’! proper. “justice ‘to. and. ‘that only ! 
to an ‘audience. Such’ works: would | foken representation... ‘being | 

given ‘some’ -clients, 
fees are “commanded: 
services. 

Feeling. is that there: are ‘around 

“Mie works. for ‘the. 

; ./ Under the Oftice’s ‘yecomménda-! 
“i Mons, performance rights. in musi! 

-tContinued on page. 49)... 

| of them. are handling . as. many as! 
15 different accounts .at one time.- 
‘The: inherent. problem ‘in the: situ-' 
‘ation. is that:.équal or.even bal-- 
“anced - ‘representation can't be’ pro--| 
yided ‘under ..these circumstances. 
because. ‘promotion. ‘of so mans 
disks ete: an't..really be -fully 

| accomplished. in: the: few. ‘station 
‘Stopoffs made.’ . 

With ‘the. - raising’. ‘emphasis - “on. 

Sinatra. Plans Resrouing 
“Original ‘Tommy Dorsey . 
Band for Film Project 

Frank Sinatra is. planning: to re- | 
_srganize “the. ‘old Tommy Dorsey. 

. band, where he got. his. ‘start as a: 

Dorsey. band ‘is led. by “Warren | ward ..this development. is- figured 
‘Covington who took over- after the. to have hit «a: quickened pace: in.’ 

".“bandleader’s death, .. «the: last ‘few months’ and: is’ con- 
In_an.uriusual- switch, ‘the: singer. sidered: ‘to bean. industry. prebleny 

4s..tagging “upcoming: film “Swing , of Browing ‘intensity. - 
Along. With Me.” using: title of his” 
new. Reprise: album. Heretofore, © : . 
numerous film companies - and E B- Marks. Has Contact 
“artists ‘have followed :: ‘Up - filme 
with albums or songs titled afte 
their pix, but. this: marks. first time! . For. ‘Connection’ Score: 
“an album has. started off produc. E. B. ‘Marks. Musie -has- acquired 
tion. the “scare for. “The Connection,” 

“Sinatra: avill- ‘star: in the. film. : Jack. Gelber’s: off-Broadway drama _ 
“musician ‘story which. features, Kim- Which’ featured an: . original, “inte- ; 
_rivalling * with. another’ seman #rated . jazz: score. by | “composer: | 
over a girl. and. a band” rating. pianist: Freddie Redd. . The. pro- | 

sduction. ran for almost two: xe 

MEL. TOR! E SEZ Us. in a Lewis Allen: Shirles 

DISK JOCKEYS OF-KEY “srte-sin: 
2 London.July « 18. .! 

Us.. music. scene. came in” ‘for’. bass: Larry Ritchie, drum::- and 
some harsh words from Mel Torme.. -Jackie McLean, alto, who. ‘appeared: 

ae ‘here for cabaret and ty. dates. ‘Att ‘on ‘Stage: during: the. production, ‘cut 

a. News. :conference. given by - ‘As-Jan album of the .seven-tune’ <‘ore 

sociated ‘Felevision. he attacked ‘the: for. Blue Note... ‘The Howard . Me- 
continued’ pandering’ .to. mediocre ' ‘Ghee. Quintet. also. - fecorded “the. 

: score. on Felsted with. Ossie. John: -- music: by. disk © jockeys. 
-The?: American . record- buying ' (son: on.-drums, Milt “Hinton on 

_. publi¢, he “said, is between: nine pass, Tina* Brooks ‘on’: tenor.: T: 
“years and: 13 .years. ‘and the .dee-* Ching: .6n. piano. and: McGhee . on 
i Jays. just. ‘feed out rock .’n’- roll all ‘trumpet. - Latter album’ Was pro- ; 
day. : Only” a couple | Play: good | duced ‘by. ‘Alan: Lorber and FE nest | 

. Associates |. 
Britain’ ‘didn't. escape the Torme. .Inc.;. with whom. the deal for they": 

music: . -Kelley for Allen Kells.’ 

wrath, “either. “I'm. surpriced ‘the ‘score -was Pacted. ‘by: Arnold ‘Shaw 
‘British :public’) has. let. ‘so much? of Marks. 
‘rubbish ‘be. foisted. on it.” ‘he; Marks plans “publi shing : the’ 
asserted, “-“‘It's: about ‘time+ -¥ou ‘seven. selections. first Pie, w- ‘nas 
stopped”: $0.° faHio and. later’ as: a Sere, of Jazz,. following - America 

.blindiy.” Cara ‘orchestrations, 

Dates. already lined ‘up are Bur 3, 

"Fat $10,000: to $12,000. and ‘on occa-} Texas, program officials here in-. 

Ww ‘hile. high: i 

40. men. independently. engaged, in 
‘record: promotion: and that: some]: 

(at. the Living: Theatre,’ is now tours 
Ane Europe and js .soon 10-he’ re-: 

Ae ‘quartet Jed by Redd: on: ‘piano. 
“and. consisting of “Michael Xlattos. - 

. Sunday” 

MUSIC 

[Kapp Concept’ Raps Multi-LP Deals; 
Stresses Quality as Route to Profits 

@ The record industry is steeped 
‘in “profitiess prosperity.” zccord- 
ling to David Kapp, preay of Kapp 
‘records. This false prosperity haa’ 

en dramatically demonstrated by 
Hitting Westward Trai ‘the coneern shown in the recent 

‘Vienna, July 18 ARMADA meet over the * Detroit 
; Though Konrad ‘Hat never set situation” and through an overall 

: “The concept of: all-star jazz fes-| toot on Texan soil, he is an ex--.acceptance throughout the. indus- 
livals,. which I  was:. fortunate pert on prairie music and its his-jtry that deals and discounts ae 
tenough ‘to. be.associated with, is; jtory. His twice-weekly programs . ‘about . the only medicine te cure 
finished except:in rare instances,” jon. the Austrian radio system at- the ailing record metchandising 
“he. said between haps to his Story-. ‘| tracted the attention of high per-_ situation. 
ville. on Cape Cod:and Castle .Hill,!sonalities ‘in the second largest | Not so said Kapp during a sales 
‘Ipswich, where’ he-.is presenting ‘state, among them the governor. ‘meeting last Saturday 14) of Kapp 
, Concerts. _ | “Harlow. Wright, Sheriff of Tat-" Records’ distmbute s ‘Things are 

The reason: is, according to Wein. ‘rant County, even appointed him far more basic than that he 
-because ‘of. ‘the rise in thé: cost. of deputy sheriff. Now Hat's hfe long avyerred. Under the deal and dix- 

italent’ and the novelty: of jazz fes-) dream. will come true. he will count system of merchandising. he 
‘tivals wearing off.”..The man who jvisit the prairies.end of this year. contends the only thing. acon 
‘staged the Newport Jazz Festivals! Hat: plays the guitar and sings. plished fs the tallying of an sme 
.and the festivals. at ‘Fren¢h Lick.) He started his radio career back | :pressive sales fizure which is vis- 
Toronto,: Philadelphia, Boston~ and. !in 1945. He succeeded in 1957 in ‘(ually meanineless because, for all 
Buffalo, only. one ‘of: which is“still convincing the Austrian radio jtg fancy dipits, there's practually 
‘going ‘Buffalo, -first week in AU-: system, that. Texan music is a cul- no profit being-raade tram if. 
gust), sounded ‘off: [ture of its awn and set up his pro- , Hi : ov 
“The -six top names ‘in “jazz at: “teach | His solution ic the “Kapp con- 

“$6,000 to: $7,000, some . top names? \Fouan inet git? aim fo ‘teach cept” which ts based on his idea 

exan lle ven Ae returns fram Uiat ‘there is still a profit to be 
sional. intervals: if: an agent-.feels } made In the record business The 

1. intervals: gent --f 'tend to introduce. a “Connie Tex, ‘“concept” is to “make a product “4 you: need a. particular ‘star, you.can { tat” 4 tv. show under his manage- ' 
.go.to’ $15, 000, are ‘too: much, Pr 0; ment. cen a Food due . and hich 
“moters ‘in the world of.. jazz “musty. 

inot through biever and better 

‘Mercury Revamps 

‘roll-Garner, Duke ‘ElJington. ‘Count | 
utor must Jook ahead and think of 

-posh : hotel ‘circuit, the: Waldorf, | another. of its special summer. more concerned with deals and 

raphic. area. The a&r staff also disk. clubs. It calls for sweeping 

“committee huddled ‘in “New York : areas: distribs. + 

‘| Broadcasting and chairman ‘of the| (5) A‘ stepped-up-p:ogram of ac- dollars and cents 

THT boss 
~(NSURE LOSSES) 

“By. GUY. LIVINGSTON 

‘Boston; July 18, . 
“What's: wrong. With all-star. jazz, .. 

ifestivals? “Plenty,” ‘says George 
, Wein; . Boston-based. _impresario,. 
“who originated ‘them. - 

‘Viennese Oatune Buff 

t 

———r 

- 

“meet: these prices. What. happens—{ _ 
‘Nthey attempt to: meet. them, - and deals, which end up as disccunts 
Jose | money.” on the retail level, perpetuating 

Jazz, thawever, ‘is “bigger than ;diminishing profits for manulac- 
“ever,” and “it: has: become more:| ‘ turers and distributars and owifl- 
"universal, ”” Wein -helieves. :“Big.| mately Jeaving little to anticipate 

: 1a2zz-; “artists,” he said. “like Ella Sta Lanne €S other than large volume, Kapp 
Fitzgerald, Louis . Armstrong. Er- feels. 

“The manufacturer and distrib. 
: Basie, Sarah Vaughan, have in ef-| 
fect: removed themselves from. the | ~ Summer LP Plan. his business as a continuing oper- 
i jazz. -world in-money and: -appear- ‘ation projected into vears rather 
-ances.. Many appear - A. Rood | per- | Chicago, July 18. i than days or weeks We must un- 
:centage in ‘lounges in..Vezas where |’ Mercuty Records, which has been | derstand that we cannot live if we” 
‘they. get ' money far ahead’ of. jazz} undergoing: extensive organization-!do not sell at a reasanahle profit 
clubs. lal revamping..in the last -‘hree..poth in good and had times.” save 

Others. play in big. banquet. style ; months. deapped by ifs purchase by Kapp. “There are too manv manu- 
' clubs—others. have bro!:en. into the.; Philips: Holland', last week began facturers and distributors who are 

‘New York; Fairmont, San. Francis- sales. ‘plans, , Volume ‘than profit " 
co: . This makes. the. money they | “Mercury ' has apparently, com- | The “Kapp cancepi" ipvelves 
used : ‘to. make -pale. by ‘comparison.” jpleted its internal ‘re-oreanization, | analyzing the cost of everything in 

Asked: if he. would: ga “hack to.; and, with the dust settled. here are ‘ ay) departments of. a record com- 
Newport ‘hext: vear. as. Sic. Bern- j ithe changes: ‘pany, as well as looking into the 

_, Continued on page 48). 11) Decentralization of the a&r problems of the distmbutor which 
7 { group: So. that David Carroll, Hal , as the ARMADA meet stressed, 

Mooney and ‘Shelby Singleton ran} _. lreeord artists regardless of peng: ! iare growing in seriousness due to . 
wv hn M ; ,rack operators, déscount sfores and 

des lapping Tack a eae ae he, ‘appraisal of goals and methods 

irecording - of ‘por. singles and. al- a. Pa ttab tie to Kapp. has cn. 
bums. when’ needed, able s diskery to make “great 

Stand Vs. ; 2) Addition of handle ader Progress” in the nact <ix manths 
Quincy Jones ay musical director in tne ey of efficient oprre't os 

‘Television. industry music Hicense ; ‘to back up the a&r men in all an etter arrangements with ts 

Jast week in. preparation’ for. up- (3) Formation of a <perial prod- It is a premice of conventional 

‘coming ‘negotiations with -ASCAP. lac division under - Charles. ‘Pach -business practice which Kapp feeln 
i Present pact. expires Dec. 31." | ito handle the firm's new Smash should be implemented by other 

Committee heard a. report from. label and to scout. for masters and ‘Aiskeries and throush which he 

“its ‘subcommittee on accounting, jother. labels for distribution *poee ant that profil can be put 
, analyzing provisions. of ‘the exist- * “through. Mergury: channe Is: back into the recard bucine«s in- 

-ing:.contract for.tv music. Report" (4) Appointment ‘of Barney stead af the current situation of 
jp was given by ‘Andrew J." Murtha, 'Fields ‘to replace Fach as pramo- fancy sales fivuces which aren't 

‘business .manager. of anf the | director of the. Mercury Jabel; (anslatable into much dn terms of 

2 ae cee mee oF 

‘MGM Summer Push 
For Packages Geared 

To One-for-Five Deal 
MGM Records has launched a 

summer sales campaign under the 
Buidance of Sid Brandt, vy in 

accounting subcommittee: quiring. masters and arranging for: 
: Dan. W. Shields... ‘Washington -the distribution. of other Tahets * 

‘staffer. of. National ‘Asen. of. Broad- “To.date they have picked up: mas- 
‘casters, was, named «<ecretary ‘to ters and platters frain Clock Negro ; 

the. All- Industry. Committee: jand ‘Pioneer cand care negot: ating 

‘UA RECORDS HEADS FOR |ncu* sic? 
| $1-MIL. BILLINGS IN JULY’ 

directly connected with | 

. United: Artists: Records -is head- 

s into a create Service avi j 
pe under Merle. Shirada Steve 

ing. to bill $1,000, 000 in ‘disk ‘sales 
‘in July. marking a high point in 

| Schickel ‘handles trade advertising 
and ‘publicity and Mildred Stergys + charge. of sales and operations. 
4s director of consumer adsertising - “Operation-Space Command, the 

the. .diskery’s | threé-year’ history. | 
Company has’ -been ra¢king up 
‘strong sales: on. its new LP sales 

ments 

and advertising administrator All‘ ‘program's title. thraws open tLe 
are under the. direction of sales: entire MGM. cataloy enabling dis 
veepee Kenneth. Myets \tributors to recense one free album 
The’ summer plan continues: tor every five purchased In adh. 

_program, featuring 15 new LPs. its | Mercury's: current =polics in the ton the record company has 
-album pre-pack . program | under Celebrity Series of 30 five rec orife added a dating program whith 

which: dealers. are. given two ‘free {for every. 100 purchaed Dealers cans for one deferred payinent 
_albums -for every 10° purchased will also. get one LP in 4 Vike privé’ over thre months 
and. it. Iver Spotlight single , category for. every six records: 
series. new Si poe 8 ! ordered of the July 15 releases | 

Latter: “sertes. de designed primarily This series includés 13 athum. af 

for: jukeboxes, will couple hit sides which two are’-clastical. one Jazz ; 
and. 10: pop. ‘ on one: pe such 8 ee? Oni The entire line of: Mercury's. 

“Exodus”’ ‘by ‘Ferrante & Teicher.. | PPS and- ‘LPS albums are an a ane- 

As a special 
; bonus. and part of the campaign a 
group of 40 Starpover Satellite 
best selling albiamns fave heen esr- 

imarked for 100% exchange [} 
:Oct 31, 

“Operation-Space 
Si be supported 

+mented by an ete site consoiser 
ortion | of ‘the plan inctudes. 19 «ad campaign. both on the naternal 

Tjader to. Verve: EPs and five EP's. jand local level. as veli as a trade 
r € al Tjader, after six years. andy. Mercury's summer sale program | ad push and poi: of-purthasp dis- 
24 albums -with Fantasy, has'si igned ; includes their usual’ «> chang e pri-. plays. A special ca ap ad prograin 
with Verve. Fhe Tjader Quintet. is? vileges. and will be bicied by couch «hax also been de. seed ta give dic- 
“currently: represented | vith. an| special merchandi:ing a d«« diee tribs and their cate von preater 
-lhumr of: music. from: "eet Side [ut jacket. easels: for ali products latiinge an placing: dcwier co ap 

tStory,” 7 on. their. former abel. in release. - Vadvertising, 

Conmasea” 

free-for-every-five-purchescd batis arth supyie- 
tin a like price categor; 

: 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks| 
y HERM SCHOENFELD. 

Danny Fatum (Rotiletter: ' Four-Stars (Bamboo: “BLUES 
“ALQONLIGHT SWIM’ (Willows) AT SANDY COVE” (Bamboot? ‘is, 
is 2 bright juve-angled number de- a swinging conception smoothly | 
Irsered in the approved style by delivered for commercial: impact. 
this singer w.th choral support.;“PLAY IT AGAIN” {Pattern*) is -a-!. 
“ADAM (AND EVE" ¢Willow*) Latin-styled instrumental also 
sets the biblical tale to a cate hy, with some incidental words. .. , 
rockin beat, ! The Blendors. (Decca!: “WHEN |: 

Lolita «‘Kapp) “FOR THE FIRST VM WALKIN’ WITH MY BABY” Z, 
TIME | tShapire-Bernsteint., a ‘Herb Reis?) is a -rocking: navelty [42 
littins baad, vets a hishly appeal- idea handled. in the usual. teen- 
ing renditign by this) German angled groove by this combo. 
songstress who already has made '°TELL ME WHAT’S ‘ON MY 
a dent in the US. market. “SOU- MIND” 'Reist) doesn’t’ go- very 
ViNIR DTASIOCR™ (Peter Sehaet- far. |: 
fer «is anothe: solid ballad: deliv- The Ventures . (Dolton: *SIL- 

_ Wednesday, Jay] 19, , 1961” 

.| speeial brand of. in-person’ magic! , oo 
has beén caught in. this. standout | teFa's « ‘combo Plays with. a firm, 

jJroutine, encompassing ‘all of the,-cluding such. oldies’ as.-“'m An-- 
4\\great standards, which. this song-| Old: Cowharid. ” “Sunrise: Sere-*-- 

‘tstress has. virtually. established “as! nade”.’ and - “One Minute .. Sulep," 
her private property, ~ plus other; plus some. recent hits. TN , 
-tunes with less personal-identifi-|/ The Greatest. of Dizzy Gillespie” 

cation. It’s a supérbly ‘performed! (RCA. ‘Victor’. This. set: is. ‘solid, - 
songalog., ranging from ‘the ..in-! musically and historically: Coming ~ 
evitable | Over. The, Rainbow". and out“ of: Victor's files.. it spotlights ~: 
‘The Trolley ‘Song to. numbers. rsonie of the greatest: sides.made* 

eed ie German VER CITY” (Electron-Hollyvine’) | | equally effective. like “-You_ Go: Jo, under: Dizzy. Gillespie's -aegis,: inz. 
The Time Tones ‘Atlantic: scores as an attractive. western- [ My. rea The Man ‘That. Got. | cluding ‘his * ‘Night: in Tunisia” and: - 

“PRETTY, PRETTY GERL™ (Pro- flavored instrumental with a guitar LAWRENCE, WELK /Away,”* “Come. Rain. Or. . Come “Anthropology,”: with “a: ‘small. ;. 
. cooling ° ’ ’ am ; J ther" and Bins vesClarose-4, a rocking ‘bal- lead. “BLUER THAN. BLUE" | ||: ’ ,_[Shine,” “Stormy Weat coinbo, and ‘several. of his Latin- 

lai as belted with some eflective | ‘Electron Camarillot) ‘iy another _-Rrondly. Presents ' His: Fourth in After. You' vei. Gone.’ Mort un Styled | numbers. : like © “Afanteca,” 

- BIRD” BW “Crating Down The | in'-Cubana Be" and -*“Cuban-. Bop,”:- 
_— = a 

Ris rey. vs ace ‘style. with bigger agsregatigns.. This’ was - 

Best Bets | ; a wan Sinaia: -«Sning Along the. golden-‘ave. of the. bop move-~. . . o weet ‘acent) e” eprise’ eading: .a!-ment and these sides represént: 

i on “ox a ents. “en oo ig disk Me between’ Capitol some .of. the ‘lasting ‘sides: to. come: 

; RS IT SAY.° r 7 an $ own label. Frank Sinatra, out of that movement. 

TN LEADERS sos ereerrsreere a r YOU DONT SAY) “Duane Eddy (Gregmark):. “CAR- ‘turns up with. his’ ‘second. sock |: Jack  Clémenis-Dale ‘Stevens: - 

CMTereUEY) «overs ae I'll Never Smile Again AVAN” (Mills*), the Duke ‘Elling- songalog under the. ‘Reorise: “ban: | “The: Weird and The Beard” :)Fra- 
The Platters’ “Ser Donte Saat (Arans 7 is a@ hand. clupping up- | ton standard, turns:,up-in an ex- ner. Backed Si smart, delive “May ternity:, From Cincinnati; “Dale 

tecny shee with poters impr via this combo's rendition “TU | cguent instrumental’ version spot- arrangements, awe © vers, ” Stevens newspaper columnist: and |’ 
Reeser Smite Agnin’ (Pickiwic! ++ gires oldie an excellent ride for - his. customary. savvy,. smooth | Jack Clements: _ nitery. performer : 
grea dl chances os [lighting Duane ‘Eddy's guitar tech- swinging style, ranting fromm. anand “comedy ‘writer, ‘have “come: 

* * 8 [Blque.. ‘The arrangement’ runs} wotempo version of 21 Nae ate | iup- with, a. zany addition. to. the: 
. bey An enin ear r a Do 

DELLA REESE. .....0 2.2... A FAR FAR BETTER THING. over two. ‘sides. : ‘strained ‘workover af “Don’t Crs: i i sealene: ae one ‘clewents ieee 

(RCA Victor) ....... deen ecese  caeet weeeeess- Possess wiht! ie. Mo rtime Fo negatta: Joe” to a “Fightlv: rhythmic. work- | clown: and.. mimic, © including: ‘a 

Decl ea Reese's ame | Far ‘Fur Be tler Thing” ¢ Alexis* i. gir es this NE” Pah: . “a well-written ballad. Ganges! Moonlight ‘on The. funny takeoff on ‘James | ‘Cagney. : 

Socgiecss a bry battid tar hes te belt all the way home. “f Pos- sets an- _attention-grabbing - vocal |. op There's a: clever: brivate-eye ‘take-— 

sess” (Marrelle «is Qeother highly pleasing side.” [by ..this. full-voiced songstress. Glory Kennedv: | ¥ eer 2 eé| off on “Snow White’ and thie. usuat” 
“BROTHER: LOVE” (Pub!) also | Guitars Go: Civil War’ (Pathe)-| psvchiatric routing. One." of. the to oo* R Ubi+ alSO i Coems ike. the Civil War music . thas good impact: | renertory. vill be. turnine., up: int best. bits: is. Clements’ ‘Portrait of... 

THE MARCELS. ................. FIND ANOTHER FOOL, ‘The College. Three... (Myers! av ery conceivable format. Tn this; a. Movie’ fan. a or 

(Colpix) .... 0 .................. You Are My Sunshine - 4 "MICHAEL. ROW. YOUR. BOAT |7p_ launching a new abel, thel “Johnny Burnette Sings” (Lib: 
ASHORE” .iMyers*),’ a ‘religioso- songs are eiven. miultinie ‘suitar erty, One of the top singers'in the 
ty pe: saga, is: delivered in pleasing atranvements highliahted by vocals ‘rockabilly genre.. Johnny Burnette . 
style by “this” Kingston Trio-type } hy Glory Kennedy and Non. De- rocks through ‘a dozen tunes in. the. _ 
combo, “THE OLD: FALL. RIVER: Vito, both of whom: add. came. un- ' strictly approved teenage -. style. 

The Ataccels! “Burd Avotivor Foal (ildont+ is a good rocking 
belied rdloch this combo delirers ia thety trademarked style. “You 
ee Uy Sungaine’ tPeert” is a similarly groored verstun of the 

ERROR aoa 

of tee ‘ « . LINE” (Myers*). is a. ‘standard. dated temnos to venerable sones Although ‘performing ‘in; a rather’... > 
mS ‘sounding folksong.” Tike: “The Battle. Femn of the Re-|. limited - idiom, Burnette. manages. 

SARAH VAUGHAN. .0...........- THE ROAD. TO ASSISI ; The Hubbard - Sisters - (King: aublie” “Johnny Comes “Marching } ‘to generate considerable: impact in 
(Roulette) . «eee ec ec ceneececccceces Untouchable” i*DEAR DAD” (Lois*), a ballad, .is |Home Again”. '\Tarcland. - Marve his. oer at startdars aR : 

tee eat. Op wa ‘ _ | handled in appealing ‘stvle by this }land” and “The Girl I Lett Behind The C apel 1 n’ The Moonh te 
Sarah Vaughan’s “The. Road To Assist (Robbins* +. is an ex-. ‘+ moppet duo, both under 10; which | Me." amone others. ~ ‘| “Mona. Lisa." "Memories Are ‘Made - 

ceteet maomber acith a fresh idea tharcle sly handled with enaugh — is tinder par even-for the current}. « + j ” of. This” . ‘and’ “Red Sails. In Thie: 
Tretey ta rrack even the present market, “Untouchable” (Porgiet) kid- dominated disk biz. “STORY. (Karen 4 Nom dulius - TaRow| “Sunset.” -In | thie”: -contemporary 

tea sold ballad: side. }OF AN. ACHIN’ HEART” (Lois*) | who then suffered a disk decline.| #r00ve., he, registers strongly ems. 2. ' 
* * | is standard country. fare. Julius LaRosa is back in the Trea like yi, Box’ rhe F ole 

DICK & DEEDEE THE MOUNT AIN’S: “HIGH ‘Berlipp Orch (Capitol: “LEICH- |groove witha hichly’ aftractive reasure of Love” an mi 001." 
; I Tew we terre ses ‘ t ti" TENSTEIN - ROMANCE” | (Te- songalog. While ‘not -comnletely| _“‘A: Tribute :to Joe Frisco (Dore). =: 

(Liberty) eee em eee errr a Want Someone fquita* a German. ‘import ‘in ‘the “new” in’ approach. as the LP title | Joe” -Frisco, ‘the sitter ing vaude- _ 

July Garland: “Judy. At. Carnegie’ a nifty. juve-angled’ set ‘out of. ‘this : 
| Hair”: (Capitol). Judy ‘Garland’ 's: instrumental collection; “Sam Bu *, 

| disk package of her performance. at | driving beat :that'll get the Juves °°. 
| Carnegie Hall,. N.Y:, ‘last April:| {nto their: rocking. ‘hhoofology. The.) 
‘Here in this double. LP is her full) numbers are mostly standards: in- |.” 

Die & Derdee’s ST he Sou a's High . “VOdin*: is a standont - “Petit Fleur” vein, is: given a sweet | would “indicate. LaRosa now. dis-; villian comic: wlio: died. three “years » 

ree oe ballad wihiei ras dud belts in suretire style. “E Want soprano sax workover for: Potent. -plays-a. ‘more mature and confident. ago. Bets, an. alfrctionate’ mémorial . 

Sorrone’ COdints is om. a more conrentional groove. comercial. impact. ““LA': MA-| style in a collection of fine>num-in this. LP... Narrated bs. Lew. Bes! 050 - 
| - TTINATAS (Gramophone? is a-good | bers. He swings-nicél¥ on: tunes dell. who: also imitates’ Frisco’s de- 

* " * | straight swipging side. . *{ like “Swing Low,. Sweet Chari " Heat ‘his set repri ede 4 Sees ot 
rE? rae n TIA “Change Partners” and “Bye Bve ;lunny es: attribute en 

LAVERN BAKER........1 DIDN'T KNOW I WAS CRYING np Siy, ygmbardo, | Orely meee Bias * also. deftly’ handling the| It's a ‘specialized. entry “with nos" 
(Atlantic) a ee ew eee . .HURTIN’ INSIDE ds ‘the title: song from Guy Lonibar- slow ballads - like: “Lonely “Town” j talgic | appeal. ‘ - .. 

Latere Bater’s *1 Doatt Kume I Was Crying” UE.B. Alaricst) és du’s Jones Beach. (LL produc-! and “Gigi: A- ‘sinall combo backs ‘Curtis:.: Amy-F rank, ‘Butler: aoe 

a stro gy slam tempoed baud freni witch this blues stylist exe 1tion. It fallows’a ‘ratitinie ballad line! up smartly. . Ly ws “Groovin’ . Blue” - *Pacific Jazz, -’ 
Prncts repre values *° Euriia’ DTeside™ CEdents moves dlong 
aoa beryl? tespa chacvl? also pie wp spens. , oS 

“COCOANLT "WIRELESS" (Ma-; 
rine*-, also: fr om the-.same. produc: 

JACK SCOTT. ...... eevee cece reseereee STRANGE DES SIRE. tion, has a ra ey 
“ese : qts commercia. pot ntla t e (Capitol) ...... we eeeee veces . My Dream Come True | Kenny”: Gardner “does! the vocat| 
Jac’: eote s “Strange Desire” “Woltnack -Sesact -ig- another. : ; There, 

welooreren rocking moacher’ bj; this singer who belts shilltad by in che “Dancing . Panther “Danceband. 

ths cee ton poriry pmader My Dreasi Came .True” (Wolfpack: | aWartier B Bros.): “DREAMBOQ” (Vale 

Stars era other good tven stioted entry _ Nev Eprtertainment*) is a) compila-. 

Piano” (20th- Fox). One of the few 
survivors of the: ‘pre-World War: 
‘One ragtime era, Entbie. Blake | 
stomps. away In this: set.on: some. 
numbers - more ‘usually associated 

” . * 
. * * . 

tenor saxist Curtis Amy and’ drum=, , 
amer“:Frank : Butler. “Like its east> . 
ern “counterparts, this : ‘group. de-":: 
livers vith a firm -heat ‘and. an emo- 

‘| with brass:-bands.. and some’ light. tional’ drive’: that. return .to™ the 
_classieal pieces. It's an. interesting | basics of the -jazz- movement. - 
curiosity ‘to hear .a ragtime ver- | Benny ° “Golson: “Take. a ‘Number. 
sion of “Stars and. Stripes Forev er’ | From One to..10”. (Argot. Featuring. . 

* * * | tion af some familiar . melody lines “Semper Fidelis.” But the Pla tenor saxist Benny Golson, this set 
. . . . we? >that the. juke crowd ean have some thentic ragtime versions ike | takes. it ‘tithe from the-faet that 
FATS DOMINO...... seaees LET THE FOUR WINDS BLOW ‘fin with. “MY LONESOME “Charleston” Rag: Dance,” _and | Golson. Score. alone on. thé. first’ 

(imperial) 2.2.00... ae Good. Hearted Man . |HEART". (Valley. Entertainment*:| “Ragtime Piano” are mire elfec-|track and then is ‘joined: on- each. --. 
. vate . .. a .. | has a ‘captivating lilt with the orck-|" tive. musically. In: the final. band, track by another’ “rhusi mats moos “het Pre Four nds: ” ne: ; : ician “until. fa! De nen’s Lei Pit Fou ‘M weds Blow ‘Commodores s is | anda’ vocal. group called The Jun- Blake gives. an explanatian. of some | the 10: main. combo’ is, reached on 

@ vemsaied. Totace tig rater wee thie perlormer haadles iv his. oie Kittens, giving it a stylist sing-| of his piano tricks...” hi tocaieh, style “Goat Hearted Mas’ (Travist« is another — along ype performance. of his P 
Peonten: stra slated for spires. , | 

~ . * “Apache” (Dot)...Tenor saxist Sam. yeal development, like -an_ elongated: ne | 
* ASCAP. + BMI. _ Butera and his. orch- have: fashioned: jazz. .“Bolero:** Golson, playing . -.* 

THE STEREOS. 2.0.0 eo ee. I REALLY LOVE YOU _ mens ‘ “alone. of with .a* combo, -délivers-~ :: 
]p- With, a ginuously. Awinging. style 

; _ that: carries: the: program. : 

Lizzi Doyle & Her Stereo. Stomp- 7 
_ pers: “Flapper-Fads”" ‘Carlton’: This’ 
i ff-is a jazzy" ‘¥omp. throuth’.a: flock of 

, oldies. ° . arranged |: for. maximum 

(Cub). oo... ee... we eeceeee Please.Come Back To Me 
Bee Stereos’ “LE Reatly Lore: You’! ‘Shalimart: is @ colortul 

Toe a eetry Aenea right at the teenage audience ‘awith’ seme 

theca ston beats “Pease Come Baek To Me” ¢Shalinard).is a 
itrned Sor-tenmoeti bailad. - 

~ Longply Shorts 
| Ruth. Roberts - Piller and ‘Bill Katz, ‘whi resigned’ their exclusive stereo.’sound impact, ‘Lizzy. Doyle 

wae eee * ee ee ee a 

writin pact with ¥amous . Music, are .working .on a: special’ album -of jhas a flavorsome - theatrical. style; 
12. songs: for: Teresa Brewer . . . Elvis Presley's. “Something for Evéry- (well-suited to numbers like “True — 

ING") Progressive-Larose.* is) an TE . ibady.”” ‘Chet. Atkins" “Most | Popular. -Guitar” “and. three Red Seal : Blue. -Lou,.” “Bill: "Bailey; - Won't “ 

Oa skawetempoed entry in the at y inailad, ‘gets a highly appeating *< lassic$..are Victor's: four-track reel tape releases for July ' - Donald : ¥ou. Please. Come: Home. “. “Harde.. 
. re @ \ 

faletto efferts bv this combo's neat instrumentat slice 
fear simcer, “PVE GOP A FEEL- Tony Orlando’ ‘Epic. “Ay I 

NNanTT TTS . workover by” this” high-pitched: o'fit inked by. Shakespeare Recording Society Inc. to- record some ; Hearted “Hannah,” “Frankie “and 

with. a. familiar oreh. styling with] Eubie Blake: “The_ "Marches 1, From - the. Coast. this ‘set repres 
Bill Flanagan’-doing an okay vocal.| Plaved “On “The . Old _ Ragtime | sents: “another display - of * “soul: : ”- 

jazz’". bya ‘fine, combo’ sheaded by.” 

_| the. final number: ' ‘The progres-“:; a 
“Sam Butera. & ‘The: ‘Witnesses: ysion ‘makes for ‘an intriguing musi-. o20" 

Mad Mike & The . Maniacs soungster, Could: be -very” bis.’ :of the Bard's poems..éxclusive of: his. plays -and sonnet .°. . Franees Johnny” and- “Louisville. Lou,” we 
aes on purge 7 “Faye, : currently represented on. Verve with “Frances Faye in Frenzy amos Others. ° 

WHosiees: RHE HUNCH" Decem- “BLESS YOU" 'Aldon*> another a 
ber ois one of those frantic sound- side with arresting angles, econ f pea ee on Ee fae Nahe ey: monde LP “Yanguard | Paul’ Serrano: Quintet: “Blues ct itens delivered in noisy stsle * a Pp s original cas of the off- | Holiday” (Riverside!..A young Chi- | eat . 1p ISS ost Lee Thornton “(Du-Well:: Broadway show, “The Premise”. . Doc Severinson,.Command Records j éag bo; Paul:Serraro. Quintet: 
b oa combo whose monicker telly “WHAT'S HOLDING UP HER: tooter, made his ‘first. sola guest appearance on radio’ recently. on the fo come oh th seman ar uin OL: the whole storys, “QUARTER TO) RUKINLY Wynole- 1 takes. off ani! Arthur Godfrey morning: a.m. ‘show. .... Phyllis Diller, currently on with as eon ae Siretiag, nd | FaUR December © has a pound- last year's “Polka Dot Bikini” hit.) Verve with “Phyllis Diller. Laughs” album,’ “will- appear. ‘at the Holiday: nt ie ke tt din ; bers 8 spare” ing beat wanet the coke set will with a straight rocking melody and.i House. Milwaukee; Friday (2t) through July. 29 . 11 Grand Award. entails ood is the’ iswineing “Me ° 
Bre For fair’ lyric which is © talked-sung : ‘albums have been: comipletely redesigned in a modern, vein and’ will Too” instrumental and the ‘rou a 
Margie Baowes —'Mercury-. over a strong rhythm instra- ; fappear, redone this month. - onception-' of. : “Mr. Luck i the - 

“LITLLE MISS BELONG TO NO mental-choral arrangement. “CEN='| Fall releases. slated-by Reprise include Frank Sinatra’s ‘ ‘Swing Along recent o hit.. Herm: 
GXNE0  Cecarwood+:, a good torch DY B” (Wynole:! is a cliched.idea.; With Me.”’ “AI Hibbler Sings the Blues,* “Lou. Monte Sings the Great |- POP 
balint, gets a savvy blues-stsled {Ray Corbin ‘Trend 61); “THE,| Italian-American Hits,” Leo Diamond's “Exciting Sounds of ‘the South | ea 
WOPKUVG. DS & pro: ising new jw HOLE NIGHT LONG” (Talent | Seas." and: other LPs . ... Madame Antonina Kawecka, leading soprano |- Coral. Records has 5 pirchased the 
dud lets “RIELLER SWELT ; Town?), a western-st) led ballad. is | of the ‘Polish: ‘National ‘Opera. of Poznan, has signed.a recording con-'| master: from. Ricar. Records of. Lite: 
Kissts- Velony) is a  neat|set in very. pleasing’ and | guitar {tract vith Musicart ‘International, and will record ‘an album: of Polish. itle Linda's‘ “Don't ‘Take, ‘Your Love. wee 
bude ents. lferm for good chances “JUST. art songs. to -be- released. ‘on the Bruno. label, l¥rom Me.”: . 
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ECORD TIPS. 
¢ Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly. y tabulation i ‘is based on a ‘statisitcally balanced ratio: 0 of disk sales, nationally, as re ported by key ontlets in major cities, and musie 
"programming bya the major, independent radio. stations.” _ 

: --guanren TO THREE 

~ TOSSING AND TURNING 
Robby Lewis’. oeee 

_ HATS OFF. 1°: LARRY... 
Del Shoancn e a ee ée ee 

DUM DUM 

"RAINDROPS. 
Dee Clerk: . 

J ALIKE NT LiKE E THAT. 
° Gris: Kenner | 

> TRAVELIN' MAN. | 
“Rickie Nelson *: a cae eee 

“TOGETHER 
. Connie: Francis’ .. fn 

YELLOW BIRD. i 
_, Artie Lymea ates ‘ we 

- ‘SAN ANTONIO: ROSE : , 

“LET'S TWIST AGAIN: 
Chubby ‘Checker «. 

ae | FALL TO. PIECES: 1 ate 
“Patsy. Cline . sree sees arated Decea: a 

7 Pipps:. 

MISSING. You: Se af 6 
_ Ray. Peterson. oe os On a ° os Dunes: oS 

TONIGHT: - | “| 64. 
‘Welvets savee igs pee tawe Monument Joe 

STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT. 
. ‘Linda | ‘Scott ™. . 

"WOODEN HEART = 
: : doe. Dowell . ries See es's 

ane, “ARTIST " Ace 

- Bonds. 

Brenda’ Lee... fee bee 

BOLL. WEEVIL, SONG 
. Brook Benton ‘vewenee: 

“EL: MOODY RIVER 
Pet. Boone” 

ewe eee eee ve. 

Floyd Cromer. 

HEART AN D° SOUL. 
Jon & Dean: weeds eves “Challenge. : 

CUPID | ca 
: Sam Cooke’ weeds os — 

"” HELLO. MARY. Lou 
‘Rickie. Nelson sve eee 

“WRITING ON THE WALL: ee a 
“Adam Wade. setae ececceeee Co-Ed fo 7 

RAINING IN-MY HEART 
Slim: Harpo” 

~ USTAND BY. ME’: a [SB 
Bene King. . soeceese sence de Atco. Po 

- TEMPTATION | oe 
nea Everly. Bros.” . z F ns tog ee sees ves 

“BARBARA ‘ANN 
‘Regents -. 

a. ee. 

LAST NIGHT. 

. RUNNING. SCARED * OST 
‘Ray Orbison oe ae eves “Menument fe 

+ YELLOW: BIRD a 
Lawrence Welk ..,.. “ weecess Dot, NS 

9 ~~ KNOCKON YOUR poor: cant 
“te. Eddf te Hodges. veces cepee “Cadence | 

NEVER: ON. SUNDAY oe | 60 
. Chordettes. . eepeeese sine . Cadence 7 

YOU. CAN'T SIT DOWN | 
Phil, ‘Upchurch. Combo... 

“EVERY BEAT OF MY r HEART 62 
: wastes Vee Jay aia pow ee ws 

ree Decea : es 

[36° '55= 
« Mareury ee 

etnstant | 

anys ie 

tay a 

AVietor, | a 

ee« ‘ . . Vmperial. o wo 

S Excell | 

‘teen oe - ee ae ole vee e . a Gee ~ 

ey ae -Boyd = 

“agri | 

ores “Beltone. ees 

» Big Top ee 

Yee Jay | 2 

“Thi “ten A No. ‘Wis, 

n. Whe On Chait. ame. ARTIST: 

foe” 
Costells. 

Lani 

THE. FISH 

Ann ‘Margaret. soe a se eeeees 

F.FEEL SO BAD 
Etvis Presley '.;.... Seerrer ry Victor 7 

MICHAEL | 

a PLEASE STAY 
Drifters : 

Mictor 

P Z 

ee ta 
‘Bobby Rydell... sserceeccees Cameo. | 

. 100° ‘MANY RULES 
“Connie. Francis. ........-.5. MGM . 

’ . LNTTLE EGYPT 
Coasters. . ove fe ees Cecceee ee ‘Atco , 

DANCE ON: LITTLE om. 
“Paut Anka . oe ee eee ober Sele ABC Par 

1 JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND 

49 

70. 

\7 
7 

(baer yecceeeewese UA ‘Rn | nee “ts 

: |" 
- 1“ 

Clarence | Henry oe ceceee Se ee arae | 7s 

’ = EVENTUALLY ~ 
Brerda Lee” 

-! MY-KIND OF GIRL. | 
(Met Monroe tenes eee eeee Warwick: 

‘| 79 

i i 

a RIGHT OR WRONG... Co 
Wanda Jackson baeevesces: Capitol 

‘TEARS: ON MY PILLOW oo 
‘McGuire Sisters .6....055. » Coral 

12° - LITTLE DEVIL: 

PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES 
Curt: Lee, ..... 

TELE: ME. wir 
_ Belmonts. . 

“Gene McDaniels. 

THAT'S WHAT GIRLS ARE FOR 
Spinners 

_ HALF WAY TO. PARADISE | ) 
Tony Orlando .........4; we 

‘DOWN ON My KNEES 

w+ Brunswick Jockie Wilson ....... 

"OLE. BUTTERMILK KY 
Bill Black Combo. eeese peeeen..ee Hi 

7 TAME A FOOL'S ADVICE 
Nat’ King ‘Cole 

Se Dunes *. wbeeveecs 

Sabrina 

WOODEN HEART 

A TEAR: 

eervereaeteeowpoaewpeoesen Ph nen 

Walter Vaughin. ese beneeeae i 

ASTRONAUT | 

«. Milestone | 

* Del- Fi 

Saeaveccceee: . Capitol 

- Liberty 

77 

| 78 

81. 

Neit Sedaka aah ® bf oe eee e ee ‘e Vietor ¥ 

T- “LOVER'S ISLAND: 
= Blue Joys . sgenece eae es 

+ OLDIES BUT. GOODIES. 
Lite (Caeser 

__-'M.COMING BACK'TO YOU 

| 84 

-| $7 

| 90 

9) 

: Ges. Bockus'.......; wens Fone Graf. 

- BILBAO. SONG ° | 
- Andy Wililioms............ Gadence 

» “HELLO WALLS. 
 Feren Young 

‘LOUISIANA: MAN 
Rusty & Doug w......,26.° «Hickory 

93 

94 

9 

* 
rifi.| 97 

| 98 

leet Neo. Wha. 

47 

61 

85 

50 

69 

53 

72 

04 

62 

94 

34 

51 

75 

|100 — 

‘Wh. On Chor? TITLE, ARTIST 

Bobby Deria 

Untouchables 

NATURE BOY 
eaeeoevrvr ares n ever 

BLUE TOMORROW 
Billy Vaughn .......... “ye eeee 

HURT 
Tint Yuro ............... Liberty 

I'VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU 
Ray Charles 

DREAM 
Etta Jemes ...........-..0.. Arge 

I'M A FOOL TO CARE 
Jor Berry 

IT KEEPS RAINING 
Fats. Domine ............ 

@eeetreveunusupeven 

‘Shirelfes ..........0...06 Sceptor 

DAYDREAMS 
Johnny Crawford ........ . 

VLE NEVER BE FREE 
Koy Starr .......... .eeee Capitol 

PEANUTS 
Rick & Kings....... 

NOBODY CARES 
Baby Washington ........ Neptune 

POMP & CIRCUMSTANCE 
Adrienne Kimberly ....... Calliope 

eeetes 

BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART 
Connie Francis 

FALLEN IDOL 
Ken Lyom ............ cc eee, 

GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND 
Rral Donner eee ecacercvccce G 

RONNIE 
Marcy Joe ..........00005 Robbie 

SOMEBODY NOBODY WANTS 
Dion ..... ccc ce ea c cues 

TE TA TE TA TA 
Ernie K-Doe ............... Minit 

A THING OF THE PAST 
Shirelies cee sees ees ecace 

HOW CAN WE TELL HIM 
Mary Johnson .. 

MGM @eosetedeeaeeaenves ee 

Laurie 

aeseneaneseveenee 

I STAND BY YOUR WINDOW 
Jim Reeves ...........0006 

DRIVING HOME 
Duane Eddy 

THE CHARLESTON 
Ernie Fields 

STICK WITH ME 
Everly Bros. ............0,4. wes 

LOVELY DEE 

Victor 

Rendezvous ae¢eosevees 

Liberty w@aevoeeseve are 

NEVER ON SUNDAY 
Don Costa ........-..cc0ceee UA 

SWITCH-A-ROO 
Hank Ballerd ............ 

GRANADA 
Fronk Sinefra ......... os 

ONE SUMMER NIGHT 
Diamends ea ccc reece ance 

. King 

Reprise 

Mercury 

oauuy LOVE 
Cathy Carrolf 

DON'T BET MONEY 
Linda Scott 

e@eneaenaavreoeere 
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Brit. Cleffers Demand Quota 
; Continued from page qj 

Rap Brit, Tooter Union’ 
Stance on US. Sidemen| 

London, July: 18. 

_ Jamz Fest Boom Goes Bust 
Continued from page 45 —— —— —-——— 

stein, producer of this year’s event ;has not met for eight months. ; _ _ 
bas sali he wen't go back next | Wein says he can’t “understand Although. flaying Britain's Must- British composers. have had a could. broadcast, ‘they would right- as 
yu, Wein stated: “The only way: why Newport refused a permit to|¢ians’ Union, Eydie Gorme & Steve | really rough.time over. thé last. five : ly claim the value of their licenses 
1otenkl seo back ws if an entire new: the Newport Jazz Festival this year | Lawrence’s .manager. Ken - Green- 
tourept of Newport as a festival: 

ars.. B w Is ecided: :to.. and gave it to others. He says he's years.. But we also d ‘Was greatly reduced which would 
; grass said the duo were likely ‘to. look. into the question ‘of a quota. 

terte: Could be developed Critics“ been asked this question many{: on the broadcasting of foreign mu- -tesult in. smaller residuals, “and 
or Nevaport in the past have felt times, and “it’s still a good .ques- return here for a coneert tour. We want a 68o%. Boe min: ‘iby PRS ‘is. pacted to foreign socie- |next year. Greengrass picked on.‘ Sic. 

the MU sistement that the Gorme | imum . for both: Tadio. and tv Air “ties. to’ ‘eollect fees ‘on .the: same” 

'& Lawrence-backing . musicians, {ings-” ;basis for-.them. ag it does: for its” 

tion.” 

Getting back to jazz itself, Wein 
thoughttully purported that. “idea- 

toiatat sren tog bie At Lime point, 

{oat in asieemon? With them, out 

fo: chilerent reasons My reasons 
so * Based or ePCOnONHES 

“Nesport fost money this year, 
a oaraennced by the producers, 
fos ce ae thee crowds they booked for 

listically, but uhrealistically, if a! 
central jazz czar, who could: have 
-price control, could be set up,.I feel 

| Jerry... Gilgor: and: Johnny. Frosk; | 
jwere depriving’ British musicians : insist that the’ general council of ; uota, 
‘of work and pointed out that the ithe. PRS make a 65%-35% . quota ' ° 
{ U.S. duo had. augmented’ the Pig- ;in ‘the light. and pop music fields a _ would lead ‘to reprisals. : thal there could be a tremendous | 

Committee’s first. move was to: own” members.. Imposition . ofa 

says the general" ‘council, . 

But ‘as it™- 
alle nitery’s resident band ‘by. at ;condition ‘of its’ licenses to BBC: rebuffed the. Committee,. the. PRS. a ytd did snot come. They were circuit invalving 15-20 cities of fine . 

alee. and Pen only going by their jazz clubs established, which would ! ‘least a dozen players. ; .ftsound and. tv) and to the com- showed. where: its ‘sympathy Jay, 
boa inneckeements, they sould allow the stars ta make good money/, Says: Greengrass: There must | mercial” tv webs, But thé. PRS: and ‘stated: ~fully. realize the 
bye to da $200,000 to show eve: and would allow the circuit ‘to:5e¢. Some: underlying’ reasons’ for | general ‘council, which includes ° 
rn Chativey are. they 
dees Heb. On 25.009) and 30.009 
fe the vtrole esernt and grossed 
Ie ween S110. $120,009. This rie 
sie boas acherge flmanetal loos, as 
reas fe ob, the producers. 

Hope For Newport 
Sew ports @ mame stilb has 

wie?) prat make new stars. But, I 
ertain that this could never be.” 

Surviving Jazz Clubs 
The 

vive tm the U.S. now feature jazz’ 
artists like Miles Dayis, Cannon- ‘4 

Horace Silver, Art: 
Wein savs. These artists : 

bail Adderley, 
Skekey, 

"am also: ‘ this: bitter feeling against: ‘Ameri: | pop - 

| 
jazz clubs that have sur-'! 

,cans, 
that. British 
underpaid.” a 

and ‘light _ music 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS | 

writers, : Serious position of. many: British: 
I wonder if one of them is | turned. down: the: idea because (a), composers | “and ‘Tyrie writers. be- 

players are terribly | if. BBC, ete.,: were restricted in cause. of the dontinante. of. Ameri- 

; Hee choice ‘of: what music they ‘can music.” | 

Campaigners. whose ctheetings 
ve been attended by. More. and: 

pee. music mien, have also’ circu-. ’ 
-lated all. PRS ‘and ‘Songwriters 

Vorke signaficanee in jazz. Me onky appeal to the jazz fan. white and ” Guild members a he an introduc: 
boo tor Newport is that att con- Negro alike, and their clientele is‘ A ‘National Suré of K t ory letter is ‘has forced -both | 
toorcs edn festivals that it remove Usualy. highly integrated. Prices.” ( ey of ey Oui lets) ‘orgs: officially: to: disclaim. associa= 

‘big bueines,s’ ape 

and set stern avid 
shere four dass of 

iooctt frour the 

faethe hy ey baz’ 

stotet ftsbtets 

are as low as it is possible for. the 
matt club owner, and the ¢lubs 
themselves are usually situated in 

CHICAGO « MIAMI ¢« HOLLYWOOD 

JOE GLASER, President 

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N.Y., PLAZA 9-4600 

e LAS VEGAS. « DALLAS « LONDON. 

' : This Last: No. wks. 

wk. wk. ‘on chart 

“Emotions. iDL 4104). 

a 4.. PAT BOONE (Dot) 
_ ” “Moody River (DLP 3384) 

- tion ‘with the: ‘Committee: SG came 
out. Strongly ‘against the’ group ‘be- 
cause the 652%-35°O quota proposal: 

feethattinine can gros, $69,000 low overhead areas. Many times’) F077, is “a good. deal less than that for. 
aco ates the promaters to break the most-avant garde of the artists” 1 1 -28 ‘CAMELOT (Columbia). which the ‘Guild is: negotiating . in-:-. 
ec. (Tho near, the programs are’ accepted in = these clubs al-- | ‘Original Cast. (KOL 5620) © ; * association. with. . all :-the - other 
rot he eleseloped on-artstc Con- though the most accepted: for m of : + Guilds .and :Trade: Unions ° ih. the: : 
tent and not on name dria. T feel music now there is the “Hard | 2 2: 32 EXODUS (Victor) British entertainment .- industry. hs 
frat at this is done and that names Funk” or “Soul” school of jazz. he’ _ __ Soundtrack (LOC. 1058). it’s well known’ that BBC” 

vio demand too much morev age pomts oul. | -3 6 10 CARNIVAL. (MGM).: | “couldn't impose'.a quota: without 
TI: ot ‘ee Keel ts) he SCoOMme part ol WwW hat howe’ IS a whore acho! i . 2 — Origitial Cast. {E 3946) . ; . ! “an ‘Act: of Parliament, it can safe- 

ts hapownine there that Newpart thought here socidlogically, ej 7 — | be- 
vil des lap so omuch prestrte music ts related to. the sociological - 4 4. 47. NEVER ON SUNDAY WA) jie ames alee vigoreed. 
arin that eversone ino jazz vill developments -going on with the: §  _.- - . Soundtrack’ (UAL 4070) - "campaigning isto get ‘the issue., 
voatt te be givolved in the new fes- colored peoples of the - world in-. 5. Bg 14° FRANK. SINATRA (Reprise) Ti aired. in- ‘Parliament. a oo 
tho eomeeis cluding America itself,” Wein’ de- | . : _Ringading Ding (R 1001): .. HE 

is sud “Newport mueest appeal ‘clared, ; ae _— = F : = 
fr: concept to the pure jazz fan and Wein says he feels that the draw . 6 3 (26 “GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES WAY if fr 
not the fringe jazz pubhe that it of the “big” people in jazz has: not ; _Various Artists (UAL~3122) | ZuE “Al ed Newman's: 
bos been insteumental in develop--imereased in the-world of jazz.and -° n° { ni 
ing over the sears. The budget at : has decreased in some cases. ous! 7 20 6 KINGSTON TRIO Capitol) “| ite TH EME FROM - 
Newport has grown too big If the ;tomers ‘who come top see “Louis!—| —-— —_- tr . 
pure javz fan cannot and will nat | Armstrong say they are glad toif:. & 9: 10- EDDIE: HARRIS (Vee Jay) "s lt THE PLEASURE co 
support a jazz festival, the Newport ; see him. back in a jazz club,” Wein|f 2c. - Exodus. fo Jazz: (3016) . | = 
Jazz Festival cannot: exist” ., | pointed out. “Many - people won't :|- 9 10 ..11 .. MITCH: MILLER- ‘Columbia) a OF HIS COMPANY ve 

The actual Newport Jazz Festival go to see Basie at the Waldorf, but![ = ~ ay Sing Along (CL 1623) ive Le 
. fs aim financial chaos, Wein re-j will wait until he gors to, ‘Bird-: en ——— _. ft “ 
vealed He said it is hoped that‘ land.” if 10. ‘6 “27 LAWRENCE WELK (Dot) - a Recorded by. nn - 
the seit) for $50. .000 against the | The jazz artists “should. not fort ee, Calcutta (DLP 2539) . FRANK CHACKSFIELD—LONDON: 7 
cits for cancelling the concerts in‘ get from whence they came,” Wein Wd. ~CO.W.. AE JACK ELLIOTT .0.00,5030- KAPP I” 

tit) riots at Newpart will be won. {warned, “because the places from.. a AL 62 SOUND OF Music $450)" mba) | “FELIX SLATKIN. . “.AIBERTY _ 
This includes $45,000 in tickets; which ‘they. came ‘are. fast’ disap-![ ——____— rl. W000 eee. 

owed to the public, Wein said. The ; pearing.” He said. “I think Hs 12 19 - 9. ‘MANTOVANI London) | — websensawerer, 

Neapart Jazz Festival board of di-{healthy that other areas have be--F 0 *: talia Mia ¢ ) |) on 
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. Abraham. ‘Eilstein, eomposer’ ‘of Jewish | music- under contract to Millis | 
_ Music, has. been commissioned by..the Ford .Foundation to. write an‘. 
‘opera to be presented in spring of 1962; at the New York City Center, |. 
.: under the’direction of Jules Rudet. He is setting Halper. Levik's poetic’ 

‘drama, “The Golem,” ‘to music.: Libretto will be written by Joseph 
-Buloff and translated -into English by playwright Sylvia (Mrs: Elistein) | 
Regan. Asa drama, the play has been staged around the. world and: 

- made ‘into a-pic. It’s: based on centuries-aid Jewish folk: legends. and, 
“:a8.an opera,.it will include:a prologue and. three acts, and. will be Scored, 

“for symphony. orch, » Jarge, chorus and. soloists. “ 

Delay On Copyright Act 
ee ‘Continued’ ‘from page 45 Se 

eal works. cand nondramatic literary 
works) would. continue to be lim= 
‘fted only to those. publice ‘perform- |: 

. ances -““for..-profit.”: ‘For ‘dramatic 
works, | performance : ‘rights. would 
adhere to. both’. non-profit” and 
profit - showings, BS, in. “present 
ease. Ses oe 

The report. calls tor 1 spelling. out 
"explicitly the-. performance: right’ 

.: ‘$n. motion’ ‘pictures, protection for. 
“which. has: béen -provided: in -a/s 
“jumble of court: decisions. _No-dis- 
tinction would be” made.-between | 

_ dramatie. “and ‘hon-dramatic . films.: 
The “for profit” limitation. on the 
‘per formance. Fight would | 

apply. 
The mere. reception’ “Ot ‘broad- 

_ casts should ‘be. exempt. from pub- 
He performance: right, except where 

‘the receiver makes ‘a charze to the 
public. for such reception: © --. 

. Noting the ‘exhaustive considera- 
tion. Congress. has .dlready given 

zthis subject, the report urged ac- 
tion without awaiting. the general’ 

* Copyright Act -cyerhaul, The. -ex-: 
-emption,~ it. said,’ 

- péaled or’ “at ‘least ‘should. be Fe- 
_ placed ‘by.:a . provision: ‘requiring: 
.Jukebox.. ‘operators. ‘to’ pay reason- 
able. licenseé. fees ‘for the. public 

: oo performance’ ‘of “music for profit.”. 

The ‘report. ‘said: “We favor the 
complete .élimination’ of the. com-. 

. pulsory - license * provisions. . How- 
ever, we recognize that-the present. 
practices in. thé. .record ::industry 
are based on‘. the. ‘compulsory’. lie. 

, _cense, and its elimination would: 
ots require . some major adjustments 
-", and new. contractual relationships... 

‘>We. therefore. "propose thatthe 
present: compulsory. license. :provi- 

sions be-left. in. effect: for? a. réa- 
_s0nable™ time: (one-year): after. the 
new statute ds enacted.” Boo, 
“.. The’ report ‘said-‘one. of the. fan: 
damental principles of copyright: is 
that the author should have exclu-- 
-sive. rights to - exploit the market 

‘his -work. When the. present-|. 
for ‘his. work. P Which allows for higher damages law: wag. ‘enacted -in. “1909, it -.ex-. 
‘plained, “‘the. public: ‘interest. was 
thought to. require the ‘compulsory | * 
license. ta forestall the danger of a. 
_monopoly - in. musical: ‘tecordings.”” 
‘“The .compulsory. license. is no 
longer -needéd- for ‘that . purpose, 
- and we see no: other public’ inter- 

“- est that’ now- requires its: “reten- 
* tion,” it ‘added. 

-. Increase: of Term” 

Justifying. its . recoinmendation 
i: that. duration of copyright ‘be’ ex- 
“tended from the present 56 to 76. 
years, thé. report: noted this would. 

--be. generally: equivalent to the pre-. 
__vailing term in. foreign countries, 
"Also, “it would : ‘virtually. assure 

- protection’ for. thé: author’s’ life-- 
time,. or, 4£: he diés: ‘prematurely, 
for his. dependents: during ~ a: rea- | 

“sonable: period after his: death.” ve At 
added: 
-“Thus, in ‘addition to ‘the. adyan- 

.. tages of being ‘Based an: -ascertain-° 
‘able events’ and of -being -.appli-|.. 
_eable-to all works, ‘this term would 
achieve the main purposes of those 
.who-have: advocated a term. of: 50 
years from -the ‘death’ of: the: au- 

. thor’? ~~ 
The..report Fecoinmended | that 

: the’ copyright: ‘term should. cori- }. 
tinue to be divided, ‘So. ‘that ‘copy- 
Tights, not renewed would ’:end. ‘28 |. 

_ years’ after ‘first - publication or 
__ other.- . dissemination. 
owners would’ have. ‘the privilege | 

. of extending their protection to 
‘the maximum ‘term. of .76'vears 
from first public dissemination, by. 
“filing -an application for. renewal 
during ‘the last five. Of : the. first: 28 

‘ years. 

not 

should © “be. Te=. 
commercial: ’ practice, 
‘proposed: provision” ‘making: copy- 

he: is- not. the. owner of ‘other 

of evervone having any interest in 
the copyright... 

studio ‘ete: : 

probably: gain. little. or. nothing 
from having rights which their em- 
plovers could require “them © to 
assign. me 

“Report ‘also. would: “adopt pro-" 
posal: that. present language ‘works | 
made for hire’’ be spelled out more 
exactly as: “works created ‘by: an. 
employee within. the regular Scope 
of his. employment.” ° 

‘To. ‘bring the law into line’ with 

rights divisible. .“‘We. believe that: 
the copyright : owner ‘should be in 
a position to assign ‘any ‘one or 
more ‘of. his- rights without assign-. 
-ing the’ entire copyright. - And a. 
person who’ acquires..a’ particular 
right’ exclusively’ should be treated’ 
as the owner of that. right,. though’ 

rights.” ” 
; Damages: 

not“ be. mandatory in .cases of in- 
nocent. infringement..The. ‘$10.000 
‘naximum would be -absolute;- with 
provision in present: law stricken 

where notice’ has: been: served. 

have: power ‘to: issue’ injunetions, to 
| restrain’ ‘infringement. 

“The report did ‘not reconimend. 
reinforcing: present: criminal . pro- 
visions - against: willful; infringe-- 
‘ment. for Profit, as- has been’ _pro-. 

‘| posed as. a-means of stopping rec- 
ord pirating. It said simply: ‘ ‘Copy- |. 
‘Yight. owners have- ordinarily pur-. 
‘sued. their civil remedies. alone; 
but they. have octasionally invoked. 
the criminal. provision, The crimi- 
nal. penalties - can be- ‘effective in 
deterring flagrant and repeated in- 
fringements. ee 

The . Copyright ° Office. “recom-1. 
mended. that, Congress Performing | 
‘Rights Organizations maké.a.“‘com-. 
prehensiye study’. of question ‘of 
Wwhether:.BMI -and ASCAP" should | | 
-bé subject to tighter Federal regu: |: 
ations. ‘and how. 

_The® report ‘said: 
seriously . questioned -whether the 
-antitrust: ‘procedure ..is .the’ most 
appropriate or effective. means. of 
Teculating ‘their. ‘operations, ‘and 

“| suggestions have been ‘made ‘that 
they. should. be .reguilated. ‘by. an; 
‘administrative agency under: status ¢ 
tory. ‘provisions: , 

". “Whether and. how: these organ- 

problem: ‘that will: require. -exten-. 
sive. Anyestigation and study.”” 

“EXTEND HENDL. PACT . 
oe Chicago,. July: 18, 

The. contract: ‘of Walter: Hendl, 

“Reversian. of. the renewal. right | vartisti¢. direetor of-:the. Ravinia 

ti: the author ‘or: ‘specified heirs’ Festival; ‘north ‘suburban Chi:.an< 

‘after the first 28-year, term: would: 
ws be eliminated.- Under. the report’s: 
cae _recomniendation, the. .complexities 

of -the ‘present. Teversian:: system 
‘would. be cleared up by making 
‘the renewal: a. “mere extention of 

- term. ‘without affecting. ownership: 
. of rights ‘under ‘existing contracts.’ 
_The renewal “would. extend”. all 

on ‘rights: under: the copyright to the 
fun Feyear, term, for - the. benefit 

a Tucker, . 

the - _Yeport: 

- Morris, . and’ several] others. 
-_AS: is ‘the case now, ‘courts. ‘would |. 

“Tt. fias ‘been, 

. Grammaphon . 
| through: August, 1964. : AMP of. CA's: 

ISRAEL'S 2sTH ANNI 

| Ammay ef! U.S. Concert ‘Virtuos!. Bet | 
For Philharmonic : 

Tel ‘Aviv, ‘July 18. 

a concert version of 

‘Ysrael Philharmonic. 
‘Cast includes Gloria Davy,~ the | 
American Negro ‘soprano from the 

Ceasar Valletti,: Armabd 

Iturbi,; Maureen. Forrester, Richard 
. Claudio. Arrau, 

Stern, «. Antol: Dorati.,. 

Joe Bostic’ $ Gospel Fete’. 

‘In. a chaotic atmosphere of late- 
coming:. artists © ‘and. schedule re- 

shuffling, Joe Bostic, WLIB, N. Y,,. 

‘disk jockey and top: impresario in 

the field’ of gospel ‘concerts. .pre-:| 

| 8ented - his. third Gospel, ‘Spiritual 

ty crowd. at Madison Square - Gar-.| 

, [den ‘last Suriday (16)..: This | event. 
has now. become an ‘annual religio- 

‘so blowout.” It. ran for” ‘about six 

hours, - extending | from - ‘afternoon 

into: the. evening. , 

. Entertainment. was. headlined, by 

Mahalia’ Jackson, ‘the top. name in 
the: gospel: game: She was’sup- 
‘posed to goon at 5:30 .and. 8:30 
but*' didn't make it. until.-8:15. for: 
her first stint... Audience reaction 
‘Was not - ‘dimmed. by her tardiness.. 
Her styling of. gospel favorites 
drew avid: response, especailly on 

such gospel tunes. as.“God is So 
Good” ‘and : “Over. the. ‘Hill. ” 
latter. was. done. as . alt’ encore _se- 

a lection’ which «she. ‘performed on 
oo, : . |the arena. floor in ‘front of the 

Under. ‘the present: law, statutory] , 
“damages for ‘infringement. Tange |. 
from..a minimum of “$250 to a 
‘maximum. $5,000. The réport. rec- 
ommends lifting the . ceiling’ to. 

1, $10,000 and retention ‘of the $250. 
-floor,- ‘except this. minimum ° would: 

‘stage. 

“Other. appearances’ at the Festi- 
val were by the Swan Silverstone 

Birds, small ‘groups of flambuoy-. 

chorus of 125. including some solo- 

appearance by. Jimmy Mitchell, & 
‘former. spiritual singer now. in. the 
pop . field; -moppet: chirper Sandy 

. Fhere were ‘also organ - solos: by 
Dickie Mitchell, . -Herman «Stevens, 

| Robert... Banks, Edwin . Hogan, 
Mateo Woods.. Emcees for the eve- 
ning. included. Joe Bostic -Jr.,: also. 
WLIB jock; - - Mark Richardson, 
WRAP, Norfolk, “spinner, along 
with’ scheduled ‘appearances. by 
Joe: Crain,..Mary Dee, Pauline 
‘Wells Lewis, and Anna. Tuell, all 
gospel disk. Jocks. o 

The evening was ‘staged to pay 
tribute’ to. Rev. .-Martin.. Luther 
‘King. leader‘ in’ the. Negro deseg- 
regation. struggle, ‘who’. -also ad- 
dressed the Sathering:. Kali. 

UA RECORDS: EXTENDS _ 
GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION 

. Extending its global. merchandis- 

ing ‘program. United. Artists Rec- 
-ords has: wrapped up-a deal with 
‘Gravacoés.. Musidis¢ . for ‘ distribu- 
tion’ of ‘its: output in Brazil.. UA 
‘also has. extended the area to be 
handled by ‘Deutsche’ ‘Grammaphon; 
‘of Germany: ‘which will ‘now: also 
cover Austri ia, Switzerland. and the. 
Scandinavian- ‘countries.: 

| The. deal with the Brazilian ‘com: 
Copyright | izations should be regulated isa | pariy ‘will run for two years begin- | 

‘The .Deutsche |. “ning. this August. , 
contr act :will’ crun 

disks ‘are. being distributed abroad. : 
“I With: Hs identifying Jogo on the Ja- : 

‘bel. “Derls. Mere set ‘by | Sidney 
Shemel, UA. Records’: director: of 
foreign ‘operations. - : 

‘nual~ al. fresco concerts: has been}. 
extended: through the 1963 season.. 
Ravinia. appointed Hendi. its first } - 
‘permanent - director .in 1959. ‘anid 
has renewed ‘his. ‘contract early.: 

In. addition to his. directorship 
of Ravinia, ‘Hend! -is “associate” econ-: 

ductor of the Chicago ‘Symphony- 
“Orchestra and rnusital. director. of 

“Diamond to. , Triodex ; 
‘Morris. Diamond ‘has joined ‘Trio-} 

dex Records ‘as national. sales, mian-. 
lager. He wil] handle ‘production 
and sales-of all Triodex products: 
‘and will-be in. char ge of distributor | 
relations: | : 

Diamond: has jong: ‘been actives 

Thomas Schippers. is conducting | 
“Casi. Fan |* 

Tutte” as‘a season-climaxer of the- 
‘Orchestra:: 

Met plus’ Laurel -Hurley,: ‘Rosalind | 
+.) Elias, 
=. Ralph- McLane, and: Gimi Beni. 

“| “Next-season .will mark 25th anni. “ 
1 | of the Israel. Philharmonic. A line- 
"Lup ofiames is in prospect, among |. 
“!:/ them: Arthiir - Rubinstein, - Jose |. 

‘Isaac }. 
‘Charles 

- Report. said instead’ of. th e ark Mimel and | ‘Sir John. ‘Barbirolli. i 

ous alternative proposals that. have | . 
been, ‘suggested, “it. .is more ‘prac- | 

| tical to continue the present rule 
that all rights vest'in the employ-. 

Jer’. This issue has particular’ ap-- 
‘plication: «to film-making, ‘where:| 
questions arise as to what rights. |~ 
the script-writer: ‘has. vis-a-vis’ -the | 

“Where. employ Ges are |. 
in a position: to do ‘so, -they ‘may. 
bargain—as some: have. done—for. 
‘a-share ‘of:the revenue derived ‘by: 
the. employer from subsidiary uses: 
‘of. the -work: Most employees. are. 

| not-in this. position, but they would’ 

At Garden Draws Capacity; mae Do. 
| Mahalia Jackson Toplines | 

& Folk ‘Music Festival to a capaci- 

“Elija,”” “Saints Marching In,” ‘and. 

The. 

Singers’ and the Dixie Humming. 

ant stylists who got big audience 
‘responses; Voices:.of Tabernacle, a. 

ists, .a big. crowd favorite; a guest. 

British Disk Best Sellers 
London.. July 18. 

: Temptation: wos. Everly Bros. 
coer Warner). 
Ronaway......,..... Shannon 
_ ‘London. 

-A Giri Like ‘You. weeda ;. Richard 
(Columbia). 

Hello, Mary Loua......Nelson 
a tLondonl’ 
Well J Ask You ........Kane 

\Decea) 
‘Halfway To. Paradise. . . Fury 

~. (Deéea). 0.7 
Pasadena. Temperance Seven 
’ «Parlophone) 

seoeeee. Presley 
“tRCA). 

‘But 1 Do ...... seove. Henry 
- {Pye 
Runnin’ ‘Scored. ceeene Orbison 
~tLondoni 

Col Kicking Of 
» Educ. Lingo Se 

| Capitol Sues to Block Reprise LP __InBattle of Sinatra Phge Twin Los Angeles, July 318 

Superior Judge Gordon 1, Files 

has set Friday :21' as date for 
hearing Capitol Records’ request 

for a preliminary injuncticn to 

restrain Frank Sinatia’s Repuise 

1 Records from distributing “Suing 

Along With Me.” when latter com- 
-} pany must show cause Woy ingunc 

tion shouldnt be granted. 

Capital. together with: Capitol 
Distributing Corp, last Fridsy 
filed against Sinatra’s Essex Pro- 
ductions Ine, demg biz as Reprise 
Records, Sinetra personally, Bris- 
tol Productions Inc. Record Sales 
Ca. Inc, and Melnds Sales Co. 
In requesting preliminary injunc- 
tion, charges were ajso made of 
breach of trust and cenfidence, 
unfair competition and intentional 
interference with Cay’s biz rela- 
tions. 

Capitol alleged that the Reprise 
album ciosely resembled in can- 
cept, type of repertoire, style, 

| accompaniment and title an album 
Sinafta recorded fer Cap last 
March 20-22, “Come Swing With 

|Me.” This album was originally 
-‘skedded for release July 31, but 

‘Inrtoduction of a new language was rushed out last Thursday. 

instruction: series and a_ special 

; jukebox operators highlighted Co- 
jlumbia Records’ regional. 
| meets held last -week. 
‘|away from a single national con- 
vention, Col. set sales seminars at 
Atlantic City, French Lick, Ind., 
| New Orleans | and La Jolla, Cal., 
where new fall product and sales 

Col execs were included in a five- 
; hour film program. 

-Col. is Jaunching new modern- 
Janguage courses in French, Ger- 
man, . :Italian and Spanish via disk 
packages, ‘each . comprising 12 
seven-inch 33.rpm_ disks with a 
complete six-niinute lesson on each 
side.. Prepared by Dr. Howard 

{ Harvey. of Rochester’ U., each 
course is packaged in a bock-sized 
case and will retail at $1298. A 
‘52-page lesson book and 700-page 
dictionary. are included in each 
set,” ” 

For the. ‘jukebox operators, Col 
has dévised .a special. “Playtime” 
series of. standards to be available 
in both 45 and 33: rpm speeds, in- 
cluding sonie_ steteo recording. 
Col prexy Goddard Lieberson 
opened -each regional meet with a 
talk in which he congratulated the 
‘sales force on. “maintaining the 
campany's: sales leadership.” Nor- 
tian Adler, exec vy p., reviewed the 
role of the distributor in the cur- 
rent market... 

DISK SALES RACK UP 
28% GAIN IN BRITAIN 

‘London, July 18. 
» AD onc, 
domestic disk: sales: took them up 
to $2,634:800. their best. level since 
February... May. exports at $744,800 
were 4%: up on a year. earlier and 
were the: second highest this year. 

Home and export sales since the 
‘| beginning of the year totalled $16,- 
800.000 compared with $15 680.000 
in the first five months. of 1960 

Trade statistical review. _ 
‘Report also reveals that 

usual seasonal. decline in) March 
and. April | outpat of dicks was 
slightly. advanced. LPs stood at 
1.318.000; EPs .at 4.272000 ‘and 
standards at 214. 600. 

eto ays mer 

Decca Sales Meétings 

-Over 250 fie Id 
;are taking part 

repre centatin es 

ket areas this week at which Devea, 
Distributing Corp: bs ss are free in- | 

7 ing the “fail plan and product 

Accompanying . Sidney N Gald- ! 
‘|berg...v.p. in chisgve of ‘sales, 
the week- Jong tick are 

‘| Brennan and Lous J Sebok, na- 
tional’ sales managers [hey me} 

j holding : ‘meetings an Los Angeles, 

on 

sales | 1960, 
In a shift. 

‘gain .in manufacturer's 

‘Staged: i in Five. Areas land § 
noan the suit, 

Cap claims Sinatra has been 
-package designed exclusively for | under exclusive pact since Sep- . 

tember, 1955, but that in February, 
an amendment permitted 

singer to record for hia own label. 
He must record two more albuins 
for Cap within the next year, ac- 
cording to Cap attorney Victor 3S. 
Natterville. 

ROULETTE, BIG TOP 
OFF FTC PAYOLA HOOK 

Washington, July 18. 
Two more record companies 

would get off Federal Trade Cor- 

mission's anti-payola hook under 

programs’ as well as addresses by | 

a hearing examiner's recommenda- 

tions. 

- FTC examiner Willlam L. Pack 
issued separate orders which wouid 
dismiss Commission complaints: of 
payola practices against Roulette 
Records and Bigtop Records. Ac- 
tion is followup of recent policy de- 
cision by FTC legal staff to drop 
prosecution of pending payola 
complaints on theory anti-payola 
law now | provides adequate. remedy. 

Howard Scott Heads 
MGM’s Album Operation 

Howard Scott, recently resigned 

+ artist & repertoire man of 15 years 
| standing with Columbia Records, 
has been named Pop Album direc- 

tor for MGM Records. 

He started at Columbia in 1946 
with the start of LP operations 
there and was at first in charge 
of LP administration and re- 
recording. From 1952 to 1959 he 
was recording director for the 
Columbia Masterworks label and 
from 1959-1961 was producer for 
Masterworks, pop and Epie lNncs, 

ey ee ey fee ere 2 ee oe 

‘Hub Society Bandleaders 
Facts were 1:e vealed. in a Board of |. 

the | 
In Partnership Fallout 

Boston, July 18 

Society bandleader Sammy Rbiuven 

brought sust in Superios Court here 

last week against fellow -handlead- 
ler Ruby Newnan charging New- 
man is trying to oust him fram a 

partnersiup deal formed in Janu- 

ary, 1948. ; 

said ‘that. he 
d Nevwfran formed a partnership, 

vw tists and Orches in individual sa’es “kno nas Arts i rChestrss, 

‘meetings. being -held in five miar-.- to mpanape id outasn bookings for 

jartors, aelhesses and other emter-: 

lainers Eisen cad. that Newman 
kept all the boors and records atid 

i refused to sho, a m to him He 
coarged that ius! fellow soctety 

(Sande j bandleader tat “divested” come of 
the partnercnip funds tu bis own 
personal use ’ 

Also naned defendants in the 
New Orleans. Chirago, Detrant and. i Suit are William Kioner and Sad- 
New “York, 

‘A; series. ‘of dealer shows at 
_| which retailers may ve and hear 

the fall releaces hein? offere a has } 

iney Neuman Jacye Jesse W Mor- 
ton Issued a tern paren y restralnis.g 
order barring Newsuan and the de- 
fendants frown destsusing books or 

the. Chautauqua . ONGYS: ‘Symphony ‘ip freelance - ‘Promotion and’. “pub-! -a’so been scheeuled in 12 cities records pendiny a neanng Judge 
— - Lhety ween today Med» and July 2% records pene oe up heasmg. j Orchestra, ishing.” 
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Mom ’n’ Dad Hold My Hand to See | [ 
Those ‘Queue Acts at Freedomland | 

By JOE COHEN 

Queue acts are now making inete| 
appearance in the U.S. This British 
custom, in which cotertainers work 
for coppers for the amusement of. 
those waiting in line for admission 
to theatres, is making its appear- 
ance at Freedomland, the amuse- 
ment park in the Bronx operated 
by the Zeckendorf interests. 

The policy of one admission to 
the park with everything but mer- 

ehandise free has eaused long lines 
to form in front of the various 
rides and attractions. In order to 
keep the patronage happy and oc- 
cuvied during the waits, a mariachi 
turn performs at the Ore Bucket, , 
which has the atmosphere of a min-: 
ing town; cowboys and Indians 
stage fights at other rides; German 
bands do the oom-pah in other 
spheres. and various groups of other 
kinds perform in virtually all sec- 
turs of the park. The acts here ex- 
pect ne pennies to fall on them. ! 

The Freedomland policy of! 
everything free for the initial ad- 
mission charge of. $2.95 has upped 
attendance. Park spokesmen say 
that the pattern, thus far, has beet 
the rise of admissions to 13,000 
Aaily before noon, with the peak 
thus far this year having reached - 

29,000. 

There has been a steady climb: 
in admissions this vear. Officials 
feel that the evervthing for one ad- 
mission, plus the installation of rest: 
and picnie facilities has removed 
and picnic tacilities, has removed 
by the average family. 

May &xtend Hours 

As a matter of fact, Freedom-_ 
land is nuw considering opening 
one hour earlier at 9 a.m., and clos-.. 
ins at lo am. instead of 1) p.m. 
This would provide an evening - 
adult audience for the name bands ; 
that are schedvled talso for the ane 
admission! and the extra hour, in 
the morning would give the family 
trade more time to get every- 
thins in , 

Financially, spokesinen for fhe. 
park say, Freedomland is going to! 
mike it. All the debts are being ! 
paid off. new rides are being amor- 
tized and the original building casts 
are being taken care of. They claim 
that last season’s difficulties were 
caused by builders rather than any 
real fiscal troubles. 

As matters now stand, the Park 
is ruulling a wintertime operation * 
themed toward Santa Claus. There - 
would be artificial ski slides, tu-:+ 
bogvaning, dust sled runs and out-! 
door ice skating But nothing is . 
definite as yet. as yet. 

Dicker ‘Ziegfeld 
Foilies Tag For 
Las Vegashows. 

Hollywood, ‘July 18. 

Barry Ashton, who produces the — 
show at New Frontier, Las Vegas, 
is negotiating with Bille Burke, ‘ 
widow of Florenz Ziegfeld, for 
Tight to use “Ziegfeld Follies” as 
billing for revues at the spa.. 

According to Ashton, Doe Bay- 
ley, who operates New Frontier, 
is selling io a Chieago group. and, 
when new outfit takes over Ashton 
will revert to house producer of 
shows. At present he has a “Holi- 
day in Rio” unit at the-spa in the 
most unusual deal in Vegas: 

Ashton underwrites entire cost 
of show. also exploitation. In re- 
turn New Frontier pays@him $3.50 
for every custemer 
in. 

ft is understoad Miss 
controls 664. of usage rights to 
title “Ziegfeld Follies” 
media, the Shuber:s the remainder. | 
Nu legit show has been dubbed | 
that tae for some years now,,. al- 
thougn the Shuberts did mount 
some in the v¥ears immediately: 
following death of the ‘Follies 
originator. 

Currenth, Asnhten is rehearsing 
new unii to open at Statler-here ’ 
Thursday (20). In lineup. are 
Betty Regan, Lois Ray, Bobby 
Navarro, Denis Parr and line of 
10 girls. Asi ton gets $3 .000 weekly 
for the troupe. ‘ 

VAUDEVILLE 

- Niteries Lack Stars 
mms Continued from page 1 —| 

one of the agenoy reps that his top 
offer to an. act had. been refused. | : 
The percenter then revealed that}: 
the agency had encouraged him. to. 
do so on the ground that he could 
get twice as much out of one night 
in an arena in a nearby: city on a 
concert basis. * 

The niterv owners have more or{ { 
less learned to live with, the. .com- 
petition of ‘television and ‘films.! - 
But in those instances, they ¢com-}” 
forted themselves with the belief. Aloha—from — ‘Connie, 
that a good showing in either of Rernie. and Jimmie . ..- 

‘these media would enhance. their | .. Touring: 
hoxoffice value locally. However, ‘Tune 23rd thru July’ 46. - 
in the case of tlie concerts, this ts ——S 
not. only direct- competition; but | 

'Police Raid Wide: 
Open’ Cicero, Ill. 

.also removes them from the eligi- 
‘ble roster of possibilities for near: | 

‘Chicago, July. 18. 
Cicero, Ill, a “wide open’ town 

) by spots. 

/on the western border. of Chicago, : 

"FOUR LADS" 

~ Some cafe owners have ex- 
bresned interest in the idea © of | 
“pina musicals, but do not ‘feel: 
tiiat the current ¢rop. designed for 
supper clubs and intimate rooins, 
are for thein. Thev -are looking: 
forward to the fulfillment of the | 
threat from Las Vegas opcrators 
to design musical revues to. fit. 

‘their staves, rather than buy ready : 
made tuners and dramatic shows 
from Broadw ay. 

I 

,on “open ‘sin” in. Cook - County. 

|*. Tropicana Avenue; Twain Ave-' - 

Frankie, {| 

HAWAIIAN © ISLANDS, | , 
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1 Show | Biz Accent May Double Gate 
60 IT Day Chicago Int 1 Trade Fai air 
Vegas’ Street Billing: 

‘Las ‘Vegas,. July-18. 
The flacks. are: working over: 

time here.. : 
_ County. ‘Commissioners’ have 

:. recently -voted street” name ~ 
_ changes for Bond Road to 

‘nue to Sands Avenue, and now 
will-vote. on a hotel petition to .. 
change Racetrack Road to a 

_ viera Avenue. 

| Coco, the Clown, Wins 286, 
Ina Suit Over Crash That: 
Ended His Circus Career: 

Edinburgh, July: 18.: 

How much isa circus elown’s act 
worth? 
question at. the Court of. Session 
here and came up with the: figtre 
-of . $27,750. . The clown. himself, 
Coco,. well-known in British circus, 
put his. act as worth. $60,000. 

The jury awarded. ‘Coca $27,750 . 
on his $60,000 damages claim for. 

: injuries received in an automobile. 
w as: taided last: week by: state. po- . ‘ crash on. ‘the Perth- -Dundee (Scat-: . 

lice in what is assumed to be. the. land} read two years ago.. 
first step in State’s Attorney Dan-: 

jiel . P.. ‘Ward's . avowed © ‘crackdown j : Blackpool, 
Coco ° (Nicolai “Ploakovs), .60,. of : 

Eng., 
| fered from ° “permanent ‘disabilities: 

Principal target. of Ward's office | ;which made him incapable of per- ; 

} tions, 

‘A jury was asked this” 

claimed he’ suf- | 

They feel that this will offer! had ‘always: previously been. -Cal- ' forming: his. tumbling and slapstick | 

By LES BROWN 

. Chicago, July 18: 
‘To. a far greater: extent than the 

‘}previous two. editians, ‘this ‘year’s. - 
‘| Chicago: International ‘Trade: Fair’ 
is going to have show .. biz _eolora- 

year's attendance: of. around .400,- 
000. Fair starts next Tuesday (27) 
for 17 days, «. 

‘Fact that. “{t’s. ‘being: “held this 
=i year at the new MeCormick Place. *:: ~ 
expe centre -on the lakefront -has, °-..: 

‘{ of. course, a great-deal to do. with . | 
the’ theatricalizing of the antual.° ~ 
marketing extravaganza. ‘The.lake- 
front facility has two. air’ condi-. ~~ 
tioned theatres ‘and: a physical Jav-"..” 
out ‘that better’ conduces. to show- 

| manship than Navy: Pier, where the 
expo was held the. past. two years... 

partly: ‘credited to the new manag- 
“ing . directorship of: Ralph  Berg- 
fsten, “who hails from. the ‘enter-. 
-tainment biz, having been for many. °.. 
years the: ‘general manager of “Doni i‘ - 
i Meteill's . Breakfast - Cup™ 

The ‘Big. Show’. 

sentation of circus acts, doing ‘four 
| shows ‘daily, titled “The Big Shaw.” 
| Packaged by. Helen Tieken- Gere: 
aghty ata cost of around $50,000, 

As a result. of that accent, 
‘Tthe Assn.. of Commerce. and... In- 

-'| dustry, which: Sponsors ‘the event,. | 
expects to more than double Jast a 

But the show-wisdom | of this .. 
year’s display must .be -at least: 

“op attraction this year: ere “ 
tionabhy: . will be. an hourlong. pre-' 

some form of relief from their star |-umet City, 
starved diets. 

“Holiday. in Japan,” imported for ; tion have. 

where -all-the-way Strip-| act with a 
They ‘point out that ; { ping, B-girl hustling . and. prostitu-. ‘of water. 

‘also ‘been | flagrantly the could ‘not give the. type of. per- | 
-” | formance ‘he: gave before the. acci- A 

12-ft. ladder and buckets 
Hé ‘also contended. that 

many, 

show ‘will have around 93:acts rep- 
‘resenting France,- England, Den- 
mark, “Mexico, Spain, ‘Japan, Ger- . 

Haiti. and. several . .Middle L. aes Baer ' Y g. ” | ay Vegas presentafion, has tua | “Ward's 6 ‘| East countries.’ It's: being - pre- 
good in a variety -of. nitery | situa- Ward’s ‘police, working with. the. dent. 
tions throughout the. country. They | state police, booked: 94 persons in! He said he was now confined to Theatr in ata 2 tna eat Boe. admis: 
are hopetul -that more will start ; simultaneous raids on. two Cicero | | running into the ring and shaking.!'i9);- fe at a's ralg: c ‘acmis~ 
that way and become available to! clubs. the Frolics and’ Rose’s Orig- | hands with-children at the rihgside, | 

‘them. inal Magic Lounge.-The clubs. were. | “T would: dearly. love to stay ‘on: i: MeCormick: Place Little Theatre, 
hit .just after. midnight. Among; with the’ circus, but: I.am now a? 
those arrested were. 26 strippers’: passenger, and. what circus wants aa fonstant oi with a variety vot 

i with a 560-seat..capacity,. will: be - 

who comes~ 

Burke ° 

in: all 

‘Blackpool Solon Protests 
Proposed Demolition Of 

. . 07 ye Gaming tables; race: results bul-| was having | treatment. after ‘the: tional - fashions. shows;- and. ‘film o 
' 1 : travelogs. . Also; four live musi- | | Palace Theatre Buildings | etin boards and other. _ parapher: ‘accident.. He sald he thought. ‘he. eal ra dio. ‘programs, .; including: 

_ Blackpool, Eng., July 18. 

| Cmost of whom doubled. ‘as B-girls), da, passenger?.”- he’ asked, 
‘one of whom was ‘described ‘as. _ According to..Coco,: he” earned j 
‘working --tatally ‘in : the nude on. about $6,000.a -year, but received. 
Stage. when the’ police. broke in. 

nalig of gambling were: found. in’! conld have. gone on.belng a- clown 
rooms connected to -bath show- 

Opposition. is growing. in this | places, Raid was timed for the sup: 
‘key amusement town against ‘the pesed “opening night’ of the new 
forthcoming ‘closure of the Palace gambling : 
Theatre buildings, which are: 
_skedded. for demolition. to make; 
_way for a multi-million dollar de- 
‘partment store. The entire sea- 
front Palace buildings, housing a; 
theatre, a cinema and a baliroam, | 
are to be razed. 

Frankie Vaughan, English film ! 
‘and vaude performer, is heading | 
‘the summer. layout for Bernard 
i De'font at the Palace. If the dem- | 
olifion plans. go through, as ex- 

} pected, he will be the last artiste 
i{o play this longtime vaudery. 

‘said Hugh Thornton, Council sec-! 
retary. “Many people have spoken ! iPalace, St, 

I hope to force a .George. Tapps is rregbtiating for a ‘here July 25. fora fortnight. . to me about it. 
‘ public inquiry into the. redevlop- 
j ment. 

“When the site of the Stoll The- |. > x. ; ; i jevich, who Sing middle European 

|atre in London was bought for re- | Wood, NJ. gpen a three week st stay "Rafe Davis. and Slavic folk songs; - Highland. 
deviopment.. the .London County | plays the Chevrolet. Exhibit,’ De- | Dancers-and bagpipers: Windy. City. 
Council insisted that the theatre Hollywood ae _ | Dancers. madé-up of Polish-Ameri: .- 
_be retained. It is a principle which 
i Blac kpool council should uphold if 
they are. considering the best in- 

+terests of the resort.” 

Work on demolishing the Palace, 
owned by the 
Co., is slated to. start in the fall of 
1962. 

The Patace stands on a site that | 
has been used for entertainment 

- Aug. 1 2: Ann - Weldon: opens since 1879, when the Prince of |. Glasgow, July. 18.. 
Wales Theatre opened. This: the-. oS he in Anaheim Bow att pene | _ Trek -of Scot: vaude performers | ‘Warm Reception For are 
atre, _Adgether with another build: dated fai Frolics ‘Club. ‘Salisbury, jto Australia continues apace. - Alec: | -’ Soviets in Tel Aviv. 
ing intended as, a swimming-pool | yracc., Tule 30 for week. Finlay, Scot comedian, and Alistair Tet Aviv, July 18.._ but. ultimately: used. as a Hall of 
"Aquatic Variety. formed the: block. 
, of buildings. 

In the 1890s, it was felt these 
rhuildings were not worthy. of the 
isite, and they. were demolished. 
, ihe Athambra Theatre was then 
‘built and opened May 22, 1899. At 

«that time the buildings comprised 
‘a circus, 
4 
t lounges, 
-nades. 

theatre, 
ballroom 

restaurant, 

The Blackpool. Tower Co., larg-. for. week, thence’ to Atlantic City 
. Jimmy: Shel- est enteriainment firm in ~ the ; 

north. of England, reopened. the’ 
build‘ngs as. the Palace on “July 
4, 1904. | 

Blackpool’ Tower 

and -prome- 

emporium: upstairs. ‘of | 
; Rose's Original, as Ward's ‘under-" 
/ cover then tipped it, but the ‘room’ 
was still under ‘construction.. a -}ing of what he did in the Past. 

no. pay during the eight weeks he. 

for another 10 years... 
‘Cyril Bertram Mills, _joint-man-- 

‘aging’ director <of:-the. circus, said’ 
that before. the: accident Coco. was 
“very active indeed.” ‘But since 
‘then he could: do virtually noth: 

New York 
‘Sid Caesar signed for-a ‘Sept. “99 

stand. at the Holiday House, . Pitts-”? 

Louis, Oct. 

[Vad Cleats 
“Chicago 

‘Tommy ‘Stat ‘and Bill - Richko 
currently at the Walton: Walk, Chi. j 

iplay the International: Trade. Fair, 

tour of Asia under ANTA. auspices i Paul Smith: Trio. down ‘for the 
. Fisher. & Marks: in. for the j 

|season at the: Lucky-. Club,. ‘Wild- 

_ Salmas. Bros. and George ‘Hop- 
kins. open’ at' Slate’ Bros. as :co-: 
headliners July 26-for two ‘frames 

. Anita Bryant returns to. Atlan- 
tic. City Steel Pier: week of July 
23-29 . ... Romo Vincent. ‘headlines 
in ‘Blue. Room, Roosevelt. Hotel. 
‘New Orleans, starting ‘Aug. 17. 
Dave Madden. and Eduardo Sasson. 
renewed | at Ye LittleClub until 

Eddie Fisher. swings inta’ Cocoa-. 
nut Grove July .25-for brief 13-day 
istand, Frank, Gorshin stinting with 
lhim _ 
at. ‘Katisas -Centennial . Exposition, 
Wichita, July 23-28 ; 
jains ‘Blue Blue's roster tomorrow 
(Phurs.) >. 

‘be ‘Nat. ‘King Cole's guest star for 
Greek. ‘Theatre concert. opening’ 
Aug. 28. . . Everly’ Bros. into Frol- 
fics “Club. Salisbury, Mass., July 23 

:Steel P’er Aug. 6.. 

Roger. Williams headlines 

. Irene Ryan: 

——— 

Barbara MeNair ‘will | 

| don returns... ag 88er. tonight at. 
| Club ney, Potter's ‘Wilshire . “Supper 

Brand, 

London House Aug, .29-Sept. 17: 
, Julie-London and Bobby: ‘Troup | 

troit, Aug. 31° for 10 days 
Danny Apolinar. Trio,’ 

Penny. Malone, ‘ 
Young Ment, Patti Leeds; and Ron 
Rich. into the Playboy, Chi, July 22 
for three Weeks, 

‘Ink 5 Scot Performers . 
For Aussie Vaude Tour 

McHarg, ‘baritone, are. the - latest. 

to be’ pacted: for 4 ‘tour there. They 

plaiie out. ‘in October: to ‘work for: 

Ithe Tivoli: circuit, 10. weeks in Mel= 
‘Then: bourne. and 10. in. Sydney: |. 

they tour other centres, 

Both ‘expect to be. away 
greater part. ‘of a’ year, - 

resort .of ‘Rothesay. 

Kellar and accordionist.” ‘Jiminy 
Shand, - 

for. 
Finlay is 

currently in ‘summer ‘show. at Aber-. 
‘deen and .McHarg..at the ‘holiday 

The. former’ 
recently . played. a five-weeks’. stint. 
in Australia. and New Zealand’ in |. 
company. with tenor ‘Kenneth : Me- 

!ing programs. of :international: folk 
| songs. folk dance festivals, concerts 
| by choruses’ and. bands,. interna- 

“Breakfast --Club,’’: “will originate 
‘fram ‘the Little’ Theatre before: stu- 
dio. audiences, :: 

Participating in. the: Various: fes-: 
tivals ‘In the smaller house. will be: 
‘the Cusaro Calypso ‘Trio, Mexican 

“| Ballet-and Mariachi Orch, U.S. folk 
‘baHadeer Win Stracke, Bashado: 
Bendek. Trio ‘United Arab Repub- 
lic’, -Bluejacket. Choir: from: -Great 

‘Lakes Naval Training. Station, ‘Bob 
|) Caskey-John ‘Dolce «Square ‘dance 

‘Senior’ German-Ameri- - 
jean Chorus; ‘Knights of: Lithuania 
“company, 

Chorus, Curiéttées: (Polish ‘dancers’, 

| spiritualists, the ‘Dungill. Family. 

‘Other Overseas Acts 
Also. Harem. ‘Boys | cand: . Fara, "One protest comes from the j burgh, preceding “his Oct: 5 -date {for an indefinite stay .. . Toni Lee! . 

British Common Law Council, ; at. ‘the’ Copacabana... . ‘Denise. Scott. and ‘Franklie. Rand - -haye dances of ‘the. Middle Fast; Inbe| 
whose hearlquarters are here. “The ' Marcel moves to the Chateau Fron-| taken over as: ‘resident songsters.at | Dancers, Japanese: children offer- 
ltown is to be deprived of an im-|tenac,.Quebec’ City, Dec..26 .-. .| the Pigalle... : Rowan &: Martin ing native dances; -Ateitis Dancers 
(portant entertainment amenities | Bob Grossman, folksinger, due: at |and. Don Cherry set for the Trade (Lithuanian);.: Kinneret, “a ‘group. 
which it can ill afford to lose,” | the Playboy, Chicago, Nev. 26 .;..|Winds Aug. 2 for. two weeks | performing’ -Istaelt. .” songs ° “and: 

George Matson, ‘into, the. srvstal Bobby Clark & His “Marionettes | dances;, Finnish Folk Bailet;. Pat | 
| Roche 

- Thailand 

Strings; Nada: and Milija Spaso- 

Wiel - g'¢ans; Rich Township Rockets;? and. 

Three | 2 Philippine folk dance. ensemble. 
| Several hundred exhibitors ‘have. 
hooked the.Fair, under.26 national. 
-payilions, to’ display import’ -warfes | .:: 
ranging: from automobiles: ta . se-" 

“Around 100,000 con-: 
sumer : ‘items. are’ expected to be. on 
same candy. 

exhibit. ’ 

“With: the -first Soviet. musicians. 
to appear. in ‘Israel, the “cold war”. 
-arrived ‘to this country, The air-:-. 
+conditioning ‘was turned: down. in "° 
‘Ohek Shem hail here, where they 
appeared. ina recital, ‘and they pro- 

junction against the owners of the 
‘hall because..-the. airconditioning 

sleep. 

‘musicians, 

* y great success, 

Wicki and: Wacek ‘Trio, and’ Negro- 

and: his . Irish -. Dancers;:. 
| American- Ukrainian: Youth: group} 
. | Sibelius: Male. Chorus: 
| Classic. Dance: ' ‘group; - the. Balkan 

tested: in ‘vaint over no aircondi-. 
tioning. It was explained later that: . 
‘the -néighbors obtained a-court-in- 

‘machines: - - were... disturbing: their. 7 

Even ‘perspiring the. ‘two’ ‘ Soviet. 
-pianist | Lev. Vlasenko: 

and. violinist ean Weyman, were” 

re 

sackets wp > 

Se ge aad 
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Business os in ‘Resorts 
“Rated Deductible by Fd Tax Toper 

‘Washington, Jilly :18;: + 

Internal Revenue Service: has ‘ho, 
plans: to: discriminate ‘against. bona 

fide ‘business conventions: in ‘resort. 
_areas’in its: crackdown. on expense | 
” deductions. ae 

‘Low Walters. Inks Acts. ‘ al 
On. Global Talent. Hunt: 

Low, - Walters, producer’. 
i Tropicana, ’- Las Vegas. and. the’ 

 Assuranées.. to. this effort ‘were j Carillon, Miami Beach, ‘has. signed ; 
-. given by” IRS" Commissioner Mor- ‘several acts during the. first lap-of. 
“timer M. “Caplin to. the- Florida‘; his round-th 

- The. Florida. ‘yawmakers “ex: | | | penhagen,. Hambur g.- The. Hague 
pressed concern over the flight of land ‘Brussels; he. has -inked the 
-conventions. from. Miami ‘and other | Roger. Stefani Can: Can “Dancers, * 
“resorts in the state as, result: of re- }group of: eight. terpers; Jenny As- 
: poris of IRS plans -to ‘tighten; au= true; for. production. -work, 
“-diting: procedures: for expense. de- soubrette Collette Bosquétte.. 
=. Conventions ‘have: been. 

_ cancelled from - Florida ‘sites -and 
‘switched: to © “'eqgmmerc¢ial’’. 

for a resort get- together. 

- Caplin is reported ‘to have’ as-. 
sured ° ‘the ‘lawmakers: ‘that’... his: 
agency. has .no desire to. scare off. 

- -boria ‘fide éonvention- trade from. 
.Miami-or any other resort: city. 

ae However; ‘hé made plaisi that IRS: 
_ +. would give the fish-eye to “sham”. 
“~ conventions where little or:no aé- | 

‘tual busiriess is conducted. A Con-'|. 
“gressional -SOUrCE . ‘surmiséd ‘that |.-* 

. Caplin. had in. mind. stich econven- |. 
tions as the -celebrated. ‘disk jockey | _ 
meet: in. Miami: Beach | ‘two" years |" ago. 

Before the meeting” Ww vith’ Caplin, 
the Florida: lawmakers made. a for- 
_mal request. in. writing for. clarifi- 

-In the joint. “-eation of- TRS policies. - 
“ Jetters, the delegation complained 

that: the reports of the expense ac- 
_ “have. wad :and. 
*." are having ‘a- ‘detrimental effect. on |" 

2 count. -¢¥ackdown - 

_Ahe- economy of -Florida.”: 

’ -Odds;..- “meantime, - 

acted into, Jaw . this: year. 
“While the . House: is a. virtual 

cinch: to ‘pass a tax bill this-year lib- 
eralizing to some. extent: the: tough}. 
Kennedy plan. for controlling ex- 
pense. accounts, « -the. Senate’ will 

i 

* This. “timetabte: becaitie: cbvious 
yy ‘when Rep. Wilbur Mills. (D-Ark.3; |. 

-..,. @hairman: of the House Ways: and 
“a7 Means Committee ‘tthe tax group), 

disclosed ‘in'‘an ‘interview that his 
‘committee ean’t finish work ‘on the 

i tax bill, until mid-August. - 
TAS a. result, ‘the ‘House can’t tale 

a. vote ‘on ‘it-until late: August... A 
provision’ in: the -U:S. Constitution’|. 
‘prevents the. Senate ‘from: taking. 

- up. a tax bill. until’ the. ‘House has 
te acted on it first.” 

Jf: Congress. adjourns ta ‘early 
Beptember—the present. “target 
-date—there. -wouldn't -be time ‘to. 
take up the tax bill this. "'year.: 

Mills’ committee has: ‘already re- 
“fected: the White. Hause recommen- 

+? dation that/not more than $30, per 
“". day be allowed: for. out: of town. 

“.., business trips. as' an-.income. tax 
--,, deduction. : 

- -: House’ committee’ lariguage;. a tra-} 
~ veling:. business: man ° can”. deduct. 

Under the ‘revised 

out of pocket costs which are‘“‘tea- 
** sonable,” .taking : into - ‘account his 

. Income, .type. of ° business, Purpose | 
of the trip, ete. 

_. ., ‘Congress seems certain to. write} 
“ Yequirements into law which will,} - 
: prohibit — ‘extravagant : expense: ac- 
count items, Tike. private’ ‘Yachts, big 
parties,. etc.” a, 

: Can.. Jan & ava Spot 
‘Squawks at ‘Persecution’ 

“Toronto, July. 18.. 

The Bohertian: Embassy, a: Meu 
“tural” . coffeehouse -here,: -has -pre- 
tested td Queen. Elizabeth. “titular. 
head. of. the Commonwealth). and to 
Ontario. Premier. ‘Leslie - 

‘John .:Higgins, “19, one. ‘of. Bo- 
- hemian Embassy's ‘three - -owriers, 
- has. received ‘a reply ‘from Frost. 
promising to look into. the. problem, |. 

“and . therefore - “has... “postponed. - a} 
threatened -march on City, Hall. by. 

its claimed: 3,000 members.. He 
-'"'. gays": Toronto -police: nabbed’ the. 

"- elub’s. membership. list and hinted 
at action because it’s: ot licensed 
asa public’ hall. : 

_ "Other parttiers are. Peter oman, 
am ae 26, and Don. Cullen, "2 

cities. 
- sach..as Chicago. and New. York for: 
fear IRS might disallow expenses. 

ot are ° “heavy: 
~ against: ‘Kennedy. tax’. ‘reforms; in- 
eluding tighter limits: ‘on- expense. 

“account. entertaining, © being: - -en- | 
-{of: the three-week date—coincident 
with . the : ‘Daveiling ‘of ithe... new 
‘operation. 

‘and ‘a. four-station - bak.: kely- put: Off action: on: it until . 
we Tope. separates« the ‘lounge from | Sage: 

Book Sophie Tucker In: 

ja greater. extent.this fall. 
‘seen by: completion of -one ‘of. the |. 

‘ber, 

“Frost | 
‘against municipal. authorities’. “une 

"1... warranted ‘persecution’. “of a -club) 
“devoted to: the furtherance of ‘art.|..: 

_ ©? 4n ‘this: country.” 
“Y Java ‘joint falso poetry,” folksongs, 
. revues, and. one-act plays). . 

‘Sheila. - MacRae, . 

‘It's a ‘jazz-and- |" 

Waiters, -who . 
talent in ' Rome.‘ Cannes, Beirut, 
Hong. Kong. and Tokyo, will return. 
to. Las Vegas. via ‘Honolulu around: 
Aug: 1.. 

, “Reno; July. 18. 

Tnitfal response. ‘from the: local 
| nitery.-set. indicates’ Charies “Mapes 
has made a ‘wise.-’b.o.... move “in. 
shuttering his : hotel’s Sky - Room 
and. concentrating all the entertain. 
ment .in’.a- ‘newly decorated ' and 
-enlarged show reom -on the main} 
floor. adjacent to: the, casirio:. 

Reno’s Jeading ‘showease,. “was 
opened . ‘again .this year. ‘at. the 
‘beginning of : the‘ tourist season |. 

Danny Kaye, Golf 
“Tourney, Highlight 

Clark's Vegas Inns 

with Ken Murray’ ‘and Lili St. Cyr 
‘headlining,: but ‘closed. at the .end 

than: ‘250 (for. either cocktails. or 
dining) features’ a revolving. stage |. 

the games ‘in the casino area..- 

-entértainment. Currently 

al.“ The Sky Room iri recent. years 
“has not attracted’. the: attention of. 
the-‘salooners. as -.when it. -first: 
opened about:-15 years ago. Busi- 
‘ness for the.Ken Murray-Lili St. 
‘Cyr: show was: also off: as’ .com- 4. 
‘pared with. the trade the same: 
names prompted in. -prior: “Mapes 
‘engagements.. The: hotelman. said” 
the Sky Room : would. be ‘used for 
‘banquets: and Private parties. 

| “Waldorf Astoria, N.Y., As 

“The: Hotel: “Waldorf-Astoria; NY. 
will: go -in for. experimentation” to 

more. -;unusual. bookings - -for the 
_ | Empire: Room. . ‘Sophie. ‘Tucker -is:] 

-+ set ‘to play: spot ‘for three weeks | 
‘| starting Nov. 16.. Other-fresh items 

to. the room will be a.pair. of Brit- 
-|-ish: Singers, Nina.& Frederick, who |° 

will: probably go in during. Decem- | 
‘prior “to Carol: Channing’ s" 

New. Year's. Eve opening... :: 
Genevieve. ‘ig set -to. Open. the, 

Empire ‘Room Sept. 6.° Other book-. 
ings so.” far... inelude Gordon | & 

_ April- 23,. 
Eddie Fishér, going in-Feb: 28. 

Other |. performers;..many of 
whom. are regarded ~ “as. -strange 
bookings forthe. Waldorf-Astoria;: 
are. being: ‘considered: - ‘The: man- 
agement has. apparently. taken ‘the 
viewpoint that ‘the. strong-: -attrac- 
tions of yesteryear. are, not.. draw- 
ing as: much as they..used to and 
its: clientele Has, to- ‘be, given: ‘new. 

tmmaterial. | ; : Je 

and 

~The. new “room. "seating - more - 

Talent . agent. Pierre. Cossette, “ 
“who. books the “hotel's. shows,: re- 
‘eently noted a ‘budget ‘of $1 500.000 | 
‘has been set for the next 16 months 
‘for. 
‘billed: are: the ~Vagabonds, : 
Lane, Marksmen, and. Betty, 'ayre's 3]. 
Sparkling Strings.’ oe 

-Tentatively. ‘slated: for. the: “Mapes. 
this season are such.talent:as John. 
‘Raitt; Dennis ‘Day, Dick. Shawn: et 

Mgt. Starts Experiment 

This is | 

“and 

AS. ‘far as bands. are concerned, - 
it's likely that. Milt. Shaw. a fixture: 
for years .at the. Maisonette. and 
Roof. of the St. Regis Hotel. will | 
‘inmove over.ta.the Empire Room, 
It's also likely that Emory: Deutsch, 
Orch will - -be‘ the alternate. band... 

at. “The? already close , enough 

| 

e| 

‘also, ‘will ‘survey | 

Only afl 

legally " required. 

[Peak Talent Budget For 
New Tokyo Theatre-Cafe- 

Tokyo, J uly 18. 

” Mamnioth: “Mikado” 
taurant, | now: under’ construction” 
‘in ’-Akasaka district ‘where Copa... 
Latin Quarter and ‘Hanabasha -are. 

to ~share. 
Waiters) ‘of this city, will have a 

daily ‘talent ‘budget of $2.800- in- | 
eluding -house: bands. 

‘The three: ‘story, 

_ Slated for Oct. 1 Preem}._ | 

theatre- -res-'l. 

Bookers to Vanish Oct. 12 When AYA 

“$1, 000, 000. Fire Razes 
Vegas Shopping Centre: 

‘Las Vegas, July 18 

A spectacplar 3 am. 
'stroyed.the Desert Spa shopping i 

Figure “is\ centre’ ‘acposs the Strip from the 
e-u orld talent foraging very, ‘steep for ‘these ‘parts. 

_. Congressional: delegation at: ameet-'5 trip. Following looksees in Paris, |: 
- Jast Friday (14). --,, rete! 

Stardust. ‘Hotel ‘Jast. Thursday 

“The. blaze is: ‘believed to have 

; 

fire de- i than 10°¢ 

. 1200-seater, ‘with an-estimated loss of $1,000,000. as 15¢¢ for dates. 
Blackpool, London. Amsterdam. Co- | skedded.to bow Oct: ober 1. 

Pats 107, Ceiling on Acts Commish 
* The American Gilld of Jar iety 

‘AS ‘tists has deciced the énd ef 

nitery beekers starbang Oct 22, 

_On- that day rules become effee 

five forbidding acts to pay more 

comission for any 

nitery date. Hitherte the union 

13) i permitted acts .to pay as much 
of wiih ner 

imally 5 OKent to the beoke: -in 
dickering for. some headline Eiiro., been caused by. lightning, but an cafes where one wes cifically ets 
péan stars.and ‘nude -acts. It hepes! investigation is continuing Mean- ; 8nated. 
to align’ with’ Lido of Paris for 
‘show. imports: te front-line. its own} 
Cherry..Lane unit. . . 

‘House is seeking . livense ‘for: an 
all-night’. operation... .now- denied 
other big-scale’ ‘niteries which are 

to: shutter “at 
-¥1:307 Stage, with .more movable 

| parts than a cereal-box cutout, will 
-l be: equipped | for displays in swim- 
“Ling and ice. ‘skating: It will. also.| 

Mapes’ Shy Room 
Folds But Scores | 
With New Lounge 

aye’ -a..monorail’ from: which a 
“caged. “performer. can. circle over 
‘the’ tables.-A dancing water. setup 
from- Germany ° will be a regular |— 

For: ‘those in search of serenity, 
Fooms for tea- ceremony and flower 
‘arrangements aré being. “built: in 
the ‘plush, ‘modernistic bistro. A | 
Windmill affair. will handle park- |: 

Jing in: the’ congested area. 

‘Prices: will. be: scaled.so that’ a] 
little less than $7; including tax 
“and. -service charge, will entitle -a 
guest to a.show, dinner,.a drink 
and dancing. Mikado’ will: ‘attempt. 
to throw local custom ‘by operating 
‘sans. hostesses, backbone: of- the. 

.* [nitery: industry here; but: may set. 

The Sky: Room,,. at. one: Aime. up. a call service: for legit. -geishas: 

time, the comits along the Strip: 
i have already started the 
supposed to. be next week” gags. 
. Among the business: firms lost | ' fornier’s salary. 
were the Golden Spur restaurant, 

by Lieut. Gov. Rex Bell. a sports. : 
wear store, a ‘bar and ore, a bar and coffeeshop. 

Sidewalk Cafes 
Sans Booze OK 
Th Washington’ 

Washington, July 18. 

“If was. Uons: with 

| 

| 

A ‘two-and-a-half year drive {o some of the majors later 

There are a number Cf situa- 
atficral beeches whe 

have been getting §’, Gf the per 
Lsualls these tn- 
aitscde of Naw Syohed niteries 

the. Alpine Village restaurant, a York, notably Chicago, and Muand 
western wear clothing store owned Beach. There are ale several in 

:-Montreal and Pittsbwpeh 

The union announcement which 
Virtually means the end of the 
craft, follows ty more than & 
decade the practice hist) enone 
lated by Music Corp of Amerceca 
that 3t woud persaut no deductions 
above..10'c on nileis-vaude dales, 
Other majer agencies soon {ol- 
Jowed suit. This had the effect of 
forcing spots which stil] retained 
bookers to buv only those names 
that were needed from the majors. 
They bought moct of the suppor- 
ting talent from offices which had 
ho such wegulations. By necessiiv, 

found. 
give Capital. nightlife anew dimen- that they had to share commissions 
sion has. met.with success with the ; 
okay of new: regulations permit: | 
ting ‘sidewalk: ‘eafes under strict; ‘in spots controljed by bookers, ¢r 
conditions. 

with a bovkgr. 

Whether this wil be the rule 

whether honifaces will be terced 
‘Biggest. ‘hitch is no booze. Music ‘to pay the bookers straight salaries 

is allowed, but with a limit. of: or a percentage of the talent bud- 
three players: of accordions, con-' get for their services fart known 

\certinas or strings and a flat ban -as yet. 
‘lon. jukeboxes: or amplifiers. : As It now stands, the new »nian 

. First to apply for a permit was -jegislation does not affect name 
‘Harry. Zitelman, operator of Bas- acts because of the long practice 
sin’s Restaurant, who spearheaded : ‘observed by the mayor agencies. 
the effort to move to the curb- | However, the featured and lesser 
stone. Bassin's ig on the same! acts have been able to get into 
block as the: National Theatre, and } spots they couldn't penetrate pre 

_. Las Vegas,. July 18. 
Danny. Kaye has been. rebooked 

‘for the Desert Inn“here Oct. 31 for. 
four weeks. He recently played his | 
first cafe date at. this hotel after |. 
an.absence of nearly 15: years. ‘from 
niteries. 

- The ‘Kaye: booking ‘ts one of the 
| major events slated: for the: Desert 
Inn and. its: .companion - hotel, the 

| Stardust,” both. under. the: Wilbur 
Clark. aegis. -The. Jatter inn. will 
complete an 18-hole golf ‘course-on 
Oct. 1 and‘has.scheduled the. Ladies 
Professional. ‘Golf Assn:.: Cham- 
pionship: on the new links: ‘for: Oct. 
11 to 15.. 
It’s a 7-hole tourney with prize 

‘money. set at $15,000. largest purse 
‘for’ femme golfers. This tournament 
will’ be~. preceded -by: an’ amateur 

or | playoff . with ‘winners: to divide a 
— $1,000. in- prizes, |: 

‘| = Other Desert Inn ‘bookings: will 
Prima -_& Keely. 

| Smith ‘opening Aug. 8 and. Patti. 
| Page going. in Oct. 3. The Desert. 
‘Inn. golf tournament, one :of -the : 
Tichest in. the: links orbit, is one 

‘| inelude- “Louis 

of the major attractions of the ‘town 
and. brings in ‘a number of monied 
Buests. | os 

‘attraction. 

‘Humphrey (D-Minn.), 

‘Zitelman. hopes ‘to increase his viously for the simple reason that 
playgoer trade with the sidewalk, ‘they were willing to shell out the 

(Zitelman's efforts. to: 
cater. to the: show crowd have in- 
cluded such gimmicks as naming? 
sandwiches’ after hit plays, eg, 
“Diary of. Anne “Frank” sandwich 
‘consisting of a Kosher frank on a | 
seeded roll.) 

Zitelman plans 
later this month with notables to 
be invited, including Sen. Hubert 

[ 

| 

extra 5/¢ 

The hooker's ery is that many 
nitery owners haven't the time 

ito keep track of prices and to 
scout acts, therefore they must 
entrust their bookings. {o those who 

‘have made a specially of this craft, 
A grand opening i At the same time. bookers say that. 

{hey hdve used the buying power 
: Of a multitude of spots as well as 

who wants Ho make. deals with club dates 
the various Capitol building eat- Ho make it feasible for some ni- 
erieg ‘to expand to the terraces. | 
‘Also President. Kennedy's press 
secretary, Pierre Salinger, because | 
as Zitelman noted, he was born 
in France. © 
At a cost of. about: $10, 000, Zitel- 

inan, hopes to install an attractive. 
Jarray of boxed shrubbery, awning, 
tables. etc. He may also emulate 
the Swiss alpine cafes by putting. 
in a radiant heat system, making 
the sidewalk: section an all-season 
operation. 
- Zitelman’s . campaign. was hard- 
fought, with most of the District 
government agencies taking a dim | 
view of the sidewalk idea. The op- 
position, however, was overcome 
with ample public backing, alded 
‘by District .Commissioner Walter 
Tobriner who dismissed the ob- 
Jectfons by seying. “it sounds like 

Kaye 5 Revue iN. Tent Poses Problem 
- Of Deadline for Boston Reviewers 

Boston, July. 18.. 
“T may have te whirl like. a der- 

vish;! 

Carousel, 3, 000-seat- tune . tent in 
Framingham, ‘July. 31-Aug. 6, which 
could. gross. $90,000 ‘at capacity. 

.|Kaye made the reference at a press 
‘conference before conducting for 
the Boston. ‘Symphony. Orch. at 
‘Tanglewood. 

Comedian’ has Py tv. ‘spectacular | 
‘set ‘for: Nov: 6 with. Bud. Yorkin | 
producing. : Plus a. ‘feature film, 
“Five - Pieces: of _Maria’’ for Pana- 
ma. & Frank production .with So- 
phia Loren,. to be: filmed in _Eng- 
land and Italy.: 
Kaye ‘algo has twa: more ty ‘shows 

for General Motors’ ‘committed. 
The Boston. Sympliony-Kaye | con- 
cert at’ Tanglewood was..a sellout, 
5,000 ‘capacity attendance, ‘with the 
proceeds going to the pension fund. 

> Kaye's marieger, Herb Bonus, ds 

‘said. Danny: Kaye: anent his. 
first theatre in the round ‘date at 

tion. ‘Kaye sai 

setting up the. show at the Carou- 
sel Theatre in the round with the 

usual. Kaye format. The- Dunhills 
and other acts will do the. first 

half; and Kaye will do the second. 
half. 

‘This poses a bit of a problem 

teries to continue on a_ taient 
pplicy. 

They aver that Sf some indi Jd- 
ual bonifaces have to deal with 

lindlvidual agents, they could con- 
celvably give up floorshows, espe- 
Clally in marginal caxes. It's also 
been speculated that if the opera 
tors had to pay a ealary to.a booker 
then it’s likely that prices would 
be siiced to compensate for the 
booker’s pay. 

There: are other reasons why 
the trade generally, feels that the 
booker system should he continued. 
It's felt that they would help em- 
ployment of dance and novelty 
acts which, at this period, do not 
have big earning potentials due 
to the overwhelming popularity 
of singers. An agency, it’s claimed 
camot concentrate on the emailer 
acts because of the huge overhead. 

Rebuild Gatineau Club 
In Ottawa Backwoods 

Ottawa, July 18, 

There was a sprinkling of cb- 
jection from: the neighbors, but 
the rural community of Sauth Hull 
gave jts okay to Joe Saxe to build 
a new Gatineau Club and ground 
has been broken The posh new 
two-story, $250,000 structure will 
replace the 35-year-old nitery that 
burned to the ground Jast fall. But 
unlesn boniface Saxe decides to 

for the. Hub reviewers of the tyDl- | run. a winter season, the Ottawa 
eal. musical comedy: fare of the | 

accustomed ‘to seeing the first half, 
making ‘a break at: intermission, 
so they ean get back to Boston and 
write: their reviews, for the mon- 
ing editions. With Kaye's: format, 
they'll. have ‘to make some other 
arrangements in advance. 

‘One reviewer. asked Kaye if he 
would do something in the first 
half, éxplaining the review situa- 

he wouldn't come 
on in the first: hall. and advised 
the eritie: “Phone it in.” 

tune tent: ‘Boston reviewers are l during 196}, 
area will be sans night club shous 

the first time in a 
third of a century. 

Just previous to the destruction 
by fire of the old Gatinesu Club, 
provincta] authorities hfted the Is 
tense of the Fairmount CJuh and 
shuttered if, supposedly for good, 
This year, with new Isquor Jaws ine 
troduced in Quehec, the Chrudiere 
Club has not opened its nitery sev- 
tion and owner J. P Maloney. told 
Varizty he doesn't intend to 1¢- 
open until he can unravel the new 
regulations. 



Vaude Flourishing in Noisy Blackpool | 
As Britons Flock to Seaside Resort: 
GORDON IRVING O'Connor. Terry Hall (with his 

J 18. ventro act. “Lenny the Lion”), 
uly j and Canadian-born soprano Doreen 

Bing» tucs hate ita day as the | j Hume. It is staged twice-nightly. 
lates © KR oersee but vaude-and; by Ernest Maxin. Show follows: 
revue hoeid the finehght in this jast year’s success at the North 

VAUDEVILLE ne “Wednesday, July. 19,. 1964. 

~ Tnside Stuft—Vande 
’ Live outdoor. ‘wrestling show's—providing . there is’ no “‘adnuission. 

-charged—are okay in Albuquerque, despite ‘protests. of residents in™ 
the area: So ruled City. Boxing and ‘Wrestling. Cominish. last. week:fol- . 

:: lowing a live Sunday afternoon telecast.-of. a. show. from parking lot: .; 
cios, Rudy Horn, 3.Lorandos, Trio. adjoining KOAT-TV. At same time, the commission nixedan applica- 
Faber, The Berosinis, 5 Elwardos, ition by:’sponsors-of the event to set .upa second wrestling. promotion 
Lillian Kenny and Syney, the Box- : ‘ outfit in the city. Presently city has one wrestling. promoter, Mike: Lone - 
ing Kangaroo. it js -longest-run- don, who has been staging shows there for about three years, © 
ning: cireus in the U.K., lasting | ‘Newest applicant, under tag of Southwestern: Sports ‘Inc:, include: 
from. March to October. wrestler Juan Garcia, named as matchmaker. Other partners are ‘Ed 

By 

BiecKpool, Bug., 

fanied novi-awest Engiand vacalion j Pier Pavilion, where Engilsh tv 

Plas iron as thousands of fun- | ¢gmedian-compere Bruce Forsyth 

hutet . iss holidaymakers , pulled the crowds for record b.0. 
floek ob: hu: their annual sumer Al Read, North of England pat- 

diversi: As a show biz center, ter comedian, heads the James 
Blackest, tally decked — seaside | Brennan lavout “Fun and Fancy 
tear rersies capreme outside Lou- ae at the intimate family thea-. 
adi: tre, The Queen's. and has Yana: 

Thore are Live shows galore,’ - English glamor thrush, and .Don 
Sitesnos . abound by the dozen} aArrol ‘from the tv show “Sundav 
alors the oust. promenade. Cine- | Night at the London Palladium”! 
mas displa. their brightest offer- | as co-stars. Allan Bruce, young 
ins. soe of tiem prerelease. ; Scot tenor, impresses in this lay-|- 
Hotei. ard boardinghouses db’ a: out, which also features juggler 
bts ty de cat, ‘ring to all classes , Rob Murray and the Two Earls. 

Japiar owning business tycoons. ; : decor “by “Tod ‘Kingman and R. St. 
Observers say there are more: i Jonn Roper costuming. 

topiine vande oind tv names in} Trinder Tops Revue 
Bliskpsol theatres than for years ; A second: pier ‘show—Blackpool. 

past like other English holiday towns, 
Shirler Bassey, Richard Hearne. ! hay theatres but in dome-shaped 

Ivor Enin: mel, Tommy Fields, j pavilions atop ‘piers jutting out - to 

Clark Bros) anet the lL. icky Latinos : se a—is Peter Ww Sster’s presenta-. 

are amon those featured in 
lavish George & Alfred Black pre- | . longtime English funny-man Tom- 
sentation. “The Big Show or 1961,” my ‘Srinder, 
at the 3000-seat modern Opera! pavilion. Famed for his chuckling, 
Howse Tnes are in for a twice- ; long-chinhed humor, Trinder: heads. 

mghtly ensagement. with Cf a revue that includes ventriloquist 
Richard. Fugh h disk faves replac- | Derinis Spicer, Hope & Keen, Brian 
ing Mis. Bassey when the thrush‘ pudge, Sonny Farrar, Peggy Ray 
planes to New York for a Persian! and the Zio Angels. It is staged 
Room er sucvement at end of next | iwice- nightly. 

month. The Central Pier also -offers 
Lonnie Donegan, English skiffle {vacationers * ‘open- air dancing over 

exponent. heads « George & Alfred i the sea," with music by Don Ogden 
Black fayout at the next-door Witr j and-his orci. 
ter Gardens Pavilion. The five } rreq 
Dallas Bovs, singing group, are aj Go.” 
Sandout an this fast paced show, | yfudlarks, 
Which atso features Miki & Griff. | Seven Volants 

Woodward presents ‘Let's 

Billy Raymond. and the 

British folk-singing duy, and a} produced layout. Mimi Pearse is 

breght comedian — in Normian | the soubrette. sO 

Vaurnan “Rose Marie,” the musical com- 
Delfont’s Vaughan Show. edy, stars David Whitfield at the 

Frankie Vatizhan, between film | uptown Hippodrome, normally. a 
commiments heads 
Delfont show at the Palace Thea- : nightly by Tom Arnold by arrange- 
tre. and scores with his many fol- {ment with Leslie Grade. Play, a 
Jowers Sineeractor fills the com- | favor ite oldie. 
plete second segment ot the bill, } oldsters, who flock to this longtime 

with the Bilivy Ternent orch onstage. 
He introes English oldtimer Hetty | 
King into his act. a nice gesture 
ty» an aldster. This, incidentally, 
will be the last show at-the Palace, | 
Which is to be torn down to mane | 
wav for a department store. 

Arthur Askey, vet English come-. 

dy actor, is cast as typical British | but the first 
family man in a slight comedy, | Noticeable - 
“What . Racket.” by Dennis Spen- 
cev. at the Grand Theatre. Beatrice 
Varley and former vaude thrush 
Betty Diiver are featured in. the 
cast. It is corns fodder, but meets 
requirements of unsophisticated 
vacation erowds. 

A second Bernard Detfont pre- |. 
sentation is billed as ‘The Six Star 
Show” on the North Pier. The six: 
artistes are Stan Stennett, Michael 
Holliday The Allisons (2), Des 

summer 
Cc inemas, ‘dance halls, cafes 

abound by the score, and sideshow 
attractions are diverse, with Bingo, 

featured. Night-time cabaret has 
''not reached here in any strength, 

sign of the trend are 
in cabaret acts like 

featured at the Movenpick restau- 
rant, where customers can dine 
-and see a floorshow nightly in the 
“Candle. Room” 
charge of $2. 

Even a Circus 
For the circus devotee, the. an- 

nual Blackpool Tower Circus offers 
an international array, with Charlie 
Cairoli as the resident clown: Acts 

PITTSBURGH PRESS, 
Henry Ward 
“Three young men definitely des- 
tined to become a top ranking trio, 
talented and resourceful, ‘identical 
triplets.” 

PITTSBURGH POST GAZETTE, 
Winn Fanning 
“The Magid Triplets starting their 
secund week at the Holiday house 
this week are the 1eal McCoy. Their 
eclasay act features acrobatics, .tap 
dancing, singing and comedy.” — 

THE MACID TRIPLETS | 
“Mighty Mites of Song and Dance” 

_ Just Concluded 

HOLIDAY HOUSE, Pitts. 

Opening July 20 (2 Weeks) 

. ROOSEVELT HOTEL 
@ New Orleans 

Personal Management: ROBERT. REXER 
1674 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

4 -play 

a i tion. of “Let’s Have Fun.” starring’ 

at the Central Pier. 

| are. open.- 
even offer'a-Zoo and Aviary, with: 

On the South Pier, 

with singer Robert Earl, The | 

in an Al Heath-. 

a Bernard: ABC cinema It is presented twee: “4 
on 

is bringing in the. 

| holiday’ resort with affection each | 

current British craze, being widely 

mimists: Grande & Mars being. 

for an overall. 

| ries, 
caters: to the family man, his wife, 
-kids, mother-in-law and what-have- 
you. It is garish, noisy, catchpen- | 

inelude Schickier Sisters, 4 Pala-- 

‘side ) 
‘hearted Blackpool. This is a down- 

Bassey, 

Top. British and US. names are | | Sharpe and Danny McShain, Canadian. and: California. wrestlers, .re- 
featured Sundays in ene-nhight con- : spectively. New group. had. planned ‘fo. stage shows: every Monday night 

(two: shows? 
.. where Harold Fielding. 

British impresario; presents the ;- 
bills; Johnnie: Ray ‘headed . one} 
layout. . 

certs’, 
House, 

night shows (6 p.m. and 8 p.m.) 
at the North Pier Pavilion, with 

teenage shows. 

Each. ‘of the ‘three Piers: ( and | 
sever al in adjacent seaside tow ns) 
have their own morning pierrot 
shows, with lesser-known acts sta 
‘ing entertainment for family. and | 
moppet appeal... ‘Pier orchestras 

in sun lounges, 

ings of children’s cartoons,’ 

“Ben Hur” (M-G) Is im for “an | 
exclusive summer engagement” at 
the: ‘town-center. Palace ‘Cinema: 
“Calso ‘soon to. be ‘torn down. to. 
make way for new. building pro- 
ject). 

The entire. Blackpool. front . ‘and: 
center is brightly: garbed in display 
and lighting, and is heavily pla- | 
carded. Menageries and aquaria 

.The Tower Buildings 

“a host of colorful animals and 
birds.”- The Tower Children’s Bal- 
let, devised. arid produced by Joan 
Davis, is an annual highlight. 

Top ‘Show Biz Firm 

- Biggest enter tainment firm is the } 
Blackpool Tower Co., which ‘con-. 
trols the Tower and ‘Palace ‘build- 
ings, the Tower Circus, Opera 
House and Winter Gardens’ Pavi- 
lion, ‘and Grand Theatre as well 
as- leading ballrooms and cinemas: 
It is one of the largest out-of-Lon- 

show ~biz - concerns, with. 
Bernard. Crabtree ' as 
ments manager and Freddie Brown : 
as its publicity head. . 

Blackpool, eatering to all. tastes, 
also has. “Folies Striptease,” pre- | 
sented ‘by . 
Arthur Fox at. the Royal Pavilion. 

Paris — ‘It’ Ss Here — Plus: -Pautine. 
Penny’s Nudeville.”- “Ice Parade 
of. 1961,” ‘a blades layout, is mark- 
‘ing its: 25th anni at the Blackpool: 
Icedrome, with twi ice daily -per- 
formances. 

‘On the coastal: perimeter of. the 
highly-populated north and. mid-. 
Jands of. England, jam-packed: with 
drab industrial towns and facto- 

“gay .and ‘earthy, Blackpool | 

ny, but: always warm-hearted, color- 
ful. and gay, It has lotsa MS.B. 
fodder; -but .also. much that is 
talented and worth a lock-see.. As. 
a. last bastion of British vaude; it. 
‘is doing a solid job in finding May-: 
to-October work for acts:- 
“There is: no snobbery-. (apart 

1 from what you may find on the| 
sometimes snooty north-promenade 

about .blowsy,. breezy, ‘big- 

to-earth - entertainment’ - center, 
‘where you let your hair downs, go: 

| sauntering 
licking ice- -lollies or: eating good. 
olde English fish-and-chips. ‘It’s a 
town .to enjoy watching millions ., 
‘enjoy themselves. 

down the’ promerade 

‘Show biz. fraternity, most: of ; 
‘whom rent: - their. own. * séafront | 
villas, gather nightly: in the. Blue ; 
Parrot. restaurant in Topping, St., 

| where. mine host Charles Walker. 
formerly of. London, caters to such [| 
diverse palates as those. of Shirley 

Arthur <Askey, Lonnie 
Donegs.., Yana, Al Read, Tommy 
Trinder and Richard. Hearne, 

1st. B.C. AGVA Franchise 
‘Goes’ to Vancouver Firm : 

. Vancouver, July. 18. 
"First -American Guild of Variety: 

Artists franchise ‘ever. granted. a 

appointment of Ben 
Kopelow as a franchised: booking 

+ agent:and club date producer. One |’: 
of founders of ‘local professional 
theatre company, ‘The Barnstorm- 

Jjers, he recently. was publicist. for 
{The Cave Theatre Restaurant. 

Kopelow will operate under the 
name. of Pacific ‘Show Productions 
t os 

children’s:| 
theatres ‘pack in the youngsters, ‘|. 
and cinemas run morning. screen- }. - 

importer 

Vin’ this - ‘city’s: -Akasaka’ district; 

entertain- | : 

if changes in billings: and raiding by 

‘Manchester promoter | 

Show is billed -as “Why .Go ‘to. 

British -Columbia firm came last. 
+ week with the 

; events. 
at the Opera «at Civic. Auditorium, and the telecast y was Planned as a teaser for week's 

“Ralph Yempuku ‘is emerging’ as. ong: of Hawaii’ S most. versatile. pro-. 
In‘ addition; Matt. Monro, 1 moters. He operates the Ginbasha and Topo’ thé Isle niteries, figures’. 

| British disk warbler, tops Sunday in. roller skating and boxing. promotions,. and now -is sponsoring the... 
| Honolulu ‘entry in the new American “Basketball League professional |. 
‘circuit. Yempuku finds no. conflict between. night élubs. ant athletic 

-compere Brian: Matthew from BBC : ; events. Both fields, he. contends, are entertainment. 

Split Some of That Profit With Acts, 

~* By DAVE. JAMPEL 

‘Tokyo, ‘July’ 18. 

Tats “Nagashima, Japan’s biggest 

of. name acts,- - says 
Tokyo's ‘largest *. niteries © - should 

making toa. much Profit, "he told. 

VARIETY. 

‘Nagashima proposed © that -- the 

Copa, Latin Quarter and- “Hana- 

basha, which alniost bump. ‘doors 

‘| spend from. $750 to $1,000::a night 

month for- talent. (excluding : ‘house 
bands’. Current budgets. attract- 
‘ing _mainly local acts, hover at 
-about $1,500 weekly for the top 
‘Spots,. 

‘Nagashima’ called fora athe f- 
‘ese counterpart of AGVA so that |- 
‘promoters, bookers and. ‘acts can he 
form a.common front. not. only to] 
raise pay standards. but to: elimi- |: 

‘nate such nefarious. practices’ as. 
late cancellations without payoffs. 

t both “clubs and. agents. 

well afford. to accept smaller profit 
margins, - Nagashima thinks they 
would help themselves. in “the 
longrun by getting. increased’ biz. 
and prestige from classier acts. 
The clubs, he pointed out, are 
riding oma continuing boom. due 
to increased : numbers of - foreign 
residents, . 

nese and foreign patrons: - 

. Changing. Standards 
Nagashima. cautions, 

| that. although the semi-pro: host- ' 
esses remain ‘the staple of: Japan's | 
nitery biz; the show standards are 
being steadily raised and:can no“ 
longer. -operate on Occupation era 

| fare. . 

shifting . downtown with the tide. 
-He recalls. that .as. -Fecent as four 
years ago it was uncommon for a 

club to. pay an act over $100 a 
night “(two shows): While condi- 
tions have improved. considerably | 
since. then; he. feels.-they: are not 

‘up to par. for the. world’s biggest 
city. 

Acts Na gashima- has. handled in-’ 
clude recent: Nat King: Cole. tour 
‘with Dunhills, Earl..Grant, ‘Mills’ 
. Bros., ~ Delta Rhythm - Boys, Les |. 
Freres Jacques, Los. Tres - Dia- 
montes and Trio Los, Panchos. | 
Most. of above acts, - along with aj. 
few others: including: ‘Kingston ‘Trio 
and. Three’ ‘Suns, . ‘have gotten 
‘around $1,000 a ‘night. for appear- 

! Quarter, Copa. or: Hanabasha. 

Cole.: working one night: each at 
Latin Quarter and Hanabasha, set. 
‘récord' here by drawing consider- 
ably more. But they are few. and. 
far’ -between: Nagashima. believes 
there. should be a steady: flow. of 
‘top-line foreign talént.: 

Biggest - drawback. against - that, 
aside from ¢lubs’ tightfistedness, 
.is' transportation nut and restric-| 
tions on foreign currency pay- 

. ments. Latter is being eased from. 
‘year to year. and. transportation 
costs can be. absorbed: or’ pro-rated: 

4 by building of. circuit which. would an 

loosen their purse strings and: set the. doors.  Cévers -are-.-generally: 
‘higher budgets for talent. “They re} 

he 
‘Without = ligenses. They cut-throat ~ 
each other’ on ‘pfices. ‘Some will 

for ‘at. least.-one week out .of. the’ 

Dectaring that these clubs: can 

tourists and’ Japanese a} 
patrons, 90°% of whom are on. ex:. 
pense. ‘accounts.: in this’, land: -of: 
lenient tax regulations. Club: au- | 
diences at the trio named.. are}: 
generally split 50-50 betw. een q apa-. 

TL 3s GagF Files for $15, Plus $1.09:Pestage: 

however, |f. 

“Nagashima “has ‘been . a ‘booker | Let a ‘Real. Professional Train. You’ 

here thrqughout postwar era, Start-' 
ing with U.S. Military clubs. and |} 

ances. at one of either New. Latin }} 

Tokyo Agent Urg ges Major Niteries 
t have - ‘gets. also’ playing Honolulu, 
Manila; }Hong. Kong: and. Australia, 
.Nagashima ‘also deplores prac-. 

‘tice of. the three big ‘clubs which 
boost cover charges for name acts,. . 
but do not announce same in ads. 
Patrons . ‘only | learn of. this: hike at . 

up to- $5 ahd. up for’ name~ acts,.’. 
which Cole: setting .récord in’ that:. 
department, . ‘too. Cover’. for. 

. Nagashima . also feels. that. order 
should be brought. * ;amiong | ‘the 
agents’ :themselves, many ‘of whom -. 

describes ‘as: fly-by-nighters.. 

pook another, agent's act,. forcing, 
split - commissions. as’.a. face-saving | 

4 move on the: part of the: helpless 
agent and. -act. 

“Pa: Fair? s Names” 
“phe McKean. ‘Co. - “Pair, Smetti-: 

port, Pa... has ‘completed: its talent 
lineup. for the: Sept. 4-9. event: Ap-. 
pearing. through the week: will: be: 
‘Comics: Eagle & ‘Man, Ricciardi _-Jr., 
Rudas : Troupe,: Grace Notes, ‘Dun- 
hills ° and the: ‘Egony.. -Bros.. a 

: On. special dates will “be Red. 
Foley: Sept. :4; Lone Ranger, Sept.) 
-8-9. Les Paul & Mary: Ford and Joie | - 
Chitwood: will: ‘appear on the final 
‘only.: Bookings: were -set . by Stan 
Scottland. of: General. Artists. Corp. ., 

BILLY ° 
“GLASON’S : ~ FUN-MASTER : 

PROFESSIONAL | 
COMEDY ‘MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals a 

“We-Service the Stars”: 

Buy. Professional — Bel fessional 

. Foreign: 38 35 for. ‘$25 

‘@3 Parody “Books, Per: Bk: 
@ 4 Blackout. Books, Per Bk. . 
@ Minstrel Budget: ; ¢ $250. 

‘How. to° Master the. ‘Ceremonies. : 
$3: per Copy. ; 

- No Cc. 00's: er aways Open” 
col. Bitty GLASON | fo, 
200 W. " §ath St., .Y.C., 0 s- i3t6: 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING tna COMEDY 

“THE COMEDIAN”. | 
The Only RealMonthly 

PROFESSIONAL: GAG SERVICE . 
THE: LATEST — THE GREATEST — |" 

' THE ‘MOST-UP-TO-DATEST . i 
Now in its 130th Issue, containing | 
stories, .one-liners; ‘poeméttes,. song. }: 

‘ titles, ‘hecklers, audience stuff, mone. 
. logs.’ parodies, double gags, bits 
‘ideas,. intros,, impressions’ and -im-’. 

- .persanations,:. political, interruptions . |. 
_ Thoughts. of the Day, Humorous. Views: _ 
Of the News, Vignettes, ete, - 

$25, YR. SINGLE ISSUES. $3 
- Foreign . 

" $35. YRACSINGLE ISSUES . ‘$4 
"NO 6.0.0.5. , 

BILLY’ GLASON, 20¢ W. Sath St | o0: 
New : York City 19, CO. 5-1316-° © 

B & B a 
cosTu ME Ss 

_ Gowns and Costumes. 
“INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED 

MADE TO ORDER = «=—isiésL*‘C 
“OW, 44th 8M, Y ; CL 54660 FF 

| ARWAYS WORKING 
“WHITEY? ROBERTS. 
To Jim Roberts and Paul Whitten- 
“meyer of the Jim Roberts Agenc 

90 for the many... many. Chica 
-they y have ‘hooked me. Including: Fe Peoria 
Shrine, Apr. 25; Itaska: C.C. June 19; 
-Elmbyrst C.C.. Chicage, June 34, and 
“how. July. 19. _Statier-Hilton, N.Y. c. 

his. .:- 
“[sLatin:. Quarter engagement. was-.. 

‘$i4:.and at Hanabasha_ up to $28.0 
tor ‘ringsiders. . 

$2.0 F.: 
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.- answer. to. that. mournful question: 
“What: ever. ‘happened . to “vaude-. Fosdick and. Popeye. - 
ville?" With: -its. ‘Skillful... ‘Voung’ masks, ° peachballs, :-guns ‘and. cam 

‘eras. are just .a ‘few. of the Gevices .. 

. cast .6f Richard. Libertini, 
© Intyre* Dixon’ and ‘Lynda : "Segal:: 

cast of two. men: and.a_ girl; 
_“Prunes” ‘is: a ‘charming -combina-. which ‘help - pull. the laughs.” 
' tion. \of . biirlesque - sketches - 

et blackouts: -It ran- for. 350: perform-. “Rudy” Fgan Trio, 
‘ances - at. ‘the off-Broadway. Circle: ; who - ‘provide: -excelent’ Buidance. 
.in-the- ‘Square . Theatre. ' 

. with“a long face.that is ‘usually. . asi sepemnemminenina —_ 
- + registering:. dour. disapproval a = : 
.. “Maelntyre's. cornbalt: antics. 
: -Intyre is the -bumbler “and - _prate 

.. faler ‘of the group: and Miss Segal 
'“tds.{he “Betty Boopish” femme in-;) 

threesome who. do sight. comedy] 
‘mith .corisummate skill). and. their} 
youthful’: zeal gives: ‘a’ sense 
oir eshness" 
.sone of the. old burly . themes. 

Wednesday, Jaly 19, “W961 ae 

‘STEWED PRUNES C) 
i: Comedy ~~ 
"35. Mins... : 2 

“. Gate of Horn, Chicago. a 
‘ “Stewed.. Prunes” is: a. “eprightly: ‘face. 

, -~new Took - 
_Alandish: props which ‘are. ‘ised. "just - 

7 Tight for the ‘best yock’ fippeal.” 
- Cornell ‘has .a: wonderfully comic” 

“which. he twists.’ into such 
familiar’. characters . as. Fearless. 

* Hats,. _Bas-. 

‘Jesters : are. backed up. by* the 
“instrumentalists 

and 

-in New ‘Material: for the.new act was ar- 
“York, and:was condensed:for. night ranged’ by Danny. Rogers, and. it. 

cub. _ presentation. by" itS.; present: has. proved. so’ successful the hotel: 
 Mac-" has. handed. the group: a’ contract 

‘ calling: for- at’, Teast: 20 ‘weeks in® 
; , Duke: Libertini" ‘is tall, -dark. and thin. 1962. 

“of * 

[te Rees 
strument: They're an inuratiating |° “Palace, Blackpool: 

"Blackpool: .Jduly. 18. : 
“Bernard -Delfout. Presentation, 

with: ‘Frankie : Vauglian: Cat ‘piano ; 
"Basil Tait),..Ted Lune, : iArticuT : 
- Worsley. Billy. Ternent: Orch, Hetty: * 

mn tailoring: the .act.-down- to: ‘King..Maxine’ Coates,.:Neil "& -Pat’. 

a 
to. the. variations : 

7 “Rivery size ithere. are seven skits" Delrina. Bell:Tones 3), The Kons: 
“and. another half-dozen - blackouts: f° 13); Dancing. Lovelie’s 2s 

le’. group. has: produced” a. fast, Staged: ‘by. Ernest: Maxine. 

Ing turn. It's’ frothy fare witha 

-,. “ausual. ‘booking | ‘for- the:. Gale -of | “4minute . act. to 
-"; Horn, 

“almost. any. Foom, and. have # pare: 
“titular appeal ‘for those’, with’ a: Aut 
“nostalgia. for Gallagher. & Shean |. iwith ftis: high ‘Kicking ’ gimniicl 7 

cones - along with --the 
_, gréatness. Billie- Holiday ‘was. ene:. 

_ Ena Fitzgerald and Sarah’. Vaugban.. 
"+ are. others. * ‘Add, another .ntime for 

: possible. future’ nomination: to the.. 
.. list—tbat of ‘a. 24-year-old: -Provi- . 
‘denee. girl. named ‘Carol. Sloane:- 

oS er singing. at the- receht. jazz festi- , 
“i+ Wal Jat. Newport. 

‘date. at’ the Red.. Hill: Inn, 

: 1 at heme on: a. night. élub floor. “|” 
7" Several ‘years * with big bands. 
~ Jelt) their — mark, : 
a -intonation . ‘and | -plirasing. ‘far Su-- 

-.. perior ta that-of ‘niost Singers. She 
has, a. ‘polish which niakes: her’ a 

- Rood: bet for ‘Supper. ‘clubs. as well 
“aS: jazz rooms.. 

notes’. ike “Miss Vaughan,. 
" mélew like Miss .:Fitzgerald.-She - 
“seats in- the ‘style. of -both:. per haps °. 
> with a- njore.: ‘musically ‘quality’ than ; 
either. Her.-voice is her own and 

. ‘ehe is at: her best on, tender, sweet. 
“* jazz “standards ” “like. 
.Biue,”. 

._@ wordless scat ‘blues -called: “Cot: 
fee and Cake,” : -and.Count Basie‘s 

= _ “Centerpiece,” 
a style, ms 

"stand ‘like staties at the . -mike;,. 

‘her ‘aldience -betweén. songs: and - 
it has:a. 
"a keen‘sense’ of humor. -She- ozes © 

’ seif-confidence, “yet. is natural and . 
unaffected. : 

‘good backing. 

THE. HAPPY: ‘TESTERS’ a 
“.Songs,. ‘Coniedy: ve 
45 .-Mins. - 

“known. as The Happy. Jésters has: 
appeared here before, the turn has_ 

 Acts,.-and déserves it: now: because j. 
:” “of .the introduction of a. ‘generous | 

. supply’ of fresh ‘material. 
‘Ken Cornell: supplies mmiost. of the: “most “potentialin- this ‘fairly :en- |} 

wo CAROL: ‘SLOANE: a a 
. ”. Songs * a, - me = Lot - : 

25 Mins... at nye ne 

paced and. consistently - entertain-| “4 
-- Frankie. Vaughan; “Eniglish 3 singer; 

wide ‘appeal, and a soniew hat-lii- ‘has coine up’ with. an. entertaining . 
headline * his : 

. “which - “specializes.-in’ folk” ‘bright holiday: ‘lavout:. With’ Basil. 
i sifigers.. -Howevyer, '- they: fit: the: ‘Tait: at ‘the. ivories,: “he: “romps © 
.rdéom: quite well, as they “would # i through .. song, ‘With a: “Avelcome.' 

“dldies”. Hike. “Green . Door” 

and: Willie, ‘West & McGinty. |” 
" 6. Mor: Entering - Via. auditorium. 

ghan,.. establishes. himself... pronto: 
‘His songalog ‘is 

| thrown. in). 

vt 

with - -outfronters:. 

- {the chuckling ‘Last ° Night’ on: the 
Back Poreh.”:““Just“in- Time”. and - 
“Give. Me: The Moonlight.” we 

' Vaughan has a. “strong - sensé of 

Red. Hill. Trin, “Camden.” oy 
“Qnée in’ a. -while "a fare. ‘Singer 

stamp’ - “of... 

cmilting’ from. customers when’ he. 
_introduees Hetty: King. vet: ‘English * 
:musichall performer: His act, with: 
-backing from’: the - ‘Billy - Ternent : 
Orch. . fills. the. entire second: half 
‘of vill. mo 

Ted. Lune. : “north: of- England. 0. 
median,” recently. -hypoed- ‘via. tv 
series | “The “Army. “Game.” --is ‘ai 
lanky. Jugubrious, -type whose very ° 
skinni-ness in’ physical appearance. 
raises many. ‘a ‘vock.. ‘Act satisfies: 
“éomedy-wise and he. exits | to- Ap 
‘pregiative | palming. 

Afthur “Worsley; . dors hits: ‘famil-: 
iar ‘ventriloquial ‘act with his dum- 
my,.:-“Charlie Bron. * and. reveals. | 

+ his. tsual , expert. voice-throwing 
» Miss Sloane ean. -gWoop. ‘and bend: talent.’ This is one of the strongest. 

or-“sing ‘acts. ‘of. its’. kind: ‘in? UK. ¢ 
. Maxine”. ‘Coates... promising : new * 
‘thrush, scores strongly. with her: 
warbling; particularly -in: her: rendi- ; 

: tion ‘of. “Ave Maria’; distaffer has 
both _appearance and: a useful. set... 
of: pipes... :.° me 

The: Kims ‘are! a. Scandinavian 
toale . trio «who - toss’ each. otlier.: 
around for ‘yocks,. indulge‘ in some. 

She made. ‘the” critics®. flip: With .. 

break-in. 
‘this 

brunet shows. she: is just? as. Mich |} 

In ‘her 

-with” -her beat; 

Little (Girl 

. er songalog ‘opens : ‘with: "*Pene: 

. other.. The. three ‘Bell-Tanes., ‘also- 
‘a male trio; offer: muisi¢al inistru- ! 
--mentalism ‘for good | “résults’ ‘Neil | 
" &: Pat, Delrina are ‘polished -danc-; 
ing. act; with the former. handiing : 
the’ “Tayout's” choreography. “neatly 
demonstrated . by. ‘the. 12, ‘Dancing. 

' Loxelies, wae 
“Show “has. a sad note in. ‘that. 

unknown - -to: majorify .of: pa¥ees. 
: it--will’ be ‘the. last ‘to. play this.- 
historic -yaudery, dué for: demoli- , 
‘tion atend of. season to inake way. 
‘for department store. . _, Gord. 

ery”. and. “Willow. Weep for ‘ Me.” 

also... “done seat~ 

‘Unlike’ “many - jazz, singers, | tho: 

‘avith. Miss . fence communicates. 

yarm, friendly manner and . 

The. Dave. Levin Trio supplies 
os “Bit... . 

Rling’ ‘B,, ‘Edinburgh’: 
-Edinburgh.. duly” 11. 

Rikki. Fulton; Jack - Milroy, | 
“Alargo . “Heriderson, : “Fay “Lénore, * 
. Peter, Grent, Denise: Shaune,:Ethet | 
‘Scott, ‘Clem Ashby, .Gler Michael, 
“Bruce ‘McClure.-Dancers | (81.. Ger-+ 
aldo’ Orch. under. George: Michie;.' 
staged. ‘by: ‘Michael Mills: 7 

Stardust | ‘Lounge, : ‘Las: Vegas. ; 
Although the. trio .of zanies: 

never been. recorded under. New: 

“Jack Milroy, fasteclimbing. ‘core- 
“dian Wwith-an impish’ grin, shows the |: 

..comedy; Jerry Prez is’ on. vocals,.;, tertaining layout, ‘neatly helmed by } 
> and Sal Tino is the guitar’ man. ‘All [Michael Mills and 

. . three “aré ‘excellent singers, “con- stylish. 
"- sistently coming’ up with: firstrate ., ‘forded by the Howard &: ‘Wyndham’ 

“hilarious routines, - 

“When -You're . Smiling," °. 
_ Myself. A: Letter; *!Sin- To Tell: A 
” Lie,” 

‘firm; -It is ‘in ‘for: the holiday. ‘seas! 
‘son - and ‘offers - tuneful. amusing 
"fodder - ‘for ‘many. tastes. _ 

-Milroy’s talent .is .seen- ‘at: “its 
“best in’ his “All the ‘Nice Girls.°: 

harmonizing... Such standards. ‘as - 
“ “Write 

“Just - Because,” -‘‘Dearie:” 
“Bill Bailey,”,.and “Blowing | Bub-.: 

“intros plenty: “of cout! 

sprinkling . of some’ of his success. “ff 

“Vau- on 

‘varied; ranging from * the . breezy. |” 
| “Something in the. Bank, Frank”: 10%" 

“hoivinanship: ‘and ° - garners. heavy :. 

-vaude: - 

* pat, a $5 fop. | 

[ appear in’ Mon:real. 

7 rearefreé’ tnatelot. and. dancers, -add-‘ 7 . 
ite: “suitable... backing. .He also 

‘fF scores in. 2 - -sketch. with co-star. 
': Kikki Fulton, . the duo playing. two. 
_Glasbow -style: juvenile. delinquents. 
om in a ‘sketch’ authored by Stan Mars. 

‘Fulton -made - ‘a. bad choice. for : 
‘Opéning-night sketches: and. finds. 
His. ““Tahk ° of Trivia.” » self--[ 
“authored item, too: subtle and ln- 
amusing. for the outfronters. - Het 
has a-suave: aronchalant ‘style. seen | - 
at-its ‘best in. ‘his: ‘Patter. and come | 
pering, ‘bitss. 0 . i 

Mar £0 ‘Henderson, impressionist, 
‘fives ‘singing ‘travesties of various - 
show ‘biz : personalities and adds a, 
personal: note with ‘a song ‘about - 

_ NEW YORK CITY 
_Musi¢ MALL -- 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF JULY 19 

Centennial College _ 

teae AQ 1 SLATE BROS. Sons Kg 
asta 

STATLER HOTEL (‘Piatmutes in Lig 
‘Chor, Cherhveéls. :Adan Cole, Ceips de “Neges. Shemrtny Ensats hea 

Ballet, Rockettes. Raymond Paige ie. THE SUMMIT BH Deane t? 
YE LIVTLE CiLus Cae Jot Deve 

mecsounnbUSTRALIA Tavren. + Matiden, Eduardo Sse .s 
Wo en Tayrn , 

Lee Sharon: Lucie & Rusita, Four Revacs. | LAS VEGAS 
McKay Bros. & Remavite, Inonete Durie. | DESERT INN ieee Race sek 
Hal - Roach, Anne Crag. Nolande Reds Shawn, Donn Aiae. Dears Gl aa 
gues, Leo Arnol . Haves Use Lounge Walled Neo  iNse 

“SIDNEY... iFivelli John ‘Tavsen, Colin; Apollon, AGH Heath. Merss Rese bates 
Croft;. Ormonde Deurlas. Nance Rasmus, 
sen, Doreen) Morrow. Lorraine Quinn, 
Bram Schrever..Judy Hooke. Eqe Guim 

on ) “Yes; Evleen Hattuni. Frederck Dore Revi - 
‘her own baby -son. € hr:stapher, « Mills... Peter North Vincent Tester." 
‘Distaffer. shows ‘totsa- talent (but: arthur Gorman. Pauline “Garrick. Carl 

could still sharpen: act ‘considerably 
with ‘choice’ of new -entertainer’s 10}. 
impersonate * ‘instead, of ‘too many ! 
has-beens. “Miss ° Lenore iw. strong: 

Sin’ her ‘sole. items and: revisters | 
| throughout as a. ‘solid. entertainer. 

In. the ‘support: lineup. there’ is 
“standout work by. Gien Mie hael as 
ca’ foil in: comedy sketches. His 
- eNaracterization of such: iypes’-as 

aide marks’ hiny down Jas an artiste . 
worth, booking for: scripted series. 
Clein’ Ashby: and, Ethel Scott alse , 
aid: nicely. in.-sketches.- 

‘Denise: Shaune’s dancing: reveals 
more potential, distaffer being a tall! 
and: shapely ‘t¥pe with growing ex-"' 
‘perience: The eight Br uce MeClure 
Dancers “work | well’ throughout, 
“anid. Raymond: Dalziel cand Leon: 
“Ward impress ‘in: the male. terping © 
‘depth... Peter ‘Grant’ inects all te 
quirements as ‘the ‘male. vocalist. 

George. Michie’ batons the Geraldo 
“arch. Gord: 

—— = ‘a... Dixie JIneram 4 ive. Cicris” Wal 
— . loughby Dancers. Re hatad Paste 1 sat 

Logan. Aeohan. Chor Seotticte tunis 
__ One Man Show. ‘;Dancers. Pipes & Dsums.¢f C4 3 wl: Gies 

Bow Artller*.. 
co. ‘LONDON (Palladium) Waiis Sccenibe 

- Rey. Castle, Marion Wisin hang Teas 
joc _ i Eddie. Calvert, Wise’ Guns (Audres Taj.ts 
7 Th Belaionté: . ; Yeremy Hawk, Micheal & Cond Gs. cites 
“(GREED oe oy. AD. iFrame, Helene & VWoware Borentan- 

: al Wendy. Wayne; Renme Corbet. Jach . 
Los Angeles, July. TH. (eS RECAMBE Winter Gard 

.- . ~ ‘Winter ardents.-- 
Harry “Les afoin, ages HOS “8 Charlie ~ Chester. Hettex Were Trea 

“number: of new. . songs . this’ time “Erie “Jeeves”. Guer  Willalees S&F 
varound unr “a program ‘chiefly ‘de-. Rérhour,; ‘Prankhn & Mewes. 8 & NN 
-oted: ‘to’ folk: 
in-a_ soft dramatie vein, 
ficiently : favor ed: ‘with a 

buf sul- 
Weet In- 

idies beat. Show is carefully. staged. 
With: a. Strong .aecent on: “theatric Tale 
‘ity, highlighted | by: “striking lient- 
ing and -attention to physi¢al - ‘qual-,| "3 
-ities.- Performer, chowever.- is’ Roing 
‘to have ‘to watch same... €reeping - 
" poundaze: to ‘fully. maintain sensu-" 
al appeal. he trademarks. 7 

Backed hv ‘effective . screen 
with. changing: Aides: that comple- 
iment ‘ “inaterial,”.. Belsfonté £008 | 
{trough © various folk. ‘areas of the: 
‘world. SAN My: Trials”. inipresses. 

- pointing. up: compelling” “inte nsity of | 
his: expert: ‘technique. © linin:. Gare 

Jsong,: “Bald .Héaded -Wonian,” is | 
strong. wile . ‘ handsome ‘rousi? 1p; 

note. Scores wi ith “Mic heel Row the | 
Boat. a - 

An. exciting. new. addition: to. the }° 
show: is. South. “African: ‘songstress | 
IMiriam Makeha:. seen. here a. year 
:ago at Ciro’s.. Handsome and warm. 
Ishe. delivers -in' native. Xosa‘ dialect, ! 
using. a: clicking throat” sound -in- 
‘trinsi¢ ‘to ‘her’ ‘people. -Voiee. ‘is! 
Strong and sweet, displaying, amvaz- { 

“exec ution, 

impact. 

-ing attack: ‘and - sure: 
(?Click. Song’: had’ great | .. mies. From. : Heaven,'+.dotie.. up- . 

: témpo. and: includés dtandairds like. erazy stilt-walking. and’ wind. WH! while “Un Home” was smooth and : eu 
'. “imagination,” : “Mountain - Green. some ecceiitric tumbles’ over. each’ stirring. ““Wimeweéh.” a‘Lion song.’ 

‘shows: belting power, aswell | i 
. Occasionally. sprinkled. ‘with ody 

favorites, Belafonte © continues 
draw: favor’ with. “Jamaica: ‘Faie- 4 
well? and: ‘claimed. eas. fun. identi- |: 
‘fication -Wwith’ the: -venerable “Man j 
Smart’. and “Matilda’’ Closing on 

“Jatter,. 
:participation humor, Same seétion, 
jrowever, - ‘showed. mare: showman- | 
‘Ship: on “Goin* Down: Jordan;” sa-. 
tire: on: revivals, and the poignant. tColypse. Revue. 
; “Mirgin - Mary,” 

ping: ‘rhythmer’““La’ Bamba.’ 
‘as well cas a ‘Jilt- | 

Big niusical ° accompainment ‘ine 
- fetudes ‘The Vocai -V and. five folk 

musicians’ headed. by¥ singer's Tong. 
| time: guitarist. “Millard- ‘Thomas. 
‘Ralph Hunter . is ‘inusical- director, 
‘working with . The. Greek . Theatre: 
orch.. Ralph Alswang. handled. stag- 
ing ‘and: lighting, with costume by-|. 
Freddy. Wittop..: Phil Stein. pro- 

ues | aelameenin sen > 

: ‘Arthur! Woistes. a ‘an caging. butler-or: a. civic chiel's -g2UeM*h veial 

: Animuls, 
Tigers, 5 Elwardos, Berosims Rudy Hera 

. Miller, 

& Bray. 
Redding. Pat’ Cotimbs 

, fan Powrie. 
: garet Mitchell. May ‘Kav 

meterial generally, 

Oe me 

Hemer;, ivan King. 
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BLUE ANGEL. “Pablo Candela, Jamba 

* Evdia Lora Rephael Pes 
nan. Lord Christo, ‘Vord: Whe  'eonne 
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- CLOISTER—Phil Tucker. Eddy & Mary 
Lee, Eddy Spbway. Orc 
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‘duced, Shaw Tuns through Julv. 29 1 PALM ‘Trio, 

Allan Bruce’s U. s. ‘Dates 
Blackpool, Eng., July. 18... 

. Allan - Bruce, singing in the cur- 
given the usual | lent’ show. at ‘Queen’ s Theatre here, 

‘Settings ‘and. costuming af-} wii] p'ane- to. the U.S. im. October. 
for cabaret dates... He's. also set. to i 

Singer; who visited Australia‘ on. 
‘tour: earlier. this year, is “also 
| Skedded ‘to - re-visit . Melbourne. ‘in.} 
|. March; .1962._ after. completing: at 

:.. bles” are: plénded. neatly: into their’ F spot: with: ‘soubrette’:. Fay. Lenore, 1 Pantomime, stint al Streatham ‘Hill, 
The:  Beoup’s | WIN the. comedian portraying. “aiLondon. a . 

yh 

. Dale:. 
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54 NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS 

Latin Quarter, N.Y. 
E. M. Loew & Ed Risman pres: 

entation of Ron Lewis’ “Vive 
Feinme” featuring Patti Moore &{of high calibre’ though they have 
Ben Lessy, Lonnie Sattin, Neapoli-| been completely changed for the 

tan Sertet ‘Lila Pagz, Bette Wolf, second year. 

Guerin that. they keep costumes 

Cu Beth, Richard Sharretts, Art; Production -numbers*™ glide by 
Budney, Loweil Harriss, Hartison | with the Bluebell. Giris still step- 
& Kossi, Wazzan Froupe (10), ping lively. The nudes still blithely 
Dorothea MacFarland, Gioria Le-|and haughtily display their charms. 
Rou, Stuart Fleming, Kip Carlisle,| and the acts continue to be deftly 
Barbara Anthony, Rio Chicas &|showcased twixt. .numbers, ice 
las Cabelleros, Suzanne France, | 
Claudette Fournier, Calvin’ von! ining. pool interlude. 
Rainhold, Chuck Corbett, Ronald 
Field, Larry Merritt, Elaine’ Rey- 
nolds, Ann Crosby, Phyllis Gilbert, 
Ruth Sterens, Claire Mitchell, 
Tanya Corlette, Barbara, Charles, 
Lynn Londergan, Mareia Brill, 
Bonnie Wa!ker, Sheila Cass, Marcia 
Kiva, Alice Glena, Nina Ar- 
quagh, Kenneth Urinston, Stuart || 
Fleoatig, Cathy Triffon, Diedre; 
Keliy, Lana. Schubels, Tanya Cor- 
lette, Elaine Ree Ruth Ste 
aens, Claire Mitchell, Giga 2 
Sica: Jo Lambardi and Buddy|they will top themselves. . 
Harlowe orehs; songs and orches-| There is always talk of going 
trations, Tom Joerder, Bill Jacob; jin for annual new shows again, 
costumes, Freddie Wittop (Eleue | instead of the two year periods 
Costumes; direction, Charlotte | of late, but full Lido houses. will 
LaVelle & Harry Dejonson; Bar- probably again insure that extra 
bara Lewis, assist.; $7 cover. 

bring in a new show. The amaunt 
of production. numbers. ‘and acts 

are now. being recruited through- 
out the world plus plans for mec- 
cano effects to top those already 

; | seen. While Fraday - 
Guerin sagely keep up their for- 
mat, they try to ‘present more 
sheen and invention each semes- 
ter. It remains to be seen whether. 

osk. 

Paris has its Lido, London its 
Pigalle. Las Vegas its sundry |. 
plusheries, ditto Miami Beach— 
and New York has got the Latin 
Quarter Little wonder that this | 
E. M. Loew-Ed Risman operation 
has become a Gotham institution. 
They do everything to insure 
durability and it’s the best $7- 
minimum dash - class - smash-flash- 
ery in the Broadway nitery belt, 
and ail points east. 

A year after its preem, this ex- 
cellent Ron Lewis revue,: “Vive 
La Femme,” remains a standup, 
socko floorshow second to “none 
on either side of the Atlantic. The 
sturdy framework is a flexible 
panoply of costuming (and :lack of 
it), production values, femmes 
and pace against which any added 
names, to revitalize periodic looker- 
ship, can be interlarded. - 

Current added starters.are a 
refreshing change of pace, aS was 
Eleanor Powell's last semester 
sockv business which, incidentally, 
has caused the management to eye 
other yesteryear Hollywood names. 
Result is that Dorothy Lamour 
comes in following this new show's 
headliners, Patti Moore & Ben 
Lessy, with their undeniable 
humor, and the personable Decca 
disker, Lonnie Sattin, who also 
has had his regular Saturday tee- 
veer. Satlin errs only on over- 
generosity. His repertoire might 
be edited a bit to leave ’em hungry. 
He ranges the pop parade with a 
good choice of standards and 
delves into “Carmen Jones” and 
a spiritural for generally. rousing 
results. ; 

Moore & Lessy’s zany comedics 
are clean and surefire, for any 
t:pe audience, an ideal booking 
for the provincial summer trade 
the LQ draws, along with the 
native regulars. Fundamentally 
their stuff is staple; Miss Moore 
is the femme foil for: Lessy’s 
gooferies, popcorn-throwing “idiot 
boy” antics, interlarded -with ex- 
pert pianology and intensive ap- 
plication to special lyric’ material 
aid careful routining. 
When not making like road com- 

pany Apaches, Harrison.:.& Kossi 
terp on skates, on a portable rink 
perched high and on which, de- 
spite its. minature size, they man- 
ange quite athletically and acro- 
batieally. 

Billed as the Latin: Quarter 
Sextet and announced as the Nea- 
politan Sextet—they could devise 
&@ more savvy handle—the mixed 
threesomes are an attractive and 
capable group who belt out the 
familiar arias with authority and 
pep appeal, even for a saloon audi- 
ence. 

Vet Wazzan Troupe with their 
Arabian groundtumbling. and four- 
high pyramids are standards. 
Dorothea MacFarland remains the. 
prima, and withal Ron Lewis has 
staged a standout revue. It has 
all the class accoutrements, from 
the Freddie Wittop costumes to 
the sundry specialists, the nudes, 
and atmospherics (Rio,. Viennese 
and Parisian)... Afable maitre 
a@'hotel Gigi has been having his 
hands full (so have the waiters, 
in anather sense with the cus- 
tomer traffic. They've queued up 
many a time Hke it was the Music 
Tall. ' Abel. 

Shamrock, Houston 
Houston, July 13. 

Shep Fields Orch (12); no- cover 
or minimum. 

vazza returns to the Shamrock Hil- 
ton’s International Club for a 
pleasant show timed at 43 minutes. 
Ravazza does not have a great 

entation, plus ‘a handful of stories 

as “Pedro” and “The. Bells.” 

gether with simple but effective. 
arrangements, good use of lighting 
and the necessary change of. pace 
here and there. He opens with 

“Music Maestro” ‘with some expert 

clever Iyrics, “Thank Heaven For 
Little Girls,” “I Dreamed” and 
others. His begoff is the usual 
“Vieni Su.” 

The Bob De Voye Trio (consist- 
ing of De Voye, Fred Favorite and 
Toni.Hunt) opens with a fast-paced. 
11 minutes in their second appear- 
ance here. Boys toss tiny Ton 
around like they were trying to get 
rid of her, which would be foolish, 
indeed, and there. are many spins 

preciative audifors. 

This show plays. for. two. frames, 
with The Interludes and Bud. and 
Cece Robinson due in-July 20, as. 
Paul Neighbors returns ‘to. take 
over the bandstand for a 8 Pe 

ee 

kip: 

Angelo’s, Omaha 
Omaha, July - 15. 

‘Patti Prince, Lee. Berger,: Al 
‘Lamim's Orch (6); $1 cover. 

‘packing ‘em in at Angelo’s Studio 

‘excellent . acts, and he takes part: 
in all. ; 

Expertly ‘backed Dy. ‘Al Lamm’ s 
Orch, with his. own Lee. Berger 
‘at the piano, Lewis opens show 
with nostalgia recalling past visits 

here in 12 years). Then into a song 
and a short dance with Manor & 
Mignon. 

audience to ask Lewis for his 
‘autograph and the. pair go into 
a cute bit of patter before she 
takes over mike. 
nifty voice and clicks on “You're 
Nobody.”” 

spins. Lewis tells tales of old show 
biz greats and picks up. clarinet 

on Chop Chop & -Charlene,. 
standout'.magic act. Chop Chop 
lets. Lewis pull the gimmick on 
several. tricks for added laughs. 
Windup has the old master back 

for “Me and. Shadow,” and “Baby 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Paris, July 18. 
Well {nto the second ‘year of its 

present show the Lido: still does} Saturday (22). 
not show a wrinkle. It is a tribute | follows. July 28. 

minute offering. 

Trump. . 

to Rene Fraday and Pierre Louls-{. 

and pacing fresh, and the. acts{ 

skating bits, cataracts and a swim- 

Next December the. “Lido will 

will be the same, but fresh turns. 

and Louis-- 

| year ef coasting and oor. 

| record for this. “room, 
Carl Ravazzu, Bob De Voye Trio,. 

A favorite in Houston,.Carl Ra.. 

laugh good. -A tireless duo, their | 
| frenetic approach never lets up in 

yoice, but it is good and his appeal 
is his personatity and his pro pres-. Reese’ provides. a 

and his w.k. special material, such: 

His show is carefully put to- partner 
‘smartly tightened — ‘double-drum 
bit.. and | buck-and-wing - routine. 
atop ‘the ‘skins to. wham into a 

| showstop: 
where. on, . 

Raye & Roman aré.a good. look- | 
ing young. dance-duo who purvey 
ballroomology. with adagio-in ef-: 
fortless fashion,: climaxers: raising 

“Love Is Like Champagne,” goes.to. 

whistling, “Oui Madame” with the]. 

that bring added mitting.from ap: 

Shep Fields Orch is again excel- 
lent for showtime and dancing. 

-COvET, 

‘of non-stop . satire, 

‘Ted Lewis Revue with Chop. 
Chop & Charlene; Manor & Mignon,: his 

| foibles: to work over . the - ‘local: 
.| haunts and habitants comedically 

One. of the greatest nitery re- 
vues to ever play Omaha, Ted 
Lewis and his gang is currently 

‘paper - gossiper : ‘Herb Lyon . (who | | 
was present) and ribbed Irv. Kup: 

Inn. The veteran nee ‘shrewdly 
mse ree. 

has surrowies ‘ ‘Black Orchid with. nostalgia, con- 
trasting them with current topliner 

to Omaha {this is ‘his first time] 

‘Pert Patti Prince emerges from. 

Blonde has a. 

Lewis returns for more patter 
and songs before Manor & Mignon | 
take over with excellent lifts and | 

for “Tiger Rag’’ before: pring!ng. 

modulated voice: She. has .a deft 

Smiles at Me,” to cap a socko 70- 

Show {fs fn for 10 ‘days, closing 
George Shearing|. 

, _[ voice. to. advantage . in the offbeat 

Fountaincbiean, MB. 
* .: "Miami Beach, July 15.. 

Dick Haymes. &. Fran. Jeffries, 
Davjs. & Reese, Raye & Roman, 
Len Dawson Orch; $5. ‘bev: -mini-. 

: | Bobby Troup ‘ beginning - : Aug. 7} mum, 

Afters an’ abortive Booking’ of an 
unimpressive ice . show. earlier” in 
summer, prexy.Ben Noyack of this: 
Beach landmark has reopened the | 
plush .LaRonde.: with .a_ straight|. 
variety layout, that at show: caught, 
added up to asolid, satisfying pack-'|.. 
age worthy. of a midwinter: book- 
ing. 

Dick Haymes. isa new. / performer 
here with his partner-wife . Fran: 

She ‘sparks and: dresses- Jeffries. - 
a ‘shrewdly -balanced, artfully. ar- 
‘ranged and: staged ‘act: that. hits 
from their: duo-opener. A. tall, 
slick. brunet, smartly gowned:, -ahd | 
coiffed, her visual impact is 
doubled by the vocability that em- 
braces an upbeat. tune - with. zest 

and’ distinction’ then turns.:to a 
softie with equal | sock: effect on the: 
auditors: - 

_ On his.own, Haymes reprises the’ 
oldies he introed over. decade ago, 
to stir the: nostalgia but it is in 
the joining with Miss Jeffries. that 
the whole jells into a vital, .big 
‘reaction - ‘affair. . The” bows: _were. 
well ‘earned. 

Davis & Reese hold some sort Of 

played | it four. ‘times in oné. year. 
They’ve. since been away from these 
precincts for along time and during 

{that time have smoothed and pol- 
ished their comedic. ideas, added 
new . zany - routines all to the big- 

the attack on.: the’  funnybone. 

clowns,. turns. in back breaking 
flips;- whams ‘them at the. drums, 
dances’ and. then - winds with’ his 

in their -standard—but 

They can play any- 

mitts- being their one-hand._ balane- 
ing spins. and cross-stage ‘split | 
‘slides:by the leggy femme half.. Len 
Dawson and his able crew -showback. 
‘in. slick manner. 
package looked to be picked up,. to 
thold it’ through: next week. 

Mister Kelly*s,. Chi 
''. Chicago, July 15. 

Shecky - Greene,’ Pepi. Runnels, 
Marz-Frigo- ‘Rubenstein Trio; $2. 50. 

Chi’s second largest annual con- 
~~ | yention — the housewares show — | « 

“| had Shecky Greene’s opening: night. 
first show packed, and he delivered 
a solid. 55 minutes of. his own brand 

storytelling; 
adlibbing of local jokes, impreshes 
and mimicry... 

- A. hometown. boy, Greene. used: 
knowledge _ af. Windy ‘City 

‘to. good. ‘effect. He lauded news- 

.cinet (who. was not). 

He recalled his apprentice. years 
at the now-defunct Chez Paree an 

status.:in the big Miami Beach, 
Gotham.-and. Las Vegas « ‘clubs: (“I 

table at. the Frontfer.”): 
His rapid-fire delivery permits | * 

him to cover a lot’ of ground, from 

a story in mock-Chinese to al” ° = 
riotous impression. of 2 Neapolitan-|]' 
type opera in which he-sings and 
acts. both the tenor and bass roles. 
‘With: his seemingly limitless ener- 
_gy and: glibness (he: often has 
four or. five routines. ‘intertwined 
and going: on. at. once}; Greene’s |: 

jis a more .than | substantial ‘turn, 
-and ‘maifitains-‘a - high. yock-level 
“for his entire. act.. 

Songstress. Pept. Runnels was. last: 
here about: six months ‘ago at the 
Downstage Room, also owned by 
the Marienthal brothers. Fittingly, | 
‘she has down-keyed: the-decolletage 

1} and emphasis on s.a. that charac- 
terized her downstage : “appearance 
and is.. “showcasing a ‘fine, well- 

knack for. toying witha tune and 
turning ‘her songalog of standards. 
into fresh. and intriguing numbers. 
She handles “Goody Goody” with 

‘some neat twists on the traditional 
’30s- style, and uses her throaty. 

“Soon It’s Gonna Rain: Miss Rua 
nels. is _a ‘knowledgeable singer, |. 
with “a flair ‘for. showmanship: and}. 

*| a sure ability ‘to set a mood. 

‘and they've. ‘built a substantial. Jo- 
Opening ‘the day | 

after ‘July 4th holiday . cand: - with: 

-having . 

smooth: singing: 
straight to the. ‘burly Davis. who 

Option on the. 

individual jazz style, 

ous: and straight. material. 

| Thomas lookalike does plenty with 
al.2 handkerchief and hits home with 

1 “Astronaut,” featured on his Decca | 

Personality is warm and: ‘style is 

lost 37 years of options at. the crap ‘upped slight 

— Continued ‘from page. 3. 

Next up is Julie London: and 

for three weeks. Mor. 

Flame Room, Mpls... 
Minneapolis, July. 6. 

son Orch (D5 $2-$2.50 cover, 

headliners. to play a return engage- 
‘ment: in: this tony Hotel Radisson | 
‘Supper club since.the room was re-. 
vamped 15 months ago. ‘Current 
stint is comics’ third in: four years || 
in the Flame Room, :new. and. old, 

cal following. - 

heavy:.competish from | the home- 
standing Minnesota. Twins. baseball 
team, pair still: drew a big house. 

|for-. their preem.: 

’ Boys’: material consists - -mainiy. 
of old standbys, including the. Las. 
Vegas. drunk bit, a tv. interview 

getters. 
these fresh, however, by ad: libbing 

‘Act rates a big plus for: its: ap- 

supper: show were as regaled as 
their elders“ by the team’s -antics. 
Show stopper continues to be Dick 

drunk: As messy ‘and funny: as ever, 
routine never seems to -fall flat. 
Danny. Ferguson’s band, depart- 

ing after this session : for: a two- 
month stay at the Brown Suburban 
in’ Louisville, 
punctuation, where indicated, for | 
the comedy team and plays for din- 
ner. dancing. 
Rowan ’&: Martin remain. through 

closes for next seven. weeks. Nitery. 
“will: reopen Sept. 5 With Jackie. 
Leonard. . Rees. 

Crescendo, L As Lo 

drink min... 

his . best -in: swingin’. “Lady is a 
‘Tramp” and serves nice piano’ and: 

| vocal.. styling .that. has won. him | 
- Lary.” [a special following. - 

A lusty. belter, he fares less 
- well as.a standup, hasn’t. yet got |. 

the assurance in this department:| sondor revue, with: Eva. ‘Flores, =: ~~ 
Onix Moreira, Charlene: Ray; Los _ fhat shows when. supported. by. 

his piano: Ballad, “I'll ‘Be Tired. 
of You,” is good. and “Around the | 
World in 80° Days” points up. his 

‘Backing ‘is 
by ‘his. own trio. 

‘ Limelighters - continue’ success- 

takeoff on Western film Villains: is. 

whose backless 

and showmanship on both humor- 

Comic. Manna ‘delivers: ‘pleasant: 
ly with some fresh. stuff. ‘Danny 

album as “I Want: My: Crayons.” 

relaxed, though - pacing. ‘could. be 

Entire’ show runs’ through I July 
26. . ' Dale 

De Viechi 
— 

this entry, with. ‘producers pressing’ 
for open. nominations. . 

Astor has’ completed deal. for 
all Federico Fellino. -future’ films. 
Next. out. will be “The Swindler,”: 
in September. : ‘Richard Basehartt,- 
Broderick: Grawford and Giuletta | . 
-Masini: star. Also: on -Fellini’s: up- 
coming ‘slate. is “Voyage. of Love.”. 
Company has deals with Luchino’ 

Visconti and: Michelangelo Anto- 
nioni, as well, giving them, accord- 
ing to him, Italy's three top direc- |. 
tors. Latter. is ‘repped by “Il. Gri- 
do,” starring: Steve Cochran, Betsy. 
Blair and. Alida. Valli; | while -Vis-.| 
conti film; ‘The: ‘Earth Trembles, ute 
is also. ready for. release 
tionally, they have “Peeping Tom,” 
_tentatively-titled Morria Shearer. 
starrer produced and directed by 

| Michael Powell. set. for Fall. release. 

_ Cerneys (2); 

Rowan: & Martin,. Danny. Fergu- 

“Rowan & ‘Martin are ‘the first |: 

with a quack. doctor and. parodies’ 
on. tv commercials, all proven. laff 

Rowan- & Martin keep 

new lines, and ‘the routines vary: 
from pérformance to performance. 

peal to customers of all ages. Sey-: 
eral smallfry _ attending opening’ 

Martin’s ‘takeoff’ on .a. ‘nightclub— 

provides musical: 

July 18, after which Flame. Room }. 

The: Limelighters, Buddy. Greco, 
Charlie Manna; $2. 50 . cover, ant 

ful’ pattern of combining: intellec: |. 
tual comedy ’ patter ‘with ‘expertly 
delivered folksongs. : ““Gunswinger” 

fun, ‘while “Molly Malone” shows. 
nice -vocal blend..-Loéal note is. 
“Cleavage,” deédicated to’ starlet: 

. Vicki - Dougan, 
gown stunts of a: few years: ago. 
inspired ‘the song. “Trio has polish - 

‘ish: ‘tunes. : 
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Shoreham. ‘Terrace, D.C. 
- Washington, July 12:.. 

* Jack Imel, ‘Ricardo Bertoni, The 
“Shoreham Strings 

(11), Bob Cross Orch (14), Gao 
Quintet (505. $2. cover." a 

the.crowd solidly behind him. from 

for his efforts and: better attention 
than’ some performers get. - 

‘Imel, :a ‘regular. with Lawrence - 
Welk’s television enterprise, ' has" 
what amounts to a standing invita- 
tion to play the Shoreham Hotel's 
Terracé or plush Blue. Room when 
the Welk outfit vacations or other- . 
wise: has a ‘free period from. the-.- 
Coast. - ‘He ‘played the Blue Room 
last year, and is: on: the. ‘Terrace’ - 
now: becatise: Welle chas" taken 2 
‘holiday. ° 

There's. a future for Imel . ‘in. 
clubs“ if he makes a. Change from. 
Welk. He’s young.and is heavy: with 
talent: both. as a poundér ‘of the 
‘marimba, with novel arrangements,. 
‘and :as’a dancer. His tap rountines 
go .over especially: big with the.- 
Shoreham customers. .Encores. are 
rare at. the Place, but. Imel got a.’ 
couple. 

Ricardo. Berton!, handsome young. 

‘the -Terrace.. Although he. could -. 

who's 24, is-a.local hit with his 
repertoire of sentimental numbers 
from the: hoot, ° like “Anima ‘e 
Cuore, ” etc. : . 
The - Cerneys are. etter’ than 

most dance ‘teams playing D. C. 
clubs. these days. A_ spirited paso . 
doble- with hot-cha ‘added ‘to it ‘is: -. 
a fine number as: they. execute. it. 
Boniface Berhard Braloye;: who -has: 
an_ eye for: t% lent, :has. found: a_ 
solid. opening act with-this duo:. °-. 

-The Shoreham’ Strings, 1 violin-. 
ists headed by Jerry Rodis, are ° 
booked’ for. the..summer and add: 

‘| to- the romantic atmosphere of the _ 
“handsome. outdoor setting of: the’... 
Shorehatn Terrace. The:men,'some’ °° 
of. them. National Symphony - Orch, 
.musicians who found a summer: job,.. 

ina gleaming silver one.” . 
The Bob Cross Oreh.. ‘with. a iocal 

‘following becausé of its. fine dance ~~ 
‘music, remains. It alternates with: 
Gao, a ‘pianist, and his “group. of... 
four: others. oo 7 Carp. - oer 

Chateau Madrid, NAYS 
. Angel : Lopez. presentatipn: of. 

Romeéros .& Lolita Monreal; Jonas - 
Moura, Chateau: ‘Madrid Lor elies. 
(5); Lazaro ‘Quintero’ Orch; Carbia- 
Trio; $5- $6: minimum. 

“Boniface “Angel “Lover has" rY 
‘winning “summer. combo. :in this . 
jeurrent show,. judging . ‘by the > biz ° 
‘on the night caught. ‘Layout is not ©. 
‘too: different from: the preceding. 
“Extravaganza Latina, ” this. being’ 
natural. since Sandor, who did ‘that - 
show,... also staged . -and’ ‘choreo- 
‘graphed this one. He has corralled.- 
‘the: shapeliest. femmes. ‘seen, here™.. 
in many . months. And they: ‘can’ - 
‘dance, too, -- oan 

- Eva’ Flores - “is ‘the. “outstanding: 
newcomer: on this: bill:..A_ petite, 
‘comely. blonde, she’s an: easy: click’ . 
with: her. warbling. of typical Span-: 

peveral: ‘rousing | production. num 
ers.: - 
Also. held’ ‘over: from. ‘the last 

_ {bill are the Flamenco dancers, Los’ 
‘|Romeros &. Lolita... Monreal.. Ate |. 
tractive. femme and two: boys ‘con... 

| tinue’ standout. with their heel-toe. | 
conceptions ‘and’ castanet manipu-. -: 
lations. - Jonas. -Maura’ ‘also is Trée 
‘tained. -He’s billed as King of the 

an: 

eccentric, dance | done. ‘barefooted...’ 
Brazillian: . “Frego”’ . ‘dance, 

This room ‘has..a. new: ‘band, 

The Carbia: Trio is in. for the ¢ha- 
cha devotees. . - Weer. 

BELAFONTE HUGE. ‘$89,267, La Lo 
ae Los Angeles, July 18. =‘... 

Harry Belafonte in his first week --. 
at the: Greek’ greatre here clocked - 
a huge. $89,267 ret 

The: remaining ~ two: weeks. “of i” 
Belafonte's:. , stand: has ‘been’ sold: i. 
out. 

Jack. Imel is the boy ‘ext door che 
type. “with: lots’ of : ‘personality. ‘He.’ 

‘has a friendly manner. which. ‘puts 

the start,: insuring heavy response .:: 

Italian. baritone who: -was reviewed -.-. 
as_a- New -Act. in--last-.week’s ° 
VARIETY, has- been held ‘over on"... 

use: some voice training, -Bertoni, we 

are elegantly costumed: in’ golden’. 
-{ metallic dinner. jackets, . with Rodis a 

Buddy Greco joins The" ‘Lime | 
‘lighters and Charlie Manna’ for: a 
well. rounded bill. :Singer. ‘is. at 

‘Onix: Moreira, also’ .a-.: - 
blonde, is a more vigorous singer... 
She does nicely with some terp- © ~. 
sing, ‘proving. a solid fave. ‘She and an 

-| Charlene..Ray, an unusually . tall” 
stepper .and: carry-over .from the. 
preceding show, combine. to ‘lead 

Lazaro Quintero’s outfit. ‘A six- = 
piece orch,. it. cuts -a sharp show,:...--. 
and also: ‘plays: for patron terpsing. © 



_ : Jowance’ 

oe o others. - 

has’ a’ ‘solid “.Joca)’. 
-* ‘veloped over fhe years, ‘the: impact 

_ gags as such. but gives “rise. to 
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Moulin Rou; ie, L.A. - . 
Los Angeles; July 12. 

“tL, Plume dé Ma Tante’’ featur: 
‘tng Robert Clary, Liliane - ‘Monte- 

ecchi, . “Maurice . Baquet, 

graphy, * Colette : -Brosset;. staging, 
Bsc Shanks;:": scenery, . Charles. 

lson; musical © direction, . Gershon 
ingsley; 4&6. 50: ‘minimum, - oe 

David | ‘Merrick’ s 
guecess, “My” | -Aunt’s: . Pen”. 

. making the L. A. -stene after. a 26- { “Make | 
“ Month ruii-.on: Broadw. ay-and. a ‘Las: "’“Gypst in My Soul.’ - 

‘ { Sam DiStefano. bac ks Miss. Surin Jegas roost in tab: version. 
_ “Plume,:’ mastly .a ‘sight. “shaw, 
‘has somé of ‘the fastest. and meti- 

a “culously timed: -husiness ‘séen:-in’ 
many a year.. It's. proficiency-plus , 
but on’ the Mitty, side of the ‘ledger 

‘it's not alwag¢s in the ‘money... AL} 

few sock. belylaughs.. Only in raré’ 
. instances, does- the French; get. in} 

Sandy ‘Stewart, ; ‘the way. 7 
aa’ “Plume” is ‘div ided ‘inte two ‘acts: 
- and ‘comprises : Some, 29. vignettes. | 
> Robert ..Clary | Bineees . and “sparks * 
@ numberof ‘the: segments: in ‘his : 
affable. Continental manner.’ He's}: 
Jably: aided by Liliane Montevecchi. | 
‘Gark, ~saucer-eyed, -longsteimmed:* 

_ beauty: who.-whirls “in. and ‘out of: 
‘seenés, and’ delectabiy ‘dominates 
the.” proceedings, She » clowns. 
pantomimes;” ‘dances, «wrecking: a 
precision lineup. She-also‘ doves a., 
strip, but has trouble: in, unzipping. 
A versatile -miss this, Tnvélved | in: 

-. “the. madness .are- ‘Maurice _Baquet. ' 
Pl an elastic, many-sided, ‘perfornier:. 
io Who’ pops up in as: many ‘of :the-. 

. . Goings as the- leads. ‘alentéd. sup-* 
‘porting. -haracters ‘are Ross Parker, : 

., Pierré. Torfiade:. Jacques) LeGras. - 

., Frederick: .O'Brady- and: a. host of - 

Production plaudits j Zo" te creator : 
Robert ‘Dhery ‘and ‘chor ‘eographer™: 

a Colette Brosset. and-t{o Alec. Shanks’ : 
ay staging. .. Scenery: and. ‘lighting - ‘by. 

e+ Charles’ Elson. are ‘unique’ ‘and: flex- 
2 able. backings ‘cause’ no “betiveen- 

the-scenes lag. Musical. ‘direction 
‘of. Gershon. Kingsley is stbtle and: 

_ contributes - ‘Importantly. to. the: tim: . 
a ing en fhe boards. |. * 

.:.. Show becomes diaivn’ “out: “and: 
7 somewhat repetitive ‘duting. ‘the 
second -. half “Plume” plays’ for. : 
‘over: tWo hours. :plus .intetmissien. ; 
“Plume” establishes a new policy | 
at Moulin: Rouge—that: is, a legit +. 
‘revue -in’ dinner- drinking atmos: | 

. phere. -It. Tong: has been’ operator ; 
. _ Frank. Sennes* ‘dream to switch the} 

Rouge. from. 4 standard . nitery. 
operation to this. He: coiild, Scarce- 
jy. have’ secured :a‘ better, vehicle. - 
for the. teeoff. Show: is: ir: until, end- 
‘August. 

"Sennes: “had. a’ “pourid : with: the: 
“vice squad. opening ‘night inyolving: 

' thee “bare-bosomed “babes.” What | 
“goes. ‘in. Las. Vegas doesn't; here. £0 

. Sennes is gaing. to- chave’ to leave | 
more tothe ‘audience’ s imagination | 
foo cand. provide Pasties... ‘s Hart. 

Trade Winds: ¢ hi. 
a - Chicago, ‘July. 12: 

Buddy. -Haelcett,. ‘JSenuie’. Smith, 
Bam: DiStefang Trio; + $2.50. eur CL. 

. “One. of the largest ‘Trade Ww inds ! 
. ‘crowds: in months turned -out -for 
. Buddy , “‘Hackett's, ‘opening. ‘night. 
and ; .maitre .. Arturo repor ts ‘that. 

* Teseryations .are. the heaviest. ‘since 
‘. the first of. the year.. While Hackett: 

of his return ‘was undoubtedly aug- 
'. «mented :by. his’ frequent teevee per- 

” sonal - appearances and.: ‘particularly’ 
gueéstints on the Paar show’ :on: the. 
‘two nights: before. he: opened -here. 
. >. Hackett's-.. 55-minute . ‘nidnolog. 
contains ‘only about a “half-dozen ! 

al-} 
-/ Most continuous. chuckles; as lie: 
‘- traces his -way"from, a fat. boy” in 
the: Catskills to" his present: top- 

’ Jiner ‘status. “It's” an engaging-. 
personal narrative told:’ withr-an ad-} 
mixture of pride and’ humility, anid 

7 a ‘the: auditors hasked ° ‘in. his acééom-" 
_plishments. as. though: he’ were the} 
pridogal. son. returned. - 
He. handles his.’ ‘Horatio. Alger. 

: story ; with, keen > wit and” ‘insight.. 
and even: ‘such. familiar - ‘matérial | 

8s” his: Wife's ‘first. pregnancy: the. 
-was the ‘last to: know +, ‘produced 
some of. his best yocks. as ‘he. turned 
his canny:comedic- spotlight: on: this | 

7 homey ‘situation. ° hea 
'. “It. was/a great evening: ‘of! rhutuial | 
appreciation. and affection,. ‘topped 

by ‘Hatkett's. trademark ‘Chinese. 
“waiter: ‘routine. - ‘Even. this. vintage} 
bit, seems to grow “with his siatur- | 
ity. and poise, ‘and: he. delivers: it. 
‘with -an enthusiasm. and “zest ‘as: 
though . ‘it: were - the. first . ume’ 
around. 
 Songstresa Senne. Sinit, “in 

. Ross: 
arker, Pierre .. Tornade; . Jacques 

eGras, Frederick O'Brady;’ pro- |. 
duced by Robert Dhery}. choreo-. 

7 must..be made for the |-- ‘-. 
. Gallic hunior-w hich: ‘proves for:the-|." 
most part--amasing.-but with: too}. 

following de=: 

predominantly. torch “and” travail. 
catalog, and: audiénce: response to 
‘her weltschmerz repertoire iri. the 
fun-seeking - Setting - ‘Varied: from. 
fair.to good... -., “ 

An attractive thrust.” Miss Smith! 
-handles -her. ballads .w ith puise: and: 
sophistication, “albéit--a little too 

‘bers. : However,. her: Tendering of. 
‘|“When the World Was Young” “has. 

fiitérnational’ sorid: eniotional punch, and ‘she ‘pro- ° 
is { vides -: -zingy: uptempo relief: with * 

.Sonieone : Happy”. and 

tably. and. provides. cool: atmospliere 
j between shows..." | 
» Hackett is in “AGTE. AE 4,: ‘fGle- 
lowed : by. Rowan. & . ‘Martin, and” 
| Don: Cherry: for: ‘three . weeks. : 

. ; ; ’ wy “Mere 

Reverly ‘Mitts: Ci iney 
. : “Cincinnati, July: 44 

- Jee E.. Lewis with. Austin Mack, : 
Moro-Eandis | Dane, 

"ers. CHES. with” ‘Ritt Ravexand?:Gard- 
Her Be wedict” Orch: 10%: ° Fin. a 
OW itber: Trio, Larry, ¥- ines: at. -$3- $4! 
pind, ST $1. AU: COCET pare 

Joe E: Lewis, “always a phe. i builds 
“er at ‘this Blue’: (Grass hatery, re: 
turns, alter ‘a: two: “veur ‘absence: ‘at? 
an opportyne . time.- Ilis local ‘fols ; 
“lowers were. ‘sw elled: ‘by’ many. fr om 
“out-of-town.” or. “hand. for’ home 
: games: of : the: Cine, Reds’ ‘and ‘the &: 
River: Downs ‘raciig’. meet. Open-'! 

a. -¢{ sharp: contrast to. Hackett's light: | 
‘}hearted Japery,. gives: out with: ay 

glossily:on her more dramatic. nuni-34.*: 

ing: 

“Sabara, Las vi egas.- 
‘Las. Vegas... July Hy 

- George’ Burns, Derothy- Leudon, 
| Robby: Rydell, ° Francis 
{Johnny Woodd Trio, Fetzpe Hacer, 
loro-Landis Dancers ; 4161, Lots 

J p-Bastl Orch (14:)-producecd b, 
Pirwtt: stage direc 11Gn, Sy Leb 
$4. sninimum. : 

.. George Burns, who. “Introduce d. 
Bobby ‘Darin :.to “Vegas audiences, : 
bri ings - ‘another young 

“ Bobby- Ry dell-=w ith: hint this time.-{ 
-plis a cquple ‘of Vegas taves, 
‘Dorothy’ . Loudon: and. Francis 
Brunn: - 

‘Burns, as’ it ‘should. bes. 
ates the ‘pr oceedings Withchis 
ial brand... of ‘charny 

domi- | 
s-spe- 

tunneling 
from ‘Vet: know-how. ‘saturating: his ¢, 

 sforytelling ‘and comedy. songscl: ; 
. He's. anchor. nian. ‘for the fes- 

- Thivities, and it.turns: out to: bey very” 
‘funny ‘Stuff. 0. 

7 Miss. ‘Loudon kids such songs “as 
'“Gotta See Mama ‘Evers: 
“NOs ew | 

Night, _ 
Tunes ‘on. This’ Old +. 

: Piano” -and’ “Mobile. ” _ endorsing j 
‘her’ reputation: here. as: ‘one of: the 4 
“brightest of . the rising» 
éennes..... 
Rydell, with lots of voval energy 

‘and. hip: styling, sotks “Lots of 
‘Livin’. to Do.” “Volare,” “Sway! 
“Old. Black: Magic,” “Mammy. anid + 
aBless:; ‘em All.”’ The 19- yvear-uld i 
rbelter has potential in “his Jeague; | 
-but -sheuld. sharpen his. impreshes, 
iwhich are ‘the weakest part: ot his. 

jing night’s turnout was. the -higgest - 
of recent fortnight shows‘and also |: 
a high én ‘the.yock: meter; over ‘the ht 
vet-.comic's 53-minute routes He is 7° 
“supported ' by Sandy Stew art: Gung. 
“singing: cutie, a- tlick: ‘newéomer. 

XxX ‘blue -material : ‘specialist: unto 
himself, Lewis explains’ that he“ is 

-. neither. Republican ‘nor; Démioerat;’ 
but ‘an...osteopath:. “from “working ! 
“around ; ; joints. ; valk. ° mv Hite." “His ¢ 
. barbs; ‘per, “usual. ‘are. about: :promi-: 
‘nents: in various fields and topié als. 
“sprinkled *- With | one-liners. and. 
‘parodies.”.:. .- 

‘Miss Stewart: a: -amall brunette 
-¥esplendent in-a réd’ dress. ‘has. a: 
: distinctive voeal styling’ ‘and isan‘ 
“expert. miker: -Easily.. sells. ! ‘Grand i 
“Night .. :For:: ‘Singing... “Bay: Next ® 
‘ Door,” “Some: Of. These Days” and* 
‘a -clever fingersnapping and baby" 
spotlight ° novelty: -freatinent, ‘of - 
Hts | ‘Lovely. '. 

The. ‘Moro:Lavidis. “line | Fépeate 
dashing: OFiental and:-rock: n= oll ; 
-routines " with’ Bill Raymond “as 

ne 

I production ‘singer.: Jimmy Wilber ‘S 
i threesome ‘cares. “for . ‘Intermission 
“dancing: and’: ‘Larry. Vine ent -caper S 
vat ithe -celebrity -roaom's’ ‘Baldwin: 

+ Taylor & Mitchell. and’. “Shows. 
time: ESA" take! ‘ov er ‘July -28° for 
‘four Weeks. - _ a _ Kol. 
i 

“Kddysc KA: < or 
t Kansas’ City, July! 2) 

“Point. Blank: 6M with: Jo atin 
Buchenin 48), Bil aL Williams Ore ‘he 
460; AL 50: $2. ger eT. 

af This ‘unit ‘might. well, have’ heen 
Called “The Johnny. . Bac hemin 
‘Show. : a: Capsule revue. witht’ ¢ St. 
oF eight: intermixing. voeals.. blatic- = 
outs, - dancing.’ and instrumentals. * 

‘he unit is: new at Eddys:aud-is : 
t somésrhat New ~in ‘the ‘nizht: ¢lub. 
trade, - although’: -Bachentin:- “has : 

i plaved - cotisiderabiy. as “a. sing’ e, 
AS:a. show. it isa jum- ~packed: ‘hour, 
‘most of*it excellent: ‘an: the thodern: 
{ jazz and dancing §cor eS, but with. a 
i gouple of trite “spots...” 
ke “All. of the. company is on'f for: the.’ 

After- | ofening, except” Bac heniin: | 
the weleomer, Fran. dura. Jas: an 
innihg to wurble‘a clitch of tunes. - 

+doing: nicely. on. ‘quartet: including . 
Song Is’ Yow. -.° Broad comedy. bit: 
; With.. Susie: ‘Wilson: David. Heath. 
: and:. ‘Texie, Waterman has some. 
Jaughs ‘- -from its‘ “Like-a-Mink”™: 
theme,’ but . it’ ‘Veers (inuc H.tdoff- 
acotor ‘through. a set: of blackouts + 

, that adds Hittle to the: ‘procéedings, ° 
1 Pace ‘is. picked up -by” modern. Ja7z: 
ter ith: Heath: anid’ Miss” Ww ater. 
man. - 

Pace’ continues, at. a “highs ‘texel | 
at “when: ‘Bachemin takes. over. ‘MOC aliz- |. 
ring “This” Could “Be. ‘the Start “of... 
Something : :Big,” “ going into. tap, § 
then’ shifting. to. piano, for- ‘hot fin- 

‘{gering of “Lady: Is a Tramp.:” With’ 
[him on these’ :stints are-. pasiist.. 
Terry. Kipp. and drummer: Dennis. 
Wozniak,” both youngsters: 

‘piano: for a. good ‘half hour, giving. 
some brighter: ‘moments. terping to 
i bass ‘Thythnis, as. well ' ‘as ‘outstand-- 
‘ing: piano work, 

hour with. bangup. versions. of “Bye. 
Bye: Blackbird,” “Old Black Magic". 
and . “Bill Bailey.” . all. drawing. big: 
| appreciation from. the customers, ” 
ie a “Quan: 

-Bach-" 
emin. shifts from ‘voral. to- terp to. 

Whole troupe: is on fo: ‘lose the... 

“Bra: rt, J 

_Stan "4 

“sin ger. —_ % 

comedi- 
ay is - 

Jpreving, he: has: few, ft any, 

(in. ‘the juseuns departm ent. 

AL color sul and lively new Moro- 

Landis. producuon number, with 
the’ ‘John: ny -Weodd Tito, Felrve 
Hazep and the 16. “Most American 
Girls In the W auld,” ws the cute. 

ri raiser. 
f.. Stan Irwin production’. bached 
effectively by the Loss Basil. erch 
14%, is uy wan Betty ilutton ope ns 
Aug: 8. Peake. 

so ame —- — 

Walker ‘BMocel. Teronte 
. Toronte Highs 12 

- Kathie’ Bh + Bee eg aie whey 
| Quartet: . heeer. 

A “Sexy redhead | ‘auth pessonal- 
ity is Katie Mo bain singer making 
cher. first. appeatanee ct the plush 
i Franz. Josef “Room dn a copper: 
colored. lame Bui When caught 
‘she shows mastery oof- 
pean : lyrics. plus Hebrew and 
, English. All arrangements | ined- 
tdently, are by. Jimmy | Vie Donald 

Scottish-bo:n “Miss Me Ban, whe 
- opens With ‘a, “Brigadoon” meitles., 

‘also outstanding . ii 
[¥ou.” She sariese ber, pace © by 
+ switehing toca. comedy-style “1. 
Can't Say No" atousg Gath ber for- 
eign-language songs, She has 
rich and discnyiined voce: 
|tivery and a@ switew perso: wan tho a, 
lin call, had ne troul le in gettane 
“over, 

apm ony 

ai 

‘fine ee 

~ eflort: ; Miss McBitin isin til July 22 
- Francis. | “Brynn” ‘licks: again, MiSTe « 

Unit Reviews. 
; Aqua” Follies. of 196 r 

Doe, ‘Minneapolis, July 13, ° 
Patricia: ‘Robinsoii, ‘Dallas: ‘Robin- 

“SON; Howard ‘Hardin, Joaquin. Ca- 
i pila; Orwin ‘Harrey, Dick Kimball, 
« Hobie. Billingsley, Gunter. Mund, | 
;Charlie Diehl, Don Wright, Cath- ;5 
erine’ Evima;- Richard., Knoll, Burt 

i :Hansoii,*. Howard’: Berhalter; - 
Vpletons. (34, Ted Miller: ‘and Smiley, 
yAqua’ Dears: 2h), Aqua. Darlings | 
C1Gs,. others; | produced: and «dis 
‘rected; by. “AL: Sheehan at Wirth. 

! “Pool, 
“$2. 25-83. 735° ye 

ae 

-Preem. of the 22d: annual: “Aqua. 
’ Bellies: "ene of the” principal cate} 

Aqua- |. 
Was ‘a.‘damp affair for- 

“tractions of. Mirineapolis’ 
.ténnial; 
‘ participants . and patruns-alike. It- 
drizzled --and: stormed -. throughout |. 
the’ two. haur’ plus .- water ‘show, 
making™ tough: ‘going - for, dancers 4 
-and ° stage”. “specially - “performers” 
sand. - discomforting. ‘spectators - in”: 
the uneoy ered Wirth ‘stadium. , 

Inclement. -weather failed, how. 
Pever, ‘to: keep’ the. opening. ‘nicht. 
“jrrowd., ‘of: 3.000,. ‘surprisingly lat ge |. 
‘in view of. ‘the. elements, -from Het-. 

a a huge’ bang out.of the Javishe | 
costumed, ‘elaborately . staged: 

spectacle: 
Current’ “east - inchides:. for the! 

‘Kater. send, ‘foymer | swimming - 
“champ Patricia Robinson who’ ‘got. 
her: professional ‘start in ‘the "48 
, Follies; - Olympic. diving -‘1it}ist 
Joaquin. ‘Capilla, Hollywood stunts! 
“man _Orwin Harvey and four other; 
“erack divers. Stage ‘headliners: are 
the : .Appletons, Apache. dance trio 
‘who | appeared in - the. -film- “Can- 

i Can” “and comics. ‘Fed’ Miller &} 
‘Smiley. Singers : are * Catherine. 
‘Emina, | “Burt: “Hanson, ‘Richard ! 
“Knoll ~ and - Howard Berhalter,. 
* Howard - ‘Hardin © handles Jeniere- 
chores with. aplomb. - 

‘AS: usual. Foliies hax. its, show. 
stoppers ; cand ‘its slow, spots: - Also; 
as" “usual; : ‘What. ‘Bacs jan in the: 

. water’ as far. more speétacilar. and, 
“entertaining than ‘What! takes. place | 
-on the. stage.. High. ‘diving: includ-. 
ing’. clowning ‘antics -in the: finale: 
‘by. Capilia,. ‘Harvey, Dick. Kiniball, 

. Hobie* “Billingsley, “Gunter ° ‘Mund, 
-Don: Wright. and Charlie Drelil 
‘tops in. their field ‘and. “perennial : 
‘{avorites. here, and. ‘the precision. , 
- swimming of..the. Agua. “Dear mer-: 
‘maids - again ‘draw: 
ne ting, | 
‘Miss’ Robinson ‘rates. a big hand: 

foo, in her: lone: appearance. “She's. 
joined. by her’ teenage daughter °:. 
Dallas during. part of her act: pair | 
‘look ‘more. like sisters ‘than: mother 
and: ‘daughter: le 

batics. ‘Ted: Miller. &:. Smiley’. are‘ 
on the corny side and appeal main- 

“Iv. to,.the smallfry who ‘attend this ° 
‘show - in. droves. “Orchestra . ae! 
companiment,. ‘Jed by. Mischa Breg- 
mann, is first rate. ‘Show's wind- . 
UP,” featuring’ giant: sparklers and. 
‘fireworks. is ‘electrifying. Lo. 

a: Of the. 22 “Aqua Folhes" shows, 

Ap-| 

Minneapolis; . a duly. 1 23; 

the, Jeav iest | 

- Appletons were ‘sabotaged | by’ 
wet footing .at the preem. making 
things treacherous for ‘thetr ACEO- | 

519 including current olheing. have 
been produced. bv Xanneapolit.n 
Al. Sheehan after the mitiel ther 
resulted . in financial | 
After its ‘Ji-day engerement here: 
rit’ goes to. Seattle for’ 12th ren- 
secutive. year -to Jughlight that 
city’s: annual Seatair.. 
‘Although’ its ¢ast includes some ¢ 

of the- ‘nation’s top diving and 
‘swimming. stars. the: Follies’ news- 
paper and other ads carry no. per- 
formers’ ‘names this year, a new | 
| approach designed to'sell the show 
Las. a “spectacle ‘instead of swime' 
“ming, diving and Vaudeville en- 

Rees, 

| AkcSar-Ben Show 
-CAK-SAR-BE? :,. OMAHA) 

: Omaha. duds - 14. 
Don Romeo production weil 

| ntyron Florén,. Al KReult, Gretehes 
»Wuyler, The Kerucls 9 49. Chaser 
;Brown -& Rita, Mike Ceiduwetl, 
Dare “Majors: Orch wW20, At Ab 
Sur:Ben Field: Ov aha, 

“G1; free tu Al Sar Bens tecuhers 

‘Third ‘show of 
Ben's. 23.000; ducs 
paying. membeis was ah ideal one 
‘for the ewvie corgi that. at bad 
something ‘for @Velyone , Cobalt, 
sharp . ‘material, tomedy, sangys. 
dancing. : ete.. 
Packaged by Oniaha Hp ent Don 

| Romeo, it. opencd with: esncee 
Mike. ‘Caldwell e“ablishing a 

record, ‘incidentals. bs becoming 
‘the ‘first vact to pilav 
four different: thurs) predicting, 

This is a show soul flip ver" 
Tinee doing huis. terrifie ° forwars 
:-somersault piattall, mo 

From! .that “memvent *on 
i Myron’ Floren, closes. ©. ah Lis at 
‘ cordion. work the pace 14 vensifi¢ 
And Floren “sss. a ceqisual eatin 
windup, with the eu ds wf 4500 
and 6.500: refusing .to, fet hini: go 
“even: though he td thiee negres 
affer his: usual hathhour stunt: 

First-half  cjecer i “Gretchen 
i Woler, who get a tutee das Jes | 
from “Bye, Bre Birdie” on Broad ! 
Way" to’ appear. here Blonde strips . 
from evening: gv to Jorg salting 
[satin stretch tights. for a meniles 
2 Of her Braadway. iat 
a-bighly posed: petforrance 

: Vet doubletaik aitast. tb. Keils 
_ tsans Joey Adams copene nh secend 
half with: his, forte avid oa rated 

“Screams. Kelly rehed (an antec 
.dotes and injected Jocal topiee fas 
. good measure. . 
“Chuck Brown &. Kita 

. shaw and: although» $he guy s-hors 
zontal bar anties are just. average 
-Ahere * are . plenty: 

off. each time. wearing jess 
The. Kernels, four 

preceded Miss Wier to: 
j returns. - The chaps are all fine 
impressionists. Dave ‘Major« arch 

peut ‘show adequateis 
_ Next: Ak- ‘Sar-Ben’ show is a 
circus: ‘type. review for moppets 
July \24-26 staged by ..Chicaguan 

; Ernie, Young. of GAC ‘Hamid 
i te Tramp., 

Eero: 

1 for Ah Sar- 
war annuals! 

‘Ak Sar. Ben. 

opened 

Omatans:, 

peers, ' St. Regis Roof. N.¥, 
Mig Niece Oar 2 1e iS al- 

ter Kay fru $3 cons 
Q@ od 

Was @ tame wien tia ed Pere 

SVivnanig new Scat! th Atte Bots 
naire, W ale eit and -tie Viet rere 
Roet «as then. tafled: ‘ot the gesh 
Hotel St ie PON tad oate.ca tet! @ 
summer dating cirexd New te 
St. Regis Cune remains lie Wd 
def Rove up the soetearsten ose 
tentacme nt Gis semaste: ate. bat 
tie coreomedistiesga Psspase las an 
Instead with domsapatet. faa the 
prem set. 

NOW SGD ameter classe (} aame 
BQ Te pass APC Sons dua 40 
ENtuFe ah TS bate ak : Ibe 
WHE the Sto Reaes me tae de 
Caastecd new cane: Cese. Bolsa 
wt oeOutINE fer seine cou isge £ 
mip asd hohe Beta ean de tee] 

Moo Yreepen the Pebas fu ee am 
dt the VMaasorette Tos sete ac. ce 
Sows abseaec pe heps agi fe 
Oven mere se cite bh cos eae 
cdtix "brand eto ip i inde at 

Tatways been PEsSl fer CEGS ge cuts 

“Song, I<) backstuppes 

* theaxe efapges unde: [he 

-, fhe aid air 

SM alespedre 

> Vath, 

ditficulhes .. 

-Tomery beerd’s Cre 
Saimin Aualay 

ory 

iWiller ° "SINE Along’ tv Shaw, 
, tertainnient,, according to Sheehan. tvavko act 

“aud 

into -effect. 

_ aeeants mtt dee ammee staire 6 

But Shaws poesass as a tdiew 
WS SOR AL athe td 

edeed wiatlan the Glade Wa teaser 
(the Cheney ai tae seas cor 

‘ee Re a 

WOCetah Teas. 17 

“aS A Pstireess a. ab 0) 

Gta sad te te St, 
WARE sgh agts teehaee ac hie 

PP wipter season 

Pn Ge ty Oe oe ee | 

flatee cpa on 
Cifadly payee te 

and spetiad bv tt 
ter Rav base Geerpe 
hnaws 2s Qhenutele 

Michie ewe taf 
AME ST 

Ke: 
Poe Mae 

"ge a Pise 

NL 

Kaisol tee lg 

Na? 

Sig 

teteetie Tod 

on er Dee Oo 

tal odo .ecg 

Os apparently 3 ocd 

Management wise tv 
CONGEH f0OF daners wit nmosht 
on bevond the 10 pm tase 
When the muevie charpe scas 

oiled. 

Wasa the 
$3 
stay 

1er 

bdo in 

Gondola Room, A. €. 
Atanug City July ys 

Taste fgaaes, Alan Deel a, 
Buster Bur Hers Gonderalle 4°47, 

“GSB oa. e 
WrGaah Thuarsdead, 

_ $4 Frutag Saturday. 

WB vena etd 
the Mitch 

has a 
Its the finest tame VU xg 

Ugerams is out front in acantery, 
the capacity audicnce nike 

Leshe Uggames the 
‘ sengatress featured on 

“how as caught pave her a pow 

dal. “a ¥-12,. 

» ful receptou 

Atiactive lass js an fer AG nee 
utes and only begs off on a Siurdd 
Cneae 

AN numbers aflered sare cf the 
Vintage wiseh came an be fere ips 
er owas bomn-and have pained ath 
the vsems Her noctateu tats ase 
month, done on a blacked aut tere 
Munundated only by salt spat She 
stists them fow aad stowty  iatud 
then piles atan as the helt. cone 
up 

In her ooffeamegs case such oss 
“Both of The Blues.” “Cher the 
PRanboe.” “Lonesome Heat I 
Beheve” * Tre Get the Wald. on 
@ Stoime "Cand Give Sou Assy 
th-arags But Love.’ and “Stormy 
Weather a , 

Allan Thrake ssa cavss come esan 
who scores “cH for 25 asinutes 
JMith best besa fac earbon af the 
‘juveniles of sesteryear and todiy 
thegging for the family car 

until | 

The Gondorables again offer.ie- 
peats on two welldone rashes 
and. sbow is capably backed by 
 Tanuny Hovd'’s aith | 
4 

| 

ry 

WS atich parts an 

 Bairy Sisters and Js Gtosso 
Came in July 2) through duh ar 

Beg che, 
worm ewe te 

Le Cabaret. Toronto 
Loronta- fais 12 

Jes, ter Marcial, Jack Laseicr 
Tei, S175 cacer 

Vos hier foreign ond des estie 
songs tell and ilend Jasader 
Mar hod alletnatee her cheper 
and being +tylee aa a eerste Cone 
‘ratte In a golden joen zed 
rolden stoves “hen cath sie 
opens veath a howuneys ‘ieee cad 
Happy” get acausinted number 

and. instantly hintt "Wee Castessiess on 

of paflay a ah. 

“the stacked lass watk on and ssalk. 

| Act Je in till July 22 

her mitts 
Mies Marshall does a aiadley of 

Pops, “which seomcd thes ante ser 
“Around the World far force 
Istics,- ard a caltpey medley that 
had na’ difficulty im getting ever. 
With a three-octase renge that has 

sockg  *ecured her Jeads in Miami niusi- 
comedy revivals che has alea ape 
peared in top hotel 1o0ms> In her 
stint here, she exhibits poliched 
salesmanship an chowe of songs 
and delivery, together: with clear 
diction 

Bic Stay. 



Wednesday, July 19). 1961. 

Luther 
Paris, July 7. 

Theatre of Ssations presentation of 
English Stage Co & Oscar Lewenstein 
roduc tron uf a drama in three acts by, 

yhn Osborne. Staged by Tony Richard: : 
sets andl costunies., Jocelyn Herhert; ; Bons 

music. John Addison. Stars Albert Fin- 
ney; features Julsan Glover, Peter Bult, : 

Devine, Charles Ray. Opened Genarge 
81, at the Theatre Sarah Bern-- July 6. 

hardt, Paris, $3.50 top. 
Martin Luther ......-008 Albert Finney . 
Kriwht 1... .cccee wecccee Juhan Glover 
Hans... .. Lan Base tees Bill Owen 
Terret ooo... sp tees Peter Bull: 
S&S supitz we ce..s weer George Devine. 
Ie tee tees Charles Rav 
Catherme_ ata a ceeee Meryl Gourley 
Teaeas 2. cee ee eae Peter Duguid : 
Firat James Calracross 

Britis: playwright John Os-: 
borne is apparently 

enee in this three-hour series of 
sketches dealing with the man who |! 
brought on the Protestant Reforma- 
t:on. But that is the very weakness 
of the play. Fine performances, 
taut staging and the central role 
drive of Albert Finney do not 
compensate for the lack of a true 
mystic fervor, historical depth or: 

nore penetrating characterizations. 

“Luther” does not give a clear 
view or attitude toward its sub- 
ject. There are claps of anger and 
tart talk from the pen of the man 
who ereated the snarling, cutting 
Jimmy Porter of “Look Back in 
Anger.” But his Luther is a shad- 
owy figure in his agonies, hopes. 
invsticism and final break with 
the Catholic Church. 

The action takes Luther from 

commenting | 
on the nature of retigious experi-: F 

Abroad 
They Might Be Giants 

| London, July 4. 
Theatre Workshop (in association with 

Robert E Grniftith & Harold S. Prince) 
Presentation of a two-act play by James| 
Galdman: Staged” by Joan Littlewuod; 
decor, John Bury; costumes, 
Bury; musical and sotind effects arranged 
by David 

. Franklin. . Stars Harry H. Corbett. 
Bunnage. Opened June 28;°. 61 at the 
Theatre Royal, Stradford,' East. London; 
$1.75 top. 

Blevins Playfalr ...-sececes-- Roy Kinnear : 
Mr. Brown ..........- . Glynn Edwards 
Henchmen ,...-. Davia Helly. Declund 

: Mulholland 
Daisy Playfair .......... Elizabeth : Orion 
Justin Playfair 

; Dr.” Mildred Waston ...... 
: Superintendent Grutt 
; Mr, Small 

on. Avis Bunhnage 
Roy Godfrey 

Miss Finch 2... ccc ec cans Barbara Ferris: 
Guard —. sec e nec woe eee Barry Martin 
Masseuse. -Peggyann Clifford 
Patrolmen ..-John ‘Junkin, Brian Murphy - 
Clyde ne cece ca cc eee eee _Barry Martin. 
Winthrop ....-..sese000.s--David Kelly 
Maud sr. anew eeceee «ee-Fanny Carby: 
Teenage Boy ......-..+.+- Derek Toyne : 
Tebnage Girk 
Bear Trainer 

eeteorroesenes 

es 

Bear ca wee acveces George ‘ Eugeniou : 
TV Emcee .....-.c0206. Glynn Edwards 
TV Director. ..... John Junkin 
Studio Manager ....00.. "Royston Tickner } 
Wilbur Peabosly.......... Brian Murphy 
Professor Baer..-.....0-6-- John Junkin 
Wall | rr Clive Bar ker 

The late Robert E. Griffith and > 
‘Harold S. Prince have taken the: 
‘urmusual line of trying out a new’ 
American -play in London, and: 
have landed the chore in :the lap , 
‘of Joan Littlewood and the experi-' 
méntal Theatre Workshop com-. 
:pany at the nabe Theatre. Royal 
‘Stratford, East London. Unless a 
‘ tremendous amount of work,. re- 
‘writing and restaging is done. (he 

Margaret | 

Scease, operated by -Ronnie’. 
Avis: 

Harry H. Corbett 

weeee peoeseees Royston Tickner. 

Barbara ‘Ferris | 
Ken Jones : 

Canadian Opera. Quits 
Royal Alexandra Stand 

For O'Keefe; Toronto 
Toronto, July 18. 

- Canadian Opera Co. ‘previously 
seen for 12. sedsons at Royal. Al- 
fexandra Theatre (1;525), -opens 
Sept. 30 af 3, 200-seat | O'Keefe 

‘Centre. Bizet’s “Carmen”: and 
Smetana’s “The Bartered. Bride," 

:both in English: Mascagni’s 
“Cavalleria Rusticana,” -Leoncaval- 
lo’s “Pagliacci” and * Puccini's’ 
“Tosca,” in Italian, . comprise. the’ 7 
-Fepertory. 

It's for ‘two: weeks —perhaps 
three weeks if O'Keefe. subscrip- 
tions warrant—with - -repeat per- 

ty 

‘formances of. all five operas: -Her- : 
man Geiger-Torel - As. company’s. 
ar. istic director. © 

: Co.'s, will make her Toronto debut. 
iin. the fitle-role of “Carmen”: with | 
Richard. Cassilly.and Edward Ruhl 

‘alternating . as Don Jose. . Victor: 
Braun sings Escamillo and Mi- 

,cheline Tessier will be Micaela. 
Cast will ‘also include. Constance 
‘Fisher, Daphne Drake; Darlene 
: Hirst, “Alan Crofoot, Phillip Stark, 
‘Elsie -Sawehuk, ‘Severyn Weingort 
‘and. Donald Young: 

‘Only guest diréctor of the Cana- 
‘ dian.Opera.Co. will be Joan Cross. 
“of.. Covent .Garden and Sadler's’ 
Wells, London, who will . stage 

*“Carmen.” ‘Conductor. is Walter 
‘Susskind, baton-wielder. of ‘the. To- |. 
ronto Symphony; choreographer, 

the age of 22, when he is ordained , venture seems destined for failure.} Joyce Hill; designer, Robert Pre- 

a monk, through his ordeals with. 
epilepsy. constipation and religious 
doubts. as he soon begins to ques-} 
tion the all encompassing hierarchy ; 
of the Church. It covers his strug- ; 
gles with the local clerics and his! 
break: with the Pope, 
his siding with the nobles against often amusing incidents, all is. well. | 
the peasants, and finally his mar- 
riage and parenthood. 

Finney carries the brooding title ; 
character through the play with ! 
varying intensity. There are flashes ,idea of a nutty attorney who isi 
of the anger, agony and doubt, 
mainiv in his pulpit tirades. His 
numerous references to his con- 
stipation and the state of his bowels . 

to reveal : are handled with tact, 
the effeets of both the body and 
spirit on a man of extreme pas-. 
sions. 

Tony Richardson’s ‘direction is 
smooth, and the brooding main set: 
of a church rectory is effectively 
changed with backdrops for other! 
scenes. Religioso background niusic | 
also helps. 

The main appeal ef this uneven 
drama appears to rest on the names.’ 
of Osborne and Finney. “Luther” 
is trying out in various drama: 
fests in Europe prior to its presen- 
tatlon at the off West End Royal 
Court Theatre, London Mosk. 

‘As it stands, James Goldman’s 
curious brew of farce, satire. al-. 
‘legory and morality play, staged. 
like a comic strip, just. won't do, ; 
though it offers droll moments. 
While the author is whipping the 

i 

as well as ' audience through irrevelant but Cavardossi, he’ of Coyent Garden, : 

But, occasionally he is apparently 
:Striving for vague symbolism. 
which never fully comes off. 

‘Goldman has dreamed up the 

j convinced that he is Sherlock i 
Holmes. His brother wants:to have : 
him certified as insane, so as to 
get possession of the family for- 
tune and pay off .a gangster to. 
whom he is in hock for gambling. 
He calls in a woman doctor 
inamed, inevitably,. Dr. Watson) 
'and he and. this rather astringent ' 
middleaged Spinster fall. for each 
other. 

i In a series of scenes which take 
the audience to a Manhattan cine- 

; ma, television studio, “Holmes’”” 
‘ laboratory, “Watson’s” . apartment, 
:@ public library, backstage at a 
i theatre and a beauty salon the two 
indulge in a madcap chase after a 
»supposed Dr. Moriarty. 

! Out of all confusion emerges | 
only one clear thought, that the 

|supposedly insane are often more 

Nothing Is for Free 
Edinburgh, July 2. 

E. P Clift presentation of comedy an 
three acts (five scenes) by J. M. Sadl 
Staged by Notman Marshall: scenery and ; 
costumes, Paul Mavo. Stars Anna Neagle. | 
Opened Julv FE. ‘6L. at the Lyceum Thea- ° 
tre, Edinburgh. $1.30 top. 

Keith Peterson 
Mark 
Ehirvabeth Peterson 
Rath Peterson .......-. 
John Beale 
Stan .. . 

Clifton Jones 
Frances Guthrie . 

Anna Neagle. 
Patrick Holt ‘ 

Kenneth Warren ! we eeretrtoaes 

This pre-I.ondon tryout fs a com-: 
edy by J. M. Sadler starring film 
actress Anna Neagle and offering i 
merely a pleasant evening's diver- 
sion. As a dramatic effort it is in 
the so-so class . 

The story ihvolves an attractive 
widow whose magazine stories are 
no longer selling and who has met 
and is about to marry a wealthy: 
manufacturer. Her son and daugh- 
ter oppose the match, the daughter 
carrying on # flirtation with the 
suitor in anjattempt to avert the. 
marriage. 

Miss Neagle, handsomely | 
gowned, plays with cool detach- 
ment and makes the most of a ar 
fieult role. Frances Guthrie 
suitably precocious as the. daugh- ' 
ter, and Derren Nesbitt brings a! 
satiric bite to the earnestness of 
the law studeni-son. Patrick Holt 
is satisfactory as the middleaged 
t,coon who runs into matrimonial- 
and family problems, and there is 
a pleasantly detached performance 
by Clifton Jones as a Nigerian stu- 
dent friend who helps save the day.’ 

The Paul Mayo setting of a mod-. 
ernized I.ondon flat is clever and. 
interesting. while Norman Mar- 
shall’s direction keeps the flay 
moving at a steady pace, But their. 
efforts can’t overcome the trite- 
Ness and noisy bluster of a poor 
play. Gord. 

Derren Nesbitt , 

sane than those who accuse them, 
but even this slight thought is. 
,averwhelmed by obscure symbol- 
‘ism. Goldman's wit is more face- 

i; tious than funny and ‘his flights of 
; Philosophical. fancy. are frequently | 
‘naive and ponderous. 

Miss Littlewood has not. -ap- 
proached the stint of staging ‘ ‘They 
:Might Be Giants” with her usual 
:confident touch, and most of the 
‘reward of an uneven. evening 
-eomes from the efforts of the cast 
iand the splendid decor of John | 
‘Bury. With a series of simple ex-. 
‘changeable screens he. achieves, 
without loss of time or smoothness, 

‘a Strikingly. effective background. 

Harry H. Corbett, looking re= 
markably Holmesian, and. Avis 
; Bunnage, somewhat miscast as the 
spinster doctor, manage to keep |. 
the theme reasonably buoyant de: |. 
spite some occasional ftat writing. 

John Junkin, Roy Kinnear, Bar- | 
bara Ferris, Brian Murphy and | 
others of the resident. company | 
‘contribute useful cameos. But. de- 
spite evervbody’s efforts, “They 

- | Miah Be Giants” seems an un- 
‘likely entry either for the West 
/ End or further afield. Rich. 

Scheduled Bway Preems — 
"High Fidelity, Ambass. (wk. 9-25-61). 
From Second City, Royale (9-26-61).. 
Salt Away, Broadhurst (10-3-61:. 
Caretaker, Lyceum (10-4-61). 
Stanley Poole, Morosco (10-5-61), 
Let tt Ride, O'Neill (10-46-61. 
9 O'clock Revue, Golden (0-8-61). 

How to Succeed, 46th St. .(10-14-61). 

‘Kwamina,. 54 St.. 
When Looking, 
Complaisant Lover, Ba 
Kean, Broadway (11-26 
Gideon, Plymouth (11-9 Sti. 

' Gay Life, Shubert : (11-1861).. 

‘Belasco 19 26-62). . 

Night of Iguana, Royale (12-28-60. 

Milk & Honey, Martin Beck (10-10-61). 

Caok for General, Playhouse (10-19-61). |: 
(10-23-61. 

rrymore (11-1-8D. 

Man for All Seasons, ANTA.. (11-22-61). - 

vost; costumes, Suzanne Mess, wha: 
will also do- “Pagilacei” and | 
“Tosca.” .: 
Heading the cast of the. Tatter" is 

,; tlona Kombrink of St. Louis in the 
title role with Richard: Verreau as. 

the New York City. and San. Fran- 

soh, of the San Francisco and New 
| Orleans Cos., sings ‘Scarpia: Others 
jie the cast of. “Tosca” include. 
Ernest: Adains, Phillip Stark. Vac- 
lovas .: Verikaitis, Maurice Brown," 

, Donald Young. oe 

| London Shows 
(Figures ‘denote: opening dates) : 
Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly (12- 9-59)... 
Beyond Fringe; Fortune (5-10-61). - 
Billy Liar, Cambridge (9.1260). 
Bird of. Time; Savoy’ (5-31-6 
_Bye Bye Birdie, Het Majesty's ‘eisen. 
Celebration, Duchess (6-7-41). 
Fings Ain’t, Garrick (2-11- 60). 
-Goodnight, Strand (7-18-61) ; 
irma La. Douce, tyric. (7-17-58). 
trregular Verb, Criterion F116), 
King’ Kong, Princes (2-23-61). : 
Kitchen, Royal Court: (6-27-6D). 
‘Kreutzer Senafa. 

_ (Let Yourself Go, Palladium 6-19-61). 
ight Be Glants, Th’tre Royal (6-28-61) , 

‘iracle Worker, Wyndham’s Been. 
Mousetrap, Ambassador (11-25-52). 

_ Music Man, Adelphi. G-16-61l. . 
‘My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58), 
Oliver, New (6-30-60). ° 
On Brighfer Side, Phoenix. (4-12-81. : 
One Over Eight, Duke York's (4-5-61). 
Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61); 
last Monday. (17) from. Queens.. 

. Repertory, Aldywich (12-15-60). 
Ross, Haymarket: {§-12-60). 
‘Simple Spymen, Whitehall 19. 58), 
Sound ef Music, Palace (-18-6). 
.Suzie Wong, Prince Wales (11: -T-59),. 
Tenth. Man, Comedy (413-61). 
Victor Borge, Saville et ; 
Watch It. Sailer, Apollo. §2-24-60 
Young In. Heart, Vic. Pal, (2-21-60), . - 

‘SCHEDULED. OPENINGS 

Stop the World, Queens: (7-20-61)... - 
Bishop’s Bonfire, Mermaid |. (2-26-6D.. 

Luther, Royal Court (7-27-61). 
Ballets USA, Saville. (6-1-6). . 
One For the Pot, Whitehall (8-2. 6). 
Wildest Dreams, . Vaudeville (8-3-6). 
Lord Chamberlain, Saville (8-23: BL. 
Fantasticks, Apollo (9-7-61).: 
Do Re MI, Prince’ Wales (10-12-61. 

- CLOSED! 

F 

Saturday (15) after’ 70° performances. 
Bride Comes Back, Vaiideyille (11-25-60) 
closed Saturday a5). after 267: POrEOERI= 
ances. 
Hamiet, Strand (6-20-81: closed ‘Satur- 
day (15) after 31° performances.’ : 
Oh Dad: Poor Dad, Lyric: Ham. (7-561); 

ancea. 
You Prove tt, . St. - Martin’s ; (6-28-81); 
closed . Saturday (15) after 21 perform- 
ances. 

Off-Br. oadway Shows 
(Figures denote. opening dates). 
American Savoyards, Mews (427-61). 
Balcony (Rep., Circle In Square (3-3-60). 
Blacks, St. Marks (5-4-61). 
Dream & Sessie, Cherry Lane {G16D. 
Fantasticks, Sullivan St. (5-3-60 
Hedda Gabler, 4th St. (11 Sen: 
King Dark Chamber, Jan ‘Bus (2-9-6). 
Leave It to Jane, Sheridan Sa_ 5-25-59). 
Mary. Sunshine, Players (11-18-59). ° 
Much Ada, Wollman (7-56). — 
Premise, Premise. (11-22-60). 
Red Eye, Living Th’tre (6-12-61).. 

Susan Slept Here, 4ist St. (7-11-61). 
“Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55)... : 
Under Milk Weod Rep: Cirele (3- 29-81). 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Lite. de Paris. Maidman (56D. =. | 
Pirates of Penzance, Phoenix (968): 

Diff‘rent, Actors (9-28-61). 
O Marry Me, Gate. (10-26)... 
All in Love, 41st ‘St. 0-16-61). 

_ Buskers,. Cricket (10-25-61) 
Ge Fight City. Hall, Mayfair (10-30-86. 
; CLOSED : 

Noontide, Marquee. C14): : loved 

Jean Sanders, ‘New York . City 
and Philadelphia’s Grand . Opera: 7 

cisco. Opera Co’'s.: Benjamin - Ray-| 

7 ively evening. . 

‘transferred ; 

che ten Nielsen. Stars Rita Gam. 
| Viveca Lindfors. William: Dantels, Morgan 
‘| Sterne, Nydia Westman. Opened 

|. Westport, Conn.; $3.85 top. :. 

‘| Fritz: Wendel — 

| Natalia: Landauer 
_ |.Clive Mortimer 
a Mrs. Watson- Courtneldge * 

. . By the tithe the N. YY, Repertory = 
Theatre had: gotten. around to its.|’- 

| third bill, John:van Druten’s “I Am | 
Andersonville; Mermaid (6-68-61): :closed |} a- Camera,” _played : on two special 

elosed Saturday’ 13} after 14 perform- recent: ‘Latin-America Felations dif- 

‘Gen... Hamilton — 

Indian Priestess 
Lt. de 

i week. summer run... 
Kentucky” is a Salute to local his- 
‘tory, with family events and. re- 
gional characters, The story. covers | 
‘the early settlement of .a spot | 
‘named Corn’ Island, after. a long 

‘score’ is of: the folksong type. 

t 
ever, 

final 

. Virtually ‘all. festival patrons are tourists, . a large. portion being 

in this year’s. business may be the 
ployment in Canada. 

+The Pirates of Penzance,” 

six-week Tun. 

_ Bound for Kentucky 
‘Louisville, July. 11. 

city ‘of Loulsville presentation of. his- 
toriecl ‘drama. in two acts by ' Kermit 
.Hunter, with. music by Jack ‘Frederick 
Kilpatrick. Opened July :3.. °61, at the 
Iroquois’ Amphitheatre. Louisville; $3. top. 
Col. Clark ....... mecnsees ... John’ Ribble | 
‘James Patten - ‘ees ‘John ‘Seitz 

| Rev.. Ichabod ea Tom “Atwood 
“Cato Watts ......5.. ve» Billy Bradford }' 
Mary Patten........ ‘esaee tl: 
‘David Saddletree ' G 
John. Lal ‘ae mew ceoses 

Saapee See 

War Chief ..:..... eet . Robert. Fischer 
Old Chief ...:....006 Heees Philip Cecil 

Sue ‘Gilvin 
Butts "Joseph. “Wilson 

- Alhert Litterst 
.Williain Perkins, . Steve” Miller 

Luke 
Recruits: 

‘Kermit Hunter's “new -putdoor. 
drama opened the longtime. closed | 
Iroquois Amphitheatre for.:a fiIve- 

trip down the Ohio River... 
Hunter has . delved. in the. com- 

munity’s past for details, and his 
‘story brings to understandable: life 
‘several dramatic” ‘episodes. 
cipal “roles are. vlayed “bv : Ewel. 
-Cornett;. J..H. Davis and Barbara 
Cornett. and Burnet’ M. Hobgood’s 
direction : “makes for a: smooth, 

‘Marvin Gordon. staged “the 
| dances, hoedowns, waltzes and’ an. 
-| Indian. war. dante, and the terp 

-- | ehorus: has: been well disciplined. 
“LE James - -Greasby’ $ vocal” 
hasn't . much ~ opportunity... 

Wied. 

[ NY. Repertory The | Arts. 7-10-61). i} 

Touring Company 
‘T Am a Camera — 

Westport, ‘Conn., July: 7. 
‘Henry T. Weinstein: “Laurence .Feldman: 

| presentation of N:Y,. Repertory Theatre. 
-| revival of -grama in .three acts by John 

‘van -Druten. Staged by Michael Howard; 
| setting and lighting. Jack Doepp; costume 
designs, Dorine Ackerman; stage manager, 

July. 6, 

1961, at the Westport Country Playhouse; 

—_ ‘Ben ‘Piazza Christopher Isherwood . wee 
. Nydia:Westman Fraulein. Senpeider - 

Sally Bowles: . Rita-Gam 
Viveca” Lindfors. 

forgan’ Sterne - 
“Seanne Bolan 

ee 2 

| matinees, ‘the. general .word-of-. 
jmouth in. Westport: ‘was why these: 
plays had. been selected for presen- 
tation. for audiences . in South 

: America, especially ‘in’ ‘light of the: 

ficulties. 

In the ‘case of this adaptation of 
..| Christopher Isherwood’s : sketches, - 
_4the unresolved. story of .foreigners: 

‘| wasting their. lives. in. - pre-Hitler 
Berlin would seem to offer: little 
to the -cause ‘of international. cul- 
‘ture, either. as Satisfying theatre 
or as a display of the Actors Studio. 
talents. “I .Am-.a Camera’’. has a 
‘good first.act, well realized. under. 
|the direction of guest-. stager 
‘Michael Howard. But the ‘rest is 

‘, [monotonous repetition. 
- |. ‘Viveca Lindfors is at.her bést:as: 

‘the wealthy Jewish girl, in her first 
‘|Jove affair, Nydia Westman is well 

east as the landlady. Less effec- 
‘itive are: Rita Gam as. “the “English: 

girl who squanders her: -body as: 
4th Ave. North, Madison’ Ave. (9-27-6U.| well as her time. Ben_ Piazza .as. the. 

: ‘| writer who is. always on’ his. first 
| page, William Daniels as. the para-: 

site who hides ‘his Jewish” back- | 
ground, Morgan Sterne. as the high- 

| lifing - sugar daddy,- and.. Jeanne;. 
Bolan, ' of the: Westport. ‘Playhouse | 

oo a 
‘Martha Patten Leaenesoe ‘Barbara Cornett |. 

-William. Haan | 

"61. ~.at ‘the 41st Street’ Theatre.. 

-“Bound for] 

- William. ‘Daniels | 

visitors from the U.S. and another sizable group comprising vacationers 
stopping off en route to and. from resorts in northern Ontario-to..attend - 
one ‘or more of. the three Shakespeare repertory productions.. A factor. ~: 

"The. one week's earlier start ‘this ‘season. apparently. hain't helped. 
* Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean. Festival. Attendance for. the first... 

three weeks. was 78% of capacity, a drop of 3%. from 1960. How 
‘the; advance sale is slightly ahead of last year,-so ‘it’s ‘figured the. 
‘Season figure may top the 93% of.1960. According to. the. management, : 
the pperation needs 80% of capacity ta break even.‘ This: year’s repere 
tory comprises “Coriolanus,” “Henry VHI" and “Love's Labor's Lost.” 

‘relatively high” (about 10%). ‘unem~ 

A ‘subsidiary: féstival. presentation, “Tyrone. ‘Guthile’s ‘production ‘ “of 
-opened. July 7 to favorable reviews, and as°: . 

Show Out of Town 
staff, subbing’ for the ‘ailing Betty 

| Field, as the British -girl’s mother.- 
‘Jack -Doepp’s_ setting projects a 

good. “deal of: ‘old:country hoarding- : 
house | feel. wt Elem. 

| "EB ay mt : 
‘Susan ‘Slept; Here . 

Barbare Griner &. Eleanor. Horn presén-. 
‘tation. of two-act comedy.by. Steve Fisher . 
‘and. Alex Gottlieb, Staged by Matt Cim- - 
ber; settings and lighting: Peter.MC For--_ 
ward. Stars Alan Dale, Joy Harmon;.fea- .-:. 
tures’ ‘Charles Randall. Opened. Joly. 11,° 

NAY. 
$4.90 top weekends, $3.90 weeknights. , 
Maude se dewag eset ewee cc net 

Gail Fisher’ 

Joe Norton eevee er ry ‘Alan ‘Dale °- 
Sgt. -Hanlon.’...; sere ‘Sam Matarrasso:':: 
Sgt... Maizel Rae ee eee. - Rummy Bishop. — 
Susan - Landis. . se eacee-seeee. JOY Harmon. 
Isabella. a eetdeees weseree dees , Gay: Harmon 

ment. An unpretentious story.about. 
‘a film -writer “and ‘a-/17-year-old 

"Prin-. ‘juvenile. delinquent, it has mild .if 
perhaps. workable’: entertainment 
Potential. . 7 a 

Charles Randall | 

‘of ‘last. week, had an. advance sale ‘of about.’ 79% of capacity for its ° 

$. 

Pearl Singer. 

The second production in. what’. 7 
‘Barbara Griner. and Eleanor Horn: :: 
‘calla summer festival . at.the 41st. . 
‘Street Theatre is <a. ‘disappoint---,. 

‘In: this: Hollywood - ‘version “of. a 

couple of friendly: vice-squad © ‘caps, 

‘It. might ‘not’ be’-so ‘bad* it the 
| plot. ‘is incredible or” the charac-. 
ters were-merely coriventional. ‘But 

othe comedy lines. are superimposed 
ff on ‘the different -.people,: and: the. 

actors: overplay .- “everything. : | 

direction: is heavy- handed: « 

“phe: Judges’ “of: “the “Secret 
Court,” : by David. Stacton 
theon; $3. 95),. 

Booth .upon ‘his_ life, especially’ as” 
stained by: the crime of his. younger 

with the younger: ‘Booth; ‘adds. 
nothing. to. exhaustive literature: ‘On 
the subject. ; 

Laura -Keene ‘“‘fable.”: 

the ‘President. was shot on- the 
night ef. April 14,” 1865:. 
greatest. fault, however, lies 

flections; 

‘Wilkes E Booth. 0.. 

brother:. who assassinated: ‘Lincoln. ° 
> Theme” ‘shifts.’ quickly from. Ed-) 
win’ andthe excellent possibilities.” : 
of exploring - his . ‘complex -adjust=” 
‘ment to Wilkes’ “dark: ‘deed. Bal-. 
ance of the book, dealing. mainly ~ 

‘Book's 
im=. 

writer’s. failure © _to: “resolve his 
premise. He does not: complete his” 
investigation of. Edwin’s tragic re-° 

and he: offérs- only’ a. 
sketchy, standard portrait ait of John : 

‘| Pygmalion story ‘the :writer, played:.: 
{by Alan Dale, -is:served’. with .a ‘*° 
17-year-old. ‘blonde-: delinquent: as" 

1a two-day Christmas. ‘present by’ a 

. The: idea ‘is that. she. is. to Provide. : ne - 

‘chorus | him'with materigl-for a-play.. ©") 7: | 

The 

The .performances ‘range. from: 
Self-conscious and monotonous: to. 

4) cute and even pompous. Joy. Har-'.. 
| mon plays: the. juvenile. delinquent. 

“| in’ a. chaotic,: screaming,.. ‘kicking . a 
“manner.or.else acts ‘coyly:. re 

Dale is unconvincing: as a Holly- es 
wood: writer, and obviously Iacks .° * . 
stage experience. Pearl Singer | js 
patently: self-conscious as‘-a “wise- one 
-eracking secretary. Sani Matarrasso.. -™ 
‘and Rummy Bishop caricature. the: 
roles: of bumbling: cops,. but. Gail «. 
Fisher givés a- ‘relaxed . pefform-” 
anée as the -maid.. Matt” Cimber's. 7 

Bal’ acre 
(Pan= 

‘purports ‘to... ‘be a. 
‘novel’. about ‘John’ Wilkes. Booth. . 
‘Titke ‘stems from: a forgotten ‘verse |. 
di.ama of the late: 19th Century by’. 
‘Althea - ‘Lathrop. -Lée, which State: -’ 
ton ‘suggests ‘had: ‘influence: in- ‘Jats: 7 
‘terday nominations ‘of actor. Edwin ” 

 Stacton's’ research - ‘is sometimes Le 
| shaky, particularly in’ his. use of the. °”: 

supporting _ 
the actress’ ungrounded contention 
that. she was in the Lincoln box at.: :-... 
Ford's ‘Theatre, Washington, ‘after -* "=. 



“Wednesda, July 1, 1961: 

- MacDonagh, Brecht Plays 
~ Due for Campus Showing 

Albany, July.18. | 
‘two American. premieres, “Step- |. 

in-the-Hollow," *. ‘by Donagh Mac 
Donagh, Irish ‘playwright-poet, and 
“Drums in the Night” (“Trommeln 
in der Nacht”), by Berthold Brecht, 

Seems verybody Wins’ (They Say) 
In That Levin-L&1-CBS-"MFL' Ruling 

By HOBE MORRISON 

it s the spe OM Samatne kal * 
- Lenny-Debin Love the Bans, Teats 
“Summer is a. hot time for the Jack +- 

dee Cue 

eo 

whos 

ef ae 

ER Ee: nee 

y f Lf 

The. New - York outfit, - which has: 
-been. responsible for at. least one- 

__ also ‘handles ‘the: casting for four: 
tents and-ane barn. According to] 

Lenny, : talent. and. show: staffs’ Set 
. bythe agency for’ jobs this sum- 
: . mer will earn ‘a.:combined’ salary | 
> for: the. season » “Of. nearly $1,000,- 

the. three. ‘canvastops - this’.season 
. are“in-on the same’ basic arrdnge- 

" “ment.. “They're “guaranteed $5,000 
on. grosses. up to. $35,000, or ‘$6. 000. 

_ when ‘the. gross: runs between $35,- 
‘000 and. $40,000,..and_ $7. 000 swhen | 
- receipts. top . $40,000. ‘They alsq 

.", ‘get .25° ‘of the take: in excess of. 

‘above, - 

7 ‘performance. 7 
The producer. ‘quoted the’ Jate|! 

“novelist Kenneth Roberts as ‘hav- | 
ing detlared, “The-best: thing that. 

Cae ory Se 

Lénny-Nat.- Debin © talent . agency. 

stock -- ‘package a year since 1957, 

000. 
"That | helty ~ ‘payroll includes 

- wages. to ‘some’.of. the: top. names | 
playing. . . the. 

.. They're booked | ‘by . Lenny-Debin 
_ for the Oakdale Musical’ ‘Theatre; 
- Wallingford, Conn.;: the: Carousel 
Theatre, ‘Framingham, Mass. ., and | 
‘the. Warwick: (R.J.), Music’ Theatre. 

- rustic: ‘showcases. 

Salaries. ‘for -headliners at. these 
spots are believed to be among the. 

highest -paid on the. summer ‘thea- 
. tre. circuit. 

- Stars’. drawing. top : salaries’ ‘at. 

$32,000: The roster! of headliners: 
"rat the. tents includes. Tony Martin, | 

. Carol -Channing; ‘Shelley: Berman,,|_ 
“Dan . Dailey,. ‘Howard: Keel, John 
- Raitt, . Kathryn Grayson, “ Gisele | 
MacKenzie and Hugh: O'Brian. a 

Really Big Show.) .-'*' 
The potential mopup ‘for a* “star 

Yast season at Wallingford :. when 
Anna-Maria Alberghetti, ‘now .star- 
ring: on’ Broadway in, “Carnival, 7 
searned about. $13,000. for a.‘ one- 
week ‘stand in- 
dentally,’ ‘Lenny-Debin : emphasize - 
they do’ not: take any. commissions. 

. from talent: they. book ‘into: places’ 
“Where they handle the.-casting. 

“Firefly. A 

‘The ‘spots where they're. respon- 
_-sible. for lining-up the: talent. in- 
elude. the’ three: tents ‘mentioned 

the..-Melody Fair) plus. 
“Theatre, .North:. ‘Tonawanda, : N-Y., 
and. the Bucks County Playhouse, 
New Hope,’ Pa.: They're, also -cast-- 
ing: directors for ‘‘the Broadway 

.. production .of::“‘Come. Blow. Your 
Horn,” ‘whieh. tried: out last sum- 

. mer. in New. Hope 

-AContinued® on. page | 58) - 

| * Says! Producer Currier: 
Tries to Sell Strawhat | 

‘Kennebunkport, Me., _ July .18. 
i The. ‘Kennebunkport: ‘Playhouse is. 
er ‘for sale because owner: Robert..C.:| 

’ Currier says:30% of his.audierices 
-@re drunk, It-takes 20 minutes to 

.. ‘sell a pair of seats over the phone,. 
Currier - asserts, and -pesple ask 
nutty’. questions like. “‘what's. ‘the. 
Price of. the $3.30 tickets?” . 
‘The whole town’s. ‘nuts, claims 

the ‘producer, who has: .operated | 
‘+. the: louse. for 29 years: "In ‘an: ad’ 

” . in the weekly ‘Kennebunkport. Star, 
“..:. the theatre was. offered for. sale, 

but. Currier added ‘that he doesn’t 
_ think. anyone: ‘would’ be dumb. 

: énough to- buy it. The drawback ‘is, 
_ he says; “It ig located in-an insane |} . 

'.:, community. and. don’t think ‘any- 
one: would - “be. dumb “enough - to 
buy. it” -° 
Currently ‘playing’ 

are drunk and .they.: disrupt the 

could...happen’ to Kennbunkport 
‘would be to have. it sink under- 
‘water for. 10 minutes.” Currier éx- 

-_ plains; “I: don't -know if. I :could | 
aren "the: town ‘itself ‘is. ‘deranged, 
‘but it wouldn't re hard to. prove a 
‘lot of.the people are nuts.’ 

' “for example,” he said, “it takes 
20 minutes to. ‘sell two tickets to a: 
show over. the phone, These people. 
Must’ be. :terribly : ‘upset and: frus-. 
‘trated. All they want to ‘do is talk. 

; Then,. when: some.’ town.’ femme. 
...-@omes upto. the .b.o, and warts: to 
know how..much ‘$3.38 tickets are, 
you: really . start. wondering. One 
rt (Continued. on Page. Bo): 

Inci-- 

. “Cc ri t ie’s: 
: Choice,” ‘the 350-seat ‘theatre: can] 
be. bought on payments ‘over a_10- 
year period, Currier. says. “I’m not 
complaining about. business,” he 
added: “as: audiences: average 90% 
capacity, - but 30%: of the: people. 

“The -Pearl  -Fishers” - 
-|Giuseppe Campora ‘as: ‘tenor lead, | 

Laszlo... Halasz. conducting” and. 7 
Hugh ‘Thompson. as stage director. | 
“Eleanor Steber will sing: Violette: 

Ross’ ‘Not Set for Bway; . : 
Deal May: Hinge on Star| 

London, July 18.. 
“Ross; w “Terence « 

drama. about Lawrence..of Arabia, 
{s understood to be ‘still not set 
for Broadway. production;: although: } 
several. New.. York: 

‘The play,.| 

originated -by. Alec Guinness. 

that: David Merrick had. -the, U.S. 
‘rights. for’.the drama,:and Roger. 
‘L. Stevens is ‘also said to’ be trying 
to get’ it.. However, -it’s indicated” 
‘that: no contract has been. signed | 
‘and not-even a verbal agreement 
has been made. made... 

SEC Holding Up : 
‘Match’ Financing 
Dhe: Securities & Exchange. Com- 

Broadway presentation. of Jack | 
-Perry’s The Whole ‘Darn. Shooting’ 
Match.”: A ‘hearing ‘of: the’. -case, 
originally scheduled for last Mon: 
day-.(17). atthe N.Y. regional. of-- 
fice of - the. ‘SEC; has been Post: | 
‘poned until Aug. 1 

ulation A exemption: -from: registra- 
-tion. under -the’ Securities Act. of 
1933 to seek. financing - of $125,000 
for - “Shooting.”. : The-"exémption, 
which the SEC: permits for. public 
‘offerings. of $300,000°or less, is the 
‘basis --for the. ‘formation’: of: the 
‘standard limited partnership setup: 

..J used in connection with the.financ- 
:. ‘AS packagers, "Lenny-Debin are: 

‘represented, on the’ stock ‘circuit |. 
‘this’ summer .. by. “Flower |. Drum 

ing’ of Broadway: productions. . 2 

The SEC ‘temporarily. suspended. 
Parella’s exemption-Jast. May. .The. 

-| upcoming’ hearing, | which - will de- 
| termine whether.the suspension. or- ‘| 

: : | der: will-be vacated -or made per- 
... -manent was: Teauested by the pro- . 

 “f ducer.:Phe SEC: charges. that Par- 
ella. solicited _eoin: in. jurisdictions 

‘|not mentioned..in his: notification: 
to. the commission: . It also accuses 
him ‘of using in his offering. mate- 
rial ‘not filed ‘with the SEC, ‘some | 
‘of it allegedly: containing misstate; 
ments of fact 
:Following . ‘the: “Aug. 1. pearing, 

which is: open to.the. public, the 
commission will digest'the findings. 
and recommendations of law and 
then deécide® whether the suspen- 
|sion order {s to be vacated or made |: 
permanent, If: the order 1s. made. 
permanent, Parella ‘will automatic: 
‘ally be barred from. using the -Reg- 
ulation A exemption for. a period 
.Of. five years and anyone. who “has | 
thus far. invested . in” “Shooting” 
will have.- “a cause. of. action’ ta Bet 
‘back their money. : cro: 

Pearl Fishers’ Is s Opener 

The ‘Empire. State. " Musie Festi- 
‘val . opened :- last. week. for its] 
seventh ‘season. - It’s scheduled: for.|".. ber 
four: weeks inthe Anthony Wayne. | 
Recreation ‘Area,..Bear Mt.-Harri- |. 
man State: Park, ‘with .a full-stage |. 
revival: ‘of Bizet's opera, “The Pearl 
Fishers 

lenvitle. 

Last performed ‘by a: profession- - 
al cast at the ‘Metropolitan - Opera | 
House’ during -the. 191617. season, 

in a ‘full-stage: version of -Verdi's 
“La. ‘Traviata,". July 27°.and 30-|- 
Brenda: Lewis will. do Cio Cio San 
in. Puccini's: “‘Madame Butterfly,” }.. 
July.-29, '-Licia: Albanese will por-1” 
‘tray: Mimd- in ““La Boheme,” July. 
123 and d Aug. 3: 

Rattigan’ Ss}. 

Managements | 
have been. dickering. for it since it 
-opened. May- 12. of last year at the |. 
‘Haymarket’ ” ‘Theatre. 
“presented by “H.'M.‘Tennent, has 
“Michael. Bryant. in. the ‘title. ‘role 

A deal for .a: ‘Broadway produc- 
tion of “‘Ross”’ ‘apparently. depends . 

‘ton. getting. a -star: adceptable to 
Rattigan. ‘There ‘have .been- reports |. 

mission has charged. producer: 
Anthony ‘Parella . ‘with. | violating 
‘certain terms of the regulation | 
under which he’s. been: ‘soliciting. 
capitalization for’ his contemplated: 

:| Fecent . opening . night: of 
Parella: had been: granted a Reg: 

With Enmire State Fest oR 

“The latest 
volves the deletion of a satinl. 

“Frank: Forest founded: and: series 
as ‘general-manager of the Festival, |. 
originally located” just’ outside El 

will’ have'] 

-will-- highlight ‘the 10th. Festival. 
-| Season.” of. the Arena’ Summer 
“Theatre at the State Univ. of N.Y. 
‘College of. Education here. It-will } 

{ be the. first.production in Engiish 
‘for “Drums in. the. Night.” :, 

presented : July ~ 26-29, : and the 
Brecht drama. Aug. 2-5,. with aj 
‘revival of. Niccolo. ‘Machliavellie’ Ss. 
1513. work “The Mandrake” (Man- 
dragol as Taly 19-22. . 

Joan Litlewood 
Quits Workshop 

- London, ‘July 18. 
The abrupt withdrawal. Jast week 

: of Joan Littlewood from the Thea- 
tre: Workshop caused a sensation 
in London. legit - circles.. 

‘grubbing- ‘commercialism ‘of the 
‘West End.” There ‘has never been: 
‘morfetary” support: from the. Gov- 
ernment,:the: Arts Council or even 
‘local authorities for her. home base, | 

She: Ind | 
built” up: the group from virtually J. 
nothing.. and in the process brought | - 
recognition to such authors as. She-. 

.|lagh Delaney*and Brendan Behan. 
+ In quitting the operation, Miss | 
Littlewood ° ‘indicated ‘that she’ had. 

a finally. become discouraged ‘by, in- | 
adequate finances, and was ‘sick ‘of + 
being’ hamstrung. ‘by. “the . money: | 

13 Bill Fields Associates 
“Continue Publicity Setup | 
__ Walter Alford, Reginald Denen- 

}holz and Mae Lyons are continuing 
The’ MacDonagh. opus’. will be: ‘the independent publicity office 

they formed last. year with the Jate 
William Fields, The operation was 

of the Playwrights Co., for which 
| Fields had been. longtime prese- 

{ agent. a 

-Alford’ 1s now personal rep for 
| Noel Coward and advance pub- 

licist for ‘Sail Away,” the la(ter's 
-} musical comedy which dépening 
‘Aug.-5 at the Colonial Theatre, 
Boston. Denenholz is handing 
special summer: assignments for 
the Council of the Living Theatre 

tin Chicago and Miss Lyons con- 
tinnes as general press rep for 
the. Ringling Bros., ‘Barnum’ & 
Bailey Circus, 

Music Man Net 

: The- profit on “Music. Man" was 
$3, 047,213 as of June 3. The musi-. 

since the closing last April 15 of 
{sin a.one-company road operation 

the Iongrun Broadway presenta- 

the ‘Theatre Royal, Stratford, East i yea" Will again be represented by 
London: ° 
‘The news that. Miss Littlewood 

was ‘quitting the company and the |. 
‘country was ‘broken. hy -her friend |. 
Tom: Driberg,: ‘a Member of Parlia- | 
ment, in ‘this. political. column ‘in. 
Reynolds’ News. He. indicated: that 
her decision. was. reached. after the 

“They. 
Might Be’ Giants,” 

‘pone ‘the premiere,. ‘but was. told 
-that. was. impossible. The play drew 
unfavorable -notices. and ‘a. ténta- 
tive plan to transfer. it. to the West | 
End. {was ‘dropped. 
The - producer - director. 

when we have to: play ‘God Save 
the. Queen’ before the performance 
at Stratford, it’s time: to leave.” 

- The’ “Giants” : company is. said 
to have been given dismissal .no-' 

| tices ‘effective: next. week, when 
the play ‘is.to.close, and the thea-. 
-tre“will.-probably go. dark until 
Lord Killanin and Brendam Smith 
take. over operation -to. present 
“The Iron Man,”:. with. Michael 

latter. ‘group and the. theatre.is un- 
certain.: 

Claude Planchon. runs the Theatre 
des Nations season at: the Sarah. 
‘Bernhardt Theatre. Attér that, she. 

: may go: to Israel. - : 

: ‘Regrets,’ Cont. 
“London, July 18. 

Reports. of the Lord Cham- 
lain’s. censorship. of: “The 

Lord. ‘Chamberlain. Regrets. 
-. . have- become a serial. 

installment. 

‘eal -sketch. about film treat- — 
~ ment . ‘of Teligious: ‘themes. 

was “blasphemous.” | 
thors explain that the parody. 
‘was not of religion itself, but. 
of ‘Hollywood - comrercialistic 
; treatment ofif. 2 

- Previous material. cut’ from : 
the revue. by the Lord Cham- - 
“berlain included sketches 
about-Prince Charlies, Jacque-- | 
line..Kennedy and. the wife of 
the. . Minister’-of “Transport. © 
“Regrets” is- now. booked to 
open Aug. 22 at the Saville ~ 
‘Theatre here, following the 

. ‘current ‘run a of Victor Borge. - 

‘a comedy by.| 
James Goldman. which the Theatre | 
Workshop’ presented in partnership. 
‘With ‘the Broadway management, |. 
‘Robert: E: Griffith. and. Harold ‘Ss. | 
-Prince 
. Miss. Littlewood reportedly. Te: 
alized: in advance that: the . show 
“was not ready, and wanted to’ post- 

‘was 
quoted by Driberg as saying,: “It 
is impossible to. be one’s best work. 
‘in a country in which one is tied 
‘down by such conditions. Anyway, 

Craig: ‘and’ Brian Phelan. That will 
not:‘be a. Theatre. Workshop. pro- | 
duction, and the future of beth the 

Miss © Littlewoods. first produc-. 
‘tion abroad may be in: Paris: for. 
-Francoise Spira, whose husband,. 

-During.the revue’s tryout ep- - 
“gagement “in Brighton, ‘there © . 
‘were protests: that. the skit. . 

The au- 

two companies in the fall with the 
‘launching. Sept. 15 of a Dbus-and- 
truck. unit in Reading, Pa. 

‘The company, now in operation, 
9egan a summer-long stand June 

-12'at the National Theatre, Wash- 
ington. Highlights of. a June 8 
audit of the Kermit Bloomgarden 
(in association with Herbert Greene 
and -Frank Productions) presenta- 
tion. are as fellows: 
“Investment, : $310,000 (repaid). 
Five-week operating loss, $461. 
Net profit, $3,047,213. 

‘Distributed: profit, $2,949,960. 
‘Bonds, $54,856. 
Sinking . fund, $30,000. 
Preliminary cost for bus-and- 

truck tour, $8,750.. 
Balance ‘available for distribu- 

tion, $8,647. 

| PLAN ‘DAD’ FOR B WAY 
DESPITE LONDON FOLD 
A Broadway. production of “Oh 

Dad, Poor .Dad, Momma’s Hung 
You in the Closet and I'm Feeling 
So Sad” is still planned by Roger 
L. Stevens despite the quick fold 
of the play last Saturday (15) in 
‘London, The British presentation 
of the Arthur L.. Kopit comedy 
which ran ‘a week-and-a-half at 
the Lyric, Hamniersmith, was by- 
‘H. M. ‘Tennent Ltd. in association 
with Stevens and Eliet Hyman. 

Stevens intends recasting the 
comedy for Broadway. A successor 
‘will. also “be selected for Frank 
Corsaro as director: The London 
cast was headed by Stella Adler, 
Andrew: Ray, Susan Burnet and 
Ferdy Mayne. 

Oakdale Capacity 926 
For Belafonte Booking 

The Oakdale Musical Theatre, 
Wallingford, Conn., 1s increasing 

. {its potential capacity gross: to 
around $92,000 for the Sept. 4-9 
booking. of the. Harry Belafonte 
show. |: 

The .b.o. scale for that week has 
been upped. to a top of $6.50 week- 

. nights and ($7.50 weekend eves. 

: Greensboro, N. C. to Have. 
Legits on Subscription 
Greensboro, N. C., July 18. 

executive 
secretary of. Greensboro’s Broad- 
way Theatre League, have signed a 

| one-year contract with United Per- 

J forming Arts. Inc. of New York, 
to bring four Broadway shows 
here during the next season. 
- Two of the four will be “Thurber 

Carnival’ and “The Best Man." A 
‘}membership drive for the league 
| will begin after Labor Day under a 

.| policy. ‘of. subscription-only audi- 
ence. 

‘set up following. the dissolution 

Herbert Hazelman, president, and 
|Mrs. C. E. Garrett, 

The “My Fair Lady" dispute de- 
elded by an arbitration award last 
week is apparently the first case 
in legal history in which every- 
body won. At least, all parties in- 
volved have expressed satisfaction 
with the verdict. 
The plaintiff, Herman Levin, 

producer of the smash hit musical, , 
geined what appears to havé been 
his primary objective: the sale of 
the film and television rights. to 
the show on a free-and-clear com- 
petitive basis. The defendanis, 
librettist-lyricist Alan Jay Lerner 
and composer Frederick Loewe, 
and backer CBS were allowed to 
retain in force the network's 
$2,000,000 purchase of the  co- 
authors’ rights in the production. 

As with most legal wrangies, 
however, neither side got all it 
‘asked. Levin’s move to have the 
CBS acquisition of the Lerner- 
Loewe rights rescinded was turned 

| down,. as was his bid for the ap- 
pointment ef a trustee or recewer 
to take charge of and distribute 
the various rights, subject to Ins 

{| approval. He was likewise denicd 

Up to $3,047,213 
his application to share in the 
newer Lerner-Loewe show, “Came- 
Jot,” which is a'so backed by CBS. 

‘CBS Iost its unlimited control 
of the film and television rights 
to “Lady.” The network reportedly 
claimed during the arbitration pro- 
ceedings and has announced since 
the publication of the award that 
it always intended to go ahead im- 
mediately with the sale of the film 
rights. But it can hardly welcome 
the stipulation that it cannot par- 
ticipate {nm the bidding for the 
rights or in the production or 
financing of the picture. 

CBS’ Dissatisfaction 
‘Similarly, it’s inconceivable that 

CBS is satisfied with the ruling 
that it must dispose of the “Lady” 
television rights on a competitive 
basis, and that it may not place 
any restrictions on what network 
or stations may be used to televise 
the film or video version. CBS 

i still standa to make a substantial 
profit financially on its $2,000,000 
purchase of the Lerner-Loewe 
share of the “Lady” earnings, of 
coursé. 

Lerner and Loewe also lost sub- 
stantially in one portion of the 
arbitration award. That was the 

‘| decision that, in disposing of the 
film rights, CBS is not bound hy 
“Schedule B” of the agreement 
under which the network pure 
thased the Lerner-Loewe rights. 
“Schedule B” contained, among 
other things, elaborate specificu- 
tions as to authorship credits in 
the screen treatment of the musi- 
cal, as well as severe restrictions 

(Continued on page 60) 

Frisco’s Alcazar Going 
For Hotel Parking Lot; 
Plume’ There Next Week 

San Francisco, July 18 
The Alcazar Theatre, a secondary 

legit house for touring shows and 
a base of operations for lessee and 
local producer Randolph Hale, will 
probably be demolished next 
spring. The site fs to be used as a 
‘parking lot for the adjacent Stew- 
art Hotel, which is under the same 
ownership. 

Hale's leasg on the theatre ex- 
pires this fall and, since it has had 
spotty occupancy during his elght- 
year tenure, the owners figure they 
can do better by using the ground 
for parking purposes. The theatre 
was built in 1906, after the Frisco 
earthquake and fire. It has tended 
to be an alternate house for tour- 
ing shows, with the Curran the 
first choice for musicals and the 
Geary getting most of the straight 
plays. ° 

‘La Piume’ to Alcazar 
“La Plume de Ma Tante” ends 

its current nitery engagement Sat- 
urday night (22) at the Moulin 
Rouge, Hollywood, and opens ne xt 
Wednesday night (26) at the Al- 
cazar, Sam Francisco. The Paris- 
originated revuc, presented on 
Broadway by David Merrick, 
Joseph Kipness and London pro- 
ducer Jack Hylton, recently coin- 
pleted an extended cabaret engage- 
ment at the Riviera, Las Vegas. 

Following ita Alcazar stand, the 
show will play a national tour. 
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Click Story’ Opens Toronto's 0 Keefe r 
As Ultra-Modern Style Strawhat 

By JESSE GROSS 

Toronts, July 18 

the fos strawhat fs now ole hat. 

TR conventional summer theatre 

— a sinall coriverted barn in a mos- 

quto-ridden rurat area—has been 

sanerseded here by the use of the 

CO Keefe Centre as a warm-weather . 

Bink showcase 

E.orated in Toronto’s business 

district, the 3,200-seat house Was 

constructed by the O'Keefe Brew- 

Ine Co, a subsidiary of Canadian 

Breweries, at a reported cost of 

$12,000,000. It 
QGetoder as the most modern pro- 

fe sxtonal legit house in North 

America and ended its regular sea- 

son of tryouts, touring shows and . 
other offerings June. 17. | 

The O'Keefe’s linkup with the 

simmer theatre circuit, endorsed 

by Actors Equity. oecurred last 

week with the launching there of 
a two-week run of “West Side 
Stors.” Alexander H Cohen, Broad- 
wat producer and New Yerk repre- 

sentative for the O'Keefe, put to- 

gether the “Story” presentation. : 
Coken is also responsible for set-_ 

ting 
seven-week season. Four have al- 

ready been booked, each for a one- 

week stand. The final entry is still | 

t> be set. OF the scheduled four | 
ofierings, three are variety shows : 
ard the other is.the Carol Chan- 
ning-starrer, “Show Girl.’ which! 
played Broadway last season and ; 
Is now touring the stock circuit. 

“Story” will be followed next 
Monday ‘24) hy Eartha Kitt and 

the Belafonte Singers for one week. ! 

That will be succeeded July! 31- 
Aum. 3 by “ ‘Liberace and his Inter- 
national Varieties.” Miss Channing 
is set for Aug. 7-12 and then Tony 
Martin with Phil Ford and Mimi! 
Hines, the following frame. 
tou be set is the bill for the final; 
week, Aus. 21-26. 

In keeping with the O'*BKeefe’s : 
class stature, “Story” was given 
major Jeague handling and is more 
on a par with the N.Y, City Center ; 
musical revivals than run-of-the-' 
mith stock presentations, According 
to Cahen, the cost of producing the ; 
tuner and operating it for “two 
weeks will involve ap estimated 
$1ov.000. The potential weekly 
gross capacity, with the house 
scaled from a lew of 75¢ Wednes- 
da, matinees to a $3.50 top even- 
fuss, is $61,942. Thus, with good. 
business the financtal outlay could ; 
be recouped 

The “Story” company, most of 
whom have appeared in the show: 
either on Broadway, 

[culation last Monday 7. 

I: Toranto, the traditrormal set-- 

was unvelled last. 

the remaining shows of the | 

Still | 

‘1s. good. 
rfor one ticket 

‘In addition to this exchange set- 
up, the theatre is also offering a 

"20°: discount on block. tickets pur- 
‘chases of 201 and over. A lesser. 
discount is availabte for parties of 
40-200 and sedson subscribers gét 
six shows for the price -of. five. | 

It's figured it would ‘have cost. 
the theatre about $10,000 ‘weekly - 
to have remained dark. during the 
summer interv al between the clos- - 
ing of “Flower” and the scheduled 
opening of **Kwamina’”’ there Sept. - 

at the house the preceding week. 
‘The Keefe staff took.a two-week 
‘ vacation following the. -exit of. 
“Flower.” 

O’Keefe by the time it concludes: 

have been occupied. 50 weeks, 46 
of which represent actual playing ! 
time. The other four weeks include - 
rehearsal fime (one week each. for - 

Side. “Treasure Island.’ “West 
Story” and the upcoming. 
“Kwamina’’!, plus one stanza when j 
the theatre was taken’over by’: the | 
Canadian Conference on the Arts! 
on a straight rental, no admission ; 

_ setup. 

‘The staff for the summer series, i 
besides producer Cohen, includes. 
Roy A. Somlyo, ‘general. manager; : 
| Emanuel Azenberg, :resident man-; 
ager; 

, tion associate: ‘Jake Hamilton, pro-; 
‘ duction stage manager; Annette; 
Siegel. production assistant, 

lighting, as scenic designer. 
[ The O'Keefe staff includes Hugh : 
P. Walker, managing director; | 
Bruce Corder, assistant general 
‘manager: Marg Jolliffe, press- 
agent: John Holden, ad-promotion | 
manager; J.. W. Jago, controller; ; 
Robert H.. .C. Hewitson, boxoffice 

Thelma LeGrow, sub-;j2 | manager; 
scription seeretary,. 
| hianr, McCauley, resident musical 
‘ director. 

‘Extend Funds Deadline 
For Opera Addition To 

Boston’s Civie Arena: 
| Boston, July 18. 

A separate funds-raising- cam-. ; 
paign to provide for unprovided.* 
fac ilities so that grand opera may.; 

(by Pr udential ‘Insurance! Civic. 
Auditorium has failed. of its $500,- 

the road or; 000 goal with the deadline now ex-' ter. 

Music.” 

4. The new musical will rehearse | 

| bookings already ©. 

With the summer series. the ‘im. the weekly Variety Ist of fu | 

its first year next Sept. 30, will.at least. 
scheduled for September-October 

Seymour Hirscher, : ‘produc- |. 

_.Man,” and Dr. Wil-j 7 Toys in. the Attic”. are also: sched- 

jtre’s, alternating’ 
J and “Elizabeth: the Queen.” 

The’ current Broadway - produc- | : 

———- —-- 

‘Fabulous Invalid? 
<= ‘Continued from. page i —- — | 

show cases . av ailable - for’ ‘produc- 
tions this season wiil bé the largest ! 
in recent yeats, with the return of , 

| PEER RRO IOC RCIA IS Io ISG . 

“i Asides and Ad Libs _ 
FBGA ABOU GOB OE ULL. 
Howard. Stein,: temporary instructor. of playwriting in. the ‘Dept: "thé Deo ot . 

Speech & Dramatic Art at whe State Univ. of Iowa, will retain. the spot.:- |’ 
: permanently; ‘su¢ceeding William -Reardon, who.will remain at: tha ~~. 

ithe Biltmore bringing the total to! , Univ. of Kansas, where he has. been for the last year-on leave of abe - 
‘34. Four of the ‘houses ‘are. occu-' sence |. Broadv wee way theatre owner. and producer Billy. Rose has bought 
pied by smashes. figured. likely to: an estate at-Round’ Hill, Montego Bay,. Jamaica, B.W.I.. 
continue through the: season. ‘The 
shows aré “Carnival,” “Camelot,” 
“Mary.. Mary” ‘and “Sound of, 

-“The Bridge,”. -by: Carlos Gorostiza, first prize winner in the Internas oo. 
{tional Theatre. Celebration competition, ‘has-been published. by Samuel *- 
‘French, Ine. in a‘ translation“ by Louis L.Curcio ,-.. Entertainment” ~” 
editor Judith .Crist and theatre reporter Joseph : Morgenstern :of the . 

Incoming vehicles have: sbeen an! N.Y. Herald Tribune are using more and. more of. the. style drama 
‘nounced for about ‘half ‘of. the re: ! 4 critic Walter: ‘Kerr ‘in their legit | reviews. At's. ‘a. ‘good. trick. if: you can .. 
maining - theatres, : all.. of ©. which | 

‘three are tenanted by. productions !- 
regarded.as likely to hold. through 
most or all of the season. The 

Mi” and. “Unsinkable ° 
Brown.” The remaining houses 
are figured open:: ‘for grabs. — 

ture. Broadway preems, . there -are 
five. productions. ‘now 

tryouts :which, . as yet, haven't an- 
“nounced New York berths... 

In‘ addition to productions “with 
break-in dates.. scheduled; numer- 
ous others have been annouriced as ! 
prospects. for. ‘Broadway: -pressnta- | 
tion this season. Presumably. be- |’. 
cause of. the congested booking sit-- 
uation out-of-town, '*two incoming |: 

; musicals will. laurich. comparatively | 
early: “tryout -tours,. one ~ (“Sail 
Away”) the first week. in. August. 
‘and the other. (“Milk and Honey”) 
three weeks. later. 
-Fhe list . 

the vacationing “Miracle Worker,” 
and | Will be: increased by at- least | "16. 

“ *;more . entries during the season. |, Londin, who designed the, Story (Pro ductions now onthe road are| 

llisted in the weekly Variety run- 
idown of touring shows.) Included | 
among the future. road presenta: 
tions are two, current off-Broadway . 
| offerings, “‘Hedda-Gabler”..and the 
‘longrun “Threepenny. Opera.” 

Touring. producttons of - “Advise 
and Consent,” “Best. Man,” “Tenth 

“Thurber: “Carnival” and 

uled for’ -hinterland |. treks: “La 
‘Plume de Ma: -Tante,” which -has 

.|been playing: nitery time in Las 
-| Vegas and-‘Hollywood, .goes to. San_ 
‘Francisco next week atid then will 
Make a swing: ‘of. legit. houses.. 
There'll be a secorid road ‘company 
(bus-and-truck) of:. “Music -Man,”. 
plus ‘the National: Repertory Thea- 

“Mary 

tions: ‘of. “Bye: Bye Birdie,”: “Irma 
‘La’ Douce,” " “Taste of Honey.” and 

also. slated ~ to ‘embark’: ‘on’ “road 
hikes sométimes ‘during the semes- 

The... departure: of “Birdie” |. 
stock. is headed by Leila Martin.; tended into September. The situa~' trom New York will give the road ! 
Jim Tushar and Rita Tanno.. The 
three acquit themselves commend- 
ably and the balance of the cast 
is venerallv satisfactory. 

Ruth Mitchell, general stage: 

| tion is a compromise of a compro- | 
mise arising out of Boston. being ; 
without an opera house since its: 

‘t former one w as razed in 1957. 
1 

+ Since a separate residence for ~- 

‘two companies .:of that: -musical. 
‘There'll also be.- another. company. 
;of “Gypsy” besides the Ethel Mer- |" 
| man-starrer, which 1s scheduled: ta:} 
“end its tour on. the Coast’ in. De- | 

manager for the Robert E. Griffith-| opera would probably cost. $1-to-! cember. - The. “Gypsy” .company, 
Harold S. Prince producing firm, |$8-millions and. that sum was not | headlined ‘by: Mitzi: Green. and ‘now 
which presented “Story” on Broad-| within the probabilites. the scheme ‘playing the -Riviera Hotel, Las; 
way, directed the Toronto produc- | took shape to make room for lyric Vegas is slated. to switch: to regu- 

tron. The original N_Y. production ! drama in the big new aud. A first.) lar theatre. ‘dates in the. fall. 
was staged and choreographéd by jpitch to the city by Talcott M. | 
Jerome Robbins, whose dances | Banks of the Boston Opera Assn. ! Broadway 

A touring. ‘edition of. the ‘click ! 
musical, “Carnival,” is: 

were recreated by Tom Abbott forjwas spurned but a revised ap-.. another prospect. for this. ‘season.’ 
the O’Keefe stand. 

Both Miss Mitchell and Abbott - 
have done well. Adding to the ef- 
fectiveness of the offering are the 
sets. which Cohen purchased; fron, 
the State’ Musicals, Dallas, for 
vhich they were designed and con- 
structed by Peter Wolf Associates. 
Others connected with the presen- 

proach was encouraged, if they ; 
could come up with the money. 

! 

for conventions would make an at- 
tractive opera house is, of course,’ 
unknown. 
inally contemplated. The. control of 
acoustics in so vast ‘a place could 
be. sound engineers assured, man- 

tation include Dobbs Franks, nrusi- raged. 
cal director, and Joseph Londin.,! 
hehting designer. The company, 

‘Question. of comfortable. here. | 
has received little mention here 

| Whether an auditorium designed |’ 

‘A stage was not orig-| 

Summer Stock 
Continued from. page: 37 

Song: Ww hich they’ve- produced: for. 
a. 15-week tour of eight spots. The. 
musical, which cost about. $25,000. 
to. produce: for- ‘its stock - ‘journey, . 
is -bogked on a: guarantee, plus 
percentage: A. company of 30 Is. in- 

incidentally, put in only 48 hours; with opera performances welt over; volved in the tour.. 
ot rehearsal 

In connection with its summer 
season, the O'Keefe has instituted 
a tieup with Dominion Stores, a 
Supermarket chain in Canada Cou- 
pons with a discount value on 
tickets for the O'Keefe sumuner of- | - 

' three hours, typical arena folding } 
chairs would ‘be sadistic. 

. Lenny-Debin;. - formed | in 1956; 
believe 

‘| Stock that. “would presumably be 

Appeals ‘Bloomer’ Suit 
difficult- ‘for .an -individual: ° pro- 
ducer to do on his -own: In.-.the: 

feritigs. are being issued for each: ‘ Morris of Judge Edward Wein-: ficult casting problem. - 
$5 srocerys: purchase in about 130! .feld’s dismissal 
Stores ino a radius of around 100, 
r tle S 

last January’ in:. The. Lenny-Debin ‘summer: pack- 

of. ‘regular * s ‘touring. 
‘shows, : whieh. now totals eight: with | 

Stuart’: 

in: packaging shows ‘for 

do it: 
“To me .there is- “ae much’ greater sense. of: achievement. in being able 

jte ‘take: a. script “written: ‘by -another and work ‘with ‘it ‘and’ with other 
people in the cast. I’ve spent almost all of the’ last:four years delivering 

three are “My Fair: Lady;’. “Do Re | material I have created myself. and I’m very: thankful for the way. both 
“Molly [. it anid-I have been received by the public. But the stage is something .. 

| special. It’s the area for which I originally prepared ‘myself; the: ‘tars 
get for which I aimed when I first: started: out.in this’ business.”-— 

Besides’ entries with Main stem} Comedian Shelley Berman, star of “Where's Charley?” last week: at’ 
set as Teflected , the Gakdale Musical Theatre, Wallingford, Conn., as” quoted. by. theatre. wide 

editor Allen'M. Widen in the Hartford Times: : ~ 
“A critic must understand. ‘He must commit himseli toa. playwright: .. 

he admires as surely as to a woman he loves. ”—Playwright-scenarist Lo: 
Clifford Odets, as’ quoted: by Nathan Cohen in the Tor ‘onto Star. 

“T havea feeling thatthe theatre. ought to'die-for a while. I think . 
there should be a day: when the ‘fabulous: invalid ‘dies | right ‘in. front . 
of our eyes. Then, it might become a. phoenix ‘and: come ‘out better,’ 
because I believe every. element. in life today. is ‘Killing it.” 
| director-producer- Joshua. Logan, in, an appearance on the: “Personal 
| Story” Tadio Series on CBS.. 

-—Legit-film 

Spur Afro Talent Tris to US 
ANTA. Representative Seeks: Governmental. ‘Moral 
Support, Advice. and Minor Services’ for Project 

~ Theatres of London’ || 
“The Theatres of: London”: ‘by. 

Raymond . Mander: and Joe Mit- 
chenson :(Hart-Davis;:$4.20).1s the | 
first compléte listing, ‘of its: type 
to appear since 1903. ‘Authors are 
eminent. British theatre historians,. 
‘and owners of the. most impressive | 
private theatre collection..in’ Eng-. 
land. Book. details history.’ and 
/contemporary facts’ .on. 57 play- 
‘houses ‘in. and near London. The 
West End, the “outer ring’”’...( Lyric 
Hammersmith, Old Vic,’ Sadler’s | 
Wells,. Stratford, et¢.); club thea- 
tres, and. houses devoted to special 
-events are-included in summary,,. 
‘which is. copiously. illustrated : by. 
Timothy. Birdsall (known as “Tim- 
-othy” ‘in- London’ Spectator and: 
‘Sunday Times). 

theatregoer, stage historian, tour-. 
ist;.‘and or. anyone: interested. in 
‘changing stene_ of “British | -show |. 
biz. -End-paper: ‘maps. quickly spot 
the’ Playhouses. “Rodo: 

$64, 704 Donations Gave ° 
a 

Pittsburgh, ‘July. 18. . 
Contributions ‘Of $64,704 - have 

| enabled the. Pittsburgh. Opera to 
show. ‘a profit for: the 1959-60 “sea-'| 
son. The report shows-a net’ profit 

; Of $10,861 - after’ deduction : of an | 
l operating loss of $53,843. - a 
| The. Pitt company. had | -a. lot: of 
weather trouble last. ‘season; Caus- 

: [ing low. grossés for both “Masked 
Ball” and: “Boris Gudonov.”’. The 

| latter. ‘cost $22,704 to stage and ‘was 
ithe. most ‘expensive - production of}. 
the season. It had a loss.of $15, 527. 
“Da. Boheme,” which. had the low- 
est’ production cost, only |: $4,-} 

1178. 

budget to increase boxoffice draw. 
‘Most -of the. extra. money will : be’ 
used. to: britig in name opera stars |. 

|such.as Roberta Peters, Birgit Nill-. 
tease’ of “Flower,” ‘the Oriental ; fictoria:de Los’ Angeles.: 

An appeal by authoress. Ruth angle presents . a: particularly dif- , Son and V : L seles. 

:'$27,701 to the cast ‘members, $21.- 
- 1776 to ‘the Pittsburgh ' Symphony 

:N. ¥. Federal Court of her plagi-{aging activity. first: began in. 1957, ‘ Orchestra ‘and. $8,909 rental to, the 
The ceupons are good for! grism suit. against -the producer: when they. sent out. “Boy Friend” 

aiioexcept the Friday and ‘Satur-! and writers of “Bloomer Girt” was | and “Janus.” In 1958,:they were 
dav evening performances. The’ 
theatre is footing the cost. of ‘the 
cus ount, hut the stores are pro-j play, 
noting the O'Keefe series in its' God” or 

heard last week. Miss 
claims her 

“The Lowells—Talk Only ‘to: 

Morris: ; responsible for the. ‘only stock edi-. 
unproduced straight: tion. of “Porgy. and. ‘Bess: “Can- | 

WAS }. 
“Little Women ‘of: the their: 1959 offering and in. seo | 

Can,”” - starring. _Genevieve; 

aivertising Cashiers in the ‘stores: Factory,” was pirated in the prep-: they: Sent, out a: “West. Side “Story” 
ae also wearme O'Keefe *Sum-_ aration of 
mee Carnival” buttons. 

“Bloomer Girl.” 
duced on Broadway during the. 

Tre coupon discount ranges. 1944-45 season by John C. Wilson:.- 
front 30¢ on the cheapest seats to} 
$1 on top-priced tickets, which re- 
duces the peak $3.50 admission tab 

The musical, billed as: based on 
a play by Lilith and Jan James, has 
a book by Fred Saidy. 

te $250. Fach of the coupons, of | Hareld ‘Arlen ‘and lyrics by E. Y. 
Which over 500,000 went into cir- Harburg. 

pro- unit. 
- They also. put . together a: pro: | 

duction of. “Music: Man”: ‘for: pre: 
sentation this” season. at the Music 

-L.1.: In addition 
‘music ‘by ‘to their. summertime:.chotes, Len- | 

ny & ‘Debin. Temain active as act 

[ Fair, Westbury. 

tors’ agents." 

| Sy ria “Mosque. 

Touring Shows . 
re Figures cover. July: 16- 30) 

Bye Bye..Birdie (2d Co. )}—Philharmonle, . 
(17-22); Paramount, Portland (23-293. 

‘ “Fiorello (da Co.)—Geary, S.F. (17-29). 
Flower 

ai 1-291. 
Gypsy—Shubert, Chi. (17 29). 
Miracle Worker—Opera ‘House, ‘Central 

City, ‘Colo. >. 
Music ‘Man—National, Wash. (17: © +) a 

arse Fatr Ledy (2d: Co. “=Biltmore.. LAS 
m 1 

| -Seund of Musle (2d- Co.}—O 
S.F,. at: 221; Philharmonic, L.A.z (24-29). 

‘Tome .is ‘indispensable: to casual | 

} ices”. 

- Pitt Opera $10,861: Net; | 
. ‘Bolieme’ Tapped. Season! 

418, grossed the season: high, $18, = 
we | granted assistance to at least 13 

attractions for tours ..of.: Africa. . 
He lists among: those... ‘who've : 

made’ the: African trek - soprano. 

“During the. -coming season. -Gur-| 
“j don Flagg, president of the Opera, 

is: spending $8,000 over last year's. 

Biggest -pay-outs - last year were: 

ra. “House, 

scope - Of |: America’s. cultural ‘éx- 
“change - activities “is being: made 
in relation to the’ import: of Afriean 
talent. - 
Dick “Campbell,” the -American. 
National. Theatre &- Academy’s: 
representative. for Africa and_.field: 
consultant .on .African-.Affairs: for 
‘the. President’s . Special ‘Interna:. 
tional “Program « ‘for ‘Cultural. Pres- 
entations,. the State. Dept.- ‘project 
“which ‘sends: American, artists ‘over- io. 
séas. 

‘1956. for the State -Dept., 

‘artists .to:comé tothe U.S..° AL 
though: American: talent has been. 
sent to ‘Africa, no funds are ‘avail-:.. ~ 
‘able ‘for .the purpose of importing .-- 
artists from that continent: in the 
appropriations authorized. ‘by Con--” 
gress for the Presidenit’s. Program.. 

The plan devised’ by Campbell - 
asks no financial. assistance from. 
either | the. American~ or-;African, —.. . 

“moral :? 
| support, : advice --and inifor - ‘sefve oS 

ftom both.. Campbell's. pro- ” 

/ governments. ‘other. than - 

posal hinges: on financial assistance. 
‘from American ; business,. mining. 

| and -industrial interests - operating . 
in: the various ‘countries of: Africa, °. 
It -also: calls: for.. .grants ; from 

| American Foundations for’ tours ... 
of “educational ‘and : art. -projects” 

plus - 

ests. 

circulated. in’ Washington, ‘New 
York and ‘the United. Nations, 
‘Campbell - states that.‘since . 1955 
the State “Dept: has approved: and 

Betty ©. Allen, * 
Warfield, 

‘baritone : William. 

Armstrong, Dizzy. Gillespie: Wilbur 

“The. “Exchange.” 
-acter. play. by. Leslie Mercer, : will 
be: fhe second offering. July ‘20-22 

Yvette | Schuiner's Off-Beach: 
| Theatre, Westhampton, N. Ys 

 nptnok move to broaden - thie. 

- Pushing. in this. area. is: 

Campbell, who’ 3 made four trips. 
‘around the. African continent. since. ~ 

ig .cir- : 
culating ‘a five-year ‘African-Amerl- - 
‘can: Cultural Exchange: plan, prin-: 
Ccipally designed: to enable- ‘African | 

originating...in. African: countries, 
the -free:. - transportation to... 

America_by existing transportation: 
‘facilities doing business’ ‘in Africa - 
and .the U.S. He: also - proposes — 
that ‘the program. ke: operated: on:. 
a. non-profit: basis under the joint. 
sponsorship in. America. of. -organi- © 
zations. dedicated to African, ‘inter-. 

In a preface. to the ‘pian: being: 

‘Soprano. Camilla - ‘Wile 
liams: pianist . Phillipa - Schuyler, © 
‘the.:Eastman String Quartet, the - 
Florida A & M ‘Univ. drama group,.- ._-.. 
‘the “Westminster Choir.:‘the “San” -: 
Francisco Ballet,’ the “Holiday. on 
Ice” show, the Golden. Gate Quar- 
‘tet.and the jazzorchestras of Louls’: . 

de Paris, Red. Nichols. and Herbie 
‘Mann. wo, 

a ace ce contrast - “to, this export ‘of 
*y ‘talent. Campbell ‘points:-out. that: 
the only African - attraction to- hit: 
the U.S. -in recent years-was Ballet.’ 

' Africains, brought over. on ‘a com. - 

Drum ‘Song—Forrest,. Philly’). mercial basis. 
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~ Road Hot:‘ 
Bye $89 974, LL 

‘Drum’ $52, 119 
‘The ‘read, with. only: éight. musi-4 

_¢als” ‘on: tap, played to generally | 
‘tuneful. business’ again ‘last. week: |-. 
“Sound of Music’ continued. as ‘the | - 

b.o. leader with the take for. its | amas 
-- fourth week in ‘San: Francisto soar. = cane up. to we during inter- | 

‘mission 
‘around ‘here:.are. always’. 80. bad. 

ing to $116,11). 
“Receipts . also... climbed’ for’ - alll: 

-“Fiorello,”. _other’ shows except. 
‘which’ registered’, a slight. drop. in 
Its : third. “week: in Frisco. | .- 

’ Estimates for Last Week 
Parénthetic designations. for. ‘out. 

of-town shows are the same as for. 
.. Broadway, except that hyphenated 

‘20: DP with show. classification indicates 
" fryout and: RS indicates road show. 
- Also, prices on: touring ‘shows in-' 
.. clude 10%. Federal. Tax and..local 
tax, if any, but .as‘-on Broadway. 
‘grosses are net: ie. -exclusipe of 

, taxes. . 
week. unless: otherwise noted. 

Doe, CHICAGO |. 
; Gypsy, . Shubert .. “(MC-RS):. th: 
wk)" ($5.95-$6.60; -° 2,100; “°$72,000) |: 
‘(Ethel Merman). 
$71,008. ; 
“Last ‘week, $72, 160... 

LOS. ANGELES. 
“Bye Bye. - Birdie, Philharmonic 

(MC-RS) (6th: wk). ($5. 90-$6. 75;. 2,- 

‘Previous week, 

: 670; $82,000): Previous week, $81. 
* 399 with. Civie Light. Opera sub- 
scription. 

subscript: PP)... 

"My Fair. Lady, Biltmore (MC-RS) 
(4th wk). ($6-$6.50;. 1,636; $63,000) 
( , li | Michael: Evans, Caro ing a 1 word. He remarked, “I must have’ 

"heen halferocked: when Tcame 2 to. 
we live here.” . aa 

°: Previous week, .$61, 678. 
Last week, $63,068. 

“-[PRILADELPHIA. 
Fives Drum Song, Forrest Me. ~ 

RS) (2d wk) ($6-$5.40; :1, 760; $885 ai 

800). : Previous: week, $50,7 717. 
Last week, $52,119. 

“SSAN FRAN CISCO. 
: Fiorello, Geary (MC-RS). (ad iw 
1$6-$6. 50: 1,550; $58,000). ‘Previous 

- week, $40,159 with Theatre: Guild- |: 
v ‘American’ ‘Theatre: Society sub 

subscription. <: 
Last. week,- $39, 632. 

: Previous ‘(Patrice “Munsel).. 

. subscription. 

- ‘Sound: of. Music. “ Opers’ House : 
(MD-RS) “(4th wk) ($6. 25-$6.90; 3°: 
300; $115, 000) (Florence. Hender-; 
‘son). Prévious week, $108, 882. ‘with . 
CLO" subscription..- - 

- Last - week, 
subscription. 

WASHINGTON: 
-Music- Man,’ National . MCERS) 

Sth wh) 1$6.95-$7:90; 1,685:  $64,- 
795). Previous” week; #4. 276. 

Last: week; $52, 424. 

“Bits of: London 
Eondon;. duly: 18.:° 

the: off- -Broadway : ‘musical hit, I 
a “Little Mary. Sunshine,” ‘will be. 

presented “in- ‘London. next. - Feb-. 
“  yuary by a new. firm, : Migdal Pro- 

- auctions, Ltd., headed by. Elspeth 
Cochrane,” Michael - “Gardner- and | 

_ Warren. Tute. It will be. staged. by 
“Paddy Stone.- | 

.-" London producer Donald: Aibery.: 
-, will. present the. West End. edition. 
Of Fiorello,’ ”. “due ta" “open. “next! a 

wy fall: . 
“Frank. “Sleap, . who’ Tesigned:: cas | 
- manager ‘of the Saville Theatre, is! 
‘now boss-at. the Duchess. ° 

Paul Hardwicke, fit after ecent. _and- ‘lyries -by: Tom. ‘Wheldon: “and: Campbell). 

cad Sign Rsos 
A.; Merm $72,160, Chi:| 

show.’ moose. 

‘somebody’ tried. to: steal one of the! 
‘letters: from his marquee. “When||.’ 
-I. complained to police, they said 
‘I was merely doing it for publicity.: 

-that: when he and his sister, singer 
‘Jane. Morgan, jointly purchased a 

| farm, .” tl 
‘Engagements are for ene" double the taxes ‘on. It. “They ex-. 

-| plained . their © 
Jane. had quite a. Dit. of smoney,” 

| rier’s. statements: “‘a publicity : ‘gim- 
.. |. mick:: or ‘something.’ 
/|-Woodbury -H:, Stevens ‘commented, |‘ 

"| “He ‘puts. on a good show. both |” 

‘Regarding. the. producer's ¢om-. 
-plaint. on’. taxes, - 

= Me didn’t jump. ‘the -taxes. just “Last “week, $82, a7 with’ CLO anaes 

_— + Continued from page 1 = 

‘| Moulin - ‘Rouge: nitery,. Hollywood; | 

-by “Carnival,”:““Do Re Mi,”.“‘Irma 
-- {La Douce” and: “Taste of Honey. cad 

| A second company of “Carnival” is: 
Merry: ‘Widow, Curran 1 (OP-RS): 

_ ¢, (6th wk). ($6.25-$6.90; - 1,758; $63,- 
OO} ° 
"week, $62,650. with CLO subscrip- 

“2. JZLast . week, $63; TT4 with: CLO 

out this fall. “Taste”. is ‘slated to. 

; Broadway includes “Subways: Are 
for: Sleeping,”. the musical ‘adapta- 

“$116. 111 with: ‘CLO 

| Michael 
7 ‘Moll’s navel,. whieh Merrick Will 

‘produce-in ‘partnership. with. Kanin.* 

bnit,. 
. drama about Lawrence of: Arabia.” 

ie Pils We 
~~ Kennebunkport 
=e Continued from pase 57. J 

and’ asked : if:.the films| 

Imagine that. She actually. thought. 
she. had” been watching a picture 

* Last year,’ ‘according to Curries: | 

Well, I hope somebody tries it this. 
year, I put ‘an electrified fence. 
around.it.” ‘Currier. also complains’ 

town ‘proceeded to 

actions . by - saying. 

he. asserts. 
“Elmost. 8. Tyndale, chairman. of 

the board of. selectmen; calls Cur- 

Selectman’ 

inside and outside the Playhouse. 7 

Stevens: | . said, 
“That's ‘not: ‘quite. the way: it was.. 

because they. bought it, but. when | - 
you put $10,000 ‘into a property. to} 
‘improve. it, you've’ got: to. expect - 
‘the ‘taxes on. it. ‘to ‘be increased.” 

‘Currier: apparently. had the final 

Busy Merrick 

moves next week. fo the ‘Alcazar, | 
San Francisco’ and. will ‘thereafter 
tour .nationally. On’ Broadway,.|. 
Merrick.:is. currently represented’; 

planned: for ‘the road -early. “next | 
year and “Irma”. will probably: go- 

start a-road hike in September. 
~ Merrick's ‘production agenda for 

tion of. Edmund G. Love's ‘novel, 
with book .and-. lyrics” by.. Betty ; 
‘Comden. ‘& -Adolph. “Green: and 
tunes by- Jule. Styrie;. ‘Sunday. in }: 
“New. York,” -a comedy ‘by Norman’ 
“Krasna;. “Blue. Star,”- by. JosHua 

|| Logan® and Alfred’ -Palca, to be} ° 
presented. ‘in association” Awjth 
James: Hammerstein’ and. Barbara’ 
Wolferman; :“I.Can Get it-for You. 

: Wholesale,”.. 
| adaptation of his nov el. with music’ 

‘| and lyrics -by. Harold ‘Rome, ‘and 

J erome _-Weidman’s: 

“Seidman and Son,” the ‘Blick: ‘Moll. 
‘Kanin adaptation .” of 

Two imports are. also slated for. 
Broadway . outings. by - Merrick.. 
‘They're: “Luther,” mee. by | ‘John: Os- : 
‘borne,: and “Oliver,” ‘Lionel Bart's : 
musical: version of “Oliver Twist." 
The producer. is also trying to land 
.the’ rights to ‘the: current .London ! 

“Ross,”. the: Terence: Rattigan} 

‘Stock Trvouls : | 
—s¢ ‘ontinued ‘from. ‘page —— —« ! 

‘Show and. 

- " Starlight’: Theatre*- 
$80,000). 
Tommy. ‘Ralls; : Carla: Alberghetti); 
$55,000. ‘for .seven: performances. ~ 

0003. 
’} Channing); - house record, 

Current; ‘Chocolate’ Soldier .(OP- . 

4 mances.. 

= three performances.. 

[Bd Repertory $56, 067, 
enzance’ $21,489 in 7 
i Stratford (Ont.) Fest | 
Business: ‘was . lively last week | 

for most of: the. summer. theatres } 

ine 

-| creases: were: registered by the |. 

"| Shakespeare festivals in. ‘Stratford, } 
“while. 

represented” : below. Hefty . 

Conn., and Stratford, Ont., 

‘business 4 aS also up. at the ' Star- 

j light: Theatre, ‘K,-C., and. the Play- 

house. in the Park, Philadelphia. 

7.© house. record -was : -established 

by. ‘“Show. Girl" at the | Melody 

Tent,’ Pittsburgh. The summer 

season ‘at... the: O'Keefe: Centre, 

; Toronto, got off ‘to: a nice start | 

‘with “West Side Story” and “Okla- | 

homa” - did okay: ‘in five. perform- 

ances at-the. ‘Aqua: Theatre, Oxla- 
homa. 

“Pirates. of © “Penzance” 

the . ‘Oakdale Musical: Theatre had 
a so-so session with Shelley .Ber- 
man..in. ‘Where's: Charley?” 

‘Estimates for Last: Week 

_Patenthetical designations for 
stock. are the same as for the ‘road, 
except that (TS) indicates. Touring 

Production. 

DETROIT 
Northland -. Playhouse’ (93°85 

$4.30: 1.1263. $27, 000). Blithe Spirit} 
1C-TS$) (Zsa. Zsa: Gabor); $24, 000. 

~ By evious” “week, ‘Oklahoma (Mc. 1 
TS) James -Gannon); '$19,000:, 

_ KANSAS’ CITY. 
($4: 7.600; 

Cinderella (MC-LP) 

Previous: -week,. ‘Redhead (MC- 
“TP LP) «Don Cornell, Cathryn Damon); 

~~ | $47,000. with one rain-out. Curreht: 
wo Calamity. “Jane. _AMC-LE): | Carol a 
“[Buimett. est 

“' PHILADELPHIA” 
‘Playhouse in. the Park 98 50: 
1,437: ‘$27,044): All the Way. Home. 
4D-LP) (Marsha Hunt); $24, 263.. 

. week, 

John- Baragrey):; $22, 700. 

‘Previous . 

PITTSBURGH 
“Melody Tent ($3.85: 2.400: $35. : 

Show. Girl ‘R-TS). “Caro 
$30,363.. 

TS) (Edward Everett Horton, Rob-. 
ert. Rounéeville) . 

947. for five performances. 

-Cur rent, : Silk - Stockings’ Mc. 
LP). (Jan. Murray, Jan. Sherwood). 

. : ri 107) (Kim. Stanley, ‘Steven Hill, | 

‘STRATFORD, CONN, 
Shakespeare. “Festival ($6. 25. 

1,479; $52,568) {Jessica Tandy, Pat 
Hingle, Kim Hunter’; Macbeth-As 
You Like It \Rep-LP) (6th | wk; 
‘$46,800. . - 

Previous . week,- “$38, 113. 
rent same. 
joins © the .. repertory 

’ Cur-- 

‘topening -officially next Sunday. 
afternogn- 123). 

STRATFORD, ‘ONT. 
Avon. Theatre ($4; -1;123; $24. 325) | 

strong. in its first full week at the | 
‘Avon Theatre, Stratford,:Ont., and 

bP) indicates - Locat 

marriage Go| 

; _ SEATTLE ~ 
Agua. “Theatte ($2-$3.50; "5.500: 

$75,000). Oklahoma = _(MC-LP): 
(John. Raltt, ‘Pamela. Brittoni; $57,- 

“ Trofhus: and Cressida} 
.this. week, |/ 

Bway Erratic: Fair Lady +49 
‘Camelot’ $74,115, ‘Fiorello’ $30,355, 
Do Re Mi $46, 

{continued decline - in business. 
| Others, however, rebounded follow- 
ing-the severe b.o. slowdown regis- 

oe 

“Mary, : Mary. 

ings this week remains at 16.with 
‘the reopening Monday (17) of 
“Sound of Music’ after a two- 
‘week layoff. “Do Re Mi” suspends 
for four weeks next Monday ‘24) 
through Aug. 21. . 

“+. igtimates. for ‘Last Week 
Keys: C. (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Ree), 
‘MG (Musical- Comedy}, MD (Musi 
‘cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- 
eretta), Rep. (Repertory), 
(Dramatic: Reading). 

Other parenthetic designations 

aumber of ‘performances ‘through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 

| lower for weeknights), number of 
| seats, ca pacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5S City.tax, but grosses are nét; 
‘fe. exclusive of taxes. . 

‘Asterisk. denotes show had cut- 
‘rate tickets. in circulation. 

‘All. ‘The Way Home, Belasco 
(D) (33d. wk; 2861 ‘p) ‘$6 90-$7 50; 
967; 92488:500). Previous week, 
$15,25 
Bey week, $14,557... 

511° p) ($8.60-$9.40; 
1,461: i 000)... Prev ‘ious week, 
$41,95 
Lest “week, $30. 395. 

“Camelot, “Majestic (MC) (32d 
“lwk: 257 "p)..($9.40; 1,626; $84.000) 
‘Richard Burton, Julie. Andrews). 
Previous: ‘week, $76, 202. 
Last. week, $74, 115. 

‘Carnival, ‘Imperial 

(Anna -Maria Alberghetti). Pre- 
. vious: week, $68,319. 

Last ‘week, $68, 328. : 

Come. Blow. Your Horn, Atkinson, 

My ,090;.: $43, 522). Previous week, 
50. 

“Last week, $22, 765. 

Do ‘Re MI, St. James (MC) (29th 
wk; 232. p) ($8.60-$9.50; 1,615 

“| $60, 500) . (Phil Silvers). Lays off 
following the evening performance 
next: Saturday i22) and resumes 
August 21. Previous week, $48,791. 

Last. week, $46.673. 

: Far ‘Country, Musie Box (D: 115th 
-119 p) ..1$6.90-$7.50; 1,101; 

Sam- Wanamaker). Previous week, 
$17,282. - 
‘Last week, $17, 286. 

Florello,- 
w Y ($5-$7.50: 1.900; $59.00. 1 k; 875 P} ($5-$7 50: jsick) has left the Herman Levin Previous week, $29.232. 
- Last. ‘week, ‘$30, 355: 

Irma La Doure; ‘Plymouth mcs 
(42nd wk: .332- p) ‘$8.60; 999; $48 
250) (Elizabeth, Seal, Denis Quilley). 
Previous week. $27,183. 

_ Last week, ‘$30,106. 

‘|! tered by ‘virtually all entries the | 
{previous stanza.. Holding as the | wk; 68 p) ($8.60-$9.60; 1.342: $65.- 
only. sellouts were “Carnival” and !331). 

15) at an estimated $310 000 Jose 

“Donnybrook” closed last Satur- On &@ $300,000 investment. Previous 
“day. (15), but the lineup of offer-| week, $18,346. 

DR iit 

‘refer, respectively, to. weeks played, | 

| Bye: Bye. Birdie, “Shubert (MC)! 
1 (65th: wk;. 

{C) (2ist wk: 165 p! ‘$6.90-$7.50; ; Bessie 

Mary, Mary, Hayes ‘Ci 9th wk.! Over the part of Marion 

673, ‘Birdie’ $39,395 
‘Broadway was uneven Jast week.:504. Iva Withers is subbing this 

Some shows heid to form with ajweek for the vacationing star. 
Last week, $47,426. 

Cloaed Last Week 

*Donnybrook, 48th St -MC) Oth 

Closed last Saturday night 

Last week, $26,485. 

Reopening This Week 

Sound of Musie, Lunt-Fontanne 
MD} «$9.60; 1,407: $75,000) «Mary 
Martin). Resumed Monday night 
(17) after a two-week layoff, after 
playing 81 weeks (644 perform- 
ances); has been a consistent sell- 
ou 

“Gideon,” scheduled for a Nov. 
9. opening on Broadway, is reo 
portedly booked for the Plymauth 
indicating that “Irma La Douce, 
current at the house, will be going 
on tour earlier than previously 
figured. 

German actress Elisabeth Berg- 
mer will return to Broadway this 
fall as star of “First Love.” 

Michael Clarke-Laurence as 
moved up from the role of Dap in 
“Camelot” to succeed David Hurst 
as Merlyn, with Frank Beuley tak- 
ing over as Dap. 

Playwright Peter Ramsey has 
been awarded a residence fetlow- 
ship to the Huntington Hartford 
Foundation. 
‘Legit pressagent Howard Atlee, 

“who's keeping busy outside the. 
Broadway area, has three assaci« 
ates, Ruth Cage, Lawrence Wit- 
chel and Jane Randall, as New 
York press representative for .ae 

; Westport ‘Conn.) Country Play- 
house, the Paper Mill Playhouse, 
Millburn, N.J., and the N.Y. Rep- (MC? (14th ep 

wh: 108. p) 1$8.60; 1,428; 68. 299) | ertory Theatre, which will tour 
South America. He's also handling 
the Little Galden Theatre's pro- 
duction of “Young Abe Lincoln,” 
plus two off-Broadway entries, the 
“American Dream" —— “Death: of 

Smith" ‘double-bill and 
“Hedda Gabler." . 

‘A company of 24 student mem- 
bers of the Scarsdale (N.Y.) Hiyh 
*School dramatic club, accompanied 

their director. John Hemmerly, 
sailed recently from Montreal for 
a seven-week tour of six European 
countries: where they will perform 
“Our Town" before audiences of 

I'their own age as part of a Youth- 
'to-Youth program sponsored by 
the Experiment for International 

>) Living, a non-profit organization 
that arranges for youngsters to 
‘learn of foreign life by placing 
them in homes overseas The tour 
is financed by contributions from 

Broadway. ‘MC) ‘asth; the city of Scarsdale. 
Jane Herzig (Mrs. Steven God- 

production office after five years 
with “My Fair Lady,” because of 

| impending motherhoad. 
Terry Carter will appear in 

“Kwamina” in the lead male rule 
‘relinquished by John Sekka, 

Marilyn Taylor Savage has taken 
ithe 

Pirates of Penzance ‘QP-LP: 2d | 148 p) ($8, 90-$7 50; 1,139; $43. 380: | librarian) Paroo in the touring 
wki; 

Previous week, $9, 956 tor first 
‘Current, 

| same. 

Shakespeare . Festival 4$52. 2. 258: 
$64,600". ‘Paul. Scofield, Douglas” 

Coriolanus-H enry 

surgery, is ‘back .at ‘Stratford-on- | music. by: Sam Pottle. Upcoming ‘is~.VHI-Love’s Labour’s Lost: ‘Rep- 

. Avon.” His . ‘two roles, : -Pedro - in 
““Much’. Ado” ’ and  Claudius..: 
“Hamlet,” were “played ‘by’ 
“Willman during. . his ~ absence. 
Willman leaves-soon for New. York ; 

another.’ musical, “Sap. of Life,” 
in'j-with book and- lyrics: by ‘Richard. * 

Noel : Maltby Jr. and music: by David Tent, same.’ 
: Shire. .. 

* “Giants.” ‘which Noel. Weiss ° in- | 
to appear. in the Broadway ‘produc-. | ‘tends : ‘producing off-Broadway. was * 

' presented at the Jolin Drew. Thea- 
wee “Acre.” 

‘tion, of “Man, Of ‘All: Seasons.”. =: : 
A stage. version of “Lady Chat-. tre: East’ Hampton, LJ. 

terley’s - “Lover,” tabbed 
Chatterley: ” ‘fs being | readied” for, marked, for ; ‘non-Broadway presen- 
Arts . Theatre ‘presentation. n'| tation in Manhattan, was presented | 
August: The. ‘Arts is a private’ club rat-his Guthsville Playhouse. ‘Allen- |. 

theatre: not subject ‘to censorship ; town, -Pa. -Last week's stand: - at -. 
“by the Lord. Chamberlain oe +; the’ barn was actually the “second.. 

--The~ Theatre Royal, - S=ratford,, of two frames for “Acre.” “0°. - =! 
"Bast Loridon . honie.of the’ Theatre | “Sap,” slated for: an: ‘AUR. - 22- 26; 
Workshop, is running a foyer .exib; test - run. at. the. ‘Williamstown !: 
of posters designed. ‘by George: {(Mass.), | Surhitier ‘Theatre. . 
Mayhew: for. the house ‘over ‘the! planned .as an off-Broadway ‘entry. 
past two. years. Thy Quartet. Productions. 

‘LP: t4th wk): $56,067. . ; 
Previous . week, _ 48. 155.: . 

“TORONTO - 

‘$61. 942).' Weat. Side. Story 'MD- ! 

Current, same. 

“WALLING FORD,. .CONN, 
- Oakdale “Musical Theatre’. ($4.50. Wk: 327. p} 4$6.90; 807: 

Where's Charley? | ;‘Hermiosine Baddeley, Frances: ' the. American National Theatre & 2. 300:. $51, 0001. 
‘MC-TS) 4 Shelley. Berman); $27. G00 | 
for seven. performances. i. 

-Previous week, Take Me Atone | 
is; (MC-TS) ‘Dan’ Dailey': $33.000 for }ter Garden (MC) «37th «uk: 292 p- 

seven - performarices. ” Current, - 

| Cur- J. 

json, “Michael ‘Rennie: 
j Wilding took over last Monday ‘17: 
300 Rennie. Previous: -week. $43,- 
362. 
‘Last. week, $43, 395. 

\ arsth | wk: 2.214 p: -$805.. 1,551 
$69,500) (Michael Allison. Margot 
| Moser). Previous week, $43.820. 

Last ‘week, $49.804. 

Rhinoceros, Longacre ‘CD: :27tb 
wks 216 p) ($6.90: 1,161; $37,000: 
‘Zero. Mostel, Ralph Meeker) 

“week engagement at the Edgewater 
4 7 LP) cist wkr $49, 705° for first eight | “Beach Playhouse, Chicago, starting dren, N. Y.., 

“Lady; which. Don--M:. Dickinson ‘has -ear- . performances. - | Aug.. 8. ‘Previous werk, $20,216. 
. Last. week: $16.106.. 

” *Taste of ‘Honey, Booth Ds *4ist 
$30.500: 

Cuka). Previous week, $15.606. 
Last, week, $15,951. 

“Unsinkable. Molly. Brown, Win- 

i ($8 60-$9.40; 1,404, $68.000' ‘Tam- 

¢My Falr Lady, ‘Hellinger ace 

tes nationa] Assn. of Theatre 

$21,489. -for- “seven. -perfor-. (Barbara ‘Bel Geddes, Barry Nel-;company of “The Musie Mam," 
: ; Michiel; succeeding Jean Weldon. , 

Dolores’ Sutton -has succe ceded 
Anne Jackson in “Rhinoceros” and 
.Ralph Meeker has taken over f:on 
‘Elf Wallach. 

Natalfe Rone has succeeded Sarah 
Marshall in “Come Biow ‘your 

> Horn.” 
Joyce Henry, who's been repre 

sented off-Broadway as a producer 
and manager, is pivinggs a eri ee of 
Wednesday night lectures on ‘The 
Business of Off-Broadway Produc 
ing” at the Metropolitan Duane 

O'Keefe | Centre. ‘$3! 50; 3. 200:: Scheduled to exit Aug 6 for a four-. Methodist C hurch, N 
The Jewish Theatre for (hil- 

is offering 2 prize of 
_$1,000 in its sixth annua] Golden 
‘Pen Playwriting Contest for the 
‘best full length pilav for children 
ti English on a Jewish ‘iene 
Thomas DeGactanl. dieectar of 

: Academy s U. S. Center of the In- 
Trek 

nieians. was elected the orraniza- 
fior's secretary general dut:ne ity 
thud International Cungress. neld 

- IM Terry.. Widow. ‘Kalbryn Grayson). iimy Grimes). Previous werk, $47, (June 26-30 in London. 



| Fifth Ave., N.¥.;-JU 6-630), “Avall- | Robert Weiner: (234 W: 44th ‘St, 
able: parts: Tead woman,‘ 40-60;|N.Y.; LO 3-4370).. Parts. available 
man, 40-60; girl; 17; two men, D5." for. male and: femme: reyue types: 

. 30, man,, aeons several poate: and Apply through agent or raat photos 
emme. w S arts and Fesumes, c/o above. ‘address 

.|. Negro. Mail photos -and resumes | . “Zen “Flesh,” Zen’ Bones” +D).! on-ihe use. “of their. ‘material or 
/ 

¢/o Allen Davis; above. address. |: Producer, M. P. Productions (Hotel | material by any’ other writers... 
HY 39600). Availabl t Since | “Schedule. B,” Tike the 

cago; = vallable parts: : whole. deal. for CBS. purchase. of “Go -Fight City’ Hall” (MC: 1. Pro-| . 
Vagiety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been re-| ducers, Irving Jacobson. & ulin! Salstaftian Samurai, ue vena “the Lerner-Loewe rights, was nego- 

choeled as of noon yesterday (Tues.). Adler ie; ‘Oo Mayfair. ‘Theatre; 235 W. ‘ingenues lead. character Sac: lead™ tiated malate the participation of. : 
Tre available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addi- 146th St. N.¥:; Cl 7- 6180!. _Audi-| character: ‘woman; “thin character’ arbi eottore" a her wi nay: e.: 

res han. syle parties. The intention is to service performers with. leads | ' femme’ singer-dancer, “above cade" in vi ‘Kast I dian, Japane: iat i id: not. protect. the: pio- 
port bed by the managements o} the shows involved father than to : dress. Chi n pie a ‘Baste mp Japan ese, j ducer's aights. So. while o stand, . 
Tre a Swill gonse marathon. This information is published without : Heather: ‘In- ‘Springtime’. (MD). ! :For ‘audition: appointment. contact : Schedule: B” was. Tule d."as. not 
charge. 

in addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- Producer Rend Ave, ee Meyer Braiterman, above eee applicable: -in the ale. of the: film: 
deerons aneoneeed for later this season, but, for which, the manage- ‘RL 9:3647).. “Available. parts:. ” Lek Cn . ni ' ' “ithe 

an’ ctate er: tots, as yet. aren't boiding open pasting calls, Parenthetical designa-} . : 
ters are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D! Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, ; | Ewa mddle-age charncter ‘woman. an Thus, in. disposing of their ‘Fights a. 
63ff2 Alusecal Drama, (Ry Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) | Dramatic , spit photos and resumes. ¢/o John}. 

Roving ‘A.’ Bowman (Voyager Productions, = 

6D LEGITIMATE 

‘Lady Arbitration 
— ‘Continued. from Page. 57. —s CASTING NEWS _ 

Fotlowing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off- Broad: Script available at the Drama Book : D : 
way, and touring shows, as well. as ballet, films, industrial and tele | Shop (51 -W. 52d St...N YS el Prado, 53d & Hyde. Pk. Chi- 
vision shoirs. All information has been obtained directly by thet 

SHOWS. IN REHEARSAL 
BROADWAY 

“Sail Away” (MC). Produ cer, | tection under “Schedule. B;””. the, 
+ ‘coauthors: are no longer in’ ‘position’ 

| without the retention of ‘their. ‘proy aoe 

BROADWAY 
“Complaisant Lover” (D'.  Pro- 

duter, Irene Mayer Selznick fiz 

Central Park South, N.Y... Avail- 
abee paris: Engiish bos, 9-11, earn- 

est, unaitected, plays Michael Red- 
Btates son, undestadies for Red-. 
trate amd Googie Withers. Mail 
PPotes and resumes ¢/o abov e ad- 

‘ comedienne, 30. Accepting photos 
and resumes,. above address. . 

“Place Without Twilight” (D). 
‘Producers, Robert Fryer: andj 
| Lawrence Carr, in association with 
‘John Herman (234 W. 44th St., 
N.¥.; LA 4-2844). _ Available parts: 
man, 19-25, tall, 
Itke, fair: boy, 16, intense, medium 

‘height, fair; girl, 18, sphitual qual- 
"ity, natural, beauty, fair; girl. 21, 
fragile; girl, 18, all-American type: 
ihov, 19. sincere, All roles are Ne- 
‘gro. Mail photos. and resumes to! #irl. 21. slender, attractive, . dark} 
_above address. 

handsome, cat-.j- 

750 Park Ave:, N.Y.), 

| “Leave It To Jane”. (TC). 
| ducers,: Joseph Berbu: ‘&. Peter] 
[Katz ‘c/o ‘Sheridan goauare Thea- 
: tre, ‘Seventh Ave. ‘& Fourth St, 
NY... CH. 2-9609): 
| male ‘and . femme, singers ag -re-, 
placements, .every “Thursday at 6. Ave,, N.Y; S 
p.m.,- above | address. 

“Mirrors” (D). | 
bara Burns (507 -Fifth:Ave., N. Y.; 
-OX -7-35895). ‘Available parts: boy,” 
18-14, slender, dark hair and .eyes; 

| Italian ‘femme; German - femme; 

phair, nian, 45; several. men, 18-26. 

Auditions - for ! ! 

Prodicer, | Bar. : 

Bonnard Productions. (230- C.P.S.,. 
Pro-!N. ¥.;-3U 22649. 

OFF-BROADWAY. 

ta dictate in. matters of ‘screen. 
] credit: and: advertising. . and. -pub- 

licity’ billing. Presumably attorney: 
“Midsummer. Night’s Dream” Edward. E.- Colton, the- designated 
(C). -Producer, Joseph Papp. (N.Y. 

| Shakespeare - ‘estival, 1230. Fifth 
2-4008).: 

TOURING 
‘Theatre Guild. American Reper-. 

tory Co. Producer. Theatre Guild 
27 W. 53d: St., N.Y.; co 5-6170).. 

-film.. sale. negotiator - under: the 
Dramatists: Guild: minimum. ‘basic: —__ 
contract. will do-his best to protect. .-. 
the - authors. * in’ - any’: ‘deal: for — 
“Lady.” * But. especially in’ any ar-. 
rangement for Lerner -& Loewe to. 
do the screen ‘treatment or ‘provide’ 
additional’ material, their. bargain- | - 
ing position, ds: obviously less ad-. 
 vafitageotis than. ‘beforé the arbi: «. 
‘trators' decision. Television’ q = 

oo 7 ae - High Finance. oe 
As” revealed by. the. text -. -of 

dirivss | college types.- Mail- ‘photos and 646 N op (5 1, : 

David Merrick, 246 W.dith St. gps Suna of Mustey (a1Dy, Praduc:' resumes. evo Michael Crain, above |—_———_———————— | 
NY, L& 3-7520  Phatos and Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison: address. 4 atic. sé fee” e uca “CBS. 
resuiies vf Sopranos and tenors Ave. N. Y.3; easting director, Eddie’ ““Shame the ‘Devi ” (MCi. Pro- , dramatic nt, N. ¥. TU 68 
bana accented tor files, ¢ 0 above Blum. Auditions for possible future * ducer, Shamé -Company .(Box' 5-E, |{524 W. 57th St U 6-6000);. 
addiess | replacements for girls, 7-16, and! 145 E. 15th St:, N.Y., LF 3-5257).|casting director,” Paula. ‘Hindiin, 20% 

“Carden of Sweets” ‘D+ Pro- bossy teh -14 aly with trained rand Available’ ‘parts: - lead mezzo so- | Accepting photos. ‘and resumes of |: ; 

" .. i Lc Ba Churaclers, Mal puoltos an rano, oung, 

ous ben ee ee et orth resumes to ahove address. pean idee iad soprano, ingenue, 
~ oY CO S286. P art avail: . Subways Are For ‘Sleeping”’ witty, independent; lead contralto, cates. a ‘Heeived’ 50°%. 

able for te lead. 26. Greek IC’. Producer, David Merrick. sharp, determined; :two. charactet | Lamp Unto My Feet”. “(religi- F ; 
Soins. cantive. to play 246 W. 44th St, N.Y.: LO 3-7520).: waitien;, saubrette,, must speak: 0us-dramatic. _ series). Producer, |. ducer’s’ share. 
lookin, Semve Oo Pidy Meil Available parts: young man, _ second | French;-. character. baritone, “vola- | CBS. (524. .W. 57th St., N. Y.; JU: 
pose’ Katina neat ’ 1 lvad, serious, breezy, must. -sing;; tile: tenor.; juvenile, . handsome, |6-6000); : id 
photos and resumes, Fouter, souug femme, ‘lead, _ attractive,| humorous; baritone, juvenile heavy. Hindlin. Accepting photos and re-,| includes ,- 33.6% } 
asents ouls, co Pat OWITPTL, efficient; must sing; femme, 30. | good-looking: character . bass... old | sumes’ of general male and female ‘from - the. -ScFeen, . te evision. and. 

rm 415. abo.e address. ¢. ‘second femme lead, beautiful] Indian; -teener, . 
“Gay Life" +MC1. Producer, Ker- blonde, well-proportioned, must: ait photos and resumes ¢/o above ;No duplicates.’ 

mit Bioomauden +1545 Broadway, sing and dance some; young man, § addr "eSS.., Rehear$als. will ‘begin in: “Naked City”. idramatic series), 
NY. Jt  2-!690-.. Audition for handsome, vital yet: conventional, : : Sept. “ | Producer, . ‘Herbert.. B. Leonard | 
dancers Fridas «215; men, at 11°30 must sing. Mail * plistos ‘and reés-. ‘ (Sereen. Gems, 711 Fifth. Ave, 

ait: and with, at L pm, at the wmes ¢’o Michael Shurtleff, above}. +N..Y.;°PL 1-4432); Accepting pho- 
Hudson Theatre 141 W. 44th St. address. tos. and. resumes* of general male 
NY . “Sunday in New York” +C.. Pro- 

. Co , pee ducer, David’ Merrick: (246 W.: ducer,. Martin. Tahse . Associates | onty ;¢/0 above address. 
How to Succeed in “Business ji, St NY. LO 3-7520.. Avail. 2880 "Broadway, N. Y.; JU 2-7650). | ° yy c/ 

Without Really Trying” «MIC Pro-” able parts; femme, 22.. attractive,|Several parts “available. Apply 

1 owe 

and ‘Lerner-Loewe .. answers, : -the 

‘overcall, ever exercised), 

{subsidiary rights” ever » ‘a 10-year. 
period,’ arnd.* other | _ percentages 

Pascal, who produced . ‘a film’ edi- 

TOURING |-George Bernard « ‘Shaw | play. on 

of the Screen ° ‘rights. - - 

'NBC-TV..: (30 Rockefeller: Plaza: Lowal’ Corp. 

tc o Lunt-Fontanne Theatre. 205: humor: ‘man, over 23. 
. . . 74 > ep qenys : 

M . Non m Tee cane ae humorous, likeable: ian, ; dramatic performers . for several} ‘the -13.44°% oa fenute stinger, sopra “** handsome, extrovert: man, Producer, Ea. _ Shows. Mail infotmation to. him, e: chest veice lo understudy the lead a backers Accordirig: to Levin's. com- 20 im =: 

avi stay in ensamble. Call Phil ac ne man and worn, Mail ‘photos, with, sim. Shanley dW aeth se ee above address. No duplicates. | plaint,- that gave it complete con- Fiie-lman, above number, for ap-" and resumes. ¢’o Michael Shurt-; N.Y TR 4-4277)..A star performer : WBEM-TYV, Chicago, (630 N. Me-|‘trol of ‘the. property. The. arbitra- 

POPIEERE ‘left, above address. ‘is being sought for either. the ‘role: iors Ct. 
“Jeunie” (MD. Producer, New-" “Time Is a Thief” +D.. Producer; of -Creon “of. ‘Antigone. Contact: arts 

purse-Porter Prods. 11619 Broad-: Beverly Zarling. 1489 Fifth’ Ave.,' Shanley, above: address.. 
was, ©. Y¥5 JU 6-4886°. “Available! N.Y.: YU 6-4284:. Available parts: - casting ‘for the fall! national - tour ' 

(25-28; | address. : ‘Don't. phone. 

20°s.! “Antigone” -(D). 

available : “for male... .and: + gument “and. 

j time’ original - ‘dramas. 23, etherid, small, lovely, must:man; male lead, 20-30, stocky, .conducted later this. summer. trom Chi. Mail photos and resumes |.0f ‘financing ‘of the picture.: 
sinz well, character woman, 30;:verile; femme lead, .50's, smalls; “\tusie -Man”.. (MCi:. Producer’ c/o, Don, Dillion “above address, EV: Rights. 
barreand, 40's, plump: :character’ proud. ‘character woman; male | Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- ; * 7 “The: ‘situation regarding the tele- 
man 405, Irish man, 50's. Mail pho- second lead. 30-35, tall, strong, rvision Tights are . _ treated “more: or. 
to, and resumes, through agents handseme; girl, 20°s,. lovely, .frag- 
only, above address. . ‘fle. warm; character man, 

“Kicks & Co.” (MC-. "Producers, : Small. méticulous, eirl, 20's.- 
Robert Barron Nemiroff & Dr... tractive. earthy:. character femnie, | .pany; a top tenor. and’. several:, 
Buiton Charles D'Lugoff 1337 Blee- 27: plamp: character . man, 30's, - mezzos. . Cail Litlian ‘Stein, above ' 

ker St, No Ya AL 5-3179). Avail; S000. Thégeds mane 30S. fan: Dumber: Script a ae EY, 
aiys tarts 31)'e slender cing. ;Mirey, two juves, - ail: Boo 0p 15 . ain pu San ree femme, { photos and ‘resumes. through “Paste - Honey” (D); ‘Producer, :Available parts: -girt; 21, ‘pretty;} ‘participate -in. the ‘bidding or: the 

2u, belting voice,.some dancing: 28ents only, ¢’o above address. ~ Davia Merrick '246 W.-44th St.,. Sere ey ie ta ae £0. ond! ameneins of i Ce tersion.. papal 
Nesta dancer-singer-actress for _ “Top of the List” -R. Praducer,.|: LO. -3-7520:. ie available resumes above address. es. | na Dor eeetrict oailicween to ‘ . for a -Negro. boy, 21 or he na- “3 majo role Apply, through agents Robert Weiner (234 W.. 44th. St. 

way, N. Y.; JU 2-1690). Part ayail- j 
Table fot atop ‘lyri¢ soprano, «not. 

30°s, | less than.5 feet, 6.inches tall,. to 
at-|-replace lead: in the- national com- 

‘Fifth, Ave, “N-W.:/..OK. 7-5895).: 

ank, co Sidney Eden; above ad-' N.¥.: LO 3-4370'. 
vas {for male and femme revue. types: | res & elo. | Bertram” Brown 1s “Washington | to” make “a+ substantial _finaneisl”. 

dress Mail ‘photos ‘and e revue eo [resumes €/0 “Robinson ‘Stone, PL. N.Y.;°GR. 17-2959): Part avail- “profit ori “its purchase. of. the. Lowal oe! 
“Loye A La Carte” (MC}.  Pro-. apove address. eS ese ‘} able for: ‘a: man, 25-35, -° tall and }-interest. in: the film: and tv. rights; _ 

daver, Arthur Klein «St. James. - - {| handsome.’ Mail. photos -and. it: has ‘Tost the. ‘privilege,’ provided 
Theatre Buldg, 246 -W. 44th ‘STOCK: "-| resumes c/o above address. j in “its” original | investment. agree- 
St, N. Y¥.; LO '5-63763. Available OFE.BRO ADWAY. ment, of. :participating © in. “good 
parts: girl, 22; leading man, 30; PHILADELPHTA i faith. négotiation” for. the property. 

“Across-the Board.on Tomorrow 
=}: Morn” and “Talking to You”. ‘D). 

'Preducers, H. Sheldon’ Gordon & 
4! Barry Gordon ‘¢ 0 Sevan-Levin: ‘ 
:son Agency, 20 E. 53d St.. N.Y.; 
» PL 2-1360:. Available parts: man, { 
30-70, charming. fuss,; boy. 7-11, 
j non- -Equity; male midget, - 30-40: 
girl, 20-30,. non-Equity:. Negro man, 

Playliouse in the Park. Producer, 
: Ethelyn R, Thrasher (58 W. a7th | 
: St. N.Y., Studio. .25; LT 1-0610).-. 
: Parts av ailable far mate. and. femme.’ 
dramatic performers and appren-' 
tices. - Mail photos and: resumés, : 
through agents . only, to Paul’ (Wed i: 

at  Stoudt, -above address. ypvea for Equity singers. girls, at 

MOONGLOW PLAYHOUSE | 22. charming: energetic, likeable: | WASHINGTON, D.C: ‘| Showcase Studios. (950 Eighth Aves, 
on Missouri's Lake of the Oxorks J, man, 40-50, tough -but pleasant;| Washington Theatre Club. Man- NYS 

‘Apprentices Accepted : Puetro Rican-:man, 30-40, brother: ° vaging director, John B.. ‘Wentworth j 
‘Wy: oman, 45- 60: 

‘resumes c/o Arthur Storch, above DE 2+4583). 
address. . Don't. 

sceond leading man, 30; character 
= = LS 

NOW CASTING 
for REMAINDER of SUMMER 

Industrial 
_“Lincoin-Mereury. Industrial. Pp ron must’ be free,and not -subject ‘to 

«ducer, . ‘MCA .{598 Madison. Ave. resttictions on: the: sale. . } 

rights. from. - using: ‘CBS facilities 
for the ‘telecast: -But' the . decision 

N.Y.:. PL -9-7500'. ‘Auditions today - Film. Bidding ‘Pronto - 

, erty’ for: Sale within 30. days, and 

‘National ‘Distillers’ Show. ‘Pro-! jhas-five days to’ reject any. such 
Also Forming Company for 
Fali-Winter Tour of Mid-West 

Rush Details: . office. , 
ut A. “CHIPS MARTIN “All In Love” «MCs. Producers. Dan. ‘Hemenway, “above: address. © 

onglow Playhouse, inc. Jacques Urbont, J. Terry. Brown | 
atas e* ‘Miler St., Jefferson City, Mo. or & Stella Holt ie 0 “Brown. | 

Floyd Ackerman Agency, 145 W.} 
eres | 55th St, N.Y.; CO 5-4122", Photos|. . ‘CHICAGO ao til 

; . land resumes oF male arid femme ! “Fantasticks”. (MC); .; Producer, +[} 
FOR RENT i musical performers being accepted , Faith - ‘Smeeth, (Hotel Del- Prada, | 

. ; ifor the musical based on Sheri- ‘53d & Hyde Pk., Chicago: HY 3-] 
Bast prevent st orate ;dan's “The Rivals.” Mail informa-? 9600. 

P © : tion ¢’o, above address. 
“Clandestine on the Morning « ‘male, . For ‘audition appointment interviewed: ‘Call ‘Dori Davis, TR | schek :& Freund. Lerner was rep- 

Line” (C'. Producers, ‘John T.. contact Jim Warner, above. address. 4-2234, .Monday-Friday., 
iWeems & Robert, Buccolo (1035 1 “Medium. Rare” a: Producer, 3. P.m.,. for’ appointment. 

Parts available for. way, 
phone or Visit - male ‘and. femme. apprentices for | today Wed.) for male a 

at 10 a.m., Shawcasé Studios. (950., t.to d 
| Eighth Ave., NY). "y Subjec o ‘decision by.. whatever. 

our OF TOWN. torneys, * ‘ Paul,--.’ Weiss, 

| to‘apply within afew days to have Cabaret | 

| “Trudy | Heller’s Versailles: 
Understudy. parts available! st. & 6th. Ave., N. Y¥.J. Vocal, in- 

,for all six roles,: five male, one. fe-| strumental and comedy acts: being | were ‘Rosenman, Colin, Kaye, Pet- 

(9th usually. a “matter: -of course. : 

Capscity 200-300 seats 
For information 

call GR 7-6819 

Levin's complaint : and: ‘the CBS. 

network ‘supplied the’ entire: "$300;- 
000 financing (with provision for: 

, k- | Seneral ‘male and’ female dramatic |.and ‘receives. 40% . of ‘the profits.--* 
attractive, quic talent, ¢/o. above address. No dupli- Lerner,and- Loewe, through ’a cor-: - 

porate. entitity,-. Lowal:. Corp.;. re-"" 
‘of. ‘Levin's. 160% - “Pro- 

‘ Besides. the ‘income’: “from: the: 
casting: director, Paula. legit run,” the. Production’s Share: 

of the revenue.» ” 

eager, energetic. '| dramatic talent, '¢,’0 above address. -radio “rights, plus: 40% .of other 

‘thereafter. The estate of ‘Gabriel’ 

tion of “Pygmalion,” "the: ‘original. 

ro “Advise” and Consent” (D). “pre {and female dramatic talent by mail -which. “Lady’’ is‘ based, gets 6.4% . 

‘Having bought.: and. Jiquidated 
(which. ‘owned - all - 

ducers, Cv Feuer & Ernest Martin . sooq ifigure, madive, good ‘sense of. through agents or mail photos and | N: Y.;-CI 7-8300). Casting ‘director ‘Lerner-Loewe: rights. in’ the: ven-'..._. 
unmnor: attractive, |resumes-e/ ‘c/o Gary Leaverton, above } Rick ‘Kelley’ is .accepting Phatos | ture!,. CBS: now :ha$ .a. ‘73.92% ..in-*- ‘ 

- }and_ resumes. of .miale and femme terest in the film. rights,: “instead of . 
- it got originally | ‘ag” 

‘Chicago; WH: 4-6000). ‘tors.. apparently accepted’ that ar- 
. While” declining .. to. 

-General } fémme. performers, “all. ages ° ‘and ; , rescind ‘the.: puxchase,: Fuled : that: ~ - 
types, for-39-week: series of. ‘dtama | the network. could’ not- participate’ - 

parts male lead, 30's, tall; femme,! male lead, 55-65. large character ‘of colleges and universities will: be. workshops. plus four to six prinie|in the. bidding ot the production: 

HE legs “similarly. -in': the arbitration a 
|. award, . Although’ CBS. is” not. re-., 

|l; quired -to “dispose of=the tv:right# .. 
==! i at any specific time, it-is. forbidden: —' 

“Share of the: Pie”. (featurette). to. restrict the: ‘telecast. ‘to-its own °- |: te, 
‘tall, | number: Script available at. Drama. Producer, Creative Mart Films (907: or affiliates facilities. In ‘the ‘sale. / 505 

Of the: yideo rights, CBS may -not: 

Thus, while the company stands ; 

| That ‘does’ ‘not. of course: prevent 
| anyone ‘who may pufchase: the tv 

In the ‘case of ‘thé. film: Tights, 
:.CBS must publicly offer the. ‘prop-:* 

must accept - the: ‘best: offer. Levin . 

Mail photos: and +1682 O. St. N.W., Washington: D.C:; ' ducer,- at Richards (1776. Broad-! offer and 21 -days thereafter to” 
N.Y.;. PE’ -7-6414),. Auditions ' submit ..an altérnate. bid; Disputes. 

nd..femme- over. that or other matters under -.- 
ithe Equity season. Write or Phone’ Equity singéts’who also dance-well. | the . tents of the award: ‘will ‘be 

; court, has jurisdiction.’ Levin's’ at- wa 
‘Rifkind,’ .: 

“Wharton & Garrison, are expected .. Lats 

the award. approved in N.Y. Su-. 
-preme Court... Such approval - “is... eo ES 

: Attorneys..for “CBS in. the. case” | 

ooo ams ‘resented by Reihheimer & Cohen, ..... 
hand Loewe by. Fitelson &. ‘Mayers., pore 

+ pele beneath 

ee tet noe 

metnees 

Fn Se alt 

wy iS, ety cael ten ay nd 



"Jim Bishop's QQ. cs Marriage | ” aude with. a ‘big emphasis on the 
"Hearst syndicated | columnist ‘Jim: ; Star. system - as well as the leading: 

os ‘Bishop. and thé former Mrs.. “‘Betty.; ‘directors. - The Frendian: influences- 
” Kelly, a. divorcee: with -two_ chil: | and. the . liberty in painting Amer-_ 
., aren, - plan;: a belated ; honeymoon’ ica in: all its: abnormality, as, well 
{ni August’ some: time,’ depending. as. normalcy, in spité of a puritani-' 
on ‘the. termination: ‘of. the. Eich-jcal ‘outlook. ‘and. strict: self-censor-~ 

~ “Publishing Stocks 
(As of July 18, 3961, closings 

: Allyn ‘& Bacon. (OC) . 39!2—1 
_American. Book (AS) .:65 —l"3 ‘4 
Book. of Month. ANY) 2251 ,—7 38 a ¢€ 

} LITERATE 61 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
By Frank Scully PEF HETECOESD 

; Hollwwead Juiv 18 
.The day Ernest Hemingway proved once again that if vaa glorify 

violence you inay come to violent ends, a dam builder named Dvir S, 
{ Atkinson, who. had lived. 50 years in Los Angeles plunged {2 stor.es 
to his death because the smog had polluted his respirators eystem to 
the point. where he couldn t stand it any longer. 

es Bishop's regular’ space., 

on 3 Perelman, 

oo. Gene. 

: 2 offices - of . Atlanta. 
“opened. 

. mann- trial “which: the - -Newspaper-, ship. and, pressure, groups, are also: 
nian. is ‘handling. daily ‘over, WABC-; ; 
“TV. New York. . .They, were quietly 
Married” May 19 ‘in’ New York. ; 
_ Bishop became. a widower: a- year: 

a “ During’ ‘their: ‘Buiropean’ ‘holiday: | 
“pals: will do: ‘guest. -columins - ‘for 

; Coast: ‘Fears’ N -Y, “Times? © 
i: The: grapevine’ seclaims that Los: 

Angeles Newspapers -. are =¢on-| 
: “€ernéd: by. the. ‘prospect ‘of. a. special. 
edition of the:N, ¥. Sunday. Times. 

: mL, “for L: A: 
_ Since Ny Times “fas. always"! 
“-earried: more - hook. ‘news’ ‘and re-. 
views than any Los Angeles. ‘paper, : 
{the L. A: Times: is said‘ta be-plan- ; 
ning: expanded : book: ‘coverage to- 
" meet the. threatened competition.” 

Philly’ s: ‘Further: ‘Unbending | 
+ The: Philadelphia - Evening . Bul- 
“etn ‘town’s : largest daily, .is. ac- 
“cepting * liquor... ‘advertising. for’ 
_ first’ time. 
“nouncement: the paper. began run- 

: . Ning liquor: ads; .alfhough preyious- 
Jy it had ‘only, accepted: beer. and 
‘Wine Copy. 0s : 
“Only. ‘ahhouncements. were ° sent 

- on - engraved . white cards ‘to’ ad; 
“agencies and - distillers.: ‘Move’ came , 

_. asa surprise to the trade at large. 
. ]t Was -the. second: such .action j 
“within a year bya traditionally ° 

~ .eonservative . -Philadelphia.. “public¢a-{ . 
"tion: the other was: “the Saturday 
Evening Post. : 

Allen. Rivein’s “Anthology” 
mB Allen. Rivkin . and”: liis © cereen- 

peel Weehtowie ‘Laura Kerr: have. col-; 
+ daborated . on «Hella, 'Hollywood!*; 
anthology ‘of. fellow-Hollswood- 

‘jans,. Which Doubleday. will. pub-! 
‘Jish in . ‘November... Dore -Schary 

duction): 
‘ Pieces ‘iichide - Fred.. Allen;. “gs. 

* "Uris, ° Lillian : ‘Ross; - 
. -Fawler, - . Art... Buchwald: 
“James. Agee, “Budd _Schulberg.: 

Other: personalities. who’ figure. in-: 

_. é@lude.. Fred...Zinnemann, - Georget 
". /Stevens,: Nunnallv: Johnson. iJae 
-’"‘Mankiewicz.’: David: O- "Selznick, 

George ‘Seaton and Billy, wilder, 

“New: Atlanta : ‘Dally: : 
-. Tangible” movement toward Ore: 
ganization of a -new. daily news- 
'paper.in. Atlanta became évident— 
and out of the rumor’ stage—when 

‘Times were 
“in.: Healey ‘Bldg:;. where 

“Jiterature . is |. 
- along” ‘with- “stock prospectus,. New 
‘company is to «be. capitalized | at: 
” $10.000,000, : with. retired Superior:! 
Court. ‘Judge E.. E.. Andrews. aS | 
president’ of firm. .-* 7 

.. Among. names of ‘Georgians - ‘on | 
" poard | of. directors .are. ‘those. ‘of: 
<_James..C. Davis; representative in 
“Congress -from. :Fifth - Georgia. Dis- 

= trict. (Atlanta: and. Allen M.: 
Woodall, - “millionaire Columbus, 

"'Ga.,; lumbetman,: who is president 
” of. "four: Georgia radio - stations, 

With no’ ‘publie™ “an-*. 

“being - distributed. 

noted: ° . 

Main’ “author - ‘is: Figaro’s - : first {. 
: tring. critic Louis Jouvet: aided: by; 
‘colleagues Jean Fay ard ang Pierre ' 
; Mazars. 2 Al osk. 

Moore’ s: “Sellout. 
“Georgia's. old weekly ‘and ‘second 

“4d oldest newspaper in the slate, Mil. 
4and’. -ledgeville | Union-: Recorder 

The Baldwin News), have been sold. 
by. ® Moore Newspapers | Ine; 
‘Drinnon Ine.,"a Macon photograph 
and ° photcengraving firm, 9.” 
| - Union. ‘Recorder is-.second ‘only: 
; to Augusta . Chronicle. as. ‘Georgia's |. 
oldest . newspaper. | Recorder. was: 
Joundéd. in 1819, ‘Chronicle in. 1785, 

” Willjam Drinnon,” _president. of |: 
“purchasing. . firm, ‘announced ‘that: 
Se ere N. :Moore- ‘Sr. 
president ‘of: ‘selling firm) hag beén . 
‘named -editor and ‘publisher. of.two 
| papers, ‘fourth in His fainily- line io: 
; hold this position. ct Ve 

First Jeré N.- Moore’ was editor” 
“of Recorder. from 1860 ‘when: Mil- 
| ledgeville was capital. of Georgia! 
to: 1902, and his ‘son, Robert. ‘from. 
+1902 to 1942: Present’ Jere Moore 
PS; has been 
iis retiring from newspaper. -activi- 
' ties: ‘He. established. ‘Baldwin News 
lin’ 1954. - * 

“Noung. “Moore: ‘is freasurer’ of 
Georgia ‘Press: Assn. - 

" ‘Editorial Shifts | . 
he “Hubbard ‘H.-Cobb, long onthe! 
* tafe of . the Inagazine, - lias beci- 
inamed. editor of. American: Home, 
succeeding. ‘John Mack: Carter: who:. 
resigned -to” béecome® exccutive edi-} 

flor: of McCall’s under Herb Mayes. 
There. he. succeeds: Bart Sheridan. ! 
Ww ‘ho--has.. been: named. senior editor. 

aan Marion’ M. Mayer, ‘executive. ‘edi- 
“has. ayritten the’ “prologue”. “intro: : tor of AH, has been fiaméd to- the; Laughs of All Time.” . 

“newly ‘created position of - editorial ; 
 ditector, . and: William: M., Lanyon: 

Meyer “Levin, ‘Léon, | has been promoted from manacing.,. 
-Eric- ‘Ambler. ! editor . to. exec. . ea of -Amaerican..; 

‘Home: ae 

ar Actress-Authors.. aa 
ka Chase, actress-author;. calls i 

latest, ““‘the” 

recent globetrots, “usually in- lively ; 
\arts ‘cireles . although interlarded., 

‘ances. . While somewhat: of .a se< : 
quel” to her autobiog, “Past Iniper- 
fect,” book ‘also’ accents travel . tips ; 
on ‘clothes, ccustoms.: restaurants, 
hotels. ‘Doubleday is publishing. 

 Actress-playw right-nov elist Marv 
‘Orr. wife : -of producer: Regina!d. 
Denham...’ ‘will have. her newest - 
novel; “Place to Meet.” published | 
by. Bobbs-Merrill: next’ month, 

—s! 
mrt Far ‘From ‘Stupid’ : 

i. :The headline. in-the Indianapolis - 
iNews read,;. ‘Howard W. Sams: 
1 Buys ~ Control . of. Stupid. Firm," 
which’ meant that: ‘the: ‘Indianapolis 
publisher, * of _ “several electronics 
publications, and. ‘¢hairman of the. 

‘thirds’ interest. in ‘a young “humor . 

to. 

shis” ‘father .is. 

editor since-1942 and ‘said in part:.““‘There is every rea- | 
gon to ‘expect that, w iuhin ine fore- 

_Bobbs-Merrill Co. now--has a two :. 

. S Jished | Sheets - -published ‘by ‘Atlanta : tributed. through. gift, 

' "Newspapers ‘Inc., a 

my .-on --film ..calied’ “Le: Cinema’./A. 
-. Travers Le Mende’’’.(The -Cinema ! 
“Around the World) (Hachette; -$4). 

wick;. WALG, Albariy; and WDAX;'| pid;- Inc. --Latter was formed -by ; 
McRae; : and ‘executivé vice presi- Richard: ‘N. Miller, Indianapolis ad-. 

_ dent of WAYX.-Waycross. | ;man:. Dane’ L:. Love, .:commercial: 
“.. Atlanta Times. will buck formid-+ : artist; and Donald: A. White to! 

WDAK,, Columbus; WMOG-;: | factory in: that city known as Stu- 

: “able opponents ‘in a.m. Constitu-| manufacture, Humorous’ stationery 
“tion: and’.p.m. Journal, -old ‘estab-! and other ‘whimsical products dis- : 

‘which also: owns ‘and’ -hookstores.: oat 
and. operates | WSB-TV: and WSB: + White remains. 8 “one: third ‘own: | 

‘AM’ &.FM.. ANI gets’out’a com-- er. of ‘the’ firm. a 
. bined . Sunday: ‘paper with cireula- | - E 
tion. topping -half'‘a million, - while’ | 

_, Journal's ©: daily .. circulation is} 
- atound 275,000. and that of Censti-- : paper. byliners’. books lined ‘up for 
~ Aution a ‘bit’ over. 200. 000 mark. | | 

--, Lueitis: “Beebe’s.. 
New. Cinema’ Book. "Elegant Palace: Car,” 

TH ree working. ‘daily paper. fim’! "Xmas: gift item:: 
7 eritics. on. the: conservative Le’ ‘Fi-'"*. Bob Considine. salutes” his: form= 

-..garo, ‘Paris; have’ put-out a: book: er. colleague,. ‘the late . cartoonist. 
in “Robert L. Ripley: The’ Modern - 
Marco. ‘Polo (The: Life. and Times 
Jot the Creator . of. ‘Believe: It -Or 

_ ‘Though’: somewhat. .cursory..in its -Not*):”.- 
“undertaking, | it is _adroitly as-|" 

_Newspapermen’ s “Books. 

“ME, 

-¢ritical view. of: the ‘film ‘today. 

: Elizabeth --. Enright.” “Libby. 
“(trates on'‘pix sin¢e ‘the war. ‘Some - - Block;: Brendan, ‘Gill: Maurice, LO © 
-countries gét a page. cand. the more’: ‘letow,. “Irwin- Shavw,- Nathaniel : 

important “up fo..30-" :Benchley ‘and others... ~:. * 
The U. Ss is: well: annétated and. “New. Orleans. States. & Ttcar éol- 

stati onery.. 

~ Doubleday. has & ‘flock of news-". 

the fall, among. them railroad: buff. 
-PuHman's: 

@ $13. 90: ‘pre- : 

“Margaret Cousins.- jianaging “ed: 
_ © “sembled.and a good intro for: the itor: of McCall's ‘and. protifie short 
De: layman plus. interest. for. film . buffs; i story: writer, has. edited: “Love. and. 

“on-its good. illustrations and French‘; i Marriage,” anthology. of: 22. stories. 

- Conde Nast (NY) ..: H84—738 [°.° 
 Crowell-Collier (NY)... -3334—2'8]. 
Curtis Pub. ‘Co. (NY). . 14 —78 0 
Ginn & 'Co: (OC). _ ee eet 
Grolier (OC) .  "54dap ia! 
Grossett.&- Duniap River) 25' y-—1t4 | 
Hare't ‘ Brace . AQC).. 38344146 | 
Hearst (OC) | so. 231 a—1y’ 

* Holt; R&W: (NY). 345 5— aia 
‘L.A; Times Mirror r 400} 40%2- | 
“Macfadden AS)" , * J08 ita: 
‘McCall (NY)* ‘sees S14 T49 

“< MeGraw-Hill - iny) J. 34 — ls. 
-New Yorker. (GC) |; pagews 96. i 
‘Pocket Books (OC). - 29: Sqa—Se | 
Prentice Hall. (AS): 
KRan‘m House. (OC)- :... 2984 
Seott Foresman wey 27: $14: 
Time-Inc. (OC). ....25.-87) + 1- a 
“H. W. -Sams- (OC). aisies sate Ne 

Pa bie Western Pub.. (OC) 

-OC-Over the’ ‘Counter. 
NY--N.Y, Stock Eachapge. 

“mnist Thomas | ‘urtz . Griffin’ has. 
‘New: Orleans: A Guide. to Aingri- 
-¢a’s. Most Interesting’ City”: " stated | 
‘tor: October. 

i 
: Spain No Like 

. Spanish governmetit censors | 
‘Se.zed. -Toronto Glove & Mail's: 
“overseas edition | ot. June 14 MWanich, 

wa  B6'a—384 | Hemingw ay, 
haircut. 

‘AS—Ametican Stock swxenange | in: its prices as non as it re 

‘Of the two. my compassion went. out more to the engineer than the 
‘author, -for ‘Hemingway was the boy who never giew up encugh to 
stop - playing - cowboy. Guns were his lifelong toys. From a hiersry 
standpoint he was lucky that his experiences in war, in spotts, in hunt. 
ing and fishing translated so breezily into reading matter. 

Tully Vs. Hem For Brevity: 
But he was by no. means the founder of the haidboiled svhoel of 

| literature; Hf Jack Landon was not 2t, then Jim Tully was Lone befare 
Tully’ wrote prose with sentences as short. ax a hison 

Hemingway. however, had the larger following and the 
: greatest amber of imitators. 

‘IT remember reading “The Sun Also Rises" in 1926 -not his first hook 
but his. first (o gain popularits'. I had traveled from Nice fo Paris and 

‘thad gone to the Dingo. It was ‘a little beanery now ibumertahzed ag 
..{the place where Heminguay had written most of the nave! The prices 

had doubled since I-had last been there. It gave rise ie about the first 
joke connected with Hemingway and the restaurant IT wrote a piece 

}entitled ‘The Price Also Rises.” for the Dingo had made a fast nipup 
-alized 1t had been the sweatshop of a hit. 

Later traveled the route north of the Po so well descitbed in “A 
‘Farewell To Arms” but the Italian restaurants along this retreat reute 
Thad: not known they. had been immortalized and consequemils had not 
raised their prices, 

aa Y ariety’ Dumps An QGpinion 
I had another brush with. Hentingway’s talents and that was after 

The: had written. “The Old Man and The Sea.” J thought at was the * 
‘saddest fish. story and the longest—27,000 words’ Io had ever cea 
i That -an old fisherman should catch a big marlin, and s..arks should 
iget every bit of it except the skeleton before he was able to beach the 

-however,. went . te. readers - in’ 103 tcatch, seemed.to me to be worth just about the space I'm gring it new. 
other’ countries. © . Editorial, ‘which - But in other people's opinion it was his greatest storv It yot the 
also appeared-in Canadian ‘edition, :Nobel’ Prize and the Russtans are hailing it ss the moet te thie day 

-seeable future, the Frauco regume 
Mill crumble and collapse aud that 
Spain will ‘emerge. irom tne .1so0la- ; 

{ons in which Fianeo has Kept it.” 

tit. urged other governments. to 
support.‘ moderate political ele- 
ments, in. Spain, «to: -prevent the 
Communist undergrotnu S$. seizing 
conty ol whem. the regime. caves ‘in. 

: . CHATTER 
Gerald Fr. -Lieberman, -tv. ‘writer | 

"and: the: late Joe: Launié. Jr.’s /pro- 
lege, has done a book ot ‘huinor. for 
“Doubleday titled . 

L. L.: Levinson, ex-VARIETY, now 
“researching an Italian Cookbook; 

ic’ whirl throughout “that country 
that: he’ signs _ his mail | Leonard 
\Lungi Levinson.. 

t Randolph: A. Hearst upped ‘to: 

and ‘Hear st: ‘Publishing - ‘Cos, For. 
past year. he was ‘prez of the’ form- 

‘[not. a little: with: ‘politico : observ: + er corporation only. He's. on the ‘ones, and “A Farewell To Arms” 
‘board. of . Hearst - Consolidated, . 
Ltearst . Foundation, and: on the 
board:-of Voting Trustees «of ‘ the: 

{Hearst Corp.. He. resides in. ‘Bev- 
‘erly Hills and is a son of the late. 
j William ‘Randolph. Hearst. 

“TV actor Clint« “Walker ‘ts. the: 
author: ‘of “Clint Walker's Secrets. 
‘of Health and. Bodybuilding,” due 

jearly. in’ '62..via- Bobbs-Merrill.. 
‘Paula’ M.- Love. curator of ‘the 

wit Rogers’ Memorial. in. Clare: 
‘more, -Okla.,- niecé of the. famed: 
‘ cowboy-humorist, has -edited “The 
: Will “Rogers ‘ Book.” collection of: 
his . sayings -heretofore never’ pub-1 
lished. - ' Bobbs- Merrill is bringing 
it -out. 

Ty, Cobb on .his. memoirs,. ““My~ 
iLife’ In- Baseball. ” ‘for Doubleday: 
in ‘September. Youbleday is also 
-reissuing. ‘Robert: Lewis Taylor’s | 
“W.-C. Fields; His Follées and’ For- 
tunes,” ‘biog or “the famed ‘com-. 

‘Ledian, , 

‘Doubleday 1s aiso reissuing Rob- 
‘ert Lewis Taylor's “WwW. C. Fields: 
His Follies and Fortunes,” biog of 
‘the. famed comedian.: 

‘Dr, Fred: Shroyer, ‘book reviewer. 
Mor the N.Y. Times‘and the’ Satur- i“The ‘Rajah.” vbich he will do 
“day Review.-and former emcée: of: 
his. own book review. tv program,. 

-is the author of ¢Time Is. a Clock 

“The. Greatest | 

Al ‘Stump ‘has collatiorated ‘with 

k,".(Men Who Came 

Variety, believing ] had ered and not wanting me ta make a tool of 
imyself. ‘with such a dissenting opinion, killed the column ‘Lins m.pht 
{be -built up into a case-history against the freedom of the press on 
‘América but I prefer to believe Vartety didn't think it was up to my 
usual literary standard: 

. “Sea” was subsequently made into a picture starring Spencer ‘Traev. 
lt got-hiny a Tot. of praise but it was wn rather cald paneahe at tie. box- 

| Office. So there at least was one place where I was vindicated 
‘The Russians are cra7v about Hemingway in the m: van thaugh they 

have never published his “For Whom The Bells Toil” The spanish 
-revolutionists didn t cynit out of this one very well. 

An Odd Parlay. 
With the votes practically all in, 1t may be foolhardy ta cuter a 

dissenting ‘opinion: as to “the future of Papa's works. The NY limes 
‘yates him: with William Butler Yeats and James Jovee as the thee 
{greats Of the era. surcly xn.odd parlay. What about Gertrude. Stam at 
lwhose feet Hem sat when he began writing? 

That. his work alwavs had body and his style was cleat, simple and 
‘direct there can -be :u doubt He also had bumor but his preoecupation 
j with brutality and the raw feuding in a new jungle with the same ould 

»| beasts lacked the esprit that is part of the durability of classic titera- 
has been having such’ a gastr onom=jture. He did have universality of appeal in his lifetime but that puar- 

| antees nothing for the future. Red. Lewis, Upton Sinclair. Gene © Neill, 
i Jim Tully, William Faulkner and several other Americans had tat 

{too in this ‘country.. but will they have it in the next® After all. this 
hag been a brutal and bellicose century, a sad fact rathe: then one to 

her. Carthaginian,” * president and: chiet executive: ‘of- {gloat over, and the next may be more peaceful. On the other band. tf 
Rose; * an al: fresco - ‘memoir ‘of her. ficer of. both: Hearst : Consolidated | the ‘Tet’ s-drop-the-A-bombs-and-have-it-over-with” boys ha.e then way 

there: may be no next century for the so-called human race 
-. Most of Hemingvas‘s works have been made into pix sone very gaod 

went through the. Hollyweod mills 
twice. But: the second time didn't do too well. The love affai; between 

jan American ambulance-driver and a British nurse on the Itallan frant 
still. reads very well. hut appsrently the novelty of such an affside 
amour involving internattonals isn't the shocker {it once was 

, Kipling His Teacher 
As ‘he was the hero of many voung writers so was Radvird Kipling 

ito him,. But their styles are as far apart as the poles Moreover, Kip- 
{ling was all for king and country, empire really. whereas Hemingway 
‘| was a liberated expatriate. France, Spain, Italy, Africa and Cuba were 
| his. locales. He necded taraway places with strange counding, nanies as 
his springboards. After that he thought and wrote Jike an Ainetican in 
la hurry, with no time for fills. 

‘His: advice, “You wiite ike me; write ft your way" 
advice an older writer cver gave a beginner. 

Guts Under Pressure Goodbye 
‘His short! stories brouvht vut his best work. One called ° 50 Grand” 

| was much like Ring Lardner’s “The Champion” in its :eetism It hest 
texemplified ‘Hemingway's credo of guts under pressure ffis awn v!0- 
.lent death may hate been an accident. On the ofher hand it mav have 
been that he realized he was geting old and a round of hotpitals for 
high. blood pressure and diabetes, with strong drink ‘ruled out Sor life, 
‘was not his idea of living a strenuous life. The bad news may have 
taken more guts un der pressure than he had to spare, 
In any case, RIP 

was the beet 

whee ee 

with ‘Hillman Pesiodicate, for the! pieces on Haiti and St Dheormas, 

past 30 years ac secretary and; Also one on Puerto H.co's sepotter, 

board of and as a member of the | Tony Beacon Miss Ruceed} pub- 
-Coward-McCann has signed for | lishes the Writers Neutletter fer- 

baseballer Roge rs Hornsbv’s hoy, nightly and is working ona couple 

jot hooks. 
‘with. Bill Surface. and for war fore Wife of Bobb: Meosal! vanapieg 

‘respondent Robert St doin eeane | editor, Monroe AI Stearns, dis don 

“which will be published in a Brit- ! where,” portrait of the 12 founders ‘New York at her home tact seck, 

ish. Commonwealth’ edition. by . 
‘Ward ‘Lock (London) in August. 

. Malcolm: Stuart . -Boylan, whose} 
i? THe |: ‘Magic - Fountain” has. just 
| completed filming in. Spain’: with 
‘Fernando ‘Lamas and: Esther .Wil-| 
‘liams: costarred, -has a new novel, 
“The Passion. of Gabrielle,” due: in! 

.., September via: Crown. 
‘Alan Barth, Washington. Post ed- I 

itorial writer . whose. artic Jes on: 
“civil liberties have been’ prolifical- 
‘ly .publisled, ‘has. ‘authared “The ' 

by ‘such ‘authors as Richard. ‘Sher-: Price of. Liberty” ‘same ‘subject), . ! 
+, Book’ skips over’ histories. of. the: man, Elizabeth . Bowen, Max . Shul- ; 

7 various countries’ and then concén- ‘man,. 
which Viking. will publish in Sep- 

, tember. 

urer of: Esquire | Ine. * 
1 Succeeding Lester. Petchaft, ‘Te-: 
I signed. Levine ‘has. been affiliated 

tT 
Morris’ B. Levine. named treas- | 

; of modern Israe} St John has | Grace ‘“Peyton Piste a Metall- 
‘previously done a bieg on Prime’ ous’ newest novel, The Tit 

Minister David Ben-Gurion ; White Collar,” hes been bsaned an 
J Rt H Mrs 

Poncvcid a eta ‘py d: ama eritic? | its Italian tran«l. stlon by Milan 

on a Caribbean junket doing travel authorities as “ob«cene’ 

MEMO: TO A’ ‘BOOK PUBLISHER 
OFFERING: 3 potential best sellers. 

FUTURES: Half a dozen more on paper. 

Author like publishtr is a _CONDITION: Principal only. 
‘business man who believes time is of volue to both. 

PARTICULARS: Call Som, WO 24795, New York City 
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Broadway 
Pia. araht Pil Dunning’s wife, ' 

Frances, tectum from appendec- 
tomy at Notsa.k -Conn.: Hospital. ; 

‘Peeraster-editor-author Quincy: 
Hlases atceiltes. Tina. to marry: 
Nomad Lows dew om Aug 31 in 
Nes Yorn — : | 

Helen Strectes. head of the Wil-: 
Hiane Motiis iterar, dept im New 
York. ig tie Coast te confer ‘on. 
BPreperty deseo pnent 

Alfeedo Salsas Aida” and 
*Caimen’ at ‘trisow Stadium July : 
23-29 dunatins block of tiekets for, 
bevefif ot Miasictans Aid Society. 

Jan Peerce of ty South Africa‘ 
for a month’. concertiving come; 
Ang } br imtetrsre he sings: at , 
Tie sisae. WY anel Robin Hood | 
Dell, Pat 

Pre coe ofr: 

ther: tea ces. O% 

day (7 oom doh 
Elivabe.: 34309 
quicks 

Tater ecrtcret 

ih Pass Cerfs and , 
i) London Mon-- : 
athe Ge Queen | 

Is a) business 

AT wu. Luew’s board 
Chaira an hott a director ot Ful: | 
ten Jode-.toe:. a diversified in-; 

dustrial comnles with) annual sales , 
ef $41.00 cnn 

Berzen Vall ‘Theatre. Paramus, 
Ped, tearke tts fies) ana tomerrow 
(iter sy wats Lest.ivities which" in-} 
cludes a perseral by Nancy Ko-: 
yar, a CobimGia filmster, | 

Second counpins of * ‘Liftle Mary ; 
Sunshine” suo nearing its 700th; 
of Broadaas periormance! opens } 
al Candlelight Theatre, Montreal, * 
Auz ol for emit weeks. Cynthia; - 
Baer, one of ihe N.Y. producers, 
directs 

Julian B Doanchne, father of. 
Vincent Doncinee, tegit. television 
and filin drecior, has retrred from } 
the S8$.000-a-sear post of urban re- 
newal ditecio. for Albany. He 
reached the mandatory retirement 
ase of 70 ° 

Danny Ease being tendered a 
luncheon at tae Capital tomorrow | 
noon ¢Tivds*+ by Seu. Jacob K. 
Jastts tH NY. an reengnition of 7 
the voodwugl ambassador chores! 
@wiased by the comedian .on be-, 

halt of UNECEE. 

Eugen iu.pas, publicity head | 
of tae Desert [ur and Stardust ro- 
tel, Jas Veeu., being discharged 
from = Memoria! Liospital today 
(Wel - fottow nes surgery: He an 
tis owike, Mart, «all remiun 
New York tor a time befure re- ; 
Bins Wotan. 

Stepnen B Botstord, 41-. ear-old 
presiden’ oof The New Yorker 
which is os stepfather, Raoul 
Tepecnnient, @tismally financed 

irr 1925, et: unaticalls announced | 
his relrement, alter Ta xvears, as: 
just “eettine off and tired” and 
Gilat: want the job any more. 

N Y¥.. HWeraid) Tribtune columnist , 
Hy Gar-lders anle, Contie Solo- 
yan, of to Athens July 28 for | 
three nists. to ude some travel 

His wife has 
Solovanis was 

features of Greece. 
p:eceded fea over. 
Tonssive aide te the late Danton: 
Waiker on tee News. Ts father-. 
in-law is in the rotel business in: 
Greeev 

‘tande C Philippe tees aff his; 
sucdss Francie American functions ! 
a the new Sitarniit {fotel ‘which! 
pees dels 31 with a St00-a-plate : 
d.nne for be: neftit. of the Auguste | 
Eovaottier Foundation Gnuseum and : 
Zasitronenmic school at Villeneuve- : 
Torbei,  ranee. NeW Loew's; 
tlisehe hoviechs debuts with an in- 
Vitation Inneheon the same day. 

dfutivweod Reporter's Broadway 
di atea ertte: Leorard Holtman will 
doa daily tv column tor the Me- 
Clure svndreate, ard alsa take over! 
the daily ty peesies column with 
Steven Srtene: moving bis tv kev: 
oyer to Kine Peateees. For. the tv 
review coh ell huve Ja New | 
York and Coast assistant. [fel also 

handie eH fee see's reader may im ay play Eliza Doolittle ir Berlin's 
cab: ; juproming “My Fair Lads" produc: + 
Odd ert Joust won last week tion. Paul Hubschmid, who once 

Db. Feetata Kahn, exploitation | filmed in EHollswood under thie | 
Rataser tor Colantbia pix. He name of Paul. Christian. is going |- 
camiplaned sot balls from ad-! {9 play Professor Higgins: _ 
Jivent Rsesooa County  Ciub) producer Luggi Waldleitner still} 
Were mMenacee. his family’s life Les ‘uss With German critics who tore. 
and property. 
Besct Ray the 
poeteetive 

ee, 

fer ce, 

Out-of-court settle-" hy. ° 

of a wave of new-style chiseling by 
credit card customers. Where. the 
patron tells the waiter he is “put- |° 
ting the tip: on the check. at. the 

-ecashler’s desk.” many just do a 
walkout. Another irritation is that 
when the tip is put on a credit} 
‘card check, that means a specific 
recording of the amount of -tips: |- 
waiters, never prone to keeping 
‘accurate statistics, 
the cash. - 

Lois’ Bolton, 

‘ther hushar.d 
*One, ‘Two. Three,” currently. 
‘ shooting ini Munich, where they 
fly te this weekend. When 
John was imported: to France to 
play the George ‘Washington role 
in the French-made (UFA: 

' Fayette.” the producer also im- 
pressed Miss Bolton to play Martha 
Washington. 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehn 

(7602647 

Actor Gustav Knuth observing 
i his 60th birthday. 

Grete Mosheim here to star in 
an upcoming vidpie. 

Gloria plans a filmization of the 
second part of Goethe’ 's “Faust.” 

“The Giant Wheel,” CCC's ‘100th 
film, invited to the .Moseow Fiim 
Festival. 

Alfa's “Adieu, -Leb: wohl, Good- 
bye" has been given anew title: 
“Baby silter Bouzie.”’ 

French pic, “Faxi pour Tobrouk.” | 
imost screened film in 16 West Ger-: 
man key cities. last month. 

American theatre group, “Liv- 
ine Theatre.” currently on. Euro- 
pean tour, will also guest in Berlin. 

Number of West Berlin cinemas 
now totals 250 w ith. 124,599 seating | ° 

‘capacity or 17 West Berliners per|~ 
seat. 

Hans’ Woerller, director of Thea-. 
tre am Kuriuerstendamm, plans 

ito stage “Irma la Douce” at .this | 
‘ house. 

“West. Side Story,’ " -performed.{ 
will be pre-|. by a Broadway cast, 

sented at Titania Palast - later this 
| month. 

“Pygmalion” already has seen’ 
89 stave productions’ In postwar 
Germany. It's Shaw's most success- 

' ful play. in this country. 

Mona Baptiste, Trinidad songs- 
London, is the star} ‘ 

Opera Co. ta play ‘Don’ Y Bacilie. in|: 
its’ produc tion of “The. ‘Barber .of 

ess living in 
in “Mona Baptiste Show.” short 
made by Fast German DEFA. |, 

Wolf Brauner, brother of -CCC 
producer Artur Brauner, is’ called 
“the. hest cook In town’; someday 
his brother Artur will become fa- 

; mous through: him. 

tr 

" Municipal Opera House: received. 
Great Festival Prize of Theatres 
des Nations de Paris for its per- 
formanve of Arnold: Schoenberg's 
“Moses and Aaron” ‘in .Paris. 

A rare prize, the Gold Medal of 
Film Committee CIDALC  cint'l 

for Education’, went to. Japan’s. 
Toshiro Mifune. Two yéars ‘ago, 
he award went to Jean Renoir: 
Susan Kohner, aertess-daughter 

of Hollywood agent Pauf Kohner 
rand Lupita Tovar, former Mexican 
film 
picture. CCC's 
made the offer. 

Viclor Vicas, Russian-born-. Amer- 
lic an living in Paris, directing ‘ "Two 
i}Among Millions” for: Ufa Film 
Hansa here. -It's Vieas’ fourth Ger- 
man pic. and stars Hardy Krueger 
and Walter Giller. ° 

. Arthur 

Authorities prohibited -use of the! 
title, “My Wife, the Call-Girl” -for 
this CCC pic. CCC and FTR, the | appointed .te same post: with, Phil- 
distrib, have arranged a title con- 
test with a prize going to the one: 
pic king ‘the best: titte. 

Sonja Ziemann ‘Secret Ways’: 

‘Schachnovelle’ 

Calls them - “grave-diggers” 
poplars avd fir ptshing special win-i ot his pie and ‘claims they made |. 
dow serectin 

P9oe 7 Lee non NLrs. Rich-_ 
a Wiottaher: hebeguesting Ww ith: 
tie beares: oY  thanaan in Tea-' 
Nees Ti tee P92ts and 

¥Zie-prodgeed ovesentations at the 

“30s she 

Slased all the dances tor the Man-! ele. 

thinr lose at least half a million | 
Deutsc he Marks. © : 

Danish- born German filmstat 
and recording artist Vivi Bach is} 
going to join the producers” cir- j 

Along with her manager, Frtiz: 
Ruzicka, she’s. setting up a film pro- | 

Teeien sad Pacis Paramount -the-1 duction company. “Greetings From | 
the French 
tor 

first trip bazk to 

alse lid 

dances 
L Parry to 

mM Sealy 

alres 

Soatas? 

Pa: ade " 
the US 

‘and | 

“Paramount ! series here. She appears as ‘host-. 
Scandinavia” is ane of her next tv 

ess, eact includes such prominent 
Scandinavian names as Jorgen Ing-. 

Restatiraal waiters complaming | man and Siw Malmkvist. 

would. “prefer - 
Van. ‘Heusen,. 

some five years. 
‘retired as an actress, and. in private 
‘life Mrs. foward St. Jolin, again 
‘piays a cinematic Mr. & Mrs. with | 

in Billy» Wilder's. 

St} 

“Tae 

| Allied | Artists, back in London: for 
the’ ‘duration of studio filming; fol- 

‘| lowing Joc ation. work in’ Spain. . 

| starred. 
| Frederick - Carter, who : retired | 

| Manacers, 
‘tossed by 
Libraries Assn. and. thé vice-presi- : 
‘dents ° 

“Aug. :29:- 

at ‘the RDA Club, 

‘Theatre, Stratford, Conn: 

“mer 
‘Carter in’ 

star. nvr, appear in a German: 
Brauner. 

vention: Hall: for . 

loreh” 

{BFrainw ashed 1 ie 
putting up a:ty pieces at last year’s Venice fes- 

niunting large liu al 

| “London 
(HYDe Park 4561/2/3) 

Pegsy Lee. opened a Pigalle 
cabaret season ‘this week.. 

_ Eddie Fisher’ and Elizabeth Tay- 
lor had a brief stupoyer in ‘London 
on their way: to. the Moscow Film 
Fest. 

Current visitors include Jiminy 
‘Bennett Cerf, Ritta’ 

Sarf. Sarmnmy Cahn,. Alexander HH. 
Colien. and Robert Ryan;. ‘ 

Andrey: Jeans, currently: ‘inthe 
Palladitun | revue,” “Let. Yoursclif 
Go.” 

‘Tom “pantomime. : for 
Arnold.. 

Melina ‘Mercouri, Jules ‘Dassin 
and. Tony -Perkins had. a. week's 
stopover ‘in London. for location 
lensing on their current . pic,. 
“Phaedra.” ne 
“Phil: ‘Gersdort, publicity co-] 

: ordinator an. “Billy -Budd" for 

The: Variety Club,. -which : Was: 
‘| given the Heart award at .the ‘re- | 

cent Miami convention, -will ‘be 

Dorchester dinner Sept.. 3... 
David Golding -in from Holly- 

wood for advance promotion. on 
uproming Panama ‘and Frank -pro-. 
duction: ““Read to Hong Kong.”. 
which starts Rolling at Shepperton’ 
late this inonth. with Bing: Crosby,.- 
Bob - Hope.: and Joan a Collins, 

last week from the presidency’ of 
the’ Society ‘of West. End Theatre’ 

feted (at Juncheons 
the -Combined Theatre 

of «the. _ Society.” Peter 
Saunders ix - the Hew: Prexy. 

Philadelphia 
"By Jerry. ‘Gaghan oe 

(319: Ne BLA: “St, Locust-.4 448469) 
Ten or ‘Ferruccio . Tagliavant 

inked’ for ‘next. season. ‘by. Phila- 
delphia Grand: Opera Co. . 
Ulrik Smith, Paramount : bianchi 

manager, to. retire: -after more than 
47 yea.s” with’ the company, on 

Ray Matthews: ‘Trio, ‘datice. unit: 
-kick off. their. 

summer season at’ ‘Hotel Chelsea, 
Atlantic. ‘City,- NA. ; 

Seville’ next. December. 
Jos. Smitn. Wagner Ballroom. 

director, named: to” Natfonal, Ball- 
reom. Convention. comimitteé,.to. be 

--held in. New York‘next September: 
Wilmington’s. Gordon. A: “Rust, 

who. ‘operated. | 
Brandy wine Music Box, now. exec | 
veepee of American: Shakespeare | 

Baritone \Wilbur Evans : deserted 
his City: Line: Players for. the: sum-. 

to. share the lead’ with - ‘Jack: 
“Fake Me Along” which | 

‘plays several midwest - dates... 
-Robin Hood Bell prexy Freder ‘ic. a 
‘Mann Sent. telegrams to 14 

airports, asking for. cooperation ‘in: 
ordering “planes’-to. desist: 
flving low. over: the al. fresco. ‘am- 
phitheatre, during -concerts. .” - 

Bobi Quinn, Clementon, N. J. 
theatre manage?, “turaing. impre-" 
‘sario. He's: booking, Camden :Con- | 

series of four 
programs. presenting Liberace, 
Elsa Lanchester, : Harry. Belafonte: 
and Chai les’ Laughton, 
Murray W.. ’ Panitz,. 

With the S-mphons 
first LB. tlst 

‘of. - the |. Air; 

adelphia Orchestra. ~ He has. also. 
tbeen inked.ay principal: flutist with 
ithe” ‘Cohunhia : 

the : 

wind: 

Recording | Orches- 
-Empire’ .State | Festival ‘ 

Bell 
: tra, 

rch. 

Paris: - 
By Gene. Moskowitz. 

466. zive Breteuil; SUF. 3920) 

Youn -aciress = Carla. 
into Alexandre. Astrue Ss: 
tioti ‘Sentumentale:” . 

Prix de Brigadier, ‘given. by ‘the. 
local * stage managers. 
Jerome Kilty’s *Dear: 

“Educa- 

Liar:”’ 
Watts Jr. ‘through ‘on his globe’ “gird. F , 
Watts Jr. though on‘his globe gird-. 
ling trip. and ‘seeing: some: legit. 
here. : . 
‘Rene Chair. “using: nori-actors in} 

his. presentty .. ‘shooting “All .the 
Gold in. The: World” in a little: 
.Frenchy town: Pic. stars Bourvil. 

Charles. Boyer. to play opposite |. 
Lili Palmer in a French-German 
coproductisn, “Adorable: - Julia,” 

signed. ‘for: ‘her “ninth ‘con: | 
Secutive © 

nov also Will do-a “Life -Of.' Balt of literary idept.: 

Edward Blum - in froin ‘Gotham .- 
|.to audition.. moppet. replacements © 

presented with a plaque by: inter- | 
national officer C: J. Latta at a 

Staged. ‘under 

um)... 

in “Sissi at Ischia” for same. ‘pro-. 
ducer. se 

| Sicilian 
Fleischer pic. Sea trip. gives them. 2 

‘two-day train journey. 

‘Motion . picturé”’ in. distrib field, 

ST 

plans; 

‘man; Toshiro’ Mifune-in froin. Ber- 

and ‘thrée - children in. for - visit. 

|to.write ‘another. book on a: pic’ 
the shuttered, Personality; Steve Reeves‘ off to}: 

| Alexandrov, Russian director, here. 
‘with .wife,. Ljubov 

Sammy ‘and Mrs.) Cahn. 

-from.| 

-Go-Round” 

“Lisle,. IIL, 

Telephone ; Hour. 

| of: Edna St. Vincent Millay, . 
: week at Ravinia. | - 

Marlier . 

“The Big: - 
Tuesday 425) as adjunct of. Inter-4 ’ 

-went. ‘tol 
-.{ ‘Place: 

‘due to roll in Germany early next | oe 
season: 

‘mime show. here next. October. He 
| Will -do two : Guy De Maupassant | 

_and | : Stories, “The Deadly Sins’. 
*“The.-Count.” 
Film. scripter Paul Gegauf, turn 

ing. director. and_ director: Roger |. 
-péan. trek.. 

“Bourgeoises” ‘which’ begins early.) 
Vadim turning actor ‘for’ “Folies 

next. season, | 
Television * ‘now 

ond web due in 
thesp school, -. the: “Conservatoire; 
Will also” ‘add: a.. tele. acting ‘class 
next year. ‘ 

atori: to co-star in the Italo - pic; 

make ‘in the U.S. It shows: how: .an- 
Italo couple react: to their .Amer- 
ieanized kin in a.visit to America: 
‘More’ updated ‘film versions. of. 

elassies Set with Jean Delannoy’s:: 
forthcoming’ “Adolphe.” based. ‘on. 

writer. ‘Benjamin. Constant.’ _Delan- 

zac,” w ith Pierre Brasseur. 

Rome 
-.. By Robert F. Hawkins =) 
(Stampa Estera: :Tet. 675906) : 

Jeanne . Crain: and | Maria. Felix | 
among ‘the stars vacationing. “OR | 
Capri. 

. Jerome ‘Kilty’s “Dear. Liars 3 
‘author’s direction | 

at Spoleto Festival. 

ex Barker wound up lead. ‘inj 
“Barbarian's . Treasure” (Palladi- ! 

with .Romy:: Schneider” cast | 

. RCA: reported building biggest | 
recording” studio in ‘Europe here: 
‘with room for.300 musicians .and- 

_[Singers. 
‘| same. building. . 

Three . other.’ stages in: 

Dina ‘DeLaurentiis, ‘hiring. ship,‘ 
| te. take crew of - ““Barbabbas” to. 

Jacations of: Richard 

full day’s rest in Tieu ‘of rough’ 

Umberto ‘Orlandi, Warner's 
topper in Italy, recipient ‘af Gold 
Medal. for. “‘a: life. dedicated ‘to ‘the: 

during all-industry fest. which also 
saw two: achievement: ‘Medals go-- 
ing to Metro for “Ben-Hur, ” high- 
est first-run and subsecuent-run 
grosser. of season. 

Eddie- Bracken here. with pic 
‘Metro's. Wiliam ©. .Zimmer- 

lin. with. family; . Virginia Palance-. 

‘with father: David Hanna arrived” 

Geneya - -for. rest ‘before’ tackling 
“Romulus =: and. Remus”: Percy: 
Faith at. the. . Excelsior:. Grigort 

Orlova;: 
Jurgeris. skied in‘: with. wife; ditto 

Chicago 
(DElaware 7-4983) 

AY Drootin’s - ‘group doing | New. 
Orleans jazz -at' Hey Rube, new 
nitery on North: State. 

. “Gypsy cutting, “short - ‘its ‘Chi 
stint. by :three . performances, -clos- 
ing Aug. 3 at'-the Shubert. 

Eve Arden’ opened in: “Marriage- 
Jast night..(Tues.: at 

Edgewater Beach Playhouse: | - 
Four Lakes Recreation: Centre. 

using. -name™ band. and: 
disk. artists for weekly. dances.. 

*“Moon..Is Blue”... current. ‘at 
Candelight, Playhouse,-. new. thea- 
tre- dinery. in suburban Summit. 

Dorothy Stickney did “A ‘Lov ely. 
Night.” her presentation of poets 

dast 

Metro's Zeb Epstein. ‘in: to confer 
‘with Irene ‘Gorka for ‘group sales: 
lof “King Of King's’ «. slated | “for 
Tedd Theatre’ Oct...24.. 

Lou: Breese ‘tapped | to “baton | 
Show" -opening.. next 

national: Trade Fair: at: “McCormick 

‘Kathyrn Grayson opens in 
“Merry Widow’ next Tuesday - 125) 1 
at Music Theatre. Ditto, Hans Con- 
Tied - in “Pleasure. Of | His Com- |. 
pany.” at ‘Tenthouse.. . : ; 
Meyer .Braiterman; who: has set 

up off-Loop. legit operations at Del” 

nal drama ‘by David‘ Dow, : “Zen 
‘Flesh, Zen Bones,” based’ on: Bud- 
dhist folk iales. , " 

Marcel ” Marceau will do Ahis-| . 

may “pécomie |: 
| §erious. here, for, besides .the sec-.| 

62. the *noted 

Annie: Girardot + and Renato Sal- i" 

“Smog,” which: Franco Rossi. will-|’ 

the. hook .by early..19th century. ; 

) Mani, 

‘Curt | Nineties, 

Hollywood 
“David ‘Sarnoff.'in town.” 0.0 

bi Dan: Melnick. here. On. ABC-TV." 
iz:. 
Joe ‘Levine - ii. tor’ ‘production 

confabs.. Te _ 
Jerry’ ‘Wald returned from Eure- a 

* Vicki! Benet’ - ‘back from ‘Aussie 
Hitery. tour.: re, 

Rudy. “Solari, sét as Warner Bros:, mS 
Studio: drama coach.. 

. Bob Hope ‘skied to’ ‘London! for: 
“Road to: Hong Keng.”. : 

Maureen: O'Hara to: make tive- 
day. p.a.: , tone. for “Deadly: Com-" 
panions.” eye 

. Douglas A: “Smithers. appointed 
assistant ‘exec secretary of Screen 
Ac tors’ Guild. : 

“Ken. McGinnus' 'set-as. ‘production... 
manager. ~ for” _Wright-O-Quality: 
Seript Service... 

Jerome © “ Sicgel . swings. : 

national Artists Agency as. ‘weepee.. 

for ‘national . and*.N-Y. companies: 
J of “The Sound of: Music.’ ” 

-Howard: Smit,- - will general 
| chairman Makeup’ Artists & Hair 
Stylists’ ninth. . annual. Deb Star: 
| Ball. Nov. 25 at Palladium.. :" 

Curtis Kent. joined Technicolor. 
as assistant to: exec -veepee E, E.. 
‘Ettinger, ‘swinging ‘over fronv ad 
“mariager post . at Schick, Safety 

- Razor: Can 

Russ’ Brown; who: ‘retired Fr iday. fons 
(21) from. Fox West Coast. under - -: 
company pension plan after. a 32- 
Year * ‘association, “* 1s ‘partnering 
‘with - Claude | E. “Morris, who oper- ;- 
ates a. Hollywood. advertising and *.: 
“publie’ ‘rélatioris’ service, ina joint.- 
pub yelations fim to: be: known as °" 
Claud. FE. :Morris-Ris3; “Brown | & 
Associates.” , pots 

* aezpeis 
y Bob Rees” 

‘4008 Xeries Ate: So.; WA 66955), ae 
Freddie’ 5 hhas ‘pianist Eddie’ ‘Hey- 

wood through July 20.° 

Starlet \‘Annette Funicelio. here | 
last week. ‘to appear. in Aquaten.°_ 
‘nial. 

White ‘House. nitery. in. suburban * 
-has..thrush Sally. 

Jones with. “Frankie” Olivert’ vat the 
“piano, 

Prague: theatre at ‘New Prague, 
‘coupled. Czech. film. ‘comedy 

with Jocal’ resident ' sthging- ‘group: 
on stage.. ast 

Road Buddy’ S, ‘formerly. ‘the Key 
club, returned. to: jazz and: -strip-::. 
‘tease. after. brief . trial of. country-. 
“western, niusi¢,; 

Closing.” ‘lengthy " gtay- ‘at . :Gay. 
-hypnotist Pat Collins: 

heads for .Crystal Inn: lodge. book- . 
ing. at Lake Tahoe: +... v 

. “Mrs: Joet: I. Redlin elected préxy.. 
of. ‘Theatre in: Round - “Players. 
Group~ will: open ‘season: Oct. 12 
with “I Remember Mama.” ~~ . 
'. Hotel Radisson | Flame ° Room, 
city’s ‘most “sedate ° supper . club, 
shutters. tonizht.. 187 for: balance 
of ‘summer,: Will: ‘reopen Sept. 5. 

tonka.: .has ‘Tennessee Willianis 
comedy. “Period : of. Adjustment.’ aon 
“George :Grim; longtime’: ‘tadio’ . 

arid: tv. Commentator, starting 25th. - 

eluding :: 16 years. as daily: colin.” ~ 
nist. . 

‘Minneapolis * " Repertory’: 
is: “alternating . ‘three ‘shows;. 
Boy: Friend,” *‘Ernest 

‘theatre ° 

Dark for past eight. days, “Ted” ‘ 
Mann's. Academy ‘Theatre reopens. 
July: 26-with- preem: of “La Dolce - 
Vita." /Showhouse.will, return to.. - 
hard-ticket policy: with. this. pic. “-- 

- Actress Rosalind “Russell, ‘who-::: 
. play ed film role of Sister Elizabeth .. 
Kenny: ‘some. years. ago. elected ‘to ¢ 
‘board of directors of Keriny Foun-.” ~ 
dation. Minneapolis: polio ageney. ’..” 
Maury Cooper. rejoined: tast ‘of - 

‘Old. Log theatre, ‘Lake ‘Minnetonka 
‘strawhatter, - after+- .traveling: ‘in 
Israel’. where he had:. a- role -in.‘:'- 
“Exodus” and-was “stand-in. for.the °~ 
late .. Jeff: Chandler. in .: “King 
Dav id. " 

Pianist. : “Eddie: Heyw ood; “and - 
comic. Don Sherman bow out at:*-"- 

- Coniie: 2... 
Prado Hotel, will produce.an origi-| Nipsy “Russell - with . Point: Blank.’ 

Freddie's Thursday. (20)..: 

revue. next. in ‘folowing | night, re- - 
placing. Tony ‘Bennett’ who. post: 

‘I poned.. slated. aprearance..” oo 

“trom oe 
| Goldstorie-Tobias Agency to: Inter- 

‘Herman “Herz: ‘Inked for. ‘j2th- aa 
“year as conduetor of Duluth Sym- 
phony. 

. In-and- ‘out-of-Rome: : “Har Wallis: f. 
Golden: Walley - 

. Old’ Log Theatre, ‘Equity. straw-: “ 
hatter. at..suburban Lake ‘Minne-. - 

year: with ‘Minneapolis Tribune in-. “ I 

“The 94. 
in Love. 

and “Lily, the’ Felon’s: ‘Daughter, men, 
through this summer. ~ 



weet eget Op Cet a. 

oe “win. - Armstrong), 
” and legit. publicist, died July-13,aty' 
_-the Doylestown 

wide - -experience’’ with. 7 
“. theatre, concert platform and re-.Cclude his ‘son, Richard A Smith, 1 
_Yated fields. Both. in,-his- ‘capacity | his ‘business associate. 

"ag. ‘publicist and. on: his: own as. al. 
J |. ‘trade, savant ‘he wrote” extensively ; career ‘appears: in the Alm section 

“1: <.on-theatrical problems. His pieces | f this issue... 
: :, appeared intermittently. in 

VARIETY, ” 

_OBITUAI 
NED. ‘ARMSTRONG - 

Ned Armstrong, 55, 

(Pa, ‘ 

att "New. York,’ : when he: suffered ” a 
Nborn’ Ea-| heart: attack ‘while driving On. ‘the 

Newspaperman Taconic State Parkway. 
“He arid the late orchestra leader.| - 

‘Hospital,| Frank Silver. :wrote ‘the 1923: hit | 
where. he-had- been confined for | Song, “Yes; We Have. No. Bananas.” 

‘some: weeks following a heart at-| He was orchestra: leader. in “many 

peing:..the. ‘author: of “Man. ‘and- 
Boy,” -published by Little, ‘Brown, 
“and: of' several: plays, .a ‘couple still 
going. the rounds-of. producers... 

» ..). His, recent: road: assignnvents. n=]. 
.* (eludéd the® Steve’ Parker revue. survive. 
"..!“Holiday in Japan,” the’ tour - ‘of |. 

“ ./. Marlene Dietrich and ‘a revue . put |. 
oa together. by the ‘William. -Morris| 

gency. ‘He had. lived. in. recent’ |General Drive-In. Corp. of. Boston, 
‘diéd ‘July 13: in.’ “his Brookline, . ‘years . at Pipersville; Pa.,. with his- 

second - wife; Margaret, and, -his; 
son .: by, ‘a... previous. marriage,. ‘but ; 

chad’ been expecting -ta: move. ‘back:’ 
-ta New York this ‘fall.’ 

‘Armstrong: was employed by: the, 
‘fate: ‘Brock’ Pemberton. and various ‘ 

-tack:. He: belonged: to-the breed of | leading: N.Y. "hotels ineluding 15 | 
; -4ntellectual Broadway : pressagents: tyears.-at- the Savoy’ ‘now, Savoy= | 

-Hilton} and: until Iast. year ‘at. the. 
‘Plaza-Hotel. Among. his. ‘other. Songs 
were “Sweet. Butter,”. “F'ritistance’ 

~ iand “Thank ‘You for Love.” 
‘His. ‘wife. and. four | ‘hilaren | 

‘PHILIP ‘SMITH 

‘Mass., residence where ‘he was. re- 
cuperating from” an ‘earlier heart 

“attack: « -A “great. innovator ‘in . the 
‘outdoor theatre, roadside. bowling 
.and similar. fields,.he was. equally 
‘noted for his: powerhouse ‘Tecord | 

other Broadway. producers.. -He had : iin: civic . organizations. 

'MAZO. de’ ia ROCHE: 

-‘summer. f ‘Survivors’ besides: his: wife fn-. 

LA: fuller. news story. ‘on. Smith’ +g |. 

‘JOHN R. FERRO ot 
. John: R. Ferro, 50,. ‘general man- 

| ager. of .Palumbo’s : Cafe, . 
Mazo de ‘la: Roche. 82. ‘novelist | Philadelphia ‘hitery landmark, ‘died 

ios and-” ‘playwright, ° ‘died July: 12 in’ 
Foronto. One of hier: plays,-"White-.. 
“daks," ran ‘in .London’s: ‘West End 

“ world-preemed | _her 
_ Jalna”. 

wo “Jalna,” won the. Atlaritie ‘Monthly. 
? $10.000 prize. in. 1921. . 
“16. novels. ahd three ° plays; . based 

7 .on’ the: -Whiteoaks legends in: ‘the 
 “hext 33 ‘vears. 

“Assn. . 

for. almost. three seasoris: 11936-38).: 
Her. “Jalna”. was . produced “in - the 

<., Major- capitals” of Europe,. ‘South: Bs 
~ Africa“ and Australia,’ 

_ filmed: in: Hollywood (1935), With: 
‘Ethel. Barrymore. ‘starring:- . 

-and. was 

“The Néw. Play Society, Toronto. 

(1953). Her ‘first ‘book, }- 

‘She. wrote 

She. never: ‘married - -put is. “sure 
.! vived |by two. adopted. children’ (at 
“ey und: a gir). 

“EDWARD. J. ‘HINGE | 
_ Edward J. Hinge, 73,” ‘indepen-: 

ne dent: exhibitor, died: ‘July’ 9 ‘in. Lon- 
. ‘Gon. The: previous’ week .he :had. 

-.0:', attended the Berlin Film. ‘Festival’ 
.. “*'as’a rep of.the International ‘Fed-.|: 
_- eration of Exhibitors and met with 

German. exhibiting. interests. | 
. \" . ‘He had ‘always been active with- } ; 
_ in the . Cinematograph: ‘Exhibitors |: 

ret in Britain and had. twice | 
‘-. been: its.” national’ ‘president, “the. 

‘Jast’ occasion. being: in. 1958. He 
__.. was algo" general treasurer until 
“he ‘retired: ‘from - that — office a 
oa couple of years: back, . 

-‘Hingé was. one: of. the | CEA rep- 
. Tesentatives on the Cinematograph | 

._ Films. :Coundil, :which | advises. the 

’ Board of ‘Frade. on. ‘the operation: vived by. his: wife, three. children, 
-- this: sister,- Helen ‘Strickland: . and 
. / brother, Lt. ‘Richard Myers of. the eo 

. ~{ Miami. “Police Dept:.. : 

of. the. quota: act. 

Me ‘PAUL ROBELLO. 
“Paul: -Robello, 94... cinema: pio- | 

neer, died ‘recently: 

ing . “moving: -pictures” - to. audi- 
2 ences:-and causing a-mild- ‘sensation . 
"With them * ‘at the. turn of: the: cen-'| 

. tury... re 

Training ° asa: . photographer, “Roe 
bello. worked -in -early magic lan-. 

_ tern’ shows, ‘and assisted with: stage 
.. .. lighting . at -concerts,.’. He “was .as- 
. ‘gociated with Walker & Co.’ § Royal- 

“".: ‘Cinematograph, featured. at. Royal 
:": Command: ‘performances at: ‘Balmo-} 
 Yal: Castle.. 

‘Survived by: two ‘sons “and two. 
daughters. 5 

BARNEY ZEEMAN: | 
patnes Zeeman, 64; ‘restaurateur | 
: ‘and a bandleader ‘during the 1920s}. 

7.) and "30s," ‘died = July 15 in Somers + it 
Point, NJ. For the: last two years: 
he .operated the -Trade Winds, an; : the Husband are a: daughter, Wendy. “Texas: exhibitor . who: formed ‘thei 
Ocean: City, .N:J,, -restatrant. 

lr’ He was ‘best. known-to. show ‘busis! 
wp néss as the owner of: the. Forrest|- 

. Grille, : opposite the stagedoor of. 
'- the Forrest’. Theatre, hangout: for 
visiting: theatriéal - . personalities: A’ 

” ‘pianist,. he organized and directed j 
the “Kentucky. .Cardinals 

‘*. » band; which. played: throughout the; 
_ country: ‘and. aboard ocean ..liners. | News... Herald - ‘Tribune and | 

dance; 

Sureiving: are : his, wife andi 
daughter, 

IRVING. CONN: 
Irving” ‘Cann, 63. -#i “rn hectia | 

“Mistress. . of . 

in. . Glasgow) 
Scotland: - A ‘native of. Aberdeen, 

=" hhé was” ‘the. first: man to-operate a 
‘eine-camera in: Scotland, introduc- 

uly 14 ‘when stricken’ on. a “golf 
course, Associated : ‘with the cafe. for]: “. 
-20 years? hé ‘was the brother-in-'pw - 
of Frank Palumbo, .whose - -grand-| 
‘father: founded the theatre- -restaur-: 
ant 16 years ago. 

taurant, Philly” ‘show place ‘of the |. 
1930s, , 
“His wife and | Son survive, 

_* Lou BRING - 
Louis. Henry | ‘Bring.. 54, known 

| Professionally as Lou: ‘Bring. a mu- 
{sical. director in the radio era. as: 

‘f well as conductor ‘for :top ‘singers 
including: the late’ Al Jolson, died: 

Jimmy Durante.: He. handled’ the | 
‘baton for the. Kraft. Musie: Hall for 
a nuniber. of: seasons, 
‘Survived -by.: -wife, . 

daughter and ‘two sisters. 

- FRANK H. MYERS 
Francis. (Frank). Howard “My ers, 

50, director of purchasing for. Wo- 
‘metca. ‘Enterprises’ Inc:, died - July |” 
10 ofa heart attack. He was. found |.’ 
in. his parked automobile on Byron } 
each, at ‘Wth: ‘Street. On. Miamt- 

"| Beach. . -: 
“Myers: had been Ww ith ‘Wometco’ 

‘since’ 1928 and. been. director. of. 
purchasing. since 1945. He is:sur- 

“ERNEST SLAKR.- 
- Ernest Blake, 82, a-film pioneer, 

‘who until 1954 was. chairman. and’ 
managing- director-‘of Kodak; :Etd.; 
‘London, died July .15- at.’ his: home |. 
in Bedford, : England. : 
‘He: retired . from: the. ‘chairmans. 

ship in, 1954 and became. chairman 
of the Eastman’ Kodak Company’s 
‘European | and . -overseas : advisors 
‘committee - :and - -. consultant - 
‘Kodak's: international professional | 
motion. picture. busines. 

; . MRS: "FRED M.* M. “THROWER - 
_ Marion. Rita Thrower, ‘wife. of 5 
Fred M.- Thrower, exec veenee and | - 

_-{'general- manager .of| WPIX; N-Y., 
| died: Monday: (17). in Greenwich : 
Hospital;. : Greenwich, : Conn., safter ” 
a long illness:. — - 

“Funeral ‘services. will be held’: 
tomorrow :(2Q). at St: Marv's church ! 
in. - Gréenwich.. Surviving besides:' 

: Dorothy, | and » Mts. -Thrower’s 
parents. a : 

“HERBERT” UPDEGRAFF vs : fe 
“Herbert Updegraff, 73.. former ®. 
Newspaperman and editor: | “died i 
‘July:1 in Hollywood, where he had! 
lived for: 22 years. He had been; 
associated with.:the N./Y. Daily | 

“Sun, ; 
tand.. Milwaukee: Sentinel 
fs. His. wile ‘and daughter turvise: - 

ee . 

: ; ” MARK. LIC KTER. 

“Mark: Tickter. 76 

. leit : 

“Frankie” ‘Wilson, and a sister sur- | 

” philip. Smith, 62; president. of if 

" years, died. July 4 

South. 

Prior to’ joining the . ‘Palumbo! Cal, July 13. when the door of his. 
operation; he. was manager-.of the| car. jammed, after: a ‘crash ‘with. an-. 
\defunct Arcadia-International -Res- other. car. - 

- Surviving. are: his w idow, Margo, + 
; a Stunt ‘woman, and. son. 

two | ‘sons,’ 
o ‘Ling - ‘BMI. 11 years ago, he was. for 

[many years with : ‘RCA. 

a "3 former manager of 

turer. San’ 7 

Ay leader, “died: Jialy” ¥2 ‘in’ Gal atigtine (Fi aMncisco cand, Stackton, Cah the  peiformer: and: BI. Oi.Gt. on. Giver tor. Fat her is @ WPhN Fe Lee tea, pte 

t atre exhibitor, died. of. pneumonia j 
{July 6 in North Hollywood. Prior | 

Lt ito. going to Hollywood. in: the ‘20s. |. 
: | where “he ‘became .a’ nierchant, he]. 

was. also a -cartoanist - On. Narious 
Frisco newspapers. - 

: Surviving ‘are his. wife, “and: two 
sons,. one of. whom is ‘Mort, Warner 
Bros. publicist. 

_ BILLY “SPIKE” HARRISON 
* Billy “Spike”. Harrison, 65, 

‘pianist died « July: 4 in. Dayton, | 
Ohio.. During . his .career, he ap- 
peared. in most: of the major supper. 
clubs in the U, 

Club in New’ York 
“wife, . former . 
and. | ‘vaudeville performer 

Gay. 90's 
His - 

7 vive. 

: ROBERT L. LAMB; 
_. Robert L. Lamb, 80, retired man- 
ager of the: Atlanta. Municipal | 

had -been.’secretary. of the Atlanta 
Athletic Commission for 21 years. 
‘He: retired: as. ‘manager. of. the. city |. 
aud’ in 1950. - 

Survivors include: his wife, three 
‘sisters and three brothers. : 

JAMES STURGESS : 
James Sturgess, :68,. prexy . of 

Loeal - 173° (Toronto) of the. Projec- 
tionists - Union . for’ the : past 16] 

in: that, city. A. 
-union. meniber. since. 1917, he ‘was 

mous “Players. .(Can.) in. various 
Toronto houses.. 
‘Survived’ by. ‘son. 

_ "RICHARD HOCK 
‘Richard’ Hock, 28; film. stunt. 

‘man, was ‘burned to- death - ‘fin an} 
auto: accident:: in’ Santa Monica, 

“FRED WISE - 
“Fred. ‘Wise, 

‘tures ‘Los Angeles’ exchange ‘vet, 
died of cancer-in L..A. July Ii. 
Starting’ as. shipping. ‘clerk. 25 years 
ago, he ‘later was ‘booker and -of- in-law, 52. 

July 15 in North: Hollywoo a, Cal. ‘i fice’ ‘manager. before’. becoming a 

j after. a long-illness,:- -. {? 
...Among those - for: ‘whom Bring. 
wondicted: ‘were Helen Morgan. |- 
‘Betty. Hutton, Gracie Fields and |- 

salesman. . 
‘His. wife: ‘survives. 

ALBERT. J. GRUNOW . 
, Albert -J.. Grunow, 62, purchas-. 
ing agent for Broadcast Musie Inc., 
died - July 4.in Morristown, N. -L, 
after a long illness. Before: join- 

Surviving ~ are-. his: wife and 
daughter. - ; 

’ ‘FRED DeCARLO: 
- Alfred | Ianniecari, 44, ‘known! 

‘professionally as’ Fred . DeCarlo, 

delphia. - He: was, ‘a pro. drummer. 
for. 15. years: 

‘survive. 

Eiirega David, secretary to “Mat-. 
*-Fthew Polon,..RKO Theatres vice- 

president:and chief film buyer, died 
{suddenly July 13 while. vacationing 
at St: Catherine, .Canada. ‘She had 
‘been. ‘with ‘RKO for 32. years. 

Emory “Hhise. retired. manager. of: . 
‘Eastman. Kodak. “motion , picture 
film division, ‘died: of. cancer ‘in: 
Hollywood ; ‘July 7. His. wife. and| 
two- daughters ' survive: 

daughters surviy e.. 

‘ steter, ‘who. does. art: work for. the 
NOY. _Journal-American, died. July: 
14 in. New: ‘York. A sister ‘also. ‘sur- 
vives. . 

=~ 

Leaman’ Marshall, 63. veteran: 

‘S: &'™M, “Amus. Co™ in: 1924, died j 
June: 22 in: Terrell. Tex. 

‘Amulfo ‘Gonzales, ‘54, “owner of . 
-Tower | Drive-in | Theatre, 

! Laredo, Tex., died’ there recently | 
followi ing a heart attack. | 

- William © Leslie. “Phillips, 
inemas 

-Yoikshire; Eng ,- died recently 
¢ Momba 8a, ‘Kenya. 

60, 

_ 

Father. 0, “af Dare, “Canty. te 

S.-and entertained 
for eight years-at- the now defunct. 

“ ‘Ziegfeld . 

. Warner Bros. manager, died July 5 

Auditorium, died. July 10. in At-| 

janta. ‘Born ‘in. The Rock, Ga., he. Brown died of « fall suffered sev- 

na July i in Inverness, Scotland. 

. ‘Lime ‘died of heart attack June 23 | 

a projectionist for: 40 years: for Fa-: 

died of cancer in Dallas July 6. 

55;.. Columbia Pie- |: 

'mentator on. WNAB. Bridgeport, 

, Bridgeport Herald; he's announcer 

film ..editor for WRCV:TV for. 
seven. years,. ‘died. July. 4. in Phila- } 

. Wife, mother and three, brothers 

Ir. ‘July 4, Ensenada, Mexico. Both ; 

-Adani ‘Szuszezewicz, 71, radio-an: |. 
wnauncer, died - July 5. in: ‘Philadel-} - 
phia . He ‘conducted ‘a: ‘Polish pro- | 

‘] Bram or WDAS.. Wife, son and six 

“Brother - 59. of “George: “Wach- : 

““HLendon, July. 2.. He’ ‘Ss a music ex." 

43 

of WTAE, Pittsburgh, died July 3 
in that city. 

sin me te st eee eee 

‘aes ed § 3 
Mother, 86 of Jack Fife, former Advise & Consent 

agent and now. associated with | aammeas Continued from page 1 Samet 
Mishkin n Agency, died June 29 in‘ covered the Senate for vears as 
Hollywood a New York Times reporter. 

about There is curiosity now 
Father, 69. of Dorsey Connors, ! ‘that Premineer will da with the 

‘Chicago. radio and ty pertormer, - *boek, what chotscs he will make 
died in that city June ; ed. W ife also ; ; “in the ACOrN asttal a Here he will 

survives. . "place the emphasis when his eam- 
~ . “evas roll 

_ Mother, of Ann Sorg Coston, ty “This film.” Prem.nger has re- 
casting director with the Ted Bates marked, “Is Qoim: ta be shown ail 
ad. agency, died’ June 20 in New ® ‘ i around the world In the book. 
York. oo there was sorse s Hf critiemsm. of the 

—s Amenecan political svstem = That 
Mother att, Rober tow Of art is all. aight for the book. But me 

Wayne In a. di ea J ne 221 that mosie will draw masa audi- 
yne, une «< in Chal ences abroad. We feel it 29 

gity.- 
, Better to ehninaie those things 

Andrew: Ww. Walsh, 65. former 
which depict the government in an 
unfavorable litht They could be 
misunderstond outside our coun- 

in. Philadelphia. Brother SUP eS. 

"Mother, 94, of comedian Jae E. 
In the most important shift, 

Preminger has decided to alter the 
istory in several respects to make 
ithe U. S. President a less ego- 
driven character A UU. S. Su- 
ipreme Court justice who set the 
Stage In the novel for the Presi- 
dent té blackmail a Senator—lead- 
jng to the Senator's suicide—vill 
be dropped from the film alto- 
gether. Preminger said. The black- 
mail will be there, but manen- 
vered by men of Jess “honor.” 
The excitement of the moment 

around town is Preminger's broad 
call for a cast for the Washington 
portion of the filming. Several 
Senators have the urge ta be in 
the film, but no one bas made 4 
final decision yet. Preminger has 
said he wil) use any real Senator 
who wants to play a motion picture 

eral months ago in Toledo July 11. 

" “Mother. of Jacqueline ‘Mackenzie, 
ty .commentator and actress,..died | 

Mother, 67, of tv actress ¥vonne 

in: Glendale, Cal. 

Harry Wilmot, of the Four 
Southlanders vocal act; died June 
18 dn London. 

« 

. Widow,. 74, of tenor Y.awrence 
‘|Strauss, died in Carmel, Cal., 
4 June 19. 

“Ww. J. Wooten, 77, Canyon, Tex., 
\ theatre’ operator, died there re-! 

: Senator. 
gently. *.. ; 51 Eager-Heavers ' 

nee word got out a few das 
" Mother, 94, of comedian Joe E. J 980 locally that Preminger will 

| Brown, died July ‘11 in Toledo. O.: run his filming operation from the 
a ! Sheraton - Park Hotel, Barbara 

Father, 70, of. actor Robert Bice, ‘Norton, the hotel's publicity agent, 
has had more than 3G0 letters and 
calls from Washingtonians wanting 

AZADD it parts. Among the callers have 
MARRIAGES been several high ranking Governi- 

' Mrg. Alves-Lico to Rod Cameron ‘ment officials and wives of others 
|more than a year ago in Hollywood. | of high political caste. 
‘Just revealéd that the 50- year-old While Washington has specu- 
actor married his former mother- ! lated at length over who's who be- 

iween the book and actual Sena- 
tors, Drury has finally admitted 
privately that the enly man in the 
novel clo.zly paralleling a Senator 
is a hero of the boek, Sen. Orrin 
Knox. Drury concedes what al- 
most everyone here susperted-- 

Ann Glover to- ‘Johnny Bennett, that he had the Jaie Sen. Robert A. 

‘London; July 1. Bride is a legit} Taft ‘R-Ohio) in mind when he 
‘wardrobe. mistress; he’s a trom-{Wrote about Knox. 
‘bonist with. Acker. Bilk’s. outfit. 5 ied Paughton, who will may 

'Sen. Seab Cooley, 2 sometimes dis- 
pent Tovey to perek Pare agreeable Dixie legislator, has al- 

[calist: he’s a violinist. teady been in town for a week, 

Margaret, Simmons to the Earl ;5P¢"ding it in the Senate gallery 
of -Kimberley, London, July 7. [as the guest of Sen. Barry Gold- 

‘Bride isa modei and his fourth (Water ‘R-Ariz.!, listening to Sena- 
‘wife; he’s a film publicist. tors orate and getting a feel of the 

Sheila Price {o Jack Young, Ayr, j Place. Laughton tried (to hear all 
Scotland, July 1.\ Bride's ‘a dancer: the Southern voices and decided 

he would like to sound just lhe he’s half. of - instrumental-vocal ! ..~. : 
act,“Bob & Jack Young. /Ben. John Stennis ‘D-Miss.) In the 

Pat Foley to Julian Barry, Chi-j i fil 
j{eago, July 9... Bride's” an actress; | 

__| he’ 8. ire there, director of Music ° 
‘Theatre there. 

“tie borrowed some old taprs of 
netarion Balking to Edward Cot. | {radio programs Stennis recordes!, 
Prager. Publishing ‘Co; he's pub-! jtook them to his Sheraton-Park 

ilicist: for Advertising Radio and Hotel room: ~ where much fl the 
Television Services Inc’ ~ was set and the film will be, 

too—and is studying them. 
‘Mae Fryer. to James M. Coltart 

Loridon, July 13. He's managing Henry Fonda will be Robert Lef- 
fingwell, the nominee with a director of Scottish Television Ltd. } * 2... 

and of Thonison Newspapers. ‘Commie cell past, for Secretary 
of State, who causes the rest of -Lauren. Bacall to Jason Rabards the story to happen. Don Murray 

will play Sen. Bringham Anderson, 
the young Senator v hose exper: 
ence with homosexuality years be- 

BIRTHS fore returns to destory him. Waiter 
Mr. and: Mrs. Vic Flick, son,? Pidgeon will be Sen. Bob Munson, 

London, recently. Father is jJead?} ithe majority leader, and the role 
.{ guitar. with the ‘John Barry Seven ‘of the President will be taken by 
Jéeombo. . iFranchot Tone. 

Mr. -and -Mrs. Bruce Welch, Orrin Knox, a major figure jn 
; daughter, - -London, recently - Fa-j the boak, hasn't been cast. 33s 
ther is a member of the Shadows. * possible Knox wiil figure less im- 
outfit, | : portantly in the film. 

|- Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rogers, son. 

‘Lydia Wells ‘to Allan Brown, 
July 7. She's former women's com- 

{Conn.,;..and now’ columnist’ on 

on WNAB. 

m, 
“What a wonderful and cultured 

voice he has,’ exclaimed Laug- 

are film. and legit | Players. 

ae Pe me + ef ela a em a 

Alan Marshal 
ploitation man: 

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmv Cione § 
‘ daughter, -Holivywood, July 12. | oe 
lp Father's: an. ‘actor.’ auumums (ontinued frum page 1! eames 

| :Mr..: and) Mrs Rus Prescott, role until a replacement could be 
’ daughter. Holiswood, May 29 . bigught in. Guettel worked with 

-script in hand. whieh: in addition 
fo the prompting, made for im.- 

son, Whittier, Cal , July 9. Father's ‘ probable love scenes Then Tesn 
an actor. ; iConway planed in te take over tLe 

. Mr. and Mrs .Lavrerce Appel-{ part’ and, afier perucing the scrip‘, 
{ baum, son, Engleuood. NJ, July. departed the same day. 
10. Mother. is former setres: on ode] The Fdetecsater san arable fa 

; Joan Knapp: fatinr ‘3 nlm enitor sel] acnple ‘fb estse pitty jor t: 6 

i Father's an. actor. 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mobley. 

{for Gerald Procdastiarne *: thee oan of seas Get ye tie 
‘Mr. and Mre Wa e Dora. etsge ies Poverpte’d beaxe. Seog flay te elite, 

‘daughter: Caratee " fey F ey etette Oo ryeceel ae thy: jek tg 

edt thoened Freotse, Laeticit, 



IS THE GUY AT COPA... 
who comes alive on a night ciub floor. A singe:, 

an actor, a dancer, a guitar player, a comedian . . 

Mitchell scored such a resounding success that ne 

is, on my rate card, in the same general class as 

Louis Prima, Teny Martin, Paul Anka, Nat King Cole. 

Bobby Darin, Sammy Davis, Jr., Johnny Mathis, Silly 

Daniels, et ai... . it is the manner of his presentation 
oe _ unlike any other night club singer. 

GENE KNIGHT, 

Jew York Journal-Ameicen 

VARIETY 
“Guy Mitchell . . . gives out with a solid 

45-minute songalog that doesn’t stint on 

his energies, and he sure needs beaucoup 

vitamins for thet lusty and versatile pot- 

pourri of disclicks, community sings, Ate 

Cohan (Cagney - style) impression, folk ° 

songs, blues anc. westerns .. . Mitchell un- 

corks over a score of pops and regionals 

and has the customers all the way with 

him... Young singer seemed to please the 

_provincials and he city slickers with equal 

facility . . . manifests a new-found flair 

for comedy and, in toto, is an authoritative 

performer.” Abe! 

“Guy Mitchell, who nas made enough hit 
records to pleasantly while away an eve- 
ning singing them, did just tha! .. . He 

even had blase ringsiders singing along.” 

JACK KLEIN, 
New York Woarid-Telegram & Sun 

“Guy Mitchell introduced ‘sing-along’ at 
the Copa... he had a warm colorful open- 
ing.” EARL WILSON, New York Pest 

“Cheers for Guy Mitchell af the Copa.” 

LEE MORTIMER, New York Mirror 

“Guy Mitchell . . . click at the Copa... .” 

HY GARDNER, New York Herald Tribune 

“Guy Mitchell has one whale of a singing act 
Copa ... had us cheering for more.” -- 

LOUIS SOBOL, New York Joornal-Ar 

MR. JULES PODELL 

Dir: GAC © COLUMBIA RECORDS © Personal Management: EDWARD JOY, 1619 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y. @ ‘Pubile Relations: MARVIN DRAGER 



‘Yanks Take Sp 
_ Affair Well Attended, Poorly Routed 

By. HAROLD | MYERS © 
‘Moscow,. July |. { a 

el. 
Moscow film. festival,’ which ‘eom- | 

, Sensational -ineident. ° .of. 

nday. (23), was the: co: cer | 
ous reaction to- tha: official U.3.. 

ontry,. Dore: Schary’s ‘Warner: re 
ease, 
Which: was screened: on Tuesday ; 

Besse its ‘two. weeks run, la last |: 

with fancy reception - at the. Am- 
-bassador's. private residence, . and. 

goodwill ‘speech on stage . 

. ‘@ifferent “picture. In.: general 
w entries were “gubstantially 

' below -par. . But : Hollywood -had 

‘Phat: was. supposed’ to. be} 
‘ the big. American day. at ‘the fest, | 

“Sunrise... at “Campobello,” | 

. halt 

_ the international reputa jon: and: 
was expected: that the United | t 

fat would put its. ‘best: foot. 
orward.. to insure ‘that “its. first. 

cipation’ in’ Moscow would 
ake the: maximum, impact, ‘Even 

#o, the scenes. that followed were. 
Dre unprécedented at'any festival. 7 

any positive results established 
praviously by the United States. 
delegation were ‘severely hurt, : 

Within just ‘a- few -miriutes* of! 
the ‘start of the: screening, mem- |: 

-the. audience began: to] . bers. of 
hie out -of ‘the -2 ,600-seater - 

.. Rossia “theatre, and that: Tapidly 
‘developed. 
Which at.‘one’ tine. almost . re 

‘into ‘a -. mass “exodus | 

sembled | a- stampede’ to..the -exits.| 
‘About. 2,000 people ‘must - have | 
-ankled - ‘the. -Show, leaving a: com- 
; parative ‘handful -of ‘people to: sit 

"it ‘through to: the’ end. « Under-. 
’ gtandably, : the American contin-! 
“gent ‘was shattered ‘by the. recep-’ 

lon, and: it was the. main talking 

(Continued ‘on. page 69) 

- McClellan’ A Next Probes : 
Rigged: Gambling, Trick 

‘Dice, ‘Educated’ Cards 
‘Washington, J uly. 25. - 

~~ [eome rather. frequently -in times| 
past, the present memos ‘have the}: 

{industry ’ ‘is. regarded asthe: essen-]. ; 

“One facet ‘of the new: Senate in-. 
vestigation: of ‘crime, -due to.get un-. 

“" derway with: public hearings soon, 
gyi: be. a public. airing. -of ‘ingeni-" 

some ~- professional | - @us,~ devices 
gamblers: use fo. ‘cheat. 

‘Sen: John L: McClellan (D-Ark), 
. who ‘will lead the new assault on |- 

FILM BIZ WINS POINT - the underworld: aftér. several years 
of probing-labor rackets, said‘in an 
‘interview that ‘some: gadgets for}. 
‘eohtrol ‘of “ the. ‘spinning roulette |. 
wheels and‘ the’ rolling. Mies are 
highly ‘scientific.: The. same’ goes 

“for methods: of Identifying. cards’ 
laying face. down on the: table. 

_ -:McClellan’s’*sleuths “have been 
* digging into. dishonest.” gambling. 

ublic’ hearings. The Arkansas. 
nator hasn't yet set.a date for 

‘their start. But’ orice’ the hearings 
-_ begin, they are expected to. last, {junction pending the. final. outcome: week at~ the 

. (Continued on page: 62) 

we equipment : while - preparing: - for; 

- dian- told an. interviewer: One 

2 : farm. problem : and. foreign af-" 
‘Gelegation leader Turner ‘Shelton. |’ . fairs, T'd rather -havé private’ . 
2T¢ .was not. just the’ fact. that.|. 

: “Campobello”” ‘was. deemed: an in-}: 

Vey IBM-Minded 

-eases, the: cry Is. to: reduce expenses 

‘a’ temporary: victory in Federal 
District: Court’. here ‘Mon:- 

: SUL £e Sp count 

- Published Weekly. at 14 Weet eth Street, New York. $s, N. Yu. bY Variety, Ine, Annual subscription, ous, ae eopiea, 86 esate 
‘Second. Class. Postage, at New York, N.Y... 

“NIELSEN ASSIST! 
By, GEORGE ROSEN: Groucho Re. TV. 

‘Honolulu, July. 28: 
‘? Groucho: ‘Marx sees two al- 

’ ternatives. ‘to the. present. tv - 
“system, the -vacationing’ come- 

‘going: to be a resurgence of live 
television ‘programming, it can be] 

7 ‘Pressures: than to hard, cold Nielsen 
is. pay tv, but: Marx isn’t sure’: = facts. : 

.. people will pay for what-they "|. 
“now get-for free. ‘The other al- - 
‘ternative’ is Government. op-: 
: eration. “Tf..the Government’. 
handles. ty like it handles the’ ‘ 

. dience Nielsens ‘on ‘the 18.live pro- 

‘networks’ 
] scheduled’ weekly. entries in ‘prime 
nighttime . ‘periods, - 
news shows) ‘throughout. the past. 

‘enterprise do it,” Marx added. 
_ -“There-“are “good. things and... 
bad. things ‘on: television. : “Why. 
hey pick: on it;-I-don’t know: . | ~ Aside. from. ‘the Nielsen picture, 
What: do. they’ expect. —.10. }the networks are finding it easier 
‘hours a day ‘of -T: S. Eliot?” | to. sell the live entries: The spon-, 

Talent Agencies. 

the public's growing: appetite for. 
the’ live. ’uns: 

sor ‘still: craves. those integrated 

‘and he knows, he’s going to get a 
: Hot more - believability from some- 

one who isn’t dressed to kill like, | 
say, a gangster) or a cowboy: - 

{18 shows adds‘up to a: big plus. 
‘factor in: generating a. new _ enthu- 
-siasm. for.:the live ‘or ‘ live-on- 
tape). network. show. as opposed to 
film.-Of:the 18, for example, 10. of- On Overhead 

The talent agencies. are develop-| 
ing (an IBM: complex.” Ih. ‘many | 

$0. that each. ‘booking can be Put | on 

conrmanr 1961 BY VARIETY, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

_NEW YORK, WEDNESDAY, | JULY C26, a 

If, as how: seems evident, thera’s 

attributed ‘less. to Washington|{ 

A’ breakdown. ot: the av erage. au-. . 

grams that. ‘putictuated: the three }- 
-100 or so regularly j. 

‘(exclusive of | 

““!season demonstrates - -conclusively | 

~ | commercials: and..the- personal sell, | 

The seasonal ‘breakdown on. the|:: 

STAGE 

PRICE 

db 
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“BOMEBAGK GETS |Very Masical Soma” $12,057 New 
Son : al Moscow Fest 

Legit Record; Tops Okla” ($119,811) 
‘The Other Yul Brynner 

. . Trinidad, July .25. 
‘Yul Brynner (sic, -native 

calypso singer-composer, heads 
for the States to cut some 

.. British West Indtes-style tunes. 
for the Dot label. 

Local : singer (proneunced 
(Brine-er) emulates the more 
famous namesake by keeping. 
_his head shaved like the film 
gtar: Presumably Dot will re- 
works him. for the wax 
works . 

Saaesoand 

Propose Gov't 
Medals for Hope 
And Danny Kaye 

vs Washington, July 25. 
. " House. Banking Committee has 
been sitting for two months on the | 
Senate-passed'. resolution’ which 
-would confer a ‘rare Gold. Medal 
on: Bob. Hope. -‘This was. learned 

them wound up. the season with a] as ‘Sen. Jacob W. Javits (R-N.Y.J 
‘better: than 20 -overall rating.’ for | announced -he and some colleagues 
*60-'61. Today that spells out: suc-|would shortly introduce a similar 
cess, ‘Whether you're ‘going live or | measure for. Danny Kaye, 

House Banking Chairman. Brent 
example, instead of the huge: var better than ‘a 17 average for the ‘Spence. (D-Ky.). admitted. he had j 
ties.in niteries ‘at openings; the list] S€ason.. (In today’s competitive pic-| forgotten the. Hore resolution was 
is down to a couple of agents, sans ttre a client will be happy to set- 
wives ‘and clfents. ‘There. are ‘re- He, for :a:17), Only. three ‘of the. 
peated urgings. to use. the ..mails Continued on: Page. 50). 
instead ofthe telephone; and there|- 
is-the general accent .on conserving |: 2 Can val Oy 0 f 
the assets of the company. - 

tial’: reason.’ Many, bookings, " “Carnival” inoved into. the 5 black. 

‘feeling of ‘urgéncy. ; ‘The. state of]. 
‘flux of: the “éntire’.entertainment]: 

- Although, these. pleadings have: 

whether filnis, - television’ or niter-| liast week, The. musical’s recovery 
‘Yes, look “like ‘they're being set::on } of: its $250,000" investment. in: only | 
1a contingency: basis. Changing” pat-| 15 weeks-of Broadway playing time: 
‘terns .in .éntertainment ‘are. re: is’ regarded as unusually fast for a 
garded’. as; one -reason,: but the. ; modernrday Main Stem: legit ven- |- 

“That's. particularly so since |. ‘ture, major ‘pitch seems to- amount to -a: 
the: capitalization. recovery reflects’ rebellion - -against the. Constantly, 

rising. cost graphs.’ 
It's. no secret that there has been 

Continued : ‘on’ page: 58). 

come earned by the production. in. 

| town. tryout:: ; 
' The Dayid. Merrick presentation, 

1 $17,000-$18,000 weekly. . 
NN BL ACKLIST CASE ‘steady: capacity pace, had’ a wtiefielt: 

_ ‘Washington, July 25. sequent. income ‘is figured to haye! 
“the motion picture industry won’; 

(24> in 
the legal showdown on: the’ ban: ‘had been: ‘repaid 10%. of their in- 
against. hiring © Communist.” “sus-| vestment. 
pects” as writers and actors. U.S: i. The musical adapiation: of the. 
District: Judge Edward A. Tamm‘! film, “Lili,” : with book by’ Michael - 
denied’ an’ effort to :force. the - ban-{ { Stewart. ‘and. music. and ‘lyrics’ by 
jto be lifted temporarily by. an in 4 Bob. Merrill, is now in. its 16th 

Imperial. Theatre, : 
(Continued. 00: ‘page 62) IN. ¥,. 

no revenue other than operating in- |. 

put the. show: in ‘the. black last } - 

before his unit. A top committee 
‘aide,..asked to explain the delay, 

:-| sald Spence apparently wanted to 
“ consider it at greater length. 

‘Spence, however, told a news- 
iman: after being. ‘reminded that he 

_| would: be. sure to look into it and 
| act. soonest. 
‘been voiced, he added. 

No opposition has 

‘Hope's ‘medal, which would he 
| struck: by the Treasury at behest 
of . President Kennedy, after pas- 

“(Continued on: page 62) 

NEGROES PRESSURE FOR 
PROJECTIONIST JO 

Philadelphia, July 25. 
Temporary - injunction last week 

halted. picketing at ‘three Milgram 
New York and during dts out-of- | theatres | -over. Negro. employment : 

Jissue. -“Two. -projectionists had - 
‘been patrolling outside the Park. 

|which' has been clearing around ‘Uptown and firstrun Fox in effort : 
{its ito put ‘a colored operator in the. 

booth ‘of the Park, situated in a. 
of $66,412 as. of last June. 24. Sub-- i near-solid Negro nabe. All three 

situations employ white boothmen. : 
The pickets,.it turned out, jad 

week. As of June 24, the backers jrecently been dropped from Negro |» 
of the “Maria. Alberghetti-starrer : : projectionists local 307A reported. 

| Your atation’s 
prestige isa 

dy. because of nonpayment of dues. 
‘Clamor for ‘more ‘Negroes in. 

' filmery -jobs. is a- simmering Issue 
‘here because of Philly’s big influx 
of Negroes.in postwar period. It’s 
reflected, for example, in fact over 
49% of town’s public schoolers 
‘are colored. 

San Francisco, July 25 
Business for tha touring come 

pany of “Sound of Music’ in San 
Francisco soared last week to 
$122,057, believed to be an all- 
tlme record for legit. The musical, 

“| starring Fiorence Henderson, hit 
that figure in its fifth stanza as a 
Civic Light Opera Assy. subscrip- 
tlon entry at the 3,300-seat Me- 
morial Opera House. 

The “Sound” grossa, an tho baals 
of available records, tops the 
previous high of $119,811 reyia- 
tered jn 1946 by “Oklahoma” at 
‘the 6,000-seat Municipal Audi- 
torium, Oklahoma City. The Sur- 
passing of “Oklahoma” by “Sound” 
means that the team of Richard 

| Rodgers and the late Oscar Ham- 
metstein 2d haye topped ‘them- 
selves. : 

Rodgers wrote the music for 
both shows and Hammerstein the 
lyrics and book for “Oklahoma” 
and the lyries for “Sound,” whieh 
has a book. by Howard Lindsay and 
Russel Crouse. “Oklahoma” ig an 
adaptation of Lynn Riggs’ -“Green 
Grow the Lilacs’ and “Sound” 
was suggested by Marta Augusta 
Trapp's story, “The Trapp Family 
Singers. " 

‘Although the seating capacity at 
the Oklahoma City auditorium. was 
nearly double that pf the Frisco 
Opera House. the top there was 
$4.20, in contrast to the high of 
$6.25 weeknights and $630 week- 
end eves at the latter location The 
outdistancing of the “Oklahoma” 
gross by “Sound” pushes “Musie 
Man” into third place among the | 

(Continued on page 62) 

| ‘top grossers. The road company of 

CO ee ee eee 

iLee de Forest Leaves 
Estate of Only $1,250; 

Gave Away all Patents 
Hollywood, July 25 

Tee de Forest, regarded as the 
father of radio, left only $1 250, 
it was revealed when his wil was 

‘tfited for probate in Los Angeles 
‘Superior Court last week Scimn- 
jtist bequeathed everything to his 
‘yidow former Hal Roael actress 
Marie Mosquinl!, whom he wed over 
30 years 2:10 

Inventor was so anxious to serve 
humanity that he practically gave 
_avav al] his valuable patents, arc- 
-eording to his attorney, “Morsi3) 
‘Levine. Levine reported tirat an 
‘attempt will be made to recover 
ssome of these patents, which 
-among otters Include ty tape an 
tv -rolor. 

linked to the 
quality of tts 
news programs 



2 MISCELLANY 

Big Undercover Battle Raging Over | 
Italo Pix to Be Entered at Venice 

Fest; § Mentioned for 3 Spots) 
°” Reme, Juiv 25. +- 

A mejor undercover battle is! 
raging bere cirently over thel 
Jtalian pix to be designated tor the| 
Venice Fon Festival ' 

AS usual, many jnoducers feel: 
they have product woithy of -a; 
Venice display. And more than: 
usual, the spots avzilable to Italian’ 
product st the event are few; be-' 
cause of the violent criticism of; 
Fast year’s designation of four: 
Italians Gliss tor in-compctition! 
Fhouings. Hence, it's doubtful Aft 
mere than two or perhaps three, 
Itale pax will be admitted this time. ; ‘ 
And this despite the tact that Itely) 
f< ::ding the crest of a quality wave: 
and. at least on paper, appears to 
have a targe mumber 
candidates. 

naking the Roman rounds as likely t 
local contenders. Cineriz’s “Il Bri-! 
gunte” The Brigand), made in 
Calabria with a cast of unknowns 
by director Renato Castellani. is 
cne Two more would come from 
the Dino DeLaurentiis stable: Vit- 
tarie DeSica’s “The Last Judg- 
ment.” and “Best of Enemies,” 
starring David Niven and Alberto 
Sord}, with Guy Hamilton direct- 
ing At the moment, the former, if 
fleished In time, is touted as a 
likely competitor while the latter 
wight he screened 
guages, English and Italian at 
Venice is a non-campetitive slot- 
ting. 

But there are ether film con-' 
tenders. Moris Ergas is pushing 
Roberto Rossellini’s Jatest. “Van- 
ina Vanini’’” Vides Productions | 
has "Un Giorno da Leoni” ‘One 
Tava Lion .. 
Giwianoe” in tandem with Lux and: 
Gaiater Films. 

Alfredo Bini’s Arca Film has 
“Acceattore” Hobo. first pie by. 
writer Pier Paolo Pasolini. white 

in two Jan- | 

+ and “Salvatore }. 

Editing Toscanini 
Honolulu, July 25. 

Andre Kostelanetz, here to 
conduct a Honolulu Symphony 

“concert, regards, hi-fi as “amaz- 
; ing. ” 

“You go to a man's house 
“and sit quietly listening,” Kos- 
“ telanetz told press here. ‘Tos- 
canini's conducting. Suddenly. 
suur host gets up and says, 
“Not enough oboe.’ He zZoes 

‘ over and turns a knob to bring 
out more oboe. Of course, Tos-: 
canini spent about 70 years. 
working to create just the 

_ right amount of oboe.” 

ON THE CAFE ‘TIME: 
Since Bob Hape nominated him | 

as “the father of the year,” George prenomenal.” 
Jessel is seeking to supplement ' 
his normal pursuits with some 16 | 
weeks of cafe bookings. He just |. 
closed at the Tidetands, Houston, ! 
and has dates from Windsor, Ont., 
to Hot Springs, Ark.. Hned up. He} 
is also eyeing the Waldorf-Astoria, | 
where he has long been a fixture 
as after-dinner speaker but never 
as a paid performer in that Goth- 
am flagship's Empire Room. 

Morris agency are jointly aligning | 
the dates. 

Make Geed—For Hurok: 
Rome, July 25. 

Lorin Maazel, American conduc- 
tor who has been getting a great; 
deal of attention in Europe. has ; 
signed an American representa- 
tion deal with S. Hurok. Maazel. 

Al Borde {Chi) and the William: i mother “would have. washed his : 

‘mouth out with’ soap,” Archbishop 

William: O. Brady of the St. Paul | 

Local Boy Now Ready Te | spanking to the radio and tv enter- |; 

| SHELLEY BERMAN WOULD 
SPLIT HIS AGENCY REPS’ 
Monologist Shellev Berman. now 

“It. Should.be re-| with Musie Corp. of America. is 
shopping for a new agency affilia-~ 
tion in’ televisian films. and mo-_ 

PHIL  GREENWALD 
Astute. DIRECTOR OF ENTER- 

TAINMENT at the. fabulous CON: | 
CORD HCTEL, New York, says: 

; "The: fine talent, skilled showman- 
ship, international. acceptance and 

personality of PAUL 
of worthy 

GEO. JESSEL’S 16 WKS. Bos evident at the Concord | 
Several vehicles are meanwhile i ; j last November wher he broke ihe]. 

janine record. Rat that PAULT 
NKA_ should. 

tonal feat lust week-end, was’ truly! 

Godfrey Target 
Of Archhishe 

Minneapolis, July 25. 

Asserting that Arthur: Godfrey’ 8 

| 

tainer for condoning: use of four 
letter words by a participant. on 
‘one of Godfrey's: recent’ radio. 
Shows. coos 

In_ his © ‘weekly - “column in the 
: Catholic Bulletin, Archbishop : 
Brady wrote: 
| corded that Arthur ‘seemed stunned 
| when his lady guest let drep words : 

-theatri 

répeat this sensa- [. 

. comic desperately 

_Wedneaden, Jake 26; 1961. 

(Condon, the Emancipaled Press i gent 
{STi WRITING EXUBERANT. NOVEIS] 

a”. BY ROBERT. J. LANDRY. 

Since the days. when, .as. ‘courier for Max. Younstein, he dis- 
‘pensed impartial truth about. United... Artists product, publicist-*. 
turned-novelist Richard. Condon has: been: building a literary fol- 
‘lowing with. his wildly. exuberant fiction. devices and mad. fancies. 

‘This is the report. again as to his fourth book, “A Talent for ‘Lov- «: 
ing” which reveals. the emancipated press agent's talent .for 

’ ‘spoofing just about. everything. | Essentially it's “one great - big. . - 
whopper. of cattle empire family. saga, ‘inexhaustible: sexual capaci-. 
ty, fancy double-crossers,. nerveless’ gambling geniuses, . a. Savage. 

“Indian brave henpecked by. his white captiveWife: ‘and so on. 
‘The antics are as loony as Don ‘Quixote. ‘and as. fantysy-laden- ‘as. 
atv western walk-down. ; 
-Conden continues his. droll habit of. bestowing Upen™ ‘minor “ 

characters in his’ ripsnorters. names from United Artists and. other . 
havens. The reader encounters Colonel. Winikus’ .‘ 

‘Saucier named Smadja,” Whispering Leon.Ross, Franklin . ‘Helles, a 
4 2 Tom Pryor and many another. familiar name.:One arrival from 
“| Paris: formerly resided. at the- Rue Artbuch Wald. There is refer- 

‘ence-te “Krushen cannon.” 
" Published by McGraw “Til, ‘the ‘book is priced at $4.95: 

Comic. Henny 

N.Y. . 

jokes, . 
now do a television 

‘Title reference is to ‘the 30. 
minutes of solid material” a 

necds — to: 
succeed. 

gene Makers and George. 
‘general secretary of the Assn. of- 
jinematograph. Television: and AL, 

Shutdomn of British Film Industry. 
Averted by Last-Minute Parley 

. London, July 23. 
_A threatened ‘shutdown: of the | if 

‘Youngman Plays a Comic! ‘British film industry, ‘skedded fer. 
Youngman » ; 

. -who's having his offbeat year, ° 
‘: ‘playing the: Hotel. Plaza, 
'' jn tails and head feathers and: - 
. recently bucking a- Las ‘Vegas: - 

.: lounge. with. standup °- 
will, 
“dramatie” ‘role.. He's ori the 
U:S. Steel Hour over CBS’ ..! 

“Aug. 9 in “The: Golden: Thir- - 
-- ties” by Larry Colien.. 

‘last. Thursday (20), Was averted at 
ithe. ‘last minute. “Crisis. meeting 
‘was ‘between. ‘Arthur © 

} maz’ of the Federation .of British 

Technicians. -- - 
Tke ACCT demanded. a 10% in- 

“terease in the ‘minimumt. rates for... :. 
dan feature pix technicians and, in 
if rejecting a 714% 
"jan. overtime. ban. freni- July 3. In. 
turn, the BFPA and FBFM:. issued: 
“an ultimatum: that no-ew British. 
films: would be: started unless: the’ 
; Union. lifted its. overtinie ban by 
‘duly 20. As a result of the meet- 
‘ing, ACCT ‘undertook | ‘to withdraw - 

offer; slapped on 

its ban, the BFPA and FBFM can- 
celled its. contemplated . ¢lamp- 
down on: future: British ‘production 
and . negotiations: over ACCT’s 

Watkins, . 
‘{prexy of. the British Film Produe-. ° 
ers ‘Assn... -Lotd’: Archibald, chaire 

Elvin, . 

anether “first” film, Giuliano Von-: , . 
taida’s “Tito al Picciane” «Pigeon: has conducted Mahan chectra tn (tbat gentlemen never use ard tion picture areas. He'll contiriue.; , wage “demands were resumed yes- 
Soot is sisa mentioned. ithe ant top Je of years but has | adies ‘are not supposed to. know} with MCA in eafes. legit concerts terday (Mon.). . 

And there's a stil untitled pro-' at ead Fastly est ricted gd himself out i Then he tegat so phileceghine on © and live television. Harry Bell. :. Ned thats =P Lora: sae = 
@uction, also about a bendit, which. of his homeland previously, feel-! what a wonderful advance we: had Jr. will continue. . as his personal ‘Stat a roducers have-come.- 

« t yp { .mana er. 

In & a » Sardinia hy Nittorio’ iat home he ad not want to oe made in. Sur times when: words | ‘Split representation. is..not une} ‘{Continned on Page 82): 
_ a€ home unlit he was. iithat once could not appear in print sual. However such. sharp -Cleav- 

| alls: ‘we “probs home! tour, next j j could now fall from such: beantiful | ape i in agency euresentation as iM NOVAK iN BUSINESS. 

JUMBO! REPEAT Scar, ill probepls find him aon) is vg, [Berman is. sesking is dnirequent | Mani “mae “ing P “Hf my themory serves mei right, |: Bee Own . Corporation: = ah ig Pe 
Stage Version Went Radio, Film Boston and Chicago Symphs. ; Three. With Ransohoff 

May Have TV Spec Ww olfe Kaufman negotiated the 
—_ ‘desi with him for Hurok... . 

Holivu oad. July 25. Te 

Bergner to Broadway?. MGM and Marty Meicher's Ar- | 

Frankfurt, July 25. 
win Productions are discussing a] 
ty specral in conjunction with film: ' 
ing of theatrical feature “Jumbo” German star Elisabeth Bergner 
with Doris Day. Thes‘re talking ta; is planning to return to Broadway. 
Sponsors ‘after a 13-vear absence from the 

Same producticn staff to be. used American stage. The actress, who 

Godfrey ended “up his argument | 
for the defense of vulgarity with |; Actor Laurence Har vey: 
a stirring plea for forcefulness in| 
speech, for. frankness and even for | 
ugliness for all.’ It is natural, to! 
be vulgar. one would conchide, | 
so let’s all be vulgar at: all: costs. 

“If; Arthur's: mother could. have] 
heard his: defense of words‘on the: 
radio, she would have wéshed his! 
mouth out with. soap. That's the 

Kim Novak, | who recently. 

- Hollywood, J uly 25. . 

‘Long . Walk,” picturization."_ of Will be jointly produced by Kimeo a 
Slavormir Rawicez novel,’ w hich’ he ‘and... Ranschoft's: . Filmways: 

‘formed. her:own production com?) 
Trying Producing, Tos “pany, Kimco, “has. signed... deals be 

‘With a “three-picture deal with: pro-..", neds, 
Laurence, Harvey. will function “ducer Martin Ransohoff. The films, 107° 2..." 

as ‘both producer and star. of “The: to be made over the next six-years, °°: 

will ‘make under his own produc-. Deal is the.first.to-be made’ by the 220) ee) 
cr. bath ‘currently lives in Zurich. is set] way all mothers used to pe. But ; tion. ‘banner. for Seven Arts ‘Pro- ,star since the-expiration of her. ex: ne 

History would be repeating if.: for the lead in the Samuel Taylor Arthur got away: with it,. as. far. duction. Warner Bros. will release. .clusive | Columbia. pact. . a 
“Jumbo” the film becomes a. tele-i comedy, “First Love.” as I know, for I. have heard and |, Harvey. has inked Burt Kennedy First. pie under the deal sis the 

to write screenplay. Pic will fol- previously:.. revealed “Boys: Night. vision spec as the original stage’ She recently has been on tour 
Woolf “Productions’ Out,” . scheduled ‘to get underway. - “Jumbo” at the N.Y. Hippodrome: with German actor O. E. Hasse 

jn 1935 was a radio program, too, | playing in the German-speaking 
for Texaco. lands with = “Beloved Liar.” 

seen no other’ protest but mine.. 
Mavbe his ‘rating is slipping and |l0w .James_ 
I was the only listener that. day.” 

i Board Approves Briskia, 
[|  Martia’s Vegas Bay- Ins |: 

ithis one’ for Metro: release. | star. Harvey.“8 “as @ 2 WB release. . 

ee re re ee ee ee oe ee eee, 

1/ 

KRTY |. _ Las Vegas,- July 25." qrete Mark Regntered. . Woe 
Inving ‘Briskin, Oolumble. Pic- POURED. swe man btired wwevicty victy by ‘VARIETY, INC. {] 

tures veep, and actor-singer Deanij} : 1908 wy SUV ERMAN Publ Presitent ie : 
AHH Wrest d6t St. Now York 36; No ‘¥e | TUdson 2.2700. Martin were roved : by ‘app y the Ne- wampwoed 

A | vada State Gaming Board Wednes- 
day (19) for. purchases of interests |i. 
in hotels on the: Las Vegas Strip. {#. 

Subscription Order Form 
O04 sunst Bosiererc. HORTWoed 61N4l 

. “Waehingten < . 
$908 National Prose BubeonG. STerting 2.2008 

“0 No. ‘Michigan. an Ate, Dilaware 54986 

Lenden, S.W.1 

} . 

| Enclosed find check for $......<...06 

| P} aVAR ' eee Yon $62,500, and & + got nod MH, Jamer's Mrest, Piccadiity; \Gvae Park. cs61:29 . 
ease sen IETY | veel Sands, which i x ior I o. Yea | hima $28,000. Martin thes long been . aman Stee ae 

mee Nowe eae ee 
To SoeeseseeesersGeesenvevese owe cess vecoccoscores eeocee. Sands... : . . Younes 23 x oe Number 9 

Peeve Pritt Name) Briskins show bit savvy is ex- <= — 
pecied te de utilised fn the fats melt ~ ANDEX ear 

Street Coecresercecesdgecces PORES EROEHesOSoHeosesdds ede entertainment policy at the Riviera. 7 ‘Bits soseey reeset ead see 62. "Night Clob Reviews. 

_ Casting | News govvccecces 68 | Obituaries . 

Cit eetCeteeoeeetTaeeere ves soenveesenes Zo eese al acocees | ‘Chatter . stores enwossawee we ‘Pictures de vacaveecatcsee y ne Btate........ - Vogel Due Back Aug, 2 ' | Film Reviews .......... oes ie die as ee 
— he wee oge ve ‘back at. Inside Music “53. 5 

@ his. homeoffice desk | around next 
Regular Subscription Rates | Wecinesday ° @) after re “month's - Inside Radie-TV .......:.. 46 

International Jevedeveens 11 One Year—3$15.00 Two Years—$28.00 B , outing. | of 
3 | ; Legitimate aces, rrtreness 63. Three Years—$39.00 Metro prez! has_ been spending MAA ss Se eee 

‘Felevision ‘Reviews renee 2 
| Vaudeville ee . 6-H 

| Wail. ‘Street Se ecesgdoseass 3 2 

m ANY VARIETY © as 
@urtihes a “‘Hellyweod, By Daliy variety, teas 

IIE $1 

most of the time in London,. Paris. coves e 69 | 
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year be | Literati: &. 

;with production, overseas.: In. line | N 
with this it’s noted M-G has been j]} ew Acta i a 

' 154 West 46th Street New York 36, N. Y. {origin product but. importantly,. 
t without ‘slowing sown. at Culyer: 

and on the Riviera. in conncetion {]] -aruste so eeeetese: 

VARIETY lac. a {taking on more and: more foreign- 

J ; City. me ee ee ee — — a 

“The Distant Trumpet,” also to this fall. Joe Levine. is aera . o 



“ Jows.. “Exodus” 
‘> film hada 5-week run. - 

= top. 

By. GENE, ‘ARNEEL 

--Batamount homeoffice ‘exe C3 ° 
-were back in New: York: this: week: 
following : thought-to-bé.. unusually: 
“significant. meetings at the studio.’ 
‘The idea was to step up “theatrical |: 
production, | backed -by” a ‘willing- |’ 
hess ‘to: invest. important money,? 
‘and: in line: with this’ to formalize. 

” more -filmmaking™ deals. 
Par ‘has’; been. going -along: well: . 

“enough onthe theatrical front but 
unofficial . sources relate. there's. 
‘been a feeling ‘of uncertainty.about | . 

- this: company in sonie Wall’ Street |-: 
_ areas. Thé feeling, or- suspicion, is. 
“that Par might. be. going soft. on. 
theatrical , ‘activity. Whether. this 

- has. been so_or-not:in terms. ‘of. Par 
: “board: sentiment obviously . had- not 
“ been officially-said. ‘But the’ fact.|- 
-remains that: some. investors. -have’ 
become bearish. 

. .Par. common stock: ‘on. the: ‘New |" 
York “Stock Exchange took: a tum- 
ble “last: -week: -On 10, 900° Shares. 

‘:traded,.the issue ‘fell ‘$6.75 per 
_Share.in price, this being a surpris- 
ing ‘switch from - the: previous :: :on-. 
-ward-and- upward: ‘frend. 
‘The week's. ‘closing. was. $66.50, 

“ whereas not too. long-ago the: ‘com- 
mon was it a high of $85.75. 
' This Kind of decline. can. be. wor- 
riséme to” ‘any company’s: manage-. 
-ment, and; in the case of Par, the 

“top” ‘echelon - is bent on alleviating 
“anv: trepidation about future’ ace. 

on tivity. 

nis key Manhattan sidemen, includ- 
fing: ‘Paul Raibourn, ‘George ‘Welt- 
: ner, Jerry -Pickman,’ Russell: Hol-. 
“. man, and: Martin “Davis, represent- 
‘ing the ' ‘sales and: production: and. 
: promotion ‘aspects. of the: operation 

(Continued on page’ 7) 

° Dolce Vite’ Precedents 2 
| “Cyrano,” ‘With Titles, 05 } 

“Maedchen,’ ‘Ditto; 1932 
Philadel phia,- July 25: 

Local: film colony: awaiting. with. 
interest: the’ hard ticket: bow: of 
Astor’s “‘La-Dolce Vita,” 

into’ ‘Boyd. Latter 

Road. showing’. -of * ‘ae 

‘form”. ran..on a” tw o-a-day- basis ‘at 
‘the Old ‘Chestnut..St: Opera: House. 
in 1932. and: the French version. of 

-“Cyrano'de Bergerac” :was ‘a. hard: 
: © ticket attraction. ‘in thie. oid : Forrest. 

Theatre in 1925. aon ; 

~ ECONOMY AX AT 20TH 
ENDS TALENT. SCHOOL 

; Miracle On. 34th ‘Street.’ Wis most ‘Holiywood, ‘July 25: 
- ABwentisth: Fox has abandoned its 
New Talent, ‘School,, with Pamela 

. Danova,.-brought in:.some.. months: 
. ‘ago: to’ head. tp. branch, remaining 
‘to’.coach" youngsters - as ‘tv. poten- | 

« _ Weduceday, July 26,1961 

fesonlSecis Rafens fest leony 
i | “May Cue Extent of Seven Arts 

; - Participation i in Distribution 
* The expansion of the already 

‘which fol-. 

ne. ° foreign ; 
. “ dJanguage . filmy with- titles, ° at’. $2.50 | 

is - -exeeptional but - ‘not: prece- |: 
‘déntial:” UFA’s “Maedchen vin, Uni-’ 

: 

Rumors of Theatrical Abdication 

May Have me Stock Quo
tes) oy 

A ‘home - office: “film: pubttelst— |. 
_ ‘ing: 
..|J these. circumstances —'character- | - 
: [izes ‘the film industry's: treatment’| - 
| by the New York press as‘ “stingy” |" - 

“They. = 

But Not Very Funny 
ot “Hollywood; ' ‘July '25. 

Writers. ‘are. submitting . four‘: 
“times as many ‘comiedy scripts: 

-. trend in comedy, according. to 
. Jack Arnold. - 

. greater percentage: of. Ivaterial 
” he ‘sees is-not suitable,. how- . 
“ever... He points. out: comedies 
_cost less to make, another t reas 

: 50n for studio. interest. 

Steeles Sue AB-PT id 
__ Alvida Charge Renege. 

- On imperial Proviso 
“Preble. damages - ‘totalling. 
$1, 800, 000° is” being: ‘sought -by. Ar-. 
-thur J.. and ‘Ruth M.: Steele, who 
formerly...owned: and : ‘operated the 
- St: John: Theatre, Jacksonville, 

‘ees in these firms. Leonard Gold-. 
: --|enson, Cindy Markley..and* Louis: 

J. :Finske:.. Suit was filed in the 
NY. ‘Federal. Court: .Allegés. that: 
the defendants: ‘conspired . to -put |- 
them — ‘out. of ‘business: and. create. 

‘The Steeles claim that.the plain-} 
“tiffs had promised that if they.sold 
their- house tothe Barnett. Nation- 
‘al. Bank ‘for use: as a parking lot,” 
they would: :then lease their Im- | 
‘perial ‘Theatre to- ‘them, for. use .as 
‘a first. run: house. “*They. conse- 
quently. sold_ the ° Imperial‘ to: the: 

| bank, ‘which razed’ the’: structure,. 
‘| but: defendants © had. feneged. on 
| thetr: promise to lease - the . Im- 

perial-to them. -.: 

Inasmuch as the: St. John repre-. 
sented: the only ‘opposition | to the. 
-circuit: in. their. area, its -elimina- 
‘tion created. a. | monopolistic situa: | 

‘| tion. : . wee, . 

VALENTINE DAVIES, 55, 

’ Screenwriter. Valentine Davies, : 

-Of a. heart- attack. Sunday: (23 at: 
his” home’ in -Malibu,. Cal: Davies. 

plays :for @ ‘number. ‘of pictures 
"| including “On-The Riviera,” “The 
Glenn Miller Story.” “Bridges: at 
-| Toko- Ri. ” ~ ‘Strategic . ‘Air Com- 
/mand,” “ep he ‘Benny _ Goodman. 
|-Story, "> also. directing the latter. 
He: won «the Academy: Award ins 
1947: for < his .originat.story.-‘ “The: 

‘recent: writing: ‘assignments were 

{c's Choice.” 

as: Academy’: president - after’ .Ka- | 
tials or for--feature. ‘gasting. More hare . died ‘in-office: last :-year: ‘He 
than 20. of the 30 in: new. talent: was reelected to the Academy post 

will be’ ‘dropped: ‘in: an. seconomy. 
‘move: - 

‘Ben Bard ‘formerly. -operated: a! 

--geveral years trained young. hope- 
fuls, ‘but-‘left to-return to. his own 

we “dramatic school chores: ‘about three 
“--years ago.-School for new: talent 

was. set up: less. than. a ‘yeat: AO." 

“More Braid for Geiger | 
; “Peter We Geiger, ‘motion: picture 
lending officer for the Bank: 

: ‘America, has’ ‘been. electéd Osis |. 
‘ant: vicepresident. ‘of. the bank: Ap-. 
pointment isin line with the ex- 
Pansion of - the. entertainment dil- |. 

‘-viston,. according té ‘board chair: | - 
ss cman. Jesse W: Tapp. - 

only: ‘three. months . “ago, 

‘picture ~: credits: 
Winds”. ‘(his 

’§vncopation, 

other’ 
+*“Blow .. -Ye:- 

i film” ‘assignment), 
oD 

j“Three Little Girls. in Blue,” “You |: 
‘Were ‘Meant. -for’ “Me, * : “Chicken 

4 Every. ‘Sunday”.. and “It: Happens. 
Every. Spring.”” In ‘addition, he was 

{thee author. of novels and. plays: : 

He is ‘survived by his wife Eliza: 

children.’ 

Actor. Weridell Corey, as first 

| treat us:like.a stepchild.” - 
as ‘dramatic due te current up-, | fs: that |. 

- Director - said oa 

‘Fla., ‘against American Broadcast- |’ 
“ ing-Paramount.. Theatres: and - the |. 

Florida Coastal. Theatres, plus ex- 

“an * illegal © monopolistic. situation | ° 
- yin violation. of the consent’ décree.. 

Barney. ‘Balaban, “president;- ‘and Re 

SUCCUMBS ON COAST| 

‘collaborated / or .solo-wrote screen- | . 

“Bachelor. in Paradise” and MCrit- t- - 

“Davies. succeeded | B: B. ‘Kaliane 

-Davies -was' prexy ‘of the Screen 
. | Writers: Guild. in’ 1949-50. and -gen-.| ceived «strike. sarction from thei 
dramatic: ‘school: for. 20th. and.: for | eral chairman . of: ‘the Academy | International 

‘Awards: program ‘in 1957-60. --His} 
Include. 

. first | 

beth’; “$o0n, Johni. a daughter, ‘Mrs, |-- 
Richard Bracken, and three ‘grand: | 

: : ‘-Tesearch:. and ° ‘development ‘depart- | 
./o\.ment in New York. Before this -he.|°:: 

. Twas with. thes European. division 

- Geiger; ‘before. shifting . ‘to the .. Deepee -Of the ‘Academy of Mo- 
_main~.office, in..Lds Angeles,- had | -. tion Picture Arts and Sciences,... 
“headed. the bank's ‘motion: picture |.’ automatically “becomes. prexy, | 

_ succeeding Davies. “Bylaw was - 
changed for this eventuality. 

‘Of - RKO." oo “Kahane. a 
with death: last: ‘year of B.. 3. 

‘DISTRIBS STAL 
By. JACK PITMAN - 

understandably. ‘anonymous - 

and - “quixotic,” . and. adds, 

. Exec’s: ‘overall point: 

han ever. 

; Sensitive in. Gotham 
“tthe traditional «if not unanimous) 
| acceptance of the importance of |: 

| the N.. Y. ‘dailies, almost as much 
in‘ ferms of. general. coverage .as | 

Also, as manage- |. 
| ment: base for the companies,.nor- |; 
mal assumption. would be of chum- 

for ‘reviews. 

mier-relations with the amusement 
eds than apparently. exists... . 

- Contrast ‘is' the: space allotments 
‘for: television. ’ These. are “more 
definitive . and more. predictable.” 

(Continued on Page 19) ‘ 

Terrytoons Hit 
The Fest Circuit 

at this year's film fests abroad. . 
- ‘William: Weiss; veep and. general. 

manager of Terrytoons, a division. 
of CBS: Films, ‘reports. that four. 
have: been - accepted for. showing 
‘at the’ upcoming Venice affair..: 
They are “Drum Roll,” .“House of. 
Hashimoto,” “Tin-.Pan: Alley Cat” 
and “Li'l ‘Whopper. mo 
“Hashimoto” ‘Was shown ‘at. Can- 

nes ‘eaflier.. this -year, and “Alley. 
Cat” at Berlin. .. ‘Banana Binge,” 
the company’s latest theatrical -re- 
-lease, was selected’ by the U.S. In- 
formation Agency- for. showing at 
the current ‘Moscow fest. 

| J UNIVERSAL REISSUES 
DEAL FOR BRITAIN: 

Universal has signed a lofig-term. 

tributors:of London providing . for 
j the” reissue in the Brilish market| 4 

55; prexy. of ‘the: Academy Jf Mo- | of a:nuimber of top. Universal ‘pic- 
tion Picture Arts & ‘Sciences, died | tutes, Americo’. Aboaf, ‘prexy- of | 

‘Feported, 
\radio;  tolvision. 

‘Universal.- International, 
in New York last week. 

pix which-- star. such. -U ona 
Rock. Hudson, ’ Tony - Curtis. "and 
‘Audie Murphy. _ : 

Repping. U .in-, the 
| Dotiglas Granville, the company’s 
‘London. rep,. ‘and:. Joseph: Maret, 
homeoffice: -exee, “who went . 
Britain to: participate in the néuo. 

{tiations.: ° . 

"ALLIANCE OKAYS $ STRIKE 

Friséo- "pootluseln Meet. Aug. 3 Yo. 
ae Map Battle. Tactics" } 

a San Francisco, July 95 
‘Projectionists ‘Local 162. has. re- 

Allianee. and. will 
mect Aug. 3. to ‘determine the. next! 
‘step. in.the local's dispute with ex- ; 
-hibitors who Operate: ‘Friseg's. 50; 

| theatres. . 
Local's. ‘contract’ expired in’ Au- 

gust’ 1960, and ‘negotiations bogged. 
down earlier this month: in .a: dis- 
pute: ‘over. -manning : of ‘booths of |. 

- T neighborhood. theatres playing mul. ¢- 
|tiple-run. first-run pictures. . 

Jerry. Lewis’ Associate 
Arthur. T. Schmidt gets. hiding | 

| as. associate. producer on “The Er-]. 

rand: Boy.” _ Jerry, Lewis . comedy 

which goes before. ‘the: camera this 

‘| week In ‘Holly wood with. Ernest D. | 

Glucksman : . Producer. Para- | 

mount is” aistribuitor. 

, Schmidt fhas- been a “Alda, “editor. 

as 

Space-.for picture news 1s‘ tighter |: 
' :But he's. riled ‘more 
--over what he’ ‘observes. as haphaz- _ 

~, ard, coverage..of ‘the cinema, an |: 
“attitude that film news is -mostiy: : 
‘filler. . stuff; ‘contingent on: Space: - 
|and ‘whim;” °° “y 

' The: issue: rates’ as- ‘patticularly . 
‘Decause of. 

“‘Teriytoons are getting big play 

J4t'll) be 

deal: with’ ‘Golden .Era..Film -Dis- 

“Aim.-is to get a’ wide national eir- 
‘cuit and Indie exhib Playoff on the|: 

deal. were} 

Have We Got Rats! 
Via the Surinam inee Dutch 

Guiana’ N. Y. tourist bureau, 
both that ‘country and Univer- 

_sal Pictures are exposed to 
:- some dubious “image” publi- 

city. 

vU. has ‘been advertising in- 
Surinam ‘papers for. rats ‘tit’ 
needs thousands of them) for 
a..sequence ‘in * ‘Spiral Road,” 

_ now filming in that- country. 
'U itself either hasn't thought 
to; or has rejected idea of, 
-blurbing this rat hunt. But 
the ‘obvious startler {s Surin- 

* am's apparent conviction that 
~ accent: on. its rodents could 
“woo. Yankee tourists ! 

| Chanford’s Word to Stars: 
‘We'll Make You Industrial’; 
It’s Tax-Appeal Pitch 

- Hollywood,.July 25. 
-Chanfora: Productions (“Snow 

White and Three Stooges”) has fig-! 
-| ured a-way to scale the high salary 

| wail to. attract top, stars. Indie sim- 
ply plans to’ make ’em industrial- 
ists, and':via depreciation losses 
soften the tax rap to boot. 

Outfit’ is- the entertainment arm 
“of: Chanford Enterprises, recently - 
formed investment- development, 
umbrella . ‘partnering. Ralph Evin- 
ude” and spouse (Frances Lanp-i 

ping ‘the -film- production sphere 
‘Idea isa variant on those star-par-! 
ticipation deals, this one profferi ing ; 
a.slice .of industrial investment in 
Tieu of actual pay-for-play. 
-harking to ‘the tax angle, thiaks, 

“impossible for top stars: 
not to take - advantage of our: 
offers.” 

Chanford- enterprises links a web 
of _moneyed -international 

It has, for 
| California projects blueprinted at 
a total cost of $10,000,000. Addi- 
‘tionally, expanded U.S. -Canada- 
Mexico. activities over. the next five! 
‘vears project a’ $150.000.000 tag? 
| envisioning among other activities 
nine. mobile ‘home developments: 
‘and a nationwide group of 140 
convalescent hospitals. 

‘On the theatrical. side, setup! 
plans to function ‘in pix, television. ; 

‘studio facilitics: 
and; possibly, a talent reppery. 

|LOEVINGER PONDERS 
~ ALLIED’S INVITATION 

; _ Detroit, July 25 
On Assistant: Attorney-General Lee ° 
| Loevinger, ‘chief af the Antitrust | 
‘Division of ‘the Dept. of Justice, 
fas. been invited to ‘address the 
-Allied National Convention at the : 
4Eden Roc Hotel in Miamt Beach, : 

Dec. 7. 

-Allied - Slates’ prexy Marshall 
[Pine rote Loevinger “KLowimg 
j of. your remarkable carear as at- 
Horney, jurist and author and your } 
! practical knowledge of the motion® 
‘tpicture industry, the assembled 
itheatre’ owners would be most: 
fanxious: to hear at first hafid your ; 
Views and philosophies: on the im- ; 
‘portance of the. antitrust’ laws to: 
our economy in general and the 
motion picture | industry dn par- 
ticular.” 

‘Loevinger replied that. while he 
cannot. make definite: commitments - 
so.far in advance, he will consider 
the invitation. further. 

King Bros’ Stock Divy | 

| 
‘ford? with. Charles Wick, latter top-; 

Wick, | 

opera-_ 
instance, three ; 

,; multifaceted Seven Arts Produce 
tions into theatrical film distribu- 
tion could possibly be launched 
with the company's upcoming 
“Lolita,” it was learned in New 
York last week 

The decision awaits the first 
scieening of the compieted pie tor 

{Seven Arts: execs late next month 
in London. Going over Aug. 24 for 
a looksee at the film, duected by 

{Stanley Kubrick, are~Leuls Ches- 
jer, chairman. of the Canadian pa- 
rent company, Ehot Hyman, prexy 
ol Seven Arts Associated, the U.S. 
subsid; Ray Stark, head of mo- 
tion picture activities, and Tex 
McCrary, Seven Arts pr. veep. 

. Heretofore ali Seven Atis pic- 
tures have been committed to out- 
side distiibs Su tar no sich deal 
las been made on “Lolita,” lead- 
ing to spe, ation that the com- 
pany might be constdering han- 
Hing ‘the pic itself 

While Hyman has never publicly 
revealed how or on what scate 
he'd like tu see Sesen Als enter 
the domestic distribution scene, 
it's understood that he feels pres- 

jent distribution methods are un- 
jwieldy and oldiashioned. especial- 
ly in view of the fact that some- 

{thing like 80°? of a film's total 
idomestic (U.S. -Canada! take comes 
ifrom no more than 3.500 dates 
i Morality aspects of the original 
[- Lolita” vroperty are said to have 
no bearing on Seven Arts consider 
ation re handling the film itself. 
Producer Kenneth Hyman has 
gone on record as saying he ex- 
pects the film to receive a Produce 

ition Code seal. There have also 
ibeen reports that various majors 
{have been interested in acquiring 
the completed film which, of 
course, they could not do should 

‘the picture not qualify for Code 
/apBroval. 

\ 

Ce ee nd 

U’s Dave Lipton Favors 
Consumer Magazines 

As Pre-sell Continues 
Not only does Unisersal say 

“encore” for the big-budget multi- 
star production formula that 
“hroucht it out of the wilderness, 
ibut company is sold on heavy na- 
‘tional pre-sell as greasing the way 
‘to boxollice payoff That was vp. 
:David Lipton’s messave to distiib- 
promotion execs at last week's 
thomeoffice powwow 

For the 1961-°62 season, the pre- 
|seli will pnt even mare emphaus 
on the national mags, sia hefty 
Sruns in Look, MeCall’s, Seventeen, 
Redbook, Photoplay, Cu.monolitan 

:and other special audience slicks. 
iSked for upcommig “Come Septem- 
wber™ will point the way, starting 
with a two-color paze Jn the July 
“28 Life Another major production, 
-“Back Street,” is slated far even 
Sheavier mag ad schedules 

_ Bat as Lioton outhned if, UM ine 
‘tend. to inten-ifv its pre “eel in all 
idireections, including publicity 
vehanne fy, . 

Oe) Ee SA ee erie OE Bee) Se 

‘AB-PT UNIT TO TRIAL 
ON ROYSTER MORTGAGE 

Poughkeepsie, NV. July 25 
State Appellate Court has re- 

ver-ed a lover bench decision pur 
utting Paramount Pictures Thea 
tre Corp. AB-PT affiliate, ta 
foreclose its mortgage on the Colo- 
mal Theatre here. Last week's are 
tion means a County Const trial 

yto determine whether to allow fore- 
(Coto 

Colonial is operated by Warry 
YRovster. Ini an original action 
brought by the circu, a owmmary 

‘Hollywood, July 25 ont {judgment was sought against Roy- 
King Bros. Productions fas de. ,ster and the Royster Drive-In The- 

:¢lared a TEs “ty “stock. dividend, pava- aties Inc on grounds ihat nearly 

ible Aug, 31, 1961 to shareholders ‘$1 30,000 plus interes! dating from 
Slee record July. 31. 11953) was due on ao mortracre 

Melon reps the ninth paid stock-‘ugned for the Coiumal in Apsl, 
thotders within the past seven years 119590. 
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Meeting of Minds in Hollywood | 
—Education of Exhibitors, an: _Apperent Goal 
—A ‘First,’ With Typical First-Time. Flubs. 
—Amateur Handling of Reporters | 

Wednesday, ‘July 26, 15 1961" 

TEER OGM HHIZIFIZT I: iit T:siei:ickxmnsmsiinn 
‘Holluw ood, July 25. 

A somewhat fambling effort was made here jast week- 
te stipe a mecting of siinds between production, distiibu- 
4ien ened exhibition branches of U. S. film industry. The 
au paces were, respectively, the Screen Producers Guild, 
the Motion Picture Aceon. of America and the Congress 
«ef Eainbsters. Elements of confusion included these: 

ta: Durided ,ury as to scr-aud-sin themes, 
ihe Absentee leadership, eatand-rim €2eC8. 
(ec Voeeue press handcut, and embarrassed spokes- 

hee, 

Thougn the undertaking had its’ aspects of statesman- 
slip the handling of the press was more gamesmanship 
than effective image-making. This was the 50-word official 
Matement afterwards: 

“Representatives of exhibition and production held 
a tire-hour review today of ways and means to ad- 
runce the comonen eanse of the motion picture in 
dsctry The discussion corered a wide range af sub- 
jects veeluding bustness conditions, self-regulation, 
the in:portance af the Motion Picture Code, ceiser- 
shep, the foreign s-tua‘ion and decelopment of new 
stars. Comunittees will be appeinted to develop. pro- 
orams.” ; 

This proved te be embarrassing as Clarke (Duke). 
Wales. as spokesman. repeatedly declined elaboration 
seught: by reporters. Soon as someone asked what was 
Irsant bv cert tin warding, do you mean this or...? Wales 
vaould retort. “You said it, not I.” 
' dts was the sort of press couperation. that obtained, 

- theugh Eric Jolmston, WPA prexy. 
Mark m= fim 
from New York to help with the “image”. 

Explanations Come Later 
Joel.nston later came io Wales’ rescue and answered 

piess questions on committees. He said he and Walter 
Mirisch, Serven Producers Guild -prexy who called the 
gathering, and (. of E. prexy Emanuel Frisch 
feice Theatres, Brooklyn) would get together. and name 
ccuumittees tu tackle varicus problems affinitive to their 
interests It was subsequently Jearned Johnston is. due 
here within the next three weeks to get together with 
Mirisch and they will contact Frisch either by phone 
Gr in person and galvanize groups for action. 

Mirisch explained sesh as preliminary discussion into. 
broad problems facing the industry. He’s.responsibie for 
sapport between Producers Guild and TOA which monthly 
Wiports activities an production in bulletin to all mem- 
hers. It is he who also clinched working agreement with 
Motion Picture Producers Assn. whereby four SDG reps - 
are on the MPA hoard. 

Producer telt time had come when exhib toppers: should 
get to know creative leaders, understand each others’ 
problems - ( 
statewide censorship, one of most important issues, could 
ke nipped in the bud. 

Newark Booth Local Isnores rT § 
(Stagehands) Pickets at Par & Adams 
Though assertedly “locked out’+¢ 

for past three months and. nov 

supplanted by automation, Stage-_ 

hands Local 21 continues to picket 

the Tom Adams-owned Paramount 
and Adams firstrun situations in [ 

Newark. The issue, however, has 

primarly become an intramural 

union rhubarb because of refusal 
by Proajectionists Local 244 to re- 
spect the IA pickets. 

Boothmen’s | recalcitrance was 
expected to be a hot topic at the 
general exec board meeting Mon- 
day ‘24: of the International Alli- 
ance of Theatrical Stage Empolyes 

arette. 

had brought Ken. 
Washington and Mrs. Anna Rosenberg. 

‘Rand-- 

and try to work them out so that threats of 

ww 

past. -have done;.: 
tackle film industry. problems via specific. study and rec-- _ 

Mirisch ‘told VARIETY: 

they couldn't agree. on issués brought. up. ‘We: also. dis 
cussed alternatives and touched’ on areas where programs 
are to he developed. This will have to be done by smaller. 
groups. We can't do ‘it’ with - 30,.. each with a different. 
opinion. 

“You name the problem. and ‘that’s. it. We. all know - 
what they are, but ‘the exhibitors don’t. It is -only “by 
mutual understanding that we can. work them out.” 

Mirisch contended “Our Producers: ‘Guild’ is the central 
proup ameng the creative people here and natyral bridge 
for the whole industry, including» exhibition ‘and. dis-: 
tribution. . 

“AS a consequence, * he ‘added. eye: ‘should be the co-. 
ordinator ‘and take the Jeadership to improve industry 
relations. | _ 

~ Sex: Saviour. of Screen?” 

Hollywood, J uly 25. 
_ Meeting’ of production, exhibition and distribution of-. 
ficials here last week adjourned asall such meetngs ‘in 

- Committees were _appointed, ‘each to 

ommendations .in that. order. If anything comes of. this, 
precedents will have been established: This is the cynical. 
view, of course, but it. originates with: cértain. respected 
trade veterans who recall many. -over-the-years ‘efforts: to-* 
ward a4 united industry front. Hopes. ‘they. hold for success. 
now are. tempered by failures. of-the past... ~ 

The convention of -30 well-plated: industry. people. here. 
last week did, hawever, bring into focus certain fact and 
fiction about the sex-and-sir: pictures. of which: the trade. 
has had a spate- -ful, On the one hard ¢ertain. exhibitors 
proclaimed that a ‘continuation of. the “adult” cinematic. 

‘fare has got to result in- ‘censorship on ‘various .. govern- 
mental levels. This.in turn, ds. interpreted. as interference. 
from the. outside, and a ‘greater ‘Thigraine than: ever: for-.. 
the business. 

The rejoinder. from. some’ production sources. ‘is two- 
fold. Part One has: them -insisting that the heavyweight... 
-sexoramas out of Hollywood have meant the salvation for — 
many an exhibition outlet, as well ‘as. the‘ producer. They 
say there's no denying the allegation the public has given 
its boxoffice support to the .outspoken film product.. Part. 
Two from. the’ filmmaking end offers reasoning in the 
form: of .an unanswered question. — If ‘the ‘American pic 
colony refrains from. turning” out: sex pictures of the type 
done in past with: Production Code. approval, will exhibs’ 
refrain’ from. playing the imported stuff. that does not: 
-bave Code. okay? .. 

The Chic in Chi 
Chicago, ‘July. 25. 

Michael Todd Theatre,. cur- 
rently showing “La Dolce “Vi- 
ta,” is going “continental” in 
keeping with the picture. At 
intermission, waitresses from a. 
restaurant across the street 
take orders from patrons a$ 
they leave the theatre and the 
drinks are theoretically ready 
at the restaurant by the time 
the ticketholder finishes a cig- 

Theatre manager Leo Zabe- 

would : So- ‘enjoin themselves. | 
Obviously, thete' could be no. assurances that ‘all: exhibs 

U.S. to Europe. 
‘Ea Aaronoft 
Stanley Ascher 
Wally Cox | 
Ted Friend 
Aviva ‘Gore. 
Mark Leddy ©. 
Jeff Livingston: 
Nick Pery . 
Mark - Rydell: 
Michael Shillo’ 
John B: ‘Spires 
Lee Strasberg: 
Paula Strasberg. 
Larry “Wilde- 

| L. A. to N. Y.... 
_ Barney Balaban - 
Jacques Bar 
Arthur Davis: 
Martin Davis 

‘Si Fabian. . 
Marshall -Fine’ 
Carl Fisher — 

uy think a ‘permanent: ‘program - 
will be .et up in the near: future. We ‘had. four ‘different . 
E:oups represented ‘at the ‘meeting ard: it was natural 

-‘Mirisch: on new. faces, self-regulation; Frisch,. 

Communication Prose 
_ ‘The ability (2) of. the film 

- industry publicist to plumb the 
eliche thickets, to substitute 
prolixity for clarity. on occa- 
sion : ‘produces a startling exer-. 
cise in-oneupmanship. .. 

- Take. the tradepress. handout. .. 
that starts: “The first national 
unified concerted drive in the 
‘history of motion. picture ex- | -[ 
hibition to |, Promote quality -. 
product . ‘aoe 
Is et ot cbody ‘trying: to say : 

something—or trying not to.. 

- “Ag a-eentral force, the people: who: produce pictures,” 
must necessarily have a deep interest in talent. on the". 
one side and distribution: and- exhibition. on the: ‘other. ~~ 

'- Phat’s why we feel our guild,. made: up. largely - of indie: 
Producers, belongs - in ‘the forefront” of industry’ leader- 
‘ship. me . 

: As to. First. Meeting a 
- Producers Guild prexy also noted, in response to eriti- . 

cism ‘way ‘meet was engineered,- “It’s easy to. criticize: but. - 
not easy tq do. You mustn't forget many -of those: present. mts 
never met before. ‘socially _ or on a. common business _ 5 
_ground.. Hence it was -silly to expect, me ‘or- ‘Anyone to: 
have set a definite agenda for the conference. | ©- 

“Our people all-are- aware of. the. problems. of the Ine: ; 
dustry, but we. first. have to. set a fourdation to build: a:. 
solid structure where. the bricks. don't ‘Separate ‘or. ‘fall 
down soon. after construction.” - 

‘Praise was given. RKO. Theatres’ prexy- Harry ‘Mandel’s 2 
_ suggestion for-one. or ‘more. reéls:showing néw faces from: -” 

various ‘studios. He | pr romised. such: a-reel. would be. shown. : 
 In-every theatre inthe. ‘country. It could. do-much good - 
- With the public and ‘moviegoers, more. so -than..publicity -.- 

. | pap gushing from. various. and. sundry. studio. founts,. not on 
to mention - ‘meaningless - out pourings* ‘from. .p:a.’s.: oan 

Mirisch said idea was. greeted favorably -and will he: 
‘developed. ‘Most: likely. studios will’ make up- own. footage 
with National: Screen’ or ‘distribs themselves: funneling core 
reels to all exposure . centers | gratis. . 
Committees: to’ be set up for: advancing various ‘causes |. 

of. the industry will: probably - find Johnston, or: aides, 
handling press, code ‘and ‘suggestions on ‘self-regulation: 

-self-regu. 
dation insofar as exhibition of Seal-less ° ‘PAX, are ‘concerned. 

‘Those Present 
Attending the. sesh | were; © 
SPG: Walter ‘“Mirisch, Jerry. “wala: * Julian Biausteiii,” 

Martin -Rackin, . Jerry. Bresler, Fred ; ‘Kohlmar, and: ‘Lou 
Greenspan. | 
Directors. Guild. of -America:: ‘George: Sidney: . Screen 

Actors Guild:. Dana’ Andrews; Writers. Guild of America, 
West: Charlies Schnee. . © 
CMpAA: Eric Johnston, Anna Rosenberg. ‘and Kenneth’ ° 

ar Con, 
AMPP: Y.. Fr ank: Freeman, Clarke (Dukey “Wales, - 
C. of E.: Si Fabian,: Stanley-Warner; Emanuel Frisch, 

Randforce: circuit: Roy. Cooper, Denver, subbing for TOA 
head Albert Pickus: -Harry C. Arthur, chairman of ‘South: :.. 
ern. California Theatre’ ‘Owners; .Marshall Fine, head .of 
Associated. Theatres,- Cleveland, and. Allied States. Assn.3. 
William Fornian, head of Pacific Drive-Ins; Harry Mandel, , 
RKO. Theatrés. ‘prexy; ‘Harry: Goldberg, ad-pub head, ‘SW 
circuit; and Sidney Markley; American Broadcasting- ‘Para- 
mount Theatres exec.- — ; 
‘Studio. heads: Harold Mirisch, Mitisch, Bros::. ao ‘Sammel 

Briskin and Sol A. Schwartz, Columbia: Peter’G..Levathes, .- 7 

. 20th-Fox; Jack Karp, Paramount; William T.:Orr, Warner: wn 
-Bros., and Robert ‘Blumofe, “United: Artists. 

; | Continental U Unites With Raoul Katz 
“For Production i in France, a la MGM. 

—+ Following. the” ead. of.. Metro, e 

tributing ‘Inc, ‘has ‘joined: forces’ 
| witha French: producer: ‘to ‘set ‘up: . 

a- local: production company in- 
France. ‘Continental, generally re- 

.garded-as. the “major” of the U.S. 
‘Findies, already has heavy ecopro-. 
-| duction - interests..in . the . British = 
| industry: and thus now. extends: its 
interests. tothe continent. | 

‘|. The deal also reflects the’ in- 
creasing importance. being . given. 

| to. local praduction abroad. by':U.S... 

| pendent. Metro, in. addition to its‘. 

Walter. ‘Reade’s : Continerifaj : Dis- ae 

film people; both major and inde-.” 

in Ottawa. Projectionists were 
twice rotified by IATSE to coop- 
erate with the sfagehands, the 
second communique having been a |- 
sharply unequivocal order. But 
Local 244, of which Harry Shocket 
is biz agent, remained defiant. 

Since the alleged Jockout, man- 
agement kas installed automatic 
curtain and light controls which 
the projectionists operate in both 
houses. Before the -hassle, two 
stavehands were emploved in each 
theatre. 

‘COLD WIND’ PARENTAGE 
Aidart Pictures, which is dis- ; 

tributing the LS indie film, “A j 
Cold Wind in August.’ is actually 
a United Artists subsidiary. Lopert } 
Pictures, another UA operation, is 
hapdling the sales-tor the film. 

“he film, which deals with a 
Je... alfair between a burlesque 
gueen and a_i 417-xear-old boy, 
doesn't carry a Production Code ! 
£eal. Whether or not it had ever 
sought a seal could not be learned. 

at the Embassy and ‘Trans- Lux ° 
52d St. Theatres in New York. 

« 
t 

lin said that he was emulating 
the British practice of serving 
tea and sandwiches between 
acts, and the Russians’ caviar 
between curtains. 

LION VS. VITALITE 

Charges Latter legally 
‘Angry Silence’ 

Lion International, via breach of 
I contract suit last Thursday (‘2@) in} 
N.Y. Federal District Court, seeks 
to enjoin Vitahte Films from con- 
tinuing U. S. distribution of “Angry | 

: Silence.” Plaintiff is also asking 
‘fora $96,666 judgment, plus ac-| 
|counting of rental monies before |. 
and after termination of distribu- 
ttion rights. 

Lion ended the pact in May, and. 
,Claims Vitalite: has been handling 
ipic illegally sinee. Suit says Vita- | 
‘lite agreed to pay $150.000 non- 
‘returnable guarantee against plain- 
‘tiff’s share of profits, with, initial 
‘installment of $30,000 and the bal-|- 

“Co'd Wind” opens today 'Wed.) ance in 18 monthly payments. Lion |: 
‘charges Vitalite wifh defaulting on |. 
i pay ments since last April. 

Pa sw ite Qs 

Books. 

Emanuel Frisch 
. Steven Gethers. 

Ted: Hirsch 
- Russell ‘Holman. 

’ Ross. Hunter — 
Mori..Krushen.. 

|. -Carol Lawrence 
_ Sidney Markley 
‘Ben. Melniker. 
Tad Mose] 
Glenn Norris’ 

. Joan. O’Brien | 
. Jerry. Pickman. 
Robert Preston 
Paul Raibourn. 
‘Robert: Rich - 

’ Anna. Rosenberg 
. BiN Scott. — 

' Don W. Sharpe 
Plato Skouras - 

- George Weltner. 

Europe ‘to U. Ss. 
' Noelle Adam 
Bryan Byrne. 
Walter Chiari. 
Alexander. H.° Cohen : 
Buddy Howe 
Kenneth Hyman 
Lionel Larner 

“. Jack O'Brian 
Thomas M. Pr ‘Or 

. she os fe a ey. 

‘|: Karl. Bernstein 

. Milton ‘Gould. 

..Gene Wesson. 

SCRIPT DUE FRIDAY. 

7 Sidney. Shelton: Puts Old ‘Jumbo’ 
. For Cameras: 

‘Hollywood, July 25. 
Writer. 

ing script. on “Jumbo” ‘by. this Fri- 
‘day (28). 

Producer Joe ’ Pasternak. ‘has : 
-. |lined..up. ‘Doris. Day, Jimmy ‘Dur-: 
-|ante, Martha Raye for the ‘produc- 

tion. to be. directed. by Chuck 
a Walters, : 

NOY. toL A 
Janet Cohn 
‘Vincent J. Donehue 

B.'G. Kranze 
. Eugene Murphy’ 

Otto Preminger: 
Mo Rothman 

_ Gerald Schultz 
~ Spyros -P. ‘Skouras 
Gordon Stulberg 
Lee Tracy - 

| Titanus -story).: 
| made - ‘extensive ‘ production: deals" 
}-with producers on the continent. . 
Another U.S. indie,’ Janus -‘Films,, ©: ” 

Sidney Sheldon | has. ‘hag announced. plans for coproduc-. a "| promised. Joe: Pasternak the shoot- 

joint interest with Jacques Bar.-in-'- 
" |Cipra Productions of France, has’: 

set up a joint company. in, Italy. 
with Titanus of Rome (sée separate’ 

Columbia also has’ 

tion ‘in’ France with Rene ‘Thevi-:. 
net's: Contact, Organization. : ae 

Reade’s .new French “company 
will ‘be known as Cariton-Conti-— 
nental ‘and has. been formed in-’ 
association with Raowl:. Katz, . of. 

o -Carlton’ ‘Film Export. ‘Company’ s- 
| first: pic, already before the cam- 
| eras in Paris, is.“La. Belle Ameri- 
‘| caine,” with Robert Dhery, ‘best’. 

. ‘known this side for “La Plume De «. 
Ma_ Tante,”-dotbling- both ‘as: di- — 
‘rector ‘and star.. It’s a comedy. tell-. -. 

| irig. how: ‘the. lives of a- couple of 
|. Parisian ‘workers are. completely . 
‘upset by ‘the ‘acquisition. of a ‘beau 

+} tiful’ American ¢ar..  ... 
1. According _-to - Irving ‘Worser, 
prexy of Continental Distributing, 
“Americaine”..is the: first of sev--. 

| eral -such coproductions ‘to. be’ Put 
‘in work by. the new company: in - 
‘the next. two. Heats, ” ; 

eet 



oe tants,” 

‘Wednesday, July 26, 1961 ©. 

_ New York Sound Tra ack 

“Tom: Brandon’ posteards: from ‘Mfascow: ‘that - his: short, 
“provided ‘about: the only laughs heard.in the ‘course. of. the entire :fest. 

- Just concluded .:. 
_ for ‘indianapolis. Louisville’ ‘and intermediate -cities to talk about, family.} - 

-: films, including “The Trapp Family.” Gil Golden wag on this beat‘ earlier ]- .. 
- Indie distrib Arthur’ Davis: due in today ‘Wed: from Los ‘Angeles | , 

“Where he :held meetings with. execs. of Nikkatsu. Studios’ of: Tokyo - re 
me ’ a’ possible English: Language. feature: with Japanese ‘stars: to, be: Jensed. 

“dn. Miami. 
“Wynn Loewenthal | has ‘resigned as “editor” ‘of. ‘Harrison's’ ‘Reports’ to 

‘become trade paper. rep for United: Artists. He ‘succeeds Burt Sotonton 
. who moved Over ‘to-Embassy Pictures .. 

' ‘theatre are riinning a “Voyage to The. Bottom. of The. Sea” contest, with 
winners getting ‘free’ trips-to Jamaica (B .W:L, not Queens). Contestants, 
‘both male and. female, ‘are asked to- ‘submit photographs. of. theniselves | ! 

~ jn bathing suits. and will be. judged “on the basis of Physique (beauty, 
‘personality and ‘entertainment ‘ability.””. 

Longtime: film industry lawyer Morris Ebenstein. ‘the: was * “Warner’é s 
58) will be repped..on. Broadway |-. : copyright legalite for -30 -years,: till ’ 

_ hext season for the. second time.. Right to his “Defender of the’ Lost,” 
dealing ‘with Clarence: Darrow; were picked up by producer ‘Roger .L.. 

“. Stevens, Under. E. B.. Morris. hom de plume, lawyer perined: An Mo it. 
-UA's Mori - as’ it. Commes.”. which: ‘appeared on ‘Broadway in.1944-. 

~ Krushen back in N.Y. after-three: weeks in ‘Chicago ‘and: Hollywood 
aa ~ Jamess Woolley to: Maiathon ‘Internation’ Productions. as. super-: 
Te “vising film..ed’. 

' gaccio 70.” Joe: Levine-Carlo. Ponti. -eoproduction shooting it. Italy, in |. 
“Initial seg (directed by Federico. Fellini) of ‘“Boc- 

the can..Three other: segs ‘to go,: each:-with.own'-Star and director: : a 
‘Levine -as ‘distributor ‘cheered. by" Two: ‘Women's ": Bross. of $161. 753. 
-in first .ten. weeks at. the’ Sutton: “arty. © 

Apropos the survival. problems: of. filin’ far. magazines. *which ‘Dora 
Albert detailed in depth. in.a recent “VARIETY . streamer;. ‘latest. issue’: of | 

- Gallagher’s Report, newsletter of. mag_ field; reports . movie, romance: 
and radio periodicals. down. 27. 3% in- advertising: pages; : 

-Pr oducer ‘Joe. ‘Pasternak fs. coauthor with novelist: Williain: rs Kelley. : 
of: “The Rich Are Poor,” which McGraw-Hill is bringing out in. Novem- 
‘ber. No-word’ ‘yet Te ‘filmization; but: ‘potential’ S apparerit. in- the story,’ 
which. deals with . the. ‘spiritual rebirth: of.a rich. and powerful man: 

-Gene ‘Tierney. is first: femme star set: for “advise and Consent”. ‘as |.° 
capitol | hostess Dolly’ Harrison,- leaving three more .key -roles.to be- 

. Eiji Okada, the Japanese lover:.of “Hiroshima, Mon Amour,"” filled . 
signed: for. “Ugty. American,”” which: ‘George Englund will do for Uni- 
versal , 

off its shooting: sked—a‘* minor millennium for. filmusicals : 

. Argentina to check ‘out location. arrangements. ; 

-* Could. ‘be that. the choice real: estate - ‘on. the. west ‘side ‘of: ‘Broadway. 
: sth ‘to 46th Streets: might be. going on the auction block. But ‘Daily: 

News ‘columnist, James, Davis’. “report -of .an: ‘imminent ‘sale. to’ the Tisch 
: (Loew's) iriterests is. branded an erratum’ by . Tisch. People: ‘who, Say. 
, "there. have been no discussons. of any ‘such. ‘deal.. 

Burton- ‘Stone,. formerly. general. manager of ‘the: now-closed: eastern’ 
division of. Consolidated Films: Labs, lias been-named.. sales: smanagr. ‘of 
Movielab here .. ::; Fraitces Tysén ‘Nutt’s: comedy, “The. Pro,” ‘has been 

- acquired by.- ‘producer. Daniel: Kane and director ‘Kenneth Buckridge 
‘for their -Greenhill Productions. , 

through: ‘Raleigh and. Charlotte’ (N.C. promoting: “The: Trapp» ‘Family” 
. ‘Robert Youngson’s: “Days -of.- Thrills. and Laughter, " 
released; ‘has-been invited to..the ‘Venice’ Film: Fest : 
already has the soundtrack album for ‘Astor. Pictures’ “Ta Dolce. Vita,” 
has ‘just acquired ‘similar Tights: to. Astor's: “Rocco ‘and. ‘His: Brothers.” 
Both scores are by. Nino Rota. = 

Alfred Katz, UA’s foreign’ division: manager, ‘left’ New: York tor ‘the: 
Far East Monday (24) ;.-."The youngster who won the.- ‘pony. in 20th- 
Fox's locak “Misty”. -contest received: the. good news at his family’s 
summer estate on Long Island. He'll accept. delivery wher: ‘he returns 

_ from an’ extended European vacation this: fall , ..: Marvin Friedlarider,, 
"amost recently with. Valian Films. has joined the: sales ‘staff. ‘of. ‘Lopert: 
Films, 

“Playwright Graham. ‘Greene éntera indie. production: with “The ‘Liy- 
~ ing: ‘Room”: whieh John Stafford produces with: cast headed. by Rex 
Harrison. 
assigned Robert. Arthur to. produce :.-:...Mirisch Co. MPAA- registered 
“They're Playing, Our Song,’ ‘Columbia . Pictures. . “Gambling. dine.: 
-Treasure ‘Chest’ of’ the Underworld.” ~ 

‘Following the: lead: of. . Paramount (with: “psyeho") and GA’ “with 

unobjectionable. ‘for - adults ‘and: adolescents)... 

on a five-week ‘biz trip. through. Lebanon; Iran, -Pakistan, Hong: Kong |- 
and Japan... 

tions, 

Sunset” \.\.. Sidney: Kramer, ‘formerly NTA-TV’s .veep in ™ charge’ of. 
foreign sales, has been appointed | head ‘of ‘UA's newly: organized: sales. 

Abe: Weiner’s. Fortune. Film. Associates -of. 7 . btatistics department . 
Boston. Will handle Times: Film’ releases in the northeastern U. S.. 

“0. "Seven Arts’. producer - Kenneth Hyman - due. in today ‘Wed.) trom | 
‘Paris. where his “Gigot” is now shooting ‘. ~ 
French Film Office's press. chief: and. currently on vacation, will-.be 
.) attending the upcoming | Montreal film. fest. . 

dealing with N: Y.’s welfare problems . 
Theatre. has: just finished’ a complete interior. overhanling. - 
AP dispatch from. ‘Manila. mentions Filipino ‘actor:: ‘Privitivo Santa’. 

‘Romano,. who usually plays. tough. guy roles, * being ° ‘killed in a.-gun |. 
‘battle with the police.on the: movie lot after:he (Santa Remano) seriqus-. 
ly- wounded .two. men_before.the cops shot him -dead.. Actor; who was |: 

-'@ popular favorite, was reported to have béen drinking. heavily. 

Z taiking. up UA's. “Judgment at: Nuremburg” which. . opens . hardticket 
dates at the. Palace here and Pantages in. Hollywood in late. ‘December |" 

.. Howard: Minsky currently: shooting a short on ‘Saratoga. trotting. 
racing, .“Fire Away, The Story- of a: “Frotter’*: ‘featuring vet: agtor Bab. oo 

. “held, June: 25 through duly 6 7 ‘Allen. Paramount ‘will release: ws 

“Pow lw wow" | 

. 20th-Fox publicist ‘Greg Morrison takes. off. Aug. ra 

/ 20th. and the Idcal Paramount: 

“fis. ‘dipping. 

there. is” something. wrong when a 
film that grosses $8,000,000. ‘in’ its: 

U's “Flower Drum: Song,” just completed, clipped. 13. days. 
; Harold. 
-Hecht’.in town this -week: for: *‘Taras’ Bulba” ‘talks at UAs ‘thence, ‘to 

‘for’ them. © Arty, 
a leases are” taking 
-eyes:.off “the regular bread-ahd- 
-butter- potential... he. feels. — 

‘Just back from - Europe; - Henry 
. Denker, whose. play, “A Far: County”: is.a.current Broadway hit, has] 
‘been. -Signed by Perlberg-Seaton ‘to ‘write the script for “The. Hook: 

. 20th publicist Bill Stutman back at the homeoffice after a swing 

which 20th. 
(RCA; which. 

Monkeys” 
| France, 
“‘thesp* Dany. Saval: recently siyned 
-by Disney for: seven 
ain will unfurl. “Bon Voyage’: .with 
‘Fred. MacMurray | and Jane Wy-:! 
-man, on’ Yank tourists, and “The 

| Castaways” with. Maurice. Cheval- 
-|fer-and Hayley. Mills based on 
Jules": Veriie's.: “Captain: Grant's. 

“Naked Edge”), Columbia isn’t . -planning ‘any press previews for. .its} : 
‘ upcoming -“shocker,”.,“Scream of Fear.” Col, however, did let the Le- |. 
“gion of. Deceney:.see‘‘it: and last week. Legion rated it A-II (morally 

“Robert V.. Perkins, | 
Far and .Middle East supervisor for ‘American ‘International ‘Pics,’ off. 

. purchased | David Walker. novel. “Diamonds for Danger,” 

‘tians. mi 

«Dan Frankel’s: Zenith International has. acquired. U: S. 
rights to “The. Green, “Mare,” one. “of the Tibald recent French’ Produc: | 

“Broadway. exhibs are ‘vertatnly. getting: uppity. ‘The. Victoria won't . 
‘seat ny. patrons. during: the’ last 13. minutes of “Naked Edge”: and | | 
the Palace pulls ‘the same. trick’ ‘during. the. last :10° minutes .of :“Last. 

Helen Scott, the local. 

W THE 
By, HANK WERBA 

San Sebastian, July 25. 
“According: to Roy: Disney, prexy:| 
of ‘Walt Disney. Films Inc.,’ biz’ in; 
‘Western: Europe. is relatively ‘fio | 
good.’ This’ behooves ~ air. added 
Selling ; ineentive by his: conipany. 
abroad since Disney: pix are han- 
dled. by: local outlets in each coun- | 
_try:. “Disney « feels’ that’ European | 
‘grosses are: just not commensurate 
‘with, domestic’: :U-S.-Canada_ rev-; 
-eflues on. the company’s - -family 
“pix. He i making w four of Eu-. “ 
rope | to see why. — 

‘Disney: ‘opines . it usually’ comes y: 
-down tothe. local European ‘exhib 
who ‘makes -ro effort to sell ‘the 
‘product. Moves | “pyr 

paigns,. 
underlining Disney’s.- hypothesis. : 
He’ reports ‘receipts down ot | 

‘most. European countries’ -except 
Even ‘the -Far. East. 
He. maintains that 

Seandanavia. 

home ‘marts finds it hard going.} 
Ayruie gq 'SSEMS,, : SE ase y “peolge j. 
Robinson” 

‘ Had To Push - 
Tt ‘took’ work. to finally get it an” 

‘August. release date . at the big. 
Gaumont ‘Palace’ in. Paris. Disney 
does’ not ‘understand this: European’ 
exhibitors . 
“family” featires - though - tontin-* 

reluctance: ‘to. 

ually giving lip service ‘to: the need } 
‘exploitation | re- . 

‘theatremen’s. 

Disney - Points out ‘that. exhib « 
‘thinking both overseas and in the 
‘States: is: ‘becoming. split. They 
want. ‘to ‘have ‘the ‘bést of both: 
trends | and sometimes. mix ex- 
‘ploitable “items and family lures, 
thereby - osing.. potential .in each: 

-O’Seas Productions: 
‘Distiey's own production’ ‘abroad - 

ds in. keeping with general trends 
.and tastes. Demands for. an inter- 
-est ‘in foreign locales. are ‘being 
-met. by. films. made. abroad ° when. 
subjects ‘call for them: ‘Eady help |. . 
‘in Great. Britain is also: an ineen- | 
tive; . Disney will ‘do two features 
in Britain and iwg. in Frarice ‘this © 
fall. 

Set. for France. are “The. Lovable | 
Rats. of the Paris. Opera” on 
young: ballet . dancers and . “The. 

on Yank influences in. 
‘Both. ‘will star French 

Children.” 
- Disney was: at ‘the San. Sebastian | 

R NEEDS: 

‘the-: Disney:| 
‘force in. some: key- French spots, 
including video and press -cam-.} 

Noticeably swelled. - biz... 

which most ‘French éx-. 
‘hibs and’.many. distribs felt was | chief ‘operating offic 
Tot ‘What the French wanted, 

pix. In Brit-. 

5 PICTURES 

LAZY 

See ersnnlacte 

MGM Backlot Disaster 
Holly wood, July 25. 

_. An explosion of undeterm:- 
-~fned: origin. in’ a concrete am- 

" munition. - ‘bunker ‘on Metro 

1 backlot Killed two special ef- 
- fects. ‘men and . critically in- 

-‘jured: a third. “Dead are Carl 
| E. Elmendorf, 73. Metro vet 

Of 26 years, and, ‘Dell S. Price, 

_55,: with: ‘studio since - 1959. 
Carl _E. Friend was rushed to 
the - -Washington Hospital in 

* Culver’ City for emergency 
surgery following blast. © 

" Technicians. were working 
on ammunition fer blanks, 
‘transferred from studio's 
main arsenal, when mishap oc- 

Jeurred. 

Sheldon Smerling’ 3 
Control of NT&T 

-torder of “Francis” 
“Sheldon Smerling. exec v.p. and 

ev of National | 
“y Theatres & Television, has become | 
{the top’ individual stockholder in: 
the circuit’ with -his- purchase of . 
115.000 shares of the common issue ; 
fram’ B Gerald Cantor. Latter, : 

+who had been top man, apparently | 
‘také-'is out-entirely, giving up member- | 

ship on the board.as of this: upcom- ' 
‘ing . Friday (28:.. Cantor also had — 
been -president and board chair- 
man. |: 

‘Smerling and other members of 
“his family. are’ engaged in Sinerling | 
‘Enterprises, | investing .. operation - 
-which halds a large: block of stock. 
jin ABC ending Co. ABC in turn! 
: operates concessions in NT&T ex-? 
‘hibition units. ‘Just lost Loew's.) - 

-: Considering: previous purchases j 
lof the NT&T stock, it's figured onat 
“Smerling now holds close to 2 
“000 shares. ‘Price involved in fhe 
deal with’ Cantor was not revealed : 
but.the current :trading value fs 
registered. al $8. am “per share. 

et 

_PREUD! ROLLS AUG. 21 

Seeks: Malden. if Free, 
For. One of Roles 

4 Huston 

John Hustéa has offered a role i 
‘in. “Freud” to Karl Malden, econ- 
| tingent: ‘upen actor's availability ! 
twhen ‘pic goes before ¢ameras : 

ug: 21. 

Huston’. will ‘produce and direct : 
picture. story. of the famed analyst, ' 
with Montgomery Clift In the title ; 
role. Susannah York has also 
been signed. Script fs by Wolfgang ; 
Reinhardt and Charles Kaufman. 

4 Release is through Universal. 

Malden fs currently in re- 

“TAS en ie Sia 
Hare d-Core of Catholic Interest Not All 

By VINCENT CANBY 

On the basis of the first three 
domestic dates on “Francis of As- 
sisi” in San Francisco, ‘Chicago and 

| Montreal, 20th-Fox exees are pre- 
dicting a long period of profit- 
taking by the pic Unusual aspect 
of the experience so far is that the 
film, a frankly religious bio with 
spectacle elements, has opened to 
good’ business, and then gone an 
to bulid steadily at the bo, with 
the result that midweek business 

‘foften has exceeded previous week- 
end biz 

“Francis,” of course. has a ready- 
‘made audience of no small size 
among Ruman Catholics and cer- 
tain other Chistian denomina- 
tions. However, to hit the bo big- 
time, it's got: to @raw substantial 
numbers of patrons frem outside 
this cirele. According to 20th ex- 

jecs, pileture seems to be dotng just 
this, since business so far has beet 
| without benefit: of the kind of 
:Broup sales often rehed upon to 
te Specral sexmpents of potential 

Pero “alm people at home in han- 
j dling Pix with more obviouy ex- 
ploitation angles. a picture on the 

can present une 

usual selling problems That 4, 
how do you get the “message” 
across to the special audience, 
without alienating -or just boring) 

:the more generat audience ? 
“Francis” current, seems {0 be 
reaping the rewards of an untusual- 
ly widespread production and post- 
production publicity campaign that 
penetrated not only the religious 
media but also a large section of 

:fhe lay communications services. 
As analyved by one 20th exee 

‘last week, there are two kinds of 
hit pictures. The first. he said, be- 
‘ing the kind where the audience 
can't’ seem {to get to the theatre 
quickly enough, He cited “Butter- 

‘field 8° as an example ‘It's al- 
“most as $f people were trying to 

Cc ontinued on page TW) 
we a we 

‘PINK SUES AIP RE BOOK 
BASED ON ‘REPTILICUS’ 

Hollywood. July 25 
Producer Sidney Pink has filed 

$250,000 suit against American In- 
ternational Pictures and Monarch 

: Books for unauthorized use of ins 
name as author of “Reptilicus,” 
Supposedly based on his film He 
{charges book contains passages of 
i “lewd. lascivious, wanton nature” 
‘that holds him up “to public eon- 
,tempt and rid§[eule” “Reptilicus’” 
| was produred by Pink In Copen- 
;hagen for American International 
; (Pink and AIP hare been in al- 
itercation orer this pic ture on quese 
j tion of tts alleged “Danish Eng- 
i lish” dialog rather than “American 
‘English ”"-~Ed's 

es Le ne te ee ae og ee 

Film Fest for the ‘showing ofthe hearsals for “All Fall Down,” ‘Rudy Medina (Contracts 
animated. feature: oy 01 Dalma- : : ! which. John Houseman is produc- 

Ming at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 
ere ee eee tae wee coomemhenitee tae neem oes 

~~ Arter-On-Top-of-an-Arter 

“Because: of the’ gearcity: of exist- 
ing--eastside theatres which. might 
be remodeled into a firstrun artie, 

. . Roberta Hodes, .an‘ as- |. ; 
sociate: ‘producer on, Several. Warner Bros: “films. ‘Tnakeg..her: debut as |~ 

Lt a‘ full-fledged producer - with the . screen adaptation : of “The Inhabi- |’. 
: The Little. Carnegie Ship: 23, 679. Prints. 

“. Print ‘shipments - “during : 
“1961's “United. Artists Weeks" . 
‘réached “ari exceptionally high~’. 
total’. of 23,679;- and included — 
-& -Tecord: for. feature shipment 

‘charge of. domestic sales. The.” 
- number of features: shipped ex-. 

1,903. 
“An annuat event,” 

Artists Weeks’ this year: was 
“United 

Reade Constructing Coronet Upstairs Over Baronet— | 
_Esst. Side Sites at Premium 

and because of the high cost of 
lconstructing an. entirely new the-. 
‘latre, Walter’ Reade Jr, of Reade . 
i Theatres, ‘has decided to build a 
Hew theatre atop -his present Baro- 
net on Third Avenue. 
' The Baronet will be extensively 
remodeled while the new artie, to 
be ealled the Coronet, is under. 
construction topside. New house 

{will have 600 seats and feature. a 
_ | number of . theatre innovations, jn- 

‘for ‘the ‘period; “according | to... 

Walter Reade Jr. took.a full column ad in.the Sunday (9) N.Y. Times |-. Jamés: R. Velde, UA veep in. 
“to. Promote’: the industry-wide -adoption of -a film Classification’ system |. 

. Local. units of RKO Theatres last week started. showing a trailer |, 
'. ceeded _iast:. year's total. by . 

cluding.“ ‘air curtains,” 
vide. for 

which pro- 
“controlled temperature. 

jareas”’ leading from the street in- 
{to the theatre proper and thus do 

: door. - eonventional 
‘Both ‘theatres will 

their. ‘own © entrances, 
‘and lobbies: 

have 

Work starts this fall 
boxoffices | 

Seasheller Pellicer 
Madrid. July 25 

Hollywood film producer Rudy 
Medina. who recently coproduced 
“The Magic Fountain” in Spain 
with Esther Williams and Fer- 
nando Latuas, and Is ‘now cepro- 
ducing “The Tramp Dog.” star- 
ring Maurice Marsac, signed Piria 

; Pellicer last week to a three pic- 
ture contract 

Mexican screen star, In Madrid 
after winning the ‘best actress” 
award at the Sern Sebastian Filer 
Festiva) for her role in “One-Eyed 
Jacks.” said her fist with Medina 
would be “Pedro El Cruet" «Peter 
The Cruel: screenplaved by Catlos 
Blanco for the Rudy Medina- 

‘Castilla Filuns coptoduction ta be 
‘filmed this year. 
i Medina has an option on Miss 
Pellicer’s services for two ad- 
ditional features but tias green ber 
a “prior approvai” clause for 
script. dsrector and leading man. 

i Medina also confirmed the 
amount of $150,000 he paid to his 
ex-partner in “The Magic Four. 
‘tain’ co-production = giving = the 
yank producer world distribution 
rights with the exception of Spaia 

- band-is to be finished next spring iand Portugal. 
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LA Still Strong: Dolce Vita’ Giant  |H0s HebblePorand; | Edge’ Smooth $17 000, Det; ered ¢ > 

Parr Fairish sh $63 500 | o of 28 | 1G; ‘Vita’ Wham 236, Guns’ Sock 186 306, Spartacus Wow $17,300, 40th; | se Petes 2B ita’ Wham 236, “Guns’ , 
0 and. biz is sagging’  sharpl a 7 be a 
lat nearly all situations, “perrish:* 3 —t Detroit, July. 25 

‘Goodb @ Loud iG, ‘Ni ki 10, | only pic, is fairish ‘at Fox.: “Spar- | . 3 adw Gt ‘Goodbye ‘Again ‘at the: ‘Micht- 

y | acus roves into “third, good) Broa way rosses, | gin, and ‘Naked, Page’ at the 
los Angeles, July 25. 4 -{Trap” holds for fourth nice round! ‘| another. good grossing week cur- 

First-1unms here continue nic ely é ; Lat. Orpheum: “Naked Edge” shapes | i Estimated Total Gross: _ oe rently” “Ta. Dolce Vita’ continues. - : 

this week though a drop is noted Key City Grosses a good. at Music Box.” This. Week ....:..... -$627,300 | sensational in second week at Upe': aa 
from last. week's sharp upturn. oS”) Estimates for This Week . “| |.‘ Based:on. 31. theatres) |, town Trans-Lux Krim:. a 
“La Dolce Vita” continues its amaz-|- : |)"; Broadway -(Parker) (1,890; $1-. Last Year ..:.00.5-. $595,300. .| - “Guns. of  Navarone” still. is: . 
ing pace with a wham $30,000 im ‘Estimated Total. Gross ‘|§1.50)--"Pleasure ‘of His Company” |. “ABased on 26 theatres) a | great in third round: at the United: 
xecond round, day-dating two arty| This Week ......:. : $2,727,300. | (Par) (Sth wk). ‘So-so. $3, 000:. Last |: Artists. “Fanny” looks. :solid in- 
theatres. “Spartacus” {fs being (Based on 23 cities and 264 | week, $3,700. - | second stanza ‘at’ Madison. ‘Parent: =: - - 
boosted to a whapping $17,300. or| theatres, chiefly first runs, in- Fox (Evergreen) (1.600; $1-$1 49) | | Trap” stays big in fourth week at | 
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_. “Ladies Man’. at, Ohio. along. with: 

- “Tammy Tell” Me True” at the Keén- i 
- -tucky, vare. brisk.: -Morgan; the Pi- 

. at” ‘United. Trtists coupled 
with: “Green .dielmet” shapes ' ‘slon.. hb: 

“Estimates: for: This Week © | y 
Brown:.4Fourth: -Avenue!. ‘1; 100: 

$1. 25-82" Exodas™ «UA? (4th wks f a 
_ dropping : -atf .:somewhat to. faii 
~- $7, 000 ‘after: third week's ‘$8.500: : 

... Kentucky. ‘Switow) 1900: 75-$1:— i. 
“Tammy Tell Me True” (G). Neat: 

“ast : Sunset; 
. (Us. 43d Wk $6 000.: 
“Mary Anderson’ ‘People’ st (900! 
“$1-81 25)-—"Fanny’” WB), ~ Bright : 

. , $7,500. ‘Last. .week,. “Parrish” IWB: 
a (3d wk, $5,000.00 - - 
“1 Ohig ‘Setios’ 4900: -60:S11—= 

Par, Brigk $7.600. ¢ 

: pany’’: “Par? 13d.-wk'. same. =. | 7 1 State ‘Loews (3. 200: 65-00 

_ Rialto .1Fourth’ = Ave) - 11 100: “two Loves". OMeG ‘and. "You" | 
$t. .25-$2) — “Seven: “Wonders” ‘Have. to: | Run..Fast”- (U ‘Ai, . Dull 

“World” (Cineram ai (2d. wks, Pine | $5.000. ‘Last. week; “Morgan thie 
"$9. 500. .after :first “week's $10,000. f 

United. Artists (Fourth Avenuer., 
. (3,000; -75-$1.25!—“Morgan, The Pi- , 

: Tate”: (M-G:- and. “Green -Helmet” 
JAM-G" Lull: “$6,009: : Last’. week, | 
“Parent Trap" 43d wie, 7 $8: 000... 4 

Nikki,” shaping. ‘a. socko- $22, 0p 
‘and |- 

“Girl. in: -Room 7 

’ “Fanny” is reg- {. 
wat {istering: another sock: stanza’ at the it 

-. Chicago. 
: ghaping .torrid. at the - Sriental “|. 

“Tammy. Tell’Me True” looms pig |; 

oo is” “still” going 1" 
>: strong with “a-.snappy ‘fifth’ frame | 
‘dn view at the Woods..“Spartacus”: 
* -Jooks Hot in its ‘fifth. Loop lap. ‘and | 

(Uy (subsequent- | 

Taylor’ 
ty |-1; 138; 952;-:1,200; 684; --694; 65-$1).- 

-| “Two Rode Together” (Coli. Fair. 
$36,000. Last: week, “Gidget Goes ; 

Sunday Morning” 
(Cont) (4an’ wk, Fast +4. 800. Last}. « 

| Mistr ess” 
‘Loop: “(Télem't» i606: “$1. 75-§2)- ; 

$1 .25i~Never On Sunday” 
Li27th-. wk. 

“Cover: Girl ‘ditto. . 

Hl “Trouble nthe -Sky’’- 

oe roth, ' 

{ “Parent Trap” 

ghiy 306, | 
! tacus’ 2G 

"Eitimates Are Net. 
: Film: gross’: ‘estimates as re" 

‘ous. key cities; ‘are ‘net; “i.e... 
without - usual. tax. Distrib- 
‘utors share on. net take, when’ 

come. =. 
“The parenthetic’ admission 

ae “prices; -however,:.as indicated, .. 
- include US: ‘amusement ‘tax,’ if 

Tammy’ Wow. 126," 
Tronto; Edge 6) 

“Toronto, J uly: 25.. 
‘A couple of: big newcomers. ‘and 

‘eontinued. “§trong: holdovers -will; 
‘make for:a bright b.o:: lineup here .«. 
this” session:. "Tammy |: “Tell: Me. 
True” «is. ‘rated wow. iii: first: week; © 
-at the Uptown while “No’ ‘Love’ For!) 

looms: : big - sat Hyland. ! :Jehnnie” 
“Two. Rode Together" 
pat nine-house-. -eombo.. ; 

Estimates ‘for. This Week. 
“Carlton (Rank#. (2, 318; $1-$1. 50°. 

—‘‘Naked . “Edge” . (GA). (2a wh, 
Hep $9; 000... ’ Last. week, $10,000. 

-Century, ‘Downtown, : 

is. only : fair 

of. Wales, Scarboro; :. State (FP- 
AL 338: 1,059: 995: 1,089:. 

Hawaiian” ACo), $46. 000.. 

Eglinton, (FP) (918;. -$1: 50. $2. 50). 
-—‘Windjammer” (NT: (31st.owk:. 
Stout. -$7,000, : Last’. week,” same. 
Hoilywood: (FR: (1, 800° “$1-$1 503 
“Parrish” (WB) (4th..wk«.. Sock 

$12: 000... Last - week, : $13, 000." 

Hyland «Rank. é1 357: $1-81. 50° 
"No Love’ for -Johrinie” (20th. 
-Biz., $9, 000. - Last week. “French. 

120th». (4th wk), $5,500.. 

Imperial’ (FP. (3; 343; $1-$1.50:— | 
Pay: ‘oyage to Bottom of Sea”. (20th) 
2d: wkty 
-$10.000. ° 

: Fine, $8. 000. Last. week.) 

“International (Taylor: (557;, “$12 
(Lope? | 

Big’ $3: 500, Last w eek, 

 Roew’s:: “(Loews a: 641: $7 $1. 25°! 
“Atlantis” “(M-Gi: (2d. wk. Tall., 
$10, 000. : ‘Last’. week, . $13, 000. " 
Tivoli (FP) 1935; -$1.50- $2.501— 

i.“Exodus”” “(UA): 8th wkt Oke’; 
1-$5,000.- Last..week, ‘$6, 000. 

| Towne. (Taylor: (6937 90-$1 2 
| “Romanoff ‘and -Juliet”. VE) 4th 
wk. Socka ‘$4, 000. Last: W eck, 
1 $5. 000." ; 

AY niversity: (FP). a 360: “$1-$I. 50). 
“Pleasure -of. His.. Company” 

(ePar. ith wk:; Okay, ‘$5,000. “Taste it, 

| . Fanay’ 746, Ladies” iG week, $6.000.: 
Uptown - (Loew): a 304: $1-$1, O85. ‘h 

. Us, 

“East. 
—*Tammy. Fell ‘Me™ ‘True’. 
nw ham '$12.000... Last: week,. 
Sunset" wu 13d, wk, ST. 900. 

TRAP’ GOOD. $7, 000 | 
PROV, ‘LOVES’ DIM 5G; 

- Providence, July 25. 
"Hot. ‘Sunny: -weekend. murdered ! 

:; down: film, biz... Majestic is best: of | 
‘newies; being good with. “Parent! 
Trap:”” ‘ Strand’s: “Gidget Goes Ha- 
Walian”. Jooks okay. “Tivo: ‘Loves: 
at State: ‘looms'dull: | * 

-Estimates, for This ‘Week ae 
Albee. (RKO: «2,200: ; 635- 90 
“Two. Rode Together” Cole 

(Uy Fair’ 
$5, 500.: ‘Last week* “Raisin in. Sun” 
‘Colyand * ‘Ferry” ‘to: ‘Hong : Kong" 

$7 500: - 
Elmwood: Snyder? 72. -.$2.: 

$9. 50 -+- “Exodus”: WAL (6th - Wk 
* Okay’ $5. 000. Fifth was $5.509..: 

* Majestic. ASWs £2,200; « 65-90 — 
1BVi and: aad: 

and the Wheel” {BV Good $7,006, | 
(Last 4 eek. Ae “Parrish” AWBH ‘3d. wk, 
$5.500. : 

Pirate” - (MG, $12, 060.:. 
Strand {National “Realtr: AQ. 200: ; 

65-90. — “Gidget Goe Hav atian” 
i (Cols and. “Hand In.-Hand” .«@ol* 

“Boren herewith from the ae first at the Shady Oak. 

while: 

--playing percentage, hence. the . | ° 
estimated: figures: are net in; af 

51 :25-$1:50!-— “Spartacus” . 
od Awk), 

Glendale, ! aa 
‘Midtown, Oakwood; Odean;. Prince. - 

: Vt Sx 
Frisco; Tammy! 

; puts 

. igh: 50- 
ve Hommel: s. Treasure” 

- ‘$30,000, 

“St. Louis, - July 25. 

-epaniay Tell. Me True” 4s. giving 
I the. $.000-seat Fox. one of its’ big- 
-Best opening weeks. in many months 
this round. It will rack up a smash | . 
week. . “Guns of Navarone” -is get-| 

.| ting. the top. money, with wow tak- 
_| ings, -at: State: - “Parrish”: looms 
‘|-only..fair.at ‘the St: Louis. “Roma- 

| noff -and:. Juliet”. ig rated. sock . in 
“Fanny” 

looms: ‘great. in third at the Esquire. 
“Spar tacus”’ “is ‘Smash, in: 

third ‘at. Ambassador. me : 

Estimates for. This Week: 

. Ambassador (Arthurt ° “42 970; 
(Us. (Bd- 

Sock - $12, 000. - ‘Last _ week, . 
$14 000.. 7 

Apollo Art (Giace) (700; 90- -$t 25! 
-——Never.On Sunday” ‘Lope! (25th |. 
‘wh: Big. $2, 400. ‘Last week, $2; 500. 

“Esqutre: “(Schuchart-Levin}— 
. “Fanny” (WB) ‘(3d wki. Great : 
, $13,900. ‘Last ‘week, $14.000. - -_ 

Fox Arthur’ (3,000: 20-$1. 251—. 
“Tammy. Tell Me True” (U).-Smash 
‘$23,000. ‘Last. week, “Parrish” “(WB 
\ea wk, $14, 000:. “ 

- Leew's: ‘Mid-City. (Loew) €1.160: 
-60- 901" Parent Trap‘ (BV) 
swk'..- Hep- “$11, 000. Last. week, 
$12, Qoo. ve . 

State (Loew’... (3. 600: “60-90 i— 
“Guns: of , Navarone™ 1Col, Wow. 
$30. 000..or: near. Last. week, “By 
Love. Possessed”. (UA! and “Cat: 

- Bur glar”’ 

Pageant ” ‘fArthuri 2A 000: -Q0- : 
$1: 251 Raisin ‘In. sun" 1€ ol) (thi 
j wk. Big. $1. 800. Last week, ‘$2. 000. 

; St. ‘Louis 4{Artliur 13,860:. "95- 90) 
Parrish’) WB: ‘Fair $10,000. 

Last ‘week, “On Double": “(Par and ! 
* “hove :ii Goldfish. Bow!" iPar}, 
$10,200. 7: 

- Shady - “Oak. 
$1 25" —“Romanoff 

-( Ar thus (7605 90-" 
‘and “Juliet”. | 

| Record Heat Wave B 
art Tammy’ Fat 236} 

“Torrid. ‘heat, with the mercury 
‘going above 90 degrees “for four 
successive days, 1s wilting biz at 
Broadway ‘deluxers.-this_ _ session. 
Although the-heat wave was tem- 
porarily ‘broken by a heavy dewn- 
‘pour Monday 124: afternoon, the 

‘\damage. to ‘citienia business had 
‘heen: done, especially on the vital 
Saturday-Sunday period. Ther- 
-‘mometer hit. 97° on-Saturday and 
93° - Sunday. :It was the longest 

; above “80-degree. heat wave since 
1948. 

‘Especially hard hit were the hew- 
comers, However, “Voyage To Bot-; 
‘tom of Sea” lifted the: Paramount | 
to .a nice.. $32. 000 in’ first round 
ended ‘last night tTues.’ .“By Love 

'|-Possessed.” which opened the same | 
day, hit a good. $35,000 ‘In first 
“stanza at the Capital. 

Despite the. heat. “Fanny” with | 
| stageshow. Is holding with a huget 
($187,000 or clase in. current. (3d)! 

t 

(4th. ‘round at the ‘Music Hall, and, of} Day-dating 
«course, continues “Guns: of: Nava-! 

| rone”’ > also’ ‘continues its mighty 
pace ‘with $65,000 in present 5th: 

‘session, da\-dating the Criterion 
iand. arty’ Murray Will 

“Naked Edge” looks like socko! 

ithe. Nictoria-and artv.- 
85th Street. "The Truth” landed a 
4 sturdy $25,200 in fourth week, day- 
"dating the Forum, arid artv Paris. 
i. “Goodbye Again’ is heading for 
La fine $25,000 in fourth rownd, day-| 
‘dating the. Astor and arty Fine; 

| Arts, “Gore With “Wind” wound fts ; 
(13th session | sal the State with oa 
: good $17,000... °° 
“Tammy - Tell Me True” opens! 

|. Warner «SW.- 

Boos B way Biz 
~ Voyage’ Nice 326, ‘Love’ Good 356 

Fanny’ Huge $187,000, ‘Edge’ 246 
fellers: 16,200, Q0-$2 
(WB: and woneskoe 13d wk Hold- 

fing at giant $187.000 or over in 
week winding up today «Wed) 
after $197.000 for second: round 
or only $4000 below opening 
week Continues indef. 

Rivoli (UAT: -1.544, $1 50). $2 50) 
—"Two Loves” «M-G: 13th wk-8 
days’. Slipped (o slow $7,000 after 
$9.000 for fourth week ’Franeis 
of Assisi” 20th) apens tomutrow 
(Thurs: night with benefit’ Regu- 
lar run besins Friday (22: 

State sLoew: (1,900, $150 $2 50) 
—“Gone With Wand" ot G  tre- 
isshe' :14Ub wk: The ith ses- 
sion. ended sesterda, Tues was 
good $17.000 or near atter $200nWy 
for 12th week. Holding - 

Victoria «City Env. «1 003 50 $2) 
—“Naked Edge” :UA+s -dth wk 
This session winding tomoetrow 
4Thurs +s heading for great $a 

O00 after $22.000 for thid week, 
wilh Teans-Lus Sote 

Street Stars 

1.813, $150 $3 50) 
“Exodus «A+ «32d wk 

heading fn sovko $27 000) alter 
$29.500 for 3Ist week Stays. with 

Andie). (2d - wk; $14,000. {$24,000 in fourth stanzas day-dating! applications for ducats bemg re- 
Trany-Lux | ceived through December 

Virst-Run Arties 
Baronet ‘Headers «430, $1 25 $23 

—"Saturday Nitht, Simday “tor 
ning’ «Cont: ith wk The beth 
round completed Sunday <24-> wat 
big $9,700. after SI1L200 for 13th 
week 

Fine Arts (Davis 468. 90 $1 BN) 
1—"Goodbve Asai’ UAT dth wks 

This week finiiung today -Wed} 
:*Ut.:Soek $5.060. Last’ week, “Bal- : ‘today™ (Wed. at the: Palace.. after j looks to reach nice $8.000 or chive 
lad of. Soldier” (Indies 2d WK), 

BG. ‘Guns’ 176: 
ay ‘San Francisco, July 25.- 

“First-run. trade is -véerv: “strong 
[here currently, “Tammy: Fell, Me: 
True” looks: fancy in first at the} 
‘Golden Gate While “Nikki” is good 
jat the Fox.. Also. new, “Ladies Man” 
shapes excellent. in opener at Par- 
| amount. 

But. “Lg Dolce ‘Wit: a” is standout. 
‘although playing af. the Larkin and’ 
Clay. each..a, 400-seat’ house. Ital-. 

~jjan- import shapes Aerrific for. such 
jsmall-seaters’ in .opening stanza. 

“ft ‘Gins of: Navarone” SUIT fs. 
“smash in. fourth. at- the. St. Francis 
iW hile‘ Francis’ of Assisi” is Drigk 

second. at “Warfield. Cy 
-Eslimates for: This ‘Week. 

"aot 

tus 

$$1:50)—"Tanmimy Tell Me True‘ 
and, &“Toinboy : and. Champ" 

: ‘ Pleasing. “$15.000: Last week, “Last 
Summer”: (Cand “Ole Rex’ "at 
3d. wk, $7, 800. 
“Fox ‘FWCO:. 4.651: $1 25. $1 50s 

tBVi and “Dumbo” (BYE, 
éreisstie). Good $16.500., Last week. 
(Parent: .Frap”. {BV (3d. wks: $10 
090 for5 days. . 

Warfield (Loew? 42 636.. $1 25-. 
r$t 50 a" "Francis: of Assisi? (20th: 
2d. wki, ‘Br 1sk Su 000. Last: week, 
$15 000.0: | oo 

Paramount, ‘Pars - 12, 646: $1 25, 
“Ladies “Man” “Part and4 

Par. Excel-! 
Tent $23.00" Or “Close: Last’ week - 

-¢° Parrish” OW Be ‘2d vk, $i, 000 in: 
9. dass oo 

‘St. ‘Franeis “Par 11400, $1.25-. 
"§2: —Guns of Na ivarone™ i Cok (4th : 
“Wk. | Stash. $17,000. - - Last week. : 
$18,000, mo * 

United Artisis (No: Coast ty 131; 
ne 25-$1.59) -— “Goodbye. Again’ 
“UAL 12d wk, ‘Good $9,000 or. close. 

‘Last: week, $14, 500. : 

y Vogue ‘SF. Theatres! 1364. $1. 50°: 
ns Oe Avventura™ ; “Janus: - 51h Wk. 
Good. $1. 500, ‘Last: week, $1, B00 . 

‘Presidio. (Hardy? 1774: $1 25: ; 
an C ‘onstabke” 

ee 

“¢ ares sGave 3d: 
Wk. 

‘. AU. 

Arkin, C Ca¥: i ‘As Ri. “1400. 4. 
"$19 9-32: 2-"La. ‘Dolce. Vita" + Astor« 
Initial wPeek, ‘day-diting these to: 

Golden Gate RKO) (3.859; $1-25-! 

mh 

-. Fast $3. 200. ‘Last. week. $425. 

Six bright weeks” of “Last. Sunset.” 
“Francis of Assi”. opens tomorrow ; 
‘Thurs.! night at the Rivoli after) 

‘five’ highly disanpointing weeks | 
Lwith “Two Loves ” 
“Spartacus”. is heading. for a: 

Hlusty —$25:000 .-in. present 
round af the’ DeMille, Opus is now 
playing four “shows ‘daily at low-! 

iered: scale. “Rocco” and Biothers”‘ 
bheld wits great $22.300 in fourth: 
- Session - day-dating the Beekman : 
and the Pix. 0. .: | 
‘argh: Dolce Vita”. wound its 14th 

“the Henre Miller 
| sanr * gon 300 “¥xodus" ‘looks to? 
‘hold witha <ack 8°7 000 in current |. 
33d! Week at the, Warner 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor. i@ ity. Inver 61094, 75-321 , 

“Gondbve Again’ (UA 4th wke ; 
‘This round: ‘endins today. ‘Wed « 
tlooks like ‘nice $17.000 ‘or near. 
affer $23.000. for third week Day- 
dating With Fine-Arts, Holds. 

- Capitol (Loews 14.820, .$1-$2 50: 
“By Love Passes ed” TU A 12d" 
whe Initial seck concluded yes- 
terday’ (Tnes' Was. good = $35:000' 

for. hear In ahe ut, 
PV BV? 4th wks, $17,900), but for a: 
jnice. run: her ec. , . 

. Criterion “ATOs- M520, $I. 50-' 
$3 500--"Guns: of Navarone” iCol- 
“ath. Wk. This stativa finishing to- | 
jmorcow (‘Thurs aS heading for a’ 
huge: $50.000 or over .after $6] 000 | 
jfor fourth. Plasing. day -date with | 
Murray Hii! 

wil’ 

‘DeMille ‘Reade? A 463: 90-8275 © 
-—— “Spar tacis” 409 '43diwk. Cure: 
rent’ ‘round “winding today ‘Wed 
Wooks like bit $25 000 61 close after 
($29, 500 for. 424 week 

Embassy" ni (Gaaktl  Faterprisess ; 
300: 90-$1.75°° — “Cold Wind in 
‘ Ausust” : ‘Lope. Opens todas 
ay edi Last neck, 
Cuba” Indiet 444 vk-5 

“$4. 500 after: 
pweek a, 

‘Henry Miller (Gilbert Millers 
890; $1.50-$3 50:-—"La Dolce Vita” j 
-Astore’ 5th whe Tie ‘14th round j 

|comipleted ‘last Saturday (22) was 
great $25 300 after $25 900 for With. 
work Stays indef at this gait 
‘Palace. IRKQ: +3.642 91)-$2 50 

“Tammy. Telt Me True Opens 
today. - tWed:-. Last w eek, “Last - 
i Sunset” 1G ‘6th wks, okay: $14,900 
jafter $15,500 for fifth session : 

Forum ‘Mos:! +813; 90-$1 80. —° 
“Truth” (Kings: th wk. Fourth 
-{rame. ended Simdav (22) was live 

a days mild 
$6, 800. for third fuil 

week: Also at -Pari- 
: Paramount (AB-PT: (3665, $b 

$2. —"“Vorace to Battom of Sea’ 
20th) (2d v. kt Inithal sescion cons 

tpleted yr terday *Tues+ hat nice 
' $32,000. for. one. of better Openns 
weeks. here ‘Was headed for can - 
siderably hegher figure untd hun 

Okay $6,900. -Last week “Pleasure ‘hiitses, - looks: terrific” $29,000. or by intense: reat. Sutireas -Sindar 
of. F Company’: (Pari (2d wki, “$5, roe: inear.. a 

—— ae ee. . 7 he ia 7a 

Radio. City . ‘Music Hall (Rocke 

{ after 

(43di; c 

I 
‘f. 

ttendiy ¢ 

rama: 

iP; arent Jiap” 

“Parent Trap" i 

“Parsi: * 

“Rebellion ins 

h Parest 
“SY.Gi9 or neal 

ily $13.200 after $15,300 for thad . 

io} Tantyers 

SITT.ou0 

third Holding 
Beekman ARAB 

Shi “Rocko 
(Astor 

beluw hopes ia 

1990, $1 20. 
ant Brother." 

234 wk. Fourth stiunva 
ended Safurday (22. was) sivash 

‘Continued on ue ane Mi 
ew oS 

: Guns’ Booming $19,000- 
In Gucv; ‘Tammy’ Tall 
10; Tran’ Hefty 96. 4 

Cincinatti, Jaks 24 
blochbuster. ate exe 

Caress mid.uanmana fia 
biv fie-ta inte a second weet 
“Gubs oof Nasarone™ contin 

aw oats tamper Fiver bree 

‘pic preewues is ° Fama Tell Ve 
/Trae? hep oat) Twain) Paase Ua. 

logis bison fourthy 
Reto, “Fann 7 ato 

se eed fourtl se aot ab 
"Pleaame of Tne € nee. 

sonido oim. Secend at 

Holdeves 

‘iframe at 
“h ds fa: 

the Valle. 

PAM’ bates 
Albee 

Fstimates for This Week . 
Albee RAG -2 10) 81 St 0 

“Please of Ho Campa  Pard 
Md eho  SeeP Sta Last wees 
“$11 any 

Capitol °SY CC inet. 

$125 $1 aq) Caritis of Negscatope 
Col fd vn Veaw $19 000 or ace, 
followins B21 VN prt eqns; 

Esquire Art Shor of S19) 
“Carrs. Of Cametablie  -Tr-die oad 
Uk Crood $7 200 Dua! event, 

S1L.74 
Grand RRO | J 2 

MB ane 

in fost: dev stave: 
last week 

Guild 
“Tae Wa 
wk Sass 

Si 
Hiyde Park Art 

j $12. Pads Katte? 
“To Park With Dose 

‘ Sal 9, j Vhs 

S143 
Fsxee ST 93) 

stats Na-@ 

Satice merry 
Qoee te 8" 

Say 

Si”. 
im Fits Fro ofatiy 

Tt 2 waret 

Q3 cay ert 

Deacdece age-ef 
t [geek ee ‘4 

aftea S'la 
bow 

Keith’ « Shar 
Jtup 

530 GaSd ey 

BY 4th who ite 
Least week SY) Gi 

Palace RRO. 26 Si Ste, 
"On Downe Par 2d «po Wat 
$6500 Lat weet $3 500 , 

Twin Drive In S208 
each washes lie “Patents 
True’ to ard * Snapers 
{ Hien SiG 00) .aa-4 

Moras Whe Parate o A906 
Cperseamee” *U 4 SY lea 

cet Jack. Pat ows i 
Paar ssathe cecquaee’ i: 

Good SA000 0 Jat weep, > Hew +. 

erdal’ Col and ‘Tero: of Tacks 
Cor Sly tpn 

Valley Wet e 1299 $197 hm 
} catsess “VR this wrt Sal “f 

$3 01s), Thad week, $9.25. 

6 cass 
‘Tei ‘Uhee 
Pcite’ 

sake, 
9% 1 

Rast “one | 

[mae Vow 

75'—-"Fanny”? 

Tugs 
session winding up today «Wed 1. 

“ 
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Sixty-three years ago 

the principles of dedicated management. 

and the credo: of management responsibility.» 

were Jaid down by the founder of this agency © 

~ William. Morris | 

ley 

These principles have never changed... a 
That the careers of its Clients” 

Are its prime responsibility... 

‘That the end results of their creative efforts... 

And all assets so built 

Are solely: and completely 

‘the Client's property 

N ew York “Chiczgo _—iBeverly Hills. 

London Rome Paris Madrid: 



“Wednesday, July 26.1968 0 RR 9 

1898 

THE WILLIAM. MORRIS: AGENCY, INC. 
announces the acquisition, of the 

John Mather C Organisation: | 

“continental Europe’ S leading. talent representatives: 

: and the formation of the 

WILLIAM. MORRIS: ORGANISATION 
for Continental. operations | 

“Mr. Mather will be Managing Director 

of the: ‘William. Morris Organisation 

assisted by Ferruccio. Ferrara : 

and: the: staffs in 

“Rome ..-managed. by. Michele Pietravalle. 

Paris. managed by. Giovannella’ Zannoni and. France Degand 

. ~ Madrid...managed. by Sandy Glennon 

Representation of William Morris clients in Great Britain 

will continue. to be: conduéted by: 

- Christopher Mann Lid. and. the: Harry Foster Agency 

longstanding affiliates of the William Morris. office. 
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San Sebastian Echoes 1961’ s Lesson: 

Festivals Marred By Mediocrity '~ 
By HANK WERBA - 

San Sebastian, July 25. 
Future of the San Sebastian In- 

fernational Film Festival. was 
agsin shrouded in speculation at 
closing time last week when it 
auarded its Golden Seashell to 
Marlon Brando's “One-Eyed Jacks,” 
the rupner-up Silver Seashell to! 
the Polish film “Waiting for the! 
President” and “best performance” 
to Pina Pellicer for “Jacks” and to: 
Germany's Gert Frobe for his role 
tin “The Rascal and God.” 

Prefacing disclosure of winners, 
jury 
was roundly applauded: by final 
fession spectators at the: Teatro. 

Victoria Eugenia for his statement 
on behalf of the jury panel that 
the entries in the competition were 
not worthy of laurels but that in- 
ternational fest regulations made 
it obligatory to mame award win- 
ners, , 

Unshackled by fest rules, a 21- 
Hation jury of film writers and 
erities «FIPRESCI found. the film 
quality at San Sebastian of insuffi- 
cient stuture to warrant an award 
and mcrely submitted honorable 
mention for dehuting directors 
Jean Bator Potands, Jiri -Hanibal 
ivechoslovakiat and Jean Paul 
Sassy <«Prance: FIPRESCI also 
went on record criticizing © the 
standard of film entries at all fes- 
fivals this xear and caHed for rig- 
Orans rejection of competing pix in 
the future 

in a clean downbeat sweep of 
San Sebastian juries, the Interna- 
tional Cathotie jiilm office’ :<OCIC) 
coud find nothing at Sam Sebas- 
tian this vear to award its prize 
for seieen fare propatating spirit- 
tal and humane values. .-Despite 
cic reculations restraining it 

from rewarding Cammunist film 
features, the OCIC judges none- 
theless stated they appreciated the 
*poetie and psvcholosical sensitiv- 

demonstrated. in’ the Polish - 
“Waiting for the President.” 

Plenty To Eat 

San Schastian 1961, with its un. } 
exsentiul serenity punctuated only - 
vith an unending: round .of lavish: 
Jebster-and-filet) mictnon  sitdowns 
dit an all-time low under ‘the sue- 
eessor tutelage of film exhibitor 
Teanerco Verrer and was, consid- 
ered a vindication for former di- 
yertor Antome Zitneta. -Zulueta. 
vio took over the Basque film 
conchoe thon a eroup of, film club 
enfin casts same seven years aga 
and paurtaved it uito international 
ascegnition as one of the four 
salon testivals. was replaced by | 
Porter est sear as punishment for 
Ins tendency cor knack? of keep- 
fine the festival free of Dbureau-' 
cratic mfuences. 

A nuniber of factors contributed 
te the pointed decline this vear as 
compercd to past results. ‘For one, - 
the 11 participating nations coop- 
erated vith fest anthorities to 
avoid a repetitfion of the “Viridi- | 
tira. . Toe the caoneurrent. Moscow 
ana™ situation at the Cannes fes- 
Film Fe-tival unquestionably over- 
shadoved the Basque effort: 

Even the celebrated San Fermin 
fiesta at nearby Hemingway-famed 
Pamplona, with its” extravagantly : 
explosive riot of color and emo-: 
tion, dwarfed the meager ‘pickings - 
at the Cantabrian oceanside resort: 
city. 

chief Cartos Fernandez Cueca : 

a." 
ea 

fsim 

Jockeying i. 

Noteworthy at San Sebastian be- - 
neath the surface of fest inertia. 
was the well-oiled emergence of 
“UCCHA”™ ¢Union C inematografica 
Hispanc-Americano) as a coordi- 
nating entity for the Spanish, Mex- 
jean and Argentine film industries ' 
in the areas of habla espanol film : 
production, co-production, inter- 
market cooperation and _ publicity. 

In its initial bow, UCHA suc- | 
cessfully pressured fest authorities ; 
for the openinz nicht slot despite | 
prior Motion Pieture Export Assn. | 
commitment for a gala “One-Eyed 
Jacks” fest curtain-raiser. Para- 
mount entry was relegated to a 
Tess prominent Sunday afternoon 
screening. AS a result, Paramount's | 
grandstand curtain plans with Pina 
Pellicer in attendance and a post- | 
screening supper for 250 guests 
went on Sunday nite with the fes- 
tival itself getting the short end of 
the prestige stick. 
MPEA was also bumped from a 

choice Saturday ‘July 15) slot for 
the official Yank entry “101 Dal- 
Matians” +Disney cartoon feature) 

:of world dimension. 
. shoved up w ‘ith his European man-. 
-ager Osc. ar lax on behalf of “Dal- 
‘matians.” 

as one of the big four. 

to help Unitalia time an Anita Ek- 
‘beg appearance with programming 
of the Italian production “I..Mon-'| 
goli” (The Mongols). In vain, since | 
the Swedish star did not arrive 
until late Sunday afternoon.. — 

With the exception of Ekberg 
and the ageless appearance of Mex-. 
ico’s Dolores .Del Rio as a member. 
of the Cantabric Pearl’s best Span: 
‘ish-language film jury, the festival 
;Was pointedly. short of femininity. 

- Roy . Disney. 

Film -directar Anthony 
“Mann put in’ a brief appearance 
for the smartly-catered mountain- 
top. “El Cid’—"King ‘of Kings” 
‘Juncheon sponsored by the Samuel |. 
Bronston company. Michael -Ander-. 
son attended for UA’s “The Naked |. 
Edge.” Producer Ronald for a| 
furthered plans at the fest for.a 
series of three co- -productions inj; 
Spain after’ his current. project ; 
“Billy. . Budd” and his upcoming | 
feature “Reprieve” are in the. can. 
Add industry leaders from Argen- | 
tina, Mexico and Italy to complete 
the picture--a rather limited pic- 
ture for one -of. the. four recog- | 
nized major festivals, 

Spanish film saurces confirm the, 
fact that San Sebastian's future is 
at stake. It is well known that the 
new director general Jesus Suevos 
is prepared to pump considerabie: 
funds into an internation’ ‘festival 

that measures up in global pres- |: 
tive hut is equally determined to. 
foreclose on insignificance. Suevos 
himself will head an industry-wide 
round table on.-this subject early. 
this fall when a firmi decision will’ 
be reached tor 1962. ‘Meanwhile, : 
campaigns in ‘favor of: Sevilla. - 
Palma de Mallorca, Madrid and. 
Malaga are already. underway as 
yotential -leeales -for the film fes--. 
tival franchise Spain now enjoys; 

a re a ee 

Metro Ahandons Title : 
Of ‘Unsinkable Mrs, .B” 

MGM has” withdrawn title of 
“The Unsinkablé: Mrs. Brown” 
from Reyistration Bureau of the 
Motion Picture Assn., thereby fiy-- 
ing Wiliam. Morris Agency clear 
sailing for selling rights to “The - 
Unsinkable Molly Brown.” Mere-: 
dith Willson - Richard “Morris - 
Broadway musical. | 

Several months aga. film’ cont- te 

pany disclosed “Mrs. Brown" as. 
project for producer Joe | Paster- 
nak, using title from a chapter in 
Gene Fowler's book. “Timberline.” 
Claim brought threat of a suit by. 
‘agency and = authors. of current 
stage product.an. 

off legal threats. 
gaged a writer in New. York. to: des - 
velop script om chapter in, Fowler’ Sj 
book. 

Meredith Willson asserted: “film 
sale rights were offered for’ 
-$1.000.000 with Warner Bros. and 
Columbia Pictures, among others,.: 

ILONGER COMMITMENT 

ea, Hollywood, July 25. 
Twentieth-Fox ‘has “extended 

Jerry - Wald’s ‘contract, 
originally - called for. 10 pix ‘over 
a. three-year period, to 18 pix over 
three years starting in’ September. | 

According: tq production. chief 
‘Pete ‘Levathes, Wald in the. first 
year will produce “Adventures of 
A’ Young Man”. (starting ‘in’ Sep- 
tember), to be. followed by “Mr. 
Hobbs: Takes~ A‘: Vacation”. 

“The Enemy. Within,” ” “Lost Girl” 
and “Ulysses.” = | 

On. the second | ‘year's. sked are 
the. remake. of “Of ‘Human Bond- 
age,” “Let It Come Down,” “Sex- 
tette.” “Pink Tights,” “High Wind. 

lin Jamaica’ 

‘not t yet set. 

Opening Yawn 

Tn: most ‘N. Y. papers there’s’ gen- 
erally ‘Space for a. separate. ‘story: 
or two. but. there’: Sat least the pre- 
‘dictability of a daily ‘chit-chat ‘¢ol- 
unin to hopper the. :tv chandauts, 

_and through. all editions: ‘at. that. - 

-Not necessarily $0 for cinema} 
‘claims ©. the: ‘unidentifable. 
For :one, he. cites numerous 

CODY, - 
exec. 

instances. wher - ‘the Herald: ‘Trib-- 
-une's: film: ‘notes. column”: was’! 
dropped from the. important: Tate | 
_city.edition, usually ‘to. make way: 
-for-a stage,.dance or other review. 
‘This would be .an example of -how 
space- restrictions penalize. ‘the Jo-.| 
cal . film _biz.. 

Other | complaints ‘touch. ‘On- the 
“ner ‘easing. difficulty nailing’ prime 
‘space ‘for the ‘launching. of: a.ma-_ 
‘jor pic, - “Tet. .alone -run-of-the-mill 
: product.” and. the. ‘contention that ! 
resul{s are chancey even when the 
canipaign’ is ‘in the: works, weeks in 
‘advance of, say. roto ‘section dead- 
lines. Another irritant-is-the lack-- 
adaisical .- evaluations | by | editors 
that result in. copy: and. “photo 
breaks appearing in: the various 
“gazettes’ ‘as much. as a week apart. 
It's, just . such’ quixotic practice, 
ftipes the ad-ptib-man, that’ frag- 
ments: and’ diffuses~ an important 

"kickoff campaign. —-. 

Apart. from the N.. Y.: Times, 
with’ its usual. “blanket” ‘approach. 
to news, ‘exec thinks the. ‘industry. 
pets: 
at. any: rate—in the. Journal-Ameri-. 
‘ah and. “Mirror, ..both_- Hearst- 
owned - arid - With: the: traditional 

Exec under quotation isn’t . shap- 

“mach, contending his’ stuff is too | 
“heavy” 
‘newsy.enough. Exec. knows that’s { 
. Limes’ perspective, - but. it: ‘doesn’t | 
‘cheer him any. 

_-OF WALD FOR 20TH | 

which 

in 
‘November and: then “Celebration,” 

’ and: “The. Hellraisers.”. 
‘The. third’ year’s: Properties are | 

its best | breaks—spacewise,. . 

Studio «execs -at- first: shr ugeed:; Hearst. receptivity to_ amusements. : 
Pasternak en- * 

‘py with the Times’ reportage from - 
- Hollywood byliner- Murray: Schu-- 

‘and analytical, and not} 

"_ Weduesiday, aly, 26,:1961- | 

ne San: Sebastian, ‘duly: 25; 
Ranking festival figures. making: their. ‘debut this. year’ were recentlye ar 

appointed director gehera]..for cinema : Jesus Sueves, San Sebastian. ~ 
‘Governor. Manuel . Valeiicia, 
‘and fest director Francisco: Ferrer. . +’. Disney's’ ‘101. Dalmatians”. wag 
7a solid jury favorite for the. Golden Seashell award until. it was argued. -. 

Espectaculo which issued invitations. and.sent' Actors’ Union’ prexy 
‘Jose Suarez to San Sebastian to’ keep stars and starlets in hand at the 
festival .. .. “Golden. Age of” ‘Hollywood:;’ ”” shown: out .of .competition, | 
was well réceived .'. . “Pasajes 3” .won the little Golden Seashell for © 

|the :best documentary—-an award: that delighted. onlookers for its .-~ | 
treatment .of the nearby port suburb by a San: Sebastian film buff... 
‘Deborah Kerr, who starred in the British. entry “The: Naked Edge”’...~ 
(UA), sat out the festival-in Biarritz and UA delegate George. Ornstein. © * 
‘failed to entice her across the border for. an. announced ‘appearance. _ 

Latest VARIETY correspondent to turn up. ata ‘Continental film, fes- : . 
tival. is ‘Chilean, Maria Romero, a.member. of the. Hispaito-American 

.. - Rounding out Variety representation were, Gene. Moskowitz from:.' 
Paris and Hank Werba of Madrid ; . . Vicente’ Pineda, secretary ‘gen- ‘- 

‘stated he would. ban Variety from. next year’s post-Easter: film gather- 

Valladolid Iast April. 

. After working until - -five a.m.- in the: Fellini, sequence ‘of. “Bocdecia. 
.| 70,” ‘Anita Ekberg planed . from: Rome to: Nice, from Nice ‘to :Biarritz 

| and then spent. more than an hour on congested Frerich’ seacoast’ roads. .: 
| before she reached: San.. Sebastian, ‘She. on-staged- for. .““I.: Mongoli,””. 

. went right to ‘bed. and ‘was gone at dawn. on the same: itinerary: back -- 
lta Rome. Festival audience. gave’ her. a rousing reception, but doubled’: |: - 

. jup with laughter through ‘most of. melodramatic’ scenes. in the “Royal. 
— Continued fom. ‘page: 3 — Films costumer . . Festival: awarded.:a.‘Silver Medal to. producer 

: Cesareo- Gonzales | who ‘subsidized: a four-day. ‘pre-fest meeting - of ‘film 
faculties from. six European: countries . . Despite. Unitalia’s- energetic 
delegation and campaign which brought, in Anita -Ekberg, Silvia Kos-:..-. - 
cina, Franca Bettoja and:Franco Silva,. Italy. received. only one garland oe 
—awarded to Alberto Lattuada for. dirécting “Lo ‘Imprevisto”. {The 2° 0.. 
Unexpected)... ; ; Jaime Prades and Mike. Waszynski, . weepeés ‘of Samuel :...,' 

| Bronston Preductions,. added San Sebastian ‘to’ the circuit ‘of 4éstivals. -°. . 
they have attended this year to make pre-release. appearances. ‘for | 
“King: of. Kings” . and “R] Cid”. . re 

. 

‘Retrospective scenes from. works. of film. pioneer Geotges * Melies; 
me 

Mexico’s’ Emelio. (El Indio) ‘Fernandez and. Japanese. - Product: were® no 
~ Chilean . 27 

journalist (abovementioned. Variety corréspondent) Maria. ‘Romero T=. 
.perhaps the most applauded: aspect of this. S0-S0. 1961 meet. 

ceived the annual Uniespana peseta ‘award. for néwspaper ‘coverage™ 
focusing filmgoer attention on Spanish lingo’ product at: the.’ one a.m,° : . 

. bash. sponsored jointly. by Spain, Argentina and- Mexico: : Ken -Anna- - 
| kin, who directed “Very Important Person” told. a press. conference, “T- 

‘will riot make pictures that create: ‘jnternational mischief; itis time 
to. forget the concentration camps.” : 

‘and. dancing . offered: by. ‘the. Five Moonglows—flown in from .Rome: 
j for the: purpose by the cagey. Italo. delegation... .. Paramount picked. 
up an extra Spanish license for its:entry “One. ‘Eyed. Jacks” ‘and then. 
saved: one million pesetas in dubbing . taxes. when’ “Jacks”: won the 
Golden Seashell award . 

American jury prize’ as ‘best Spanish-language . -actress . ::. Hurd Hat-.'. 
field came down from his summer. Fetreat in San. Jean. de Luz for. 
wind-up’ screening and: cefemonies . .:.. Ruth Roman drew’ plaudits. - 
for her biblical fole. in: Spain's. “Miracle: for: Cowards’" but the Mur- © 
Oti entry failed to convince ‘either ‘the Catholic: jury. ‘fest. guests -or- 
public . . . Paramount's’ Mediterranean chief Frank Siter, ‘down. with. 
an appendix: attack for five fest ‘days, recuperated lightning-like_ when 

‘| “One-Eyed Jacks” was. given tap award... ... Hollywood. actor’ -Peter. 
‘Damon and German: ‘beauty Brigitte Bergen. ‘Were popular» ‘autograph ‘: 
targets for hundreds of teenage fans .‘. . Leading: Saragossa, exhib © 
Felipe. Sanz picked ‘up “One-Eved: Jacks” for ‘his. Palafox «showcase 

..- Society of Authors. will. hold’ bi-annual, ‘Int'l executive. sessions. 
during. the.San Sebastian’ Film Festival - next: year’ with two screen: 
ber mato film adaptors or Screenplay writers: Anyited: from: ‘each* mem- 
er nation: ~ oo a 

C. af E ‘Sill Intent on S N a ting Em; 

Deny Youngstein, Picker Considered os 

San Sebastian Mayor’ Nicholas ‘Lasarte ...- 

that ‘giving the main award to:an animated cartoon feature would add 
‘| fuel’ to criticism of low-grade. fest entries... Spanish screen. stars: :. 
|.were allocated. hotel accomodations ‘in ‘bulk through. the Sindicato- del 

jury awarding the Cantabric Pearl for the ‘best Spanish language entry... mh 

eral. of the: Valladolid Film Week for Religious. and. Human Values, ... 

‘ing as:a result of its “Nazi Beast: Stirs Spain”. streamer: story from: -, : 

.. Highlight ‘at‘the Unitalia’ ‘early © « 
|.morning Tennis -Club table’‘d*hote. was the smooth. music for dining-.-..-' 

. Most. -_promising ‘performance in: 10- days.-. . 
of. screening’ was turned. in by. Argentine film. and. legit actress ‘Olga. °_ 
Zubarry.in “The Thirst,”..for which. she: earned a: special ° Hispano- ©. * 

“interested. However, MGM “Mrs. 
Brown™ publicity assertedly . -sty- 
mied negotiations. _ 
MGM prexy Joe Vogel recently 

saw “Molly Brown” in. New York, 
liked it but: studio hasn‘t made’ bid 
on play. - William Morris exec yes- - 

panies’ 
 licity . is often’ stale.. 

-and routines. still employed . that 
-jusé: don't arouse reaction. anymore. 
‘He: | thinks. the. . distribs’ :. 

knows, is still interested ‘since ‘no | angles’ and photo layouts, “which 
one in film company has officially [to about the only things attractive : 
‘turned it down. to the press nowadays.” 

Still In wWoullPasternak - ‘bite at film ‘news. ‘the way they 

‘Hollywood, July 25:.. 

‘request’ for title “The: Unsinkable : interviews. © 
‘Mrs: Brown” from Motion Picture { It. wasn't | said, but perhaps | 
| Assn. doesn’t mean film based on : edally to. the point. is. that: the, 
‘Gene Fowler's book. “Timberline” Teams of . copy—hyperbolic, dull, 

inane — from:..the. mimeographs 
Pasternak. have created’ boredom.’ After all, 
Fowler - chapter dealing’ With | ‘trustworthiness ard weight. ‘have 

Molly Brown is still being scripted: :seldom: been the -hallmarks of dis- 
by a New York writer, Pasternak | tribution publicity-over the years. 
insisted, “and we're going ahead The chastening . motto” might: be: 
as originally planned, ” 
‘The project is being developed | ment. 

wtihout a title. | 

‘Ed Schuman’ s New ; Berth | 
Ed Schuman, with artie associ- { 

-ations in ‘Chicago and Cleveland, 
has joined the Rugoff & Becker 
chain in N.Y. as exec. assistant, 

He replaces Leonard Lightstone, 
‘joining Embassy Pictures in. an 
exec sales capacity. 

won't be made, per producer Joe | 

Rothman’ 's Studio Visit. 
Mo ‘Rothman, Columbia. ‘foreign 

distribution -v: -p. left New. York 
‘Monday. (24) fora quickie. visit. ‘at 
the. studio. 

He. went west! to ‘gee “the first 

which’ has-: ‘Spencer. . Tracy. and 
| Frank Sinatra: in costarring roles, 

It’s admitted | that the film’ com-= |" 
‘approach, ... .to: print pub= 7 

* There. are, 
the. ‘insists, too. -many: set patterns. 

“space: 

-terday stated. MGM, as far. as: he cadets” ought to dig ‘more fresh |‘, 

Entertainment desks just. don't. 

used. to, except when a- top. star or |: 

Fact that Metro has withdrawn ‘other. produetion mabob ds in for,| move in: another direction. 

‘more. . freshness” and “Mmore- judg- 

print of: “Devil at::4.:O’Clack,”” 

- Hollywood, July 25; 
Committees identified. with: 

American. Congress. of Exhibitors 

weeks to decide on- further. moves 
in connection ‘with setting up “a 
definite program of film producing 
for the future. So statéd: chairman 

‘Fabian’. ‘before . heading east 
Thursday (19). ° 

Decision is expected: 6. be. ‘made 
middle’ of: next month's: meet: 
whether to undertake public. stock 
issue for. additional. ‘monies to back 
up’ $4,000,000 now ‘in treasury’. or. 

Fabian indicated it will be up to. 
committee repping - Allied: States 
Association; - ‘Theatre Owners .: of | 

die circuits. 
Exhib leader repeated ‘ C. of E. 

is determined to' go. ahead‘ with: its 
production program designed © to: 
take up slack: by: major: and. ‘indie 
producers. 

have come up delaying plan: from’ 
-|being completed. One involves. the. 
government which has. frowned on‘ 
major circuits being involved. with. 
production. Stanley Warner, RKO 
and National Theatres each. have 
coltributed’ $400,000.. Until ‘prob- |. 

{lem has. ‘been: resolved nothing.-can 
be. done; according to Fabian.. .-: 

Final decision on Wall St: under- 
writing $6,600,000 for. public -stock 
issnanice also ‘is in abeyance. AGE,’ 

| 

America and. ‘various, major and in-] . 

Fabian stated” several. problems: . 

try. . .figures.: 

jit is understood, ‘has ‘set. goal: of 
$10,000,000 - -before’ attempting ‘to 
delve into film production. 

will. meet in New York . in. three’ However, Fabian feels $4,000,000 
in. treasury is .a ‘good: start and 
there’ is .no. intention,: at present, 
to return theatre. groups monies 
invested - “in, project.:: 
-will ‘he. worked out. so. ‘that we. can. 

“Something © 

proceed with our. ofiginal concept,’ Mee 
Stanley: Warner. ‘head ‘added. 

He. denied ‘reports certain’ indus- - 

“{do-: with holding up fruition: of the; 
plan. He denied -Max: Youngstein: 
or Eugene Ne Picker. were. -ever 
considered: 

At’ the. cane time | ‘he. “assured: moe 
Congress's . “production. . When. ‘de- 
pends’ ‘on how-soon various’ factors 
‘to bring prégram into sharp focus. - 

Getting ‘off. on-~:: can be. resolved: 
right foot is-apparent.aim. of Fab- a 

‘ian. and others concerned: |” wos 
While in-town on _S-W -biz and. ae 

reps of. 
Producers Guild, Directors. Guild” -.° 
and Writers Guild, Fabian checked :’. 

conferences . of exhibs, 

over eircuit’s houses here and_con-..: 
tiguous. towns with zone. head. Pat i 
Notaro. | ee woos - 

Ben 5 Halpern, ex-UA} > r.: ‘stafter, volte 
now — publicity; ‘manager ‘with: the “=... : 
“El Cid’ - toadshow Junit. under: ‘Al wn 
Tahari, 

:mentioned..--having™’ . 
turned down’. ‘post’ -a§ | production:- ‘. 
head for C: of..E. -had. ‘anything to -- 



Those Yank pie buyers and sellers, and especially. indie. operas : 
tors,-who:are attending the twice-yearly: Milan Film and ‘TV-Film. ‘- 7 : 

. Trade Fair are.missing a‘rich market. At least, that's the pondered ~ 
“though admittedly biased: ‘opinion: of 

heads. the Milan MIFED. 

Frese:
 U 5 Le

nd asthe 

ways conven orvice:. 
Semhec’s Street, Plecadiily _ 

‘Mitan, July 25. 

‘Doctor. ‘Guido 

to do with ‘it, but.’ ‘ascribes much: of absenteeism. to. “mental Jazi-: 
“Ness.” - - 

_ _. The fall’ ‘Fair will beheld this year between Oct. 9th’ and: “Both.” 
“in.the MIFED’ building ‘on Milan's ‘Trade -Fair’ Grounds, with 
several Sideline events scheduled . as well. ~~ - _ _ 

: Pic s Wife Tagged. Mexico Talks Up 
New Exhib 

* “Mexico City, ‘July 18: 
~ Something like a Mexican: coun- 

_.térpart - of ‘the. Yank’ Congress of 
Exhibitors. could ‘“eventuate: from 
- current meetings here of indie ex- 

-. hibs. 
“National: Assn. 
‘Theatre -Owners,- umbrella: org. ‘de-. 

in bet-- 
vis-a-vis: 

oF vis and. 

Talks ‘point to -setup ‘of. a 
of. Independent 

signed’ ‘to. put the *! 
ter: competitive 
the government-own 
‘also. to-secure equal tréatment ‘on’ 
pix renting. If’ okayed, new body 
would. embrace existing Union of 

- Mexican -Theatre Owners. and, - pos- 
" sibly, ‘Union of ‘Mexican: Exhtbitors. | } } 

“On another . film front, all in-| | 
a dustry elements will convene short- 

-to forthcoming. Mexican:Film Law. 
The new measure goes before Con- } 

a gress next September. for Tatifica- 
lon... -- 

7 end, 1s. slated by the Latin-Ameri-' 
* can. Congress - of . ‘Associations .of. 

‘Actors, ‘repping ten south-of-the- 
-border -bodies, with at least: 100} 

' delegates expected for discussions 
-.on formation.of. the proposed. Latin 
':Américan -.Federation of . Actors. 
This body, if jelled, will instigate’) 
statutes enabling thesps' to partic- |. 

MApate -in’ profits from fiims, vide 
_, tapes, : disks, eft.” 

“Fair Li lady’ Booked For. 

Amsterdam,’ J. uly 18. 
‘The ‘Dutch . public has. taken ‘a. 

giant. stride towards — appreciation | 
of American ‘musical | comedy’ with. 
‘the dpening ‘night’-of “West. Side |. 

.: Story," the U, S: presentation now 
-” touring. the . Continent, and.in Hol-.|. 

‘Jand for -14. days: ‘Only four :days ! . 
before at thé samé Carre Theatre 

Inces. for four-. motths, the’ show 
Will -be’ returned:. to” .Arstéerdam’ 
around Christmas time: 

‘The: difference between’ “Lady” j 
- and “Story,” of. course, are many:: 
“Hence, the. risk of’ presenting. the 
. Leonard - “Bernstein-Arthur “Laur- 
“ents. musical was. greaf, “but. ‘the: 

_ Same: men who ‘backed the Dutch |. 
.. production of “My Fair Lady" de- 
’ “eided..that. it. was. ‘worthwhile to 
“gmake one more moye. And so they 

brought in: “West . Side: Story." 

: BOT to. Review Quota: Setup 
London,: :Jaly 18. 

French. Crities Name. 
here, ‘people. had. ‘flocked. to. see |. 
“My Fair Lady. ” with Dutch: Wirn | - 
‘Sonneveld: - After’ 300. .perform- |” 
ances -with. each night seeing ‘the | - 

“ theatre filled, the -producers. de- 
-.cided that: after touring ‘the prov- 

For Role in ‘Short 
” Paris, Jaly 18. 

Tt. seems that ° not: even: a: 
proiunses wife 13° safe ‘from ‘pix. 

|organizer .Guido. Francl~ (whose 
brainchild this. symposium is) go. 
well beyond ‘this heading, and into | 

these days. . At t least, not in Paris. 
Ellen. Hyman, wif of Ken Hyman, 
who-is producing “Gigat™ ‘here for: 
Seven. Arts’ (20th-Fox reléase), was 
‘tagged by a Paris-Match picture. 

{ photog, : ‘Walter. Carone. He felt he | 
‘had’ to. have’ her. ‘for: a 30-minute. 
short he-is: making. - 

- Carone ‘saw her ‘on the set of 
““Gigot” ‘while she was visiting her 
‘producer ° hubby and asked if ‘she 
would appear in ‘his pic. Producer |- 
Hyman gave. ‘his. okay: on ‘the ‘Spot. 

~ ‘ly in- what’s. billed as a‘General.|. . 
Film Congress. ‘Purpose is'to pal-}| & 
aver current’ problems: of ‘mutual |." ,/ 
-pain,..and to suggest amendments |: 

.. London, Jay 18, 
British: showmen: welcomed’ the: 

iiews this week. that R.: A Butler, 

“A’ third: coitab, before year’sla d department 
quiry: into. the Sunday Observance 
aws 

‘pers. are hopeful that the: eight- 
member: committee - wi arom 
mend. some. drastic c 
“Heading ‘the’ committee eA “Lord: 

Crathorne, - ex-Tory © - Minister. 
. | Others are: John: ‘Arbuthnot, Tory’ 
IMP; J.: Chuter- Fae, Labor. MP; 
‘| Rebin ‘H: : Jones;. W...A.- Morrison: 
Miss Sylvia~. “Fletcher ‘Moilton; | 
‘Norman. Pentland, Labor MP;.and 

Retarn Amsterdam Date Peter Rawlinson, Q:C.° Tory MP... 
The ‘British’ government’ for 

|: some ..time: has been. considering 
‘changes: in the. Sunday Observance 
‘Laws but is now almost certain: to 
wait for a full report - from - this 
-commiitee. before” introducing ‘any, 
legislation.. 

“Psycho” Actor as Tops. 
‘Paris. July 18. 

“The Cinema Academy, composed 
of French crities' and: artists frora | 
various fields, and headed by com- 
‘poser’ Georges Auric, handed out | 
‘its Crystal Stags for best local and. 
jforeign pix ‘of. the: year: ‘ag well ‘as 
‘best. offshore and French_ thesps:. 
Anthony Perkins: copped . the: ‘top 
foreign thesp Crystal ‘for’ his work. 
in “Alfred ‘Hiteheock’s. 
(Par). * 

“Psycho” 

‘Best foreign pie. was Michael- 
angelo- Antonioni’s .“L’Avventura,” 
and top French: film’ Jacques De- 
my’s. first feature pic, “Lola.” Best 

| foreign actress was Monica Vitti 
.. | for “Avv.entura,”. best: 
‘| thesps.- Anouk. Aimee for. the. Italo} 
-{ “La .Dolee’. Vita™:- 
| Belmondo. for. the’ French, “Breatir- 

Fren¢h 

‘atid: Jean-Paul 

Board 3 “Trade: announces. that {ess. ” 
- ‘the Cinematograpn. Films Council 
is to: review the. present: ‘quota re-. 
‘lief: formula, and wants views: from}. 

_ interested. ‘trade ‘associations. :-Rea-|. 
.* "gon for the review-is that, last year, 
“many. cinemas. which . had. relief | Joe ’ Mckittigott, 
“substantially ° exceeded” the full | of ‘staff, Greater "Union: Theatres, | 

_ quota of 3050... Bo, 
-Cinematograph Exhibitors ‘Assn. 

“Ausi ChainPromoes 
ott, longtime: “chiet. 

moves into’ Ted Lane's spot as pub- 
licity director, ‘following the lat-| 

Franci,: who" ; | 

J Franci. admitted that. attendance: ‘pad: ‘grown ‘heady in. ‘the: first. 4 
oan three. Fairs, last of them setting new highs this spring. Attendance, ". 
‘Ihe noted, ‘was. also spreading into new aréas, with Asia and Africa — 

- the liveliest of neweomers. Europe was. ‘naturally, high, with Scandi- -- 
navia,’ Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, ‘and ‘Greece: 

on ‘the Fise: Up, too, was‘ the United Arab ‘Republic... - | 
The absentee problem. centres in Western: Hemisphere; especially. : 

 Nérth America. Franci. opines. that distances may have something 

_ major ‘branches : of ‘the. entertain- 

-Show | biz” particularly * has | 
suffered from some of the archaic. 
laws that make: up a British Sun- 
day,. but .now ‘entertainment - top- |. 

[By ROBERT. F.. HAWEINS 

vo Milan, July 25 

A. common: futire for the two 

ment world. 

‘Specifically, .. discussions spoti- 
. ‘sored: by the Milan. ‘Film, TV-Film, 
. ‘jand: Documentary. ‘Trade . Fair 

; (MIFED)' ‘will . center around the 
‘suggested... topic: : :“Magnetic regis- 
tration of {mages - ‘and its develop- 
ment in: the future.” ‘But: actually, 

“film | the implications. of” ‘this subject: 
matter and the intentions of «Fair 

Was |the multitude of ramifications and | 

tainment front,” overcoming | cur- 

jrent pie-tv. barriers and drastically 
revamping the. entire structure of 

its: various purveyors of fun.. 

current videotape ™ lies one of the | 
_-: | | bases’: of the’ technical future’ of 

‘  -“F not. only. the: tv: industry, but. also 
| of ‘motion pictures. Onec on tech- 
‘nically : conimon *-ground, .Franct 

{feels that the “currently. sparring. 
| industries will “get. together”. and. 
“{form .@ -common, entertainment | 
‘front: Just | as: celluloid. formed a+: 
common tool for ‘both ‘film and 
video -fields,. the. Milan» topper ‘sug> 

*' {gests that the “ultimate”. in mag-. 
‘petic tape: will form a. common 
tool—and more -than ‘ that—in 
future ‘showbiz. patterns which will 
develop.: 

fall's ‘MIFED Trade Fair (Oct. 9- 

‘gether the top: brains.in the field, 
business’ && > scientific) _plus' the 

terested in: backing” such develop- 
‘ments, . 

done so far? what remains ‘to ‘be. 

done? how long: will it take? how 

‘various media? (nationally. and in- 

experiments - by. -celiuloid - manu- 
| facturers to meet the new and per-- 
‘haps definitive . challenge of: mag- 

- netic: tapes)? etc. - 

; The» ‘material for discussion is. 
vast, . “perhaps too’ vast. for one. ses-. 
sion, Franci confesses, ‘but at least 

ducer, ‘director—ail . ‘should. “and. 
‘will: be- interested {nm what. can so: 
sharply . affect their: tools -and: 
hence their life’s work - 

Surely, -says. Franci, the. exhibi- 
tor will vitally. want to kriow about. 
what. technicians have devised to 

-tion,' or .from a nation across: the 
world? Or won’t-the current film’ 
‘producer - “want: to. study the de- 

or. ‘country? | Or won't the film -di- 
rector: want to know. all about the 
future: camera. ‘ which “will. allow ‘ 
him to shoot. a ecene, run it. back 
‘immediately, ‘atid 1re-shoot it if 
he's unsatisfied? And $0 On... 

“A summit meeting of the world’s a 
film and television. industries ‘and | - 

{ brains’ will: beheld. this’ fall in 
Milan. Topic ‘of -discussion: will be | 

. the’: part played ‘by current and 
1 future. technical . ‘developments: in 

technical developments which may. 
‘eventually: lead to a. “joint: -enter- | 

the entertainment: industries: and 

‘Ambitious - project stems large-' 
. ly from: Franci’s canviction that in | 

“he Milan meet;. ‘whieh will bel 
held. during the latter part of this |. 

20), is therefore designed to. ac- : 
complish the following: bring to-. 

top: financiers’ who might. -be: in- 

7 Bea Hr’ Sets Record Fer | | 
Imports in Pakistan 

.- ~-Karacht; duly 18. 

“Ben - Hur” (M-G); strong ia 
15th .week:'of trun-here at the 
Capitol, has smashed ‘all Pakistan 
boxoffice records for foreign films 
(other than Indian). “Hercules” 
(WB), which. had -an 11-week run, 

; previously. held the old -record. 
“Ben-Hur” has now broken all old 
-marks,: and seems ‘to be ‘good for 
{afew more.stanzas, - 

The Pakistan b.o.. récord for an 
Indian. film: is 60 weeks, the mark 
held oY, “Aan.” 

Int! Scot Fest 
Looms Big B.0 

Edinburgh, Suly 18. 

* Presént indications are that the 
1961 International Festival of Mu- 
‘sie and Drama here, opening Aug. 
20, will -have a .good year, 

+. officewise. Festival headquarters 
are inundated with requests for| 14 
tickets. 

cfally keen on “Lucia di-Lammer- 
moor,” a- Covent. Garden opera. | 
Bookings. are ‘also strong for the 
performances of. the Berlin’ Phil-. 
harmonic. 

‘Overseas bookings from the 

ada and Australia. indicate that the 
Festival may ‘have .“one of its 
‘busiest: “years: yet * 

Golden Era; New Film 
Distrib for London 
, . London, July 25. 

Golden. Era, a new film distribu- 
ting’ company, has been laufched 
with. S.J: BL. Ward as .chairman, 

‘tor: Erie Greenspan, general sales 
manager, and. Carl Stack, assistant 

INTERNATIONAL 

Opera’ ‘bookings’ are well ahead 7 
of ‘previous: years and . look like | 
being a sellout. Patrons are spe- 

U.S., France,: New Zealand, Can- |. 

LeslHé Greenspan, managing direc-|: 

ng Crema Bi 
Paris, July. 25. 

Aa unfortunate aspect of bumasa 
nature, so they say, leads to pars 

ing the buck in times of crises. 
Filmites seem to be indulging in 

iit now as cinema attendance keeps 

falling, film detaxation {fs not In- 
sight yet and things are not what 
they should be In the industry. So 
now, under attack are the film 
critics. 

. Some fuming filmsters point out 
at aislesitters: haya been very 

wrong of late. The U.S. madetn- 
Paris pic, “Goodbye Again” (UA}, 
‘was maltreated by most pix pun- 
dits. So the pic went on to hit a 
solid 32,953 entries at two first- 
runs in its. first week which .js 
plenty sock here. It is sttll doing 
solid biz. 

_ Most critics felt It was soapy 
fare. Yet. some reviewers found it 
a knowing and sophisticated look 
at love among the monied, but 
they were in a minority. Most crix 

| did say it would appeal to the mass 
public which shewed they under- 
stood tastes. 

However, it is their jeb to point 
out and illuminate what is good 
and different to their public as 
well as those pix that already-seem 
to have boxoffice in store, say the 

x. 
Make Pix: For Prefit 

Many producers feel that pix 
are made mainly to be sold and 
make money. They also maintain 
that critics are paid for geeing pix 
and thus should hold the health 
and solvency of the biz In esteem. 
Yet others realise this would de 
etroy the very meaning of good 
erlictsm. 

There is such a thing as enter 
tainment films, and more serious 
films, and the critics should make 
these elstinctions in thelr work 
according te the more moderate 
ifilm people. 

There ts the example of Mi- 
chaelangele. Antonioni’s “Avven- 
tura” and “La Notte” which went 
on to do good biz here despite 
being more demanding. Ditto the 
pix of Ingmar Bergman, “Hiro 
shima Mon Amour” and others. 

Examples of Wreag Crix 

pic practitioners also say 

for:.a° joint. ‘symposium. 
Topics: of. discussions: what's been 

done? what is: needed. to .get this 

Angry 
‘sales chief. Then there ts a lot of | that such recent pix as the French 
the staff which Leslie Greenspan| “Taxi for Tobruk,” “The Truth,” 
had. with him-at the now defunct] With Brigitte Bardot; and the 
Eros. setup. Golden Era toppers| Sketch ple “The Frenchwoman and 
‘stated they would ac‘ purely as| Love” mainly got pans, too, only 
salesmen, without. being {nvolved| te go on to be the top grossers of 

much. will .{t-.cost? what :will be’ 
its inevitable repercussions on the | 

ternationally?). and of its technical. 
{facets .(i.¢.° the currently. rushed 

it will liave: been a ‘Start. ‘No ‘field, 
no branch. of ‘both. TV and Pic in-- 

| dustries.. will - remain™ unaffected: | 
the pic: exhibitor, ‘stributor,. pro- 

project clear. color pietures: on. his j 
screens from a city across the na-|, 

fh dispatching and accounting. 

‘10 of its reissues in Golden Era’s| 4 
hands. Untversal-International has 
made a deal: with Golden which 
extends over five years and already 
20: film. titIas have been named. The 
new setup also. kicks off with a 

the’ West: End July 21.. 

scope. .. Nationat, global, or-why not j 
universal? 

this season. Fairly favorably re- 

Rank Fiim Distributors has’ put viewed pix like the British “Satur- 
ay Night, Sunday Morning” and 

Italo “Two Women” did aot 
make ft here, but the former did 
in the U.S. and “Women” may 
also click there. 

Yet crix sve managed to put 
pact with the. David. Selznick or-| many directorial names in the pub- 
‘ganization, starting with refssue of| lic eye to lead to more than good 
“Duel. In Sun,” ‘which opened inj biz for their. pix. 

Though the industryffes are 
‘|matinly miffed at critics when they 
are panned, {t is notireable that 
}most tend to put up quotes or 
‘full reviews fn front of the cinemas 

The trick ts to bring all ‘these to help entice the public. There ts 
components. together, now, for a also the ever-present part quots- 

{discussion on all levels. And this} tions which sometimes denature 
is what the MIFED chief proposes | the eritic’s thoughts. 
to. do in his fall’ symposium, in- 
‘vites. . .to- go out in all directions: 
soon,. -hoping that the potential tm- 
'portance of. such a conclave will 
‘bring about the proper response. 

The ‘planned pic-ty “summit” is 
merely. a logical. development, | 
Franci adds, of his MIFED’s past 

France Offers Venice 
Film Fest 5 Pictures 

Venice, July 25. 

Five films have been officially 
activity, which. has ‘seen top-level | offered by France to the Venice 

\ pie industry - meetings (B.LC., etc.) 
a ‘| held. at éach of the three’ Trade 
Q » Agee’ his =Produet onto. millions of ‘Fairs held so-far on Milan's Fair- 

scree ‘grounds (April 1960, October 1960, 
wise on. walls ‘throughout his ecity.| April 1961), Trade Fair already. in- 

Film Fest, whose selection: com- 
mittee has the final say on which 
ones to accept. They are Jean Pi- 
erre Melville's “Leon Morin Pre- 
tre” {Priest Leon Morin); Alain 
Resuais’ “Last Year at Maritenbad"; 

cludes  T¥-Films,. Documentaries, Francois Villiers’ “Well of Thrre 
jand. Theatrical Feature films in 
. its business-only ° fairs. 
future, Franci expects to include 
‘an equipment section (ty and mo- 
tion: picture). 

ruths”; Leonard Kriegel’s “Levi- 
In_ the } athan” and Robert Hossein’s “The 

Taste of Violence.” 

Expected that no mere than two 
or three of these contenders will be {s.-to, recommend formation of a/|ter’s retirement from the ‘circuit,|’ 

sub-committee of officers and. -ex-| with. William Tinkler in charge of 
. hibitor-meémbérs -of © the - CFC: as: al ‘GUT’s Keyers. coast to: coast. 

_ they will know .what’s best.for the} ..Horrie ‘- Nagel: formerlv | - in-: - velopments, ~But many.” of - the: 
Andustry: BOT iw ants: views, by next - charge ofGUT’s. ‘suburban loop; be- ‘wrinkles and facets are. And their ‘ 
: September, Lote a Veomes the chain's chief, film buyer. | practical: ‘applications. And:: their 

". Nothing | basically ‘new about 
. some or ‘even many .of these de-.. 

': Planned for April 1962 MIFED: | accepted by Venice, whose total of 
the first of-a series of symposiuins : competing pix can't tap 14. Names 

‘on. Tollvision, again with the at-iwill be announced, as per festival 
“tendance of ‘fop officials and ex-<procedure, carly in August, when 
_Perts. {com both pix. and video. the entire roster is made known. 
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HOW A LUSTY, FIGHTING YOUNG 
ADVENTURER TURNED INTO 
A SAIRTLY MAN OF 60D! 

& PEMSESE FROOCVLICN BTANE AO 

BRADFORD DILLMAN- DOLORES HART 
STUART WHITMAN 2 PENRO ARMENDARIZ 

aS THE GUL TAN 

Produced by PLATC A SmQGRAS - Dected by M CHAEL CUTZ 
Screengiay by FECENE VALE JAWES FORSYTH & JACK THOMAS 
COLOR by OF LUXE CinemaScoPe 

RIVOLI 
THEATRE. 

eS 

LIVE ATOMIC AGE ADVENTURE. 
On Land...In Outer Space.:. 

And Hader The Sea! . 

GND BATATNT ArUNG. 

COLOR by DELUXE 

pie 

WALTER PIDGEON-JOAN FONTAINE . 
BARBARAEDEN-PETERLORRE” 
ROBERT STERLING- MICHAEL ANSARA 
ov FRANKIE AVALON | 

sweeetee o aT emer er: 

BON ALLEN RAFI ALLEN os 6 

PARAMOUNT 
THEATRE 

‘TAO LAID ARTUR OCONEE 

we ee 

in so 
ROR AT EOE 

THE WARM, WONDERFUL 
STORY BELOVED BY 
MILLIONS! 

‘CinemaScoreE 
COLOR by DE LUXE 

. @tere.ng : 

Produced ny Oiregted-by Screenpiay by 

ROBERT B RAONTZ- AMES B. CLARK TED SHERDEMAN 

NORMANDIE 
‘THEATRE 

Let 20th Light Up Your Town, Too! 

MT Rollicking —~ 

Fon And. | 
Entertainment |... 
“For Everyone! } 

A, 

patrodycing the U. S. World 7 
Olympic Skating Champion | 

"Carol | 
BR Heiss |: 

COLOR by DE LUXE CingmaScoPe ne 

EDSON STROLL -PATRICUA MEDINA: GUY ROLFE: MACHAEE DAVID: 
. Pabage tart h- - irorgin ly 

CHARLES WACK - WALTER LANG: NOEL LANGLEY ow ELWOOD ULLMAN - 

~ Entire RKO Circuit 
plus Dozens of 

Neighborhood Theatres: | 



- Hany Davers- Cha ete 

| ference about: 

le pMarty, 
“vested interests the cunning gralfts- | 

_Wedhnonday Taly. 26, 196 FILM REVIEWS 13° 
: Ada 

7 _ (C/SCOPE—-COLOR) 
o ‘How folks. can erase: ‘graft ‘fa: 
.. state government. ‘Throwback | * 
“to the: screen’s ‘political’ ro-. 
manticomedy .. ‘era. Farfetched .. 

: tery. rescued by. sharp dialog, 
uo. fancy: production” and” stars . 
“ee marquee comph. Promis- 

——e “Hollywood, July: 12, 
a ‘Metro. release. ‘of Lawrence. Weingarten 
Production. -Stars’-Susan  Hayward;-: Dean. 

tun;: features ‘Wilfrid -- - Hyde. White. 
aiph. -Meeker.: Martin. _Balsam.; Directed 

to by: Daniel: Mann: “Screenplay; Arthur ! 
-Sheekman, William ‘Driskill, . 
hovel, - “Ada Dallas.” ‘by... Wirt: Wil®ams;: )* gamera (Metrocolur), Joseph Ruttenberg: : 

editor, Ralph E. .Winters;.. art . directors, | direction by 

Edward. © Carfagnq; } ' George : W. ”. Davis, . 
° ptusic | Bronislau ‘Kaper: -agsistant direc- 

- tor, Al Jennirigs. Reviewed ‘at Hollywood. 
*. Paramount. ing July, 12, 61. Running | 
‘time, ; 109. MINS. 

Jo Ada sy ore Lens weeres - Suisan’ Yiay ward | 
:* Bo Gillis 0 262 . - Dean‘-Martin|j 
"..- Sylvestec isin Wild ‘Hyde. ‘White }. 

. " Colonel Yancey. : “Ralph Meeker. 
- Steve’ Jackson: . ” Martin” ‘Balsam | 

Ronnie. Hallerton -. Frank ‘Maxwell. | 
Alice Sweet 0.5... ++, Connie Sawyer. 

. Bpeaker °.- taste. ..:-- Ford ‘Rainey: 
! UAL: Winslow eases o. ‘€h irles- Watts 
'. Joe Adams. : rry Gates 
” Warren Natfield ”. o ee 

William * Zuckert |, 

a * There's . an -unmistakable™ -ele-: } 
tient of: mass. audience “appeal | 
about: “Ada,” ” a political drama that: 
-amounts:.:to ‘a-Kind::of. “Mr..-and | 
” Mrs.- 

and . highly-regarded. - tropic. 

" screen: a couple of decades ago, 
thre: ‘good. Deeds':and. ‘Doe’s era. of. 

“the: einema. when plain. ‘Joes and 
their :plain: Janes came: out of. the 
country farmhouse. to. ‘liberate. the. 

eo * thriving. - political 
graft and cor ruption.’ ‘The big.-dif-| ~ 

“Ada”: ‘is ‘that . its 

‘nation © from - 

‘plain Jane is not exactly. the. -apple- 
'.. Cheeked: farmer's daughter: buf.a 
o> full: fledged. albeit. reformed, trol: 
os Top. : 

But. the. resi. * of: tite’ formiila. rTe-. 
“mains virtually~“intact. The. ‘para- 

‘sites of the piece: ate -the selfish; 
“Harrow-minded-: members’: of the! 

‘wealthy. social: set, whose | 

based - on: 4 

| 
an Robert: S. Sistion f° 

} Smith’: Go to “Washington,” ae 
.:) only on. a.state.governmérit lével. |": ~ 

: To. a great: degree, the ‘Lawrence | ] 
- “Weingartén’. production. seems: to'|: 
come: st¥aight. out:.of the lucrative | 

, of |. 

a “€apra-corn.. ‘that...dominated - the. 7 

‘conceivably outfoxed by Miss. ‘Hay- 
‘ward, - -along.- with ‘Several. - sup- 
posedly' sharp. people -also_uncan-. 
nily“outwitted by the lady. “Effec 

- Daniel. Mann's: generally. crisp, 

; Ralph: E. -Winters” cognizant : edit: 

ern state capital -in the -depression | 
dinto.a. film shot: against . California | 

tion, downto wall-to-wall butterfly’ 
“collections, -is. the’ contribution: of: 

dsiau Kaper’s. scoré is. uriobtrusive, 

‘tive key. support, is dispatched by. 
Ralph. Meeker,.Martin Balsam ‘and- 

‘| Frank Maxwell, Others. in the cast i pilot for afew 
. perform. satisfactorily.” 

“prosperiti’. Meticulous ‘set..décora- | 

‘Henry. Grace and Jack. Miils.:Bron-:; 

ak wicked -party -leadér. by Wil-’ 
frid Hyde-White, a character in- 

| 

{ 

‘critical acclaim. That. however, 
‘a «technical detail. ‘th: at can ‘be 
‘readily. overcome, 

to’ “achieve ‘maximum - “pesults and’ 
AS. 

‘Without. its: “political - overtones, 
“Skies” boils: down to a boy meets .. 
girl story. A young, factory WOF ker |. 
‘casually « La. distinguished | 

seconds ‘at a party, 
and subsequently discovers: his tele- : 
? phone’ number. She: calls ‘him, “up, 

-Theets : 

- [businesslike direction - ‘keeps the i makes a: blind. date. dnd that is fol-: 
story. moving along: ‘ata ‘brisk, “pals; lowed by. afew. days. of : Dectie LO-° 
amced:: pace: assisted. by | Joseph ' ‘mancing’ before his: leave from his 
j Ruttenberg’ s knowing. Jensmanship,:; i unit- expires, 

‘He: goes. ‘back. .to’ active ‘service . 
ing... There “is. commendable -art * ‘and she discovérs. she -is to have a. 
Edward. Pa eiatie Davie and aby. But: before the ghild Is’ born, ; 

, “; he. is. reported. dead~.and _ post- ; 
}Stilled. the. atmosphere of a: ‘South- ! ae p 1 humously: ‘decorated. The girl ‘in- | 

-Sists ‘on “Femaining: faithful © ‘to. his‘ 
memory .-and - -tugps.”’ down.- other : 
suitors. Eventually her: confidence | 
is justified ‘and’ he ‘returns home. 

To. their - -joinil - bewilder ment he. is 
denigrated for. having urrendered - 
-to- the. enemy”. after being : shot 

‘except for. the. burst of:.campaign ‘ ‘down, and. as, the yeats va by he 
parade . nielody” ‘under. the. “titles | t takes to the. bottic. moré and. more. 
that. deserves. to. ‘be heard. | “Then comes the. news of: St: alini’s 

: Helen: Bose. ‘costtimeés. look well: death and shertly theréatter he is 
“on. Miss. : Hayward. | ‘although: they 
are. not alw ays: “precisely what: one ; 
would expect: the well-dressed: first 
lady, ex-prostituté or r Mot, _to-wear, 

wel, . Tube. 

Ea _Busea. de La Muerte 
~ (Looking. for ‘Death) * 

'. (MEXICAN) | 
* Mexico City, July: 18. 

Peliculas . 
. Productions. production: . Stars...Armando 
Silvestre; Lilia de] -Valle:- features Carlos 
Cores, Magda-.Guzman, Sergio... Jurado; 
David ‘Silva. Directed. by: Zacarias: Gomez 

‘| Urquiza..Screenplay,: Alberto’ Ramirez de. 
Agullar.” and’ .Carlos’. Ravelo: .camera, 
-Manuel. Gomez “Urquiza; --music,.. Sergio 
Guerrer6.” At Orfeon neatres. 
City. -Rupning time, ' 90. MIN iS," wrt 

a. man: of .affairs.. “Lilia * ‘del- ‘Valle. 

plays’ the. role. of: mistress. Suspect. 

» ; Story line” revolves ‘around’ ‘clear-- 
‘ing of her name by the crime ‘re 
! porter, ‘Who as. hherin’ his. custody. 

nee 

While | ‘there are the usual ‘false’ men‘. seek to - -protect. The heroes | 
are: thie ‘young, relatively. ‘unedu- ‘clues ‘and scenes "developed for | 

“even - 

eo vs ‘Metro -. 
ae hefty marquee. cargo in. the names: 
1 fot Snsan: Hayward: and Dea n. Mar- 

oi " gubernatorial: 
“go. muchso, that hé decides to defy + 

“governor. 
‘thorizations ‘tor the: commissioner: 

‘ laoking. : 

> -updaied fefleetions of: the ‘Robin’ shoulders: above the: ‘ordinary: “who- 

-.Hood image’ ‘who’ are ‘out. to’ ‘take 
the: rich,, Bive to the poor’... 

a “Ada” is” a. “théroighly : ‘implaus- 
ible ° story,. but:-it : does’ have -re-. 
deeming. qualities;. not the. least. of. 
which is some tart, ‘caustic’ dialog. 

-" by-scenarists: Arthur: ‘Sheekman. and 
| William, Driskill,. a: value that ‘fre-. th 
- quently: will: win over.an audience: 

‘when “the . incidents built: 
‘around: the conversation ‘are’ lean. 

“>and : unconvincing: Then. . too, the i 
release - ix: fortified, with 

- tm: It. “would: come ".as- no: great - 

_ strong: commercial showing.” 
Bilin ds hased.on, ‘the nov el: “Ada. 
J Dailas,” by. Wirt, ‘Williams. Miss 
 Hayiw ard. is: a prostie irom ‘down on | 
- the ‘farm who. appeals: to ‘bumpkin j 

‘candidate ‘Martin, | 

_ the party of. his. ‘choice by making |. 
v the party of-the first’ part +his:wife. 

-* Pretty soon the. naive~ Martin - ‘is 
‘and ‘he. is® signing’ 

‘ot finance” -without - 
_Alerted’ by" his: wife’ he beains to 
: puspect -foutl play. 

against. his 

proceeds to turn. the state capital 
dato’ .a- kind. ot: veform-oratorium |. 
.and Starts- her house cleaning with | ‘ 

‘the House: of Representatives. Mar- 
. -tin returns from. the hospital - just. 

“rin! time: to deliver“an:inipassioned 
«1? address to the. assembly :and: recone-. 

: ‘ciliate. “with: his -wife. . “as. expected.. 
-Martin,* the. ‘likeable’ theatrical 

’- personality and’. singer, is. pretty: 
. hard to. swallow asthe guv.:-His. 
ye ‘portrayal emérzes. as an imitation: 
of Dean’ Martin imitating. ; ‘Bing: 
Crosby. imitating | a governor. But: 

‘singing gov ‘ernor. 
: When. he: croons - 
Bless: You Real. Good. no a fittingly 

- homespun’ ditty. by- 
certs. and’ Wally. Fowler: 

.: Miss Hayward: an exciting. actress 
m7 to: watch, puts *-a: “high-voltage: 
oo charge into her ‘lines, ‘best - in: the. 

...’ «picture, but: the character is almost: 
_*.. monotonously ~‘cocksure and tri- 

., ‘uimphant,.- atid: her: portrayal: makes 
-.{t.more of an.iny erted snob than a 
true. women—by. far ‘the. sharpest 

Prostitute ever to: grace the screen.. 
» There's’ a cr ack: portrayal. of Ly 

lg. 
a -gurpr isé- Should the. picture. make a ftand: upy. 

“aus 

15 promptly hos-{ - 
..., -pitalized bya bom). explosion, but} 
not’ before’ little” Ada, 
Wishes, has" beconie lieutenant ‘gov-- 
“etnor. Whereupon. the: litthe? lady: 

{erable artistic ‘merit: and: with. gur- 

as -he proves: 
“May. :the: Lord] . 

Warren: -Rob-: 

dunit fare, : 

(Musical ‘background. “Armando 

Pilot... 

. resents - -a “substantial advance” 

‘a Soldier,”. 
‘the -story” 

.f and. more tiumian terms. The direc- 
tion is. -impeccable’and thee. are’. 
‘several. memorable sccnes. There ‘ *- tonal 1 Delta: 

Nacionales release . of - Delta is one, for. example,-in waich. the - 

This. is ‘a whodunit. with ¢ sereen-. : 
play. by Alberto: Ramirez, de: Agui-. 

lar, a. crime reporter;. and allegedly 
based: ‘on ‘an. actual case, :iurder. of : 

tare ‘reflected’ with ‘integrity. 

“It. ‘has’-good photog-" 
.{Taphy,’: excellent’. Sound. effects. and 

Silvestre and’ Lilia del. Valle, -as | - 
¢rime reporter and suspect, do nots Pee 
-overplay, but strive for realism: ini |- 
their: interpretations: Of... 
Other « players ‘also -° contribute. to 

with.-the- direction: only showing .a 
“slight tendency-to ‘lag’ at times. . 

{ftrue. to ‘life? With: Silvestre’ -repre- 
“senting: a brash, -pugnacious type. 

But. as. a -w: hole. the-pietuire does-| 
“With the: weaknesses oft: 

- Secorid..of:-a: series. |. 
and -.collaborator |. 

| Revelo, At. is. doing good business. |." 
It. should - click -in- Latin. American. 

the: mild sort. 
‘by :.de-- Aguilar 

| ‘markets. And: -Seriptw riter-pro- 
ducer . . team are’ ‘Pianining . further}. 

» Emil. ; crime: ‘films, ; 

| MOSCOW GRAND: PRIZE 

¢ doar: Skies” 
(RUSSIAN—C OLOR) * 

- ‘Moscow, .. July is: 
‘Sovexport réleasé® of Masfilm * produc-: 

-tion. Stars‘ Nina. 
Urbansky,, Oleg. Tabakov.: Directed’ by 
‘Grigary-: Chukhrai. Screenplay, ‘Daniil 
Khrabroyitsky; camera,: Sergei. Poluyanov. 

. Drobysheva, | 

roles. ; 

‘Evgeny 

é:: documentary-type.” ‘approach, . 

Bt ress. tinee: yo 
“As usual “in. polite. dramas. ‘the |. P : 

4 reporter ‘character is “not.” exactly | 

I Fest.’ Running | time, 85 MIN 

At Moscow Filnr res July: 17, "61. Run: 
ning, time, ” MIN 

directors ‘and: the:.acelaim: he “has 
received 
“Ballad ‘of ‘a Soldier” undoubtedly 

jis: latest picture,. 
ig .a ‘significant work with. consid- 

It prising: : political - - importance. 
{Should bea: profound success in’ 
{the U.S. in arty: ‘situations and de- 
serves: international popularity on 
“both: counts: 

: film reflects: great political eourage 

‘followed the death of. Stalin. But 
it is by.no-means a ‘straight propa- 
‘ganda piece, as. itis also. visually 
exciting, - -beautifully’ - acted 
strikingly directéd, It. has. its. faults, 

‘internationally. for... his. 

‘on. the part of the Rissians- in’ 
Tw ashing. their. dirty’ linen in public | 
‘and, ‘in ‘striking: cinematic ‘terms, 
underlines: the political’ thaw that: 

‘and: 

‘particularly in: ‘regard~ to ‘a ‘lazy. 
‘use of the. flashback ‘techn.que: |. 

er And it certainly, needs: rerediting face ‘characterizations- and techni- ment. 

will be reflected ‘in ‘the. ‘results. of . 
“Clear Skies” 

oy 

: Yanks: : 

‘Mote’ than: “anvthing ‘alse, the 
‘laced this ‘with: ‘comie looks at. péo-t-.. Acting is acc ‘eptable. and ex- 
ple in’war. and’ the-.Germans. turn; tremely 

strides . forward * 
-Siasm .agd determination of a. Red. 
Army. ‘soldier. * 

‘the per fornjances. - 
‘Sheya.. gives a moving, tender: and 
‘sincere’ ‘per irayal ‘as thre ‘girl. Her |. 
‘various moods, from the depths of: ,; 

-rehabilitated,. Tedecorated for .gal- 
Jantry: and. becomes a. Aeading test. 

“Technically, ‘the. produéiron rep- 

the: style displayed : in “Ballad of: 
“and,” more impor tantiy. 4 
is’-narrated <in warmer. 

plueks up courage to approac ham, : 
with - the -enthu- 

- It. would” pbe- difficult to. better 

- Lee: 
_vouver Fala’ Fest’ Runmag yume, 

“Scvend wing Warthess 

on.-. 

“24 Porter 
: lst Dish Washer 

“Nina “Droby- ¢ 

VANCOUVER FESTIVAL FILMS | 
The Kitehen. 

(BRITISH). 
. * Vancouver, July 25. 

‘Eton - International - Films release of: 
AC. T. Films. Sidney’ Cole’ production. 
Stars Carl Mohner and Mary Yeomans; 
features Eri¢ Pohimann: and Tem Bell. 
Thrected by James Hill Screenplays. Sid- 
ney Cole. adopted from play by Arnold 

. Wesker cctienas Reg Wore. music, David 
' ere Haanbline we Vane auditors, undoubtedly muaeh of the édites, “Gerry.. Hambling 

76. MINS. 
. Carl. Mohner 
Lot Mais Jeomans | 

‘Bi Pohimann | 

Peter. 
Monica oo... 
Mr. ‘Maraiigo ase 

mown aie the comic chatacter= 
ivations “established by the paly- 
tlot Kitchen staff Their real- 
ism in gas. lusty or wisttul roies 
provides a particular kind of: 
earthy but brilliant humor  Pei- 
haps this i a type of comedy best 
appreeiated by British or Canadian 

Tich Characterizatuons would be lost 
'taca US) audience: unaccustomed 
to British daaleet and inflestions.,- 

Paal: - Eve Pohfmann ; Pj . * whi 
Kevin: eeeaee .Bitan- Phelan j r ic 1 ‘ ould certainly do better at 
‘Raymond. Howard Greene ; ager situations wheres jae 
Michael . Le James Bolani trons are more tamiliar with Erag~ 
‘Hans: ee eas Svat Finch i lish {haves 
Gaston . “Gettlan Klauber i , 

needs -Maitin Boddev “Max. 
Dimitri ese eee Sean Lyneb ! 

i Magi (vee 1. _Juset, Behr nn i 
> Frank’ , ’ Frank Pettitt. 
Nwks oo... 2.00 Gearge Eugenseu 
Chef) scivee oe: . Ch. ites Llovd Pack 
\Mred ° . Frank Atkinson 
Mongolia: . Andreas Markos - 
Ane OL. we. Patricia Greere 
atti . a oes . Jdeanne, Heaple 

.. Berthas. vel”. Jessie Rab ns 
Winnie _ ; Pandy Carbs 
First Jivane ™“M. ‘tte: ss Patioua ¢ laptou 

bith . Weatiess. Claire TWtistec - 
SArh W aitress Veronica Wells 

-Raghth Wertresg © Gwen Nelson 
Nohtn Waitress oo. s 06: . Je sniter “Wallace 
14h Madifteien oa. ee 
Lith. : Waitiess cep eeeaee Rosalsand Knithi 
I9th Werdess sivebee Ida’ Goldappte 
20th Wattsess .: -Susan Freld 
2ist. Waitress .. 
‘251d: Wattress 
34th Wartresg Ruth Mesers 

-.. Andheas # sstantine 
.. Andreas Ey sandiou 

“This isin. the current trend of. 
girl is keeping her blind date with * “angry: voung. man” drama from 
. “Gr iin, in ty 
‘the hero ‘and when sne., eventually ireat Britain, a somet mes wit and generally amusing comedy, as 

‘adapted from Arnold Wesker's play 
.of- the.isame name which is pres- 
ently plaving ‘at ‘London’s Royat 
Court: theatre. 

June | 27. ‘Vancouver: fest unreel- 
-ing was‘a:world freem.. 

apart from © ‘one. 
minor exterior scene, Is played. .in | 
Entire; “story, 

despondency. to-:complete elation; ‘the kitchen of a bustling London 

cision’ in’ -his ‘interpretation during; 
‘the. ‘prolonged. period between his: 
réturn ‘from the.-war and his. even- i. 
‘tual. rehabilitation... ‘As: already in-! 

Ey- ‘restaurant. ‘as it survives a day. of 
: geny. Urbansky, ‘plays the hero: with | 
warmth, conviction and. authority, 
though there are ‘moments of inde: : 

cooking and. serving 2,000. meals. 
: Situation. is intrinsically. comic and 
: director _ James ‘Hill ‘exploits it 
to create a: diverting. and often: 

, .{ Bala Anion Shilari jous- ‘film. 

Film ds. not, however, all fun and 
games. “Beneath. the -frothy ‘sur- : 

Tsnn Barton - 

Joan Geary . 

: ‘Nilo Christian 
‘Madelaine leon * 

Film -version pre- | 
‘ceded the stage play whith opened ; 

“Charles, ‘Tacchella; 

“picnic. when. they- hear. the’ Ger- 
‘Mans ‘intend ‘to. _surrender.. But. .a 

‘ending in- an. attack on. the. Gers *« 
‘mans .and:the recommencement of. 

‘fellows, the twists that’ lead -to 

dicated, ‘the’: pic: needs ‘some: Te-i face“an atfempt is made. to convey 
editing.: but’ the “camera ‘work is ' a. powerful social ‘message, and the | 
.absolutely first-rate and. ihe’ color | author seems: ta be trying to say 
completely unobtrusive. oe ne [that ‘his’ kitchen: represents. the 

; Myr. 

1p essures. and ‘tensions. This 
Itheme: is! never. ‘adequately devel- “4 Editoriat note: _ Adore Sorter 

C | oped but does serve to give a nerv- film: 4was..co-winner -of the’ Grand 
‘Prize at the: Moscow Festtral, with ‘Yous’ edge to the: wit. - 
a Japaneése- ‘silent; “The Island.” What doés come .across as the 
Review . of . latter Rot: received at. ‘hours of work go by. in the kitchen 

Jand- _temperatures and 

Sa Sebastian Film Fest Reviews 
Les. Honneurs De Ia. cal qitalities.are-okay. But the feel: 

-Guerre a ae: the times, fhe impending Yank ‘ 

the Hietiors oF War) war, are rarely. present in this film. 

‘Sah. Sebastian. July 18, Mosk. 
Feinand. Rivers: release’ ‘of Ako Films! ; 

“Production. ‘With Daniclle. Godt, - AUX! a < ; 
; pabiruy: Gaby. seoeet: ; Albert se “ Waude Zifi Lide 

win? : Stra i arlandet irect : ait . 

| by: Jean Dewewér_::Screenplay, Jeate] - (People Live Here Too) 

- (CZECHOSLAVAKIAN) 
San Sebastian, July. 18. 

“Croch’: Siate. Film. production and re- 

camera,.. G. - Cloquet: 
editor, :G. Levy. At San, Sebastian Film |- 

revted by Juni Hanibal, Stepaa Skalsky 
j Serednplay, 
_Marek;- 

" Resistance “people : 

‘amera, Josef Strecha; editor, B. 
At San Sebastian ‘Film Fest. : 

' Ranping. time, 95 MING,: 
Rt) 2, Ivan Paler : 

a: pacifistic. pic. this: ‘lacks. the ine: Bea. oliieetas esse. Jaria Hlavacova j 
Dr. Mrazek coacncceee, Zdenek Steponek ; tensity. and: “compassion. : ‘for the: 

‘needed':..irony and the: sw eep to. 
make its. point. Result “is. a: little: 

Reha aK Es aanees 

AY ‘young. “doctor learns: to Tive 
{war sketch with scanty. ‘foreign with: the. ‘people of ‘a little. town 

” Grigaty ‘Chukhrar ig: ‘one: of. the | 
Saviet Union's -most. distinguished; 

ier ‘except ‘for possible: dualer.: though. yearning- to. get. back to the | 

A “bunch.- of: ‘assorted’ Fiench | 
types set out. ‘ta: ‘help. their. he- 
Teagured . countrymen...trappéed ™in. 
the church: It turns into. 4. sort ‘of 

atid a-feel for the subject. But this. 
is a limited foreign export. Its ! 

its.” problems aiso. is ‘not: sharp 
enoug h to merit | offriiore- chances 

The. saung. doctor ig taken under 
the: wing of. an ailing, but astute 

misunderstanding “has | the film 7 

Tighting. whereas the Germans: had:, 
planned surrender to the oncoming | part of things and finally eaves 

a , { his: fiancee to stay. on after the 
Diréctor. Jean. “Dewewer’ has | old: man.retires: 

perceptive- via Zdenek 
out-more humane than most of the : Stepanek’s aging doctor. 

Technical credits are. good ‘This 
b adds. up to a pic that probably 

needless: carnage, neither* trans-. “4 ‘rieans ‘more at home, where there 

sarcasm’ of a French Fascist to his: 

‘cend its..cadre ‘of the last war or: are. ‘problems. of keeping them. 
make their point on war's Useless- ; down on the’ collective ‘farm. 
Tess. - 

It 
{loses more international. appeal on 

Littie. known’ actors: supply ‘gur- 1 Ite calm: ‘but. conyentional unfold- 
a . Mosk. 

{whole world, with its up-and-down 

tempo 

7 5 ease With Ivan Palec, Jana Mlavacova, 
A A group ‘of Gertnan soldiers have | Zaenek “Stepanek, Jana ‘Stepankova Di- | Rosal 

- Lsome’ “Fr ench 
‘| Holed ‘up: in, a. church’ in’ a small! 
“French. town at the-end-of the Jas st Moravec. 

1 wong War. Obviously intended ‘as’. 

Nanibal, Vera Kalabova, Jiri 

Jana Btepankova 

‘big city because of:.a girl. It is: ai 
simple vehicle that skirts banality {445 treatment of two little-kaowa 
‘because - “Of. deft characterization : cultures and Its concern for under- 

‘look at. collective farm life and | 

and old country doctor: He hecomes: 

He man-— 
‘French. This fils into the eycle of.; agesto. makeia familiar character 
“good* Gerrnan” pix.here. But the. revealing. Others do not do as well. 

Hill has used a cast of young 
attors and actresses who give out- 
Pstanding performances Mast of 
the parts are played by compars- 
i Uvels unknown players, many of 
Wan aie reenachnge the sate 
roves Vat thes didi in the current. 
Sugeptay Ob the few‘ matiass,” 
Carl Mover. as the Crehedious 
cok. isa Known Geran actar wit 
thas appeared in-seseral continental 
fi nts, and Biie Poblmanmn. the tee- 
vous restaurateut, has chalked up 
MmMerens screen credHs am prervi- 
ous Brifish pis 
Production is enhanced by Gerry 

Hamblins’s cusp edsting. William 
Kellner’s set im effective through- 
out, “David Lee's music is a plus 
but the song “Something's Cook- 
ing.” written and composed by Les 
Vandyhe, is unnecessary intrusion 
and obvious effort to cask in on 
the popularity of singer Adam 

{ Faith, 
1 With proper exgloitation, pic of- 
fers -good export possibilities, 

Shaw 
~ 

. Radjae 
(The Sea Gypsies) 
(PHILIPPINES) 

Vancouver, July 25. 
Paratiel Film Datributors (los Angeles) 

release of J. Pictures Inc. (Mania, 
Pi production” Stara Row Rosal. Tony 
Santas, .erov Salvador, Joseph de tor- 
dova, Vie Silayan. Directed by Lamberte 
¥. Avelian. Screenpias, Rolf Baver, cam- 
era, Miguel Accion, music, F Buencamino 
Jr, editor, Gregorte Carballo At Vat 
couver Film Fest Runnaig time, 92 MINS, 

| Rosa Ronal 
Tony Santos 

Leroy Salvador 
Joseph de ( urdova 

Vie Stlavea 

‘Hassan wu ceew cans 
‘‘taosug Chief 00... 
Radian Cheet 

* Taosur Woactaas 

“Badjo.” a Philippines version 
of the Romeo and Julict theme, 
won. seven awards in the Asian 
Film Fest including best direction, 
screenplay, photography and edit- 
ing, has never been released in 
North America prior to this Van- 
couver Fest showing. 

‘Plot concerns a youth and 
femme fiom rival Filipino tribes, 
the Badjaos and Taosupxs, who 
break century-old traditions by 
marrying. The boy is from the 
Badjaos. who ply the sea for fish 
and pearls while girl is a Taosugz, 
arrogant and economiéally-super- 

‘ier tribe of farmers and traders, 
Tony Santos is effective as the 

appraach:.. or the actual tone of | idealistic young Badjao peari-diver 
who believes passionately fn the 
possibility of closer understanding 
between the two tribes, He arcep's 
the ostraciean of his own people 
and has the courage fo earry tes 
defiance of. soctal. tahoos to the 
headman of the Taosug village ta 
win the hand of his sweetheart, 

{portrayed sympathetically by Rosa 
The greed and cruelty of 

the Taosug chief is well canveyed 
|by Leroy Salvador and is the rock 
: against which the Badjao hoy’s 
: Mission founders 

‘The couple returns to the Bad- 
jaos and are: ultimately accepted 

ibut only after the hoy responds 
ito ancient custom by throwing 
i their baby info the sea and sceing 
‘the child live 

Film is of special interest for 

istanding and friendship-among alt 
peoples. Direction and acting are 
more than adequate but the big- 

ifest plus for this pic is the tech- 
Neal e-ce ence, with photoeraphy 
particulaad: seod — Sub-tling 1s 
easils. followed and in kheepmg 
sith oo steeplicaty oof thence — aned 
staten@et: hea 

<8 come 

Leay Heads Engineering 
t For Theatre Television 

Just-created engineering divi- 
gon of ‘Iheatre Network Tele- 
vision at Woodude, LE, is to be 
headed up bs Ragene D Warren 
at director of engineering and 
Jobn J. Leas as chief engineer 

Both) previously served = with 
CBS-TV. Warren a3 manager of 

‘the effects service dept , and Leay 
-as engineer in charge of special 

jeffects: 
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The. names 
her husband 

Called her? 

The stories 
the headlines. 

| carried? | METRO 

The tape | 
recording a 
lot of people 
‘wanted « 

to hear? 

Co-Starring ———— | | . = 

CONTACT YOUR 

M-G-M BRANCH ILFRID HYDE WHITE - RAL oH Ml ARTIN BALSAM 

Now! | ‘seen ty ARTHUR SHEEKMAN oot WILLIAM DRISKIL 
NIEL MANN « roded LAWRENCE WEINGARTE 

in CinemaScope And METROCOLOR: 

1 tered ta he ida Oah* 
do FY WART WILLS 
N AA AVON PRODUCTIONS; BR. gauaR FicTURE 

Directed by DI 
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PICTURES. 15 

: - Poenan § Only rte Star: fn 
Sees Value i in Meeting Exhibs, Editore Hell. Alto 7 Q 

_ Direct Next I Production _ 

By. JACK PITMAN ’ 

Producer Carl: Foreman, ‘the. ex- 
anaes ‘American . -seripter tong 

. “London-based, has’. been-.on State-}: . 
 gide tour helping exploit . his. own | :. 

* film, ;Columbia-released.- “Gung: of |. 
-and is winding -up. the-:| 

‘visit on the Coast with wife’ and'| 
daughter for what he. ‘says. 4s - his. 
first respite’ in- three years—-spam|: 

“of: time he’s been: occupied ‘with |: 
the. ‘pic: °. 

2, His. *G@u is’ ‘trekking accents ' 
"again. ‘the’ “producer as: his -own |: 

Le “star”. on thé road'in a day. ‘when | 
: the’ actual star’: cannot. he. com: |" 

Navarorie,”” 

manded for. personals. 
wo i: «In the ease: of: the key’ doniestic 
a: Aaunchings | -for’ 
= powertiouse. names—Gregory- Peck, J 
-' David. Niven, - Anthony ‘Quinn -—= |” 
‘were elsewhere, prepping an indie |’ 

‘or script: reading, |. 
or  pleasuring: in ‘South: Europe. |; 

. Only name. Foreman. had: léeft: for | 
- the personals was. hig ‘own.  How-'}- 

“Guns,” 

(Peck, 

ever,: he. found - “many... ‘eritics - and 
amusement: eds. “delighted” “with: 
a chance to: palaver’a film’s- prime | 
ingredient—the: writer. ...- 

- Foreman argues the. more- con-. 
tral a writet’ has. over ‘the pic by 

nce virtue of-. -doubling + as, ‘producer. |. 
“othe ‘stronger the odds ‘for a-better { 

‘end: “product. - 
Foreman, “Will, Pay off: with better’ 
pictures soon. mo : 

This * ‘trend,. adds 

. Pertinent’ to ‘this, he ‘intends ‘to: 
__ triple- -up on ‘his... next: pic, direct- | 

- tors,” 
ing it as well. It's to. be “The Vic- 

interimly the pact is. being. “waiv- 
ed" ‘so that ‘he can ‘screenplay, (but 

0) ‘that’s. all “Forty Days of.’ Musa} 
.* Dagh’. for Metro.- 
Aind of..a rest forme,” Forenian | 
‘avers, “and: besides, the. pay is: eX+- 

‘*That: will -be: 

cellent.’ es 
As for the, “Guns” tour, he’ 3 ap- 

_* [preciative for the chance.it afford- 
ed_to-get out. and meet exhibitors, 

‘S Jeritics, | ‘amusement - editors, 

this being .-a: ‘sensitive point with 
“.distribs, who “ate quick. to. accuse.| /4 
_smatler,and marginal operations of:|-. 
‘shabbiness and. ‘indifference .dam-| - 
“aging. to. -the. industry, over-all. 

tte‘ ‘Alice-in-Wonderland” - thinking 
on part of the majors, and. sdys the 

‘yaulties on: tv: competition: is. the: 
one’ ‘downbeat theme he consistent- 

Le ly’ heard voiced by: exhibs.. : 

_ Bill Goetz Unattached - 
Hollywood, ‘July. 25... 

. ” Producer’ ‘William Goetz and. ‘Co: 
-* lumbla have come- to’an “amiable” 
o parting of the ways. The producer. 
nag opened up: his. own’ offices ‘in 
Beverly -Hills and ‘will: ¢ontinue his 

- indie’ status, b , | . Ss, but’ hasni’t_as yet. 8 Viking -coutisel, said he would do 
$0 Within.a-weék or two. Sley him-. 

Up a néw. distribution deal. - 
The: one property which “Goetz 

has been prepping,-Eric Maria Re- 
 marque’s: “Heaven, Has: .No. Favor- 

. ites,” reverts to Col and it’s under- 
-. stood that David Stillman’s Chalet | 
Productions will.-make -the. film { 

... with’ Laurence Harvey - starting: 
During -his .more’ than three. 

‘ years at Col. Goetz: ‘produced: “They |. 
‘Came to Cordura,” 

._ Road,” ..“Song: Without End” “and. 
“Mountain 

2 “Cty for Happy.” a 

OWNER IL, HOUSE DARK. 
Albany, July 25. : 

Lo - Starr. “mhieatre™ ‘in. - Corinth: has ;-. 
been” ‘temporarily: closed; due ‘to 
the .-illness ‘and hospitalization - ‘of. 

a owner Robert Flockhart. - 
“The film house: was: named in 3 

-fionor. of the: famed. legit actress, 
Frances Starr. 

all) the 

‘with. a: second: World War }°. 
setting - but. not. ah’ action - yarn). 
‘based. on the . tome: of ‘British “‘au- 

-- thor, Alexander. Baron. It: will also. 
Mark’ the: first of four more. proj-. 
“-eets” Foreman’s Highroad - banner 
-Must deliver to’ -Celumbia, though. 

disk: 
-* Jocks, projectionists, On-the :preéss:' 
“They seem’ keenly .aware: of. the’ 

7 Industry’ s.. problems. ” On ‘exhibs: 
“++ he found: theatiie ‘Managers. inter-: 
| ested ‘and .“‘eager. to do 4 'job,” and. |} 

-. he-was impressed with'the staté of | 
...: theatres, albeit these’ were: flagship’ 

-. and/or firstrun situations that fig: ‘Paramount, 
ured ‘to be Ship-shape, © 

“At each. house;. ‘said : “Foreman, 
2 he inspected. the lobby, ‘auditorium, 

: restrooms. and booths.. and what‘he | 
‘saw and heard:. pleased :him.:. He: 
‘doesn’t’. " generalize, however, that-| 

- all exhibition is. of equal’ quality— 

-|-show-: 
Foreman: thinks it’s wrong * for | forced to bid, while other ‘firstruns | 

a the: Studios to .unload_recent-vin- 
-" tage ‘product --on - television: : Calls 

' Cainie Bearlag Gift 
Moscow, July 25. 

“for Russia's. “The- Cranes ‘Are | 
Flying,’’ which: the producer . 

- the Moscow Festival; was. pre-: - 

’ “leader: of’ the:.American dele-. ‘: 
. ‘gation: at’: the. Rossia Theatre 
: same night. the - 
walked out (ater) ‘on “Sunrise ° 
-At.'Campobello.”” 

Shelton recalled’ 

a under. the: “exchange:. ‘agree-.*. 
.ment,’: “while. Kalatozov. -con- — 

he : hoped, -. would.. -strengthen . 
relations . 

. countries. . 

Sley Philly Loser 
- But Lawyers Win| 

‘| Perry- and Leon: Brandt, that the 
| generally | ‘accepted: clearance pat- 

_ 7 “Philadelphia, July 25. 
2: 

‘10- week: antitrust trial pitting. Vik- 
ing: Theatre. Corp.-: 

| versus. ah’ array of. Philly .exhibs 
and ‘major..distributors ended. last 

t week 197 with: a directed | ‘verdict @ Jong-running ‘art hit comes from 
[ oF: arquittal.* 

Vet. film antirust. lawyer Louis: 
‘Nizer, one 6f ‘a-battery: of. defense - 
counsel, argued. that plaintiff. Vik: . 
Jing’ had failed. to. come tp: with |. 
conspiratory. evidence. Judge John 
Lord, : in “Federal 

[fake tf “agreed: that: Mo case had 
‘heen. ‘proven. * 
* Defendants ‘might. ‘have. rejoiced’ 
more’ over’ the favorable verdict 
had: the Jitigation. not-run: up some-. 
thing. like -a.$750,000 legal tab. 
‘Small: -consolation.. for. them..that it. 
clipped. Harry’ ‘Sley,. Viking : prexy- 
(with hefty. parking lot interests in 
Philly. as -well),:for a reported { 
$500;000.-. Sley’s mood, ‘Teportedly, ; 
‘throughout was. that: he. ‘wanted: no 
‘out-of-court settlement even if. one 
had been .suggested:. “The Miking + 
is: the .old Aldine Theatre. _° 

Universal,- 

Stanley. ‘Warner, ‘Fox ‘Theatrés and. 
circuit: ‘owner-.: William : 

damages. over period from: July. 1, 

fendants’ worked ‘the “split” cto. de- : 
prive Viking : of. top. product. and 
fav orable: terms. ° 

- Allegaiions. 
Complainant ‘witnesses sought: to 

that! - Viking; was always‘ 

didn’t compete. ‘Testimony. clzimed- 
| Viking: ‘was forced to overpay: as: 
‘much..4s 30% for pix.. Viking tes-. 
timony- was. that if: its. bid ‘was 
turned ‘down, : other : firstruns' at-. 
tomatically got the ‘particular film 

yon the: split, with. the. bidder’ (Vik- 
ing). out in. the cold. 

In. his: motion. for * acquittal, 
_ Nizer ; argued the question was not 

|. whether the’ plaintiff ‘received what . 
Jit: considered “was*. its ‘fair ‘share, 
but: whether it. had: adduced: proof. | 
of the conspiracy. charge. Attorney 
contended . it had not, : ‘and: court - 
‘concurred. | 

appeal, and- Henry , .W.. Sawyer 3d,. 

self emphasized 'he--was' prepared 
to. ‘take.. the case to the. U. S.. Su-° 
preme Court if necessary. “-- 
‘Ruling: was actually the. ‘second 

| eourt | having likewise directed ‘for. 
RKO Teleradio on July 7. 

: Judge’ Lord; in directing ” the. 
jury, noted . he. ‘would -haye been 
“compelled” - to set ‘aside a verdict | 
-for..the - plaintiff, ““‘as .a. matter. of. 

{evidence 

* Besides .. attorney.” “fees,. . court 
eosts- alone will prove ‘stiff: Record 
‘of ‘case runs to some 8,000 pages,. 

‘Land at: ‘rate..of $1.50. per, the.:cost 
‘of: furnishing. ‘transcripts ta’ Bix, 
separate counsel | totals: up. to. more 
than. $20, 000... =| 

‘| oP. “Skouras. and key. 
“- member Milton Gould both-on - 

Stender’ Silver Laurel award. . |. 

+ disclosed. ‘at: the: Berlin. fest. © ™ 
recently was to be handed over.» 

‘ at a: special: ceremony. during ~-|. 

sented to thé director, Mikhail: |. 
-Kalatozov, by’ Turner Shelton, .- 

“audience. of 

“]An: the: proces 
‘that: 

~- “Cranes” had come to the.U.S. - : 

sidered it a great honor which, ~ 

hitter—and  ultra-costly— 

‘(Harry ‘Sley). 

district... court’ 
here; though voicing reluctance to. 
take. the ‘case’.out ‘of ‘the. ‘Jury's* 

. Defendants in the trial included | ; 
Water. -Bros., 20th-Fox,: ‘Columbia, | 

Metro, |} 
RKO §- and. United - ‘Artists,’ plus” 

-Goldman.. 
} Viking had ‘sought $391,000 triple 

1954 to’ Nov. 13, 1956, claiming. die. | 

- Plaintiff -has.-30 days to file. for 400 lined. up. The. fact’ seems ta be. 

directed verdict’ in. the case, the | 

_ flaw being, convinced ‘without, tte | 
-(slightést' doubt .that.. ‘there is’ no ¢. 

in this. record | which | 
| would . justify. a plaintiff's veridet.””. 

|:U.S.: Pedce . Corps. Project in the 

: school system. 

20th Meeting Aug. 9 
'. With -20th-Fox prexy Spy ‘ros 

board: 

‘the. Coast ‘for two weeks, -the 
company’s‘next regular month- 

_Skouras; ” 

-don: early: last week, is due to of 
“:Jeave for Hollywood this week- : 
. end.” ‘Gould Jeft* ‘Sunday ABB). 

‘Never’ James Ip 

gurrent - click, 
seems to be 

Tapert: Filme’: 
“Never on Sunday,” 

York ‘area: a 

_ The: tilm:* ‘now ‘in its. 1st. week 
at: the eastside Plaza, opened three 

__: weeks. ago at‘six.theatres in-nearby. 
“hetween - the: swe \ north - New Jersey, 

- Westchester 
and «Long Island,: areas which or- 

7 > | dinarily. would mot. get the film. un- 
til after the completion of its New 

.| York preem date. The .result has 
| been. smash: biz at. these’ outlying’ 

} houses; “and continuing: smash. biz 
at the Plaza. : 

All. of. which. goes to: ‘prove, “ate 
\ cording to. Lopert. execs Clem 

tern for art pix in New York can 
| $tand. an’ ‘overhaul. The big “x” or. 

‘Westchester;.. Long . ‘Island, -ete., 
and ‘how — ‘much from Manhattan, 
Brooklyn,’ ‘Queens. et 

‘Current experience. of. “Sunday” 
at the: .Plaza would .seem..to indi- 

leate ‘that. the pie. now: fs drawing: 
heavily from the. ‘local area. In 

speculate ‘on - the ‘possibility that 

hit -:of. major proportions, makes. 

‘own: pretedents,. which might ‘not: 
-apoly . ‘to pictures . of ‘lesser. box- 
| office potential. 

The way. ‘for this: untisual day. | 

f° ly board: meeting, ‘usually. held © - 
|. thes first Wednesday of. each 
cE month, -has been set for Aug..9.- } 

: _who: ‘returned. to “| 
N Y. froni-a ‘quick trip.to Lon- 

‘fact, since biz.at the Plaza:jumped- 
| somewhat ‘after the ‘openings: in 
tthe suburbs, -Perry and Brandt: 

the’ new. openings. ‘supplied fresh: 
word-of-mouth .to help. build the | 
‘biz in Manhattan, It :may. also ‘be,- 
though Perry: and Brandt don't say. 
this, that “Sunday,” like any b:o:. 

NY. Distribution| 
‘of - upsetting the |. 

established: playoff pattern - for. 
.;|-artie. pix. in, the: metropolitan: New {. 

its own rules: and’ establishes.. its | . 

| 

the ‘Western press that Gina 
- LoNobrigida walked out-of the 

. thereby delivering an insult to 
cL Nikita’ Khrushchev 

|. other: government. brass on the 

| 

| Unde Sam Out of Money (and Park); 
_USKR- Japan Grand Prix at Moscow 
‘<Lollo Didn’ t Scramn? 

-- Moscow, July 25. 
‘Report. widely published in 

; ‘Lenin. Stadium” in ai huff, 

and the 

7 platform, ‘Was not true. 
“Htalian . star atayed through- 

out the. formalities, leaving: ag. 
‘the. scréening began, in com- 

any with many others, as the 
nglish soundtrack of the pic- 

ture, “Saturday Night and 
Sunday Morning,” was 
drowned “by the. Russian com- 
“mentary that. was blaring out 
over the loudspeaker: ‘system, 

. making it: impossible for non- 
_ Russian speaking. audience to 
enjoy the film, — 

~. The..Danish delegation was 
£0 incensed at. the Lollobrigida 
story that’a petition was. sent. 
‘by it to the Danish press wiih 
'& request for the publication of. 
a denial." 

Yanks Shine At 
Documentary Fest. 

unknown quantity in the local. artie |. 
| picture. is; ‘and ‘always has been, | | 
how much of the. ‘eastside. trade ‘for | 

‘poser-conductor™ who has been pro-* 

ducing. documentaries “in recent | 

jyears, has copped his third “Lion” | 
‘Jat a Venice. Documentary. Festival. 

. Venice, July 25. 4 

Nathan. Kroll, New York Com- 

This. time. it’s ‘Bronze. Lion in. tele- 

‘film section for the “Pablo Casals: 
Master Class," shot at the U. of 
California last April for National : 
Education Television which finan- 
ced. at $120,000, Alexander Ham- | 
‘mid directed. (It’s played. 52-U.S 
ty. educational outlets so far. Ed: 

‘Krall's “Dancers World” won at} 
Venice in 1958. and his “Appalach- | 
‘ian Spring” ‘ditto in- 1959. Both , 
were. with Martha Graham. 

‘United. .States showed strongly 
here this year. Gold Lion (Gr and ; 
Prize} went to George. Arbinowit?'s ; 
“Interregnum, George Grosz Be- 

:{ween The :Wars.” George K. 
dating : on - “Sunday”. was. ‘eased | jthur Is its distrib. 

more than somewhat. by the fact |- 
that: Lopert-the: distrib.'is also ‘Lo: : 

the Plaza. Lopert was’ ‘able to talk 

dates, whereas another exhib might. 
jhave. ‘insisted on “exclusivity” and 
the ustal: ‘clearance. From now ‘on, 
sav’ Perry.. ard Brandt, they are 
‘going to seek - contractual’ fuaran-: 
‘tees from ‘N.Y: artie exhibs ' that 
they can go to. this ‘day-date-out- 
‘lying-theatre : run: after the New 
York. TUR. has ‘Teachéd a certain 
“point... mas 

Meanwhile, . the, "pix outtying 
dates for : “Sunday” seem set. for 
extended. runs and: -Perty --and 
‘Brandt . estimate that ° from these 
dates alone, pic will return. Tenta’ 
of . almost : $300,000. They. :also es- 
timate ‘that. ‘rental from the Plaza [ 
will. top $500,000, which ‘would 

{mean the film will have’: earned. 
about: $800,000 «from. ‘just seven 
-houses.in New York. The eventual | 
“art break” (seeond run) in. fhe city | 
will, of ‘course, add-to that total. 

“Film -already.- has - played 400 
dates around ‘the country ‘many: 
‘of. which, like the. N-Y. _preem date, 
are. “continuing! and” has- another 

that: when an art pic. catches. on,- 
‘it no longer reallv is an “art” pike. 
“Sunday,” though ‘condemned by’ 
the. ‘Legion of Decency arid lacking |. 

'izes-- renovations” -as new. floors, ; ‘a: Production’ Code. seal, is playing 
theatres . that ‘otherwise “would: es- 

‘chew: an imported film. Lopert. has 
i100: “Sunday”. .prints. - ‘working; 
| against the- usual total: of 23 ‘or: 30- 
“for an. ordinary art release. 

P. A ‘Tito Peace: Corps: 
wot  Hollyiveod, -July 25. 

Brian’. Johnston. :a¢count exec 
‘with - Pat .McDermott . publicists; 
checks ‘out: July 28 on. two-year 
leave-of-absence to work with 

Philippines. 

“He: . will undergo two - 
training : ‘and’ selection prior to be- 
ing assigned ‘to. island's public 

pert-the-exhib. Being: ‘the. owner of. 

himself. in allowing the. suburban: 

month’ 8 sf. 

— : 

y | 

| 

stowed “upon “American product. 

lifting. Include Fox, 

-Terrytoons’ “Drum Roll” won in 
‘children’s. cartoon. category and a: 
‘first -prize Bronze’ Lion went to: 
John, Hubley: for -his United Na- ; 
tions“Children Of The Sun” idoc- | 
umentary . animation: competition’. | 

‘The. Columbia . release, Philip! 
Leacock’s “Hand In Hand” copped’ 
a ‘special award, a. Silver Gondola. . 
Ernest -Pintoff’s “The Shoes” Jang ; 
the U,S. -Alr Force's “New ’ Re-; 
views” won mentions in, respec: | 
tively, experimental and telenews - 
categories. | 

‘Other Gold: Lions in fest were ; 
won ‘by Britain's “Terminus” ‘and | 
Poland's “Birth Certificate.” 
Official U.S. delegate Donald | 
Baruch accepted ‘the awards he- 

Sprace Key Situations 
In Los Angeles Region : 8+ 

Los. ‘Angeles, July 25. 
National Theatres & Television! 

Inc. is planning extensive modern- | 
ization af its key theatres, includ- | 
ing $115,000. presently being spent 
for installation of refrigeration ; 
systems for Capri'and Gulld in! 
the Valley and Bruin in Westwood : 
Village, 

President Eugene Vv. Kiein item-! 

seats, Jenses and. new projection ‘ 
equipment, With ‘attention devoted ' 
to: spacing. seating for patron com- 

fort. 

: Wilshire. Theatre, Santa Monica, 
| has: ‘$75,000 job earmarked ty be 

.| completed. by August 2. Chain has 
; completed considerable remode!-; 
ing in other theatres and recently 
installed an’ air-condittoning sys- ; 
tem in Fine. Arts, Beverly Hills. 

_Other houses skedded: for fare- 
San Diego: 
and Para- Senator,. Sacramento, 

|mount and Grand-Lake. : Oakiand. _ 

Sheldon Smerling, exec veepeec ~ 
of company, ‘supervised program, 
‘along with William H. Thedford 
and J. Walter Bantau. , 

— 

Ars, 

Maseow, July 25. 

Secand Moseow Fiim Festival 
tern.inated July 23 0 ith these wan- 

| Mers: 

Grand Prise—Shared by “The 
(lear Sky" iUSSR: ant “The 
istand, iJapanese'! . 

Best Actor--Shared by Peter 
Finch -Britishi in “The Trials of 
Oscar Wilde” and Bambang Her- 
manto ‘Indonesian’ in “Fighters 
for Freedom ” 

Best Actress—Yui Lan Commu- 
nist China’ m “Family of a Reyo- 
lutionary.” 

Best Director—Armand Gattt 
(France) for “The Enclosure” 

Best Documentary—Gold Medal 
to “The Big Olymples” Atalyy; 
silver medals tp “Birth of a Ship* 
‘Poland and “Lights and People” 
(Bulgaria'. 

Best. Comedy West Germany's 
“The Haunted Castle “ 

Gold Medals —"Protessor Mam- 
lock” :<East Germanys , "Haw Young 
We've Been” iBulga:ta 

Silver Medals “Atha 
(Wungary: and = “Thirst” 
mania! 

Below is a complete Hist of the 
official featne films screened. at 

tthe reeentl concluded Moscow 
Filin Festival: 
“hudulubedda” Cavlon 
“The Big Catch” Norwas 
“The Island’ Japan 
. own Beginning and the Ead’ 

Regis” 
Row. 

Avad 

SP ofessor Mamlock”’ East 
“Wiliany Tell” Switretland 
“The ‘Sky Petachment” Lugoslavea 
“We Are All Childien of Bullerbuo” — 

, Swe den 
“The Moon of the 14th Dav" 
“A Family of) Bevalutionsiies” 

China 
Vals of Oscar Wilder 

“The Tighter” Indanesg 
“A ‘Scandal At the Shula Stanol? 

: Finland 
“The Chaina” Czrechoslovakis 
“Ghosts of the Schpessait Cattle’. 

West Germany 
“Jhe tand Is Mine* 
“The Pig Request Concert’ 
**4ear Skies” . USSR 
atts” Will Perish Sonight” 
“Stories of the Revolution” 
“Tiana Callo’- Mexico 
*Suntisé at Campobello” 
"River Tumangan’’-—~RKoyiea 
“Vsest’” Roumania. 
“Alba Regia” Huneyary 
“The Last Winter" Denmark 

Germans, 

fads 
Red 

Brittain 

At entice 
Austifla, 

Poland. 
Cuba 

Us 

“Tre Enclosure” Franc 
“To My Father in ° | lau: Batar’— 

Te, a‘oha 
*Kversbody Is at Home’ - Uals 
Shae on the Second Tine* Viet Nao. 
“Tow Young We ere” Bulgaria. 
“Hig Wheel” West Gernanyr. 
“Kukul” -Pecu 

ere Ee ko SE 1 ee ee 

Tad Mesel Exemplifies 
Arduous Joys of The 
Busy Writer's Existence 

_ Hollywood, July 25 

Arrising here fram Gotham for 
weck of story contabs with 20th- 
Fox producer Martin’ Manuhs, 
Broadway playwright and tv waiter 

fTad Mosel has his scribbling 
chores cut out for next two years. 
Manulis has three projects on his 

t agenda “Doolev."” “Dass of Wine 
and Roses” and “Love In A Cool 
Climate.” none of which has start- 

‘ing date. 

These Hollywood chores will 
; have to be sandwiched between 
other projects Mosel’s planning 
during next 24 months He's sect 
to do a tv play for producer Fired 

1 Coe to star Deborrah Kerr, to be 
adapted from three short stories. 
He “expects to work on it this 

Following this will be an. oriz- 
inal for CBS-T¥. Working title Is 
“"Fhat’s Where The Town's Going ‘ 
If will be one of new series of 
| six original hour-long plavs to be 
{ produced by Gordon. Duff in New 
: York. 

Tien he has an. off-Broadvay 
‘-musical “Madame Aphrodite’ 
: skedded for fall, to be produced 
‘by Howard Barker, Cynthia Beer 
iand Robert Chambers Trio have 
“Lith Mary Sunshine” stall going 

. Strong at Players Theatre in Goth- 
-am’'s village. 

’ Finally, he’s trving. to put fa- 
gether an. idea for another Broad- 

. way play. untitied at the moment. 

-Mosel’s big success was adapta 
! tion of James Agee’s book 4 
Death in- the Family," changed to 
“All the Way Home” for Broad- 
way presentation. He planes back 

ito New York July 24. 
a ew ee 

“Spartacus” (UT) will open July 
26 at the Capri Theatre Dalias for 
av indefinite engagement. Pre- 

{viously presented #3 a road show. 
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Tanccleatcuitelarcemmanian 
TV film and 
ofe) a0 naal=vant-tm Mm nnt-00.¢-3! 

A GREAT SUCCESS ATTRACTING WORLD ATTENTION 

l two annual meetings: the Spring meeting In those of Asia and Africa. At. the fast meeting. 
APRIL, to coincide. withthe Milan Trade Fair, 921 full length, TV and documentary. films of 

; the world’s largest display of sample goods and cultural, scientific. travel and publicity interest 

* products; an Autumn meeting In OCTOBER. were viewed by buyers. and renters coming 

MIFED ‘is an international centre favoured by from forty-three different countries : and: ‘five 
film dealers trom many countries, Including contifients. . oan 

Producers, film executives and cinema circuit managers are cordially invited to 
attend the ”Fourth Cine Meeting”, which will be held Jrom 9.to 20 October 1961 

Information from: MIFED PEO PECP GCP Pen enad) 

Largo Domodossola 1 MI I = = By 
Milano (Italy) oo 
Telegrams: MIFED- Milano. - 

“Wednesday, July 26, 1961 _ 



- ner. 

oy. (@ob.: 
"..sweek here. since: “Bridge. on River | 

‘Kwai’ (Col) in “1958: : 

ve ro wk). 
$15,000 
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” Picture 

Loud Noise | ‘Gus 

o ‘Pittsburgh, July 25. . 
The. booming” “Guns of ‘Wava- |. 

pone” isthe loud seise here this. 
_. week and giving the: Gateway its 
: 1. finest ‘trade sjace 1958... Benefit- | 

ting. by the averfléw ie .anether }' 
mew. entry, “Tammy. Teli Me. Tree” 
‘smart at. 
Five of the holdevers continue 

to hold a lot of firepower. “Panay”. 
_. shapes. faney in fourth at the War- 

smash at. Nixon ‘in third. “Parent 
“frap” is loud in third at ‘Stanley. i 
“Romanoff and. Julfet’ looks pow-: 

. “erful in third’. at~ Shadyside and: 
- “Two. Women” is: sock in. second | 

.. week - at. Squirrel — Hill: 

‘Penn. 
- Estimates’ for ‘This Week’. 

‘“Tammy- Tell. Me True” (Ui. Ex-]. 
‘cellent $7,000. . Last wéek; “Master |. 
-of World” (AB (2d wk), $1,700: 
“Gateway. _ (Associated) 
‘$1, 25-$1. 75\—"“Guns.-. of. Navarone” 

Boffo’: $25, 000, for biggest 

" Last: week, 
‘Two Rode Together” (Coli, $6. 700. 
Nixon - Rubin»! 

“wk, Big’. $10.000.. - Last ‘week; 
same. ne 

Penn’ { WWATCY ‘3 300; $1-$1. 50)— | artie™ entry: -with . brisk ‘iz’. at: 300-seater, . 
‘Nice r Heights: Art..: | : “Naked Edge” (UA) (2d, wk: 

“$12,000.:" Last. week, .$17,000.. 
‘Shadyside. ( MOTC) 4750;-$1. 25)— | 

._<Romanoff arid Jutet”: (UW). (3d).:! $1-$1.50).— “Parish™ -(WB).. 
Rousing $3,500:- Last.w eek, $4,000." 

_.f ) Squirrel. Hill (SW (834; $1.25)— 
oe ‘Two. Women" ’.(Embassy) . (2d- wh). ; 

<. Wow-.$4,500. .Last week; $6,700. 
.. Stanley (SW) ‘3,700; “$1-$1. 50)— 
“Parent Trap” (BV ( ‘wk).- Loud 
$12,000. ‘Last week, $14,500. : 

Warner (SW) (1.516; $1-$1.50'— 
“Fanny™ (WB) (4th: wk. Fancy | 
#120 000." Last: “week, 13, 000. 

“BOSTON. 
(Gontinued ‘from: page ey: 

‘gh: 25) —“Parent | Trap”. (BV). 
000 “$11, 900. Last. “week, } 

—“Parrish’ ( WB and. “Steel. Claw.”. 
(WB). (4th. wk), 

__ week, -$15.000.. 
. Orpheum Loew): (2. 900: 90-$2 493 |. 

“oNaked: Edge’. (UA) arid.“Cat 
‘Burglar’ | (UA). “Hefty. $17,000. 

. Last “week, “By Love. Possessed” 
(UA) and “Matter af Morals” WA) 
(8d wk), $11,500. | 

Paramount (NET) (2 387. 70- 
$1: 25)—'Fran¢is’: of ‘Assisi’: . (20thy| 

_: and . “Tomboy and’ Champ”. (U). 
Good: $12,000:' . Last week, “Snow: 
White, Three Stooges” (Par) ‘and 
“Silent. Call” (20th), $9,000. 

Pilgrim (ATC? -(1,909:-'75-$1. 25) | 
(Pathe- |" ——“Deadly. “Companions” : 

America). . Opened today (Tues.). 
oe Last. week, “Gidget Goes. Hawaiian”. ~ 

“" “(Cob),: and. “Hand: in ‘Hand’ (Col,,. 
$9, 000:. 

‘Saxon. (Sacky (1; 100:: $1 25-$1 80). 
a —‘Fanny” (WBY- (3d wk), Great , 
"$20, 000: : Last week, $28,000. 5 °°. 

' State (Trans-Lux) (730;. 75-$1 25}- 
-—‘‘Eve. ‘and Handyman” (Indie). 
aiid. “Naked ‘Run” (Indie). (2a wi, 

| Last. week, ‘Slick’ $4,000. " “Last. week, $5, 500; . 

“CHICAGO «: 
“Contititied from’ page. 1° 

“fssue) (4th wk). ‘Fair $7,000: : Last | 
week, $11, 000. 
‘Roosevelt. (BEEK (1, ‘400: 90-$1. 80) 

—‘“Nikki™ (BV). Hot: $22,000. Last. 
week, “Last. Time I Saw Archie” (Metropolitan-FWC) 
(UA) (24 wk), $13,000. 

-State-Lake (B&K) (2, 400; 
; §1. 80:'—““Guns_ of: Navarone”’ (Col): 

“2 Gth wk). Torrid” $29. 900. . Last | 
“week, $35,000. 

./ Surf. (H&E. Balaban) (685: $i. 50-! 
ot ‘$1. 80)—“Never-On Sunday” (Lope); 
(25th: wk). Sprightly $6.200. Last 
- week, $6,000. . 

Todd (Todd): ( 089: $2. 20-$3. 501 
— "La Dolce Vita” (Astor): (6th wk). ; 
Socko $18. 000 or- over. Last, w eck, | 
$19,000. , 

‘United . ‘Artists {B&K) a 100: 90-! 
$1. :80) “Tammy. . ‘Tell Me. True” 
(UE). .(2d wks. _ Hop $15,000. Last j 

“ week;. $29,000.. 
_ «Woods 
“$1. 80) -— “Parent: Trap” (BY) (5th* 
$2000 Sturdy ‘$18,000. ‘Last ” week,’ 
22.000 . 
“World “(Teitet).. i606: p0-$1. 25, 

“Savage ‘Eye’ (Indie? (3d whi. ; 
Brisk * 000. Last week, $4, 500:,, 

— AnPitt, $25,000 
whe ore ‘Oke $6,500:. ‘Last. week, $8, 000.:. 

—“Tunes ‘of : Glory”. (Lope: Nice 
4$8,000.: Last week, “Rue de’ Paris” “$e 

-“La Dolce Vita”. ‘fs rated 

: “Naked : 
Edge”, shapes. nice’ in second at the: 

: ‘PARISH? PACES HOT. 
Fulton (Shea) (1,635; $1-$1, 50 |. 

(1,900:4. 

(1,760;- * $1.50: | 
$2.75)—"‘La Dolce Vita”: (Astor) (3d 

) 1925; - ‘$1-$1:25) — “Saturday Night, 

a $4,000." Last week, “Tunes - of | (520) '$1.25-$2) — 
| Glory”: (Leper (6th wk), $2.600: * 
 Hippedreme . (Eastern | Hipp): (3 ' Sunday. (23) ‘was fine. $17,000.. In 

tain: 

‘Memorial (RKO). GB, 000; 90 $1. 49): 

Oke: ‘$10, 000. ‘Last 

wk. 

| Last .week, $11,500 

; “Honeymoon Machine”-(M-G), 

: | young Sinners” 

“90-1: UAL (2d. wk) and “Minotaur” -(UA)- 

f Essaness) © “f 1,200: 90: 

mi 

1(Con (4th wk). ‘Fancy. $24,000. Last 
“week, 000. 

I, Vogue . (FWC) (810;- 90-$1. 50)1— 
: “Parent Trap” (BY) (Sth wk). Neat : 
“$9,500. Last. weels, $9,800. 

“ | EL Rey (FWweor (861; 90-$1. 501— 

Grosses” 

PHILADELPHIA - 
(Continued: from ‘page. 6." 

“Carry: On, Constable”. (Gov! -(8th ‘ 
-twhe and . “Raisin in Sun" ACob), 

“Parrish” (WB) (3d wk). Mild $6: “Okay: $2,500. Last week; $2,400. 
(Cinerama:: ‘ Warner. ; . Hollywood. 

Ine.) 1] 389; - $1.20-$2.65)—-“Seven 
Wonders of. World”. (Cinérama) 

“{ enna 

(93). after big $12,900 last. 
week. 

000..in 5. days: Last week; $15,000 
Stanton: (SW) (1,483; 99-$1:80)— 

“By Love : “Possessed”. CUA. ith” 

Stade (Goldberg). (489; $0-$1.80) | 93 
—“Skanri-La” “(Col): and - “Mere |” 
Deadly Than Male”. (Indie) t2d .’ 
eek). Strong. $4,700. Last" week, | 

Trane-Lex - (F-L). (500; ‘ 99:$3 a) 

—“Pepe” (Col). (13th-- wk), Good ' 
$3,000, Last week, $3,000 

Fine Ars’ (FWC) (S31: $2-$2.40)' 

whe 

(Lopes (Za. wk), $2,500: . : . 
iking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80—- * 295)" n "UT tabi WED, 

Last. week, “Wild in. Country $27,200.. Last. week, $15,700. 

(20th) (5th wk); $3,800. . $3.50'— “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (87th >; 
World (R&B-Pathe: (483: 99-$1: el 

80—“Angry Silence” (Indies. Sd- $15,000 $16,000." “Last welt, 
SO. $2,500.. ‘Last. .week, “Two, Wo- ; 
men” (indie'.. 45th wk, $2,900." “BROADWAY 

(Continued from page. ”: 

CLEVE, BRISK $13,000; S3fseeet" 
2) o@¥eveland, suly 25: Pix (Bernard. Brandt): (819: “99. | 

: Totria- ‘heat’: is’ taking ‘a. heavy | $2" ‘Rocco and “Brothers” (Astor! 
toll: at most ‘first-run - houses ‘here.} ‘5th wk). Fourth session conclud- 

“have survived. “Parrish” .is: rated.” dates.with Beekman. 
‘topper with smart takings - at. the}: Carnegie . Halt: Cinema (F&A). 
Allen:. “Hon ey:m oon Machine” (300;: ‘$1. 25-$1 80)—“Apu Trilogy” 
shapes slight far first week. at State | | (Harrison) (2d wk). -This round 
but “Naked Edge”: is good in ‘sec-! i winding: up today (Wed.} looks like | 
ond’ at Stillman. “saturday Night, | i, Wow. $6:500. after $6,200 for opener.. 
‘Sunday. Morning” is standout ‘new ; This ‘is’ Sensational. trade at this’! 

Estimates Fer. This Week. ‘more ‘than: 1,000 turnaways: last 
‘Alien . -(Stanley-Warner): mo, (2,866: | Saturday. | 

Smart: 
$13,000 or over. Last week, “Parent! 
Trap” (BY): (4th®. wk), $14,000 | in| 
nine ays. 

Art (Art Theatie 

$1. 25-$1.80)-— 
e(Janiy) (3d wk). 

- conipicted : ‘Monday (24) was socko 

“Secrets of Women" | 

. Continental 
‘Guild (900; .$1-$1: 25)—"'Ballad ‘OF 
‘Soldier” (Lope)..-Nice $3.300.- Last | usally. Dig for this tiny house 
week. ‘“‘Happened in “Broad Day-! ‘ ne “ight” and (2d WE): $2300. ; *":'$1.80)—"Misty" (20th). (2d © wk). 
Heights Art (Art Theatre. Guitay; : First session ended. Sunday" (23) 

was ‘good $7,500, 

Little. Carnegie | he. Carnegie) Sunday. ‘“Morninge”’ ‘(Cont):. Bright 

12d. wk). 

‘700; $1-$1.25)— “Tammy ‘Tell - Me : ahead,: “Frantic” (Times) (5th. wk- 

extended-run.. near. ‘Lert. week, $10.000.: a, 

: Guild - 4Guitd) (450; -$t-$1.75)— Ohio. (Loew? (2,700; $181. SN 

$4, 300. 

'$1-81. 23) — “Homicidal”. (Col) {2d-: tinues..- 

Murray. ‘Barely okay ay St 000. or close. | , 

“$1. 801-—"‘Guns of :Navarone”. (Col) 
(5th wk). 
“morrow (Thurs: ‘is likely ta reach 

State (Loew) * (3,700: $1-$1 50) | 

Light: $8,000. Last. week. “Morgan | 
the’ Pirate” . (M-G), ’ $7; 5§00.. 

Stillman: (Loew) .(2:700; $1-$1 50)! 
—-“Naked’ Edge” (UA) (2d wisi. | 
Good: $9, coe: ‘Last week, ‘$11,500... 

“LOS. ANGELES: 
“(Continued from: page. eres 

— "Goodbye" Again" (UA): ‘Hand he) 
‘some $21,000, Last: week,“‘By Love wk), 
Possessed” (20th) (5th wk), $5,700: 

Fox Wilshire: (FWC( ,990: $1. 49- 
$2)--“"Francis - ‘of - Assisi’ .(20th),' ; 

{fourth week. 

- Paris . (Pathe Cinema) (568;. 90- 
| ¥ 80)—“Truth”’ (Kings) (Sth wk). 
Fourth frame completed 

000. for third. ~ 
Plaza. (Lopert (535; $1.50-$2)— 

“Never ‘On. Sunday” (Lope) (41st 

£:$16,700- in 39th week. 

AUA) (30th wk-4 days), $5,600. _| (Lope. 
Crest. State). (750; 90-$1.50\— 

“yi ‘Avventura” (Brégi, Fine $3:800. | 
“Shadows” (Indie). 43d. 

pic... “The: Joker” 
, Aug. 7. Last week, 
(Lopey (2d wk), 
| $2, 800. First -was $4,300. 

“Fate of Man” 

| wk, $1,800. 
‘State {UATC). (2, Abd; 90-$ a0 ‘Sutton. 

ar ” “Two. -Womea” ‘Naked. in’ Deep”. (Indie). “Slow: r kd: 
$4,500: Last. week;.- with’ Hawaii, .™ 
‘Baldwin, “Gone With Wind” (M-G) : 
{reissue}. (2d wk),. ‘$11,600. ” 

Hollywood, . ‘Loyala ! 
(2. 213: 756; 

:.90-$1, 50)—-“Naked. Edge" 

- (Embassy) 12th 

#12000, ‘for“10th week. 
- Trans-Lax 524 St. (T-L) (540; $i- 

$1.50\—“Cold Wind. in August” 
(Lope). 
week, | 

Orpheum, - 

1 298: 

(2d.- wk. (Orpheum,:: Hollywood); 
“Homicidal” (Cal) (mo) st wk) 
(Loyola), : Okay: $14,000. or Bear. |; 
Last week. $21,400. ~~ . 
- Hillstreet,. Baldwin (Metropoli- 
tan-State»: «2,752: 1,800: 90-$1.50)— 
“Nikki” (BV): and. “Green Helmet” 

P(M-Gr Qed wk, : -Hilistreet). “Swell |. 

Music | “Hail Canon, (Ros): (720: 
| 500: '$2.40-$2.75)—"“La Dolce. Vita” : 
‘tAstor! (2d wk. ‘Boffo $36,000. Last} 
; week. “$35,000. 
j Hawaii. (G&S) (4,108: 90-$1.501— | 
“Gone: With Wind” (M-G) dreissue} ; 
(3d .wki.: Good $3,200." 2. an 

Hollywood Paramount: (State) 
a t, 468:. $1-$2. 40)—“Fanny” 
(4th- wks. Wham: $17,500. ° Last | ' manager, : 
"eek. $18,500. i ker. . whe died July 3. 

Warner: Beverly. “SW? (1,316;  Kilaiber: has been with Metro 25 
:25-$2. 40r—"Guns of Navarone” a years. . 

$5,900 for Sfth week, 
- Frans-Lex: 85th St. (T-L) (550: 

third. 
‘World. (Perfecto) (390: 90-$1. $0) 

—“Lust For Sun”. (Films Around 

ing temorrew ‘(Thurs.} i 

Vv. K. Klaiber Stepe Up 
: Velmar K. Klaibet: salesman in 

the Metro In His branch 

this stanza, but a.few bright.spots.'ed Saturday (22). was $11,300: Day-}- 

| $6.000° after $8,200 for opener, ener, Un 

“By. Lave’ Possessed’’.. (UAY. (mo.)! “Romano & Juliet” (Uy (7th wk). | 
(20° wki.: Offish:. $4, 000. “Last. week, | This: week” ending today (Wed.) 

; \Jooks like sturdy $9,000 or-. ‘elose |: 
Palace. (Silk: & ‘Helpern’ ‘73914 ‘after. $9, 590 for sixth stanza. Con- 

This’ session ending to-- 

.preat $15; 000. after: $16,000 for 

Sunday. 
‘| (23) -was ‘bangup $12,000. after. $16,- 

‘The 40th. round finished Mon- 
', day (24) was.smash $15,506 ‘after | 

|“When Clock Strikes” (UA) }3d. 
68th St.. Playhouse (Leo Brecher) 

.. 6 sy° (370; $1 .50-$2)-—" ‘Tunes of Glory” | Lush’: $8,000. :Last week, “Exodus Opens today (Wed) for 12-| 

. | day. crun on this subsequent-run |. 
(Lope) . opens | 

dipped .to slight 

(B&B) (561; 95-$1:80)— 

‘Opens today (Wed.). Last. 
“Man in Moon” (T-L) (6th: 

wk-9 days), fairly good $4,500 after 

| World? (4th wk). This ‘session end- 

(WB) } siice 1943, has been named branch . 
succeeding Foster Gas- 

~ National Boxoffice Survey 
a 

i. 
ingly well at first-runs ih key cities 
‘covered by Variety this week. es- 

Started 10th week Sun-‘ceeially ta vi . 

Fear Star (UATC: (868: 20-$1 3a |e te hold wp on leagruns is | 

- 
—‘Never On Sunday” (UA) (35th ; ;some 14 keys currently. 

“Fancy $7,000. Last week, holding near. the . $200,000. mark 

- Pantages” ‘RKO. (1,543; | $125- Music: Hall. 

Egyptian . (UATC) (1,392;. $1.25- close to “Fanny.” 

‘|some. extra . playdates. 

. capturing fourth place this week. 

‘months. it has. been out in release. 

| 
.Considering the fact we 

that: ‘pic runs. 54% ‘hours. ‘Estimated. 

Fifth ‘Ave. Cinetia’ (R&B) (250: af 

“Second frame |. 

(T-L) (592: - “$1.25- 

}the Buffalo. while “Ladies Man” Is! 
‘good 

“Leda” (Times) {| .. 
- First’ ‘pound completed 

True”: (UW): (2d. wki, Mild $7, 000 ‘or: 9 days),; -$9,500 but for a. very. nice |. 

| | “Fanny” (WB) (2d wki. Good $9,- [issued hard-ticketer, 

‘Hill. “RAB)- (65: gs. |¥4 

| “Tombey and. Champ” (Par) (2d 

‘The 31th frame ended Sun-{ 
-day (23) was fancy $9,500 after. 

‘heading |. 
Metrd big $10,900 after $12,000: for | 

ird week. Stays. 

“Stretch” (Gol (2d . wk), $1.200. 

rived here to begin the prelimin- } 
aries for shooting segments of $].25: “French Mistress 
“State Fair” here. 

to make . background | shots during: ° Parrish” 
‘the exposition. 

Trade Strong; ‘Fanny’ Champ 3d Week in Row; 
‘Guns’ ‘Second, ‘Vita’ 3d, ‘Edge’ 4th, ‘Tammy’ Sth 

Summer biz continues surpris- ‘higher in recent weeks, rounds out 
_the Top 12 films “Never on Sun- 
“day” tLope:, “Pleasure of His Com- 
- pany” 'Par!, “Romanoff and Juliet”’ 
iUi, “Saturday Night. Sunday 
‘Morning” (Ceat: and “Carry On 

making arith exbibs h 
Constable” (Gov! are the runner- 

appr. 
Champion f er third week in suc- / | 

up pictures. “Romanoff & doing 
; excellent biz in smaller houses 

cession is “Fanay” (WB), playing j 
it is still 

Of the long string of neweomers 
just being launched, “Voyage To 
Bottorn of Sea” (20th: shapes as 
likely te rack up the mest money, 
It’s fine in Detroit, neat in Wash- 

:inglon, nice im Toronto, trim in 
NY, big in Denver and good in 
Philly 

-pecially in view. of the. hottest 
, Weather of year ia many cities. 
Ability of the stroager pix, now in 

even in third stamza at vast N.Y. 
“Guns of Navarate® 

Col’ is finishing secend, ma 
third week in a: row it has held 

- “Ba Dolce Vita” (Astor? is push- 
by dint of |. “Goodbye Again <t'\' also ‘ing up to third position by Aint of looms, promising. being’ good in 

is . Detroit and Frisco, hot in NY, 
loud in Philly and brisk in LA 

a! “Nikki” 

Edge” «UA: fifth last stanza. 

“Taminy Tell-Me True” ‘UU, ‘BV, neat in Chi, stout in 

-{ newcomer, is landing fifth position, ; Denver, good in Frisco and sohd 
1 $11, 000" “after” $13,000 ‘for third | and likely will be heard from in: 
week. Day-dating with: Pix. on W. ithe future: . 

_ in i A. too, looks like a conter 
“Parent Trap” (BV),: Rocco and Brothers” cAstor) 

thied a week, ago, ig taking sixth “continues smash in two smaller 
ae ciremas) on extended-run. 

*PU‘Spartacus” (Ur is winding up. “Leda” (Times! looks big on initial 

-seventh, remarkable in view of the | week in NY . 
“On Double” (Par: mid in 

Cincy, shapes solid in Chi * “Archie” “Exodus” (UA! is finishing eighth. . 
| “Francis of Assissi” (20th) is taking ‘UA? is big in Omaha 

“Last Sunset” (U2), okay in N Y,, 
‘looms brisk in Denver. “Gidget” 
(Col!, good in Minneapuils, looms 

ninth money although its first week : 
‘out in ‘release. “Ladies Man” 
(Par), a runner-up last round, is 
taking 10th position. -okav in Boston 

“Parrish” (WB) is finishing 11th: (Complete Boroffice Reports on 
while. “By Love Possessed” (GA}, Pages 67 

eee 

‘Vita’ Sweet $11,000, ‘Mols. Up; Eage’ Big 126, 
‘Buff; arent Tammy’-8G, ‘Gidget’ Hep 

ppeselte, some Newcomer ts | $8,500; ‘Fanny’ 9G, 4th 
Minneapolis. July 25 

+ After eight werks of sluggish 
biz. local film trade finally appears 
o be reviving this session, Box- 

| ences drought has been eased in 
the last two rounds by rain which 
burt Minneapolis Aquatennial pro- 

in second at Paramount. maters but helped the cinemas. 
Estimatis fer This Week Steady performance of several 

Batfale (Loew) -(3,500; 75-$1) —1{ potent holdovers Is also an aid. 
“Naked Edge” (UA) (2d wk!. Okay |“Parent Trap” at State and 
‘$9,006.. ‘Last week, $13,000. “Fanny”: at Mann, both in fourth 
“Center (AB-PT} (2,000; 70-$1)— rounds, continue boffo wane res 

“Windjam- 

000 oF close. Last week. $10,000. | mer.” Hkewise remains hot in sev 
- Century (UATCO) (2.700: 70-$1.25) enth frame at Century 

—-“Francis of Aszisi” (20th). Good Two nabe first-runs, “Parsish” at 

$10,000 or over, Last week. “Misty” | Uptown and “Saturday Night, Sun-. 
(20th) and. “20,000 Eyes” (20th), day Morning” at St Louis Park, 

500. also appear | healthy in fourth: 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1)— | *ee*s- 
“Tammy -Tell Me Troe’ - (U) ‘and Five newcomers are on hand this 
“Trouble In Sky” (U). Okay $3,- | carte. “La Dolee Vila.” set to open 

Edge” shapes okay in second at 

‘000, Last week, “Parent Trap” (BV) | tomorrow 126) at Academy Fresh 
entries iInclude,. “Naked Edge.” 
socko at Lyric; “Tammy,” fait at 

semen ABE (3.000; 70 | Orpheum; and’ “Gidget Goes Ha- 
wallan,” boff af the Gopher. 

Estimates This Week 
400. Academy i‘iMann’? (947, $1 75- 

1. | $2.65: “La Dolce Vita" fAstor) 
a De ei 200. $1$1-73— preems toinorrow ‘Wed? Show- 

week. 

(3d. wk), $11,000. 

wk Good $8, Last week, 

‘Last | house returns to hard ticket policy 
Archie” (UA) and after being dark the past tuo 

week3. 

Century (Cinerama, Inc i (1.150; 
$1.75-$2.65) “Windjemme:" iNT) 

-ifreissue) (7th wk). Healthy $11,000 
this round. Heavy Aquatennial 
trade pushed ft to ifs top gros of 
$13,000 in sixth frame. 

wht days),. $800 et $1 top. 

KANSAS CITY 
_ Continued from page 6) 

‘$15,000; stays: Last week, “Misty”! Gegher (Berger) (1,000; $1-$1.25) 
(20th) (2d wh-5 days), $2,800. “Gidget Goes Hawalian” (Col. 

Reckhifi (Littl Art Theatres)| Drawing weil despite erix raps. 
(750; $1-$1.25)\—“Saturday Night,!/Sock $8,500. Last week, “Ladies 
Sunday Morning” (Cont). Good} Man”. (Par) (3d wk), $3,800. 
$2,000 “week, “Two-Way! Lyrie (Par) (3,000; $1-$1.25) 

“Naked Edge” (UA). Boff $12,000. 
Rexy. (Durwood) (850; $1-$1.50! | Last week, “Pleasure of His Com- 

—"“Naked Edge” (UA) (2d wk!.j pany” (Par) (4th wk), $4,800. 

Fast. $8,000; holds. Last week.| Mane (Mann) (1,000: $1.25-$1.50) 
$10,000. . ‘{“Fanny” (WEI 4th wk). Malintain- 

Uptown, (FMW-NT) ing fast pace at big $8,000. Last 
(2,043, 1,217; $1-$1.25) — “Parent | week. $10,969. 
Trap” (BV) (2d wk, Grand $17, (Mann) (2,800; $1-$1 25) 
000; stays on. Last week, $24,000. /“Tammy Tell Me True" (Ui. Just 

Fairway (FMW-NT? (700; $1)— fair at $8,000. Last week. “Two 
“Carry on Constable’ (Gov: (2d)! Rode Together” (Col) (2d wk), 
wk:, Good $2,000 or close. Last | $5.000. 
week, $2,600. St. Leels Park (Field: (1,000; 

—— Stating a te, ; ornin wh s 

Readying ‘State Fair’ $3,000. Last week, $2,800. 
Dallas, July 25 State (Par) (2,200; $1-$1 25) 

: Charles Bracket, producer, and ‘Parent Trap” (BY) (4th wk: Great 
Jose Ferrer, director. have ar- : $16,000. Last week, $11,500 

Seburban Werld Mann’ 1800; 
* PAW). 

. Fair $2,500. Last week, “Two-Way 
" Stretch” (Indie! (4th wks, $2000 

Uplewn (Fields (1,000; $125) 
(WH) t4th wk). Solid 

1$4,590. Last week, $6,500. 

A 20th-Fex crew was here Jast 
fall during the State Fair of Texas 
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Now Shooting in Germany: 

7 CO-STARRING in 

Billy Wilder's 
“ONE, TWO, THREE” 

Just Completed in F rance: 

CO-STARRING in 

“LA FAYETTE” a 
UFA-COMACICO 

Soon To Be Released: 

“MADISON AVENUE” 
‘20th CENTURY-FOX 

“LOVER COME BACK” 
UNIVERSAL- INT. 

. Management. 



2 "Grido,” . 

edaontay Jul iy 26, 1961 

meal Soa Oats 
Week Ended Tues.. (25) 

‘9 Spanish Situations 
‘San. Antonio; July 25. 

‘This city, with its large 
pulation of Mexicans now 

agen” 
Bich. ‘Low. oN, Y. Stock Exchange - “Net: {and five ozonets, showing |- 

: Weekly Vol. W pkly Wreekty ques..: _, Change | - Spanish-language. films, ° 
. ae in 109s. Low Close. forwk. | . - They include the Alameda, 
. 37% 2014 ABC. ‘Vending’ ‘103... 2300) Poise 22 — 56. ‘Cameo, Guadalupe and Na. ~ 
"81%.: 481% - Am. Br-Par Th: 108° = 48 ~—i(‘“ tC 4a $W4.:] tional. theatres and the Roxy. 
97% 20% ‘Ampex ~ 915 » 1934 18% 19 4% | Ef Capitan, Charro, Fiesta and. 
423% 3536. CBS: cresseee 223°), 86: . $434 $534. °—™% Towne Twin. Driven ‘Thea- 

B47 2134 Col. Pix: eee 16 B04. (2894. (298g. Hy |: tres. 
- 414 3256 Decca .-..606. “179° «35 - 3333 3314 He 
“46%. 2656 Disney.....:., 480:- “4136: 38 4034. 4-234 | 
11934, 10434: Eastman Kak. 277.. 10534 10144: 102 3-7 
156586 EME 288 BM i. Pins 4714 .13%4, ‘Glen Alden:: 139: ...133%4 1314. 13% —% | 
8456 157% - Loew’s ‘Thea. 118° «©3414 3146 | 837%. -+1%° 
Tl 3636 MCA Inc. ..-55° 61. 5644... 60 41° 
1036. 4134. Metro GM.....528. =. 5538 5256 | (541g = air y 
4134 27144 NAFI Corp:..°138- 8236 81 B184Z 
onan. geae 4 Pana an e . stud -_ ‘gust at +n: a By FRED TEW 
8534" | Paramount :., cy - 6534 68 —L: f° - : . 
“2556 1734 Philco...;-.:., 232. 214, 2036-2186. +. He ' .. .; Detroit, July. 25: | 

2 227-:°195 Polaroid. °..3. ~ 268°” 19154 182°. 187% 48. OT _ Amlcable. solution to the prob- 
"6554 ..4914: RCA... “ele ee M09 GT 5S BT... eq tems: arising: from the showing of 
18%: ° 1034 Republic .... 134. °14..  ..1346:°*-1386. '° — 3 _ |16-millimeter prints of current, mo- 

22... 1434 . Rep., pid: “10: 20145 1856. 18340 ‘tion picture: features which result 
$5 ‘26% Stanley: War: 58 ooBEe. (3005. (BL Ce gg. Jin - unfair competition .to éstab- 

.8414. 273% . Storer. ......:. 7: °-$0:. 99% ...30° of Wy jlished. theatres: ‘was the. .purpose |. 
55% 38% 20th-Fox -. “200 AQ 4036: - 4036 1%, {Of a meeting “between “Alan B. 
40% 3034 United Artists 126°. .-8494":- 3344. 3334. oc Twyman, ‘prexy of Twyman Films 
(55. 28% Univ Pix 2s. 3 9 8344 63 5314 © 414, fof. Dayton, -O., arid Allied execu- 

‘-- 87 5234) Warner ‘Bros. . 39 2 = 8334: * ‘8116 .:) re. Hive ‘director Milton H. ‘London. 
185 97% Zenith. .... +. 248" 15744 15034" 157 +614: |. London-and Twyman, one of the 

” a Lo -“ ‘Tprinéipal 16m distribs. in- midsvest 
Loo - “American: Stock, Exchan a Pony, P rE . 

8M" 45 Allled “Artist:17— 5 nes ‘ate Me [Aue Pia Action marca 
‘15 10. ~° All’d Art. pfd. 3 11% 1134-1134" 5. Sitcense agreements between the | 
154414. BalM’nt Gac) 27 14% 14.14 ‘producer and 16m _ distrib ‘con- 

2434 Bu rar an ae. 103 : on... ae eost Ef . [taining the following: restrictions: | ps 
1944 454. Cinerama Inco. 194. «15-1438. «1438 — 3 | are prints may not be 
16% 10% Desilu Prods. 27 1034 10%. 1034 + booked to commercial motion. pic- 

956 4% Filmways ....44 . 8% 7% 8%. 4°%4 |ture theatres, 
2534: 814 MPO Vid..... 22... 2056... 1956 1958: —% |" @}16m prints may not be 
“ §34 2% “Nat'l Telefilm 70 ©. 33%. =. 34%... 3%... - © | booked ‘for use in direct competti- |. 

’ 104% - 334 Reeves. Bdest 48. €% ° #£«2#6%.° 8%: +h | tion. ‘with. commercial motion Pie- 
10% . A Reeves: Snd..- 154. a a “y Ks - oe 8 ture theatres. 
2314 21% Sereen Gems 18 = 221¢ = 21 21% -—K4 | (3)—Prints m 
42% 11% -Technicolor . 239 2644 2456 25% + 5 (for ratints ay pot ibe, booked | 
81 9384. Teleprompter. “90.. 2656. 2558. .. 25% — %. feral public . (4)—Titles may-not be 
6% 256 Tele Indus. a cre adil 84 bl . gavertised or. specified in any pub- 

“Week Ended’ ‘Mon. (24), ae 
ae Courtesy Of Merrill Lynch, Pleree: Fenner. & Smith, Ine.) Q Ieee agreements R as 

voked by producer. «.. 
Over the-Counter or Securities ask - London. presented Twyman. wth : 

America Corp. wees Se oweecerveeseeeeces Ade. 6% aN ° an impressive 6 of 8x pro ests 

Four Star. Television ....:..ccscseceee 18 20% = i4_~ bookings. “Teyana ron ‘16m 
“Gen Aniline & FA: eshpnegbersevedevcee (220. "RAT 20. PDOCRINES. | Twyman jcereed t 
“General Drive-in © 2s. 0i ec cel eeeeeees 1T BH G_, |MOSE OF Uhe- complaints were ‘Justt- “Gold Medal Studios ai a are Fo BF fled. Many’ of these involved news- 

; _ B sheeet obs area Sie - 93) . {paper ‘advertisements’ and news’ 
Ping oe ictaces’ Tene ae pepe rrr ass oe cee os 2. -- articles. advertising fairly current. 
Motemedia Ine wtb egd eat eng ee etes resboc 14 18%, —%- motion peter be with ame stare 

eo oeeors "peteeenss oe ee eee : ' ! 2 —_ P as eing ava a e o @ pu c a 

Dae Fiias OEE N Edge “pig ag [ittde or no admission charge.” Es- 
7 pater eee’, “Qik: -R34:) ac BH. [pecially irritating: and _ frustrating |- 
Sterling Television | aed cee teecececoreoee : 34% 834 34 

U.. ‘A. Theatres : sesesooees Ly sree geeee 654... 1% ve a» \ 7 ‘to. the theatre owner,. London 

Wometco Enterprises ...1.c.rsc.clececes B44.” 264 — % “Pointed out, was the fact that some. 
'-lof -these features have been tem- 

(Source :. National Assn, ‘of Securities Dealers ine. » 

Astor Handle ‘I Grid’ at 35% 
Steve Cochran’ ry Belated Recapture of His’ Starring 

Vehicle Made With Spa i in Spain. | 

‘Hollywood, July 25. 7 
- After. nearly three ‘years: of. has- 

sling over his Western Hemisphere |. 
- rights, Steve Cochran declare¥ “Il: 

: ‘pie: he’: coprodtced “in. 
. Spain: with Spa Cinematografica, 

‘will be: released ‘by Astor. Films in. 
the U..S. and Canada. Astor. gets, 

_ straight "35% ‘distribution fee. Pic 
‘opens in«New York: in: September, 
‘wlth L. a and San Francisco to 

‘follow. . ' #11 Grido,” directed by. ‘Michael- 
South. American deals . will be angelo’ Antonioni; stars Cochran : 

, [with Alida: Valli, Betsy :Blair andj . 
‘Gabrielli..Paloti; Budget. exceeded. 

* HI} $1,000,000 on a seven-month shoot-. 
ing schedule: CT, 

| lease. 
Rives Modus. Viviendt 

an. and London attempted 
lto ‘ae ve -at guide posts in the 
matter which would eliminate ob- 
jection” by - theatre owners -and 
permit. peaceful. -co-existence be- 
tween theatres and -non-theatrical 
16m. showings, _They agreed. that 
16m -bookings should. not be. com- 
‘petitive; should not be advertised, ‘made on.. ‘outright. sale basis” to in- 

dividual: countries; 

Initial deal with. Spa, . headed by 
Franco’ Cancieleri, .. gave: Cochran 
Western Hemisphere,. with Spa re-. 
taining: Eastern. Pic has: been win- 
‘ning high grosses- abroad. Can-. 
cieleri would not release negative 
to Cochran. Actor finally ‘secured 
it only . when Canelelert’s ° Alem. 
‘went out of business. . 

tickets. 
“Twyman said: “Te ty my feeling 

that 1 16m distributors in general 
are not aware of: the problems in- 
volved when prints: are used ta 
compete with regularly established 
motion picture theatres. I am-cer- 

our own industry: to ‘avoid situa-.| 
tions ‘competitive ..with | theatres 

ests.” 

‘on “his discussion with London at 

.;held at Indiana-U and at the Na- 

o — — —= ages toy version of “Grido# in. convention. in Chicago this week. a -.? 4 @ludes eral scenes snipp iy 1S 
- mapio. cit: wasic. MALL —|Staltan “Government, but turned | : 

ocketetter Center of. er ‘ta Cochran: , Among. hemi’ are 
6. o {a religious angle and wha e 
“FANNY” + |-- | terms a-lengthy. romantic scene. © 

.:[- Ple: was, filmed. ‘under’ Coch-' 
_ ran’s Robert Alexander. Produc- 

| tions, banner under which he has 
4 “The Tom Mix Sty and. “Co- 

_ FitzSimons is: doubling. hig salary, | 
mn : J he said. - ‘Crossing’ was scripted 

manche “Crossing”: also slated. Lat-| 
ter.i¢ ready to go and awaiting 

‘tor starred: in -Pathe-TOA initial | 
‘film, “The Deadly Companions,” 

-fand Cochran may also direct. 

e 7 made on a ‘budget. in excess . of 
| $2,000,000 as-a- straight biople of 

@ with Montgomery’ Pittman . 

Yo Your fitm'tn BONDED's wit 7 “houses ‘receives the same pro re x a ably around first of the year. - 

@. -- tection.as the priceless. collection a i Sage 
eg! of The Mdgeum ‘of Modern Art. 7 ‘| “The Renegade.” ‘made - for. $200,- 

" a Divist on oF i |000,.a3 a feature. ~. Civil War story. 
a “Novo INDUSTRIAL CORP... was produced in conjunction with 

a @:| Marty Rackin. and. John. Lee Mahin 

— \ with Cochran on a rewrite, 

o as nine theatres, four indoor. 1 

- | porarily withdrawn from 35m - re- |. 

4and should not require the. sale of 

tain that much can be done within | 

without ‘harming our own inter- . 

“Twyman also agreed to: report |- 

‘a workshop for 16m distribs to ‘bé | . 

Association | 

+Patha _America-TOA ‘approval. Ac- | 

now playing, for which a percent- . 
age deal: with ‘producer Charles]. 

, ‘by. Leslie: Pell from his own. novel | | 

| “Tom:, Mix’ pieture. would. ‘bel | . baton 

§ | the film cowboy. He is negotiating | 7 
- to}. 

‘| script, with filming to start prob-|". 

_ |  Additionaily, Cochran. is’ discuss- a, 

4ng-conversion of his hour tv. pilot, | - 

|for’ NBC and. Mahin would work |. 

Fina Sy Si a 
Carolinas: No Further Battle Plans 

19 

-Following U.S. Supreme Court! was rejected, courts had upheid 
dismissal of. its eppeal, Theatre 

-{ Owners of North and South Caro- 
lina has dropped, for the nonce, 

4 efforts to void Sunday “Blue Laws” 
‘lin the two states. President R. E. 

== | Agile says no further action is cook- 
‘./ing at this time. 

High court dismissed the TOA 
unit’s appeal last month, only two 
justices. dissenting. Industry and 
legal observers figured the Caro-; 
linas case was a victim of unfor- 
tunate -(but unavoidable) timing; 

[only a few days before the appeal 

the validity of similar statutes tn 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and Massa-' 
chusetts, ‘acting on the issue of 
commercial business Sunday operae 
tions as distinct, in the Caroling 

i view, from service enterprises such 
as sprocket parlors. 

As put by J. D. Toddy Jr., legal 
rep for the Carolina exhibs, “We 
still think that it is a great injus- 
tice to treat movies different than 
certain other non-necessary busl- 
nesses which are allowed to ope 
ate on Sunday.” 

ATTENTION: 

Air Travel 
Card Holders!* 

LASS 109 
satiroeute 

5% DISCOUNT on EVERYTHING YOU BUY 
ATCC PUTS REAL MONEY IN YOUR POCKET 
Thar's right. Als Travelers Credit Card gives you $% right off the 

. top. Each month 
charges billed by 

you or company receives a $9 discount on alf 
Air “Lravelers. 

. virtually vlistianted Te Ie’s easy to calculate the savings each year merely 
by figuring 59% of what you spend; however, when estima 

' the 5% will amount to, don’s forget that in addition to the normal 

Cash and other credic cacds are 

whae 

goods and services available on other cards, such as: t rte 
line, the ATCC CARD aig - restaurants, rental cars, lodging and 

GOOD FOR THE PURCHASE OF PRACTICALLY EVERYTHING 
INCLUDING: AUTOMOBILES (ANY MAKE), CLOTHING, GRO 
CERIES, INSURANCE, AND ALMOST ALL HOUSEHOLD ITEMS, 

‘your check is gogd 
justifies the anoual 

$250.00 CASH ANYWHERE ANYTIME 
WE GUARANTEE YOUR CHECK! Through our member merchants, 

gogl up to to $250.00 anywhere anytime. This service alone 

PRESTIGE prererensial TREATMENT WHEREVER YOU GO. 
| People know who you arg. Maitces de take notice, and those bard- 
to-get reservations seem to open up. 

YOU HAVE EXCELLENT CREDIT 
The excellent credic relations that have been established enable us to 
issue the- ATCC card exclusive of the familiar expiration date plus 

: sustained on average credit, 

* 

extend a discount which represents aur savings on losses that may be 

ANY AIR TRAVEL CARD USER QUALIFIES INDIVIDUALLY OR AS A : 
COMPANY, even though his Airc Travel Card is issued in in a company name. No 
deposic or credit laformacion if you carry 20 Ale Travel.Card. 1a che event that 
you do not carry a card, upon receipt of the customary $425 deposit and the 
completion of a credie Investigation, your ATCC card will be issued —= Of 

_reontace your favorite airline for an Air Travel Card. 

‘Air Travelers 

CUP, Aah MALL SREMEDLATELY T8e 
DP eeeene-.coireemte teers 190) Lerterorpenterte 

exh calendar 
By ry Travelers Eredit Corg. ine, 

soe. . oe ee 

C1 tet Foe Casters 
* Apptitents FEN nen renrnn ee ee IED 

tor sare thas one cod, print other aenes and 
year, My spptication Is submitted, subject 

amrepen (oe ee REET AST E POREREPEANED Ts LATED. Fewer > EOE” 

“a S Credit Card, lit 

SOKINOGS 28, CALIDA 
y Rif travel 
86 BUONO Ieee ene cece 

om we 

O6Grostes oh 8 pepxata tf 
manatee, Culeg, a8 topeietiogs 

(Reures* Cpearvesgym.: meses oan 4 Fete peurwer caer 

Ait Trevibers Credit. Cord has ne tonantion in'eny vez whatiorves with The Ats fn Tra Conference a Annie, Tie 
Mnternat actionel Aus Treaspost Association, Unsvatsal Au Trav saved Plea, a ory cathon. 



WO HUURS U 
In Carnegie Hall on Sunday Evening, April 23, 1961, Judy Garland. 
walked on stage and sang 26 numbers in a special one-night-only concert. 

It was perhaps the most memorable evening in show-business. history. 
The audience was composed of 3,165 people who had fought, : 
begged, pulled strings, and paid. astronomical sums for the precious 
tickets. The 3,165 people roared, applauded, cheered, laughed, 
cried, stomped, whistled and shouted. The ovation was unprecedented: 
and overwhelming. The press exhausted all the superlatives. . 

The evening lives. Capitol recorded it in its entirety, live. 

This exciting two-record set is the biggest smash of the year! 
We're breaking with the heaviest advertising push.in our history. 
And the advance publicity on this release has already ‘. 
exceeded any album ever recorded! For the millions of Garland fans 
all over the country, “Judy at Carnegie Hall” is a must buy! 
In all honesty ...we think this is a great, exciting album — 
“Two hours of just pow!” 

ORDER AGAIN FROM YOUR CRDC REPRESENTATIVE...NOW! 
EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT FREDDIE FIELDS ASSOCIATES tro. 410 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK. F/B PRODUCTIONS. INC. 

i ee ee 2 ee ee ek ee 

Twol2”RecordSet » @eariron “em ine 



“Book.” 

___ Wednesday, July 26, 1961 __ 

. WQXR; the: “Sood music station ‘ft: N x, ts. thie only one: ‘ot the : |: 
_ 2 major radio. independents ih the. market. to: consistently. shun trans- 7 
:., lation’ or dramatization of news in this-news-happy era. Tronically,::. | 

> WORX, which Hmits its:news coverage :to hourly five-minute news: - 
Nu Times, which. possesses the. greatest ree | Capsules, belongs. fo the N. 

‘mews. and: editorial facilities in. perhaps’ the entire world... 
" Yet it is‘ this very tie. with the Times that-is. said by the station noe 

‘to account for why :‘WQXR,. unlike, say, WNEW, WOR, WMCA, and . 
WINS, does not do’ interpretive or creative news programming. ‘When a : 
the Times bought -WQXR a‘décadé-and a half. ago,-at the end of: -. 

-- World War II, . station sources explain, the: newspaper. requested .- 
“ the radio. outlet to ‘drop .the: one ‘commentary it was doing ‘at’ the 

‘tinie. The Times, according ‘to a source today, did. not want ‘to shave mk 
“-dts' news “put. into anyone else’s words.” © 

“It's. the Times’ policy,” it was added, “that the news ‘stays in. 
"apart, that: is, from. the: “cursory.” five-minute. news ” the ‘newspaper,* 

rundowns .on WQXR. 
Whether: commentary, Or special news ‘features are ever. catried’ 

as a_regular,: or even infréquent, . part of the WQXR schedule is -. 
“something about which tha WQXR management. would not specu--. 
late, Save. to say, “It is a matter of: evolution—but: Lord knows, 2 
when that will be.” |: . at . 

aing on Pro Grid 
_ Restores U alts, Steelers to NBC 

NBC-TV:. was. -peady’; when: the > 
U: ..S. District ‘Court’ ruled: the |; 
‘CBS-National : Football ‘League ex- 

'"" glissive deal was: void: .Web,:. while 
Ht -will not: comment, 1s-known .to}. 

“- have’ grabbed back’ the -games of | 
the’ Baltimore: ‘Colts. ‘and ‘the -Pitts- 
burgh: Steelers, ‘teams At aired: last,| 
season: 

— This. was the: ‘Ttirst: ‘tangible. Teac- 
_ tion ‘of. the. controversial . court. 
«decision... ‘Here's. the case. on: vother. 

: fronits: 

ap (a doesn't’. ook: very. much. to. 
: -" gports: execs in tv: that the World 

Series in ‘baseball will be affected |: 
by: last week's -anti-monopoly rul- 
ing against the National Footbait 

- : ‘League's television. pact with CBS. | 
Strange distinction’ seems now to. 

“pro baseball, the ‘Govern-. ‘exist: - 
ment said last year; is a.sport, and. 

* .Btrongly - 

ds.a- business, 
: Spokesimen ‘ ‘for. NCAA, repping | 

amateur. ‘foothall, say ‘the* ruling: 
.:by Judge Allan’K. ‘Grim will not 
‘affect the collegians, who, like the 

“NEL; have had a. tight’ hold. on! 
where and how” their’ games. are |. 
telet ised. - 

‘Still, ‘sports’ ‘officials “elsewhere 
are ‘fearful -U.S. District. Judge |. 

invalidating ‘the 
‘NFL's vidpact, could. indeed ‘reach. 
out to .affect: college ‘footbalt: and. 

Grimm's. ‘Puling * 

Pro basketball. 
"  Obviousiy, 
“> most imminent jeopardy-- is the 
American Football: ‘League. which 
chas an exclusive. pact ‘with -ABC-. 
TV, similar. to CBS’ exclusive: hold 

NEL: ‘signed - a $9. 300 000. 
two-year. ‘contract with’ -CBS..last- 

on ‘NEL. 
The ©. 

April, . granting. the network. exclu- 
“sive: rights. to-televise regular sea: 

son: games played -by, the. ‘league’ s| | oe 

4Continued ‘On Page. 38) + 

“RBC C New Look’ | 
. One. of the. live. stanzas - ‘being’; 
shaped- for: the ‘62-63: season in |J]. .. 
the ABC-TV : camp- ‘is. a half-hour. |H] 
‘comedy stanza fronted: by: Pat. Har- | 
rington - Jr; ' Called ‘the -“New. 

‘duced: with “network: money . and 
under - network - supervision. . “by 
Marvin. Worth: and. Arnie Sulton,. 
two of Steve- Allen's writers. 
It’s* understood: . that - the. ‘Tem | 

Moore-Dan. ' _Melnick- ‘program 
combo .at ABC-TV" is. prepping at. 

. least: three other live: stanzas. for. 
-the’ season after. ‘next, but no ‘offi- 
cial. word ° is available on the make- |§ 
“up of ‘the ‘other ‘pilots. Known, | 
however, is that.they are’ playing ; 
‘with, a live dramatic ‘concept. .. 
‘Worth and Sulton did the seteen- 

an play for: “Boys” Night Out;” with: 
Kim Novak and. Jim Garner, which || 
‘will be released via United Artists: 

“ New Look” will not be a situa; 
of | 

sketches .and. ‘standup’ comedics . 
-tioner, “-but - a: eompliation | 

“Based on ‘contemporary. themes. 

Sahl Panned i in Britain, . 

-the . other group’ in 

* the - pilot is, being - -copro-. 

~ Bat They Want Him: Back 
: London, “July. 25, - 

Despite: ‘thumbs-down Teviews 

‘from Thost.“tv- critics - -here, BBC's 
: Director of. _ Television, Kenneth 
Adani, : posted : ‘a_letter. to” “Mort 

Sahl, now, back in ‘the. USS., invit-. 
ing - ‘his: return. here. for “another: 
show. : 

to localize )his ‘material: ‘:His Int- 
tialer. ‘was mainly. ‘panned for. a 
‘lack - of : ‘same. 

yet, the U.S. District Court ruliig |: 
‘of last week. vs: football suggests: 

” that some - segments o£. 
- Government. consider. pro” football 

-RADIO-TELEVISION 
REVIEW AND. PREVIEW ISSUE 

A presold: readership. with: high spending. 

is on. -Ned Pugh, the 20th -floor | 

from: Coca-Cola about - two. years | 
J} ago... 

° in: the recent private luncheon held |. 

tand’ NAB’ ‘prexy . ‘LeRoy’. Collins. 

Post for Paley. :The board: -chalr- 

“By: ‘GEORGE ROSEN.” 

Te could ‘well: be ‘that ‘before. the 

year: rolis out the. Columbia Broad-| : 

‘| casting: System | may undergo ‘its . 

‘most turbulent turnover. ‘since boss- 

man- Bill: ‘Paley. got ‘himself a. net-/| 

a work: It-coutd (1) find board ‘chair-|' 
-Jman Paley, winding : up with .a 

| Cabinet ‘level post in the Kennedy| 
Administration;: 

President Frank: Stanton going in 

any one: of three- directions—Gov- 
. J ernment;.-education ‘or. public serv-| 
= ice, That ‘would leave tv president} 

| Jim Aubrey to-move into Stanton’s 
Spot . (he’s: -Paley’s. -choi¢e ' should 

- | Stanton leave). And if. not Aubrey, 

(2): find’ corporate’ 

the’ smart money for. second choice 

financial v. p: who was brought over 

There’ 8. more than ‘meets the. ‘eye 

in the office—away from all ears—|' 
of: -Attorney: ‘General: Bob Kennedy |: 
in’ which the participants, in’ addi- 7 
‘tion. to’ BK, included Paley, ‘Stan- 
ton, FCC chairman Newton Minow 

Ostensibly.“(and - what got .-into 

ming. But more important, -what 
the luncheon spelled out was a new 

:: era. at CBS, for the word ‘is. out-to 
Idea is. to get ‘the. comic fato the 

‘country ’ with a little more time. to 
‘soak. in what goes on in these- 
parts which’will give him ‘chance 

be ‘good to the: ‘Kennedys: and their 
boys. (It all started at a swank Vir-| 
ginia weekend ‘party, very very 
‘social, :with possibly the erd result 
the. aforementioned © Cabinet-level 

{Continued on page 46): 

“6th . ANNUAL 

“agencies and: ‘sponsors,. 

Take advantage of the special impact. 

Usual Advettising n rates prevail 

, NEW YORK. % 

154 W.. eth St. 

HOLLYWOOD: 26 

“wo Sunset Bivd..: 

“No greater buying audience can be found for 

your. sales story. 

Copy. and space. reservations may: be sent to any Variety office 

“Bride” 

‘particularly high on, CBS had ex- [to their major 

‘a General Mills-BBDO production. : 

cHIcaco nt 
400 N. Mickiges Ave... 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

S STOR 
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y | tA Desi Likes Pay-TV: At Dime 
Throw ‘Lucy’ Would Have Been 
Good for $3, Oi, 000 Every Week 

Hollywood, July 25 
Pay-tv is “just argund the car 

nev.” and will be a reality “wilhin 
the next three years,” prexy Desf 
Arnaz told annual Desilu stock- 
holders meeting last week in reply 
to a direct question put to him by 
one shareholder 

Desilu is in the “enviable posf- 
| tion.” he. added, of “owning and 
maintaining the largest television 
‘ptoduction facility in the world,* 
and thus is ready for the next ad- 
vance in the medium 

“There will be no practical limit 
to the amount of money that can 
be recovered as net income from 
outstanding productions shown on 
pay-ty,” he said Amount. he 

‘|stressed, will be “staggering.” As 
an illustration he ‘said that if “I 
Love Lucy” had got only a dime a 
person from its estimated 50,000,- 
00) audience the take would have 
itbeen $5,000,000. 

Reporting that Desilu had closed 
ls deai with Gene al Artists Corp, 
-as ily network sales agency, “be- 

A 

Who Else? 
“That ‘Frank Stanton‘s dépar- 

ture from CBS for new hori- 
zons may be. even more immi- 
nent than .some_ suppose 
would. seem evident from. the 
following. which appeared in. 
last week’s Sunday edition of 
the San Francisco Chronicle: 

“The FBI ‘is all ‘over town 
asking questions about F.S.— 

: a Big Man. in ‘the TV world" TV wor Id:”” 

(BS-TV Mifed, 
Takes a Bride’ 
- Without Dowry 
.CBS-TV is miffed but good over - 

more than $5,000,000 in General’ cause we have fell for sometime 
“Mills: billing that. went thataway— {that the sales staff tor our new and 

to NBC,, that fs. 
print) it was to enlighten Bob Ken-} 
‘nedy, who's concerned about the tv: 
‘viewing: habits of. his. three . kids, 
about: the future of: ‘Kid. program-|: 

residual product should be mote 
‘ i¢closely aligned {o the market: the 

After slotting “Father of the j networks, potential sponsors of tv 
‘In the Thursday night: ‘shows, and advcittsing agenacics 

schedule, . a show the web was not : ‘who recommend such sponsorship 
accounts,” Arnaz 

also stated firm [s seriously consid- 
ering setting up its own forerm 
‘ani domestic distrib organization 
‘for reasons of efficiency and 
;ecanomy. 

The foreten market today is 
isubstantial, he said, and potential 

counts that. a daytime-“Bride” ; is almost. unlimited as tetecasting. 
and tv reception are Introduced 

» (Continued on page 38) around the world Arnaz, declared 
j that Desilu has been holding hack 
;on ils residual product, since it 
‘hasn't liked the market, bul now 
2 is beginning to make deal, abroad: 
“The Untouchables” has now been 
iset for West Germany af $5000 per 

| ; segment, he reported, and 30 enpl- 
Ssodes of series sold ta Japanese 

: *market for $100,000 
j In a question and answers pe- 
irlod, one stockholder, picking up, 
Arnaz’ explanation that one af the 

1 Teasons for company’s drop in reyv- 
i enue during ‘1960 was dur to fact 
ithal the Writers Gaild of Ametica 
strike had tied up new fv produc- 

‘tion for entire fist half of vear, 
: brought up a query which at first 
i looked as thousth there mirtht be 4 
| few fireworks Shareliolder varted 
Ito know, ff the strike was respon= 
| sible for Desilu’s income dip, why 
ithe sfock of Revue and-Four Star, 
; faced aih the same ailuation, 
‘shouid go up 
: Arnaz patried question with the 

| fi remark that “ats @ vreaf mystery 
‘ta me, I sve no reason why iH went 
up" He ypeminded querer tat 
Desila isn't a biz fo make a qu: k 
buck and many companies ‘sont 
be happy to mike the S3in 1g 
profi! racked up hy Desila’ fai veut 

‘Continued an bas see 40) 

AT&T's Trio Of : 
NBC Space Shows 

American Telephone  & 
siaph ais buying shrea Otan te 
pubalfuirs stanzds On space from 
INBOTY ATET ts ai-n taken ane 
fiom the same netauthk baced on 
Faravision programa  ageucy 
sources rpredef thin week 

Sale oregreseg!, oa sabetaetial 
e boost lo NBC's sales. neer aties mm 
‘the pubaats area Web with 49 
prime timers being clotted sm spee 
era] period. mney season, now bas 
18 of thea srt 

Ini addition tea the fous ATES org 
"the three on apace com aades 
the trilogy title of “Dhara tfaded 
reportedly, ty be produced bs Reb 

pected. a. bundle of daytime coin | 
from the food company. “Bride” is : 

But NBC wooed the sponsor i 
with - “deals” that offered maxi-! 
mum discounts on a number of;: 
spreads, undercutting the dis-° 

rey 

or 
Tatas 

LONDON, S.W.1 
49. St. Same's Street 

Piccadit ditty. ert Bendiek of NBC-, these 230 
four other: grems fins-t. sald ap 

?Westinghouse, three t+ Depart 
tuo Bell Telephone s resce 

7as, and five Par -en ipaaisrt 
“Of...” programms. 

ine 

% wid 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

Second TV Channel for Germany 
Under Heavy Barrage of Criticism; 

Tnfratest: Spells Out Hits & Flos 
By HAZEL GUILD 

Frankfurt, July 25. 
The critics are all-out in an at- 

t:ck on’ West Germany’s mew sec- 
ond television channel, and an in- 
teresting poll has just revealed 
that only about 14% of the: folks 
are fixed up to watch the new 
channel an) how. 

West Germany's largest and 
richest television outlet. West Ger- 
nan TV of Cologne, hired a Ger- 
man testing institute called “Infra- 
test" to study who’s watching and 
what they like. 

The second net started on the; 
air June 1. 1961, and “Infratest” 
found that by June 5, only about ; 
14°% of the country’s 5.500.000 tele- | 
vision sets had the additional at- 
tachment ‘which costs about $40 
for installation) in order ta view 
the second program. 

Of those sets which could re- 
ceive both networks, only about a 
third were concentrating on the 

"COFF EXITS CBS 
FOR ABC IN PARIS| 

Vet CBS newsman Lou Cioffi | 

ankles ‘his Washington, D.C., post 

Aug. .27 to join ABC-TV as Euro- 

pean correspondent with hq” in 

Paris. ; 

Cioffi covered the Korean War 
tin "52, receiving the Purple Heart 

\for wounds received at the fight- 
t ing front, later had - round-the- 

world assignments in the Suez, 
: and Budapest, 

elsewhere. 

Italy, Morocco - 

He joined CBS News in New. 

York in ’47 as a copy boy, was | 

] ! promoted to a writer's job and then 
ito Washington Bureau news editor 
previous to -his international jun-|} 
keting. The French capital will be 

new second channel, and most. of } familiar ground to Cioffi; since he 
the other set-owners were. using was’ for five years. CBS Paris: cor-| 
the American system of twisting respondent, 
the dial to find which show- was 
the better anyhow. 

The second: channel generally 
broadeasts for only a couple of 
hours nightly. from 8 until 10 p.m. 
while the first network comes on 
the air around 5 or 5:30 p.m. and 
continues until about 10:30 or 
Il p.m. 

“Infratest” found that the most 
popular show aired recently on 
German television was a -special } 
staging of the heart-tugging story 
of a blind girl, “Johnny Belinda” 
fa long-ago American film, as 
welll, this 
German stage actress Vialetta Fer- 
rari. The play, which reached an 
jndex code of + 9, was the highest 
scorer in popularity this year. 
Next most popular German pro- 
ductions were Dr. Bernhard Grzi- 
mik’s zoo productions (Grzimik is 
director of the Frankfurt Zoo, and 
introduces animals and. shows 
films of his African animal hunts), 
which reached a score of +8; and 
Juergen Roland’s “Steel Net” ser- 
Jes, at -- 6. A comedy show by mas- 
fer of ceremonies Hans Kulen- 
kampff rated from :5 to +7, and 
a couple of flops were the play 
“The Enchanted Day” and a spe- 
cial television staging of Ianesco’s 
“The Rhinoeervs.” Both rated a 
—4, and received the most. vocife- 
rous protests from the viewers. 

Cologne network hastened to 
explain just how this polling was 
accomplished, to avoid more pro- 
tests about unfair checking. ‘In- 
fratest” was established by Mun- 
ich Univ. in 1847, an has been used 
by German radio and _ television 
stations for checking the . success 
of their programs since 1952, The 
group has over 100 permanent em- 
piovees plus about 400 parttime in- 
terviewers, who question televi- 
sion owners in about 250 small, 
middle-sized and Jarge German 
cities. They question set owners 
and family members who are over 
the age of 15 as to their prefer- 

(Continued on page 48) 

Brit. Viewmg Up 
2,000,000 in “61 

London, July 25. 
U 

other 2,000,000 over last vear, says 
& quarterly report from BBC's 
sudience research dept. On an 
average day’ in April-June °61 
period nearly 32,000.000. viewed, 
500,000 more than last year. But 
the swing to BBC programs has 
apparently wound up because last 
year’s ratio, judged on multi-chan- 
NHneled viewers only, remained the 
game at 63° commercial tv fans 
and 37° BBC addicts. | 

Only time BBC-TV pulls in more 
heads ‘twice as many' is on Satur- 
day when programs are devoted 
almost entirely to sporting events. 
Report also noted from an average 
day in the same quarter that radio 
listeners are up by a million to 
24.800.000. There was a substantial 
increase in listening before 6 p.m. 
and, overall, listening “increased 
from 6.7 to 7.4 hours a week per 
head of the Population. 

performance starring | 

K.’s tv audience climbed an- | 

British Equity All 
‘Whipped Up Over 

Higher TV Fees}: 
London, July 25. 

Some thousand British thesps 
and other members of ‘British Act-. 
ors Equity voted, overwhelmingly, 

in favor of Equity’s move. to ‘up 
their fees via a boxoffice-type 
points system which would cover 
all commercial ty webs. And they. 
agreed. to strike from Nov. 1, if 
programmers are not: prepared to 
talk. Gerald Croasdell, general 
secretary of the Union, 
Variety: “Our negotiations with 
a working committee of the Inde- 
pendent .Television Companies 
Association - are still ‘going on 

(Continued on page 48) 

told | 

"HERB DUNCAN 
-Will appear, as the Comedy Lead 
in “MY TRUE STORY,” NBC-TV 
‘Saturday, July :29th, 12 Noon 
Call Radio: Régistry——JU 2- $800 — 

NBC Miffed At 
MCA Over ABC 

‘at the slight ‘faid the network by 
Music ‘Corp. “of America ‘When. it 

strip to ABC-TV instead remains to 

be - seen, but ‘chances are it ‘has 

tion agency... 

After all, Ford quit NBC after 
‘a stint -of. several years on the 
grounds that he didn’t want to} 

past season was doing only a once- 
weekly nighttime program: on: NBC- 
TV, having years earlier giyen ‘up 
a ‘daytime. strip (because; again, 

didn’t even get a crack: at the: deal 
offered to ‘and. taken - ‘by. its Tival 
web. 
NBC-TV says it did ‘get ‘a ““oer- 

‘tain offer” on Ford from MCA, but; 
‘evidently, it wasn't .any-wise. like 
the. one that ABC finally .took...to 

| judge. by.” the unhappy reaction. 
from: t tv. web execs, 

The crazy business of. tv has its 
own 50-minute hour, plus about 44 
seconds. After everything else is 
taken out—commercials, billboards, 
stations breaks, network promo- 
tions and. trailers—that’s all there. 
is left for the program itself, 

CBS-TV, 
each has approximately the same: 
time: limits .on. content, which were 
narrowed for the coming season by 
several. seconds with the. creation 
‘of the controversial 42-second.sta-. 
tion break to allow affiliated sta- 
tions more time to sell locally in 
prime time. 

’ In the case of 30-minute tv pro- 
grams, the entertainment portions 
will generally run no ‘more than 

|25 minutes and 44 secotids. . 
On CBS-TV, to take one net- 

work as an example of all webs. 
there are two kinds of hours—one 
of 50 minutes and 44 seconds, ari- 
other of 51 minutes and 44:seconds. 
The shorter time is afforded CBS 
telefilm programs, the longer CBS- 
‘TV. live or taped hours and the rea- 
son for the discrepancy here is that 
this network has instituted a policy 
for the ‘61-62 season by which 
program on celluloid will contain 
a one-minute celluloid trailer: for 
future stanzas in the same series. 
Last season, there was no rule that 
each film program had to carry-a 
one-minute trailer, which makes 
this season’s telefilm output. on| 
CBS one minute shorter right there) 
than in other seasons. — 

Here it is in detail: 50:44 for the, 
‘dramatic portion including opening : 
and closing credits; 1:00 for the 
trailer; opening and closing .bill-{ 
boards eat up 40 seconds. unless 
an hour program fe.g. “U.S. Steel) 
Hour”) is. sponsored entirely by. 
one bankroller and, then. there are 
only 20 seconds laid aside for open- 
ing and closing billhoards; the. half- 
hour station break inside the pro- 

NBC-TV and ABC-TV} 

“system & 
one 10 seconds long, the 

other. 14; and, last, the 42: second 
| end-of-the-show station break, in- 
‘creased from 30° seconds .in pre- 
vious years. Altogether, they add 
up to 60 Ininutes. 

gram, 30; two. EBS" 
promos,” 

CBS-TV’s . “half-hours, * only 25 
‘minutes and 44. ‘seconds’ in. length, 
-break down ‘this way:. the drama 

ing and: : losing billboards: run 20 
seconds; ‘ commercials ‘three min- 

end: of ..every half-hour program), 
‘the new 42° seconds. and one. 
“system. & -promio” of 14 seconds. 

| If ‘it’s a 90-minute program, just 
add together the. content. of one 

| “60-minute” program and one 30- 
minute’ 
‘total of entertainment—77 minutes 
and some seconds. 

all hour stanzas last season ran to 
52: 36 seconds. in most cases. Next 
‘season, they'll be 51:54: ‘Network 
-promos — 
promos”) ‘will. run: a total of 44 
‘seconds on the . hour. plus 40 
seconds for billboards, opening and 

| closing, . plus the regular. six. min- 
| utes for: commercials: If NBC were 
to include titles, fore and aft. the}. 

.51:54 would become about 52:24./ 
|The NBC ‘half-hours will run. 
everything that. is. to be. -excluded. 
‘considered; a total of 25:54. . 

about the same as’ CBS-TV come 
‘fall, the one exception .being that 
the - ength of. trailers’ will ' vary. 
from: film series to film series. (No 
carryover program, on: the theory: 
that it already: has public accept- 
anre, will get the trailer treatment, 
but: on new programs the trailers| 
‘will be as short ‘as 45° seconds in 
length or-as Jong: as a-minute and. 

| the. comparable Reviod, of 60. 
ee » 

five-seconds | Jong. aa 
me *gme 

other 

took the new daytime: ‘Ernie. Ford’ $8, on "} ‘Yr. 

done cansiderable ‘damage to the. 
traditionally close relationship | be-- 
tween NBC and. ‘the. talent-produc__ 

work that hard anymore. Ford.this | 

‘he didn’t want to work too. hard). 
Now he ends up doing. five days a. 
week on ABC, and, to boot,. NBC. 

utes; the one. station break (at the. 

“-program. -and: ‘that’s ‘the. McLendon, 

‘WBNY has no FM arm. McLendon 
wants to expand WBNY,.a-. 1,000-; : ‘At NBC, the dramatic portions: of watter which. is on’ a- good music 

‘(like CBS ‘“‘systems and] 

-seph Stamler,. was. up “9C5, 

MURPHY TO EXEC vw. 
Albany, July 25. 

Thomas §8.. Murphy,.: v.p:- 

Broadcasting Corp’s’ 

tive v.p. of the’ television’ and | 
Tradio 
cities. He will. headquarter in New 

! |-York.. 
Daniel B. _Burke,. former. Tesi: 

dent. -of. suburban Slingerlands: 
who has been associated with Gen- 

| eral Foods as a ‘marketing: special-. 
41st, is Murphy” successor. here, | , 

- Robert M, Peebles, station .man-. 
ager .of WROW, has been = ad- 

| vanced: to’ general manager. Both: 
-,outlets are CBS affiliates. - 

Frank : M. -Smith, ‘president. of. 
Capital Cities, | ‘announced two 

executive .appointments: 
Charles G., Pogan, | operations 

| director of WTEN,.’ to- program | 

Getting Ernie| 
Just how. deeply hurt NBC-TV. is. 

director for. all the company’s tele- 
vision: stations; William J, Lewis, 
'WTEN sales: manager,: to: ‘director 
of sales for company-wide Video. 
“operations. 

Expansion Plan 
Set for Italo TV 

Rome, July 25: 
Italy Tias ‘already | “taken: siess” 

to insure. participation..from. the 
‘start: in future intercontinental . tv. 
links: via satellites. - Announcement. 
‘was made here this week by Min- |. 
ister of ‘Communications, Spallino, | 
who: added that Italo contribution 
would be in form’ of broadcasting. 
and receiving stations, rather than 
in satellite construction, which | _ 
will be.in the hands of the U.S. 
Spallino . promised. Italy’s partici- | 
‘pation in space-tv programs would : 
be. “active and concrete.” | - 
‘With regard to current develop: 

ment of-Italy’s RAI-TV network, 
the Minister revealed. that a four-. 
year expansien program. costing 
some $88, 000, 000 was « already’ 
under way. 

casting Italy’s second video. pro- 
gram as of Nov. 4, he added; reach-: 
ing about: 50%. ‘of Italy’s ‘popula-- 
tion. Before the end of: 1962, 
however,. the .addition. of :28 trans- . 
‘Mitters. and repeaters will. raise 
this. total: to some 70%... _ 

Current RAETV «totals revealed. 
by Spallino place current tv set. 
total at 2,500,000, or 19. sets.. for 
every 100 Ttalo families. - 

| McLENDON’S 6506. 
(with. all credits), 25:44. (In the:old}. ~~ 
days, it was.a total of 25:56). Open- - BUFFALO.AM BUY 

Gordon. MeLendon has added a 
‘new radio station. to“his chain by. 
‘buying WBNY ‘in Buffalo from the 
Straus group for $650,000. By pur- | 
chasing WBNY, McLendon Corp. 
must now rid itself of :WYSL-AM. 
in the samé market, in order. to 
avoid FCC duopoly restrictions. . 
WYSL-FM will be retained’ by. 

however, - “beeause 

format from its ‘daytime’ sked’ to a 
24-hour schedule. 

‘R. Peter Straus, who- ig. selling 
WBNY, heads WMCA,: . New: 
York. . McLendon, besides. its. Buf- 
falo ownership, controls and owns 
radio stations in six ‘other markets. 

- WABC: TV’s Profit Hike: 
‘WABC- TV, -N. yy: reports net 

profits. up | 22%. for the first. six. 
| months: of 1961 compared. to: the : 

ABC-TV. says ‘that it'll. run just. first. six of ‘60. to mark. the most- 
profitable six months.in the ABC 
‘flagship’s 13 years on the air. 

Second quarter of ’61, according: 
to veep: and ‘general manager Jo-. 

- over 
the same period .of '’60, which. was 
54% over. the like quarter of ’59. 

Stamler predicts. the. third quar- 
ter will equal, -most likely surpass, 
station. sales and net. profits for: 

and 
‘| general manager. of . Capital Cities. 

WTEN-TV. 
| | and WROW here the last six: 

. :years, has been promoted to execu- 

stations in. five Eastérn 

Tasitania Revisited 
NBEC-TV Forced to ‘Abandon Project After 606. 

‘Goes Down Drain 

| CAPITAL CITIES UPS 

Wedneaday, July. 26, i96r'_ 

act 

.. The: -Litstianta. might have ‘gunk 
NBC-TV. it -the -network. - finally 
hadn't decided. to give ‘up the idea: _ 

of doing: a documentary : ‘about the. °° ~ 
passenger liner sunk in World. War, 
I: off the Irish. coast. “The. unsue-. 

‘water footage: before they decided .. aed 

they'd better give up the attempt. -* ° 

cessful - ‘venture -: “east NBC Just : 
about, $60, 000. *. . 

. Plagued . by “«ynbelievably: ‘bad ~ 
weather” for eight weeks and ‘once” . 
called: upon to. use the divers and 

-) equipment . for. the ‘production’ to. 2 

grapple for a Scottish ‘schoolboy 
who | -‘had-: drowned :- ‘several miles 
away,. the NBC. News crew couldn’t 
get more than 1,600: feet of under- 

Originally, the plan was to use the. | 
footage in making & full-hour | pro- S : week 

gram as one..of the 40 pubaffairs ». 

specials NBC will-air next season,” 
‘but, showing a reasonable:combina- 
tion: .of disappointment .and. stoi- 
cism, a spokesman for. NBC News a 
said last week, *‘We have to assume..” 
that :not /all. the ‘projects set out. 
ta.do. will. be ‘completed. Despite. 
some . great. preparation, .-it. seemed. 
‘we were. meant. to be plagued. ‘by: 

‘tbad weather. We'd start out in. the . 
. Jsunshine, travel 11. mileés- ‘out: to-’ 

"| the... wreck - ‘and, - ‘sometimes. before. 
awe got there, the weather went’... 
"sour. “It -was ‘mystical, like ‘some--- 

“CBC Newsmagazine:” > 
‘tv’ shows include. Ed “Sullivan,” - 

for: new and young: talent. 
| date,” “a new series. of. hourlong ~. 

thing that. Joseph - Conrad. might : 
[have Mritten.” |: 

“The Lusitania ‘is ‘about 300: feat. 
‘lbelow ‘the surface’ of: the. ocean, 
and the diving experiment. required: : 
a special diving: bell and bore with --. 
it great danger, at that depth, for... °.. 
‘divers were they ‘to go down :to0-".. | 

_ foften.. After.two weeks of. prepa-*. : ° 
lration, ‘the production footage was..." + 
to ‘have..been completed ‘in three. | 
more’ weeks, ‘but. the ‘attempts to. 
shoot celluloid underwater Yan on. et 
for. olen weeks, 

9 New TV Shows 
In Ca mada Preem 

Mae Toronto,’ July. 25: 
Nine new trans-Canada. ‘program | 

; Series will'be seen on the. English- 
language network of. the Canadian. 
Broadcasting: Corp: ‘during -:the’: 
‘1961-62. season, skedded' to teeoff 

| mid-September... 
‘Fourteen new stations will begin:|“The.. Tommy Amibrose Show,”. 

‘«Madamoiselle -de Paris,” “Play 
| date,” “The Lively - Arts, ”° “Cone 
-cert,” 
“Discovery” ‘and. “Canada at War. i. 

These’ include’ 

“Almanac,” “ “Ensemble, a 

‘Other features .of. the- ‘Fall-Win- 
ter season include the ‘moving of. 

| CBC’s. public. affairs programs inte. 
prime evening time ‘slots; -the cov-... 
erage of National Footbal] League 
‘games,. inter-collegiate . Meets ‘and. -. 
National Hockey -League games. -:- 

_ | Wayne & Shuster : will again be. 
| seen. in’ six: specials, : 

New: American programs to be 
carried on: ‘the™ CBC-TV" web: ip-: 
elude the 60-minus. 
“The. Garry..Moore: Show”, ‘the '30-- 
mins.- weekly: ‘series ‘.of.: .“Fasten - 
‘Your Seat: Belts, ” “Hazel; "The. |: 
Defenders” ard’: “Car 54.’ v Rights ~ . 
_to pre-release in Canada. all of the ete ote 
American: originations have been. ~~.” 
6btained by the CBC—with the exe). 
ception of “Borianza,” ‘Red Skelton... 
and . Perry Como, ‘which willbe 
seen ‘simultaneously: with: the. US. . 
: release. ; 

CBC programs. ‘returning. in the: 
‘Fall.-include ‘Front - Page: Chal-. 
lenge,”. “Live a‘ Borrowed . Life,” 
“Fighting . -Words,’” “Don. Messer’s” 
“Jubilee,” “Close-Up,” “Citizens” . 
Forum; ae “Inquiry,” “Juliette 
-Show,” ”“Nafion's Business’ and. : 

‘American’ 

Danny ‘Thomas, ~ Red. Skelton, 
Perry .Como, 

“Tommy Ambrose’ " Show,” a 
summer replacement: that. contine. ood 
ues into the Fall, means. an ex- - 
tensive coast-to-coast’ CBC search _ 

“Play-- 

‘dramas, ‘willl feature’ .Canadian- 
produced ‘plays | ‘by “top — Canadian‘ 
and . American: .authors. for ‘the ~. 
: Wednesday night slot. “Canada .at 
War,” a National Film Board - “pro-: 
duction, will run 13 weeks. and. in-. 
cludés ‘official film footage from, 7 

4 the. military. archives: - 

“Bonanza” ‘and ... 

‘My. Three ‘Sons,”. . - 
| “Perry. Mason” and. “Dennis: the, 
Menace.” .-° 



oe “two: years.of work, and the producers are now offering patents. on. 

“. “sef.Canterbury,. who. called: for. a| Greg: Garrison’ as. producet-direc- 
-- -.geientific ‘inquiry. into - the: .effect.; tor“and..Gordon Jenkins for -scor- 

“Wednesday, July 26, 1961 

Germany’ $ Tine Free TV. 
ot Frankfurt, jay’ -25.: 

"Probably the ‘midst {mportant development in ‘the: last’ decade 
: of television. growth has. just -been“ announced: here. And ‘it's’ ex-.- 

.. pected that- the United. States. and all the other lands of. the ‘world: : |. 
< “which. ‘offer’ television . will be: interested ” in. adapting ‘it. ; 

“A: German. inventor, - 36-year-old Dr. Hans Richard. “‘Schulz:, has . | 
. just come up with..a. -new screen: ‘which’ uarantees absolt tely: ‘line-" ; : 

& Up g 4 “| are: men. from: ‘this side of the! 
“border. ‘who © figure there's: big4. 

’ free, clear felevision..: ‘And: its. first demonstrations: to the German. 
-., ‘p£ess, the device. proved :to™ be. astounding - in offering’ a perfect, 
~ clear,. unspottéd and unlined. screen. : 

-“Line-free.- television picture” as. it 3 called,, was” developed. after 

“the process for.-all the ‘western: lands. ° _ 
1, Th process: works on. an ‘optical: prineiple. of breakirig the light’ 

* with a- special plastic: screen which in ‘effect.adds more light to the” 
nicture and. so, eliminates. the dark’ lines that: disturb the eyé:- 
“Price. of the new screen ‘in West ‘Germany willbe: about. 50 

marks: (around’ $12. 50), and ‘the dévelopers ..anticipate. that. in: the. 
. future this: improved ° sereen: will, be offered ‘along ‘with’ the. televi-. 
:. sion:sets. | = 

‘Considerable interest is “expected. ‘from the. States.” where’ the... 
quality: of television reproduction lags. behind that of Germany. a 

British TV Gets It From Al 
- Sides. : 

“London; July. 25°: 
a * British: tv. ‘programming: widvered © 
- “three ‘more. body blows’ this: week | 
‘from .the: Chureh,; : doctors. and a 
leading © politico: - First;: a: “Tight 
“under the. heart’ came . ‘from - Dr: |} 

eS Michael: "Ramsey, new ‘Archbishop |. 

Rhee 

Pact Garrison, Jenkins’ - 
For Connie Francis Spee 
GHV.- Productions has” ‘signed 

S.C | 

| tv. . Production, 

that: 

et ‘| the - business, of Producing. 
ee _Cang ida:. 

( burch, Medics, Poitcas; 
-confrere :: Bob. Nicholson. 

| NBC: is: limiting - ‘ftself to “exelu-. 

vos tv: has, on: morals. He told a ‘eonfer-: 
“ence of the International Union for 
-the Furtherance of Public Morality 
that mental effort.- and deeper’ ap- 
preciation were. ‘undermined ‘by the.| : 

|General Harmonics. -& “Video. Corp. ““snippetiness” ' of. .tv... He. said: 
“Moral ‘éondition is not. only “af- 
fected. by the’. quality of ‘what is, 
seen but also by. the. quantity..and. 

ing. of. an“ hour. special featuring 
|: singer. Connie., Francis that - will” 

“Hawaiian 
Eye” gumshoer Sept. 13...: . 
preempt. : ABC- TV’s 

The ‘show, ‘first under the ‘new 

banner; will....be bankrolled:. by 
Beecham Product's Bryle#eem and‘: 
Silvikrin and. is: timed to. coincide | 

oo irresponsible - 

“.. gociated ‘with the- Pageant as pro-: 

cwith. release of . a, ‘Francis. LP <al- 
jae. to’ be. offered as’ a premium. 

Cott in TV Prod. 
Deal for Canada; 

‘speed. When ‘people. .are. shown | 
“many. things: ‘Passing.. before. ‘the 
‘eye. in-rapid ‘succession the -mind. 

" goes: in for snippety- interests:". 
' « (A left hook: was’: -whipped in. ‘ty 
Dr. J. S. Happell, of. ‘Winchester;: 
who. opined.-.at. a: British “Medical | 
Association: -conference: . “Doctors 
fn: my’ area-are ‘worried about. the | 
unnecessary detail - ‘of relatively | 
rare - operations ‘seen.. on.'tv | and }. 
their ‘effect’ on -untrained minds.” 

He complained of a lack’ of positive |. 
-health ‘and. preventative medicine. 
Delegates.-were discussing ‘a closer-| 

+. link. between: BMA’. and the .tv 
..’ authorities. --Dr. Soloman. Wand,. 
os the chairman, said the Hiok was. 

' better now: than .ever before an | 
indeed, BMA. had been asked to ine up ie own. ins peed od 
‘nominate ‘doctors for an: advisory | erprise. Under the title of Uakian 
“panel to vet! ads... Co.,. the veteran. exee, in. the: few: 

Final uppercut ‘came trom. Home. “weeks: since departing | WNTA, ‘has. 

_ Secretary R. A. Butler who: said, ‘set. up.-a -tv _ production” deal ‘in*’ 
“at another BMA ‘meeting, . that he! 
hoped: ‘they ‘would pass a resolu-,; 
tion decrying -films;:plays and -tv | 
shows of asexual and.depraved | . In Canada, Cott fas tied, up with 
‘Nature, Butler’ went..on:.“T_ believe” CTV; the- new:.Canadian commer- 

that one of the-great-problems ‘of ciai tv network, to fori a Cana-' 
: pociety there) today is the entirely. dian-baséd_production'company..Or- 

character: ~ of: our {iginally, CTV. announced he would 

Ted’: ‘Cott; “recently « a. “veep at 

WNTA-TV,. NY., and.-.once. a strip- 

{ and record. -deats:: 

vs youth; the. influences. hrougnt: to; 

we »-i bly. involves. ownership dn. ‘Produc: 
_, bility of. many of our, tv Programs: ~ | tion. by. Cott, 

Bert Parks (Who Else?) - ‘Tene. laa separate company, under 
a |after Cott's wife!, the radio. outfit 

Asin Tapped: for. TV. 
MC on A. C. Pageant: 

will be involved in production too; 

' Atlantic City, July 25. 

‘put: details’ are not yet finalized. 

: Bert Parks will again emcee the |: 
"1962. edition:.of.thée Miss America ‘. 

. Pageant, which. gets under. way .in. 
’. Gonvention Hail here . Tdesday. 

night, Sept. 5°with "the: new. Migs | - |. ° > FOR GERMAN T 
~ America. to be: crowned Sept. 9. vps Frankfurt, July 25, 
G. E.”Cantwell,” who’ has. been. as: German. disk jockey, singer and - 

actor ‘Chris Howland ‘has bought ; 
the ‘German. rights. té: “Candid 
Camera, ” and has’ prepared: a se- 
ries .of six: of: the -films~ on. this f- 
theme to. ‘be’ played ‘on. West. Ger} 
iman television from: Cologne,” . 
ine Catled. -~“Vorsicht Kamera” : 
(Watch Out. for’ the: Camera, here, ' 

{the program’ will use typical “Can-}, 
did: Caniera” ‘gags - ‘and. gimmicks? 
‘similar to. those. in. America. | 

der. . 3 ‘third. unit, 

“CANDID CAMERA” 

duction ‘coordinator: for tv,.° will. 
_be the producer; while Kirk Brown-. 
‘ing will return as. director. after 
a -year’s absence ‘spent. ‘fulfiing 
commitments” with’ NBC... 

.Joan . Crawford has: accepted . an. 
{invitation to be one of the Pageant 
judges: this year. ~ |. 

Finals | Saturday: night will’ be 
telecast ‘over’ 229 stations -on’ ‘the: 
CBS-TV. -web; : five more than last 

“year. for an- additional. half-hour: 
which: will be taken by- Pepsi-Cola, : 

“- which will sponsor the - first. half- 
‘hour. .The Jast. two hours, will be. 
‘divided: into 40-minute: ‘segments. 
between Toni, - Oldsmobile ©. and: 
Philco, in. ‘that - order. op 

‘onstrate. whether the light in the : 
Tefrigerator really: goes out when /. 
the. door ‘is closed, and then. taxis ! 

diving’ board. and attempts to. bring. 
“ tt along. on. a ‘streetcar. ‘ 4 

- Also Radio, Disks}. | 

Canada, ‘and: ‘Ys: working on: radio ‘ 

-be.a- consultant, but, the Jatest sug } 

 egntrol- ‘and, I. think.” " irrespoiisi- { merit. than’ “that, since it’ ‘presuma- 

Phonograph’ records will. come’ UN ” 

|-Canada, will .:be 

. [interview stanza: 

~GOIN POTENTIAL’ 
It’ may. be rocky going, but there ' 

mioney, to be. made- in Canada. in |. 
particularly , now 

. the government. netw ork, 

CBC, will’ have a ‘vival from ‘ a. sec- 

7. ond commercial network,. ; 

_}:- Two steps about to be taken are |. 
| thought of ‘in: certain: quarters as! 

omens. of .a trend -in' the direction: 

*. of. ‘putting ‘men, who have. Bained |. 

their” basic: tv. production experi- 
ence this ‘side ‘of the border, ‘into 

in 
i 

NBC, via its ne. subsidiary, nBc | 
“| .Canada Ltd., is setting up a Tor- 

onto production unit te do, at: the | 
moment, strictly ‘live .stuff for’ 
‘Canadian consumption. Unit. will 
be ‘under. ‘old pros, E. Roger Muir, 
father of “Howdy. Doody,” and his | 

While 

sively live” ‘ef “course, live also.| 
can’.mean tape, and: tape. means | 
syndication); ‘there. is that . distinct 
possibility, if the venture: proves }- 
successful: for NBC in Canada: that. 
‘the’ network unit. might ultimately 
£0 into: the-more costly. business ‘of 
making’ films for’tv as well. On a 
‘purely speculative. basis, a Cana- 

| dian: film: subsid might. prove the |. 
‘answer. to the recent: pullout from: 
domestic film: Production of NBC's 
-syndie- subsid. 

Other’ case. {see separate story? 
is: a -tieup between Ted Cott, 
former... National: Telefilm. Asso- |: 

| ciates and NBC Veep, and .Cana- 
dian’ ‘interests ‘to ‘produce, tv film 

.;and live :programs ‘in Canada. in| 
.| this: instance,. the tieup is to :serv- 
ice the new: commercial - web, since 

tthe commercial web, ‘CTY, -will be | 
involved ‘in’ ownership .with Cott. 

| along: with an unnamed group that. 
owns.” “production _ “facilities: cin 
Canada. 

; -TO:US. execs, the potentiat joy 
of ‘producing . in Canada is. that it]. 
-will enable. this. country’s . -pro-. 
ducers to. by: pass the tv. ‘program 
“quota for’ Commonwealth coun- 

er at NBC-TV. an d DuMont, ‘ts set- | tties-. {In Canaca ‘alone, there is 
a limit for foreign production of. 
45% of.a station’s total. schedule.). 
‘And -the hew. network, ‘to ‘observ-. 
‘ers here, - will serve as a. strong 
‘base upon which to develop a 
“Canadian ~ production operation. 

‘With .a second network, it's ‘fig- 
ured, -the competition for the few 
execs, : personalities and producers, 
who have not quit Canada for jobs 
‘in’ N.Y. and Hollywood; will. ‘be 
great..And there. apparently :was a 
‘shortage. ‘even: ‘With. one network 
in Canada, ‘. 
“It’s. understood that’ ‘both Cott’s 

group and the Muir group for NBC}. 
“will, in’ addition to producing, - set. 
about deliberately to “train ‘their 

| replacements’. from: among “fresh 
‘Canadian talent; but, “apparently,. 
there-is-no ‘{iitention: -once produc- | 
‘tion . replacements are’ trained, of. 
‘giving up: ownership. interest in: 
‘the Canadian-based companies. 

Muir's first shows. to be offered ; 
tothe webs .and to. the ‘stations in 

“It's: a Hit,” 
musical show: . “Celebrity Cross- ! 
words,” a. paneler: “I Prediet,”. an.: 

“Family . ‘Classics / 
), Theatre” and “Big News.” a news. 
, game show. | , -e., 

dase and | Carney. 
‘Honeymooners’ 1-Shot: 

 CBS-TV . has been working. for 

‘up Jackie Gleason, Art Carney and | 

the: other Tegulars | “in ‘the old }. 

ene et 

I 

{company's retrenchment in. 

in profits. ~Associated TeleVision, ; 

serving. South Wales and the West 

June 30, are upped by nearly 14°; 

Jassess the effect of the 10% tax 

“) season’ has a Broadway - play due 

13s Looking.” 
Frederick Knott. 

‘Frank Bourgholtzer 
‘ Several months. in’ an. effort to tie |. 

E YUKO 
Less Cheesecake & More Kitchen 
Savvy: TV's Mrs. America of Future 

By JOE COHEN 

If television sponsors have thelr 
‘Campbell Soup Wants ‘was, beauty contests will uldtraate- 

y Iy be devoid of beauty, according 
Relief on TV ‘Lassie’ fe Bers Nevins, producer of tie 

“Campbell Soup, longtime exclu- Mrs America contests, which 1s 
‘ - ; now in its 23d year) The. needs af 

sive sponsor of “Lassie,” CBS-TV . sponsms to have their products 
‘Sunday. at.7 p.m., is trying to ped- ; ald by personalities that are he- 
dlé halt the show for the coming !!€¥ able as haniemakers and hause- 

“season, 
wives hus made it necessary to 

eliminate all cheesecake in tat 
Both web salesman and. Camp-contest’ A bathing suit is a rarity 

‘bell agency BBDO are currently in that competition 
working on the possibility of the ' “S; onsars today,” 
sale, with the going “soft” market ta identity ther 
as one of the reasons.for the soup more wholesome type. 

ad. beauty wearing 

he said. “want 
products with a 

A raving 
a bathing suit with 

budget. Sher hands up to her armpits in suds 
. —— isnt behevable to the mayjorits of 

howsewrves for good and ample 
e TV reason.” 

Brit. A : Profits the idea today, in this beauty 
, "Say. competition, is to choose a young 

matron whose face and form can 
pass muster, but) whose special 
field of competence is in the honie- 
making category and is community 
activities. Thus a member of the 
“PTA. wha works on the Community 
Chest drives has more of a thance 

jthan a 36 bustline, altheugh the 
Jatter won't hurt. As a matter of 

: London, July 25. fact. the literature on the Ms, 
Two .commercial tv webs here | america chosen last year at Ft! 

have announced yet another rise : Lauderdale, Fla. doesn't give her 
‘measurements, but does brag that 

. »ishe hay a lat of activities that 
whith beams to London (weekends j makes her a valuable community as- 
and the Midlands (weekdays), 1s: set. Inasmuch as she makes trips 
doing ‘better than expected and had i throughout the country for various 

Hit $17,953,311; 
— TWW Also Gain 

‘a group profit for the year ended {sponsors including Jolins-Manvuile, 
April: 30, 61 of $17,953,317 before | Tupperware House Products, RCA 
tax .as ‘compared with $15,086,924 Whirlpool. Gas Industry of Amet-~ 
over ‘the same period Jast “year. jica and others, it’s necessary that 

she know her way about a kitchen, 
Since her audiences are predoml- 
nantly women, her skill in domes- 
tie sciences must be considerable. 
Nevins feels that the housewives as 
well as the sponsors like better if 
she’s not a dazzler 

It’s pointed out that other beauty 
contests as well, are de-accenting 
cheesecake On the recent tele 
shou, Miss Universe apreared only 
briefly in a bathing suit “ise 
America contest prizes are schol- 
arships, and bathing sult sequences 
are becoming briefer, he says, with 

ithe Increasing demand for more 
| Qual locks to make a contestant 

“AR’s $23, 640,000 
. London, July 25. 

Assoclated- Rediffusion’s irad-- 
Ing profits soared over $1,- 
346.000, to a record high of 
$23.640,000. . 

Commercial channel's divi- 
dend was hiked 5% to a record 
‘30°. ‘Company's, net profit, 
after taxation, came to just 
below -$11,000,000. 

_ 

Final dividend on the “A” ordinary 
stock goes up by 7 cents on a 70! qualify for the grand piize 
cents unit to 28 cents, making 8; Althougit Nevins refused to pre- 
total of 43 cents against an equiva-| dict that beauty contest winners 
lent of 35 cents. l[mav ulimately turn out to be 
Net profits of TWW, regional] web ! beasts, he does feel that beauty 

has become a secondary feature ia 
these ¢ ompetitions. 

oom ow 

CBS-TV Morning News | 
Strip to Bump ‘Lucy’ 
Reruns—If Affils Buy It 

CBS-TV is most Hkelv going to 

repiace the 10-1030 ami “Lavy” 

rerus sliip with a dally half hour 

news program sometime in Sep- 

tember. Web, forssome time has 

interinitfently toyed with the idea 

of a regular news show mm dastine, 
but the poor audience-sales slawe 
tng fin the web's pre noon. ble. k, 
now gives the brass plents of Ice. 
way to intreaduce more ners. 

Inkened to the revised ‘Today’ 
“format being used at NBC TY the 
stanza will undoubted]y carry bath 
spot news and news featutes 

What could hald up the watke 
Is if the CBS sideo affiliates doa't 
gu along Howeser, with Washi 
ington pressing far more pubiie 
service stuff on the ausases and 
Sinee moming network time is noe 
Jonter Jucrative te CBs affils, 
thes probably ride with the 
stanza - 

Production will come under Dick 
SaJants CBS News division just as 

To Moscow for NBC: m fias lately come under the Toatas | 
’ NBC’s new Moscow correspon- 

of: England, for the half year ended: 

at. $1.117,200 compared with $980 - | 
000. An ‘interim dividend of 40° 
is declared (the same interim was 
‘paid last year and was followed by 
a final. of 70°C). Web’s directors 
say they have not been able to 

bite yet. 

TRUBIN & WYNNE'S 
COMPASS STRIPES 

Sybil Trubin and Gordon R 
‘Wynne Jr., two of his old asso-. 
Clates, have been given vicepresi- 

dencies in Compass Productions - 

“| by ° -owner-producer George: Schae- 
er. 
Compass, which has done “Hall: 

mark Hall'-of Fame” dramas the 
‘Jast. five years on NBC-TV, next 

on the boards. It's “When No One 
a suspense drama by 

which {3 set to 
open ‘at. the Belasco on Oct. 26. 

+ poet ime, 

sup ersvision Of NBC News 
“Honeymooners”. cast for: a: one-"; ‘dent will be Frank Bourgholtzer. 

‘’ ghot-next season. ‘Still, going has 
On the first’ show, he .asks sales. _ been. rough and the’ hoped-for 90--] Russian government. Bourgholtzer ‘ 

people: in: an electric: shop. to. dem-:j minute. ‘special. is. not. bet, _ accord: an NBC vet, replaces John Chan- : 
ing -to the web. 

_ Network has found it hard get-. 
ting all.the Personalities back to- 

through: the streets with a 10-foot ; gether. again at the same time. if ; State’ 
at. all’ One-shot -. would, naturally, 
be based on “Honeymooners.” 

wee New MBS Affils 
Mutuai Broadtasting tas signed 

tuo nev affiliaies that gue the 
{cellor there, now that the latter: radio web outlets in 49 of the top 
has ‘taken over as host of “Today. '50 markets 

- Bourgholtzer, lately covering the New affils are Ki.JV. San Jove, 
‘Department, has worked | Calif, and WRYM. = Rochester 

the Bonn, Paris and Yienna routes ; j N Y representing the 39th and 
for NBC News. 44th U.S. markets resyectisely. 

i who’ s just gotten his visa from the 



TELEVISION REVIEWS 

Hokum & Deceit, a Few Moments. 
Of Real Drama: Grissom $ Flight 

By ART WOODSTOQNE 

The waiting. the confusion and! | ORPERIMENT 61 
e.en the hokum injected by the: (Your Docter) 
television networks because, at the; Coproducers: Bill Hart, Bob Olan- 
moment, they had nothing else to! der 
put on the air were vorth it for 30 Mins., Sun. 11:30. a.m. 
just.those critical three or four, WCAU-TY, Philadelphia 
minutes. during the televised cov- : The concept for “Experiment 
eiage of the second manned space 61” came into: being last winter 
flight Friday ‘21) morning, when, when WCAU-TV program director. 
there was great concern among’ Jobn O. Downey asked station per-. 
viewers whether Capt. Virgil }Gus) : sonnel not involved with on-screen 
Grissom's Redstone rocket was: production to submit their ideas, 
foing to make it off that Cape the best to be chosen for a ‘Sunday |: 
Canaveral launching pad or take a ayem segment. 
disastrous nosedive. The first two 

‘BERLIN—WHERE THE WEST Indico id I IIIA aI: oh 

Foreign TV Reviews 
poddhiodicdiid nk idot ddd ea a 

-BEGINS | 

respondents. 
‘Producer: Reuven. Frank 
‘60. Mins.; Sun..- (23) q BP. m, 
NBE-TV. (film) © 
‘The facility: with which NBC for 

for. that matter all the tv networks} | 
‘ean put together “instant docu- 
mentaries” -and ‘bring them off] 
“with: such - striking ‘and thorough | 
vividness, .at once compelling and | Producer: Bill Cotton In 
searching, was demonstrated anew |. 50 Mins., Wed., 8:30.-p.m. 
on. Sunday (23). with the hourlong 
“Berlin-—Where..the West. Begins.” 

1 With Piers Anderton, NBC cor- |: 

THE MORT SAHL SHOW 

" Wedneaday, July 26,1 1967 

who - smiled a wary. ‘and alarme 
With Georgia . Brown; the . Leo' smile: ‘throughout; Taylor -aske 

‘Kharibian. Dancers, | 

’ Muir, Denis Norden .. 

BEC-TV, from London..--* ~~ 
- The buildup to‘Mort Sahl in these 

Johnny 
Dankworth and orch, Frank 

| Muscovites . what. they were buys 
ing and. then strolled: through the. 
departments, ‘coyly fingering.“frile.. 

. ‘ lies’* which cost ‘$15 a throw and: 
~ | enquiring’. the ‘prices -of “tv pets, 

‘cameras. perfumes, .and_ so. on, 
When ‘it seemed’ that the | prices 

Designed .as‘a background primer | i parts suggested that he was.same-'giveii were. somewhat: high, ‘ Lud-: 
for Presiderit: Kennedy's tv report ; 
to the ‘nation. last. night,. (Tues.) 
the’ Rueven ‘Frank-produiced effort | 

thing equivalent .to Yuri Gagarin’ 
in comedy. In other words, he was- 
reputed ‘to. give a new: dimension 

‘was. translated into..an all-encom- : ‘to the. ‘head-laugh, angled: on acid 
' passing. ‘study, approached from | ‘political’ and social- comment. ‘It - 

every conceivable: angle, . ‘of the; 
“experiments”. | Berlin crisis. It didn’t. miss a trick h tory -to .some F th ment the. National Must have dimmed the lurking | in its graphic point-by-point recap; ish scene, preparatory rom the moment we. ’ conceit of any amateur that given | ; and analysis of the -dynamite-laden ; jaundiced image-smashing. Acronautics & Space Agency tech- 

nicians removed the “tunbilical’ : 
cord, from the Redstane and the 
countdown began +°T, minus 10; T,, 
minus nine), until Grissom's ve- 
hicle disappeared jerkily down 
range, trailed by billows of rocket 
smoke, there was great drama on. 
ty. The rest) v fill-in --neces- : a. 

an opportunity he could: outdo the }| East-West maneuvering and diplo-|. 
pros. The first, “A Walk in Frée-: mati¢ byplay, whipping ‘into serv- 
dom” was a hodgepodge of rec | ice some of its.most gifted. com-. 
and assorted film clips. The sec. | mentators and: correspondents to! 
ond found a group of tyro’players | spotlight . the - Washbington-London- | 
in the childhood fable, “The Em- 
peror’s New Clothes.” -in. which 
the actors might better have. Te- 

tegy. 
“Principal ‘yarrator’ of: ‘the 60- 

France-Soviet . “tensions - “and. stra-. 

gary, but mostly dull. | mained invisible. . 
It must have cost CBS-TV, ABC-; The third round “Your Doctor” 

TV and NBC-TV plenty, just as it. WaS 4 standard,: painless, round- 
cost NASA plenty, to ap through table discussion. The medics were 

all the paces lust Tuesday, only to Tigged up in operating room masks 
have a few annoving clouds bar $9 as not to be recognized, with 
the path to Grissom's sub-orbital + moderator Bill Hart: cueing the 
flight. For the Tuesday. abortion, ; audience that ine might be your 
the networks for much, of four, doctor—or. mine. a 
hours, as NASA patiently but. fu-. The caution and the disguises. 
‘tilely waited for the cloud covering seemed ‘hardly necessary since 
i. clear, kept on returning to the: there were no radical. or. world-4 
moking but sedentary rvéket on its shaking comments made, ‘nor was! 

pad in a series of wiszily. poorly . any statement calculated : to raise | 
Jensed pictures by the (BS pool:a viewer's blood pressure. 
crew. ‘Fortunately the pool team, On the plus side, the — “physi- ! 
when the real thing happened Fri- , cians’ panel did seck to. take the: 
day got all the wigeles out of the | scare out of a soaring = thermome-.| 
picture and performed .with con-; ‘ter. 

summate skill, Tne web commenta- assurances for viewing ‘mamas. | 
tors in N.Y. at Canavevul an on the; They dismissed such old bugaboos 
aircraft carrier, which was to be’ as fever hurting the brain, ‘and the 
in charge of the watery pickup if; consensus was that books about | 
the flight came off okay, had to! babies were good,. 
adlib endlessty, and they knew, | book for each baby.” 
it seemed, that they were merely There must have been. a couple | 
repeating most of the same things’ of pediatricians in the discussion, 
they or their confreres had said: for the talk ran to such matters.| 
two months earlier when Comman-! as. Warning mothers against put-. 
der Alan Shepard inadé the first: ting corrective shoes on toa young 
successful sub-orbdital flight for the children; and the admission that: 
US. - most babies get well with: or with~ 

And on Friday, beredom along out doctors, .and that on’ many 
with the persistent sensation of ; Sceasion without ever finding the. 
one viewer that most of it had hap! cause for the ailment. 
pened exactly that way before, ac-| They dispelled worries over 
companied the hokum and deceit , dark circles. under. the eves and 
used by the telecasters” in filling (Continued on ‘page 50) 
the time Grissom disappeared 
fiom view until he was picked up| 3 
safely this capsule sunk, however) 
by the whirls birds down range. 

NASA deprived television of the 
right to go into the blockhouse |! 
during the flight. understandably, 
because the communications and 
tracking effort of the, scientists} _ John Chancellor makes a pretty 
might have been impeded —and a‘good front man for .“Today,”: the} 
man's life was at stake-—-by pres- j nine-year old morning strip on 
ence of outsiders and 
equipment. 

| | 
| 

- Today. 

And there were other re-: 

‘| Weil, 

Tele Follow-Up Gomment 
. Ane TV madé its most ‘ambitious 

‘outside } ‘NBC-TV that Dave Garroway}at': 
Faced. then, with the | vacated a week ago. In his’ first, July. 15 and‘16 (aired Saturday (22,). 

minute actuality:.was NBC's: man. 
in Germany, Piers: Anderton, - and. 
perhaps only here. did the program 
fall. short. of. achieving: ‘€ Near per- 
fection.. For all his’: -knowledge- 
ability Anderton ‘was unfortunately 
over-persuasive. Why he found it 
necessary. to preface - his. biting 
editorial: comments anent Khrush- 
chev. and: the Soviet tactics with 
such. éxcoriating . :vilification ~ was 
more. puzzling - than . convincing. 
Surely he had a sympathetic audi-: 
ence goirig for. him, Such a Hear- 

'stian ‘ display ° of pyrotechnics 
‘ seemed: altogether’ out of keeping 
with an. ‘otherwise. highly disei- 
plined presentation. 

‘A. highly ‘effective: thenzand-now 
pictorialization and. appraisal of. 
airlifts -and : bloekades: the ranii- 
fications: of. the continuing East 
Berlin exodus.’ with the. critical | 

“if there were. & Moss. of population,. leaving behind | 
an unstable, stumbling economy in 
the. Saviet .sector;. the: stockpiling 
and ‘all’ it .portends—it' was a 
here, highlighted with: stunning 
impact. And. the ‘opening: and clos- 
ing footage on life.in West Berlin, 
with the latter ‘segment culled | 
from.-a West Berlin-made docu- 
mentary .for Berliners, had over- 
tones ‘of irony-'worthy of &- Kurt 

.whose_ music, incidentally, 
provided ‘a . singularly . effective 
| background motif een 

, ‘ose, 

4 

+ 

“Wide World. or: ‘Sports 

‘o’seas. junket ‘of. thé summer to vid- 
tape the U. S:-Russian track meet 

‘Nfoscow’'s ‘Dynamo ° Stadium 

problem of staying with the event: week on the job, the new’ host, whe | from 5 +o 7 p.m.): 
until Grissom was safe once more, : Fright before his -new _assignment 
fhe webs, as thev did 
lime, had to show a little ingenu- i revealed a dry wit and cordial man- 
ity. Only this time, they got car-}ner that lend themselves -to inter- 
ried away with ingenuity. especial. ; esting and fairly unobstrusive ‘ty 
]y, but not only, NBC. That net- : programming. 

work shawed pictures of. ihe block-' With the departure of.. Garro-| 
house where Shepard and his con-, Way, the “Today” - cross-the-border 
ireres sat, and left viewers ‘with ‘came under the supervision of the 
the impression that this block-'web’s news . department, whereas 
house sequence was the real thing. { before it was the NBC-TV program. 
It was more than confusing. It was;department’s responsibility. So, 
pnisleading: j naturally, news has been given.a 

Colonel John “Shorty”, Powers of ; more prominent role. on the 7-9 
NASA did the second-by-second |2-™. program, most: of the woman- 
narration of the actual event, and|@ngled features giving away... to: 
as he spoke. with subdued elation|™ore spot and feature news : ‘for: 
ef the successful launching and | everybody, 
the _ “A-okay” ride down range, | When Garroway decided. to ‘go. 
NBC ‘and the other webs, too: were | s0 did his sidekick Jack: Leseoulie,.; 
showing pictures of Shepard in | and that meant another change in. 

the blockhouse looking far too | Today” personnel. Stanza’s news- 
alm, almost icy."This didn’t stack | Caster Frank Blair became’ No. 2 
up: the gracious and warm firsiman | "an and Ed Newman, another NBC 
Into space wasn't reacting as his |CO""espondent, is being brought in 
following expected him to . as his replacement. Meantime, last 
Its no wander, however; these ; Week, Bob Abernathy, who resem-| 
Pictures of Shepard were made! bles a matinee idol. was doing the; 

flight of the Grissom rocket, only Anita Colby for some. of its -inter-. 

Web. moved two ' vidtape ma- 
ihe first, was an NBC News correspondent, ‘chines, five complete camera units 

and a 25,000-watt portable ‘genera- 
tor for the five-day stay. 

It was well - worth: the’ effort, 
because the very: sharp. competi- 

-clads made for a lot of excitement, 
especiallyin the dashes and relays, 
with world records toppling in the 
Jatter. U. S. won majority of the 
men’s events, Russians. most ‘of the 
‘women’s,’ aS WAS: the. case in two: 

the previous - 
countries. 

meets: "between , 

In - spite of’ the ‘delayed ‘proad- |: sy 
cast, the well edited vidtane segs. 
undoubtedly ‘provided. .a better 
show. than'’'a live: ‘broadcast would. 
have- .€ompacting _ the 

eliminates the endless delays: and 
‘dullness of infield events. that: ‘punc- 
tuate track-mieet video ‘coverage, 
and’ it’s a safe ‘bet that only the 
mest ardent buffs were aware of: 
results in: Advance of the ‘broad- | 
cast. . 

‘Commentating : ‘of Jim McKay 
and Bob -Richards was “first rate,. 

days earlier, during a- Sere ae | Anita Stanza, which has been using | 

this. NBC did not sav until the} 
ecquence was practically at an end. | 
(This part was parlly missed. on | 
CBS, but the recollections of 
spokesmen for that network were 
that CBS announced the pix were 
eimufated several times before the 
conclusion. There are. however. 
critics who feel that CBS was as 

views. is wisely still fishing around, and the-.team must hive wood- 
tfor.a female fulltimer. Miss Colby's! shedded _assiduously to - get the 
accents were’ somew hat harsh when | Russian ngmes down as pat as. they 
heard last week.. 
NBC is. banking. on -the upbeat 

in -the demand for news informa-’ 
tion that seems to be permeating 
the. atmosphere.- (Increased inter- 
est, lately, anyway, may be due to 
the new Berlin crisis.) And backed 

worthy, 
American. ‘stars: after tele inter- 
views from the infield. . , 

guilty as NBC in the. deception. 

ABC's. coverage, apart from the 
happy contributions of science re- 
ported Jules Bergman. could only 

(Continued on page 38) 

by a simple, competent format and 
the talents of Chancellor, “Today” 
might, just continue being a click. 
Show’s new producer is Shad 
Northshield.. Art.’ 

be 

i Chuck. Howard. 

- Kudos forall on. the: scene, in- 
cluding -Roone Arledge,..exec pro-. 
ducer; director Bill ‘Bennington; 
‘top. ‘engineer. Ed’ Hamilton and. 
crew; and. assistant | producer 

Bill, 

| 

— — 

ii} 

two-day |. 
events. into a- two-hour: broadcast 

.-| sounded. Response. and..sportsman- | 
ship displayed -by the Russian spec- . 
tators—70,000. of: them—was note=. 

with ‘applause. even for| 

was .also. indicated that he. was 
turning a shrewd eye on ‘the Brit- 

ft A visit ‘to Moscow “Univ. 

mila. chipped” in: to. ensure “that 
‘people ‘knew .that...cameras could 
: be bought for’ as- little | as $8. Such... 
° questions. as how much. of: the stuff. 
was ‘available; what were accurate’ 

‘ cost-of-living. figures. -and the ex-. 
-tent of choice. of product—all. these oo 
‘were safely: ignored. - 7 

was - 
The intro’ tothe program. con- * more - ably corfducted’ ‘by: Reginald ° 

Frank Muir. and Denis ‘Norden, “Belitsky, 
famed and ‘witty local -scripters, survey, a: group : of students ‘was... 
‘trundled on to praise BBC-TV for, -gatherer: together: Having. -been |: 
‘hiring’ Sahl and ‘indicated _nota-— “collected, however, they produced 

‘| bles. in. the invited audience, ; a nil return, ‘in information, Fae. 
which included. Lord Boothby, ; tdously.. Bosanquet invited’. ques- 
grinning, -Peter Sellers, ‘inquiring,’ tions about life in Brifain, “and the 

tinued ‘to add-to  the..expectancy. : : Bosanquet, in. converse with. Boris: . an 
After :a :brief: historical -” 

goings-on in the 

-and science-pundit J. Bronowski, 
scowling. After this momentum. of 
ballyhoo, Mort Sahl. took his: 
stance: in front of .a.:brick-wall 
backdrop. ‘He would have needed: 
to. throw a mitre at the Archbishop 
of Canterbury to have: succeeded , 
at this point. In the -cireumstances, 
he came.up with a fine. set: of. run- 
ning gags, . delivered: with” a neat, 
sense of. non sequitur and. includ- 
ing: plenty. jibes at the Kennedys. ; 

Trouble .was that Sahl.was. just 
a super-witty comic: who. dared: to 
take in politics and religion’ as 
fodder, Chief disappointment was. 
‘that * he refrained ' from ~ comment. 
on tocat institutions. As he® ex-. 
plained,: he couldn't. mention, the - 
Queen for ‘she: Hadn't mentioned. 
him. The novelty. -was . in “his 
delivery, which walked a verbal 
"tightrope. and’ left viewers. wonder- - 
ing. if ‘he'd lose the. thread of the’ 
‘eauserie. But-:the material was. just | 
the old bag. of gags, sharpened. fo :. 
a “finer point. ‘He’ spent rather too- 
much. time ‘on. the Academy: 

: Awards, and also didn’t. take: the’: 
| trouble to -anglicize his lingo, . may-" 
be because the show was’ obviously., 
‘packaged. for U.S. distribution... 
down to. breaks for eommercials 
which: are. ‘not permitted. on BBC- 
TV. 
The . Kennedy. satire—-some of ft; 

familiar from. press ‘reports.over. 
here -—— was brilliant, and.:. so, 
throughout, were the Sahl. asides. |. 
In. fact, he put over. a. top-level | 
.vaude act, Wittier than. most, but it |. 
certainly wasn't in the ‘superman 7 
‘class.. 

Sahl ‘was embedded in a. song: : 
.and' although | * and-dance" format, | the songs, if. not the dances, were |. . 

fine, he ‘was rather like. a “flyin Director: 

‘amber, Georgia... Brown ‘clicked | 
solid in three items from: the. cur: 
rent. legit musical, . “Oliver”, 
helped by’ swinging backing from 
Johnny Dankworth’s sizzling band. 
Dankw orth himself . wielded a. 
smooth alto in-a sola: ‘number, and 
‘the. Leo ‘Kharibian dancers ~ ca-. 
vorted in a .routine . that . Was 
sprightly in. conception ‘bat. ragged. 

tion: between the two:nations’ thin- in performance. 
Bill: Cotton Jr.'s’ produetion: was. 

content to let the cameras. survey 
‘all -comers. No” one: -csuld_ have 
lived. up to the’ preliminary. Super-. 
latives. If 

‘seemed slightly overcooked. 

MOSCOW 
With Reginald: Bosanquet, ‘Shaw’ 

Taylor, Ludmila Brozdina,, Boris” 
Belinsky ; 

Producers: Bil “Ward, Stephen 
‘Wade. 

60. Mins., Wed., 9:35 p.m. 
‘Associated TeleVision, from” Lon: 

don- 
Now that British tv webs. have 

{struck : ¢o-operative: agreements | 
‘with. ‘the. _Russkies, glimpses’ ‘of - 

Red capital come 

-Sahl. had ‘come un-}- 
-heralded,. he'd. now be the - ‘toast 
of the town. ‘As he: Wasn't,’ he | 

‘sound ‘was. faded down:so that. the 
“ensuing. colloquy wasn’t heard: It 
‘appeared that: ‘they asked: about |: - 
American ‘bases ‘in Britain. Angola, °-. 
the. House of Lords, and other 
propaganda ‘points ‘against ‘the 
‘West. .Finally;. -Bosanquet asked ° if! 
“they © could. .name.:two- ‘ways’. in .: 
“anhich: the: ‘Soviet system. could: be. 
‘improved. ‘No. one said a.word. - 

After .a visit ‘to the Pioneers—a 
Kind: of Boy ‘Scout .movement—the © 
‘ program closed with a cursory look - 
at the exterior ‘of. the | Kremlin © 

buildings. Given: the ‘opportunity, ~ ”. 
it;-was ‘almost: wholly wasted here, 
‘and ‘“a-“Fecent “Panorama”... from: - 
BBC-TV covered. the - ground: with os 

- much - :more insight. : 
. “Moscow”: .Was;: in” fact, _uncen- 
‘sored © by - the ‘Soviet authorities. . 
But this. ‘proved a mixed’ blessing 
for » producers) Bill Ward ~ and: 
Stephen . Wade.- They : ‘censored | 
themselves. “probably: | far -more” 

: giving offense: Instead. of a stimu. "" 
-lant,-. they provided a dose’ of 
aspirin,’ And the quality of the 
video tape, used..in the: > recording, a 
was. abysmally Poor. - Otta,- 

| THE MIDLANDS. FESTIVAL: ‘OF ao 
BALLET «-. 

With Carla ‘Fraeci, “Rosella. ‘Highs: 
‘tower, ‘Natalie Krassovska, .Co- 
* Tette  Marchand,: Margrethe’ 
‘Schanne, Anton Dolin, . John. .. 
Glipin, Muilorad _Miskoviten, . 

. Midlands .. - Festival 
' , Ballet,. “London: Philharmonic 

‘Urehestra” under Anatole. Pis- 

toulari 
Reginald’ Collin - 

(50: Mins., Sun., 11 ‘p.m. -: 
:ABC-TY, from ‘Manchester . wee 
i: The Coventry Theatre “was: the — 
+Jocale. of: ‘this-ballet.-jamboree;: ar- 
lranged by revered terper~ Anton. 
!Dolin,-.and. this tv - session. pre- 
J'sented snippet highlights from the 
| five-day. festival: Ten.star twirlers: 
and . leapers ° took ‘part. in what. 
turned -out. to be an anthology :of - 
set pieces, without ‘any extended- 

‘Titem to. give the real ballet: impact. 
‘Thus “the. show. proved: unsatis- 
‘factory. for addicts, who‘need some= 
thing . more substantial, and too |. 
similar for. the casual. viewer. ~:~ 
Equally, the format didn’t lend © 

itself to:very stylish daneing. Chief 
;exception was Colette. Marchand, . 
-Lwho contribufed a witty. bit- from -.. 
*|“Soirers: Musicals’” 
Miskovitch and. then an effective. 
excerpt - from. <-William | Dollar's. 
“The Duel” with the “same partner: - 
“The latter was the artistic acme of’ -*. 
{a scrappy show, ‘helped. by a strik-.-. 
ing. ‘backdrop.; by. Timothy ‘O’Brien. 
The sentimental” ¢harm‘-of “La. 

| Sylphide, in the Danish repertory,... 
‘was indicated in a-pas'de deux by .-~- 
‘Margrethe Schanheé: and - -Kjeld. 
| Noack, but the mood of: this.‘ one 
heeds working» up: and cannot’ be 
created ‘at the.-drop ‘of .a ‘paton.. 
The -prittle. pyrotechnics : ‘of: the 

rigorously. than. a® Soviet bureau-.. ..-’. 
crat- would ‘have done, for fear of: . 

Kield Noack, Andre Prokovsky, . 
Corps de: ° 

with ..Milorad™.. 

thick. and fast, and, judging ° by. 

‘added - nothing to’ what. ‘was known 

“Don Quixote” pas de: deux. were 

this: sample, they also’ come. thick-' 

Russian life than had hitherto been | just passable, with: ‘Hightower \ac- — 
revealed can tv, merely ‘seemed ‘complishing an extended ‘string of 

fouettes to some effect. 
. John" Gilpin; whom ‘many. rate. 

-| Britain’s ° finest male: dancer, fell 
-short on romance ‘in “La. ‘Spectre . 

stunned at being there. at all. It}! 

before. 
_It kicked off ‘in ‘Gum, ‘Moscow’ s 

lattempted by. Krassoyska’ and. Pro-. * 7%: a 

headed and: superficial: “Moscow,”-; kovsky, but. they lacked ‘sparkle.:.:.. | 
which ‘claimed to show more of |The .“Black Swan” duo .was. also ©... 

biggest. department | ‘store; 

pers and. counter-hands.. ‘Helped 
bY interpreter Ludmila Borozdina, ® 

with. 
;|Shaw Taylor feeding: ‘egregious. 

questions. to a motley crew of shop- 

de Ia Rose,” but redeemed. himself. 
with: Carla Fracci: in: -the’ ‘saucy 
“Harlequinade.” Anton Dolin, now. ..- 
in his late. fifties, . danced : as. ee 

(Continued. on Babe: 46). 



Here’s the big three from 

ABC FILMS-each avail- 
able for local stations for & 

the first time. Turn the © 

page and take a good look 
at three big ways you 

can build more audi- — 

ence, more sales with 

ABC FILMS | 
INC. 

THE 
FINEST \ 

FILMS FOR: 
TELEVISION 
FROM ASC 

\ FILMS , 
ING. 



THe LIFE AND 

THE 
FINEST 

‘FILMS FOR! 
TELEVISION 
FROM ABC 

FILMS , 
Inc. 

Praised by Sen. Thomas DODD. (D., Conn.) ; 
chairman of the U:S. Senate 

Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, 
_as an example of a ‘‘good” 

action-adventure show that could: be 
_successful without being unduly violent. 

(from BROADCASTING, June 19, 1961) 
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EC+END OF fF 78 EPISODES* OF TV’S 
‘MOST OUTSTANDING 
ACTION-ADVENTURE 
SERIES AVAILABLE NOW 
_IN SYNDICATION! 
“Up to 226 episodes available 
: in some markets. Check 
your ABC Films representative. 

“UYATT EARP” 
after a six year network run 
with a record breaking 
37.69. share of audience. 

“WYATT EARP” 
on network this season has 
-an average rating of better than 
20.0 —reaching more than 
“18, 000, 000 homes each week: 

“WYATT EARP” 
is pulling powerful ratings 
in market after market... 
‘big and small... north and south 
ee east and west! © 

NOW is the time to get with 
the biggest syndicated buy of 
-them all: . : The Life And Legend 
of Wyatt Earp. For complete 
information, call or write 

ABC FILMS, INC. 
1501 BROADWAY—LA 4-5050 
NEW YORK 36, NEW YORK 

1 MERU CRUE ROUNEHE ET 
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NOW AVAILABLE 
LOCAL STATIONS 
170: POST °50 CARTOGNS 

(Co-stariing HERMAN ‘2 KATNIP, BABY HUEY 
Baby Giant, LITTLE AUDREY, BUZZY the CROV 

Here’s the cartoon package t that’s 

got everything:. ne 

Top production value. because they: were 

produced by Paramount. for theatrical | 

S000 An ~each at. the cost: of over 

product. They’ rea, » complete package 

with timed openings, closings. and bridges 

for better station programming. 

Moré kid appeal. because they’ re fully 

aningated with complete and original 
scorlg effects. 
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RVEY LMS INC. 
yRESERVED- 



for the week ending July 16, out of Sle eve- 
ning | half hours, ABC-TY scored as s follows: ; 

‘As meaningful as the numbers.themselyes, Js: ‘where’ they were tallied: ‘Namely, thei ‘Most significant - 
“of all TV areas—the markets where the watchers can watch all 3. networks. This could: be the - 
‘Season so much smart money is siding with ABC these days. The odds are ‘definitely on your side. . 



for the same period, in the same: evening. 
half hours, Nets Y& 4 followed as follows: 

y a Te | *Sousso: ‘Niclioa 24 Market TV TV. Ropoct, week CTe evision = SSS ~~ thr Set 7:30-11 BM: fm ‘Sun, 630-11 PM. 
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‘What’s Your Tape 
Blurb Producers at Sixes & Sevens 
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts) 

By BILL GREELEY 

New York's videotape ‘commer- 
elal producers. who previously 
have -pulled together in the battle 
for business from the film men, «ish, 

MGM Telestudios hzs set up the ‘ 

have split on technique in their j 
- own medium. 

first base for vidtape:: Jocation * 
shooting at New Hope. Pa., and is. 
touting the facility of single-camera 
preduction cut of doors, using Am-. 
pex’s intersine to get ape produc-, 

tion cawn to- film technique. | 
Videotape Productions, . however, 
still likes the multi-camera setup 

of live 
tenors cr locations. | 

Telestudios prexy and general : 
manager George Gould figures 
that 40°¢ of all blurbs currently 
are being Shot on location with 
film: pracucers getting the lion's ' 
share of the business. Heason, he ! 
befieves bas been the Hinitations 
of the mulfiple vidtane canrera 
gssfein, requiring extra time to set 
up abe strike. 

Gould sars) Tele “indios has 
Ber the peobicm by using a 

am fi truck noqusing an Ampex tape 
recorder. Camera and soaid equip- 
Ment, Because no control center 
fs necessary with a sputle camera : 
chain, the truck is the snallest - 
remote unit in the bur iaess. 

Tesestng. os has estab ished a. 
package rate of 4 C10 per Syoot- 
fing day ect fG@ heur . cad ficures 
tro @6-serang comme rents can be ; 
Wireprecd up imi the 
duction cay. 

Videctape Productions on the 
other hand. aisues that.at doesn't ! 
Want to Fose the flexibility of two | 
and three cameras. And oas tor 
speed of proanction, sales manager 
Herb Hobler says hie company ean | 
do three one-minute blurbs in four 
homes. Size of the movile unit on 
location. he says. is a suvall matter, 
and the difference between one 
and three cameramen on the scene 
means onty $t50 to $200 in a day’s ' 
shooting. | 

He sees little .dvantave ot film 
ever in locatron shootine other than - 
in sinsle-scene shooting that calls - 
for a 10-secend insert. | 

Cireulatory Disease 

The interminable circulat‘on war, 
Perwcen the major women’s mags 
busted out on a front -otber than 
he teade-ad line after McCall's | 

announced it would offer an 8.000.- 
GOO copy guarantee vith a 7.000,- . 
G00 rate base by December. 

Cuwit:s pvuplishing prea. 
E MacNei:! fired a retort in the 
intcre-ts of the Ladies Tome Jour- -}! 
na! that Ceclared in part: “With: 
advertising: rates already unprofit- 
ably low in the women’s magazine! 
field, MeCails premise of a million 
Lonus c.rculation free of charge is 
obviausiy a hurried meve caleulat- 
ed to pre erve the illusion of lead- (extra commercial primetime... 

None of the respondents plans; general secretary to the Advertis-.| Floyd Kalber vacations . eiship They describe ‘it as their 
aeser to the depression and it 
coukl ringeed have been one more 
mervous reachon to current Jine- 
age tosses, but it is more likely to 
have been panic caused. by our an- 
nouncemeit “that we would Fulfill 
centiin Coronct subscriptions with 
C artis IL UZETIES, . 

“Sor MeCalls toa ascribe their 
meve to enormaus reader demand 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

video whether shooting ine; 

7 Alice Moseley. copy supervisor , F 

swcrage pros | 

‘Robert : 

Technique?’ | Fin is. \the agency. ‘may personally . -ques- 

‘proach: ‘tke .prablems..from the 

clients. we 
“Wired ‘for Speed 

‘Avery-Kniodel reppery . has tn- | 

‘point. of view of the: FCC. Instead,. 
its. viewpoint . must’ be. ‘that: of its; 

Stalled. the. phone company’s ‘Wide. 
C&A, Ed Aleshire; Frank Brady Area Telephone Service, a leased 
and Harry B. Cohen Jr. Line: ‘that allows. salesmen: to be in 
Accounts moving include Grove |almost -continucus ‘contact. “with 

‘Labs, Amstel beer, Kiwi shoe pol- {stations for up-to-the-minute, avail- 
Dormin, Acno-Tabs and Lydia; ‘abilities and.orders. —".” 

.E. Pinkham "Medicine. . ~| One-way ° line . ‘(calls ‘must ‘be 

' " Soft Pix Pitch 

In an attempt to prove that mo- 
tion picture broadcast advertising 
doesn't have to be blatant .and: au 
ad manager Paul Ringrad -an 
agency Donahue & Coe have’ pro- | Home . ‘state .at- source of: service 

duced a series of humorous radio |: 
‘blurbs for “The Honeymoon Ma- 
chine,” currently: in initial stages 
of national release. 

Spots have an eerie: score, util- 
‘izing. for instrumentation” a slide. 

I tion with | the exception of. the 

' New York. 
“The ABC Station ‘Sales Team 

- ABC ‘has rounded out its new 
hiv e&o rep .arm,: ABC-TV: National 

‘| Theodore F. Shaker as prexy .and 

-| placed. from New York). is an ad-|. 
| junct to teletype, is ayailable.on a (on ‘the Coast this week to figure out. whether they ¢an.do one of Perry. 

|.24-hour: basis and ‘covers. the. na- 

i southwest ‘and - far western, states.. 

also. is: unavailable, ‘in. ‘this’ ¢ase 

Ty Radio Production Centres 
tion the quality of programming, $ 
or its value in the best interest of |: 

| the publie, ‘the agency cannot ap-. 

|IN NEW. YORK CITY ° Se: 
Jack Drees and: ‘Russ Hodges will handle: ‘ABC-TV's coverage of £ the 

28th. anni College: All-Star‘football game from Chicago's Soldier's Field 
Aug. 4. 

for- WPAT broadeast Sunday ‘afternoon’s beginning this week (23):..” 
Jack Rhodes,. with the syndie firm since '59, has been’ named central, 
division sales manager. for: Independent:, Television. Corp. - 
. Preducer ‘Nick Vanoff,: director: Dwight : ‘Hemion, writer. Goodman : 

Ace, associate producer Henry Howard .:aiid agent. Henry. Frankel are 

Como’s stanzas from.‘Hollywood in the fall .°; . It’s now official: Pete. 
Affe. is the new station manager: of .WNEC-TV . ... Writer Dale’ Wasser-_ 
man negotiated a pact with Sereen - Gems for. anew series, “Grand 
Deception”. . . Joseph. Campanella’s busy :thesp sked. this - ‘month: “Cure . 
rently. filming “Naked City” episode, then on Aug 9. does “True Story,” 
and “appear ‘about ‘same’ time .with Chester. Morris. in - North Jersey: 

| Playhouse: production. of “‘Caine.Mutiny,” then flies to: Codst for two 

Station Sales,.with the. election of | 

whistle, a “whoosh” -whistle, a! , ;the naming. of officers and sales- 
ratchet, a triangle and an alarm’! ‘men down the line. 

“Veepee and general sales man- 
Some spots feature.a honeymoon iager.is. Edwin T.. Jameson, and D. 

chine, others have two Russians in. !yeepee of the central: division. 
thick accented conversation on why | Yhen -the. org was: formed June: 
the nation that invented virtually: 
everything didn't came up with the’ 
honeymoon machine. ~ 

Machine.. of course. : is. strictly. a. 
_fietion—and. anyhow. it’s an 1BM-=|: 
‘like device that figures -the- win’ on 
.the Las Vegas tables. 

Up and down: Eugene F. Burke | 
‘and Frank G. M. Corbin. weeps of. 
Milburn. McCarty assoe.’s. -have 

i been: elected to the: board‘ ‘of direc- 
‘tors. ls 

.feneral’. manager; « 

veep. chevrons. . 
Same ‘time, sales staffs. for all 

five 0&0 cities. ‘Have been appoint- 

five salesmen with. Harry Mulford 
as eastern sales. manager. “Sales- 
‘men are: Marty Pollins,: formerly 

Spot ‘Sales: 
formerly WCBS Radio; Donald C. 
|Bowen, formerly- Petry. Chicago, 
reporting to ‘sales. manager John 

at McCann- Erickson. has been 
named a veepee and associate trea-, 
tive direetor, — 

John L. Grayhurst:. formerly; 
with Donahue & Coeé.:.is:now an ac- 
count exec with Lambert & Feas- ; Iv. Katz: Phil Gore, - for merly 

h | Tatham-Laird.” San ‘Francisco : will 
be covered by. James Osborne, as 
office . head. - 
{forme with’ KXTV,. Sacramento. 

t 

| Victor L. Olesen. formerly wit 
Camphell-Ewald and. General’ Mo- 

Itors, has. joined. Kenyon. & Eek: 
[Nex Detroit, as a copywriter. 

'& Feasley. porting. to Dick: Beesemyer-. Bill 
Eddie Moran writing: BBDO's. Hendricks will handle Detroit. 

:Ben Duffy's biog: latter feeting |» Lure for the salesman has re- 
imuch better: since his Palm Springs 'portedly” been..a ‘guarantee. of com- |, 

missions - -from $20,000 up. a. year, lconvalescense. last: winter, | 
' Frederic’ Lyman Horton, with 
NBC since‘ 1940..has. joined -Nor-. 
-man, Craig. & Kummel ad- agency | 
as a veepee. 

| . With the network for more ‘than 
20. years with but. one outside job, | 

} Horton was in radio. television and 
Spot sales. He worked particularly | 
‘in the area of contact with adver-| 
| tiser and agency execs. . 

Of. the : 18" execs and | ‘salesmen. 
signed: nine move. over. from CBS. 

j and t two from Katz. . 

Londox Agencies 
London, July. 25: 

This year's winners. of: the Alfred 

ah = | | Alfred. Bates agency to.‘ celebrate 
eT oot Gr at. We. Wits. golden jubil 1958— With the Station Reps {fj ancouncea here ‘by the Institute 

_ : __.. | of Practitioners - 

on the network's extended Station-[of “the S: -H. Benson : ‘Agency, 

or its affiliates, three’ from: NBC. 

‘Bates ‘Award—instituted ° by” the 

couple under the effects of the'ma- ; {Thomas - Miller. has. ‘been: named 

!22- Shaker had ‘title, ‘of. veepee and |. 
Jameson. -.and wi 

Miller had their current titles: sans:i w 
| of Contemporary Arts . 
series, ““V.1-P.,”. started. ‘this week doing -her program: from’ the. Eds: 

ed. New York will be staffed with: _. Wilbur M. Fromm was hamed director, " 

‘NBC; .Thomas. Belvisa,;.. formerly 
‘Katz:: Fred Neterre, formerly. CBS 

Jerome - McCauley... 

Education: Committee: of. ‘Westport, Conn. '.: 

telefilm jobs and back here ‘before September... .. .. WNBC Radio. man= 
ager. George - ‘S. Dietrich. on vacation. this week, ditto. his’ “producer - 
supervisor Bud Ford... . 

. Charles. King, former :director of. sales for 

Duncan doing comedy ‘lead.on Saturday (29) “True Story”. : : . Here 3° 
a rundown’ of standing cammittee chairman: ‘appointed. -by prexy: Betty: 
Furness of the N.Y. branch. ‘of the TV Academy: ‘Walter Cronkite 
over’ awards, ‘Ted Fetter over activities: - Royal Blakeman © over legal, . 
Frank Shakespeare. over local. ‘stations, Walter: Kiernan in-charge of | 
membership, Lester: Bernstein heading. press: cand public ; ‘relations. . ~ 

“Wilbur de Paris’ jazz. band. doing* Sunday (30). ““Camera. Three” ovér 
CBS-TV.:Same stanza’s producer, ‘John: McGiffert, has. completed. two 
eeks as an artist in residence at the U. of Oregon's Summer: ‘Academy 

. Maggi MeNellis, who does ‘the sy ndie “radio - 

wardian Room at the Plaza. . 
new business and™ promotion for NBC. Spot. Sales .... :.WCBS: Radio. 
program director’ Gene. King. has. -been ‘named chairman: ‘of the: Adult 

. ABC News has:--naméd 
three reporters to cover the: Big Three. ‘Western’ foreign ‘ministers’ 
conference ‘slated.for Aug: 5. and’ Sin Paris. 

Dallas. Townsend, in addition. to hosting “N.Y. Form". AWCBS-TV). 
and his- regular afternoon. CBS. Radio newscast. filling ‘in this week 

| for. vacationing. Richard C. Hottelet on the 8-8:15 a.m. CBS-TV. news-::: 

‘McElfresh:. Frank. Scaraceno,. for- 
merly : Weed; Jud Cassidy; former- |. 

“and Grant ‘Norlin, : 

lof Dancing (New York. . to ‘Lambert , rickman, formerly -with KH, te-.; 

‘strip. 

Diana Barth ‘set. for leading rate in an Army Signal. Corps film. 

AN ‘HOLLYWOOD 
John K. ‘West ‘escorted ‘Gen. “David ‘Sarnoff. to the. Bohemian: Grove. 

encampment -up north. It’s: ‘one-eyent. that ‘attra¢ts ‘the top. brass from - 
all over the country. but not one word ‘of what: transpired is allowed. 
off: the. grounds . Jerry. Stagg took space at Paramount. to prepare: 
three or four tv shows. for Goodson-Todman ..~ Patke and: Bea Levy. . 
turned 25 years -of happy ‘coexistence . - Charlie Glett took’ the day 
off ‘from. consultative duty: on the~ Harry. ‘Truman ‘memoirs for Suss-. 
kind-Levy to help. his granddaugiiter. ‘celebrate her second birthday 

;. Fred: Wile. back at.his Advertising ‘Council bench: after a beach. 
boy's holiday . Wilbur Stark completed his “Brothers : Brannigan”. - 
‘series for syndication and: bought an English tome, ‘'Reputation for a.’ 
Song,”. to. be made into feature picture . -Bob Storer, youngest. of. 
‘the four ‘sons of. George B. Storer, founder and ‘board chairman of | 
Storer. Broadcasting, joined the sales: staff of the Storer-owned: KGBS. 

| py CHICAGO 
Mina Kolb, ‘comedienne with the Second City ‘Tevue Shere. and’ pre. 

‘| viously a regular on Ray Rayner’s quondam parte show on WBBM-TV, 
Tas been..tapped for ‘a running. part in ‘Péte.and Gladys” series ‘on. 
CBS-FV. She'll. appear in eight ofthe first 13. installments. Shooting 
starts this week .-.', Floyd Kalber got.a. network :shot: from New York 
last Sunday, . subbing for Ed Newman on.“This Is NBC: News”. «: 
Pete : Peterson, senior -veepee at. Keystone Broadeasting:. System, back ; a 

in Advertising.’ 
=—"iThey are Oliver.Baxter. exec of 

Latest agency to get into the act! ‘Greenlys, Ltd...and.. Barry’ Davies. 

| break time’ in Lawrence C. Bum-} Awards give ‘them a three-week. 
j binner, which has surveyed 72 web: trip to New York where they will 
| affiliates on their plans - for. the | study U.S..ad fechniques . . Peter 

‘| Bloomfield appointed. 

to triple-spot, 
survey, 

according -to the} ing Association... 

Europe with wife and three of the kids | te 
.Virgil, Mitchell vacationing.’ on the. Coast" this week . 

Center, having -outgrown | “Productions.” 

to work after. a lengthy illness .-.:.. Frank Reynolds: vacationing in| 
‘WBBM-TV. ad-pub’ chief’. 

Fred’ Niles 
changing the. name. of his company: to Fred ‘Niles - ‘Communications 

Films are.still in. major. 
activity, . but: Niles is expanding | in ‘the area of :business. ‘development - 
programs., ..”. Charles. MceCuen starts Aug. 1 as WNBQ's 6 p.m. news - 

assistant icaster, but will-also take.-on the 10 p.m.. chore for ‘a. fortnight while. _ 
. WBBM-TV’s: new drama’ workshop, “Rep-. 2 

. New-type- agen- ertoire Theatre,” tentatively is to be launched (just ‘the first outing) in’. > 
‘and on the CBS stations, cy giving a. full “ Gonsultative- -opera-: prime time as. the local. alternate for “CBS: Reports” on: Aug:: 24, vice : 

using a 70-secund break, a. combo tional. service was -formed ‘here by |‘“Young Ideas”. Negro deejay Sid MeCoy plucked the’ pair pient as- © 
of one 60-second’ blurb and’ a. 10-;B. Charles-Dean. Idea is. to. help: signment on WCFL.. 
second ID will be used five to: one! agencies with limited. billings. ‘and 
ever the combo of a 40-second and! which find it uneconomic. to run 

* 30-second. spot. y their - own tv ‘depts. According ‘to 
| 

adjust for dilutivn of the commer- | vertiser who, can’t. afford the pricey 
cial effectiveness. tv'-commereials’ can. get on. the 

et the very time when they are All outlets but one: say “that aj screen - ‘for a few, hundred: dollars 
tempting dealers to ‘eat’ copies by | | 30- second chain break will not pre-|-via~his agency . 
making whopping borus offers for |empt a 20-second spot. and sjx ‘sta-} Ltd. merged. with S.P.O. O'Conner, 
€\tia rewsstand sales, ‘and extend-|tions will preempt 10-seeond .an-|‘Ltd. ..,.. A: $2. 000,000 campaign,. 
ing the sales period in hope that |nouncements for 20-second biurbs.: largely on iv; is. plarined for Sep- 
sereone will buy a cepy, is ob- | In the 40-second. break ‘period: |.tember. by Rolls Razor. -Roger Pry- 
Viorsiy nonsense. 

Hoas equally silly for them to: only two blurbs—either two 20's,/ling the account 4nd’ says. products 
yrattle ebout- it as a contribution ior a 20 and a 10, with the remain-|to. be. plugged range: from men‘s 
to vreater stability in the market-! ing 10 seconds for a weather, news s | toiletries through ° washing ma- 
place when its effect’ wil almost? or pubservice quickie. Twenty sta-; chines. (including.a new one which 
certainly be exactly the opposite. ‘tions said thet would use a combo ! will start “the. campaign)’:taa do- 

The astute buyer of adver- of.a 30 and a 10. -mestic central-heating. system. 
fistne has. of course, uot alowed. The few stations wha will accept |. 
MeCalls hocus-pocns to ehscure! a 4Q-second commercial, say the| 
Cre fact that they heve again bid § 
fas lezdership by making another : : cost ‘will be d ieee rs charge of Brown, Boland’ S Stripes 
mnrustified price cut. Emphasis " radio-ty Paul Gumbinner says the} AB- PT freasurer Martin Brown |- 
should be on quality ard «ffeetive- ageney Jhas had. a firm policy!"has -been elected. vice ‘president 
TOSS of the product rather han: against: triple spotting since 1958.! and. treasurer. of the : :Americart. 
MEE! en price. We consider Me- ; with a contract rider to protect; ‘ Broadcasting : Co. division, and Mi- 

Call's move a form vf exo satis- | clients, : jchael P.. Boland, formerly an -ABC 
facuon rather than sound publish- - Agency has sent_a- letter. to webs, veepee and assistant treasurer; has 
iby pra tice and we ee mo virtue | and affils warning | against triple- been named. veepee in charge of 

2 neung a race to ie Poer-- spotting and objecting to the long-| financial controls: -. 
house er breaks on. ground they. are an} Brown’ will -continue as: AB-PT 

“encroachment on the viewers’ en-. treasurer: He -joined the company 
tertainment.” ' Ujn °59-as assistant treasurer of the 

On programming generally. ‘the, -parent..and--also ABC.. Boland has 
rs Dershue & Coe Ava 1. Gumbinner letter says: “Our. think-: been withABC since. 1951. mov- 

Fresoomesins in indpde Marry: ing is frankly” that: of nractical: ing. over :{rom. NBC where he was. 
B. Veber St, board chairmen - of i businessmen. While individuals inja ‘special accountant, ' 

Swallowed Whole 

Conen & Aleshire aveounts and 
19 of its personnel wel be absarhed ! 

No station plans to cut: ‘rates to: Charles-Dean. -even. the. small ad- |. 
campaign committee’ for 1962 Brotherhood. Week .- 

‘he. will be promosh pubad chief effective Friday. i28). No. replacément. 
. Hall ‘Publicity, | -Musicomedy singer John Raitt, appearing ~*~ 

tmore than. 30 ‘stations will permit; er — ‘Creative - ‘Advertising is. hand-. 
ington, D.C::confabs with tradé: press ... 

‘undér George: Hallberg. dept.- dir. ; me 
. WEEI inked for 60 billboard showings -of: 20-sheet posters. *”: 

‘Adv..: 

IN BOSTON . 
James E -Allen, WB2:TV gen. mgr., ‘named: ta. board of national tv 

Shelly: ‘Saltman | 
ankling. WBZ-TV promosh mgr. post for WIW-TV. Cleveland, where _ 

for Saltman named yet. ... .. . 
in. “Oklahoma” at. Carousel. “guested: with Rex. Trailer. on his WBZ-: 
TV “Boomtown” -show ' singing ‘moppet songs . .. -; WBZ-TV: newsman -: ‘ a 
Jack Chase and ‘Charles. Hoar, ‘spec: .asst.. to state police : ‘commyr., 
copped member-guest golf. tournament. at Bluehills country. club ‘over : 
weekend... Joe Ryan, WBZ-TV press ‘liasion ‘officer, back from: Wash- 

John! P.. 0’ Neil, : former 
WHYN, Holyoke, promosh.’ mgr., joining. WNAC-TV: and :WNAC radio _ 

WNAC: radio. celebrating. 39 .:- 
years .. 
on all major highways - leading. to’and from. Hub. ‘through - Donnelly 

Sked. of regular: Marine weather forecasts Mon. Sat: during 7 
6- 12. (noon)-and VW P.mi. ‘news, in effect on WEEI.. ; im 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
“Frank ‘Baxter in town : ‘making. introductions to BBC's “An Age. of 

Kings”. (eight Shakespeare | historical dramas), ‘which NET: will, put: 
on the nation’s 51. ETV.stations in the falJ.. With Baxter. were NET’s. 
Brice Howard: and Hunible Oil's Archibald Sniith—latter said. the big 
‘oil company’s “sinking: $250. 000, over a three-year Period, into. “Age . 
of Kings”. via NET, and.-will back its ET-V “investment” with - @ print. 
media ad campaign ..... ETV ‘KQED filed with FCC to ‘build. @ trans-. 
lator. station on Mt. Diablo to carry ‘programming: into growing sub=.- 
urbs east of Oakland-Berkeley hills .°.., Forest. fire.last week in Santa. 
Cruz Mountains, near KNTV- transmitter, forced the San: Jose. Station: 
off the air for. a time—transmitter- personnel were.-ordered out . -” 
James 'R. Osborn,’ general. sales Manager. of. Corinthian’s struck. KXTV,: 
Sacranento, -becomes’ sales: manager | ‘of Frisco- office. of. ‘BC-TV. Na- : 
‘tional Station Sales next week’... . Heward 1. Johnson, exec: ‘ditector, 

“(Continued on page 44) 

Business Week mag will compile: four five-minute shows’. ‘ ' : 

‘Jim Woolley, formerly with’ the National: ~:.. 
Foundation and‘ RKO, joining Marathon International. Productions as. - 
(supervisory film. editor ee 
‘NTA Film Network, becoming” sales. veep at WNTA Radio .. ..: Herb’: +: 

. William Beindorf, J. Robert Cole, Kenneth M.. Johnson: and oe 
Briggs s. ‘Palmer new. salesmen, for CBS-TV.Stations. National Sales .* . 



6. Dobie. Gillis. (Tues. -8:30-9: 

“fl in, depth of. the. 
“ft ten diffe covered: 

In thd amdicated proprom 

MINOT, ND. 
oT POP TEN NETWORK. a 
= RK _-FROGRAMDAT— TINE 

h Surfside 6:(Mon. ' 8:30-9:30)... “KxMc. 
2.- Have Gun, Will Travel. (Sat. 9: :30-103. -KXMC 
8. Garry Moore (Tues. .9:00-10:00) :...:: > -KXMC 
3. I’ve. “A Secret (Wed:.8:30-9: 00): -KXMC 
4. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8: 00-8: 301... woe. KXMC. 

4. Gunsmske (Sat. . 9:00-9:30)... .. se eee eo +s KKXMC 
. §. Jack Benny: (Sun. 8:30-9 00)... chee teee KXMC 

- §.-Lawrence. Welk (Sat. 8:00-9:00). ...... KXMC 
6. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30)... ....-: KXMC. 
‘6. My ‘Thiee Sons:(Thurs. 8:00-8:30)... oo TRXMC 
“6.77 Sumet Strip (Fri, 8:00-9:00)... °.KXMC._ 

data such as the 

fevalte Of that tabulation wi 

: STATIONS: KMOT, KXMC. 

ne ‘SYNDICATION CHART 
: “Wanitry’s woeekly. ‘tabulation. based. on ratings furnished by American. . Research 
Bureau, léghlights. the top ten network shows ona local level and offers a rating study. 

ten, nm syndicated shows: in the some particular market. | rhs week 

. listings . of: the top ten shows: | 
average s2are of. sudienoe” nce, coupled with data as to. time and day. of telecasting com- 

-§| petitive programming in the particular -slot, .etc., is furnished. ‘Reason ‘for detailing an 
‘exact picterée of the ‘rating ‘performance: of syndicated ‘shows is to reflect-the true rating 
cstrength . af: Particular series. Various: branches of. the industry, ranging’ from: media 

buyers: ‘to local: stations. and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts ratuable 

Over the course of a year. ARB will tabulate a minimum of. 247 markets The 
be found weekly in Vamery. Coupled 

performarce of the top ter atmone shows on the local level, the Vantrry-ARB chartz | 
are. designed . to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every ty market tn the U.S 

_. -(*) ARB's Feh.-Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows 
sharing one of the. weeks with an alternating er special program are listed. with the 
. maulti-week. rating ‘of all programs in the time period | given. 

wth the rating 

*SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22- APRIL 18, 1961s 

2. Gunange (Sat 10: 00- 10: 30). STe nee Ways os 
- 3. Ed Sullivan (Sun, 8:00-9: 00)... 3 ooseee WIVI 
4. Checkmate (Sat. “8:30-9:30. o...0. - WTVi - 
‘4. Perry Come (Wed. '9:00-10:00)... aeons WCKT 
4. Lassie (Sun. . 7:00-7:30). 0.0 ie. Ww 
4. Fo: Tel: The: Truth (Mon. 4: 30-8: 00). 

_ 5. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10). 
8 Surfside 6-(Mon. 8:30-9:30) 
~./6, Dennis. The Menace (Sun. are -8: 00). | 

NEW ORLEANS 
1. ‘Garry: {Moore (Tues, rr 00- 10: 00%: _ WL 

_...2. Wagon Train (Wed: 6:30-7:30) ........WDSU 
/y -$.:Gunsmake (Sat. 9:00-9:30)... .....WWL.. 

. 4. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9: 30)... Soe WWL: 
‘igs Dobie. Gillis -.(Tyes. :7:30-8: 00: wees WWL 

4: Thriller (Tues. 8:00-9:00): -.........<WDSU 
5. Perry Como (Wed. 8:00-9: 00)" a 

.§, Uatouchables. (Thurs. : 8:30-9:30)... .-: 
5, What's My Lime? (Sun. 9:30-10: 00): ; . WWL 
_6.. Checkraate (Sat. 7:30- -8:30) w]e elwe WWE 2 
6, Danny Thomas (Mon: ‘8:00-8: 30):. beeaee WWL. .-:- 32 
6. Price 1s Right (Wed. 7:30-8:00): .... oSwpstt 7 

_ 6. Rawhide .(Fri. 6:30-7 Be wou euALe ns 

; -PHILADI ELPHIA 
re ‘Untouchables’ (Thurs. ‘9:30: 10: 30). ... WFIL 

2.,Gunsmoke' (Sat../10: 00-10: BO). eee -WCAU. 
: Be Naked. City. (Wed. 10: 00-110 00). : WEIL 

4. ‘Flintstones: (Fri, 8:30- 9:00) .. . WFIL . 

4. ‘My Three: Sons. (Lhuts.. 9: 00-9:3 30)... wee : . WEE. 

4. Real MeCoys. (Thurs, 8:30-9:00)...+..... WFIL 
Be. ‘Hawaiian Eye (Wed. 9:00-10: 00): cree WEIL 

6:.Candid Camera (Sun. 10: 00-10: 30)... WCAU 
__.4.-Cheekimate: (Sat.-8:30-9:307...... is WAU 
"9. Peter: Gunn’ (Mon.. 10: 30-11: 00)... WEIL . 
a2 1 Sunset Strip: Fal, % 00" 10: 00). weees » WEIL " 33 | 

os TOP SYNDICATED. ‘PROGRAMS AV. AV. “TOP COMPETITION _ AV. 
_FROGRAM_DAY—TIME toe _STa. DISTRIB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

1. ‘Pleneers (Sun. 00)... eee. . KXMC..,..Roebeck | “4 T3iChevy Show .......... KMOT 16 
| 2. Blue’ Angels; ‘Tourney Prt 7: 30). wee 1IKXMC.. ..CNP 38 70 | Nanette Fabray ......... KMOT 16 

\|. 3. Phil Silvers (Wed. 8:00).....-. 2 teeee KXMC... CBS - 35 63: Perry Como si... . KMOT 21 
1.4. Sea Hunt (Wed.. 9: a Lue. vivecees -KXMC..); ZI iv-UA. 34 64! Peter Loves Mary KMOT 19 
tt = Mike ‘Hammer (Thurs. 9:30)..... -.--KXMC....MCA 31 58: Manhunt; Life  ....... KMOT 21 

'6.. Jeff's Collie (Thurs. 7: 30). veeer re bees -:KMOT....ITC 29 43: Real McCoys... .... KXMC 38 
rs “Bugs. Bunny (Sat. 5:30)... eietenee KXMC . -,UAA 23 74: Champ Bowling . ..... KMOT 8 
7. RCMP (Tues. 6:30)°.. 2.0.0... 00.006: KXMC...-CNP 23 46: Laramie Lee . KMOT 2T 
8. Manhunt; Life (Thurs, 9:30) .eecese.- KMOT ...Screen Gems 21 40: Mike Hammer... KXMC 3k 
9. Whirlybirds; Ewell (Sat. 6:00) . 2ieee KXMC. -. CBS 20 59 News. Weather KMOT 15 

. ° Weather, Sports KMOT 14 

_ STATIONS: "WINS, WCKT, WPST, *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22-APRIL 18, 1951. 

mL “Sea Huat Fri. 7. 00) cel 00. 22 WTVE . ” Ziv. UA. 25 44 Holly wood ‘Special .2.)= WORT 22 
2. Huckleberry Hound rhurs. 'T: 60)" sees WCKT... _, Screen. Gems 24 47 Trackdown . wees. WIVI 18 

[2.0 Mr. ‘Ed UMon. . 7:00): .. see tee eeeee -WCKT.. MCA 21 41 Shotzun Slade .... Wtvi 19 
|-3. Third Man (Sat: 10:30) ... . eee Ce . NTA. 21 64 Fight, Spare . WPST T 
-&. Brethers Brannigan (Sat. 7: 00). .WTVJ:... CBS 20 48) Walt Disney WPST 16 

jL.4,..Death- Valley Days (Sat. 6:30)..2...0.:WTVI ers Borax 20 53! Walt Disney WPST 13 
it 5. ‘Shotgun: Slade .(Mon:: TOD eee seve WEVS 22. MCA 19 37i; Mr. Ed .- WChT 21 
8. Yogi.Bear (Wed. 7:00). top gaeee :WCKT.. "Sereen Gems 19 41 i Two Faces Weat . Wr 18 

32 || .6. Dangerous’ Robin. (Thurs. 'B: 000.2... WTVI.... "Ziv-UA 18° 33 ' Donna Reed. ..2- WPSY 21) 
1-1} G. Trackdown (Thurs: 7:00) - ve -oee.-- WTVI.... CBS 18 35 Huckleberry Hound . WCR?r 24 
176: Twe Faces West (Wed. 7:00)...... .. . WIVS. iam Screen Gems 18 39° ‘Yog! Bear ... WCKT 19 

“STATIONS: Ww, WSU, WVUE. *SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22 - APRIL 18, 1961, 

T Brothers ‘Brannigan (Thurs. 9: 30... .-. .WDSU.:.. CBS ' 2 58: Silents Please ve weee WVUF 15 
“2; Blee Angels (Sai. 9:30). WWL.....CNP 24 49: TH, Rot: Musie —..... Wwnsu 168 
. 2. ‘Assigument Underwater (Tues. 20: 00). WWL . -NTA 24 abd Midnight ..  WDSU 4 
3. Third. Man (Fri. 10:00) 2... oes. WDS “NTA 22 50: Marry A Millionsire Ww. 20 
4. Amog &- Andy (Fri. 10: 30+ eee eetee ses --WDSU wae CBS 20 G7 News: Sports, Weather WW 9 

. - , Big Movie WWI 3 
4: Marry: A Milfionalre - (Fri. 10: 00? see. WWL.... NTA. 20 45: Third Man . wWosu 22 
4.: Mike Hammer (Mon. 10: 00)" ees woes WWE..:.:MCA 20 40 Neus, Sports Weather WVCE 21 
- Weather, BBSB WVUE 2 
8. Corotiado %: Backus (Mon. 8: 30)... wee LWWL. wie» MCA: CNP 19 30 Dante, News Speen... WDSU 23 

|S. Lock-Up (Fri. 8:30)... .. ecoeves WWE... e. Ziy-UA 19 32 77 Sunset Strip .... 2» WVUE 23, 
6. Dangerous Rebin (Mon. '8:00) | veces. WDSU ...Ziv-UA 18 -26.Danny Thomas .....- WwWi, 38 
6 .. WDSU a MCA 18 62 Bie Movie WW. i | 

32. 
Ng, Shotgun Slade (Thurs. 10: 30... 

"STATIONS: ‘wecv, WEIL, WCAU, 

, Mike ‘Haramer. Sat 10:30). wees , ~ we 
“| 2. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00). 52.2.2... we bees WCAU ... 
1 3. Mr. Ed (Sun. "700 vecees ese ceece ee WFIL..... 

Be 4. Popeye. (Mon, Fri. 6.00): Cateens weds WEIL... 

| cael Quick ‘Diaw | MeGraw (Fri. 7: 30)... eae “WFIL . 
. ot : Death Valley’ Days’ (Mon.. 7: 001. -WRCY. e- 

| @. Vogt Beat (Fri: F200). le: veceeeess WRCV.. 
, 7. Best of Post; Grief. oo WFIL..... 

(Sun..- ‘6:30: ‘Sun. 9:00).....-... 
33) 8. Jim Backus: (Thurs. 2001.2 TWRCV,. 
33 || 8. West. Point. (Sun. 6:00) ...22.:......WFIL |... 
8 B., ‘Wittiam: Fell Sat: 6:30! ... vebeees CUWEIL, ceepe 

. Screen Gems 
. US. Borax 

.. Screen Gems: 
ITC; 

c NP 

Guild 

31 
22 
21 

196%. 

Set a ees 

*SURVEY DATES: MARCH 22 - APRIL /8, 

66°F Fight. “Spare WFHL. 
69. Trainin, Exped, Time WFIL. 
37) Laswe . Weal 

i Shirley Temple; Hall = WRCV 
56 Neus, Weather -. WROV 

‘Huntley-Brinkley ...... WROV 
{Karly Show teseeee WCAU 

41 Rawhide we. WCAU 
43 Neusreel; Weather .... WEI, 

i News; Weather . WEIL 
44 News eel Wea; News WEI, 
31 20th Century . WCAU 

‘GE Theatre . WCAU 
44 Newsreel, Wea: News WEI 
37 | Love Lucy wee.) 6UWOCATT 
65. Fartv Show ........ ». Wal 

News, Sports WCAU 

it 
7 

18 
18 
il 
14 7 

19 
13 
13 
14 
17 
23 
12 
16 
6 
7 

-/ 1, Guinsmoke (Sat, 10:00-10:30) 3... 4s DKA ~ 
“8, Andy Griffith (Mon, 9:30-10:00) .....KDKA | * 
“1D, Candid: Camera (Sun, 10:00-10: 30). .-KDKA, 

4. Garry.-Meere (Tues. . 10:00-31:00) 1. KDKA” 
Be Dennis The Menace ASun. 7:30-8: 00): “KDKA_ 
5. Jack Benny (Sun. 9: 30-10: 00)’ beeen . .KDKA 
5. Rawhide:(Fri.7:30-8:30) ..0........ .KDKA, 

“S. Untouchables. (Thurs. 9:30-10: 30).2:+: WTAE: 
.-B. What's My Line? (Sun. 10: 30-21-00. -KDKA 
_ 6. Danny Thomas (Mon. ‘8: 00-9:30).. KDKA. _ 

STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE, WiIIC. 

rethers Brannigan (Sat. 10: 30), pace XDKA . .- CBS 
al E * Manhent (Thurs,.: 10:30! .... - #600 WTAE ... Screen Gems 

3 Sea. Hent (Sat.7:000°.°.° -: osee- KDKA..... Ziv-UA 
a 4. Huckleberry Heard (Mon. 6:30)... KDKA’. Screen Gems 

| 10]. 5. Yori Bear. (Wed. 6300 eens ste KOKA, .,. Screen Gems 

| “ 37 il . . . 
“ath 6. Death Yaltey Days (Mon. 7:30) .....KDKA....US. Borax 
ia 7. Quick Draw MeGraw (Tues. 6: 30). --- KDKA....Screen Gems 

37 8: ‘Popeye. (Mon.-Fri. 6:00) 2 eso WIIC. _.UAA 
me i. (Sat. - 8: 00) ode ° 17° : 

37H 9. Dangerous Robin (Tues. 7: 30), Heegtes "KDKA.. . Ziv-VA 
36 | 10. Mr. ‘Ed. (Thurs. 6:30) sabeleceiee: - KDKA -..MCA 

31 
24 
23. 

22 

21. 

20 
19 

14 

56 ; Fight. Sports, - Almanac 
47; Silents Please 
44( Wrestling  .... se. 
44° News, Sports eee 

Huntles- Brinkley 
News: Sports 
Hantlev-Biinkley 
Ady enture 
Cheyenne 
News; Sports . 
Hantlev-Brinkley 
Adventure 
Safari wee 
Buss Bunny 
News, Sporfs 

‘ Huntley-Brinkley 

42 -@@weceoees 

32 
38 

52 
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WAR 

196%, 

14 
17 
18 

1. ‘Wagon ‘prain (Wea: 7: 30-8 300: 
2. Candid Camera. (Sun.. 10:00- 10: 30). ‘ KOIN. 
3. Perry Mason (Sat. 7: 30-8: 30) . a -IKOIN ue 

.,. 4, Hawalian Eye (Wed. 9:00-19:00). . KPTV 
“4. Real ‘McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00); .KPTV 
_$. Flintstones (Fri. 8:30-9:00)... vines 

-*:§, Jack: Benny «‘Sun: .9:30-10: 00). Say 

6.. Untouchables. (Thurs. 9:30-10: 30). 
“6. Walt Disney: (Sun. 6:30-7: 30)... 

ow | 

KOIN ... 
-'5,:My Threé ‘Song (Thurs. 9:00-9:30), ..- rakery oan 

~-KPTV: - 
eveet -KPTV. be 

“g 39 i. 

“33H 
: 32) it 

iit 
30 |! 
30% i 

STATIONS: KOIN, KGW, KPTV. 

I. “Hucnicbery Hound (Thurs. 6:30) |... 
“Bou Highway Patrol ‘Wed. 6:30: ...... KOIN 
3.: You: Asked For It (Sun. 6.00) teers! KPTV 
#. Sea Hunt.(Tues. 7:00) <... . ete . KGW 

1 4. ‘Yogi Bear ‘Tues. 6:30). . aevesee» KGW 
. 5 Tightrope (Wed..7:00) .......00..... KOIN 
.6..:Manhont (Thurs. °7:00) - KGW 
6. Quick Draw McGraw (Mon. 6: 30); . KGW 

YN Death Valley Days. (Sat. 10: 30) KOIN 
s Tracer AFri 6:30) KGW 

(Continzed on page 38) 
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27 
25 
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19 

New Horizons oe 
51 Ixanhoe 

“ Nows Proftte; 
Expedition 

5) Californians 
Surcecs Story 
Mr Fd 
Marry A Milltonave- 
News 

4) Roarins 20's 
, As snenent Underwater 
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Troupes for the Troops 

Grn of TV’s most inspired offerings, it 
scems to us, are those which are.as much _ 

of an education for the people who've worked 

on them as for the viewers at home. 

A case in point may well be ‘ ‘USO—Wherever 

They Go!,” a program marking the 20th. anni- 

versary of the United Service Organizations, 

Thé special tribute will be but one of many 

types of programs to be presented on this fall’s. 

“Du Pont Show of the Week.” The Sunday 

night series, embracing everything from musi 

cal variety to dramatic actualities, will draw its ~ 

material from many sources, including Irving - 

Gitlin’s Creative Projects section and: Donald 

B. Hyatt’s NBC Special Projects and “Project... 

20” departments. 

Work on the USO salute (October 29) is just 

about completed now, and there have been: 

lessons aplenty for almost every member of the 

production | team. 

To begin with, this special’s co-producers, John 

A. Aaron and Jesse Zousmer (those award-win- 

ning threshold-hoppers of “Person to Person” | 

fame) learned that the job ef researching USO 

{outage is not all skeer and bittles. | 

There’ san awful lot of the film. around, and to. 

find exactly what was required for the" ‘reminis- a 

cing” portions of the show, they. and associate” 

“producer George. Charles examined enough . 

celluloid to girdle Texas (or. even the old Phil... 

Spitalny Orchestra). 

Generally speaking (or, to be more’ ‘correct, ‘GE. 

speaking) USO performances. the world over—., 

especially during World War II and. the Korean. : | 

-Wai—had been well covered by camera: But it’. 

‘was surprising to. discover how much of the film 

had been made without. sound. 

Hard as it is to believe, there seems: to be: no 

sound track at all for any of. the appearances of. 

such tireless USO contributors as, say, J Al Jolson 

and Marilyn Monroe. A silent Marilyn Monroe, | 

all right: But Al Jolson? 

Yet, in these very same films there’s so much. 

“visible enthusiasm on the part of. the enter- 

tainers and their eager, grateful audiences that 

a montage of such sequences. will t be included 

in the TV. tribute..: ~ 

TO FIND OUT what the USO i 18 doing for our. 7 

servicemen: ‘overseas’ “currently, the. show: dis . 

patched camera units to American bases around: 

-the globe, with stops at such places as Labrador, — 
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Geninany, Alaska and. Japan. 

Largest turnout of tr oops: for any. of the shows. 

| covered on the trip. took place at the American 

: parade grounds i in Berlin: W her e some YT, 200. GIs. 

: flipped over 4. first-class singing per: formance by 

Steve Lawre ence e and Eydie Gorme. 

Except i inva certain few. lar. ge cities—like Berlin 

or Tokyo—USO audiences. of that’ size are. ‘no. . 

longer: common. In fact, owing mainly. to the 

‘small and: scattered. units. m which most of our 

_ overseas: forces. are. deploy ed, it s. much. more 3 

“usual for: a USO" troupe to play: to an audience of | 

: 50 or 60. But USO entertainers have: nev er been 

cI noted for‘ ‘counting the house” . ; now, as before, . 

ae ‘they go where they’ re needed. 

At S also. true that sever al of the performers who. 

“were. with: the very | first units—people: like ‘gui 

tarist Tony Romano: and trick- drummer Jack 
; - Powell —are. ‘still ply ing. the, anilitary” circuit, 

“And sprinkled. through’ their. audiences ‘here 

and there. ate guys. who watched their acts in 

| ‘some hospital auditorium or aircr aft. carrier two 

- decades ‘ago:. As the F rench are fond: of saying". 

| fp .s(but, in- French, of course), ‘the. more ‘things 

ak change, t the more they: 1 remain. the same, : 

HERE IN THE. STATES most tof the TV show’ $ 

“special filming: was ‘done. out Hollywood. way, 

os where almost a dozen’ movieland. figures. with 

: outstanding USO. records went out of their way | 

tO: cooperate i in. 1 the anniversary. tribute. 

. ‘On the. progre am n itself, each of the. stars will be. 
geen. commenting on: a USO filin: sequi ence. in 

> which he or she: appears. 

‘The only difficulties attached to: > filming the 

“Hollywood segments. (nearly, all of-which-were 

~~ shot: out-of: doors) ’ ‘came from the extraneous | 

~ street noises that: insisted on shati ing, the sound - 

7 track, while the's stars were talking. 

man will forget. Around their 

dubbed“ thethree-waystretch.” 

Outside NBC's Burbank studio, Bob Hope had 

to compete with the construction work on a 

nearby highway. In front of the Danny Kaye 

house,.a garbage truck came out of nowhere to - 

interrupt, the recording. A flock of vengeful 

birds (who’ d apparently been envious of Bing 

Grosby’s voice for. years) chose precisely the 

“wrong. moment to. make a noisy swoop over 

Bing’s. courty ard. 

. And when thére was nothing else to disturb the 

“serenity, a passing jet could always be counted 

‘on to upset the schedule. Never could anyone 

‘on hand remember a period when such a heavy 

concentration. of air trafic filled the Beverly 

‘Hills skies: “Next time we come out here,” sug- 

gested George Foster, who authored the script 

for the TV show, “we bring anti-aircraft guns.” 

JUST A COUPLE of weeks later, there were no 

_such intrusions when former President Truman 

visited NBC to record his own message for the 

uso special (President Kennedy and ex-Presi- 

dent Eisenhower are also appearing on the pro- 

gram). 

| After thefilinin g, Mr. Truman graciously stayed 

_ around to-chat for a while. And when co-pro- 

~ ducers. Aaron. and Zousmer asked if he’d pose 

between them for a publicity photograph, he 

cheerfully agreed. 

. But they did look perplexed when he suggested. 

a three-way handclasp as they faced the camera. 

Recognizing their puzzlement, he hastily ex- 

plained that such a maneuver would prevent 

any editor-from cropping either of the partners 

out of the picture. | 

“It wasa publici ty lesson neither 

fourth-floor officeshere,the spe- 

cial hand-clasp has already been 



Variety's weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by ‘American’ Research, : buyers to local stations. and/or advertisers to syndicators ‘wilt find. the charts vahiable, 4 
| Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a-rating study.- I ff. 

an depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular markets. This’ wel’ resugee er the coures of Mitr, ARB wilt tabulate Fininionams of 240 markets, The 
ten difjerent markets are covered. _ performance of the top ‘ten network shows on ‘the local level,.the Vaniety-ARB charts 

In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows; rating data suck as the ar de d to ‘re h l 
average share of audience, coupled with data.as to time and: day. of telecasting com- °"* signed to reflect the rating - ‘tastes of virtually every tv. market in. the .U.:5. 

petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., ts furnished. Reason for detailing an ~ (*) ARB’ 3 Feb. -Mar. 1961 survey covered a multi-week period. . ‘Syndicated shows : 
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated: ‘shows is to reflect the. true.rating sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program: ‘are Mated, with the 
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging | from. media multi-week Fating of all programs in the ‘time period: ‘given: : ° 
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ST. LOUIS | STATIONS: KTV KMOX, KSD, Keun “sSURVEY DATES: MARCH 22: "APRIL: 1s, 1961. 

TOP. SYNDICATED. PROGRAMS AV. AV.) ‘TOF COMPETITION a “ay TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 2 | "AV, a 7 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY-—TIME . | STA.. DISTRIB. _BTG.. . '6E. PROGRAM. » STA: “RTG. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30" ...... ...KMOX 45/1 4, Coronado. 9: Brothers Brannigan " XTVI.. MCA) 87. 80 News; Weather va ah “faox. "20° 
: 3 -n.9- Al. (Mon. 16:00). .:.. a deee wee ve |_| Paar; Political :..2 0.3.0.3 Cee 5 ae 

2. Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-9:30"... ... RMOX 401 1, Sea Hunt (Fri. 10: 00). KTVI., coe ZIVUA "27 «48 | News; Weather °........KMOX: 19 ; 
2. What's My Line? (Sun. 9:30-10:00)....KMOX 41 w ; - | Jack. Paar veaeéle er ees) KSD. . mF | 

. -2-9-00; 2. Two Faces est (Thurs. 9:30)... ..s KSD.. .Screen Gems. 25 52 | Silents: P ease i... ...:KTVI- 16 
8. Andy Griffith (Mon, 8:30-9:00) ......KMOX = 40! 9° ay ockdown (Sat. 9:30)...... 0. -cce “KMOX....CBS 25 49| Wrestling... 02... ..2.°KPLR° 18 
4. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10:00)...... KMOX 39 | 3. Yogi Bear (Wed. 6: OO): veeregeesene IVE. soase Screen’ Gems 13 30 Report; Weather la gees KMOX 16 

. 20. R- co _ - -| Huntley-Bri ey. teaveey-KSD' 18.) 
5. Real McCoys ‘Thurs. 7:30-8:00) ..... KTVI 36 ll 4 -Lock-Up: (Wed. 9:30).::v0..cc52+2--KSD...00.Ziv-UA i423 | Naked -City SEE KTVE 26 
6. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9'. .. KMOX 3411 5. Third. Man (Wed, 10: 00)". eee aneseebe + -KIV1. oes -NTA | 13 25 News: “Weather: - 3 rm canes -EMOX. "25. 

. \X. "| Jack’ Paar.” .......-.33.KSD “22 
7. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:30). ..... KMOX 33| 6. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00)....KTVI,.... Seréen Gems. 12 29 News; "Weather .........KSD 1 
7. My Three Sons ‘Thurs. 8:00-8:30'..... KTVI 33 7 a; bilee (Fri. r 00 a ESI: MCA a i Huntley-Brinkléy- 2..2.-.-KSD © “WU: 

. . . Ay . . Mr. Ed: Ju ee (Fr -seeeceeee KSD..., ' 7 11: _ 21] Rawhide. ..'............KMOX. 27° 
7. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00). ....... KMOX 33] 7: Popeye (Sat. 11: BO). wei se eta eeweee’ -KMOX.. -UAA-King nH. 69 | Detectives. Diary ..:.4¢-.KSD 0... -2. 
7. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:54-7:30) ...... SP 33 oa . . " a, St. Louis | Hop Leute a —— . __ 

“L. Untouchables (Thurs. 8: 30-9: 30) seneee KCPX a2 L “Hanan ih "3 0 30). see essere eee aro = Gems =. ei rig Za Zone. — we ciys <9 . 28 
. ea Hun a 2 Sng e eee iv- 20° 32|Family Theatre ..,...... UTV. . 22: 

2. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 9:00-10:00) ....... KSL 40|| 3° Tightrope (Tues, 930) 2.2020 --KCPX.,.. Screen Gems 20 -..47| Midnight -Thriller’ “hDgurv 73: 
8. Adv. In Paradise (Mon. 8:30-9:30)....KCPX 38 | 3 J, ildniehts Thriller ( (Tues. 9: 30): a. KUTV.. «MCA . “15 31 Peter Guan. 333)... Rope . 3 

‘andi Cun B-ND-R-20h - - eatre (Fri Vives tee eee ‘peldeeeee ” 7 - 1 Tightrope ..:./.0.5...5,KCPX,. 20. | 
4. Candid Camera, ‘Sun. 8:00-8:30! .....KSE a7| 3. Hitchcock (Mon. . 9:30). ) | | Jaw. & Mr, Jones 220.22” TKCPX (22. 
5. Red Skelton (Tues. 7:30-8:00) .......KSL 36 | 4. Death Valley Days. (Wed. 8: 30). . )L KUTV... . US. Borax 14 22 Hawaiian Ey e.. sont wy -KCPX 29°. 

5. What's My Line? (Sun. 8:30-9:00).....KSL 36 | # Reseue at ta eS ORE: : V1 Seren, Gems 114 52 ‘Jack’ Paar’ ..0-.600..:4KUTV 10 
6. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 9:00-10:00)...... ..KUTV 35. 5. Mr. Ed UFTi. 6:00). ped eee eee cede SL... ee : oe cee 3 39 t News; Weather: neon oS KCPX —— 2 a 

:., . . - eos CNP - 13. ; untley-Brinkley ....... KUTV: °°: .14 |. 
7. Gacry Moore ‘Tues. 8:00-9:00) ......KSL baa (5. Blue. Angels. (Mon-'8:30) . 24s -e+s-- oa ‘Ady."In Paradise.....°.0iKEPK 38. 
7. My Three Sons '!Thurs. 8:00-8:30)..... KCPX 33 6. Highway. Patrol (Wed. 6: 00)..........KSL...... Ziv-UA, 12 31. News: Weather eb awece et Bare oe i" 

. -O0) KC + “3, | Huntley-Brinkley .. .:.-..KUTV':.. 17. 
&. Peter Guna (fon. 9:30-10:00) ....... KCPX i 6. Lock-Up:, Undercover: (Tues. 9: 00)... . KSL... 2. Ziv-UA;. NTA 12 26| Alcoa Presents, . 2s... ..:. »~KCPX” . 21 
8. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 7:00-8:00)....... KCPX a2 6. Lock-Up; Jury (Tues. 9: 30). . Peewee . . Tightrope: wee CEL weeue : .KCPX 20° 

~ Vv r a 
SEAT KATTLE- I ACOM A "STATIONS: KOMO, KING, KIRO, KINT, KTVW, *SURVEY DATES: ‘MARCH 22: APRIL: 18,1961: 

_ . |) 1. Death Valley Days (Wed. 7.00)......-KING.: US. “Borex. rs ry Brothers. Brannigan oo ‘KoMO” ne 2" 
1. Real MeCoys ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00) 2. KOMO aa! 1. Bold: Journey (Thurs. 7:00). ..KOMO... Banner: 32. 62 Best of Post .....: ++ KING. “432 
2. Cheyenne ‘\lon. 7:30-8:30) . ....... KOMO 41 2. Sea Hunt {bton. q: 200) alae Me see sbeeee 2 ING > » ZIVUA Ge _ 28. ate ‘Civil War, Mr: Ea. leetede + KOMO i. 

My T . Sons _ 9-00-9:30)..... : ‘ Manhunt (Tues. 7:00). 2... 3...-02.60-. .«.Sereen Gems. 25 xpedition .........%.....KOMQ:::.. 24 
3. My Three Sons (Thurs. 9°00-0:30)....- ROMO 381 Huckleberry Hound Thurs. “G:001. ST! KING... ‘Sereen.Gems 23 47 Dateline _.21. SIT SOMO "Bg 
4. Surfside 6 ‘Mon. 8:30-9:30) .........-KOMO. 38 || a 7 | Evening. ‘Report ...... _. KOMO:° 19 

5. Flintstones «Fri. 8:30-9:00)... KOMO 37 { 5. You Asked For It Tues. 6:30%.. .-KOMO.. »-Ctosby Brown 21 35 | Huntley Brinkley, cones «KING 26 
5. Hawaiian Eye «Wed. 9:00-10:00) .... KOMO 37H 6 a ” : Early ‘Edition: Sve bee sae KING” BT. 

7. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) .-...-. KING 397. Quick Draw McGraw (wea. 6: 00)... sees KING. wees Screen Gems 18° ‘38 Dateline. r 4 aoe viegas TLIKOMO: "22 
8. Donna Reed iThurs. 8:00-8:30)....... KOMO 34 | ae - | Evening Report noes vee’-KOMO: 21 
8. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ... ........KOMO 34. I 7. Deputy Dawg (Tues. 6:00): Sevedecaas ‘KING.....CBS. 138 Al Dateline R ao a aces : ROMO. B 

; stri i. 9:00-10: oe. ! ‘ . eae 7 vening Report *..::.. a ee ti 8. 77 Sunset Strip ‘Fri. 9:00-10:00!. KOMO 34 8. Blue. Angels’ (Fri: 7: 00). veaees KING. .. LCNP ; = Bet: _ . 33 | Champ: Bowling © DEED -_ ROMO _ 23. 

SAN F RANCISCO- a 7 "STATIONS: KTVU, KRON, KPIX, K6O. *SURVEY. DATES: MARCH 22: APRIL 18, ‘La6l. 
50 — 1) . Manhunt. (Tues. 630): | RON Sane Gea ee SE 

“2. Surfside 6 “Alon 8:30-9:30. meen GO" 35] } 2. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 6: 300. wees KTVU... Screen Gems 19. 44. Two. Faces ‘West ........KRON 9 
2. Checkmate ‘Sat. 8:30-9:30) .....:.....KPIX 34 j 7 - |News: Lewes tea lec eee eee MPEX 9 

‘hax . 7 4an.R- woe. - I “ ee, = News-D. Edwards eheee ys KPIX 3 
3 Cheyenne ‘Mon, 7.30-8:30), ...---++--KGO 331 5 sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00). vee. -KRON....ZiVUA> 2 1838. M Squad -...:...:0.-KPIX a2 
4 verry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30) ........ KPIX 30). 3..You Asked For: It (Thurs. ": 00). eves KTVU.... Crosby-Brown ,. 18° 37, Lock-Up_.. ov eeps oes KRON 13 
4. ‘“Vagon Train ‘(Wed. 7:30-8:30) ..... KRON. - 30 || 4- Divorce Court (Sat. 6: 00). ...--KRON:... mary. V TV 7” 45. i Champ "Bowling veene ee KTVU 9 

. a ales 17° ae . 
5. ‘tave Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10: KPEX 291 4. Quick Draw ieGram Thurs, 6:30)... Pee . seo" Gems eye 40. Vikings tar tvaee ee ee KRON 10 

. ~ 6 -N0- ‘4 §. San Francisco Beat (Sat 7:00)... as. .KPIX......CBS. © — B1'Fight 22 20.2. 00,2.......KGO.°. 19. 
6. ¢-unsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10.30!. KPIX. 28 |! G. Cannonball (Mon. 7:00). eee REVO... ITC 14 33: Science In- Attion..:../:KRON —: 12 
6. Untouchables (Thurs, 9:30-10:30' ... KGO: 28'|| 7. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7: ae . - REIX. « ws US. ‘Borax. B - 38: Not. For’ Hire: SsSeeete eee KGO © t 
1. . . 9° 4| 2. Tombstone’ Territory. (Sat. 7:00)..... I N....Ziv-UA - 13. 25.: : Fig t ot ia testis KGO 19 

7. ‘ly Three Sons ‘Thurs. 9.00-9.30'... KGO 271 3° Lock-Up (Thurs.'7:00) .....+...2s.,-KRON.... Ziv-UA B 27' You Asked For It... .:.. =-KTVU) 18". 
8. Bonanza ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30) 9... ee ee _. KRON. 26 , 7 7. Mr: Magoo. (Tues. 6: 00). ce ese e ewe eee: KPIX.....TV Pers. : 13. 34: Hunter’ y-rin te Lecce ecuees iKRON ey aaa 

UP . KG _ oe ¥ unt ey- in ey Vepee «-KRON “417° 
8. Flintstones «Fri. 8:30-9:00): .....+.- ‘KGO 26 {| 1. Yost Bear (Mon. 6:30)......4..6+... KTVU... Sereen Gems 13 AT News dite KPIX 10 
8. Thriller (Tues. 9:00-10:00) ....... -.:-KRON 26 | ; _ = oe pry: 

es SS as olay ty; because. of the many 
j dilutions arid = ‘distortions, it was 
still. A-okay news, and, because of NBC R it Pr Gr id 

Grissom’ S$ Flight -|television, the people got it as it ecap ur es ro r 

; "| Was ‘happening. we 

ee Continued from page 24 = = 
Continue a from. page Bt ee 

7 | 

lief in NASA that there. must be 14 teams, each. team” sharing | power to. determine which games. 
boas tra it dig not participate equally in the tv income. : Shall be ‘televised and where.” ”” 
In ates v eani¢ fraud. at least oe thee fights before CBS. TV Miffed “| “Pete. Rozelle, league eommis- Rozelle: declared . the. decision: 

oth a a result of as anor fortunate that this understanding ' = Continued from page 21 — : sioner, made the deal -with CBS ° “would “have | far-reaching - effects. 
NBC ‘d ito yudne by the. - 
xt fhe : i vanterons gainered; Was not brought out by the later last April'28, and-it was. promptly ; on. televised sporting events.” His 
a. he i into. having to dial back | NASA news conference, in’ which | combé “would have provided on 

inon? three networks: | {he somewhat frustrated reporters CBS. 
a most exciting illusion. | Preferred to concentrate: on the’. 

sion Gf the Dept. of. Justice. Judge. type ‘that. has been employed by::” 
‘| Grim’s ruling was in resporise- to. other sports “leagues:. and - hereto- The Genéral Mills plunge on: ee 

NBC includes’ “National. Velvet” the Justice’ Dept. opposition. _ foregone: unchallenged. 
and i097, 
te cress? 
Iso, theoretically, to s mu- lovs of the capsule rather. than in-.| 

Laie ata. is ets in news’ coverage | vestigate the possibly greater. im-{ which originally. was a. Rexall | “By  this.. agreement, * Judge “to gzrle, was obviously referring 
li he wt .> ts Mot actually avail-} Porlance..of successfully ‘putting! BBDO- production,. returning this; Grim declared, “The. ‘member ; the National Basketball’. Associa- 

able. hte wae the simulation|a second man into. space. ‘fall in the 8. p.m,. Monday: time; clubs have eliminated. competition : tion and the NCAA—all -of ‘which - 
pares to ate toentic, then its tinte | Perhaps. televising, news.: of, mo- | Bullwinkle,” new. cartoon . Series | among. themselves in the sale. of: _ have exclusive tv: deals ‘with net- 
to revies t+ aystem of presen-} ment will never. completely over- préeming : Sundays “at ‘7 p.m.; two} television. rights to their games. works. . , 
tation ; come some of the difficulties _pre- ‘Saturday. cartoons, “Pip the Piper” | - “Clearly, this restricts. the: indi. | 

/imay . sal the next time the; sented on Friday morning, but tlie | and: “King Leonardo;” the. Mon-; vidual. clubs from ‘: determining 
woos ger their Gameras in range|continuation of such television} day-Friday “Day’ Report” news| which areas the telecasts of their i Ottawa -Expaiiston of Ottawa In 
the manshoot wont be suborbital; | should always be a part. of the | strip'.at-12:55~p.m.; and participa- | games may. be made.,. sirice ‘the die. CFRA’s FM operation from 850 ©. 

Grissom's succestut flight has re [electronics business. While Virgil |:tions. in flock of daytime quizzes | defendants (the NFL) have’ by to 146.000 watts got the okay from - 

portedly lessened greatly: the be- Gavi issom’s short, trip. didn’t’ make it and: soap. operas. +. * their contract. “giv en. CBS -: . the’ the. Board. of Broadcast Governors. 

| questioned by the. anti-trust div. | contract with.CBS was.the same: on 



“m Tim Ri Ri 
.. “Some 85%. of network night 

fall; said. AFTRA: boss Donald F. 

-) “lof reruns to ‘the public? 
' - “We want stations. to: take. another. look: at the FCC's Blue Book _ 

yee eh 
_ to, allow tv to take.a filmed series and run it to. Geath, ' 

-” yésponsibility of broadcasters? Don't they owe more. than rereuns:- 

alia 
“of 1946 in which the Commission. stated: its eoneeption of what bale 
anced tv: programming is, and, in which. it spelled: out its thinking 
on loeal. “programming.” 

Elsewhere; Conaway. declared, “We want to have tv: represented” 
on any .National Arts. Commission. that ‘might. result 

discussions. We want‘opera, the theatre and all the rest roresented , 
|. too, of course, but we do not think tv should: be excluded.” 

Vinee on TV? Gets a Gander 
~~ At WIICs Rough- House Brawl 

“Pittsburgh, J uly: 25. 

S yoae Ne Minow, - 

“the book | of” Paul. Sullivan; -Penn- |’ 
_ sylvania - state. athletic. -commis-| 

. -. eioner. here, in his drive to. remoye 
--‘¥iolence from the tv screens. When 
Crusher — “Lisowski « and 

Boy”. (Buddy) ‘Rogers: stepped’ ‘out 

of line. ona WIIC wrestling: show 

on Saturday - 415): and : began ° a 

rough-house - brawl.: ¢ ullivan 
‘promptly ‘gusperided them: both in- 
‘definitely © after getting “reports | 
from: his - deputy.. commissioner: who 
‘was in the studio and from his sec- 
retary, who: was watching the chow. 
on tv... -- 

Losing: “out. ‘on tv’: appearances ‘. 
was not -their.sole punishment since |: 
.the suspension barred them from‘: 
appearing in. Pennsylvania: ‘rings’ 
and : other. states with ° reciprocal j. 
-arrangemients.. The pair. had’ re-|: 
“cently headlined ‘a show at.Forbes| 
. Field where’ they drew. 15.000 peo-{ 

° “-ple for @ gross. over: $40;000. They. 
are «scheduled for: a” rematch. atl. 
Forbes Field on*Aug. 4 and: the]. 
whole show. was ‘sweating out.a de-| 

_-@isior. made. by: Sullivan‘ on .Satur- |- 
-day’.{22)"when he ruled. that the 

-. Suspension . was. lifted ” “provision- 
ally” ‘until “he “would. be able to 

., study the: tapes: of the. show where’ 
the boys. got a little- rough: 

‘Producer Chuck. “Moyer - of" the: 
‘which Boasts. the wrestling. ‘seg, 

highest rating in- the. ‘Saturday 
. night, 6-7:30- time. period;- had . the 
:. , tape.all- ready for Sullivan ;to see: 

: The. commissioner . appeared i 
| “person on WIIC on ‘Saturday, (22)) 
-where he lifted: thé ‘suspension ‘on 
_ both wrestlers: and promoter, Toots | 
‘Mondt.. ‘He ‘said that ‘all the ‘prin- 
cipals: had been fired --“substan-| 
tially.” © 
tried to ‘get: Sullivan to give: the 
‘exact. figures: but the commissioner 
refused. 

In explaining the suspension and 
fine, Sullivan: said the. commission 
had .a .“respohsibility to the pub- 
lic’: and: “could fiot- condone this 
display of. violence.” In’ ‘summing 
up, he. said: that he: didn’t -want: the 

-* public | to - think the Commission |. 
would -be ‘purt of “the ballyhoo” 
‘for the upcoming. match on Aug. 4 
: but ‘said’ that -all- the. participants | 

~hhad a-good recérd and. that ‘he: felt 
“substantial - ‘fines were. sufficient. 

7 punishment.’ ” 

_ « He said that he. had ‘ come to this] 
“,. decision after watching ‘a rerun of 

the. tape. and. by ‘studying. - reports 
_ from. his deputy,. the referee and 
‘the timekeeper. vet 

“Asked ‘by. Variery ‘ig: he would| 
‘ permit: the. tape .to -bé shown over 

.: tv again, he ‘said;. ‘It will be shown. 
“over: my. dead: ‘body.’ oan 

HURLEY s DC ROLE 
“ON SMALE BUSINESS | 

‘Washington, July 25.-: 
a Brom: ‘the ‘broadcasting business} 

-. to small business is the story: of | 
-« John J: ‘Hurley... ‘He has just. heen 

- named’ special. assistant to John E.. 
.- Horne,. administrator. ‘of the Small. 
Business Administration. 

Hurley was. with ‘WNEB- Broad: | 
: -easting Co. Inc., Worcester, Mass., 
from its beginning in 1945 ‘to 1960. : 
At different times he..was: -WNEB’s: 

‘ “general. manager ‘and ‘president. | 
For the decade before, hé had been | 

_ Jn. the: legaleand: program. depart- 
. anents of. NBC in ‘Washington. 

the. FCC| 
chairman, might take a page: “from |: 

SN ature: 

-Announ¢er , Bill - CardiHe 

from current - 

“Galen Drake ( Goes FM 
Galen ‘Drake,’ whose. ‘two-a-day. 

‘strip for: WOR radio was ; can-. 
‘celled out. 2 couple of: ‘weeks ago, 
has signed a three-year. pact. with.| 
FM outlet -WNCN, New. York. 

Drake. will do three broadcasts. 
a-day at’7:45to 8 a.m. ‘and. 9 ‘to 
10 am. and 2. to 3 p.m. Shows also 
will ‘bé carried. by-:Concert Net-. 
work ‘outlets in- Hartford, _Provi- 
‘denice. and .Boston.- 
“WNCN. reportedly. has plans’ ‘to 

sign other. network personalities, 
and is currently . negotiating with 
a femme. ‘personality : and a vet]. 
newsiian, -.-:. . 

Stereo Stations: 
- By the End of 62 

Washington, ‘July 25. 

members, will : begin: beaming 
stereo. broadcasts by the end ‘of the. 

| year. ‘By. the ‘time 1962 winds. up, 
no less than 178 NAB-member FM 
outlets: will offer. stereocasts, ac | 

AFTRA Stalemate | 
On Record Code} 

cording to present intent: - 
Based on a questionnaire mailed 
to nearly 60: FMers, NAB reported 
(on basis of 64%. response). that: 
185 FM. stations are. Planning: on. 

stereo. 
'140 say they have: no plans tor | 

such’ ‘service af all. . 
32 are not decided. 
24 stations, 

AM-FM stereo, 

system. 
With. qT reporting intent to start. 

before next Jan. -1, only. two: FM 
stations. are: now | Oftetivg stereo,. 
according: .to. the . questionnaire, 
‘Ninety-nine _ more’ Shave © plans ‘to 
commence by. ‘the ; end of 1962. 
‘Seven: said: they would be istereo- 
‘casting: sometime after $962: - 

NAB, the FM‘: stations: who plan 
stereo _opéartions. reported they 
would “devote from. two: to 130 
hours weekly.to the new. technique. 

. Aiso, ‘of ‘those: wanting. to ‘start. 
this -year, 19 ‘said. they would offer | tion 
Stereocasts as-soon..as’ equipment : 
is.. okayed by) Fcc. and” becomes 5 
available.’ 

Cat FAER LAUNCHES 
‘CLASS MONTHLY MAG | 

Chicago, ‘July : 25: 
‘|. Station’: OWEMT.. here Is diver: : 
sifying into ‘the magzzine field. In: 

October ‘the FM-er .will retire. its j 
“With: a 

| paid circulation - of '25:000,. |. 
publish instead: an. 84-page illus-{ 

‘Tonthly program ° guide, 
and 

trated - monthly ~ on the: fine. arts. 
which -. probably - Will ‘sell: for- 50¢ 
-@ copy; First’ issue’ will chave- a 
print: run. of 50. 000. 
-New niagazine.. te. te titled 

WF MT. Perspective. AW. iL incer- 
| porate - the - . Station’ ‘s - broadcast : 
schedule and: certain other: featpres! 
of the guide but mainly. will ¢on--: 
eern™ ‘itself. with - essays ‘and s¢m- 
| posiums.. on-: the -arts,. profiles. ‘of | 
“artists with: reproductions: of their’ 

‘- SEN vee pees: “works, and- reviews. 
Bernie ‘Jacobs, owner : ‘of. the sta-" 

He has seryed’ as president. of j tion, envisions -it'as an extension 
the ‘Broadcasting . : Executives. Club | 
‘of New England, as:director of. the’ 
‘Massachusetts - “Broadcasting ' Assn. 

.- and national chairman-of the Assn.’ 
x ae a ePendent Metropolitan, Star’ 
‘fiona: 

into print of what’ WEMT has ‘been : 
doing-on the air. Station has won. 
such. awards. as.‘the Du. Pont. -Fdi- 
‘son ‘and. Ohio ‘State for overall... 
excellence in. ‘fine : ‘arts. Program: Angéles.-and: treasurer, Vicki Vola; ‘conetitutiona) 

Ving: 

way me York Herald Ti 

here ig the: . 

; weekend tv coverage. 

Fattinel: _Assn. «. of. Broadcasters. 
reports" 19 ‘FM: stations, ‘all .Assni:- 

now. ‘broadcasting | 
don't .. ‘indicate: 

they'll “use ‘the new. FM. stereo: 

fe Nagel. 

TV Dept Upbeatng 

tv ‘golumnist ‘Marie ‘Torre's posi- 
j tion on. tiie. newspaper would soon | 

“1 be changed: Miss Torre, a veterat in 
.. | who came-to the Trib.some years. 
| ago from: ‘the N.Y..World-Telegram 

&. Sun':where: she also did a tv 
7 ‘column, will. continue doing a col-.| 

‘umn, -it's understood, but, primar- 
| -[ily, it-will be feature Material and 

‘not . include capsule reviews that. 
have cropped up frequently in her 
coverage: 

Appearance . of Doan,. 8 onetime: 
|'tveradio | staffer at. VARIETY. and 
-|-former executive with WCBS-TV, 

N.Y., ‘cues an accent.on hard news 
about. radio ‘and television. :While- 
‘heading “the: department. for ‘the 
Trib, Doan. ‘will: also. write, for the. 
paper.” 

lar -tv critic. The paper's not had 
one 
‘months: ago shifted to a general 
column.’ Freelancer. Art. Pearlroth 
dees a- ‘Sunday video commentary 
now,. but there is nothing. like his 
work on weekdays. | 

“Touching on the radio-tv over- |.. 
haul at. the Tribune, edited - by 

‘| Join Denson, formerly of News- 
'1 week, is the. appearance of Robert 

Manning, lately of-Time mag; .to 
‘+ head” the several Sunday sections |. © 

Northwestern U. 
of the paper, including the Lively 
Arts‘ section, . which: contains the 

* A spokesman for editor Denson, 
“ voluntarily calling. ‘attention’ to af 

series of recent reports that ‘the |. 
Tribune was going easy on -the. 
broadcasting industry in its 
critiques, declared that’ such re- 
ports were misleading. The spokes | - 
man added that John Hay Whitney, 
‘publisher of ‘the’ newspaper, had | 
mot tried to-influence Denson or 
the. latter’s staff to lay off ‘rough 

(Continued. on. page 48) 

Detroit, July. 25. : 

working -conditions for the phono- 
-graph. recording code, the 150 dele- 
gates to AFTRA’s 25th convention 
wearily threw up their. hands -very. 
early Sunday (23) morning, and 
referred. the matter’ to the national: 
‘board. 

"Revamping. of the code was the 
principal. business of the ‘eonven- 

.|tion this year. and it ed be 
Responding to: another. ‘query by a y! proved to too. much of a task for: the dele- 

| gates. Reports from the: closed door 
meetings consistently were. to the: 
efféct that “there isn't much - go- 

-ling on in there. "It was an un-- 
Way mild and sedate. conven: | 

‘ The. “delegates” “adjourned. “the: 
’J convention. after..failure: to. agree’ 
jon aA’ new ‘phonograph Yrecording. 
_jeode. Thus, the Sunday (23) “‘morne }- 
‘ting .sessions scheduled. to >end: 

‘about: noon were. not held. The* 
convention:. convened. ‘Thursday 
(20). 0° : 

‘GIUMORE ELECTED — 
~ "AS AFTRA PREXY 

Detroit July 25. 
‘Art ° “Gilmore, ° a. vet. announcer : 

from Los Angeles. .was elected . 
“prexy of AFTRA al ifs 25th ‘annual - 
“convention. He succeeds: Virginia” 
| Payne, - who had served. two terms. 
j The ‘delegates chose Miami as. the : 
: site of next year's convention... 

‘Gilmore was. nominated. by Bud © 
Collver and seconded “by Conrad: 

The. Selegates elected him - 
by | acclamation, - 

‘Other officers are the’ following. 
“Bernard. Lenrow, -of:; 

New York: ‘Hal Newell, of. Minne- i 
“Zpolis: Arvin Schweig. of Chicago: i 
‘Roland: Sharett, of ..Detroit: ‘Clar- 
-ence Leisure, of San. Francisco, and. 
Fravis Johnson, of: New. York: re-* 
cording: secretary, Jud Conlon. Los ; 

of ‘New You 

Bide oa started. ‘Monday an 
‘Les head of the television Gepart- i 

‘ment in: the: N.Y. ‘Herald-Tribune, 
‘& move: that comes, significantly, | 

‘| 0m. top: of persistent, reports - that. 

| At the-moment, there. seems ‘still. 
|to be a question. whether Doan or. 

+} someone. he. hires ‘will be the regn- 

since John Crosby some. 

After three -days- of discussions- 
related to proposing new wage.and. 

ABC-TV's -funtor 

covery,” has. been set for 6 to 
$:30 p.m. Monday-Friday strip. 
'. Web is. still seeking a host and 
hostess. for the spread, but pro- 

| ducer Jules Power (producer of 

“Mr. Wizard”) has several definite 
projects outlined. 

- Aimed at the six to 12 age group 
¢with: hopes of: pulling in a sizable 
early teen aud), “Discovery” pro- 
gram features in the werks include 
a trip in an atomic sub; tape or 
film ‘remotes from the world’s 
major amusement parks; studio 
segs’ on “kitchen: science,” Japan- 
ese origamy, a do-it-yourself or- 
chestra: and a five to 10-minute 
closing newscast: remote on a 
‘junior rodeo and a running contest 
among zoos to find the “funniest 
fellow in the 200.” 
Producer Power says the idea is 

to include a tot of instructive and 
informative features and at the 
same time. always be entertaining 
and exciting in the kid’: idiom. 

Major Symposium 
On B casters Role 

Chicago, July 25. 
Northwestern VU. School of Law 

has assembied an all-star cast from 
‘tthe fields of broadcasting. Govern- 
ment and jaw for {ts National Sym- 

‘| postum’ on Freedom and Respon- 

‘its kind to bé held since television 
emerged as a mass medium.” . It 
will be held Thursday (3) and 
Friday at the university’s down- 
town’ campus, with some of the 
sessions open to the pubWe. 

Costarring are J. Leonard 
Reinsch, communications advisor 
to President Kennedy, who -will 
‘chair the event; and FCC chairman 
Newton. N. Minow and NAB prexy 
LeRoy Collins, who will deliver the 
major addresses. Minow, by the 
way, is an alumnus of the NU. law ; 
school. 

Top-featured are Dean Roscoe 
Barrow {(U. of Cincinnati Law 
‘School and author of the renowned } 
Barrow Report), who is slated to 
diseuss blacklists and the influence | 
of. corporate ‘policies and ad agen- 
-cies on, tv programming; and Prof. 

! Louis Jaffe, law professor at Har- 
~vard U., who will give a formal 
ipaper ata closed session on the 
“ government’s role in influencing 
: the end product -of the broadcast 
j Industry. 

i. ‘Two round-table discussions, 
which are to be private sessions 

: wilt: involve such persans as Pierse 
Salinger,.- the White House pies« 
-secretary; Sig Mickelson, veepée 
:of Time Inc.; Clair R. MceCuHough 
fof NAB and general manager of 
-.}the Steinman stations: pr. coun: 
I selor Edward L. Bernays, Petes 
- Goelet, prexy of National Audience 
: Board; Fairfax Cone, chairman of 
Foote; Cone & Belding: Waid. I. 
: Quaal, ‘exee veep of WGN Inc 
Warren Agee. exec director cf 

: Sigma Delta) Chi: MS  Novik. 
: broadcast. consultant; W. Theodore 
“Pierson, attorney in the cominiaii- 
‘¢ations -field; John W. Gunider. 
“prexy. of WMTW-AM TV FM Ps 
‘Jand “Springs. Me: Jun Jasilas. 
peneral .. manager of Chi educa 
fiona) ‘station WITW: and. Ralph 
-MeéGiH, editor of the Attanta Cor 
istitufion; among others Director 
‘of: the.symposium is John F.-Coon 
associate professor of Law at 

4 Northiwectern, ° 

Rejinseh, as. chairman notes the 
itameliness “af the oniposmm on a 
iday afhien “the ertie Prisha apes 
-Of freedom of information sient 
, with. its jegal tenets. and poctibie . 

PAILS are 

4 under. eerauny in Uns countiy 

with the stet title now of “Dis- 

sibility in Broadcasting,. which 14s. 
billed. as “the first conference of. 
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; AFTRA Convention Talks Tp Closer 
Ties With AFM for ‘Joint Offensive 
Laat Back Minow’s Stand on TV 

By FRED TEW 

Detroit, July 38, 
American Federation of Tele- 

vielen & Radio Artists and The 

| American Federation of Musicians 

proposed at the 25th Convention of 

AFTRA here that the two untons 

take joint. offensive action. This 

| would entail, according to AFTRA 
national executive secretary Don- 

‘Tald F. Conaway, sharing the cost 
of auditing of each others pension 
funds and mutually negotiating 
future contracts in the phonograph 
recording field. 

“Both of these great unions,” 
said Hermin Kenin. prexy af AFM 
who spoke at the AFTRA meeting, 
“have been fighting delaying 
actions, The time has come to ge 
over to the offensive. There will 
never be a better time in your day 
or mine. There are today: more 
potent voices than Don Conaway's 
ahd Herman Kenin’s crying in the 
‘vast, wasteland’ against broadcast- 
ers’ abuses.” 

Observers tended to feel that a 
tleup between AFM and AFTRA 
would go beyond negotiations of 
phonograph contracts ‘AFTRA has 
one coming up in recordings 
shortly.) Since AFM's lifeline in 
tv has been hooked upon Ihe 
video, it could mean a joint effert 
to increase, too. the amaunt of live 
‘tv as opposed to film 

Cry for live tv was something of 
a major point at this year’s AFTKA 
convention. (See separite story) 

On a related front, Conaway 
urged the 156 delegates to the con- 
clave to support the Puork and re- 
energizing palicices of the FCC” - 
In his address, the AFTRA national 
exec secretary referred to 
“AFTRA's tremendaus interest in 
this fight being so heraically waged 
by the chairman of the FCC and 
some of the commissioners If local 
programming is to be improyed and 
public hearings are to be held on 
license renewals in the community 
where the station broadcasts, then 
I would urge this convention to 
memorialize a resolution to fhe 
FCC.” 

Aware that, In the cyes of official 
Washington, live programming is 
frequently equated with “goad pro- 
gramming,” the conventioneers re- 
sponded rapidly with @ strong réso- 
lution in support of M:now's pusl- 
tion. 

Calling attention to last year's 
resolution {n which AFTRA urged 
“the necessity for rigorous send 
continuing surveillance and stewe 
ardship by the FCC of the pfro- 
i gramming and other operations of 
‘the radio and tv stations licensed 
i by that body. this ,ear's AFTRA 
resolution added: 

“The Congrcss of the United 
i States has lately refused to accept 
‘recommendations conccrning the 
adopuion of Jegislatia amendatory 
to the PCC Act Since the appamnt- 
iment of the prevent chauman of 
that Commission. and fin lJatge part 
due to hie intelizen! gid pravacae 
tive yaublic addresses concernmg 
the stafe of broa@eastirg tore hjs 

-heen manifested py the central 
publie an enormens interest in the 
ruse made by hiaadescters of the 
licenses pranted then by the PCC ® 

After sexsesal ather «hercaces,. 
the ‘esolutson concisdee “That 
thie wiion, um cont enhen welcomes 
the annanneerL prapetal of the 
honorable Sewton Vapew Chair 
man of the FCC ta aise a jong 
hard look af esch and exer. appli- 
cation for Viecuee aeveval ino a 
manbver calowated vol ta crercce 
any procece of comartap over the 
broadcactingg inthetss bul oan an 
effart ta eueaurare and ‘caqniuse the 
impraverzerts of eos neg 
standésds on the aeuetes on the 
beet oamtereste af te Amenioan 
people 

“As. be it farther cases ad hat 
the chaanian of the FOC he unped 
te exercise the proces ef pabhe 
Seapnps om the broad. tes ern 

ued recgaeed 
“patle  € OTe 
fey Leer se 

community hese oa4 
for ptilsiie hed any 
CeIn an epic ation 
rcnewsnl” 

Ahout AR ERA <s peo 
Sere farts Camas ean oat & 
Mev SY F009 thet te} 
crinuptiea “$@ GE’ 645 
ceets gp Hs af oe ee Tb. 
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: - “Wednesday, Jaly 26, 1961 

rT WITH H HENRY FON y GET THE DROP ON YOUR MARI 

He’ll outdraw ’em all with 76 action filled half-. 
hours. One of the nation’s biggest: box- 
office. attractions, HENRY FONDA, 
now rounds up big audi- 
ences in your area. And. 
he’s right on the spon= 4 
sor’s prime target of 
younger, large family , 
homes to give you ex- 

treme fleanbility and. 
a long run in daytime | 
or evening programs. \ 
During a two-year net- ‘' 

work run, THE DEPUTY had — 
an average weekly audience * 
of more than 21,000, 000... 
Viewers went for Fonda in 
the role of Chief Marshall Fry, ‘ 
a soft-spoken but hard-bitten,. 
dedicated lawman: They cottoned. to | 
the exciting new talent of Allen Case — 
as deadshot Deputy Clay McCord. They. 
were caught up in the hard-hitting drama 
of Arizona in the 1880’s. Want action in your 
market? Call on HENRY FONDA in THE Dervty, 

*Seurce: NTI March-April, 1961. Age of Household Head (under 40): 20.7; Family size (5 or more): $8.8 





TV-FILM 

Don Sharpe: What TV Needs Is 
Less Film, New Creative Design 

In an era of great.-changes in+ 
viele, television should not pre: j 
sent the same face of. mediocrity ! 
evr. week sass Don’ W. Sharpe, 
(Wid last week finalized a deal to | 
Jun General “Artists Corp. as‘ 

stor eyecuitve officer and presi- ! &° 
dont of CNC-TV. The - ‘medium, he ; 
£1.35, shouid present’ a greater | 
Weret. of shoss. there’ should be’ 
pestnanent characters” and alter- | 
mers chivacters coming on in the | 
Burs weenl. time spectrum, in 
OLier te create a diversity. 

‘With this method, according to 
S arpe, television will be able to 
ene a greater degree of coop- 
e:atiat. with other advertising | 
nmeite The impact of a goad show | 
could be continued with repeated | 
pr es-ates on magazines, billboards, 
i sspapers, ete. to accrue to the 
Rr ‘iter benefit of a sponsor. 

Sharpe, coming Inta the agency | 
ott at a time when ‘television is ' ¢ 

J 

wife: -eriticism from of ficial | 

quarters, advocates greater selec- 
tr.s< for television, less reliance 
o: fiims and more discernment 
in the creation of shows. He also- 
Cones in at a time when GAC is 
expanding its video holdings con- 
siulerably. The agency, in addition |]. 
to acquiring the representation | 
rizhkt. of Desilu, has also absorbed , 
tse  Preminger, ‘Stuart, Fein 
Asenes of Hollywodd, which had! 
been predominantly a literary {. 
offte | 

Altiiough it’s inevitable that the | 
a: yuisition of the literary office ; 
v BE result in the creation of more j 
ns properties. Sharpe advocates 
that GAC remain merely ates | 
resentatives of package owners 
Without owning any portion of the: 
proyerty. With the- new setup, 
Sia roe says that GAC now has : 
option, on more than 100 prop-! 
erties with about 12 in the process 
af active development. |. 

Sharpe notes fhat video has to | 
tak: on more original attributes 
tran if now has. Originally, he: 
pointed out, television did well 
witi: the transfer of radio prop- 
ertres Many of the properties he 
brought inte radio got a transla- 
tian into the sight medium, includ- 
ins ‘Richard Diamond,.”. “Michael 
Sihavne’ and was originally in on 
the forination of Four Star Theatre. 
Siarpe feels that the medium, even 
without Newton Minaw's prodding, 
workl have had to go into new 
programming paths. He feels that 
alisnment with a major agency 
will provide the opportunity to: 
alvance new creative designs. 
GAC is apparently concentrating | 

on expansion into the tv medium. 
Heraian Rush, who’ joined Ga€ | 
sosue months ago, has been named 
serior vice president in charge of | 
television. The agency, now part 
of a corporate complex Baldwin- 
Montrose Chemical €o.. is headed 
by youthtul Herbert J. Siegel, who. 
is chatnan of the B-M_ board. 
Toatst Katueta remains GAC presi- 
dent 

HARPO & ROONEY’S 
90-MIN. FORD COM’L 

Holivwaod, Julv 25. | 
Harpo Marx and Mickey Rooney 

are starred in the 1962 Ford intro- |! 
Guction fim. “Got It Made.’ 90: 
pain “spectacular” being produced : 
bs MPO Sales & ‘training Pro- 
Sraattts, Tn 

Tao stars head a cast of some , 
4) Hollvwead and Br mdway per-- 
senalitives im oa musical seript writ- | 
fen by Edo Eh-cu and Sam Moore 
With  con.pe-ser-arranger, Sol 
Kapha 

ABC films’ Suzoalh> 
Plus Tally on Sales. 

ASC Fiints presy Henry G. Plitt 
Bis othe osynadie firm's second | 
quarter shaws ales for the first 
hufo oof the sear ump 205°. aver 
sales for all ot “Ag 

Phis fiettre. he says. is) mainiy 

Gus to res ently” released proper- * j 
ties, ineluding “Lif & Legend of. 
Woatt Earp’; -° One Step Bevond": 
“Casper and the Friendly Ghost"; 
ait ott-web packaves. and “Consult 
PD: Brothers.” the advice show 
teaturins  Psychotpgist Brothers! 
i: a series of five and or 15-| 
minute spreads. 

PHU says sales overseas are -up , 
11.4%. 
ot "sv. 

‘optioned © 

Four Star’ 8 Dilemma - 7 
Hollywood; July 25. 

Four Star is making a study ~~ 
of ‘the syndicate market’ and... 

|Turell, Wolper’s | 
Fountamhead Int} 
Sterling. ‘Television prexy ‘Saul 

|. . Turell and. preducer. David} 
-!Wolper ; have set up a.new firm,. 
“| Fountainhead ‘International, 

distribution of hour:and 90-minute } 
tele. specials. in the: U. S. and. 

-fabroad. . 
Outfit... will specialize in: the. 

{placement of first-run . productions: |- 

may organize its own sales 
staff .to sell off more..than: 
1,000 segments of series. that. 
have had network runs. Tom 
McDermott, Four Star veepee, 
said that he has had many 
offers from syndication. outfits 
but that no decison would: be. 
made before Aug. 15. 

Decision will ‘involve two ba] 
whethes to syndicate factors: 

and whether to handle. the 
sales with its own staff or turn 
the properties over. to an es-| 
tablished syndicate. 
Morris handles ‘the network: 
sales for Four Star. 

Dawg’ Hot: Lay - 
Buys 46 Markets: 

William: . 

: + Jolson Story’s Hot 21. 6 
WOR-TV’s - Tuesday . night fea- | 

“The ‘Big Pre-} 
centinues’. to score in’ the , 

ture film’ Special,’ 
view,’ 
summer ratings. 
For the fifth straight’ ‘week, the | 

I RKO. General. station topped the |. 
f Arbitron’s with an average quar-- 
ter hour rating. of 21.6 through the 

theatrical smash, of the late ‘40's. 

{for: ‘regional. sponsorship. Initial 
| product. includes Wolper’ Ss. rocketry. 
‘| show; “Race for Space,” that played | 
‘around . the. country via- syndica- [ 
‘tion: after. being turned down. by | 
all. three webs despite sponsorship, | 
and. “Biography: ofa Rookie,” the: 
producer's. hour. “show which.-was-° 

CBS Films’ only production. tor sponsored in several eastern mMar- 

‘hours .of “Deputy Dawg, ” done out 

‘of the CBS Terrytoons shop, and 

the first big sale on the animated 

program came in from H. W. Lay: 

Co. of Atlanta for 46 southeastern |: 
itv. markets, the syndicator reports. | 

Besides Lay, a food. manufac- 
turer, the five owned Metropolitan |.” ~ 

Stations .ré- |. 
|newed “Dawe.” ‘Metropolitan has]. ° 
stations in N.Y., Washington, Pe-|: 
oria, Stockton and Decatur. . ‘Lay’s’}. 
deal calls for- 26 weeks over: a 92. 

Broadcasting Corp: 

week: period. 

Other stations to purchase the 
second year of “Dawg” are in Fris- 
co, L.A. Boston, Madison ‘(Wise.),’ 
Youngstown, Dallas, Amarillo and | 

; Lake Charles. 

New Ripcord’ Sales 
Ziv:UA’s new syndie half-hour, 

“Ripcord,” . Sky-diving adventure 
series, has hit new markets via. ex- |. 

panded ‘and new sponsor invest- 

ments. 

According: to the 
Lincaln Life Insurance and Savan- 
nah Sugar Refining have been add-. 

markets, and Brown .&. ing new 
Williamson cig firm has joined the 
‘sponsor list. , 

Other new bankrollers include 
Strietmann Biscuit on- WKY-TV; 
Lexington; Franklin Furniture ‘and. 
LaGondola Foods, both on WSYR- 
TV, Syracuse; and Ellison Bakery, 
WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne. 

company.” 

snext season will be new 26 half- {kets by 

Jungle: 

Schaeffer Brewing..° It's 
‘currently under: 
showing, according . ‘to Fountain- 
head. 

New. org’ s: ‘Yieadquarters are. at: 
‘Sterling in-New York. 3 offices 
‘will. open “about. ‘Sept. AS. 

\Brazil’s, Faves: Rin Ta’ | 
~ Jungle Jim,” Churchill 

“Down. where the . coffee comes. 
from, they dig “Rin Tin Tin,” 

Jim”: and 
Churchill. 
“That’s' the report from | ‘Screen. 

Gems, ‘which ‘say ‘thrée. of: its syn- 
dicated shows are win, place: and 
-show in the. ratings, in Sao- Paulo, 
Brazil. 

. ‘First, ‘with a 70% share of audi- 
‘ence.is. “Rin: Tin. Tin;” “second is 

| “Jungle Jim,” with. 52% ‘and third, 
“The Winston — Churchill ‘Mem- 
oirs,”” 50%. | 7 

Morey Presies Allied - 
a Hollywood, July :25. 

Edw ard Morey has been elected 
president. of: Allied Artists Tele- 

. vision Corp., “wholly:. owned ‘sub-: 
-sidiary: formerly known. as Inter-: 
state. Television Corp., ‘with Rob- 
ett B. ‘Morin. named vice-president: 

\'and ‘general: -sales manager... — 
Morey’ selection: marks major 

expansion. of -company’s tv. activi- 
He.is'v.p. and director of. 

Allied. Artists. 
ties..- 

‘Morey: : comes . to 
AA. from’ Famous. Artists, where 

; he headed the. 'N.Y.: office. 

55%, Canadian Content’ Crawley’s 

Ottawa; July” 95. 
Strongest factor, along - 

Pt oxinity, 

with | 
vet: ‘Crawley ‘director, is helming 
the visuals and: all technicians are | 

that won Crawley Films | Canadian. So are. five of the six. 
here the 260-stanza color: ty-. ikey. animators and as many’ others 

Film series “Wonderful Wizard ‘of. 
:QOz” auay from Japan Was. ‘Board 
‘of Broadcast .Governors’ "55°. 
Canadian content”: rule. ‘It conies. 
fully into effect next year on all 
Canadian stations, 

Videcraft Intl. Inc.,. but Crawley 
-vot the nod for the $300,000-plus 
deal far world distribution... (It’s 

CBC and. indie. ° 
Two pilots for the five-minute 

series were -made in .Japan for* 

UK 

vember 

‘of the 35 needed - -as: Can be hired 
in. Canada, the rest:te come. from : 

Crawley ‘has rounded ‘up'25. 
40 far. Y Firni has had a‘small ani- 
niation unit.-for years for its com- 
mercial ‘films;, headed by. Vic ‘At- 
kinson. | Dickie Horn, w.k. U.K. 

-animator, is another of ‘the key | 
-men, 

actually for 130, with another 130. 
BBG reportedly prom- 

-ised Videocraft a.°55°e Canadian” 
seal for its Japanesé-made ‘ ‘Pinoc- 

“was. made: if. “°Oz" 
‘BBG chairman . Dr. 

chis™ as well, 
in) Canada. 

‘Pyke . 
‘Dalton. ‘all’ Canadianis. 

who: also include ‘William 
.. Barry ‘Nelson,’ Dennis 

and ‘English-born. ‘Robert | 
Mason, 

Story: boards ‘are: being done by’ 
Tom .Peters and Jules. Bass, both | 

‘Andrew Stewart is quoted as say-_ 
ing the concession was made to’ 
encourage formation of a Canadian 
animation. industry. -This~ the 
first amajor cartoon series. 
in Carada. Three have been shot, 

is 

‘made: 

three: are in production. and "40° 

“Oct. 31. 
‘Crawley Films will -do all “the 

visuals, with soundtrack. made at 
RCA-Victor studios in’Toronto by 
Bernard .Cowan : Associates: Inc., 

‘with Canadian actors Pegi Loder, 
Paul -Kligman, Larry: Mann, Alfie: 

directed by. Cowan. Thomas. Glynn, 

are. expected to be in the. ‘can by. 
- a. new 

of N.¥.—latter a member of Video-: 
craft. directorate. Script is based. 
‘on the Frank ‘Baum characters, 
partially renamed Rusty the..Tin 
Man, Dandy the Cowardly: ‘Lion, 
Socrates the Straw Man. Dorothy. 
and the. Munchkins; however, Te- 
‘mains the same. : 

: Crawley 
production deal with Jack Webb's 
Mark VII outfit: in’ Hollywood for 

-(Cawley’s 
“RCMP” ‘series has sa far been. 
, Seen ‘by. an estimated minimum. 
25,000,000 viewers in 13 countries: 
Canada, U.S., U.K., West Germany, 
Australia,: New - Zealand, Puerto. 

+ against the first six months |Sé opp and James Daohan in leads,. Rico, Hong «Kong, Iran, Nigeria, : 
| and KOGO, San Diego.” ar (Continued on page 44). 

9 to 11 p.m. Tuesday showing of | 
“The Jolson’ Story,” Columbia pix } 

for . 

option for Coast : 

Winston. 

‘Films, also has. a. co- | 

Royal. Canadian Mounted 
Police _-tv-film series. : 

Unique Casting fo 

+ US. life. 

wish. to see spotlighted.. 

adviser on skein. 

“Skelton Studios Sat ‘Los. Angeles, July 25. 
‘demanded _ $23,660 ‘damages. - 
breach of. contract ‘suit filed Friday 
(21). 
Heritage . Productions Iric.,, Buddy 

two television series. 

asked. on 
Street”. series . from . trio | of de- 
fendants. — 

Regional Spreads 

Two” regional: pankrollers . shave 
bought. the. new Filmaster — half- 
hour’ series, “The Beachcomber,”: 

| for. a several-market spread. . 
" American. -Stores,:. supermarket 

. chain, via Gray. & Rogers ad shop,. 
has. the. show for -Philadelphia,. 

“| Baltimore, Wilkes-Barre and Syra-.; 
“cuse. -. | 

‘Streitmann Biscuit,. through 
Ralph H. Jones. Co., Cincinnati. ad 
agency, will bankroll the series ”in. 
Nashvilie, Roanoke; Orlando, 
Bristol, "Clarksville: ‘and Birming- 
ham 

Fla., 
‘throughout the State. 

| VIRGIN ISLANDS’ 
BIC VIDFILM ny 

. VITV;. the Virgin ‘Islands’. own. 
ty. station, has. bought 10. telefilm 

Big Plus in Wooing Tinted ‘Oz’ series from Stateside distribs and 
the ‘stanzas are all going to -be | 
‘slotted -in- prime time. ‘beginning 
the week of Aug. 1.-. 

General. manager of ‘the station, 
Howard .Blaine, through Charles | 
‘Michelson Inc:, the -outlet’s ‘U.S. 

“Miami. Undercover,” ‘ “Perry 
‘Mason,”..“Ozzie. .& Harriet,” “The 

Skelton Show. ” 
- Blaine is. also. running a contest: 

I to find the area’s: top, steel band, 
which in addition to 2 N.Y, nitery 
engagement, will appear. on one of 
Ed Sullivan’s . upcoming .. : CBS-TV | 
‘programs. us 

New. 7 Aris Sales. 
. Seven. more stations have pacted 
for Seven Arts “Films of - the: 
50’s;. post. 1950 features being ped-. 
dled in two ‘packages. of: 40. and. 41 

for. both volumes. Latest sales for 
the: initial bundle: -include.. WGAL, 
‘Lancaster;; KTBC, Austin; _.and | 
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. - The ‘Texas 

‘Seven Arts features: : 

‘Portland, Ore.; _ KEEM, . “Spokane; | 

. on the disk jockey. payola scatidal, 

TV Producers Guild to Networks: 7 

Beware of Your Crawl 
Credits’ 

Red: ‘Skelton’s. ‘Skelton - ‘Studios 

in. Superior Court against’ and writers: 

Bregman and Paul G.. Benton over: rectors unanimously: passed “a res- aoe 

Suit asked $21,301. plus 1% , ‘Ine 
| terest’ from. April °5, 1961, from. 
‘Heritage on grounds this. amount | 
was owed on “The Song and Dance'| 
Man” series. Total of. $2,359. was. 

“Sunny. Side: of. the. 

writers: and. actors 

buying rep. has ‘taken --“‘Highway 
Patrol,” “Sea Hunt,”. “Phil Silvers | 
Show,” “Have Gun ‘Will Travel,” 

Vikings, ” “Gunsmoke” ’ and | “Red | 

{fore ‘the” first scene. | 

outlets. bought an ‘additional. 10 
: ‘| ‘markets for: advice series. 

Volume II has been ‘sold in three: : 
more markets that already ‘have. 
pacted for the first package: KGW,. 

eine daly 2 26, 1961 7 

| Hollywood, july. 25. 
Leonard “Ackerman. and: John’ ‘Burrows, coproducers. of “Targety . 

The Corrupters”. :telefilm | series, - obyiously’ anxious-. to. remoye | 
their new fall ABC-TV -entry. from: possibility of being Iumped. ~ 
with “violent”. shows. on tv, are trying. to induce U.S.:Sen: John L. 

. McClellan to conie’ here and be filmed in e@- foreward to: ‘precede’ 
airing of first segment of skein Sept. 29. . 

‘McClellan, of ¢ourse, chairs’.the . ‘Senate. ‘conimittee’ which ‘has 
been probing tacketeering ‘and corruption. in: Various. walks. “of 

The series will have’ 10 segs. in ‘the. ‘ean: by. ‘September it Me: 
Clellan arrives and: it is understood. he may be asked to give them 
the 0.0. and select the. teeoff: episode —a subject. he may. especially. : 

- Steve MeNally,” who stars in. “Gorrupters, " ‘plays. a syndicated ” 
crime reporter who. exposes corruption, frequently in high: places;. 
He is patterned after Lester Velie, who has written. much on crime 
for Reader's Digest. Velie, incidentally, has been hired as technical. 

-Among' stibjects upcorning in series are ones, on’ ‘graft in highway” 
construction; trash ‘collection; repens on. Capitol. Hill~and one.” 

* Hollywood,’ July. 25.. 

Veiled ‘threat’ of: drastic ‘action: 

° against” producing: companies sand 
networks © has been: levelled. ‘by 

08 Television’ Producers Guild’ in. the: 

in hassle, over. ‘separation of producer. 
credits from. those. of the. director 

- Guild’s ‘board of di- 

olution’ against. such. practice - and: 
that -ariy’ violation of the Guild's 
position would-be met with: ‘‘dras-. 
tic action if. necessary to: enforce - 
the ‘Tesalution. ” 

“Over. “the signature. of ‘Ben: 
Brady, TPG,» ‘copies of the: resolu-. .. 
tion ‘were mailed to all major net | . 
}-works, . Assn. ‘of ‘Motion - Picture’ 
Producers, Alliarice. - of.. Telévision : 

{Film © Producers, : ‘and . the © three: 
guilds. representing " directors, 

Resolution: charged: that ‘such: aa: 
|arrangement: on. the crawl is dis- . 

On ‘Beachcomber ’| 
.criminatory .and creates -an inferi-" 
or. position - which.-»vould’ (a) ‘imply 
‘a. reduction. in- “Yank from creator 
‘to.. technical,” ‘administrator... (b). 
constitute a. ‘degradation - of ‘the 
producer ‘which’ is :wholly unten- 

J able, economically arid: financially. 
damaging, {e). threatens ‘to. disturb © 
‘an: historic’ relationship’. between. 
producer, - writer and... director 
which: sould: besa drastic. disserve- 
jice to the employers as well-as the 

producing: profession, ‘and. .(d)? un="~ 
-dermines the authority “and -pres- ~ 
tige of a position... which-. must-“be 
kept: filled. with: energetic and Ams 
aginative people. an 

Resolution. - further ° states that: 
“Beachcomber, ”. with: 30 -of' the the screen credit .of the working ~ 

39-stanzas in the can, is being. pro-- producer . shalt ‘directly precede 
duced at Filmaster's Winter. Park, | those.’ of the writers ‘and:. director... 

studios . and on “locations w 
..: |at- the: front: end and/or -shall di- S 

when -these’ credits: are ‘positioned - 

Jrectly follow those :credits ‘of. the ©. 
director “and . writers. at. the: end: : 
‘of a show ‘but:in.no instance. shail’ © 
the credit of. the -wroking. producer 
be separated from ‘the credits of 
the writers. and direetor:.. oak, 

Position is-taken by producing... 
companies, “networks ‘and ad: agen-', 
cies. repping the ‘sponsor, ‘accords. at oF 
ling to B. Ritchie Payne, Producers ~. 

| Guild executive. secretary. that the 
producer. card: should not: be shown 

rat the. beginning of the show. be- 
cause. “it: takes -too.. long. to. get 
‘into - -the. _play’-after the. opening = 
commercial.”’:-- Such. ,a” credit, ace. 
cording. to Payne, ‘can be disposed: 
of in. six seconds and hot 10° or 15 
| seconds ‘as: is- ‘claimed. 

Sponsors: have - clainied that. the. 
.|- front” of. the: show ‘jis. 
tered”. with. credits'.and that the 
‘producer card. should be spotted 
anywhere ‘else..but’ at: the ‘opening. — 
Pact that. ‘writers and ° directors’: 
.have with. producing: companies Tee. 
quire ‘that .éach: has. 4 “separate: 

' : jeard,: Directors . insist. their _con-: 
“tract -calls for the first card. after . 
|the last scene. or. the last card be-. 

Some. com-'- 
/ panies” are “carding” the writers 
and“. directors ‘Up .front © and the 
producer: later’ in. the :play.” The . 

Dr. Brothers’ Sales” 
- ABC’ Films. ‘reports: seven hew 

“sales: for’. the. “Consult: Dr. 
Brothers,” making a tota! - of 2. 

New station sales include. KPTY, 
Portland, © Ore; ‘KOB,;~ Albur- 
‘queraue:. WGAL, . ‘Lancaster: 

Y,- Spokane; KTAR, Phoeabas | 
KMJ; Fresno; and 1 KGUN, “Tucson,” 

: “too clut- :. moe 

| producers: insist: on. being Included. _ 
pix fin: the creative credits.” oo Sean” 
KING-TV,: ‘Seatile: has. ‘signed 



““This summer, the Seven Arts feature films are producing high’ 
ratings you'd be proud: to get. in the. fall! These. powerful attrac- - 

‘tions have: given us what we: needed. to: hold a: lead in'a town. 

where leads are traditionally hard. to hold. . 

“Wer re ‘using.’ Warner’ s “Films of the: 50's’ on-our ‘Theatre 9 

“right. smack in the middle. of Los ‘Angeles’ “Sunday night prime 

: time. The ‘show: was sold-out before we started, and you can 

see ‘from. the. ratings what. these Warner pictures are daing for. 

‘our. participating advertisers. " 

ARBITRON AVERAGE SHARE. 

Four Sundays, June 11, 18, July 2 9, 7: 30- 10: 15 p. m.. 

ee oe Aweek 
ede A _ _ - Average Share 

oe ie RAST showing Springfield Rifle, Hondo, . 
“= » Rebel Without a-Cause, The Hieh.2 and the Mighty... 

STATION A. i ee 

a ‘STATION B.::,. sitsnegaienebassiseebencen deredionsnn 
STATION C.... ce. os ee . ee els seeteeeneeaten ilessseeted 3% 

STATION D...:..::...... Seen seitavéute 18%. 
4. STATION Eo save serssddvenngicdebegce 
he STATION E.., silveleececsuateresiga 

MAL KLEIN 

Warner’s films of the 50’s... 
Money makers of the 60's 

SEVEN ARTS 
ASSOCIATED 

CORP. 

A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS, LTD. 
Motion Pictures —‘ ‘Gigot’’, starring Jackie Gleason, now shooting in Paris... 
Gene Kelly. directing... - 

. Theatre—"‘Gone with the Wind" in preparation. 
Television — Distribution of films for T V., Warner's “Films of the 50° im 
Literary Properties —‘‘Romancero™ by Jacques Deval 

7 Real Estate—The Riviera of the Canbbean, Grand Bahama, in construction ., 

NEW W YORK. 270 Park Avenue YUkon 6-1717 
CHICAGO: 8922. DN. ta Crosse, Skokie, Ill. ORchard 4.5105 

. DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive ADams 9-2855 

BEVERLY HILLS; 232 So. Reeves Drive GRanite 6-1564 

Ee 

For list of TV ‘stations programming Warner Bros “Films of 
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data) 
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BADIO-TELEVISION 

Gary Deal Trims Jo Stafford 
But Wow, Those Other 10° Sez ATV) 

Lendon, July 25. 
Jo Stafford’s contract.to appear 

in a fall. Garry Moore show has 
forced her to cut out three of the }. 
projected 13 specials she’s taping 
fur Associated TeleVision at Els- 
tree. Sho has charity commitments 
also which mean she must plane |- 
out for the U.S. early in Septem- 

ber 
Undiscouraged by the cut, Mike 

Nidorf, Miss Stafford’s -manager 
ard president ot ITC, ATV's | 
wholly-owned subsidiary which is 
selling the specials, states: “We; 
have had offers from. every major 
network for these specials. But 
we ate being cautious with the 
American market so no arrange- 
ments have been made for sale 
there yet.” Nidorf is confident of 
this venture’s “world success” and 
he sees it as a formula that U.S. 
producers will want “to follow. 
“Certainly other top artists a 

+ ~ 

At Gunn Point, Yet 

sales rep, Al Lanken was one of 
the passengers. aboard the _hi- 
jacked Eastern . Airline plane... 
forced to land in Cuba. 

Gunn” episode titled, “The 
Long, Long Bide.” 

‘Canada Revising 
AM Regulations: 

Restrict Com'ls 
Ottawa, July’ 25... . 

yant shows like this,” he says Revision .of Canada’s regula- 
‘According to Lew Grade, ATV’s: 

deputy managing . director, each: 

special will cost between $100, 000 will be mulled at. public hearings 
and $150,090. He says::-“We have; lof the Board of Broadcast Gever- 

been wanting to spend this kind | nors in Ottawa Aug: 22. Top: items 
of money on a series: for some 
time but we've had to wait for 
the right artist to build it round.” | 

Impressive guest lineup so far! 
reads: Claire Bloom, Edd Byrnes, 
Roy Castle, Rosemary Clooney, 
Ella Fitzgerald,. Kathleen Harrison, 
Benny Ilill, Dave King,- Peter Law- 
ford, Peggy Lee, Kenneth More, 
Robert Morley, Cliff Richard, 
Peter Sellers and Mel Torme. 
Residents, alongside Miss Stafford, 
are The Polka Dots, a_ close 
harmony four who landed the job 
at the star’s request. U.K. Initialer 
in the hour-long Stafford shows 
beams over the whole cammercial 
web from Sept. 9, rest following 
at fortnightly intervals: 

Chi FM’er Takes Up 
Where NBC Medical 

Network Leaves Off 
Detroit, July 23. 

An FM statfon here has picked 
up where NBC's Medical Network, 
which died a-bornjng, left off. 
WDTil, .a relatively new station 
which. has been on the air less than 
a year, tas incepted. a medical 
news service for a three-hour pe- 
riod on Tuesdays from noon to 3° 
p.m. Program. block is aimed at | 
doctors in the Detroit area and is 
being done in collabaration with 
the Michigan State Medical So-! 
ciety. 

Lineup includes a segment ane | 
nouncing the coming week's medi- 
cal events, another a. wrapup of 
medical news for physicians, and a | 
third a presentation: of medical, The General Electric Con ‘station’ 
abstracts. ‘There are also to be two{| (NBC affil). substituted films, ‘in 
brief interpretive medical features! which a heavy investment had. 
and an interview on current. medi«| been made, for the late-night. live 
cal devciopments with an authority. | program, Change in position is due’ 

mer¢ial time and redesigning: of 

BBG has ‘given interested groups. 

can come - up with arguments ‘and 

briefs. 

Also scheduled for discussion 
are proposals aimed at obligation 

use of Canadian talent and ma 
terial. 

to program deejay Shows heavily |. 

posed new rules specify no station 
shall devote more than 20°. bet- 
ween 6 a.m.:‘and midnight to coeni- 

full hour... 

Proposed regulations would also 
call. for public. hearings ef any 
application to organize a private: 

quired to have two or more sta- 

would be barred from affiliating: 
with .more than one web or with. 

— ee ee ‘Paar Back on ‘WRGB: . 
CE Station’ s Tint Sort 

September, the Jack Paar show. 
which it dropped in .1957, and 

{which WTEN, area CBS S outlet, 
acquired in November, 

Medical features will be inter-|to two factors: color . (“the addi- }. 
larded witit music and the regular-| tion of this show will give vs all? 
ly scheduled newscasts on the: the color in the area”); deprecia-. 
hour. | tions of old movies. 

RCA PROFITS UP 
FOR 2D QUARTER 

RCA profits In the second quar- 
ter of the year were . $5,600,000. 
alter taxes, which is $500,000 more 
than in the like period in 1960. 
Sales for March-June reached a 
record of $360,100,000 against the 
1960 quarterly sum of $345,800,000. 

RCA earnings per share of com-! 
mon stock were 29 cents, same as | 
tn the 1960 quarter,- when there, 
were fewer shares outstanding. 

eee 

Gerald Green Returns To 

NBC on News Specials |‘ ore economy move, 
Ccerald Green, once: producer of ; | prexy LeRoy Collins disclosed the 

“Today” and “Wide Wide World,” | Assn. was dropping its sponsorship 
rejoined NBC last week as a pro-|of the Voice of Democracy Bread- 
ducer and writer, working on spe-'cast Scriptwriting Contest for 
cials being done by the network’s'highschoolers. Electronic Indus- 
news shop. Author of “Last Angry tries Assn.. announced simultane- 
Man,” “Lotun Eaters” and “His | ously it was withdrawing its spon- 
Majesty O'Keefe,” “Green will! sorship also. 
initialiv produee and write six of: Third: co-sponsor, 
t.e 40 tuill hour specials being: Foreign Wars, was reported “serj- 
dene by NBC News next season. / ously considering” continuing: the 

Green, who left NBC four years : contest. 

oee nas been purchased for use on 
y and Sunday. nights, when. 

ahead does not televise. 

Washington, July. 25. 

The Collins regime is attempt- 

some budget of National Assn." af 

Broadcasters. Jdea is to: make 

azo, bezan there in 1950 first as: Although NAB- nationally. will. 
a Writer, then news editor on:no longer be an active sponsor, 
“Todiv.” He eventually became ; ' state associations. of broadcasters’ 
“Today” nroducer before switeh- ; can make their own decision. So 
fing in ‘Sd to” | far, 23 of the 48 state groups have Wide World.” 

“Y Atlanta's Mayoralty 

éandidates to. qualify in the race 

Official Films southern sales. : | 
| their, -{ntentian. ‘to ‘run) radio and 

television stations are ‘beginning to: 

"F rom The Production Centres” Race a Bonanza For | 
TV and Radio Stations |* 

; “Atlanta, iJuly 25. 

“with Tess ‘than. &.. month left for. 

—in Northern California . 
for -‘mayor (six: ave. announced | gave its first safety ‘award. 

‘He was carrying a “Peter - | 

} tions governing AM’ broadcasting 

will likely. be new rules for com-. 

regulations on new indie “webs:. 

advance plans of revisions 50 they | tour-year ‘botanzas produced by. 

1 city - politics: are: town’s three tv: 

of all AMers to submit: - annual | WOXI 
reports on their promotien and 

Under present regulations, radio | . 
stations seem to -be encouraged 

spliced with commercials. Pro-. 

mercials, with a.30% limit in any |. 

network. Applicant would be re- |i 

tions pacted as affiliates. AMers |; 

@ non- -Canadian network operater.. 

WRGB i pelain tag.” n Tate’ 

‘help ‘finance ‘Mrs. 
proposition:. IDB lends dollar for. 

Seven Arts post-1950 film pack 

NAB Trims Agenda, Participations 
To Salvage Coin for ‘New Efforts’ 

jannounced. plans to take ‘part ‘fn. 
‘the 1961-62 contest, which awards. 

ing to hold the line on the ful- 

more: money: available for new ‘ef-. 

NAB : 

Veterans or 

reap the harvest. 

two exceptions, ‘will be well heeled. 
| with ‘dough. They have to be since 

| filing fee in Mayor's race is-$2,500. | 
_ In addition. to mayor's’ post, be- 
‘ing vacated’ voluntarily by William 

| B.. Hartsfield, ' ‘who has had job for. 
more than 20. years; 17 members of. 

‘tion, are scheduled toi be nomi-_ 
| nated’ in primary—and most of the 
tineumbents’ have ‘opposition. On 
‘top of* that 16 members of: city 
executive committee—two ‘from. 
each of the eight wards—-will be. 

represent. . 

‘a -Tunoff: | which. usually follows. 
first ‘ primary in two: weks—will - 
bring. in. additional coin to elec-. 
‘tronics mouthpieces here. 

Set to cash in on these every. 

outlets, WSB-T¥Y, WAGA-TV and 
WLW-A,. and & dezen or. so radio 
outlets, headed by WSB, WPLO,. 

.. WINN,, “WGUN, WGsT, 
WAKE. and others. oO 

~ Tinted OP 
Rhodesia, Argentina,’ and Urnguay, 
‘and others are . dickering for it: 
now.) . 

New one will. be ‘based on US. 
‘|novelists'. Benedict” and Nancy 
Freedman’s. “Mrs,- Mike’ (once 
theatre-filmed by™ Hollywood): 
Husband-wife team is how script-. 
ing the. pilot,: 
scTipts—-if © the - series: 

“Budge” . ‘Crawley. told: VARIETY. 
(Several Canadian writers were 
used on. “RCMP,” though many 

“of the: scripts were done by Harry - 
{Horner and Barney Girard. U:S.. 
| vets. who ‘also directed: many of 
| them: but. then - there. wasn’t even 
jthe ‘present - “45%: Canadian’ con- 
tent”... - rule for: Canadian-shown 
tv.) 

Crawley. Films - has “applied, 
throngh Canada’s .Department - of 

i Trade & Commerce, for an Indus- 
trial. Developnient . Bank loan to 

Mike.” His: 

dollar, with each party. taking an 
equal rap if the Project flops. 

Atlanta—Frank : M. Lokey Jr, 

WLW-A, Crosley Broadcasting. Co. 
television station . here, has been. 
riamed - general. manager of radio. 
‘station’ WEAD. (ne— WCPK,: later. 
/WEAS). 

prizes ‘to high-school ; : youths. for. 
scripts ‘With a patriotic. mot.  . 

In another. move, Collings 4dis-- 
closed the. eight Fall: Conferences, 
conducted in eight. cities across the 

|nation, willbe cut back to one day. 
| Heretofore,’ ‘they’ ve -been two-day 
affairs. 
In a. ‘memo. “to- NAB members, : 

‘Collins said the action would less- 
en the financial _and time burden 

more broadcasters will come), and 
imake for a better. Assn. presenta- 
tion.. ‘by “concentrating” the. _Pro- 

Dallas; Oct... 18, Salé Lake City; 
‘Oct. . 20,. ‘San Francisco; Nov. 10, 
Boston: Nov. 13;. Pittsburgh; .Nov.. 
tile Minneapolis; Nov. 20, Jackson- 
‘vi e.- 

When the campaign: starts in 
earnest: {election —-. a primary—is 
set for Sept. 13) both radio and 

-|video time will be hard to -get. 
‘since.-all candidates; ‘with one ‘or 

-aldermanic . board ‘and nine mem- 
‘bers: of Atlanta‘ Board of: Educa- | 

eleeted. by voters ‘of ‘wards. they | 

With all-these political jobs to ‘be 
filled—and:. many ‘seeking | ‘tthem—. 

— 5 Continued from. page 42. = 

|Themas L. Young, .v.p.-general: manager” of. 
Austin, .Minn., named. 

| conduding day: of Minneapolis At 

game at Milwaukee ; 

on both participants and NAB (an. 
extra dividend .. being. “possibility 

IN DETROIT .. . 

Army duty . 
sumer marketing agent, will make regular weekly appearance on 
to provide homemakers with food information , ; .. 

- Continued from page uu a 

“. of ‘Denver's KRMA-TV, combining business and pleasure. in. Frisco. 

“eae ‘KPEN-FM. tossing a Hotel. Canterbury’: ‘dinner Wednesday: (26) to. 

kick off start of Stereo Multiplex ‘broadcasting—via ‘KPEN,’ ‘naturally’ oe 
; Marian Rowe’ s. PIX: K “Adventure School” - 

“George R, Kendall, former. PR director for. WSR,. ‘ts. the station’s 

news “editor: following the: resignation of William. Sheehan who. goes: to a 

ABC in N.Y: for a: roving radio. ‘commentator. assiguineat as » Lew 
Sherman, WXYZ. disk jockey, has returned | to the station following - 

. Mrs;. Josephine Lawyer, Michigan ‘State Univ. cons oan 

WDTM’s Dan Price © 
is off to Europe: to: question. . government: and. business leaders about . 
current developments for. future airing on the FM. wavelengths : ... 
WXYZ-TV has produced “Dynamic Detroit” a 60-minute documentary. ~ 
of Detroit’s virtues with leading: citizens. taking” ‘part. Tape will be... 
shown .to various groups around country. as means of improving city’s .. 
“image”... . WJR's Bud Guest vacationing:in New: England . 

city. 

IN PH ILADELPHIA . 0 

motion director. James Kiss, director ‘of ‘public relations: for: TV Guide, 
named associate . membership. chairman. of BPA... 

iginated:the series. 
thing to Say” on WELN. Program was winner of the. Associated Press 
Outstanding. Commentary Award of 1959... <<. WCAU-TV commentator 
John Facenda to discus’ his recent tripto Israel with students -on " : 

. ~The _Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust. Co, - 
bankrolls : “Take. a Second Listen,” on WELN,. a Session of Broadway 
-near-hits-“forgetten musi¢ to’ ‘remember. mo: : 

{IN MINNEAPOLIS .. , a 
1. “Aqua Follies” producer At Sheetian may. have gromids for euit over 7° 

| unauthorized’ use of Follies: film footage in Michael Shayne tv show. .'s 
‘/-Miss Sweden and Miss Norway, beauty queens’ attending Minneapolis: 

“Treasure Chest” show. .-i-. 
|. WCCO promotion. assistant Phillip. Gainsley. thas joined KSTP’s news .-- 

. Thrush. Sally Jones, appearing at. White House nitery. m 

“The American Image” (23). . 

Aquatennial, were guests on KSTP-TV’s 

department - oe 

vice . prexy 

Weiss is host ‘of Coca-Cola’s “Teen Bulleting Board” show on: WXYZ) 
.. WDTM has inaugirated: a niedical . news service for ‘area’ doctors” 

reporting: on current medical’ news and coming . medical: events in the. 

“Mike © Schaffer, director- of fritiia’ and: advertising | “for: ‘Wet; “. 

elected to the. board of. directors of. ‘the Broadcasters Promotion Asso~ 

“ciation, to fill post. of the. late Kenneth Chernin, Triangle Stations pro- 

| t “Eggs. "Round: the. 
Clock” is. theme of intensive: WCAU public. setvice campaign ‘to aid’ :. 
‘poultry and egg farmers. ‘Hugh. Ferguson, station’s farm director, or-- 

Newscaster Taylor Grant reviving his “Some-- 

xy of: Black Hawk Broadcasting Co.. : 
Ww hich ‘operates. KWWL-TV. and Radio in Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, Sowa: 
as well as the two Minnesota ‘Stations . 5 - WTC 
of the Week”: Sunday (23) to cower. spectacular water events: during 

ial. Statien -had Hs cameras 
mounted on veranda of Calhoun Beach hotel where its studios are 
located, adjacent to Lake Calhoun, site of the Aquatennial. windup. _ 

-}{N PITTSBURGH 3 

CN-TV. interrupted “Play _ 

-. Sterling ‘Yates, one of. the top " erbonalitie’ tiere, ts trying to ‘get 

‘out Of his weather. man deal :with Atlantic. His. :other sponsors are. 

objecting: to his identification’ with. the’ oil firm, .°.::.,Joe.Negri, of the.” 
Hank. Stohl show ‘on WTAE, has come up with a 

he gets. a two-week stand in October at the Holiday. ‘House . . 

Charleston: 
. Another ‘strong documentary 

from Bave Murray. and WTAE on. “The 'Molesters” drew critical. raves.. 
Story dealt with deviates molesting. children .. , Ken. Hildebrand and. 
KQV are in the name calling stage over his. recent. firing:;'. . KQV is 

on its 100% ‘rock ’’n’ rock programming . 

participating. . 

{IN- CINCINNATI 
six-year spieling. staff veteran of t Charies' P. Dwyerresigné as: national sales ‘manager of WERC-TV 

placed by George H. Rogers Jr.,. upped: from’ commercial” manager, to 

dising director... 

.. WCKY link- 

for 50-50. daytime. scheduling. of telk and music programs. 

IN CLEVELAND 
‘Beripps- Howard Radio’ ts cald to be dickeritig to , bay WERE Radio ©. 

for $3,200,000. The reports set off other. offers ‘for the 5,000-watter, 
but ‘it ‘wouldn't ‘be sold until after. ‘baseball season:: : S-H already owns. 
WEWS-TV.. here: . se 

‘Charlie Masella, ‘business ‘Manager, and Joe. Zingale, salesman. had 
daughters . . .. Ron Penfound,- who operates on WEWS-TV as Capt. 
Penny, . “met: a ‘Teal one the other day when, 
visited .. 
of the Browns: football::team, said the. team’s ty le wouldn't: be 
affected by the -U:S. District Court" rating on. 1 CBS. Natfonal Football 
League telecast ‘schedule. 

MBS Concertizing 
Mainly a .news. web, “Mutual 

‘spending: a week in. East Lansing, 
Mich.;- where: the. Congress: i 

‘smash hit.-tn “So 
Blue” which has sold: over 1000 here:.on the World ‘Label. As a ah 

ohn | 

Hills is now a. permanent . Wednesday. morning’ feature.. on the Kay - 
Neuman. show. on WIIC. He is also- on stations~in ‘Hunttrigton and. 

.. Brisn Seruby has: joined KDKA-TV as ‘a director. He © 
comes here from WMBD-TV, Peoria . ; 

to become ABC-TY's international Sales. director Aug. 1, He will ba re- - 

Cigar smoke thickened at WHK: as ‘the. wives: of. 

Broadcasting has expanded. plans 
gram. for . “good. Tmusic” shows: this sea-. 

Schedule: for: the: “Fall ‘Confer-' son 
jJences: Oct. .13, St. ‘Louis;. Oct. . 16, 

concerts. slated: for Sunday nights 
through the: season: - 

“Oklahoma City ‘Syriphony Or- 
chestra concerts..will go. into’ its: 
13th MBS. year, with :50-minute. 

Strings, sponsored by.the American 
Federation of Musicians, is. under-' 
way. at Michigan: State U. 
tures 100.talented young musicians, 

and’ Mutual ‘plans’. series of: 25-° © 
‘minute. concert. shows | using the. - 
i kids. with a tentative ¢ ‘starting date 

‘Additionally, : web's music de- tof Aug. 6 

‘reported turning to country and western music and placing’ restraint: 
-WIIC to “have special fun - 

day. in August at: West. View. ‘Park, with: many of. its: top Personalities } 

‘be succeeded ‘by - Donald E. ‘Hardin, the | ‘station's. advertising-merchan-. - 
“WCPO-TV and WKRC-TV. gave -nod. for. WLW-T... 

to tape JFK’s: address and. carry it after telecast of Reds-Braves night --.’-. 
; Will-Lenay ‘has exited from WCKY: and may. - 

| forego disk jockeying for radio management . .. WSALs new program 
‘|director and deéjay. changed: his name from. Gene. Nelson. to. Gene... 
| Austin to avoid confusion: with. WCPO’s*Stan Nelson . «. 
ing with Mutual web inaugurated ‘station's ‘drastic cut. of. ‘music. output ° 

Marine Capt. Jim Penny 
. Art Modell, former N. Y:-adman and new majority owner: 

Tana head: Phil ‘Lampkin® re an 

It fea- 



St rT risin how trends can be stopped 
Maybe t they’! re 5 right. Maybe there # is nothing harder to stop. than 

o trend. Maybe. But: we stopped one. cold! 

oh Minneapolis-St: Paul, the TV. viewing. trend was down, AR 

three network affiliates (they’re called. X, Y & 2). played to fewer 

people.in. June than in May. A tot fewer. 

Not so at. WTCN, the Channel IE. ind 

© Audience was up. 20%. more viewers over-all, a ‘whopping 37¢7 : 

snore viewers in the big-time. slot’ from 6 P.M. -10 PM. Slice it 

any: way. you want. Hours per day, days per. week . . .-WICN 

* What did it? Sueh trend-stoppers: as Killebrew sand company— 

the Minnesota Twine fret 6 with the fans, if not first in the league. 

Neu on-the-hour. (On TV ? Sure!) First-rate, first-run feature 
“films in prime time. Great kiddie shows. The best in syndicated 
Programs. Community identification and endeavor. 

And we've just begun to fight. From now on, things get bigger 
and better. If the Twin Cities figure in your marketing plans, 

climb aboard. Call the man from Katz and aek him to bring along 
__.. the June ARB book. And the May book, too. Nielsen, if you prefers. 

‘Check the trend, the new trend Channel 11 in the Twins. 

TIME-LIFE BROADCAST 
| WTC N-1t Independent Minneapolis-St. Paul 
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————— lieves’ he’s: Iago | and dangerously {| a 

Foreign TV Reviews 
= —=—aames Continued from page. 2A 

Rot Soleil” with some panache, 
but reatly shouldn't 

The show was thus a medley of 
cocktail saarks withsut a nourish- 
jes course Anatole Fistoulari 
stieked the Loadon Philharmonic 
without much distinction, and 
Revinali Collia’s direction was 
edequiate Trouble was thal each: 
tte cight have found an ac- 
centable place in a vaude show, 
but diin’t revister fully in this 
itsy-bitss contex. Otta, } 

—— 

DESIGN FOR MURDER 
With John Welsh, Alan Wheatley, ' 

Kathleen Byron, Charies Gray, ! 
Jonn Cater, Constance Chapman, ; 
Sydonie Platt, John Abineri, : 
Anthony Woodroff: 

Producer: Patrick Dromzoole 
Writer: Alex Atkinson 
6) Mins., Thurs., 83:20 p.m. 
BBC-TV. from Bristol 

This taut thriller filled a good’ 
nerve-steetching hour, its chief as-! 
sets bemz a “skillfully machine- 
tesled plot and an atmospheric : 
barkstage set. devised by Desmond - 
Chian 

A meeting was to be held to dis- 
cuss the Brinsit production of a- 
Broadway must-at Elizabeth Carr, 
the desizner (Kathleen Byron, re- 
ened a typewritten’ letter threat- 
ening her death betore it besan. 
Sho tended to discount it, but her 
piine John Cater determined 
t) wate the others, to pick up a 
clue to ths writer's identity. 

The tmienacing ait was further ; 
charged by an okl psyehic actress | 
who omelt disaster in’ the ait. i 
Others under suspicion were the. 
producer Charles Gray), who in- 
sisted om casting his latest girl-j 
friend Sydonie Platt? in the lead, 
mich ty *4> disgust of another. ac- 
tor Alan Wheatley)’ Thus a neat} 
set of antmasitias was let loose— j 
but nou, on the surtace, directed ! 
gtainst ‘the pivelaimed = victim, 
Eliz ab oth 

Frrst, a potsoned drink was dis- 
covets | bstore it was drunk, And 
the an the eultriend was.found with’ 
a katfo in her bask-—but wearing a | 
kinaeay longing ta the designer. ! 
From this paint on, it was fairly 
easy for whodunit addicts to guess 
the ker, Elizabeth: had sent her-} 
self the menacing lélter, typing it | 
on 2 tnachine owned by the pro- 
dueer She was jealous of his new 
ltaton, having been an old flame ; 
of hus But she was found out be- 
cCluse the letter was posted before | 
sud produsee had landed in his 
plana trom New Yark, which had ; 
by: va del ayes sn 

Although it dida’t kil itself with 
fneeauiy, Alex Atkinson's script 
wis highly serviceable. The acting | 
was competent all reund. with 
Katnteon  Byroti, as the double-! 
dl aficrs: mitird-ress, making the! 
sharpest impact Patrick Drom- 
foote’s orofucrton was first-rate, | 
uvng the chilly spaces of the empty 

t 

tueatre to wood effect. Despite a: 
loss of sting in the tail, “Design for | 
Murder” earned a good pass mark | 

* fa its chass. Otta. 

j 

BERNARD DELFONT’ A} SUND AY | 

SHOW 
With Mel Torme,: Billy Dainty, ' 

Roa Parry, Biily Van Four, Mor- | 
Lider Trio, Corbett Monica.,- 
Pamela Devis Dancers, Jack : 
Parneli Orch 

Writec: Richard Waring 
Producer: Kenneth’ Carter 
69 Mins.; Sunday, 8:55 p.m. 
Asioctated Television, from 

don 
Mel Torme lost cout both -sonz- i 

wis. and 2Zagwise in this strietly | 
mass-appeal show from the Prince : 
of Wales Theatre, London. In fact, i 
he was the sore thumb in a hur- j 
tied, serappy program which’ al 
Torme fan would name = sacri- 
leginus It certainly did nothing | 
to hort hts popularity here. Gone | 
was the tight packed songalog. hia 

Lon-. 

sophistication and the audience- ; commercial... 

[Billy Van | Four whose ‘singing 

jof Ivan Yates, the affair proved 

(Peppirno. on ‘the Balcony) 

& a2 3 

on 
_ 1 

- through a gagey “Is Alvight With | f 
Me" to a wow rendering of * "When : 

the World Was Young.” 
The show's. pallor wasn't by. any} 

means all Torme’s fault. “it was: 
very much a 
braces affair, 

heights except,: _péerhaps,. 

tics which earned: the ‘only shouts 
for encore during the whole eve-" 
ning. His partner, Ron Parry,’ 
‘won't go down in history as a 
‘worldbeating.. ventriloquist -cum - 
:coamic but he raised a few yocks.|. 
‘with some unoriginal ‘patter. Most: 
talented supporting . act was. the 

vould go. ‘down: both -side& ‘of the 
pond. They backed. Torme in a 
quickie Show selection which was 
tuo fast and never gave them. a- 
chance to warm up. 

Only winner from. U.- 3S. comic: 
Corbett. M 
the best polite force money .can 
_buy.”. He suffered some.- bad. -mis- 
'fre because he -told American: 
2.25 A little more ‘localized | ma- 
ter ial and he would have clicked.. | 
‘Show's ‘script could have used a; 

-lot more. imagination and the pro- 

ivoutd waor to write home about. 
Maybe he should have sidestepped. ; 
this one, altowether. ; Watt. 

: FORUM 
With Anthony Howard, ‘David Fair- 

bairn, Ivan Yates 
Producer: James Ferman 
30 Mins.: Sun., 2:30 p.m. 

i Associated -TeleVision, from . Lon- 
don : 
For a skein’ of 11 ‘halt-hours, 

ATV is rineing the changes: on the 
informal discussion by having a 
controlled” debate, based on uni- 

‘yersity rules, .on a given. subject.. 
This initialler made a bright start 
with some brisk verbiage on_ the 
motion that. “the British Parlia- 
ment has lost prestige—and : thas 
deserved to.” An invited audience 
heard journalist Anthony Howard 
supporting the dictum, and. busi- 
nessman : David Fairbairn opposing 
it. Then one-minute speeches were 
solicited from. the: floor, with” a. 
summing-up .by the. two chief 
speakers. : 
PUnder the strict . chairmanship. 

i lively. Ifuward made a passionaté 
attack on the irrelevance of Com-. 
mons debates, and he made-ar ef-. 
fective contrast with the more ur- 
bane defense .of Fairbairn,: who.| 
opined that Beitish 
couldn't have tost political face -be-: 

icause they were so widely imitated 
‘bv the new self-governing -coun- 
‘ tries. 

There was a general feeling. that 
the Party system iniplied a. loss 

would be afraid to vote against 
itheic ticket lest they lost their 
:seats at the next election.  ~.. 

Maybe nothing ‘highly -momen- 
tous was said, but. producer James. 
‘Ferman and emcee. Yates cor- 
ralled the arguments. well: The 
final vote was. 
Parliament had, 

i shabby. “Olta. 

PEPPINO AL BALCONE 

With Peppino de ‘Filippo, Dolores 
Palumbo,. Maria. Marchi, Ric- 

-catdo Olivieri, John Kutzmiller, | 
others 

Director: Lino Procacci 
45 Mins.; Sun., 9:15. p.m.° | 
RALTV, from Rome (tapey —_ 

This is a. pleasant. and -risible 
ney ‘secies’.created by. and’: for 

; Peppino. DeFilippo,.a talented and. 
versatile performer whose’ tefe- 
genic personality has so: far -been 
relegated to a tvery successful! ty. 

‘If properly: handled, 

contact seen In his Room At the- “he could ‘play. an important ‘part 
Top nitery stiat. 

Instead, Torme emceed  un-j 
sensationally, gagyed cornily wit | 
resident Ron Patry and Billy 
Dainty and svloed in a_ tired 
old skit on how = differently 
GU S and U. K. film produc- 
era +ee the same situation. In this 
case it was the. wartime. pilot 
about to be shot down; the. Yank 
became a frantic hero and the 
Bettisher merely read the Times. 
At least when Torme sang he sang 
well—although this particular au- 
dlence wasn't yelling for more. He 
went through some superh vocal: 
gymoaasticg on “Just In Time” 

-gome local teddy boys. None of |” 

| with fine .support from. Dolores’ 

‘in Italy's video future. 
‘DeFilippo in this series plays a 

retired government. employee. at} 
first, Scips with home life.in aj 
modern ‘world he hasn’t had ..a 
chance: to know. Episode sees him 
in a confused attempt to cope. with 

material is explosively humorous, 
but all of it is adroitly handled for 
constant chuckles and. charm by’ 
DeFilippo and. his group of thesps, 

Palumbo and in. this segment, 
U.S. actor John Kitzmiller, ‘play- 
ing a demented thespian who. de- 

whereas the. ‘star | 
_works best in a tux. |. 

Rest of the bill never ‘réachid | 7 
‘ great 
‘Billy Dainty who. aiste-rolled "em. 
witkt some near contortionist. an- } 

Seapets 

was “Chicago has |. 

‘institutions |: 

‘Acton-Bond,’..was speedy and got |. 

| shares a ‘prison cell with DeFilippo. 
if maintairied «. on: this: - level, 

| series. promises, to give. the ‘Italian’ 
” video. icture. a’ much-needed- lift’ 

p “Technical started a: monthly ‘bulletin,’ called “Previews,” on details ‘of the pub- in.: the hot “months.” 
credits are fine. Sets less- elaborate’ 
‘than usual, 
color ful. Ha wh. 

ONE WAY PENDULUM. 

Patsy. Rowlands, Alex 
Frank Finlay, 

ingstone, 

syth, Ernest: Hate 
-Producer: Brandon Acton-Bond 
‘Writer: N. -F. Simpson | ~ 
95 Mins.; ‘Mon., 9:10 p.m. : 
BBC-TV, -from: London. 

fantastic purpose - of. author “N. F. | 
Simpson, “One Way. Pendulum” 
would .probably. seem a total ‘and.(. = 

it: made | 

an. ‘immensely. lively and ‘inventive | 
entertainment, - ‘which could. hardly. 
be’.described as a play-for it had} 
no dramatic . momentum. 

Simpson’s prime gift ‘was - to’! 
-establish a middle-class ‘family, the ; 
‘Groomkirbys, ° 
‘down to accent, turns ‘of phrase, 
and. -veactions.- But they ‘had. to 

fatuous. loss. For. others, 

‘exactly. described 

react te the’ ‘most. lunatic © situa-- 
-tions. : The. son, Kirby, had a bat- |- 
| tery”. of weighing-machines. in the 

them sing® ‘the “Hallelujah” chorus |: 
in unison.. Daughter Sylvia was" 
¢onstantly troubled because her 
‘arms were. teo long. An aged aunt, 

' 7 hurtling about... in- a. wheel-chair, |. 
‘had . booked. her: ticket for outer, 

tiently. yuilding a replica | of 
‘court-house inside. his - parlor, and | 
this was eventually occupied by. all 
the. personnel of a. law-court, ‘and: 
he’ is :put.on. trial. : 

It-is: a: ‘triumph. of, non’ sequitur, | 
‘and the. fancy is so brilliantly. hila- 
yious’ that, on. this. showing, 
-passed as superb comédy ‘and ‘there 
was no time to worder ‘where. it , 
-was_leading.. Which was precisely. 
nowhere. Nearest equivalerit would. |- 
be “Hellzapoppin,”. but. grounded 
‘in reality. 

‘The play, already a . legit “suc- 
cess two.years ago, gained by. ‘cut- 

nal. company, “Alison Leggatt, Patsy 
Rowlands,.: ‘and’ Roddy: 

of’ them... Others “who licked: in 
cluded John Laurie, : a prototypé 

of all judges, Joan’ Hickson, as. the 

woman who’s sole function was-to 
eat up--leftover food, -and Richard 

Pearson, as the do-it-yourself’ head’ 

of. ‘the. house. 
‘The - prodtiction, ° “by” Brandon: 

right under the ‘Skin: of. the fooling. : 

By ensuring a ‘matter-of-fact. set-| 

ting. and: swinging “his cameras | = 

around with some wit, . its full 

flavor was communicated. 
of integrity by the’ politicds,~ who |-. . As. indicated, - “One Way. Pen-. 

.dulum”” “might” ‘infuriate some. It 

would. please those ‘young enough 

‘| toclap: up Lewis Carroll, or those 

old. enough to. dote on, the Marx 

Bras. . - Otta, 

ee 

that the . British |: 
indeed, got) Desi Likes: Pay- ‘TV. 

—_ Continued trom page| 2 —- 

- bended April 26,. 1961: Figure, first : 

- -rannounced: by. company: last June 
22. compared with. a net of $811,- 
559 for. previous year. 

Reporting that the long- term fu-- 
ture of Desilu. is “bright; ” Arnaz. 

j said. that company as. of the pres- 
“Jent. is. two: shows’ .ahead of last 

year in producing. other - “product, 
totalling - 1 against: last. year’s nine. 
on which it: worked.. To. another; 
stockholder. question,. : 

year,” 

this.” 

try that has {ts ups and downs.” 
In ‘order of: biz, stockholders re- 

elected as: directors for another 
year Arnaz,: Lucille Ball, 

- * Seattle KLSN-FM here went: on 
the air last week. with. -multiplex} « 
stereophonic. broadcasting, .making 
this the third city in the U.S. .to 

| offer. stereo-FM transmission: ‘Two. 
other FM stations. here—KETO-FM 
and KGMJ-FM—expect -to be ‘on 

tthe alr later this’ year with stereo. 

but, funetional : and 

Roddy . Maude- - 

For: those’ out of. tune ‘with. the: 

it | 

ting. Three:members of the origi-.|- 

“Maude-° 
‘Roxby, " repeated their roles, “get-) 
ting every ounce of. absurdity out 

ae 

“Do -you ex-: 

pect. to. have a-profit: iti the present 
‘secretary-treasurer: Edw in: 

‘E. Holly ‘replied that “it's a little | 

early ‘in the’ year ‘to determine: 
but | ‘added that company 

contemplates. a. - profitable . year.. 
‘| However, he. noted, “it’s. an. indus-. 

“ had: misgivings. 

Holly, . 
‘Arthur Manella, Nelson. ‘Milton. A. 
Rudin and A. Charles Schwartz: - 

Taside St Sif Ra . 
_-Wednéeday, ely 26, 1961 

WABC-TV, WCBS-TV and. WNBC:TV.. have™ ‘gotten. ‘together and 

affairs and cultrual ‘programming 
outlets. In the rare banding, the 
-builetin, in the form. of a. ‘bound booklet,. to: a. list of. “several thousand: 

| opinion makers. . 

carried by the three N.Y.. network 
trio of web flags are: sending. a 

' The VIP recipients. Include, according to: ‘oné of the: stations, educa-. 
‘|tors (by Séptember; several” hundred’ N.Y. school. principals), labor _ 

shirtsleeves-and- | : With Alison Léegeatt, Richard, Pear-| and business leaders, government executives and elected. officials, ja a 
son, John Laurie, Joan aed particular . local: legislators. The. press. is also. included. —_ . 

ott, . 
‘Gordon. ‘Joseloff, 18-year-old news: directér’ and ‘business mariager. ot. — 

‘Roxby, Anna Wing, Douglas Liv- | WWPT, teeriage station ‘in.. Westport, Conn,, featured in-last week's: - 
Jeremy: Longhurst, ‘N.Y. ‘Times, is the son of Stanley . Joseloff, chairman. of: board -of the © 

Walter. Hofsbrugh, Frank. _For-| Storecast System, in-store supermarket communications outfit. Accord- . . 
' | ing to Times’ piece, senior. Joseloff's. comment.‘on.WWPT. was: that: its: : 

| Brobably the ‘only: station with-more- ‘advertisers ‘than listeners, _ 

NBC. paid: ‘Nanette ‘Kutner ‘Yor a tv acript- -gsome ‘seasons. ago. called 
“white House. Saga,” but the network never got around to using. it.® 

| Authoress requested it be:returnes and recently. showed it to Atheneum, 
‘ which - is: going. ta Publish ‘it. in the’ spring, apparently in. its $ original. 
i seri, form. 

-. Sixmonth earning. figures. for Storer Broadcasting Co.’ were “g2e. a 
share in net: operating. income: (after taxes). compared ‘to ‘$1. 14 for. the. 
January-June ‘period a:year earlier. 

Chauncey replaces Richard Borel, 

President: of Sigma Delta “Chi, 

Succeeds Chauncey as secretary. eo 

‘Net income in the first six months of this. year’ ‘was $2, 032, 500, 00 wis 
‘income’ in "60 reached $2, 820, 939. ‘Both sums are. after- taxes.’ 

Tom Chauncey of. KOOL-TV, Phoenix, has become. chairman. of the 
CBS-TV_ network affiliates. advisory. board. : ‘Tom- Baker of. WLAC-TY,. 
Nashville, becomes secretary of: the powerful affiliate group: ana 

‘of. WBNS-TV, columbus; ind Baker we 

“national journalistic. ociety, has. 
‘endorsed CBS prexy Frank Stanton’ $ proposal for suspension of equal.*- 

‘duction’ was nothing that Torme’| attic and was dedicated to making |time. for all. eleetions——state, local and Congressional—through 1963. :.° 

‘Edward -W. Scripps If, ‘of ‘the. ‘Scripps-Howard. newspaper ‘chain, ‘in | 
a brochure. distributed. to society. ‘members, commended Stanton’s pro-" 
posal as. “in the best interest. of the American People. and: worthy. of. 
‘the full support of mentbers.”” - 

The brochure contained: a reprint of Stanton’ Ss address to the ‘society 
‘last May: when the .CBS. exec was made:.a. Fellow of.Sigma. Delta Chi; .. 

| 
shackles: of equal time. - 

space. Mr _Groomkirby. was" pa-} In his speech; ‘Stanton’ urged Cangress’ to’ suspend the ‘Section. 315 ‘re-.. 
a" i quirements ; for the next two years as.a way of: :démonstrating. that ~ 

bfoadcasting tan do. just as. well with, state- arid’ local campaign cover- 
lage. as it did. during: the” 1960. Presidential. eampaign.. withtout. the 

Washington area. chapter of: “American: “Assn. of. ‘University Women . 
| Save a. public service citation. to 

| programming, accepted: the: award 
tional. headquarters. 

Metropolitan Broadcasting: Co. for’ its a : 
‘Age of Kings” ‘television series. Bennett . Korn, Mettopolitan: v.p. for 

at, a luncheon held. in: AAUW? nas. 

nie hours. of uninterrupted: ‘programming: each day—-but: not neces- 
| sarily ‘two hours. straight +. for-:all. Canadian. radio: stations :is. being -.. 
considered by the Board of Broadcast. Governors,- which. has' the. author-. . 
lity to otder it: Revenue loss to- private stations .alone ‘could total. as. - 
jmuch as $16,609,544, according, to ‘an: estimate by weekly*:Marketing, | °.-. 
‘based ‘on Canadian ‘Assn. of Broadcasters figures. .Decision is expected - 
this month. The uninterrupted, programming ‘would: be .free ‘not only” 
of: ‘commercials ‘but of. program ° or. 
service announcements, 

sy ndicated to. various, tele, stations, 

‘man already functions top-level on’ 
foreign aid- committee work. — 

| The big ‘wonder ‘to many is why;,’ 
Stanton has continued. to stay. on at: 
‘CBS. Obviously he ‘can: be—and is 
—choosey about his. future. He's 

‘| got more money.'than he could‘ever 
possibly ‘spend.:- More important, at: 
least to. Stanton, he’s achieved -a~ 

7 preeminent. status as an industry: 
: statesman, .probably unmatched ‘in 
‘ broadcasting. There’s no. place. high- 
;er'to which he can aspire as Jong 
-as he.stays om. . Few, -if .any,. “wilt 
‘argue that, by virtue of his indus- 
try contributions, hé’s earned’ top 

{-position. ‘in : broadcasting’s . ‘Hall, of! 
Fame. - - 

_ Those close to Stanton: Say that, 
-v he is a-‘‘profile of discourage-, 

disappointment and despair” 
many things. Within the CBS, 
‘ts there has been an aware-' 

ke of Stanton’s. backseat role in; 
recent events, with. Paley moving , 
more and more front. center. “What- | 
‘ever: the: persuasions, if  any.: 
emanating from the | 20th floor 
Stanton. sanctorum, ° they’ ve beeri: 
hidden. ones. (Except, perhaps, for; 

inen-designed skyscraper | for Ave- 
‘nue of “the Americas (a. project |. 

‘Was negotiating). 
“They: point to. the fact ‘that it’s 

been. months since -Stanton’s: said 
a word in defense of. ‘television; 
even, ‘in ‘a: sense, turning his back 
on the. industry’ In -his. MIT  ¢om-|. 
‘mencement: address -by- ‘completely | 
Agnoring “it. Ia recent months: he’s. 

basic ‘audience ‘of this. otherwise’ ‘longhair | show, 

‘Stanton only last Wednesday final- 
ly convincing Paley, who originally ; 1 

.that: the ..Saar- | 

close to Stanton's heart}.would be 
‘a more exciting monument befit-|: 
‘ting a CBS, than. the renting ‘of 20 |° 

.| 2°30 floors of the proposed. 277 |. 
Park skyscraper, for which’ Paley. 

Station Promotion: and community: 

“Management firm of Beréer,. Ross” & Steinman fas’ ‘Been named” 
Génsultant for the pap ‘bookings. for: the- fortheoming season’ of “Great 
Music From Chicago" which ‘emanates fram WGN-TV, ‘Chicago.:. >, ae 

Outfit. has. been taken ona retainer. basis. and: will’ advise ‘on. the: - 
bookings. of. popular .entertainers in. the. station’s effort to. ‘enlarge the....- 

‘which is: taped and cet 
throughout, the. ‘country. , 

— Coming Events: CBS. Story 
; Continited ‘from. page. a ee 

' chosen; . rather, - -to. project. himself. . 

jinto:other prominent areas of pub-" ° 
‘lie: service enlightenment:— golrg - 
on the Rockefeller board, the Lin- 

‘| coln.. Center’. board and’ becoming ‘ 
| board chairman of the world’s big- "| 
gest “think tank” at Santa Monica,.._- 
namely the Rand Corp... -. 

‘Some - say . that Stanton's: “close-: * 
‘ness: to Channel ‘13. backers: could... 
‘mean he'll end up-his ¢areer’ as™ 
head ‘man. of educational television; — 
but this is thought unlikely. Others | 
say..‘‘watch - for Stanton.‘ on ‘the - 
Washington’ scene” (yet-he.turned 
down both VISA. and NASA). ‘Still 

i others. are. of the Opinion. that. . 
| he’s too: ‘good : aman -tot ‘to be -.- 
grabbed- up- by one of the top uni- . ” 

! versities.as chancellor. or president. ~ : 
Whatever ‘his decision, it’s thought 
‘likely that Stanton will’ make up 
his: mind. before: the. year: is:out. -- 

‘Addenda: Word :. is. that. cBs.. 
“Radio’s: days ‘are’ numbered: that - 
a. .déelegation. has powwowed -with.. 
‘FCC. chairman Minow: re same.” 
And ‘that the tv network’ will go" 
100°. magazine Concept. 

Sheehan. Exits Detroit’ 
-- For AB News Staff 
“WI R, . Detroit, ° -- frews - director. 

William ‘Sheehan. will ankle: Aug. 
21: to join the ABC network: news : 
-Staft of correspondents. 

Besides. overage of major. ews 

| 

Sheehan: has- handled. two ‘daily. :- 
+ news strips, anda nightly: financial 
roundup with interviews -of busi- 
ness. Jeaders ‘on- ‘the Saturday. night 

i. Seg. we 

_At ABC. “Sheehan - owill work on’ 
-roving assignments, covering news - 
in| the. wv. S.. and. abroad. 

-stories in the U.S. and: abroad, | - 
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Gen. Motors Drops 
Can. TV Dramas| 

Toronto, July 285. 
Despite its past seven-year spon- 

gorship, General Motors of Canada 
Ltd. will deop its Sunday night; 
drauya series.— produced by the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.—and ; 

Cooleasting will be done bv 
Hie ties OF soyecra: sOard effects, 
atodepetimg caplbess canning 
weer, clinking ice. cuhes, ete +) 
I. 4 dttee’ top owatit the sia- 
treks WINDY cai’ fetters 
Westpensuse outiet bo als) 
Soidiie Some CaUNkests in cote. 
Meio with the caatiesss eatit- 
paiga, 

RADIO-TELEVISION - _Wedneaey aly 2 26, 1961 

YARTETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART |"tvatwamn 
Variery-ARB’s weekly. chart offers: ‘a: day-by- day analysis of the top ‘feature: evening slots fn 6. 

. particular market.. On Saturdays and.Sundays, daytime feature: slots compete- ‘with nighttime pix 
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is ‘confined. to the top rated. 
feature slots in the ARB measured: period, broken down by days in the week.’ The ARB measured - | 
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share. of 
audience is furnished. Top- competition. and competitive ratings: also. are. highlighted. 

‘CLEVELAND @ STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, ‘WW @ SURVEY DATES: APRIL 19- MAY: 16, 1961 

April 27 “IN OUR TIME”. ; 
Ida Lupine, Paul Henteid 
Warner, UAA, Repeat | 

activities.: 

" handiwork . -of ‘prexy LeRoy 
May 4 “OLD ACQU AINTANCE” - ~Eolli ill. :iypo -NAB's’ pr... 

) Bette. Davis, Miriam Hopkins staff. and. ME ‘typo IN resboust, 
1943, Ww arner, GAA, Repeat ; | _ bility: for. publicizing Code en-*- 

May 11 “FLAMINGO: ROAD" - deavors. Increased Code’ work, 
Joan Crawtord, David. Brian 

1949, “Warner, UAA,. Repeat 1 for: “screening.” * post-48's, chad 
(Continued. on page 50) beer. talked about ‘Previously. ; 

‘It: was "understood the ‘plaa, 

‘fms Continued trom page. 28 — ve 
| ences, arid dislikes, and each. qiies- 
tioner visits: at. least. ‘three’ televi-. 

_ sion. households: weekly during the’ 7 

| prime” ‘viewing ‘time, “from” 8 te... 
9 p.m. Results. are: then compiled ‘ 
in. Munich atid released to. ‘the sta-. 

reruns df 20 

. : : ‘tion ‘buying the service. - will concentrate on: the Tommy a _COMPETITION 
Ambrose Show and co-sponsor ’ KYW. ‘Average sae ‘Ss gp ATION & . Only ‘about 2% of the: ‘set owners 
“Bonanza” next fall and winter Shar °. eae réfused: to. participate in’ ‘the poll. : 

The present Tommy Ambrose se | MONDAYS ATE BOW. ee “AVS. RATING | | Contplaints ranged ‘trom ‘the. per= 
ries “While We're Young.” 2 sum: | Program: LATE S ‘Jack, Paar ‘ WEWS .| formances: themselves to criticisms. : 

, ee “FURY” . I}: 15-1, :00 12° 1 ay fs 
mer replacement which has 10 April 24 Spencer Tracy. Sylvia Sydney Night Movi . wiw: “ce [on the: éngth of. the. production—- 

nabes de i i , ovie wy Se wee ks ‘ ) rue. Mate Soeaue una v 1936, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat on 15-100 pe generally. termed .too- ‘long—or on 
be retitled be the new sooisors - May 1 “THIS LAND OF MINE”: ; " +] the improper starting fime for the 
Fo * . Yt weeks Hin pone: Charles Laughton, Maureen - (O'Hara Vshow, or the summer weeks, lt is spon- | Sand a 
sored b, Lever Bros. 4 Gore event” 1. Meanwhile, “the. poatd’ of. ‘dire. 

‘ Bonanza” will be carried on the May 8 “HIGH WALL"- ea {tors of the | Bavarian ° Television 
CBC beneath Sas eae Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter ° aiso attacked... ‘the second. pro- 

arden ‘Re’ will eantinue ; 1948, MGM, MGM-TY, Repeat {geam. there!’ Each television: set 
play series but CBC will continue °. “THE THIN. MAN” - . 
to produce the drama: program— May 15 Wal Powell, Myrna Loy owner. in. West : ‘Germany - “pays a n 
furmerty known as “General Mo- +193 ry “MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat : | monthiy: fee ‘of, $1.25: for: viewing”: 
tors Presents” —- to Wednesday — -|tha: shows. And,:..the “Bavarian ’ : 
nights. whether spansoered or not. awl mi —_ 
‘Drama series to be. retitled “CBC KYW ‘Average Rating: : a COMPETITION ; ‘board. complained, .. - too “much of 
Tieatte,” is said however by a 2 oe Average Share: 41° . STATION | &-> |:the Bavarian © income . was. being - 
CBC spokesman to have several | PUESD AYS 11:15-2:00 PROGRAM _ AVG. RATING | spent. by | the Bavarian. Television 
would-be spousaors, but these are! FU ‘ Med Dane - 
unoimed P > ° Program: LATE SHOW Ja Ot OD. _WEWS : gn making shows in, otter areas of 

Ja dropping its leng thy play se- April 25 “MR. LUCKY”. ete ae [tors and arlists: were being slight-" 
ties for a variety show and a Cary. Grant, Laraine Day Night siae ‘Wiw “Ted: 
western next tall, General Motors + 19423, RKO, Repeat =”  RL9-1: > be . ; leased: 
spokesmen expressed dissatisfac- May 2 “BEHIND THE RISING. SUN” ; i a jana; another word. was teleased . 
on with the general quality of the J. Carrol Naish, Gtoria DeHaven, ‘Tom: Nea ‘| was -virtually forcing some télevi-. 
programs, pias the establishment | 1943, RKO, Repeat - - me ‘sion shows on the’ air. in this: coun - 
of a serond ts network which May 9 “BORN TO KILL” ~— . Ae w 
formerl, gave the sponsors a ‘ma- Lawrence Tierney, Claire “Trevor, - ‘| try: . 
jor monopaly market of the CBC- | Walter Slezak oe “| When the: West German governs” 
produced plats. but’ GM points 1947,, RKO, Repeat. ment, tried .to. set: up its: own Becs 
out that audiences had dropped at } May 16 “NECK CARTER MASTER DETECTIVE {ond channel, ‘it established an Ore" 
many Canadian points where there. . Walter Pidgeon, Rita Johnson.” ganization called“: “Freies Fernse- i 
are “second” tv stations ‘1939, MGM, MGM-TV. Repeat | | hen.” which has naw been put. out™.. | 

“PHANTOM RAIDERS” of business as-the government at<. 
Se — “Walter Pidgeon. John Carroll” témpt “to take. over .. television 

. .1940, MGM, MGM-TV; Repeat failed.-: But: the sngrt-lived-group 
N. Y. Herald Trib __ — —|}cost: the taxpayers .an estimated 

. o- . | $20,000:000 - and’. the. government 
amas Continued from pace 39 =a | KYW Average Rating: 6 " COMPETITION | has decided to try to reclaim. some 
stuif about tv. Seuree said that | - Average Share: 35 . STATION. & | of the. ‘programs that - the. -RCOUD ~ 

the publisnae;, who “also controls ; WEDNESDAYS 11:15-2:00 . PROGRAM. : AYG.. RATING Seeman: ‘documentary - - maker 
the Corintinan chain, has nol evi- | Program: LATE SHOW Sack Paar WEWS -| Peter von. Zahn had, at the’ insti- 
denced concern that downbeat April 19 “GASLIGHi” | oS we J 11:15-1:00 gg a gation-of Freies Fernsehen, formed 
Tris columns might negatively af- Charles Boyer; Ingrid Bergman, Joseph ‘Cotten reo cS [his -own. television company. and. 

> fert the cheat of stations. onl 1944, MGM, NMIGM- -TV, Repeat’ | Night “Movie. wiw. Jan Amierican : ‘firm, at. a cost. of 
vik Nr nt April 26 “VICIOUS CIRCLE” TEIS-1:30 © _ & Vabout: $5.000;000.to “produce 200. 

meni, Vie” I wd ", a col ane He John Milts, Noell Middleton ae .] shows; including a series “Pictures 
Gar, \ vad he inte atten CG a 1947, UA. NTA. Repeat | of ‘the: New. World,’””.““World. Travel- 
man wh ct oe hi ‘sel? tp May 3 (CROSS OF LORRAINE” : ler” and “Diplomatic Pass,”. about: 
ie 7 W of wu he 4 oor mse Gene Kelly, Jean-Pierre -Aumont .' | governmental controls. and ‘Cont 
« wokin en t ihe. Sal ee ad he 1944 MICO dri¢ Ganre. ike at ‘munism | or’. democracy: ‘around: the. 

. as stiive a f cf , ' Sa iJ ¥ =< re rid. . ; 

weal “antined” becarise Paar he - May 10 “TREAD SOFTLY STRANGER” | . "Now it’s: been- revealed that! the: red the ators, ur was ie _ testy Diaria Dors, George Baker. Terence. “Morgan: German: -federal . government - has 
pee i learned [ was radio-tv edi- 1958, ‘Producer: Unknowit. Shubert, Ast Run Jove “urged” the country’s most:-prose* 
Qs $ one ae nie 7 : Be, 
Tha eal, : of thes | a perous ‘station, . the..West Germaa °- .. 

rade iy “istine Maite that ae om | WwJIW Average sie 30. COMPETITION Loe feo. ae saan “ro take oes these. i 

hat he need “ wb eqn a, verage Share — STATION & { hour .of- ‘yon: Zahn’s: programs. will :. 
ee ee 2 heures ane simul, | WEDNESD: AVS -11:15-1:20 PROGRAM ‘AVG. RATING || je ‘released, ‘starting this month. 
taneously omiest alt ‘the editerial | Program: NIGHT MOVIE Jack: Paar. -WEWS And two: other Sevetopmen . of 
matter Was removed, he removed April 19 “STREETS OF LAREDO”: | 1:15-1:00" 9. the erative West German televi- 

- hi. mime from the Ins. he e Willian Holden McDonald-'Carey. ae erage sion net--have. just’ peen ‘revealed, 
tained Aw tie Me ine 4 tre 1949, Paramount, MCA, Repeat - Late Show KYW ay well. Later -this ‘year it's ex-" 
pines Aste ty he! knows, sere | " Aprit 26 “NOW VO¥AGER” c 11:15-1:30.- 2.6 ~ Ppected that -the: ‘television. stations ne a I vt & er a regul. ar radisgy-ty | i Bette Davis. Claude’ ‘Rains : a 7 ~ w ilt ‘start: some’ special.” morning 

eiitog gene Dea .1942, Warner, UAA, Repeat | programming, | possibly 
e sie —waner ae May 3.“WOMAN OF ROME” vi | the previous night” Ss: news | and ens: : 

ase . ; Gina Lolabrigida, Daniel Gelin jtectainment, programs. “With . West: 
Brilish Equity 1955, DCA Ultalian? Flamingo, Repeat - Germany's ‘booming’ economy now 

ws ” “ ‘1 forcing. 24-hour-a-day .work in the. ; May 10 CRIME SCHOOL 
cme (INE from. pase. 22. rr Humphrey Bogait.: De ad End Kids | factories, this will mean «that. the oe 

; |. 1938, Warner, UAA, Repeat ; nighttime ycorkers will finally have: ra 
Whack, di. itelt. is a step up on : some television to watch during: 
Vhat eas Nanyenine: beince. (cary —_- . their. waking -hours ‘in ‘the morning. .” 
Bietelae ty exees wouldn't nego- KYW ‘Average. Rating: 3. COMPETITION oe The metal industry has: especially’ 
tate on TRE. asote until Equity, | Average Share: 36° a STATION & |been pushing for some , program- 
povted simke notices on dtte 28:. . ‘PROGRAM ‘AVG. RATING [ming between ‘10:30 and. 12:30 a.m... 

Pandit as tot gust after negotiat- | ree Roe ire OW : | “Second. news: report: is that 
ins one minimum. terms, but "Program: 1 ok Jack. Paar: ‘WEWS: . | starting in ‘the middle of Septem-._ 
Yablis ub all-over inereise where Aprit 20 “RACHEL: & STR ANGER”: a -11:15-1: 00. .9 her, .. special television. showings 
even Brandy “paid feads get beefier Loretta Young, Williain. Holden,” Niht Movie WIW: will be offered. for the schools, - 
Prpachets ‘On > con mercial Web. | ’ Robert Mitchum | 11: 15-1: 30 Be North: German Tetevision in Ham- 
Gitateeda as trad ta book a thesp 1948: RKO, Repeat. “burg, working with Cologne, . will 
after Nas ob bt says Croasdell. Apri! 27 “WHITE TOWER”) ~|-release these closed circuit pro- . 
so tar there has been no trouble Gien Ford, Claude Ralns’ - | grams ‘to. the schools, with profes : 
alos thas lige Ir -ceertaim Cases, | 1950, RKO; Repeat _- . -‘Jsors giving lectures -. to’ selected 
Popnis as allowing leads to stu May 4 “ALL QUIET ON: THE: WESTERN: FRONT” ‘groups. of students. Tests of. the. 
fer seties ebach will be in produc: | “Lew Ayres, Louis Welheimn {method : of . educating” by. television 
tio aftes Nav. 1, especialy if sale | 1930. Universal, Screen .Gems,. Repeat. -. | WHILE be made in: Niedersachseri and 
of the series celescan this “But.” Mar 1t “STREET WITH NO NAME". Northrhein-Westfalen cities:- 
Cietsde'! adds, “shether members | Mark Stevens, Lloyd Nolan, Richard Widmark ee 
Woks stlloup fees” (1948, 20th Fox. NTA, Repeat : Poo 

WIND’ Cc | sti | - ‘Average Rating: 5 7 | COMPETITION ~ “yp The New NAB Accent 8 00 castin a a 
Cheeane Subs 25 x | WwJW Average ‘Share: - 310 oe . STATION. &. National Washington duly 25 . MENGE Os atte mptitie to ef) THURSDAYS 11215-1:30 .: PROGRAM. AVG. . ‘RATING. | | ers is going ‘through a reorgan- fee driats ee “this like cool. , Program: NIGHT MOVIE Jack -Paar WEWS °-. | ieated’ Dian involving: ane 

2 PEE ote! id in TE stenmer ‘ » . 11-75-1:00° ‘ 9 ok -ereased daccen on overnmen’ ‘. 

Ber ha ais "Pre aie-condt April 20 ae O1s TRAIL Dan O'Herhihy eo ee! — relations’ Uebbying), “‘rédirec- .. tiene owl fe offered sta COT Se MON soMery s Tea ie Late Show KYW tinn” ‘of. public relations ‘and’ 
mitt yt idee: 1950, UA, UAA, Repeat : 11:15-1:30. 5 stepped-up Radio ‘& TV. Code 

7 icimmned* -rnmninmen estima oh ee oper sa yet 
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" .Ten.was 2,890,000. This. repr esents | 

wo has the major share of. audience-in 
homes. with a. choice. ‘of: channel. 

BABDIO-TELEVISION “49 Wednesday, July 26, 1961 

The Ministry of Culture, which. 
development in the next four years, has received from interested 
‘firms. tenders for franchise of the tv.station. Construction Is €X- |. 

agapore TV as 5 Hiteracy Foe | 
a Singapore, July 18, . 

May, 1962. ‘ghoitld see. the launchisg of: Singapore’ 3 first television. i 
service. ‘At least that isthe target. date, 

ds: spending, $1 955, 100° iv:s) on: 

_ pected. to begin soon. New. setvice, a Pilot one, will be ‘operating 
‘only:-on one chasnel at first. : 
- * Operating for four hours. daily ( 6-10: p.m.},. it will, feature overseas’ ° 

‘{that. the. ‘indie. ‘station: intends 
_fsyndicate:via tape, as it has 

broadcast, films, interviews’ and items ‘of cultural: interest. - 
By the end of 1963: it is hoped. to. start a-commercial tv service. 

: ‘The government is giving top’ priority to -television becatise;” as” 
“Its Development. Plan ‘stipulated; “Television with ifs ‘strong appeal 
“to the eye and the ear.will break ‘the language barrierand fight: 

AMiiteracy. ‘It will also supplement 
dn the development of a Malayan 

instructions An. schools, and. help 
culture.” -. - 

. This does not mean it is.neglecting radio ‘development altogetiier. 
_- “fhe Ministry. will allocate. $500,000. 'U. S.). for - “the ‘extension and: 

development of ‘radio information. and publicity” services. wo 

‘Scot TV Viewing | 
At 3,000,000 Mark 

ae. Glasgow, July 25: 
More. than :70% ofthe popula- 

tion. in Central. Scotland now watch. 
cammercial : ty “programs, it is 
claimed: here by Roy-: Thompson, 

. head of ‘Scot indie tv; in -his an- 
” nual: review. ‘Nearly: 3.000.000 -per- 
sons are now. able to view Scottish 

‘ commercial tv programs, - he ‘Says..| 

"During. a typical. week surveyed; 
. ‘the number of.'viewers to- Channel 

’ a total. of ‘823.000 - homes, an -in- 

“.eredse of 636,000 over the: opening. | 
. ight on’ ‘August 31, 1957. 

Scottish Television, : it ts’ ‘stated. 

During ‘January, ‘I96E, -and the 
-final- quarter of 1960, -the average - 
audience’ for STV -in..dual channel 
‘homes - was. 66°¢, an’ increase’ of. 

“ 4€o over: “Scottish ‘Television's | 
-; share. in the third quarter. 

Steel Pier Originations a. 
“To the Rescue for-A.C’s. 

Community Antenna I 
Atlantic City, July 25. 

. Subscribers.- to the. community . 
antenna. system’ in ‘Atlantic ’ City 
‘ahd its. suburban- communities now o 
have what: amounts. to a. ‘closed-.| 
-cireuit tie-in. with. Steel Pier enter-: Pe 

‘Station | -tainment facilities. 
WGTN-TV began. 

-as 

on area. tv receivers: 

Live broadcasts. originate from | ._ 
the pier daily: from -7.30 a.m. until {| 
10:30 am. and -from .4 -p:1. until: 
8 p.m. Herbert. T. : Green, . station 
manager, with Steel Pier’s owners, 
George A: Hamid and: son, planned 
_the service. The .area antenna sys- | 
tem, owned. and operated bythe | 
General _ Television: ‘Network of 

“New: Jersey, offers from -the pier.| 
world: and: loeal news, Sports re- |. 

' forecasts, | ° 
.. 8tock market returns: resort enter- | 
. sults, daily’. -weather © 

jtainment notes and’ interviews 
with . show. ‘business: ‘personalities. ., 

. Segments of the pier’s ‘shows are | 
west | - 

- deck, against ‘a ‘background of the }. 
sent from the: baliroom’s | 

ocean: and: the ‘Atlantic. City shy- 
Jine.. 

WGN- TV's Instant. News 
Formula, Day & Night | 

Chicago, ‘July 25. 
The ‘indie -WGN-TV, | making. al 

ame play for a news: image in this 
market against three network sta- 
‘tions, will incept: a daily. ‘skein of | 

40-second to. two-minute’ “news-. 
breaks” this fall in addition to its |.-- 
‘established newscasts, : Purpose is 
to. keep: the: viewer: apprised of | 
late news throughout - ‘the: broad-: 

«, @ast day..instead of merely at. ‘the 
convenient newscast intervals... 

“Daytime. schedule, by yirtue’ ‘ot | 
the - ‘flexibility of ‘live © programs, 

~~ will have. ‘two-minute newsbreaks |. 
eight times-a day, all of ‘them de- 

- Jdivered “by Lloyd Pettit: In the 
evening ~schedule,. 
through Fridays, .: WGN-TV will 
slot three 40-second newsbreaks in | . 
the prime hours, between .the sta-. 
tion’s regular 7 p.m: and 10: p.m. 
‘news roundups. These will .fall in. 
the commercial breaks and will ‘be.|. 

. sponsored. themselves. 

a 

‘ transmissions. if 
from the-- Marine Batlroom last}. ° 
week, utilizing Channel .. 2's band - 

Mondays] 

~ Settle Italo TV Strike 
Rome, July’ 25. - 

-RALTV. strike. which in’ recent 
weeks: has. caused several program 
changes on Italy's state-subsidized 

ing: signed here this week. 

New pact,. which. “fully. satisfies” 
both’ RAI-TV, and: striking techni-: 
cians and - personnel, runs through 
Dec. 31, 1963. 

-Pay | hike’ averages, “10% 
to: 11° ‘in two years-time, and-is 
‘retroactive - to: Jan. 1, 1961.-:Some'! 

higher’ 
wages " a result of the new agree 
categories receive: 18-20% 

ment. 

‘Daytime: instant news sked is) 
understood to chaye . a ciggie spop- |". 

= sor in the wings. 

Cs, rising 

| Wat W 's ‘Bozo. Circus’ 
Chicago, July - 25." 

The. ‘old “Super Cireus”. show, 

which -etarted in. Chi, may. have a 

successor: next fall in “Bozo Cir- } 

‘ feus,”*. which WGN-TV is. producing 

|cBS News Top Management Shifts 
With New Status for Lang, Klinger 

Beb Lang, after two years of: ships as it did in the old Lang 
locally. In blueprint, it looks ‘like being administrative vicepresident days of selling, and with a week- 
one. .of! those ‘ambitious tocalers: ‘for iCBS. News, is back selling for 

‘Music, From Chicago.” 

here and will be done before a 
“| studio audience of kiddies. It'll use 
-{ regular arena acts and animals and 

will presé Robert Trendler's  stu- 

~ |elows ‘Station is ‘casting. for a! 

norest "CBS ‘News. 
j iphasis by News boss Dick Salant 

‘Show is slated for cross-board ‘was-one of three top management - ting in that area too, 

| presentation. in: the noon’ hour i changes made in CBS News. 

Shift in Lang’s em-: 

With Lang giving up administra- 

t will have stripes. And under 
clown-host,. who will take the name | Blair: Clark, recently made veer 

| Bozo. 

Weldon’ 8 D. C.. Setup 
‘Metropolitan Broadcasting is; 

j setuing: up national news head: ; 
quarters in Washington, D.C.,:-with cance, observers feel. 

net, has been ‘called. off, with new. i Martin Weldon, Met's news and | new appointment. 
contract -satisfactory.to unions be- \'special events director, at the 

‘t helm. 

“Weldon, who has been heading 
the news operation from New 
York, will take over. the. ‘Capital 
inews HQ Aug. 1; locating at. the 
‘group’s Washington outlet, WTTG. 

Govern- | Besides © covering - the: 
ment '. scene generally, - 
will. 

Weldon 
‘develop regular 

| itan station areas. 

“GREA 
reports: 

slanted for listenérs: in. Metropol- 

lover hard news by Salant, corre- 

.{spondent Ernest Leiser will be as- 

sistant general manager in the 
news department. 

There “is considerable signifi- | tendencies to reform. 
to Lang's 

The onetime 
jhero of network news operations 
(among other things he sold time 
to Prudential “Twentieth Century” 
and was the last man to sell “Eve- 
witness” to Firestone), Lang two 

lyears ago was taken out of the 
sales area when -CBS-TV prexy 
Jim Aubrey had his own staff 
take over sale of pubaffairs stanzas. 
However, lately CBS tif only rela- 
tive to NBC) has not been doing as 
well in news-pubaffairs sponsor- 

TNT 
PRESTIGE AND QUALITY 
PROGRAMMING WITH 

ND BRILLIANCE 
THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTR?: 
GREAT CONDUCTORS! EXCITING SOLCISTS 

PEABODY AWARD WINNING 
PROGRAM! «~«* SERIES 2 

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY W6N SYNTINCATION SALES 

2501 Bradley. Place « Chicago 18, tHinols 

i brought back ty 

jly hour of ‘CBS Keports‘ soll 
unsold for neat season, Lang was 

reost In sates. 
jAubrey’s hoys will continue woik- 

headed by 
ohn Karol and Al Harding, Fut 

tnow itl be a more concentrated 
‘effort with both CBS divicens 

| on, web lawyer Dave Klinger will iworking simultaneously, 

j become the new CBS News admin- 

| dio: orch: into service: as a ‘circus ‘istrative, head. Both he and Lang |. (KOY Sees the Ligh 
Ottawa, July 25. 

Extension of its operating H- 
cense restricted to one year while 
the Board of Broadcast Governais 
eyed its programming, local indie 
AMer CKOY has shown definite 

Unhl = re- 
cently wk. as a strictly rock 'n' 
roll station, CKOY has upped is 
Public seivice time and allowed 
pop, even concert tunes to be 
heard. 

Latest move was appointment of 
Jack Daly as g.m. BBG had inti- 
mated earlier that CKOY would be 
expected to break its longtime 
management arrangement with 
Jack Kent Cooke of Torento 
(CKEY there). Daly, wk. sports 
gabber on AM and ty here. had 
been program director at CKOY. 

coer ree 

:REAT MUSIC FROM CHICAGO. 

Write or call for. a composite screening tape: Brad Eldmann, LAkeview 8-231! 



stressed thos fuet that experience 

need to take care.of thousands. 
Moore accompanies his camera- 

man into boarding houses where 
the aged live (“I treat them like 
little children,” the landlady says). 
Many of these people need jobs 

RADIO-TELEVISION 

Television Reviews 
Se Continued from page 24 ; 

| and income and it seems the fini 

ings by staffers Joyce Outler.. Fred ; , 
Briggs, Mac Atcheson and: Gy Wal-} 
dron},, some’ of them done ‘by! | fusions and ‘pertained to certain}. 
Revere, himself, provide the back-|-religious: sects, though none was 
ground for the smooth narration | named. “Case ‘for the Court” will, 
job by Phil Davis, with off camera continue for -13 weeks. 

. 

me death,” etc. 
Compressing the. American’ Rev-: 

{olution into a 30-minute. documen- 
fary is a real feather. in the. cap 
of writer Gy Waldron, a hard work-' 
ing WSB-TV staffer and his: tight. 

refresher in American history. 
Luce. EMMETT KELLY 

Mot.: LEONARD GREEN 
300 @. sist St., New Yerk 

L 21764. Arthur Martin, Bruce MacDonald, 
Norman Ettlinger, Sandra Scott,| 
Lotta Dempsey, Joseph.. Pope, 
George Grant, Kildare. Dobbs; | 
moderator, Gil: Christie, 

| Producer: George Dick | 

CASE FOR THE COURT. 

| “These are the times that try men’s | 
[| souls,” “Give me liberty or ‘give’ ‘| Arthur. Martin © - 

‘| bright scripting provided a real | 

voices ‘including that- of Mareus | Series, arranged bv: “eorze Dick: 
Bartlett, WSB-TV’s general. man- 
ager) coming on to strike home: 

| with the ringing phrases,. such .as:. 

CBC: ‘producer, in cou,eration. with | 
the Canadian Bar. Ass’n, had -Mr. 
‘Justice: ‘Stewart of. the Ontario Su- 
;Ppreme | Court, : presiding, with! 

defense counsel} 
and - Bruce MacDonald prosecuting.|; *. 
‘(Both are practicing lawyers}.. Only |: 
actors participating‘ were Sandra}. .: 
‘Scott-.as- the mother. of a blood- 
! ‘transfused baby: .Norman Ettlinger). 
as the - -defendant-doctor; and Gil} 
Christie as the. commentator. 

“Citizen: jurors: were Lotta Demp- 
‘I sey, columnist. The ‘Toronto Star; 
Prof. George Grant, U. of ‘Toronto: 

With Mr. Justice C.. D. ‘Stewart, Joseph Pope,’ Toronto stockbroker; 
-Maemillian © -Pub- ‘contrast. to’ the. Nielsen ups and|4 

downs (and long~ periods -of audi- |" 
ence rejection). of ‘the. average. ac- | 

Kildare Dobbs, 
‘lishing Co... Toronto. (They voted 
ifor. the doctor's - acquittal. after 
Jegal. pros -and-cons had . been 

_| bandied by’ prosecution and de- 
‘|fense lawyers, with Mr. Justice 

mo Telephone Hour” 
-Your Life” failed to make it, wind- 
ing up with a 13,1, 124, and. ii. 7, 
‘respectively. - 

‘Itime sales going: begging-on many: 

Mgt. William Morris Agency 

'jcounsel appearing without per-| 

‘| moderator). 

30 Mins., Mon. 9:30 p.m. . Stewart. summing up.) 
CBC-TV, from Toronto (tape) Canadian ‘Bar : Ass’n_ has found 

Designed. to get tv viewers think-. nothing: unprofessional in: mem-. 
ing about Canadian law, “Case for} bers’ appearing before the tv cam-. 
the Court” has been revived from! eras in “Case for the Court,” pro- 
Iast summer, with real judges: .and| vided: they. do- not accept fees, are 

sponsored or ‘adyertise.. One. ~ of 
formance fees, but with actors and! CBA members will sit: in-on: story 
panel members. being paid: (plus | conferences.-: ‘plus - ‘taping, but. the 

Series is not being lawyers . argue ‘-extemporaneously, 
sponsored but’ goes to 51° ‘Canadian| do not: work from teleprompfters. 

kickoff dealt with. blood trans-! 

TOP-RATED IN MARKET AFTER: "MARKET! LS 

“MAMNHUN' 
4-station 

MILWAUKEE 28, .o, MINNEAPOLIS 29, 0a 
48°o Aud. share 

For. Further Details Contact 

SCREEN }4 
71 

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO 

4-station “-Zstation . 

48°. Aud, share. 52% Acd. share 

‘Source: ARB; ‘Mareh,” 1961: 

GEMS, INC. 
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.” 

PL 14432. 

HOLLYWOOD 
Fifth. Avenue, New York 22- 

DALLAS . ATLANTA, 

|Camera” with a 27.3 average for 
the season. | Close behind - it.: was 
NBC’s “Price Is Right” with a 27. 8. 

| PART OR FULL- TIME 
Broadcasting Corp. stations in the|and have only’ four:. ‘minutes ‘to 

| CBC-TV web across Canada. The| present their case. a } 
‘Future broadcasts will: cover in- 

MOBILE 34. ratiag. a Hh 

‘Ed Sullivan (CBS) «.:.. 2 25 
Red Skelton (CBS) ...:; , 24> 
What’s My Line (CBS) . 23.1 
Tennessee Ernie (NBC) -. 22.9: 
Garry Moore. (CBS) : ..... 22.7 - 
Perry Como:(NBC) ::.. « 21:3 
I’ve Gat Secret (CBS)-.. 21.0: 
Lawrence. Welk | (ABC) .. 20.3 

' - Sing Along ‘Mitch ° (NBC) 19,3. 
Chevy Show (NBC) .....: 18:6. 

_ U.S. Steel Hour (CBS).’. .: 18:1 
{ “Tell the Truth (CBS).... 18.0 

i| -Fight. of Weék (ABC). ... 13:1 
-- Bell .Telephone (NBC) '- ym 

1.7. _ This’ Is Your Life’ (NBC). 

ston area. 

(Continued ftom. page 48): 

come. tax fraud, ‘rights of. picketers, ) 
a hunting guide who mistook a man 
for'a moose, defamaton of’ ehar-| 

_| acter, litigation over. purchase” of |- 
‘a house, sex offenders, etc. “Most: 

actors. who show no fear of the 
‘tv cameras. and acquit. themselves 
commiendably. | “McStay. 

‘Live TV 

and. “This . Is’ 

. If anything - it filustrates. ‘the 
lasting: power of a live. show «in. 

tion-adventure film show: a { 
It’s. interesting: to note that,: -with ! 

a film show, ABC had little-difficul- |} 
'ty--establishing. ‘an SRO for. Steve |; 
Allen’s. live return. It. was - same 
story: for CBS with Garry Moore,: 

: Champ among the. live shows the 
the Past season was. ‘CBS’ “Candid. 

The. others ead as: follows: | 

: Houston—A «1 new. ‘series . ot ‘pro- 7 
| grams titled “Talent Champs”: will |: 

‘Lis-| make its bow. here on KNUZ. 
i teners are being. asked to send in| : 

‘| post cards.on their favorite enter- |’. 
| tainer-who lives and pérfornis here. | 
{Ken Grant, program. director. ‘of {| 
KNUZ, revealed.- that there are 25 

— Continued. ftom page 1 =a . 

“Bight of: the “Week,” “Bell | 

4 quired Wed" answer. 

‘ intact, 

Wednesday, Ialy 26, } 1961_ 

ARB FEATURE. FILM. CHART 
in a doctor is still more important | mum to take care of an over. 55 per-' ; 
thin laboratory access This No.}song/in one of these places is $55 KYW Average Rating: 9 ‘conperiri0w. 
3° Experinven” #23 pleasant, well: per month.. Their checks from the cc” Average’ Share: 45. eR ; STATION & 
presented” avd = limformative al- | Welfare Department . run to $65 . ‘PROGRAM AVG. RATING. 
thou-h fi ere »13)nothing “experi- | maximum. ‘FRIDAYS 11:15-2:00. Sea 
mental” in evhes the format or! Moore sums up in conélusion: MD. Program: LATE SHOW. Jack - Paar’ -.WEWS 
the materi sieeused. Gagh. We should. plan for the day when| . April 21 “STR ANGE CARGO” : 2 2B -1:00_ co, H ae we will be without’ a job; (2) we. Clarke Gable, Peter Lorre, Joan Crawford ’ Astronaut ae WEWS . 

CHALLENGE ae qrOrk to help the. aged.’ for . 1940, MGM, ‘MGM-TV, Repeat 1:00-1:30 ar 
(The Flame) | __|sponsibility; -and- (3) understand |: APril 28.“FORT APACHE? __Night Movie. Www! 
With writ'r-narrator Ray Moore, ‘that our children owe :us nothing | - “Henry Fonda,-John Wayne, Shirley Temple wv ¥1:15-1:30", » SS: 

De. Walco Mi Rogers, Mr. & ' and we must strive to be: inde on . _1948. RKO, Repeat: Ce 
Mrs. Frnest Rozers, Wally Rog-* dent of them in our old age. P ‘May... 5- “COMMAND - DECISION” 
ers, Coortir ‘Health Director | "Luce ue 'Ctark Gable, Walter Pidgeon 
John Venrz ie, others fo a 1949, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat 

80 Mins., Mon., 19:39 p.m. ' May 12 “ESCAPE” 
WSB-T®, At’ anta (tape & film) 13 CANDLES '-" Robert. Taylor; Norma Stféarer” 

Exe elle nt photoztaphy “by film! ; With Phil Davis.. narrator; Marcus. 1940, MGM,. MGM-TV, Repeat 

camerinian Joe Fain, a folksy style} Bartlett, Fred. Briggs, Mac At- = 
of interscew pg by writer Ray |. Cheson, Gy Waldron a . 
Moure, WSB-TV"s news chief, char- .W riter-Producer-Director: Gy Wal. |. KYW. “Average Rating: W ” COMPETITION 
acterize ty seginent of station’s ;, arom Average. Share: . 50° . STATION. & 
“Challonge’ Series designed to put | 30 Mins, Tues. (4), 2: p:m. ; “PROGRAM AVG, RATING 
the spoilizit on pressing problems | WSB-TV, Atlanta (film)... : SATURDAYS 11:15-2:00.- : 
in an attengt to bring into the Georgia was one of the 13 Orig- Program: ‘LATE SHOW | “Showtime “WEWS.. 
open: commurity needs and prob- inal Colonies and quite a bit of the W215 -1:15" i Be 
lems. shooting war during the Revolution Apel 22 “THIS ABOVE ALL” —_ we 
‘In “The Flame" it is a rightly | 00k place on Southern ‘soil. In | . _ Tyrone Power, Joan Fontaine - Night. Movie: wo) 7 

burning came indicating that all {fact, decisive defeats of embattled |; * ‘1942, 20th: Fox, NTA, Repeat. TL:15-1:15° - 
of us have been aging since birth | Southerners under Gen. Nathaniel! “Aprit 29 “THE POSTMAN. ‘ALWAYS RING TWICE”: Late Night. ‘Movie wiw 
and pomts up the story: of the | ‘Green, Francis ‘Swamp. Fox! Ma- |’ .‘Lana Turner, John ‘Garfield -; “1:15-2:00 - oe 
“over 65" citizens of our country,| "ion. Andrew Pickens and Thomas | 1946, MGM, MGM-TV.,. Repeat: 
and what is being done for them Sumter, ‘chased British -Redcoats: May 6.“THEY WERE EXPENDABLE”. 
and how much more needs to be Ut of Southland for a period of : Robert Montgomery, Jolin. Wayne’ 
done. two years during early fighting..-|-. ‘1945, MGM. MGM-TV, Repeat. -: 

After a touching opening, with | After independence was achieved |. ‘May. 13“TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH” 
Moore's narration. of the topic un-{>uUrning of -13° candles. signified’ Dick. Powell, Signe Hasso’ 
der discussion with a lone candle | U8ion of colonies, although they |. 1948, Columbia, Screen ‘Gems, Repeat _ 
burning and zither music being got along like cats _ oe aegee 7 ar 

‘ed by agi the |real ‘unity came out of disorder 
payee. Pity ae shown fron ne following Revolution. W JW Average Rating: 12 heacuaen” : 

Rogers. a retired Methodist min-{ All this’ was brought out in this |. Average. Shares” 39. ; STATION’ te 
fster and the grandfather of Wally pe oer ne on 8 series WSB- FV. + ‘PROGRAM. AVG. RATING © 
Rogers, member of WSB-TV's pro- g as part of its summer-_ ‘SUNDAYS 6:00-2: 30 . a, . 
motion department, tells how, at |1ong Salute to Freedom, a patriotic | program: MASTERPIECE, THEATRE. Meet. Press - KYW 
age 70. he resolved it was time to {Observation intended to bring |”. : 6:00-6:30: Pp 
Iearn how to grow old gracefully | @bout a resurgence of patriotism. April 23 “WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT* ‘Mr..Ed ! ORY 
and gratefully. He's now 84. Candles” started with the sow- Joan Leslie, Humphrey Bogart. 6:30-7:00. : WD, 

Fain takes his camera into Ful- ing of the seeds of conflict with|. -. 1941, Warner, UAA, Repeat. a, 1 Astronaut. . ‘wYW rons 

ton County's Haven, Home for an|the British crown and Parliament | April : 30°“NO TIME FOR LOVE” ele Ai : wh rr 
interview with a retired newspaper- deaf to the pléas: for representa- |. “Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray’ u 
man, who is satisfied with the way | tion, right on through the Swamp / 1943, Paramount, ‘MCA. ist Run =. , "Winston: Chuirehit WEWS | a! 
life has treated: him, but voices net, whe Pete pant aeren tne Boe May 7 “ROAD TO MOROCCO”. ©. ny L : © 8:00-6:30" oo rns 
regrets at lost opportunities, ‘. ia Bing -Crosby,.. Bob Hope, Dorot y arhour w 

Then come shots of county’s | Lexington “and .the shot heatd _ 1942,’ Paramount, MCA, Repeat co chiles . oe 
Highview Project, a new facility |Tound the world, Bunker Hil. - . May. ax “CHINA” a 
with a capacity for 400 aged, a| Old Faintings, cartoons and en- ‘Loretta Young. ‘Alan: Ladd vassie’ ~ WEWs” 
mere drop in the bucket to the | Savings, (including original draw- - 1943, Paramount, MCA, , Repeat 7-00-7: 30° ae es 

*. Ottawa—Harry J. Boyle, Cana-": 
dian Broadcasting Corp.’s ‘special 
programs development officer,has - 
organizeda two-weeks course: on. a 
-AM documentaries. : ot 

tof the judges ard counsel are born| = 

[ny CHALLENGING Offers? 
~TV-RADIO-FILM 
-ADMINSTRATOR: 
Production: Administrator. ‘and Coordt-. 1. 

| nator of mand industriel Shows 
for top N.Y. Fad. Agency... . 

Only Radio, TV Netwerks,- ‘Stations. er: a . 
CON:: Productions. | Companies. where 

AXIMUM effort. is re 

_locate. In- any U.$. 6r. férsign city, an 

. Replies ‘to Box (2211, VARIETY: - 
154 Ww. 46th St. ‘New York 3%. 

“FOR, RENT 

3500 sq. ft. OBE FLOOR 
"High Ceilings 8% Elévator 

ot Pome al fore Hall, Ete. 

«IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. 
. With or Without Lease; 3450 Me. - 

199 LAFAYETTE ‘ST., M.Y.C. . 
‘Cor... -Broome St.),. Lewer Manhattan 

This. gan -opportunity ‘In a dynamic - 
field: fore arth and: meeting - chal- | 
lenges. for:: articulate. attractive men 
or. women... -Must have ability. ‘to or- 

Hl ganize cown Work. schedule.” without. 
‘supervision. 

ae . CALL uo 2-4293° 

=e re ‘URGENT I. 
IMMEDIATELY ! 

film ‘showin ernest Hemi 
“Will accept taming: 

‘Movie 
Sway. 

‘| omm. or. 35mm: "wilt feturn. ‘your fllm I. . 
Please contact: immediately. 

- Box ¥-2205; VARIETY ‘: 
1 4 'W. 46th. Ste New York: ad N.Y. 

_avIRY pay” . 
on avery CHANNEK | 

to 30 such who work: in the Hou: Re 

Willing to. re . 

._Caill Florence: Barnes, PL 2-4700 | 
————— 

ee has 

rr ae 
ay . 

Fg Ne eg armen VERSE NIT 



“(BUT SUEGESSIR Ca Reals Sales Prsome; Up 
Cede STUMPS INDUSTAY!__ Wim. P. Gallagher to Marketing VP. + Columbia Records has realigned 

pres sth 
_ Br. MORRY ROTH: 

“ ties. 
‘-_moné 

‘chestra. scores. 

_ Chicago, July. 255° 

Recent purchase: -of Civic Concert 

; ‘Bervice. by. Summy-Birchard, -Eyan- | 

stan: dil.) music. publishing | ‘firm, 

‘was explained thusly. by S-B. prexy |. 

David:  Senigstack:” “We ‘bought 
‘Civic . -because it: was. “Up. ‘for. sale 
and’ because: we. considered ‘it. a. 
good buy. We've.got a ‘musi¢ally- 
oriented - administrative staff here 
at. Summy-Birchard, ‘and -we..can 
cut Civic’s “overhead -by : overlap- 
ping © administrative responsibili- | 

I think that..we can ‘make‘| 
from’ Civic and ‘atthe same 

‘time ‘bring. .gocd~ music to -dreas 
*' gutside the major cities, If 1 didn’t |: 
-- think -I could. da both: of these, I | 

“wouldn't: have bought it.” ~ 
S-B. publishes Musical Courier, 

they -putchased four thonths ago, 
and: The Piano. Teacher..‘the suc-: 
-eessor to Etude), which: they: ‘pur- 

-” chased ‘at. about... the same time.|- 
. The company has beeén- in-existence | 
“since 1872, publishing musical .edu- |. 
~ gation. materials -and band: and: or- 

‘Serigstack’s fa#ier 
‘purchased ‘the. firm about 15, years, 
“BEO. + 

we Editorial “Angle: — 
- Queried., as to what the ‘relation- 

ship: would he, Jif “any, between 
. Civie's « organized. -audience -series 
*. and:. Musical - Courier; 

‘explained: that the ‘Civic -purchase: 
“Would in. no way. prejudice the at- 

“‘Aitude: of the mag and that they: 
2. would function sabsolutely. ‘inde- 
‘Pendent of’ each: -other.” 

An Par’ 's Westminster 

‘Sengstark 

“Musical 

(Continued on page 56)* 

Label Again Active With: 
15 Mid-August Albums 

“Having completed. its reorganiza- | 
: tion, the: Westminster label which 
"was acquired” by : Amn-Par several | 

_.. months ago, - is: moving | ‘back into. 
‘ Label has | : 

“get 15 albums. ‘for: mid-August Te-. 
. Jease .which will. be. its. first re- 
lease’ since the Am-Par. buyup... 

the | ‘disk sweepstakes... 

“Meantime, Kurt List, Westrnin- 
ster’ 's artists: &. repertoire topper, is: 
moving through. Vienna, Budapest 
and other European: locales in. pre- 

‘+. paration for future releases. \"": - 
On ‘Westminster's: August” sched- 

‘.. ple.is ‘Chinese pianist: Fou Ts’ong, 
‘ award winner -in the’ International: 
Competition * in” Bucharest a. few! 
“ seasons back. - 
tour upcoming. including four ‘con- 

He has a: ‘nationwide 

eerts with ‘the. N.Y. Philharmonic 
: under Leonard Bernstein... :, 

: The: diskery will also introduce. 
ot classical. guitarist. John’ Wiliams. 
"Other items: include some ‘standard | 
:* @lagsies-“conducred by --Scherchen | ° 
> and noveltiés. aimed at getting at- 
.:, . tention. in music - and . sound ‘mar-. 

‘kets. - 

‘SISA in Direct Deals 
~ With Foreign: Societies | some. patrons. to pay ‘twice. . 

:Delorme says: the forged: tickets. 
had been sold: at about 50c. below 
‘the boxoffice. price. ‘But, although 
‘here : was a. spate:-of them, ‘they 

_SESAC: Tnic,;. privately - owned 

ne ‘performing « ‘rights ~ society, 

‘wrapped. up, a series of. ‘deals ‘with 

has, 

.-: , foreign’ music licensing agencies 
* to“insure direct’ worldwide > cover-. 

. age for. its *U.S:.: publisher’ and 
Py . writer / affiliates. ‘When originated | ' 
"30. years ‘ago by ‘Paul. Heinecke; 

, “SESAC's. 
* “primarily ‘represented . European: 

‘current - ‘prexy,.- 

‘publishers in the. U.S.: Today, the 
.. organization’ has. 90% American 

. affiliates -and only 10% European. 
‘SESAC. tied’ up ‘deals “with the | 

- Performing’ ‘Rights: ‘Society: -for- 
. - performances . and 
':. Copyright . Protection Society for. 
.. -Mechanicals. 
both performanve. and mechanical. 
Tights in’ West Germany. SACEM |’ 
will collect. performance money in| 

Mechanical 

_GEMA: will handle 

i. . France: with BIEM handling: me- 
chanical rights.‘on the Continent 
outside. of West .Germany: 

Déals for performance rights 
' fepresentation :for SESAC are ex- 
pected: to. be. ‘made. shortly with 
other. countries. - . 

‘Carl Spencer. peneere eB met 

T ASCAPers Joan Whitney, iz 
~ Kramer Set Up BMI Firm: 
‘Joan: Whitney..and. Alex. Kranier, 

veteran ‘ASCAP ‘‘clefférs ‘and: op-: 

London, July .25. 
The music biz here. is stirring 

itself again. Slowly—and for some 
painfully—the wild, screaming. as-. 
pect of rock'n'roll has passed over 

: Britain; Gradually, disk companies’ ' 

Sai Anglo-US. Pact 
On ‘Backing Musicians’ 

_ the Eydie Gorme-Steve Lawrence 
erators of’ an. ASCAP: publishing... and publishers’ pluggers are sell- © musical : backing controversy, Mu- 
frm. Kramer-Whitney,. ‘have set up 

‘Broadcast: Music. Inc, . 
Southside ‘Musies = - 
New firm will-also’ produce mas: 

ters for’ ‘distribution. ‘on‘.the: cleff- 
ers’ own label. Southside, ‘and for: 
other companies. : ‘Company’s | first : 
release, set for this: weky“is: “THN - 
My Ship. Comes. Jn,” with singer . 

Instrument Mfrs. ; - a ‘classical’ music trade mag which | 

“ing a. straight ballad here, a good:' 

-feturned, when :a&r men: are look- 
ing for talented: talent. 
What, ‘if: anything, will replace 

r'n'r’ has not clearly emerged. It 
seems ‘most ‘likely, however, that: 
‘no.“one: form ‘of. music. will take 
over but rather. a- -yaried ‘collection 

a ‘of pops will form. the hit parades. 
‘| Beat. singers. still sell well (usually: 
‘with uptempo. ballads} ’ but. . they 
‘are..pressed hard. by: traditional. 
jazz which leaves both groups’ disk 

‘1 gales figures leagues. behind rock 

Using Fiberglass 
_Chieago, July. 25... 

struments appears: to be: dawning. ‘space’ ‘there's. a: “trad. ‘band. But ‘on 

over the past five years. 
‘Traditional Jam Scores 

{up and. down ‘the ‘country in clubs, 
j Saloons, halls, . barns, . fields, parks; 

‘Sicians’: Union assistant secretary ; 
affiliate; -comie disk there and traditional © wWarry: Fran is there's 

jazz ‘all over. And the: time has | arry Francis eays there's good j 
; Prospects for a 
! pact” 

tion. of Musicians. 
Provided. nobody ‘is displaced, 

Francis believes, an agreement by 
both ‘sides to issue working per 
mits. to, say, four backing musi- ; 
cians for an.act would save time: 
and trouble. He is expected to put 
‘such a proposal before the MU 
executive committee, 

“backing musicians 

| Phono Sales. 
‘Trad -jazz is taking big money. 

Start Up beat 
Washington, po 25. 

with the. American Federa- . 

its sales forces, bringing up Wil- 
‘IJiam P. Gallagher to the newly- 

created position of veepee in 
charge of markeling. Gallagher 
had been « p. in charge of sales 

"sun smarting from attacks over { since June, 1960. 
i In the new setup all retail divi- 
{sions of the company. ofber than 
direct mail sales. will -report to 
Gallagher. These include Columbia 
1 Record Sales, with Jack Loets 
newly appointed as director: (o- 
lumbia Record Distributors, the 
company’s wholly-owned brances,- 
under direction of veepee Ken- 
neth Glancy; the Columbia Henie 

i Music Library test project. wath 
Milt Setkowitz as peneral inanaper; 
and the newly-established Cohnne 

. bia Special Products, consolidating. 
sales of premiums, promotions. ¢\- 
ecutive gift programs and other 
sales activities related to Col iahel. 
product, with Albert) Shuinin 
jaar appointed as general m: cathe 

eoack. Loetz, as the new dnecter 
: of sales, will be. responsitle for 
H ne formulation of sales progiams 
and policies. ae well as manuge- 

New: instruments exhibits: atthe ,the pop charts, however, it plays’ 
National..Assn. .of Music Merchants. ;second fiddle’ te the peat ‘boys. 

' | eonclave at.the Palmer. House-here So the newly: awakened : part - of: 

ment of both the company*« NY, 
Phonograph sales are showing | staff and its national organizatvon. 

signs of recovery from. the down- Loctz joined Col in *46 and bis 

. ete. . 

‘SESAC | 7 

last’ week tended to ‘accent. light: 
ness (of. weight): and tote-ability. 

Among the: unusual | items were 
a ‘fiberglass Sousaphone,. ‘an- ac-} 
ordion ‘that. doubles..as ‘an elec- | 
tronic organ, and a complete. set of:|- 
‘portable: drums. that can be broken 
-down into” a ease the size ofa 
‘two-suiter, “ . 

a} The. Sousaphone is’ a pilot. for’ a. 
projected: line. of: plastic ‘profes- | 

° '.-fsional - 
.. |Corp., ts planning ‘to ‘manufacture, 
7 1Maker claims that the tuba on ex- 
hibit is 43% 
ventional- brass ‘horn,. yet meets.all |. 

instruments which: Conn 

- lighter. than the con- 

the requirements. for tone; volume, | 

‘Fhe accordion-plus-orgain is’ ‘made. 
by ‘Accorgan and can be. played as 
either - instrument “separately, 
both at the. same time, . It cores | 
with= special amplifier.” 

Richards: Music Corp.'s entry: ‘in! 
the: Bo-anywhere trend is. the set 

| of--bass, ‘baritone, ténor ‘and ‘snare. ! 
drums,: which. supposedly ‘have the. 
same sound fidelity -as: ‘convention-: 
-al drums although ‘they’re capable 
of being carried. compactly in one. 
hand by. a:normal-sized person. - 
- ‘Phey're: of -single-head “design; : 
which jis to say’ that=to- look -at-- 
‘they're. half.a- drum;: or less.. They. 
appear to ‘be just. the top. panels ! 

Tin Pan. Alley doesn't really know | 
. ‘which way: to turn. 

According « to. Siremy’ oe are. still. behind = the 1960 sales 

: level. 
(Continued ‘on page §5) 

| RIAA Pressing 
Drive Against 
Disk Duplication 

A ‘program: ‘aimed at halting. the | 

‘spread of unauthorized duplication 
‘f° soiind” recordings. thas been’ ap-- 

‘proved by the board of directors of 
the ‘Record ‘Industry. Assoeiation of | 

- The plan will ‘not be |. America, 

limited: only ta counterfeiting, but 

will also: be. concerned :with the: 
transfer. of disks to, tapes which are 
‘leased, ‘sold: or: “broadcast: for: ‘sole 

profit of ‘the. duplicator, including’ 
[the .use of: such unauthorized re- 

productions for. background music 

services; | “piracy - of: records.‘ both 
here and abroad; and the dubbing 

of the- ‘drums; with. chrome rims | of. ‘parts of different disks in the 
girding.. 

Forved Tx Bring Sout’ : 

. London; July 25. 
- ‘Promoter - Brian -Delorme | fell 

| vietimn: to. forgers: at his: Earlswood.. 
Warwickshire: jazz: festival—one of 

| Britain’s~ biggest” “jazz ‘events. 

‘| County . police are. ‘investigating : a 

turned up -at: the fest: and” ‘caused | 

didn’t constitute..a. “major. Toss be-| 
cause he'd ‘sold. more Athan 4; G00" 
Benuine tabs.. -_ 

506 for New Band 
- * Dallas,. July, 25.° 

“Charies:. ‘Hardwick, a. “Jackson. 

‘ville, Fla., investor, is putting. $50.- 
‘000: behind: the Leo. Andrews, band ! 
“which has: been’ rehearsing - -here i that. of. counterfeiters, - thelr. con- | 

‘for. ‘past three mosths. . ‘Six: ‘mem-‘ duct .must inevitably damage: the 

cation of 

eel 

| production: of so-called “mosaic” 
|records.. oe 

“In-all-such cases, ‘RIAA contends, 
: sueh: entrepreneurs are infringing. 

Note. to Brit. Jazz Fest: upon the legitimate record. manu. 
facturers’ ‘property rights. : In ‘ad- 

-| dition, they. are probably also evad- 
ing: ‘payments . performance: 
rights. ‘societies, . copyright owners, 
artists - ind musicians. RIAA plans . 
to press. ‘for. corrective legislation © . 

lin: areas where it is found. that: 
‘Anadequate. laws: or no laws. at. all, 

“| numbet of. forged. ‘tickets . which, exit. 
‘During. its. probe inte ‘counter- | 

- | feiting, ‘BIAA's. ‘investigators - une 
covered © -Dumerous 
other: ty: 

instances: 
s of unauthorized dupli- 

records. They're findings 
are being made: available to its} 
‘members for consideration ‘and. ap- : 
propriate action. 

Ernest S. Meyers, RIAA general 
' counsel, ‘stated that the growth of 
unauthorized .. duplication . of. all 
\types of sound ‘tecordings presents | 
an increasing threat to disk manv- , 

| facturers. While the ethical na- ; 
ture of the business of some ‘of the | 
people who. are duplieating sound 
recordings is not comparable to. 

bers of. the..North Texzs. ‘College i business of record: manufacturers, 
Lab. Band. form the nuc!eus: of the : 
Andrews orch.. The orch jis. slated } 
‘to ‘appear - nightly at. the Hi. Hoi 

coast tour- following . their ‘local’ 
_ break-in... Hardwick is. to. discuss : 
with ° Joe. Glaser, ‘of Associated . 
Booking ‘Corp., -handling. of ‘book- 

ings for: ‘the. Andrews’ hep Lt 

Ballroom in Grand Prairie through: : 
out the summer.: .- 

The: band. will ‘go on a coast to-- '. 

he pointed out. 

“Hudson Joins dimeld Agency 
Atlanta, July. 25. 

"Dean. “Hudson, bandleader, has: 
joined - the Arnold Agency, han- 

‘dling .. ‘the’: outfit’s~ band engage- 
ments. © 
Monk: Arnold ds head of. _ the 

;bageney.__ “= Raw Tem rocencore 

beat. of recent months, although 

both’ monaural and stereo varities 

~~ Monaural set retail sales picked 
up from 56,312 sets in April to; 

162,328 in May. Stereo sales climbed 
‘|from 182,773 in, April to 194,891 | 

in. May. . 

Through May. of thie year, 350,- - 
‘177° monaural phonographs ‘were 
sold. over the counter as against 
396,362 for the same 1960 period: 
Stereo sales through May were 
pegged at 1,112,047 compared with 
1,258,417 through May last year. 

Mehegan in Cleffer Deal 
With Sam Fox Music 

Sam Fox Music has inked John ° 

Mehegan, jazz. musician, suthor,. 

teacher and composer, to an exclu- : 

sive writer’s contract. The com- 
‘pany recently released his “‘The ; 
Jazz, Pianist,” a threevolume set 
of studies for young or adult pian- 
ists of a secondary level in the 
art and practices of jazz iroproviza- | 
tion, and will shortly release his 
“Studies | in: Jazz. Harmony” 
“Touch. and. Rhythm | Techniques « 
for the Jazz: Pianist.” 

_ Mehegan is instructor in jazz 
at. Juilildrd- School of Music, jazz . 
instroctor at Columbia U., former 
jazz critic of the N.Y. ‘Herald ‘ 
Tribune and is frequently repre- 
sented in magazines, as a record- 
ing artist and as a lecturer and 
private teacher. 

Honolulu Symph Books 
-Guestars for Summer | 

“Honolulu, July 25. 

‘Honolulu. ‘Symphony Orchestra ' 

opens. its . Summer Starlight Se- 

res concerts July 29, with Andre 

| Kostelanets guest conducting the ; 

first _ prograin. 

Subsequent guest artists will be 
Eleanor Steber, soprane, Aug. 12; : 
j Burgess Meredith in a Civil War 
Centennial program, Aug. 26; 

| Claudio. Arrau, ‘pianist, Sept. 2. 
Concerts will be given: in the 

Waikiki Shell, with season re- 
iserved seats at $13.60 top, season 
general admission at $3. 50. 

HMV’s ‘Oliver’ LP 
~ ‘Lendon, July | 25. 

Special - “LP .of Lionel . Bart's 

sm jash. hit “Oliver!” is to ‘be re- 

«corded. by HMV. here for release 
if the U:S. 

have ‘taken piace, Stanley Hollo- 
way takés over from Ron Broz¢y 
as Fagin and Alma Cogan will be 
‘Nancy. instead of Georgia. Brown. 
| Other roles wil) be phyed by Vio- 
j let Carson and Jan Wallace 
i Original cast net album of “Oliver:" 
was cut 
fe cerron by Decca. evaese wwemwo re @ Ae 

‘Several cast changes | 

served successively as manager of 
| sales administration, staff assistant 
‘and most recently as general mun- 
ager: 

- Shuffle Other Execs 
Other appiantments in ihe Te 

aligninent are: 
Maurice L. Hoffman to the a st 

iContinued on pare 5 55) 

Mercary to Handle US. 
Distribation of Philips 
Disks Waxed in Europe 

Chicago, July 25 
Merrury Record Corp prexy 

j Irving Green, meeting Jast week 

with representatives of Philips 
i Phonografic: Industrie in Paris, 

Yagreed to a go-ahead for recarding, 
jin Europe, of artists on the Philips 
‘Jabel for distribution Jater this 
‘year in the U. S. through Mer- 
(Cury’s distrib channels 

i Phonografic is a subsidiary of 
Philips Lamps, a European indus- 
itrial cormmplex that pure hasest Mer- 
;cury through a U. S. holding com- 
; pany a month ago. 

i Included in Philips’. pop stable 
and of artists are Michel. Le Grand, 

“Yves Montand, Sascha  Dhisicl, 
‘Juliette Greco and Marty Wald. 
Classical artists include Sviatoslav 
Richter, I. Musici, and such ean- 
‘ductors as Anata] -Borati, Kon- 
Grashin, Jokum and Haiting. 

Green took most of his a&i stalf 
“with him to Paris for the meeuug, 
sincluding David Carrol]. Quirisy 
: Jones, Shelby Singleton and Jick 
Tracy. Philips was represented ty 

| Willem Langenberg, president of, 
‘their International Rerord Group, 
as well as adr reps from England, 
Germany, Belgium, Italy, France, 
Spain and Scandinavia. 

Trio Sparns Tep London 
| Spots for Cockney Aud 
foe London. July 25 

Seattered aj] over Biltain «re 
‘groups galore all trying foi a dale 
at one of those top London night 
spots. But here’s a twiet Don Har- 
vey Trio—Harvey (organ:, Gearge 
Watkins (hbass}i Eric 
‘drumsi—have quit scaght-afier 
engagements in the Milroy end 

-Les Ambsssadeurs and have set- 
_Ued fur the Rising Sun saloon in 
‘London's Eest End. 

Reason? A 50% higher fee, 
shorler working hours and a bet- 
ter class of people.” raya Harvey. 
Pjaying the swank nitertes saa ‘he 
flio working from & pm. io 3 am. 
Now. they start at 8 pom. ane ¢luse 
at 130 p.m. sharp “In tawr,” says 
Harvey, “the people they were 
kings nd queens of the world. you 
know and the afrec: soc re 
‘$0 false Down here ve have ‘he 
good old, sincere or ‘kney. An4é 

jMere packing ‘em in.” 

Cornish > 
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By MIKE GROSS 

Duane Eddy !Jamie): 
(Northern*: puts thé prettv. melody 
int.» a soft guitar setting and it 
works out fine. “DRIVIN’ HOME" 
W.anduanetal*> is plueked out in a 
brisk in.trumental fashion making , 
it a 200d juke item: 

Ray Anthony Orch 
“MOLIENDO CAFE” 

an Arsentinian click that’s devel-: take to. 
oped for a U.S. pap push by the j 
strong rhythmic sounds. “CHAMPS | (Dot): “ABSENTMINDED LOVER” 
ELYSEES” »Ludlow?) shows off; ‘Planetary*) is.a cute duet that 

gratumers. 

‘bouncy style. “THE” BIG 
(Capito: | (Tyrol‘) works up a new -dance 

some fine Ray Anthony trumpet, gets special sparks from the vocal} | 
work but the rocking sax sounds handling. “BECAUSE OF: YOU” 
are there, too, to hold on to the, (Gowert) is the big’ batlad click |. 
teenage tranchise. ; 

Bud Dashiel & The Kinsmen. happy results. 
(Warner Broso: “Lf TALK TO THE: The Shadows {Atlantic): “THE | 
TREES" «Chappell® wocks up the! FRIGHTENED CITY” (Bourne: | 
western motif of. this Lerner. &i Rank*) is a pic title. tune. with. | 

Best Bets 
THE COASTERS......GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS (PART. 2) 

(Atco) weeeee> (Part HW) © 

The Coasters’ 

of several years ago zinged up for | 

. “Girls, Girls, Girls” ¢ Progresstve-Triot) is. a 
nifty, iter: with a novel lyric peg and a solid beat to “accompany- 
it Flip is @ pepped up version of the same tune dnd tt’s a tossup 
as to which side ‘will takeoff but one surely will. . 

* = + 

ELLA FITZGERALD eowreweereavre ses oe .MR. PAGANINI 

(Verve) You’re Driving Me Crazy... 
Ella Fitzgerald’s “Mr. Paganini” (Famous*) is the oldie made. 

up tor a pop cleanup in this standout .vocal workover. “You're .- 
Driving Me Crazy {BVC+) will be-a programming delight be-. 
cause of the sharp vocal handling. 

e a 

FABIAN Sete eeeeeeeeeeeeee A GIRL LIKE YOU 
(€ ‘hancellor) weeeee. Dream Factory’ 
Fahian's “A Girt Like You” (Debmar* ) has a sprightly flavor - 

and a teen-tune angle that can’t miss. “Dream Factory” {Jan- 
wiry*: has a likeable rhythm pattern that should keep the Jukes. 
Rracremany. 

o#eecer per ev Pe BeBe 

eer ee we 

ove e 

e « * 

MALCOLM. DODDS. .....LAUGH MY. HEART 
(MGM) .... ce ecw ee eee enone Without A Song 
Maleolmn. Dodds’ « ‘Langh Mi y Heart” tRoosereltt).. has strong 

ballad touches and a stirring rocal attack to bring it to. the .top.: 

sees eer eo Fo 

“Without A Song” (Millert) lights up the oldie with a bright 
voval hardling, |. * « 

JOHNNY TILLOTSON 2.000 ee ce ee ees {CUTIE PIE |: 
(Cadence)  ......-..-5 5 600-- eee Wi thout -You 
Jobrnny Tillotson’s “Cutie Pie’’ (Ridge? ) is built for the. teen 

mariet iv beat and lyric emphasis avd: it looks like a payoff plat- 
ter “Without You" ¢Ridget) has a biq baliad punch. that could: 
hee the top of the spinning brackets, too. 

* * _ 

ROGER WILLIAMS. .CLAIR| DE LUNE 
(Ranp) ... 0... ee eee ee eee wees Riviera Concerto: 
Royer Wiliams’ “Clair De Lua." ‘BIEMD): is ‘the. perennial 

Deo ss composition ire a rieh keuhoard setup that gives tt im-: 
porters pan impetus, “Riviera Concerto” (Witmark*) has a ro 
meres Cavor thab couleé grab some programmer's playing time... 

ti *. 

SOU VENIR OF MEXICO 
' Amor 

‘Sourenir of Merion” (valley. Progressive-Triot), 
thee yomerntio sane sigy cyroore with. a Latino ‘touch - ‘that 

eos Be Bete vee Caese 

BEN E. KING: 
( Aten) 
‘Ben EF. King’s * 

fs er 

eee r er eer e are 

eee vw we oe 2 8 be ew 

meee if a2 aspianing meutural. “Amor” (Peert) freshens up: the: 
ode with some erciting vocal touches.. 

+ * * Lo 

HENRY JEROWE ORCH. .Theme From ‘BRAZEN BRASS’ |. 
(Deceay oo. ccc eee ee eee Sleepy. Time Gal -{f}- 
Henry Jorn Oreh's “Theme From ‘Brazen. Brass’”. (North- 

is cntiong. fram Pas “Brazen Brass. Brings Back ‘The. Bands" 
T.2? cond its light instrumeptal figures will win: a payoff - sirgles 
tre “Steep Trane Gal’ (Feist? is dressed up mn fine instru: 
mea hal Fasc for a good proyramming, ride. 

F Opem. 

Toews song with a true flair that . lively 
sould bud in pop circles. “POM | will serve the programmers well. 
PA TOM’ -Stelent) has a happy j "FBI" iSbadowst) hits: a good ‘in- 
fotk flavor that rould work into: stramental stride ‘for okay, Juke 
ap okay spinning ttem action, ° 

The Viscounts (Madison). “DRAG Donnie Brooks (Era): 

instrumental. “quality ‘that, 

“BOOME- 
RACH” iMonumentt? runs with aj}-RANG™ (‘Bamboot) rocks. along. 
fine insirumental drive to keep. familiar ballad lines. that “usually. | ¢ 
thee pukes jumping. “SOPHISTI-! finds. it teenage . spinning. level. 
CATED LADY 4Gothim*) blows . “HOW LONG” (Bamboof) stretches 
up the. Duke Ellington standard! along routine ballad lines. 
fur juke: crowd appreciation. Bueky & The Strings’ (Strand): 

Sohany Horton = ‘Columbia’:: “LOLIFA’S ON. THE -LOOSE”. 
SNEISS MARCY’ (Magic Cirele:) !) Mills*: 
has the countcy ballad flavor that) mental 
tefis a sad story in effective nwsi- | may 
cal terms. “OLE SLEW-FOOT” 
‘Bluchbannet? 
hiltbilly item: with a sassy flavor 
the: could work its way intu the. 

. bop world. 

‘dine ‘that 
find. . ‘appealing. “LONELY 

i ISLAND" (Southern*) sets up a 

slow: but persistent beat: 

Al Touson (Seville): 
‘MOO” ‘Tidelandt) pours . out." a 

Jon Thomas : ABC-Paramounts:: : breezy instrumental beat that will |. 
“FLIP FEOP AND FLY” \Pro- !-stir up juke. action. 
fiessive + his enouzh good blues: MOOD" 
quultties with aclively beat to in- ‘isteady and creates a -biue mood.in 
terest some programmers. “BOSS! an okay instrumental ‘manner. | 
HOSS” +Pamcoorworks up a good: Jerry Fuller ¢Challenge): “FIRST 
Jags tstrumental line: to make. it} LOVE NEVER DIES” (Golden 

Jocks, Jukes and Disks | 
“TAMMY”: a. likely spinning item for P| 

- Joe Jones (Roulette): “PVE GOT 
a) GH.UH WIFE” (Tyrol & ‘Cur-{ 
tom?t is an okay item that. could-|:|: 
pick up some spins because of. its | 

G MULE” | 

‘Morroi) is routine that the teeners” may] 

Louis: Prima & Keely. -Smith| | 

. River. ” 

.| routine affair: with ‘small. ‘spinning 
chances. ar 

7 Dallas. Frazier (Musikon): “SHE. 
|| MADE’ ME.CRY” (Golden Keyt+) 

| plays around: a wild vocal style and 
‘a raucous. beat. and the: juves will 

‘den Keyt) is an‘ offbeat slice that 
‘blends ‘reflective, patter and _pas-: 
sionate singing: for. interesting | re- 
sults. 

| HAPPY DAY” {Wiant) rolls’ with 
a rhythmic line that: could: pick up: 

CARE”: (Wiant) has.a fair. blues. 
} sound that: could. work out in some. 
juke - areas. . 

TUNE” ( Favorite*). has a’ pleasant 

- | vocal - approach * but ‘it .will ‘have 

competition. 
‘) SHIP “SAILING” (Favorite*) has 

“ 80. far. 

\NAME BERT SIEGELSON -- 

ne professional manager of Frank Mu-: 

| sie and affiliates. He. has been with: 

the. Fr ank: Loesser firm. in an. exec- 

utive. “capacity. since coming. there 

‘| has functioned: as national promo-. 
‘tion director. 

-| Frank. -Loesser | seore from 
To:-Succeed In -Business Without 

o ‘tion’ later this Season, 

i tone ‘Robert Merrill .cut “La. Boheme” and “Aida” in Rome ‘for: RCA 

has an infectious | instru-. 
the © spinners. 

& Cajun’) is a hot~ haunting instrumental mood with al 

“MOO: orchestrit. for. RCA Victor’s Chet Atkins ...°. Ray Anthony’s “Dream | 

“A” BLUE. 
(Tidelandt) is ‘slow and 

Sateen 26, 1961 

|: Frank - Sinateaz “Conte: “Swing (she’s. ‘got, a. neat showtune flair, © 
With ..Me”. (Cay Atol).. : Although fin this package ‘she’s got -a string 
|-Frank. Sinatra "jumped. the: .gun on'-of:solid-material. from. Irving Ber- 
Capitol ‘with a similar LP ‘titled jlin’s . “Annie Get Your - Gun” and 
“Swing Along. With. Me’’“on his ;some fair-: items” from the’ Jule 

own. Reprise label,Cap will have ‘ Styne-Adolpk ‘Green-Betty “Com- 
{no trouble moving... this. package | den score for. the current. “Do Re. 
‘with the disk buyers and program-!Mi.”. Luther . ‘Henderson’s::. orch 
mers: .. Working’ with. pulsating ‘backing. helps make’ it. ‘a likeable 

{Billy May “arrangements, Sinatra | programming item. - 
hits a -highlv rhythmic beat . that oT - 
moves at a bright and breezy. ‘pace. pleas Sears Ped Shaw. sings. 

. The swinging mood is... carried: 
‘| through’ such nifties as. “Lover,” 
-|“On the Sunny Side of the Street,’”. 
“Yes Indeed,” “Day By Day” and 

_| others. of similar standard stature. 
The Everly Bros. (Warner -Bros.). 

‘|The peg for this new Everly ‘Bros.. 
package | is “dancing”. and “‘dream- 
ing.” The “dancing” side of the. 
‘disk shows: off the. boys in. their 

| familiar duet pattern of zesty. per= 
|forming and they do a fine job on 
such as -“My Gal Sal,’ “Chioe,”. 
“Mention. My. Name In ‘Sheboy- 
gan” and “My Mammy.” On the |.” 
“dreaming” side,.the boys are in a. 
more. mellow mood: .and bring; an 

~| easy” harmony style to “Hil-Lili, Hi- 
Lo,” “The Wayward Wind” : and 
“When I-Grow. Too. Old. to Dream:” . 
‘Paul Anka: “Paul Anka . Sings 

His Big 15—Vol, 2”  (ABC-Para-. 
mount)... The compilation of. single 
releases. has worked’ into. payoff 
packaging for Paul’ Anka and: ‘some: 
other young diskers with like proj- 
ects: The. second volume of: the 
Anka ‘collection ig. sute to. continue 
‘the. strong’ sales pattern estab-- 
lished by: such roundups. ‘This ‘edi-' 
tion has sides. that: were’ orch-- 
backed by | Sid .‘Feller~ and - Don j : 
‘Costa and include such single sell-- 
ers as “My ‘Home :Town,” “Sum-' 
mer’s gore: »” “The Story. ‘of. My. 

ove” and.“Dance. on: Little Girl.” 
--Kaye Lande: (Caprice): “LITTLE . Django Reinhardt & The. Quin- 

tet. of the Hot Club: of. France: | 
“Djangoology” (RCA Victor)..-Once 
again RCA Victor has. dug into its 
‘morgue and come up with a solid 
‘eollector’s piece. ‘ ‘The’ jazzophiles, . 
especially,. will dig this package be- 
cause. it, contains some of | Rein- 

_ | hardt’s ‘top work during ‘the 1937- | 
'41 period: Reinhardt's: guitar. and’ 
‘Stephane -Grapelly’s . violin. -lead | 

‘| the quintet through some hot paces: 
{on “Honeysuckle Rose’’ and “After 
| You've. Gone” to name. just two ‘of 

an: all-around standout repertoire.’ 
FRANK. MUSIC PRO MCR: ' Jimmie Rodgers: “The Folk. 

{Song World .of Jimmie. Rodgers” 
Bert Siegelson” has- been named |{Roulette). Jimmie Rodgers has a 

pleasing way with a folk tune and 
‘although the folkniks may: not con- 

| sider it as authentic styling. it does. 
‘have a-pop appeal and ‘that’s. what 
‘counts.on the retail: level: Rodgers’ 
‘folk: world. fades suet potent 
piece as° “Englis ourtry « Gare |. 
den,” “Nobody Wants You: (when Graham, Crusade | Choir, as 
You’ re Down and: Out”. “Midnight. . Stan Kenton: The Romantic’ ‘Ap - 

Special” and “A Little Dog Cried.” - proach In the Ballad Style :of Stan.” 
Polly Bergen: “Polly - ‘Bergen. Kenton” ¢Capitol).- ‘Stan: Kenton 

Sings The Hit Songs From “Do Re believes in’ ‘experimentation. and ~ 
Mi’. and ‘Annie. Get Your. -Gun’” for this album ‘he’s playing. up mel--. 

(Columbia). - Polly . Bergen. has. a |!0w- moods’ with reeds ‘and mello-. :. 
‘packaging project to record the top: phones highlighted. : -They - build: a 

tunes . from various’ Broadway |UP.2 lush and romantic’ sound ‘but.’ * 
. |tuners. It’s a good . idea because: this’ may. not be exactly what the 

: . fans want from: Kenton even 
"1| though: ‘he: - toys: . Pleasantly: with 

tN “Moonlight. In-- Vermont.” "Fools. 
>” It Rush In” ‘and. others. that. take. to: 

ji {this dreamy. appréach. — 
|: Tennessee.’ Ernie. Ford: aCiiL 
War Songs of -the North’—Civit. 

| War Songs of the South”. (Capital). 

‘the disk field;.-deserves. a break-— 
through and. this. first: ‘package ‘for 
Epic - may. do it for her: - She’s..a m. 
singer. who knows what. she’s‘ about ° 
in lyric. understanding and. phras-- " LAWRENCE WELK | 

-Proudly Presents. His “‘Fourth-in-- 
| a-Row- Dot Hit Record “YELLOW, 
BIRD” B. Ww “Cruising Down. The: 

really brought if to: the. fore this. 
-time, The. répertoire. is made of | — 
strong standard stuff and ifthe .°- 

At, deserves, it IL rub. off: on: the re- | 
tail level. “ 

‘Karl | Wrightson-Lols munis? “AS. 

West Melodiest)’ is a fair baliad 
pegged for ‘teen. tastes and they. 
may také to it. “GUILTY OF ‘LOV- 
ING. YOU” .(4-Star’ Salest) is. -a 

bia). ‘Frank DeVol, a ‘Columbia mu- *.: 
sical: director,’ ‘has a taste for light . 
operetta... 
he. starts. out .with. the. works.-of. 
Rudolf Friml ‘and -he.- gets added 
insurance . by adding. the voices of 
Earl Wriglitson and Lois Hunt. “In- 
dian Love Call,” :“Rose Marie,” 
“The . Donkey Serenade,” “Only “a -: 
Rose,” “Love -Me Tonight” and 
“Sympathy” ” ate -some’ of Friml” «= 
works used: in. this collection: . It: -- 
may seem like a .Schmaltzy project. 
to’ some - but. it doves. sound: ‘like. 
Money ‘in the. bank.. 

Jorie Remus: “The Unpredicta- 
ble Jorie : ‘Remus” © (Everest). Jorie : 
Remus can be frightening. or. funny’ . 

y.| depending: on one’s point of view. 
‘For the ‘most . part, though, this .- 

probably find it.to their liking. 
“THERE GOES MY BRIDE” (Gol- 

Ted. Taylor (Gold Eagle): “TyAT 

some fans.along the way. “I DON'T 

ery rotitines ‘which will prove to.: 
many .who -haven’t: seen her- work. .° 
“Jive” ‘that she’s: funny: and: that - 
modern observant. and satiric trend... 
in. comedy: ‘isn’t . entirely. ‘a’ .man's.°~ 
domain. ‘She moves in sharply on 
‘Girl ‘Scouts, ‘men,. wealth, books 
and. even..the’ Diner's -Clab -and 
leaves ‘them standirig | put. shaking. 

“Gospel | ‘Sing—Festival- of RCA . 
Victor: “Artists—Vol: -2”- (RCA. Vie- . 
tor): “The all-star. show: technique 
‘has been’. -working out. well . for 
‘REA Victor’ in its pop: ‘and’ gospel. 
field.‘ This.is “the “second pack-.- 
“aging - ‘in. the ‘gospel. Broove;. ‘made 
‘up’ because -the’ first. one’ didso 
'well,.and’: will undoubtedly: repeat : ma 
its; predecessor's . performance. 
Among. the gospeleers . used here - 
‘are: “Dori “Gibson... Jim. Reeves, the: : 
Blackwood | Bros... the. -Statesmen, 
the Johnson -Familv. and the: Billy: 

ballad quality: with a. charming 

tough: going in -the pop spinning 
:- “THERE'S :A BIG. 

an. ‘easy Tilt but ‘it's: not. destined to’ 

* ‘ASCAP. t BMI. 

in 1958. For the. past two years he. 

_ Frank. is currently preparing its. 
fall -linewp: which {neludes the {: 

“How. 

Really’ Trying’. and the Wright 
and: Forrest score . for. “Kean,” 
both aimed. for Broadway presenta- 

~ Longplay | Shorts 
" ROA Victor breaks in its: annual “Best Buy” program in ‘N. ¥. this: 
week with George R. Marek, Norm Rascusin and Bob: Yorke addressing | 
a distributors meet at the Barbizon-Plaza:. . . Columbia Records bring- 
ing out cut 24 albums for August; 12. pops, nine Masterworks. and three’ 
in the Latino -field ... ... Epic has five sets scheduled for August; -two 
‘pop, two classical’ and one jazz.: .... Billy Dee. Williams, curreritly fea- 
tuted.on. Broadway in. “A Taste Of. Honey,” will record: an album of 
blues ‘songs ‘for the | ‘Prestige-Bluesville label .....: Harold’ Drayson, na-' 
tional sales. director fot’ Caedmon -and and. the Shakespeare Recording 
Society.;-has picked Don Dumont to’ handle:the lines: in Boston and 
Bud Dailey:for the Houston market’... Jon Hendricks will tour a con- 
cert ‘version “of. His Columbia ‘LP, “Evolution of the ° Blues,’ "on: ‘the 
college circuit in October. ~-.- 
‘Johnny Mathis, whose next Columbia LP’ is “A ‘Portiait. Of “Johnny,” 

goes on the college circuit in October;,,too . .|. Gandid--Records ‘has | 
extended . its summer jazz program through the end of.. August. ‘Deal: 

‘gives distributor. three free albums with. every 20 purchased... . Bari- 

eentennial. ‘commemoration: In ‘two . 
LPs, ‘each ‘devoted. to “ihumbers... 
from one: side’ of the Mason-Dixon 
line,. Tennessee Ernie Ford. gives | 
rugged,: straightforward: Tenditions 
of .this ‘historic repertory. Many: :.. 
of tunes -are marching: airs. and: 
they get. vigorous: workovers,: “Also. Oe 
-included . are : some . melancholy 
numbers, ‘like “The ‘Rebel Soldier,” 
‘en. the’ southern:.side, and “The 
‘Faded’ Coat of “Blue,” : from -the 
north. Varied combos ‘and: choral... 
‘Occasional. groups: back’ Ford in 
appropriate. style, Jack: Fascinato’ 

Victor ..... Angel Records shifted’ its advertising from -Donahue. & |. batoning. . 
Coe to Carson/Roberts. Reason for the switch, according to Stanley|: Si. Zentner-Orch: & Johtiny Mana 
M. Gortixov, veepee and general manager -of Capitol Records: Distrib-.| Singers: “Great Bands. With Great: 
‘uting. Corp, Angel distributors, was the number of.other record com-| Voices” (Liberty). The big band. 
panies handled by Donahue ‘& Coe including MGM, ‘Verve ‘aiid ‘Colpix | sound: apparently is more’ success- 

‘Composer-pianist Bill Pursell is writing a concerto. for guitar and |.in’ the groove’. than. in . the’. ball- 
‘rooms. (The diskers- are going 

Dancing” and. Felix -Slatkin’s » “Charge” have been added to’ Capitol’s 
four-track : stereo tape catalog. . 

- Oscar Brand, Elektra folk ‘artist, ‘planed. to Denver Saturday (23): ‘to 
take part.in- the: Folk Festival at the: Cafe Exodus, there.. On the way. 
home’ he'll give a: concert at the U..of Chicago .°. . July release-from 
.Grand: Award is Billy: Rowland’s “Billy. Rowland. "Plays Boogie. Woogie” 
". . . Roleases-from Command this month include two. follow up albums’ 
for -the. lahel,. Dick Hyman’s “Provocative’ Piano, vol 2” ‘and. “Big, Jeb" 
Dooiey’s * « “The Dixie Rehels,. vol, 2 : we 

this. package | Si .:Zentnéer-Johnny- urs 
Mann Singerg Tecreate the mood... : 

“Little. White. - Lies, ” 

‘the - bands: but ‘it: should: bring in... 
Some. ‘sales. Pa Gros. foe 

- Joan Shaw,::..- 
who hasn’t -had: too much. luck. in.” 

‘ing and- the Epic's .producer.‘hag |: 

LP get. the. prograniming. exposure a 

Night With Rudolf Friml” (Colum-; 

He’s way. aliead. when. ©. 

packaging Of some of: her best: nit-. ">: 

This . is. full wrap-up..of ‘songs a 
pegged: ta the current. ‘Civil: War: ~ 

| baék ‘to:- band sounds. .of ° -‘yester- oe 
| year and are ‘pulling in sales. In« : 

on “It’s a Lonesome Old: Town,” © -. 
“Flamingo” - 

and. the like. It-may-not. bring back: fe 



." glso..promoting ‘film: title: songs: 

* the’ Ray -Ellis: (RCA Victor-. 

a performed:: are’ J. "J. Jotinson’s| 

wo ‘Filington and - his orch. . Ellington, 

. enlire afternoon “show. ef Sept, 23-) .- 

a ‘pr ograms. 

\.* teire producer: His first LP will ‘be!. Mio,” “It's Now.OF. Never. moe. 

..) He'll cut. his. first sides’ within the. der, it sold’ 15,000 copies in ifs first 
|. next few. ‘weeks under ‘the. direc- ‘five. . days: at. 17 German-.marks: 

7 for the 10 ‘year :period.. Warners]. 

~~ “for. four. years. Dashiell, who’ will; of the German record industry. to-" 

oo Nashville: - | 
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eat Record Prodections. 
~ Names Cal Roberts 6.M. 
Calvi in: ‘Roberts has. moved up to 

‘the: newly created position. of gen- |. 
eral manager of Columbia Record |: 
‘Productions. “He assumes: respon-. 

‘ Sibility for ‘sales and. services: to. 
i private. . ‘Yabels and. ad agencies. 

"de St Me 
. “the. ” Big: 3 (Robbing: Feist 8. Miller) fs: on: fA pic. tune drive. the | 
firms. have’ lined-up. tunes: from sixfilm productions. for: a‘ special ‘sum: f 

. Imertime push.' The. company’ includes music. from “Erancis Of. Assisi” | 
-. ‘With-a theme disking: by the Russell Faith. Orch: & Chorus * wChancellort : 

" vand :“‘Hills: of Assisi” cut -by Sarah Vaughan iRotlette’. ‘The: Big 3: is : 
"Voyage To. The’ Bottom ‘Of The. Sea! 

_-recorded_ by Fankie Avalon ’.:Chancellor); Claude. ‘King’s «Columbia! 
:yendition of-’Big. River... Big “Man.” “Marines, Let's’ Go,” -Waxed “by! 

’ Rex ‘Allen: tMercury) and thé theme from: “La : Dolce. Vita”: ‘disked “by: 
. “A” Place. ‘Called Happiness.”’ ‘tune from: 
'“Snow: ‘White and the. ‘Three Stooges,” is also being pronioted: vla disk~} inistration of govern- 
ae by. Anita Bryant Carlton: and. Dorothy. Collins ‘Geld Eagles. 1.5 . ‘ment ant eehich coed. 

_ pressing, ‘plating anid other: related . 
“manufacturing: - techniques. © "Rob- 
l rts: will. also “work. on the.‘sales - 
[ and marketing” development of ‘di-: 

. Versified new non-Columbia Iabel., 
products ‘and services such as Cry=- 
ton. ‘lenses, . Auravision, ° tapes. ‘and 
slide: film:” . 
Roberts “has’ been: 

* with: Col. since 1954; serving as na-! 
‘tional’ sales. manager. and..director : 
‘of Cohambia Transcriptions and di-- 

‘ing, 
other related services, 

| Monies Jazz Festival Inks
 Giese, 

ington; 2d Buffalo Fest Kicks ( Of 
a “Monterey; Cal.’ ‘July 25. - 

7 "“Digy Gillespie ‘has been cigned | 
“for a principal’, role “in. the: fourth; German. Disk: Bestsellers’ 
annual Monterey: Jazz, Festival. | __. Frankfurt, July 18> rector of Custom Records. for Co- 
Sept. 22:24." Entire ‘program ‘of Babysitter Boogie. Ralf Bendix’ 7 tio , 
‘afternoon: ‘of: Sept. 24. will be “de- 1. a ‘Elektrola}. ° a a lumbia Record. Product 10ns.. 

. voted to works: performed. by -Gil- | - Wheels: .. 2.0.35 Billy, y, Vaughn.” | 
“I¢spie, his quintet.and-an-orchestra| >. London). = 
oreanized | and. creondaek oun <° Sieben. Musikanten fe ae : Devoit Give Out at N Y.. 
fest: -by | composer-conductor un- "<7 Musicians) .. Blue; Diamond: } : ee » Museum of Modern Art ther ‘Schuller. (Philips) .. 

- Blues-Gospel- Folk Sesh: 
Among works. scheduled: to be: Kann Morgan: -Vorble Sin’ 

(AIL: Over. Tomorrow) 

 ““Pereeption,”. a 35-minute. score-} Heid): ‘Bruehl 
..:for trumpet. and “orchestra ‘com- |. P Philips). ee 4 ‘Outdoor ‘series’ of “Jazz: in--tire 

missioned . by :Gillespie, : and “sev- |": urrender. ve fidiat Presley: a 

eral’ works - By Gillespie's “pianist; }'. (REA) = 60 0 7 lof Modern Art, N.Y., featured the ; 
kos gospel Singing ‘of ‘Marion: Williams : 

. and the: Stars of Faith Thursday ! 
+20). ‘The sessions are presénted . 

“Lalo Shifrin,.. including: his “Gil. “Sehnsucht. Nicht -Waer « 
(There Was. ‘No Longing). lespiana” and. ‘world ‘premiere “Of | ys 

his “Tunisian, Fantasy.” - pe Freddy _ + 
‘Fest ¢ “general: ' manager. Jimmy oN (Polydor). 

oo Lyons. also said’ the Gillspie Quin-'|. “Mit 17. ‘Faeng. das ‘Leben - . (and. Metronome. Magazine, the. 
-" 46t would’ appear ‘on opening night .- (Life Begins. at. ‘ITh. Ivo Robie -. | jazz. publication... 
“program Sept.: 22. and’ “Gillespie |: .- Polydor): | Though © departing from. the 
himself would join. “Modern Main Besame. Mucho... Ray Corin. [usual jazz format. of Garden’ 
Stream” set led. by. Johriny Hodges. |: +Philips) » , |stanzas.. the. program. still. drew. 

as. good-sized crowd. While. the ; 
audience * ‘differed: from: the buffs:, 
.Lwho! | -usually’ attend ~ religivso | 

Also: signed for the fest is Duke |. Wenn Du Heimkommst: | 

(When ‘You-Come. Home jue 

Lale: Me cde: 
4sBlektvola). , 

“Danke -Fuer: Blumen: 
- Thanks. for :Flowei's)’;, -_...: 

Siw’ Malmkv ist! : 

will. emcee ‘all five: programs: “The | | 

_ ‘| nantly-white.crowd responded with 
-3.{-Salvos on occasion and. gave a big 

Initt..to: each: selection. . Acoustics - 
Were ‘not the best in the Museum's: 

=! formal, ‘garden, but the...dramatic 
[faver.. of .the. -gospel style. came 
across | effectively: . 

‘Will consist .of Ellington's: orch and 
compositions... ‘The ‘orecn. will also. 
-- participate -in* one. of. ‘the:-. ‘evening I. 

aaa 
* ’Metronone) 

‘Lyons . fg. : also. ‘negoliating to: 
| brivg:in either’ the- Count Basie |. 

‘Miss. Williams is: a highly -emo-': 
. Or Harry James band. * aan . 6¢ Pl tt : 

ermal a ers. i tional ‘singer. with a flair for show- ! 
0 d Wa 9 anship. ‘Her preference lies with ' 

ave’ 

——_— - 

‘Butt. Fest In ‘Stadium. 
_ Buffalo,..July a5: _ 

aa ~Sevond: annual - Buffalo. Jazz vf. 
*Restival ‘kicks ‘off at the- 35,000+| ™: 
capacity. War’ ‘Memorial . Stadium | vl 
Friday (28). ‘Six ‘combos..or- other |". °. ~: 
features. will be: presented | ‘each, The noid: Wave” is sweeping wit 
night.: °°. ~ “astounding: force arid: effectiveness: 

‘Meantime,, ‘town is being alerted : over the. West German ‘record:-in- 
by. tw ilight jazz". ‘radio «panel ‘dis-’ , dustry, and ‘the. platter: pressers are | 
cussions. nightly » rand by. a-daily:‘in . a-race : here to- ‘see Wwho.:can - 

“noon jazz unit: “eompetition . under: come: up - with hest copiés’ of ‘the, 
sponsgrship of: Buffalo: “Merchants | “evergreens. Trend. ‘attually. Started‘: 
Assn. in downtown. open air ba. ‘last. summer ‘when’ a ‘Dutchman, 
Aayelte. Square. . {Jack “Buttermian, brought .out:-an., 

“offbeat platter ‘withthe Rient Bros. : 

Artist. Disk Deal 

the slower, more: dramatic numbers 
“whiclt. she: carries. off with’ ‘Style 
jet ‘expression: - -Such ‘songs as’ “yp 
‘| Got to -Live;“ “I -Come”..and -‘ Ths! 

h’ '-On My. Way" are indicative of her : 
‘ blues Teligioso - folk presentation, 
| They. also ‘tie. in with some. histori- 
cal “narration: on ‘the evolution: of * 
jazz. by Te. Roi, Jones: w ho acted as ° 
“arinquiicer as well’.as’ historian... 

- The .“Stars of Faith”. ‘are a, 
| quartet of femme vocalists With a 
dynamic: approach ‘to a number.’ 

: They do-a set of four tunes; each ! 
- featuring (a different: ‘meniier .. as ; 
‘soloist: ‘which demonstrates:- ‘Ahe + 
“quarfet's. ‘abilities, ‘Kitty Parham. 
leads - off ‘with ‘a sci‘eaming, -high ' 
voltage ” Song Francis - -Steadman’s | 
deep, rich -voice handles ‘a slower: | 
tune... Mattie Williams ‘does*.a 
charged © ‘rendition ‘ of..a medium : 

Frankfurt; Taly 25. 

‘of Indonesia. and -Rudv de: .Wolf ‘in: 
an Lp -called~ “Blue “Diamonds.” 
The oldie’ “Ramona, Yr dating. 

"pack. to 1927, sung in a mixture of 
‘English and: ‘German. with. an: In- | 
- danesian . accent, ‘sold. an’ ‘amazing | _ “Columbia: Pete Seeger 

... Folk singer Pete’ Seeger .- ‘has 1,000. 000: platters in’six months in, 
joined the -Columbia- roster:, “He'll! ‘Germany... At: the same. time, Elvis 
record under . the: aégis of: John ,Présley:: had -a ‘click. in ‘his RCA’ } was. a-flamboyant and histy rendi- 

tion: ‘py. Henrietta ‘Waddy: 
Miss. Williams joins the group: ‘in 

| such - ‘selections. as ‘Holy - “Ghost,” ” 
iva. standard gospel. tune, and. 
crowd-pleaser, “Somebody Bigger. 
Than 1.*" Alberta Carter provides 

Hammond: Col artists ‘and. reper- “pressing of another oldie, “O Solo: 

-. called “A* Baker's. Dozen™ and. will i Biggest current. hit in “West” ‘Ger 
«Be made: Up: of traditional folk. Many. is another, part of: :the-ever- 
‘songs, . Te ete ; Breen: trend, Electrola’s: LP’ of. 
* a itr: Albi Pe fas ‘Teurste Programm der. Welt.” 

; p e.Pearson . e- Most. Expensive. ‘Program: ‘of. | pulsatin a 
a : Albie - ‘Pearson, right-fielder for, the World).: Consisting: of revived ; i ‘for the “evening high ren about | 
ve the LA. Angels, will branch: ‘into : ; pressings of: songs. by such. stai's. as’ an: hour. °° 

the. disk- field via, the Capitol label. !.Marlene Dietrich and: Zarah- Lean: | ' Gary ‘Kramer produced: and: ‘ai! 
jrected ‘the. “presentation. - Admis- : 

hoe sion is $1 to. enter. the 
:. tion. of “artists and repertoire. ‘ro- | (about $4.25), a high price. ‘here for: itself “( members. free) inom 
~ ducer: ‘Curly Walter. ne -}sueh- a -disk. j ditional 50¢ for. ‘the concert. 

Kali.. 

UA OPENS DOOR FOR 
"INDIE DISK PRODUCERS. 

: In the old days, songwriters and | 
" publishers. ‘used to line up outside ' 
. the disk companies’ -artists.-& rep . 
_ertoire. offices to get an: audition. 
_for:their songs. ‘Nowadays, it’s the 
indie producers who are queueing - 
up: ‘to get a hearing for: their mas- : 

: -This - record,” incidentally, grew. 
‘Warner. Bros.: Bud: Dashiell. ‘Tout: ‘of research’ on -a. book. aor’ | 

a Bud. Dashiell, formerly of Bud & , past. musical. :hits.. A coup] 
“Travis and the’ Kinsmen, ‘has. been; ; Hamburg. journalists, Walter, Hises i 
“piened ‘by :Warner. Bros. Records, ; and - Ulrich Klever, were prepar-"{ 

-. with rights:to the. master tapes hejing the. tome and: .came-across .a 
- cuts reverting to him after a 10. t nusical. ~find—some.” ‘30-year-old |. 
year period.: Under.terms of the! British. pressings of His Master's | 
contract, Dashiell -owas. the mas-| Voice which were in: excellent con- 
-ters but’ leases them “to Warners..dition:: ~ . * 

-Most: of the. ‘clessics ‘of: that pe-: 
presses - and-markets -the. records j riod had deteriorated ‘or were de-' 
_irom the tapés at its own. expenses! stoyed..in thé. war. The ‘Hamburg: 
‘and ‘at the’ end. of the 10. year | pait- ‘managed to. get-the rights ‘to - 
‘period ‘has the first option to: pur- | these. surprisingly excellent oldies, ; 
Chase the. tapes. ‘outright. and.then sold Electrola on. the idea. | 
~The’ contract, which - carries... al of. reyiving them. ‘The :success of : 
, ‘five ‘figure guarantee. per yéar,. runs the evergreens turned the interest - 

United ‘Artists Records now will, 
‘meet -with Indie. producers: ona; 
“regular. ‘pasis, the schedule calling 

-“preduce his own sessions, has: full|‘ward. searehing . out. ‘other past, 
.' approval of every phase of: the re-| greats and. reissuing. them... : 
_-earding,;: down. to the - ‘ebvers-. Vand: Electrola's  Jatest is ia series j 
™ backliners... ‘called: “Das: Neuste ‘von: Gestern” 
“ ‘|The: Newest from Yesterday). ‘It's.’ 

‘just brought out:a platter by for-. 
mer boxing. ‘champ ‘Max’, Schmeling 
‘singing “ ‘Das. Herz. eines: Boxers”: 

_ oThe. ‘Heart ; of a Boxer} along with - Dien” ‘J. ‘Love You)... Jacket: ‘4s. 
‘@ reissue of: the 1930: recording “py: decorated: with a- ‘picture -of the: 

“nesday. and Friday:afternoons; but. 
‘by ‘appointment: only. Ken. Lauber 

; consideration. UA’ has. been... pick- 
-ing. up. numerous indie produced: 
masters: in- nthe Past few. weeks. 

eerie 

"“Gapitors: Harlan Howard. . 
Hanae Howard; country &. ‘west. 

ern.. songwriter © ‘and singer, has. 
‘signed: a‘pact.with Capitol. . 

..: - He has already waxed. an ‘altizm’: 
“of: his: riew. songs ‘for the: label : dn | 

_}actress” s Anny: Ondra- of teh Lieb” a bie elick:”. 

“Phe ‘post also entails the. pr otuie- ; 

‘associated 

.Fevents- of this f\pe, ‘the. predomi- ‘ 

tempo gospel number; . Final solo : 

for.an, open: ‘door on Monday, Wed- : 

Will audition: the asters for UA! 

[Hollywood Palladium Facelift Bucks 
Ballrooms’ Obsolescent Trend; Pact 
~ Lawrence Welk 

“By W. A. SCHARPER- 

: Hallywood, Juiy 25 
At a juncture when most. hall- 

rooms are being razed for parking 
‘lots or being eon erted. into super- 
imarkets.: America’s best-known 
terpery—the Hollywood Palladium 
--has ‘been facelifted and form- 

“fitted. ‘inside ‘and out.. and has 
j faven Lawrence Welk’s. orchestra a 
' “lifetime” contract to play Friday- 
'Saturday dance dates. 

-That “lifetime 

‘Which include. record manufactur- |. - 
- studio: - services,. matrix - and |: 

-over last: decade, by and large. he's 
yrobably the: most durable .and 
Fopular- danceband in’ annals here- 2 
abouts. ‘He played more than a 
solid. 10 years at the old A1agen. 
Santa - Monica, where Freddy Mar- 

fa is-ned= ensconced. Welk’s vast 
and faithful flock -of fellowers bas 

ibecome rathér legend now, ard 
T they'll buttress boxoffice at thr 
Palladium. 

Don Fédderson, the. telefilm pro- 
‘ducer. and Welk’s tv “mentor,” who 
‘also has a picce of the W elk ABC- 

' Garden"-concerts at. the Museum ‘TV show, prexies the. outfit which (. 
has * ‘acquit ed the: leasehold on: 

i Palladium: Veepee and also in for 
‘a smaller stake in the investment ; 
is Welk’s longtime manager, Sam 

1 Tnursday nighis by ‘the. Museum. ° J. Eutz: Welk has na piece of: the! 
ballfoom, working weekends on an. ‘ 
-involyed percentage. of the gate. 
f-. . Unveiling of the refurbished ter-- 

. palace Friday 121! packed the place. 
‘of course. Eschewed, cannily, was 
any effort to freeload “names.” The 
i.ballyhoo was aimed at Welk-wish- 
ier s—and they were out in force. 
The. man- ‘aims: all his considerable 
‘appeal at the “folks,” and they re-. 
«pond. Admish is $1.75 a head, and 
moré ‘than. 1,000 also went for the 

{$6.7 75 dinner. -_ 
" » New Attendante Records 

| Friday's paid attendance was 
‘6.740 and Saturday's 7.230, setting ; 
inew. modern records. The Welk 
hind. gets $2,250 nightly against 
60°? , but no cut. of the food, bever- 
-ages or CON*eSSIONS. Welk, how- 
“ever, does: run his. own souvenir 
. stand: which is @ very profitable. 
: sideline. 
‘Counting vocalists Dick Dale and 
‘Jim Roberts. Welk sports 28. side-. ‘ 
_men on the expanded «now 65 feet) 
“Wwidel stage and the tootets are: 
-eraék crafismen jn their field. Welk 
vhaschis pick of sidemen, .consider- 
‘ing that hour tv web show coin, 
plus. these weekends, disks,. one- 
niters and concerts and the fact 
“most of the musicians double or 
imore, adding to their scale, Reed- . 
j man. Bill Page works 110 instru- 
‘ments; small worder he- now owns 
12 string of five donut "shops bhere- 
, abouts. 

While the . ‘orchestrations are. 
‘varied, most -hew to the flissanda: 
istvling of Welk’s Tong tsInce 1928*- 
“champagne: musie” formula. On 

4 opening night he had to frequently ; 
“reprise his: disclick. “Calcutta.” and 
the. ‘also’ uncorked..a stunning. are | 

Prime Novelties | 
For Frisco's 50th 

rangement of “OJd Black Magic” 
| keyed by.a batfery of seven trom- 
‘bones. Along the way -he scatters ; 
‘the polkas and even electric-gul- 
tared oatunes amid waltzes and up- 

;beat.-rlivthms until théfe’s plenty 
tfor-all tune tastes. 

One thing is certain, Welk can 
‘keep’ a floor thronged with danc- 
ers; and, like his ty. program at-+ 

tests, he constantly keeps enough ' 
going on up on the platform itself | 
—siich -as.-sallies by Jo-Ann. 

| Castle’s. -honkytonk piano 
iJerry.. Bureke’. organ—to attract : 
rows. and rows. of alligators gal-. 

‘tT vanized to.the bandstand. The ba- ; 
toneer. himself. never Jleaves it; 

{Ww when the boys get their union-pre- ' 
scribed breaks, . Welk walks the 
stage rim, doing the. autograph hit * 
with a flourish. 

‘Luring Geritol Set 
On preem night it fs doubtful 

‘the Palladium ever had so many : 
imatire couples doing the light fan- ! 
: tastic. at the same time. True, Welk 
:has tremendous appeal to the Ger- , 
\itol «hig ty sponsor, also, sic) Set. 
{ but he also pulls quite a quota of : 
youth—distinctly not hotrodders 
In all, it is. avery attractive. and * 

1 well- behaved group he draws,-a 
credit to: ballroom biz. 
[- Fedderson’s: wife, .Tido, created - 
‘the’ terpalace’s “new look.” ani 

~ leye-arresting : job of -contemprary - 
‘decor of goid and white and blac, 
‘enriched by burgusdy red carpet- ' 
ing: throughout except: on the’ 

Schmeling’s - former : wife, German loving. pair of 35 years ago, . and. it’s s° Maple terp rink. Tota) of $359.0C0 «hanged 

_ A was: “spent redoing the place, and , 

“been operaiing as a rewtal faa 

isn't to be lightly . 
; shrugged. off, for Welk has proved © 

them five niles and 

and | 

for ‘Lifetime’ Deal 
the investment ts miost es idest 

For seme years tie Polloiam 
has been wsed us a prude ine Garces 
hall only on weekends and} as 

tty 
for private parties an-ether nights, 
Fedderson and Lutz atm ao ese 
Panding this servicing and Chsss at 

.™ 

ing hack to Hollyweed wan shew - 
tnz industry. affiqr~s “iach fuse 
wandered clsev here because tactii- 
lies were lacking.” 

The Palladium has fremereous 
caring facilities; as wotness when 

a “Dinner With ike” was iteld by 
the GOP Jast year at Pan Paciie 
#:€) the Palladian catertd thie 
200 full-course dinners, Gack 

having #£rvers- 
one at the fund-raving  aflair 
seived Wethin 35 manuates 

In a sense, It isa cample mentary 
operation-- the twe functions 10813t- 
ly keeping the place throbbing, 
Welk playing to pubhe patienate 
on the two big go-out) evenings, 
and the others devoted to private 
parties. small conventions, ete. 

Sold by Eddie Small 
Fedderson and Lutz acquned the 

Palladium from an outfit headed 
by film. producer Edward Small, 
‘who took over the operational 
reins after the death a decade «po 
ef Marrs Cohen. whe was a Meae- 

‘gram producer before he formed 
the © original corporation which 
built the Palladium in 1940 Gen- 
eral manager under Small and 
who remains under new repime is 
Sterling Way, former Fox West 
Cuast theatre manger. 

The land on wiuch the Palladi- 
um. is bulf—a square bleck- 1s 
owned by the Chandler family, 
which owns the Lo A Times and 
Mirror newspapers ay well oa3 
KTTV, down Sunset Bind fram 
the terpalace. Lease ix held on 
the land by the Fedderson 7 utz 
“ecorporabvion, Which owns the struc- 
ture. _ 

Opening Hallowe'en, 1940, the 
:Palladium’'s first band was Lomny 
Dorsey's, which at the Une bad 
Frank Sinatra, Conn.e Waites ind 
The Pied Pipers sof which Ja Sti:f- 
ford was then a member? en vo- 
Cas. Spotl proved a sotdmaine Gere 
ing Ure war sears, bat day traded 
off. gradually thereafter and more 
und more private party ir¢cntals 
were sought) In the last five years 

. bands, rarely of name valu, weie 
spot-booked on weekends 

For Fedderson and lulz ots a 
‘gamble, but with so patent a draw 
on weekends to make the Wetk in 
ring, they have a Jot uf hore un- 

a 

cer then in the race fur bu They” 
also have a vety functional facility 
jor rentals. By covering the dain e- 
fieor wth tables they can dine: 

‘2.800, and the banti-tand, wlich 
now. 38 more a slaze, is versatide 

jor 

t 

and ‘can be very adaptable 
rent-out events, even though 

i¢an't fly scener y. 
Dee Re ee eee 

San Francisco, July 25- 
g. D Zellerbach, ex ambacsador 

‘fo HMaiy, has been elected presi- 
dent of the San Franvisco Syme 
:phony Assn. again. a job he held 
before serving in Italy 

Election precedes 50th anniver- 
‘gary symphony season for which 
orchestra vonductor Enrique Jorda% 
has commissioned tuo new works, : 
:Emanvel Leplin’« Firct S\mphony 
‘and Roy Harris’ Eighth 4s mpheny. 
i Opening conrert at Opers House 
, Nov. 22 will duplicate xvmphorv's 
‘initial concert in Frisco’s ‘Jong- 
gone) Cort Theatre .- Wagner‘s 
overture to “Die Meistersinger 

; Tschatkowsky’s Ssmphone No 6, 
Haydn's Theme and. Varations 
| from “Emperor Quartette” and 
; Lisrt’s “Les Preludes" 

Alco scheduled for anniversary 
:season ts appearance of eizht art- 
“ists wha made ther debat vith 
Frisco orch. They are 
Yehudi Menuhin. Isaac Stern. Rug- 
gielo Ricci and David Abel. pizn- 

“ists Leon Fleisher. Ruth Slenezin- 
ska and Stephen Bishey:  sx.d 
conductor Earl Miarray 

Reader's Digest Varsic Pavision 
Inc. DBelaware corporation. ban 

ita «wsme Neadec’s 

Digest Musie Inc. 
to 

siolinists, 
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Lost Ne. Whe. | 

Wk. On Chart TITLE, ARTIST LABEL 

1 10 QUARTER TO THREE , 
U.S. Bonds ....... seve Legrande 

2 7 TOSSING AND TURNING —— 
Bobby Lewis ........+++++. Baltone 

4 6 DUM DUM 
Brenda Lee .....cce5 easeee Decca. 

10 5 TOGETHER 
Connie Francis ....... seas. MGM 

3 6 HATS OFF TO LARRY 
Del Shannon .......+.+++. Big Top | 

8 9 [EIKE IT LIKE THAT 7 
Cris Kenner ,.....-+.+0+.% Instant - 

13 & LET'S TWIST AGAIN | 
Chubby Checker ........ Parkway 

(1! 9 YELLOW BIRD 
Arthur Lyman .........60006 Hi Fi : 

§ {0 BOLL WEEVIL SONG | _ | 42 
Brook Benton eceveensaver Mercury ~ 

6 12 MOODY RIVER | 
Pat Boone evecerve esevecseseos Dot 

7 11 RAINDROPS | 
Dee Clark ..... esessseee Veo Jay } 

14 {7 |FALL TO PIECES 
Patsy Cline .........seeees ‘Decca’ 

12 -7 SAN ANTONIO ROSE . 
Floyd Cramer ..........5. Victor - 

27 4 =(MEVER ON SUNDAY. : 
Chordettes ............ », Cadence | 

23. 6 - LAST NIGHT . 14g 
-Markeys ...cceccreeoees Sateltite | | 

15 6 HEART AND SOUL 14 
Jan & Dean.......6..05 - Challenge | 

26 10 KNOCK ON YOUR DOOR | 
Eddie Hodges .......... Cadence | 

40 3 MICHAEL . 
Highwaymen ............ wee VA 

9 14 TRAVELIN' MAN | 
Rickie Nelsom ........-0+ Imperial | 

t6 7 CUPID | 7 
Sam Cooke eee oeorcere ‘eoonee Victor a 

19 {1 RAINING IN MY HEART 
Siim Harpo .........-5- - Excello | 

28 & YOU CAN’T SIT DOWN . 
Phii Upchurch Combo. .......Boyd 

33. 4 WOODEN HEART of 
Joe Dowell ...,..5.00006 .« Smash 

17 14 HELLO MARY LOU 
Rickie Nelson ........... Imperial | 

56 38 PRETTY LITTLE ANGEL EYES 
Curt Lee ..... Laseosvecs «+ Dunes 

25 7. YELLOW BIRD 
Lawrence Welk ........ce008. Dot - 

42 6 SEA OF HEARTBREAK ae 
Don Gibson ...... eosseeees Victor | 

34 3 THE FISH — | 51 
Bobby Rydell ............. Cameo} 

18 8 WRITING ON THE WALL oa 
Adam Wade ....... seeseee Co-Ed J. 

20 If ‘STAND BY ME a 
Ben E. King...... eee ee seca Atco 

49 2. .TEARS ON MY PILLOW 
“McGuire Sisters’........6. + Coral} 

3t 9 ‘TONIGHT | 
. Velvets cerca sees acres Monument : 

32 «03 «STARLIGHT STARBRIGHT 

f RECORD TIPS 
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales) 

This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balaneed. ratio. » of disk sales, nationally, as re ported by key. outlets in : major ce, and musie 

‘Linda Scott eeveccevescccser GA 

programming by the major independent radio stations: 

tast No. Whe,” 

Wk. - ‘On Chart TITLE, ARTIST: 
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U.S. Bonds . gevreceseeen L 

LABEL 

SCHOOL'S OUT 
egrande 

Cadence i 

14 

oo Last Neo. Wks. 

Whe, ‘On Chart.” TITLE, “ARTIST 

_. Elvis Presley. 

A THING OF. THE: PAST 
Shirelles . eee es 

FALLEN IDOL: 

‘SACRED 
. Castells * 

. STICK WITH: ME. 
: Everly Bros. as . neg eeee. 

HELLO WALLS. 
7 Faron. Young «..... 

_ DAYDREAMS ~ 
-.. Johnny. Crawford . 

: : ail 

WHAT A sweet THING | 
Shirelles ... sa ewe eeese « Seopter 

oe IT'LL BE EASY . 

ss SHOULD t Warr _ 
Jolinny: Mathis eee ees ee enone Col 

GRANADA 
Frank Sinatra: ee¢ ‘eee 28 oe 7 é Reprise 

INTIME | . . fg 
Steve: Lawrence . ceva sees cae UA’ 

PEANUTS . oF. 
Rick & Kings. .: wees ela es 7 Smash 

LOVELY DEE © 
Untouchables : oes ee eee vege Liberty, 

LITTLE. EGYPT . 
; Coasters. tee wie bc ieeeceegee Atco: 

| FEEL SO.BAD- 
WES eee sev eeee Victor 

MY KIND OF GIRL 
Matt Monroe .....+.000 Warwick 

MOUNTAINS: HIGH ' 
Dick & Dale'....... oe eeetoe ‘Lama; 

os OLDIES BUT GOODIES.” 
Little: Caesar 

“HEART AND SOUL = 
- Cleftones ee whee eeeegieese 

TEEN. PRAYER 
_Nelveteens «. ‘s 

or ewaecoececes Del. 

ob eewseeewese 

"BLUE TOMORROW ar 
Billy Vaughn. ... wagpeses 

“ASTRONAUT — 
vee “ “Dot 

Jose Jimenez: ... Peake ieaeed Kapp 

‘Sesptor 

Ken Lyon eee eeeeaeaeenees “ Epic. 

wee nsecees a os . . Era 

eee Capita 

JIMMY LOVE.. 
Cathy Carroll’ «44.5... a ve Tiiodex 

MAGIC: MOON oo 
Rayes . :o eee * 0 co ° sees. *, a e 9:8: wy e. , XYZ . 

= “ALWAYS HURT ONE You: Love : 
‘Clarence Henry cocectecewoe “Argo «. 

— LOVELY. LIFE. . 

' Jackie. Wilson °: ‘eee ecene, 2 Brniviek - 

I'LL NEVER BE. FREE | 
Kay Starr one ee soe ee vs . Capitol © 

ian’ ses . Del-Fi 

‘HURT | | 6 
Timi Yuro 2.2.00. eessecae Llberty. |: 

_A TEAR 2 69 — | 
Gene MecDaniels . cocseces Liberty Po 00 

-TEMPTATION a9 9g 8 
Everly. Bros. <.ecesecerecceece WB. ; 

- | JUST. DON'T UNDERSTAND [ayo oa 
- Ann Margaret. sevevessesse. Victor pr. a “ 

‘PLEASE STAY. 72077 | 
Drifters ha abe eeeoeeeeess Atlantic ; 2 J. a 

'; HILLBILLY. HEAVEN 173 93 «(2 
Tex ‘Ritter es ee eee ‘pee e: ee . Capitol a ° 3 . . 

RUNNING SCARED +74. 386 13 
Ray Orbison. . »¢. Monument ||" 

ANSWER TO Me 78 29-11 
Patti. Paige ....2..c0e008 Mercury: a a 

DANCE ON:LITTLE GIRL 16.45°. 7 
Paul Anka « vee weeeeeessen ABC Par, 1: Of 

_ RIGHT.OR WRONG... Olay tae 
. -Wanda Jackson : ven en woe - Capitol: ae | 

+ EVERY. BEAT OF MY HEART Jy. 52 13 
Pipps wee tees et eoeeiene Vee Jay. Oe 

TELL ME WHY 9-46 3 
Belmonts : a e Sabrina’ fo 

WOODEN HEART | 1:0 — | 
Gus. Backus: oaeoe ee e coee e. Fono Graf a ; 

LET FOUR WINDS BLOW | ‘181 68 3 
Eddie Hodges seeeceecees Imperi al as . 

_-'M COMING. BACK'TO YOU |82z 66 3 
“Jackie Wilson 2.05... “Brunswick: ee 

‘ONE SUMMER NIGHT 183° 87 °° 2. 
Diamonds nineeseageense Mercury |-: SS 

“’ BARBARA ANN” 1 ea ga. 4 
™ -- Regents eecereeses stews. oceeue ‘Gee. oe aa 

TOO'MANY RULES’ |85 #47 #7 
Connie Francis ...... web eee MGM J 

EVENTUALLY | 860 92-28 
‘Brenda.Lee | Deces | oo. | 

_HAVE A DRINK ON ME 1-87-60 18 
_ Buddy. Thomas . “ee wee Todd | 

DON'T BET: MONEY | 18899 4 
Linda Scott . 2s... ses esseee C- A Coe) 

MISSING You ee {89 — 
Ray Peterson ..........¢06. Dunes [> 2. 

LOVER'S ISLAND (7 90.430 UN 
‘Blue Jays 6.2.2. cere e ees . Milestone’ _ 7 

“THAT'S WHAT GIRLS AREFoR | %! '—-. -? 
‘Spinners rei ebed dees ste eens, Trifi 92 76-55 

NATURE BOY — 
| Bobby Darin ta ttrersren eres ” Atco 93. 5 5 

‘BIG. BOSS MAN iZ : 
Jimmy Reed ..: 5.2.2 .0.0% . Vee oo dey 94 91 3. THE CHARLESTON - ; 
DON'T. kNow WRAT ‘You've GOT |. “Ernie ‘Fields © vhs sone ~ Rendezvous 

~.Ral‘Donner..:...... ewes ve.e Gone ‘5 —. | TAKE A ‘MINUTE - 

I'VE GOT News. FoR YOU. fe 8, Stringatongs vs. +e .eeeee . Warwick: 

DRIVING. HOME: en Bobby Ryde. Cameo 
Duane Eddy: ...........+05 Jamie {97 89 2 1 STAND BY your WINDOW | 

TAKE rods ADVICE is So dim. Reeves os... eseccgewis _ Victor 

a | 98 |. :RUNAROUND. Oe 7 

7 vl bid Cole . rennet 
Mercury | i” : Regents ve Bye eee rere gh ners: Gee 

‘ 

_ OLE BUTTERMILK. SKY . loo. oy: Oe cane 
.. Bill Black Combo.....5..0+:.0+ -Hi'} 9. be I :NEAR YOU © 

_ - WATER BOY - | 100. 50° --13- 
‘B. Bumble & sian "oe ‘Rendervous 

LITTLE. DEVIL: 
"Don, Shirley Trlo...s..00. ‘Neil ‘Sedaka: eee pecesecees Mtoe 
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“Jamz Gallery; N.Y. 

~@HICO. HAMILTON. each of its members. a ‘fine Jazzman : 
jin his own. right. 

Ql ma 

WALTER BISHOP. TRIO” 
Returning, to. the .Jazz. Gallery: 

. The: combo. “demonstrates : an |: 

after: as “year’s: absence, Chico. 
. Hamilfon ‘bririgs:.a. tight, ~ well- 

| ‘quintet to this Village spot ‘for.a} | Things,” | which ‘features. Coltrane 
..twé-week stand. Alternating: with.” .on soprano sax. This fune. exem- 

./ palanieed and: Bmartly-styled - ‘new: 

ability’ to blow a. Tange. from far- t+ -.% 
out original to crisp: interpretation | ¥ 
‘of pop tunes. Among its: standouts 

’ is © group” is the” Walter - Bishop. | plified the group's ability to: build. 
Trio. '- ifrom a-theme through varied .and 
Hamilton is a “showman. as well | often-complex . variations, without. 

"_as.a-musician. His occasional -pat- losing sight of the: basic’ melodic 
ter is entertaining and adds an-|structure ‘of. the -tune, -building™ to 
_extra..dimension to the ‘set.. As a! climax after climax in‘an ‘exciting 

_ highly-disciplined. performer. . His - 
“drumming. is-not merely thythmie; 1, 

musician, he’s a. hard-working and : ‘and: driving ‘sound. . 

Coltrane's sax: work. is the ‘drive: 

is.a charged rendition of “Favorite-‘ 

jt has a styling and control more ;: 
.charaeteristic of a ‘melody instru- i 

. Inent. His fine control displays t=" 
-gelf “in -smooth:. brush’ work,’ pol- 

» ished : ‘stick - patterns. and» dynamic: 
oe mallet. ‘figures. 

Charles Lloyd’ s: ‘driving and de= | 
. fined’ sax and: flute ‘playing pro- 

*."" wides mueh: of: the. group’s' melody, 
“2! along with” the. guitar -stylings © ‘of |. 
ss Marry., Polk who divides his time 

7 between rhythm and: ‘melody play-. : 
ing. Latter performs. effectively in. 

- both ‘eategories. . Buddy. Catlett’s. 
‘pass ‘playing “is'smooth and’ solid | 
while. . Nathan: Gershman’s. ‘cello. 
‘adds to the. richness of the group’ Ss 

_ sound.” 
"Bishop's : ‘combo features * “the: 

~ ‘pleasant Sound. of ‘a balanced piano. 
-against drums and bass. The. group 
is smooth” and. easy ‘to listen to, 
if. not - particularly .. exciting. 

- Bishop's keyboard work “is: nicely. 
‘designed and. interperted in a 
light manner. G. T. Hogan’s drum-. 
‘ming is: effective, with some .nice 
solos: traded .with ‘Bishop... Julian |: 
Euell | Provides “some - solid. bass’ 
work. ; “Kali: 

. ORNETTE ‘COLEMAN - quarret | 
“Five Spot, N 

“ Jazzery. 

.. There is considerable . excitement 

“For. ‘his. stint at. the. Five Spot 

‘tightly: ‘packed -for = the .combo's 
opening last week. 
The Coleman sound features ‘the: 

element ‘of far-out ‘improvisation. 

. created by the individual . stylings 
. +‘ Of the-group’s members, each. of. 
“whom: offers.-inventive .and rang- 

’ ing contrast’ and’ counterpoint, to’ 
‘the other's ‘playing. . 

-Coleman’s free cand. ‘ntri¢ate. sax 
: “work: is-a‘real buff-pleaser. for: the 
+ far-out -fans. His’ playing is gen- 
2 erating . 

in. jazz circles for. his . virtual: 
__ -atonality,: emphasized -by use. of. 
“chord patterns and other elements 

considerable controversy 

of his. improvisational . ‘style. 

.‘Coleman’s and nore melodic. As. 

- Two of the group’s members are | 
“tet “Inaking their local debut. with -the 

~ group, trumpet player Bobby: Brad- 
"ford and ‘drummer .C. M. ‘Moffett: | 

Bradford ‘blows a fine horn. His: 
styling..is more. controlled’ than 

drumming. provides. a. hard. 

a tuosity: 

and: his. soloing is dynamic with: ne 
touch - of -showmanship.. ‘Jimmy |: 
-Garfison,: ‘by: 'no means a new-’ 
‘eomer, “displays solid. “bass vir 

ARETHA FRANKLIN ‘TRIO™ 7 
. Village Gate; N.Y... 

_Inarked the debut last ‘week of the {eountry.and - western “musie. given’ | 
Aretha: Franklin. Trio ‘at the Vil-: reasonable: exploitation, : could: be- | % 

Jage Gate,.N. ‘Y. “The ‘group is an feome: big in Britain, ag: big ‘as. it | + 
_ Sudience-pléaser -whieh - registers | is ‘in the‘ U. S.: Henney. sees’ this | -. 

‘music a8 a “natural. successor’ to |. 
‘rock ‘n roll.. But. Lawrence Wright |. 

. An’” emphasis | ‘on™ the’. blues: 

\ calibre. 

in the ‘Village, Ornette. 
Coleman’ ‘has - ‘assembled a ‘new 
group. It: seems’. well. suited. for . 

- the - tiny ‘pub, where buffs were | 

‘| Region, . Which -- 

lsince '59: ”.. Lae 
Richard: ‘Lionetti ‘has been. “upped: > a 

j Lionetti” 

‘ing - core’ of. the: Sroup: . 
‘Tyner: is a solid. piano. ‘interpreter: 
i: Whose . Playing. is smooth |. and. in-' 
| ventive. . ‘Alvin Jones dishes up 
;some. crisp. ‘and: elaborate figures, 
- especially in- “Favorite Things,” on: 

: ‘drums ‘and Reggie Workman ‘and ‘| + 
‘Art -.Davis\. are assists . of. fine | 

Kali: ~ ‘ 

rt) ae ‘national: sales | ‘manager, with |} ” 

. McCoy : 

a Continued from page. sr — ; 

we en ee ene ee te 2 anpdermnneepeenmnepn edema mate et - . — — —_ . 

of wot . . . . so > 

- =. 

responsibility for Columbia‘s’ Fietd:]: 
' Sales*-organization under the. .di- |” 
rection of Joseph: Lyons. Assisting. | +. 
-Loetz in | planning -and - directing |* 
; merchandising programs,..Hoffman | 
Will also be responsible for sales | 
training: and’ direction of~ Col's | ¥. 
ational promotion managers. He's | +r 
been: with. the ‘label since 58 ‘and 
served. as - district sales” nianager:. 
and. regional sales manager... 

eal market. Reporting - to Hoffman, 
| Schicke Avil. handle -the.-.promo- 

-was formerly. director : of “elassical {, 

label: marketed. by Columbia. - 

Minneapolis. . “Reporting. ‘ta’: field. 

trict --sales” ‘manager 

to: the position of ‘district’ ‘sales 

‘sales Wanager Owens, regional. 
Ww ill’. handle. 

ager of ‘sales : ‘statistics. 

= ‘nan with ‘Chappell here, true 

albums .. and national ‘sales “‘man-'| 
ager for. Epic. Records,. an. indie. 

.” Charles Schicke has been named | a 
‘national’ promotion manager: for |i * 

' Colimbia Masterworks, a function 

“Lawrence. Owens. ‘has -been pre- : 
moted: to the post: of regional sales: 
“manager : for.: the. North” -Central | +. 

includes. -Detvoit, | 
Peoria, Chicago,’ ‘Milwaukee, ' Kan-.| & 
‘sas City, St. Louis, Des Moines and | 

————| 

Continued: ‘trom page. 5i —" . 

well in the jazz club: atmosphere. . 
«-Miss” Franklin, who records for 

“Columbia, isa stylish, singer who | 
a ean play lively piano .as well. | 
"singing . ranges from . recking ren-'| 

+: @itions. of: . ; 
“thd “Lover Come: Back. to Me" to” 

: “stylized blues.’ interpretations’ of:: 

_ day-I’m Singin’ the : Blues,” 
--are- her. “best:: Like. -her’ chirping, - 

‘Her’; 

“Heila’ “Young : Loyers””: 

tunes like “Sweet Lover” and “To-.. 
> which: 

“her piano work. is. ‘finest. on wp-:. 
tempo. numbers,: but scores, ‘efféc-- 
tively. on. others, too:. 

- Backing by. “Sticks”: ‘Evans, who". 
_Telies mainly: on-.cymbal. work, ‘on 
drums and Larry: ‘Gales, -.on ’ bass, j 

4s. strong .and provides. a.- -proper: 

JOHN: COLTRANE. QuiINiEr: 
, Village: Gate, N. ¥. 

“sbout as: solid and ‘swinging a. 
/ group as there - -is' on the. modern‘. 

"Circuit ‘taday. . 
controlled - and. inventive,’ 

beat for Miss: Franklin’ 8 percussive. 
stylings.” Kali. 

The ‘John Coltrane: Quintet’: “is! 

It: is: smooth; Well-' 
with” 

~~ 

| sales. manager-. Sid’ Richardson ‘in. 
anticipating. Jusher ‘times with the 2 ae 
continued . revival: “of: -old,, _proven i Moe 

Cytit | : 
songs. 

"Belinda | “Music topper :. 
: Baker, whose ~ company: made - a:; 
“sizable pile’ out of rock,.is pushing” | 
“hard” to: ‘build # catalog. of’ show! 
‘music. ‘Belinda: now Owns: some 951% 
pubberies—which, it ‘has. ‘acquired ; 
in’ the: Jast -four : -years—-many | of i - 

on for the pop- “SONES: “they..own:. 
‘which -could .turn’ into- ‘standards. 
: : Presley’s -Ballad Click: - 

‘Eddie Day: director of Francis, : 
Day &. -Hunter, : Says. the biggest ; 7 
‘business ‘he’s done this vear was 

land -- . the: ‘Temperance . “Sevens : 
traddie version: of “You re Driving :: 
Me’ Crazy’ -He. foresees” the ‘busi- : 
ness. taking. a ‘few more turns “be-., 
fore Setlling : down to. anything | 
definite. Jot 

t . 

— ; with: Elvis - Presley's’: balladeering ' - 
foe “Aye. ‘You- Lonesome’ “Tonight. a 

1% 

..| reactivated in- ‘the national sales: ‘ 
organization as a result of the: ‘in- | 
-¢reased ‘sales ‘efforts in the classi- 

‘tional direction of the Field. Sales |%.. 
_ forces. and distributors. in connec- | %': 
‘tion with the Masterworks product. |.--- 

He'll also. coordinate artist: tours | ¥ | 
S| with the company’s. product: ‘man- | 4° 

‘agers for classical ‘albums. Sehicke: 

sales.. manager .Lyoris, :Owens will | 4 
“handie-.sales.and promotion .activi- ; 
ties in- his. area, ‘He's. been: a.. “dis-” 

“with” Col. x. 

‘matiager -for: the. Detroit’ and Mil-.| J. 
‘waukee: market -area.. Reporting to} 

the’ ‘sales |. 

" activ ities of. the- ‘distributors: within | +. 
- such it is a nice contrast: Moffett’s [" ‘his. ‘districts. ‘He. started: with .Col’s | F 

‘distrib ‘in 58. and: in.-’60: he: : 7 
‘joined. Col's staff-as asttitant man- |. 

. which, are passengers but-are kept . 

| ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION 
i 

ek ee ene iee eee ec cece 

/ADL ...that is! 
“DANNY APOLINAR TRIO, Playboy Club_Thre Avy. Aug. 11 

BEN ARDEN AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Empire Room, Palmer House—Indefinitely’ 
LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND HIS ALL-STARS, 

‘Chicago Tribune Festival, Soldier's Field—Featured Aug. 19 

_DICK “TWO-TON” BAKER, Club Alabom-Indefinitely 2 
BOY? TWINS, NBC Radio & TV, Also Fair Dates, 
Commercials for Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company 

LES BROWN AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Aragon Ballroom—Aug. 19 

. DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET—August Concert Dates 
| JACKIE CAINAND ROY KRAL, Ahamd Jamal’s Alhambra—Aug. 10-20 

GAY. CLARIDGE AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Milford Ballroom—Indefinitely 
CONFREY AND DENO, Zarante’s—Indefinitely 

GEORGE COOK AND HIS ORCHESTRA, The Quid—Indefinitely 
_ BOB DAVIS TRIO, Playboy Club—Indefinitely 

“DON DAVIS AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Edgewater Beach Hotel—Indefinitely 
JACK DOUGLAS AND. REIKO, Salt Creek Playhouse—July 31- Aug. 12 

_ __.) \ LES ELEGART AND HIS ORCHESTRA—One Niter’s 
DUKE ELLINGTON. AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Ravinia Festival— Aug. 9 & 11; 

an Sheraton Hotel, Aug. 19; Holiday Ballroom, Aug. 20 
“EVIE ERACI, Bismarck Hotel—indefinitely 

JOHN GARY, Don McNeill Breakfast Show, ABC Radio—Indefinitely 
JACKIE GAYLE, Playboy Club—Aug. 12-Sept. 1 

DIZZY GILLESPIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Regal Theatre—Aug. 11-17 
HAROLD: HARRIS TRIO, Playboy Club—Indefinitely 

7 JERRY HARRISON TRIO, Park Lane Room, Conrad Hilton Hotel—Indefinitely 
_ CLANCY HAYES, Jazz Lid.—Indefinitely 

-EDDIE HIGGINS TRIO, London House—Indefinitely 

AL faa AND HIS DIXIELAND. BAND, Edgewater Beach Playhouse— Aug. 1-6 
AHMAD JAMAL, Alhambra Club—Aug. 20- Indefinitely 

. -BITA. JONES, Regal Theatre—Aug. 11-17 
“SAMMY. KAYE AND. HIS ORCHESTRA—One Niters 

KIM ‘SISTERS, -Edgewoter. Beach Hotel—Aug. 10- -Sept. 19 
: PATTI LEEDS, Playboy Club—Till Aug. 11 7 

_ ABBEY. LINCOLN, Shhh Club—Indefinitely 

| “PEGGY LORD, Playboy Club—Aug. 12-Sept. 1 

“JACKIE “MOMS” MABLEY, Roberts Show Club—Aug. 2-13 

-FRANKIE MASTERS AND His ORCHESTRA, 
Barnes-Carruthers #1 Fair Unit.Chicago Area 

VINCENT. MAURO, Playboy Club—Aug. 12-Sept. 1 
BIG ‘MAYBELLE, Regal Theatre—Aug. 11-17 

“JIMMY McPARTLAND AND HIS DIXIE BAND, Basin Street—Indefinitely 

. MELLO-LARKS, Playboy Club—Aug. 12- Sept. 1 
RED NICHOLS AND HIS FIVE PENNIES, London House—Aug. 8-27 
 NICKI AND. NOEL, Empire Room, Palmer House—Aug. 3-16 

.. MARY JANE OAR, Sohara Motel—Indefinitely 
- RONNIE ORLAND, Yacht Club, Edgewater Beach Hotel—Indefinitely 

"ORLANDO, Golden Host—Indefinitely 
. JACKIE O'SHEA, Sherman Hofel—Indefinitely 

PEPPER POTS QUARTET, Valley View Farm—Indefinitely 
"ROGER RAY—Club Dates 

OLLIE RAYMAND, CBS-Radio—Indefinitely 

____- PEPI RUNNELS, Mister Kelly’s—Till Aug. 6 
TED SEIBER; Yacht Club, Edgewater Beach Hotel—(Off nites) 

> KIRK STUART TRIO, Playboy Club—Indefinitely 
GAIL TOBIN, Topper’s Cafe Chablis—Indefinisely 
LES TUCKER, Quinn’s,—Indefinitely 

-BOB VEGAS, CBS-Radio—Indefinitely 

“LES WAVERLY: ‘AND HIS ORCHESTRA, Edgewater Beach Hotel—indefinitely 
_ YONELY,: Playboy Club—Aug. 12-Sept. 1 

(Alphabetically Listed) 

JOE GLASER, President 

Fred Willianison, Vice Pres., Manager Chicago Office 

_NEW. YORK eo _CHICAGO s HOLLYWOOD @ MIAMI @ LAS VEGAS @ DALLAS 
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MUSIC 

~— Onthe 
New York 

Danny Crystal, national record 

promotion director for Pat Boone, ! 

has transtecred bis office. to the ! 

Dot Record office where Boone’s ! 
record conipany, Agoom 
and his publishing firms, 
Musie and Cooega Music, will also 
b» located . 2°. 
don opening July 22 at the Malibu 
Beseh Club, Lido. L.L, on a bitt 

Ageoe, 

with Alan King. 

Carmen McRae and the Gene. 
Quil!-Phil Woods Quintet current- 
ly at the Village Vanguard ... 
Caanonball Adderly will play at 
the Detroit Jazz Fest., Aug. 6. 
Connie Francis will be at the | 
Manor Hotel, Wildwood, 
day ‘21) through July 27 . . Frank : 
DeVol to conduct “A Night with ; 
Ella Fitzgerald.” July 28 and * *AB j 
Evening with Irving Berlin,” with ! 
Rhenda Fleming chirping July 29. 
at the Holivwood Bawl . .. Erroll ; 
Garner to play at the ‘Cape Cod : 
Music Tent, Hyannis, Mass., July 
3)... Roulette Records just- 
released. “Big Mule” by Jo Jones | 
single as a new dance step. 

Horace Perlman and the Ptay-! 
house Four will perform the fifth . 
Jazz in the Garden Coneert tomor- : 
row ‘Thurs.) at the Museum of. 
Modern Art... Guy Mitchell! 
opens a I0- day " stint at the B&B 
Club, Indianapolis, -Aug. 4. 
Fydie Gorme & Steve Lawrence | 
back from Europe this week after . 
their Continental debut at Lon-: 
don’s Pigalle. 

Hollywood 
Ann Richards, long with Capitol, 

haa shifted from that label to At- 
Jantic. She'll cut an album tenta- 
tively titled, “Ann, Man” . Are 
thuc Blake cut his second Star- : 
Crest album last week . Tommy : 
Saads, laid up with injured vocal 
chords, postponed his Capitol Ree- 
ords waxing until late this fall . 
Andre Previn leaves Aug. 15° for 
Munich to begin preparations for | 
scoring “One, Two, Three.” He's 
already set for several more con-: 
cert dates following his Hollywood 
Bow! stand as soloist on Gershwin | 
Nigtt . . . Overland Reeords h 

OF THE 
The | WEEK 

CONNIE. 
FRANCIS 
TOGETHER 
TOO “MANY 

RULES 
K 13019 

“M 

NEWEST HITS! 
THE BILBAO SONG 
PERCY FAITH cscsssssssreceier COLUMBIA 441978 
LeROY HOLMES oeucen ogseqoonegese M, G. M. 12992 

ANDY WILLIAMS. «a-csssosssccosesnee CADENCE 1398 
@ TIL DIETERLE on coco UNITED ARTISTS 

EN LAE OED Be BRE PEPIN S PAPE 

From the Warner Bros. Picture “PARRISH” e 
LUCY’S THEME | 
CLEBANOFF STRINGS ......... MERCURY 71315 
GEORGE GREELEY ....... WARNER BROS, 5218 @ 
THE HOLLYRIDGE STRINGS ...... CAPITOL, 4557 a| 
LEROY HOLMES oo....sscssssssreeersserceseeses MAG. 
FREODY MARTIN ....ssssssssssseeeeens KAPP K391X @ 
ALLISON'S THEME 
PETE FOUNTAIN coccssssercs: svsaees CORAL 

GEORGE GREECEY ... sm WARNER BROS. 5218 r 

RUTH WELCOME .....wsssesscscsseess CAPITOL 4562 

PAIGE’S THEME 
FREDDY MARTIN eossacvesepe-« pecroctase KAPF K-391X. na 

= . SPAIN ETT One, 

© MAKE BELIEVE LOVER 
@ CONNIE STEVENS ........ WARNER BROS. 5217 

MUSIC PUBLISHERS 
a lolaelinicmmael:i fel 7-yarel, | 

‘named ‘Central Records Enter- 

Singer Steve Lon-: 

N.J., Fri- ; 

‘| Reeords a & r exec abaut to record e-: 

+ Strand Records . 

_} Cauntry Club . 

62266 6 hungry i. 
icle staffer, “profiling. Purple Onion’s |.F - 

{Smothers Bros. for Sat. Eve. Post |{ 

Upbeat 

: prises as its Frisco distrib.. 

London 
Fohanie Ray and ‘Mel. ‘Torme 

both elected to. stay for vaude | 
.dates here. Dickers continue over 
.What Ray will de, but Torme is} 
pacted for a. holiday bill at the [ 
Coventry Theatre, Caventry.|| 
.Torme also recorded an LP here | 
-under Nerman for MGM 

1a Be Nat ‘Natty’ oe. 

; Bother. to Knock’ for EMI . .- 
iNew band with a Partophone tahel' 
j pact is the Dick Williaias outfit. 

‘month for a tv eomme 
starts a cabaret season there, too, 
lin Oetober . Frankie Vaughan |. 
>may make his: cabaret ‘debut bere 
‘at Bernard Delfont’s nitery, Talk 
‘of the Tawn. Delfont is also dick-" 
‘ering with Dolores Gray and Billy |[ 
Daniels for stints’ at the - ‘London | fF 
nightspot. 

(was about to fold here were de- 
nied by exec Jack Heath who 

‘stressed that departure of exptoi- 
‘tation; manager Roy Taylor was. 
| Purely beeause bis contract ended. 

lirade ‘jazz “characters,” 
tbiz for health reasons. ... 
' Eden Kane headed stateside after: 
‘signing with U. S agent - 
Greenfield. 

- Dilemma for Alan Freeman, Pye 

“The Lord. Chamberlain 
grets...” revue for an LP: wheth- 

ier to include the censored skit ‘on 
Jackie Kennedy or net?.:.. . Ken 
Mackintosh Orch recorded one for 
HMV calted “Fheme From An Un- 
; filmed Movie” . . Ja Peters bowed 
‘with Pye Records last month via 
“I Love The Long Light Evesings” 
and this month went home with @ 
five-year contract . : . Adam Faith, 

‘warbler with a Buddy. Halty style, 
signed for a further 30 yesrs with 

| Manager Eve Faylor. Faith also 
pacted to: do another spectacular |F.:- 

ifor ATV late in September... . 
as ; Popster Cliff Richard opened .a 

Gerald: Gentry to take over as’ 

ter’s pubbery soon . . Lark ‘Lynn 
Cornell thinking about Gtenn ‘Mil 
let Orch offer for’ a guest spot On| 

CBS. 

Philadelphia 
’ Lineup booked iato the Show-. 
boat includes John Coltrane, July 
24-29: Olatunj?, July 3i-Aug.. 5; 
Oscar Peterson. Aug. 7-12; Gleria 
Lynne, Aug. 14-19 . . 
Dick Lee co-hosting Saturday 
afternoon: dances on Steel Pier, 
Atlantic City, with Ed Hurst... 
Frank MHeppinstall, who . exited 
Steve Gibson’s Red Caps to form}. 
& trio of his own, bas. been pacted 
by Boolter Willard ‘Alexander’ and 

Louis Arm- 
strong and Woody Herman are 
August bookings at Drexetbrook 

. Jackie Lee’s new 
release of “Isle ‘of Capri” on the 

Sure label has been picked up by {fh 
Mercury . Howard Lanin set to 
play the October Ball sponsored by. 
the Women’s Auxiliary of the 
Graduate Hospital, at. the ‘Univer- 
sity Museum (Oct. 14). . 

+ -Jake Carey, ‘business manager 
and bass with the.Flamingos audi- |f 
tioning vocalist and musicians ‘to 
replace three members. who 

tunit . 

manager ... The Dream Lovers, lo- 
eal vocal ‘group whieh originally | 
backed Chubby ‘Checker, 
branched out. 
their own .. . Jolly Joyce has Sat 
ten a release ‘from WB records for 
Bilt Haley & the. Cemets. They: 

have 

° | their first side for: Gone Rec- tL 
ords this week in New. York, 

San Francisco 
Gene & Francesca opened, at. the: 

. Elmont Waite, Chron- 

| Smaith ‘Story” 
Keely Smith. set for Aug: 4 date at 

8 ,000-seat. Civic ° .Auditortum .. 

. . German-born ‘actress Bike {Bight Stand Sept. 1@.at Hollywond 
Sommer bowed on disk ‘here. with |Bawl under auspices Concerts Inc., 

from “Doa't | which has taken over” ‘howl for 

single date.. 

Matt Monro wings to U. S. this ! percentage. 
Rétcial. . He | 

Reports that Palette Records 

it 
i Laurie, one of the U. K.’s j 

an pai nO 

second pubbery. Joanalin::. Music | 

general manager of J & W.Ches-|F — : 

. Vocalist ti - 

. Bod Schwartz, eastern re- | 
gional. "sales manager for Vee. Jay | 
Recards, upped ‘ta. national: sales' |! 

junto recording on {3° 

i. 

i 

. Wingy Mapone’s orch tock over. 
for Earl Hines’ crew at the Black 
Sheep while Hines’ band makes al} 
six-week eastern swing . Gene 
[pepsi into Georg ‘e " Andros’ 
New Fack’s Aug. 2 with Met Young. 

. Odetta, signed for: Morterey. 
|} Jazz Fest, is preparing “The Bessie 

timbales’ and -‘drums, 
(Chombo) Silva, tenor and violin. 

| Australian Jazz Quartet, foined the}; 
Vinee Guaraldi Trie at. the Yacht 
Deck, Sausalito. oO ' 

Garland in. Bowl Sept 16 

FT ae 5 

Boe 

J aT 29°: 14 

8 

>and 10,000. . 

€alin. Bailey, drummer with]: 

"Hollywood, July. 25: 

"Judy Garland ie set for a.one- 
Columbia-owned 

Terms call for’ guarantee against | 

- RETAIL ALBUM ‘BEST SELLERS 
“A National Survey of. Key Outlets) 

‘Thin Last No. wks, 

wk. wk. on chart. 

CAMELOT (Columbia). Doma ap. : 
—___Origtaal Cast (KOL 5620) 
2 3 nn ‘CARNIVAL (MGM). — a 

. Original Cast (E. 3946) _ 

: 3. 3. 33. EXODUS (Victor). 
: Seundtrack (LOC 1058) 

6 “2 GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES wa 7 
woot - Various Artists (UAL. 3122) . = 

"5 os 12 MITCH MiLLER (Cotumbia) . 
on “By: Sing Along (CL 1628). ._- 

6 2 7 KINGSTON TRIO’ (Capitol) ” 
. Going Places (P 1564). 

"] 8 4 EDDIE HARRIS (Vee Jay) 
"Exodus: to Jazz (3016) 

8 5 15 FRANK SINATBA (Reprise) 
‘Ringading Ding (R 1001) 

9. @ “8 "NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA) - 
Ci “Soundtrack (UAL 4070) ; 

10°. 23 is. FRANK SINATBA (Capitol). 
a - All the Way iW 1538) .. |. 

_ 11 12 10 MANTOVANI (Eondon). 
a, Italia Mia (LL 3239). 

12-10. “28: LAWRENCE. WELK (Dot) 
ee . Calcutta (DLP 2539) . 

13. rm -@ LAWRENCE. WEEK (Dot). . 
ena, Yellow Bird (DLP 3389). : 

34 11. 64 -SOUND.OF MUSIC (Columbia) a 
“7. .s) Original Cast (KOL 5450). of 

i514 ~ % -RICKEY NELSON. ‘Imperial 
rn __ Rick is 21 (LP-9152) «= 
i616. -14.. BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 

Orange Blossom Special. (DLP $368)_ 

' ELVIS PRESLEY. (Victor) | 7 
_ Something for Everyene (LPM 2370): 

7 is 18 28 RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) 
Knockers Up (JLP 2029): 

ig” 30 -31. .MANTOVANI (Eondony 
ce .: Music from Exodus (LE. $231) 
-20° 17 #26: LEMELITERS. (Victor) : 

. "| SPonight: In Persen (LPM 2272): 
21 | 7 . STAN FREEBERG (Capitol) 
, ‘Presents the USA (W 1573) 

22-215 w ‘RAY CHARLES (impulse? 
Genius Plus Sout Equals Jaaz (a2) 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
is . Yl Buy You a Star (CL. 1623) __ 

) 30 2a ’ WELDCAT (Victor) . 
: Original Cast (LOC 1060)_ os, 

- zo “57 -PAT BOONE (Dot) 
- Meody River’ (DLP 3384) 

_ G. 1. Blues (LPM. 2258) 
ce - 4Q. ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ~ 

AL HIRT (Victor) ner 
Greatest. Horn in the World (LPM 300): 

- KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol). 
‘Make Way (T 1474) 

6 = STAR S FOR A SUMM 
. Various Artists (PM 1). 

30° =" T_ ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi FD 
ere _. ¥ellow Bird (1004). | 

31° «3A 17 PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
-.. .. Sings His Big 15 (ABC 323): 

; 82: — -11 -HENRY MANCINI (Victor) ° 
. _ Mr. Lucky Goes Latin: (LPM 3360) 

3 fa 12° BOBBY DARIN (Atco) . , 
ae : . ‘Bobby Darin Stery.(LP 33130). 

. x ' 6... JONATHAN WINTERS (Verve). — 
So: Here’s Jonathan Winters Ww 10525) ° 

35: “35° _-15 = BRENDA LEE (Decca) 
co “Emotions (DL 4104)". 

36. — 1 JUDY. GARLAND (Capitol . . 
ee ‘Judy Garland at Carnegie: ‘Hall (Wao. 1569). 
37 3 : .4 ~ CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 

.. Connie’s. Greatest Hits (MGM: 3942)- 

3] —-__ 12 TERRY SNYDER (Command) 
. Persuasive Percussion LI (CR 33-808) - 

¥- 

39 _ "J RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee) 
| Siwgational (JMG 2034) > 
4) = 92 RAY CONNIFF (Col) _ 

“Memories Are Made of. This. (CL. 1514: 

 Sengstack purchased from. Luben 

daing the 
‘Ebooking arid renting of artists for 
|Civie out ef New York and will 
continue to do so under the. pres~ 

tassical musie subseription se- 
ries in the U. S., topped only by 

Conamunity . Con- | 
certs: Third largest is: United Au- 
‘dience. Survey,’ which developed 
‘out of a split. aa Civic. several years: 

He 

"phe 40-year-old Civic ‘had 256 
cities in its network at its zenith, 

.. ff also in the Far Eas 7 

| DOESN'T 

~ Sengstack Details Credo 
———— as Continued trom page: ‘SL 

present” elreulation As but. new: has’ only. 124, and jie 3 re- 
‘portedly: been losing money. pader 
Wichey. : 

Although ibs current: roster in 
ts | cludes. ‘such prominent- artists as 
ts | Birgit - “Nilssoa, . Blanche | 

 ‘Rame talent treadmill. . 

want to hear good music,” be said, 
“not just te see personalities. We 
want te draw from the enormous 
‘pool of.. extremely talented. ‘but 
lesser-known . performers.” | -- 
One of the headaches: inherited 

by Séngstatk. along’ ‘with the: -pur- 
| ehase. of Civic is a six-year-old gav- 
ernment consent decree which still 
has four ‘years to.go. The decree, 
which alsa names Community Con- 

| certs, . enjoins both firms fram: (1) 
| Allocating. or dividing’ territaries. 
‘@r-markets or otherwise refraining |. 
from. competition: or leaving any™ --- 

(2) - 
Excluding any person,.:or ‘limiting | 

fi} them, in the organization or: main-. © 
| tenance’ of ‘audience association or 
the management of artists; ‘or (3). 

"| Deliberatety | refraining from, com=" 
H petition. _ ~ 
"Fl: The decree. ‘states. ‘nine specific : 
ways ‘in which. both” companies: 
must ald_in increasing the possibil- . 

. J fity. of, competition, most of -which 
_[ tare in the area of bookkeeping and 

| reporting.: ‘ Sengstack : ‘said that he 
_ | would. nat comment on the decree, 
‘Hisince tt-had- been incurred before. «™. 

“fi he took. over: Civic, but said: that: 
- || he would. continue to. fulfill. the re- - 
. .quirements: of the order. - 

- I). : Peter Jacobi; editor’ of: “Musical . 
a | ‘Courier, said ‘that’ he intends ‘to - 
i| broaden hoth. the “reportage ‘and: 

_[j the. readership: of the.mag. 
editorial :slant of Musical: Courier 
‘has been ‘tao .‘tradey” ‘to date,” Ja-" 

| cobi. explained. 
try..to reach.a. lot of other people «| 

~: fHwho are’ interested in‘ both ‘the 
"Fl aesthetic. ‘and business .ends of... 

All classical music. “We'd ‘also: like ‘to 
Il develop - correspondents: from ‘be-: 
~.. [hind the Iron Curtain, because of 

the inereasing® ‘number .of fine art- 

person: free from’ competition;: 

: “Phe. 

: “We're” going. ‘to. 

ists. coming “from.-. tat ‘area, and . 

HEAR 

LESLIE UGGAMS 
On Coiumbia Records 

SNS 

HE 

From +. Fo 
Tet JAD ES MAN ~ 

FORAMOGN'T MUSIC CORFORAT ON 

Het 2 ‘as the. ‘Weather! ae 

“DOES. YOUR CHEWING GUM-[) 
LOSE ITS FLAVOR 

- Lennie oes. end Hie 

eee ewe see + en 

“toura’s: ON The Loose 
“ackly ‘end the Sringe-—STRAND 4 

les aioe 

“REGRETFULLY. 

rm. cottage. | . 
-erete§ Patio, Breck... % acre " $8,500. 

Furnished. 
” @1F-AL-0-2964- {Sandistield) 

x V-2207,, VARIETY, - . ; Y.) . L 

st w. Abt $t., New. Verk, 36, WY. "| 

Thebomn, 
Boris Christof, .Zinka Milanov and - 
Friederich : Guida, Sengstack . said © 
that -Civie would not “get on the. 

We’ re. * 

going. on the -hasis that people — 

KNOW 

o By a ooo: 

ee ta ge ty Sn ans 

a Wee Lie ae yr anes 

hoe ke 

Bi ates 



y der “to- bring free-spending... cone - the: ‘¢ontinent. . He’ 

".. yentioneérs' and: ’- popular attrac: : 'fices of existing: branches in. Paris: Medium show. is: most: open to ar- | agency. ‘The new attorneys will be 
‘ land Madrid. The aéquisit on marks 

get work. ‘for virtually: all. of ° the past. 

- “only: began -two months ago. ‘Struc- 
1" ture’ reportedly ..was:. damaged ° in 

* the. heavy July. ‘quake ‘of. a- few. 
_ ! years back,, but building ‘inspectors. 
on ‘Hnally. labeled foundations: ‘sound, 

‘sre Sogdd ie 
‘At at Aud Me 

“Milwaukee, July 25, 4 

o ‘. 

' ‘Requirements. ‘of. the . Interna- 
tional Alliance of Theatrical: Stage | 
Employees “were” spelled’. out . by} 
-prexy Richard: F.. ‘Walsh: here. last | 
‘week: to, more: than’ 100 delegates | © 
‘to the four-day™ convention ‘ofthe | 

. International Assn,” of ' Auditorium ; 
‘Managers.-.In. a. closed’ session’. at. 
‘the Hotel Schroeder, he upheld the. 
“yellow. - ‘card’: as the yardstick : 
which local promoters. must usé’in- 

. determining. the. number of. stage- 
.. <hands to be employed for road+! 
mn shows or other traveling ‘attraction: | 

The “yellow. eard,” ” Walsh ‘in-- 
’ dicated, fequires “a.. promoter to: 

ak 6 ‘Acts for Mo. State 
: Fair’ ‘Aug. 20-24: Revue = 

’ Sedalia, Mo., July 25. 

“Six: ‘acté, &- dance’ troupe ‘and a 
‘chorus’ will provide the: entertain- 
ment for’ the. Missouri State Fair’ 
Which :-runs Aug. - -¥9-27 at the Se- 
dalia Fair Grounds: ':Show, tabbed 
“State Fair. Revue. of 1961.”-will be 
presented nightly - ‘Aug: 20-24 ac- 
cording. to fair secretary Ww." cH. 
Ritzenthaler. a 

. Nightly lineup. includes. Johnny 
Puleo . and :-His “Harmonica Gang, 

js 
Ass iv Met! yA 

: “normally «settled individually’, in ‘Lona .& Her. Pets, Vic Hyde,. a-20- 
‘edch city. where a Specific | road. {member .. dance“ troupe | and - Me-}- 

“pointed out, believed ‘his stagehand 

- less workmen.: than in. ‘some ‘other |. 

“. session.’ “This, procedure, -Walsh em- 

- time and not-on opening, night. 

hire a ‘certain*-number of: ‘stage: ; ; Evy-& Everto (cyclists: i, ‘Betty Pas- 
hands... Actua] number, however,. is j co, -Seven ‘Sons. .of Morocco, . Miss 

show is appearing.’* The ‘yellow ; Lean’‘s: Chorale. of. 10 members. A 
card,” aecording. to. the .IA.head, i special. one-nighter: is: slated: . for. 

‘might stipulate use -of ‘from ‘three ; Aug: 27 with Six .of the -cast of 
to 70 or 80 °stagehands. | 

wages could Tange’ from $12 to-$16 : cluding - “Lonzo: & . Osear, Red So- 

. fora four-hour show. to from $80°. yine, Carl. Smith. Stonewall. Jack: 
+o $150 per ‘week. 4 : Son’ and: Justin: Tubb. 

If ° an. area: ‘promoter, Walsh j ” 

work :might. be.’ accomplished: with 7 | Moris Maer 
~ Deal i alized 

. The William ‘Morris. Agency. last. 

cities ‘he: should. ‘check. ‘am: appeal } 
‘with ‘the ‘union at contract: signing: 

-phasized, . should ‘be done at that’) 

Earlier sessions. of .the conclave, | 1 
which. ‘wound up. Friday 121), were : week acquired the. ‘g6hn > Mather |. 

‘talent + devoted’ .to. business’. huddles: | , Organization; . e 
e. 

a. Ew: ropean 
Chauricey. Barbour, ymanager: of. the! agency,: whose ‘name -: will’ 

Their. "Grand Ole “Op'ry.” taking ‘part, in-. 

By MORRY ROTH. . 

Chicago, July. a8. 
“awe Che. “hiteries 

dictional- feud over c 

targets: are ‘the. boiled-down Broad- 

are being: |. 
caught in the’ crossfire of AGVA |- 
‘and Equity's long-simmering juris-.| 

cabaret thea- |: 
tres. It’s no secret that’ the real | 

‘way musicals - -that have been. in- |. 
creasing in number at Las Vegas, | 
but. the choice of ‘the. Windy City.| 

jas the battleground: is a direct -re- | - 
sult of the ‘burgeoning number of |. 
tab revues in cafe theatres here 
‘eight at last count)... 

Cancel Industrial Truce 
-e Chicago, July 25:-: 

*AGVA’ offices ‘throughout 
. the country last Friday (21) 
* received a. letter from Jackie . 
"- Bright, ° executive secretary, 

‘agreements between AGVA _ 
and Equity concerning ‘trade 
and industrial: shows: are. here- 
‘with cancelled.”...~ 

‘: roads: into wniteries, cancels. 4 
longstanding agreement that. 

_. members. w ould retain cards in 
- the. unions’ to which they be- 
~- Fonged. before ‘they went nto: 

an, industrial show. co 

The two ‘clubs: “under the gun 1 

. that. “‘all” understandings and. af 

Aloha - Again - From Connie. ‘ 

Frankie, Bernie: Jimmie . . . Ileld 
‘éver HAWAHAN ISLANDS... .. two: 

‘The. ‘break, apparently. re- .. [more weeks, 
sulting, from: the ‘aggravation: ane 
ofthe tension from Equity. in-" 1! 

‘Piaying dates here tru ANK.. Ist. 
— 

: Jack Katz Resigns 
~ As GAC Lawyer 

Nevada Okay of Sahara-Mint Merger 
| With Webb Corp. Cues Big | Expansion 

{Construction Corp. 

July 35. 

The Nevada ratate aming Boar 
approved last week the merger 
the Sahara Hotel and 2he Min 
Cleb Corp. with the Del Webb 

Immediate] 
afterward, the Sahara announce 
an $11,500.000 expansion pzxogram, 

Under the merger plan, the 
icasino corporation's assets will be 
sold to a new firm known as the 
Sahara Nevada Corp, which tn 
turn, through stock exchange, will 
become a subsidiary ef the Del 
Webb Corp. 

The control board recommended 
that the Del Webb Carp. he re- 

iquired to compiy with the various 
igaming control regulations deal: ‘§ 
j with a landlord corporation a1 
j qualify ‘to do business in Nevasta. 
: The’ new corporation will lease the 
‘gaming to the existing Sahara and 
“Mint operations 

The new expansion piogiam ke- 
gan Mondiy -24° aceonding to Vail- 

‘ton Pre. executive director of the 
| Sahara He set the value of tie 
‘real properties owned by Ure Sue 
hara Nevada Corp. at anout $15.2 

- 000,000. but dechned te release 
figures on the stock exchange that 
‘is involved in th eplan 

Pian $4,500.000 ‘Tower* 
First improvements will deal 

primarily with alteration of exst- 
ing buildings at the Sthara = Addie 
tionally, hotel otficiats placed hee 

‘fore the ¢ ounty Planmonpe Commis 
, Sion on Monday the blac prints of a 
'24-story, $4,500,000 “tose: The 
* building Will house an adeitior al 

_ Memphis, - Tenn.. : Auditorium, : re-. ; , change to the William Morris. Or-! ~ ‘the: Boulevard - Room ° of the . 

‘minded the ‘meet: that an -auditori- | ganization. It: will conduct -confi- “Conrad ‘Hilton Hotel and the’ Hap-: 

“". “But,” -he, added; 
. Inunities- pressure is put upon: the. * 

A ’ show biz association ‘of long 400 hotel rooms. bringang tise total 
standing was terminated last wee C ontin ued on page ou: 
when: General Artists Corp. and ‘ fee On] Reo y. 

_| Oscar. ‘and. George. Marienthal. The . ‘attorney Jack Katz resigned. The | 
Home. . Mae 'Marienthal ‘Brothers are most Jike-’ Kata office: had represented GAC Waldorf’ § Empire Room 

In New York to Close For 

um: makes” its income:.on rentals. / nental. ‘operations for. the. “parent py Medium, the’ latter owned. b 
“in many “com- 1 office. oe 

Headquartering: in 

‘Manager to.-cut_rental-fees in_or=ther will héad -the new: ‘sétup .on |ly-to’ bear -the ‘brunt of thé ‘dis-, ‘since thé era of the late Thomas . 
‘supervise | of- ipute:— ‘first, “because - their. ‘Happy | G: Rockwell. who founded. the ; 

_ started: in ; 1952, 

“! pend recently . 

- ‘the city. permit. ‘rate’ is “too. high. 
ara § accord: is‘ not: reached ‘ona com-— 

i ce er re II EE ETA 

vod _ . 

to. be the: most luxurious in Acapul- | — 

- Montreal, is really booking, in ad-. 

°<tions. to. the city.” -°~ ‘gument as: to. whether: it's. aj : Marshall, Bratter, Green, Allison 

Tips. on improving ‘business: were ithe first time .that. the’ Morris-]Jegituner or a tab revué, and, -sée- {& Tucker, which. represented Her- 

.John. ‘webb, manager of ‘the Santa | 
Monica; Cal., Civic. Auditorium... “I 
got .the $50. 000°: show. ‘(the . 1961: 

“Academy ‘“Awards).” he said,” “by. 
“writing .a Sales. Jetter:. They: were 
7 remodelling ‘the theatre where the 
_-event. is“ usually held, ‘so: I’ just let 
oo them know what.I. ‘had to offer.” ” 

. Tift Over $14,304 Permit 
» May Again. Block Work . 
On Acapulco Hilton Hotel 

ve - Acapulco, . July. 25." 
othe. ‘ill-fated: ‘Acapulco . ‘Hilton. 
hotel, on which. construction: ‘first - 

“4s experiencing ||. 
“another — setback. . -Muniei pal} 
‘authorities have threatened ‘to sus- : 

dssue an attachment: order ‘for: $14,-" 
- 804. against. the Joya de’ ‘Acapulco: 
“construction. firm. ‘which: has : -the 
building ‘contract. © 

“¢ity claims has not ‘been: paid. 

:Aleman’s rep . in. “ Acapulco, : “said. 

promise - basis;. matter ‘ will. prob- 
ably go'to courts, with Aleman. ob- 
taining an’. ‘“ampare”. © 

The new- Milton. -hotel, which: tg 

“€O; “remained. a“ ‘skeleton ..frame- 

“Fegime’ of: -President “Ruiz .Cor-. 
tines. ‘Resumption of construction: 

Booking. Early for. Ximais 
- The, ‘Queen " Elizabeth. Hotel, 

vance ‘these days. 
It Set, Los ‘Chavales. de Fepana 

: “for: Dee.. 10,: 1961. on a four-week | 
7 ‘land... 

t ill eont for “some. years.. 
_j will continue «to. represent ‘Morris |’ 

resumed, work «and | f 

" Attorney,-Pedte Muro. ‘Asunsolo, | 

; writ),. to: 
“~gvoid actual .work: stoppage. 

J order against, the: ‘union locals. 

: On‘ the. continent. 

‘In. the. ‘past; all ‘Morris neégotia-’ 
: tions had been. ‘througk affiliated 
‘ offices : such “as: the -Harry: Foster 
Agency- ‘of: London. _AN- exclusive ; 
tie. with Foster, hewever, -had been. 

‘Foster} 

in some fields: : ‘in Engiand : while | 
'| Christopher. ‘Mann ‘Ltd: will service: 

| Morris. clients: in’ the Alm and | 
drama: areas. - 

- Personnel: ‘acquisitions resulting . 
from Morris’ - absorbtion ‘of the, 

| Mather office . ‘include. Mather him-:' 
‘self, his :partner Ferrucio Farrara, 
and ‘Michele Pietraveile, all: of 
whom are in. Rome, « as -well-"as 
Sandy ‘Glennon. -in:: Madrid and. 
‘France: Degand in Paris... :.. 

. Negotiations: ‘for. the’. “Mather: 
takeover” “were, handled - by: ‘Morris 4 
‘ office prexy Abe’ “Lastfogel,” treas- 
‘urer: Nat . Lefkowitz - along ‘with ; 
Morris -. Stoller, : 
| Howard. Hausman, Joe. ‘Schoenfeld | 
jand. Berhiie™ ‘Wilens:.’ “Terms of: the: 
deal ‘were ‘undisclosed. . 

_; “Owner of -the. ‘constriction out- : 
Ait. is: Miguel. Aleman ‘Jr., 

7 aR -ex+president | of - “Mexico -and. 
7 . former: top..man’. of © ‘the Mexican. 

“ film. festival.. Sum. in’ dispute is'| - 
" construction ‘permit: fee which the. 

‘son. of | 

NLRB Rep Uses Ban 
On Hub Club’s Pickets: 

Washington, Julg “25. : 
Ae ‘National | _Labor~. 

Board ‘examiner . ‘has. recommended: 

‘NLRB, will bar three:_restaurant 

organizational ‘election.: 

277: ef ‘the Hotel ‘and , Restaurant ; 
Employees’ ‘and ‘Bartenders’ Inter-/ 
national: ‘Union; ‘AFL-CIO. ‘and. the’ 
‘local joint: Executive. board of the| 

union... ~~ 
_ Owner. Stanley we ‘plinstrus had’! 

‘complained. ‘to . NLRB: ‘that’ fhe 
Joeals-: were. ‘violating: labor’ -prac- 

‘complaints were’ upheld, by NLRB. 
rf Hearing Examiner Alba B. Martin.” 
who. issued ‘a « cease-and- desi«t 

ww 

“Relations 

-a ban“on’ -picketing atBlinstrub‘s : 
night © club. in “South. ‘Boston. ° The- 
Tecommendation, -. unless, upset: by-. 

worker Jabor locals from ‘picketing - 
‘| Blinstrub’s within a. year, after'an ! 

is more ‘Equity than’ variety. 

“Affected. are Locals-34;: 186, and: 

tices: code’ by .picketing.-on. ‘$everal . 
‘instances after. they lost. a repre-. 

‘| sentation. election, last. year. -” 
_..Blinstrub - testified ‘that. ~several © 
banquets. were. canceled as “a result 
of picketing ‘atid picket scares. lis 

clubs. the. London: House and Mis- ' the beard in. the acquisition of the E 
\firm into the industrial complex - | - (Continued on. page. 58) 

No Surrender 
To AGVA: Equity: 
“Actors. Equity ‘Assn. “will ‘not Te- 

lirquish.. any: Part of. its jurisdie- 
tion ovér any of its fields in favor’ 
of. the American :Guild of . Variety |. 
Artists or. anyone else, ‘Says. Angus: 
Duncan, ‘Equity’s . executive ‘secre- ; 
itary.. Duncan: revealed that Jackie. 
Bright, AGVA’s :national. adminis-'| 

‘trative. “secretary, -. had © conferred } 
with. him * privately on: changing [ 
: from the type | of’ ‘presentation as - 

‘offered delegates who camie: from | l agency ‘will. operate | Ats., own: offices, ondly, because -they. own ‘two: other l bert -J.- Siegel, new chairman of : 

“the U..S., Canada ‘and Mexico by-: ; 

which | has. now become Baldwin- 
1 Montrose Chemical Co., of which 
GAC is a wholly owned ‘subsidiary. 

who ‘serviced the } _ Dan’ Kossow, 
agency ‘on behalf ‘of Katz, will 
-beeome house counsel for the . 
office based. within the agency in ; 
‘the -employ. of: the new legal firm. . 

Katz is also the. personal attor- , 
ney-for Perry Como, one of the top | 
GAC clients. but the parting with 
the agency is not expected to af- 
fect the: singer's tie with GAC. 

New Hotel Reps Council 
_ To Resist Travel Agents: 
The Hotel Representatives Coun- 
cil has. been formed by those in, 

| Holy Week, First Time- 
1! The Hotel Waldorf. A«tona’s 

mpire Roon: will take an unusual 
"step next sear and shutter for 
“Holy Week -Apml 35 223) «when 
“nitery business: throughout the 
‘country takes a due It's the fest 
j time that the room alll be closed 
‘in midseason and provides futher « 
evidence of the econonmes  tisat 
even the luxurs spots are taking 

*in order {o show a profit 
Meanwhile, the | Empire Keom 

“has firmed up several other book- 
ings from those previously an- 
| nounced Liss Kirk has been 
Signed to beatin Oet 19 following 
the opening attraction of Gene- 

| vieve, and piior to Supkie Tuches’s 
opening Nov. 1@ Booking of the 

' British singing team. Nona & Prede- 
‘erick, has been finalized for Dec 7. 
{ As bookings now stand. there 
‘are candy: thre e apen periods for the 

t 

to: the. place of. presentation.. Dun-. 

‘this’ request. 
ey a Bright. wants to. ‘bring thts: 

‘tracts with the inns they represent. 
“Sam ‘. Weisbord; ' can: Said. he - refused: to accede 10 | Organization, was established, inher stand, 

‘addition to normal: promotion pur- 
poses, to resist the inroads made 

~matter’ ‘to. the. attention of: the iby: travel agencies in the field of 
“T Associated - Actors &. Artistés. of- ‘hotel bookings. 
=: America,” " : Duncan Said, “he may : 
jae $0.7" : 
“puneai pointed ‘ont ‘that’ he has! 

‘done ‘nothing: to disturb: existing’ 
jurisdictional situations. -He said : 
“that Equity: has ‘gone .into niteries 
only. as a result. of producers com- 

They may work 

Ina bid to“have travel agencies 
~atiok to’ transportation, the: Hotel 
Rep’s council stipulates in its by - 
‘Jaws that its members shal] devote 

: themselves. to booking rooms, 

affiliated with any travel agency or 
‘ing. to it- to set. up an agreement | tour operator. 

in’ spots .that are selling 
He also noted that there are many.! 
cafés. in which revues are being ! 
presented in which “Equity: hasn't : 
intervened: even: ‘thourh the. format - 

Ecflavaa Tropicana 
_ Owner’ Eyes Miami. Site’ 
_ pedro. Fox, an owner of Havana’ 8. 
Tropicana. one of the: largest. nite- ° 

pies in'the world, who is now ‘nthe. 
CS; is shopping’. for-a. cafe . site. 
‘in’ ‘the. Miami_ ‘Beath area. Many i 
‘of: “his staff. are. in that city, refu-: 
gees from: the Castro ‘government. * 
Among them is ‘Oscar Er. himendéa, 
who was the’ general. manager of: 

“the - nitery and. casino. 

Fhe: Tropicana. was one of: the 
Fon. praperties which: wae €XPLO- 
_ preted, by ‘the Castro rege. 

for: legitimate ‘type. presentations | | 

tai: Robert F, ‘Warner (Distinguished 
‘Hotels', Leonard F. Briekett, Glen 
>We Fawcett, Hall Wilson & Associ- 
ates, Leonard Hicks, R. M. Brooker 

“and. John’ A. Tetley. 

‘Sia Bernstein Explains 
Philadelphia, July -25 

. Impresario Sid Bernstein, wiio 
pot. on the. recent Newport: Music’ 
Festival, is presenting. Judy -Gar- 
land in Atlantic City’s Convention 
“Hall Aug. 4. In town for Iocal pre 
motion, he explained why he .had 
, made Miss. Garland one of the 
i headliners at Newport, hitherto 
devoted strictly to jazz. 

“After the riot in 1960,” Bern- 
‘stein said, “the ultra conseryative 
residents were against all festi a!s 
We added Judy and Bob Hope to 
the program to broaden Rye apy-e cd 
and .‘*he canjunetion pracecdings 

“were, killed.” 

‘with, but not be: 

i 
-@harter council members include . 

liquor: i Edith. L.. Turner, Utell Internation- 

7870, 

tan it 
‘fo 4 

"Case Berteca sere av 
ax Taise 

“Plon70n Roam and 

| when Carol Channing completes 
unti) Eddie Fi-her 

opens Feb. 28, the period fallow- 
ing Fisher and after Hols Wock 
when Gordon & Shea Macitae 
bow Apul 23, and the folowing 

tfour weeks starting May au 
| oc. m= Rewer 

STORE EXEC ACQUIRES 
PITT’S VOGUE TERRACE 

Pittsburgh, Julv 25 
The Vosue Terrace, Pitt's Mage 

est nilers, hat been sold again and 
‘¢’ut he operated Ly Joseph Laz- 

a forwer food oliain exesue- 
‘toe. as beth a biretroe and. a cabera 
club Lazzaro sad that pians 3 
‘for svamming pool factiities a 
‘jarge tennis court and a tounye. 
ifhe Vague Terrace teom wk be 
used ee accuppet lab with emp hide 
sas on hanquete brid parr ate panies, 

Since the Terrace’s aprrning Jaly 
3. 3942 ate manatement dog 
shanged four tues The hite Wai- 
Hau: Howechald ae the oriesnal 

op Jhe clibp vas Sater teased to 
Andy Chakeres wha operated it 
successfully for ceare faefore eeli- 

ring it to John Barteria The uivor 
for fer csare thar sa dat 

group leaded te “Tesua tie 
2a the Hele 

Chakeres epersies the 
conte of The 

Hain Coneessigw seccm the Gicat- 
der Pittebyrgh Aurpuit. 
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— this fall... Nino Nanni following | 

‘his current " stand : at Eddys’ with. 

Vande, Cafe Dates 
New Yerk 

Joe FE. Lewis signed for two 1962 
dixley at the Flamingo Hotel, Las: 
Vevas, for a total of seven weeks 

Hollywood 
Billy Daniels, Paul Gilbert and. 

Ink Spots open tomorrow (Thrs.) 
at Crescendo’... . Kingston Trie 

. McGuire Sisters pacted for j returns to Cocoanut Grove Aug. 8 
Talk of the Town, London, Oct. 16, for fortnight . . . Louise Vienna 

. . Sammy Davis Jr. inked for { 
Town Casino, Buffalo, Nov. 27 . 
Dr. Murray Banks, lecturer who | 
has traversed the “over 28” dance | 
halt circurt, set for a series of lec- 
tures in New Zealand by the Wil- 
liam Morris Agency Sophie 
Tucker booked for Freddie's, Min- 
neapolis, April or May of next 
year. : 

Will Vernon signed a manage- 
ment contract with WH! Weber .. 
Sonny Sands to the Town & Coun- 
try, Brook'tyn, Sept. 21 for two 
weeks ... Rosette Shaw opens at 
the Living Room, Aug. 21... .Allan 
Drake on the Tonv Martin Show 
at Malibu Beach Club, Lido Beach, 
LI, Aug. 26 ... Rae Winters con- 
cluded a date at One Fifth Ave.... 
Brian Hyland. Curtis Lee and Buzz} 
Ctifford, among others; in WMGM 
disk jockey Jerry Marshail’s 
“Swingin’ Star Spectacular” Satur- 
day {29) at Palisades Amusement 
Park, N_I 

Fhank You, 

Al Berkman, for your 
great vocal arrange- 

ments, keen staging 
and especially for 
helping us keep 

busy. . 

Sincerely, 
Mickey, Karen and Joe 

THE 

WINDSOR TRIO 
FLAMINGO HOTEL, Las Vegas 

HARRAH’S CLUB, Rene 
VIC DAMON’S, Fresno 

New THE NEVADA LODGE, Lake Tahve 

for Future Beokings— 
Write, Wire or Phone (Cellect) 

AL BERKMAN 
6565 Melrose Ho. 46 

OLympie 2-13899 

Now Booking — 

WORLD'S TOP 
BILL HALEY 

and his COMETS 
MICKEY SHAUGHNESSY 

THE SKYLINERS 
JOHNNY PRESTON 
and his SHADES 
JANET STEWART 

MODERN INK SPOTS 
FRANK MAYO 

and NEW YORKERS 

booked into Dino’ 3 Lodge July 31° 

new act, written. and staged by; 
Sammy Cahn and Warry Crane, at | 
3 Rivers Inn, Syracuse, opening 
Aug. 25... Gisele MacKenzie. into 
Cork Club, Houston, Nov. 6: for | 
Pair of frames... Ella Fitzgeraid /- 
appears in one-woman show’ Fri- { 
day (28) at Hollywood: Bowl . ... 
Anita Bryant headlines opening 
night show at Illinois State Fair, | 
Aug. 11, with the Three Stooges 
also present . -Derothy Lamedr 
fortnighting. at ‘Crown Room, Indi- | 
anapolis .. .. Frankie Laine set for | 
Terrace in Lagoon Amusement 
Park, Salt Lake City, Aug. .11-12. 

Chicago | 
Andy Williams and Nicki & Noel ' 

open at the Palmer House Aug..3i 
for three weeks . Boyd Twins | from Pathe,’ with: option ‘to’ pur- 
playing fair dates in August and chase - entire Pathe film vault, 
September out of Chicago . =. 

hospital stay . Vincent Mauro | 
set for the. Chi Playboy Club AUg. 
12 for three weeks. 

Jackie Cain & Roy Kral, ‘eur- 

Mich., until July 29, set for the: 
Alhambra, Chi, Aug. 10-20 . ... 
Beverly Wright set for Earl’s Club, | 
Dallas, Aug. 9 for a fortnight . 
Pepi Runnels down for Town: & 
Country, Winnepeg, Aug. 14-26 , 
Buddy Greco into the Bandbox, 
Denver, Aug. 2-18... .. Jimmy Me- 
Partland Sextet ‘opened an indefi- 

Sept. 5 for thiée weeks. 

Reno-Tahoe 

9-25 date at Tahoe Harrah’s'... 

late August . .. DeCastro Sisters 
't set for reprise. at: Holiday Aug. 23 

. Magician Del Ray in playback 
at Harolds Club... Billy Eckstine 
to Crystal Bay Club (Tahoe) Aug.. 

110 for two weeks; with Roberta 
Sherwood to follow . . Barry Ash- 
ton’s “Playmates in Paris” held 
over indefinitely at. the Golden 

3 for double frame at Tahoe Har- 
‘{rah’s . Gaylords headlining: at | 
Riverside lounge . . Kay Martin &. 

Hotel lounge. . Sam Betera & 

“surprise. guest”) wind one-month 
date at Harrah’ , Reno, on J uly 30. 

Kansas City. 
Carol Burnet -heads for’ ‘Nassau 

Tand a vaeation, following her two-: 
week date at the Starlighit. ‘Theatre 
in “Calamity Jane.” .She’s due 
baok.on the Garry Moore ‘Show 

ATTRACTIONS 

RAINBOW RANCH BOYS: 

CARL DOBKINS R. 

THE FIREBALLS 

STEVE Git GIBSON: 
and his RED CAPS 

JOAN PROCTOR 

ROVER BOYS. 

QUAKER CITY BOYS - 
Write — Wire — Phone 

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY 
New York City 

234 W. 48th Sivect 
Plesa 7-1786 Circle 6-8800 

1001 Chestaut Stree? 

‘don, ‘his first date in Britain .. 

| mew . entertainment. ‘policy for his 
“| Roaring '20s whep : Festaurant- 

Sarah Vaughan cancelled an Aug. ' the. Last. Chance Saloon room of. 
_|9-11 booking at Ravinia for a brief ! 

utes each, star such. personalities, 

rently at.Pier 500, Wyandotte, ! 

nite stay at the new Basin Street, ————— 
\Chi, July 24... . Jerry. Shane 
‘Tskedded for the Playboy,- Miami, ; 

: — Continued from, page i = 

quite - some-: - diminution: of nitery 

‘Eleanor Powell signed for Nov. . bookings. The prime spots in the 

Harold Minsky revue to follow "Le 
Crazy Horse” at the Riverside in | 

-to interest video. buyers. in a par: 

held-that the first: week’s commis- |: 
sion for‘any cafe:date goes to. pay | 
‘opening ‘night’s expenses and someé- 

Hotel... . Harry Belafonte ‘in Aug. 

Bodyguards in repeat date. at the 
‘Wagon Wheel (Tahoe) . . Wiere 
Bros. in first date ‘at ‘the ‘Mapes ' 

‘in the case .of Las Vegas.-At that | y 

‘permanent office,.so: that it..doesn’t 

Witnesses: (with a te | sott to. service an act. The major 

| expeditions. These..do not always. 
_ | pay off. immediately, but ‘over the 

“| Jong ran:they feel that sufficiently. 
‘satisfactory relationships with buy-|. 

‘junkets' worthwhile. 

‘maintain the constant aura of. ex- 
‘pansion. They will go all-out to en- 

4} tice: the’ proper manpower. and 

A} ever, inasmuch as the upp 

; | machines there is a greater accent 

_— out-of-pocket. expendi res, 

gon | -Park. at. nearby Nantasket |! 

| spots in the amusement park were 
1 hit. with a $40,000 general alarm : 
-fire Saturday night (22). 

| from thé beach and area causing 
‘fh a big traffic jam. Some. 5,000 were 

_ ments: ‘when. fire was discovered. 

Tithe Greek ‘Theatre here. scored a: 

capacity genre with $89,267. 

‘headline at the Shamrock Hilton’s: 

_ two frames beginning. “Aug. 31. . 
ae ee . -~. a) : - So 

= =| JOE E 7 7 
KY. HECKLER AT POST” 

. ‘Cincinnati, Suly 25. 7 

Joe EB. Lewis, : vet belly: laugh : 
K.O. champ ofthe’ nitery ‘circuit, 
denies that: he has gone in: for 
‘fisticuffs to take on hecklers... 

AGVA’s Blanket Agréement. : A ringsider who-was arrested for. 
. The. ‘Hilton currently has “The| creating a disturbance -m - swank... 
Fantasticks,” which had a- lorig off-. Beverly Hills, Southgate, Ky., op-. 
Broadway run under, Equity: and | posite Cincy, while Lewis. was on 
which remained under its jurisdic-|the boards, appeared in. court with 

‘|tion. at the south. side Del Prado | eye, ¢heek and -hand ‘bandages... 
"| Hotel: here: Fly in’ the ointment in j. 
this (Situation is 2 blanket agree. | pleading ‘guilty’ to.-a charge. of ~ 

major hotel rooms Placing them in. preach wn mas pital told ole 
AGVA’s. bailiwick. . Equity main-|7°08¢ Thomas Swope. that he ‘tains that it’s the type. of show that’ didn't. . remember. . ‘what : happened 

determines which union the cast. at. Beverly. Hills. - 7 
‘belongs to,. not the. Toom that it’s | Lewis: told: ‘Vanrery. ‘that: ‘the’ 
played in. | heckling | of: Augustine, a ‘former 
Chi t Ma D. -B.H, employee, broke up. his: per-:"- 

‘that AGVANe rep Maree Dare said formance: with loud: swearing be- 
Jackie. Bright; gave Equity. “hig: fore he was taken in hand: ‘by. floor 

| word” that there would be no trou- captains. and. walters. The case was. 

ble over. the: Happy Med!um. when; continued.. : 
it opened. But. Bright, in his. hunt} 
for the bigger game | of Vegas, is lOne Sheridan Sa. Des 
apparently: zeroing in'on the club.| 
because ‘of’ ‘the. indeterminate sta- | - Buy Villag' ec: Java Spot 
tus of. the show. | .-Kelsey Maréchal & Marty Lorin, 
‘Miss Dare said that. she: hes operators of One. Sheridan :Square, . 

‘worked out. similar. jurisdictional |N:¥.. have “purchased. the _Lime- 
disputes with local: AGVA rep Hight ‘Cafe, also in:Greenwich Vil-.-. 

Ernie Fast with little. or ‘no. diffi- lage sector, from | Les Lone &. Man- 
It ' I ] Mi 7 " 

| fio’ was beim used abva Gaeiimu | ;One Sheridan: Square. the far 

the Colony Club, Omaha, where |. 
he will be in for two weeks and. 
is a repeater. He's due in Septem- | 
ber at the Colony Restaurant, Lon- 

“AGVA-Eqully 
SaaS Continue’ from page 57 mma | 

} ter ' Kelly’s, ‘both. of which use|. 
AGVA acts. They. could become 
pawns: in the hassle if AGVA de- 
cides to get. ‘tough. 

Sir Judson Smith -winds his. stand: 
in Le. Bistro.of Hatel. Muehlebach. 
after five months, and returns Oct. 
1 to-the Bahia Cabana, Fort Lau- 
derdale, Fla.,- for his. third stand |. 
there .. . Joanie: Somniers & Dick. 
Cartis set. for Eddys’: Aug. 4-17 

. Ferlin Husky due at the: Chest- 

Top Names i in iL A 
‘Nitery Via Film; 
Run 3-7 Minutes 

Eos. Angeles, July 25. 
Paul Cummins Inaugurates a 

nitery becomes. the atest to make 
motion pictures.2 regular part of 

-its entertainment. 
‘Restaurateur has ought 21 items 

which. he'll show each evening: in 

' his -nitery. ’ Briefies,- running: from’ 

three and one-half to seven min- ‘She pointed ta Second City, which’ 
1 remained Equity. by mutual agree-- 

t -because its: legators, -Play-: 
(King) Cole, ‘Steve. Lawrence,: men i. 
Count Basie, Teresa Brewer, Laur- need and Compass: Pr ayers, be: 

ence Welk, Sarah Vaughan, ‘Ten- 
|nessee Ernie Ford. A special two-| - Unions’ ‘Halft-Hour’ Deal Lwill. be: made hasn't yet been. de-: 

| projector setup bas been installed. | © “Stewed. Prunes,” a nitery -eon- | cided, 
Depending upon. success of ven- densation of the off-Broadway re-.| 

ture, ‘Cummins . next’ will. screen’| Vue currently playing. at-the Gate |, 
Pathe’s. “Fights of the Century” | of ‘Horn, went to AGVA because’ 
‘series. and « other. films, “including | its form is. only a half-hour long. 
features. ~) |The two unions have agreed here- 

and elsewhere that’ shows 6f . 30 | ; 
minutes or less belong to AGVA;: |} 

4°. Miss Dare received . word ‘of the 
dispute over the Boulevard Room | 
and. the Happy: Medium by -phone | & 
‘from Fast a week ago: (July 18). | ¥ 
Although. well aware that Chi: was |'% 
.being used-as a-test tube for. Vegas | # 
-and that the local aetion was. ini- 

policy; whereas: the « Limelight’ - 
has had --no “tathnt policy’ but. 
‘sells. espresso - and .. maintained a 
photographic . exhibit ~ on.-a -year- 

J round. ‘basis. ‘Whether any change: -. 

as Peggy Lee, Duke. Ellington, Nat’ 

Talent Agencies 
os PBOSTON | 
SMASH HIT } 

major . cities ‘Have gone down ‘in. 
number and. bookings in the keys. o. 
are four. week affairs. usually. _|a -lettér to Fast the next. day « in |% 
When: big nitery — parties | are. | Which ~ ‘she said. that she would ie 

booked. by some agencies, there has panini Snancial” as 
céd a [ae 

to be: ample reason. Usually, it's closing of either club as a means | Show jolhs'are raving about. the. . 
“alt new Hotel Avery. All new, of enforcing their claim.” . 

large, beautifully furnished de 3 

times. the: tabs*of prospective buy- | 

Fe ‘Juxe rooms with. private beth, tel-- | 

- Sahara-Del Webb. 
ers. The percenteries. upper . eche- | 

= - evision & radio. Air. conditioning.” ¥ 

lons. are trying -to reduce this ratio. |: Continued froma, page ai = 

AVERY. & WASHINGTON S SS. | 

“There is also. little travel ta .out- number ‘of rooms and suites in the 
of-town rooms: from. New York,} hotel to 1,000. “Tower” work: Is 
Chicago. and, Los Angeles, exeept skedded to beginin January af next: 

tiated by Bright, Miss Dare’ sent 

ticular. ‘act. In New York, it’s been. 

THE COMEDIAN” © 
The. Oniy Real Menthly - ‘ 

PROFESSIONAL GAG. SERVICE > 
€ LATEST 

MCA, for example, maintains a. “Final stages’ of the master plan 
calt for construction of a 17-story | 
hotel adjoining the Mint, to. be. Now in: 
built, at a -eost. of. a 500,000. A | stacies. one Hinerae poemeties, 3078 
multi-story parking building and {| parodies, i 
enlargement of the Mint casino’}. tan "te aintrem  tapreaslone ander 

. . rse ons, erru ons. F-. 

‘ork on the aa | ees. | 
Program calls for enlargenient {| 

of ar publ areas,. _conmruetion of ie $25: YR HNOLE ISSUES $3. 
new dining room. and.a convention | si 
half, new cocktail lounge, a “sky-:| ‘38 YR= Neu Issuns.. $4. 
room” with dancing’ and. ‘featuring |} - eee NO CO.D/s a 
Cantonese foods, and finally, build- Mew Siasow, e 6. 3 paste 
ing of. the new tower whi would 
be the tallest structure in the state. 

- Under ‘the merger play, th 
casinos of the Mint and the share 
‘will be operate ed under a Core ks from 
the Sahara in re- |i 
turn for. “'substant al ‘mo mogg ren-. 

|} tals’”. to the S-N Corp " gays: 
the monthly renta wilt be. ‘nearly 

}equal to: the monthly earnings ¢ of 
the casinos. 

have to travel: its. ‘staff to that re- 

travel. these days, ts for booking | 

ers are established to. ‘make these 

‘Generally, .talent agencies. try to 

to trumpet’ new acquisitions. How- 

- PLAYING DATES coast To COAST . 

“WHITEY” ROBERTS |. 
July 3— Brown's L hoke; Wis, f 

. itt take tiltes, New York, ity |. 

4 “hy a ae rte Ky. a - 

eche- 

lon also has to answer. to th e oBM 

on decreasing. the : y to-day. ‘and 

* 400 ARE HITS MASS. ‘PARK. 
Boston, July 25. 

* Bntrance and: marquee of Para- 

Beach, two restaurants and other. 

Four firefighters were injured. 
in the blaze, believed caused. by |I- 
a short circuit: Flames and smoke | 
attracted “an ‘estimated 170,000. 

in the park on the rides and amuse- ||) 

‘Belafonte ‘SRO. $90, 235, LA 
Los Angeles, July 25. in 

Harry - Belafonte’ in his finale at 

R. BN wee mo i . 

: 2 . 
, o ays a i wt 

o = . an . “ "he ae . . 

a“ - tae 

Nee i 

“VOCAL INSTRUMENTAL - comeoy. oa! 
‘Currently--SHAMROCK-HILTON HOTEL, Howsres 1 Toxee 7 : 

. Porsonal Menegement-BON Seat. ENTERPRISES 
“Tw. S7 St., New York 19. - _ | Wdeoe 2-702: 

ha in mtr ah « +o ar one sete martes ‘ 

capacity. $90,235. .. : 
. Last-week’s take was also: ‘in the 

Monique - ‘van. Veoren booked to 

Continental Room in Houston for 

ten. re a mew mS ene oe 

‘Fhe ‘heckler, “John . Augustine, °°" " 

te the maii wmiér -sife of Cafe: Society Down-.. - ary te the main event in Vegas. |. town. ison an avant garde talent 



PRS an a et ee een ee oe 

gn its headquarters’ city near ‘Wash: ° 
- Angton. 

ie - renry’ ‘is looking for légal means to! 
“! -gid-their. quiet community ‘of Rock- } 

Ms : well, son-of oldtime vauder. ile star 
-.°.i “Doe” Rockwell. | 

“.. of men. Police were called. and the:| 
. hoys were. freed. The: 13-year-old |° 

wo 26, and ‘Robert Garber, 31, weren't 

Ly year-old's: father swore out-a° war- 
“, yant against them. They were tried | 

7 lington. Juvenile Court judge.: Act-| 
“<! Jng as” their. own. attornevs, - -the |: 
‘nen claimed the incidentwas pro-. 

:.” vitted. and’ sentenced-to one-Vear | son’ Square.Garilen, the —invest-* 
' ferms on- Virginia's: convict : ‘Toad | 

ve“ his ik from -the:.community. 

Mn tee ieee tents prenatal ne ie Leet te rbot te Bas” adem eneetr ateee 

seen aint mel will cover all’ types of name at- : 

i 

4 

Pr eee Loot, on DEC ae eae Bud 
hw ne Ae ee ks rhode antenna center oe rales een, | merece athe H 
‘ te ‘. . 0 an an : . . mo 

ro. “ee “ wot stn 

_Wedacedey, July. 26, ‘901! 

ers ton fais io Tel Rockwell | | | 
Meanwhile Two of His Henchmen Handcuff Jest 

| - Boy and. Get Year.i in Hoosegow. Oe 

air’s 196 Take 
: Fair's 18 ‘July 25.: 

Recent 50th State. Fair endéd UP | 
With- an estimated | $19,000” profit: 
‘about’ the same. as. last .year, fort 

-fthe Honolulu . ‘Junior. Chamber of. 
Conimeres:. Some of the proceeds |. 

BY ‘DEAN- REED. 

Washington, uly 35. 
_ Balf-styled Anierican: Nazis.’ “who 
have picketed motion: ‘pictures’ and:! 
“performers may’ be -on the: skids [2 
Fere: George Lincoln’ “Rockwell's 

“American Nazi: Party” now faces |’ 
“a rising. .wave of public resentmént i; 

vis ‘conterting | iteelt wlth a ‘search | Lect. . 
‘poe the law books. . 

Rockwell. in the. past: ‘has: “man! 
‘age to ‘survive. jail: sentences. -an ; jn g. expenses. and’ thousands: 
dnsanity. shearing, and. a score of fees ‘Spent by volunteer: wal kers. ! 

in au denen = No Show of fay 
RvR Combo 
~ Sparks Ga. Riet: 

| srequenily j in Weshington but gets :: 
‘only. Scant -attention from local: 
i Passersvy “.9 ito” long; have - been). 
accustomed: to: , oddballs in ‘the: 

‘| and :pickets © against - showing. of4 Savannah, Ga. July 25. 
Exodus,” “Sunrise © ..Campo-'t Failure. “of ‘a white Tock ‘'n* 
bello,” -and ‘against. Toca. nitéry’ up- band, and: éntertainers: to shown up 
"pearance of. Sammy: Davis: Jr. ‘4s. advertised ‘at ‘a’ Negro night 

“An. angered ‘Arlington; Ya, Citi-.' 

‘capital. . 
The Rockwell’ cor ps.. concentrates | 

' particularly. on: anti-de: wish ‘and 
FT anti-Negro activities.” In -réeent 
; outings, ©. uniformed - pseudo-Nazis | 
{have=denmionstrated: with swastikas | 

. For, more than ‘two" "Years, citi | 
“gens of the capital. suburb. ‘have | 
tolerated ‘and. largely ‘ignored :the 
presence: of" the SW. astika- -brand- 
‘Ashing. ‘Rockwell. 7 

. What now. has ignited ‘Arlington 
“Was - -the. recent seizure and’ hand- 

by. two of the. jatterday. ‘Nazis. 
The Boy: and’ a playmate were: an 

the ‘vicinity: of. framehouse . Nazi 
‘headquarters .. when: ‘they were: 
‘-ehased .and. ‘captured by- ‘the’ pair | 

‘| the ‘interior of ‘the’ city’s: West :Side New Madison Sq, 

rei
 to Ris

e " ‘them. “it-took. tear gas. to pul an 
On Penn Sta., N. Y. me tothe disorder.. 

Frank Chappel. a. “Negro. police 
) | officer, 

“The third edition ‘of New York's 
Madison “Square Garden is on the: 
drawing’ boards. ‘The new .arénda. 3 ber: of the police. department were 
.a.saucer.. like - structure» A0-seat., 

: piel 25, 000,: will rise -atop the present: 
‘on: assault. charges ‘before an Ar- + Pennsylvania’ Station ‘as- ‘part’. of “to. disperse the crowd. 

_a: $50,000, .000 entertaininent - setup’. O.- E. Travers, manager of Fla- 
‘to: open ‘in..time for. me™ NY, mingo:: “told . Savannah. ° Evening 
“Worid's. Fair® ‘in 1964. - — : Press .he -had booked rock. ‘n’ roll 

voked when ‘the boys -taunted-a:.: “Phe new arena. will: be built by stars~Chuck’ Berry, Sugar.-Pie’ de 
! 

Sisplayed Nazi Bee were “Cone ythe owners 6f.. the. present | Madi-.. 

said he ‘had.been taken inside the.|. - 
house, handcuffed,- threatened with-| 
a lead. pipe;’ and questioned “about: 

his: religion. ° 
The two. Nazis, “Richard Braun, 

‘arrested: ‘until. later | when’ the 13- trucks: ‘and every ‘available meim- 

James -Brown.. and:: the * ‘Famous 
ment firm. of: Graham- Paige. The... Flames: from) Universal Attractions 

first Garden was located: on the. 
site - from. which: 4it fot ' ‘its ‘name, a 

7 3 near. Madison Square, - on: Fifth: 
“bat since’ organiied to, Bnd legal | Ae at.23.St. The current. struc-. _ bul failed. to show up. 

‘One it ture, now 38- years. old,: “Will .con- + dnial 

‘proposal is to declare thera a “pub--| tinue “to. operate until. the new. midnight, 

gang. 
‘A. ‘group’ of . “Arlington. residents f was. supposed to came to his. place 

but.” quiet was not re- 

-be torn. down: 40 ‘make :way” Por, an: 
“apartment : or office ‘building. . ; Slashed." 
wine: new Garden will . be Part” 
of: “an entertainnient comp ex that 
‘is expécted to contain a 750° reom Local P Pa aper to Present 
hotel.:: an office’ “building ‘and. at 

| 3,000. car. parking: aréa. Ramps will 
Lhe. ‘built. in - the - ‘station: to’. allow {. 
i ready. ‘access- to the ‘arena. -Plais tf 
for :the new arena had been. de--: 

“Lynch mob’ is: being. organized |. 
against him,. There are. no’ Signs: 
sof violence; -however;: ‘the citizenry: 

“B R 1 L L KA N tT. 
COMEDY MATERIAL ~ 

"send for. new price list’or send. $10 
for: hundreds of dollars. worth | of. 

| monologs,.. dialogs, . bits, sketches, z 
]|. pantomime skits, ete:, written, by top’. 

showbiz gegmen. — || taited.- some time: ago. “but™ since: 
; AUGHS: UNLIMITED ; {| then, the original corcept has been |” : S 
es we ASth Street. New ‘York city : expanded © and: ‘with: land” acquisi-'|. Music. Under: the: Stars,” Ww hich} 

tion, : the cost - ‘tay hit: the $100,- earlier appeared . to be doomed by 

}:000.000 mark,’ Pushing the new 
project. are’ Irving. Mitchell 

Orginal Booker Defaults: 
Peori ia, July 25. 

B&B 
: - ‘|| G-P- prexy,: and. Rear Admiral} ‘Journal’ Star’ ‘and: will, be. con-| BG band’s enthuiastie acceptance - 
COSTUMES. i! John -J.- Bergon,.: 
‘Gowns: and: Costumes. | board, who stated ‘that “they. be- 

| ". INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED ‘| Heved no Government . financing 

.MADE TO “ORDER the concert ‘schedule. - 0 Ws Mh ‘ot, M. Y. the setup. will be Charles: ‘Luckman’; 
. “First - program will. be Aug. 7 
Associates. "featuring Roger Williams & ‘Co. 

LT t Ge eorge Shearin g Qui intet is s] ated 
2 enariterents MMH re SEETHER ATE Nee et ietemereteet: esa OSTA NEN munis w a 

Ct 5.4660. 

due’ ‘later in the month. 
: Concerts :were originally booked | 

ment- Enterprises. EE. ‘went ‘under. 
Avhen its manager, - Thomas. Man-. 
well, was named in. ‘bad check: 

I 
i 

it 
warrants totalling ® $1, 300. . 

Miller sald the . “Journal. and his 

cove ticseienmmemalra niin nneiimanienvenit concerts: a year. These, he said, 

tractions:in both classical and pop 

“Now. Available. 
“FOR LIMITED. ENGAGEMENTS. 

= ana for DATES and Further Information ‘CONTACT xs cram - 

SHEP FIELDS’ . SERRY LEVY. “| LONE CHI VAUDFILM: -  AHAMRGCE. HILTON HOTEL” - DIRECTIONAL: ENTERPRISES 
Housten.. 200. W. 57. $t., New: York . 

» MOhawh tar Circle HO 

jag -Peurla: Journal Star.Community 

{non-profit ‘basis with all Proceeds: 
, 8oing to: local charities. ° 

“~~. Chicago, July 25: 
‘Regal ‘Theatre, Chi's only re 

20th ‘anni last week. - Only. other. 
: 9 pieture fiouse to--have' stageshows. 
a . nthe last. decade. was the Chi- 

* dl cago, which dropped : them as: a 
| regular: policy in’ 1953." 

oe “pick. AUNT. 
; ‘WESTON AND MARTHA 

. Comedy Ventrtequisin © 

NOW ‘APPEARING 

| “THE GOLDEN, Reno 
; Managements GEORGE ‘SOARES. oe 

4208 B Jordin, Les Voges, Nev. Du. 42182 U orehy 

was hospitalized with head’ 
injuries and ‘several w ‘hite ‘officers 

S .sulfered - minor injuries. Three fire: 

‘Santo, Nat’ ‘Hendricks, Ben: FE. King?: stage 

ins New -York. ‘He said’ the -group 

after, playing’ a white night club. 

lin by the now. defunct Enteftain-. 

1! maining yaudfilmery, hotched its; 

of 7 j tabs.”’ 

|The Kids Swing Again With Goodman 
In Freedomland’s New Price Policy 

“The reason that 

is: because the dance bands have: 
-been -driven into nitery cellars. 

abserves William 
‘drof, Jr... of Webb & Knapp. which ! 
is now operating Freedomland. : 

i This was stated as a little more 

: dance floor at this arnusement park _ 

‘than 3.000 attracted by Benny 
.Goodman‘s band. crowded the ‘new 

NY. “in the Bronx, He went on, 
“LY Kids havent been dancing be- 
icause they haven't been given’ We : 
* chance. lf it's available. at. prices 
sthey can afford with quahfy bands 

Xr all ° 

? My: 

fetus: Thursday +20) night caused. 
fp wild: ‘disor der when ‘A mob of some: 

1.200- Negroes. Tioted and. wrecked. 

Flamingo Club, according to Po-" 
lice Lt. John Ivéy. They. spilled out: 
of -the place: ‘carrying’ chairs ‘and: 

«| striking anyone .who tried to stop. 

‘Hither to. 

for 
presséd into. service and: .at..least 

_13.: rounds ° of tear. gas was used: 

park. The water was drained off, 
‘foundation. and flooring Jaid, 

system { 

‘to supply it. they come.” 

Zeckendorf also feels. “this can 
“pring. back. name bands. We will 
cerfainiv do our part. We need 
only 1.500 extra admissions might- 

‘sometimes not even that much, 
10. make ‘big band dancing pay off 
“We can, do it easily.’ 

name bands are bringing - “Also, 
tous. anew - audience of 

we have’ had only. 
older people and ‘the very Young 
people. For same reason the leen- 
steis stayed away, 
are bringing them in’ 
Apparently dance bands will be 

teens 

an ‘integral. part of the enteitain- ; 
ment scheme at Freedomland 
There is a full schedule of bands 
which will play_all summer. In ad- 
dition, Paul Anka has been booked 

Ralph Marterie’s band backing. 
The Goodman opening was on a: 

’ dance ‘floor that had been a poud | 
‘only nine days previously, and had : 
been the least active arca in the! 

and amplification 

Tnissions at $2.95 each 

the . 

but ame bands .. 

three da\s in August with { 

1 Should Segal get the spet 

kids ‘aren't | the bandstand just Hhke the cld 
will go. to the Honolulu. Sy mphony :dancing as much as they used to: days. 

: Society’ s, Junior: Symphony Proj: ° 
Goodman, in response to 

such an acceptance. plased an if 
the were still the shy bespectacled 

_F air’s profit figures are slim con- ; ‘admission. to which is by. way ‘of |meastro whose quartet in the great 
sidering’ the substantial. pre-open- . high cover charge and big liquor {days of swing comprised Gene 

Zecken- ; Krupa. Teddy Wslsen, lL fonel 
Hampton and himset{ 

Voeahst Lvnne Roberts Is a pret 
“ty and professional vecealst whe 
‘also drew plaudits In fact, Geod- 
"man Was orpinalls slated te pest 
set af 30 nantes duration but *e@ 
didn't want to fet gem the a pist 
of such audience centapiah - 

As for Fieedomland ‘teelf. the 
Younger Zechendiet Ganks if: wail 
pay om Wis sear. weather perinte 
‘ting He sass that thus fur it ies 
averaged abeund 20,000 daily ad- 

“Were Just 
ainateurs im park operation" Le 
states “Alter last year. we te pals 
ing to find om owh neler We 
have learned that were net Disre ye 
land, and were not pore fe try 
ta be Disneviand There 1 orty 
one Disnes Were aing te make 
Freedoniand umgue ond we think 
were on. Gur way Well tiv t¢ 
make this s }2-me nth #8 veer 
operation, even though we stall 
haven't completed plans fer a wine 
‘ter format In ent can amateur 
“way, WE'D) find our wwn level 

Jie 

. , . 

Segal’s Chi Buy? 
Dannv Segal. operate: ef the 

‘Living Room, NY, 1 negatatiug 
for the Tiade Winds, Chicage 

he is 
j expected te selurbish rade Wasds 
-inta the same tipe decor ss tie 
?hyaing Reon. 

ai 
om ewe 

‘built. and bands were moved from | Weymouth, Mass., Fair Clicks 

Trouble broke’ out - “shortly after: 

dab ds $295 which 
rides’ and -as many times as. the j 

wt i building is opened: . Fate. of the: stored until about’ 10 am. Friday 
li¢ nuisance.’ ws . 
opel stneanwhile- is “soa: [presente Garden ‘hasn't. been. -de~7!21!. News. car ‘of: radio. station 

‘YJating. pamphlets warning that .a cided ‘as vet; but: it's. expected, to WBYG. was) damaged, windows kids “ean -tahe it. 
smashed, antenna bent - and. tires a ane also. permits entry to all rides 

another 
‘21) delay- 

the previous: night: by! 
weather, avas the fifth night that : 
‘Freedomland: opened its tickets toi 
a reduced $3.95 admission charge : 
after 6 pm.. Before that hour te - 

includes all: 

The $1.95 tab; 
and. 

events, According to. park Spokes. | 

‘Peoria Concert Series As i 

| 

Tor a Sept. .2 spot and. Liberace Is 

ihopes. to’ present from 10 to 12 ql | 

fields.. The new. ‘organization, while |} 
not yet incorporated,. will.be known~ 

} Services Inc. It will. operate ‘on:a} 

SITE MARKS 30TH ANNI ) 

Hy Bill at the Regal. featured: Dee | 
.Clark,. The Shirelles; Chuck Jack- |] 

.. [2 son, The ‘Miracles, Gladys Kniglit | 
ig ie The Pips, Shep & the Limelites, jt . 

. Phil. Upchurch, Baby Washington, 
| Allen - Drew and: Red Saunders 

sogmen, Wath the count: still mcom- | 
plete, more than 8.000 had come 
fin under reduced rafe on Friday °: 
In. order ‘to ‘make -it feasible for . 

‘the after-six admissions, 

i nights. . 

‘Lobserves,.the other parts of the’ 
Peori ia’s. ‘summer concert ‘Series, park. were busy as well. 

Just. how strongly name bands: 
are likely to contribute to the fi- 

-a blizzard’ of - bad - -check charges, ‘nancial’ ‘comeback of this amuse- 
Felt, | has been. picked: up ‘by. the Peoria.|ment centre is evidenced by the 

chairman of the tinued on a« year-round :basis. “C: | with the’ teensters. Of the. 3.000 
h a “Stretch”: ‘Miller. of the Journal: normal capacity of the new: floor, 

me i Star community relations depurt- ‘more. than. 1,000 crowded. around ! 

| would be necessary. Architecting ; ment ‘has. been named: manager of ———S=—=—== 

Bat, ‘Jan. 21, 1961 
.: Boston Daily Record 
“AROUND BOSTON” 
by George. Clarke 

‘NIGHT. CLUB. comic 
. SN JFK ROUTINE — 
“Best of the Mimics by -long 

‘odds !s FRED BARBER, the 
' raly-poly Genlus, who does JFK 
Tight. down to. the gestures. 
Again and: again his right arm 

came out, snapped down, fingers 
1 .-exterided, and out came the 

* sharp. incisive voice of John F. 
_ Kennedy. . And te round out a 
series of wonderful impres- 

J sions, - FRED wound up that sec- 
|. tor. ‘of his performance with the 
barking incoherence of Nikita 
Khrushchev, and it seemed as 
‘If he was: shouting, beating hie 
fists on the desk before him. ” 

Priday, June 9, 1961 
' The Atlantic City Press 

- “THE NIGHTLY WHIRL” 
by Ted Schall 

_ gagement at the 500 CLUB will 
“be. nimble wit FRED BARBER 
- who bas proven to be one of the 
mest. sensational of the new 

- comes, to play the big 5.” 

part of the park. The | 
Goodman. preem Friday, 
-ed from 

the clos- | 
ing has been extended te. 1 a.m-on. 
“weekends . and midnight on other - 

What's more, .Zeckendrof : 

“Closing: out a two week en- 

Persenel Monegement; PHIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS, INC. 
490 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y., Pleze 2-3490 

STUART. WER, Pree. 

Wes moutti. Vass Suis 2h 
| Weamouth Fair shattered Satire 
day $224 on tts most success til 

i dear in its 9G sear hitters Record 
crowds thronged the pious aud 
a 10 tace cau aakedl the poise 
mutue) horse racy MWarourh the 

i afte rroen 
A pvroe and etsre shew ¢ hese d 

3 the fai. which gat the beneht of 

i warm weather Chaouphout wsitin no. 

‘raln, 
5 ee, 

BLY FUN-MASTER GLASON § 

PROFESSIOBAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Thectricals 

“We fervice the Stars” 

Buy Professional — Be Preferssonal 

35 Gag Files for $15. Pius $1 00 Postage 
Foreign: 3$ fer $25 

@ 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. s1@ e 
@ 4 Blzckout Books, Per Bk. 125 @ 
@ Minstrel Budget £23 @ 

Hew to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 por Copy 

' We C.0.0’s “Always Open” 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 84th S¢., N.V.C., 19 CO 8-1316 
IWE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY 

>| (Let a Real Professional Tesin You 

2 ee ee Pes oe 

FRED BARBER 
JUST CONCLUDED 
May 27th (Twe Weeks) 

THE 500 CLUB 
Atlantic City, N. J. 

June 19th (Two Weeks) 

THE ELMWOOD 
CASINO 

Windsor, Ontario 

Joly 7th (Tes Days) 

THE BOLERO 
Witdweod, N. J. 

THE PLAYBOY 
CLUB 

Aug. 12th {Three Weeks) 

Miem!, fe. _ 



60 NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS _Wednesday, July. 26, i961 

Copacabana, : N.Y. 
Julius La Rosa (with Joe Massi- - 

mino:, B- HY Rewsee, Copa Cries 
(93, Pan? Shelley tyre £13), Frank . a knife and. fork they'll be . just, ' King Orch °:16), Delores. Perry, 
Murti Orch ‘6 ; $5 50-$6.50 .mini- : : dandy. “ Ron Carey; Franklyn MacCormack, ° 
mum He | tries ‘vocals. with “School : Ben Arden Orch;. 83: cover... 

. ; Dass.” which. brought him a. big ; ae 
a. oon hae read i trew salvo, “California” ‘a la Jolson, 

tee eT oes uromne ‘bupression of Eddie’ Jolson. | 

ers wailets »:lipsed before proving ~SUSie” and “Chasing Rainbows.” | quent. three-quarter” time. Delores = 
No snap. as tue commis show, 
the sure pa.ter 

teenate cating te more Cer 
tan areeplarse Sov 
day wales cei does the trick, cue 

thee band for an evens thing's com- 
Insp roses the ne. 

ou 
for 
from 

Line's row at apne srs for Julius 
Tia Rove fteangon fae ecb tell con- 
sidecatioms stro remaz: At) the 
Beast boavever, he is out of post-* 
Goltres iaeba and sparking his 
eapes are mrghti seetors nighteiubs.. 
t. ond the summer: funetents and 
a Broadway debut replacing Halk 
Morel; in “Come Blow Your Horn” 
ter two weeks bezimmng Aus 19. 

Tle ~ findis2 these spheres have 
tires ote: residital salue, passibly 
Speifed cfurure’. He mas not be 
hots. ou the chk chart. at the 
moment, buf at this pout in his de- 
telopmen! that moa be an: a-set. 
Meaning the fad has faete, and 

always el! thie? ehoe-a’s : 
in the niteries, Ie dors, nowever, 

pe. fhe vast hatter or so cof La 
Reoe-is salven Ceomeback The 
peeeter assuranee is plenty evi- 
dent, both in the —pipes and pore; 
and if he’s still a bovish image, 
fie oaee whiz) humble bit. that 
<in-ed is at most a faint ech as - 
ke stunds up to his own “new 

" Could be the rounders 
sense rH His sro. preem ‘Thursday 
‘2)s im dules Podel’s basement 
hod an aud sampathetic for talent, 
hat just chastened youth 

What he struts is coramercial 
but intelligent The catalog is 
ASC AP pop-showtune, largely per- 
eunial and eompletels click. and 
fortified with a good dose of spe- 
quails the amiable 
tue Ismt Virtue?” 

fe-nrpteesy 

and “Sardines,” 

a seat at) furv cheeked lyricists 
ti:at’s rather broad but still ef- 
eotiwve 

fa Rosa keeps the palaver mini 
me evenin the fatter spots where 
fee makes valid use of prefaces. 
And iis sinduaup ¢to 40 minutes or 
n> owith fhe Carousel Solglsquy, 
Inosfiy sans mike. sews up the 
sesh with loud mitt 

Wien Vartery’s Jose New Acted 
coms: Bobby Rameen in 1942. at 

all Leen & Eddie’s. N.Y. the 
verdier was “bright. breers and 
thoroughiv commercial” Stet the 
quotes fur this Catskillian rogue, 

“yhoo has thee formula and manner 
thahlE reach fhe squares evers 
tins 
GACers one- and two-liner topi- 

calving is safe as Arid :t¥ spee- 
tt-rs.. E.rael'’s first rocket', with a. 
mee and tuen quasi-political goodie 
ttked in anent JFK —"There’s 
he tere unemployment tn | his 
Bere oar The Government's’ 
mow known as one mun’s familv” 
He oaif best with a Diner's Chub 
2. mene a bit overtong. but com- 

*. 
zee? 

memes sould satire. 
iy feign cramped tor spai: ve. the 

Wis ommonk common Capa line 
a atts okay. spotlighting Barbara 
Dod-ls tap terpers Paul SheHev’s 
Gies. augmented for La Rosa, and 
veri ostar’s 88er Joe Mossimino 
Bvtoriris. wIVVU SUDDpOrE, | 
Prask Marti’. dansapation fs fine. 

Dick Hasines & Fran Jelfries 
Open Aug. ld Pr, 

Is 

Tidelands. Houston 
Houston, July 25. 

‘Ports Korea. Don 

16°, SA minimum; 
$2 COUT. 

Tor the first time in i) sears 
George Josseb is phising a handful , 
ot nitertes and a few concerts on 
Wiiait he 

The tour, be say. “was arranged 
by some attorneys in Los Angeles; | 
T have some tronbles to take care 
of fobviously with reference to 
that paternity suit. 

Cevegr yer feesse!, 
Car von Oreh 
Qiter peodenght, 

intra by maestro Don Cannon. 
Jessel say< that Bob Hope in- 
troduced tim as the “father of 
the year.” : 

While his uiters turn t& little 
ditterent from his concert ar after- 
diver appearances, Jessel is a 
superb storyteller with > pertect 
timing, and even the oldest: tales: 
are awaited with anticipation And: 
there are oldies, such as. the thea- , 
tergoer at the Roxy who. substitu. | 
ting a fountain when he was unable 
to “tind the restroom, returns to. 

his seat to discover he was part 
of the show 

Jessel. who has. sold $50:000.000 
wotth ot Bonds for Israel, touches : 
an the matter lizhth, pointing out 
that he “left no Cohen unturned” 

to 4 PILE . 

ar @ Vester- . 

“Who Siavs Vir- - 

" Weaving 

‘are pretty 

-. fine singing -and dancing, 

and : 

cally his tarewell tour. 

After buildup 

in his search for funds: He brushes. 7 
off the new school of singers with 
“when the-e kids learn to eat with | 

‘Palmer’ ‘House, Chi 
; Chicago, ‘July. 23.. 

‘Wayne ‘King Revie, with Wuyne- 

-He closes with a f:iedship poem. | Perry. and ‘Ron: Carey’ are for. ¢6n- ; 

“talented. exponents. of...the : 
Just how far, ‘new genération with still a hint of.. 

‘The: Palmer. House : 
: Fernanda & Co..° plus ‘the. inter- °: 

‘Perhaps it’s ‘due -to nostalgia, but ; i trast. 
J@saei  €utphagizes 

these youns enertainers have yet! ‘the’ old-style. 
tu. go: He was on mike for 33: package’ wraps. ‘up “ifto a breezy 

minutes, | Salisfving: midsurmmer's’ -divertis-" 
Dori, King, a be Iting brunet ! ; sement. 

thrush with a good-“built,” opens |- 
show with 10 minutes” at_ mike, | 
ranting from “Coming Up Roses” 
‘to “Why Wa. F Born.” and, taking; he's: still. .the 1 preved. Otherwise. 

Girl: een fine thrash the up| | stro-host, the stylized Warbler -of : 
beat, but her phrasing. and diction “Lonesome,”, and the dulcet soloist 
are just a bit too precise. 

Boniface Bill Newkirk. has’ 
chanszed the Tidelands policy’ dur-! 
ing Jessel’s stay, for the first time j standards, but’ his | great flair for 

adopting. a minimum ($5) for this {| the. @legant transcends ‘it, . and 
private nitery. Another twist is to} that’s what, becomes. the torie . of. 
admit ‘tie publie after. ‘midnight, | this revue: Whether he’s: in’ the 

{ justly). as: “golden.” * 

when the liquor curfew goes in, | fore: or out OF. ‘it, his- Presence. is. 
for a second show with a $2 cover. felt. 

Skip. 
most strictly a menrory - lane | excur-: 

se if ' eg: sion, with ‘Lydia,”. “Peg O' My: 

Besert im veo en Heart,” | “Naughty. ‘Waltz... “Jose- : 
Crosby Bros. «3+, Dick Skaicn, phine. - La Golendrina”: and 

Douris Greb, Chuci: Dodds, Donn | Bubbles?’ . all ‘revived’ from the : 

Hawn Dancers. J Nproduced. by | elatting: between . numbers: Yre-' 

Franke Sennes: S4 mintowm ‘the Aragon. Baliroom in. 1927, and 
, hoted ‘his pianist.: Paul ‘Mack,- has : 
been with ‘him. all. 34 years:. | 

‘The Crosby Bros. (Phillip, ‘Den-'! 
nis, Lindsay) with Dick Shawn} 
extra added, ‘gives the. Painted | 
Desert Room a strong -musi-com- 
eds dauble feature,. — 

This, is’ easily the peak outing: 
for the’ singing trio to date, and! 
much credit should go ‘to the; 
smooth staging of the new turn. by 
Earl Barton, the imaginative. or-_ 
chestration and vocal arrangements | 
by Bill Thompson; the: fluid writ- ;,came: for.. = * 
inz of Joan Bradford, and ‘the neat} King’s musical “and: verbal re- ° 

ot maestro Fred Otis? Miniscenses © are. sét into : balance. 

fronting the Curltan Hayes oreh t bY. the youthful vocal. offerings of 
: Dolores: Perry arid. the” comedy’ 

first violinist. is tapped for a clas- 
sical sqlo.and Franklyn: Mac¢Cor- 
-mack recreates..a disk click of 
many. years: ‘back, ‘long betore the 

i reading -a. poem .to '*Melady — ‘of 
Love." Corny. , sure,. but with class 

112 which is backboned by. the: f De c 
Crosbys' ‘own drummer; Lloyd: of. on: Carey see. New: Acts). 
Morales. Miss Perry has. all. the endow- 

ments. for a. legit ‘singer of statitre. 
In, the’ contemporary-,.idiom:. she 
does “Sound. of Miréie’. and “E very-: 
thing's Coming 
in the. classical, “Un Bel. Di.” 
fine reception. = 

Andy’ Williams: ‘ana Nicki ‘and: 
Noel: ‘come in. Aue: 3." ‘Les. 

Folk songs and spirituals pro- ; 
vide a rich. ‘solid foundation for | 

“the act. and there is a generous: 
amount of clever special material ‘.- 
jigsawing ‘the: session, which bows |. 
off with the inevitable. medley of | 
Bin#'s hits, latter segment of course 
pulling the most enthusiastic mitt: 
action. The Croshys harmonize | 
very well for a good saund, they 

good as terpers, .and |. 
they. are highly. skilled , 

“Gets ; 

Rooin 'At Top. | London 

above all London; July 20. 

showmen. 

Dick ‘Shawn, as always, ‘is an | 
extremely tough performer for any |. 
act to follow, ‘but, his colleagues | 
here do. it. gracefully. The versatile } 
entertainer, with his distinctive | 
comedy routines embéllished with} 

t $9 50 minimum: 

It took just. one. 2. number for Mel: 
Tormeé to: warn ‘his audience in 
this “plush, new, -.just-out-of-town : 
nitery. In .a_ balanced and ‘well. 

{came close. to. receiving a standing ; . ‘a in stature with each new appear-. ' ovation. - Wisely, he took. only ‘one: 
‘ance in Vegas, and is headline ma- 
terial.for any room. He: sprinkles : 
topical gag» into his classical reper- { 
toire. which terminates with his } 
“Niassa Richard” trademark. 

Holdover Donn Arden produc- : ‘ 
tion number, featuring Doris Greb' 

‘stint. er isply.. with. ‘Mack ‘the 

‘ due: to. personal, contact with. his j 
? audience. - : 

-and. Chuck Dodds, balances the-Js-a Girl’"-which precluded.some : 
Duke. | niore-than- -masterlt ° vocalizing . on 

| fIt's AH Right ‘With, Me,’ “Falling | 
| Leaves." “Nightingale * ‘Sang In 

| Berkeley Square:”: and, ‘of course, ; 
“Mountain ° Greenery” ‘and. “Lulu's 

bill. in for four weeks. 

Gondota Room. A. c. 
Aflantic City. July 23. 

Barry Sisters 12), Jbnmy Grosso, : 
Buster Burnel’s Gondorables (4), 
Tov.mg Boyd's Orch: (6); $5 mini ‘there - diskwisé. -But, most“ impres- 
‘wan Fril-Sat., 84 Sun. through ; sive. in a “Standout. songalog, was” 

Thurs., $3 late, late. shove. ihe: raised hearty yocks with some | 
Sisters . plus Jimmy . " good.. .clean ‘ribbing of : the Ken 

| Grosso offer a well balanced 90 ; ;Powell Trio... . 
;minutes.of entertainment to please. : ‘Room, about three-quartets. ‘full,’ 
the mid-summer: crowds in Luigi's, ‘suited Torme’s.act aceustically and } 
rondola Room. They . played’ to: some fancy work with the lighting 

‘near capacity. Weekend -business, {added polish... Ken~ Powell Trio 
snd ‘should continue to map .up., 
with current heat wave. driving ‘em and mastered complicated. 
down to, the shore. : i rangements' -well enough.to. sound: 

- The Barry 

‘Layishly garbed in form: ‘fitting as if they had | done them ; ‘and. not f 

white gowns with . bottom: ‘flares, -Torme. 
the brunet lookers prove they. can Torme: 5. ‘in for wo weeks tol 

i belt. over songs with the best. July 27. Watt. 
Backed. by Dean Sheldon and _ his'|. a 
big Congo drum. the pair dish up at oon x" _ 
a well received routine for the 40]. ... Liberio, N.Y... . 
minutes theyre. out front. . Lt Fernanda & Co. (3). Paco° 
The Barrys are. best..in “Dark:| Amaya, Pancho Cardenas, Roberto, 

Eyes." A medley of standards.done ; Gomez; no minimem, ne. ‘cover. 
lustily. and Latino: bits. with the : ‘ 
lights down, get and merit maxi-~}. With Cuba. an: important: page! 
mum mittings. . pone, item these days. there evident- :- 

Although billed as a comic; Jim- ;ly is a growing: nostalgia’ -for the 
my .Grosso shows he isnot’ ‘only’ Havana that used to be before 

; that but also a clever entertainer. | beards overran ‘the city. once la- 
His vocal imitations of trumpet, | beled the Paris of the New: World. 
, harmonica, and banjo earn 
;Mitting as do his carbons of Si 
natra and Elvis Presley. Coon 

‘ Gondorables. again contrib two 
inice bits and show is well backed 
by Tommy Boyd's orch. Walk, 

had ‘been a mixture of new and old 
| world—virtuwally- ‘anything of qual- 
:ity went, from the. small intimate. 
| shows that’ abounded in the city: 
to the lush shows 3 at the. ‘Tropicana. 

All that has. changed about’ King : 
! over the years is that his hair has : 

i same suave and. showmanly mae-; 

len. the tenor sax, still billed fand: 

‘King may be - corny. by today "s. 

— 

- Orchestraily, of course. it’s. aL 

| 

Beats ever latched on to. the idea?,. 

—and just What | the . . customers : * 

| efforts. The four. 

| . Quartet | ‘mixes 

Back in Téwn”'w hich: ‘both clicked. 

backed up the. singer in fine style |-. 
ar- | 

The Cuban entertainment. scene | . 

and: the US.: -name imports. at. the 
j new er hotels. 

Perez Blanco,. an expatriate. cu: 
: ban, has - recently. opened. a new 
-room: .with a Cuban cuisine and, 
} heavily _accented Spanish: “Shows. 
{It's one-of the westside (W. 47th: 

Wayne King is. for nostalgia and’: St.’ clicks among the. Latin gentry. | 
yesteryear’s melodies |. in “metli- ‘He had-a_ straight eatery nearby: .ny's ‘hitery: det: is, proving unques-” 

jlidniably. he’s one. of: the show ‘biz... until his. move to. the: ‘present lo- 
cation: — es 
“The - nvajor- feature of the. ‘small 

and quality laden show is: the ali- 
around: Castilian entertainment of - 

‘mission guitar: plucking of Paco 
: i Amaya,-of the famed. -Amaya’ clan, ° 

who. strings out a brand of gypsy" 

‘ classic.. His _technieal: mastery: ‘is’ 
superb,. ‘showing: lush: . brands ‘* of’: 
counterpoint melody that. mike. for } 
aural excitement. _ 
Fernanda is a flamenco” ‘import.; 

- from. ‘Castile ‘with .a tradétional | 
‘regard: for Castilian dance” forms, 
but able to improvise * in. the fla-: 

ray 

menco manner as well.’.An- ‘ener: } 
getic worker, she: provides _power- 

- ful: heel work whieh arrests audi 
1 ence. attention .at. the outset. 

‘Fernanda gives the impression 
tof a wide ‘Sweep: of ‘motion. that ; 
‘more than fills the - cmall. work: : 
.Space in this room.. Ske ‘also.-has.. 
ther own guitarist; Pedro Mores, 
“who takes_a solo as well. He. shows 
some intricate digital dexterity and: 

ia strong -beat. There: is also the. 
old book. King, ‘in his. sentimental. i flamenco singing: of Jose Moreng.: 

a tenor, who luxuriates in the wild! 

{ tioners. ‘He's. also, applause. getter 
‘on his own. ~ ; 

| .The’ backing 45: ‘by: pianist Pan. |. 
- Herbert 'Miska, King’s longtime | “cho. Cardenas,: who. also. does a-hi- Reno-Tahoe. area’ ‘tat. the Riverside. 

lingual intro.of the turn, and inter--. several‘ years..agoa), Miss Bee nag 
'. developed‘ much- maturity in ‘both. 

‘Istyle and _presentation.’ : 
{turn she eschews many ofthe titles... 
jand much~of the chatter ‘that ear- °°... 
}lier-labeled her-.a member .of the « .:° + 
dna country ‘set, and ‘she ‘no. longee .. 

. mission 88er ‘Roberto -Gomez, 
- Jose. 

} 

Motel. Roosevelt. ~ oOo 
‘New Orleans,. July 21: 

Mello-Larks’. (4), Magid Triplets: 
i Leow Kelner ° Orch AWZr: $2.50. 
minimum. weeknights, $e Sats, \ 
— 

|. ‘The. Mellé-Larks, three. ‘tads: ‘and: 
ha gal, preemed to a large ‘opening; 
night audience in. Seymour ‘Weiss’ j 
[plush | room. and regaled’ the- table- 
sitters with. their. ‘vocal .and visual. : 

+Adete - ‘Castle..; 
Bob Walter,. Tommy Hamnmi::and 

Up. Roses. :and + Dick Harvey) show class with. a. 
* smooth. +highly listenablé. blend of. 
| voices: ih a strong stint that: holds* 
attention. throughout. : 

it’ up in= both ; 
tempo and styling .and Shows. an- 
thority. in’ handling the varied: title : 
selections. The ‘staging | is: high. ‘ve-.: 
locity, the. ‘pace is fast, the cos-. 

Mel Torme, Ken Powell. Trio; t tuming sharp. and there. is no. de- 
-| pendence on gimmicks at any time. 
)It's. a click presentation. ail the 
way although: slightly heavy | on 
! histrioni¢s: on 4 couple ‘of: tunes.. 
i Heavy. mitting’ followed .a. Mello- +! 
Larks. expedition’ into such oldies} 

‘climbs | planned act lasting 35-minutes, he as “‘Hernando’s Hideaway” ’ from | ling thi 
“Pajama. Game,” “Stardust”. and! 
; “Rockabye Your .Baby.”~ They’ re! 

‘as influenced’ by: the : Marx. freres. ° 

i the liveliest singing. groups around. 
. The “Magid: triptets’ in. the open- ! 

of -the show. with ‘their. warbling, ' 
‘flashy and. energetie.. terping . “and. ! 
j acrobatic . foutines. done in smooth.! 
‘precision manner. ° Young. look- 
lalikes, with, a Slight. facial .resem- ; 
‘blance to Jerry Lewis, ‘sell them- 
selves: effectively. -and win hefty: 

| palm- pounding. " 
l. Leon, Kelner's'- musical 

ithe terp . ‘sessions. “Maestro ‘also | 
contributes some’ standout: finger. 

-.ing at the piano ‘keyboard. and}: 
,emcees. proceedings: ‘Capably. ©. 

Package isin for. two weeks. un [ 
jul Aug.. 2. Biz. 

Frede ¢ arroll’s,, Paris: 
‘Paris; Jaly 25. 

Trio: $3 minimum. 

-Frede,' Ww sho jong ran the Champs. 
| Elysees ceHar nitery Le. Carroll Sv 
‘has moved ‘ to..a ‘smaller, street | 
level spot. near the Opera.. Frede | 
has eschewed the shows: and: man-: 
nish femme atmosphere of ‘yore: to 
come up with a. tight, ‘neatly: laid: 

{out dancery that will have: dinners, . 
drink and’ terping all night. 
-Frede’s following and the handi-' 

ness’ of this svelte spot may:m make: 
it a fave dancing and winduppery 

[ 

folk along: with. local. nightlifers. 
Enrico. Grassi Orch gives out: 

with smooth-dance music while the.! 
Mexican Jalisco Trio is both listen-: 

rec ranean cream 

‘had a who's, who: crowd. . ‘Most 

and flamenco. guitar that: is almost: ts 

; t 
crew 

"no miean gag cracker, either, and: Stes, extelient backing to show | Aug. 

Spot for. French and visiting ‘show'| 

Harrah's, ‘Eahoo -_ 
: Lake Tahoe,: July 21. . 

iu Jack. Benny, Molly Bee; Dorothy 
i Dorben Singers .&* “Dancers (14), 
Leighton Noble Orch .°(153;- pros a 
duced by: Russ Hall;: $3. ‘minimum, ; 

The 1961. ‘dition of: ‘Jack. Ben- © 

sreats—and. has the marquee lure 
to’ match: his ‘talents, as. evidentced. 
i by: a ‘sellout: house -for. this two-. . 
week..date. “For this ‘bifl, -his only. ' 
saloon daté' of the. year,. he's. pack- 
aged. a ‘show. far-‘alk tastes—but 

With ‘the accent on.Benny. And it, . 
. comes _ across for full: wmeasure.- 

The "61 ‘Version ‘is: all. new. com: 

the basic. format. anda couple of | 
, i the proven routines. : For this: vers - 
sion, Molly Bee-has: replaced ‘Diana 
Trask: ‘and the ‘Swinging. Grand- 
Umotherss of last year have. been’ sub-" 
{stituted by Buck Benny and ‘the 
Beverly... ‘Hillbillies. Also. new 
the show is -12-year-old. Toni ‘Mar- .: 
CUS, making her -first.: “appearance 
| oni © any ‘stage... And: she’s: a ‘sure 
Iwinhner,” |. 
i... Miss. Bee, sthartly. gowned. and 
“eoiffed: proyés’ ‘her. way: with a vare. 
ied catalog. in the opener. spot ‘that ° 
includes, ‘such-as‘“Shootin’ High,’ 
“My Secret Love,” and. “Strike: Up 
the. Band.” And she. scores ‘solidly - 2: ~ 

” Wonderfut”’ . to. the. - 
‘headliner; prompting. Benny: to ré- ~° 

“with. ‘an embrace ~..- 
called that he started: in Chi. at | | 8¥Psy: runs so. dear to. these practi- | that ledves Miss Bee physieaHy- 

essaving’ “Mr: Ee 

-actions ending 

{ limp—and- Benny studying her: dia> . 
-mond: with a jeweler'’s’ glass. > 9-0 

‘Since her first. nitery date-in the *. *: 

’ Singer : shows much. 
is 

uses the guitar. 
camimand,. ‘and - the . -Projection:. 
a duthoritative. ¥ 

- Benny's: initial: 4urn at- the ‘mike an 
“pads -him making with topical. lines,.” .- 
- Stories re the gaming: tables.. and. a>’. 
‘hilarious -tale -of being’ invited’.to- 
an apartment ° by..a woman he-met - 

‘at.a bar, who: at the. right. moment. ° 
reveals. ‘she's -Alan’ Funt,. “and - the 
two. are.on..Candid Camera.” 
\ With’ .tHe’ Beverly. Hillbillies,” 
# Benny. onstages: in bibbed. overalls 
and Straw. hat. with. others tof: the. 

| sroup following - -suit - in bumpkin. 
dress. 

“eus on. the vocal, then follows with. 
j*-Puttin’.oni The Ritz’ -and ! *Fascin- 
: ating Rhythm: ” Miss Marcus. ‘with. 
j the: poise of a vet performer, up- . _ 
| siages. ‘with: Benny on a violin duo °: 
Ito “Getting ‘To Know ‘ You” that - 
irates hér repeated’ ericares for her’ 
, inipressive._ ‘musical. cut-ups. 
in Benny exits playing.“ “Goodnight 
| Sweetheart”- while an offstage.re-...-° 

‘reveals ‘his - thoughts’ dur-°._ 
“closing. minutes of his per- a 

;formanee. | 
Complete show is staged: to. ‘per- 

cordin 

‘encore, however, arid. ended the : also standout in ‘clever. madrigts ‘ection. ‘and: the. headliner's :timing.. 
and ‘unique .delivery: puts’ him. in 

material is the use. fon. more than~..- °: 
;one occasion».of..a swear word. vili-. 

: Singer opened with eA: L ‘Need | “ing: spot uphold. the high -calibre ' fying the-deity,:-.which not incon--" 
ceivably: could. alienate: a. segment”: : 

‘Knife.”: Torme’s sucvess shere. was ; Quartet. demonstrates . it’s. one of i class. alone. Only. question . ré ‘tne’. . 

of the Benny ‘fan.,club, 
| The Dorben: Singers. and. Dancers i 
rate .mention foi’, the “usual -class. .. 

- production. ‘number, ahd the. Leigh-. 
tton Noble: Orch reaps plaudits for 
: capable: backstopping ‘of ‘the entire %, 
; Show. oo : 
ay Belafonte “set: to’ open. ‘on’ oa 

“Dorig: © 

SE Luts a6. Tovonté. 
ceed Toronto, ‘July. 25: . 

‘. Mak ‘Morath; 50¢. roter. ; 

of With the’. ragtime’ “craze. hitting 
«| Torontd,:-Max Morath ‘is. back: ‘at 

the posh Club 76 and: jamming: in : 

the’ customers with. his- hand-tinted me 
— : song-slides: projected. onto a ‘screen’ © 

Enrico Grassi. Orch (7), Jalisco | at the.front.of the bistro. ‘Relics of. 
the nickelodeon ‘era’: ‘from 1905-14, . 
‘these song-slides'-tadded.to his act * 

to. the: patrons. ° 
Plus his. ws ding of. the - ‘éarly : 

days: of ragtime and his: ‘baritoning : 
‘of the pops: of-the gaslight:era and. 
the old days.of Tin Pan Alley; Mo- -- 

|.rath ° includes. a’ Syncopated’ -musi- 
‘|cology’ and: a rapid-fire delivery. aa 
He: prefers requests. that have last-. 
‘ed. in ‘popularity’ ‘since. the tard: of 
the century.: 

His songs - ‘are. all in narrative 
style...Use of. oldtime, . illustrated 
Song-slides: points. up. the: lasting 
‘modern: popularity. -of the ‘pops of .. 
2 bygone’ day from the sentimen-”~ 

able and -terpable.. Miki Leff does tal- ““Melanchaly - Baby” to. the he 

M MeStay. 
ths, gladhanding, and opening night | Jarious "Maple Beat. Rog.” 

"pared. with’ last’ year's’ show at” Ta-. 
- hoe: Harrah's; albeit he's. retained. , 

on”. 

“For. this. '- 

-Group Truns through'*You ~ .: . 
“Are. My Sunshine,” with Mis: Mar- ..-.” 

the past. year), are gay and nostal- wr 



.. business. 

ae prac tically | . 

_ @pnized - titles. as.: 

: i pic 

' few. 

“oo met 
_— an. ‘AFM.card here.” 

Martin: ‘is’ ‘metodi- “ 

aus. -poised ‘and’ thoroughly enter-~ 
: {uining, and he ‘gets. one of the big- oh 

.. Lgest hands ¢ver ‘registered, in these 
2. oprecinets,: deservedly. - 
ar _Uitough Aug.. 3. 

- Wedocniay, july, 26; “y6r _ 61 

Fairmont, San Francisco |e 
- San Francisco,. July 14. 

Tong ‘Martin with Al. oor 
am “pre -Heckcher Orch (G6); 

7 $350 ‘cover... 

wal, Tony: “Martin cmply’ ‘Alobbers a’ 
“1 / packed opening night crowd jn. the. 

. spacious. Venetian Room.: ° :- 

- Crooning: sweetly’ ‘put: powerful 

* ; a Martir exhibits call, the. savvy. 
“he’s. picked | up in.25 years:of show 

‘He “does nothing but_.: 
ins fact—. 

-but - -he varies them. so that: ‘he can- 
-, pops—mostly- standards: 

rO- give’ the.: “audience ¢ sentiment, 
-and. ‘mance ‘gags. - reminiscence, 

anything else. 

want. 
“17 “numbers, - with, -such weil- -Fec- 

“Let's ‘Do -1t” 
(special. Iyriés® “Fascination,” 
Ww hoopee™ "(special lyrics, 

‘.) his: own-brand” of- “There's No To : 
:V morrow" and. “September . Song.” 

“arrivederci Roma” and” “I Love 

‘Faris. 

. Alex: Pierce, into the. spotlight for 
‘-:'g/sole, and pleasantly’ he-hands out’ 
— kudes' to his. excellent “pianist-con-_ 
“ductor, - “Al Sendry, ‘and 

. Hee Kscher: ‘Ss. augmented” ‘band. 

“” “Special | treat is his - vérsion “of. 

-. “Bye: Bye Blackbird.” "in which, he 
ks up the clarinet. ‘and: tootles a- 

- “Tom. ‘Gerun’ 
_ fence a” Frisco. bandleader) . fave- 

- it still carry” 

: bars.. adding: . 

this: ‘clarinet: . 

Throughout. 

* Stele 

“Statler ‘Mitton. DAS 
: Los: Angeles. July 21 

” “ith. 
PS 

f “Platiiiats in New. York 
7 : - Betti, Regan, Lois: Ray, Larru Mal-*: 

_* denado, Adete Lanza, Denis: Paar. 

“Bobby -Nacarro,. Lisa Barry, Vick 
= Duran, Marian ‘Abbott; Joan ‘Boyd: : 

_ ‘Jean Carroll, Leong Gage. Kathryn, 

Nelson: Skinnay. Etivis -oreh 092 ;, 
‘produced. and. stag¢d.. by Baryy! 
Ashton. associate. product, Wolf: 
‘Kochmaun; 

~ pert: “musical: ‘arrangements, Val; 
Grund; $ 50 cover. ree TN 

This. is ‘the sixth: Barry. ‘Ksiton | 

.. Fevue to- play’ back-to- back in the} 

-" Statler Hilton's ‘Terrace. Room over * 
“ past’ -19.. ‘months. ‘and. it: looks’ a 
‘shoo-in ‘to do: the same’ stout’ biz 

dts ‘predecessors. pulled. ’ 

.. Hotel’ -had’ Jest” for some ‘years: 
on ‘Terrace Room: ‘bookings, “when ° 
using two- act. bills" ‘of. names and * 
-semi-names. Ashton “  then:: . sold! 
-house’ booker Ted. Lesser on. -idea. 

they: 
He: ‘works. very. “hard; doing 

‘again, _ 

an * In’ chetween, he: injects..a- 
few Topical. comients; niostly Hight 
-* ‘aad-mostly. abont. Frisco, where :he~ 

* B0t his ‘start: in, the: mid-30s. ° 

”,Graciously, “he puts. his. violinist, .- 

Err nie.’ 

Show ‘runs . 
deftly: ‘plays’: sho “S. arrencemée HIS . 
4 by" 

costumes, Lioud Lam. + 

ean. ‘be’ airanged,: ‘as. they. ‘must: be. 
‘Ashton's forte is“lavish costuming 
‘and staging, and although: he amor-. 
‘tizes those costs. by ‘sending’ the : 
routines. on his “circuit,” his. outlay 
‘for. flash : and - numerical. flesh ‘is ; 
such he couldn't afford riames, ts 
has been: an. inventive. BZamble - as" 

- well .as gambol ' for. Ashton,: but! 
“he .has. made" it pzy off—both for 
. himseie. and The, showrooms. he. 
. Services. vot 

This Jayout is‘a- ‘Tevue: E anine ; 
routines. Siv...cf - Which’ utilize the | 
girls. -. Lucale’ is “New ‘York, ; § 
‘inev ‘itably Uhere-are subway, Br Gad. 
“way and. Rockefeller. Plaza romps.. 
‘As -always i this‘ "spot Which jhas © 
_a movable ice rink, there's’ a. blade.’ 
routine: and Demis. Paar, 1Sone of 
‘the best” skating: suigles ‘around. : 
Bobby. ‘Navatro.- I$ a ‘Standard ro-: 

mantic ‘balladeer, Adee Lanza has. 
“Servicezble pipes us. wk ‘as a dorm 

“which... fits the | girly pérade. num | 
_ bers; ‘ditto. Lisa, Barry. 

Top-billed, ‘comedie nne- Betty 
Regan is .a ‘cut. too. British. “Her - 

- Mocaling «: “of. SWish Ul Was”: and; 
“Coconuts” “was: adequate... but. all: 

only from ihe™ femmes present at: 
show caught... This be ang primary 

businessman's’: ‘hotel: a: change , 
‘in inateriat is. suggested. ; 

Lois Ray, tapstréss vw ho- has buiit - 
“al yery : ‘clever. puppet routine into * 
her. act: is ar: early in- ‘shew. but. 
No one™.tops.. her.” Longtime’ ‘solid 
Single - ‘act. and expe cially . “popular 
in L.Ax..she’s : a decided: -asset: to . 

show 4nd-one. of those .established : 
‘performers © Ashtdn-: an: get “and. 

ings... -Lioevd- Lambert's. 
are! fetching: - 
Ths. bill. “65° minutes, 

at Teast..- “three - months: 
Pninis, for .vears a. Statler’ 

costes, 

yal: run. 
“Skinnay - 

finture.. 

Val. Gitund: “Ilatel - for: 
time (has given. Frinis. only: Ci ierhst 

=| Senin ‘and “he: .nceds’ mores his” 
+ Lone. truunpetcr tikes an especial. 

jit beating: is ‘playing. - will ehoek- 
‘supports new. Tween 2 shows: 
Ennis ° ‘keeps. -the ‘fleor - thronged ' 
“with térpers, playing. that ‘hock’ and * 

béat. dating ‘all “the -way heck /to 
-Hal ‘Kemp—but. ¥ hat” S bet ter’) 
1 ; Jae wy Wi aS. 

‘Barelay Worl. 7 oronte. 
a . Toronto: July 19. 

The Hi Lites “35. Diek. ‘Capri, | 
Bob Arlen Daiicers:- 5; Pe rey Cur-: 
ytis. ‘Orch: rr: LS1é 50" corer, 

———— 

Lo: With: Thie | “Hidiites - headlinirig,.. 
‘male harmony trio offers only one. fo 
. Number ‘in ballad: style. "Ti! the: 
-End~of. Time: ‘fora *walk- around, | 

, with rest of their sxong- -styling: con- 
-Centrating on the bouncy. ¢ide.: plus . 

a steady following in town, Suave: 
‘with: song and skilled at- the. key: 
board, ‘he - puts ‘together. a: ‘solid - 

their: diapason. and well- disciplined 
" delivery.. 

- Threesome, when’ Caught, ‘opened ” Bo" minutes: that goes swiftly. 
‘stith a brisk medley in.awhich “Life 

: her. patter. ard. jokes -evaked titters a 

afford for. his reyues because: he”: 
‘can Buararilee’ such lengthy .baok-- 

wey names,. 

“of letting -him produce. the. ‘shows : ‘is Just’ -a--Bowl of Cherries’”- preg Nanhi,for he har a fuck of 

‘established. faves and’ he = 
*: blishe nd’ he's hard rom Kenya, but 

«despite their flowing Atrican garb , 

en package. deal basis. .He started -gominated: They then segued into 
with $2,750. weekly : revues 

but “plenty: ‘of... séantily, | -edy: :treatment: of. “Carolina” 
though. modestly. by. Las Vegas | ’ strawhats’ and: sticks -accompan\ ing 

(NO ! their: “Hands” routine. plus: 4 -com- 
jn .. 

: . | Bimbo's; : 
_ over 218. months,’ 
7. revue’ there. 

bracket witl® each’ unit: in. on..12-' 

+. “there, : 

ey Ashton’ S. bankroll. 

Father - 
..°.." gitls as-he can give year-long pacts * 
“> Bnd“ jumps are infrequent. 
cv eurrent show’ ‘at ‘the Statler, for |: 

'. dnstance,. 

/standards,, ‘dressed | ‘girls. doing line: 
_ Unison. - Hoofing and production | 

-_ ‘routines ). 

ea, AS: ‘this: 48 a: conventiorieering:: 
": and’ businessmen’s: ‘hotel: primari- 
Jy) its the correct’ formula. Ashton : 

‘- shows. Have. pulled | .the. Terrace. 
+ Room out: of ‘the: red:. and. ‘every 
i: Dedy's:-made |, a’: buck, including : 

- Ashton, now getting: $3, 800. weekly | 
. aor. Ahis | exhibit: : . 

: Ashton’s.- ~“suecess” 7 here ” has. 
‘ brougiit him other, .richer | oppor- 
‘tunities: Hé “has: a bigger show fn | 

‘San. Francisco; .. where, 
 he’s.~ built his 

into - $7, 500° “Aveekly: j 

| Week guarantee: His floorshew ‘at 
Golden, Reno, gets .$4.000. weekly"; 

a at Deauville, ‘Miami, . - $7, 500. 
Tn one «of “the - “most. unusual: 

pitery”: packaging . arrangements 
devised,. Ashton: pfs .on. shows ‘at’ 
‘New: Frontier, - Las Vegas, pays 
“all costs * including: -ballyhoo..and: . 

_ Spot:in return ‘pays him $3. 50° per ; 
: head for: all customers show lures: *: 
_° He now.is in;the black om his, ‘deal 

: - but: when” it~ ‘began ‘last ; 
” winter, “the. going”. ‘was “TougH on 

“i By ‘circuiting : ‘his - talent’ around: 
the: spots he is.now. able. to -get 

‘talented: -. attractive line- 

Far : 

oe ‘Ashton. « pays. linegirls” 
"$125 | weekly, - ‘with one, -Leona. 
‘Gage,: getting. .$150-. because. she.| 
won ~a-. national beauty. . pageant 

5 ‘several . years . ago . as‘ ‘Miss Mary-. 
' ‘Jand, ‘but: svas -disqualified . because. 

"” dt-became.- known she Avas'a ‘matron:. 
‘Phat ‘publicity’ valve “is being. uti- ; 
lized here, hence : the. upped ‘pay: | 
“Deals: for’ -Pringipals, “similarly | 

‘their’ singing” with, an, expert Soft, 
. Shoe: dance..- 7 

Second set”. “includes 

style. and. a rock,” 
iof-- 

taré: doing’ it in various. countries. 
‘Trio finaled the round with. a.sen- - 
; timental. “I. May: Never. Pass" This. 
iV fay “Again. me 

| “Boys, © “who. “Have: ‘that - look of” 
youth . and‘ fréshness, .wowed ‘the ; 

| customers and stayed on: 35° min: 
tutes. - Trio consists of: Johnny: -No-. | 
‘Jan, ‘lead ° “Singer: “Harry * Harding, «. 

and Larry:: - Sturino,.- bass. : 
Earl, 

tenor, 
FAM. . arrangements’ are ° “by. 
: Parnes:: cet la, 

+, Judging: from: their’ vivac and 
», harmonized. ‘delivery, ‘The Hi-Lites: 
‘are. ready for tv. asa ‘guestar. act. 
Immediately. after: ‘their Barclay 

: Hotel stint, they -ga:to the. Holiday 
| House... . Pittsburgh, | where. they 
-open July. 31 for. two Reeks.-” 

- Rounding ° “out are’ Dick Capri” 
arid: two “full-stage’ productions ‘Of j 

Capri. the. Bob: ‘Arlen Dancers.: 
scores © in: ‘impressions of . “sereen, 

.. Stars, phug a devastating takeoff of . 
: Marlon Branda: doing: Shakespeare. \ 
i He's a ‘very funny ‘comic whg. pare. 
; ticularly: appeals... to‘ she “intel I. 
( gentsia” with his “heart. “operation” 
: in pantomime... ° 

-. Quintet - of, Jovelies.. 3 in: ‘feathered. 
headdresses: and- pseudo- > Indian 
| briefies, open bill with their: full- ~ 
stage’ convolutioris add war chants, 

‘They: return: for ‘the finish in. less. °~ 
revealing gowns for’ a. more. sedate: 
presentation. ‘and- “deserved”. kudos: 

{for their: differentiated darice style, 
Anes. . 
Acts. ‘ere. an. ar “July 29:° 

‘ of . we Ady. 

“Clancy | 
‘Lowered the Boom". jn. rollicking“ 

n’ rou” ‘mediey 
“The . World's Gone Crazy,” - 

Le ‘hich ‘purported :to; show. how they 

| Thunderbird, Las ‘Vegas 
_' Las: Vegas, : July. 21: 

“Summer -Ice ‘ Revue,” Harring 
| Gogi ‘Grant, with Sammy. Shore |. 
| extra. added; Lilo .& Carter, Harry |. 
1 Nofal. Ice’ Cubettes (12), Garivood | 

an Orch (12); produced dy ‘Marty 
Hikes ‘staged. by George Arnold;! 

:-Miss ‘Grant's: Act staged: by Earl: 
4 Barton:. special - ice. choreography, 
Ron ‘Maren; $4 minimum. 

 Gogi- Grant. clearly hurdles the 
after-effects . -of an. illmess which ° 
delayed ‘her preem. for one week, : 
“and She comes: up with a polished. 
urn hich is her, peak. here. so tar. 
-Nocally: the, songstress.” has.. tones. . 
honéd ‘to perfection; ‘she’s a looker 
“math,-a - pleasant personality, ‘and . 
“she: has. excellent . taste in athe 
“choice « ‘Of: ‘gowns... 

Conductor-8aer - Jeff. “Lewis* has: 
waten ‘. wisely * ‘her : repertoire. 
auhich “consists of only. one sang . 
site" S doize here before "Way ard 
Wind” ‘and: his. -arrafigements - ‘are - 
jtop* ‘drawer. Dramatic, gr aceful ; 
staging. is. ¢r ‘edited to, Earl Barton : 

For: ‘the. most: part, Miss -Grant 
Jeans . to nostalgia, offering stand- 
cards * plus-. such” freshies. as “Ball 
, Hope™ “and “Make /Someane.. Hap- 
pv." She delivers: with. interestung 
“offe ¢t, an. 18th ‘Century ‘Irish. post; 
‘Hattle | Song; “*Johnny.. I Hardiy 
‘Knew Ye." which vis. the- “parent |. 
tune . to “When ‘Johnny ‘Comes j 
Marching: Home?":A pledsant bow. ° 
off is . ‘Holly wood! W hat ap- 
pened?” which | ‘is ‘a medley ‘of fas. 
“miliar, film. ‘songs pre-rock.. ‘n* roll 

'Samniy Shore. ' ‘one ‘of the: ‘mast 
promising - standup, comics! to jit 

a 

the Strip in Years, ‘Is held’ over Jer. 
‘this session. He offers: a generaus:. 
supply. of - mew. material . cand 

pullers” of ‘his: highly 
some: “previous: ‘stint... 

The. periodically: eleinging ‘ive 
revue’ “Which. str rounds headliner. 
flere star ts its. third year with this 
Show, ?It.:-was -laged | by: George 
_Arnold. with. special i¢e, choreo’ hy 
Ron -Maren. Harry. Nofal. capably. 
handles ; the - production. 

nartistry: 

“By the Garwood ‘Van. arch 4J2s, 
cin-. for . five weeks, _ Duke. 

‘Eddys". ‘.. KK: G 
-. ~ Kansas C itv: July 24:: 

in jXino Nanni,. Billy Williams Ore h 
i $1. 50- $2 cover, * 

‘After. 4 -ponsiderabie’ 
Pianist jester ‘Nina Nanni is hack 

‘“Eddys" 

—— 

Much of ‘the ‘show. is- a reprise 

‘pressed: to: “squeeze . ‘in some new 
‘pits between. Tequests from 
floor. New. bits-he gets. in- ‘barly, 

.. making.” “C'est Magnifique”’ a. Ver. 
“hicle for. notalgic: bits: of- hig res, 
.cént European, vacation and-séme.. 

if. offcolor here -and there, funny, 
stories.. ee 

His - Story ‘of a Boy a 4s a gem: of 
thought and music, and _ it: spurs. 
the patrons ‘to. asking for others of 
his ‘many. special numbers. 

- “al, it's “fine entertainment, -high ; 

but - -captivating ‘for this’ housce:: 
- Nanni is- especially adept at. both~ 
the . fingering. and ‘the: vocais,-and 
rapt attention from the: payees. ds 
easily” ‘understandable. ,” Quin: 

‘Vegas’ New Negro 
| ‘Casino 5 OK Start ' 

“Las: Vegas:. July 24: 
“This 1 new. hotel:in. the city’s Ne- 
pro: district is: the ‘first to attempt : 
shows ‘to compete - With. ‘the. ‘Strip_ 
-since. the .ill-fated - Moulin. Rouge.. 
‘closed: five ‘years ago: ‘after. being | 
open for only a few: months. 
Anitial ” revue, “called 

: “he! "Jaz Hot: ia ‘John- “Bubbles, « 
Nichelle | Nichals. Showgirls _ avid: 
Daticers’''8", “Eagle Eye" Shields 
Oreh: Tat produced. by . Bill. ‘Col-- 
Mais: -ehoreography, Lon Fontaine: 
presented: by- Billy . Eckstine. and 

. Sauemey’ ‘Dari ts; Je:3 : “$2 aati. - 

Hot" ees 0 che ‘petting. ‘fT on. 
the right track. and needs only: the . 

tightening~ » hich the - 4 expected © 
ed |  shakedawn:: performances, are, Cor: 

‘tain to: bring | 
“Le. sea. Hou" 

ae [ iio 

ns > 
‘derstandably revives the: hest-yock-, 

sue cestuly 

singing. - 
and: a: ‘new team -billed- as Tila. &:- 
., Carter’ ‘displays outstinding: bladed. 

rSee New Acts t The,;Mar-. 
ity Hicks production, ‘solidly ‘bac ked’ 

“dive melodic 

sucence, : 

for what ‘promises a"? 
Slgavant fortnight as. formerly -had | 

the: 

“Man-- - 
. hattan- Towers” is the closer, With- 

Jevel. for 4 night elub to be sure,” 

JL e. Jazz’ 

features’ “Jolin 

‘Buk. &) ‘Bubbles, Nichelle Nich- af 
“ole and an attractive jine of sepis 
girls, four: dancers ‘and four near- 
nudes—so. termed. because in the - 
city limits an ordinance requmres 
the wearing, of panties No such: 
ordinance. covers the girls-on the: 

_ Strip. which dis in the county 
‘Bubbles, the ,et song & dance 

man.. scores with firstnighters. as 
he breezes through his familiar 
‘footwork: ‘and flavorful. vocals, 
Phe. songs of Miss Nichols, abet- 

ted: by some. exciting .tarso tossing. 
are apropos for the intimate 
‘room, and she clicks handily with 
impreshes, - 

‘The. stirring choreography. by 
-T.on “Fontaine, has a primitive 
‘punch. ‘Produeéd by Bali Collins. 
“presented -by Billy Eekstine and 
Sammy. Davis Jr, the four’ frame 
Skedded revue. is. bri-Kiv backed 
by the “FKagle | Eye" Shields orch 
3 unseen in the. wings «f 
sma, seuiess stage. — Dake. 

Rirdiand. x SF 
{  Maysdrd Fergasew Orch 
oO: antun ji, ABer SQ adsusston; 

s ter wee a tables 

v 

«12°. 

$3 

— 

if The: Birdland’s ‘stnAAMEer Pa Tiey 
isn't) much: ‘diferent than that of; 
the seasonal apex The Gaal ty of 
the: merchandise on. display hasnt 
diminished, although there kn't as 
much aft. Phe present Tavout has 
its charm fer the gallorsites pay 
ing ie $2 ingluding tax admission 
as well as the-mote afftiuent table 
“sitters wha pay an. additiomad $3 
Daim, SO 
~The newcomer here is the Mav- 
Nard Ferguson orchestra, wit the 
Ioader at the trumpet, This 12 man 
outfit. seemingly has taken itself 
out of either the cool er procres- 
atve novenments. but recognizes the 
‘best gualities in both. -categories 
Ie mikes ‘use of dissonance has 
shetches of almost Irical melody, 
‘focs off on some far out tack and 

7 ° ‘at times: a robust’ sense’ of humor 
“tis present 

“The crew ‘foes on. some Imasina- 
flights taking stand- 

vards and twisting them: to ifs osn 
special: viewpoint. AH thus is the 
staff.on which the: Birdland dautis 

ets a full 
al this 

-feed,, and Ferguson 
measure of appr ecialion. 
shrine 

Olantunji ro a holdover. This 
‘group, -comprsing a half: dozen 
drums of various kinds plus buss 
and saxist doubling on flute, pre- 
osents) an unusual and compellmg 
rhsthmic pattern. The macstra, 
playing’ a pair of bongos plus a 
native. African beaded gourd. is 

all Che others 

-have ‘the accents of 125th St. Led 
~ by Olantunji, they are able to 
‘simulate an‘ authentic atmosphere. 
It's: strong. and stirring stuff that 
contains -a jot .of ‘interest. for the 

Jose, 

~ 

. pewholders. 

¥e Little (lab. L.A. 
-Las Angeles, July 19. 

“ ANison.- MeKay, Dare Madden, 
Eduardo. Sasson; _2-drink min, 

Allison McKay. {s at her best in | 
up tunes |nike “Bye Bye Blackbid.” 
though set Jn show caught. was pre- 
dominately, legit musical and 
-Vaude songs that fail to pinpamt 
belting. ‘power. she occasionally 
(shows. “Hushabye" and 
"bye" -Jare effete. in. over-dramatic . 
delivery: and singer pitches far too 

uch personality in ov eral presen- 
‘tation. 

Miss MeKay has a valid voice 
‘that: could be more: advantageous. 
[ly used in straight delivery. Torch 
‘flavor’ would suif her and she ap- 
pears to: partigulariy fit the band 
“singer. vein. Dancing efforts on 
“Stairway to Paradise,” adequate 

“in. vocal department, “are last on 
¢lub’s tmy stage and singer Joces 
much impact. by use of saccharine 
introes, ‘spparently aimed at sweet 
comedy. 

‘= Comic Dave Madden and guitar- 
ist-singer .Eduardo Sasson isaid 
over. Madden, still shows: potential, 
‘but. Can use sume new matorial. 
Clever takeoff on. folk tunes 4s 
bright and he does nice work on 
lue-edged routines that have bern 

modi fied since Hast seen, Saseon, 

i. 

in-his fourth month. -has improved 
miking and relaxed = delivery. 
“Never on Sunday” lemaine a top 
entry. along with ‘several Sypan.sh 
OLS. | . Date. 

the - 

_4@ Winning combination for 

“Rocka- . 

Veale Revue, Vit Acts And 
: _Lavish Production, a Hoosier Click 

FX. Wansne. Ind July 20. 
Indiana hetelman Harvtd Van —~ 

Orman decided te buck the trend 
.of standard headliner and feature: 
,act nitery format at fos Northare st 
, Hotel in Ft Wayne sevetai menths 
i ago, and the result is a Las Ve pie 
: produced. lavishh costumed rove 
that has the becreeracdere Keres all ager. 

The revue, “A La Carrie’ wat 
written and put logetiven bv velerm 
an Vegas producess Seria SS! ow 
and Bob Hitcheoch ami por y tia k 

‘in MyJe te the Verar formas thal 
preceded the leg hoadhne: staas 

and the current cutbrech Gi skin 
productions Ts bay Wo eats 

-count ‘ems. flashs aelortat weil 
staged, and prehbabiv the hhasi cf 
its kind sewn bv the Heceaes if 
they didn't xo te Veeas oo duiice 
ceo. Tes qiostiy pruduetien tears 
bers nterlarded with medal 
Vaude tani . 

Nat to demecn 
eaceltant slaps 

ee 

Shaw Hitshvect is 
Ws pact hivet*e@ 

produce:s callectscn cf paypoeus 

: Northerest. Fi. Wayne 
“A fae Cah aT teas, 

daeces Oud speaan cat a fg 
Senia Shaw aaa BON ie Page? 
produced ba Shita filet eueh ci % 

* Fddte Carzedi. ( ai’. « we fea 
Preoseqa, Paut EM beet aoa Fle 
Parhecoh, $2 cr ce # 

costumes  cedeateed  Gseae Teor 
Vers shows: Wostetls wars oar 
most of the peapati pda getis aw 
Wi othe | castauaes : deaditsteal 
mr Vegast gat cet end tate 
lookup apd Veead paca tang: te 
pers saves cvideuse cb tle pra a.iee 
OMe Sab V fad @reasp re 

The farsaat as dsesatisens ute sot 
epprepriately decry oobi, 
Cirarneinst for Ws hast Of gad Ses an 

‘The male contipean€ oo 46 si} 
end tty dancciss be jarte Sian 
tapable, end coma kde. GC. d 
has strome o petemtiad of a tatary 
angle Singers Cots Stat ces 
a wediable jot arth vapea- ies 
Of Judy Garland otat PUL) War 

ead? cc huaded 
ati bers, 

mem ana Gre pars os 
s07CU UD severad cthes 
Paul Frestea bismeies the pace. 
hon singing abisv, and Pau be 

olf does same wfiv fcolwernk as 
the pPrume = terper ; 

The veon tknibere: was oa 
designed fea dias sdaaw avdar the 
direction of Mutual bafeotecanasse st 
Avenes’S Bob Vireent aiatl scotia 
220. Furst shows fave heen «aid 
out for the entice tart veh ef 
the run. despite cstidear compet 
lion from 300 flukes wide tds 
ef 50 males ‘Phe pat for the sie a 
has heen raowing at atest Sf lab, 

CWhich Van Onova copeidass 2-010 
than reasonable compared to Toe 
headliner tabs hes Meets pausagg. 

“He's charging w cover «S29 for tue 
Orv time, with no reported trate, 

Mutual interds to put Lie shew 
cn the coad mm Naevember foilaw ong 
its Northerest tint. and at flecks 

TE NR 

New York Mocaid 
Mintual prcay 

“autside Vegas, 
and Los Angeles 
Vincent terme is parts anad prs soe 
allure at “the clarnal veuties ef 
vaudeville snd bas shouid he id 
true for the te phaetiatad 
audiences in fagleg tats 

sier 

= mien wee 

Ho 
ta 

_HNotel Del Coronado. 8.5. 
San Jnego Juin 14 

Dace Barra, Ti blades Laity h 
Vetro Orch 65. GL csesetteaer sts 
Cie eT 

Under the aepie gf tee cesar 
Jobn Alesod of Catwente soca ta ok 
fame, Yiae Mored Sortedas iecaes 
the bay from San Pees bt cee 
verted 10 a paies of enfertontsss it 
ints Grand BalitGom And Ales ve 
has an gergss the bescsae aanhei ots 
Deave Barty. @ come sth foste cad 
stale” 

Sesf stsled cheapie of tee 
Ye gis,” Bairy seen ates 

SsHonin, sock hhied cai ns 
BUlds cards He eth: oo da. 

and his FRR spechnge tated a 
32OnX% BUGIONCO Te a beta! ‘th 4 
“Hspper pase Ceased ceed 
sounds fer oanmmmated  -astecss, 
avother facet cf Bares 6 ficact pet 
@ehionp recqnnte dn «um ake 
able, Warm and $22303.5- 0G 

The Eiigibics oitn “yt nal th 
jose haringry pines 2 2°Gme be Se 
bethop to fut stitals te, ate ne he 

ern wrapgements GiGap © afte 

pealing. end Claw’ 
Relph Vetro bond «ate ihe tond 

1n Chay &'y2€. daa, 

“Tite 

a 
":,f 



NEW YORK CITY 
MUSIC HALL --~. Centennial College, 

Chou. Charlvels. Alan Cvuie. 
Ballet, Rockettes. Kavmond Paige Orc. 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) -- Don ‘Tannen, 

J.ee Sharoa. Luci & Rosita. Four Kovats: 

MeKay Bros. & Homaryne, Damete Doriee, 
Hit Roach, Anne Crag. Yolande Rodri- 

f.eo Arnot . 

EUS YDNEY (Tivoli. - Nat Jaerkley, Sid 
Howard Morrison 4, Plummer & Asst- 

"Tommy Godfrey. Jack Bowkett, 4 Brit- 
t Flying De Pauls. Janet Grey. 
Bleat a Margarita Helioh. Rosemary 

Powell, Anne Ingits. 

BRITAIN 
BLACKPOOL (Grand Theatre-Arthur 

Aakes. Beatrive Varley. Betts Driver, 
Bonny May. Linda James, Raymond 
Deer. Geofirey tyan, Thompson & 

a ACKPOOL (Opera House? -- Shirley 
Basses. Rienarcd Hearne, Ivor Emmanuel, 
Tommy Fields. (lark Bros. Lucky La- 
fs. Harry Smith: Hampshire & Doreen 

ie ‘BLACKPOOL ‘Palaces — Frankie 
Vaughan, Arthur Warsles. Bills Ternent. 
Orch, Maxine Coates, Bell: ‘Tones, Neil 
& Yat Delrina, Kims, Ted Lune, Hetty 
King. 
BLACKPOOL (Tower Clrcus)—Charlie 

Canols & Co, Schickler Sisters, Knie’s. 
Anmals, 4. Paluctos. Cncus’ Roland's; @ 
Tizers. 5 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn. 
Aloni the Elephant. Captain Danion’s Sea 
Lions. 3 Lorandos. Litian Kenvy, Sydney” 
- The Kangarvo, Trio Faber, Our Sammy, 
Lite Jimmv & Circuseties, ° 
BLACKPOOL (Winter Gardens Pavilion) 

--Lonunie Donegan. Dallas Boys. Suzie 
Mailer, Gil & Freddie Lavedo, Miki & 
Griff, Norman Vaughan. 
BRIGHTON (Hippodrome) — Russ’ Con- 

way. Alfred Marks, Janie Matden,. Page 
& -Bray, Brook Bros., Freddie Mills. Al 
Redding. Pat Coombs, Two Heinkes. Den- 
ms Newey, Ted Corson, Bells & Beaun. 
GLASGOW (Empire -- Andy Stewart, 

Ian Powrie & Band, Alex McAvoy. Mar- 
waret Mitchell, Max Kay,’ Andrew McKen- 
zie, Dixie Ingram. 4 Jays, Cherry Wil- 
luughby Dancers. Richard Hardie, David 
Logan. Aeolian Choir, Scottish Country 
Dancers, Pipes & Drums of City of Glas- [ 
gow Artillerv. - 
LONDON (Patladium)—Harry Secombe, 

Rov Castle, Marion Ryan, King Bros., 
Eddie Calvert, Wise Gays, Audrey Jeans, 
Jeremy Hawk, Michel & Carol. Grazma 
Frame. Helene & Howaid. Barantons, 
‘Wendy Wavne, Ronnie Corbett. Jack 
Francois. . 
MORECAMBE (Winter Gardens? — 

Charlhe Chester. Hedlev Ward Trio. 
Era “Jeeves” Grier, Wallabies. J & P 
Barbour, Frankin & Doves, S & V 
Annand, Joha Tiller Girls. 

“Cabaret Bills: 
NEW YORK CITY 

“Greenwich Village, USA,” 
Three Flames. Jimmie 

BON SOIR— 
Joau River. 
Daniels 
CHATEAU MADRID—Extravagapza La- 

tino.” Eva Fleres. Jonas Moura, Chulene 
Rav. Pupi Campo Orc. 

Ramsen, Douglas Clarke, Paul Shelley 
Ore., Frank Marti Orc. 
EMBERS—Peter Nero, Reg -Allen. 
HOTEL ASTOR—Eddie Lane Orc. 
HOTEL ELYSEE—Kane & O'Brien, Mel 

Martin, Jack Arnold. 
HOTEL LEXINGTON—Virginia Wing, 

I.fM\han Knight. Denny Regor, Tony Drake. 
Tony Cabot Orc. 
HOTEL NEW YORKER. -Joe Furst. 
HOTEL PLAZA—Monte’s Continentals. 
HOTEL TAFT—Vincent Lopez Orc. 
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Milt Saunders 

Ore 
HOTEL ST. REGIS—Milt Shaw Orc. 
INTERNATIONAL— Linda Lombard, Ed- 

die Garson, Cavalier & Rose, Mike Durso 
Ore, Aviles Orc. 

LATIN QUARTFER—Moore. &= Lessy, 
I.onme Sattin. Wazzan Troupe, Harrison & 
Kosst. Dorothea McFarland. Ronald Field, 
Jo Iombardi Orc., B.. Harlowe Orc. 

T BANK — Cal Bostic, Shirley & 
Prien. 
LIVING ROOM--Boh Ferra Trio. Meg 

Myles, Jimmy Dooley. 
NO 1 FIFTH AVE.-Cedrone & Mitch- 

ell. Rae Winters. Hankinson’ & Silver. 
gy POUNOTAGLE—Joe Williams, RHKasty 
Warren 
SAHBRA — Ya(ffa Yarkon!, Rabel & 

Ztilla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh 
& Mirrachie, Leo Fuld. 
UPSTAIRS & DOWNSTAIRS—Lovelady 

Powell, Freddie Weber. Jim Sheridan, 
Bill McCutchen. Trueblood & Colston. | 
VILLAGE = SARN Dory Sinclair, 

Ralph Pote, Susan Brady, Joe hay. Johnny 
King, Lon Harold Orc. 
VILLAGE GATE John Cultrane Quin- 

tat. Aretha Franklin 
VILLAGE VANGUARD 

Metlae. Gene Q-61l Phil Woods. 

CHICAGO 
BLUE ANGEL. -“Pablo Candela Timbo 

Calypso Revue.” Lydia Lora. Raphael Her- 
nun. Lord Christo, Lord Mike, Jeanne 
Seuratt, Solea Care, Titp Perez. orc. 
CLOISTER--Phil Tucker, Eddy & Mary 

Lee, Eddy Subway Orc. 
CONRAO HILTON... “Fantasticks” (10). 
DOWNSTAGE ROOM (Happy ‘Medium) 

Marie Berna 
“Hawaijan 

Carmen | 

rd. 
EDGEWATER BEACH — 

Hohday” (3), Les Waverly Orc. 
GATE OF HORN “Stewed Prunes” 

qi. Tarriers. Fred Kaz Frio. 
LONDON HOUSE—Oscar Peterson, Ea- 

die Mivgins Trio. 
MISTER KELLY’S -- Shecks 

Pep: Runnels, Marx & Frigo. Marty Ru- 
benstein Trio. 
PALMER HOUSE Warne King Revue, 

Dolores Perry, Ren Carey. Franklyn 
MacCormack, Ben Arden Orc, 
PLAYBOY CLUB- Danny Apolinar Trio, 

Wick & Brand. Penny Malone, Patt 
Leeds, Three Young Men, Ron Rich, Bob 
Dav.4 Trio. Kirk tuart Triv.' Harold Har- 
ew Trio. Claude Jones. 
TRADE .WINDS-—Buddy Hackett, 

me smith, Joe Parnello Trio. 

LOS ANGELES 
BAND 68OX.-Arthur Blake Revue. 
BEN BSLUE‘S—Ben Blue. “Les Corps de 

Paree.” Barbara Heller, Dell Fin Thurs-. 
day. Dianne Gay, Ivan Lane Ore. (3). . 
COCOANUT GROVE — Eddie Fisher, 

Fronk Gorshin, Dick tabile Orc. 
CRESCENDO. The Liméliters (3), Char- 

Jack Elton, 

Jen. 

the Manny Buddy Greco 
DiNO’S Cathi Hayes. 

Steva La Fever. 

CURRENT BILLS 
WEEK OF 

Corps d¢ | York, Skinnay 

Teagarden. Barbary Coast Boys. . — 

din P Freddi rman 
COPACABANA -Julius La Rosa, Bobby | {t Paris,” Freddie Bell. No ‘Rouner 

Greene, I Vie Charles, June Rae. 

} Conti, 

JULY 26 ; D’Honau | Sis, 
Pepito Arvelo: Orc. 
CHARTERHOUSE —Tobaco ‘Munex Ore. 

SLATE ‘BROS. _ - Salmas Geo. Ray 

rater HOTEL—“Playmates in New. Pepito, 1 Torres 

‘Meyers Calypsonians, Charlie Miro. Ore.. 
FLAMBOYAN Teresa. Ballet, Joe Val- 

lejo Five, Cesar Concepcion... 
. INTERMEZZO — Mario © Ronian, 
‘Font Produ 

INTERCONTINENTAL, — ‘Mascots, 
‘Luisita Seville. ° Henry Boyer Dancers, 
Charlie Fisk Orc. . 
Pet; an _ BOTELLA. — ‘Hal ‘Hester, ‘Rhoda 

Noro: LA. “CONCHA—Yvette Souveron.. 
Poriana Ores ° Humberto Morales. Five, 

oria 
be BARRACA — Jackie Panois, Tito 

Bros., 

Ennis Orc. 
THE SUMMIT—Lon. Fontaine’s Cotton . 

Club ’62 Rev 
YE LITTLE -€LUB—Allison McKay, Dave 

Madden, Eduardo ‘Sasson 

LAS VEGAS 
DESERT INN — Crosby, Bros., Dick 

Shawn, Donn. Arden Danters.:. Carlton 
Huyes Orc. Lounge: Michael Kent, . Dave. 
Apollons Milt Herth, Henri Rose, bby 
Stevenson. ; 
‘DUNES — “Tenderloin.” Gordon: Cook, 

John Alexander, Rex Everhart, Eddie | Rios 
Phillips, Ralph Dunn, Irene Kane, Nancy. 
Emes, Marjorie Pragon, Christine Norden, 
Bill Reddie Ore. Lounge: Roberta Sher- 
wood, él pepe wynona . Carr. . The 

EL RFEZ — Sunny pencers 7 conte | Medals for Hope. Kave | 
FLAM,. NGO—Mitzi Gaynor... Halt ‘Bros. of 

Flamingoettes, Don’ Kirk, Nat. .Brand- 
wynne Orc. Lounge: Earl Grant, Machito. 
FREMONT—Joe King Zaniacs, Newton 

Bros., Make Beleves. -. ; 
GOLDEN NUGGET—Bob Wills, Phyllis 

— Continued ‘ftom page: 1 — 

sage. by: Congress,’ would be. the 

Applerate, Novelords, Gadabouts, ‘Joe third - such lofty ‘honors’ (cost: 
Fton, : Serren one oney es, ° Job $2 500): to go ‘to. showfolk. | George. 

Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy Ryan, Grover-.| M. Cohan and. “Irving. Berlin were 
Shore 3. ‘ 
LAST FRONTIER —Lou Mosconi. Jr., the only previous recipients of this 

Virginia Rae, Fritz Becker. Congressional Medal (for Merit), 
MINT —Pat Moreno’s “Artists. & Models” 

NEVADA—“Les Girls De Paris,” Jase 
Duarte, Moon Puppets, Kay Brown, Vido 
Musso, Johnny Paul, . Sparklers. ; . 
NEW-FR ONTI 1ER — “Holiday in Rio.”. 

Lounge: Ink Spots,’ “Hot Lips” . Levine,’ 
Fred Kushon. 

RIVI. ERA—“Gypsy.” ‘Mitzi Green, Jules. 
Munshn, Eddie Innes,. Geriane Paphael, 
Anne. Russell. . Lounger Sammy Kaye - 
Kay Stevens. : 
SAHARA—George. Burns, | Dorothy’ Lou- 

trary. to the. military medal: 

Kaye was given a big. luncheon 
‘in the august old: Supreme Court 

‘Javits ‘was..m.c. over a very im- 

and: press, . ‘Although the enabling 
don. Bob - Lounge: ary Rye Tres Characters; resolution hasn't been’ shaped in 
Deedy & Bill.- final. form, . Javits said . the honor 
SANDS—Red Skelton, Jo Ann = ‘Camp: 

bell, Copa Girls. Garr -Nelscn, Antonio 
Moreli Olre. Lounge: Red. Norvo. Dave 
Burton. Merry King.. 
SHOWBOAT—Bonnie Sloan, Skeets Me:. 

pom VER ocibPeee: Hank H Sparky. ER— enry, Par. 
Kaye, Red - Marshall, Danny. Jacobs, 
Taffy O’Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes, 
George Redman. Orc. Lounge: Charlie 

‘was: being bestowed on ‘the com- 
edian for. his efforts on behalf: of 

| UNICEF (the: U.N. dutfit devoted 
to helping | children), 
GI's and vas an 6x officio ambassa-" 
.dor of: good © Will’ for’ ‘the US. 
abroad. 

STAROUST—“Lido de Paris’’; “Lounge: . 
Bernard BEros., im Sisters, Happy Jest- 
ers Micki Lynn, Treasure Ford. 
THUNDERBIRD — Kirby. Stone Four; 

Sammy Shore, Harry. Nofal. Garwood 
Van Ore. Lounge: Hank Penny,: Sue 
Thompson, Ed Domingo & Norma, Frank 
Gusto. 
TROPICANA——“Folies’ Bergere,”” -. Col- 

ette Riedinger, Pompoff, Thedy & Fam- 
lly, Pinky & Perky, The Bogdadis, Danny. 
Costello, Trio Martelli, Mme. Baron Bal- 
let, Florence & Frederic &. Dancers, Ray 

| Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Perez Prado, AI 
DePaulis 4, Dubonnet 3, Paul: Goupil 4 

a . _Néw - Yorkers’ and Californians, 
RENO-TAHOE ’| Javits launded- Kaye as “one. of the. 

CAL-NEVA LODGE (Tahoe)—Peter Lind. finest ambassadors this country 
Paves: Rattice, Wymore, Modernaires: | could have.” Kaye, hearing about: 
We RY STAL BAY CLUB : Crahoe)—King’s hs Bord medal, said he. was signal. 

‘ovelites, Barons, Gigolos._ y honored and pai is tribute to 
COL CEN carry ,Ashton’s “Playmates | +e. overseas youngsters. he has’ 

aided: 
the understanding. of: kids, w 
would . be.-well. on’ our way to rid- 

. ding, ourselves from: the. ‘war prob- 
em.” 

Turnout: “included. Federal Com- 
munications’ . Chairman Newton 

| Minow, wi orthy of note in view of 
Kaye's previous. criticism of ‘those 

the bill was introduced. Holdouts 

objections (there. have been pro- 
Posals Kicking around the Hill for 
a separate’ miedal-conferring: Com- 
mission to relieve. the’ chore from 
Congress). 0 

_At - the: luncheon, ' ‘attended by 
‘over half-'a dozen. Senators (bath 
who were among - first sponsors) 

HAROLDS ‘clus — “Can-Can”. ‘Rev... : 
Guardsmen, Don Conn Orc. 
HARRAH’S (Reno)—Louis Prima, ‘Sam 

Butera & Witnesses, Jerry Colonna, Denis 
& Rogers, Tex Willmias, Nick Esposita. 

HARRAH’S (Tahoe)—Jack Benny, Molly 
Bee, Dorben Singers & Dancers, Leighton 
Noble Orc. lounge: Ray. Anthony & 
Bookends. Arthur Ellen,...John Buzon: 
Trio, Bernie Jones Quartet, Jack Ross: 
Sextet,. Monte Blue. 
HOLIDAY—Sportsmen, Andrini . Bros:, 

Harry “Woo Woo" Stevens, Charles} who criticize tv. Sen. Stuart Sym-" 
ington, chief. sponsor: of the Hope 

AMAPES_Vagabonds, Don Lane, Betty medal, was on hand. Top news bu- 
NEVADA LODGE. (Tahoe)}—Rusty War: 

ren, Al Donahue Orc. 
NORTH SHORE CLUB - (Fahos)—Mur- 

ray Arnold, Johnny. Hamlin.’.Tony Rose. 
CHIVERSIDE ke Mz. Horse. Revues |. 

anning Pollack, Mac Ronay, ul 
Orc. Lounge: Pars and Patti, Gaylords. AL House. ‘companion measure. “was 
WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe}—Kay Martin 

& Bodyguards, Gallions & Ginny Greer, 
Maaka Nua Hawaiian Revue,. Manny Lo-. 
pez. Bobby Page. Arthur Walsh. aan 

_MIAMI-MIAMI- BEACH 
AMERICANA—George Arnold Ice Re- |} 

vue. Phil Richards, Marjii Lee, Shirley | 
Linde. Johnny Bachemin, Johnny F- 
gan. Michael Meehan; Lolo & & Lita. “Mal 
Malkin Orc.. Ice Models. ” 
CARILLON—Lou Walters Rev., ‘Rarry 

Simro, ita Canstance, ‘Tanya i Biagis 
anine aire, ons. Oppy. May: ; . . oe < 

Christine, Can-Can Girls, Jacques Don- tions, ‘through most of 1962. 

"BEAUVILLE — “Playmates of Paris." | Gambling.is only one phase. of 
Jay Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla. Lucerne, the ‘crime probe, and. there are sev- 
Martha Aguilar. Carole ‘Dreyfuss, 
Martel, Marcel Le: Bon, the Gallshsre ‘eral angles: involved in McCellan’s. 
DIPLOMAT—Mandy .Campo Orc... Van : 

‘Smith Trio. 
' EDEN ROC—Duke ‘Jenkins. Ore., Jack 
Kasse 5. Mal, Malin Ore., Luis . Varona 
Ore.. Diana P. 
FONTAINBLEAU — Dick Haymes, ‘Fran: 

Jeffries, Davis & Reese, Ray & Roman. 
Len Dowson Orc.. Voradero Sextette. . 
MURRAY FRANKLIN’S -— Patsy Shaw,. 

Kaye Carole & Tommy,. Dick Havilland, |. 
Roy Sedley, Sue Lawton. ‘Eddie Bernard, 
Murray . 

SEVILLE Caught in. Act.” Jack. De- . 
Leon, Terry Haven, Joe Ross, Jerry New. 

, Linda ‘Lavin. Held & Paul. . 
BALMORAL “les Frolics of. 61,” ‘Esco 
LaRue, Curtin & . Hittle. Naries James, 

nie Pryor, Joe: 
Mickey Onate. 

‘reau ‘chiefs ‘and “columnists, who 
more often than not pass. up time- 
consuming *. luncheons, _also at- 

Multer, Brooklyn’ Demo who hails 
from his (kaye’ s) District. 

” Meblellan Probes 
— 

except “for: occasional’ interrup- 

‘his Permanent -Subcommittee. on 

named, will. also check underworld 
tieins with ‘narcotics’ and white. 
slavery, among _ ‘other things. 

. There are ‘at: least three | compa- 
nies in the’ U. S, ‘manufacturing 
crooked gambling equipment, -ac- 
cording. to McClellan. - 7 

A safe. bet’ is that a ‘pill will 
‘emerge from the coming investiga- 
tion: whieh would make ‘it a ‘crime 
to manufacture dishonest gambling 

“| devices for’: shipment in. interstate. 
commerce.” 

|) ‘Phe. coming investigation. is the BLACKSHEEP—Wingy M o: 
CARTHQUAKE McGOON'S— Turk "Mur. first . the Senate has eae. The 

phy Ore. | organized crime in a decade. e 
ETAIRMONT, HOTEL —— Tony. Martin, last hearings, presided over by: 
GAY & Ray ]Sen. . Estes. - Kefauver 

PLAYBOY CLUB — Pe 
Martine. Dalton; 

Ma rk Russell. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BLAC KRAWK—Cal Fiader.. 

90’S—Ray .K. Goman, ‘Bee & 
Goman, Z gan Brant. Marah Gates Afranik 

_— LEROY. . 
D’Rone, Gene & Francesca ‘|brought _ television’ 
JAZZ WORKSHOP — ‘Jimmy: Wither- 

spour, Ben Wenster 4. -° 
NEW FACK’‘S — Don Rickles, 

Alley 3.. Mavis Rivers. 

-coverage . of 

lofty Nielsen. | 

McClellan. . believes’: a: lot has 
Vernoir 

ON anne LEVE—Muggsy § ni ow 
Sulliy Paniers #0e. happned in the 10° -intervening 
PURPLE ONION —_ Smothers Bros.:: years—and, also,” 

Freddie Parr. . Jeannine Burnier. 
CLUB—Batista Locatelli, : Pamela missed some e things. 365. 

| Termint, Francesco “Vespia, 
we, Bogus Bot. 2 Jearinie ‘Stever s,. Harry {f. 

Ashton Dancers, Boy: Palmer: ‘Ore. oy 

SAN JUAN, PR. 
CARIBE HILTON ~~ Daniel: ‘Riebolos.. . 

Miguelito Miranda . ‘Ore. | 

CONDADO. BEACH Haydee,- Queralt, | bs 

AMBEON —" Rosita. ‘Romero, Joel ‘Palmer | ‘House, “Chicago - 

 Fresh-faced and. _ younger than | - 
most laughmakers on: the. boards | 

-Ron~ Carey : wisely focuses 
his-comedy on the age groupzjust 

Sandra 

‘Chamber at the Capitol at which | 

pressive collection of notables from} 
| House..and Senate,. Administration. 

entertaining | 

Hore had 97 - cosponsors . when | 

«were believed to have had technical ; 

‘Horizon ‘Room; Pittsbureh 

Johnny. Alden and. Dux. Defoha |* , 
have :- established ...themsélves ': in 

talent buyers. -Team. uses..a rich 

‘being drafted’ by Rep.': Abraham | 

Continued from page 1 ee | 

curiosity about: gambling. . ‘He and: 

Investigations, as. it is officially; 

(D-Tenn.), . 
caused . a: national. sensation” and, 

Congressional . hearings . ‘its | first: 

that. Kefauver adds. acting. ambitions to his sing- | 
oo Angeles, : 

| Wednesday, July 26, 1961 

RON CAREY 

today, - 

behind him, the teenagers. It’s an 
‘element. he clearly" knows first-'| 
hand, and the resulting believabil-. 
ity isa decided. plus, Youth: would, 
seem. brash and out of. character 
(or.at least delinquent) if he ovér-|. 

|-stepped his age limitation.and ven-| 
‘tured into the well-plowed comedy. 
field of booze, babes and mothers- 
in-law; instead, and. all.to his cre=" 

-dit,:he makes the age factor ‘work 
for: him,. even in. a room as ‘alien 
‘to the ‘teenage ‘aspect: as. the 
Palmer House. © 

The. impressive thing: about: 
Carey is that, for his youth; there 
is nothing callow about his- ‘perfor- 
mance. He -works with taste’ and | 

the highest. civilian award, in con-| 7? >’ lomb, and prepossessingly. 
It’s impossible to. assess the.com- 

ic’s ‘range here since he has only: 
an all-too brief turn-on the Wayne. : 
King-helmed. ‘vaude bill, but: ‘what 
he does comes off nicely. In: one: 
routine, he does amusing fictional 
impressions of highschool types 
reading - Elizabeth Barrett Brown-. 
ing’s “How .Do I Love Thee;” and. 
in another he enacts. tough kids 
trying to prove ‘they’re . weight- 
lifters. Latter ‘involyes: some. “nifty. 
sight comedy. - 

Carey’s a good” ‘bet for family. 
rooms, and okay for most situa- 
tions, including. tv, Les, m, 

ALDEN & DeJOHN 

both hitery and “musical. comedy | 
and in other showécases;..he ag “a. 
‘single and she. as a member of the |: 
recording DeJohn Sisters. Al- 
though. this turn, was. put. together 
over a: year. ago,’ it is ‘making its. 
first appearance in New Acts and 
richly deserves a 0.0. by important 

blend of their previous act for a 
‘strong finish. 

“Tf we. so-called adults: had -They: score ‘strongly with their 
€ |impressions and light comedy. al- 

though they threw. most of ‘this: 
away to give the stronger emphasis. 
to their well-arranged ‘and ‘excel-. 
lently delivered songs. A good. bet. 
right now for- any major’ nitery. 
sand -especially.strong -for. musical 
comedies and any of the: musicals 
now. touring: fh the- ‘summer thea- 
tres. » Lite 

DON CRAWFORD 
Folksongs, Comedy 
30 Mins. 
Padded -Cell, Minneapolis. 

Padded Cell. boniface Paul Fink 
has. been giving many young’ sin- | 

|gers a chance to. display their { 
{talents in his hungry: i-type bistro.. 
In. Don. Crawford, he. ‘has one’ of 
the more ‘promising... newcomers 
during : the “folksinger . population 
‘explosion.”... Crawford,. 25, brings. 
several ‘fresh ideas to this: field. 
His originality, -together. with his 

_lexceptionally fine. guitar’. ability 
and’ adroit.-showmanship, places. 
the® lanky ‘baritone several . ‘cuts. 
above the average. 

without accompaniment, is.a:neat 
attention-grabber.. . Singer. 
scores with a pleasing pair of gos- 
pel songs. and a fine rendition of 
“Harvest. of Plenty” ‘ which - de-. 
scribes the plight.of migrant work-. 
ers in the '30s: He ‘builds to a 
sock: windup with “John Henry,’ 2 
pausing throughout. the singing of} 
that chestnut.to givea fascinating | 
discourse on the story: behind the.|. 
song. Clever treatment,. while a: 
bit drawn out, makes. the selection | 
come alive. ‘for listeners... Craw: 
ford’s between-numbers patter is 
not up to the quality of his’-sing- 
ing’ and playing.. Life most: con- 
temporary folksingers, ‘his. humor, : 
: paradoxically, is topical and. is :ex- 
‘pressed in hipster jargon. , 

Future nitery . bookings | will take | 
him: to St. Louis and. Philadelphia. | 
He has had some ty experience and 

ing plans. | Rees. 

gle: 

“Dy. 

set | ‘off: a 

“C¥awford’s opener, a handelap-. : 
ping Georgia -chaingang - number: 

also.|*: 

Crawford, a native San. Francis- 
can, has been playing club dates in. 
Los Angeles,..New. York, Denver. 
and Aspen for the past three years. } 

/ Padded ‘cent, ‘Minnespolis ~ 
. Sharing’ billing here - with’ newe 
comer Don Crawford,. Judy. Collings 
is che Peter Pan of the folksinger v 
se 

figure given her an elfin. appear: 
‘ance which is appealing ‘to viewers, - 
Her brand of humor is.on. the gen- ©: - 
‘tle side,-and this, too, . accentuates . 
the. Barriesque ‘impression. 

“There's nothing small, however, ry 
about her. voice: although. her “act” 
‘lacks: punch. “Miss Collins has -a 
goad: set .of pipes ‘and ‘uses ‘them. 
to advantage on the’ Scottish, Eng- ° 
lish and Irish tunes. in which : she’ 
specializes, 
presses as being a little too conven- 

"} tional and may prove to be a draw- a 
back if: she isto continue as a:sin- — 

Act .also’ ‘Tieeds | ‘a. ‘stronger 
opening number... ~ Rees. © 

oe 

LILO: “& CARTER 

‘Thunderbird, Las: Vegas’ 

Lilo” & Carter, new team fea-. 
furéd: in. the “Summer. Ice. Revue,” - 
consists of beautiful, voluptuous. 
blonde Lilo. Eichberg; and’ persons - 
able Bill Carter. ..- 

The gracef ul. res and. ‘spins™ 
‘engineered by the couple. aré a de-.. 
light to: -watchi . the startling, way. 

| Carter’ tosses, his. partner . are: ‘of 
the: breath-taking - variety.~ ; 

Although ' the. new :team. is held: 
down to:10 minutes. inthis réeviie, 
it’s the type of act: which. is. flex- 
: ible and. varied -enough. to: stretch 

| to at! least twice that-long:and still 
. hold: fascination for: an audience.’ 

el | 

“Avert British Strike 
; Continued ‘from - page 2 — : 

to the. ‘end. of the: “road. and. will.’ 
‘not: be held. to. ransom ‘any longer .”: 
‘by. ‘irresponsible and unjustified |. 
‘action’ by the trade unions.” ‘They: :* 
pointed : out that the majority . of ~ 
the ACCT’s”. members ‘were —al-.” 
‘ready. earning: above the: minimum 
‘Wage, which at. present, -vaties’ be= ~ 
tween” ‘$135 for lighting’ cameras. 
men... to. 2 for. Production secre~ : 
taries. a 

“It was’ ‘éharged’ “that the | ban- 
‘Since ‘July.3 already had. cost the - 

industry: around. $112,000 in «lost, —. 
time. on: 18 productions. Had. the 
ACCT not met the producers’: ul-. 
‘timatum: these pix would: probably. ~ 
have. had to be scrapped and:-19 - 

| new: productions: shelved: :It would. 
‘have meant:the firing of 800 tech- — 

| nicians and, _eventually, 4,000 .other 
: workers ‘employed in: “the Studios. 

‘Blacklist’ Appeal - 
Continued ‘from. page: 1 —- 

of: ‘the: court’ case. -Tamm -merely 
denied. the injunetion petition: with 
no. written opinion. or. explanation. - 
for the action:. 
“William : P.: ‘Rogers, former U. S.- 

‘Attorney-General in-the Eisénhow- °- : 
er . administration ‘who Tepresents : 
the film industry, atgued at ahear- . 
ing ‘on the.injunction petition. last - - 
week that the injunction. would 

“chaotic condition”. in 
‘Hollywood. Also, ‘Rogers contend- 
ed, it would “judge the case before ° 
it comes to-trial.”. - 

David I. Shapiro, counsel’ for the. 
plaintiffs in the case, claimed the: 
injunction was. required ‘to. protect. . 

Sound of Music’. 
—] Continued from: ‘page — ye 

‘Meredith © . Willson-Franklin . ~ the’: 
-Lacey : musical, . now in Washing- 
ton; hit a high mark of $118,554 in. 
1959: ‘at the 4,139-seat KRNT. Thea- 
‘tre; ‘Des Moines, at a $4.95 top. 

Holding down the number four 
‘position is “My :Fair :Lady.” The. - 
touring ..edition of the Alan: Jay: *: 
:Lerner-Frederick.. Loewe adapta-: . 
tion’ of Bernard . Shaw's. .“Pyg-.-: 
mation” .scored ‘its biggest - take’ to 
-date,. $117,701 in. 1957 ‘at the Frisco 
-Opera’ House ‘at .'a $5.40° top. The. ao 
‘musical «is ~gurrentiy” in’: ‘Las: 

Though she’s. of .. average. © 
theight,.her pixie hairdo. and slim: 

Miss Collins’ style ime: - 

the rights. of those. denied work: . 
because 9f the’ “conspiracy” ‘which: ™~ .. 

‘| the: current: lawsuit | is. aimed at: - 
breaking." the 



“> gon. 

“concerts ‘at a ‘similarly . reduce: 

By ‘WILLIAM -STEIF 

- San: Francisto,: July. 25. 
: Two" ‘Tew,. youthful concert man-| - 
gements: have taken over. most of! © 
Frisco’s longhair’: booking, outside} . 
‘the normal. Frisco Opera and Sym-' 
- phony. dates, and are: currently bat- ; 

... ting: head and Ahead for biz... 
One. ‘result ‘is. that.. the: concert ts 

7 business, which: in. recent years has 
languished and nearly ‘died, shows |. 

-.. pigns of revival: A. second result is: 
that. both managements -aré ‘reach-|. 

{ng out for. .attractions. which. are |: 
a not-so-longhair — in some: cases, 2 

- might -even ‘be classified as crew-|" . 
_ cut... 
One “management - is: ‘Dana “Ate 

-tractions Inc.,. run by ‘Tom Stern-} — 
berg and” Bill. ‘Lockwood; who ‘are 

“not - long | out of Princeton... Dana 
‘put’ on. ‘a. series “last. .season- and 

_ probably would. have’ made. some 
“money. if: it ‘hadnt: booked . a run}: 
--of “Once Upon a: Mattress,” which ; 
- becanse’ of ‘its high. “touring - -cost 
- was a heavy -loser. Even. SO,-: Dana 
“came mighty” 
even, 

- The other. siamagement’ ‘ts: prand- 
new: It’s: the. California Civie: Music}: 

--vand.. Arts Foundation; a nov-profit 
: organization. which .under manage- 
ment of: Bill King had been. just 
, about defunct. the .past. couple . of 

- years: But,:last spring -John-.S. 
‘ornfeld . and. Gerald -L: Johnson 

took it over, King having returned: 
to his native South Carolina: And: 
Kornfeld. :. _ former. Portiand Sym-. 
“ phony. manager, and ex-rep of Na- 

. tional. “Artist Corp... and. of. Com- 
' -." munity ‘Concerts, is: moving. rapidly 

~ “sto. restore his’ foundation ‘to: pros: 
»perity. 

“One gimmick the Kornféld-John- 
... gon. group is using 4s to’ offer sea- 

‘““subscribers” 
five of 10 concerts at season ticket 
rate.. with: the “option .of buy:ng 

"single - tickets. for -the remaining 

Yate. ‘In addition, this outfit has set: 
-up-.a Scholarship -Award..Fund “to a. 
encourage : young singers and: in- 
_strumentalists in their -careers”— 
of course, there first has to be some 
overage -in ‘the, non-profit founda- 
tion. to award ‘scholarships. - os 

. Instead of. the usual run of vocal- 
, ists, pianists and violinists, Korn- 
feld has hooked. &: series which. .in- 

.. Cludes - Agnes. .Moorehéad Teadings,. 
Hermione. Gingold... and... Mahalia 
Jackson-—these are a'far ¢ry from 
what concert. managements. in: this 
area were booking up ‘until ‘the late 

‘close: to" breaking| ' 

choice - “of: any) 

‘Switcheroo. Plug. 
“Breath - of ‘Spring,” :a Brit=:: 

ish comedy" by Peter. ‘Coke, is 
_ being billed as: from. the ‘film. 
-. “Make Mine Mink” ‘in-some of 

_ - its presentations on“the straw- 
. hat -circuit. this “summer. ‘The .. 
a English: picture,” in~ ‘which .. 

Terry-Thomas. stars, . has. been ~ 
oe. strong entry in’ ‘the US, °°: 

For the. record,’ though, ‘the 
- Michael Pertwee. ‘scenario for. 
- the 1960 film was based on the. 
fn 1938. play produced in- ‘London. 

Mayers Partner 
With Hal Prince 
NY. Fiorello’ 
“Haipla: 8. Prince: and - attorney, 

‘Bertram: A.» Mayers. are. now. the | 
only: general par tneérs of.the Broad- 
‘way: presentation... of” “Fiorello,” 
“produced by. Prince arid the Jate-! 
Robert. E. ‘Griffith. Under a ‘legat | 
‘technicality in the limited: partner- 
ship financing of Broadway: produc: |. 

| tions, the: partnership ‘terminates | 
on : death, insanity: ‘or. retirement | 
of & general. ‘partne:, unless all: 
the. partners:. consent to: ‘continua: j 
tion of the. business. 

Griffith, originally © | partnered’! 
with - ‘Prince in the “Fiorello” pro-'! 
duction, died Jast: month, The. two. { 
who- ‘had’ coproduced a string. of 
‘Broadway ‘shows since . 1954; sold | - 
part of. théir, 50°¢ ‘interest in’ 
“Fiorello”. last | “Mareh ‘to Mayers. 
‘In acquiring’ a’ piece - of. the ‘pro- 
ducers’. end of. the’ musical, Mavers 
became -a.-generak™ partner along | 
with ‘Griffith ‘and -Prince. - 

4 

tion to’ continue,.-the ‘backers were |. 
asked ‘to approve. the substitution | 
-Of Prince and Mayers as’ general, 
{ partners; In notifying ‘the: inves- 
tors -last’ March of. the - ‘pending: 
‘deal for’the sale -of-part of their 
{interest in the . ‘musical, Griffith: 
and -Prince’:stated. that the share: 

| to be. sold::would: hot exceed 35°%:;- 
So as to leave. the producers with: 
‘at least ‘a 15% interest. in the: net 
profits of’ the venture. eee 
In relation -to~ the ‘transaction, 

{ adaptors _ Alan. Jay 

iE 

By. HOBE MORRISON 

Although they figured only nega 7 
‘tively -in the ‘arbitrators’ award, 
(three counterclaims by the de-| 
4 fendants were of especial trade {n- 
terest in the. dispute between. “My 
‘Fair’: Lady” ‘producer | 
Levin. on. the .ene hand and. ¢o- 

Lerner and. 
Frederick ‘Loewe and backer CBS 
on the other. Two of the claims 
were dismissed and.the other ‘was 

: ‘withdrawn. prior..to the -hearings 
and ..six: as. disregarded . by. the 
arbitrators. i 

: Presumably the. ‘third. counté r= | 
| claim, made by Lerner and Loewe |. 
| in” their answers. ‘to Levin's -com- 
‘| plaint, was. made for’ tactical: rea- | 

sons, .with no. intention. of being | 
‘| pressed. That's borne out. by the |” 
{fact that. librettist-lyricist Lerner | 
.| and .composer Loewe » withdrew. |it-; 
| before the. case “went ‘to. actual | 
9 arbitration hearings, .and 1t as not 

: mentioned: in any. of. the testimony 
of: ‘either side. | 

. The’ " gounterclaimi in . question 
was based on.a highly unusual. if |. 
not unique, . clause. in the “My: Fair 

dy” production | contract. In pre= 
cise but unspecified legal. terms it] 
‘stipulates .that °-Lerner's and 
Loewe’s. author ‘royalties ‘were to} 

| 

be figured on all boxoffice receipts, | 
including. “ice.” Tee, in case .every- 
one.isn’t already aware, is the | 
trade‘ term for the boxoffice, or 
;Management,. share. of ‘revenue | 
from. illegal -ticket. sales. In other 

! words, the kickback from scalping. 
The. :clause-‘in ‘the “My Fair 

; Lady" production ‘contract, quoted 

- (Continued. on: page 65) 

Om $123, 446 IN RED 
AS OF JUNE 3 AUDIT; 

An operating ‘profit of $5, 977. for | 
Thus, in: order ‘for the - produc. j the five weeks: ending last. June: 3 it 

reduced the ‘deficit: on “All the? 
‘Way Home” to $123,446 as of. that © 
date: The Fred -Coe-Arthur: Cantor | 
production ‘continued to earn’ a; 
modest profit during June, but { 
business -hit the ‘skids with ‘the. 
start. of the summer. slump the: 
first week -In° July. The production 
is. tentatively scheduled to_ close: 
next: Saturday night, (29). 
_The ‘Tad .Mosel - adaptation . oft 

James . Agee's. novel,-.“A Death in 
‘the. Family,” 4s now in -its 35thi 

Herman | _ 

on its $162,000 investment. 
‘tributing substantially to the eapi- tists Guild. 

_{ week tour last March 50-May 8. 

Rag Maladroit sit Fang Regime 
sneaeway Pye duce 7 director 

e au “a ed b 
They Asked Him or one 

Philadelphia, July 25. 
maladroit and fumbling leadership 

a in the League of N. Y. Theatres,” 

George Balanchine, who is {has resigned from that organiza- 
to direct the ballet next sea- {tlon. A member of the producer- 
son for the Philadelphia {theatre owner group for about the 
Lyric ‘Opera, was feted (20) at 
‘the Lecust Midcity. Club. 

last 29 sears, Traube had been 
Placed on the League's “inactive” 

Asked to address the gather- 
ing Balachine at first balked 

list around a year ago on the 
grounds that he hadn't produced a 

saying, “I'm not a speaker, 
- I’m a dancer.” When he finally 

play in two seasons. 

In a letter of resignation, mall 
got up he talked and at length. i ice 

' He electrified his listeners 
Monday :24:. Traube expressed dis- 

isatisfaction aver ai -number of 
by declaring he “hated opera” matters. Ancnt lls being placed 
and jolted potential bankroll- {on the “inactive” list, he states no 
ers with “if you expect a good {one notified him of the move and 
ballet corps it will cost a ithat the situation “came to Light 
couple million.” The choreog- {only when I became aware that I 
rapher proceeded. to bolster 
his remarks with facts and 

{was no longer receiving route 
announcenients and telephoned th 

figures from his N.Y. City } ° 
Ballet background. 

‘League! office to inquire why ” 

j “intemperate atQtudes on the put 
é lof some of the more articulate 

Becket’ Still Has [ne to various craft unlons In the 

| Creal deai of ill-conceiveti taik 
about how to reduce cos?s in the 

tion sume die‘ nansense about the 

Py Ic Sale Pending’ The producer-director also jevels 
a rap at the contract negotiated 

of “Becket” clased on Broadway Actors Equity, but his immediate 
last. May: 27 with a deficit of $5.548 burn relates to the new contract 

the League, tinct 
tal récovered was operating in- i dentally, has notitted its :enihers 

Traube further criticizes the 

members of the League in relia- 

| Professional theatre.” He cites. ‘a 

Deficit of $5,543: | rising inflationary tide, not to men- 

j imminent demise of the theatre’ 

The David Merrick production last year between the League and 

Con- ; being distributed by the Drami- 

come of $73,591 earned by: the: Not to sign the Guild pact because 
‘presentation on its five-and-a-half- ? ithe deal includes terms to which it 

i has net agreed. Those include 
The road run followed a 25-week | Provisions reluting ta such cubsi- 

| Broadway’ engagement and pre- : diary rights ae stock, amateur, re- 
ceded. a three-week return stand cording and torelgn. 
in New York. lt's expected the | Referring to the publfleized reve 
.deficit..on’ the venture will be ‘alty concessions agiceed ty by the 
wiped out. ard a profit realized ; Guild, Traube states’ in his. let- 
once the ‘situation regarding the‘ ter, that, arcordmg ta the cane 
film rights fo the Lucienne Hin ! ‘tract now being ciueulated by (he 
ranslation of the Jean’ Anouilh'Guild, “the propussl for reduced 

drama’ is clarified. There's been j royalties ig nothing more than a 
‘some. confusion. as to whether the 'minimum ar rangement for diama- 
Tights have been. acquired by Mal ‘tists and that po one in the Di ama- 
.Wallis or Warner Bros. itists Gulld is, in fect. bound te ace 
-Unrecouped costs as of the cept such Leductfons, whether 

| show's: initial Broadway closing i every one else goes alang or net 
were reduced to $67,234 with the) By every one elge, Trauhbe !s se. 
‘payment by Italian film producer | ferring to stars, directors, chore 
Dino deLaurentiis of $37,500 for , ographers and producers. 
the release of Anthony Quinn from The producer-director’e = majcer 
his costarring assignment opposite ; beef, which be labels “the real 
Laurence Olivier. Quinn was C ‘ontinued cn page 66) 
needed by deLaurentiis for a star- _ 
ring .role in the picture, “Barab- 
bas.” The actor was released by ‘ 
Merrick when the production began ; 
touring: Olivier then shifted from | 
the title role to succeed Quinn as: 

‘Continued on page 66) 

Ss 

Off-B’ way Is Taking To 
Road (and Vice-Versa); 
Set ‘Opera,’ ‘Hedda’ Tours 
The road is recognizing off- 

the. backers. were notified that no; week at the Belasco Theatre, N.-Y.1 
‘| second company ¢ fas- ‘distinguished , Tt. was originally. scheduled. to fold i 
from Broadway: company: going -on after. its ‘first five performances, i 

tour). would ‘be . organized, - nor | but: clasing- ‘notice. .was rescinded. | 
‘would there be any ‘use of- partner- The’ drama was on the verge of i 

Book Kicks’ fo Tryout 
At Arie Crown: Theatre, ship funds .in confection. with a : collapse in thid-April,’ ‘when it got 

| British -- production. without the | another reprieve after’ being |: 

Ex. McCormick Place, Chi} consent ‘of all ofthe general patt- | tazged.the best Amierican play.-o 

(Continued: on page 66) 

“the new: Arie Crown’ Theatre (for- 
.-Merly- McCormick. Place), a house 
with ‘a’ 5,000: capacity... The . thea-' 
‘tre’s. size, being.even greater than) 

Toronto, | 

'.a few. months ago. 

ners. - It. was - also’. stated . at. ‘the, the Broadway: season by the’ N. z 4 
_Chicago,- ‘July-25.. _ {Continued ‘on Page. 366). 5 

Oscar. Brown Jr.’s “Kicks &. Co.” ‘ua a 
- willbe ‘the first legit show to play'|. 

that ‘ef. ‘the O'Keefe; 
makes possible a highly. profitable |. 

.’ four-week break-in, but a: secon- 
dary reason for: the Chicago. pre-. 
miere is. that the. author-co poser- | mitting’a'-sttike-free musical: tom-) 
star is a native. of this city.- 

_: “Kicks”. will open officially: Oct.}: 
. 7, following a-week of previews. A. 

~; N€wspaper advertisement last week 
asked fundraisers: and . theatre | 
party chairmen. to: view a special’ 

of: 
- ‘Screening, : via’. video - tape, 
Brown's ‘audition. preview-on .Dave 
' Garroway’s. NBC-TV. “Today” show 

As.an. iNustration of the gross. 
as “potential.at, MeCormick :Place, ‘the 

-Moiseyev. Dancers toppee $200,000. 
in a 10-day’ engagement: there ‘seve 
eral. ‘weeks 8Z0... 
The. naming’ of: the. ‘theatre. ‘as. 

. ihe ‘Arie’ Crown: ig: ‘ini honor of the 
late. father of Henry’ Crown, who. 
.made.the major financtal contribdu- 

- + ‘tion toward its constriction. The: 
*: elder ‘Crown was a poor boy who. 
established the. fortune: which: his 

"1 g0n-has. pyramided as board .chair-. 
‘man of Material Service .--Corp. 
“(General Dynamics), owner of the 
‘Empire ‘State Bidg.,-N.Y., and & 
-Inajor. stockholder in Hilton Hotel: 

| ihe Picketint COP among” other. interests. 

Actor Unions Fad Spat; | 
PR Drama Fest: Opens’ 

San ‘Juan, July: 25. 
“Actors. Equity has come to an: 
‘agreement with: the. Puerto Rican 
-Assn. of Actors: & Technicians ° per: : 

edy. season at ‘the. Univ. of | P.. R: 
Theatre . “‘The- Season opened: last: 
week. 

unions’ Equity members: perform. 
in Puerto Rico: -without paying: 

Linally,, PRAAT. demanded the same: |: 
arrangement that. brought. peace to: 7 
‘the strike-bound - ‘Dramam. Festival; 
last. -January. © 
‘On - that: “occasion, ‘the: “Puerto : 

Rican union © prevailed: ‘on Equity. : 
and Barry. Yéllen, ‘director. of the; 
Festival, to agree. ta a salary raise 
for all’. mainland performers. to} 
‘cover. ‘the dues demanded by. the: 
local “union. Thousands ‘of .:people 
gathered outside tae Tapia Theatre. 

Rose. ‘Lee was starring. in. “Auntie 

hirigs before. the. agreement ended’ 

| additional. ‘momentum - when the]. 
_| show two weeks Jater was. awarded. 

! tion, -which..was financed. at $150,- 

New Peter Ustinoy Play 
Schedaled for West End: 

be London, July 25. 
Peter Daubency, whose next West | 

‘the Pulitzer Prize for drama. Nu- 'End venture will be a presenta- 
merous concessions. in royalties, # ition of Jerome Robbins’ “Ballets 
“fees, ete. have enabled the prodtic- U.S.A.” at the Saville opening Aug. 

1, has acquired: the rights of Pcter 
000, to survive: The. play,.inciden- | Ustinov's new script, “The Photo 
tally.” has _been circulating dis-. Finish... 
franks omnee tickets for. several -. Fhe play concerns an 80-year-old 

mont S.- - . 

{Drama Critics Circle. . 
Business, . which - picked up “fol- 

‘owing the critics” ‘citation, gained 7 

»| stages of his career. Whether Usti- 
| nov. will-take an active part in the 

production, either as producer or 

1 matt: ‘who looks back on various j clusion of {ts si 

The. gettlement between, the iwo'l 

‘dues, and PRAAT cardholders play |. 
‘mainland -theatres. ‘without: having | - 

| to ‘join or pay dues to Equity. Orig-! 

in old San Juat: where. Gypsy | - 

Mame,” .and: shouted epibtets,. ‘The, - 
disturbances went on for. four. eve. 

‘Lady’s’ ‘Quiet Squire 
A- silent’ but vitally. interest- 

. ed: party to: the. dispute’ be- . 
tween Herman Levin, producer’ 
of “My Fair -Lady,’ and the: }* 

| musicals adaptors, Alan. Jay © 
Lerner ‘and: ‘Frederick Loewe, ° 

apd the. backer. and now. tia: 
“jority. shareholder, CBS, was a 

«_ :Philadelphian ‘not “nominally: 
associated: with the siiow,. 
-Gearge. Friedland. . 
: Friedland, a. financier and | 
: supertnarket operator: actually 

" owns 20% of the “Lady” pro- - 
. duction, . ‘having. ‘purchased it 
” From Levin in a capital gains 
*. deal. Levin retained. 6%, di- . 
-réctor Moss Hatt has 4% and 
_CBS has 70%. .the latter block | 
‘including © 40%.- the: network 
‘got as backer ani: 30% - “pur-. 
chased in a capital gzit deal 

sowie Lerner and Loewe. 

\player, ‘1s not yet known and will 

:Broadway as a picduct source. 
Prime playing time out-of town 

-has been set by the Independent 
{ Booking Office for two current off- 
, Broadway productions, the long- 
irunning “Threepenny Opera" and 
; “Hedda Gabler.” The routing of 
. off-Broadway presentations into 
jmajor hinterland houses hy the 
yao ot unusual, {£ not unprece- 

" “Threepenny,” nearing the con- 

xth year af the 
j Theatre de Lys, N.Y, was sepre- 
sented briefly last season on the 
Coast by a second company. That 

{probably not be announced ti] the 
star's return from filming “Billy: 

; Biklyn College's ‘Animal’ 

_} by the Theatre Dept. of Brooklyn 
1 College is touring the North East 

‘presentation, sponsored by -(ar- 
imen Capalbo and Stanley ‘Chase, 
producers of the off-Broaducy 
; venture, folded after en eight-week 
stand in Los Angeles 

The off-Broadway production of 
the Kurt Weill and Marc Bhtzstein 
Vehicle, is scheduled to begin a 
season Jong tour Sept J1 at the 

> Roya) Alexandra Theatre. Tororo. 
:The offering, adapted by Blitz- 

Budd”. in Spain. 

Touring Bases for USO 
- A production of “Male Animal’ - 

Command for the Defense Dept. 
‘|The company embarked July 5: 
on a trip that will take them to 

‘stein from Bert Brechf's criginal, 
jin turn borrowed from John Gay's 
18th Century “Beggar's Opera,"is-_ Army, Navy and Air Force bases e mo 

in Newfoundland, Labrador and |{n its “last weeks” at the de Lys 
Greenland. An eight-week tour beginning 

Prof.. Wilson. Lehr directed the Oct. 19 in Dayton, ©, has been 
play, which {s touring under the jiarranged for “Hedda,” now in its 
joint sponsorship of the American ninth month at the 4th Street 
Educational Theatre Assn. and i Theatre. N.Y. The David Ross re- 

‘Sthe. United. Service Organizations jival of the Henrik Jbsen play 
(USO). ° stars Anne Meacham. 



Treilus and. Cressida 
Stratford, Conn. July 24. 

American Sivatford Festival Theatre ; 
ravigal of drama in two acts by William 
‘Shakespeare. Staged by Jack Landau; 
seenery. Robert O° Heara, costumes, Mot- 
flex. Gahting. Charles Elson; music, 
Heiman Chessd stars Jessica Tandy, 
Par [ingie, Kim Hunter.: Opened July |. 
2}. sl, as the American Stratford, Festi- 
val Thestre, Stafford, Cann; $6.25 top. 
Priam Will Geer: “Stratford, Ont., July. 8. 
He: toe Pat Hingle | hemence, :4 logical approach for a - Steatford Shakespearean’ Festival re- 
Te ntes Ted van Griethuysen script that doesn’t bear careful ‘at:.| vival vf comic opera in- two acts,. with 
Parts Guil Dudley. tenti TI ludi b ttl n book and lyrics by W. ilbert, music 
Daghodus . Bill Fletcher } tention. 1e concluding battle -in | py. Arthur Sullivan.’ Staged - by. Tyrone !: 
H lenis nflen Madore | which the treacherous Achilles am-'| Guthrie; “scenery and. costumes, Brian 
Aone Theodore Eliopoulos | Bushes the simple-minded Hector plobaun: Ovened July 7, "61, at the’ Aven 
Casandra _ Jessica Tandy | and the leaderless Trojars are de- | ‘Theatre. ‘Stratford,. Ont; $4 top. 

Ree yuna “he : com Tiunter | feated,. is a spectacular audience- Pirate King. enneatenes Barry: Moastield 
iboats "Lots Kibbee|rouser, with onstage. cannons Brederia :. 0.01.00. vos Alexander. Gray 
Cessna a Ae arrie Nye booming. and musket fire enough Rath . JILIN male“ Gauley 

a : , " A er e auley 
C atehay . Sam Greene} fora tv western. Isabel : Genevieve G be we cere serasenes erdon. 
Ber sanity Julian Miller, George | Ted van Griethuysen gives a réa- ‘Kate obec cdepecvenaes ’ Darlene | Hirst. 

Agamemnon, . Patrick Hines ' sonably effective. performance. as Mabel oo -Marlon: eaiudhelme 
m “fudags Alek Primrose | ‘Troilus, about. as good as an empty | Police Sergeant ....,.... - Howell .Glynne 
An ” rhaver David |! irole allows. -Carrie Nye is visually | Pirates. Police, Ladies: : Annabelle. Adams, 
Th wes Paul Sparer i attractive’ and moderately. appeal- |. ictor. Braun. Maurice Brown, Ed. Neat a William: Larsen | . . ‘Victor. Braun, Maurice Brown. Ed 
Dornetles James Ray | ing. as Cressida, despite @ ten-| : ‘ward Evanko, Carman Fleischer, 
Pricoctus Colgate Salsburv ; dency to sing-song. Pat Hingle is |'.. Diane Gibson, Maria Harris. Robert 
Ther set os ry Donald -Harron. able as Hector, although’ he. _ a eurey nne inden,. Elizabeth 
Soldiers Alan Berker, Rick Branda. j Das» y: . Mawson. Howard ‘Mawson., Peggy 

Daetd Coxwell. Willan Curtis, Hugh; Misses the poetic quality of the’... “Anne: MeMurray. Arlene Meadows, 
F-egn, Jack Gardner, Cliford Landis.’ jines. Helen Murray. Murray’ Olson; Cor- 
James McMahon, Richard Miller, Peter ‘ 
JI Nevard, Garth Pillsbury, Conrad‘ 

- Poriereau., Joooh Prete. James Pu- 
Zinsks, VMsio Quam. Stephen Scherban. ° 
Deane Seliver. Douglas Sherman. Robe rt 
Ssuth, NSoet Thoms. ‘Jog  Vakarela, 
Toozia Wallon Alaa Willi 4 

Any continuina 1 Shakespeare fes- ' 
tival is pretty much committed to 
the presentation of all-of the Strat- j 
ford-on-Avon aquire’s plays, the re- 
by requiring tne eventual reyival of : 
the unsatisfictory “Troilus 
Cressida" The management at} 
Stratford, Conn, is at least offer- 
io the atece in repertory with two | 
outstanding works, the potently 
dramatic “Macbeth” aad the popu- 
Jarl) comic-romuntiec “As You 
Like It” 

This production of “Troilus and 
Cressida.” which opened officially 
Tast Sundav niitinee (23), - was 
caught for this review last Friday 
nizhe «21+ at one of several so- 
calfed previews, in this instance a 
benetit tow the . Fairtield County 
Repudlicin Women’s Assn, and the 
Fairfield County Young Republi- 
cin League: Et was a near-capacily 
audience, . aril 
could be expected for 
rewarding opus. 

this 

Especially with the'lesser Shake- | Paris, Richard Waring an‘ emptily- 
spearean plays. there’s a tendency 
these days toward gimmick pro- 
ductions, usually updated costum- 
faz that plices the action in a 
more Famitiar time and place, 
therebs giving an altered flavor to 
the plot and a basis for heightened 
andienee interest and = word-of- 
month In Tyrone Guthrie’s ver- 
sion of “Troi'us and Cressida” 
Seen in New. York in 1956-57, the 
eostumes were Edwardian, with 
the Trojans in British uniforms 
and the Greeks in German. 

Presumably because of the Civil 
War centenuial,. the present pro- 
duction hay the Trojans costumed 
as Confederates and the Greeks as 
Northerners. There*s apparently 
n» special siznificance in.that, since 
for historical accuracy the Union 
must win, It's. also traditional for 

_ the South to be. represented more 
“romantically” than the North. — 

An amusing connotation of this 
Sh rkespearean re-enactment of his- 
tory is that it's flagrantly out of 
key with most. current Civil ‘War 
centennixzl observances. For 
“Troilus and Cressida” is one of 
the Warwickshire-born - actor 
author’s most cynical plays, pre- 
senting war and mankind, even 
love and friendship, as corrupt and 
sordid = Of course its net the in- 
tention of the Stratford: manage- 
ment to apply that to the Civil 
War. . 

Qa strictly theatrical _ basis, 
the Civil War costume idea im- 
proves “Troilus and Cressida.” 
Although it's slight disconcerting 
to hear Confederate and Union of- 
ficers referring to themselves as 
Trojans and Greeks, the device 
seems to give the stubbornly com- 
plex and remote play an unusual 
degree of immediacy. Of course 
the primitive violence of the plot 
seetns ill-suited to the comparative- 
ly civilized standards of a century 
LO 

Az a nearby, playgoer was heard 
to observe, however, the Confeder- 
ate and Union uniforms have the 

- distinct 
identity of the rival forces. Unlike 
most Shakespeare plays about the 
ancient Greeks or Romans, it’s im- 
mediately apparently who’s who— 
the good guys are in gray and the 
bud guys are in blue. 

Even these slightly. synthetie as- 
gets are insufficient to make 
“Troilus aad Cressida”. a reward- 

anna reneEnnmI 

neenememenminel 

merit of clarifying the 

Connecticut Stratford Festival 

H 
! 

and | 

| 

as responsive as! 
un- ; 

Benerally 

PS yA 

ing show, however. Aside. from its 
cynicism, the play is a muddled 
and confusing work in which the 
title characters, presumably. the 
focus of the action and. interest, 
tend to be ill-motivated mental and jij 
emotional pygmies. 

Jack Landau's staging ‘stress 
physical . msyvement. and: vocal ve- 

surprisingly. well. 
Jessica Tandy and. Kim Hunter, 

Considering his physical.| 
thandicaps after -his near-fatal ac- |. 
cident two years ago, he. moves: 

facilities are apparently. adequate. 

Hobe.. dental other. bookings: 

The. Pirates of Penzance 

‘“nélis Opthof, 
s Tait, Donald 
J Young. 

, Waclovas ‘Verikaitis, 

| both costarred with Hingle in “the (Of Gilbert & Sullivan -buffs who | 
overall repertory Setup, appear in 
this production’ because they're’ 

under contract and for boxoffice : 
reasons. Miss- ‘Tandy - makes ‘two. 
brief, appearances as the. cater-: 
Wauling ‘Cassandra, | creating. a 
eerily sombre. effect.: Miss: Hunter: 
has. a single, innocuous: stene as; 

; the amiably. sensuous Helen.. 
Donald Davis. is plausibte and 

authoritative’ as the ‘© decadent [ 
Achilles. Thayer. David | portrays! 
Ajax as a drooling cretin. Patrick | 
Hines. plays. Agememnon. as. 
pompous veFsion of Gen. Grant. 
Alek Primrose’ makes. ‘Menetaus al 
simpering exhibit of why. Helen’s | : 
abduction must have been. really 
an elopement, William, Larsen -is | 
suitably doddering as Nester, Paul 
Sparer is plausible .as the: wily 
Ulysses and James ‘Ray is believ- | 
able as the amorous Diomédes. . 
‘Hiram Sherman acts Pandarus | 
al leering. fuddy-duddy. | Guil 

| Dudley is a noisily ‘moon-struck. 

ranting Aeneas, Will Geer makes. 
Priam a.senile Gen. ‘Lee, and ‘Don- 
ald Harron is.a colorful gadfly as: 
the’, heroics-cdebunking. : Thersites.. 

Robert O’Hearn’s- simple | and 
‘effective sctenery’ in- 

cludes a sort of. Jarge-dappled | 
cyclorama suggesting a man-made } 
cave, with a movable portal - sup- 
ported by two. Doric columns: for 
the scenes in Troy. a latticed ; 
screen to suggest a Dixie mansion, ; 
and two towering. wooden * posts | 
and a-crosspie¢e for the scenes in 
the Greek camp. As the-climax of. 
the. decisive battle scene, “part. of 
the portal collapses. 

The costumes by Motlev are. 
tastefully done; notably the formal 
gowns: of the. ladies: Charles Elson 
devised the adequate lighting and. 
Herman Chessid the occasionally 
intrusive music... 

The Connecticut: Stratford. thea- 
tre is a handsome playhouse, with 
a somewhat ample stage extending : 
out into the auditorium, and with’ 
entrances from the wings and. be- |-. 
low. The accousties of the ,house 
are excellent from just about every 
possible location. The theatre it- 
self is attractive, but lacks lobby | 
space for intermissions, especially’ 

\" Bye Bye Birdie,- Het Majesty’ : ‘6-13. 61). rainy nights. 
In the muggy. weather ‘of Jast 

Friday, the .air-conditioning : might. 
helpfully been turned up a -bit. ; 
And for the small army of :picnic- 
supper’ patrons on- the. beautiful |: 
front lawn. overlooking the House- |" 
tanic River ‘and Long Island }’. 
Sound, a- little. insect-repellent. 
would have been. handy. -- ; 
The Connecticut: Stratford . has! 

abvious geographic advantage over |. 
isolated Ontario counterpart |’ its 

and the original Stratford-on-Avon 
in England. Proximity to New York 
and the ‘nearby New - Haven, : 
Bridgeport 
population centers is the point. 
There 

the New England Thruway and 
connecting highways, the. theatre is 
reasonably accessible from ‘Man- | 
hattan. 

If, as reported. a hotel: or ‘large 
motel is built in :the immediate’ 
vicinity of the theatre, the opera- 
tion could conceivably: extend to 
a 12-month. basis. ‘The *1,479-seat 
capacity would make ‘the house 

London... -bobbies? « 

- 

frustrations: - 
ited by the singing power of Irene 
iByatt as’ Ruth; Harry. Mossfield: as | 
the: robust baritone: pirate cap 

the. musical 
Applebaum is. spirited, Perhaps oc- 
‘casionally too much so. Guthrie's , 
conception and “staging 
course, paramount. 

'.- Amorous Prawn, : Piccadiliy (13-9-59). 

and other adjacent | 

is adequate train-and-bus |. 
service by the New Haven rail-|: °: 
road, and: with the completion ‘of |- 

| have: discovered the origin. of the! 
patter song. ‘the. hilarigus’ juxtapo-. 

‘sition ‘of adherents. to the Jolly 
: Roger’ banner, -plus the police and! 
12’ comely choral daughters. of ..a- 
i British major-general, adds‘ up..to® 
fan ‘important. and ‘melodious. stag- 
ling. of “The. Pirates of ‘Penzance’! 
by Tyrone Guthrie.- 
‘feature of’. the ninth 
(Ont.?: Shakespearean Festival, 

“It's an’ added. 
Stratford | 

isms,: Guthrie ‘has made full :use of 

‘The show also’ spoofs grand op- |. 
era, _English . folk Songs. and church 

| chants.’ 
‘choristers. from’: Guthrie's 
| fore” last season™ are present, and 
there 
-Glynneé as the police sergeant with 
stolid - bombastics arid. mannered. 
dancing. 

‘Most of the. principals and: 
“Pina- 

‘js) a newcomer, Howell 

suitable for mutisicals, ballet, opera |f 
and concert,.:and .the- backstage | 

1A good restaurant, with a comfort-: 
:| able. place. to /spend: the night, 
.| might make. Stratford. A new year- 
around centre for stock and inci-}. 

pn 

.Naseo Petroff, Danny. 

Augmented ‘by a new generation | 

I: 

_Shows 
“Becket. 

- London, J uly. 12:. 
. Royal. Shakespeare Theatre Co. présen- }: 
tation of a two-act drama. by Jean| 
| Anouilh, translated-. by Lucienne . Hill. —_ 
‘Stars: Christopher Plummer, Eric Porter: | 
features Patrick Wymark. Gwen. ‘Ffrang- 

ed by 3 ‘Peter Hall; decor |. con-Davies. Stag: 
| and costumes,: Leslie. Hurry;-music, Iain’ 
Hamilton; .. lighting,.’ John . Wyckham. |: 

| Opened: July: lL, “6h ate - the. Aldwych |. 
Theatre, London; 83 
King Menry: .:. 20.5: christopher ‘Plummer 
‘Thomas. Becket whee veces Eric ‘Porter ; 
Archbishop of. Canterbury ~ 

‘Donald Layiie- Smith 
Bishop of Oxford . recent Stephens | 
Bishop of York :.......... “Peter Russell + 
Bishop of. London wees esces “Peter Jeffrey 
Saxon Father «. aewesee ‘welesees. Alan: Downer. 
‘Saxon Girl . (SUINITS “Jeanne. Hepple ; 
Saxon Son'”........... Barry Macgregor 
Barons...... George. -Murcell. Clive ‘Swift, 

Eaward Argent, Roy Dotrice. 
Gwendolen ooo c. ccc ence eee ' Diana. Rigg 
French Girl - Marian Diamond 
Soldiers. Geottiay’ Stavert, Stuart Hoyle 
Little Monk .. .......-......: Fan ‘Holm. 
Provost Marshialk:..0:........ Philip Voss ; 
William of Corbell. "Terence Greenidge 
‘Officer ..6..  —- dees Geoffrey. Stavert 
Servants. to’ Becket See et . William Austin, 

Tan Cullen 
‘Queen’ Mother: . Gwen ‘Ffrangcon:Davies 
Young Queen es core .¥vonne Bonnamy 
Princes. ......;.. Dane’ Howell, John Fox" 
Etienne. oe deehes eee "Barry Macgregor 
French Priest ......... ~. G. Stephens! 
French Choir Boy... . John Fox 
Monks . E ard ‘Arent. ‘alan Downer 
Page ...0.. fel cece cae teen p Voss 
Louis of "France. . “Batic “Wymark 
Arundel. ......,..cncceteee, James Kean 
Pope a : "Roy ‘Dotrice. 
Cardinal eeanes Murcell 
Sentries Alan 1 Downer, Barry. Macgregor 

For “the: “thoughtful -playgoer,: 
“Becket’’. is a: stimulating theatri- : 
‘eal-evening. It ‘is austere, perhaps, 
‘and may be: over-talky..:But it is 
good talk; and it has an ‘unexpected 
‘vein of: earthy: humor which is: 
unusual. in .a- play of religious 
‘foundations. ~~ 

- The play ‘fas been brought into 

Abroad 
everybody’ 3 choice, i it is an absorb- ” 
|.ing -piece ‘of work and ‘well worthy 
of. its: Place 1 in- the West: End. scene; a 

. "Rich. | Mert ye 

oKremzer ‘Sonata. 
‘London, July 16. ©’: 

“Roderick: Lovell & Hannah Watt presen-: * 
‘tation of Arts Theatre’ production .of a | 

“, drama ‘in two acts.by Leo Tolstoy, trans- © 
+ lated: by Aylmier.: Maude and ‘adapted. 
‘and . perfarmed. by: Roderick Lovell ‘axd . 
Hannah Watt; staging. ana ghting by 
qoute I Lenton.: ‘Opened, July’ 61, @ 
the . Arts. ‘Theatre, London;- $I. 18° top. 

‘Kreutzer. “Sonata”: is ‘a curious 
two-character. show, . partly: ‘acted, 
| partly narrated, boiling ‘down :to a- 
ilengthy lecture:: On © ‘love ‘and. its. 
| attendent ‘dangers. - It’s a study -of- 
the. ‘destructiveness . ‘of. jealousy .ia- 

| Marriage. : The show: ‘is.a. musty,’ 
| bookish - view’ - oF ‘Czarist : Russians. . 
| who: : -_believe . themselves to ‘be. 
{moral though : practicing. debauch-: 
ery. for their. health’s. sake: | 
Tolstoy. wrote the ‘pook. in "1889, 

when: ‘it must have raised many .an- 
eyebrow. : . But. sex. ‘education - in 
| schools is’ so. commonplace today. 
that: much impact has- gone aut ‘of. 
| thre - authors’ revelations, though. 
tsome ‘of: the- observations still ape: 
tply.. In’ this’ stage.’ adaptation, 
1s “Kreutzer: Sonata” relates the ‘mar- . 
ried life of. two well-off. Soviets: 
whose . love-hate relationship ~ cons..-.- 
sists.mostly. of .wrestling in: bed or: 
wrangling. in the’ drawing room... 
The ‘husband’s. blind jealousy ruitis: 
what ‘small measure. of: harmonious. 
living. they -might.haye had and, 
-in the. end, it. leads him to murder” 
‘his Wife. - 

The’ drama runs. to: hours, and 

ithe Royal: Shakespeare's repertoire ; gtips . for. three-quarters. of.. ‘that, 
The revival ‘poses the question lat the Aldwych Theatre and, ‘judg- 1 but. interest:: filters away < as. ‘the 

their misadventures in their chase. | 
sequences of the pirates. _ - 

' 

ises to be a click in what has’ 

Its Broadway and Paris success: 
may ‘have. pre-sold . ‘the. Jean; 
Anouilh play for London; :but the : 

first night: reception, at least, .was 
-abyiously- warm and ‘sincere.. Cér- 

! tainly no. brisker acting duel exists. 
;on the West End..scene than’. that:; 
| between. Christopher: Plummer’ as°: 
King Henry, IL ‘and Eric. Porter- as | 
j Becket... 

Thosé seekirig’ “historical. ‘accu- | 
racy. will be largely” disappointed, 

They are ably abet- 

Of - polite: 
The two. sets, a: pirates’ cave ana | 

rt ruined’ chapel. exterior, are. in- 
telligently: devised with "alternat= | : 
ing levels ‘for. choral groupings. 

The ‘costuming . is ‘colorful, and 
direction: ‘pf. Louis | 

is. 
M cStay. 

London Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

Beyond Fringe, Fortune (5-106). 
Billy. biar. Cambridge (9- issu, 
Bird. of Time, Savoy’ (5-31-6 

: Celebration, Duchess (6-7-61) ; 
“Bings Ain't, Garrick (2- 11-60). _ 
‘Mrs. Puffin, Strand ‘(1-18- 61). 
‘rma La’ Douce, . Lyric : (7-17-58 
‘Irregular Verb, Criterion eit: 62). 
King ‘Kong, Princes (2-23-61). : 
_Krevtzer Sonafa, . Acts”. “C1061. 

_ Let Yourself Go, Palladium (3-19-61. 
: Might. Be Giants, Th’tre Royal (6-28-61. 
Miracle Worker, Wyndham’'s (3-9-61). 
Mousetrap. Ambassador (11-25-52). 

_Mosic. Man,.. Adelphi (3-16-61). - 
” My Fair Lady, :Drury: Lane (4-30-58). 
Oliver, New (6-30-60). 
On: Brighter. Side, Phoenix. (412-61. - 
‘One Over Eight, Duke. ‘York's | 45-6). 
“Rehearsal, Globe (45-61). 
‘Repertory, Aldywich (12- 15-60). 
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-60). ” 
Simple -‘Spymen, Whitehall. -19- 58). 
Sound.of Music, Palace 5-18-61). | 
Stop: the ‘World, Queens (7-20-61). 
Suzie Wong, Prince Wales (11 “1-59).. 
Tenth Man, Comedy. (e135 8D. Lot 
Watch It Sailor, Apollo (2- 
Young In’. Heart, Vic. Pat. *iz-2i-60). ° 

--$CHEOULED OPENINGS. 

‘Luther, Royal Court (7-27-6bD 7 
Ballets USA, Saville : (8-1-6). ° 

_- One For the Pot, Whitehall 2-81). 
Wildest Dreams, Vaudeville 
Lady. Chatterley, : Arts (6-16-6D.. 

Saville’ 8-23-61). 
Fantasticks, Apollo -(9-7-61). 
De Re ML Prince Wales d0-12-6D. 

- cLoseD 
. Kitchen. Royal . Court (6-27-81); closed 
-Saturdsy (2). after..20. performances, 

Bishop’s. Bonfire, - Mermaid 7.26-61).+ ; 

C8- 3-60). ; 

“2 -Gullty Party, St. Martin’s (6-17-61). 
‘Lerd Chamberlain, 

Studholme: alae the lov ers,. “he are 
former: pirate apprentice now: ded- | 
icated ta the extermination of - his. 
‘comrades, and ‘she. a: daughter . of 
the: regiment, rousing | and _alter-. 

| nately. : tender. in their .duets of'| 

of | help. considerably.. But,” primarily, 

~ | Plummer: 
‘just the right: aniount of sWagger- 

in a program‘note. ‘Anouilh admits: 
“I never bothered to find out what! 
t erity II, or even’ Becket, was _ 
really. like.’ Icreated. the King: I: 
wanted, and the. ambiguous Becket. 
I needed.” °°. 

The Fesult,. though at is’ offbeat | 
‘history, remains -absorbing® 
‘study: of a relationship between : 
two remarkable men. On the one, 
hand, ‘-the -” lively, tain, Eric House as. the gnc | - headstrong, 

| prolific Major-General Stanley pleasure -loving. King ‘and: on the 

‘and Glynne: as the stuffy reer other his close admirer and ‘friend : 
who,. from - the moment ‘the’ King; 
forced him into religious: author-'j i. 

| ity. ‘was doomed to. ‘martyrdom: 
‘Peter Hall: has staged Lucienne: 

| Hill’s ively adaptation. with vigor:. 
land taste, holding the. balance. be- | } 
‘tween  the- intellectual “and -the: Put it) -by 

| ‘spiritful ‘admirably, and: Leslie : 

whether the. late’. Mack’ Sennett | ing: by advance bookings, it prom- ; finale becomes: ‘predictable and: the. 
“might. have based ‘the antics of the: 
1 Keystone” Kops on’ the . helmeted already proved to -be. the house's. ‘wear on ‘the nerves: The marathon. 

While adhering |.first-class season. 
to the G & S legendary manner- |’ 

‘heavy-handed | ‘acting begins. to 

j performances’ ‘of ’ Roderick - Lovell. 7 
andHannah | Watt -don't. compen- 
“sate for. the ‘dearth’. of- ‘characters, 
: Hawever.. Tolstoy’s: word- pictures - 
\are’ ‘graphic - ‘and the: audience is. 
‘left. to’ conjure up. ‘its own charac- 
“ters which ‘ia 3B 3 strang. nee ae 

ia 

| Dida’ f Pan Wartha Raye, 
Not Motivated by Spite, 

_ Says Pittsburgh. Critic: 
Pittsburgh. : 

‘Raitot: Variety: ” 
I have: ‘followed with. consider. 

able -interest. ‘the ‘account: of. my~ 
misdeeds © ta .-review «of - “Martha -. 
Raye ‘in: the Pittsburgh. Civ ic Light 
Opera: productian. . of | “Calamity 
Jane”—Ed.).: in. -your - publication: . 
arid inthe writing of.a N.Y: Mirror’ 
i eolumnist- whose name escapes. mé . 
for the: moment:.. While. I. have no: 
i désireto become’ embroiled ‘in an’. 
argument ‘over. what 1. did or:-did 
‘not. say, I feel that - these points 

4 should be made in the. ‘interests of. 
, accuracy, if for no other reason. 

J was not the only person: “stood 
up’ {aS ‘your paper so elegantly 

Miss Raye ‘There were: - 
‘several: others from: newspapers. 

Hurry’s. decor ‘and.- costumes ‘also ; ‘and’ television. at the. interview, © 

“Becket” ‘stands or falls by -the | 
performances of its two. stars. 

invests” ‘the | King’ with. | 

“in. the. early and vitality, -.and, © 
_ |.scenes, ‘particularly, gives. a vivid }. 

‘| characterization of~ the. ‘blustering 
Norman whose. pleasures were } 

{found largely. in: ‘the’ hunting field. 
| and the boudoir... 

Porter has the more subtle, title! 
role and, here again, the’ director 
has’ ‘extracted - ‘from’ this. ‘excellent: 
actor a fine, coldly intellectual. ‘and + 

: subtle performiance, with. remark-~ 

“1 Gwen: 
-¥vonne Bonnamy;.as the respective 

| Queen Mother.and Queen who face; 
| the - humiliations.“of the’. King’s Ses 
‘seathing . . contempt, Patrick. Wy- eee 

. French. sovereign]. ....* - 

“Eliott. Lawrence will: be. musi-- 
Cal ‘director: “and Robert Ginzler. © 
‘wilt do the orchestrations for me, 

"Victor Borge. Saville. (7-460; closed | |-“How. ‘To. Succeed in Business’ - 
+ Saturday - 2a). “after 20. performances: ! 

-Plummer : and * -Porter,. 

'| players provide full. value and do’ feelings either ‘for or against Miss. . 
° excellent justice to: :Anouilh’s dia-1. ‘Raye... 

mark as a ° 

able. gradations“in .character. as: ‘hey 
develops from: the worldly liber- 

| tine; through the scenes. where: he. 

| has. to: oppose -his friend, right up. t up.” In: the’ first ‘place, it ‘was.not ~ 
‘| to the climax .where he: is mur=-)a bad -notice.. and ‘in. the ‘second 
| dered,. still in: ‘defence. of. God's ! 
~|-honor. 

“Though élearly ‘overshadowed: bY | 

log. 
Ffrangeon-Davies | ‘and 

and Roy Dotr and George Mur- 
[cell as’ the Pope and -Cardinal.. 
-|They play to the full’ a scene 
‘which might haye’ been taken from: 
‘a satirical revue. 

the- other} { 

Though “Becket'”.. will not be, 

*| Which was arrahged.for 12:30 p.m... 
‘On arrival, we were-told we. would. -. 
‘have’ to . wait. untit- the. end . of. ~ 
rehearsal <at ‘ 1 pm. :* 

‘We. waited, but: at 1 ‘pm. Miss 
i Raye went ‘to Jurich, saying:as I | 
understand it, that she had not =. 
‘known - there Was" ‘to be an intet- - ; 
| view. , - 
iT did not: “pa? Miss. Raye's. ‘per- a 
: formatice. : “If;you read: the. review. 

“tfully, -you.. will -agreée, - ‘Tam: ‘sure, 
that it ‘is: ‘generally. friendly. ‘The 
{ quotations -used ‘in. your story were: 
‘taken out of coiitext. . 

‘I: object-: most . strongly to. the 
‘tone of ‘the: ‘story—and. particularly”, 
the’ headline: —. which implies that . ~- 
I. gave. Miss: Rave a ‘bad. notice out 
of spite. beeause- she. “‘stood. me - 

‘place, I’ review shows on ‘their 3.) 
‘|: merits,” Not. or any ‘Personal feel- 
t ings. ; 

‘In-any case. “f. have no. “personal : 

. My - opinion of her. as a” 
‘Particularly’: effective. ,are’| performer, based on her work here: ~ 

in. “Calamity Jane," was: that’ she: 
-is an excellent ‘comedienne. but not - 
a. ‘Breat. ‘singer. . 

ooh. “Michael Holmberg; 
’” Musie. Critic,. . 
“The, Pittsburgh Prese. -. 

Without, Even. Tae po 
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comedy: “Pygmalion;”’ ‘i: 

“r pensation: 

. centage: : 
‘from: each: company’ shall be:.com- 
“puted | and: paid separately.” ee 

- The -counter-claim: continues ‘with. 
. the. assertion’ that. Levin 

...,. to- axeeount for. the pay”. “Lerner: 
= and Loewe: the .“‘percentage .com- 

Dpasis . prescribed.” 

= -Fair...Lady” 

Wednesday, July 26, 1961, 

Shaw Estate & ra Fair lay | 
“The arrangement under’ which Alan Jay Lerner: and "Frederick ae 

“me adapted. “My Fair Lady” from the George Bernard Shaw’ * last Thursday (20) for- London: to 

“give: only a one-year. option: a, 

..- Even. more striking isthe’ proviso. ‘that thé musical rights are 
for. a term of only 15 years and the film rights, when’ a-sale. is:”! 

.. made, may be for only 10° years. The. qualifying: angle, .however, is 
that’ all rights. are: subject to renewal, which. it's: figured, ‘the Shaw 
estate, ‘will- readily grant. 

* Asstming. that when. the. Lerher-Loewe rights expire, the: Shaw: 
estate refused an extension, it would. céntrol only the. basic. rights... 

but ‘have ‘no ‘other. ititerest in “My. Fair: -Lady:?" 
That is,' the. Shaw estate has no stake in the Lerner-Loewe’ treat. | 
‘ment, bit- only : in the ‘basic material from--which. it is adapted. 
Thus, . the Shaw estate: could legally’ lease the. rights. to someone’ _ 

‘else to make: a‘ new musical. adaptation of.“ “Pygmalion,” 
‘least: -thearetically, “it might be- ‘possible for someoné to: write a 
‘show. Without using. any. of. the Lerner-Loewe: material, But. since i 

- to. “Pygmalion,” 

ig: believed. to-be virtually unique: Under * 
. the ‘terms of the late ‘dramatist’s will, ‘the estate Was Perinitted to 

‘Pitches London Edition 
OF Tuner. ‘Due Off-B’ way 
_. Lola. “Pergament. left ‘New York 

negotiate for a production. ‘there | 
“of ‘O Mary Me,” a musical. version. 
“of Oliver. Goldsmith's “She. Stoops - 
;to Conquer.” The . musical. ° for 

«i which. Miss : -Pergament adapted : 
‘the. book. Has. a. score: by: ‘Robert j 
} Kessler. : 
, Miss Pergament . will’ remain in’ 
‘London about: six weeks. Shell 
then return to Manhattan for the 
-pStart of: rehearsals of the’ musical. 

von j the Gate Theatre, N. Y. 

“and at 

Saree emenneratnne scm 

(BS Pst to Comment on Lady Case 
~ Because Other Principals on Holiday 
Rap Lord Chamberlain, 
- Account ‘Lax’ Censorship 

London, July 28. 
‘Henry: “Sherek has criticized the 

J n | Lord Chamberlain on the novel ‘ 
: which ‘the: Gate Repertory Co. will : ground that rather than being over- ‘gave the impression that It. kad 
.iproduce for an Qct. 2 opening at cautious in deciding what's accept- ‘Jost the case 

he’s ‘becoming tax...The producer ! 
says he was embarrassed. by the‘ 

{filth in recent West End shows, 

_: such. a prospect is. remote: if not - -actually ° impossible: and since: © 
__ it's inconceivable. ‘that a new. adaptation would be. as 00d » as. let 

. ‘alone supérior™ to, My. Fair. Lady,” such a situation remains pure- | 
+s Jy. theoretical. aa 

a ‘Since the. ‘Shaw’ estate: ‘gets 3% of the ‘author: royalties. from 
ce “Lady,” it ‘will obviously. be: advantageous to keep extending: the" | 

" yenewal -to- Lerner-Loewe indefinitely ‘for’. the 56-year :life of. the 
copyright. According td present: indications, 

“able ‘film, stock -and™ television 
i yights. item, for that: long.: ' on 

et royalty-free. are 

“Lady™ Will be a-valu-. 
‘property,. and. . Perhaps, a grand 

Le diy ulged . ‘by hotelman -Paul. Han-. 
.- It seems likely. to remain. popular. far longer. than that. “but ‘after’, 

- the. copyright expires, it, will be. in’ the public domain and ‘ther efore.” 
= , a ; Ce ‘rome “Fox West’ Coast. 

Hee’ Charge Never. Surfaced 
See Continued from pare 63 

i. ‘Ask $3, 000-Month Reat 

7 Jocal producer Randolph Hale’ ex- 

}and ‘believes the Lord Chamberlain, 

Por Alcazar in Frisco; the Earl-of Scarborough, had done 
‘entation ‘of ‘play about pimps and ! 

° Headed for Demolition auger. 
San Francisco. : ‘July 25:: ‘Stronger -censorship is needed, 

‘Payme t of ‘600 -monthly ;Re say's, to bring a return of ‘de- 
| rental for the tant Theatre. here | reency, and he thinks it could ‘bust 

; would forestall the razing. next year. come. from managements ‘them- 
‘ of: the-'1,147-seater.. That's’ been.) | Selves. 

diery, Who's. owned. the -theatre ; 
‘since | purchasing ° -it. 10 years. ABO | : 4 Current Bway 

The lease held.on. the theatre by]: 

; Pires next: September, but Han- |: Sho Will T 
jdlery is- extending .it-on-a inontlily | 7 WS our 
| basis ‘to take case. of shows Hale. |- 
‘has booked for the fall. Handlery |: Four. current Broadway produc- 
*: informed: Hate that. thereafter .the | itions,- three musicals and a straight 

in. the’ Lerner and Loewe: ‘eounter-; ports of “the: procéedings.. amount! rent . required would. | “be “$3, 000. play, aré. earmarked: for:road tours 
Gaim ~ but. withdrawn. before.’ ‘the: 
hearings ‘and thus- not. subject : to 
documentary. ‘evidence, : testimony: 

.. Ory as-it turned. out, ‘even niention,. 
n does: not: include: the’ trade. words 
“ice” or “scalper,”’’ but: its. meari- 

‘-$ng is, unmistakably. -clear.. ot 

‘Noting that Lerner ‘and Loewe {4 
are: to get weekly. royalties. ‘based | : 

“upon a.percentage of ‘the . weekly’ 
: boxoffice receipts,’ the. document 
‘quotes Article III, Section 9. of the. 
“production contract .as follows: - 

“Where ‘Bereentage. weekly. ‘com- 

eons, ° -and any. other . additional 
. gums’ --whatsoever ° ‘received from. 
the ‘production of the play. . - 

-“Should the~ ‘play. be. ‘performed. 
by more than: one ‘company, per- 

‘compensation -. accruing 

nsation. payable to. them, on the 

arbitrators; ‘besides disinissing 
Levin’s. complaint, ‘to “aecount : ‘for 
and pay .... the percentage - com- 
‘pensation: provided.’ 2: 

The. two ..CBS ° 

amounts. 

use: of partnership funds. for min- 

of the company. ~~ 
‘Thus CBS,. with: “0% 

“ing to-an eStimated-:$5. 000. - 
Show business, attorney Ephraini.; 

London was. ‘chairman’ ‘ofthe arbi-: 

| monthly. jlater this season The tuners are 
mart} “Bye ~ Bye -Birdie.’” “Irma La 

Hale’ s response w as, “1 can't. see: Douce" and: “Unsinkable Molly my. way: clear (o ‘paying - that. kind 

an about-face in allowing the pres- ; 

* When the arbitration award was 
;disclosed two weeks ago in the 
(“My Fair Lady” dispute, the oniy 
* principal in New York at the ume 
and thus in pusition to comment 
directly was CBS. The network 
} did so, in a statement by Vice-pre site 
ident Spencer Harrison, arty. 
_after news stories In the dailies 

The CRS statement 
thee for public stage performance. ' expressed satisfaction with the vers 

dict. The other principalé were 
all vacationing abroad, and their 
unanimously . affirmative Views 
were made known by their respae 
tive attorneys 

The plaintiff producer Herman 
‘Levin, reportedly. in Biarritz, was 
represented by Paul. Weis. Rif- 
kind, Wharton & G arrison§ 1 ibret- 
tist-lynicist Atan Javo Terrer, in 
Paris, was represented by Reimn- 
helmer & Cohn. Composer Fred- 
‘erick Toewe, last repoited on the 
Riviera, was represented by Fitel- 
‘son & Mavers The CRS alflor- 
inevs were Rosenman, Colin. Kase, 
 Petschek & Freund. 
i As has happened with other ma- 
jor stage hits. there have heco 
.estrangements among the princi- 
Pals of the “Lady” production. . 
Exen before the dispute decided 
by the recent arbitration, there waa 
intense. bitterness between Levin 
on one hand and lerner and 
Loewe on the other, and they have 
not been on speaking terms in +¢ v- 
eral years, 

tration panel, ° “Wi ‘ith ‘theatrical, ate fof. rent.’ "As it -now. stands; ’: the ! 

torney. Edward:-J. “Ennis:-and. Co-! | House is to be. demolished. in. 1962 
lumbia . ‘law: : -professor , Harry 

‘award Was unanimous. . 

Under the “arbitrators? deéision. r, 

OW ned by: Handlery. 

_ The’ -50-year-old* theatre, oldest 
‘the .CBS purchase: of. .Lerner’s and! Land: probably tle best-known legit 

7 s based. - uvon. -gross- 
* weekly.. boxoffice receipts, ‘the. per- : 
centage shall be- computed -upon {@. “dominating and ‘controlling” 

.. ” yeceipts ‘from, all sources whatso- 
" } ever, including’.any and. all sums. 
— i over and. above -regular boxoffice: 

_ + [prices ‘of, tickets, received -by.: the- 
wt producer, -or by anyone iri: his-em-. 
..-,. Play, from. ‘speculators, ticket: agen-: 

” cies, ‘ticket ‘brokers or other. per- 

“failed-|.: 

It asked :the- 

. counterclaims: 
“against. Levin, both argued before 

the "arbitrators, alleged ‘that: ‘the 
+. producer’. had . ‘charged ©. .the “My 

‘company... excessive. 
: ¥ental ‘On | lighting: ‘equipment he. 
owns, and that he used the produc- 

.., tion ‘partnership funds, in which 
“the ‘network has a- 10% - interest, 

_, to‘pay his attorneys a°$25,000 legal: 
~ fee in connection with the case. . 

i The arbitrators: dismissed. both. 
‘ielaims, the first. apparently- ‘on the |. 

' “ground that the ‘rental or the light- | 
ing -equipment was. not’ excessive, |.’ 
and the second presumably on the .|- 

- > “ground that Levin was: justified in| 
"- -. Using’ partnership funds. for legal. 

:. . “fees. in -a suit ‘to protect the ‘Pro- 
a duction's rights. © — 

«> In :the. case .of the ‘lighting. 
‘equipment, there ‘was. _Teportedly 
. testimony from ‘expert: ‘witness: es |: 

... fo the effect. that the. 
1: -@harged |. by’ Levin were. in’: line 
with prevailing rates. In the: case 
‘of. the legal fees, :there are. esta- 

:. lished precedents supporting such 

Loewe's. 30° sharé.-of the. My" 
‘Fair. Lady”. production in.a $2.- 

-| 000: 000 capital gains deal. was up-: built by publisher Mike de Young dition to the road company now in 
held. “However, ‘Levin's claim ihat | in’ 1886,. a” block ‘away from ‘the | Portland, ‘Ore. 
his. rights. had been . violated by ‘present site. Under :the aegis of,j OUt-of-town Oct. 9 at. Shubert The- | 
‘the deal,;-which gave. the: network; Fred’. Belasco, Morris E. ‘Mayer’ atre, Boston. . 

‘ine. 
terest, was. inferentially . sustained 
in the. ruling: ‘that GBS- must im-. 
‘mediately : ‘dispose- -of the: film |. 

‘patticipating inthe: bidding or the 
‘picture: preduction: or: financing. 

‘The © same position . 
‘ported -by.. the.- stipulation: 

Was: “-sup-.' 
that! 

house . in ..Fris¢o, is. actually the 
city’s - ‘third ‘Alcazar. The first’ was | 

‘and . ‘Charles Thall. it prospered: 
luntit ‘the 1906: quake and fire, 
it: was. Jeveled. 

“Belasco buiit. the. second Alcazar 

; Ww: ito make way fora -parking lot for | 
| Jones-as the ‘other’ members. ‘Their - the. ‘adjacent: ‘Stewart. Hotel, also touring this. fall, 

Islated to depart early next year. 
i“Taste” {s. due to begin its hiker, ogether, including 

: Brown.” The. fourth vehicle is the. 
drama, “A Taste of. Honey.” 

“Irma” is expected .to begin 
and “Molly” 

Several months ago Lerner and 
Loewe ended their creative part- 
nership, after the former had 
bought out the Jatter’s rosalty m- 
‘terests in all the shaus they did 

not ouly 
in September, probably at the Na- ‘ “Beipadoon.” but alsa 
tional Theatre. Washington. © 
fe.” which will be touring in ad- 

jis slated to apen 

- The “Birdie” company in Part-° 
‘When | land “will. follow its stand there | 

wiht dates. in Seatile, Denver 

and Dallas. before moving ‘to. the 

rights in the. open. market, without’! several miles’ away from downtown } Erlanger Theatre, Chicago, where - 

“Paint Your Wavon" “The Bay 
Refore Spring. " "What's Up" ard 
, the film “Gigi Although eth 
‘men have eaid tneir split was atm- 
icahle, they will not collahorate 
‘again, unless thes’re engaged to 
work on the sereen freatment of 
“Lady.” whenever ft Is done. | 

Loewe has been quoted as saying 
‘he has retired permanent, but 
,Lerner is announced to de the 

[eriseo in 1907, but it’ never caught {it Jaunches an open-end booking pook and Iyrics for a musical for 
on,’.and in’ 1911 built the present: Sept. 6. 
théatre for $500.000. Belasco ‘gave 
-up ‘the house in 1922. and. Thomas | 

‘CBS. must dispose of : the: televi--| Wilkes and Sam H: Harris" took it : 
sion. Fights . in the: open. ‘market; 
‘without: participating - in. the ‘ bid- 

| ding . or” production or . financing,: 
and. without any requirement: that. 
the felecast. be over. ‘the facilities 

.| of the network. Or: any! -of.- its’ af~ 
|filiates.: + 

Another " key’ ‘pait: of ‘the award 
‘was the: provision. that’ in: selling 
‘the’ film: rights; CBS Is. ‘not -bound: 
‘by the termis of *'Schedule B.” The: 
latter,;-a part of ‘the. agreement un- 

“Lady”: production, : “spelled out ‘in 
+ elaborate detail the. collaborators’: 
screen credits.-and- publicity aid 
advertising: ‘pilling. Under -the..ar- 
-bitration decision, - therefore, ‘CBS 
does not. have. to insist on any -bill: |: 
ing for Lerner and: Loewe .in the 
film’ adaptation. -Since the col- 

“Lady, 

Trying Outdoor Dream’ 
_ As: Chi Summer. Feature | 

: . Chicago, ‘July 25: 

‘bee Henry, who ‘operated” ‘the 
Shakespeare’ Tent. ‘Theatre: in San: 

‘Francisco: a few ‘seasons ago, ‘is! 
staging ‘an al fresco production: of | 
“A Midsummer ‘Night's’ Dream” ‘in: 
Oak -Park..here..as'a pilot for a 
projected ' annual Shakespeare ‘fes- 
‘tival: in -the:-suburb.: Jo. Forsberg. 
and « Ed’ Udovich. are the: other 
‘principals. ‘in “Village. Classics, .°a 
new organization. ‘which is.present- 
ing the comedy. in. association ‘with 

1 the « Playground :' -and.. Recreation 

~ ority::stockholder ‘suits. in’ behalr | Board of Oak 7 ark, 
- interest in- 
“Lady” on thé basis of. having ‘put 
up the entire $300,000 investment 
and. anothe: 30% by purchase of. 

. the Lerner-Loewe -half-interest ‘in 
“Levin's. 60%" share, was in. the. po-’ 

: sition of having to. pay 10%. of: the 
opposing :attorney fees in. the: suit 

- it was fighting. As.-it worked out, 
- the arbitrators also .assessed’ CBS: 
: 0% of ‘the. arbitrators’ fees and 
the: ‘cost. of the stenographie Te- 

“Midsummer” opened. Jast: ‘night: 
(Mon.) for a wéek’s run. at the Eu- | 
gene Field Playground, and its re- 
ception ‘is. expected: to- “determine: 
‘whether: .a three: or four ‘week 
‘series is warranted: netx:- year. - | 

Top: featured ‘tn the -production’ 
are. Val: Bettin, . Angel Casey - ‘and. 
Robert Kidd. Incidental’ music bas: 
heen composed: by. Chicago’ Daily: 
‘News. film-nitery. critic Sam. Les- | 
ner, who is. also conducting. * re- 

~ Harder. ensemble, 

der which-:CBS.- purchased -Ler-" 
‘ner’s- and ‘Loewe's - interest in the 

laborators. have sold .their entire. 
‘{nterest: in™ they. have} 
‘nothing . to. ‘say~ about ° pin on | 
‘the screen - -eaition. _ 

‘Lover.’ briefly, .after- which’ Henry 

-before. he. went: bankrupt ‘in 1930. . 

The. property. housed ‘several 
‘ventures thereafter, including film 
-_presentations, and was purchased. 
‘by -Handlery in 1952. ‘Hale. leased 
the theatre that year, but the owner . 
notes that it.has been lighted. only 
88 days in 1959, only 137. days: in 

this. year. 

insurance, ” he asserts... 

‘f ittings, including seats. * 

Bob Schnitzer te Head 

Theatre. ‘Guild-American Reper- 
tory.Co. at the end of the summer 
to become: executive director of 

-| University, Theatre - at: Michigan 
Univ., Ann Arbor..-The -appoint-. 
ment of Schnitzer: to. the newly- 
‘created. post by the. Board of Re-. 
gents is in line. with the college's. 
decision‘ to establish a@ program of 
professional theatre ‘to aukment 
the present theatre. studies, : 
. Schnitzer, : -who. begins his cam- 

-pus- duties: Sept. 1; is: currently 
‘working on preparations for the. 
‘forthcoming TG-ARC tour of Latin 

‘7. in . Port-Au-Prince,. Haiti. The 
State:. Dept.-sponsored. company, 

_ {headed -by Helen Hayes, recently 
returned from a European hike:. 
‘‘Sehnitzer’s TG-ARC duties are’ 

to. be:taken over by Stanley Gilkey; 
a Broadway Producer and: general 
‘manager for Guthrie “McClintic. 

Schnitzer had .previously been 
‘general manager of the President's | 
‘Special International Program for |: 
Cultural Presentations, under the 
sponsorship . of the American. Na-| 
tional - Theatre. & Academy... Ger-. 

1960. ‘and 21: days the first half. of. 

; “AN we've done is pay taxes ‘and 
:“There's° 

been no- return. ‘on our, investment. 
Hale. says he owns: the theatre’ 5: 

America, scheduled’ to begin Aug. 

|(Terry) Duffy ‘used -{t as the key-| 
stone fora Pacific ‘Coast legit. em- |’ 
‘pire which: embraced. 10 theatres |. 

i 2 . . 

| Theatre, 

Ty. 

W wood Pro Group Doing 
- Series of New Seri-ts, 

Hollywood. July 25. 
‘The Proéfessiona] Theatre Cen- 

ter here will: present Les Pine's © 
“The: Emptv Nest” next Friday- ‘ 
Saturday (28-30) at the Desilu | 
Theatre. It'}l be the first in a‘ 
series’ of: fully-staged original 
plays to be presented by the or-, 

ing a “creative exchange” hbe- 
tween actors, writers, directors, ; 
producers -and_ technicians. 

The. production of 

with. Shimen - Ruskin directing 
|The. cast includes Kay Cousifis, 
Wolfe. Barzell, 

‘|Robert Landis, Payla Bay. Dennis 

Michigan Univ. Theatre 
- Robert C. Schnitzer will with-. 

ce. draw ag: general manager ° of. the 

Kathie Browne, 

Cross, Lee Bergere, Joe Bernard. 
Frank -White, Karin Halade} and 
Larry Smith. Set for August pre- 
sentation is Dale Wasserman’s 
"998," with -Barr producing and 
David . Alexander directing. Mala 
Powers and Russell Johnson will. 
head the cast. — 

Barr. and Alexander, with. 
tress Tracey Roberts and writers 
William Kozlenko and Norman 
Corwin, comprice the executive 
committee: of PTC, The organiza- 
tion, which holds regular Mon- 
day night metings at the Desilu 

has 140 dues-naying 
‘members. Symposiums. 
with legit problems and actual 
working conditions are held. month- 

Original scripts provide the 
basis for the organization’ 3 activ- 

1 ities. 
The cost of conducting each 

meeting is $150. Dues are $15 quar- 
‘|terly per person and $25 quarterly 
for .a. married couple. Asseciate 
‘members, who are permitted to 
‘view the proceedings but not al- 

“lowed to participate, are charged 
$10 each every six months. 

‘Marta Kalinin, former secretary 
to J. 3. and John John Skebert, will be 
a member of tke production staff 
lwith the Theatre Guild-American 

‘Jing Latin American tour. 
ia biog ‘Macy succeeded him in ‘that | Repertory Theatre on its forthcom- : 

ganization’ on a monthly Invita- 
tional basis.” The project is in line 
with: PTC’s program of develop- 

“Nest" fs 
being supervised bv, Tonv Barr, 

dealing 

j which Richard Rodgers is. to write 
the score. Rodgers previously col- | 

j laborated with Osear Hammer-- 
| stein 2d until the Jatter’s death 
ja about a year ago. Befure that he 
collaborated with the iate Loienz 
i Wart. Lerner collaborated with the 
jlate Kurt Weil] on a Broadway 
musical called “Love Life,” and 
before entcring Jegit wrote exten- 
sively for radio. 
H 

le a ee, Ae, 

1 

ane wots Off-B’way Review 
t 

Walt Whitman Au I 
Barbara Griner & Eleanor Horn pre 

sentation of a tweact reading arranged 
nd performed by Srace Miltholisna, 

Opened July 17, “SI, at the 41st St Thea- 
| pee N.Y.; 82.50 top. 

‘It takes more than a white beard 
and a book of poetry ta make a 
satisfactory evening of theatre. In 
“Walt Whitman Am I,” Broce Mill- 
holland has both beard ard poems, 
and he purportedly uses a special 
Yoga technique to increase his ef- 
fectiveness. Whatever his meth- 
ods, he fails to convey the stature 
of Whitman es 2 man or poet. 

Dressed in a yellow jacket and 
lopen-throated shirt, Millholland 

~. [reads from “Leaves of Grass.” But 
C- {he does not read well. He uses his 

voice apd his hands in an obvious 
way. When tears are mentioned, 
he wipes his eyes. When birds are 
referred to, he Hits not only his 
voice but his hands. The devices 
distract from rather than enhance 
es power of the poetry. 

The biographical prose between 
poems is spoken in monotonous 
fashion, so low-keyed thet it is 
often inaudible. Seemingly extem- 
| porized, these passages are clumsy 
phrases, strung together by an in- 
ipredipic gumber of “ands” and- 

ue uts, cy) 

Millholland, who bills himself as 
the origina? author of the Broad- 
way hit “Twentieth Century,” «a 
Broadway hit adapted by and usu- 

jally attributed to Ben Hecht and 
the Jate Charies MacArthur, works 
in front of the curtain, with only 
ia chair and music stand ax props. 
iThe pregram is short, Jasting an 
hour and a quarter Kenn. 

Dead 

Barbara Nichola vii] costar with 
i Geerge Gebel in “Let It Ride.” 



“Cay Life’ Setup a Chines Pune 
Complex Arrangements for Basic Story Material and 7 

World, Film and Television Rights | 

‘Fiorello’ ‘Gives ‘In 
. “Fiorello” has. succumbed. to 

mariagement, which attempted 
to'sidestep the use of discount 

’ exchange tickets.in favor of an 
{ ‘overall price-cut,.is' now offer- 
---dng.an additional bargain on 

top of: its: reduced: b:o.. scale... 

By JESSE GROSS Discount ducats covering 

“The Gay Life’? has a mixed up 
background. Arrangements relat- 
ing to rights in the basic property 
on which the forthcoming Broad- 
‘way musical is based are unusually 
comptex. The basic source of the 
musical, which Kermit. Bloom- 

- garden is producing, is the “Ana- 
tol” collection of playlets, written: 
in German by Arthur Schnitzler. Broadway tryout Sept. 30 at the: 

Fay and Michael Kanin, who: new Fisher Theatre,. Detroit. The | 
have adapted the book! for the company, headed by Walter Chiari. 7 ‘Broadway,. has - been taking a 

tuner, with music by Arthur] and Barbara Cook, will remain at| beating since the start of. the 
Schwartz and Iycics by Howard | the Fisher until Oct. 21. It. plays |- . summer slump “early” this 
Dietz, have acquired the worldwide | the O'Keefe. Centre, .Toronto, Oct. -Amonth. 
film rignts to the basic. ‘property. | 23-Nov. 11 and will open ‘Nov. 18 
The situation regarding dramatic i at the Shubert Theatre, N.Y. 

112 Lesit Shows Stay and live television rights is some- | 

On All: Summer. In 

account rent to the partnership 
for reasonable rental fees, mailing | 
lists used to solicit advance box-. 
office sales. Allentuck, as general 
manager, is to receive approxi- 
mately $450 weekly, from: which |. 
about $250 weekly ‘is. to be ‘paid a- 
company manager. 
-The' musical; capitalized at $400, uf 

000, with provision for 20% over: 
call, is scheduled to begin its -pre- |. 

- circulated ‘with a ‘cutoff. date 

orchestra seats except the first. 
10 rows: Monday-Thursday the 

$3.75 and-Friday and Saturday. 
. nights ‘the $7.50 seats tan be: 
" obtained - for $4.95:. 

. Business ‘for’ the musical, . 
“now: in its ° .87th week on 

what nigte intricate. The Schnitz- , 
Ier work is. believed to be in the | 
public domain in the U.S., but is | - Mayers-Fiorello” 
protected by copyright in coun-; 
tries belonging to the Berne Con-/ =ammms Continued from page. 63 mammams 

the twofer trend. The. show’s .. 

$3 - seats. .can -be: obtained. for’: .| British actress Joan Greenwood, Hollywood actress Joanne Woodward, 
comedienne Charlotte. Greenwood, English comedienne Joyce Grenfell’ 
and’ U. S. choreorapher. Cathérine Littlefield.. It ‘was. agreed the: .. 
mixup. group: probably shouldn’ t. include: former Columbia football we 

. coach: Lou Little. . a 

Wednesday, fey 26, 196K 

"Asides = Ad Libs 
"According to Toronto scuttiobutt,. next ‘year’s. edition {the ‘sth: ‘ot 

a number of tourtng shows, some-on Theatre-Guild-American. Theatre. 

at the 854-seat Crest. 

tre Workshop. in London | ‘sparked:. Broadway. luinch-table speculation. 
about the amount of mail: that must go: astray. among Miss Littlewood, 

Stock Reviews 

. comedy-drama by. 

Two. Queens of Leve 
. and Beauty 

: “New Hope,’ Pa.,. July -11.. 
-. Michael Ellis . production ‘of three-dct 

by Ralph Bell; setting, John Raymond 
Freimann; es Nghting: Richard ‘Nelson. 

Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.;. $4.73 top: ° 

Bill. Hoffman. Staged: 

‘Opened July 10, °61, ‘at. Bucks ‘County | 

Mavor Moore’s annual ‘Canadian. topical revue;: “Spring Thaw,” .may'” 
|be moved downtown from ‘the neighborhood Crest Theatre to the Royal © 
-| Alexandra. That presumably ‘means that it- would be presented for a’ :. 
-|limited run in Toronto, ‘sineé the 1,500-seat Royal Alex Tegularly plays: 

- ‘the. top- -priced: seats are being _ 
| Society subscription. The present “Spring: Thaw” isin’ its fourth montt 

of ‘Aug. 12. .The..exchange. is: 

good Monday-Saturday for all. | Last week’s report of Joan Littlewood's withdrawal: from the Thea: 

‘the: second in 1920. in paiticiilar, oe is 
-| it déal’s' with. the mores ‘and -moti-" ~- 
‘vations of a woman. ‘who renounces. 

| her. -love - ‘because’: of one -human..: 

moral -l4pse -on the: part‘ of her’. _ 
fiance. Interestingly, the reference |”. 

vention That includes Canada and - 
England. 

The Kanins, acc ording 10 a “Gay ; 
Life” prospectus sent out 
Blovmgarden, are seeking dr amatic 
and live television rights to * 
tol” in Berne Copyright Conven- 

‘Atta- , 

time that if the’ ‘partnership | has 
an operating loss of $25, 000 ‘during |. 
any week or $25,000 in two or’ 

by | more. consecutive weeks, or .$25.000 |: 
(over and above operating ‘profits ) 
‘during any .six-week period, any 
of the general 

the musical cannot be présented in; on one or two. weeks’ notice. 
those places. 

authors’ 
Enzitsh-speaking dramatic © and 
musical rights to Teurley Granville 
Barker’s Enviish-language transla- 
tion of “Anatol” If these rights 
aten’t acquired. the musical is to: 
be wholly orizinal, except to the: 
extent it’s based on the original 
German 

As fur the worldwide film rights 
to the basie stories these were ; 
acquired by the Kanins from actor 
Paul Henried, who-owned therm. 
An initial non-returmable advance : 
payment of $2.500 was. made to; 
Henried for the rights 
non-returnable advance payment 
ot 35.000 was made by the K.anins: 
Jast Sept. b and a third such pay- 
ment of approximately $17,500. is : 
due next Sept. 1 The coin involved | : Goldman's 

in the second and thir advance | 

i 

t 

A second ty 

payments ta Henried is to he split } 

authors. 
The production has tne right to’ by 

recoup ats share ty the advance} «4 Funny Thing H appened on the 
rosalties } Way to the Forum,” a musical with 

arid 

pismnents out of the 
as: door othe; moneys — payable ; 
able to Henrivd in conneetion with: 

“Fiorello,” now in its 86th week 
Tie prospectus also reveals the! on Broadway, hiked its total profit: 

intention of seeuring all; divvy last ‘month to $315,000° with. 
the distribution of another. $15,- 
000. dividend. On the. basis. ‘of a 
50-50 split between the smanage- 
ment and the backers, that give’ 
the later a.5212°o return on their 
$300,000 investment. 

A touring edition of the musical,. 
| independently produced. .by 
' Edwin Knill’ and Martin Tahse, 
is cutrently at the Geary Theatre, 

The tuner has.a 
Jerome Weidman .and’ 

Jerry 
: Bock and lyrics by. Sheldon. Hat-' 

San Francisco. 
hook by 

George Abbott, music:-by 

nick. 

the producing 

! Broadway 

London, 
Others are 

Phoebe and Henry Ephron: 

book bs 
7, arry 

Burt Shevélove 
welbart. and songs by Ste- 

the vorend: tection of the ntusical and ; i phen Sondheim,. to be staged ‘br: 

are subsequent production or ex- 
piortation ot the property. The 
atthers base controb over the dis-! 
Postion ot filmi rights, subject to | 

cCetan coatoobs whieh the produc | Blanche,” 
tio imas exercise with respect to: 
tre rel-eoe date of a. film and 
obtaining a bettie: offer 

‘Tne producto contract with 
the Kanins Schuarts ‘and Dietz 
prooides fo te payment of a. 
moseedar STV. aot The weekly 

| Jerome Robbins: “Good Bye Ava, ”. 
, a musical version by Richard. and 

. score by Mary Rodgers and Iyries’ 

, Marian Bissell of Bissell’s novel, 
, to be staged by Abbott. and “Carte 

a musical-.with’ book by - 
Colem:n Jacoby and Arnold Rosen. 

‘by Martia Charnin. 
— - . 

a a ‘La Douce”: 

‘Becket’ Deficit 

partners could: 
tion countries. Without such rights, ! require that the show, be closed 

Cc. 

Prince intends. continuing with | 
activities: of the-| 

| firm of Griffith & -Prince’ and 
! among the, properties planned” for 

‘presentation is James. 
“They Might Be Giants,” 

coproduced recently’ by Griffith & 

hetwcen the production and the , theatre Rone Littlewood at ‘the: 

“Age of. Consent,” 

Paris Despite Slump 
‘Paris; July 18.- 

son, 12 legiters ‘will stay. lighted: 

French 
craving . local. ‘legit. 

in’ J une, 

of Jean-Paul’ Sartre’s “No | Exit” 
and: ‘The Respectful: Prostitute. ” 
The Vieux-Colombier welcomes 

‘ton Chekhov's: “Uncle Vania” while 

visiting provincial - company, Come- 
die ‘de.:L’Est, headed by Hubert 
Gignoux. This. company. has hit re- 
‘vivals of: Friedrich Durrenmatt’s 

‘Hugo’ s ‘1.000. Francs Reward.”: 

“eaux’s ‘bedroom farce, 
-Boys.” ‘while the Daunou has the 
equally: risque affair’ of M. Gray,. 
“The: Third Widow.” Comedie Cau-- 
‘Martin’ and Comedie Wagram hold 
two farces. by Marckamelatti, “‘Boe-: 
ing-Boeing’’. ‘arid. “Good - _Anna.”’. 

: The Grand ‘Guignol ‘continues Its. 
one. act. comic: ‘and. horror’ plays. 
The -Chatelet has ~ “White “Horse 
Inn.” 
bill _ Bald. Singer” and “The Les- 
son’ 

Marcel Achard’s - “Patate™ 
| Theatre -Saint- -Georges...: 

-Roger-Ferdinand - will -have ‘two: 
comedies with: “The .Old Folks Are’ 
Well”. at ‘Theatre Michel ‘and: “The 
Sign of .Kikota” at. Theatre: Nou-. 
veautes.. Two longtun: comedy. hits, 

| Francois -Perier iti. “Gog: and Ma- 
gog."’ at:.the Michodiere~ "and Louis 
De. Funes - “Oscar” vat ‘the - -Porte 
Saint- Martin will carry over. “Irma 

relights’ the: Theatre 
| Gramont. 

The ° Edouard WIT ‘Theatre ‘wilt 

Despite. ‘the poor recent legit sea-. 

throvghout the summer..The light-: 

weight..fare’ arid name. values - are 

counted ‘on. as: adequate ' ‘to lure} 
provincials’ . ‘and ‘tourists 

Most. legit. 
houses. have. ‘shuttered. since : late 

Staying - ‘open: is. the .Theatre: 
Gymnase_ with a double bill. revival: 

Andre Cellier’s' production of An- 

the: Ambigu keeps’-the ‘guecéssful. 

Swiss: play “The Visit” and Victor: 

' Eugene. Ionesco’s. hit..double |. 

wilk stay an in: fifth year at 
the Theatre. Huchette - and ditto. 

_at the: 

‘ably ‘shocking in 1920° seems mild. 
by. present: standards. ° 

. Sada Thompson. shines: through- 
‘out as’. ‘the. ‘misguided. heroine.: 

.Mrs.. Amelia Dampler..... .Ann Harding 
| Rosella: Temple: Sune Claudia Morgan 
‘Mme. Orange. ......... » Georgia. Burke |. 
Sherry Wampler ;....... Joan Hackett 
Mrs. Petruzzi. veeences Florence - ‘Anglin 
‘Mrs. Brooks: ......c¢<+.... Toni Darnay. 
Viola Fetruzzl seenbe reeds ‘2 Feida ‘Kiamos. 

ose Byling .-...++-+-- elda Cotton believable: Except for-a tendency 
to - stiffness.-: David Olarke.: sup:. . “Two Queers ‘of Love. and.| 

“Beauty” has. too | mitch * of” not. 
enough. Poured” into a tiny,. tired 
story line of ~an’ ex-beauty queen: 
who refuses. to grow -up are enough: 
incidents. to thoroughly. confuse. 
‘The day that the onetime’ ie 

-beauty's missing husband ‘turns cor to date. . a 

fiance.” Charles | Pursell, “Don 
Janeck and: Eileen. ‘Letchworth. 

in jail ‘as a drunk after.a 20-year 
‘absence, her spinster. dayghter | Paul Shyre's -direction lacks . life. 
‘announced’ she is- ‘thrée-month’s. Movement, when. 
pregnant by a’ Jothario. who. thas |. seers’ stiff ‘and stilted: The pace is. 

widow. In the next. 24 -hours,’ the* 

‘and ‘the. sedate ex-béeauty: takes a‘ ‘play. in. New: ‘York this winter: 
‘cue. from Lady Godiva’ by: running |. se i.) 6 Tots. 

ghost.of her. long-gone Spouse. | 
To. preserve ‘the .gimmick- ‘of. an. 

_all-femme.: play, the -husband. stays | 
offstage. The other wonten include | 
‘another ° ex-queen who. also- Toves-| 
the’ missing ‘hubby, ‘philosophizing | 
combination companion-maid-psy-* 
| chotherapist, the mean-tempered 
mother | of the lothario, her sym-: 
pathetic ‘daughter cand. a _police- 
woman. 

|- Concert Newcomers 
— 

50's.’ Kornfeld, is. offering. ‘standard 
i fare, too: . soprano ‘Mary. -Costa, . 
Roger Wagnet Chorale, ~ 

pianist Artur Rubenstein, Roberto 

lines, mostly: spoken ‘by Georgia |r, ‘out’a few years ago. 
Burke as the. good-natured. Dana, . 
chologist-maid. Ann Harding. does.| behind. it;-has more bookings and 
a workmanlike. job. with the. {m- Has’ followed standard longhair pro- 

serted “ex-beauty queen. 
Morgan is properly miserable’ as Van Cliburn,” 
the. two-timing . former. beauty. 

Guiomar: “Novaes,. 

-happy . ‘daughter and . -Flor ence | ‘Andres ‘Segovi ia, “violinist Yehudl. 

jobs as ‘the lover’ s. mother and : and ‘the .PhiladelIphia _ Orchestra.. 

daughter: ° {| But. 

| necessary characters and incidents, 
the play might provide .a passable 

‘it. does: occur, - 

‘plausible ‘role’ of the - faithful, de-| cedure’ pretty, miuch- for its “reg-: 
Claudia | ular”. 10-concert . season — pianists. 

Bross during tie out-of-town try- 
oul and YTS of thie weekly gross 
giter the New York openings. How-: 

Leup. a sneak: on others’ by starting 
rits; next’ season's opus Aug, 24 in-- 
stead of. mid-September, ‘as. is. 

=: 

‘King Henry II. The title role Was - 
taken over by 

—_—_ Continued from page 63 

eter, thts setiqp includes 10% roy | ‘Arthur Kennedy. > fustial, With, Robert Thortas® “Eight, 
alt. to Hetured and a proposed , The show's hefty road income.|\Vomen.” The perennial: hit Casino | 
purer? of #4 royalty to the ? Was as follows: $1.059 profit on. a{De. Paris and:- Folies-Bergere -re-. 
present oane. of the “Anatol. 528.826 gross .for four’ perforin. 
draisatic rights ino Berue Conven- / ances at the Colonial Theatre. 
lot: countries Tueretuse, the book | Boston; $17.051 net on a $61,007 - 
atel sonevriters are to eet a com-. gross, the following -week at -the . 
Erect moxemtint rovaliy of 4% o£) Colonial; $10.885 on a $62,371 
the eros: out-of town and 8° of | gross for a week at the National 
the grass after the Broadway Theatre, Washington; $28,588 on} 
preess ‘a $100,104 gross for a week. at the 

The anthors and sonawriters are , O'Keefe Centre, Toronto; and$16.- 
als. ta receive approxi ately half; 431 on, a. $68.068 gross for a week |} “Journal of .a’ Residence on. a! 

an the praducer’s Shate of the net | at the Shubert Theatre, Philadel-' Geog¢gia Plantation “in: 1838- 1839” 
pity Acvotdine fo the p ospec: | phiz. The Toronto stand ‘Was ‘pre-> bv Francés Anne .Kemble,. edited ; 
tus, Ma. Allentuck. general man-! ceded by a.week at the Riviera ! » by John A. Scott (Knopf; $5.75). is 
ates tot Bipomeaarden, «& listed as Theatre, Detroit. where the. play ja reprint..of ‘the famous English» 
ice sole general partner, and has dropped: $424 ona $49,328. gross. * actress”: diaries. Aas: Mrs. Pierce * 
aires te pay Oy. af his Adc | 

iTati's..revue -at the Olympia, “Jour | 
De. Fete. ad folded this month. 

‘FANNY KEMBLE’S PERIOD 

Inc. | accounting. af which: -other highs | 
lights are:as follows: 

Productions 
corporation, 

venture 

Biowararasar den 
Tau-, Bioonwgieden 
ha. 4490 sare in the 
ane Alfents tk A” 

ter reoured to it. pat cipalion 1 

Islands of Georgia. Harper's: pub- 
. lished . this.-book..in ‘America in: 

Investment, $162,000 ($121 500 ' '1863- It. postdated Harriet Beecher ; 
repaid’. * Stowe’s ‘romanticized view of. slav- | 

Unrecouped’ costs as of pre-tour | ery in “Uncle Tom's Cabin.” but 
the senture, the, Biooseniten cor- Broadway closing, $67,234. 4 Fanny, _ Kemble’s -.: observations.” 
poration Tao AMT OU tes mademnity Expenses relating — to tour,. -made™ ‘earlier, “and with a clearer 
Alffestuck agams: @V> of any and $20,349, a, _ * head, contain: more ‘waluable and - 
ati losses Whitt he eis unr as: Operating profit, five- and-a-half- aecurate comments on the ev. ils of - 
general pactner: Allemfuck is also. week-tour, ‘$73, 59t. slavery. ; 

Notion to’ reissue “this ‘work, al-.: a Vieepresident aud director of the” = Ady ertising, “pre-B.Y, return, : 
corporation For services tm con- $3.77). Sc * most: for gotten, w ‘hile Mrs. ‘Stowe's 
nection with the production of the Operating profit. thtee- week: ‘book -has ‘:never: “yemained: out of : 
pias, the corporativt: is ta receive” Broadway return, $15.230. the public eye, is praiseworthy. 
an augreaite predicer’s fee of $300; Interest income, $313. “| As ‘a social: document - ‘it’ deserves |; 
week fer enue cCrenan:, plus! Closing expenses, $3. 323. { wide. citculation,. particularly. ‘dur- , 
$359) Weekly etcse tee sop each!  Uncouned costs, $5.543. ‘Ing centennial recollections. of. the: 

“t 
. CMU . 

The ene peration a 5 fur its owl. tion, $34, 957. 
a - 

oe eo 8 ee hd 

issue. ‘Rodo.:- 

‘MEMOIR IN REISSUE 

The financial, details. of the ven=: Butler? con’ “her husband's cottan 
‘Share of any net profits to Kermit, ture are revealed ‘ina’ May 27: and rice’ plantation On . the ; Sea! 

lev ening of summer theatre. But it ; 
is’ highly unlikely that a vehicle: 
‘with such soap. opera overtones : 
could make, it in the- bigtime: 
Ralph Bell’s ‘staging: seems: com- 
‘petent ‘and John Raymond, Frei-; 

ure... Bitte 

. Different. 
Hyde Park, N. ¥., July: 12. 

7 Pegasus Productions” revival of two- act 
drama, by: Eugene O'Neill. Staged bs Paul: 
‘Shyre; setting, Jack. Blackman; : lighting. 

‘ert Rines. Opened. July. 11, ’61, at..the ; 
|-Hyde Park .(N.Y. Playhouse: $2.75 top.. 
‘Capt. .Caleb Williams .....-David Clarke’ 
t Emma Crosby . - 

John Crosby. . Cupt. Charles. Pursell | 
Ms Crosby ...... 0s. “Bileen Letchworth |"; 

Jack. Crosby ......:.....- -Don Janeck |! 
' Harriet - Williams ~ weesees.. Nora Dunfee: 
Alfred: Rogers -....-. ‘0... Joseph Hanier 
Benny Rogers: Was ne Maxwell | eee en dee” 

Although. “opie rent” seems: in! 
spots like “period” Tennessee Wil- 

: liams, this early work.is still recog- 
;nizable as.salty: Eugene, O'Neill; 
; though not O’Neill at :his.best- The 
‘drama, . presented’ for a week. at 
‘the Hyde’ Park Playhouse. is pre-. 
sumably headed for. production inj 
New York. .-  * 
Once in a. while the ‘combination. 

‘ of good play, -excelient - cast-. and | 
strong ‘direction provides a. mem- 

‘ orable theatre. The ‘first ‘wo -in-* 
gtedients.are preserit, but the third-; 

‘is not. The production. is moving 
‘and worth seeing, but: could have 
“been. better. © ~ 
1 “Diffrent” is a ‘study of New! 

Joseph N. Pacitti; incidental: music. Rob- +; 

orchestra. and” folk-singer 
!Bikel, . 

a - Whether. both. ‘manageménts will, 
“he able to.make.a go-of :it remains 

to miscegenation :that: was ‘presum=*° 

Every. nuance is ‘there, .-and - her-”. 
gradual. ‘disintegration. is ‘thoroughly: 

ports. her. well as: the: rejected . 

‘again demonstrate their versatility. _ 
-| with expert performances that-are =". 
| unlike. anything . they. ‘aye done: a 

Despite the vigorous ’ * material, we | 

flown the’ coop with.-a young. slow, even. during moments calling 
for fiery -recrimination. Inciden-": - 

jilted daughter attempts: ‘suicide. , tally: Shyre -is. feportedly doing the: . 

naked through the streets.:to be | een . . 
‘}liberated ‘for: all, time “from: mere : e 

‘Capucines: holds Francois: Camp- 
“Fhe Choir 

Continired. Seon page: 63 =. 

Vienna : 
‘Choir. Boys, pianist Byron. Janis, . 

{Inglesias’ “Spanish: “danéers, ‘pianist .. 
| Fou Ts’ong.: But even:some of these’ 

There are a nuinber of funny! lattractions were ‘considered pretty : 

with: a year’s experiétice: 

John. “Browning, Emil -Gilels; so-". 
Joan Hackett works hard to -inake’ pranos Elisabeth Schwartzkopf and... ' 
an effective portrayal - of ‘the un-"|. Victoria . de. los. Angeles, guitarist - 

Anglin and Elent-Kiamos do good ; Menuhin, the New York Pro Musica: - 

its ‘off-season bookings, for’. 
.BY trimming sore - of the Une | ‘which. regular “subscribers” ‘never-.- 

‘theless. get priorities and discounts, :.- 
fincludes some:real pops types like. . 
Erroll Garner; Montovani i hea 

eo. 

“to. be: seen,’ ‘though: both claim. ad=— 

viiés.stay on o£ course but Jacques |.mann’s set. Provides. visual pleas- | vance sales. look very: strong. One-’ 
‘thing “is: sure: : the ” operators of 
|Frisco's: .Opera ‘House, . 

wy to both - 
foundation. . 

‘Dana . 

| - : Oy rom - Se 2 — 4 

Sada ‘Thompson |: 7 raube. Vs. League - 
— Continiied ‘ ‘from page 63° — 

i 

| of ‘the .Guild contract.- 

years."’’” He declarés, ‘In the past, 
we -have. Shared in these subsidiary. : 
rights: for .18- years. 
-However, since the stock, ‘subsi- 

diary: ‘rights are among- the. points... 
‘being disputed by the. League, ‘it’s 
[! possible tliat: Traube. may ‘be jump--: 
ing.the. gun. in blasting the. League. 

“The” League. has - -on--that: ‘matter. - 
‘asked the Guild -to. negotiate: the 

that: a’meeting. will be held shortly... 
Incidentally, Traube makes. no 

Feeognize. as: a bargaining agent... 
a a) ae aks. 

Masonic. 
Auditorium’ and Curran ‘and: Geary. 
[Theatres are delighted: And so.is. ... 
Sol Hurak. who's: supplying: talent’. - 

{ and’ ‘Kornfeld’s : 

terms: at issue and it's. expected. 

shocker, "is that under the- terms 
“producers. | 

‘are to share in stock. and amateur. — 
Re for a period. ‘of: ‘only . five 

reference. in his letter:.to his. .po- - 
} sition as. ‘president: of the. Society - 
of Stage. Directors. & -Choreograph- 7 

Balance available for aistiiba war” that grew . from :the: slav ery? ! England ‘Seafaring. people, with the: ers, which: the- League refused to 

; : wo ‘Tfirst act taking ‘place in -1890: and | 
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-Phitharmonie ‘Auditorium, 
-Jishing. what {s ‘believed to: be a| 
“record: ‘legit. take ‘for that city. 

fro > fnusieals on tap: ranged from. sat- 
_-§sfactory ta splendid, ‘with the. Chi- 
“cago-berthed .. “Gypsy” - scoring: the. 
‘op take in another: ‘sellout. ‘stanza. ‘|. 

_| shot : performance. “Monday “might { _. Parenthetical | ‘designations * “Yor 

a 

-$72.160, 

nay $82,274 
ASSN, subscription: . 

we wee ne tetee 

ig 43d_wk). ($5.40-$6; 1:760; 
8001: 

n ($636.50; 1,550; $58, 000). 
“week, $39.632. 

- (MD-RS) 
3,300; “$122 000). (Florence : Hender- ! 

 Fhorelle ‘ad: Co 

am. 

It ‘was ‘yecord-making. ‘time - onsy 
a “the ‘road. last week. “‘Sourid of Mu- | 
. gie” in-its fifth frame:at the. ‘Opera | 
“.:""“Hfeuse, San Fraiicisco,-rocketed to 
$122,057, believed .to‘be an. all-time [{ 
"high for. legit. 
“| “Bye Bye Birdie”. climbed to $83,- 

Jn “Los . Angeles, | 

400. in ‘its seventh frame. at. the: 
estab-. 

: Business: for the remaining. five 

Estimates for. Last. Week | 

- Parenthetic designations ‘for. out-. 
. * Sof town sliows are. the same‘as for 

\., Broadway, except . that. hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates | 
tryout.and RS indicates road ‘show:. 
Alsa,. prices on. touring. shows in- 

an clude ‘10%: Féderal Taz and: local: 
tax, if-:any, “but. as .on Broadway ; 

“prosses are neti ie:, exchisive of | shows; returning in.about.a month. 
+... taxes. Engagements are for single. 

“ weele ‘unless otherwise’ noted.: 

oa CHICAGO | 
‘Gypsy. ” Shubert. (MC-RS) - 

wks. ($5.95-$6.60;. 2. 100; © $72; G00). 
(Ethel. Merman). ‘Previous - “week, 

Last. ‘week $72, 250. 

Last : week, $83,400 with CLO! 
a ‘subscription, believed to be a legit: 
“record, for Los Angeles. : 

‘My- Fair’ ‘Lady; Biltmore - ANC: t. 
BS) 15th wh) 1$6-$6.60, 1,636; $63, yoo 4 

Dixon’: 
(Michael - ‘Evans, * 

Previous week, $63; 068. 
- Last’ week, $62,911. 

oe | PHILADELPHIA a 
‘Fiower Drom Seng, Forrest. nie! 

Previous week.. $82, 119. 
: Last. week, “$45, 603. 

wo ‘SAN: FRANCISCO’. 
‘Fiorelle, Geary (MC-RS) (ath wk! 

+ Preys iqus = 

‘Last week, “$37,895. :. 
- of Music, Opera : ‘House | 
“5th wk): ($6. 25-$6.90; | 

som, - Previous: week, $116, 111. with | 
? .CLO: subscription... 

‘Last week, $122,057, w ith CLO 
‘subscription, believed to be. ‘en. all-" 
ime. high: for. legit. 

cP ‘WASHINGTON | 
Musie Man,. National 

‘Previaus week, ss 424, 
_Last: week. $50, 151. 

Touring Shows 
(Figurés. cover’ July. 23-Aug. Po 
Bye Bye. Birdie: (24 Co.)—Paramount, 

“Moore, . Seattle . 1-5). 
j—Gears | OPh 5} 

Brum. bent Forrest, 

Gypsy—Shubert. Chi 24-5): 

‘Miracte Worker—Opera ‘House, Central | 

_ Music Ma tional, - Wah. (24-5). 
at? Fatr. (aay "ad Co. }-Biltmore, LA, 

Seuidd of Mwale ed Co:)--Philhariacnse, 

_ City. £ole.. 29. 

. LA -@45).. 

* OFF-Br. sadlway. ‘Shows 
Q * (Figures @eénote: opening ‘dates. 
. “American ‘Saveyards, -Mews (4-27-62). ° 

In Squaie.€ 
B ‘St Marks D. 
Drezm & Sessie, Cherry - Lane “a460. 
Fantasticks, ° (5-3-60).- Sullivan’ - St. 

; Gaebler, 4th St. (11-9-60). ...” 
“King. Dark Chamber, Jan Hus (2- 9-61). - 
cn tone § ét te Jane. Jane. Shecid--0 Sa. 15-25-59). 

Vase TANK: Weed Mep > Circle 3.2061) 
4 Scheduled Bway Pree | 

Phoenix - (9660. 40 
SCHEDULED. OPENINGS .. 

Pirates ef Penzznce.. 
Chests, th St. @271-61). 
No Law Against Love, York. 1g: 37-61). 

mee ‘4th. Ave. North, Madison ‘Ave: (92740) 
Ditt rent. 92860. 

URerd ra ia sy i By z A 

[take. over: as star of the: original \ der,” 

the producers: may: bring to. Broad-! 
way next. season. 

“(8th “Boy- Friend” for two: weeks: start. 
ine next Monday (31). 

fas’ production . associate. follawing | 

‘with: Civic” Light. Opera, igagements’ in ‘Germany; has ‘joined ©. 

“Car oline | {Elvis Presley picture, “‘Pioneer, Go 

‘attend all-four ‘Shakesgearein Fes:. 

98-. 

ed | ager 
ae (MC- Rs) | i “Jack: Lea ‘will be musical direc-: 
on “wk? £$6:95-$7.90; 1:685;. S64 ‘tor and Aleaze Levister will provide | 

. 995). 

ithe leading role in “Tevya and His 
_| Daughters” ‘at: the Habimaly Thea | yoo 

- a. Prime de san Tante—Alexzsr, SF { 

fete, 

on. Broadway next ‘February... 

- Davis: ‘about. John ‘Brown. will be’ > ‘Shelley Berman}, 

| Btariestoyn tW.. Wat, Chamber: of } 

“lite | tion. 

| Sasd-. Away, Brosdharit {20- SSE, 
: yceum - . 

1 ‘Jane’ Powerhouse $90,151: 
‘No Calamity at K.C. Spet | 
“Business. last. week for..the sum- 

mer. theatres represented below va- 
[ried from. poor to powerhouse. A, 
‘'near-record of $90,151 was reg- 

amen  iStered: at .the Starlight Theatre. 
a \ Kansas. City, by “Calamity Jane.” 

‘Starring’. Carel’ Burnett... “ West 

| ' Stanza. of its fortnight stand at the 
.! O'Keefe: Centre, Toronto, : ‘and. re- 

Julia La Rota vill: -gub- for Hal ceipts were- ‘also strong for several. 
Marek. in the Broadway . production, : other entries.. : 

of “Come: Blow. ‘Your Horn’ fry. A sharp. drop in b.o. activity was 
registered at the Melods” Tent’: two. Weeks starting Aug 

' Martha Wright is virtually set to. : Pittsburgh, with’.“Chocalate Sold- 
‘Costarring . ‘Edward: Everett 

Broadway . edition: of “:The- Sound ! Horton and Robert Rounsevilie. ~ 

of Music” when Mary. Martin -with- Business spurted at the. ppttora 
draws at the expiration: of: her. con: ' 
tract :next’ October.” —. 

- Gordon Davidson staged: ‘a single-. 

(Ont: ). Shakespearean Festival. 

Estimates. for Last: Week 

(24). of “The Barrier,” at the Loeb iF 
Atdiforium.. NY. Univ.” , ‘stock are. the game “as for th e toad. 

Ruth ° Mitchell, ‘general - ‘tage | _., JRAMINGHAM, MASS. 
manager - ‘for Griffith. &: Prince, | °-Carousel. Theatre ‘$3.95-$4.50:. 

‘planed to London last week to ‘see . 2 ,630):' Oklahoma (John- Raitt, 
$47, 000, a record for the tent. 
Current bill, King. and. I ‘Gisele 

‘She'll .also visit [ee as 

“They Might ‘Be Giants.’ whiel | 

Paris and perhaps . “Rome - to ‘see: 
KANSAS CITY. 

Starlight Theatre. USE, 600: 
$106,918). Calamity Jane (C arol*, 
Burnett): (ist wk), $90,151. 

Previotis. week, “Cindere Na ‘Fonm-. 
mv, Ralls, ‘Carla. Alberghetti), $52,- 
090 for-seven perforni=nces = 
_ Current: bill, ‘Calamity. Jane.: 

-Actor-author John. ‘Vari; who 
|-runs.. ‘the. Hampton - NH.) . Play 
“| house, WUT appear at the ‘spot in: 

Fred. Herbert has rejoined. legit-. 
t file producer -Frederick . Brisson | 

. + la deave. of absence, during whieh |. PHILADELPHIA’. 7 
LOS ANGELES. . :. ) 7 time he ‘co-produced : “Donny brook” i Playhouse in the. Park +$3-$3 $7  50:- 

. Bye-s e Birdie, ‘Philharmonic: :on Broadway. - ; :4.437;. $27,044), 
(MIC-Rt 7th:. “Wk. 1$5.90-86.75; { ‘Tanya, Alexander, whe ‘recentiy “March ‘Eileen. Heckert, Valerie : 

- 2.670: - ” $82,000). _Previous : week,‘ returned: from’ séveral. acting” én-'; Bettis}, $16,000. 
‘Previous week. AW ‘the. Was: 

‘Home iMarsha Hunt!, $24,263. 
Current bill, Five Fingers Exer: - 

vise ‘Dennis King, Signe Hassoi- 

‘the Associated: Booking: Corp, ‘She: 
‘was’ formerly. - Secretary "to. “Carl! 
‘Fisher, -general’ ‘manager for Gnif- 

+ fith: ‘Prince... |. ; 
‘Peripatetic . ‘playgoer-actor “Alan 

‘ Hewitt, who had ‘te go. from: Holfy- | 
‘to ‘Florida to. ‘work in the: 

PITTSBURGH. 

900). Chocolate ‘Soldier | (Edward 
Everett ‘Horton. ‘Robert. Rounse- . 
‘yille), $17,994 for seven” ‘ perfonn- 
ances. ” 

’ Previous: week. Show Girl. ‘Carol 
Charining), $30,363 
Current. ‘bill, 

‘Jack Carson}. 

|Home,’ ” went. via: San Francisco: to, 
see: performances. ‘of the Actors ; 
|Workshop, then Stratford,. Ont.. to: 

‘ tival’. production, ‘pext stopped off't. 
:in. ‘Stratford,. Conn.; to° see. ‘!Mac- : 

| beth”. ‘and finally. caught “ Irnia’ La: 
7Douce”: on. Br. oadway. before. flying ae 
to Tampa.: 

Margaret ‘Leighton will: ‘costar Y saan a F a se 25 

iwith Bette -Davis. and. Patrick ©; essica .Tandy. Pa 
Wingie.:Kim Hunter): Macbeth-As | 

O'Neal in “Night of. the Iguana. we - ¥ou: Like It-Troitus: anid Cressida’ 

* Leonard S. Field: has acquired. i7th. wki, $42,751. 
{Ben ‘Yrwin's’ “The Commentator” ° for Firoa away ‘production. : See negie 300... ‘Macbeth-As You 

- Join Drew Devereaux. ‘has been , Curr ent bill, "same: | 
lapped. from stage manager to gZen-’ i. 
eral. stage manager for “Mary,-| 
i Mary,” suicteeding Bill Ross, who’ 1 
‘direct this “summer .at. the. ‘South: 

“Take | Me Along’ 

_ STRATFORD, CONN. 

- "STRATFORD, ONT. 
‘Avon Theatre . ($4: - 1,123: $24. 

Shore’. Music. “Circus: “Cohasset, : 3a _ Pirates of: Penzance 13d. wks, 
| Mass) . Pirie MacDenald has suce., $ 

| ceeded Devereaux ‘a8. stage. man-. ‘Previous. week. $21 489 for. seven.” 
|| performances, 

Current bill, ‘same. . 

Shakespeare: Festival 1$5: 2.258; | 
j the. ‘arrangements for “Kicks & Co.” : $64, 600) . ‘Paul Scofield, - Douglas 

Jay Blackten ‘will be musical di-:; Campbell), _Coriolanus-Henry | 
<\reetor for. “Let Jt Ride”... | ¥IUI-Love’s. Labour's Lost. -Sth wk. 

Howard Bay will design the: scen- . $61,477. 
“Previous week, ‘$56, 067. tery for “Milk and -Honey.”’ 
-Sarfent bill, saine.- . Joseph Buleff staged ‘and 6 piay-|- 

TORONTO. 
2 te, Tel-Aviv. «°°. -.. 1 O'Keefe Centre -$3 50; 3.200- 

- Lionel Larner, legit ‘agent ‘with: $61-942),. _-West Side Story ‘2d. wk, 
| General: Artists Corp:... planed. to- $55. 289.. -. 
Europe . last Friday. °14) for. a. Awo- j Previous ‘week, $49,705. 
week vacation’ and - business trip. Current bill. Eartaa. Kilt and: the | 
-Denald’ Saddler ‘will be. ehoreo-.. Belafonte. ‘Folk Simgets, 

| grapher for. “Milk: and Honey.” 
“Werbert Greene will be musical |. ; WALLINGFORD. CONN: | 

| director for “The Gav Life ”-.:. Oakdale Musical Theatre «$4 50: 
' “King Kong.” the native’ African “9 300: $51.000). 

‘Kathryn Grayson, _{musical eurrent ‘in- London. is, due’. 
“seven. performances: a 

Previous week, Where's ‘Charley? - 
. $27, 060 for : 

sseven. performantes. 
‘Carrent "bil, . Kismet ‘Howard: 

Keel. 

$41 200 - ‘for: 

“The -Anvil.” a. ‘drama by. Jetia. 

presented Aug. - 5- 13: “by. the 

+ Commerce. in the: local: courthouse 
where. the. pre-Civil War - agitator’; 
Was.-tried -and sentenced. to death: 

| for: the: Harper's Ferry Jnsurrec- “Mary Lasker, Stan Marcus 
-.On Nat'l Cultural Board | 

Washington Jely 25. . 
President Kennedy has: filled - 

-twoof four vacancies on the Na- 
‘tional. ‘Cultural Center board of ; 
‘trustees with.Stanley. ‘Marcus. king 
i of high fashion deep in the heart ' 
of Texas, and Mrs. Mary Lasker, 
ja New "Yorker who has” often 
opened ‘her. checkbook for _Demo- . 

: Sti 10-3 5 | cratic cases, 

fer. General, Piaybeuse (10 wen. | “Marcus. is president ‘of Nieman" 

Sigh Eldelity, Amibass.; (wk. 925-60. 
.Erom Ser0end City, . Royale 26-61) ° 

' Partie Victeciows, Cort . 28-461), 

. 7341). 4 coe 

Cecking, Belasco 139.2661)... - | Marcus and ef the Dallas Sym: 

‘Keon, ee ee ies — Dy phony. Mrs. Lasker, wealthy wid-; 
a Gideon, ‘Plymouth. (11-9-61). ' bow! of “advertising ‘man Albert D. 

‘Men 40 sa ftuubere. 1 LIED. ‘oa'6n).. 
ight jale.113-28-61). at seven: Bo2s 

Other Stock Activity | 

|, Side. Story" | was big in-the second. 

‘to exit Ang. 5. fora 

- Melody: Tent ($3.85: 2.003: $35:- 

fe Fierelle, ‘Broadway 
. [ wk; -683 p! ($5-$7-50: 1.900; $59.000:. 
. Previous ‘week, $30.355. 

. Merry. - “Widow | 

‘Country’ $15,193, 
‘Bway Wis, But 3 Entries SRO: 
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‘All Way’ $12,191, 
Taste’ $14,647, ‘Rhinoceros’ $13,356 

most ‘Broadway shows. 
‘drop.-was particularly hard on the 
‘marginal. entries, some of which 
have just. about run out ef gas. 
Despite the overall stump condi- 

‘‘tion,: there. were three setlonts 
“Carnival.” “Mary. Marv” and 
“Sound of Music.” the latter hav- 
Ing resumed July 17 after a two- 
week layoff. 

The Hneup of 15 shows last week 
-has been reduced to 14 this frame 
with the. suspension of “Do Re Mi.” 

me 

<The musical, ‘which began a four- 
. week yacation following the eve- 
ning performance. last: Saturday ; 

122), resumes Aug. 21. 
“All the Way Home" is tenta- 

tively set ta clese next Saturday ; 
might +29) and ‘ ‘Khinoceros” {fs due #| 

four-week | 
engagement st Edgewater Beach 
Playhouse, Chicago. 

Estimates for ‘Last Week. 

| Keys: Cc (Comedy); D (Drama), 
-CD (Comedy-Drana), R (Rerue), 

» MC (Musical. Comedy), MD «Musi. — 
|| calDrama, ‘O:1Operat, OP «Op. , 

eretta), Rep. +Repertory), DR 
, (Dranatie Readina?}. 
1 Other parenthetic designations ' 
refer, respectirely, to weeks played, * 

Jtnumber of: performances thraugh 
dast Saturday, top prices (where 
: lwo prices are giren, the higher is 

Invitation (to aj for Friday-Saturday nights and’ the at the Ralewh NC. 
lower for areeknights?, number of 
. seats, capacity gross (ind sturs 
' Price includes 10°: Federal and 
5e City tar, but grosses dre net, 
 te., ‘erclusire: of taxes, 

“Asterisk denores shou had- cut 
‘rate. tickets in cirenlanon, 

“SAN The Way: Home. Belasco 
“Do “34th wk: 269 p+ ‘$6.90-$7 50: | 
967: $38,500). Previous week, 
$14.557. . . 

Last week, $12. 191. Tentatively 
' scheduled to ‘close riext Saturday - 
night (291; 

‘Bye Bye. Birdie, Shubert -MC: 
‘66th wk; 519 pi '$8.60-$9.40: 1.461; 
-$61.000'. Previous week, $39. 395, 
|. Last week, $35,322. 

{ Camelot, . Majestic (MC? -33d wk, 
265 p) ?$9.40; 1.626; $84:000) ‘Rich- 
ard Burton, Julie Andrews). Fre- 
“vious week, $74,115. 
1 ‘Last week, $73.396. 

' Carnival, Imperial -MC) 115th 
i wk: 116: p) ($8.60; 1,428; $68 299: 
[anne Maria Alberghetti:, Previous 
week, $68,328. 

‘Last. week, 

}- Come Blow Your Hera, Atkin- 
son: iC; (22d wk: 173 p: :$6.90-$7 50, 
* 1,090; $43, 5225, 

$68.287. 

$22,765. 
" Last week, $20.367. 

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC? -30th 
wk: 240 pi *$8.60-$9 50; 1.615: $69 - 

: 500) (Phil Silvers?. Previous week, ° 
$46.673.. Laid off. following the ‘ 
evening per formance ]:st Saturday . 
{2a and: resumes August 21. 

Last week, $40,964. 

Far: Country. Music Box <‘D?. 
416th wk: 127 p> ($6.90-$7.50; 1.101; 
i $40, 107) :Kim Stanley, Steven Will, . 
“Sam Wanamaker’, Previous week, 
[$17.286. 

Last week,’ $15, 193. 

‘MC: .86th 

‘Last week, $26,661. 

Irma La Deuce, Plymouth «MC: 
: (43d wk: 340 pt ‘$8 60: 999; $48,250: | 
ViElizabeth - Seal, Denis Quilley'. 
Previous week, $30, 106. : 

|. Last. meek, $31 392. 

- Mary = Mary, Hayes ‘C) 
wk: 156 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 1,138, $43.- 
380) ‘Barbara. Bel Geddes, Barry . 
Nelson, Michael Wilding, 
ous week, $43,395. 

Last week, $43,407. 

“My - Fate Lady, Hellinger MC 
. “1279th wk: 2.222 pi «$8.05: 155 
$69,500) ‘Michael Allison... Marpoi. 
* Moser. Previeus week, $49,304. 

Last week, $47,876. 

Rhineceros, Longacre (CDi ‘28th 
wk; 224 -p) ‘$6.90. 3,103; $37.000- 
‘Zero Mostefl, Ralph Meeker: 

' Previous week, $16,106. Srhed- 
juled to exit Aug. 5 for a four-week 
~ engagement. at’ the Edgeuate 
“Beach Playhouse, Chicago, tarting 

ug. 8. 
- Last week, $12,356. 

! It was. ‘rough: going last week: for $75,000) ‘Mary Martin’ 
The sharp! July 37 after a two-week layull. 

‘20th : 

Previ--. 

Resumed 

Last week. $75 874. 

*Taste of Boney, Booth :1D} 142d 
{™ wk: 335 p) ($690; 807; $30.500) 
tHermionne Faddeley. Frances 
Cuka’'. Previous week, $15,951. 

Last week, $14.647 

Unsinkable Molly EBrewan, Winter 
!Garden (MC! ‘38th wk: 300 p) 
{$8.60-$8 40: 1.404 $68,000) (Tammy 
, Grimes. Previous week, $47.426, 
f Last week, $35,590 with hy 
' Withers subbing for the vacation- 
jing star, who rejoined the cast last 
i Monday 24), 

Stock Items 
oS APS Cop ~ tt em 

33 

( 

( Bilda Slmms vill costar with 
Ray Heatherton in “Captain's 
{ Paradise" at the Red Barn Theatze, 
Northport, LJ. for four weeks 
starting next Tuesday «11 
James Harweoed, currently ap- 

pearing at the Red Barn theatie, 
‘Northport, LI, in “You Never 
Know” through next Sunday +3), 
-opens Aug.-15 in “Vune Man” at 
the Melody Fair, North Lonawanda, 
N.Y. 

“The Limbo kid“ t Robert 
Downing, Stage manager of “Came - 
lot.” is being prese nied this weck 

“Vatiule ‘Thea- 
tre. directed by Dick Snavely. 

“Joufnes ta the Das ‘ia Roger 
Mirson, wil be toed oat the week. 

‘of Aug 28 at the Westpest ¢"onn | 
Countiy Phlayhowe wih Boris 
Sagat coine the «taping. Fred Cae - 
and Arthur Cantor pisn to produce 

ithe drama on Broadway next aisi- 
ter. 
Television actress Julia Meade, 

who just conipleted a stam hat four 
in “The Pajama Game * will costar 
with Orsen Bean in “Send Me No 
Flowers” nest week af the Cape 
Playhouse. Denne, Mass, the 
week of Aug 7 at the Lakewood 
Theatre, Skowhegan, Me. and the 
tweek of Auy 14 at the Ogunguit 
“Me? Playhouw 

Francis Betheacourt jas ie- 
‘placed the late Alan Marshal as 
Mae Wesl's leading nian: th “Sox- 

‘fette,” currently at the Noithiand 
: Playhouse, Defi cit. 

The director of the ist nine 
plavs of the 10 play seies al the 
Pioneer Plashouse, Denvitde, Kv, 
1s Irving Stronse, nol Irving Stern, 
‘as erratumed in a revent issue 
‘ fAnn Hacknev ics plaving lend 
: fomme roles {his summer at the 
Guthsville “plas house. Alientosn, 

Previous week, 
‘ Members, of the New Dramatis 
‘Committee are being given the o- 
‘portunity this summer to observe 
the development of other play- 
wlights’ scripts st the BKucks 

, County’ Play house. New Hupe. Pa, 

‘where producer Michael Elita is 
i presenting six triouts. 
‘: Eddie Albert stars in Eugene 
iO'’Neill’s “The” Iceman Comet!” 
for the UCLA Theale Group, Ios 
' Angeles, opening Aug 25 for tite 

Bits of Leadon 
London, July 28 

Witlem Hebbas has replaced in- 
j disposed Micksel Meatham sx ()1- 
' sino in the Old Vic's presentation 
| of “Twelfth Night.” 
: Res and Campbell 

er have sold their new pliy, 
j “Guilty Party.” to Peter Bridre, 
H who presented their previous “Any 
‘Other Business“ 

Another Julian Slade-Derethy 
Resnelds musical is slated for tl:e 
‘Vaudeville, where their “Sal:d 
Days” ran for five and a half 9 éi8. 
| “Wildest Dreams” opens Aug 3 
i Billy Reid and Mitch Kevely. h..: 
‘written “Man With The Green ( is1- 

:nation,” a musical based on (Osc ar 
Wilde's: life. 

+ The English Stape Co. shah 
runs the Rojal Court Theatre ie- 
‘ceives a new Landen Cauniy Coane 

ei) grant of $7.60 
Ben Jrving, assictant ¢sccutie 

* secretary of American Actors Fay2i- 
ty, huddled st Vial tines woth 
British Equity execs Hes here on 
? vacation. 

‘Tenor saxophonist Mackay Da- 
| vashe has taken ever as inugial 
idirecter of “King Kong” st the 

; 

lLasker, is also a tristee of New : Seusd: ef Mesic, Luat-Fontanne 1 Princess, succeeding Stanley Glas- 
+) York's ‘Museum: of... Moders Art vs 82d wk; G72 p) ($0.00: 1,407; jser, who returned to Johannesburg 
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| 
tHe e+? 

C AST ING NEWS | 
oo: non-Equity; 

way, and towring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele 
visian shkeaus, 
Varu.1y Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been Te 
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.), 

‘Lee argtlable rotes will be repeated weekly until filled, ‘and addi: 
ties tn tre list will be wade only 
TeSys os “Hle parties 

when information is secured from | 
‘The intention is to service performers. with | ‘leads 

All information has been obtained. directly: by | the} 

| 

prorefed jy the manugemenis of the shows involved rather than to 
toe ao reld goose marathon. This information -is published ‘without |; 
ehsrsze, 

an addiuion to the available parts Usted, the tabulation tncludes pro- 
dour une cninieed for later this season, but, for waich,. the: manage- 
Teens, US yor aren't holding open custing calls. Parenthetical: designa:'! 
tions are ns follmes . (C+ Comedy, (D’ Drama, (MC) Musical. Comedy, | 
(MID Musical Drawa, ‘R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, 
Residing , 

‘BROADWAY 
“Comptaisant Lover” ‘'D:. Pro- ° 

die. Tretie Maser Selznick (112 
Central Pork South, N.Y... Avail-: 
@ole par 2uiss) Day. 9- 11, earn- ° 

es!, 
graves som: ures ‘sdies for Red- 
grace and Goole Withers. Mail : 
p..otos and resuunes c/o abeve ad- 
dross 

David Merrick. 216 W. 44th St., 
NN Y. LO a ares pete Photos and 

resumes of sopranos and tenors? 
beins accepted for ‘tiles, c’o abave 
fadial: es. 

“Garden of Sweets” {D:. Proa-. 
ducers. Ben Frye, Irving Squires 
& Sirhi De Vioenof +250 W. 57th 
St. NY. CO 5-028". Part avail- 
able for a-male lead, 26. Greek ; 
looking, sensitive. to play op-.: 
pose Katina Paxinou. Mail 
photus and resumes, through 
azents  orly, ¢ o Pat Fowler, ' 
rm. 415, above address. i 

“Gay Life” «MC Producer, Ker- : 
mut Bloomyvarden +1545 Broadway, : 
N.Y; JU 2-1690:. Auditions for: 
dancers Awz. 2, boys, at 11:30 a.m. 
and girls, al 1 pan; final eall for 
danevers Aug. 3. boss and girls. at } 
32 noon; both calls at the Hudson’ 
Theatre 1141 W. 44th St... NY. 

“Get it Up” (MC. Producer, ' 
Charles Curran ‘c o Lambs Chub 
130 W. 44th St.. N.Y. JU 2-15175). 1 
Available parts: six femme singers, 
20-23. must double with specialty: 
baliroom dance! team, 20-23: 
young comedienne, baritone, 20's. 
Aceepting photos and resumes, c/o; 
above address. Don’t phone, Ap-: 
phicants must have intimate night: 
club experience. 

“How to Succeed in Business‘ 
Without Really Trying” (MC). Pro-. 
ducers, Cy Feuer & Ernest Martin | 
tc o Lunt-Fontanne Theatre, 205! 
W. 46th St., N.Y.:. Part available | 
fora femme singer, soprano range, ! | 
chest voice to understudy the lead - 
and sing in ensamble. Call Phil 
Friedman, above - number, for ap- 
pointment. 

“Jennie” (MD. Producer, New- .; 
burge-Porter Prods. ‘1619 «Broad- : 
was, N. Y.; JU 6-4886). Available : 
parts: male lead, 30's, tall: femme, ; 
20, etherial, small. lovely, lyric | 
soprano; femme,. 50's, strong per- 
sonality; male, 50-60, timid; three’ 
men, 35-45, businessmen; femme, '! 
voluptuous model; character man, i 
ED 

! 

"I 

b 

DaSsnans 

P. L. PFEIFFER 
Appearing in 

Richard Bentar’s Production of 

“{N THC FIRST PLACE” 
A New Play by 

WILLIAM PACKARD 

To Be Presented at Lucille Lortel’s 
WHITE BARN THEATRE 
Westport, Connecticut 

- July 29th and 30th 

: ducer; Arthur Klein 
! Theatre 
St., 

iNLY.; 
‘man, 

jumes. c ‘o Michael Shurtleff, above 

| wirey: 
| photos 
|lagents only, c,’o above address. 

-Producer,. 

.{( Mail photos . 
‘fiabove address. 

$e 

-50- 60, non-singing: high wire act, _80;. 
-one. man and. one. woman: "several: ‘femme: walk-ons. 

male- midget, . 30-40; 
girl, 20-30, non-Equity:. Negro man, 

|| 22, ‘charming, energetic, likeable:. 
| man; 40-50, .tough but: pleasant; 

| Puetro Riean- man, 30-40, brother- 
p{ly; man, 45-60. Mail’ photos. and’! St; 

, ye mae ¢/0. Arthur Storch; above’: 
Fotlerit.g are available parts in.upcoming Broadway, off- -Broad- visit address. 

Office... a 
“ant “in Love” Mc), Producers, | 

Jacques. Urbont, J: Terry” Brown, 
& Stella. Holt. tc’o . ‘Brown, 

Floyd Ackerman: Agency, 145. W. 
‘55th St., N-Y:° CO ‘5-4122). Photos. 
and resunies. of male and femme }- 
‘musical performers being: accepted | 
for the musical based on. Sheri-’ 
dan’s “The Rivals.” “Mail informa- ; 
tion. c/o above address. . i 

“Clandestine ‘on ‘the Morning: 
Line” ‘Cj. *Preducers, John. T.? 

Don’t phone Or 

(DR). Dramatic | Weems’ -& “Robert Buccolo || 1035 j. 
| Fifth Ave. N.Y; JU 6-63001... Avail- 
able Parts: lead ‘woman, 40-60; 
{man, 40-60; girl, 17;-two: men, 25-! 

man,-: 30-45; ‘several . male. and } 
~All parts are |: 

‘small male and femme roles. All} Negro, Mail.. Photos | ‘and . resumes 
must sing. 

rumes, through agents only; 
address. 

“Kicks & Co.” (MC), 
Robert 

abayve. 

Producers; ! 

‘ker St, N. Y.:-AL 5-3179). 

er; southern betle type femme, 

Mail -photos and : res-| C0 

j Shop {51 W. 52d. St., N.Y.) 

Avail- | 1341 Madison Ave., NY.; MU 9- 
unt uTected, nlay's Michael. Red- ; able parts: nian, 30's, slender -sing- | 2910). 

'20, belting voice, some. “dancing; | 
Negro dancer-singer-actress 
major role. Apply, 
only, 
dress. 

“Love A La Carte” (MC). . 
St. 

746° Ws 
LO 5-6376).° 
22; 

¢.o Sidney Eden; above ad- | 

Buldg., 

Y.; 
girl: 

N. Available 
parts: 

comedienne, 30. Accepting phatos 
‘and resumes, above .address, ° 

“Place | Without.: Twilight” 
Producers, Robert Fryer 

(D}. 
and 

; Lawrence Carr, in association with’ 
Jobn Herman i234. W. 44th St.; 

LA 4-2844). Available. parts: 
19-21, tall, handsome, cat- 

for |’. 
through agents Producer, 

44th. 

; Allen. Davis, above address. |. 
Script available at the. Drama‘ Book.’ 

Pro- : “4th . “Avenue North” : RY. 
Barron Nemiroff &. Dr. ‘ducer, ‘Shippen: Geér,. {n' - associa- 

Burton Charles D’Lugoff (337 Blee-} tion ‘with: .. Michael .. Batterberry 

“Part available. for «leading 
man, ‘tall baritone. ‘Mail photos and 
resumes: “¢.40. above address.. 

‘Heather Tn: Springtime” (MD). | 
‘Richard He. -Roffman 
‘End . Ave., “N.Y; 

Available . 
1675 - 
RI. 

West 
: 9-3647).° . parts: 

‘Pro - two .mddle-age’ ‘character men and 
James ! one: ‘middle-age’ character woman. |. 

Mail photos. and resumes c/o John |: 
‘A.. Bowman 4Woyager Productions, 

leading man,.. 30;. 
, second leading man, 30: character : 

like, fair; boy, 16, intense. medium : 
iheight; fair: girl, 18, spiritual qual- 
jity, natural ‘beauty, fair; girl, 21, 
fragile; girl, 18. all-American - type; 
boy, 19, sincére. Ail roles are. Ne- 

‘gro. Mail photos and. resumes to 
| above address. 

“Sound of Music” » (MD). Produc- 
ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar j 
Hammerstein ‘24 (488 Madison! 

ve.. N. ¥.'; easting director, Eddie 
i Blea. ‘Auditions for. possible future 
replacements for: girls, 7-16, and 
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. 
characters. Mail . photos.’ and 
resumes. to ahove address. 

“Subways Are For™ Sleeping” 
'‘MC). Producer, David ‘Merrick 

11246 W. 44th. St., N.Y.;.LO 3-7520). 
‘ Available parts: young man, second 
,lead, serious. breezy, mist sing; 
young femme, lead, attractive, 

‘efficient. must. sing; femme. 30, 
secand femme Jead. beautiful 
blonde, well-proportioned, must 
‘sing and dance some; young: man, 
handsome, vital yet conventional, 
“must sing. “Mail. photos and res- 

'address. _ 

“Sunday in New York”: (Ci. Pro. 
ducer, David Merrick (246° W. 
'44th St.. N.Y.: LO 3-7520). “Avail 
able parts: femme, 22, attractive, 
good figure, naive, good sense of 

J.femme, 

humor: man. over . 25, attractive, 
»humorous,. likeable; man, 25-28, 
‘handsome, extrovert: _man,. .20’s, 
good time Charlie. juvenile;. char-} 
acter man and woman. Mail photos 
and resumes ¢ 0 Michael: ‘Shurt: 

‘leff. above ‘address. 

“Time Is a Thief” (D). ‘Producer, | (1860 Broadway, N.“Y.; JU: 2-7650). 
Beverly Zarling '489: Tiftk Ave., | Several parts:. ayailable,. 

{NY.: YU 6+4284), 

male lead, 55-65, large character ‘resumes c/o:Gary Leaverton, above ‘¢/o above address: . 
Available parts: 

handsome; Birl. 20's,. ‘lovely, 
ile. warm: character man, 50's, : 
small, meticulous; girl. 
tractive, earthy; character. ‘femme, 
45. plump: character man, 30's, 
solid, rugged: ‘man,. 30's, tall, 

two Juves,, 12-14 “Mail 
and ©. resumes, ' 

“Top of the List” 'R). 
| Robert: Weiner (234 W. 44th St. 
N.Y LO 3-4370): 
for male and femme revue types. 

and resumes 

OFF-BROADWAY. 

‘Barry’ Gordon. 
‘son Agency,.20 E. 53d St.. N.Y.;. 
PL 2-1360). Available parts: man, 

-4/ 50-70, charming, fussy; boy, 7-11, 

Parts av ailable- 

c/o: 

_{-mezzos. Call Lillian Steir, above 

: {humber. Script ‘available at Drama less; boy; all-American -athiete,: in- |f 
‘Book. Shop. (51 W. 52d St., N.Y.) 

“Across the Board on Tomofrow | | 
Morn” and “Talking to You” ¢D):/ 

1} Producers, H. Sheldon Gordon” &. 
esq Sevan-Levin- 

| ward- .B. Shanley, 

‘|!man: male lead, 20-30. stocky, 
verile: femme lead, 50's, small, |. 
-proud, character woman; male. 
second lead. 30-35,. tall, strong, 

frag-| NY: TR 

20's,. at-- 

Beach, N-Y.).-Available parts:, Jead- 

Iman, 28; femme, 25,. strong-mind- : 

.Shanley, 

750 Park Ave., N-Y.). 

““Leave It To Jane” (TC). Pro- 
‘ducers;. - ‘Joseph: Berhu & Peter 
Katz (¢/o. Sheridan . Square. Thea- |" 
tre, . Severith . Ave. &. Fourth | St., 
N-Y:: -CH_ .2-9609). Auditions for 
mate. and:. femme’ ‘Singers as. re-— 
placements, every. “Thursday, at. 6! 
p.m., above. address. 

“Medicine Girl”. (C), Producers, | 
David A. Jasen & Wallace Hill c/o. 
Jansen, (225. East -Penn..’ ‘Long 

ing ‘man, 28.-with ability for farce: 

ed: character man, 55, pompous; 
, 30's,. brash;. hard- boiled. 

-English accent preferred. Mail 
photos and resumes co above. ad- 

! dress. 

“Mirrors. (D)... Producer, Bar- 
bara Burns (507 Fifth. Ave., N. Y.; 
OX .7-5895):. Available parts: boy, 
13-14, slender, dark hair and eyes; 
Italian. femme; -Gérman. femme; 
girl, 21, _slender, : ‘attractive, dark - 
hair; man; 45; ‘several men, 18-26, 
college . types... Mail photos and 
resumes: c/9. ‘Michael. Crain, above 
address... - ar 

“Shame” ‘the Devil” (MC). ‘Pro- 
ducer, Shame. Company (Box 5-E, 
145: E: “15th: St., N.Y.; LF. 3-5257). 
‘Available . parts: lead. ‘mezzo s0- 
‘prano, “Young, — attractive,,. quick- 
‘witted: -- lyric. Soprano, ‘ingenue, 
witty,- ‘independent;, ‘Jead contralto, 
Sharp, determined; two: .character 
‘women; soubrette. ‘must. speak, 
French; character baritone, -vola- 
tile; ‘tenor, juvenile, -handsome, 
humorous; baritone. juvenile heavy; 
good-looking; . character. bass, . old: 
Indian: ‘teener. eager, ‘energetic.: 
Mail photos. and resumes ¢/o above 
address..: ‘Rehearsals: will begin: in. 
Sept. - 

‘TOURING: 

“Advise” and: Consent” (D), Pro: : 
ducer, ‘Martin. ‘Tahse Associates ‘ 

Apply 
through. agents or mail pho.os and! 

Don't phone. ay 

(D). Producer, Ed- | 
in association j 

-with Jim- Dolan ‘02 W. 79th St., 
4-4277)..A star performer 

Is ‘being ‘sought for either the role 
‘of Creon of Antigone. Contact| 

‘above -address:.. 

address. 

“Antigone”: 

-casting’ for. the fall national. tour.’ 

through } 

}‘Kermit. Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-. 

above. address. 

‘of colléges and universities will ‘be ™ 
condticted: later this summer. 

“Miisie: Man” tMC). - Producer ! 

way, N. Y.: JU 2-1690): Part avail- 
able for a top ‘lyric. soprano, not. 
less. than. 5. feet, 6 inches ‘tall, ‘to. 
replace lead. in. the national com- 
pany; .& ‘top. tenor and several | 

| “Taste of Honey” (D), ‘Producer, 
David - Merri¢k (246. -W. 44th St,,. 
N.¥:; -LO '3-7520).. Part: available 
for .a Negro ‘boy,. 21, for: the. na-. 
tional -company.” “Mait’ photos and 

|-resumes eo - 

nee gn “6 

- Robinson: | Stone, “ 

‘PHILADELPHIA 

Ethelya :R. ‘Thrasher (658 W: 57th 
N.Y., Studio 25;. ET -1-0610). 

‘dramatic. performers .and- appren- 
| tices. 
‘through. agents “ only,.. 
Stoudt, above. address. ; 

‘to Paul 

“OUT OF TOWN 
CHICAGO 

Banta (MC). 
Faith Smeeth: (Hotel Del. Prado; 

|53d &- Hyde Pk., ‘Chicago; HY: 3-' 
9600'. Understudy. parts. available } 
for: all: six roles, five. male, one fe- 
male. - For audition. appointment | 
‘eontact Jim Warner, ‘above. address, i 

“Medium Rare”’ (RD. Producer, |. 
Robert ‘Weiner (234. W:. 44th. St.,- 
N.Y.: LO 3-4370):- Parts. available: 
for. male. and femme. revue ‘types. 
Apply through. agent or mail photos: |- 
‘and resumes, c/o. above. ‘address. . 

“Zen Flesh, ‘Zen Bowes”. (D). 
i Producer, M. P.-Productions (Hotel ue 

| Det. Prado, 53d. & Hyde Pk., Chi-}:, nor 
eago; HY 3-9600): Available ‘parts: 
Falstaffiari Samurai; lithe juvenile; 
middleaged . samurai;. slight; dark 
ingenue;. lead character man;- lead. 
‘character’. ‘woman; 
man. All roles are character. parts: 
nyolving: East Indian, .' Japanese, 
‘Chinese “ and ' Eastern:: portravals. 

thin ‘character. 

For - -audition appointment. contact: 
‘Meyer Braiterman, ‘above address. ° 

‘SHOWS IN REHEARSAL * 
_.° BROADWAY | 

“Sail Away” (MC). “Producer, 
‘Bonnard Productions’ (230° C.P.S., 
N; Y¥.; JU 2-2649.. 

OFF-BROADWAY 

“Midsummer Ni ght*s Dream”: 
(C).. Producer; Joseph. Papp: (N.Y. 
‘Shakespeare. Festival, 1230:. Fifth~ 
 Ave., N.Y.;.SA 2-4008). - re 

TOURING 

- Pheatre Guild American Reper-' 
jtory Co. Producer, : ‘Theatre . Guild! 
127 W. 53d. St.,. N-Y.; co 5-6170). 

“Broadway USA” .( Ri. ‘Producer. 
John. Effrat (1619 Broadway, N.Y.; 
co 5- 64405. “ 

ra 

| Television 
Aniform Company. 

Ave. N. Yi; MU §-7118). Voices ! 
wanted) ‘to dub:.a new ‘cartoon 
series. | Contact’ Frank’ Abraham, 
above number..- 

“Camera Three”: 
dramatic series). Producer,.. CBS 
(524 W: ‘S7th St., N. Y. JU‘ 6-6000); 
casting.” ‘director, - ‘Paula’ Hindlin. 
Accepting photos and - ‘resumes of 
#eneral male and. female dramatic 
talent, C/O. above address. No’ dupli-. 

| of. unjons - from Communist or pro- cates. : a! 

“Lamp ‘Unto : My Feet” (religi-- 
ous-dramatic - series). ..Producer, 
CBS. -(524 W.. 57th St., R. Y3 JIU): 
6-6000); -casting ‘director, ° 

dramatic talent, c/o above address. 
No duplicates. . 

“Naked City”. dramatic series). 
‘Producer, 
4Screen ‘Gems: U1 “Fifth: ‘Ave., 
N.. Y.r PL 21-4432); Accepting pho- 
tos and. resumes of geheral male 

‘|and female dramatic ‘talent by. inail 
jyonly, ‘c/o above address. 

NBC-TY.. (30. Rockefeller Piss, ; 
?N. Y.f CL 7-8300). Casting di-ector | 
Rick’ Kelley is accepting’ photos. 
and resumes. of male. and femme 

! dramatic ‘performers: -for’. ‘several | 
; Shows. Mail information. to. -hini,. 

No duplicates. - 

Clurg | Ct., 
Parts: 

Chicago; - WH ..4-6060). 
‘available for. ‘male ‘and 

lfemme’ performers, . all ages: and 
types, for 39-week series of. drama ; 
workshops plus four to six prime 
‘time original dramas: 

c/o Don. Dillion,” above address. .. : 

“Girl In a Hurry” (D): Producer, i} 
Acteon Productions. (27. W. 72d. St.,: 

‘Avail- 
able: parts: leading. man; 50’s, syni-. 
eal), charming; ingenue lead; Futh-: 

N.Y.;:.TR.7-4200, ext.. 602). 

tellectual;. 

winter. 

Wednesdays July, 26, : 1961 

a. ONY OX: 71-5895). : 
Available “parts: ‘girl; 21, .prettys. . 

. Playhouse-.in the Park. Producer, 

! Parts: available for male’ and femme’ 

‘Mail Photos. and ‘resumes,’ 

Producer:. if = 

‘(edticational- 

Paula. : 
Hindlin. Accepting. photos. and re}. 
sumes of general male and female. 

‘Herbert’ B... Leonard {' 

Must - be } S 
General ' from Chi. Mail photos. and résumes | 

character man, --burly,. 
severe; ‘character: -man, cold vindie- } 
tive. Mail’: ‘photos and. resumes:{ 
c/o above ‘address.’ Don’t» phone.:||-. 
Shooting ‘will he. in. New York: this: 

“Share ef the Pie” (featurette). 
| Producer, Creative Mart Films: (507 || 

Fifth. Ave, 

girl, 25, shapely;::: man, ‘40, tall, 
Italian-looking. “Mail. photos.” and 
resumes. above. address. 2. 

Untitled - Featurette. Producer, ort 
(15.- ‘Washington: 

N.Y.; GR 17-2959). Part avail- . 
able - for.a-man, 25-35,;. tall ‘and = 

and — 

Bertr: am. Brown 
Pl. 

Aharidsome, “Mail . photos. 
‘[vesumes | c/o above: address. 

Trudy: 
Sts. &- 6th: Ave., N.Y. 
-strtimental -and comedy acts being 
interviewed. Call Dori «Davis, TR.. 

” Heller's: ‘Versailles. (9th 

42234," Monday-Friday, - 
5 pt DL, ‘for. appointment." 

i 
' 

Mex Actors Assn. Chie 
Sex Cuban: Playdates': 

, _. Mexico’ City, ‘July: 18. . 
Rodolfo Landa, head..of the Na- 

‘tional’ Assn. -of Actors, accused ‘by. . 
certain elements ‘of. impeding the’. - 
hiring of’ Mexican - ‘performers for. 
Cuban engagements, ‘said. that.no 

Vocal, ‘in- . 

ion 3. mm. - _ 

Open If Follow Rules 

-ban, will. be. placed én thembers wo 
| who. wish to go -to the: island. 

‘Leftist actress Rosaura: ‘Revuel- 
vtas. is here seeking to-hire a group. 
of performers. "Landa. said head... ~ 
‘not talked -with the: actress, ‘knows ~ 
nothing of: the :contractnal details, 

:| but ‘stressed ‘that. Mexican actors -: 
have. the.:same~ right, to -work in 

| Cuba - as - ‘Cuban’ talent ‘has - here: 
| Fhe- only .stipulation.-is. that..both 
are governed by. the regulations of vet 
their respective talent, 

‘The NAA: long. has. 
ions. 
aintained 

ithe ‘stand ‘that actors are or should: 
Landa has‘. 

fon -more than’ one occasion stated” | 
that: the association, ‘as well as the :.- 
International Federation ‘of Ac- -: 
tors, ‘have goals of: working for the | 

- he: outside. of polities, 

q 

“benefit. of actors - and their, profes- 
i sion. 

.| World, 
‘| Curtain.- 
if threatened ‘Mexican... -actdrs - with 

: boycott "if ‘ they: accepted engagée- 
ments in the Dominican: Republic, 
| ANDA’ merely “passed on’ this: ine. 

"| formation,:but.did: not issue any‘of-~” 
‘(210° “Fifth: ‘ficial prohibition putting the island: 

off ‘bounds: for. Mexican talent: 

Mexican. falent, in ‘the: past, -Hias 
| appeared ‘in many. parts of: the . 

including- behind: the Iron. 
. And when. Venezuela. 

ie : Most recently, when ANDA ‘was. __ * 
invited ‘to participate in. the’ ‘Con-> 
stitutional Congress of the Federae:. 
tion “of... Entertainment ; Industry: ~ 7 
Workers, set for a.May meeting in 
‘Costa Rica, this was’ turned, down. 
The. reason ‘for this was: that in. 
preparatory. meetings a resolution ~~ 
had: ‘been passed by the Federation) a 
prohibiting . participation ‘of reps -. 

‘Communist . nations. _ 

Legit: Cues 

a featured role.in the second coni- 
pany of “Gypsy.” 

-Rave ‘formed. Showcase 
for. 

dexour, ° 
‘Productions .. 

Mimi. Turque: is. ‘Teaving tt the Chi- 
cago company of “Fantasticks” for - 

Frank: “Carpenter: and David RI 7 

aeaets de, 

ei Soe 

off.- Hollywood... ’.* 
Blvd. operation and will open. Aug: © as 
'12:'with. “Home of the Brave” at * 
the- Store: Theatre; : -Los . Angeles. - 

rights to. Eugene. .Jonesco’s .“‘The. 

‘Coronet *. Theatre, . 

junction with: “End Game.” . ve 

‘5-RM. APT. — $125.00 Me. 
| | Basement: -Off., Stere, Studie, Shop | cy 

12° x 60° — $65.00 Mo.. 

: Inspect 5-6 P.M. 
» Call. Evans, WH 3-8356. 

__Pre-Broadway. Tryout. * 

! “UR ‘STRIPED. SACK 
for PENNY CANDY” 

by MAX HODGE 
2) august. Ta | 
“STARLIGHT THEATRE, Pawling, NY. 

Let our trained. ‘hendiers’ take care 
ef your pets —. a8 
were home. -. 

-.. Regular walks and feed Teosh for. 
. pet. In his own. heme, even t 

‘Por turther inte 

CALL RHinelander 48709" 

“Donald. Freed has: acquired: ‘the ws 

New ‘Tenant’ for production at ‘the = 
:-Los Angeles. ° 

‘Dean. Stockwell’ will produce and ..¢ 
direct. The play will run in con-- 

WBBM-TV, ‘Chicago, (630-°N. Me- | “4? St, 351 we Fi ear. aes 

és near 

“FRETTING ABOUT YOUR PETS? | . 
WW yeu, yoursel? . 

yeur" 7 

ere ‘at werk, at: ley: OF%. on, weatlon yee 
rmatien and 



j 

t 

' copyright benefits. extended’ to na-| 

- comnittee’s - Statement was. jn: re-. 
sponse’ to. a: query. about earlier. 

More. ‘Memoirs | 

° seh N. ‘Wheeler, -'50- Yeats int 
the ‘newspaper syndication: : field, 

: has done his.autobiog..with. the apt. . 

title, “I Got News-. For. - You,” 

-which Dutton will. publish’ ‘in Sep-. 
‘tember. “Organizer of: the Wheeler 

‘Syndicate in’ 1912, later. Bell, and: 

: now president -of ; ‘the North ‘Ameri- 

‘ean Newspaper . Alliance, ' ‘the. vet. 

newspaperman’ s memoirs: ‘touch ony. 
Kahn, Heming- ‘Ring. ‘Lardvier,. Otto’ 

way, -Churehill, -' Joh: Golden, 

“Theodore: Roosevelt and. others:. 
> Van Wyck: Brooks’ third: and 

<Sinal- volume of :his‘ autobiography" 

from. 1931. to date), “From’ :the 

-- Shadows’. of the’ ‘Mountain “(My 

, Post: Meridian Years,” also: touches 
-on the’ contemporaneous. american 

., Hiterary digures and ‘scene. ; 

"| Block ‘of ‘Show. BE Books 
- ‘Random. House is‘ heavy on.‘show . 
biz books, leading. off.. with” “Five: 
‘Piays | By John O’Hata” and. going: 
into. “Actors, Talk About | Acting.” 
Latter is by N-Y.. Times drama. edi- 
tor Lewis Funke: and John. E. Booth 2 
-of. the -20th: Century. Fund, con-: 
taining 14 interviews-in-depth: with | 
such personalities: as John ‘Gielgud, 

..the Lunts, Helen. Hayes,’ Katharine: 
Cornell, “Morris Carnovsky cand | 
_ Sidney: Poitier. : ot 

Others: are. “Masters of Modern 
:. Drama,” -.edifed. by” ‘Haskell Block 
‘and ‘Robert: Shedd; ” “Encyclopedia : 
of. Theatre :Musie’’ by ° Richard. 
-Lewine and. Alfred ‘Simon; . Emlyn | 
Williams’ ‘autobiog,. “George”; 

Williams”. ‘(including “The Corn: Is 
--Green™ and “Night: Must: Fall’): 
“published versions ‘of . “Critic's: 
“Choice.” “Big Fish, Littie. Fish,” 
“Camelot”: and.““A. Far Country.” 
- RH’s Modern. Library is also bring- 
ing- out : “Six: American “Plays: For 
“Today,” including “Sunrise . at 
“Campobello *-“10th Man,” “Raisin 
-Ji-Th 
: Stairs,” “Tays. .. In. Attic” 
ve amjno Real.’ ” , 

USSR. Té: ‘Pay Royalties?” 

' ports from Moscow last week: in- 
‘dicated. that -Soyiet.: officials | are | 
- weighing .4_ move that’ would make. 
non-Russian - ‘seribes : ‘éligible® for 

tiv © writers. 
‘Western . diplomats: “in Mascow’ 

“were notified by the State Commit- 
tee -for”: Cultural “Relations - with 
Foreign’ ‘Countries that .an. ‘amend-: 
ment: to’ the .eoryright: statute is: 
“being. studied. However, a. num-. 
‘ber:. of ‘unspecified . ‘problems are 

_-yet to be worked. out... The Soviet 

reports. hat | ie ‘law had . “been. 
_ Sased. 

: a KO; 
”, ophis is | the: story. of, al large 
lovemaking ‘family-in Canada,.do- 
‘niinated by- the old grandmother. 
‘The brothers have. unseemly -af-| 

‘.fairs with their .sisters-in-law, . ‘and 
“-there is quite’a lot about ‘the sta-. 

Not: rec- - ble; including the: odor. 
ommended. mt 

That: reader’ 6 report ‘almeat lost. 
‘Mazo ‘de la Roche, who. died July 
12 in ‘Toronto, the. $10,000: ‘Atlantic 
Monthly « . prize 

“launched: her novel “Jalna” into. a 
‘series of 16 with the same charac- | 
"ters .and: setting, translated into 15 
“onguawes ‘and:. done. .on ‘étage, 

" sereen and-tv. i“ Whiteaks”. starred. 
' Ethel. Barrymore: on ‘Broadway: and 
in. Hollywood.) 

Atlantic: Monthly éditor Edward} 
“Weeks, in. his” autobiegraphy, : tells: 
* fiow -he picked the ms-‘up anyway, | 
liked the odor, gave it the prize and 

- .published'-it. ~Author ‘was - 
May Roche; ‘of. partly French. des- 

. Cent, Hear. Toronto. 

“Roth ‘Sides of the Coin. 
: Toronto : ‘Star . columnist. Ron} 
Haggart. ‘devoted his entire 1,200 | 

‘words .to blasting .a” Star. ‘editorial 
in ‘praise of Ontario Premier Leslie 

‘Frost, about to retire, Terming it 
“surprising that. this editorial pap 

; should be served. up’ by a newspa- 
per which, rightly or. wrongly, has 
“usually | considered Leslie . Frost | to}. 
be’ the enemy, nothing less,” “he 

., quoted several | Frevious . Star. edi- | 
' torials -- vigorously : 
'Frost’and his. Progressive. Conser- 
Vative party ‘government. :: 
“No editorial:. reaction “follow ed; 

and @ letter praising’ Haggait tand | 
the Star for. letting him speak, bis : 

, a ©, rd ia omen, 

a 

. preeéding book,. “Plays By: Emlyn 

e Sun:” “Dark, at: ‘Top of the. 
cane. 

‘in 1927. which 

‘condemning. 

7 

Chi's ‘Big Table* Tabled: 
‘The’. Big Table,:: - Chicas e-pub- 

lished. experimental Mterary . quar-: 
terly ‘that had trouble: getting. a 
mail permit ‘for -.its first “edition. 
some. 18. -Months - 880, ‘is. folding : 
after. five issués. .-.. 
With an’ assist from the Améri- : 

can |. ‘Civil “Liberties. Union, ‘Big 
Table: won its case against the Post- ! 

- master. General: who -had. tried: -to : 
‘ban issue’ No, .1) from the mails { 
becattsé of the free. use of. ‘language ¢ 
by sonie of the beatnik’ writers and i { Ran’m House (OC) - 
because- of - ‘Certain storiés, : ‘such as’: 
one -authored-: ‘by: William: S. -Bur-.; 
roughs | which “were felt -to ‘be Sa-": 
lacious. ‘Editor “Paul Carrol, who.: 

+ |has..taken a new: job. as aésociate ! 
‘editor. of- WFMT_ Perspective... an 
upcoming ‘fine arts magazine: ‘being | 
‘published - by - ‘Chicago: FM - station 
WFMT, hopes. to..turn the Big : 
‘Table. _Subseripsion ; list over to: 
Evergreen ‘Review.. oe 

Design: For Lampahodes 
“Peter Ustinov; he of the multiple |: 
talents, has. a- new ‘small..book of 
cartoons, . published’. ‘by~ Little, . 
Brown, ..at- $1.95, ‘which is a de-! 
vastating gutpour ‘ing. ‘of. saredsm 
against. the .cries ‘of innocence ‘put 
forward by. ‘German -war. crimé 
prisoners. ‘It makes Noel Coward's. 
wartime. song, ‘‘Let's Not Be Beast- 
ly“:to -the. Germans,’ "seem dike’ a, 
-child’s.. parody. - 

- Title ‘of the ‘volume: “We. Were: 
‘Only Human:". The imflieation : ‘is’- 

| forceful that this ‘is. what they were 
anything but. caer and. on 

: ‘Cancer’ Tabu In Mass.. 
; “Tropic. of. Cancer” . is ‘ obscene,” 
indecent: ' or. impure” within the. 
meaning of the -Massachugetts ob- 
seenity . laws, Superior. Court 
Judge Denald: M. Macaulay ruled”: © 
Monday (24) in: a Preliminary find- 
ing 
The. judge’ read. the. Henry | Mile} 

‘er book ‘over the weekend and: his 
; firidin ‘means that .all persons who - 
-Forvign. authors. and. composers, 8 re 

-who in the past. have’. never. re- 
‘ceived. royalties: from. ‘sales | or per- | 

- formances ‘of. their. -works -in the.) 
. Soviet Uhion, may: -be ‘drawing, re-{°- 
.DMttances in: *he future. : Press -re- 

import,’ -sell,: Joan -or. distribute iti 
in Massachusetts would: be. ‘sub- 
Jeet, to prosecution. :* fe 

‘CHATTER: con | 
‘Stuart: -E. Hoyt; Milwaukee: Jour-. 

nal - .reporter,. thas. nabbed’ an -ad-: 
vance’ international (reporting) fel- 

-réportérs: and ‘editors from U.S., 
thus - benefit through. ‘recently in- 
stituted: program ‘of spécialized re-.’ 

‘ing of international ‘news from::a‘, 
$5,500,000 Ford Foundation grant. 
While.at Columbia, Hoyt will. study 
the overall ‘economic potential. of | 

tthe Communist world. | 
‘Howard: Univ. English Frot. John:j the -late’ Ernest | Hemingway, - 

Lovell Jr. ‘has ‘authored “Digests : 
of ‘Great. American “Plays” .: Amore. ; 

than:.'100° from: pre-Revolutionary ' select the books for purchase.as do- 
‘to date).which. Lippincott will Pubs | ‘nations. arrive ‘and. identify each 
lish. in October. © 

defunct New. Y¥erk®: evening daily ! 
tabloid. and Jatterly ‘editor-publish- | 
‘er. of the -weekly ‘Franklin (N.H.)° 
Journal-Transeript,. . died’: at: his* 
‘summer | home in, ‘Easton, N. H,,’ at? 
58.. ea 
Kay Campbell ‘has ‘fast returned : 

from’. a: three months’ trip -to. Eu: * 
‘Tope, ‘to. fulfill national: mag: ‘as-.’ 
signments. ‘She’ got’ enough. -mate-.. 
rial in three months to. keep, her 
busy. writing . travel . articles . for. 
Bext six months." - 

August . issue of ‘Cosniopolitan - 
mag will “sgotlight vet: -exploiteer 
Russell” Birdwell, . latterly ..in- the; Doubleday, July 28. Supreme Court 
eye of controversy for: his...cam- “i Justice William O. Dougias, author. 
-paign to: bag.a ‘film. Oséar for. John : 
Wayne's | “Alamo,” © Cosmo: piece, 
‘titled “He Cah: Make “Anybody 
Famous for. 4. Fee,” 

‘Dial’s . “Kidnap,” “by. George. 

Month Club selection, Will be con-. 
densed in the. September: ‘and: Oe: ; 
tober Reader's: Digest.” \ 

Louis’ L'Amour. has. been: ‘inked | 
‘by Bantam ‘Books, N.Y.; to novelize ” 
“How. the West Was. Won,” eure 
rently -'shooting Metro - .Cineramia. 
film. Tome will be given. B® promo- 
tional tie-in with pic. with first : 
‘printing: of °600,000' copies... 

Mildred. and ‘Milton ‘Lewis N.Y. 
‘Herald. Tribune) ‘have fetitled: their ; 
book:into “Famous’ Modern. News 
paper Writers”. instead of news j 
papermen). because. of : Sylvia. Port: «° 
‘ef, the, lone femme in ‘their forth- i 
coming ‘Dodd: . Mead . book. The: 
Toster comprises Brooks Atkinson. 
Meyer Berger, - Heywood Broun! 

ee Ae 

4, PAllyn’ & Bacon (OC):...36 _—3is! 
4 American: Book: (AS)... 651445 rat 

ee * vas. ‘Published. tHe, “ans | 

‘England. and .the.U. S. 41886) and: the 
‘closes. with 1927: when’ the BBC; 
“was formed: Oxford. is also’ bring: |. 

‘play, - “Curmantle.” ” 

‘Lincoln. Steffens, Ida Tarbe'l.. Up- | American. participation and that 

lowship at Columbia University for j edited - a, 
1961-62." Hoyt,.. with ‘seven other: {Sulliy an, 

porting, - plus interpretive . report- ‘f 

‘setting | ‘up: a ‘hook “memorial in- 

: John -P... Lewis, “ex-editor of PM, i Jepson, : a. resident of Honolulu,: 

jek, Seattle. realtor. sponsoring .the. 

‘reveals: the; : 
fee often: runs..to $1,000 an hour fate jilm- star, is. Charles. Samuels’ | star Shirley Anne Field, ‘Seton (own phone, but has to he dealed 
‘for advising. industrial titans... °- of 

j and. Loves.” which: Dutton ‘will |Office, Stanley Forman ‘of Educa- 
| Waller, a. September Book-of-the-s publish. ‘Samuels. did the Ethel tional’ & ‘Television Films. John 

~ Publishing Stocks 
“Cas. of ‘July 25, 1961, closing) Yank Pix NSG In Moscow 

| Continued from pace 1 Book of Month INY). oe 2S me Tee 
;Conde Nast (NY). et 1$|. point Jater that night and through-ileng to the projector, and for the 

. Crowell-Collier (NY) 86144264 cut most of ‘the following day. | first 15-minutes the audience. had 
2 af Curtis: Pub.. Co. (NY) . (In‘the States, first cabled repuris }to watch a squeezed. print. Subse- 

{ Ginn. & Co. AOC) | weeet ie ‘produced whistling wonder of cquent breakdowns in sound and 
Grolier (OC) ~ 5314134] Communist stunt —Ed | ‘projection were frequent. and that 
Grossett & Dunlap, (OC)25!2 |. The selectfon: of “Campobelio." ‘was a serious and disturbing Jet- 
Harc’t . Brace (oc) 40154-1257 it is understood, was made on the down. 
Hearst- 10C) .. 2. 2a 19 advice of ‘the State Dept, which | Organizationally, the fest was 
Holt, R&W: (NY) 39244514. presumably. imagined | that a him sadly lacking For a country which 
:L:A, Times Mirror 100). BIH 3.” 4 depicting ‘part-of the life of Frank- ;can put a man into space and orbit 
Macfadden | (AS)? oe ~1014%— 4; lim. D, Roosvelt.. would be highly , the world fo 80 minutes, there was 
MeCall (NY) i.e... 331 24 .acceptable to.-the Russians, but ‘a surprising leck of urgency about 
McGraw-Hill (NY) -. 84: , that turned out to be a grave any of the arrangements. 
New. Yorker (OCY neat 95° 1 i miscalculation: Selection was a: Urgent press conferences were 
Pocket’ Books (0C) "2 4— 2h | :iiajor.. blunder, and conld well ;arranged, but the organizers would 

| Prentice Hall (AS)... ..39%2 +3'44 have repercussions on ‘future US. ifrom time to time furget to notify 
12.29: 34; | Participation, t aout the J re Pondents meee von 
L) Ohlgwyy at incident was doubly un-! {cerne or example, this by liner 

ped Foresman (¢ oo. Re ate fortunate as ft had been preceded ; was advised that Elizabeth Taylor 
H.-W. Sams. (@C) -. 44's ; by some snide comments from the |was. meeting the press Severgh 
Western Pub. (00%: 76! bata | ‘Russians as well as other delega- {hours after the event occurred but 

j tions that the U.S. delegation had jev en that was better than the other 
—T {gone into “splendid isolation” at ‘occasions for which there was no 

| the Sovietskaya hotel, while -al- notification whatsoever, It was very 
‘inost the ‘rest of the festival. con-;much a hit and miss affair with 
lingent was housed in the Moscow ithe score of misses far grester 
hotel. These allegations. were ‘than the hits. Documentation was 
vehémently denied by Shelton even worse It took r full week be- 
who, while admitting that he had ‘fore non-Russian speaking journa- 

and Red Smith.. Booked into that hotel because he juste could have aceon ite & list of, 
a ay sere on previous occa- ‘official entr and other fests al oneiiplish ee “Asa! Briggs “book ‘sfons, declared to this .reporter events, and more often than not 

iOxtord Univ. Press) begins with: | that he had not been advised that :it appeared to be impossible to ab- the early wireless experiments in. ihe ‘Moscow. was to be the festival !tain synopses of the entries, thuagh 
‘ ' In-any event. he insisted that ‘these had: been supphed by the 

_ difference had. not impaired : ‘participating countries 
Special Events 

,But the Russians apparently 
meant well and tried hard to imi- 
ipress their: visitors Among the 
‘special events laid on for the deie- 

_ 1gations were a magnificent veces 
.tion In the Georgian Wall of the 
‘Kremlin, tat which Elizabeth Tav- 
lor and Gina LoNobripida stioued 
with the same dress ane at which 
Eddie Fisher sang) an opportumty 
.to meet Yuri Gagarin at the \iin- 
jistry of Culture on his return trom 
-London, a day’s boat tip on the 

- OC-—Over the: Counter.” a 
NY—N.Y, Stock Exchange. —_ 

__AS—Ameriean Stock | ‘Exchange. 

"Art: ‘Buchwald, Aber. Green. ‘wties! 
1Porter,. Ernie ‘Pyle, - James ‘Restan ¢- 

. (See: fila. section for listing 
Of Moscow prize winners. Also 
news of San Sebastian aud. 
gels ‘Aimy festivals, — 

) 

_—- 

ing out. Christopher — Fry’ $- new 

Arthur: ‘and: Lila - Weinberé’s | 
“The Muckrakers. 1902- 1912” is an 
‘anthology of. magazine articles by. on » 

.ton'- Sinclair, * Samuel Hopkins members of his team had attendcd : 
Adams, - Edwin’ Markham, : Mark | every screening. and every social , 
‘Sullivan’ and Ray Stannard. Baker | tunction; additionally, there ‘had | 
swhieh: were.’ * pioneer ‘journalistic ‘been late night socialiying with 
“exposes of racketeering: in: politics, | other delegations in the bar of the - 
business. and. even in. churches. ' Moscow hotel which stayed open 
Simon, & Schuster will publish. . | alll night during the the festival. :Moscow canal up to the Volga, 
Iezzologist George Simon's “The |. ri Turnout Feeling of Jazz” is on S&S's No-| Though there were bigger defe- visite to collective farm and en 

vember list as ig “The Thirties: cations, notably from Britain, | The Russians insisted that 1 
‘4 Time to Remember.” edited bv Sta nce and Germany..the United ‘prime purpose of their f te «te 
“Don ‘Conedon. much ‘as Frederick: tates. was represented by a pow- ; spre ad the eon het cat wa 0 

‘Lewis. Allen has done. in his ‘books e wl team including many top: in Cinema Art, for Ponee ond ‘on. the Jaz’ Age... calibre execs. Apart from Turner Feipad rt, for Peace and 
MI the ‘igegelatt Shelton, the official delegation im-,: Frien ship Among Nations” Fut 

ever Levin: did the ransia on. jcluded: ‘William Perlberg. and Mil- {that didn't deter the Western 
of his .wife's latest: novel. “The ion Sperling, with Joshua Logan ;'radesters from talking se1i0us 
Only: Reason” which Simon & repping the ‘United States on the ;Toubles and kepecs husinese with 
Schuster. ig publishing: Terekska ‘nternational jury as well as par-; Alexei Davidoff and his cofeayues 

; Torres writes. in French. - _}lcipating in- out-of contest show- in Sovexport Films, a. weil as hav- 
 Savoyard~. “Martyn. Green has: ings. of ‘‘Fanny.” Otber' Yanks who {ing sessions on furtherance of 

“Treasury of Gilbert’ & {showed jn the Russian capital: in- trade and cultural exchanges with 
‘a $12. 50° ‘Pre-Xmas eift cluded Ilya Lopert, J. Jay Frankel, | Ekaterina Furtseva, the. Soviet 

jitem, for. S&S. ° Walte Cohen, Reuben. Mamoulian. Pilnister oF Cultural Affaiss Mme 
- Alexander: ‘Kin . third ¥olume ur es Jr., Tom Bran- | urtseva time oul each day 
of. lexatider King ‘fs. ‘titled “I don and Nicholas Napoli. Abeles,|to met the national delegations, 

who. is Warners’ Continental man- 
ager, had to’ return hurriedly to 
London for. urgent personal rea- 
sons and left before the “Campo- 
bello” and “Fanny”. screenings. 
The ‘most intriguing aspect of. 

the fest. was the. widespread sup-. 
port it received from: the Western 
countries. ‘The. largest delegation 
{probably came from Great Brit- 
ain, with Arthur Watkins assuming | 
the leadership in his dual capaec- 
ity as president.of the British Film 
Producers Assn. as well as prexy 
of the International Federation of i 
Producers:. Federation of British 
Film Makers was jointly represent- 
ed by secretary Andrew Filson and 

producer John Bryan. The big. con- jand a film of exceptional political 
tingent influded Irving Allen, exec ; interest: as it ig Indicative of the 
producer of the official entry, “The | post-Stalin thaw. A scene in which 
Trials of Oscar Wilde,” together |it was announced that Stalin had 
with star Peter Finch and director | died evoked a slight ripple of ap- 
Ken Hughes; Victor Hoare, manas-: plause, but that was soon hushed 
ing- director of Lion International. by a buzzing sound through the 
Robert Clark, Macgregor Scott and ! 
Kenneth Allen of Associated Brit- theatre. Ne Svwitchbeards! 

Just as quaint ss fhe reliance on 
ish; the director and stars of “Tuo 

“the: abacus as an instrument for 
Living, One Dead,” which was: 

calculating the simplest check is 
shown. out of — competition: — An-- 

thony Asquith, Bill Travers and lithe Goaviet telephone system «hich 
ispenere with switehhboards in ho- 

Virginia McKenna. Also Maxwell: 

Right and cS Produce nun itels and government offices Each 
Sul. another ‘biography on the! topened: the fest out of contest: and {hotel room, for example. has sts 

and indeed had two sessions with 
Turner Shelton and his U S col- 
Jeagues. Several deals were closed, 
and it was only the Russian insist- 
ence On a measure of recipiocity 
that delayed the signature of more 
contracts, 

The official Soviet entry, “Clear 
Skies,” has been acquired for the 

{United States by J. Jay Frankel, 
(and he was negotiating a major 
exchange deal with the Soviets. 
The same film was bought for 
Britain by Bill Boxer. a partner in 
Gala Films, and deals with various 
other countries were actively being 
negotiated. It was being rated one 

iof the holtest entries of the fest, 

Should. ‘Have . Kissed. Her: More” 
, which Simon: & Schuster wi ‘pub- 
lish in- October.’ 

: State-operated Library of. ‘Ha: 
waii, at the suggestion -of. Mrs. Ur- 

?sula Hemingway Jepson, ‘sister: fF 
s 

pee eee ay 

‘honor: of: the author.. Library will 

book with a memorial. “plate.” Mrs, 

‘ga.d she made. the. suggestion. with 
‘the. knowledge’. the . Library. of. 
, Hawaii. Perennially” ds short. of: 
“books: 

Irving Stone, ‘author of: ‘the. cur-. 
‘rent. “bestseller. “The ‘Agony and) 
the : - Ecstasy,” featured. at..the. Pa- 
cific. Northwest Writers’. -«Confer- 

‘en¢e. July 26-28:in' Seattle: He 
Wil be the guest: of Henry Broder-. 

‘conference,. at a-luncheon. at the 
‘Harbor Club in honor of. ‘visiting.’ 
authors-and wil). appear. at a: eock-- 
tail ‘party. given. by his. _publishers, 

‘of “My:. Wilderness,”. will. be: a 
‘guest: of”. jhonor . at. the cocktail, 
party. ~ 

‘direct and net through an opera. 
“tor. If the occupier is oul, there's 
.nO ‘means of naving a message, 

Waters. memoir, On Maddison, International Film & .29¢ if one doesn’t have the actual 
the. Sparrow.” oe Television Council prexy, and Then oom number it's yiitually inipos- 
‘Gourmet, food. expert: and cook- Richmond, publicity dtrector sible to make contact. 

‘ing. school tutor. James:.Beard- has} Lion: ‘International. - Priority No. 1. therefore, for 
“guthored:“TFhe. James Beard. Cook- | Main. presentation: houses were Most fest visitors was the compila- 
book” - for” ‘Dutton: which: is | ‘alse : ‘the Rossia Theatre off the. Gorki on of a private telephone Gnec- 
bringing out. “Gallows Humor.” a-Street (Moscow's main. drag) and tory Of room numbers of sther. 
play in two parts by Jack Richard-* ‘the 15,000-capacity. arena at the . guests. And it's hard to think wf 
; Son whore first produced -play, last : ‘Sports Palace, where -out-of-con- anything much more frustrating 

.. “The *-. Prodigal,” _com-.:test films. were screened. than waiting in a hotel bed:oom 
ended ‘show. ‘biz’ attention. | _. ! The Rossta, built in under five for @ cal}, knowing. that if one 

King .Féatures syndicated | .col- :months, was technically completed should walk out there's no ma- 

,umnist George Dixon's “Leaning jon the day. the festival began. chinery for finding out shether. 

On A_ Column,” followup on his ithough It was immediately appar- one has missed an important mes- 
‘Washington Scene”. columnar col-. rent. that there were serious prob. sage These are stranve aidelighis 
lection, wi?] be published. by Lip-{ lems in the booth. On the fi-«t of a nation that astonshes i 

. pincott. in September, which is also day a CinemaScope feature was other directions, like photog. of h- 
Je irene out Marya ‘Mannes" “The ipresented, but the operator -had inv the wrens ¢3ce oo She coon 
New. York, I Kunow," 7 forgotten to fit” the, , hamorphic ,and sending Gagarin inio Bbote. 

v Be wed « 
. 2: . e -G fase ater aoe’ 

‘The King: Clark Gable—His Life tpearden, representing the Foreign 

“His Eye’ Is 

‘of 



78 . CHATTER . 

Broadway 
Le Tracy and wife off on a two- 

ent: ant trip to their California — 
home by way of the Canadian 
Rov«:es. 

B. ah svisesier’s Sav vy closeup on: 
Lind; in curvent  Satevepost 
det ils ‘“wiere the Brosdwavites 
Jave ts eal” ° 

Cirits Fox, society columnist 
for the EL A Times, visiting 
New York -at Savoy Hilton) with |. 
hee hieovand, Lrdlow Shonnard, 
and their two children. 

Jay Gerber making. his maiden 
appearance iu an industrial revue. 

* {t's for Cadillac via praducer Rich- 
“ard FE Pierce. Will hit 12 cities 
over five-seek perivud for usual 
dealer rallres. 

“The Barrier,” Langston Hughes- 
Jan Meverowitz musical drama 
seen briefly on Broadway in 1950, 
was done in eoncert edition Mon- 
day ‘24° as windup of new York 
U. summer concert series. 

Janet Cohn. of the Harold Freed- 
man-Brandt & Brandt play agency, 
flies to Denver today (Wed.) to 
visit playwright Mary Chase. and 
then go on to the Coast to confab 
with various writers. She’s due 
back in three weeks. 

“Trader” Vic Bergeron flew in 
from San Francisco, en route to 
San Juan for the opening of his 
newest Trader Vic’s in the Caribe- 
Hilton. Harry Wong.: manager of 
Trader Vic’s In New York, pre- 
ceded him to help with the Iaunch- 
ing. 

Cornelius Vanderbilt Jr., now In 
Berlin for NANA and. filming stuff | 
for his next fall lecture tour via 
Redpath Bureau (of Chicago), 
broke his wrist in Paris and had 
it put in splints. at the American 
Huspital there before taking off 
for Germany. 

Frisco _ publicist-newspaperman 
Ted Friend to London this week- 
end to o.o. European scene. Dor- 
othy ¢«NMrs.s Friend: joins him 
abroad later. Their son, Jordan, 
who has heen specializing in Span- 
ish affairs. enters the University 
of Madrid next winter. ~ 

Now the liquor wholesalers are 
“goinz public.” i.e. stock. issues. 
Quality Imports (Ambassador 
Scotch. etc + is already being of- 
fered and 21 Brands Inc. (Ballan- 
tine Scotch, etc.)\—Charlie Berns, 
Nae Kriendler Frank Hunter & 
Co.—is also slated for public tssue. 

Harold WV. Cohen, Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette columnist, convalese- 
ing in Provincetown until mid- 
September following major sur-: 
Vin fast May. The: former Pitt ; 

RIETY correspondent gripes that ; 
recuping is dullsville because of | 

the siow albeit steady progress” 
that ke is making 

Sidney Poitier has: purchased a 
12-reone Seven-acre dwelling in the 
estates section o£, -Pleasantville, 
NY. This paratlels ‘only in part 
his starmnug play, 
Sun.” wherein a family buss a 
home in a white neighborhood but 
unlike the play, Poitier’s neighbors 
have nade him most. welcome. 

Maxwell Grant, performer. and 
coauthor of last season’s “Vintage 

- 6° on Broadway 
fined for some months in uptown 
Montefiore Hospital with a baffling 
forr: of hepatitis which foilowed 
bluad transfusions - administered 
following injury. He 
fwigwing injury. 
frwnds in the: profession. 

Arrival of new 45,270-ton pas- 
senser ship. the Canberra, Iast 
Thursdav (2): 
Was Viewed by nearly: 500 N.Y. 
area travel agents: in a special 

* ¢losed-cireuit telecast aft tha: Roo- 
seve!l! Hotel Cunard Line. hosted 
affair for P&O-Orent which owns 
the liner. 
by a cocktail party, 

Rome 
By Robert F. Hawkins 

(Stampa Estera: Tel. 675906) ° 

Eva Gabor tu Monte Carto. 
Leticia Roman in to star 

“Salome.” 
in 

Sophie Tucker at. the Excelsior | 
for brief stay. 

Cameron | 
Twits skied in to fill starring roles 
in Galatea’s “Fury af the Vikings.” 

Jim Proctor, 
In leait and pic fields, 

Also visit Venice. 
Bardot + and “Private 
expected in nearby 

of clients. 
Brigitte 

Lives” unit 
Spoleto, now that the Fest of Two 
Worlds has ended, for some loca-. 
tivnm sequences. 

Mavier Cugat and Abbe Lane 
di back te Italy this month -to 

hit begin band tour which will 

“Raisin in the |. 

has been con- 

would wel-' 
Yens word from. 

in San Francisco. 

“Felecast (was followed 

Milchell and Kessler 

Yank press contact 
here on 

part of European swing on behalf 

‘Florence, Viareggio, Venice, trie: | 
ste and Messina, 

Joseph L. Mankiewicz due in this: 
week: to look over preparatory | 

; work on: “Cleopatra” (20th) ex: | 
_ Pie rolls at Cinecitta | teriors. 

Studios in ‘September. 

| Paris” 
By. Gene Moskowitz _ 

(S6 Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920). 

by Darryl Zanuck’s “The Longest 
Day” (20th. 

Yank actress Marpessa.: Dawn 
into a revival of legit comedy, 
“Cherie Noire,” before doing a 

play next .season. 
“Spartacus” (U). opens ‘Sept. 

15 at big Gaumont-Palace which 

scale, -widescreen specs. ‘Ben- 
Hur” (M-G) already played there.. 

Fritz Lang’s recent German pic,. 
“The Thousand Eyes of Doctor Ma- 

brow publication reviews and okay 
regular. appraisals. Biz looks 
okay. = 

Irvin Shapiro, Yank ‘foreign 
film distrib, bicycling . between 

U.S. chances. _He is not. too: en- 
thused over current product either. 
in Italy and France. 

Jean Renoir working. on -script- 
of his next pic, “The Pinned Up. 

Iilusion” together in 1938: “‘Cor- 
Cee 

with Jean-Pierre Cassel. 
Femme journalist. Michele. ‘Man- 

ceaux, who. does show biz -inter-. 
views for the. weekly. L’Express, |} 
penned a pic script with writer |. 
Louise De Vilmorin, “Elles”, (The 
Women}, 
naud rolls early next season, . 

In’ and out: 
show biz lawyer; Stanley. Donen, 

a Cary Grant pic to be made here. 
and in London: Danish writer Isak 
Dinesen, ogling | the avant - garde: 
theatre here;" 
family, on vacation, 
Maria ~ Remarque 
Goddard. 

and Erich 
and Paulette 

Phiadebhin 
By Jerry Gaghan 

(319 N.. 18th: St., Locust 4-4848)) 

in Jefferson’ Hospital. for . major 
surgery. 

Maria Doulis,. operatic | soprano, 
! leaves: for Greece to sing with 
: National Opera in Athens. - 

Julie Gibson, ‘ local -- 
booked to open at the Latin -Quar- 
ter, in New York City, this fall... 

Al Plough, former manager: of 

‘ae Oa 

Stanton Theatre, mYoves into: ‘Stan-+ - 
ley Warner's main office as: con-] 
sultant on ‘fiest-run bookings. 

studying at ‘La Scala, Milan, ‘will 
open the Philadelphia Grand Qp-]- 
| era season here in. “Othello” next | 
i October. 

Barney Sackett, local artie cin- 
ema owner, took over the. Quarter 
Deck Theatre, Atlantic City,.: for. 
showing of ‘ 
silent films. 
The Ferko String Band, 

ON. i¢kelodeon Nights,” " 

which 

it played Ocean Grove (N.J.) audi- 
torium. last year, had a Setlout 
crowd 
this. month. 

Australia 
By Erio. Gorrick 

(Film House, Sydney) 

Metro will reissue 
Bridge” at Liberty, Sydney; shortly. 

“Ben Her" 

Except in. those spots: featuring 
overseas’. talent, nightclub ‘biz is rar 
blaly here. 

Pressure is on local politicians 
for a tightening up of tv. censor- 

| ship here. 

nightly chore. 
Irving Maas, -yeepee Motion Pic- 

ture Export Association covering | .. 
Far East, will look in on Sydney. - 

Lionel Hart has reopened his 
Liberty, 
trous fire some: months ago. 
rs Metro is mulling a November 
showdate for “King of Kings” at/| 
its own showcase, St. James, Syd- 
ne 

cial tv chore.. Wilk also ‘do some 
club dates in Sydney. and Mel 
bourne. 

Studios - De Boulogne will be; 
entirely tied ‘up for several months |: 

rote in the. new Marcel. . Achard 

has become the -house for _ big. 

buse” opening here. to rave high- 

Paris and’ Rome ogling pix for j- 

Corporal,” with collaborator. ‘Char- |: 

lgs Spaak. They did “La Grande’ wk: to the: internatiorial set. as 
88; Dy. 

| poral” is due to start next season | George of the Ritz”, got global. 

which Jacques Poitre- |: 

‘Julien T.. Abeles,: 

concocting an original script for |: 

Gregory Peck and | 

| Alhambra: Theatre, Glasgow. |: 
“1° "Ross. Bowie launched. summer |..- 
| show: at:.Cragburn. Pavilion, - Gou-. 

Mingo Maynard, nitery singer, | pantomime 

- stripper, | 

Tenor’ Leonard Del Ferro, ‘now |- a 

| drew 6,500 paying patrons when |; 

in a repeat ‘performance |: 

“Waterloo. 

(M-G): winding up: 
a 64-week run at St. James, Syd: 

| ney 

Dorothy Dandridge click at An: 
dres’: nightclub, ‘Sydney, on twice-. 

Perth following a disas-|, 

“London 
 (HYDe Park 4561/2/3) 

Town” season on Monday (24). 
Johnny ‘Mathis back: to London 

| after: a: brief visit -to Copenhagen: 
Singer David Hughes out of hos- 

: pital following . a-heart attack last 
month. - 

{ - Bing. ‘Giosby. and; Bob Hope ar-| ; 
rived: to: Start . ‘on “Road to: Hong. 

/|.Kong.”” 
Jack ‘Degas, “Far East Supervisor 

‘for Warner: Bros., arrived for talks: 
| with: the London” office. 

The. Robin Hood Band ‘of  Holly- 
‘wood—75 strong—given. ‘an-official 
reception. at “Battersea: Festival 
Gardens .on. Monday: (24). 

_ Virginia ‘Pope, "formerly: flack 
for. Carl Foreman’s Open Road 
Films, named ‘publicity director for. 
‘London : Management. and. Michael 
Codron. Productions. 
-Princess. ‘Margaret and her. hus- 

band made visits to the ‘theatre on}.. 
consecutive -nights taking in “Be- | 
yond ‘The Fringe” and. “Bye. Bye,: 
Birdie” the second night. .” 

: John-Del Valle in to‘beat the big 
drum for 20th-Fox. ‘Will -handle 
Mark’ Robson’s Red: Lion. Produc- 
‘tion, “The Inspector” and: Leo Me- 
Carey's “Satan Never . Sleeps. ". 
Among. visitors’ -heré are Rose- | 

mary -Clooney, Kred Schneier, Al 
‘Katz, Edd. “Kookie” ‘Byrnes, Ray-| 

‘|mond Paige, » . ‘Hedda’ Hopper,: 
George. “Me€onnell, and © ‘Richard: 
Watts... - 

Death of: ‘George’ Criticas at 11, 

space because of ‘the: London Ritz’s | 
head porter’s -eontacts ~ with . the | 
Agha’ —_ among “other: famous 
figures. 7 

| Scotland 
' By Gordon. arving : 

irheatre! Royal, Glasgow:: DOU-. 
on glas 9999) 

Johnny: Victory, ' cofnedian, reg- 
-istering in. vaude season‘: at Palace 

- Theatre, Dundee; « : 
Kenneth... McKellar, Scot. ‘tenor, 

‘busy . taping series of. -BBC-TV. net- 
worked: song: shows: ° 
‘Brisk. booking for winter panto-. 

at mime |. “A - Wish’. For . Jamie” 

rock, Firth of Clyde’ resort. 
“Goldilocks” 

-at 
Edinburgh.’ ‘Acts’ being .pacted. - 

. “The Andy’ Stewart . Show” will 
now. Tun . fo... Sept. -§ at. Empire 
Theatre, Glasgow; it's ‘broken. biz 
records. 
Charles: Smith, “Glasgow . journ-. 

alist, named as. Head’ of News and 
Current Affairs at Grampian. TV; 
new. northern Scotland outlet. 

| Fire Island, N: Y. 
‘By Mike Gross" 

‘Leonard: Hoffman.. ‘in for week- 
‘end, readying.a tv review -colump 
for thé McClure Syndicate. 
‘Mel Brooks; who’s ‘writing. ‘the: 

| book for . “All-American,” - 
Strouse-Lee. Adams: 

‘upcom- 
ing ‘Charles:.. 
musicat, taking time’. ‘off for 2. surf 
‘stroll. 

Milton. ‘Rackmil,. “Universal prez, 
made a ‘return. visit:.to. Ben: ‘Cole- | 
man’s _and’ this | ‘time: he brought 
along Decca: veepee Leonard 
Schneider: : ; 

- | comedy pic, 

Frances ‘Faye. started a “Talk Of} 

‘will be. Christmas . 
King's. Theatre, 

" Jeate,* preparing script - for’ a 
“Phe. ‘Blaumil¢h. Ca- 

nal” at the Geva. studio. 

by. pianist -Jose : Iturbi. ' 

ing’. of . Italo-American. production, 
“Two © Enemies,” 
Sordi as. his enemy. = 
The Israeli Army: has ‘promised |. 

-assistance in ‘making: of a feature 

‘international. : choir 
‘opening. here for. ‘the 

: “Zimria,” 
festival. : 

the US:. 
Tel. Aviv impresario Giora ‘Godik 

| to Moscow to’ discuss taking. the 
‘American production. ‘of: 
Side . Story”. 
Soviet ‘Union. 

“Tokyo 
By Dave Jampel - 

. (Press ‘Club; 211-3161) 

-back again, opening at Copa. 
“Fergiss: Mein -Nicht,” 

import, 
Taho.. 

Larry Allen, . dJongtime: Far East 

‘Booker Tats Nagashima ‘dicker- 

| possibly June Christy at later-date. 
Fhrush Izumi © Yukimura’ re-|. 

in Japan.” 

‘for. Par’s, “May Name Is Tamika,” |‘ 
oe die: here. for: spadework. 
-.1 ° Raoul ‘Walsh back. for a -eoupla. . 

| weeks. to ‘survey-three production: 
possibilities. .He: miade. ‘Marines; |. 
-Let’s Go” here’ and: “Okinawa”. for 
20th-Fox: earlier ‘in ‘year. 

clear ‘by a newspaper. ad inserted 
by ‘Mikado. theatre - restaurant: 
‘Mammoth. niteéry, -slated. for Oc- 
tober: bow,- offered $280 monthly ‘ 
to experienced dancers and double 
that. amount - “for Anexperienced 
nude. dancers.” 

Boston 
- By ’ Guy Livingston . 

(419 ‘Little Bldg.; DE 8-7560) 

' Bradford. Roof:: opens: Sept. 26 
with : theatte-in-round again. 

- Norm. ‘Prescott. ‘to.’-Europe - for 
‘final . Shooting on two animated 
feature pix he’s making there. . 

played ‘the bill .with Ella Fitzgerald 
at. the: Salisbury. Beach Frolics.. 

Louis Richmond's. Kenmore Thea- 
‘tre has. Joe. -Levine’s.’: “Two 
Women,” set to: “open in mid-: 

: | August: 

theatre. Monday. (34). 
‘Massachusetts. Obscene | ‘Litera-|- 

committee. recom- |: : ture | control 
mended ‘that state: attorney general 

+ take’ action to ban. “Tropic. of Can-) 
cer.” 

- Max - Michaels opens: the Wilbur 
with - “Miracle « ‘Worker” 

on. Sept. - 5. Bookings: 
“Caretaker,’ "+ “Greek. --Theatre,” 
“When. No :One is 

The\: "e. 

‘Rick | Besoxan, éreator of “Little | i“Tenth ‘Man, ” “Thurber Carnival; 98, 

{Mary Sunshine,” takes. over key- 
board: at’ The’ Shack {n - “Cherry. | 

| Groye when the spitit ‘moves ‘him 
and. goes “through. the © “Sound of. 
/Musie” and. ““Camelat” scores.” 

. Hollinger, TeleMeter. pub- - 
| licist; tried to “break. in his’ two-'| 
‘year ‘old: daughter. Alicia, to beach | 

‘Hy 

life. ‘over’ the weekend. She. didn’t 
dig. it, but he. may fry: again with | 
a. week's Stay some time in August: 

‘Tel: Aviv 
By. Joseph. ‘Lapid’ 

(52, Shlomo Hamelech St.: 
- i: ©6Tel. 28348). - 

Lado, . Yougoslav folkdancers 
from’ “Zagreb, scored well here} 
_ American: Negro... singer | Anne 
Morrre in-the Adria nightclub. 

next season: ‘with the. Israel Phil- 
‘harmonic. 

‘Tsraeli .:  folke-siniger’ ‘Hanna ‘Aha 
| roni; presently in the US., Anvited: 
‘to Poland: 

. Foremost: . 
Ephtaim Kishon (“Look Back Mrs. 
“Lot” a. hit in the. Ohet Theatre 
with. . comedy “Marriage Cert. 

- Victoria.’ -de- Los “Angeles to ‘sing, 

-Spanish dancer Carlos. de: Falta. 
and his Revue, Festival de: Espana 
rated. a. flop. 

Paul Gilbert here for commer-| . 

“Taste ‘of ‘Honéy,”: “Advise and 
| Consent, 7 “Age: of... ‘Consent, ” 
“Hamlet” and. "Three ‘Penny: Op 

era.’ 

Mimeapols 
‘By Bob Rees 

Padded: Celt has Eddie: ‘Hazelt 

Bob’ Gibson. who -cancelled. 
Aquatennial participants °- 

week. -includéd. ‘Chordettes, Mari- 
‘|iyn Maxwell’ and Jeanne. Cagney, 
‘tv: actor. - Sebastian Cabot and 
Lassie. - 

citation of drinks in bars. .. .. 
“Largest local grandstand. crowd 

‘in over’43 ‘years (75,000) attended: 

State. fairgrounds July 16. . His 
' crusade .:was: . -heavily promoted on 

Cities dailies. 

Pianist: Artur ‘Rubinstein - ‘ex: 
-| peeted here,.soon to: ‘be. followed: ° 

David Niven finished here: shoot-, | 

with Alber to. 

‘film, based on the Suez. campaign, | 
| by: Israeli. director. Ivan..Lengyel.' 

fourth time; with 700: participants |: 
‘from a. dozen countries; including. 

“West” 
from Paris’ to the. 

“Filipino: singer. Bobby. Gonzales. 

Herald}: 
setting ‘records: at: -New 

jUSA” | at studio. this: week. 
-fave, ‘back on Japan circuit -with- 
piano playing and. bluish ditties. A 

‘ing. to. bring..Four Lads here, and |. 

: turried ‘to heavy . sked of © work’ 
.after year in. US. Swith | “Holiday,| ~ 

Production, manager: Bill | ‘Gray: | 
of Hal Wallis’ upcoming locationer | 

Price: of. shedding « ‘bra was made | 

gan “The Pirate” 
"4 this Friday: (28) in 55 nabe houses... 

-Norm.. Crosby,..Hub-based comie, |” 

-include, : 

” Looking.” . 

A 4009 Xerxes ‘Ave: 'So.; WA 6685): 
. Theatre-in-Round. Players - ‘will 
open ‘five-play. _subscription series |-- 

| in October. 

. Minneapolis city council, prepar:” 
‘ing. ‘to. crack ‘down. on. ‘B-girls: and |. 
prosties, is «considering - new. -ordi- | 
‘nancé.. which ‘would: prohibit soli-. 

final session of Evangelist, Billy. 
-|.Gtaham’s. crusade’ ‘at Minnesota 

‘Lspaeli humorist, 

.tv ‘and radio: as. well as in Twin: 

Wednesda, aly: 26, 1961 

~ Hollywood ~ 
this. week.” 

‘to Europe. 

Harris Agenty..«.. 

{tic surgery on... throat. 

‘as Frisco distrib for Overland. Rec- 

one cathy: Dandtidge ‘signed with 
William Morris “Agéncy to. ‘handle 
four-month. European nitery. tour. 

. Annette. Gorman; | ‘14-year-old, 

tract. 

“Miracle: Worker,” 
by. US. ‘State Dept. - 

. Benefit preem of “Francis of As* 
| sisi”. at Fox Wilshire July 19 raised | 
$15,000 for. :Sisters: of the. ‘Poor. at 
convalescent’ hospital.: - 

Warner. ‘Bros... 
‘Matiene - Schmidt, : “Miss” 
“verse,” ahd Sharon ‘Brown, 

Chica 50. 
(DElaware: ae ee 

at Birdhouse, .. 

vinia. stint. tonight. CWed.>.. 
“Dixieland - singer-banjoist €lancy’ 
Hayes: joined Bill Reinhardt group 

-at: Jazz Ltd. 

in French. ‘Village. - 

| Sept., 6at Erianger-. .- 

(iy. at: ‘Shoreland. Hotel, on: move- 
“over from.Hotel Sherry. - 

at. Palmer House’ last. werk, - 

Calypso: Revue in’ Steve -Maliman’ 3 
| Hew. nitery, Boom. Boom: Room.- 

‘Bob Page in_tq° tubthump “More. 
(M-G) .-opening 

Art’ Sheridan; co- -owner . ‘of: Bird- 
house; preemed his new near north’: .. 

oMitery, ‘Basin . Street: on. Monday Bole 

pcaane 

retired ‘to-h usewifery. | 
“Tongue. ‘Hn Chie’ revue’ “moves. 

-over from ° 

‘in ‘Surburbari ‘Oak ‘Lawn. - 

Backs County County, Pa... 
By Penny Larsen 

SPY! 482517020. 2 

skedded for: Aug. 10-11-12: 

“x _ Man . Around: - the - House,” ” 
‘Aug: ‘719. 
_Playhouse- ‘apprentice 

Dodge: who: played . “Marie” 
Eric Rudd's 

in 

David: Dodge: . 

“Trevor Howard: jets to London 

Lee and = ‘Padla Strasberg ‘skied 

_ Bonnie . “Abbot. “Joined “Mickey! 

-Elizabeth- Tavlor okay after. :Plas: 

~~ Gentral: Records | “Enterprises set. 

Ramsey. Lewis Trig: holding’ fortis ; ue 

:Dukes of. ‘Dixieland. in: for Ra ak 

» Mutti-musician 
Orlando provi id

e: ee 

‘ing vocalistics at. Absinthe ‘House tS 

‘Gertrude. Bromberg: ‘In ahead ‘of a 
“Bye Bye Birdie,” . which opens: oe 

:. “op. Floor” opened. last. Friday - 

. Benny- Goodman. in for’ National.” oe 
‘Assn. of: Music: Merchants conclave: OES 

Gail ‘Lewis - tapped: aS © publicist. 
for. ‘London House and’ Mr. Kelly’s,.. .~ 
now: that Janet. Kaiip Sorkin’ has: 

ibson’s_ Highway ‘Ina’ 
‘| to, Arnold: Miuzzarelli’s Sabre Room » 

’ Celeste: ‘Holm in “Invitation: for . 
a March” at Falmouth Playhouse |.. - Jack ‘Douglas arid” Spouse ‘Reiko wo 

| for: week .through Saturday. (29): open’ next .Monday: (31)::in “Teas 7). - 
house Of August :Moon” at - Salt °: 
‘Creek Playhouse... Dan Sorkin and"; ° 
Francyeri¢ Semmons currently eo-*, 

: ‘| star. in “Send. Me ‘No } Me No Flowers.” 
Jean Pierre ‘Aumont. and. “Marisa . 

|Bavan open in. new musical, “Ana-|-- 
tol.” at “Boston Arts Center. tent)" 

“New. “Hope annual, - street... fair na 

Kendal arn 

gets. :$400° weekly on court-ap- : aa 
-| Proved | -Columbia Pictures” -con- oe 

‘Sol: Lesser reelected: for third. ee 
‘term:-as chairman. of ‘Hollywood .” 
Motion Picturé & Television: Mu 

| seun. Commission... 
‘| “Jane. Havoc: ‘to - ‘Trinidad for - 
three-month. “Latin American’ tour-- 

sponsored oe 

-- Will » ‘ sereen-tast . ° os 
Unies: . 
“Miss: PET 

‘Mighty “Panther -heads - ‘Limbo- = 

sacaeeaiteas 867007 “cab Saal ae 

“Next new play is Joseph Julian's 

“The Interpreter,” is °.- 3 
‘daughter of noted ° travel author. Ww 

After: local’ erilie. fr
ied peri ders ore 

, join”. _Musie Circus eanceiled New... ~ 4g 
[Hope Gazette’ passes on’ -grounds: “J 
that ‘phrase. “must: miss”, was. dic-, ved 

. tatorial.. - wt 
rae Clarinetist. ; “Peanuts. Hucko’ : at: : 
“New: ‘Hope’ “bistro; Chez Odette, 

: does regular Monday night jam-ses- . _; 
sions.. Joined this-week by Bobby. - 3% 
Hackett . and’ Kai: - Winding. 

lew ‘playhouse : shows, ‘a .unique 

cat. ‘Lambertville: Musie -. Circus 

“is: “Destry ‘Rides’ Again,” 

Aug..6: 

Bill ‘Hoffman. play, “Two. . Queens 
of.:.Love: and: Beauty,”” at: Bucks: 
‘Courity.” Playhouse.: . 

Friday, gave. two-.boffo: ‘perform- 
ances. 
‘script, and by: ‘Monday night played 

The. New Dramatists Coinmittee: . oe 
will send .a neophyte .playwright’. 3 
to looksee during ‘rehearsals of. ‘all *- 

| jazz.trio with comic Ted: Markland | 
through July:.30. “Lrio. replaced 

last 

arrangement. fora strawhatter: . orcas 
-"Dave Brubeck's: ‘July 17 one-niter. “4 

‘broke ‘house records. with: capacity a 
‘crowd -of: 2,007.” Current. vat -Cireus -. *.'4 

. starring ~~. 4 
‘| WOR's .. Jéan- ‘Shepherd through es. 

: Saturday ©: working. from. 

ithe- Part as if. she had" created. dt. _ FI 

Actress Jai Miner- big. click as - oY 
replacement” for: ailing -Ann -Har- | ~ 
ding’ during: second week ‘of new... 

“Miss Miner . “eg 
first read play by: ‘flashlight during |. 
2..a.m.“drive: to New. Hope’. last ©. 



“NEY 

* VALENTINE DAVIES | 
Valentine. ‘Davies, 55,): screen- 

“titer ‘and: president of: thé: Acad- i. 

“emy of Motion: Picture . Arts. and: 

‘Sciences,. died: Sunday - 123) of ‘a 

- heart attack at his home, in n Malibu, 

- Car... vol. 

See story in film. news section 
“for details. oo pan 

. JOE. McTURE 
. Joe . McTurk, 62—real . ““pame,’ 

Robert: “McCracken-—streen :: actor: 
and former ‘Broadway figure. “died 

‘of. a. heart. attack in . Holly wood 
“July ‘19: after seven and one-half ;§ 

- hours’ ..surgery. ..His:. “career - had |: 

‘encompassed: real-life roles: 
jockey, -fighter,; 

owner and: World. War- IT: ‘charac- 
~ter : He also .was -2., contemporary: 
of: such | New Yorkers: as. Damon 
Runyon. and. Mayor Jimmy: Walker, 
-McTurk: got his” ‘pseudonym dur- >; 

- “ing World ‘War Il-in the. Aleutianss: 
- when “Yank. Magazine. used -him for- 
g. series and dubbed him ““G.1. Joe 
- McTurk. ”. He ‘started as’ a jockey” 
. yiding.‘for. the. Butler: stable at: 
|. Empire -, City. ‘Racetrack: Later, 
7 under | name of “K.O.. Billy Mair- | 
" yay,’ he. was: contender ‘for - the '; 

world's -bantamweight champion: ! 
ship. Following this, he. opened. five: 

nightclabs, .- jncluding | the-: 
” Ev erglades, Onyx | Club, ‘High Hat, 
’ < Checkerboard: and ‘Oasis. : 

‘After’ World War’ II: ‘McTurk - 
joined : Mae’ West on tour “with : 
“Ring ‘Twice, * and went into thej 

"Jee Palooka”. series:on screen. ‘He |. 
played -Angie: the. x in Samuel 
“Goldwyn's “Guys and Delis,”. and. 

 Jast appeared i in motion pictures: jn: 

~ duly 28, 1988. 

7 oe never: sit. us" 

hg oh Wat 

. Fiatik. “Capra's new. “Pocketful ‘of: 
:- Miracles.” His last: wy stint ‘was in. 
~a'“Route-66" seg. - Dos 
» His wite survives. . 

” JORN. 3 ‘GARRITY | ‘SR... 
John J. ‘Garrity Sr_,: 86, ‘zoneral 

-. Manager. for. the ‘Shuberts for. 40 |. 
. “years and .one. of the! last: ofthe | 
‘big names: who’ surrounded. -them |. 
“during their’ long. tenuré in’ the | 
theatre, died. in: Three ‘Rivers, Cal, 
July . 18.” For 25--years he worked 

-- gut of the brothers’ Chicago’ plfice, 
“handling all their. operations. : 
When’ an 

“Ways: accompanied it, He also was 
personal rep of J. J: Shubert, work- 
‘jng’on all-new. ‘properties, and ‘rozd- 
‘shows. His Jast, associstien ‘with ; 
‘them | Was on “Ziegfeld Follies.” 

. “Garrity ‘also managed such. sper- | 
.s ‘gonalities as. Jeannette MacDonald,. 
:. (Gene ‘ Raymond, Fredric March, 

° Dayid Niven and ‘Olsen & Johnsea. | 

‘oe Fact Rae x au productions - 
Jr. Sorviving: also: are 2 a Gatehter ig in Hollywood. Born in Denmark,.| 1930's ef the ‘Green 

-. thall and “The ‘Rivals’ with Joseph | 
_ Jefferson. a 

" “She had ‘thie: lead. role. in the. 
original “Mrs: Wiggs. of ‘the’.Cab- 
-bage. Patch.” After ‘her - marriage, 
Mrs... Fox quit the ‘stage. _but_ .con- 

{tinued her. musical studies in“con- ‘the’ South ‘Seas island of Samoa, . 
| th her huwband’s ‘miusic SON. ‘of: the: last 
2 Publishing firm. 

Survivors include “her® husband, : many - via his “. platter, ° 
. faughter omd.son. Fred who. » OPET: 
ae the. music. company. 

" GROFFREY WAWKES. 
‘Geoffrey. Hawkes, ‘66, chairman’ 

1 “and managing . director: ‘of. Boosey: 
& Hawkes, music’. publishers | and | 
instrument: -makers,’ died’ July..1'% 
in He'd been. ill for: over. 
‘a year: with: heart trouble, and d bad 

as}. 
Broadway” nitery. 

a 7 “been taken to a: :hispital for a blood’. 
‘transfusion. - 

; peter ‘to Queen* Victoria; formed : 
‘the Hawkes. sidé of. the ‘business j. 
over .100 years ago and it. merged } 

“with the rival “Boosey: concern 30', 
‘Vears ago. - 

Hawkes, a-Past Master. at the: 
‘Worshipful Cotipany. of Musicians. 
iwas.: Chairman -of the. executive: 

- committee. of thé National Music. 
Council, . ‘ Though. he : “encouraged - 
‘young Mmusicians;. he ‘could ‘neither. 
lréad ‘music. nor. play any.of the m- 
struments which his firm: Produced. 

~ Survived. ‘by: his wife. ° ” 

ERNEST BLAKE 

‘executive and ‘motion picture’ pic-.. 
“neer,.died of. a ‘heart attack: July : 
15 at. Bedford, Eng. 

. been” associated with the. firm . tor | 
over 58 years: and: was: still: active. 
Blake. was .a° protography pioneer, 

Bis: grandfather. re “State Tram. 

o Do, ‘the Eee 

Ernest Blake. $2. film equipment.” “Ma And Pa Kettle” Series, among + 

A. past. chairman’ and tishaging ' 
Mirector. of. Kodak: Ltd; he - ad |" 

-Seatland Since 1958. 

=, lin Glasgow. after a “lengthy iMness. | scores of works oD. music theory | 
| He -had Tepresented: the ITA dot and. harmony, ‘died recently 

Port Washington, Wis. His wite 
. Hé was primarily 2 soldier, hav- survives. 

ing ‘been born in Indi, where his ; 
). father spent ‘most “of. his. military Mrs. Esther, Meteh, 57. song- 

- career. He was, author. ofia numbet ! writer ‘who authored such ‘tunes 
“of books, including. a novel “The: ac “Ning” died July 9 in Des 
Eagle and. the “Sup,” and. “The: Plaines. 11). Surviving gre her hus- 
Kingdom - of Melchior, "a note 
‘book .on Arabia, . 

*y BSTHER DALE’ Lo 
. B&ther : Dale, 75, character ac- 

‘tress, died July ‘23 in Hollywood. : 
‘She-starred in “Carrie Nation”. on." 
‘Br oadway in- 1933. 

-She* made her: film debut in 1934. 
in “Crime Without Passion,” filmed | 
in New ‘York.'and went to Holly -: 
wood the: following: Sear. She was} 
‘married.io the late ‘writer-producer | 
‘Arthur Bechard; who died. earlier 

, this ° year: -. Her films. include, | 
“Back. Street: “Private Worlds,” 

‘And I and many. of the | 

“others; °° 2: 
Het. sister survives. 

. “RUSSELL. E.. @AKES 
Russell E Oakes, W1, retired aa 

man who was. frequently billed 
$.“The Wizard of Waukesha.’ ca 

especially in|-the motion picture died July 16 in: Waukesha, W: 
‘field, and “was. one of the. Uits| Afler retiring as copy chief of the | 
“earliest, exhibitors. 
.. With his brother, he. ‘formed. ‘the 

Cinema Veterans Assn. and Was 
prexy. ini:-1937-38. He. also “was :di- 
‘rector of. Granada (Bedford): Ltd., 
‘chairman: "of -:the. ‘Kinematograph 
‘Manufacttirers” Assn. ‘and. a mem- 
ber of the ‘board: of. ‘management ° 
of the Cinematograph Trade Be-| 
“nevolent Fund: 
| Survived Dy: wife. and Son, 

_ JOHN. BE, KENNEDY - 

{ : 

[ Seseph x Zeidler. 78. retired 

‘band, . 
- Sisters. 

‘clarinetist: ‘and. member of the 
' Milwaukee Musicians’ Assn since 
. 1908. died recently in that city.. 
Bis wife and two brothers survive. 

.. Myrtle. i Kiepert, 70, piantst- 

i~aukee cocktail lounges 
 restanrant, died recently in, that 
city. - Two. sons survive. 

".. Albert M. Mans, 57, 
“musician who piayed in Larrous 

4 

‘Milwaukee treatres. died recently: 
iin’ that city. Surviving are a son, 
| brother” anda ‘sister. 

Melvin M. Rissch, 83, president 
of Crystal Pictures, Inc., ‘film 

{ distribators, died July 21 in Livi ing- 
iston Manor, N.Y. His wife, daugh- 
ter ated sister survive. 

two daughters. and five: 

organist who played in several Abi- 
and 

veteran : 

Kiau-Van Pietersom-Duniap| 
‘sgency. in: .1943, he tarned “pro-} 
fessional entertainer with a‘ rou-. 

Mother, 60, of film acter Richard 
Attenborough and tv. personality 
David Attenbarough, died in a car 

MARRIAGES 
Iris Gardner te lia Ohun, New 

York, July 22. BRaide is in the 
banquet dept. af the Metel A<tor; 
he’s with General Artists Corp, 
cafe dept. 

Fehtce A. Perner to Bisan Bons 
nett, New York. July 21 He ts 
son of songwriter Esleen Renavtt 

. Demaris Moore to Phihp HH. 
Parmatee, North Thetfard. \4, 
July 2. He's engineer with Ihe Ll. 
ef New Hampdlacne s educational 
Ww station. 

Jovee Bloem to Peter Lo Celins, 
Evanston, HW), June 17 He as sen 
ef Florence Spmk Uolhns. foiear 
Gancer-sairess amu] now publa uty 
director of WSUN-AM-TV. St. 

Petersburg, Fla, and gramdiwn cf 
‘Al Sgunk, retired pressagent4y ci- 
sonal. nianager. 

Batoura Anne Guthiie ta Areld 
A Gurwitch, New Yark. July 21. 
Re's a Member of the show Diy haw 
firm of Rosen, Seten & Savhin. acd 
is Jawver for Leeds Muvie and its 
affilauted firms 

i oe re Been ty, ee Be 

{ 
{ | BIRTHS 
1 Mr. and Mrs Chailes Calsen, 
son, Hotlywood, July 11) Moilher 
is artress Bernice MeLauphiin; 
father ts an uctor. 

Mr. and Mrs Wally Pitster, son, 

in 3 

”..| signer.‘for the Sheliey Players. 
. iNew .Scotland, N.¥., died there. 

John ‘B. Kennedy, 67,. retired : July.10..The company opened. Sat- | 

tine built, around the eccentric. 
inventor.”” ‘He “appeared 
Garry Moore: show, among: SP other | 
ty programs. | 
“There are ao sarvivort: 

AM “WINSTON  WILaa 
william: Winston, 22, scenic. de- 

P 

‘radio’ and. newsreel. ‘commentator i ‘urday | ($) in: “The Tender Trap.” 
“and magazine - editor, ‘died ‘Satur: | 
\day (22) in Toronto. after, an. in- ° 

a | testinal, operation.: °: 
¥\. A’ well-known radio: ‘voice: ‘for |: 
Bi more than 15 years,. Kennedy |-Brooklyn, had ‘come to’ ‘New Seot-j- 
y Ay turned from ‘writing to: broadcast- | land three weeks earlier. 

ing in: 1934 ‘when. he became an |. a 
| NBC. announcer. In the; 40's he}. 2 

for 
:WNEW “and: -WOR. Ge * joined! clarinetist with Cincinnati concert 
“Was al Mews! commentator: 

ABC'S: ‘stat of news tommentators | 
: in. 1950. . 

Before . ‘proadtasting,. Kennedy 
thad been a. newsreel. commentator 
‘and magazine . writer ‘and editor, 

ai [ee wai 10. years with’ Collier's: 

eae 

asa Griter, ‘and managing editor. i 

JON. SOUTHERN. 
° ° John ‘Southern; 68, theatre ae 

j ager -and - ‘impresario, -Gied' of a. 
, Stroke. July 18, in Worthing, Eng.. 
| fro-hours. after ‘the death” of his. 
, Wife, Wn. 

‘He! moved trom: “Insurance into 
; : Important ‘Shubert:" show biz and in'1918 became. treas- 
show ‘went on the road, ‘Garrity. ale j i urer for’ Gilbert Milter. 

iim a similar capacity at various 
‘other, ‘theatres. ' ‘He. was. also -man-! 
lager’ for a. time» “Of. St. James’ |: 
Theatre, London... 

- Southern introduced “continaous” 
vaudeville: ‘to ‘London: at the: Gar- 
ek: Theatre and was onsible | 
for many other Tighe entertainment | 
| shows. 

es ‘GUARD - 
Gaard, 67, pet silent: pix-com- 

died of cancer July: 

singer, drowned ‘July. 10 in.a boat- 
ing acckient.in Berlin. ‘The tragedy. 

{toot ‘place ‘near? Haus ‘Carow. a} - 
cabaret. where he ‘was. headlining, | 

{2 Tuala, 

but he complained ‘of feeling ill: 
‘ An autopsy. showed “death was due | 
| to: natural causes. 

crash July 13 in _in Sussex, Engiand. Chicago, July & Father's super- 
‘yisor of NBC Neus there. 

eeseetl ££ ‘Qekes, 93, tv com: : Mr. and Mrs. Willam Harder, 
jedien, who appeared several times - ‘daughter, Chicago, July 8 Father 

of 

abs he Garry Moere show, died 
Saiy 16 in Waukesha, ‘Win. 

Mother, 67, of Richard Lewis, | 
‘executive producer. for Revue 
Studies, died Juty 23 in New ¥Ork : Productions there. 
after a long. iRness. 

“Father ol Ray “Lehman, staff 
announcer at WWSW,. died July 
+12 in Pittsburgh: 

~l chester, ‘Eng. . Former-“‘manager ‘of 
| Warner's “Liverpool .. “branch, - he | 

He served! subsequently 

branch. manager for: Exclusive 
i Films. a 

lied July 10 in Uddevalla, Sweden 
known 

Winston, . ane was a native: a0 
Father, 35. ‘of: dancer Hal LeRoy, : 

{died daly 3 in Bradenton, Pia. 2 

| 

jongtinee 
"ARTO SA — 

roar, Seat Par Pix & Steck. 
bands. amd: director of the Cincy ! 
| Community’ Orchestra, died Jaly — Contioned frosi page 3 Gaiman 

13*.in’.. Cincinnati. ‘During -Worka ‘in Gotham. engaged in huddles 
War Uhe' was a member of the 10t lwith. ‘Jack Karp, v.p-studio head: 
Fighting Musicians, Gen. ‘Persh- Martin Rackin, eyec In charge of 
‘ing’s personal bend, which: toured . production, and others on the Hol- ' 
Europe and. the. U 'S. 

- Survived - by three. sisters and. 
‘four brothers. : 

woud ‘tot: 
wth brass «merged. with decia- : 

‘rations of intent to. 
A meney. on more pictures designed 
:for the workl market. 
properties were listed for starts in| 
‘1962, aimed for. release in late, 
aaa ‘oT early 1983. 

Four productions are scheduted | 
‘pecoiné agent . for to Bo before the cameras next Jan- 

‘Films - “and Manchester. aary. alone—thus Par for this 
‘month at least is genuinely crowd- 
ing the production. calendar. Gn 
the January slate.are “Who's Got 
the Action.” Jack Rose production ! 

Starring Dean Martin and Lana? 
. ‘| Turner; “My Six Loves,” 

ERIK. WETTERGREN starrer: Peloin-Richlin’ Ss 
Erik Wettergren, 78, former. di- villa. Mimesa”.. and Poll-Riits 

‘Téctor: of the. National Museum ; ‘Syivia.” 

‘ LDONARD nn LEONARD - 
‘Leonard Ai. Leonard, 7, iim. 

‘executive, died recently - in: Man-. 

Adelphi’ 

-He "was ‘an indie renter before . 
| -vetiring “jn. 1858 | because - of il, 
; health. 

1 _—_——a 

or 

: twe frem Hai Wallis, two: 
‘from. ‘the -Perlberg-Seaten unit. 

for bis legit {three from Henry Bianke, one . He was dest) 
Sweden in the ‘from Jerry Lewis and ethers from 

Pastures,” | Mel. Shaveizon, Yorkin apd Lear, 
and brother. ) =") his real name. was ‘Christen: Kit- | “Strange Intertude” and “Mvurn- ‘Gant Gaither, Wiliam. Wellman 

a —_— oe oN gaaral Prior. te ~entering early |ing. Becomes Electra.” and Hemy Hathaway. - 
JU MRS. SAM ROK. 0 (° liims,; ne gnadie his theatrical bow |" There's ne telling at this point, 

head of the Sam Fox: Music Pab- |7rameger at the olf Aksar Thes-|" George. Breand, 30, conjurer, entiy Ddieeprinied program will 
: Fishing Ce. died Sealy 13 in Cleve- jtre, Frisco, in1913. | |died July 18-4 camer in. London. |snateriaiiee in the form of actusi 
Jand. A former actress. who wast, Dering World War I be served |e combined his tridks with Wick |completed product. Bet H's appar- 
. Dorn jn Cleveland. ‘she “met. her is Ba entertainer ja France, and |comedy patter, specisdized Jarguiy jet the Par people went % known 

future husbend. im. a- high. school | ee erm eect serial: #0; cetarey, - Comowt snl wcivete.|that the. prodection wheels are 

Sactng CR SS es Se Sie sare x Wilms S. Hart, Tom | Heavy buf, be wes bifed as |. _ 
ol Mee’ early. faterest: tn acting, |MEx amd Heat Gibson, gud’ also |The Biggest Thing en gi” |S 
‘: @evdleped. ky ‘ytedies at the wld [Appeared as comic in FBO's “Tele 8 } of Assisi’ 
* ‘Stmbspe-Wheetcre Dramavie/> ye Gail” series, “| 9k Latette Dutch) Bowden, Se oo | 

Breatiway productions as “Under} . | MARIO TUALA a | toun, O., and more recently a salles- get 4) the theatre before she put 
- Southern: Skies”. with. Henry Wal- |: Marie. Tuala,. 37, ‘German. pep | mien /WKST-TV, Ye her -cothes back on”), with werk- 

djed_ July, 14 in that city foliowing, end biz. and midnight shows always 
Grewing betty = Short il ners. . petronage. 
‘The other kind of hit, he. said. 

Specific } 

i® 

Gthers pencilled In for 1962 in- |. 

George We. “Hartwig. 69,. planist- is the Jess spectacular but poten- | 
whose “real. name was |.coniposer who provided accompani-| tially as profitable long-running ‘ London. June 30 Father is a «tape 

is production director at Ficd 
‘Nites Productions there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Chavles Ticio, 
daughter, Chicago. July. 8. Father 
is a Alm director for Fred Niles 

Mr, and Mrs. Edwin N. Gifhnd, 
son, New York, July 15. Mother, 
the former Miss Mithael Pollcck, 
is ad-pub director tor ( “nemiiacle 
‘Pictures; father’s a ty directo: - 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Maysella,_ 
‘daughter, Cleveland, July = 4. 
Father is dbusinacss manager of 

™ ~ ~~" | WHAK Radio there, 
: Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ztngsic, 
‘daughter, Cleveland. July = 11. 
Father's an account exec with 
WHE Radio.. 

Mr. and Mrs Ditk Wanton, 
| daughter, Glendale, Cai. July 6. 
i Father is Mickey Roney s vauce 
. partner. 

Mr. and. Mrs Paul Rarnes, 
: daughter, Chicano, July 17 Vue 
‘Vher’s a free-lance actor-annountcr 
; there, 

. Mr. and Mrs. Hows Shapiio, 
‘son, Chicago. July 14. Father Js 
with WREKB there. 

Mr. and Mrs. David Wetton, cen, 
i Lesion, July 18 Mother 3x Deug- 
las Fairbanks daughter. 

Mr. and Mra Steve Teri, 
- da ughter, Holl:wood, June 2. 
i Father's an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs Warves Leow, 
;90n, Bangkek, Thailand. receniiy 
‘Mother is former Chinese sctic “g 
Sheva Shizuoka; father is Meio 
exploitation Manager in Thatland. 

‘Mrs. and Mis. Allen Ash. datiz:h- 
ter, Chicago, July 21. Fathe: 1: 
(Chi topper fer Nationa? Telefilm 
Associates: mother is former. ic- 

lcount exec at Herbert Baker Ad- 
Ttising. i 

j_ Mr, ana Mrs, Edgar Matkia, run, 
(New Yerk Jaly 20. Father's with 
United Artists legal department 

in 

Mr. wd Mrs. Sohn Price, xon, 
San Francisco, Jetv 19 Father fs 
gpustoal director of Purple Omon 
_nightspot there.- 

Mr and Mrs. John Meiion £0N, 

Eckard ‘Schulz-Ewerth, ‘was, born .on:} ment for. silent. films and. worked | pie, such. as “Francis.” which, with- and sereen actor. 
al 

last German ‘governor 
. He became. famed. in. Ger- 

“Mexico, 

Mexico,” which sold nearly 500 
copies. He. ‘also appearéd. in’ films 

~~} and: was as regular: ‘performer | ‘on 
| RIAS,°: US:-sponsored | Tadio, ‘Ble, 
t tion. in West. ‘Berlin. aa 

LORD BELHAVEN. 
- Lord: Belhaven. 58.. Officer for |’: 

Scotland of the British Independent | 
accoLdionist-composer who wrote: show their legs. ' Television Authority, Sied | July If} 

‘with a number of yesteryear. Mil- 
Waukee. bands; . died: recently ‘im Taylor. builds stowly and 
that - city. AL On. and two - ‘sisters. wesdily as the good word spreads 
survive. {though it's hardly » film to fill 

the balcony after midnight. 
Frederick’. Cook, 78, violinist | -Exhfbitors, he suggested. must - 
with © the: Philadeiphia ‘Symphony be prepared t recognize this kind 
Orchestra for mone than 20. years: of pic. and understand haw to han- 

| and’ longtime’ conductor ‘for thetdle ‘it. Too citen, the exec said - 
‘| Shubert - ‘theatres. in Philedeiphis. exhibs, in search for the quick. * 
died ‘July 9 in Hampton, NA Ybuck, will. rush pix like thi< im 

“and out of their theater befoe 
‘65, . pianist. ‘the films: have had. a Chance AG “Earl. Blankenhorn, 

out a star of: the caltbre of Elize-" 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Rovar, son, 

July 14, Rabway, NJ. Father sx a 
personal manager. 

Mr and Mra Edwin Gilords, 
son, July 13. New York Mother is 
Mary Michael Pollock. a yffblicist 
for Cinemiracie Pictures Cary. ; 
father isa ty producer. 

Mr and Mra Stankev Green, 
won, New York, Jutv 20 Father is 
auther of ‘The Worid of Su scal. 
Cosned*?” and canfitbatsng edilet 

Hie. ihe Fi Stereo Review. 
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SUIT VOOR ECT RUN 

This is Jubi. 

CCW? was for Health and Happiness in an installment of Granada’ g renowned animal series 
Ato Zoo. The leading lady (above) gave the greatest performance of: her career asasick’ 

chimpanzee who recovered her health and found happiness in the | ands of the noble medical. 

staff at the London Zoo. It was pure soap opera, but the audience loved it. GRANADA TV NETWORK, 
fee ENGLAND. 
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